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INTRODUCTION

The Ved&nta Sutras of BMarilyana are contained in four AdhySyas

or books. Among the six schools of philosophy, the VedSnta is the most

popular and the best studied. The Sutras of Bfidarayana are about 560

in number, and so concise aud abstruse, that without a commentary they

are hardly to be understood. It is difficult to find tho connection between

the successive Sutras, merely from tho Sutras themselves. Being a work

of exegetics one would expect them to give reference to the passages

which are being explained; but thero is hardly a single Sutra which gives

unmistakeable reference to any passage of tho Upanisad. The result is

that the various commentators have tried thoir ingenuity in finding out

the passage or in imagining the text which is the subject of discussion in

any particular Sutra. That they have not been consistent even on this

broad point, will bo clear to any one who will study the various commen-

taries, the translations of which are before the public. In my opinion, the

sago BSdarayana intentionally constructed the Sutras in such a way

that they may be of universal application, and may not be confined to the

exposition of any particular religion or text. They contain universal

principles of religion and philosophy, true for all times and ages, and not

confined to tho sacred literature of the Hindus alone. An interpretation

of tho Sutras in this light is a desideratum.

Baladeva, the author of the Govinda BhSsya, was a follower of

Sri Chaitanya, the last of the AvatSras. He wroto this commentary under the

command of Lord Krsna at VrndSvana and called it Govinda Bh&sya,

because the Lord, as Sri Govinda, told him in a dream to compose it. It

is a theistic BhSsya and in his TikS on it, said to be written by himself,

Baladeva thus gives the Guru-parampara' (or the apostolic succession) of

the great teachers from the Lord Kfsna down to Chaitanya.
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ii INTRODUCTION

The succossion of the Gurus is as follows:

SVi Kri§na, BrahmS, Nfirada, Badarayaoa, Sri Madhva, $ri Padmanabha,

Nrhari, MSdhava, Aksobhya, Jayatirtha, Srt Jnanasindhu, DaySnidlii,

Vidyftnidhi, Rajendra, Jayadharma, Purusottama, Brahmanya, Vyasatlrtha,

Laksmlpati, Madhavendra. He had three disciples Sri Kwara, Advaita,

Nity&nauda, these are all teachers of the world (Jagat-gums), we pay our

reveronce to these all; and lastly, to the Lord Sri Chaitanya Deva, who was

the disciple of Sri IsVara, and who saved the world by the gift of the love

of Sri Krma.

As regards the history of this commentary the same glossator writes

thus :

9^9: ^ITFF^ lift STCTT^ f^^TWfSRP^ II

Baladeva, the wise, composed this commentary under tho command

of sVi Govinda and hence it is called the Govinda Bhasya. Having studied

all the Vedantas from his Guru and all the Upanisjads so loved by the

Lord of Laksmt, one should study it after having read the Sankhya texts

and the Sastras allied to them. Having bathed and performed the morning

duties, the teacher and the pupil should study this Bh&sya, reciting S&uti

at the beginning and at the end. As through laziness men are not inclined

to study voluminous books, therefore, I have composed this concise gloss

on the Govinda Bha§ya called Stiksma TlkS. That Lord Govinda undor

whose command the Vidyabhu§ana (Baladeva) composed this commentary,

may He help me in this my undertaking also. May the lovers of Tedlnta

and the worshippers of the lotus-feet of S*ri Kr§na have their compassion

on me.
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In modern times, no book is considered authoritative unless it belongs to

some particular SampradSya or School or Church. Among the Vai§navas, four

such schools are recognised as authoritative, namely, those of Rfimanuja,

Madhva, Visnu-Svfimi and Nimbftrka, as will appear from the following

extract from tho same gloss:

^^Hl^ ^ ft^iM ^: II

All ]\lantras not belonging to any SampradSya or school are considered

as fruitless. Hence in this Kali Ago thore will arise four founders of schools,

namely, Sri, BralimS, Rudra, and Sanaka, the four great Vaisjnavas, purifiers of

the world. All these four will incarnate in Kali under the influence of tho

Supreme Lord of Utkala. Sri inspired Ram&nuja, tho four-faced Brahma

inspired Madhv&charya, Rudra inspired Visnu-Svami, and the four Kum&ras

taught through Nimb&rka.

Baladeva based his commentary mainly on tho teachings of these four

schools of Vaisnava authors. Sri Cliaitanya never wrote any commentary on

the VedSnta Sutras, nor did his immediate disciples. According to them, tho

Bhagavata Purana is the best commentary on the Vedanta Sutras. Baladeva,

who had written many works on Vai§navism, and was perhaps the most

learned among the followers of Sri Chaitanya, has written this theistic

commentary and his explanations are in many places really an improvement

upon those of his predecessors.

The text of the Baladeva Bhlsja, with the gloss called the Suk§ma Tikfi,

was first published by Pandit SySma Lai GoswSmi, a descendant of Lord

Nityananda. The edition being, however, in Bengali character, is not available

to the whole of India and it is intended to bring out a revised text in tho

Sacred Books of the Hindus series in Devanagri character.

This translation of the Govinda Bh8§ya is more in the nature of a

paraphrase than a literal translation. I have not hesitated in expanding the

author's arguments, and supplementing his short references by fuller

quotations from the sacred texts.

Benares: 1 ca p v
24th April, 1912. J
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THE VEDANTA-SUTRAS
WITH THE

COMMENTARY OF BALADEVA

FIEST ADHYIYA

First P.vdv

THE BLESSED KRSNTA IS EVER VICTORIOUS.

We bow with reverence to the THcssed Govinda, the Faultless, the Inconceivable,

the Cause of all, the True, the Self-luminous and the Infinity, the Brahman praised by

Siva and others, who is worshipped in manifold forms by his devotees.

Vyasa, the son of Satyavult, is verily Hari and is ever victorious, all-pervading and

loved by His devotees. He, by the rays of his Vedfmta SiUras, has dispelled the darkness

of ignoianco and revealed the Truth of things.

During the Dvapara age, when the Vedas were forgotten, Visnu, the

Supremo Person, being invited by Brahma and other limited intelligences,

incarnated Himself in the form of Krsua Dvaipayana. He restored the

Vedas and divided them into four parts, and composed the Brahma Sutras

in four books, to explain the Vedas. It is so written in the Skandapurana.

Some persons of little intelligence, but wise in their own conceit,

misunderstanding the sense of the Vedas, began to propound such mis-

taken theories as, that the Vedas teach that the performance of the ritualistic

worship and sacrifices was the highest end of man ; that Vi§nu was

no Supreme entity but subordinate to Karma : that the heaven, etc., and

the fruits of Karmas were eternal : that the (Jiva or) Soul and Matter (or

Prakriti) were independent in their activities and not subordinate to tsVara

;

that Brahman itself was the Jiva (or human soul ), and its manifestation as

Jiva was only a reflection or illusion or illusive appearance [or limitation
;

that the wheel of birth and death is of the Jiva who was not separate from

Brahman itself in pure intelligence—the Jiva being nothing but portion
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of Brahman called Buddhi, and that release is attained by the meditation

on this truth.

All these theories have been put forward as Piirvapaksa and set

aside in the Vedanta Sutras, and it is established therein that the Supreme

Visnu is independent, is the Creator of all, lias lordship over the whole

creation, is Omniscient, is the Highest Goal of man, and is pure Conscious-

ness. The Sutras speak about five Tattvas or eternal principles, (i) IsVara or

God, (ii) Jiva or Soul, (in) Prakriti or Matter, (iv) Kala or Time, and

(v) Karma or Action. Of these the consciousness of Isvara is infinite, that of

tho Jiva is partial. However, both are eternal and have knowledge, etc.,

and are connoted by the word '
T.' Consciousness cannot be

separated from Self-Consciousness, as luminosity cannot but reveal its own

form : so there is no conflict in tho proposition that God is pure conscious-

ness, and at the same time self-conscious.

(1) fs>ara creates the universe, entering into matter and controlling

it ; and He ordains the suffering and release of tho souls in it, because Ho
is Independent and All-powerful in His essential form. Though Ho is

odc, He has many aspects ; though He is indivisible, He becomes the object

of knowledge to the wise as having substance and attributes, and as having

a form and the spirit within it ; and though Tie is uninanifost, He becomes

manifest to His seekers through pure devotion. And though Ho is

one essence, in and out, yet .He distributes Supreme bliss of His essential

form to the Jivas.

(2) Jivtttmans are many and are in different conditions. They arc

in bondage, which consists in turning its face away from Isvara. When
the Jiva turns its face towards God, then its bondage falls ; and it realises

the form and attributes of God. Tho bondage is of two kinds : that which

conceals the essential nature of God, and that which hides His attributes :

both kinds of bonds fall off, when the soul turns its face towards God,

when there is direct vision of the Supreme.

(3) Prakriti is tho equilibrium of the three states in which matter

exists, namely of Sattva or rhythm, Rajas or activity, and Tamas or stability.

Other names of Prakriti are Tamas and Maya. Fertilised by being

glanced at by isvara, she is tho mother of the universe in all its

variety.

(4) Kala or time consists of three states—present, past and future ;

and words like 'simultaneous' and 'quick,' 'slow,' etc, are used to denote

time. It is measured by seconds, minutes, hours, days, years, cycles,

Yugag, up to Parardha. It is in constant motion like a wheel, and is the

cause of creation and destruction. It is an unintelligent substance, a

Jadam.
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The four substances, fsVara, etc., are eternal, as says the SvetasVetara

Upanisad, VI, 13.

SfcRjfmrfanfq- tfl^r \i g^J% II

He is the Eternal among the eternals, the Thinker among thinkers, who, though

one, fulfils the desires of many. He who has known that cause which is apprehended by

Sankhya (Philosophy) and Yoga (religious discipline), he is freed from all fetters.

Note.—To the same effect is the following text of the Bhalvaveyas : '"Verily the

Spirit, Matter, the Souls, and the Time arc eternal. The non-eternals are Pn'ina, Sraddbn,

the elements and their compounds. Those which 'are products are non-eternal. Those

which arc never produced are eternal."

So also in the Chulika Upanisad (verso 5)

:

Prakriti is like a cow but voiceless, the creatrix of all beings, black, white and red

are her colours, and she is the cow of desire, belonging to the Lord.

Being (Sat) alone was in the beginning, as wo find in Chhandogya

Upanisad (VI. 2.-1).

^ sV^JT srcfmj etc., 'Being was in the beginning, 0 dear, etc'

Though one of the eternals, the Lord is the ruler of the other three,

namely, the Jivas, etc., as they are controlled by Him, as says the Svct.

Up., VI., 16.

:

He makes all, He knows all, the Self-caused, the Knower, the Maker of time, (i.e., the

the Destroyer of time), who assumes all qualities and knows everything, the master of

nature and of man, the lord of the three qualities (Gunas), the cause of the bondage, the

existence and the liberation of the world.

(5) Karma is non-intelligent and its synonyms are Adyi§ta, fate, etc. It is

beginningless, but not everlasting, because it is subject to destruction.

The last four, i. e., JiVa, Prakriti, time and fate all possess energy,

becauso of the energy of Brahman. The power that works, within them is

the power of the Lord. Therefore, Brahman alone is the one that has power.

Hence the texts showing that Brahman alone exists also become harmonious;

as there is no other force but that of Brahman alone. All those will be

fully explained as we proceed.

The Vedanta Sutras, or Chaturlaksani, are ao called, because they possess

four characteristic marks or Lak§anas or Adhyayas or books. As it is

described in Sri Bhagavata (Book I., Ch. VII., Verses 4 to 6), which in fact

is a commentary on tho Sutras :

"Vyasa, in his meditation, while his heart was pure, mind concentrated, spirit full

of devotion, saw at first the
1

Supreme Lord as all-pervading ; and he next saw the Maya
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as subordinate to the Lord. He saw too the great round of Samsara and how deluded by

this Maya, Jivas consider themselves as consisting of three Gunas, and not as portions

of the Lord and how they fall into great calamity. He further saw means of destroying

this calamity, which was entire, selfless devotion to the Supreme God. Hence Vyaea

composed this Bhagavata Purana in order to teach ignorant mankind that devotion."

"The Substance, the Karma, the Time, the Svabhava and the Jiva have their potencies to

produce effect because of Hib grace—they have no power of their own, if He withdraws

His energy from them."

That Bhagavata is a commentary on Brahma Sutras is cxpresscdly stated

in Garuda Purana. where it says :

"The Sri Bhagavata is an explanation of Brahma Sutras. It is also the commentary of

Mahabharata. This contains as well the commentaries of Gayatrl and the Vedas. The

place of Sri Bhagavata amongst the Puranas is similar to that of the Sama Veda amongst

the other Vedas."

In the First Book, the author shows that all the Vedic texts uniformly

refer to Brahman and find their Samanvaya (reconciliation) in Him. In

the Second Book, it has been proved that tliero is no conflict between

Vedanta and other Hastras. In the Third Book the means of attaining

Brahman arc described. In the Fourth Book is described the result of

attaining Brahman.

As regards the Adhikiiri. A person, who is of tranquil mind and has

the attributes of Sama (quietude), Dama (self-control), etc., is full of faith,

is constantly engaged in good thoughts and associates with the knowers

of Truth, whose heart is purified by the duo discharge of all duties,

religious and secular, without any idea of reward, is the Adhikari or one

competent to understand and study the Siistra. Secondly, the Sambandha

is the description of Brahman by this Siistra. Thirdly, the Visaya or

subject-matter of this Siistra is the Supreme Purusn, Being, Intelligence

and Bliss, whose power is infinite and inconceivable, and who possesses

innumerable attributes, and who is all pure. He is the subject treated of

in this Sastra. Fourthly, the necessity (Prayojana) of this Sastra is to

obtain realisation of tho Supreme God, by the removal of all false notions

that prevent that realisation.

This Sastra consists of several Adhikaranas or topics or propositions.

Every proposition consists of five parts : (i) Thesis or Visaya, (ii) Doubt

or Samsaya, (Hi) Anti-thesis or Purva Paksa, (iv) Synthesis or right conclu-

sion or Siddhanta, and lastly, (v) Sangati or agreement of the proposition with

the othor parts of the Sa\stra. Sangati or consistency shows that there is

no conflict in what precedes aud what follows. It is of three sorts :

(t) Consistency with the scripture is called Sastra Sangati, (ii) consistency with the

whole book or Adhyaya Sangati, (Hi) consistency with the whole chapter- or Pilda, called

Pada Sangati. Thus in the whole book of the Vedanta Sutras Brahman is its main theme,

it is the subject-matter of discussion. Therefore, an interpretation of any passage, in
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order to fulfil the condition of Sastra Saugati, must not go away from the subject-matter

of Brahman. Secondarily, with the Adhyaya or portion of the book of the Vcdanta

.Sutra, each Adhyaya has a particular topic of its own and a passage must be interpreted

consistently with the topic of that Adhyaya. Similar is the case with Pada Sai'igati.

Besides these three sorts of Sangatis, there is a certain relation between Adhikaranas

themselves. One Adhikarana leads to another through some particular association of

ideas. In a Piida there arc many Adhikaranas and they arc not put together at

haphazard. The Sai'igati which binds one Adhikarana with another is of six sorts :

(1) Akscpa Saiigati or objection, (2) Dristiinta or illustration, (3) Prati-Drip.l;inta or

counter-illustration, (1) Prasanga Saugati or incidental illustration, (5) Utpatti Sarigati or

introduction, and (6) Apavfida Saugati or exception. All these various kinds will be shown

in their proper place in explaining these Sutras. An Adhikarana or topic is also called

Nyiiya.

Adhikarana I—The Enquiry into Brahman

The first Adhikarana or topic is tliat of Brahma-Jijnusa or Enquiry

into Brahman. The Adhikarana may be shown in its five parts, thus :

(1) Vimya or Thesis. Brahman or God ought to bo enquired

into. The following texts show that Brahman ought to be enquired into.

As Chhandogya Ilpanisad (Chapter VII, 25. 1.) says :

jfr % >jrt era. *n*f §«§w% m £ta fafMnf%asj
.j ?ra j^tm w^ft

The Infinite (Brahman) is bliss. There is no bliss in anything definite. Infinity

only is bliss. The infinity, however, wc must desire to understand.

Again it is written in tho By. Up., 11. 4. 5.

*ne«n =it i\ 3zsr> «fras*ft faf^nftrcisjft *tipjriwfi m ^\ stfftsi «ra%*t

Verily, the Self is to be seen, to be heard, to be perceived, to be marked, O Maitreyi,

when we see, hear, perceive, and know the Self, then all this is known.

The word Nididhystsitavya in the above, which has been translated as

"to be marked," means really "to bo enquired into." Theso two texts

therefore, show that Brahman is to be enquired into.

(2) Samsaya or Doubt : But there are other texts which show that

Brahman is not to be enquired into. A person who has studied the Vedas

and knows tho Dharma Sastra, should he enquire into Brahman ? or should

he not ? The texts that givo rise to doubt are the following :

spnT standi ^r^myfT Hfiffaffcre ^i^l

Wc have drunk Soma and become immortal ; we have attained the light, the Gods

discovered—Rig Veda, VIII, 48. 3.

Again * n ^rgrRi^lf^i: §ffl *rcra > 'Verily the reward of

those who perform the four-months ceremonies is unending, eternal.' These

texts show that by drinking Soma or performing Ch&turmfisya ceremony,

immortality and unending rewards are obtained.
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(3* Purvapaksa or Anithesis : Therefore, the Purvapaksa or Antithesis is :

'Brahman need not be enquired into, Dharma is everything.'

(4) Siddhanta : To this, the author Badarayana replies by the first

Sutra of his Aphorisms, saying ;

sutra 1. 1. 1.

i«nat m$®\w i t n it ii

Word meaning :— Atha, now. Atah, therefore. *t§i-falisr Biahma-

Jijnasu-- enquiry into Brahman.

Now therefore enquiry should be made into Brahman— 1.

]JA I.ADKV A'S ( 'OMil EXT \«Y.

Tlie word 'Atha' means immediate sequence : 'Atah/ means therc-

forc. The sense of the Sutra is that enquiry into Brahman should bo

made now.

The immediate sequence is the acquisition of the following qualifi-

cations. A person, who has properly studied the Vedas, who has understood

their meaning in a general way, who has performed his duties in the proper

stage of lifo or A^rama, who is truthful, etc., whose mind has boon purified

by such actions, who has the good fortune of coining into contact with a

knowor of truth, should then commence to enquire into Brahman. Why
should ho do so ? Becauso he realises that all Kamyakarmas or religious

duties performed for getting certain desires, produce fruits which arc transitory

and limited ; while the Supreme Brahman, realised through knowledge, is

the cause of eternal happiness, unending mental joy, and eternal true

knowledge. Thus convinced, ho renounces all Kamyakarmas, and enters

into the enquiry and study of the Vodanta Sutras called Chaturlaksani.

Objection : An objector may say, "By the more study of the Vedas,

one can understand Brahman ; for study of the Vedas means not merely

parrot-like utterances of the Vedic Mantras, but understanding their sense

also. Therefore, there is no necessity for the study of the Vodanta Sutras,

as the study of the Vedas will refine the heart and incline the mind

towards the knowlodgo of Brahman."

Answer : To this we reply, "True, he will have the general under-

standing of the senses of the Vedas ; but when doubts will arise in his

mind, his intellect will be clouded and his faith will bo shaken. There-

fore, the study of the Vedanta Sutras is necessary, so that by proper argu-

ments and reasoning, he may strengthen bis position and be firm in his

understanding."
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The sense is this. The duties of one's Asrama properly performed go to

refine the heart, etc. Thus they become indirectly means of attaining

knowledge : as the following text shows :

a*tf ^ug^H %mm fafof^ter oft* aTOis^i^Jt i

The seekers of Brahman try to know Him by the study of the Vedas, by sacrifice, by

gifts, by penances, by fastings, (Br. Up., IV., 4. 22).

The following texts show that truth, prayer and austerity are also essential

qualifications :

This Self is to be obtained by Truth, by Penance, by perpetual celibacy and complete

knowledge. (Mund. Up., III., 1. 5).

But undoubtedly a Bruhmana reaches the highest goal by reciting prayers only
;

whether he performs other (rites) or neglects them, he who befriends all creatures is

declared to be the true Bruhraana. (Manu., II., 87).

The association with those who know Brahman (the truth) also produces

Brahma-knowledge. As we see that Narada and others, by their association

with Sanat Kumara and others, first came to enquire into Brahman and

ultimately understood it. As says the (rita : (IV, 34).

sq^jfar u
- am wfiRwewffisi: i

Learn thou this by discipleship, by investigation, and by service. The wise, the seers

of the essence of things, will instruct thee in wisdom.

The fruits of Kamyakarmas are transitory and non-eternal, as we find from

the following text :

asftc sRpfifaft arte: ^faff <?#rr*p srqfsKft ^rfa^r era wremJiiragfMr

jf^aidi * wi^ *m\6, >3m6> «ift«rcmrc> y ^RfiRigftei ?UR^fdi«f

And as here on earth, whatever has been acquired by exertion perishca, so perishes

whatever is acquired for the next world by sacrifices and other good actions performed

on earth. Those who depart from hence without having discovered the Self and those

true desires, for them there is no freedom in all the worlds. But thoso who depart from

hence, after having discovered the Self and those true desires, for them there is freedom

in all the worlds. (Chh. Up., VIII., 1-6).

The- Brahman is comprehended by Jfiana alone and not by Karma, as says

the Mundaka Upanisad

:

Let a Brahmaiia, after he has examined all these worlds which are gained by works,,

acquire freedom from all desires. Nothing that is eternal (not made) can be gained by
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what is not eternal (made). Let him, in order to understand this, take fuel in his hand and

approach a Guru who is learned and dwells entirely in Brahman. (Mund. Up., 1., 2-12).

The Brahman gives, moreover, undocaying and infinite happiness, as says

Taittiriya Upanisad : flc^r mi i

Truth, the knowledge, the infinity is Brahman. (Tai. Up., II., 1-1).

^TiJir^t si%lf?r sqsTRlt!.! "ho undci stood that Brahman was bliss."

The Lord possesses Eternal Knowledge and other such attributes as we

learn from the following texts of the Svetasvotara Upanisad :

q *m ^ ^ a^HajiRfo&aj I

He has neither body nor sense organs ; no one is found equal or superior to Him.

His various transcendental powers arc sung in the Vedas, namely, wisdom, strength, and

action which are natural to Him. (VI., 8).

"They know him to be the source of the power of all the senses, but Himself devoid

of all senses ; the Lord and Guide of all, the Great, Eefugc, and Friend of all." (III., 17.)

Those who have known the God who is to be obtained by truth, whose name is the

Incorporeal, who is the cause of creation and destruction, the Good, the maker of the

parts (that form the body), have abandoned the body. (V., 11).

Ho is tho giver of eternal joy, as we find from the following text of the

Gopala Upanisad :

a qtef* g g^rfct nftci^qi yvtti ^eKTTC; (another reading is *tsgi3lf>:T i

Gopala, Piirvatapani, verso 5.)

"'The wise who worship the Lord seated on the throne (of the heart) have the joy

eternal and not the others." {Thirty-liro Upaniwh, AnandTtsraiiia firries, p. 295.)

The worthlessness of acts performed through a motive of obtaining rewards

(Kamyakarmas) will bo described in the third book.

Thus to sum up. One who has mastered the Vedas, along with their

six auxiliary sciences and the Upan sads, and has obtained a general

knowledge of their meaning, who through associating with the knowers

of truth has acquired the faculty of discriminating between the permanent

and the transitory, and is disgusted with the impermanent things of tho

world and wishes to know tho permanent more in detail, enters into the

study of tho Vedstnta Sutras called the Chaturlaksani, (in order to under-

stand in detail and more comprehensively that which he had understood in a

general way before).

It is not possible here to say, that the enquiry info Brahman should

be undertaken after one has acquired the knowledge of the Karma Kanda
(by the study of the Piirva Mimansfi) and that one who has mastered
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Karma KSnda naturally enters into the enquiry of Brahman. For it is

soen, that those who do not associate with the good, and are deprived of

the benefit of their company, are not found to enquire iuto Brahman ;

while on the contrary those who do not know Karma Kanda, but who are

purified by truthfulness, prayer, etc., and have the merit of associating

with the good, naturally enter into such enquiry. Nor is it right to say

that, the sequence alluded to by the word Atha, refers to the acquisition

of the four qualifications, (namely, the right discrimination, right dispassion,

right conduct and right earnestness to know Brahman). For these

four qualifications aro impossibie to got prior to the association with

the holy ; and it is well-known that these come after such association

Avith the holy, and after getting knowledge and teaching from them :

f<vr then these qualifications (Viveka, Vair&gya, Sat Sampatti and Mumuksuttva)

arise in man.

Those who have acquired such knowledge, by associating with good

people, and who are devoted to their teacher, are divided into the three

classes called Sanis^ha, etc. The Saui§tha or devoted is he who performs

all acts with zeal and faith (Nistha). The higher devotee or the

Parinisthita is he who performs all works, merely for the sake of the good

of humanity (and as an example to others). The third class is the dis-

passionate sage, ever immersed in meditation ; uninfluenced by anything.

All these roach the Supreme Brahman, through Divine wisdom, according

to their nature ; all this will be made clear further on.

But says an objector : "The word 'Atha' is a term denoting auspi-

ciousnoss," for says a Smyiti : "Tho words Om and Atha came out of the

throat of Brahma in the beginning, hence both theso are auspicious words."

"All good men employ these words in the beginning of every Scripture, in

order to destroy all obstacles." To this we reply: "It is not so." There

can be no apprehension of danger to the Lord (and tho Vedanta Siltras

being the production of the Lord in His incarnation as VySsa, are not open

to any adverse obstacles). That Vyasa is the Lord incarnate, we learn

from the following text : "Know that Krisna Dvaipayaua Vyasa is the

Lord Mrayana Himself." Still he has employed the word 'Atha,' as the

first word of the Sutras, because it is an auspicious term inherently, as

the sound of a conch-shell is naturally auspicious. Therefore, if it denotes

auspiciousness here, there is no harm. The author has followed in it the

usage of ordinary people. Therefore, a person whose heart is purified,

by the performance of Niskama Karmas, and by Sat Sanga or association

with holy men, and by being taught by them, should enter into an enquiry

into Brahman.

2
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Adhikarana II.—Brahman defined

Olqection : An objector says : "The word 'Blmnnt' is applied in tlie Clili.

Up., (VIII., 23.1.) to Jiva or Sod."

^Pr % »0T g# swfa ^rf m W ^ ftftsriftra^ vnft

fafswra iter Tfwicwfcr 5Tr«^?pitRt srr^fl^fjnf^ g ^is*r qai??i?w^^!fr?t-

^fstfRrft aft % Tamtam iptf etfn^di * softer sfer & nftfti

«n?r II ? II

"The Infinity (Bhuman) is bliss. There is no bliss in anything finite. Infinity only is

bliss. This Infinity, however, we must desire to understand. Sir, I desire to understand

it." "Where one sees nothing else, hears nothing else, that is the Infinite. Where one

sees something else, hears something else, that is the finite. The Infinite is immortal, the

finite is. mortal."

Because the context of that chapter shows that the Jiva is the topic

of discussion there. As this 'BhumtV is to ba enquired ioto and as the

first Sutra refers to this text of the Chlmndogya Upanisad, therefore.

Brahman of the : first Sutra must refer to the individual soul and not to

Brahman.

Note :—The full text of the Bhflmil passage is given below in order to understand the

full argument of the Ptirvapaksin who snys that the word Bhilma refers to the Jiva and

not to the Supreme Spirit.

unit *rr *rrcrnrr in^m «it suffar ^Tf^ urcY wife stun: uiJfcr

qiRt urn: uwr ura^ *wtft uwri ? ftetr rri urar unit writ uni: wst urn

**rr*rM: unit mm-, ii I ii s qfe farc *cr vvti m mm m ^^rit *n*u4 ^i tm w

fqifc^ nifirc JWif farrTCwft&Wis: flfcjsi > cqirr% wi % «i<rt % ?*ufa

\ c^^jfi^i^fr > ?wRf allure r « ?wtftrlt n h ii q^toig^aunnx

« urci sjjfiRrafctl&sf fq^crcftfer * unicratfcr * sr<i?rcftrlr q s*recrefifa ^wrcfttlt

si srransrcftfa n 3 n unit iHarfsr g^fRi g it <tf u^r «w Rstrwf^i^t

^fer igtffcrr«r^fawtffit ^rrarntia ii v ii

'Spirit (Prana) is better than hope. As the spokes of a wheel hold to the na\e, so

does all this (beginning with name and ending in hope) hold to Spirit. That Spirit

moves by the Spirit, it gives Spirit to the Spirit. Father means Spirit, mother Spirit,

brother Spirit, sister Spirit, tutor Spirit, Brahmana Spirit.'

'For if one says anything unbecoming to a father, mother, brother, sister, tutor or

Brahmana then people say : Shame on thea I Thou hast offended father, mother, brother,

sister, tutor or a Brahmana.

'But, if after jthe spirit has departed from them, one shoves them together with a

poker, and burns them to pieces, no one would say : 'Thou olfendest thy father, mother,

brother, sister, tutor or a Brahmana,
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'Spirit then is all this. He who sees this, perceives this and understands this, be-

comes an ativadin. If people say to such a man, Thou art an Ativadin, he may say, I am
an Ativadin ; he need not deny it.'

Similarly tho text, "Strna vare drastavya," 'Self must bo seen.'

The word Stma refers to tho individual soul, and not to God. The context

there also shows that tho individual soul is referred to. Bocause we find

it stated there, 'Not for tho sako of wife, is the wife dear, but for tho

sake of tho Self the wife is dear.'

Note : The full text is given below

:

m mwk wrr srnjT ftai *wqi?W5 wtr sn«n fan srar jwit «rihr 3^t: fJprr

wsre^g wir? J^t: fir^r w^rf^er jt fr faster wrr«r flrer for «w<nw«rea wire fta for

«*Rr «f *r 3ft q^i w q*ra: fte?r: *w??irreusrB3 srttpt w: fair wfcr *r *r *rtmm
im? m for *T*eJTTcW3 jbtotc w for ^fit ^ *n mw wnm ^ra for *r^r-

?*RFg ^ww far *rwRr ?i ^ft storai sfiiura sftw: fa?TT ^T^irfWHj $t«tpi $tw>

foir *raf?<t h *t t> ^«rraf ^miq \*t: fast *w?qr?jri?3 wtoi ^t: forr srafo sr

*r ?r<: %^rt stuit >^T: forr wsrrwrcg wjt'^ Mi: fori *nfar ^ *r> ^ni
stuw »jiTftr forrfii HT^rfusreg Tflifa forrftr ^far * *rc asfer wiw si

for wqiewg ^irtt for wRr ^TTern *n 'ft ^E3*r: «frgs«fV >r?a^ ftftwrrftrassfr

jfoarrwft w^: «?r f^^ri?T izti, el faft?!'*. ik 11

'And he said : 'Verily, a husband is not dear, that you may love the husband ; but

that you may love the Half, therefore, a husband is dear.'

'Verily, a wife is not dear, that you may love the wife ; but that you may love tho

Self, therefore a wife is dear.'

'Verily, sons are not dear, that you may love the sons ; but that you may love the

Self, therefore, sons are dear.'

'Verily, wealth is not djar, that you may love wealth ; but that you may love the Self,

therefore, wealth is dear.'

'Verily, the Brahmana class is not dear, that you may love the Brahmana class ; but

that you may love the Self, therefore the Brahmana class is dear.'

'Verily, the Ksitriya class is not dear, that you may love the Ksatriya class ; but

that you may love the Self, therefore, the Ksatriya class is dear.'

'Verily, the worlds are not dear, that you may love the worlds, but that you may love

the Self, therefore, the worlds are dear.'

'Verily, the Devas arc not dear, that you may love them ; but that you may love the

Self, therefore, the Devas are dear.'

'Verily, creatures are not dear, that you may love the creatures ; but that you may
love the Self, therefore, creatures are dear.'

'Verily, every thing is not dear, that you may love every thing ; but that you may
love the Self, therefore, every thing is dear.'

'Verily, the Self is to be seen, to be heard, to be'perceived, to be marked, 0 Mai-

treyl 1 When we see, hear, perceive, and know the Self, then all this is known.'
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Moreover the word Brahman has several meanings, according to lexi-

cographers. It means anything big, the Br&hmanical caste, the lotas-

seated Brahma and the Vedas. Therefore, when the first Siitra says that

Brahman should be enquired into, the doubt arises, does it mean something

big that should be enquired into ? or the Brahraanical caste should be

enquired into ? or the lotus-seated Brahma must be enquired into ? or the

Vedas ?'

Answer : To remove this doubt the next Sutra has been formulated

by B&darayana. It is based on the following verse of tho Taittiriya

Upanisad :

Bhrigu went to his father Varuna, saying : 'Sir, teach me Brahman.' He told him

this, viz., 'Food, breath, the eye, ear, mind, speech.'

Then he said again to him : 'That from whence these beings are born, that by which,

when born, they live, that into Which they enter at their death, try to know that

:

that is Brahman.

Doubt : Now the doubt arises. Is tho Brahman that is to be enquired

into Jiva (individual soul) or isvara (God) ?

Purvapaksa : Tho Brahman is liva (individual soul), because we

find in that very Taittiriya Upauisad tho following :

If a man knows understanding (VijSana) as Brahman and if he does not swerve from

it, he leaves all evils behind in the body, and all his wishes.' k
(Taitt. Up., II., 5.).

Here the word Brahman is applied to Vijnana, which is a name of

the Jiva ; and that very text also shows that this Vijn&ua is to be meditated

upon. And moreover a Jiva may acquire the power of creation, by tho

supreme force of some invisible cause.

Siddhdnta: To this doubt and Purvapaksa the next Sutra gives

answer by describing the peculiar attributes of Brahman who is the

topic of discussion of the Ved&nta Sutras.

S0TRA I. 1. 2.

sfwi Janma, birth. Tift Adi, and the rest, sustenance and dissolution.

Asya, of this (universe). Iff: Yatan, from whom; from what Lord.

Note : The Sangati is Aksepiki.
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2.—He, from whom proceeds the creation, preservation, and

reconstruction of the universe, is Brahman— 2.

OOMMKXTARY.

The word 'Janmadi' of the Sutra is a Bahu-brihi compound of tho

kind, called Tat giina sam vijnana.' It literally means creation, maintenance,

etc. Tho word "etc." includes preservation and destruction. The word

'Asya' means, of this : namely, these fourteen planes or 'Lokas,' peopled by the

various Jivas beginning with the highest Brahma and ending with the

humblest grass, where the souls enjoy or suffer the rewards or

punishments of their actions : this mysterious universe whose deoper depths

no human intellect can fathom ; this wonderful world of strange

construction. The word 'Yatah' means "from whom" : namely, from

that Supreme God, whose power is inconceiveable, who Himself is the

agent of creation as well as the material causi, from whom proceeds

this universe, He is Brahman. He is the subject to bo enquired into by tho

Vedanta Sutras.

Tho words 'BhiirenV and 'AtmiV principally apply to tho Supreme

Lord, because both etymologically moan 'all-pervading.' This will bo fully

explained in Bhumadhikarana (I. 3:7) aul in Vakya Anvaya Adhikarana

(T. 4 : 19). Therefore the word Brahman applies only to God, as it denotes

the possession of unlimited and unsurpassed attributes, and is valid only with

regard to God, (who is the Lord of creation and destruction).

In the Vedas the word Brahman means, 'in whom all the attributes

reach to the infinity.' Brahman primarily means Supreme God ; secondarily,

the word applies to those beings other than God, because they also manifest

some of the god-like qualities. Thus as the word king may be applied

in its secondary sense to the servants of the crown. So God alone, who

is the ocean of compassion and lovo towards his devotees, should bo the

object of enquiry, in order to get release, by all beings who aro scorched

by the three-fold sorrows of existence and are panting to obtain peace.

Therefore, the object of enquiry is the Supreme Being only called Para

Brahman. Nor can wo say that these attributes are superimposed on

Brahman, and that consequently tho Jiva may be called Brahman in the

Sutra. Therefore, even according to the literal meaning of the word

Brahman, namely, 'He in whom all the attributes reach to infinity,' this term

is applied to God and not to Jiva, (for etymologically the word Brahman

cannot be applied to man).

The word 'Jijfiasa' means 'the desiro to know, to acquire JMna.'

Jfiana is of two sorts : (i) direct or intuitive, (*'*) indirect or inferential.
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As we know from the Sruti : 'Vijnaya prajmlm kurvita' 'Having known

Him, lot him practice meditation' (Br. Up., IV., 4. 2.). Here "Vijnaya

refers to indirect knowledge. Prajnam is direct or intuitive knowledge.

The first is merely tho gateway, while Prajnam or meditation is the

direct means of acquiring knowledge. It will be oxplainod more fully

further on. Knowledge of one's own individual self is a great help in

obtaining a knowledge of Brahman. Hence the Sruti teaches : 'Know

the understanding (Jiva) as Brahman.' Ho who knows himself is on tho

high road to the knowledge of the Supremo Self. The text 'Know tho

understanding (Jtva) as Brahman' does not moan that Jiva is Brahman,

because it is clearly established in this Sastra that tho Jiva is separate

from Brahman. Thus see Sutras I. 1. 16, I. 1. 17, I. 3. 5, I. 3. 21, I. 3. 41.

These five Sutras explain that Brahman is separate from Jiva. Even in the

state of release, tho Jiva is never one with Brahman, but remains separate

from him, as will bo explained later on.

An Important Maxim of Interpretation

In interpreting a text there are certain maxims to bo observed. One of

those is laid down in the following verse :

•srfcn^tsTRlfa f$»i arartf fswft u

'The beginning (Upakrama), the conclusion (Upasamh&ra), the repetition (Abhyilsa),

peculiarity (Apftrvata), the object (Phalam), the explanation of purpose (Arthaviida) and

suitableness (Upapatti) are the six indications, by means of which the purport of a doubtful

text may be arrived at.'

Applying all theso six marks of interpretation to Upanisjad texts, we find

that they all load to tho conclusion that Jiva is different from Brahman.

As we find in the Svetasvetara Upanisad, IV. 6. 7. :

rt s^irf S3*i mm to i% iftq^sn^ i eratof: fqRsr sfTSvq^anrisfi^r-

"Two birds, inseparable friends, cling to the same tree. One of them cats»the sweet

fruits, the other looks at it without eating.

"On the same tree a man sits grieving, immersed, bewildered by his own impotence

(Anlw). But when he sees the other Lord (Isa) contented, and knows His glory, then his

grief passes away."

Now in these two verses the Upakrama or the opening words are

two birds (showing there is duality and not monism) ; tho conclusion or

Upasamhara is Anyam Isani "the other who is tho Lord" (which shows that

the Lord is Anyam or different from Jiva), the repetition is "the other looks

on without eating;" and "when he sees the other lord;" the Apurvata
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or peculiarity consists in this that the difference between man and God

could not have been known but through the Sastras, and this passage

teaches such difference ; a fact which could not have been known but

through revelation. The object (Phalam) is "his grief passes away."

Arthavada is "He who knows his glory," while suitableness is "one

remains without eating."

Thus applying all these six marks to the above passage of the

Svetiisvetara Upanisad, we come to the conclusion that the Sruti in all

its parts, teaches difference between Jiva and Brahman. The same maxim
may be applied to other texts also.

Objection : An objector says that the objoct of every Sastra is

to teach something which is not known ; and the knowledgo of which
leads to some great result. Therefore, the Sastra teaches the unity of

Jiva and Brahman. For what was the necessity of teaching that the

Jiva and Brahman are two separate Beings, when every one knows it by
his ordinary consciousness and such a kuowledge is of no great use.

Therefore, Advaita or the ideal Monism is the real doctrine taught in

this Sastra, and not Theism or Dvaita. Therefore, the verses that describe

the difference between the Jiva and Brahman are merely the roassertion

of a well-known popular fact, and not a teaching of something rare and
unknown.

Answer : To this objection we say, that there is no force in this

argument, for there are other verses also in the Upanisads which show
the same duality or difference betweeu Jiva and Brahman. Thus in

tfvetaSvetara Upanisad, I. 6.

:

"When he sees himself as different from the Lord of the world, then he is blest by
JTim, then he gets immortality."

Moreover the whole world knows generally that man is different

from God, yet it does not know that man and God are differentiated

from each other by having contrary attributes. (One is almighty, the
other is of limited capacity ; one being all-pervading, the other is atomic

;

one being controller, the other is controlled*. (Nor does this world know
by mere common sense, unillumined by revelation, that the Jiva and
Brahman, though possessing these diametrically opposite attributes, yet
have a certain co-relation to each other). Therefore, arises the necessity
of teaching Dvaita, while Advaita is something inconceivable, even
according to its expounders ; and so is not a true doctrine. It is a non-
entity like the horn of a hare. The Advaita is a state of no fruitions.
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The holders of this theory maintain that the soul in releaso is iu absolute

isolation. And since the Advaitins do not acknowledge the existence

of consciousness in the state of Moksa, that state is as good as

non-existent.

Those few texts of the Upauisads which apparently teach an Advaita

doctrine, have been construed by the author, Badantyana, himself, in a

Dvaita sense. Ho explains the phrase that 'everything is Brahman' in the

sense that everything is under the control of Brahman and pervaded by

Him. This would bo explained fully later on. The same view is taught

by the author in the Sutra I. 1. 30.

Adhikarana III.—Scripture is the Source of God-knowledge

Vimya: Now the author wants to teach that the Supreme Lord,

who is the preserver, destroyer and creator of this universe, is not to be

thought out by the intellect alone, but being inconceivable is understood

by the Vediinta revelation ; and not by any argumentation, but by intuition.

We find the following texts of Gopala Piirva Tapani Upanisad":—

"Salutation to Krisi'ia who is true Being, All-intelligence and Eternal Bliss, who is

the Saviour of everything, who is known by tho Vedanta alone, who is the Supreme

Teacher and who is the witness of Buddhi."

Again, in tho Br. Up., IIL 9. 26. .—

''I now ask thee about that person who is taught in the Upanisad."

Doubt : Now arises the doubt : Is tho Lord who is to be adored,

as the saviour, known by inference or by revelation (Upanisad) alone ?

Purvapalcsa : The Philosopher Gautama and others of his school

hold that Ood can be known by inference, and they take their staud on

the word 'Mantavya' (to be reasoned out), as is used in the Sruti,

"Atma varo mantavya" (Br. Up., IV., 5.) ; and since God is the object

of thought, ho can be known by dialectic reasoning.

Sidhdnta : To this the author replies : 'No, God cannot be known
*

by reasoning alone.' Hence the third Sutra runs as follows :

—

SUTRA I. 1.3.

WSRtftr^ \\ I W \ II

WWS&stra, the Scripture, the Revelation, tho Upanisad. nlPilwig Yonitvat

because of its being the proof or source. The word "Yoni" (literally womb)

means that which causes or produces the knowledge of a thing. *

Note—The Safigati is Aksepiki.
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3. (The existence of Brahman cannot be (Inferred), because he is

to be known only through scriptures.—3.

COMMENTARY

The word 'not' is to bo read in this Sutra from the fifth Sutra of

this Pada. Brahman is not an object of inference to tho seeker of truth.

Why ? Because the scriptures or Upanisads are the souico or the cause

of understanding Him So Brahman can be known only through the

teachings of Upanisads. Tf it were otherwise, the designation 'Aupanisada'

(the etymological meaning of which is "He is known through the

Upanisads alone)," as applied to Brahman, would be meaningless. As

regards the objection that the word, 'Mantavya,' means that the existence

of Brahman can be reasoned out, we explain that the reasoning may bo

resorted to, so far as it is consonant with the Upanisad or scriptures, to

demonstrate the existence of God. So we find (in Mah&bharata Vuna-

parva as well as in Kurma Purana) "Uha or right reasoning is that by

which we find out tho true sense of a scriptural passage, by removing all

conflicts between what precedes and what follows it. But one shou'd

abandon mere dry discussion." Moreover, tho worthlessness of mere dry

discussions, as carried on by Gautama, etc., is shown in Sutra II. 1.11.

This shows that mere dry discussion like that of Gautama, etc., should be

abandoned, because they are not based upon revelation.

Tho conclusion is that Brahman is to be known from tho Vedanta

and then meditated upon. This • is explained further on in tho Sutra

II. 1. 27, where it will be further explained and demonstrated that the

best proof of the existence of Brahman, free from all objections, is revela-

tion. This also proves that tho saviour Hari has the form of the Self,

that He is a witness of all experiences of all souls, that He possesses all

good attributes Avhich form His e-sential nature, that ho is without modi-

fication yet tho creator of the universe, and that He should be worshipped

in this way.

Objection : An objector may say : How can it be said that scrip-

ture is tho means to know the Brahman ? The - Ved&nta texts are not

capable of being employed as commands and prohibitions, because' they

teach something which is already in existence, and therefore they are- of

no use. They are something like mere descriptive passages of the Vedas

or other subjects : such as the sentences 'the world consists of the

seven continents,' etc. Only those passages of the Vedas are relevant

which direct something to be doqe or something not to be done. The
Vedas teach action. As in ordiuary life, an imperative sentence conveys

3
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the notion of something to be done ;
' Let a man desiring wealth, go to

the king." "Let a man suffering from dyspepsia, not drink water at the

time of eating." Similarly, in the Vedas we find commands and prohibi-

tions, such as, "Let a man who desires heaven, perform sacrifice," "Let

no man drink wine." In fact, no one employs speech without any object

in view ; and that object is cither something to be attained by doing an

act, or which is to be avoided by abstaining from an act. But Brahman

is an existing object. Therefore passages like 'Brahman is true, intelli-

gence,' etc., are useless, because they do not teach or aim at teaching any

particular action. Such passages can only be relevant, when they are

employed in connection with other passages that direct some action.

Thus, the description of a sacrifice or of a particular deity or of a sacrifices

becomes relevaut, in as much as these passages are connected with the act

of sacrifice. As says Jaimini :

As the purport of a scripture is action, those scriptural passages whose purport is

not action, are purportleee. (P. M., I. 2. 1),

Again, the constituent words of a sentence are pronounced with the word which

expresses sction; the senses of the constituent words are the efficient cause of the sense

of a sentence (as a whole). (P. M., I. 1 ; 25).

Answer : To this objection we reply, that it is an erroneous

notion to think that tho Vedanta text is useless ; simply because it does

not teach any action. Though there is uo direct teaching of any command
or prohibition in it, yet in as much as it teaches the existence

of God, who is the highest end of man ; it has a utility of its own ; liko

the sentences "there is wealth in thy house'S etc. As a man who thought

that he was a pauper and so felt miserable, gets happiness when some

trustworthy person tells him that there is a great hidden treasure in his

house ; and as the attainment of that treasure then becomes the object of

his life. And as tho information "there is a treasure in your house,"

is not at all useless
;

similarly is the case with the Vedftnta texts.

They certainly do not teach any action, but declare the highest truth,

namely: that there exists a- Being who is the Supreme end of man, whose

form is intelligence and inexhaustible bliss, who is perfect purity and

who is friend of all, who has sacrificed himself for humanity, who is mine,

who is self of myself, whose part I am. Such a declaration cannot be

useless, because it produces a conviction of the existence of a Supreme
Being. The Vedfiata texts are, therefore, not useless, but produce a

certain effect in the shape of happiness and the removal of fear, just like the
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sentences 'a son has been born to thee,' 'this is not a snake but a rope.'

Moreover the utility of Vedanta is clearly explained in the Ved&nta texts

themselves. Thus we are told in one place that 'He who knows Brahmin

as true Being, intelligent and infinite, as hidden in the depth of the

heart, he enjoys all blessings' (Tait. Up., II, 1.) So the knowlodge of Brahman

is not useless, as it leads to the enjoyment of all blessings.

Nor can it be said, that since the Vodanta texts teach the attain-

ment of certain fruits ; therefore, they teach action also. The whole

context of the Vedanta is against such a view. It teaches knowledge

(J nana) and not action. On the contrary, it decries Karma or action, and

its fruit as something to be discarded. Therofore, to suppose that the

Ved&nta teaches action is to imagine something which is totally irrecon-

cilable with it. Nor can we reasonably interpret that Vedanta teaches

anything but the truth about Brahman. It teaches that God is the

cause of the rise and fall of the infinite universes, that He is eternal, all-

intelligence, that He is the ocean of infinite auspicious qualities, and

that He is the abode of Laksmi. Every text exhausts its probativo

force with the teaching of its particular doctrine that it sets itself to

declare. Thus the Vodanta has its scope and authority in matters

relating to Brahman and not action. Nor should it be said on the

authority of Jaimini, that the Vedas teach action only, and the passagos

that do not teach action are redundant, and therefore, the Vedanta passages

are redundant. As a matter of fact, the two Sutras of Jaimini quoted

above, should not be interpreted in this sense. For Jaimini himself was

the disciple of Badarayana, and must be presumed to bo a devotee of

Brahman, and could not have taught a doctrine in conflict with that of

his great master. In fact all that he has done in his school of Mimansa is

to show that certain apparently redundant passages in the midst of texts

that teach Karma described in the whole chapter should be interpreted

as applying to Karma, and that their literal meaning should be abandoned

in favour of teaching Karma.

Thus in a chapter teaching sacrifice and Karma occurs tho sentence 'He wept'

(Tait Up., I., 5. 1). Either this sentence is redundant as it does not teach

any Karma ; or it must be interpreted to teach some action : namely, that

at a certain stage tho sacrificer must weep or shed tears. But as one

cannot weep at will, therefore tho abovo passage must be interpreted as a

redundancy.

In fact those two SQtras of Jaimini mean that passages teaching

Karma must either command something to be done or prohibit something

not to be done.

If there be a sentence which does not fulfil the condition, it is either

superfluous (P. M., 1, 2. 1.), or they must bo interpreted to teach some action
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(P. M., I., 1 : 25). In fact Jaimini does not deal with Jiianakandya texts : texts

with which Vedanta specially doals. His scope is in that portion of the Vedas

which deals with Karma and his Sutras refer to that portion only. It does

not refer to Vedanta, and his Sutras should not bo interpreted as such.

THUS THtf VEDANTA TEACHES SUPREME PUAHMAX

Adhikarana IV.— The Samanvaya.

Vimya : Now in order to strengthen the above view, the author

teaches that Brahman is the object of knowledge taught in all the Vedas

—

all the Vedas declaro Brahman. Thus wo find in Gopala Upanisad:

"He is sung by all the Vedas." *fts<=ft sW'ffqTr i So also in the Katha

Upanisad ll. 2. 15).

That Supreme whom all the Vedas recall, whom all penances proclaim, whom men

desire when they live as rclif*ionB students.

Doubt : Ts it a fact that Visnu alone is declared by all the Vedas ?

or is it not a fact ?

1'nrvapahsa : It is wrong to say that the Vedas teach uniformly

about Brahman. For we find that they teach Karma also, about sacrifices

and many other things. Thus some portions teach that by performing

kariri (sacrifice)—rain falls, and that by performing Putryakmyaisti—

a

son will bo boro, and that by performing Jyotistoma Yajna, one will attain

heaven. The Vedas further teach various methods of performing sacri-

fices. Therefore, it is not quite accurate to say that all the Vedas

uniformly declare Brahman only. For passages teaching karma find their

full scope, and exhaust their meaning, by teaching the performances of

certain sacrifices and nothing more. Hence they cannot be applied to

Visnu.

Siddhdnta : To this the author replies by the following Sutra :

—

SUTRA I., 1. 4.

*RJ § WrWr{ || n U a II

*ra Tat, that, namely the fact that Visnu is the chief topic of knowledge

in all the Vedas. 3 Tu, but, a word removing doubt. Samanvayat,

by concordance : by right discussion, and interpretation.

A'ofe :—The Safigati is aksepikl.
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4. (But Visnu is the subject-matter of all the Vedas), because

such is the appropriate intcrpretatiou of all texts— 4.

COMMENTARY.

Tho word 'Tu' means 'but,' and is employed to rebut the above

Piirvapaksa. It is proper to say that Visnu is the uniform topic taught

in all the Veda's, whether of Karmakanda or Jnanakanda. Why ?

Samanvayat. Anvaya means construing a passage according to the six

maxims mentioned above. Samanvaya, therefore, means the complete

construction of a passage after full discussion of the pros and cons thereof.

When the above is applied to a passage, the proper sense of a scripture

comes out. That sense is that Visnu is really taught even in those

passages which apparently teach performance of Karma or ritualistic

ceremony : otherwise how can we say that the text of the Gopala Upanisad

is valid which says, 'Visnu is sung in all the Upanisads.' Even tho Lord

Himself says so expressedly in the Gita :

1 am that which is to be known In all the Vcdas. 1, indeed, the knowcr of the Vcdas

and the author of the Vcdanta (G., XV., 15).

Similarly in the Bhagavata Parana, wo find :

None except me knows what is really taught by the commands and prohibitions as

laid down in the Karmakanda ; what is really expressed by the Mantras in the Devata-

kanda, or what is the purpose of the passages to be found in the Jnanakanda. All the

Karmakarjdas refer to me because I am the great sacrificcr ; all the Mantras praise me
because I am the highest Dcvata ; and all the Jnanakanda refers to me because I am the

creator of the world and withdraw it again to myself. Verily, I am this all.

Again,

Kcripturcs enjoin duties as my worship, use Indra and all other names as my appella-

tion, the texts that prescribe, as well as prohibit acts, point to me
;

so, in such a state

none other than myself understand their true meaning.

That it has been said :

"Either directly or indirectly, all the Vedas teach Brahman." Brahman is directly

taught in the Jnanakanda, where His essential nature attributes, etc., are fully described.

He is indirectly taught in the Karmakanda, for sacrifices and ritualistic ceremonies are

subsidiary to Jnana and thus indirectly lead to Brahman.

This is also the purport of the text already quoted :
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I ask thee about that Person who is taught in the Upanisads. (Br. Up., 9. 21).

Again.

Htm the Brahmanas seek to know by the study of the Vedas, by the sacrifices, etc.,

(Br., Up., IV., 4. 22)!

As regards the objection that the Vedas teach the attainment of

phenomenal things, like getting rain, procuring a son, or acquiring

Heaven, we answer thus : These are taught in the Vedas, as incitement to

the acquirement of divine wisdom by baby souls ; and to produce a faith

in mankind. For when one sees that the Vedic Mantras have the efficacy

of producing rain, etc., then he gets faith in them and has an inclination

to study them, and thus comes ultimately to discriminate the real and the

transitory, the permanent and the illusory things of the universe, and thus

gets love of Brahman and disgust with tho phenomenal. Therefore, all

the Vedas teach Brahman. Moreover, sacrifices, etc., taught in the Vedas

produce phenomenal results like rain, etc., only then when Kama or strong

will force is joined with tho Mantras. Those very sacrifices lead towards

the purification of mind and illumination of tho soul, when performed

without such a desire for phenomenon. Thus Karmakanda itself by

teaching tho worship of various Dovatas, becomes part of Brahmajnana and

is really tho worship of Brahman, when the elo nent of desire is excluded.

Such a worship purifies the heart and gives a taste for Brahman enquiry

and does not produce any other phenomenal desire.

Adhikarana V.—Brahman is kiiowablc.

Visaya : By the above reasoning and by tho proper construction

of Vedic passages, it will now bo shown that Brahman is not inexpressible

or undescribablo by words.

There are, however, some texts which apparently teach that Brahman

is unknowable by mind and inexpressible by words. As we hear in Taitt.

Up., II., 4. 1 :

jjrfr irft fai^^r stum *rst ot i

From whom all speech, with the mind turns away, unable to reach Him.

So also,

He who in not expressed by speech and by which speech is expressed, that alone

know as Brahman, not that which people here adore (Kena. Up., 1. 5).

Dovht : Now arises tho following doubt. Is Brahman expressible

by word or is He not expressible ?
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Pforvapaksa : According to above Srutis and many other texts

Brahman is inexpressible by words. For had He been so expressible, He

could not be said to be self-manifest. Moreover, wo find in tho Bhagavata

Purana also the following :

•'That divinity whom mind and speech not attaining, fall back from ; whom I and

even these Devas know not, salutation to that Lord." (The speech of Maitreya in tho

Bbagavata).

Siddhdnta : To this the author replies by the following Siddhftnta

Sutra :

sutka r. 1. 5.

f^lfasft lit M I X II

i^k: jksateh, because it is seen, si Na, not. ^^KT, Asabdam, inex-

pressible.

5. Brahman is not inexpressible by words, because it is seen that

he is so expressly taught in tho Vedas.—5.

Note—Here also is aksepa-saiiKati.

COMMKN'TAKV.

The word sr^i*^. 'aSabdam' of the Sutra means that in which or about

which the word cannot penetrate or express. Brahman is not 'asabdam.'

On the contrary, He is 'sabdam' or expressed by words. Why ? Iksateh

"because it is seen." Because we see in tho Upanisad itself that the

suggestive designation of 'Aupanisad' is given to Brahman. Which
means, Brahman is known through the Upanisad words. As we find in tho

Brihadaranyaka Upanisad :

I ask thee about that person whom Upanisads teach. (Br., III., 9. 26).

Here the person to be enqired into is called Aupauisada—known through

Upanisad.

The word 'Iksateh' is formed by tho affix 'tip' with the force of passive

(Bhava). (The proper affix 'to.') The at)omaly is Vedic.

That Brahman is expressible by words, we find from the following

Srotis also :—Hi zr. vzjnmfel I 'whom all the Vedas declare, etc'

(Katha, Up., II., 15.)

True, Brahman is said to be "Asabdam," "ineffable," only in this

sense that he is not completely expressible by words. Thus, as tho mountain

Meru is said to be invisible, ia the sense that no one can see all its

parts, but does not mean, that it is entirely invisible, so Brahman is said

to be indescribable or inexpressible, in the sense that He is not completely

describable. For had lie been totally unknowable, then in the
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Keiia Upanisad wo would not have found it said, "Know Him to bo as

Brahman ;" for how could one know the unknowable ? Moreover, in the

phrase Ifft *tt^\ fash^, etc., "from whom the speech turns back, etc.," the

word Yatali shows that the speech does reach Him after realising Him

a little ; the same idea is expressed by the word Aprapya "not attaining."

Moreover, Brahman reveals Himself through the Vedas. This idea

does not conflict with the notion of Brahman being self-revealed. For

the Vedas are in a way the body of Brahman. Consequently Brahman is

describable by words.

Doubt : May it not bo so that Brahman is inexpressible by words ?

The being who is describable by words and who is referred to in the

Vedas by iksati is Saguna Brahman. Such a Brahman, the Vedas reveal,

as they are expression of His powers. While as regards the pure infinite

Brahman, those passages refer to Him only figuratively.

To this the next Sutra answers thus :

sCtba, t. 1. 0.

fltal*^ JflrW^FJ in M K II

irW Oaunah, Saguna Brahman, f Cha, and %1 It if. 1 Na not.

*nw-jv^ra. Atma-Sabdat, because of the word Atman.

6. If it be said that the Creator of the world is Saguna Brahman,

wo say, no ; because the word Atman is used in connection

with it.— 0.

COMMENTARY

The being, who is described as Brahman and is expressible by words,

is not Saguna Brahman which has the highest portion of Prakrti called

Sattva, as its vesture. Why do we say so ? Because the word Atman is

used in reference to Brahman in these texts :

sn&cfaTJl T!*nX 3^fa*f: II "The Atman alone was in the beginning as a

person." (Br. Up.) wrc *r ^rr^tct. *nwi^ fi'fjrfim. s fcrcr tf\i>l%

g (Ait. Aranyaka) :

The Atman verily alone existed before the creation of this universe. Nothing else was

manifest then. He willed : ''Let mc create the worlds."

Both these texts show that the being which existed piior to creation

has been designated by the term Atman. This term Stman piimarily applies

to the infinite Nirguna Brahman, as we have already explained it in

commentating on the Sutra I., 1. 2.

Moreover, in the Bhagavata Purana we find : "The wise call Him
Brahman, Paramtitman, Bhagavan, Who is true intelligence and without

duality."
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So also in the Visnu Puiiina, we find :

—
"Oh Maitreya ! The word

Bhagavan is applied to the Cause of all the causos." All these Parana texts

also show that the infinite Pure Brahman is the one expressible by words.

Had the infinite Brahman boon indescribable, He would not have boon

expressed by words.

sf'Tiu T, 1. 7

Fh%8R JlHt^TfT II \ \ \ I \s II

Tat, to that. fa?c3T. Nisthasya, of the devoted. .Moksa, reliM.se

.

3^*iT<t.. Upadesat, because of the touching.

7. (The Creator of the universe is Nirguna Brahman and not

Saguna), because the devoted to Him attains salvation, according to

the teaching of the scriptures.— 7.

COMMENTARY

The word 'not' is understood in this as well as in the next thro s Sutras.

In the Taittinya Upanisad we find (11., 7.) :

This world before creation existed verily in the state of Asat or subtle, thence verily

the gross was born. That Brahman himself made His self.

The Upanisad then goes on f0 Siiy . q^idN va^H^l^s^ifA srft«%> 'Sfft'TT^

i^fa it

When verily this Jiva places fearless reliance (entire devotion) on This seer, (who is

other than all those objects which arc seen) on This Enjoyer (who is other that all these

objects of enjoyments), on This Ineffable (for His Infinite attributes cannot be fully
described), on This Self-Lnminous (who has no Xilayana or light to illumine him), then
he reaches fearlessness (release). But if this Jiva has the slightest doubt (and if his

devotion has the slightest taint of hypocrisy) then there is Fear for him.

This shows that he who is devoted to the supreme Brahman, who
transcends all phenomenal universe, who is described by the Vedas, and is

the Creator of the world, finds freedom from fear and rests in that

iuvisible, incorporeal and undefined Supreme Brahman. This Brahman
could not be Saguna Brahman. For then the text would not have said

that His devottee would get release. The- Paramatman is Nirguna and
Moksa is attained by the worship of Him alone. As we find in the

Bhagavata :

"This Saviour Hari is Nirguna (untouched by the Gunas) ; He is the supreme Person
(by worshipping Him there is release). He is above Prakrti. He is the wisdom of the
wisest. He is the witness of all. By worshipping Him, one gets the highest reward and
becomes himself free from all Gunas."

4
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m'thx !. I.S.

^J^U II
5

/ ». ) 5 II

zqn Tleyatva, abandonment. Avaehanat, not being said ^ Cha,

and.

<S. (The Creator is not Saguoa Brahman) because, tlio toxt

nowhere teaches its abandonment in favour of some one hii^hor.— H.

COM M KYI' \m

If that Creator of the world were Sag una Brahman, then in these Vedanta

texts, which teach various kinds of meditations and practices, we

should have found some texts declaring Ins inferiority, as they do with

regard to men and women (who are all Sajruna entities). But we do not

find any such texts. Is the saviour ITjni described as an object of worship

to his aspirants, because Ife destroys all Hie (iunas of His seeker? ('ertainly

not. Tin' texts describe that the transmural iiif? .livas (who are Saguna)

are to he discard."!. As s ;) vs a text .—^lUi^r fVj^ "Discard all

talks of beings other than the saviour lluri" (Mr. Up. . The aspirant after

release should meditate on the Lord in His aspect ot creator also, as much

as he meditates on Him as the True, etc. The pure Brahman is the Creator,

(and not Brahman beclouded by .Maya.)

Therefore, Nirguna Brahman alone is described in the Vedas. Ho is the

creator of the universe. He should be the object oi meditation to His

devotees who want emancipation.

SI* TH V .. l.f.

^I^R Svapyat, because he merges into himself.

9. (The Creator is not Saguna, Brahman) because Tie merges

into Himself. (Not so the Saguna which merges into something other

than Himself)— <>.

COM MKXTM.'Y

We find in the Iirihadaranyaka Upanisad : "JJ&fo* "pk "Jjfgfs^ I

That is infinite, this below is infinite. From that infinite proceeds this infinite. On

taking away this infinite from that infinite, the remainder is still Infinite. (Br. Up., V., 1.1.)
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Now the infinity which is tlio manifesto'! Brahman enters into the

infinite, which is the unmsinifosted Brahman ; and thus we see that Brahman

enters or merges into Himself. Had it. referred to Saguna Brahman, the

text would have said that Saguna enters into Nirguna, and not tliat it

enters into itself. Moreover, Saguna is never said to he infinity.

The literal meaning of ahovo verse is this. 'Adas' (that) refers to

the root-form ; the unmanifested ; 'Idum' 'this", refers to the manifested

form. Both these forms are Infinity. The manifested form of (rod, shown

in His incarnations and when He acts as in Rasa, etc., conies out of the

unmanifested root-form which is called IVirna or infinite. The word

Uduchyate means 'becomes manifest' By taking away from that infinite

root-form, the manifested form, that is, hy merging this manifested form

into the unmanifested root form, the remainder is that root-form, which

lemains nnmergod The Puranas also tell us (lie same about the Saviour.

That God creates mid becomes manifold, hut still remains Xirgiinn and the Supremo
Person. Ife destroys mid reabsorbs the manifested into Himself and still is infinite and

free from all faults. "Ilari the first cau«e."'

ObecHou : But Brahman has two forms,—Saguna and Nirguna.

The Saguna Brahman has Sattva for his limiting adjunct or vesture, it is

He who is Omniscient, Omnipotent and the cause of the universe. The

second the Nirguna Brahman, is pure existence and consciousness. Infinite

and perfect Purity. The Saguna Brahman is the Sakti or energy under-

lying all the Vedas, (the laws of nature). The Nirguna Brahman is the

sense of the \ edas, the unity of all diverse haws. So these are different.

The Nirguna Brahman cannot create. The Creator is always Saguna.

Aitxt/rr
: This is not so. The following aphorism rejects this

view.

si'tha i. 1. 10

ffRi: (iatih, Avni;ati or knowledge, the conception. gpTe^Kl. Samanyat, because

"f uniformity.

Kh (Sa^nyn. Bntlinnin is no where huiijflit in) the Vedits, (which)

uniformly describe the Nirguna Bnilinuin only.— 10.

CoUJIKM'Un .

Knowledge or information given by all the Vedas has this thing

in common, that they unanimously describe that there is a Being who is

intelligence personified, who is omniscient, omnipotent, perfectly pure, the

Supreme Self, and the causes of the universe ; and that as the fruit of

worshipping Him, He gives salvation to all. This knowledge is common or
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uniform in all the Vedas. That being so, one Brahman is described in them.

The division of Brahman into Saguna and Nirguna has no authority in the

Vedas. In the ftfta also we find the same. Says Si f Krsna : 'Oh Dhananjaya !

there is no one higher than Myself." (VII., 7). Was Sri Krsna Saguna

or Nirguna ?

This idea is more clearly expressed in the next Sutra, where direct

Vedic texts arc quoted, to show that Nirguna Brahman is the subject-

matter of all the Vedas.

SITKA i. 1. 11.

Srutatvat, because of a Sruti text. Cha, and.

11. And there is direct text to show that Nirguna

Brahman who is creator of the universe is the giver of salva-

tion.)—11.

COMMKXTARY.

In the Svetasvctara Upanisad we read :

He is the one (4od, hidden in all beings, all-prevading, the Self within all beings,

the witness, the perceiver, the only one, and Nirguna (free from qualities) (Sv. Up., VI, 11.)

Here the word Nirguna, free from all qualities, is expressly stated

with regard to Brahman. Thus we know th it the Nirguna Brahman

is the Creator and is so described. We cannot, therefore, say that

Nirguna Brahman is ineffable and inexpressible. Those who say that wo
can know Nirguna Brahman merely by inference and not directly, that

Nirguna Brahman cannot be the Creator, because He has no desire, and

that creation can proceed only from a being that has a desire, are wrong.

Because, if Nirguna Brahman can not be described by any words, then

nor can He be suggested by the indirect implication of any word (Lak-

sana). For Laksana or suggested force of implication or secondary

significance of a word can only apply to those tilings, which are capable

of being described by words. In fact, as the Vedas say that Brahman

is invisible, etc., so they alsi say thaf
. Brahman is Nirguna. They do not

convoy the idea that Brahman is indescribable.

Objection : But how can you say that He is Nirguna and at the

same time possesses the attributes described in the Upanisid that He
is all-powerful, etc. For Nirguna and Saguna are mutually exclusive.

Either Brahman has qualities or He has no qualities.
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Answer : This is not so. The contradiction is apparent only. Those

who do not understand the occult meaning of the word Nirguna think

that there is contradiction. The words Nirguna, etc., apply to Brahman,

by excluding from Him certain qualities included under the term Guna
etc. This is the negative side of the definition : while the words Omnipotent,

etc., apply to Brahman certain qualities which He possesses as His positive

side. Therefore, when we say that Brahman is Nirguna, we mean
thereby that He does not possess the three Qunas or qualities of

Prakrti : Sattva, Rajas or Tamas. But He possesses certain qualities,

which form His essential nature, such as Omniscience, etc. Thus there is

no contradiction. So we also find in the Puranas : "The material

qualities, such as Sattva and the rest do not exist in the Lord. He
is the store-house of all auspicious qualities. Therefore, He is infinite and
perfectly uure. Hari the saviour is the subject-matter of all the Vedas."

When the Sruti says that "He is nameless, etc.." those words simply mean
that He cannot be fully defined by any name, because ho is infinite. They
also mean that all names, so far as they denote material qualities, are not

applicable to Brahman. Those who say that the words, Nirguna, etc.,

must be taken in their literal sense, and that Brahman is devoid of

all qualities should be asked, "Do these words convey any idea of Brahman
or not V" Tf they say, "They do convey the idea of Brahman" : then he is

described by those words, and so cannot be said to be Avachya.
But if those words do not convey any idea about Brahman, then it was
useless to have commenced a description of Brahman by the use of

those words, when they define nothing and describe nothing and convey
no idea.

Here ends the commentary of the eleven Sutras which form a subsection

by itself,

VEKSH

Lot us have faith in that Pure, All-knowledge, All-bliss, All-pervading,

Anandamaya Brahman, in whom all words find their true significance

Adhikarna VI—Anandamaya i? God
Having proved, in the previous Adhikaranas, that Brahman is descri-

bable by words, now the author Badarayana takes up the topic of

Saruanvaya, and shows that several words of the Vedas which are

apparently ambiguous, really apply to Brahman. Ho begins with the word
Jnandamayam, and takes up other words one after another till the end
of the Adhyaya, In the first Pada, those words are taken up, which
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generally apply to a Being other than Brahman, and the author shows

that by proper construction of the text, where those words occur, they

must be taken to apply to Brahman, though in other places they may apply

to anything else than Brahman.

Yisaya : Tn the Taittiriya Upanisad we read the following :

«r5ifa?TjftRj l^. "He who knows the Brahman, attains the Highest."

After reciting this, the Upanisad goes on to describe the Annamaya

Purusa, the Pranamaya Purusa, the Manomaya Purusa, and the Vijnanamaya

Purusa in duo order. The hist Purusa described by the Sruti is the

Anandamaya, in these terms :

pTfasRTW W^W S^ft*:, ^ ifaW Wl* l^f:

Different from this Vijnanamaya is another inner self which is Anandnmaya. The

former is filled by this, ft also has the shape of man. Like the human shape of the former

is the human shape of the latter. Joy (Priyam) is its head. Satisfaction (Modal is its

right arm. Great satisfaction (Promoda) is its left arm. Uliss (Ananda) is its trunk.

Brahman is the tail or support.

Doubt : Ts this Anandadamaya a Jiva (or human soul) or Para-

Brahman ?

I ari a-Palm : The Anandamaya is Jiva, because the Sruti says,

"Like the human shape of the former is the human shape of the latter." It

is also called Sarira Atma. (or embodied self). "Tin; embodied self of this

is the same, etc." Therefore it refers to Jiva.

Siddhdtita . The Anandamaya refers to Brahman and not to Jiva. So

the author says :

si"thv i. 1. 12.

w^s^ram in i U H ii

stt^jw Anandamayah, the full of bliss, ^qrai^ Abhyasat, because of

repetition,

12. The Anandamaya is Para-Brahman, because of the repeated

use of the Avord Brahman in connection with it—12.

Note '•—This is an example of Pratyudaharana Saiigati.

FIRST AXUVAKA.

Sparer: <rsr: i «ragxrc: <rer: i wmwi i 3^ a^TST I s&M *5i*taT urafr II
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He. who knows the Brahman attains the highest (Brahman). On this the following

verse is recorded : "He who knows Brahman, which is (i.e. cause, not effect), which is

conscious, which is without end, as hidden in the depth (of the heart) ; in the highest

Ether, he enjoys all blessings, at one with the all-enjoying Brnhman.

From that self, (Brahman) sprang Ether (Akasa), (that through which we hear) ; from

other, air; from air, fire; from fire, water; (that through which we hear, feel, sec and

taste) ; from water, earth
;
(that through which we hear, feel, see, taste, and smell). From

earth herbs, from herbs food, from food seed, from seed man. Man thus consists of the

essence of food. This is his head, this his right arm, this his left arm, this his trunk

(Xtman), this the scat (the support).

On this there is also the following Sloka

:

SB'OXD ANUVAK \.

*j?rrfiT er^Kst it arewsr w?HK«rwr?fRt t^tis^ wrr qiwv. n gjs: 11 *?

n\ <?<T 3*?fa*r «t«r II a?5
-! a^ft^mn ll ^4 <prfa>*: ll WW v.1 f?K: ll 5?n?ft ^%ir:

q^r: ii 3xrc: q^: ii straw ^"irirr ii qRrgT n *t^Rt n sft

ficfW)sg*ra: ll \ ll

'From food are produced all creatures which dwell on earth. Then they live by

food, and in the end they return to food. For food is the oldest of all beings, and there-

fore, it is called panacea (Sarvauaadha, i.e., consisting of all herbs, or <)uieting the heart

of the body of all beings).' They who worship food as Brahman obtain all food. For food

is the oldest of all beings, and therefore it is called panacea. From food all creatures

are produced ; by food, when born, they grow. Because it is fed on, or because it.

feeds on beings, therefore it is called food (Anna).

Different from this, which consists of the essence of food, is the other the inner Self,

which consists of breath. The former is filled by this. R, also has the shape of man.

Like the human shape of the latter, Prana (up-breathing) ' is its head. Vyana (back-

breathing) is its right arm. Apana (down-breathingi is its left arm, Ether is its trunk.

The earth the seat (the support).

On this there is also the following Sloka :

TIIIHI) AXUVVKV,

STUB ^IT ^rg JTOfal II Hgsqi: q^sj ^ || q|jifr ft II 3W?«M?f<T§^ II

ilfa er ^ig^frs % smj F$>iT*ft ii «rr<ifr ft jjcnuTf^: ii fffTicfwfgfg^fr %fa n

^5?: ii h «n <h ii *m jprTfarawr. u s^riNs u vm f*K: ii

VS, zfam: T^t: ll mfav. <P5): ii sr£*r WTr n ^m^ffjf^Bi 5-^ qptsr II a^fo ^fra>

fl^fff II ?ft ^jftsgsfTSK: II 3 II

'The Dem breathe after breath (Prana), so do men and cattle. Breath is the life

of beings, therefore, it is called Sarvayusa (all-enlivening).' They who worship breath
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as Brahman, obtain the full life. For breath is the life of all beings, and therefore, it is

called Sarvayusa. The embodied Self of this (consisting of breath) is the same as that

of the former (consisting of food).

Different from this, which consists of breath is the other, the inner Self, which

consists of mind. The former i« filled by this. It also has the shape of man. Like the

human shape of the former is the human shape of the latter. Yajus is its head, Kk is

its right arm. Saman is its left arm. The doctrine (Adesa, i.e., the Brahmana) is its

trunk. The Atharvangiras (Atharva-hymns) the seat (the support).

On this there is also the following Sloka

:

.FOURTH ANUVAKV

qi^t ii *wtqi jwen ii ^wi *wfi %w n fairfa WT^fa u

w m#t ^TifHT ii ii rT*jnsr <wwi?nifta3irci. ii ^wfts?^ wiem fMirsm?): u

ttl %<k: II S <W <W SSTfrl <W II J^rft^H; II 3^fa<« II st* fs>rc: II

5B?f sfonp qg: II eagfTC: ig: II «ftl wicW II if: jsgj qftgr u e^q- <}fa n

^§*frs:j4ra>: II V II

'He who knows the bliss of that Brahman, from whence all speech, with the mind-
turns away unable to reach it, he never fears.' The embodied Self of the former,

(consisting of breath) is the same as that of the former.

Different from this, which consists of mind, is the other, the inner Self, which consists

of understanding. The former is filled by this. It also has the shape of man. Like
the human shape of the latter. Faith is its head. What is right is its right arm. What
is true is its left arm. Absorption (Yoga) is its trunk. The great (intellect) is the

seat (the support).

On this there is also the following Sloka

:

FIFTH ANUVAKA.

fMrR Jjsr sgW ii swffai agfrsft ^ ii fforar ^rr: m 11 m ^ggqi^ n %r m

?p n awisr wsnflfoPPRna; u uvfts^x snwupwr: 11 \\ $ m w
prfN <w II $mfk*l?llK. II gsffN: II 5F=3r fkqift ffc: || ^f^: <ig

: n

^ffrsgfMR: ii v n

"Understanding performs the sacrifice, it performs all sacred arts. All Devas
worship Understanding as Brahman, as the oldest. If a man knows Understanding as
Brahman, and if he does not swerve from it, he leaves all evils behind in the body, and
attains all his wishes." The embodied Self of this (consisting of Understanding) is the
Bame as that of the former (consisting of mind).

Different from this, which consists of Understanding, is the other inner Self which
consists of bliss. The former is filled by this. It also has the shape of man. Like the
human shape of the former is the human shape of the latter. Joy is its head. Satisfac-
tion its arm. Great satisfaction is its left arm. Bliss is its trunk. Brahman is the
seat (the support).
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On this there is also the following Sloka :

SIXTH ANUVAKA

fc^r «pr jirfrc ii n ^w^sgjwrr: 11 amBrsHg «ft* r?*i li

aflS^W II H ^TP^sT qfoi. ffc* II H ^igiTfaJTCt II 5T3tgsrfa*9 II

=*f I' *R!flT<T^II f%=^ II WfRnPtai^ff ii ^ft-^r *j^fa II

TO'isspr^: w v n

'He who knows the Brahmn a} non-existing, becomes himself lion-existing. He who
knows th-3 Brahmin a? existing, him we know himself existing.' The embodied Self of

this (bliss) is. the same as that of the former (understanding).

Thereupon follow the questions of the pupil

:

'Does any who knows not, after he has dcpirtcd this life, ever go to that world ?

Or does only he who knows, after he has departed, go to that world V
The answer is: 'He wished, may I be many, may I grow forth. He brooded ovef

himself (like a man performing penance). After he had thus brooded, He sent forth

(created) all, whatever there is. Having sent forth. He entered into it. Having entered

it, He beu.vne Sat (whit is manifest) and Tyat (what is not manifest), defined and

undefined, supported and not supported, (endowed with) knowledge and without know-

ledge (as stones), real and unreal. The Sattya (true) became all this whatsoever, and

therefore the wise call it (the Brahman) Sat-tya (the true).

On this there is also this Sloka

:

SEVENTH ANUVAKA

^=t?r t.'sm wrah li em> % mxwn n a?t;in^ ^hj^t n ^m^rgfRrg^jm jfit n

jt\t nwn ^H*£r * earn*, ii w iraR^rfo h m ^ izfem ?^s5iT?j3rsfSrc%i-

*r*r &q v*fa II ai^fa wf fk%ft jt^mbt ii ?R<^«r J[$rtoiT ^fa ll sfurtsgw;: Hon

In the beginning this was non-existent (not yet defined by form and name). From
it was born what exists. That made itself, therefore it is called the Self-made. That

which is self-made is a flavour (can be tasted), for only after perceiving a flavour can

any one perceive pleasure. Who could breathe, who could breathe forth, if that bliss

(Brahman) existed not in the ether (in the heart) ? For ho alone causes blessedness.

When he finds freedom from fear and rest in that which is invisible, incorporeal, un-
defined, unsupported, then ho has obtained the fearless. For if he makes but the smallest

distinction in it, there is fear for him. But that fear exists only for one who
thinks himself wise, (not for the true sage).

On this there >s also this Sloka :

EIGHTH ANUVAKA

*ft<*Ts=TT3cra: <r# ii tftffcfir ii ^ftarswrcfrrSi^a} n *f?r ll

^risssii^r jfrn&gT *r^f% n g«rr *jjrmi!j34psim: 11 ^nr>ret sf^tft ff5re:ii ireJtf

5
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flwf ftrl^ ^juf *t HTgT ^H??: II ft ^ ?lfi nig^r STH^T: II s

«g«?I*Ii^^T«TR^: II «ft§m*«r ^rawfcr^T II W % m *Tg«qr irPwfafWRsj: II 6

«Wt -^WwfarWFW 1 1 «frfiI3?Ff ^TSWfrfcaj || if *T ?HT ^TTsWjjwts^T: II a

ii h «h> "JTrsTHstHT ^rramw^: ii xh&ww n % % ^rsf^Ri

^rrpi^t: ii ^ffi^pif VrrHimi^s ii *t- *f£m ^Tflfa qfei h ^frfa^ ^t$t-

«?^ft ii ^ *rt sfiflr^Tsif ^inwr: n *r ^> Vhstptr*?: n *ftfsw*?T srw.m?^ n

JW: II jersqrftws: Ii «ftfil*p=if =*ra>m?a«T H % % ?m if-qfol^T: II s tf/F:

qsnq^w^ni «ilfaqBf =^isBm?ci^{ ii ^ ^ Jpnq^iJicsn: H h p.*t aimm: r

sflftffJT ^raJTf3»=q II p% I' WflWf^ll S <Pfi: I « 9 I 's^T-

gfcfitfsra II <WrafWrc''TRgqe3>T'Tft II >?d RTO*q»n?rtragqS5FiT'lfa II H?t n^tilJiJTIrJTHtiT-

tomft it o.fr fif^rwwTRgqgwrfrr ii ^r^JWirfwgq«sf;wftii seqsifcgw;: 11 = h

From terror of it (Brahman) the wind blows, from terror the sun rises, from terror

of it Agni and Indra, yea Death runs as the fifth. Now this is an examination of

(what is meant by) Bliss (Xnanda) : Let there be a noble voung m:ui, who is well read

(in the Veda), very swift, firm and strong and let the whole world bo full of wealth for

him, that is one measure of human bliss.

One hundred times that human bliss is one measure of the bliss of human Gandharvas
(genii), and likewise of a great sage (learned in the Vedas) who is free from desires.

One hundred times that bliss of human Gandharvas is one measure of the bliss of

divine Gandharvas (genii), and likewise of a great sage who is free from desire*.

One hundred times that bliss of divine Gandharvas is one measure of the bliss of the

Fathers, enjoying their long estate, and likewise of a great sage who is free from desires.

One hundred times that bliss of the Fathers is one measure of the bliss of the Devas,

born in the Xjana heaven (through the merit of their lawful works), and likewise of a

great sago who is free from desires.

One hundred times that bliss of the (Devas born in the Ajana heaven is one measure
of the bliss of the sacrificial Devas and likewise of a great sage who is free from desires.

One hundred times that bliss of the sacrificial Devas is one measure of the bliss

of the (thirty-three) Devas, and likewise of a great sago who is free from desires.

One hundred times that bliss of the (thirty-three) Devas is one measure of the bliss

of Indra, and likewise of a great sage who is free from desires.

One hundred times that bliss of Indra is one measure of the bliss of Brhaspati, and
likewise of a great sage who is free from desies.

One hundred times that bliss of Brhaspati is one measure of the bliss of Prajapati
and likewise of a great sage who is free from desires.

One hundred times that bliss of Prajapati is one measure of the bliss of Brahman
and likewise of a great sage who is free from desires.
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He who is this (Brahman) in man, and he who is that (Brahman) in the isun,

both are one. He who knows, when he departs from this world, reaches the Self of food,

the Self of breath, the Self of mind, the Self of understanding, the Self of bliss,

XIXTII ANUVAKA

jm> irft fMfcfrii fstRi to m ii srrsrai fastis qfV^fa j^fer u

sgsrpfi: II * II

From whom words with the mind, return, not finding him,—he who knows the bliss

of that Brahman, fears nothing. Verily this thought doos not afflict him : 'Why did I

not do the good ? Why did I do the evil ?' He who knows this pleases his self with

both these. Yea, with both these does he please his self. This is the Upanisad.

COMMENTARY.

The Anandamaya is the Supreme Brahman. Why do we say so ?

Abhyilsat—because of repetition. In the passage just following the above,

where is described the Anandamaya ; we find tho following in the Taittiriya

Upanisad, II., <>. l. **firc mifa nQ^mfa^s. ^rf^cT sitiRr ^ H^Jrir ercft n

"He who knows tho Brahman as non-existing becomes himself non-

existing. Ho who knows the Brahman as existing, him we know existing.'

In tho above passage, we find twice tho repetition of the word Brahman.

Abhyasa or repetition means uttering a word again, without any qualifications.

Nor can it be said, that this Brahman which has been repeated, refers

to the Brahman occurring at the end of the above passage, where Brahman

is said to be the tail or support For in the previous passage, we find

one Sloka each given after Anuamaya, Pranamaya, etc. Thus the Sloka

of Taittiriya Upanisad, II., 2. 1 :

They who wjrship food as Brahman obtain all food. For food is the oldest of all

things, and therefore it is called Panacea. From food all creatures are produced, by food,

when born, they grow. Because it is fed on, or because it feeds on beings, therefore it

is called food (Anna).

This is given after Aunamaya; and refers to the whole Annamaya,

and not to the tail or support of Annamaya. Similarly, the Sloka of

Taittiriya Upanisad, II., 3 :

The Devas breathe after breath (Prana) so do men and cattle. Breath, is [the life

of beings, therefore it is called Sarvayusa (all-enlivening)."

This is given after Prfinamaya, and does not refer merely to the tail or

support Similarly, the Sloka of Taitt. Up., II., 54 :

'He who knows the bliss of that Brahman, from whence nil speech, with the mind
turns away unable to reach it, he never fears.' The embodied self of this (consisting of

mind) is the same as that of the former.
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This is given after the Manomaya and refers to the whole of it, and

not to its tail or support. Similarly, the Sloka of Taittiriya Upanisad IT., 5 :

'Understanding performs the sacrifice, it performs all sacred acts. All Devas worship

understanding as Brahman, as the oldest. If a man knows understanding as Brahman,

and if he docs not swerve from it, he leaves off all evil behind in the body, and attains

all his wishes. The embodied self of this (consisting of understanding) is the same, as

that of the former (consisting of mind).'

This is given after Vijnanamaya and refers to the whole of it and not

to its tail or support. Therefore, the Sloka 'Ho who knows', etc., refers to

the whole of Anandamaya, and not to the tail or support. Therefore,

Anandamaya is Brahman.

Though the Anandamaya occurs in a series of words referring to Jiva,

yet it does not refer to it, because of its impossibility ; and because there

is a difference of name also. This will be fully described under the Sutra,

III., 3. 13, where it is explained what is meant by joy being the head of

Brahman, etc.

Ofy'ection : How can "Anandamaya" here refer to Supremo Brahman,

when it is a member of a scries of terms, like Annamaya, etc., which refer

to Jiva, who is certainly not Anandamaya, but full of miseries ?

Ansiver : There is no fault in this. Becauso Brahman is read in

such a series, in order to make it easily understandable by men of small

intellect. The Vedas, like a great philanthropist, describe the Supreme

Self, by first describing the non-self ; this by constant approach towards

the true Brahman, by words which refer to something more and more

interior and finer ; and ultimately they show Brahman. It is something

like a person trying to point out the small star Arundhati. He points

out at first some big star near it, and says this is Arundhati ; and thus

leads unto the true Arundhati. So the Sruti first points out the various

non-Brahmans, and ultimately points to the true Brahman, the Anandamaya,

the inmost.

The passage does not mean that Brahman is taught in these Upanisads

merely as a socondary object. But He is the primary object of teaching

here. Moreover in the next chapter of Taittiriya Upanisad, i. c, in the

third chapter called Bhrgu Valli, Varuna, on being asked by his son to

teach him what is Brahman, first defines Brahman as the Cause of the

Creation, etc., of the universe, and then teaches him, that all material

objects are Brahman, such as food is Brahman, Prilna is Brahman, Manas

is Brahman, etc. Ho says this in order to teacli that they are the materials,

with which the universe is made ; and ultimately he finishes his teaching

with "Ananda," declaring that "Ananda" is Brahman. Here he stops and

concludes by saying "This doctrino taught by me is based on Brahman
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the supreme.' (Taitt Up., III.. 6. 1). Further, in the conclusion also he

says:

'He who knows this, when he has departed from this world, after reaching and com-

prehending the Self which consists of food, the Self which consists of breath, the Self

which consists of mind, the Self which conuists of understanding, the Self which consits of

bliss, enters and takes possession of these worlds, and having as much food as he likes,

and assuming as many forms as he likes, he sits down singing this Saman (of Brahman) ;

Havu, Havu, Havu I (Taitt. Up., Ill 10, 5)

This passage also shows that Anandamaya is tho supreme Brahman

Moreover in the Blmgavata Purana wo find S^fNtevpfto ^vflswnfts

ew ii

'The Annamaya has the shape of man. In this series beginning with Annamaya, the

laRt one (namely the anandamaya) is one which is beyond Being and Non-l>eing —thou
O Lord art that. Thou art the final term of this series—the True.'

Nor is thore any contradiction in applying the epithet "Sarfra"

(embodied) to Brahman. For we find the firuti declaring that the wholo

universe is the body of the Lord ; as the well-known Antaryami chapter of

the Brhadaranyaka Upanisad shows ( Br. Up., Ill, 7. 3 ) : >m sfafl flOlU

"whose body is the earth."

Note.—The whole passage is given below.

He who dwells in the earth, and within the earth, whom the earth does not know,

whose body the earth is, and who pulls (rules) the earth within, He is thy Self, the

puller (ruler) within, the Immortal.

He who dwells in the water, and within the water, whom the water does not know,

whose body the water is, and who pulls (rules) the water within, He is the Self, the puller

(ruler) within, the Immortal.

He who dwells in the fire and within the fire, whom the fire does not know, whose

body the fire is, and who pulls (rules) the fire within, He is thy Self, the puller fruler)

within, the Immortal.

He who dwells in the sky, and within the sky, whom the sky does not know whose

body the sky is and who pulls (rules) the sky within, He is thy Self, the puller (ruler)

within, the Immortal.

He who dwells in the air (Vayu), and within the air, whom the air does not know,

whose body the air is and who pulls (rules) the air within, He is thy Self, the puller (ruler)

within, the Immortal.

He who dwells in the heaven (Dyu), and within the heaven, whom the heaven does

not know, whose body the heaven is, and who pulls (rules) the heaven within, He is thy Self

the puller, (ruler) within, the Immortal.

He who dwells in the sun (Sditya), and within the sun, whom the sun does not know,

whose body the sun is, and who pulls (rules) the sun within, He is thy Self, the puller

(ruler) within, the Immortal.

He who dwells in the space (Digah), and within the space, whom the space does not

know, whose body the space is, and who pulls (rules) the space within, He is thy Self, the

puller (ruler) within, the Immortal.

He who dwells in the moon, and stars (Chandra-Tarakfim) and within the moon and
stars, whom the moon and stars do not know, whose body the moon and stars are, and who
pulls (rules) the moon and stars within, He is thy Self, the puller (ruler) within, the

Immortal.
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He who dwells in the ether (Skasa), and within the ether, whom the ether does not

know, whose body the ether is and who pulls (rules) the ether within, He is thy Self, the

puller (ruler) within, the Immortal.

He who dwells in the darkness (Tamasl, and within the darkness, whom the darkness

does not know, whose body the darkness is, and who pulls (rules) the darkness within, He
is thy Self, the puller (ruler) within, the Immortal."

He who dwells in the light (Tejas), and within the light, whom the light does not

know, whose body the light is, and who pulls (rules) the light within, He is thy Self, the

puller (ruler) within, the Immortal."

In fact, these Vedanta Sutras are called "Sariraka mimai'nsa," for this

very reason, because it deals with Para Brahman, the Sarira (the embodied).

Those who explain the Sutra by saying that the Anandarnaya is not

Brahman, but the Brahman mentioned as the tail of Anandarnaya is the

Pure Brahman, are mistaken. The explanation is against the whole drift

of the context, as well as against the expressed teaching of the author

Badarayana and Varuna of tlio Upanisad.

Note : Sankara gives an alternative explanation of this Sutra, by

which it would appear that the Anandarnaya. is not Brahman, but the

word Brahman mentioned as tail is the Brahman. The Purvapaksa then

is the Brahman ment'oned as the tail of the Anandarnaya is not the

supreme, for it is mentioned as a subordinate member of another. The

Siddhanta view then is that the Brahman mentioned as the tail of Ananda-

rnaya is the Pare Brahman, because of the repetition of the word Brahman

in the subsequent verses. This explanation is repudiated by our author.

Objection : The word Anandarnaya is formed by the affix 'Mayat'

which has the force of modification or Vikiira (Pauini Sutra, IV, 3. 143).

Therefore, Anandarnaya means a being which is a modification of Ananda.

Therefore it cannot be applied to Brahman, who is all Ananda, and not

any modification of Ananda. To remove this doubt the author says :

sTtra i. 1. 13

ftfMs^ H ^ rii^H ii w u w ii

fforc Vikiira, modification W*V% Sabdat, because of the word (Mayat affix

denoting modification). ^ Na, not, Iti, thus. %^ Chet, if. ^ Na, not.

"T^lfe*. Prachuryat, because of abundance. The term Maya in Anandarnaya

denotes here "abundance," and not "modification."

13. If it be objected that Anandarnaya is not Brahman, because

the affix Mayat has the force of modification ; we say, no, because the

affix here denotes abundance.—13.

COMMENTARY

^
The Anandarnaya doos not mean, "Who is a modification of

"ADanda." "Why ? Because the affix Mayat has also the force of denoting
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abundanco (see Panini, V, 4. 21) Therefore, Anandamaya means Ho who

has abundance of bliss. Moreover the word Annamaya occurs in the

Taittiriya Upanisad, which is a portion of the Vcdas, and so it is a Vaidic

word. Now even according to grammar, the affix Mayaj; can never come

in the Vodas with the force of modification, after a word of more than two

syllables. The word Ananda consists of three syllables. Therefore, according

to Vcdic grammar, Mayat can never be applied to this word with the force

of modification. (Panini, IV, 3. 150).

The word Anandamaya does not mean absence of sorrow. It is a posi-

tive attribute of Brahman and not a mere negative of pain. Says the

Rubala Upanisad : 'He is the inner self of all, free from evil, the divine

one, the one God Narayana.' Ho also the Visnu Purani, 'Ho is the highest

of the high, the supreme God, in whom there are no pains.' Therefore, the

affix Mayat which lias the force of abundance, shows here the real essence

of the thing denoted by the word to which it is added, that is to say,

Anandamaya means 'He whoso essential nature or Svarupa is Ananda.'

Thus as we say, 'The sun has abundance of light,' it really means, the sun

whose essential nature is light is called Jyotirmayah. Therefore, Anadamaya

is not Jiva but Isvara.

Xntc.—The fact is that Anandamaya is equal to AnandasvarUpa. "'lie whose essential

nature is joy.' Similarly. Vijnanamaya is Vijaiinasvarflpa, Manomaya is Manosvarupa,

etc., except in the case of Pranamaya, where Maya has the force of Vikara. Manas also

is a word of two syllables and the affix ought to have the force of modification or Vikara.

But as the Vcdas are said to be the various limbs of the Manomaya (sec the description

of Manomaya) we cannot say that they are modifications of Manas.

SIT1U T., i. 14

^^^11 m n w
Tad-hetn, the cause of that ; namely the cause of Ananda. »3<i^?iT?T

Vyapadosat, because of the statement or declaration.

14. The Anandamaya is not Jiva, because He is described as the

cause of Ananda.— 14.

COMMBNTARV.

It is written in the Traittiriya Upanisad, IL 7 :

'He verily is sweet. For only after perceiving the sweet, can any one perceive bliss.

Who oould breathe, who could breathe forth, if that bliss (Brahman) existed not in the

ether (in the heart) ; For ho alone causes blessedness.

This shows that the Anandamaya is the cause of the blessedness of the

Jtva, because the Anandamaya is declared as the giver of joy to the Jiva.
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Therefore, it must be different from the Jiva, for the donor and donee can

not be one and the same.

In tho above passage, the word Ananda is used, but it means Ananda-

maya.

nutka i., i. 15.

qi^tofa ^ Jfoft II \ \ \ \ \X II

JTr?5f Mtintra, of the Mantra, wftfoi Varnikarii, described : Mantra-varnikaiii

is a compound word meaning 'ho who is described in the Mantra portion.'

"CT Eva, alone, even. Cha, and. Giyate, is sung (by the Brtthmana

portion).

15. Moreover, the Being, described in the Mantra portion of the

text, is again referred to as Anandamaya in the subsequent portion of

the above passage.— 15.

COMMKXTAUY.

The above passage opens with the declaration of flfT flFW^ »W II "Satyam,

Jfianam, Anantam is Brahman."

The Brahman so expressly mentioned in this Mantra portion, is subse-

quently desciibcd as Anandamaya in the Brahmana portion Therefore,

Anandamaya is not Jiva. Tho sense is this. Tho Taittiriya Upanisad com-

mences with the declaration, «T5Tf%?iHtfo W% 'The Knower of Brahman

obtains the highest.' This shows that the worshipper Jiva obtains the

worshipped Brahman. This object of attainment by tho Jiva, which was

mentioned in the opening passage, 'Brahmavit Spnoti param,' is further

fully described in tho Mantra 'Satyam, jiianam, etc' The eame Brahman

alone should be taken to be referred to by the word Anandamaya. The

subsequent portion of Taittiriya Valli commencing with the word "Tasmat

va etesmat sltmana, etc' is an exhortation and exposition of the Brahman

mentioned above. Therefore, Brahman who is tho object attained, must bo

considered as different from the JTva who obtains, because the obtained

and the obtainer can not be tho one and the same. Therefore, the Ananda-

maya is not Jiva.

Objections ': If the Brahman described in the above Mantra were really

different from the Jiva, then by proving that Brahman is Anandamaya, the

Jiva could not be Anandamaya. But Jiva and Brahman are not different.

The essenco which forms the Jiva when it becomes free from AvidyS or

Nescience is really one with Brahman, and the effect of this is that the

Jira is Jiva, so long as it is over-powered by MSya\ The Mantra, therefore,

asserts that a Jiva who is free from Maya is Brahman. Therefore, the term

Anandamaya may apply to Jiva, when the latter transcends all limitations

of Avidyft.
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Answer : The author answers this objection, by tho following Sutra

declaring that Jiva can never be Brahman even when Mukta or released.

sutka i. 1. 16.

jtafc^; || \\ \\ \\ ll

* Na, not. W. Itarah, the othor : i.e., the Jiva. T31<T%: An-upapatteh,

because of the impossibility, non-reasonableness.

16. The Jiva is not tho beiug referred to in the Mantra

"Satyani, etc.," because of the impossibility of such a

construction.— 10.

COMMENTARY.

Tho "other" 'Itara' of the Sutra refers to the Jiva. The Jiva, even

in the state of Mukti, is not referred to by the Mantra "Satyani jiianam

etc.," because sucli a construction can not be put upon that verse. For tho

Mantra says : H>S7# wri^ fatf?^ "He who knows

Brahman win is Sityam and Jiianam and Anantam, etc, enjoys all bless-

ings, at ono witli the all-enjoying Brahman." Here the Jiva and the Brah-

man are distinctly shown as separate, for they both enjoy blessings together

and concurrently. The word 'Vipaschita' is used in the above Mantra.

It literally means "He whoso Chit or mind sees (Pasyati) diverse (Vividha)

objects." [The word 'Pasya' has become Pas by Prisodar&di Gana

(Pauini VI., 3. 109). Tho word 'Vi' is applied to Brahman, because He is the

past-master in the art of enjoyment. Tho Jiva when free from Avidya

enjoys all blessings along with Brahman ; namely, in the matter of

enjoyment he becomes almost a peer of Him. The word 'Asnute' in the

above text is a Vaidic anomaly. It is derived from the root 'As' to eat,

and tho Vikarana Sna ought to have been used along with it ; but by

anomaly it has taken tho Vikarana Snu, and is declined in the Atmauepada ;

instead of 'AiWtti,' wo have 'ASnute.' This anomaly is according to

Pitnini Sutra, III., 1. 85.] Though the Jiva, when Mukta, is a companion of

Brahman, in the matter of enjoyment, yet superiority is to be given to

Brahman even here.

The devotoe does not become superior to Brahman, though Brahman

becomes tho friend and the lover of the Jiva. As says the Bhagavata :

r.

"My devotees bring me under their control as the devoted wives bring their loving

husbands under their control."
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SUTRA I. 1. 17.

Sfepn^Rj ll M I i Ml
$fot Bheda, differenco sT^flR. Vyapadesat, because of the declaration.

17. The being described in the Mantra portion ''Satyam

jrianam" is not Jtva, though Mukta, because there is a declaration of

difference.—17.

COMMENTARY.

Wo rind in tho same Valli (Taitt. Up. 7. 1. see Sutra 14) : "That

which is self-made is the most sweet. Only after tasting the sweetness of

that sweet one, does one perceive what is Auanda." This shows that after

tasting the sweetness of that Anandamaya, who is referred to in the Mantra

portion as Brahman, the Jiva comes to perceive the real nature of

Ananda. This also shows, that even in tho state of Mukti, tho Jiva is the

perceiver and Snandamaya is the perceived ; and thus there remains a

difference between a perceiver and perceived even in that condition.

Though tho texts like these »f&? «rsr<sfifif "even becoming like

Brahman, he attains Brahman," etc., (Br/. Up. IV"., 4. 6) apparently show that

Jiva and Brahman become one, yet as a matter of fact, they do not declare

the non-separatcness of the Jiva and Brahman. Tho sense of these

passages is this that tho Jiva becomes like Brahman and not actually

Brahman, for the attainment of Brahman means the attaining of similarity

with Brahman, for a being merged in Brahman is included in tho term

Brahma-bhuya 'one who has become Brahman.' (In other words, the

phrase Brahma-bhuya means Brahmapya, one who has reached Brahman.)

Thus says the Sruti : "Niranjanam paramam samyam upaiti" (Aland., Up., III.,

1. 31) "shaking off good and evil, he reaches the highest similarity."

So also in the Git&, XIV., 2, we find : "Having taken refuge in this

wisdom and being assimilated to my own nature, they are not reborn."

The word 'Eva' denotes also likeness. As we find in the following :

"The words "Vava," "Yatha," "Tatha," 'Eva,' and 'Iva' have the meaning

of similarity." Therefore, Brahma ova means "lilce Brahman."

Objection : The Sattva guna of Prak?ti causes bliss (Xnanda). It

is light and the cause of luminosity or knowledge. This Sattva guna, by
modification, becomes the cause of bliss. Therefore, the Pradhfina or

Matter is Anandamaya and not Brahman.

Answer : This objection the author answers by the following

:
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sfTRA I. 1. 18.

$1113. Kamat, because of desire or willing. ^ Cha, and. «T Na, not. 'rgTIT

AnumSna, the inferred one, i. c, the Pradhana. sftin" Apeksa, necessity.

18. Because of wishing, the A.nandama3ra is not

Pradhana.—18.

COMMKXTAUY

In the Taittiriya Upanisad ill, 6.5) we find, sVqRUWT «t| jfTI II

''Ho wished—may I be many, may 1 grow forth." Thus creation

proceeds by the more wisli (Kama) of the Anandamaya. Now, according to

Samkhya, Prakrti is non-sentient, and can have no K&mana or wish.

Therefore, the Anandamaya, with regard to which the word Kama is used,

can not be Prakrit!

SITKA I. 1. 19.

sffa^pi ^ 3*^1 wfa in it i u ii

tFNt Asmin, in him, in the person called Anandamaya. Asya, his, of

the Jtva. Cha, and. a** Tat, that, (fearlessness) aft»¥ Yogam, union. JTlfol

Sasti, teaclies 'Sruti).

19. The Anandamaya is not Pradhana, for the addi-

tional reason that the Sruti teaches two-fold Yoga of the Jtva

Avith it—19.

CO.MMUXTAHY.

When a Jiva is fully devoted to this Being of Bliss, lie obtains fear-

lessness ; while if he is not fully devoted, he is mot with terror. For so

says the Sruti 'Taitt., Up., IT., 7. 2)

:

AVhen he finds freedom from fear, and rest in that which is Invisible, Incorporeal,

Undefined, Unsupported, then he has obtained the Fearless. For if he makes but the
smallest separation from It, there is fear for him. But that fear exists only for one who
thinks himself wise, (not for the true sage).

This teaching has no bearing with regard to Pradhana, for according
to Samkhya, it is the separation from Pradhana that gives fearlessness,

while it is union with Pradhana which is the cause of bondage and all

fear. Thus pradhana has all the attributes diametrically opposed to those
of the Anandamaya ; for union with the Anandamaya produces fearlessness,

while the slightest separation from Him, is the cause of all fear. Thus it

has beeD established that the Saviour Hari alone is the Xnandamaya, etc.,
and neither Jiva nor Prakrti is so.
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VII Adhikarana.— The Being in the Sun and the Eye

is Brahman.

The wonderful Purusa of Chhandogya Upanisad described in chapters I.,

6 and 7 is Brahman.

Visaya : In the Chhandogya Upanisad we read as follows :

*qifafrfcT: gpT ^^T^T^^dl em ctWIf^'n«^5i em *ftlft SISfNWFBWII IUII

sr^ft^ifa^fg: em a^^i^iig^^eii em^ir^^^ %m ifaWs^aft^fo eT

ngvrercem ii \ ii qi^mff^i: em ci\a^ri^irT?-q«j5q emac-mr^*'^ em

eTSsfA?*f>si«t?em ii ? n qwinr^ =^nr: em a^ftaRjre^sssesi em awr^^esi

em ift# swuprT st =3^mi *thw«iw nvn q^asif^}^ $s *t: e^fa Jitfta

to s^tr s?em ft^Ji^eiHjT^^is^Ji em a^ni^^csi sm tf^ n*n *m iVhwtwJRr

li *n: eis*j qsftsi i*: iwi awacemm 3 tyflsnTCjfc% %jmq: s^rr

fl^^sfifora^fl *ruraren?e«i vt sM: ik n qm vaiie gssfawwf^roft at'fiftfa

sim e w e^«r: <ncjT«r sfta a^fa i > e^*4: iFrwfr a M u » u ^

em ^ 5Mt a?Jii5vfl«i?at»i]^sn^i^ ftnrai e «n *r ^igsHRwHr sftw-aqi %e

^nsmmt taflfcwn ii c ii

gsfrq^Jj <re: ^Rf: II ^ II

smrsqicii im^ra em a^a^qi^s^^ em aeRis/^®^ em ^m*

eT jmfiswwem n \ n ^^itVhi em a^a^i^s??* em arqir5^'^ em ifmit

^ISH erss?ms»i«reem n ^ u «fi?W3?fo: em a^a^i'j^'js'^ em ifteW «fi^*r^ er

»T!itsn«i?em n 3 ii ^m q^^m: 5$ *n: fofa qstor fwj a?em a^aeqiT^'i^3
'

em awTr^*'^ em *?m<r sm ^a^n: *tr: e* eis«i qsft^ <rc:^ a*m<=acem nvn

m q i^sTg<f^fin s^t fo^em airej^a^rei a^Rre? a\*t

qraiH^niT <ft Wr wt awm n v n e «w % ^awrwiWr srHi^qt %e flgs^mi^fa

a«r *ir #nrai »mj?r3ta a- imfca
1 a*m% *r?wi: ik ii ^m n ^4 fer^ em iPir^^iT

e m«it% e*TS#«r e <w % =5I5wii?to'Nt sfaism^sn^ft ^mi^ ii » ii

SIXTH KHANDA

1. (The Devi Saraevati called) Rk verily (pervades) this (earth) ; (the Deva Vayu

called Sfiman (pervades) fire ; thus this (fire is seen to) rest on that (earth); therefore,

the Sdman is sung as resting on the Rk. 8d is this earth, and Anna is fire and that makes

Sima.

2. (The Devi Sarasvati as presiding over) sky is verily Rk, (the Deva Vayu as

presiding over) air is Siman. This Sdman is refuged in that Rk. The sky is && and the

air is Ama, and thus the SSma is made.

3. The Heaven (Sarasvati) is verily Rk, and the Sun (Vayu) is Sfiman, this Saman is

sung as based on the Rk, the Heaven is B& and the sun is Ama, thus Sima is made.
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4. (The Devi Sarasvat i dwelling in) the stars is verily Rk and (the Deva Vilyu in)

the moon is Saman. This Saman is refuged on that Rk. Sa is the stars ; Ama the

moon ; and thus Sama is made.

5. Now that which is the white light of the sun that indeed is Rk, again that which

is the blue, exceeding dark light of the sun, that verily is Saman ; thus Saman (darkness)

is refuged in the Rk (brightness) ; therefore, the Saman is stsng as refuged on the Rk.

Now the Sa is the white light of the sun ; and the blue and deep dark is Ama, and that,

makes Sanaa.

6. Now that (Being residing inside Vayu and Sarasvati) which is seen in the sun.

(in meditation) as full of intense joy, with joy as beard, joy as hair, joy all together to

the very tips of his nails.

7. His two eyes are like fresh red lotus. His (mystic) name is lit, for he has risen

(Udita) above all sins. He also, who knows this, rises verily above all sins.

8. Rk and Sama (*. e., Sarasvati and chief Vayu) arc the ministrels of the Lord;

therefore he is called Udgitha. (He who is praised as Ut) and therefore, he also who sings

Him is called Udgatr. He, (the Lord, called Ut) is the Ruler of the worlds above that

(above the heaven plane). He rules those worlds and awards the desired objects to the

Devas. This is Adhidaivata or cosmological.

SEVENTH KIIANDA

1. Now the psychological. The Rk is Speech, and the Saman is the organ of

respiration. Thus respiration is seen to rest on the organ of speech. Therefore, the Saman

is sung as resting on the Rk. Sa is the organ of speech, and Ama is the organ of respi-

ration. That makes Sama.

2. The eye is the Rk, and the Jiva is the Saman. This Saman is seen to rest on

the Rk, therefore she Saman is sung to rest on the Rk ; Sa is the eye, and Ama the

Jiva ; and that makes Sama.

3. The ear is the Rk and the mind is the Saman ; this Saman is seen to rest on the

Rk ; therefore, the Saman is sung as resting on the Rk. Sa is the ear, Ama is the

mind. That makes Sitma.

4. Now the white light of the eye is indeed Rk and the blue exceeding dark light

of the eye is Sfiman. This Hitman is refuged on that Rk. Therefore the S&man is sung

as refuged in the Rk. Sd is the white light of the eye, Ama is the blue exceeding dark

light, and that makes S£ma.

5. Now the person that is seen in the eye is the all-wise, all-harmonious, and up-

lifter of all. He is all-adorable, He is all-full. The form of that person in the eye ia the

same as the form of the other person in the sun, the ministrels of the one are the minis-

trels of the other, the name TJt of the one, is the name of the other,

6. He is the Lord, who rules the worlds beneath the physical, and awatds all the

wishes of men. Therefore all, who sing any song, sing really to Him, and thus really

from Him they obtain all wealth.

7. Now he who knowing this sings a Saman, sings to both, he really sings as if

inspired by Him, and obtains the worlds beyond that and the wishes of the devas.

8. Now through this alone he obtains all the lower worlds and the desires of human
beings. Therefore, the Udgdtr who knows this should say : "To accomplish what

particular desire of yours, O Yajamdna, shall I sing out ?" For he, who knowing this

sings out the Sdman, is able to accomplish the desires of his YajamSna through his song,

yea, through his song.
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Doubt : Now arises this doubt. Who is this wonderful person,

seen in the orb of the sun and in the orb of the eye ? Is it some Jiva,

who by his extraordinary sanctity and wisdom, has attained tho position

of a divine personage, and resides in the solar sphere, and in the human
retina ? Or is it supreme Brahman ?

Pforvapaksa : The being above described is a Jiva who, owing

to his good deeds and wisdom, has attained this position, bocauso he is

described as possessing a body. Because ho is supremely wise and holy,

therefore he possesses the power of ruling tho worlds and awarding the

fruits of action and desires of the gods and mankind
;

and, therefore, the

above passage teaches the worship of some highly evolved Jiva.

Siddhdnta : To this the author answers by the following Sutra :

SUTRA I. 1. 20.

*Rfl *\ «FRf«toi^ || ? I \ \ ||

1*03 Antas, or Antar, the Being within ( the sun and the eye ). Tat-

dharraa, His attributes, the attributes of the Supreme. 3<%wz Upadesat,

because of teaching. The Sruti gives to this Person in the sun and the eye,

attributes which solely belong to God ; therefore this Person must be Brahman.
Note :—This is Drstanta Sangati.

20. The being inside the sun and the eye is ParamStman,

and not any Jiva, because the attributes of the Supreme Brahman are

taught therein.—20.

He who is inside the sun and the eye, is verily the Supremo Self, and
not any exalted Jiva. Why ? Because in this chapter of tho Chhandogya
Upanisad we find attributes which are applicable to Brahman only and not to

Jiva. He is said to be "ApahatapapmaV' "above all sins" : no Jiva can
be so described, for rising above all evils and destroying all Karmas is

the attribute of Brahman, in Him there is no trace of sin or bondage of

Karma, while we know that Jiva is bound by Karma, and tainted with
sin. No doubt, highly evolved Devas and Jivas take up the offices of

ruling over the lower spheres, and fulfilling the desires of the other
Jivas, and awarding the fruits of actions to them. But such evolved
souls are not primary rulers of tho world. Their power and action are
derived from that of Brahman and aro tho results of their meditation on
Him. Moreover, meditation on those exalted Beings is not equivalent
to the meditation on fsvara. No doubt He is described in the above
passage as having a body, but merely from such a description, we aro
not entifted to conclude, that He is a Jiva. "For in the Vedaa vre find,
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(such as in the well-known Puru§a Siikta of the Rk-Veda, X., 90,) that

the God is describod as an Almighty Man-like being. Similarly we

find in tho other Upanisad passages, the same (anthropomorphic) des-

cription : "I know that great person (Purusa) of sanlike lustre, beyond

the darkness," etc. All these passages of the Vedas and Upanisads show

that the Supreme Brahman has an immaterial. non-Pr&krtik divine body of

His own.

sltra l 1. 21.

^sqq^MF^: ii \ \ \ \ \ \\\

'fo Bheda, difference. 59"T^*TTS. Vyapadosat, because of declaration. 1
Cha, and. ^q: Anyah, another, other than the Jiva.

21. The Being above-mentioned is other than Jtva.

Because there is a declaration of its being separate from

Jiva—21.

COMMENTARY.

It must be admitted that the Inner Ruler, the Supreme Self is

described there, and it is separate from the individual Jiva whose body

is the sun : that is to say, the above passago describes Brahman and not

the solar Deity. Thus in the Brhadaranyaka Upanisad, we find that a

distinction is drawn between the Jiva whose body is tho sun and the Inner

Ruler, tho Brahman, who rules even the solar Deity :

He who dwells in the sun (Sditya), and within the sun, whom the sun does not

know, whose body the sun is, and who pulls (rules) the sun within, he is thy self, the

puller (rule*) within, the immortal." (Br. Up., III., 7. 9)

Therefore the Being here described is not any exalted Jiva but

Brahman Himself; because the Being described in the Chhandogya, and

that described in the Brhadaranyaka should be one and the some, as the

texts are similar.

Adhikarana VIII.— The Akasa of Chh. Up., 9., is Brahman.

Visaya : In the Chhandogya Upanisjad we find :
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%mfer^f ?ik$ 33^?nrfir^i?T>r^^ w srsrraigi»ft«r %f^«a?=% qd^ftjft

1. Then BdMvatya asked, "What is the goal of Brahma (Loka) ?" "The All-luminous

Visnu (Skasa)." replied Pravdhana, "For all these (mighty) Beings take their rise from the

All-luminous and have their setting in the All-luminous. The All-luminous is greater than

these, the All-luminous is their great refuge. He indeed is higher than the highest, the

Udgitha, the infinite.

2. He who meditates on Udgitha as the Oreater than the Great, knowing it thus to

be the Supreme goal, the Greater than the Great becomes his protector, and ho obtains

the worlds which are greater than the Great (such as Vaikuntha, etc.)

X "Those among mankind who will know this Udgitha," thus said Atidhanvan, son

of Sunaka, to his disciple Udara Sfodilya, "will live for tho entire length of the age in

which they get this knowledge and for them the Supreme Brahman will be their life in this

world, for that length, and also in the other world. He who knowiug thus meditates on

Him, tho Supreme Brahman becomes his life in the next world, yea in the next world."

Doubt : The doubt arises hero, what is alluded to by tho wo id Akilsa ?

Is it the primeval element other, or Brahman?

Purvapakm : The word Akasa here, is 'protyle' or the primeval

element, from which all other elements have come out,
t
for the current

meaning of Ak&sa denotes the parent of all the elements And we are

taught that from Akasa evolves VayU (or all gaseous elements). Thus

Akasa, being the source of all physical elements, can not mean Brahman,

but other.

Siddhdnta : To this objection the author answers by tho following

Sutra :

Sl'TRA I. 1. 22,

al&Fffj ii u \ \ w ii

*rtf.TO5 Ak&sah, the word Akilsa as used iiere. 33. Tat, his, of Brahman,

fwiffm Ling&t, because of the characteristic mark. The Akasa here refers to

Brahman, because the defining marks of Brahman are found in this passage.

Note : This is Pratyudiharana Sangati.

22. The word Akasa '.here denotes Brahman, because

the characteristic marks of Brahman are found in the above

passage.—22.

COMMENTARY.

The word Akasa bore refers to Brahman, bocause tho characteristic

marks of Brahman are found here; such as, creating all elements, sustain-

ing all creatures, and obsorbing. them back into himself, The word
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Sarva, all is used in the above passage ; where it says SarvSni ha vS

imSni bhutani,' verily all these beings, so it can not refer to the material

JUffiSa from which all beings do not como oat. For at least the material

Ak&fa can not come out of itself. For the material AkaSi has come out of

something else, and so it can not be the cause of its own production, there-

fore, the Akasa above-mentioned can not be the material Akasa.

Moreover, in tho above passage, the word 'Eva,' 'alone,' is used in con

noction with Akasa, showing that from Akasa alone and from no other cause,

come out all this universe Thus it is an additional reason to hold thai

Akasa here does not mean tho material Akasa. For we see that clay, etc-,

are causes of pots, etc, and so the material Aka6a i-< not the sole cau^e, but

there are other cmses also. But with regard to Brahman, all this is con-

sistent. He is tho stole cause, because Ho possesses all power and every-

thing is His form. Though the word Akasa in its ordinary significance

means tho materi al AkaSa, yet here owing to the stronger indication of the

context, it applies to Para Brahman.

Adhikarana IX.—Prana is Brahman

Visaya : In the Ohhandogya Upanisad we read as follows :

m niftfNc'ivWT *ti ttfa ii v n sirar ?fcr sHr^ ^ffin f m muMTfa-

«r*ffit ii

Then the Prastotri approached him, saying :
<-
Sir, you said to me "Prastotri, if you

without knowing the deity which belongs to the Prastdva, aro going to sing it, your head

will fall otF,' which then is the deity ?"

He said : "Breath (Pntni). For all these beings merge into Breath alone, and from

Breath they rise again. This is the deity belonging to the PraataVa. If without knowing

that deity, you had sung forth your hymns, your head would havejjfallen off, after you

had been warned by me."

The whole passage is given below, for the full u iderstan ling of the

argument.

1. When (the crops in the land of) the Kurus were destroyed by hail stones, Usasti

Chdkrayana lived a-begging with his young wife, at Ibhya-graW. Seeing the Lord or

fbhya eating beans, he begged some from him.

2. (The master of the elephants) said to Usasti, "I have no more except these, which

are placed before me for eating." Usasti said, "Give me then some of these." He gave

him some of those and said, "Here is some water to drink, in this bag." Usasti said,

"I shall drink impure water, if I drank what has already been drunk by another." The
master of elephants said, "Are not these beans also impure, as I am eating of ithem t"

7
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3. Usasti replied, "No, (these beans should not be considered unclean) because without

eating them I cannot live ; while the drinking of (your) water (is not an absolute necess-

ity and) depends on my pleasure, (for it can be obtained everywhere)." Usasti having

(eaten himself, brought the remainder to his wife. Rut she had already eaten before,

therefore she took them and put them away.

4. Usasti next morning, after leaving his bed. said to her, "Alas I If we could get

a little of food, then we should get much wealth, for that king there is going to offer a

sacrifice ; he may choose me for all the priestly posts.'
-

5. His wife said to him, "Alas ! O husband I (There is nothing else in the house)

but these (stale) beans (which you brought yesterday)." Usasti having eaten them, went

to that big sacrifice (which was being performed). There he sat down near the Udgitrns

who were singing hymns in the Sstava ceremony : and then said to Prastotar priest.

6. Oh Prastotar ! if thou, without knowing the Pevatfi invoked in the particular

PrastaVa, art going to sing it, thy head will fall off.

7. O Udgfitar I if thou, without knowing the Devati invoked in the particular

Udgttha\ art going to sing it, thy head will fall off.

8. 0 Pratihartar ! if thou, without knowing the Devatii, invoked in the particular

PratlMra, art goins; to sing it, thy head will fall off.

They indeed stopped and sat down ailent.

Eleventh Khanda

1. Then the Sacrificer said to him, "I desire to know who you are, Sir." He replied,

"I am Ugasti, the son of ChSkraVana." The king said, "I had made up my mind, Sir,

to appoint yon alone to all these priestly offices : but not having found you, I have

appointed others (priests) to these offices. (But now that T have found you) Sir 1 T elect

you for all these priestly offices."

2. "Very well," said Usasti. "(These should not, however be sent away), but let

them indeed sing the sacred hymns under my direction. And promise that you pay me

as much wealth,~as you give to all these (collectively)." The Sacrificer said, "Let it be so."

3. Then the Prastotri priest approached him respectfully, and said, "Sir, you said to

me, '0 Prastotar! if not knowing the deity related to PrastaVa, thou shalt sing him. thy

head will fall off,' which is that Devatfi ?"

4. ChfikraVana said, ' (Visnu the fJreat Breath, or) the Chief Prana is the deity of

creation. Verily all these creatures merge into Prttna (at Pralaya), and they come out of

him (at creation). Ho alone is the deity belonging to creation (PrastaVa). Hadst thon

sung without knowing this Lord, thy head would have fallen off, by my saying (by my
warning)."

5. Then the Udgdtri priest approached him respectfully and said, "Sir, you said to

me, 'O UdgAtri 1 if not knowing the deity related to Udgitham, thou shalt sing him, thy

head will fall off 1' which is that Devata
1

?" He said, "the sun."

6. ChikraVana said "(Visnu residing in the sun is the deity of Udglthd) verily all

these singing creatures chant His praises, because he is the best and the Highest. He
alone is the deity belonging to Udgithl Hadst thou sung without knowing this Lord,

thy head would have fallen off, as I had warned thee."

7. Then the Pratihartr approacned him respectfully and said, "Sir, you said to me,
'O Pratihartd, if not knowing the deity related to PratihaVa, thou shalt sing him, then thy

head will fall off,' which is that Devata" ?"

8. He said, "(Visnu residing in the) food (is the deity of Pratih&a). Verily all these

creatures eat Food, and Jive thereby (because Visnu dwells In food and thus maintains

them). He alone is the deity belonging to Pratihira. Hadst thou sung without knowing
this Lord, thy head would have fallen off, as I had warned thee."
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Doubt : Is this Pr&na, the breath that flows in and out of the lungs ?

Or is it the Supreme Brahman ?

Purvapaksa : The Pr&na mentioned here is the air that circulates

in the lungs. For sucli is the ordinary acceptance of this term, and the

arising and merging of all beings in the Pr&na, mean that all living beings

exist so long as this breatli is in them, th»y perish when this breath

goes out.

Siddhdnta : To this; the author answers by the following Sutra.

Sl'THA I. 1.23.

to in \ \ i \\ ii

Ata eva, for this reason, hence also. 1PH: Prinah, the breath,

Note: Pratyuddharana Sat^ati.

23. The word Pnlna here refers to Brahman, for a reason similar to

that given in the preceding Sutra.

COMMENTARY.

This Pr&na of the Chh. Up., I., 11. 5, is the Supreme Lord and not the

air of the breath. Why ? Because the characteristic marks of Brahman,
namely, the creation of all creatures and re-absorption of them into Himself,

are attributed to this Pr&na.

Adhikarana X.—The Light is Brahman.

Vtsaya : In the Chh. Up., (III., 13. 7) we road :

1%T«I^: 3*f|fa : ||

Now that light which shines above this heaven, higher than all, higher than everything,
in the highest world, beyond which there are no other worlds, that is the same light which
is within man.

Note: We give below the whole passage in order to follow the reasoning properly.

TRtf *r yfr *pr srf^ fk*i m$ irmft *T*rt ^ *tf ^ nwfer

^ ii t ii j?t % irn4) 4 m m tferan* at ifarmfaite snfer-

tfjft n \ ii jjt % m fMA wn ei *?f*wfar?g?ft verof^n^ suet: srintVir wft«r

*ITf^fnr!% II I II <rc$ft vfttftt. W wffcTftwm *VJ?rf*H?flit mwfi nfa"

ffcrr sn-fttftj,^ || y i, §v ^v m^ ^j^vjj^,. || k „

ifarr oA s*«r: <n^s«r ^rf% %rawr^i ffcftft M * n
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USlS^fasfl't* fw 5IH?r g *h II « II

II wwi: ^w*J n \\ n

"mftflta^ft TfFtrwftfer q «s %^ ii * II

% *t srapr: ^St??t site.^ siw: a i <snM «m»s^RL

s«ir^T^7f> 3ti^ sjfcW^ i vriH qs=^ sstpttj^bt sfteer

ftfr ^fr q ^ qr? 3 II c II

II Sjfatf: <sRT3: II ^ II

TWELFTH KHANPA.
1. The Lord called G£yatr is verily this All-Full, in whatever form (He may be.)

Giyatrt is speech, because (the Lord as) Speech (controls and commands) all beings. He

sings out (the Vedas) and gives salvation to all, hence He is called (Gayatri).

2. That very Lord (who is in the sun and called) Gdyatri, is indeed (the very Lord

who is in the earth and called) Prthivi the Broad. In this ..(form are .all these beings

established. None excels this form.

3. That very Lord who is in the earth and called Prthivt, is indeed the very Lord

who is in this soul and called Sartra, the Joy, bliss-wisdom. In this form rest indeed

these senses. None can excel this form.

4. That very Lord who is in the soul and called Sarfra, is indeed the Lord who is in

the innermost part of the soul, and called the heart. In Him reBt indeed these senses.

None excels this form.

5. That vorv six-fold Giyatri has four feet ; and that very fact is declared by a Rk
Verse (Re Veda, X., 90. 3).

6. "Such is His greatness, yea the Lord is even greater. All souls constitute one

quarter of Him. His immortal three quarters are in Heaven."

7. That Gityatri-form of the Lord is indeed Brahman, the All-pervading. This indeed

is the All-luminous which is outside of the soul (in the physical heart).

8. That All-luminous, who is outside the Jiva (in the external heart) is verily the

All-luminous who is inside the Jiva (pervades the soul).

9. That All-luminous, who is inside the Jiva, is verily the All-luminous who is in the

heart of the Jiva.

10. That All-luminous who is in the heart, is verily the Full, the Self-determined.

He who knows thus, obtains happiness, full and independent.
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THIRTEENTH KHAtfDA

1. Of this Supreme Brahman called the Heart, there are verily indeed five divine gate-

keepers. He who is His eastern gate-keeper is the presiding deity of Prana, of the eye

and is the sun. Let one meditate on him (as sun) as physical energy and health. He who

meditates thus becomes energetic and healthy.

2. Now he who is His southern gate-keeper is the presiding deity of Vydna, of the

ear, and is the moon. Let one meditate on him (as moon possessed of) beauty and fame.

He who meditates thus becomes artistic and famous.

3. Now he who is His western gate-keeper is the presiding deity of Apana, of the

organ of speceh: and is Agni. Let one meditate on him (as Agni possessed of) intellectual

energy and sanity. He who meditates thus becomes intellectual and sane.

4. Now he who is his northern gate-keeper is the presiding deity of Samana, and of

wind, and he is Indra. Let one meditate on him as Indra, possessed of renown and

lordliness. He who meditates thus becomes renowned and lordly.

5. Now he who is the central gate-keeper is the presiding deity of Uddna and the

chief Vfiyu and is Akasa. Let one meditate on him as the principal Vayu possessed of

spiritual energv and greatness. He who meditates thus, becomes spiritually energetic

and great.

6. These verily are the five servants of Brahman, the gate-keepers of the world of

Pure wisdom and joy (also). He who knows those five servants of Brahman thus, (as) the

gate-keepers (of the heart as well as) of the world of Pure wisdom and joy, gets a virtuous

son born in his family; and himself enters that world of Pure wisdom and joy; because

he knows those five servants of Brahman, the gate-keepers of the world of svarga.

7. Now the light which shines above this heaven, in the worlds higher than those

of Brahma1

,
higher than all, beyond which there are no higher worlds, (and which them-

selves are) the highest worlds (of their respective planes); that is verily the same

light which is within (the heart of) man. And of this the direct proof is this

:

8. Namely, the warmth which one perceives through touch here in the body. Of Him
is this praise, which one hears as existing in the ears, namely, the 60und like the roar of

an ocean, or that of thunder, or of the burning fire. Let one meditate on Brahman, as if

thus seen and heard. He who knows this thus, becomes clear seeing.and celebrated
; yea,

who knows this thus.

Doubt: What is this Jyotih or light referred to here? Is it the

physical light of the sun, etc. Or is it the Supreme Brahman?

Phrvapaksa : The light is the physical light of the sun, etc., because

there is no mention of Brahman here in connection with it, or immediately

preceding it.

Siddhanta : To this the author replies by the following Sutra

:

SUTR\ 1. 1. 24.

^ftaiwft'qr^ in / W \ « II

3*frfir» Jyotilj, the light (mentioned in the Chhandogya is Brahman), ^fff

Oharana, foot, wfiwffit Abhidhanat, because of the mention.

Note : Pratyuddharana Sarigati.

24—The Jyotis of Chhandogya Upanisad, II., 13. 7, refers to

Brahman and not to Material Light : because it is described as having

(four) feet—24.
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COMMENTARY

By the word Jyotis, we must take Brahman and not material light.

Why ? Because of the mention of feet For in the Chh. Up , III., 12. 6,

we read.

Such is the greatness of it (of Brahman, under the disguise of G£yatri) ;
greater than

it is a person (Punm). His one foot is all things. The immortal with three feet is in

heaven (i.e., in himself).

This shows that all creatures form but one foot of Brahman.

The real sense is this. In the Chhandogya Upanisad, ITT., 12. (5, Brahman

has been described as having four quarters or feet, that very Brahman is

referred to by the relative pronoun 'Yat' 'that,' in the subsequent passage

(Chhaudogya Upanisad, HI., 13. 7l Thus there is no break of continuity

between the Brahman mentioned in the Chhandogya Upanisad, ITT, 12. 6

and III, 13. 7. Because they are connected by the relative pronoun Tat.'

Moreover, in both these passages, tho word (Dyu) "heaven," is mentioned

;

that also connects these passages. Therefore, the Lord Hari of infinite glory,

is the light referred to in this passage, and not any physical light of any

celestial body, like the sun and the rest.

Objection : Tho feet mentioned above may refer to the feet of the

metre G&yatn. which is mentioned immediately before, in the above

passage; where it is said that G&yatrt has four feet (Chhandogya Upanisad,

III, 12. 3.)

Answer: To this the author answers in the following Sutra, by stating

the objection in the* first portion of the Sutra, and the answer in the second

portion.

Sl'TRA 1. 1. 25

ap^sfafH^ ^% ^, ^ <tct ^skfoi^, wnfk #w MM i ?v 11

SF*: Chhandah, (of) a metre, the metre G&yatrt. srftraRTa Abhidh&nSt,

because of the description. * Na, not Iti, thus, %^ Chet, if. <a Na, not.

<TOT Tatha\ thus; (therein, in the Brahman incarnated or in the Gftyatrt or

symbolised in the metre). Chetalj, (of) mind, nkm Arpana, of concen-

tration, giving, finm Nigadat, because of the teaching. OTT Tatha, thus,

that being so, by such an interpretation, ft Hi, because, only, sfcm; Darsanam,

consistent, rational, intelligible. The phrase "the G&yatri is all this" becomes
intelligible when G&yatri is taken as a symbol of God. The metre called

GSyatrt is certainly not "all ttils."
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25. If it be objected, that the :word Jyotis does not refer to

Brahman, but it denotes the Metre Gayatrt, we reply, not so
;

G&yatrt there is only for the purposes of concentrating the mind in

Brahman who is meditated upon as Gayatri. And by this explanation

all becomes consistent.—25.

COMMENTARY.

But—an objection is raised—how can tho four feet of Jyotis refer to

Brahman, when we find that it refers to the four feet of Gayatri ? For in

the above quotation, it will be seen that after mentioning that "Gayatri is

everything whatsoever exists," the text shows that Gayatri is the speech,

the earth, the body and tho heart. The four-footed Gayatri is taught in

the verse five expressly as having four feet. And with regard to this

Gayatri, which has four feetj and is sixfold, a Rk is mentioned : "Such is the

greatness of it, greater than it is Purusa, etc." Now this mantra contains

reference to four feet and it refers to Gayatri and not to Brahman. How
then can you say that the reference to four feet is to light (Jyotis) which

is Brahman, and not to Gayatri which is immediately referred to here.

To this objection, we reply that this Gayatri itself so referred to, does

not mean the metre Gayatri, but Brahman as conceived in this symbol:

for Gayatti is figuratively spoken of as having four feet, etc., in order that

meditation on such Gayatri may bo performed. The symbolic meditation

is for the sake of instructing one how to meditate. If Gayatri meant metre,

then it would be impossible to say of it that "Gayatri is everything what-

soever here exists." For certainly the metre is not everything. There-

fore, the Sutra says 'Tathahi Darsanam' 'so we see'—here the word

Darsanam means "consistency." For by such an explanation alone, the

above passage gives a consistent meaning ; otherwise we are landed into

the absurdity of holding a metre to be everything. Therefore, through

Gayatri is shown the meditation on Brahman. Moreover, the author gives

another reason for holding that Gayatri here is Brahman and not a metre.

hi'tra T. 1. 26.

^ifai^q^tasWh^ ii n u M ii

JcTT^t Bhutftdi, the beings, etc. IK PSda, (of) foot, s-j^ Vyapadesa,

(of) mention, (of) declaration, zyft* Upapatteh, because of the possibility

reasonableness. *r Cha, and. wr. Bvam, thus.

26. And thus only it is possible to declare that the beings, (speech

earth, etc.) are its feet.—26.
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COMMENTARY.

Thus Brahman alone should be understood here as Gayatri. Why ?

Because beings, earth, body, and heart are referred to here with regard to

Gayatri, and the four feet of Gayatri are these four things. If the Gayatri

hore did not mean Brahman, then these four things could not form its four

feet, for it is absurd to spoak of a metre Gayatri that beings, earth, etc.,

are its feet. Therefore, the whole passage of the Chhandogya Upanisad

opening with 'The Gayatri is everything whatsoever exists," really opens with

the declaration that 'Brahman is everything whatsoever exists,' etc. Thus

Brahman is referred to by the relative pronoun . . . 'Yaf'that' in Chhandogya

Upanisad III, 13 7. Moreover, the word "heaven" also is a significant word.

Tts use in connection with "Light'' reminds ns of its use in connection with

the "G&yatri" also. Therefore, the "Light" s'lining aW 1 kiioei, is the

same as the "Gayatri" that has three of its feet in heaven.

Objection : But reference to Heaven with regard to Gayatri is in

the locative case, namely, heaven is the AdhSra or the support of Gayatri

For Chh. Up., HT, 12. 0, says ' fYipadasyamrtam divi.' The word 'Divi'

is in the locative case ; and the sentence moans 'immortal with three feet

is in heaven.' While with regard to Jyotis, the Chhandogya Upanisad, III,,

13. 7, uses the ablative case, and says that "the light which shines above this

heaven." Thus Jyotis is not in heaven, but above heaven, while Gayatri is in

heaven. Thus there is a difference of teaching with regard to the relation

of Gayatri and Jyotis to heaven. Therefore, these two words do not refer

to the same object.

SiddMnta : To this we reply, this is not so. Because in both places,

there is nothing contrary to the recognition. This objection and answer,

the author has put in the following Sutra :

sutra I. 1. 27.

3^?i Upadesa, of teaching, of grammatical construction or cases, ^ra

Bhed&t, because of the difference. T Na, not. Chet, if. »f Na, not 3<wrf&R

Ubhayasmin, in both, (whether in the ablative case or in the locative case).

Api, even, ^rf^d^rr^ Avirodhat, because of the want of conflict or con-

tradiction.

27. The objection that Brahman of the former passage cannot be

recognised in the latter on account of the difference of caso-terminations

is not valid, because in either case, there is nothing contrary to the

recognition. 27.
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(;OMMENTABV.

The locative 'Divi' and the ablative 'Divah,' that is, 'io heaven' or

'above heaven,' are not contrary. For the force of the ablative in 'Divah,'

really is that of locative. Just as in ordinary language, a parrot, although

in contact with the top of a tree, is not only said to be 'on the tree,' but

also 'above the tree,' so Brahman also, although being in heaven, is here

referred to as being beyond heaven as well.

Adhikarana XI. Prana is Brahman.

Visaya : In the Kau. Up., TIL, we read as follows :

* % it <re5 sofft mfH^rft %<rf$ f^w n *fer staler Jfc&fts*rt afar^

3r*nf sft ft^: i «t stare trfo fa*r?ft$? ef^Ti ^tgsjiiq ffcraif Jisirt

ft^r^teTg vfr*^ ^ tfteft ift^ ^ m?p5fa * ffcr^r n f^%^ jj ^nwrirr

fg^reng: i srrntT: *wfr *tt <sngt 1 stw mvtf ^n^fw^t strafe Tsfir 1

Htacr^r wr srarcfag stf «ffaar *t«; jwhi *srRfitf^i4 > Srmr g?*T wft

'w^anl *mi vrsimfcz *r?rt «rrqwft sirarr srgs^fer uni srrar?ff at uran

^^glfcTf^Rr s^rRftfJrt' sfrorif Rr.-^rerercfitRr 11 * 11 ^ft^r Tm^ft Jpirftr

^jrf^^r v^tf f? q^itjt sro sim w shtt?^ «rft:>nnwp?flr 1 whiVA-

<fwitg<mfw 1 *fr > 5tm« w i^n an 11 w ^ ?nn: 1 s c imf^^ w« a^i«r-

^ *nt mwMftfa* 1 unto *r tt^t ypwrfN*^ «fowr »wfir A*
8
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qmfcfufin m^ifo ^%m
> 'afcfo tro«lft *\i «t» H^ft »hs aSfaffis aci«»ft

srafRu si'Rr?witfif 1 *f<n>s?m?s^':n«=>*Rfaft*i3&' m3ft aqf?np>*raTjftft 1 ^mifa^fa

jRtscirw? ,

?i srmwrfaffcFift t«thi ?ra?far sj/rerT?qie!T>[% 1 for miir. OTfrfwf % srrar: sr

jja^^^f^ a^sqmt^W: II V II qitor^T 'WIS'giS WW ireiTFSlfcTftftaT ijwrai 1

nfJTT^ Tft: qsrifer: waireftftfterr 1 <nat&iren «s»w3i* ^pftftof* iwatofitfrfteit

>jflm5ir 1 jw^rem <f^g^ a^qfaqr ftsreN
-

«un« wmwftftftsT ^jtisii 11 * 11 s^rgr

ww ^rer snmyuratft 1 jtto wtiw *rr%^ e^wi»njjijf>% 1 mim

wti^h ^§tF mtftn swrq'jitfa; 1 srcnr *M w\*s ffam a^fe^rawift 1 srarar

ftft girt^H ft* ir ^faaianrmift 1 sisrar ffcTivqf gqifit wfaqufrft » smi

jrtfc B^m Tuffar nuitferi wrr^ HTOirYiwsrra^ 'ft 1 smr

irc\ usiwrr gqf *?ir iti<stt% 1 h^w* for wren awt faqt %ia«q *mtiit-

<*?rftii t> 11 ft ft tisrpftT qis^m ft^R ogtqqsiqii Sr Jpfis^w? ^aain sraifa-

qfafa I ^ ft asfar: sm> ngn^tSfqsj JRts^cqrf qri?rtd 1J«t v*ff«<lfiTfa 1

sreftw <B^f wrSr??^ ^ ^s^fqw swfofftfa 1 n ft sj^ri^crr

faffs?** er 5?^ s!rri5r?-q^ ir rufrs^^re *n?fcmcH ui^rftifiifeT 1 ^ ft agi^fcft ff^fV

^.*r i^^iT jRrr?q?rtiT^ *r n?ftsvjf\fqrT itii^sfr 5JT^i%ifnfti h ft mfa S"3-

ft^f «wrq«:;q^ »f i^s^fqrf srr?^?^;:^ nwftwftfa 1 h ft iwi^t 3<T«r

1 ft Wftcft fl?fftfqf EfiT^^T J(?rr<T5rctmsrq«l if W^S*jf^f?fTf siH'i'-iltliaf JRTlfe^ftrft I 1

ft srofarr jrt^ jtw^ swf^a u » 11 h ^ ftfsrw^fter imi ft«riff.i

^ ftfsiv^fr mm ftmat i ^ ftfswrsftf ^tfti ft«rmi ^ ^ ftfit^r«fla

«?taK ft«n^i »n«r« ftrar^TtftsfRrtg t^tok fw^i si w ftfsnrr^flff T.aft fa«rm i

jfwa%«nt ftwgt i T»??rt ftranrrcftam* fkm. i q ftfrsrcfcr *r*errt ft«n^i

jJimieiT sjr pg^ ^wn^r; ?g: 11 c u ?t ^ fi^f fti^rtfr utort i wwr w-
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Him jmiwT^sn^sifft «t *rrg*r i.km ^jrnft <waig*T ^orr ^ 5fi«rr% i <w idtf

gjEfl»fis«n«r! n 3 n

1. Pratardana, forsooth, the eon of Divodasa (King of Kasi), came by means of

fighting and strength to the beloved abode of Indra. Indra said to him : 'Pratardana,

let me give you a boon to choose.' And Pratardana answered : 'Do you yourself choose

that boon for me which you deem most beneficial for a man.' Indra said to him : 'No one

who chooses, chooses for another ; choose thyself.' Then Pratardana replied : "That boon

to choose is no boon for mo.'

Then, however, Indra did not swerve from the truth, for Indra is truth. Indra said to

him : 'Know me only ; that is what I deem mofct beneficial for man, that he should know

me. I slew the three-headed son of Tvastr ; I delivered the Aruuraukhas. the devotees, to

the wolves (8£Iavrka), breaking many treaties, I killed the people of Prahldda in Heaven,

the people of Puloma" in the sky, the people of Kalakanga on earth. And not one hair of

me was harmed thereby, and he who knows me thus, by no deed of his is his life harmed,

not by the murder of his mother, not by the murder of his father, not by theft, not by

the killing of a TMhmana. If he is going to commit a sin, the bloom does not depart

from his face.'

2. Indra said : 'I am Priria, meditate on me as the conscious self (Prajiidtrran),

as life, as immortality. Life is Prana, Prana is life. Immortality is Prana, PrAna is

immortality. As long as Prdna dwells in this body, so long surely there is life. By
Prana ho obtains immortality in the other world, by knowledge of true conception. He
who meditates on me as life and immortality, gains his full life in this world and

obtains in this world immortality and indestructibility,'

Pratardana said : 'Borne maintain here that the Pranas become one, for (otherwise)

no one could at the same time make known a name by speech, see a form by the eye,

hear a sound with the car, think a thought with the mind. After having become one, the

Pranas perceive all these together, one by one. While speach speaks, all Prdnas speak

after it. While the eye sees, all Pranas see after it. While the ear hears, all Pr&nas

hear after it. While the mind thinks all Pranas think after it. While the Prajaa breathes,

all Pranas breathe after it.'

Thus it is indeed, said Indra, but nevertheless there is a pre-eminence among the

Prajjas.

3. Man lives deprived of speech, for we see dumb people. Man lives deprived, pf

sight, for we see blind people. Man lives deprived of hearing, for we see deaf people.

Man lives deprived of mind, for we see infants. Man lives deprived of his arms, deprived

of his legs, for we see thus. But Pr£na alone is the conscious self (Prajnatman), and
having laid hold of this body, it makes it rise up. Therefore it is said, let man worship it

alone as Uktha. What is Pisjja, that is Prajna
1

(self-con ciousness); what is PrajBa (self-

conciousness), that is Prfina, for together they (PrajBS and Prana) live in this . body, and
together they go out of it. Of that, this is evidence, this is the understanding. When
» man, being thus asleep, sees no dream whatever, he becomes one with that Prana alone.
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Then speech goes to him (when he is absorbed in Prftna) with all names, the eye with all

forma, the ear with all sounds, the mind with all thoughts. And when he awakes, then,

as from a burning fire, sparks proceed in all directions, thus from that self, the Prfinas

(speech, etc.) proceed, each towards its place ; from the Prdrias the gods (Agni, etc.) from

the gods, the world.

Of this, this is the proof, this is the understanding. When a man is thus sick, going

to die, falling into weakness and faintness, they say : 'His thought has departed, he

hears not, he sees not, he speaks not, he thinks not. Then he becomes with that Pritoa

alone. Then speech goes to him (who is absorbed in Prtfna) with all names, the eye with

all forms, the ear with all sounds, the mind with all thoughts. And when he departs from

this body, he departs together with all these.

4. Speech gives up to him (who is absorded in Prarja) all names, so that by speech he

obtains all names. The nose gives to him all odours, so that by scent he obtains all

odours. The eyo gives up to him all forms, so that by the eye he obtains all forms.

The ear gives to him all sounds, so that by the car he obtains all sounds. The mind

gives up to him all thoughts, so that by the mind he obtains all thoughts. This is the

complete absorption in Prfina. And what is Prana is Prajna (self-consciousness), what

is Prajni (self-cousciousness) is Prdna. For together do these two live in the body,

and together do they depart.

Now we shall explain how all things become one in that Praj2;\ (self-consciousness).

5. Speech is one portion taken out of Prajna (self-consciousness, knowledge), the

word is its object, placed outside. The nose is one portion taken out of it, the odour is its

object, placed outside. The eye is one portion taken out of it, the form is the object,

placed outside. The ear is one portion taken out of it, the sound is its object, placed

outside. The tongue is one portion taken out of it, the taste of food is its object, placed

outside. Tho two hands are one portion taken out of it, there action is their object,

placed outside. The body ib one portion taken out of it, its pleasure and pain arc its

object, placed outside. The organ is one portion taken out of it, happiness, joy, and

offspring are its object, placed outside. The two feet are one portion taken out of it,

movements are their object, placed outside. Mind is one portion taken out of it, thoughts

and desires are its object, placed outside.

6. Having by Prajna' (self-conscious knowledge) taken possession of speech, he

obtains by speech all words. Having by Prajnd taken possession of the nose, he obtains

all odours. Having by Prajntf taken possession of the eye he obtains all forms. Having

by PrajBa" taken possession of the ear, he obtains all sounds. Having by Prajn* taken

possession of the tongue, he obtains all tastes of food. Having by Prajna" taken possession

of the two hands, he obtains all actions. Having by Prajn£ taken possession of the

body, he obtains pleasure and pain. Having by PrajS^ taken possession of the organ,

he obtains happiness, joy, and offspring. Having by Prajna" taken possession of the

two feet, he obtains all movements. Having by Prajna" taken possession of mind,

he obtains all thoughts.

7. For without Prajna (self-consciousness) speech does not make known (to the self)

any word. My mind was absent, he says, I did not perceive that word. Without

PrajStf the nose does not make known any odour. My mind was absent, he says, I did

sot perceive that odour. Without Prajna" the eye does not make known any form. My
mind was absent, he says, I did not perceive. Without Prajna" the ear does not make

known any sound. My mind was absent, he says, I did not perceive that sound. Without
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PrajfliJ the tongue does not make known any taste. My mind was absent, he says, I did

not perceive that taste. Without Prajntf the two hands do not make known any act. Our

mind was absent, they say, we did not perceive any act. Without Prajni the body does

not make known pleasure or pain. My mind was absent, he says, I did not, perceive that

pleasure or pain. Without Prajni the organ does not make known happiness, joy, or

offspring. My mind was absent he says, I did not perceive that happiness, joy or offspring.

Without Prajna" the two feet do not make known any movement. Our mind was anient,

they say, we did not perceive that movement. Without Prajna" no thought succeeds,

nothing can be known that is to be known.

8. Let no mam try to find out what speech is, let him know tke speaker. Let

no man try to find out what odour is, let him know him who smells. , Let no man tify

to find out what form is, let him know the seer. Let no man try to find out what sound is,

let him know the hearer. Let no man try to find out the tastes of food, let him know the

knower of tastes. Let no man try to find out what action is, let him know the

agent. Let no man try to find out what pleasure and pain are, let him know the knower

of what pleasure and pain are. Let no man try to find out what happiness, joy, and

offspiiiig are, let him know the knower of happiness, joy, and ofispring. Let no man try

to find out what movement is, let him know the mover. Let no roan try to find out what

mind is, let him know the thinker. These ten objects (what is spoken, smelled, seen, etc.)

have reference to Prajna" (self-conciousness), the ten subjects (speech, the senses, mind) have

reference to objects : if there were no objects there would be no subjects ; if there were

no subjects, there would bo no objects. For on either side alone nothing
:

could be

achieved. But that (the self of Prajrlfi, consiousness. Prune, life) is not many, (but one).

For as in a ear, the circumference of a wheel is placed on the spokts, and the spokes on

(he nave, thus are these objects (circumference) plactd on the subjects (spokes), and the

subjects on the Prdua. And that Prdna indeed is the Self of Prajfia" (the Self-conscious

Self) blessed, imperishable, immortal. He does not increase by a good action, He does not

decrease by a bad action. For He makes him, whom He wishes to/ lead up from these

worlds, do a good deed and the same makes him. whom He wishes to lead down from

these worlds, do a bad deed. And He is the guardian of the world, He is the king of

the world, He is the lord of the universe,-and He is my (Indra's) self, thus let it be

known, yea, thus let it bo known !

In the above we see that Pratardana, by his great valour in war,

went to the abode of Indra : and there a boon was granted to him. Pra-

tardana asked the boon by the question, Tell me that which is the best

and which you deem most beneficial for a man.'

To this Indra replies by saying, 'I am Pr&na, the intelligent-self, meditate

on me as life, immortality.'

Doubt : Is this Indra who refers to himself as Pr&na, the intelligent-self

and the object of meditation, the Jiva-Indra, the ruler of heaven ? Or is he

the Supreme Brahman ?

Puxvapaksa : The word Indra, , is a well-known designation of a

Jlva. Therefore the Prftna, read here as the synonym with Indra, also

refers to Jlva. And Indra here teaches worship of himself as being most

beneficent for man. • • .
i

,

i

.

Siddh&nta ; To this the author replies by the following Sutra : i
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SUTRA I., 1. 28.

W?TO»Wi;M M I He II

Pr&nah, the Breath (as used in the Kausjtaki) is Brahman, tot

Tathfi, appropriate to Him, thus, so. iginn Anugamfit, because of being un-

derstood.

Note.—PratyudAharana SaAgati.

28.—PrBna is Brahman : that being understood from a connected

consideration of the passages referring to it.—28.

COMMENTARY

When Indra refers to himself by saying 'I am Prfina, meditate on me-

as conscious-self, as immortality,' he refers to Brahman by Prana and not to

any Jiva or his individual self. Why ?

Because the whole context of the above passage shows that the Prana

there means Brahman It is said to be 'Prajiifitrafi,' 'conscious-self.' It is

said to be the bliss, the immortal, the undecaying. All these are attributes of

Brahman : and cannot apply to any Jlva.

Doubt : But Indra is the speaker here and he refers to himself as

Prfina. He very positively says 'know me only, I am Pifina.' How
can then PrSna refer to Brahman ? He farther says, 'I slew the three-

headed son of Tva§tf- I delivered the Arunmukhas, the devotees, to the

wolves (S&lfivrka) ; breaking many treaties I killed the people of Prahlfida,

etc' All these show the Jiva-hood of Indra, aud that he teaches his

worship in this passage. Therefore, in the concluding passage also,

though bliss, etc., are used there, 'Prfina should be so interpreted as to refer

to the Jiva-Indra, and not to Brahman, for references to Jiva aro many in

this Upanisad. In fact, when Indra says, "I am Prfina," he teaches the

worship of the Devatfi Indra alone in reality ; just as when the Upanisad

says, "Worship the speech as cow" (Bf. Up., V, 8. 1), which teaches

actually the meditation on speech. Similarly Indra teaches his own worship,

as Prfina : for it is the presiding deity of all power. As the Upanisad says,

"The Prfina verily is power" (Br. Up., V, 14. 4). As Indra is very powerful,

be indentifies himself with Prfina, the deity of power. Therefore, it teaches

really the worship of a Jiva.

This objection is raised and answered in the following Sutra

:

SUTRA i, J. 29

3 ^flf^W^Ftftft «r*nrW*:sj flft^ II U U K II

si Na, not. *rg: Yaktufo, of the speaker (Indra). *n?r Atma, of the self.

Upades&t, because of teaching, tfir Iti, thus. %a Chet, if. T«JjTf»J
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Adhyatma, to the Inner Self, the Supreme Self and His attributes.

Sambandhah, connection, reference. *J?TT Bliuraa, multitude, innumerable, much,

plenty, ft Hi, because (wo find). fffcrt Asmin, in this Upanisad.

29.—If it be objected that Brahman is not referred to here,

because the speaker refers to himself : we say, not so. Because

we see in this passage, multitude of connections with the inner

self, (which is possible only if the speaker is viewed as

Brahman,)—29.

COMMENTARY

The word 'Adhyatma Sambandha' means having connection with

the Inner self, that is to say, has reference to the attributes which are

possessed only by the Supremo Self. The word 'Bhum&' of the Sutra means

'many' or 'multitude.' In this chapter of Kau&ikt Upanisad, we find with

reference to Pr&na many attributes which are consistently applicable to the

Param&tm& alone : and not to any Jiva.

Firstly ; Pratardana asked for the boon which was most beneficial for

man : that is to say, he asked for the means of at'aining 'Mukti'

(Release). Tho answer to this is, "Worship me as Pr&n&," which can

only refer to Brahman. For the worship of Brahman alone can give

Mukti.

Secondly : It is said of this Prfina, "For he (Pr&na) makes him,

whom he wishes to lead out from these worlds, do a good deed." This

shows that the Pr&na is the great cause that makes every activity possible.

This also is consistent only with Brahman and not with Breath or Indra.

Thirdly : It is said of this Prfina, "For as in a car the circumfer-

ence of a wheel is placed on the spokes, and the spokes on the nave, thus

are thpse objects (circumference) placed on the subjects (spokes) and

the subjects on the Pr&na" This also shows that all objects, sentient or

non-sentient, are contained in .the Pr&na. This is only possible if Pr&na

meant Brahman.

Fourthly : It is again said that "Pr&na indeed is the Self of

Prajnft (the individual Jlva). He is the blessed, imperishable, immortal."

"He is the lord of all the worlds. He is the God of all." These attributes,

also show that Pr&na refers to Brahman. Thus all these multitudes of

attributes, mentionert in connection with Pr&na, are consistent with the view

that Pr&Qa means Brahman, and not any other object
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But if Indra really meant to teach the worship of Brahman, why does

lie say, "Worship me.'' It is really misleadiug. To this the author replies

by the following Sittra :

SUTRA I. 1. 30.'

vm&mi 3^it qpftroj n U H \* n

^imit^sjT Sastra-drstyS, from the viow-point of Scripture : through [insight

based on scripture : as a technical method of scriptural saying. The scrip-

tures generally speak of the organ as identical with the function, such as the

eye with the function of seeing. Similarly, the Jiva is spoken of as the Lord

:

though the soul is merely an organ of God. This mode of expression is

called Sastradrsti. 3 Tu, but. *<fc?T: Upadesah, teaching, instruction, *Tfl&Wr.

Vftmadevavat, like that of V&madeva.

30. The instruction given by Indra about himself, is to be

understood as spoken from that point of intuition (or ecstasy) as in

the case of Vamadeva.—30.

COMMENTARY

The word 'Tu' of the Sutra meaning 'but' is used to remove the

doubt. Though Indra describes himself as a Jiva by certain attributes,

such as the killer of Tvastr, etc., yet when he says, 'Worship vie,' he refers

to the Brahman who is the real Ego of everybody ; and it is from this

standpoint of S&stra or scripturo that he says so.

The Sastra or scripture teaches by the method of 'identity ;' namely,

by identifying the function with the agent whose function it is. Thus

Chhandogya Upani§ad writes that

And people do not call them, the tongues, the ears, the eyes, the minds, but the

breaths (Prilna, the senses). For breath arc all these.

Thus we see that the Chhandogya Upanisad identifies the functions of

seeing, hearing, thinking, etc., with the life whose functions they are ; for

PrSna (life-breath) is the support of the other functions of the body.

Similarly, we find in the Pra§na Upanisad

:

f*vn*ntfftt ii ? it

Then Prilna (breath, spirit, life), as the best, said to them : B« not deceived, I alone,

dividing myself fivefold, support this body and keep it. (Br. Up., II, 3/.

Now Indra had realised that the highest Self was the Controller

within .him . and that his 'I' was only of secondary importance. This idea

of self-realisation he wanted to impart to Pratardana, who was still in the
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meshts of his lower 1' ; and who thought that there was no higher

controller within his 'I.' Indra says, 'Worship me as Prftna', meaning thereby,

"I who function merely because of the Will of Brahman, worship Him."

This is the method by which the scriptures constantly teach. Thus Vftmadera

ulso spoke of himself as having become everything :

*t w awwrtfat em afctffw^ftaft^: nfsrftsc »?g?fl^ q?^rfa

Verily in the beginning this was Brahman, that Brahman knew its self only
saying, 'I am Brahman.' From it all this sprang. Thus whatever Deva awakened (so a*
to know Brahman), he indeed became that Brahman , and the same with Rsis and men.
The Rsi Vilmadeva saw and understood it, singing, 'I was a Manu (moon), I was the

sun.' Therefore, now also he who thus knows that he is Brahman, becomes all this, and
even the Devas cannot prevent it, ho himseli is their self. (Br. Up., I., 54.)

Here also Vtmadeva speaks of himself, 'Aham' or T as Brahman.
But by 'I' he really means Brahman who is the impeller of the functions
of Vftmadeva's "I" as well as ot the "IV of Mann, etc. It is from this

point of identification that Vftmadova calls himself Manu, while Indra calls

himself PrSna.

This identity of the pervader and the thing pervaded, wo find stated

in the Puranas also. Thus the Devas addressing Visnu say : (Visnu
Purana, I, 9. 69) :

O Lord ! This host of Devas that has come in Thy Presence is indeed Tbou, because
Thou, 0 Creator I pervadest all.

'

So also in the Gita we read :

Thou holdest all, therefore, thou art Thyself all (XL, 40).

In ordinary language people also say that two things are one, when
they are both in the same place or when there is an unity of opinion.
Thus cows all become one in the evening, i.e., they are all resting ia the
same cow-pen, while in the day time they are grazing all over the field
Tim shows the unity of place. Similarly, disputing antagonists have
become one, t.e., they have arrived at a consensus of opinion. Therefore, the
unity between the Jlva and Brahman, as shown in the speech of Indra, is a
unity of this nature, and not absolute identity.

But— an objection is raised here—admitting that there «r* mnttituda*
of allusions to the attributes which exclusively belong to Brahman in the
above Kausitaki passage, yet it is not possible to explain the above

9
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as applying to Brahman ; because there are equally multitudes of

indications to the contrary. Such as, "let no man try to find out what

is speech, let him know the speaker.'* (Kaus. Up., III. 8). 'T slew the three-

headed son of, Tvastr, etc' ; these are marks showing that by Pr&na is meant

the life-force of the Jiva. 80 long as this vital force remains in the body

the man is alive. This life-force or Vrkm is Self-consciousness. For we

find it is so stated in the following : "As long as PWina dwells in this body

so long surely there is life" (Kaus. Up., TT. 2). "But Prana alone is the con-

scious Self, having laid hold of the body makes it rise up" '(Kaus. Up., IT. 3).

Passages like these show that the Prana hero refers to the vital force

in man. Similarly, "what is Pr&na that js Prajiia (Self- consciousness). What

is Prajnft that is Pr&na. For, together they live in the body and together

they go out of it" {[hid.) This also shows that Pr&na here either means

the Jiva or the vital force. They are identified here in this passage—both

are one as active or latent Thus in the above chapter of the Kausitaki

Upanisad we find all the three indications, namely : (i) The Pr&na refers

to Brahman, (it) It refers to Jiva also, (Hi) It refers to vital force as well.

Therefore, all these three should be worshipped, i.e., Ood, Soul, and Breath.

To remove this doubt the author says :

t

sfntA t. 1. 31.

3ft* Jiva, the human Soul, the individual Self, paws Mukhya Prana,

the chief Breath, the chief vital air. f&sfi^ Lingat, because of the characteristic

mark. 1 Na, not. sft Iti, thus. %5 Chct, if. *f Na, not. 3qreT Upfcsa, medi-

tation, worship, ^rsfra. Traividhy&t, because of the three-foldn ess. snf*rac«ner.

Asritatv&t, because of being met with (in other places also), because of such

texts taking shelter with or applying to Brahman in other places also. *C Iha,

here, in this Kausitaki passage. G^'flnat Tad-yogat, because of its appro-

priateness.

31. If it be said that Brahman alone is not meant there, for

we find there marks of the individual Soul (Jiva) and the chief

vital air (Mukhya Prana) : we say, no
; because then the meditation

taught would become three-fold (which is absurd). Therefore the

marks of Jiva and Prana should be applied to Brahman, for such

an application is met with in the other texts also, and of its

being appropriate here too.—31.
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OOMMKXTAKV

Though there are characteristic marks of Jiva (individual soul) and

vital air iu the above Upanisad, yet these two are not to be worshipped

or meditated upon. Why? For then there would be threo sorts of wor-

ship. When Tndra says, 'Meditate on me as Prana,' he uses only on©

sentence; and one sentence can not be used to mean three different sen-

tences; for this goes aguinst tin maxim, "one sentence must be interpret-

ed in one way ouly." The sense is this, that because in the above

passage wo find the characteristic marks of the human soul and the

life breath : are we to interpret the other marks which apply to Brahman

as applicable to the Jiva and the breath? Or are the three to be, taken

separately and independently ? Or are we to apply the marks of Jiva an4

the life breath to Brahman ? Thus there are three alternatives, i. e., (i) take

them all as applicable to Jiva and breath: (»'*) take them all separately:

(in) take them all as applying to Brahman. The first alternative has already

been set aside. For tlio murks of Brahman cannot be applied to Jiva.

The second has the fault of ordaining three sorts of meditation, whleh is

contrary to the maxim of interpretation. Now remains the third alterna-

tive. That is, are wo to take thu characteristic matks of Jiva and Praria as

applied to Brahman? To this the author says, yos. The marks of Jiva aud

vital air found in the above Upanisad should be applied to Brahman-;

because the words like Jiva and Prana are applied -to -Brahman. -Therefore,

the author uses in the above Sutra the word 'Asritatvat-*- meaning •

<
Su6h

is met with in other texts also.' -•
:

-
'•'

• •
•-

If it be objected that . in other . texts, tjie .characteristic.. .
mark^pi-Jiva

and breath, have been applied to .'. Brahman ;. because there were* contrary

indications iu those texts showing tlvit Brahman alone was meant, -.there.

What is the indication in this chapter?

To this we reply. Here also there is such indication ; for Pratardana

asks, "What is the most beneficial meditation for man ?" Tho reply to this

is, "The meditation on Prdna." This is an indication that Brahman is

meant. Therefore, here also there is appropriateness. Therefore the author

uses in the above Sutra the words 'Ilia tad yogat' meaning "here also

it is appropriate" (to use Prana and Jiva indications as applying to

Brahman.)

But—an objection is raised again—how can you reconoile simulta-

neous dwelling of tho Prana and Prajiia, in Jiva and their going out of

Jiva, in the case of Brahman ? To this we roply, that the above passage

means that Brahman and the enorgy of action (Kriya-sakti) represented by
the vital Prana, and the energy of consciousness (Jnana-sakti) represented
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by the Jlva, all three simultaneously dwell in tho body and simultan }ously

leave it.

It is again objected, the words like Prana, etc., denote certain subs-

tances having certain attributes; how could they ,bc taken here to mean

attributes and not the substances. This is not so: though certain attri-

butes are mentioned here, yet the attributes denote and include the things

also. For tho attribute and the substance in which they inhore are the

same. Thus when Iudra says, 'I am Prana,' T am conscious-Self (PrajnaV

he means that he ([ndra) possesses these two powers or attributes: vital

energy and conscious energy, as also the substance of those energies.

Therefore he says that "what is Prana that is PrajM: what is Prajfia" that

is Prana." The right interpretation is that Brahman alone is to be under-

stood by the words Indra, Pr&na, Prajiia, etc, thore.

But another objection is raised. What is the necessity of this

Adhikarana again, "meditation on Prana" and identifying Pr&na with

Brahman, when in the preceding Sutra, I., 1. 23, it has been shown that

Prana means Brahman?

To this wo answer : this Adhikarana is not a redundancy. In the

Sutra J., 1. 23, the doubt was only with regard to the meaning of the

single word FrAna. In this Adhikarana the doubt was not about the mean-

ing of the word Pr&na, but about the whole passage, in which there are

words, and marks or indications that would have led a person meditating,

to think that Jiv» and breath were also meant to be meditated upon.

To remove this doubt, it is declared that Brahman alone is the topic of

discussion in this Kaui Up. and not Jtva or vital breath.

Therefore this Adhikarana has been separately stated by the author.

Here ends the first Pada of the first Adhyaya of the commentary of

the holy Brahma Sutras.



FIRST ADHYAYA
Second Pada

Adhikarana I—The Manomaya is Brahman.

May Srt Krsna illumine my heart. He whose praises are sung by

words like Manomaya (intelligent), etc.

In the First Pada, it has been taught that the Supreme Brahman

should be enquired into. lie is the Cause of the whole world and is

termed the Highest Person. Further it has been shown therein that certain

words like Anandamaya, Jyotis, Prima, Akn&i, etc., which prima facie

apply to something else, should be construed to mean, and do mean,

Brahman ; because such is the Samanvaya or logical construction of the

sentences in which those words occur. While now in the second and third

Padas, will be shown that certain other words and sentences, in which the

characteristic marks of Brahman are not so apparent, as in those of the

first Pada, apply also to Him.

Visaya : In the Chhandogya Upanigad in the chapter relating to

the Sandilya "Vidya (III., 14. 1) we read as follows :

iT^er: fa **ftr € frifa 11 ? 11 nsftaqr smj?ifl*> urst: swi??q sirarwrr sHif

^unffet^t iwrun^nafr aftwj: 11 3 11 *i|wrf bHw b^i: stw: Mfawsrra'is'iwipnw

shtb- ?rrf5rs5q: snfirseq: 11 v 11

FOURTEENTH K1IANDA.

1. This Brahman is indeed the Full. Let one meditate with devotion on Him as the

Mover-on-the-water. (Such meditation leads to faith). Next because a man is a creature

of faith, as is his faith in this life so will be his condition in the next, after death. So
let him generate full faith (in the Lord)

2. (The Lord is) Omniscient, Omnipotent, Glorious, Kesolute, All-wise, the Agent,

the Ordainer, the Heart's desire, the most Sweet-scenting, the Supporter of all this, the

Silent Impartial Witness.

3. This my Self within the heart is smaller than a corn of rice, smaller than a corn

of barley, smaller than a mustard seed, smaller than a canary seed or the kernel of a canary

seed. He also is my Self within the heart, greater than the earth, greater than the inter-

mediate region, greater than the Heaven, greater than nil these worlds.

4. He is the enjoyer of all works, all desires, all sweet odours, and all tastes. He
embraces all this, and is the silent impartia (witness). This my Self within the heart, is
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that Brahman. (Lot one meditate on Him, with this idea) "when departing from this

body I shall reach Him." He who has this faith (verily obtains Him), there is no

doubt in it. Thus said Sa'ndilya, thus said Sa'ndilya

Doubt : Now arises tins doubt : Is this Manomaya mentioned

above, as the object of worship and meditation, the Jiva or the Param-

atman ?

Puri-apaksa : The words Mauas aud Prana are used in the above

passage, and we are all aware that these are the organs of the Jiva, and

thorefore they apply to the Jiva and not to Brahman, for He has no organs

like Manas or Prana. For says the Sruti : "Aprana hi amanalj subhrah"

(Mundaka, IF, 1. 2.) "He is without Manas and Prana, He is pure."

Thus Prftna and Manas have been excluded regarding Brahman.

Therefore the being referred to in the above passage is a Jiva, and not

Brahman. "

Though the word Brahman occurs in the opening sentence of the

above passage, yet that Brahman is not to be taken as the object of medi-

tation described as Manomaya, because the senteuce "Sarvam khalvidain

Brahma" is really an injunction teaching Hdnti, the person meditating

must first quieten all his faculties, and in order to get this peace, he is

taught to imagine every thing as Brahm n. Thus it being ascertained

that Manomaya, etc., refers to Jiva, the word Brahman occurring at the end,

in the phrase "he my Self within the heart is that Brahman," also refers to

the Jiva.

Siddhdnta : To this the author answers :

sltba I., ?. 1.

qfasN^ M n I HI

sli Sarvatra, everywhere, in every Ved&nta passage, sfos Prasiddha,

(of) the well-known (Brahman possessing the attributes of creation, etc.,) ^w;*
Upadesat, because of the teaching.

1. The Being referred to in the above is the Param-

Brahmau, because here also is taught the well-known attributes

or definition of Brahman, viz., Creator, etc., in the phrase

Tajjalan.— 32.

COMMENTARY.

The Being referred to is verily Brahman and not Jiva. Why ? Because

the attribute, which exclusively belong-i to Brahman, which is taught in

all the Vedantas, namely the Cause of the creation, etc., of the universe, is

taught here also, in the formula Tajjalfin. Though in the Cpakruma (or

commencement, i.e., in the passage "Sarvam khalvidam Brahma.") the

Brahman is taught not- primarily for its own sake, but as a means of
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acquiring S&nti or mental quiescence, yet in the subsequent passage,

"Manomaya, etc.," Brahman is referred to and not Jiva. The word "Kratu"

in the above passage means Up&sana* or meditation. The word "Manomaya"

there means "lie who is to be grasped by pure Manas or higher intuition,"

as we find in the follow iug : Manasaivanudra§tavyam (Br. Up, IV, 4. 19.)

"He is to be seen by mind alone." As regards the passages which declare

that Brahman is not to be apprehended by the mind, such as "Yato vacho

nivartante aprapyamanasa" saha." etc., they really mean that Brahman is not

apprehended at all by the mind of the scoffer, and not totally comprehended

even by the mind of the knowers of wisdom also.

He is called Prana-sarii-a, or Prana-bodiod because he is the controller

of Prana
;
just as the Jiva is the controller of the physical body, so the

Brahman is the controller of Pranic body of the universe. Others say

that the word Prfina-sarira means 'He whose body is as clear to His

devotees as the life is dear to all mankind. His divine form is the most

dear object to his worshippers.' He is said. to be without Prana, in the

sense that His existence does not depend on Prana as those of ordinary

creatures. Ho is said to be without Manas, because His knowledge does

not depend upon mind. Or the prohibition Aprana and Amanas may
apply to the non-possession of the Prakrtic Prana and Manas by Brahman

;

and not that He has no life or mind of His own. In other Srutis He is

called "possessed of mind," (H«ft«T9:). He is also said to breathe without air

in some Srutis, (snifter) Anidav§,tam, etc.

Others say that Manomaya refers to Brahman, because this appel-

lation has been frequently applied to Him in the Upanisads. Thus

'Manomaya prana-surira-neta' (Muud., II, 2.7.) "He assumes the nature of

the mind, and becomes the guide of the body of senses." Similarly in the

(Taitt. Up., I. 6. 1) we find the word Manomaya applied to him. "There

is the ether within the heart, and in it there is the Person consisting of

mind, immortal, golden."

So also in the (Kath. Up., VII. 9) "He is conceived by the heart, by
wisdom, by the mind. Those who know this, become immortal." He is

also "PiSnasya pranah," life of life. (By. Up., IV. 4. 18). Thus the well-

known Manomaya applied in all the above passages to Brahman is referred

to here in the Chhftndogya also. Therefore it refers to the Supreme Self.

srTHA i. 2. 2.

fafafi pfrw^** II \ I ^ I H II

ffa%a V-ivakstta, desired, to be stated, subsequently to be mentioned.
3H Guna, qualities. 311% Upapatteh, because 4,1 ke. reasonableness. ^ Cha, and.
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2. Moreover the qualities subsequently described are possible in

Brahman only.—33.

COMMENTARY.

The attributes like 'Pr&na-sarira' whose body is PrSna, wist: whose

form is light, etc., are possible in Brahman only and not in a Jiva, where

they are out of place.

sutea i. 2. 3.

i$w^3 r *rtfe. in i ^ i \ ii

,«rgw^: Anupapattoh, becauso of the impossibility, because of the unreaso-

nableness, g Tu, but. i Na, not. Jirtk: Sarirab, the embodied, tho Jiva.

3. The embodied one is not the Manomaya (Chhandogya Upa-

nisad, III., 14 2.) because those qualities are not possible in a Jiva—34.

COMMENTARY.

The Jiva is like a glowworm before the luminosity of the Brahman,

who is like a sun when compared with it. The high attributes described

in that passage are not possible in a Jiva

si tka r. 2. 4.

qtff-^qtow u n mi
*k Karma, object. Kartr, agent. sjj<£w^ Vyapade&tt, because of the

declaration. Clia, and.

4. And because there is a distinction drawn therein between the

agent (Jiva) and the object Brahman.—35.

COMMENTARY.

The text says : "When I shall have .departed from hence, I shall ob-
tain him." Here tho word "Him" refers to the above-mentioned Mano-
maya, in the objective case, while the agent is the Jiva who says "X shall

obtain." Therefore the otyect Manomaya is, and must be, different from the
agent (Jiva) who obtains it. Therefore the Manomaya is 'the Supreme Lord.
The obtaining here is like that of a river falling into a sea.

sltra r. 2. 5.

^f^rqm; in n i k ii

Sabda, word. ft%TT^ Vises&t, because of difference.

5. Because of the difference of declensions of the two word^ the
Manomaya is Brahman.—36. •
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COMMENTARY.

"He is my Self within the heart" Hero by using the word 'my'

in the genitive case is denoted the embodied self, the worshipper, while

Manomaya is the worshipped, and is employed there in the nominative

case. Whon in the same sentence, twd words are used in two different

cases, these words always denote two different objects. Therefore, the

Manomaya is different from the Jiva, the embodied self, the former is the

worshipped, the latter is the worshipper.

sutra i., 2. (>.

II U H I $ II

Smrteh, because of a Srarti text. ^ Oha, and.

6. So also the Smrti—37.

COMMENTARY.

So also we find in the Gita, (xvnr, 61) :

The Lord dwelleth in the hearts of all beings, 0 Arjuna, by His

illusive power, causing all beings to revolve, as though mounted on a

potter's wheel.

Now an objection is raised, that the Manomaya of the Chh&udogya

cannot be tsvara, but is Jiva, because the description there is more appli-

cable to an individual soul than to God. The text says : "He is my Self

within the heart, smaller than a corn of rice, smaller than a corn of barley,

smaller than a mustard seed, smaller than a canary seed or the kernel of

a canary seed." This shows that the Manomaya occupies very little space,

in fact it is atomic and so cannot be God.

To remove this doubt the author says :

sutra i. 2. 7.

*ra*> Arbhaka, small. *faa??*igr Okastv&t, because of dwelling place or

abode. Tad, that, of that. «?"forrat. Vyapadesat, because of the description

or denotation. Cha, and. 1 Na Iti, not so. Chet, if. «T Na, not.

f*r3i*3|?siT5 NichSyyatv&t, because of meditation (in the heart). VI Eva,

thus, sfta^fj Yyomavat, like space. Cha, and.

7. Should it be said that the Manomaya canuot refer to Brahman

ou account of the smallness of the abode, and on account of the

denotation of that ; we say, no, because Brahman has thus to be

meditated upon, and because in the same passage it is said to be

infinite like space.—38.

10
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COMMENTARY.

It is not proper to say, on the strength of the above two reasons, that

the Manomaya is not fsvara, because in this very passage, it is declared

to be infinite like space, and all-pervading like ether, "Greater than the

earth, greater than the sky, greater than lieavon, greater than all these

worlds." How then do you reconcile these two conflicting statements

about ' Manomaya ? To this the author replies by saying that, "It is des-

cribed as minute for the sake of meditation only." This limitation or

measuring the infinite Brahman is for the sake of meditation, so that one

may conceive the Lord in his heart. (The highest Person, for the purposes

of meditation, abides in the hearts of the meditating devotee
;

though he is

really not so small). The sense is that the all-pervading supreme Brahman,

when described as atomic, or of the size of a span, is so described some-

times, merely figuratively, and sometimes directly and truly so. A?here

it is figuratively so described, it means that when the devotee thinks of his

heart, and of the God residing in that heart, he naturally ascribes to God,

the limitations of the place where God is imagined to be. This is purely

figurative. But there is another aspect, in which minuteness ascribed to

Brahman is not figurative, but actually true, for though God is infinite and

all-pervading, yet owing to His supreme kindness on his devotees, he

through His inconceiveable power, presents Himself in their hearts actually

an<I directly. Though Ho is essentially one and lias one essential form,

yet in the hearts of His devotees, He appears in many forms. As says the

Sruti : 'Though one He manifests Himself as many.' Though He is

all-pervading, yet He becomes atomic, etc., through His mysterious incon-

ceiveable power. This will bo further explained in Siltra 25, in the

section treating on VaisV&nara. The all-porvadingness of the atomic and

the span-sized Brahman consists in this, that in this very form He appears

simultaneously everywhere, wherever His devotees are. This simultaneous

appearance of the atomic or the span-sized Brahman everywhere, thus

establishes His all-pervadingness even in His manifested form.

If it be objected that if the Supreme Lord is inside the body of a

Jiva, then like the Jiva, He would bo subject to experience of pleasure and

pain, sueh experiences springing from connection with bodies ; to this the

author replies by the following Sutra

:

sfrriu r., 2. 8.

.Wta.Sambhoga, eotottMsaiity of enjoyment S»m»eommoo, and Bhoga
^enjoyment

: jointness of enjoyment urfa: Prftptih, attainment, reatrittuvk *ft
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Iti, thus. Chet, if. *t Na, not. Wm, Vafcesyat, bfeoittse df the difference •

or specific cause. The specific cause on account of which one suffers pleasure

or pain is not mere connection with body, but his Karraas done in the past.

8. If it 'be ob>eoted, that there wiU be the -connection with

experience of pleasure and pain, were Brahman to abide in the%Bihc

body as the Jiva, we reply, not so, because there is a difference peculiar

with regard to this connection.—39.

COMMENTARY.

The word Sambhoga in the Sutra denotes mutual experience or common
experience. The force of Sam, sn. in Sambhoga, is that of Saha; just

as we find in the word SamvSda. fs>ara is not affected by the suffering

or enjoyment of the Jiva. Why? Bectfuso "there is a difference. The
sense is this. The mere dwelling within a body is fltit the <eattt'e tttwtiys

of experiencing tho pleasures or pains connected with that body. The
experience is subject to tho influenco of the good and evil deeds. And
fsvara has no such Karma ; for we road : ^iftrJi^fisfa^ftjfffir 'o'tfe of

the two eats the sweet fruit, tho other one looks on without esfting.'

(Morrd. Up., HI., 1. 1.) Similarly in the Gitfi the !Lord says : 'The Kattn«fs

do not touch Me and I have no "attachment to the fruit of Karma*.'
*r ui ^trrRn fafrt * it mT n

Adhikarana II. The Eater is Brahman.

Visaya—ln the Ka$ha Upanisad we find the following verse :

"He for whom the Br-thmanas and the Kfatriyas have both become the food, and
Death is whose sauce, who then knows where lie is." (tortjh. Up., r., 2. 25.)

Doubt : Here the words "Food" and "Sauce" indicate that there is an
eater. The doubt arises who is this Eater ? Is itf Fire or is it the Jjva,
or is it tho Supreme Self ?

Purvapaksa : The Fire is tho Eater meant here, because there is

nothing specific in that Verse which would show that it is not the Fire
referred to there, and the question and answer also would indicate the

same thing. There is a well-known Sruti that Fire is the Eater, (Br. Up.,
I, 4. 6.) *rffcj«iTO II

Or the Eater may be the Jiva, because eating is an action, and action
is appropriate to the individual soul, and not to the Supreme Self, who is

free from all actions. Moreover, the Sruti itself in another passage declares
that ths Jiva mis ttie swieet fruit, while the Supreme Mi loote on without
eating. (Mvmd. Up., HI., 1, 1 ; Kath. Up., Ill, 1.)
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w gwrf agsrr srerrei wi MR«(H«ii?f I aqfa^jr: faw e^ns^^wzfr

Therefore the Eater is the Jiva.

Siddhdnta : To this objection the author answers by the following

Siddhftnta Sutra :

ni'tha i. 2. 9.

«reir Attft, the Eater is the Supreme. *&JH Charachara, the moveable and

immoveable. xnw\*l Grahanftt, because of His seizing or containing, or taking

up as food,

9. The Eater is the Highest Self, because the moveable and the

immoveable are taken as food.—40.

COMMEN'TAKY.

The Eater can be the Highest Self only, because the eating of the

whole universe of moveables and immoveables is possible only in the case

of Brahman. The words Brahmana and the Ksatriya are merely illustrative,

and the whole universe sprinkled over by Deatli is referred to here as

the Food. Such food can have no other Kater than the Supreme Self,

for no Jiva can eat the whole universe. The word "sauce or condiment"

is a thing which, while itself being eaten, causes other things to be eaten.

Therefore, while the Death itself is consumed, being a condiment as it

were, it makes other things palatable. Therefore the Eater of the whole

universe made palatable by Death, can mean only the Lord in His aspect

of Destroyer ; when at the time of Pralaya He withdraws all things within

Himself. Therefore, the Supreme Self must be taken here to be the Eater.

Nor is there any validity in [the objection based on the text of t the Mundaka
Upanisad which says that the Lord does not eat and the Jiva alone eats, for

the prohibition of eating there refers to the eating of the fruit of actions. The

Lord does not eat the fruit of actions of the Jiva. The Jiva alone cats

such fruit That text does not mean that the fjord has no specific eating

of His own, for the Lord has Bis own particular objects of enjoyment; as has

been explained in the commentary on that verse of the Mundakya Upanisad.

SUTRA i., 2. 10.

mjnK * in i x i ? - n

Prakaran&t, because of the context. ^ Cha, and.

10. And on account of the context also the Eater is,

Brahman.— 41.
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COMMENTARY

In the Kafcha Upani^ad we read :

"More subtle than the subtle, greater than the great, the Atmi is hidden in the

heart of that creature. A man who is free from desires and free from grief, sees the

majesty of the Self through the grace of the Creator."

This shows that the topic is that of the Supreme Self. The force

of the word "And" in the Sutra is to indicate that the Smrti is also to

the same effect, as says the Gita :

Thou art the Eater of worlds, of all that moves and stands ; worthier of reverence

than the Guru's Self, there is none like to Thee.

Adhikarana TIL— The associate in the cave is Brahman.

Visaya: In the same Upani§ad, Valli 15, verse 1, we read:

There are the two, drinking their reward in the world of their own works, entered

into the cave (of the heart), dwelling on the highest summit (the ether in the heart).

Those who know Brahman call them shade and light ;
likewise, those householders who

perform the Trindchiketa sacrifice.

Doubt : Now this text clearly refers to the Jivu who enjoys rewards

of his works together with an associate coupled with it. And is this

associate either Buddhi or the Plana or the Supremo Self ?

Purrapaksa : The associate must be either the Buddhi or the Pr&na

;

for they being the organs of the Jiva and the instruments of the enjoying, it

is possiblo for either of thorn to drink the "Rta" and thus share in the enjoy-

ment of the fruit of works of the Jiva, while such enjoymont does not suit

the Highest Self and in fact such enjoyment is prohibited with regard to

the Highest Self. Therefore this associate of the Jiva must be either the

Buddhi or the Pr&nn, which somehow have been brought into connection

with the enjoymont of the fruits of works.

Siddhanta : To this prima facie view, the author of the Sutra answers

by the next aphorism, stating that the associate of tbe Jiva is the

Supreme Self.

SUTRA I., 2. 11.

w\ tf^rairqisftft ^PX\ in W I \\ II

3*1* Guh&m, in the cavity, in the heart, Pravi§tau, the two who
entered. *nwisft Atm&nau, the two selfs. ft Hi, because, as. Tat, that

Daisanftt, because of being seen (in the other texts also).
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11. The two who have entered the heart, are the Jiva-Atman

and the Paramatman, :because such is seen in other texts

also.—42.

COMMENTAMY.

The two found in tho cavity of the heart are the Jiva and the Ijord,

and not the Buddhi and tiie Jiva or tho PrSna and the Jiva. "Why do you

say so ? For this is seen. Namely, it is seen, that in that section, tho

Individual Self and tho Highest Self arc spoken of as having entered into

tho heart. Thus Katha Upanisad, L, 4. 7, shows that tho Jiva is in the heart

:

w. mifcr spfl^fefrfoawjft i girt srf^j f?re?rff *n ^fts^Rft i msk m n

She who is co-born with the spirit, She the Infinity full of Divinity, concealed in the

cavity of the heart and abiding therein, manifests herself also in the elements. This is

that. (Aditi or Jiva is the spirit side or pole of creation—manifestation is from matter).

While Katha Upanisad, I., 2. 2, shows that the Supreme Self is also in

the heart :

5tf!% II

The wise leaves behind joy and sorrow, having known the (Jod by the Yoga of

concentration of 8elf,—Him who is difficult to be seen, who pervades the universe, who is

in the heart of all, who dwells in the Muktas, the Ancient of Days,

Tho word "Hi" or "because" in the Sutra indicates that it is a

well-known tradition of tho ancients that the Jiva and tho Supreme Self

are in the heart. The word "Pibantau" is in tho dual number moaning

"the two drink ;" while as a matter of fact, the Jiva only drinks the

fruit of its works and not the Supreme Self. The dual case is, thereioro,

to be undorsfood in tho same way as the phrase "There go the umbrella-

bearers," one of whom only carries the umbrella. Or else this may bo

explained that both are agents with regard to the drinking, one is the

direct agent ; tho other is tho causal agent, i.e., to say the Individual Self

directly drinks, while the Supremo Self causes the individual self to drink,

Ihe phrase "shade" and "light" indicate the difference between the

infinite knowledge ef the Lord and the finite knowledge of the Jiva, or

that the Jiva is bound down to tho chain of Sams&ra, while the Lord is

above Sarhsara-

SITRA I., 2. 12.

fsRTfiin^ Visesanfit, on account of distinctive qualities. ^ Cha, aud.
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12. Moreover on account of distinctive qualities, the associate of the

Jiva in the heart is the Supreme Self.—43.

COMMENTARY

III this section of the Kafha Upanisad we find distinctive attribute?

of the Jiva and the Lord alone, such as the Jiva is
1 represented as the

one who meditates, and the Lord as the object meditated upon, Jiva as

the person attaining and the Lord as the object attained. Tims from verse

L, 2. 12, quoted above it is clear that the Jiva is the subject meditating

and tho Lord is the object of meditation. Bven in the present text

also, the words "light" and "shade" distinctly point to the fact that

the Jiva is possessed of small knowledge and the Lord as having all

knowledge. Moreover the text I., 3. 3, declares in the passage "know

the self to be sitting in tho chariot" and the body to bo the charioteer

and the passage, "But he who has understanding for his charioteer and

holds the reins of the mind, he reaches the end of his journey and that is

the highest place of Visuu." This refers to Jiva as that which attains, and

tho Param&tman as that which is to be attained. These distinctive attributes

show that the associate of the Jiva is neither Prftna nor Buddhi but tho

Supreme Self.

Note: We give the whole of the first nine verses of the third Valli here

:

^ ffcnf%5Tr: ii i ii m §$bmmHm?m • ^ ffcftfarpjrt JTrf^o

^ II 3 ii SfrSTCTfrr wrarsff"?^^ iffaU^ I ^R^fceprftgrfi ^ftrBSTjfoftftia: 11 v 11

jp^fMrrsprTm ^^g^* *w • ew^Wflni^WTPt ggrer w zwt: 11 * 11 21*3

%R*ri M^fcr 3%st mm m 1 a^foprrfitt iwft 11 mh 11 K 11 ?re?*%rcsrR.

*wnw«s: g?is5r>: 1 a h awncsrtfrr g^ai^^Tf^ri'affit 11 « 11 ftvren^ **fir

otto?: m ifa: 1 s g erwriRtfa jjftt^> :t 3tr^ 11 c 11 ffcrRsrcft*r?5 *r:

j?qc^r?Ks 1 ?fts«H: qwrsftfer afS^>: <rc»t*:<re>r. II 4 11

1. There are the two (aspects of the Lord) the drinkers of truth, existing in the body

obtained by good works, both dwelling in the cavity of the heart, in the most highly splen-

did Parana (»'. e., Vayu). The knowers of Brahman and those who perform the five great

sacrifices and observe the triple NSchiketa Fire, describe these as shade and the sun.

2. I know the Lord Visnu both as the Spirit in the Nslchiketa Fire, and as the refuge

of aft His worshippers, the imperishable Supreme Brahman, the Giver of security, to the

frightened voyagers on the ocean of Sinistra,—the Lord dwelling in the shore opposite to

Samsa'ra (as the World-Spirit directing the Muktas).

3. Know thou the Jiva Atmfi as seated in the Chariot, the body '.even as the car ; the

Buddhi, as the driver and Manas as the reins.
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4. The wise say that the senses are the horses and the objects their roads ; they also

say that the itmi, joined with the senses and the mind (only, but devoid of Buddhi) is

the sufferer (enjoyer).

5. But he who is without discrimination, and with Manas out of harmony, his senses

are always uncontrolled like the unbroken horses of a driver.

6. But he who discriminates, and has Manas always harmonised, his senses are con-

trolled, like the good horses of the driver.

7. He who is without discrimination, with the Manas uncontrolled, being always

impure, never reaches the place, but returns again to the world.

<V. But he who discriminates, with the Manas always harmonised and (senses) pure,

verily he (reaches) that place from which he is not born again.

9. But the man who has reason for his charioteer, and holds the reins of Manas, he

reaches the end of the road, that highest place of Visiiu.

Adhikarana IV.

—

The Person in the eye is Brahman.

Vimya : Tn the Ohhandogya Upanisad (IV, 15, 1-4) wc read :

ssiWji ^wi«rf*wjfar *j stf ii * ii «w 3 <w iwffa ft sraffai *n»nfa srefa sraffin

imft lift i <tf M ii 3 n w 9r w TriHlVT ft «r%3 «rft sfl^s *nft *J

ft«a wjFwtarre*: ii 4: ii * <^ »ro n«Tq?*><T *twr ^sr sTftqwrcr w mswTwS

^T^Jrf qi^r II II

?f?l qs^^r: mz: II II

FIFTEENTH KIIANDA.

1. He said : This person who is seen in the eye is the Self, (called Vflmana). This

is the Immortal, the Fearless. This is Brahman. Nothing clings to this. Becauso (such a

person resides in the eye), therefore,* if any one drops melted butter or water on it, it runs

away on both sides (and does not cling to the eye).

2. The wise call Him the Samyadva'ma (the most beautiful), because all objects of

beauty enter into Him. All beautiful objects enter into him who knows Him thus.

3. He verily is called VAmani (the Giver of beauty), because He alone gives buauty to

all. He who knows Him thus gives beauty to all (beings inferior to Jhimself).

4. He is also BhSmani (Resplendent), for He shines in all worlds. He who knows

this thus, shines in all worlds.

5. Now when such persons die, whether (theii relations) perform their death cere-

monies or not, they go to the plane of the Ray, from the Ray-plane to the Day-plane, from

the Day-piano to the Bright-fortnightly plane, from the Bright-fortnightly plane to the

Northern six-monthly plane, from the six-monthly plane to the Solar plane, from the

Solar plane to the Lunar plane, from the Lunar plane to the plane of Sarasvatt, (from

that they reach to the plane of the chief VAyu) who is her Lord and the beloved

of God.

6. He leads them to Brahman. This is the path guarded by the Devas, the path that

leads to Brahman. Those who proceed on that path, do not return to this round of

hum anity, yea, they do not return.
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Doubt : The doubt hero arises, whether tho person abiding within the

eye is the reflection of the Self or some Divino Being presiding over the

organ of sight or the Jiva or the Supremo Self.

Purvapaksa : The Purvapaksa maintains that it may be the reflection

of tho Self, for the te»t refers to tho person seen as supported by the

eye, and as directly porceived by a person in the rotina of another, therefore,

it must bo tho reflection of that person as seen in the mirror of the eyo.

Or it may bo the presiding Deity of the organ of the eye, for wo find

in Brhadaranyaka Upanisad V., 5. 2, such a being described.

^«ttr: sR*nqf?cJ II \ n

Now what is true, that is the Aditya (the sun), the person that dwells in yonder orb,

and the person in the right eye. These two rest on each other, the former resting with

his rays in the latter, the latter with his Prdnas (senses) in the former. When the latter

is on the point of departing this life, he sees that orb as white only and those rays (of

the sun) do not return to him.

Or it may be the individual soul or Jiva, for when the soul perceives

an external object through the eye, it for the time being comes in contact

with the organ of the eye, and so the person in the eye spoken of in this

Chhaudogya text cannot be the Supremo Self, but may be any one of these

three.

Siddhdnta : To this the author replies by tho following Siddh&nta

Sutra, demonstrating that the person within tho eye referred to in this

text is tho Lord.

sutha i., 2. 13.

*FcR <fl<?%: || \ \ \ I U II

^TnTCS Autarah, tho beiug within. 3qq%: Upapattoh, because of the

reasonableness.

13. The being within, the eye is the Lord, because it is more

reasonable to construe the passage as applying to the Supreme Self

than to anything else.— 44.

COMMENTARY

The person within the eye can be nothing else than the Supreme

Self. Why? Because the description is more suitablo to the Supreme

Self than to anything else. Because the attributes like "being the Self of

all," "being Immortal," "being supremely great" (Brahmatva), "being

11
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untouched by sin," "being Sa/hyadvama," etc., ard applicable only to the

Supreme Self.

Note : The attributes of being Vdmaui or the leader of all and BMmaui, the All-

Refulgent, applied to the person in the eye arc appropriate in the ease of the Lord alone.

SUTRA I., 2. 14.

WJJlft StMnfidi, the place and the rest, sqi"*^ Vyapadesat, on account

of the statement. ~* Cha, and.

14. And because there is statement in another Upanisad,

mentioning that the Supreme Self has His abode in places like

the eye, etc.— 45.

COMMENTARY

Tn the BrhadSranyaka Upanisad (III., 7. 18) we read that the Supreme

Self has his abode in places like eye, ear, etc.

He who dwells in the eye, and within the eye, whom the eye does not. know, whose

Iwdy the eye is* and who pulls (rules) the eye >vithin, he is thy Self, the puller (ruler)

within, the Immortal.

Now the puller within the eye, car, etc., by taking His abode in those

organs, cannot be any one else, but the Supreme Lord.

SUTRA i., 2. 15.

^ftfesiftqrcf^ ^ in m W ii

&<sf Sukha, happiness, faffcf Yi6ist,n, qualified by or possessing. ^f*WRT3.

Abhidhiluat, because of the description. <CT Eva, alone. Cha, and.

15. And because the text refers only to that person who

possesses joy, therefore, it must refer to the Supreme Self, and not

the Jtva, who has not joy but misery.—40.

COMMENTARY

In a previous passage of ,the Chhandogya Upanisad (TV., 10. 5) it has

been said that joy *fi is Brahman and space 4 is Brahman. The Brahman

who is described in that passage as possessing unlimited joy or bliss, is again

referred to in this passage, as the person dwelling within the eye. There-

fore, the context refers to Brahman, and it would be doing violence to the

context, if the person within the eye is interpreted to mean a being other

than the Supreme Self. No doubt, that between the passage stating that

Brahman is Infinite Joy, and the present passage, there intervenes the

subsidiary Vidy& called the Agni Vidyft or the science of fire, but as this

Agni Vidya" is subsidiary to Brahma VidyS, it cannot be said to break the
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context Therefore, the toxt Brahman is joy (IV, 10. 5.) is connected with

the present text under discussion (IV, 15. I.\ inspite of the intervening text

of Agni Vidya.

By using the word Visisfca in the Sutra, it is indicated that attributes

like Intelligence, Infinity, etc., refer to Brahman.

SLTilA I., 2. 16.

^#^wqf*rarar^ ^ in m W ii

»fl Sruta. heard. 3lRw??> Upanisatka, Upanisad. iffr (Jati, way, course.

3rf*T«nnT5i. Abhidhunut, because of the statement. ^ Cha, and.

16. And because there is description given in this passage,

of the same sort of salvation, obtained by the person who

worships the person in the eye, as is obtained by persons

who have heard the Upanisad and worship the Supreme

Brahman.—47.

COMMENTAHY

In other tuxts of the Upanisad we hear of the path called the

Uovayana, on which go the souls of tho liberated, who have heard the

Upanisad and have understood tho mystery of Brahman. This path by

which the knowers of Brahman go to salvation, is tho way by which tho

knowcr of the person in the eye also goes, for the Teacher Upakosala

describes that tho knowcr of tho person in tho eye goes by Dovayana. For

ho says : "They go to light, from light to day, etc." Since the result as

regards Mukti is the same, both of the person who knows Brahman and of

him who knows the person in the eye ; therefore, tho person in the eye and

Brahman arc one and the same.

The next Sutra shows that it is not impossible for tho above text to mean

either the reflected Self or the presiding deity of the eye or the Jiva.

SUTK-V i., 2. 17.

«FnfafaflWRT! % II \ \ \ I t« II

*rsraf**Kt: Anavasthiteh, on account of non-permaneucy of abode.

*ra"TWT3. Asambhavat, on account of impossibility. ^ Cha, and. 1 Na, not

ETC: Itarah, the other.

17. No other being like the reflected Self, etc., is meant by

the person in the eye for two reasons : first, because they

do not have their permanent abode in the eye, and secondly, it is

impossible for them to possess the attributes described in that

?assage.—48.
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COMMENTARY

Tho reflected Self, etc., do not always abide within the eye, as a rule, nor

the attribute like "conditionless Immortality" is applicable to them.

Note : The reflected Self is seen in the eye, only when another person is near the

eye, bo this has not permanent abode in the eye. Similarly the Sun, tho diety of the eye,

does not dwell in the eye, but his rays only dwell therein. So he also has not his perma-

nent abode in the eye. While the Jiva has his permanent abode in the heart, and not in

the eye. Thus none of these three can be the person in the eye, for none of them has

his permanent residence there. Similarly the attributes like Immortality, etc., do not

apply to these. Therefore, it must mean the Supreme Self.

Adhikarana V.— The Internal Ruler is Brahman.

Visaya : In the Brhadaranyaka Upanisad, wo read (ITI, 7. 18). : "Ho

who dwells in the eye, whom the eye does not know, who rules tho eye from

within is tho Solf, tho Internal ruler, the Immortal." In that chapter,

this Internal ruler is mentioned as dwelling in the earth, tho water, etc.,

and ruling them all from within.

JfJUjfSt'T ST iflfHT^fejga: II

He who dwells in the earth, and within the earth, whom the earth does not know,

whose body the earth is and who pulls (rules) the earth within, he is thy self, the puller

(ruler) within, the Immortal.

He who dwells in tho water, and within the water, whom the wator does not know,

whose body the water is, and who pulls (rules) the water within, he is thy self, tho puller

(ruler) within, the Immortal.

He who dwells in fire, and within the fire, whom the fire does not know, whose body

the fire is, and who pulls (rules) the fire within, he is thy Self, the puller (ruler) within,

the Immortal.

Doubt : Now arises the following doubt

:

Is the ruler within, mentioned in the above and similar verses in the

BrhadSranyaka Upanisad the Pradhana or the Jiva or the Supreme Self.

PtirvapaJcsa : The Purvapaksin says : "The ruler within is Nature,

for sho controls the whole universe' within, and bocauso the cause is always

found in the effect as interwoven with it. Therefore, the cause is tho

controller of tho effect and as the universo has for its cause the Pradhana

or matter, therefore Pradhana is meant in this passage. Moreover, this

Pradhana, though non-intelligent, is said to be the Self or Atman, because

it is the giver of all happiness, and so figuratively is called Atman, or

because it is all-pervading
; therefore, it is called Atman ; and as it is Eternal,

it is very appropriately called the Immortal. Or this ruler within may be

a Jiva. Some highly evolved Yogi, who enters easily into the hearts
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of others, and with equal easo vanishes therefrom, through his

occult powers, may very well be called the Invisible Inner

Buler, and the words "Atman" and "Immortal" may also bo very appro-

priately applied to such a Jiva, without recourse to figure of speech.

Therefore, tho Ruler within is cither Pradhana or a highly evolved

Yogin.

Siddhania : This objection tho author answers by the following

Siddhanta Sutra, declaring therein, that the ruler within is the Supreme

Self and not Prakrti or Jiva :

SUTRA t., 2. 18.

ST^qfrft Antaryami, the ruler within. ^f«R3Tfeg Adhidaivadisu, in the

Dcvas, etc, Tat, His. >w Dharma, attributes. sq<&?ira. Vyapadesat,

because of the statement.

18. The ruler within referred to, in the Upanisad, in respect

to the Nature Forces like earth, etc., is the Supreme Self,

because His attributes are distinctly pointed out in that chapter of

the Upanisad.—49.

COMMENTARY

The ruler within spoken of in the Brhadaranyaka Upanisad verses as

ruling from within, tho Nature forces, like tho earth, air, water, etc., and the

psychic forces like mind, senses, etc., can be none else than the Supreme

Lord, for the attributes of tho Inner Euler, mentioned in that chapter, belong

only to the Lord. For tho Lord alone dwells within these natural forces,

but is not known by them, while He knows these forces, controls them

and pervades them and is supremely wise, and full of wisdom and bliss.

All these are the attributes of the Lord, and cannot belong to matter,

or to any individual soul how high soever.

sltra i., 2. 19.

i ^ mi TOiifanqi^ in i \ i u n

*t Na, not. 1 Cha, and. <RT& Smarta, taught in Smvti only, namely the

PradhSna and tho Jiva, all that is not Srnti is Smrti, namely, everything else

than AntarySmin. ^era-^ A-tat-dharma=not-its-qualities, i.e., not Pradh&na's

qualities. TfSrarn^ Abhil&pSt, because of tho declaration.

19. The Antary&min is not the PradMna or Jiva, etc.,

because there is a declaration of qualities not belonging to

them.—50.
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COJIMEXTAHY

For the reasons already givon, the Smarta, the tiling not mentioned in tho

Sruti passage of the Brhad&ranyaka Upanisad, but in the Smrti, namely,

tho root of matter, etc., is not the Inner Ruler, because the toxt describes

attributes which cannot belong to matter or Jiva. The attributes like

tho following are mentioned therein : which cannot possibly belong to

matter or Jiva :

Unpcrccived but perceiving, unheard but hearing, unknown but knowing. There

is no other seer but he ; there is no other hearer but he ; there is no other perceiver

but he ; there is no other knower but he. This is thy Self, the Ruler within, the

Immortal. Every thing else is of evil (Br. Up., TIL, 7. 2'X).

Every thing else than the Antaiyamin is Smarta, namely, a tiling not

specifically mentioned in the above Antaiyamin passage. For the attributes

like tho hearer of all, etc., cannot beloDg either to the Piadhtina or the Jiva.

si*th.v i., 2. 20.

*nftwtaW ft in w i \ ° n

JJlrtk Sarira, the embodied, the individual self of a Yogin. n Cha, and.

Ubhayc, the both, namely, both the Kanvas and the Madhyaudinas.

Api, even, also. ff Hi, because. "*r^ Bhedena, by dittcrenco. Enam, this,

namely, tlio Antaryamin. m't^ Adhiyate, read, speak of.

20. The soul of the Yogiu is not the Antarytimin, because both

recensions read it as different from it.—51.

COMMENTARY

The word "not" of the preceding Sutra is understood here also.

For the reasons already given, tho soul of an advanced Yogin also,

cannot bo the Antaryfimin of this passage. Because both the Kanvas

and the MMhyandinas read, in their respective recensions, this Antaryfi-

min, as different from the soul of the Yogin. The Kanvas read "Yo

vijiianam antaro yamayati" : "Ho who dwells in tho Vijiiana, namely,

tho Jivixtman, and controls the Jiva." The Madhyandinas read : "Yah

atmanam antaro yamoyati," "he who dwells in the Self, and controls the

Self." Therefore the Ruler within is Hari alone. The Subfila Upanisad, more-

over, states directly that tho Pradhana and the Jiva constitute the body

of the Highest Lord. For it says that he has the earth, water, fire, wind,
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ether, the Avyakta (Pradhitna) and the Aksara (Jiva) as his body : "He,

the Inner Self of all, the divine One, the One God Narayana." The text

of the Subala is :

«T M II

Within the body, placed in the cavity, the Unborn, the One, the Eternal, whoso body

is the earth, who moves within the earth, whom the earth doe.* not know, etc.

Adhikarana VI.— The Aksara is Brahman.

Visaya : In the Mundaka Upanisad, wo read :

*k*\ts asjjjufift qftr^fer <4\xv. l

The higher knowledge is that by which the Indestructible is apprehended. That

which cannot be soon, nor seized, which has no genus or species, no eyes nor cars, no hands

nor feet, the eternal, the omnipresent, the infinitesimal, that which is [imperishable, that

it is which the Aviso regard as the source of all beings. (Mund. Up., I., 1. 0.)

feaft u<jja: 357: b ^TffP^d SR! I TSfTlft §W*T: Wfm. q*ff: q*: II \ II

That heavenly person is without body, is both without and within, not produced,

without breath, and without mind, pure, higher than the high Imperishable (Mund.

Up, 11, 1.2).

Doubt : Hero arises this doubt : Are theso two sentences descrip-

tive of the Prakyti and the Purusa of the Siimkhyas respectively, or

whether both denote the Highest Self, only ?

Ptirmpalm : The Puravapaksin maintains that the first refers to the

Prakyti, because it enumerates attributes all of which are applicable to

matter, and none of them contain attributes such as seer, etc., which

would denote an intelligent being. Moreover, the word ifoui, translated

as source, denotes also the material cause of anything ; and therefore, the

Imperishable or Aksara of that passage in Pradhana or Prakyti. While

higher than the high Imperishable of the second passage is the Individual

Self, which is higher than Prakyti, which is also called Imperishable, but

undergoes all modifications. Therefore, the two Imperishables of theso

two passages, deuots the Pradhana and the individual soul respectively.

Siddhdnala : This prima facie view is set aside by the next Sutra.

Sl'TRA I., 2. 21.
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HZW?S AdySyatva, Invisibility, ^Tfe A.di, and the rest, beginning with,

gflpfi: Gunakah, one wlio possesses the quality. Adysyatvadi-gunakah, being

that which possesses the qualities of invisibility, etc. 'wf^i: Dharmokteh,

because of the mention of attributes.

21. The being possessing the qualities of invisibility, etc., is no

other than the Highest Self for the text declares attributes which belong

to the Highest Self only.—52.

COMMENT U?Y

In both these pas-sages, that winch possesses the attributes of

invisibility, etc., must bo understood to be the Highest Self, because they

mention qualities which belong to Him alone. Thus Mundaka Upanisad

I, 1. ft, says :

From hiin who perceives all and who knows all, whose brooding (penance) consists

of knowledge, from him (the highest Brahman) is born that Brahman name, form and

matter (food).

The attributes like All-knowing, etc., belong only to the Highest Self

alone. Similarly, the attributes like "heavenly," "formless person" of II,

1. 2, are appropriate regarding Him alone.

The section also, in which these passages occur, relates to the Highest

knowledge or Paravidylt, so also it must refer to Brahman and not to

Pradhana or Jiva.

SUTRA I, 2. 22.

ftfrror Visosttna, distinction, qualifying attribute, such as Omniscient, etc.,

fosjn^rrwfra; Bhoda-vyapadesabhyam, by pointing out of difference, such as the

Heavenly person, etc. ^ Cha, and *r Na, not. W# Itarau, the other two, viz,

the matter and the soul, the Prakrti and the Purusa of the S&mkhyas.

22. The distinctive attributes (like Omniscient, etc., differentiates

the Highest Imperishable from the Lower Imperishable called the

Pradhana), while the pointed references to him (as the Heavenly Person,

without body, etc.) differentiates Him (from the other person called the

Jiva), therefore, none of these two is intended in those two passages.— 53.

COMMENTARY

In those two passages, tho reference is not to the Prakrti and Purusa

because there is a distinction as well as a difference mentioned therein.

The section distinguishes the Aksara which is the source of all, from the
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Pradhfina, by the specific epithets of Omniscient, etc., and differentiates

this Aksara from the individual soul, by the attributes like "Heavenly Person,

without body," etc. Thorefore, in both these passages, the Highest Self, the

Cause of all, lias been described, and must be so understood.

SUTRA i., 2. 23.

¥fa=qmm in \ \ i w ii

W Rupa, form, 3T?*!tflra; Upanyasfit, because of the mention, because of

the imagining. ^ Cha, and.

23. And because a form has been declared, with regard to

this Imperishable, therefore, it must refer to the Lord and not to

the Jtva.—54.

COMMENTARY

In verse III., 1. 3. of tho Mundaka Upanisad, a form has been described

which is tho specific form of tho Lord ; therefore, the Aksara, the source of

all beings, whose form is so described must be the Lord. That verse is as

follows :

W «W: "WrT WTO ^wttf 3^ KSWlpTTj CRT ffoflC, g*RJlft fa<Wf:

<TW STWjgfrct II

When the seer sees the golden coloured Creator and Lord of all the worlds, as the

person who is tho source of Brahma, then he is wise and shaking off good and evil, he

reaches tho highest similarity free from passions.

The form thus described is neither of Prakrti nor of tho Jiva.

But how do you know that this golden-colonrod form is of the Lord

alone, and not of anything else ? This question is answered by the next

Sutra

:

SL'TRA i., 2. 24.

IffiWUI X I \ I ^» II

WHT^ Prakaramtt, because of the context.

24. Tho context also shows that the form above described, is

that of tho Lord and not of any inferior entity.—55.

COMMENTARY

The Smrti also explains this text as referring to the Lord. Thus the

Visnu Puraija (VI., 5. 65. etc.) says :

^icqsqicjf JJ?lt g| % q^f^rT mi: II ^ *W TOT *nT JT^Tl^rcriT. I

gfonspfif^f fisflfl: tot v<n I aft «tr«r tottcjr: i

*fT«BW II

12
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The Srutis of the Atharvanas in the Mundaka Upanisad declare that two sciences ought

to be known, the highest or the Parfi Vidyd by which the Imperishable is reached, and

the Apard Vidya
1

consisting of Rgvcda, etc. This Imperishable is unmanifest, without

decay, Inconceivable, Unborn, Unchangeable, Indefinable, without hands and feet, without

form, All-powerful, All-pervading, Eternal, Source of all beings, without cause, pervading

everything else, not pervaded by anything, from whom every thing proceeds ; that verily

the wise see ; that is Brahman, that is the supreme goal, that ought to be meditated upon

by all, who desire emancipation. That which the Sruti declares as the highest scat of

Visnu is this subtle Brahman. He is known by the term Bhagavat, and this Imperishable

is the essential form of the Highest Self. The term Bhagavat denotes this first Imperishable

Self. Thus the essence of the human soul has been described. The Jiva that knows this

Supreme Truth, knows the Highest Truth, all other Truth is lower knowledge and falls

under the head of Traividyd.

Adhiharana VII.— VaiSvanara is Brahman.

Visaya: In tho Chluuidogya Upanisad, Fifth Adhyiiya, wo read as

follows

:

KLKVEXTH KHAXDA

|W mmm nsr«itf?w: sfoq tfm^si^f: q?r 3 wn f% mfo 11 \ 11 ^ ?

wnw^Jf^rewi ^ wWtswsfti: gRtcftwicRiJi V^ww^fcr s^wr^ftfrt

?c«tf*re afci^ fFctrf^jm^^WRlf^ 11 3 11 m\ ctaRwrRri winter %%*r:

^l^anl^T % ?fit ii * 11 ?t tfgfa l^m^r sw%i^

«2fo»I«T: mzi HUH
KLEVKXTII KHA>'J)A

1. Prdchtnasiila, son of Upamanyu, Satyayajrta, son of Pulusa, Indradyumna, son of

Bhallava, Jana, son of Sarkardksa, and Budila, son of Asvatarasva, these five groat sacri-

ficers and great scholars met once together and held a discussion as to "who is our Self

the Lord to be worshipped) and what is Brahman."

2. They decided (to go to UddAlaka, saying) : "Sirs, there is that Udddlaka, son of

Aruna, who at present knows best this Stman called Vaisvanara. Well, let us go to him."

So they went to him.

3. But he decided : "Those great sacrificers and scholars will put questions to me
]

and I cannot tell them all : therefore, let me recommend another teacher to them."

4. He said to them : "Sirs, Asvapati, King of Kekaya, knows at present best this

Itman called Vaigvdnara. Well let us go to him." They went to him.
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5. When they arrived, the king caused proper honours to be paid to each of them

separately. In the morning after leaving his bed, he said to them : "(What makes you

come here ? Are you troubled by bad men ? But there arc no such people in this land).

In my kingdom there is no thief, no miser, no drunkard, no irreligious nor illiterate person,

no adulterer, much less an adulteress. (But if you have come to get wealth, then stay for)

I am going to perform a sacrifice, Sirs ; and I shall give you, Sirs, as much wealth as I

give to each Rtvij priest. So stay here, please."

0. They replied : "May (your honour) tell (us) through what means a man may attain

(release) ; You know at present the Supreme Self Vaisvdnara. Tell us that."

7. He said to them, "1 shall give you an answer to-morrow." They went again to him

next morning, with sacrificial fuel in their hands. And he without ceremony, said this

to them.

q ^TTcRHgqT^ ws f% II I II *rc<=?ra wife fsRpreq* "roft

M ft f <wfcpn?»fH ^<*rsrcg<n# &f snfri *fer star* isf ft

sqqfiRqwtf ftmfa«T *fa II H II

ff?r strc*u ms: ii u ii

TWELFTH KHANDA

1. "Aupamanyava ! Under what name dost thou worship the Lord Vaisvitnara ?" He
replied : "As Dyu only (sportful), O holy king," he said. "The Lord Vaisvanara that thou

worshippest is called Sutejas. Therefore, in thy house there arc seen sons, grandsons and

great-grandsons.

2. Therefore, thou ealcst food (i. c, art healthy) and scest pleasant objects (pros-

perous). Whoever worships thus that Lord Vaisvfinara becomes healthy and prosperous,

and has Vcdic glory in his house. But this (Dyu) is only the head of the Lord, and

thus your head would have fallen (in a discussion) if you had not come to me."

*r*r rtai=* ^mis tf^ffi sNtaita * cWciHgrres ssnfaqfa wf?1 trefitfi; fftar^T

"WfouiKRH %?3R<preW *l|^TfJH sfa 5"taT*l?^tS*fa*j)q?ni 3l>tft*q II 1 1I

*Rr 5i*fta*i: aw: II ?3 II

THIRTEENTH KHAXI)A

1. Then he said to Satyayajna Paulusi : "O thou eternally elect 1 under what name

dost thou worship the Lord Vaisvdnara ?" He replied, "As Aditya (the Lord in the sun

and attracting all) : O holy king 1" He said, the Lord Vaisvanara that thou worshippest

is called Visvarflpa, the All-seeing. Therefore, in thy house is seen much 'and manifold

wealth.

2. There ore cars yoked with pairs of mules, slaves and jewels. Thou art, therefore,

healthy and prosperous. Whoever worships thus that Lord Vaisvanara, becomes healthy

and is prosperous and has Vedic glory in his house. That, however, is but the eye of the

Lord. You would have become blind, if you had not come to me."
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^ ?*t^fu^r ^Trad * ^HicSFg'n^ sw&i wmi Tiqrafcr swsS^sgqfoi n ? u

sfa ^§1*1: <sW3: II ?Y II

FOURTEENTH RUANDA

1 . Then ho said to Indradynmna BMllavcya : "O VaiyAghrapadya ! Under what

name dost thou worship the Lord Vaigvanara ?" He replied : "As Viiyn (the Lord in

Vdyu and called knowledge-life), O holy king !" He said : "The Lord which yon

meditate on is the Lord Vaisvitnara, called Prthagvnrtma (the unusual, the mysterious).

Therefore, offerings come to you in mysterious ways and rows of cars follow you.

2. Therefore, thou art healthy and prosperous. Whoever worships thus the Ix>rd

Vaijivanara becomes healty and prosperous : has Vedic glory in his house. That, however,

is but the breath of the Lord, and your breath would have left you, if you had not

come to me."

l^fl: W&: II II

FIFTEENTH KIIAXD.V

'Then he said to .Tana : '() Stfrkardksya I Under what name rlost thou worship the

Lord Vaisvdnara ?" He replied : "As S.kdsa (All-light and support of ether) : O holy

king." He said : "The Lord that thou worshippest is the Lord Vaisva'nara called Bahula

(full). Therefore, you arc full of offspring and wealth.

2. Therefore thou art healthy and prosperous. Whoever worships thus the Lord

Vaisvflnara, becomes healthy and prosperous and has Vedic glory in his house. That, how-
ever, is but the trunk of the Lord, and your trunk would have perished, if you had not

come to me."

<fr itere sq^q^Hj ^mfqvsr ?f?r II * II

ffs "towers: it ?ui

SIXTEENTH KHAtfDA

1. Then he said to Budila Asvatarasvi : "O Vaiyaghrapadya 1 Under what name dost

thou worship the Lord Vaiavanara 1" He replied, "As Apas (the Lord pervading the water

and called Apas or All-pervading") : O holy king." He said, "The Lord that thou worship-

peat is the Lord Vaisva'nara called Rayi fthe delight maker). Therefore, thou art

wealthy and flourishing.
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2. Therefore, thou art healthy and prosperous. Whoever worships thus that Lord

Vaisvanara becomes healthy and prosperous, and has Vcdic glory in his house. That,

however, is but the loins of the Lord : and your loins would have broken if you had not

come to me."

srRreirni l*«n*rc> 4 rwicRrcgqrwt awe* sfaffcftsfa mm ^ i&fasj 11 \ 11 yfwk

?fet store <n*ft ?r sq^i^m q^r snifter ^fa 11 ^ 11

sfa mw. mz: 11 11

SKVKNTKKNTH KHANIU

1. Then he said to Udditlaka Aruni, "O Gautama I Under what name dost thou wor-

ship the Ix)rd Vaisvanara ?" He replied as Prthivi (the Lord suporting the earth, and

called so because He is rast), O holy king." He said : "The Lord that thou worshippest,

is the Lord Vaisvariara called Pratis^hd (firm stay). Therefore, thou standest firm with

offspring and cattle.

2. Therefore, thou art healthy and prosperous. Whoever worships thus that Lord

Vaisvanara becomes healthy and prosperous, and has Vcdic glory in his house. Those,

however, are but the feet of the Lord, and your feet would have given way, if you had

not come to mc."

5??BR*J: <sW5: II ?c II

KIUHTKKXTH K1IAXDA

1. Then he said to all six of them : "Now you verily knowing this Vaisvanara Lord

as if many, eat your food (?. c, have got your small reward). But ho who worships this

Lord Vaisvanara as of the size of heart and at the same time limitless, he eats food in

all worlds, in all beings, and in all selfs.

2. Verily of that Lord Vaisvfinara, the head is the Good Energy (of thought), the

cyo is All-seeing, the breath is All-moving, the trunk is the Space containing All, the

bladder is the Eayi (matter in the Astral), the feet, the earth ; the chest, the altar ; the

hairs, the grass ; the heart, the Gdrhapatya fire, the mind is the Anvdhdrya-fire, and the

mouth the ihavaniya-fire.

?^51%S 0W¥I 11 u 11
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NINCTKEKTH KHANDA

1 . At the time of eating, the first morsel that is taken should bo considered as a

Homa material. The first oblation that he offers let him do so with the Mantra "Prdiifiya

SvaM." Then Pritna is satisfied.

2. When the PrfSna is satisfied, the eye is satisfied ; when the eye is satisfied, the sun

is satisfied ; when the sun is satisfied, the consort of Vityu (Dyau) is satisfied : when the

consort of Vayu is satisfied, the Lord of Wisdom and Bliss is satisfied. The JDyau (consort

of Vityu) and sun rule (the Eastern Gate). When he, the Lord is satisfied, then follows the

satisfaction of the sacrificer, with his offspring, and cattle, and the gets health, and energy

and intellectual splendour.

Pn%far ci^rfer <wng<jfH g»^?r mm <)?rfameH *vft$ft$?n u ^ n

ifo %: QHZ: II Ho- II

TAVKNTIKl'n KHANDA

1. Then when he offers the second oblation let him offer it saying
,

"Vydnaya Svaliay

The Vyana is satisfied.

2. When the Vyiina is satisfied, the Ear is satisfied ; when the car is satisfied, the

Moon ia satisfied : when the moon is satisfied, the consort of Vayu (l)is) is satisfied, when

the consort of Vayu is satisfied, the Lord of Wisdom and Bliss (Viiyu) is satisfied. The

(Pis) consort of V&yu and the Moon rule (the Southern Gate). When the Lord is satisfied,

then the sacrificer is satisfied, along with his offspring and caltle, and he gets magnani-

mity, bliss and Vedic splendour.

*w if <icfai gpraf giwrreiq ^srarastprft n ? " lift S^fa wi^fa

life ^cWf^SW^qTift gcjrRt sfeft ^czff^ ^f5r«zrf qfc*^ sfosft ^ifrfsnftfaOT •

mzt II H? II

TWKNTY-KIKST KHANDA

1. Then when he offers the third oblation Jet him offer it saying, "Apdnaya SvaM."

The ApAna is satisfied.

2. When the Apana is satisfied, the speech is satisfied ; when the speech is satisfied,

the fire is satisfied, when the fire is satisfied the Prthivi is satisfied ; when the Prthivi is

satisfied, the Lord of Wisdom and Bliss (is satisfied). Prthivi and fire rule (the Western

Gate). When that Lord is satisfied then the sacrificer is satisfied, along with his offspring

and cattle, with health, energy and intellectual splendour.

m ^gtf ^trit *m*w smsregprfa n ? ii wtti garfa Hsr^raffa

fft 51%: W&* II w II
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TWENTY-SECOND KH.VN'IJA

1. Then when he offers the fourth oblation, let him offer it saying, 'Samtfntfya SvahaY'

Thus the SamSna is satisfied.

2. When the Sam&ua is satisfied, the mind is satisfied ; when the mind is satisfied,

lndra is satisfied ; when rndra is satisfied, Vidyut (thj consort of Vityu) is satisfied : when

the consort of V&ya is satisfied, the Lord of Wisdom and Bliss is satisfied. Vidyut (the

consort of Vfiyu) and lndra rule (the Northern Gate). When the Lord is satisfied, then the

sacrificer is satisfied, along with his offspring and cattle, with health, energy and intellec-

tual splendour.

up? qt qs^jff Sgqraf U^T^MPT ^fe^H^fr II ? II ^ I'^fa ^3^^

qgftrcwfcf fcraT sisM&jrft II R II

*fit wtfty. ii ii

TWENTY-TUIKU KH.VNIU

1. Then when he offers the fifth oblation, let him offer it saying, ' Udiniya 8v£ha\"

Then the Udilna is satisfied.

2. When the Uditna is satisfied, the Vityu is satisfied, when the Vayu is satisfied, the

Akasa is satisfied, the Lord of Wisdom and Bliss w satisfied. The Vayu and Akasa rule

(the Central or Upper Gate). When the Lord is satisfied, then the sacrificer is satisfied,

along with his offspring and cattle, with energy and intellectual splendour.

<m>4 farRfcrcto gtfft ci?q g% 5rt%g s% #3 s^i^g 5* 11 \ n ae#<ft*T

fjjih^ fa njjthfr 9m w% qpji?: jts^ n tta\i %mffcrcfa i^lfa Mil

«ftf ifajr *ir«u mi <v\im ^'TwrNtfagwsa ^fafagiraei sfa 11 * 11

sft ^aflit: urs: 11 11

TWENTY-FOURTH K1IANDA.

1. Ho who, not knowing this Lord Vaigvfinara offers an Agnihotra, he isllike unto that

person who removing the live-coals, offers libations on dead ashes.

2. But he who knowing that Lord, thus offers an Agnihotra, he offers in fact oblation

to all the souls animating all bodies in all worlds.

3. As the tuft of the Isikfl reed entering into the fire is quickly reduced to ashes,

thus indeed arc burnt all his sins, who knowing the Lord, thus offers an Agnihotra.

4. Therefore, indeed, if such a knowcr gives what is left of his food to a Chand£la

even, it would be offered in the VaisvSnara Self of the Chandala.

5. On this is the following stanza : As here the hungry infants cluster round their

mother, so do all beings have recourse to Agnihotra.

Io the ChhSndogya Upanisad, V., 11. 1, we read "what is our Self, what is

Brahman" and again V, 11. 6, "You know at present that VaisVanara Self,

tell us that" and further on V, 18. 1, "But he who meditates ou the

Vaisvanara Self as span long, he eats food in all worlds, in all beings,

in all Selfs," (Chh. Up., V, 11. 6 and V, 18. 1). Further, on we find a des-

cription of this VaisvSnara fire in the following terms (Chh. Up., WIS. 2, etc.):
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"Of that Self called Vaisvanara the head is called the Sutejas, the eye is

Visva-rupa, the breath is Prthakvartma, etc.

Doubt : Now the doubt arises, what is this Vaisvfinara fire ? Is it

the fire, by which the food that is eaten is digested, or is it the Divinity

called Agni, the presiding deity of fire, or is it tho elemental fire, or is

it Lord Visnu ? For Vaisanara is used in all these four senses, and sinco

it is a common term its meaning is not well denned, and may mean any

one of these four things. To this objection tho next Sutra gives the

following reply :

si'TR\ i., 2. 25.

Wrc: flrarws^rqra; in \ \ m ii

^Pr: Vaisvanarab, the (Ood called) Vai5vSnara. The term VaisVanara

denotes Brahman. He who contains all men. SNT^I Sadharana, common. ?r5
"

Sabda, term or word. f^ff*. ViSesat, because of the distinction.

25. The term Vaisvanara in the ChMndogya passage V, 11. G.,

and 18. 1., denotes the Supremo Self, because this common term

Vaisvanara is qualified by epithets Avhich are distinctive attributes of

the Lord.— 5G.

COMMENTAHY

The Vaisvanara of the Chhdndagya Upanisad passage denotes Visnu, because

the common term is qualified there by tho attributes of Visnu. The sense

is tins, that though this word Vaisvanara is used in those passages as a

general term, yet it denotes Visnu. Because special terms like "heaven

is its head," etc, when qualifying this VaisVanara, restrict its scope to

Visnu. As the common terms Atman and Brahman are restricted to

Visnu. Moreover, tho result which a person gets from the knowledge

of VaisV&nara is such as can only bo obtained from the knowledge of

Visnu. Thus that text says, "As the fibres of the IsikS reed when thrown

into the fire, are burnt, thus all his sins are burnt'" (V, 18. 1., and 24. 3).

Now the burning of sins, is a distinctive mark of Visnu, for no one can

burn away sins but He. Therefore, Vaisvanara means Vi§nu. Moreover,

etymologically also, the word Vaisvanara may mean Visnu ; for it is

composed of two words Visva meaning "all," and Nara meaning "man ;"

namely, "He who contains all men within himself" and such a Being is

Visnu.

sf'TRA i., 2. 26.

Smaryam&nam, mentioned in Smrti. ^i^Wt. Anumauam, infer-

ence. *TF^ Syat, may be. *ftr Iti, because.
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26. The Smrti text may also be an. inferential mark of tbe

Vaisvanara being the Highest Self—57.

COMMENTARY

The word "Iti" denotes a reason. Ia the Bhagavad Gita, (2£.V, 14)

the word Vaisvanara is expressly applied to the Lord, ^TRCt *J?4T

snfttlt \fwf*i?r: "I, having become VaisVanara, take possession of the

bodies of breathing things." Here a truth about Visnu is declared, in

a Smrti passage, and from it we may infer that the Vaisvanara VidyS.

taught in the Chhandogya Upanisad also refers to 'this mystery of Visnu.

Hence Vaisvanara is Visnu.

In tho next Sutra, the author removes the doubt, that the Vaisv&nara

may denote the gastric fire.

SUTRA i, 2. 27.

II \ \ \ I ^ II

^if^wr: Sabdiidibhyah, on account of the words, etc., Tnl^ Antar, within.

sffereMfii. Prati§th&n&t, because of abiding. ^ Cha, and Neli, not so. %t
Chot, if. 1 Na, not. 5TOT Tatha, thus, fft Drsti, meditation on Visnu. om^Ih.

Upadesat. because of being taught. Ta^fT^ Asambhavat, because of im-

possibility. S^f^l Purusa-vidham, having the shape of a man. *rft ,Api,

also. ^ Cha enam, and Him. Adhlyate, they road.

27. If it be objected that Vaisvanara cannot be Visnu, because

there are express words stating otherwise, and because it is described

as. abiding within the body of man, we say, no ; because meditation

on Visnu is thus taught : because it is impossible that it should denote

anything else in this passage ; and lastly, because they describe Him
as having the shape of a man—58.

COMMENTARY

An objector says : Vaisv&nara cannot be Visnu, for two reasons,

first, there is an express text saying that Vaisv&nara is fire ; and secondly,

it is described as abiding within the body, and performing some func-

tions therein. For says the text : "Ayam
.
Agnir Vaisvanarah,," "> this

Fire (is) VaiSv&nara. Here the' two words "Agni" aud '. "Vaisv^para"

are shown in case' of apposition Moreover, in the section under discussion

we find "the heart is the G&rhapatya fire, etc., (C^h! Up., ;V
t,

18.;2
r

J.

It represents the Vaisvanara fire as abiding within the hearth and

13
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constituting a triad of sacred fires. Moreover, farther on it is shown that

this VaisvSnara is the fire on the alter of the heart, in which internal offer-

ings to Pr&nas are made. It is also represented as shaped like man and

abiding within man, in a Vedic passage. For all these reasons VaisVanara

is not Visnu.

The present Sutra answers all these objections. The VaisvSnara

is not the gastric fire, because Visnu is described as such, in order to teach

meditation on Him, in the form of Internal Fire. If it meant the gastric

fire, then the description of the heaven, etc., being its head, would be in-

appropriate. So also the V&jasaneya BrShmana declares : H *fl ita^iifJi

Wit S^fW S^Snt: sjfafecT "He who knows this Agni VaisVfi-

nara, shaped like a man, abiding within man." (Satapatha Br., XM 0. 1. 11).

If it meant the gastric fire, it would no doubt harmonise with the des-

cription as abiding within man, but the further description that it has

the shape of man, would not be congruous. While in the case of Visnu,

both descriptions become harmonious.

Next the author sets aside the view, that Vaisvfinara of this passage

means the DevatS called Agni, or the elemental fire.

SUTRA i, 2. 28.

<W Ata eva, therefore, for this reason also. *t Na, not faflT Devata\

the presiding deity of fire. tjK Bhutam, the element of fire, Cha, and.

28. For the same reason VaisvSnara is not the presiding deity

of fire, nor the element fire— 59.

COMMENTARY

An objector says : The presiding deity of fire is a mighty being,

possessing great lordliness, power, and heaven, etc., may very appropriately

be its head and other members, and therefore the passage may very well

apply to him. It may also apply to the elemental fire also. Thus the follow-

ing Mantra of the Rg Veda shows that Agni also possesses the same

attributes (Rg Veda, X, 88. 3)

:

Who in the form of 'sun pervades the earth, the heaven and the interspace, that

Fire, etc.

To this objection, we re'ply, that for the reasons already given

Vaisvftnara is not the deity of fire, nor the elemental fire, but the Supreme
Brahman. No doubt, in the Mantra above quoted, Agni is spoken of in

very high terms, but they are mere words of praise and should not be
taken in their literal sense.
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Note : We rather think that Agni praised in hymn 88 of Book X of the Rg Veda

may very well mean the Supreme Lord or His first begotten, the Anointed, the Primal

Sacrifice.

The word Agni itself directly and primarily denotes the Supreme

Brahman also, just like the word Vai^rftnara. This is the opinion of Jaimini

and the author mentions it in the next Sutra*

sCtra r., 2. 29.

ii m I H II

HTWJ, S&ksSt, directly. *rfa Api, also. *rWfo^ Avirodham, no objection ;

no contradiction. %fafsT: Jaiminih, the sage Jamini.

29. Jaimini is of opinion that the word "Agni" directly may denote

the Supreme Brahman, without any contradiction.— 60.

COMMENTARY

As the word Vaisv&nara litorally means "He to whom belong all

men," or "who is the leader (Nara) of all (VisVa)," so the word Agni and

similar other Vedic words denote etymologically the Supreme Brahman.

Agni is derived from the root "Agi" to go ; with the suffix 'Ni.' Vlft: *rfir«

Agni thus means : "He who leads others" or "who gives birth to all

others." Angayati iti agnih : "the producer or generator of all," or

Agre nayati iti agnih. Thorefore, etymologically the word Agni means

Vi§nu, and so there is no contradiction in the phrase "Agnih vaisvfinara"

;

for both mean the same thing.

In the above passage of the Chhandogya Upanifjad under discussion,

Agni vaisvanara is described as having the size of a span. How can the

non-limited Brahman be limited by the measure of a PrSdesa or a span ?

To this objection the author answers by the following Sutras :

SUTRA I., 2. 30.

*ft^farrc*sq: || \ 1 ^ l v ||

^rfasrcfc Abhivyakteb, because of manifestation Iti, thus TRSRwp

Asmarathyah, the sage Asmarathya.

30. The sage Asmarathyah is of opinion that Vaisvanara

is represented as having the measure of a span, because thus

He manifests himself in the heart of His devotees in

meditation.—6-1.

COMMENTARY

The devotees who meditate qn Brahman in their heart as having the size

of a span, see him of that size, because He manifests himself to them in

that form. This is the opinion of jlsmarathya.
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SUTRA I., 2, 31.

*TOrf*f?!*T# in i r w\\\

Anusrarteh, because of remembering or meditating, ift Iti, thus.

vwfc: Badarih, the sage Badari.

31. The sage Badari is of opinion that this measure of a span is a

mental device, to facilitate meditation.—62.

COMMENTARY

The size of the heart is that of a span, and as Brahman is meditated

as abiding in tho lotus of the heart, the man involuntarily associates him

with the size of a span. This montal association or suggestion or Anusmrti

is the cause why Brahman is called PrSdeSa Matra, the measure of a span.

This is the opinion of Badari.

SUTRA i., 2. 32.

m¥ffi %$fow\fk ii ? i ^ i w n

?F<l%: Sampatteh, because of lordliness or majesty, *ftf Iti, thus. §f*rft:

Jaminih, the sage Jaimini. fWT Tathg, in his way. fk Hi, because, sfrrfa

Darsayati, (the Sruti) shows.

32. According to Jaimini the Brahman is said to be of the

measure of a span, on account of His mysterious powers, and

because the Sruti, in other passages, shows that the Lord possesses

such powers.—63.

COMMENTARY

Though the Lord is all-pervading, yet He is said to have the size

of a span, because of His Sampatti or lordliness and possessing inconceivable

mysterious power, by which He can appear as such, and this span-body

does not limit or condition Him. This is the opinion of Jaimini. The

reason for this is that there are direct texts showing that the lord possesses

such trascendental powers. As says a verse : fffa> ?rf%3[R?5C Rm^ I

"He is one Govinda whose form is Sat, Chit and Ananda." nsRtsflr 9^.

«ftf«t*nf?t II . "Who, though one, appears in manifold forms." The texts like

these show that on account of His inconceivable power, apparently

contradictory attributes are co-existent in Him. Such as, though He is

knowledge, He appears as having a body, though He is one, He appears as

many, etc,. This will be explained in greater detail as we proceed further.

Though all-pervading there is no "in>pr,oprfety in ascribing to H}at a

limited form.
A 'J 1 ' 1 1
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sCtka i, 2. 33.

twfa W&i, in i \ i w ii

inirafca Amananti, they recite, record or declare. ^ Cha, and. <W*I.

Enam, this, the inconceivable power, Asmin, in that, iu Him.

33. They (the Atharva^ikas) recite a text with regard to Him,

as to this power.— 64.

COMMENTARY 'j

The possession" of this mysterious power by the Lord, is directly

recorded in their text, by the Atharvanikas as regard to the Supreme

Self. Thus in the Mundaka Upani§ad Ho is said to be without hands or

feet, yet seizing all and going everywhere (I, 1. 6). "Ho is said to

possess inconceivable paradoxical powers" (III, 1. 7.) So also in the

Kaivalya Upaoi§ad, 21 : vqif^^ssprft^wfrW "I am without hands or

feet, my powers are mysterious." So also the Srorli says : *nc*k«<t-

wtofWifa: i "The Self, the Lord transcendental, possesses infinite powers"

(Bh&gavata PiMna).

By giving above the opinions of several sages, like Asmarathya, etc.,

it is not to be understood that there is any conflict between their opinions

and that of VySsa. The sage VySga holds all those opinions. They but

reflect a portion of his mind. As says a text

:

Other sages severally take up as their own, a few of the judgments that form

part of the spacious mind of Vyasa and make use of them, even as houses, etc., enclose

portions of space. (Skanda Purfna).

Here ends the Second PSda of the first Adhyaya of the Vedftnta Sutras

and of the Govinda BhS§ya of
r
Baladeva VidySbhu§ana.

)



FIKST ADHYAYA

THIKD I'ADA

May the king of the Devas, who out of His great compassion, supports

this whole universe of helpless beings, be propitious to me : may that

Govinda, Lord of Supreme Bliss, draw my heart towards Him

AdJUkarana I.—The abode of heaven, etc., is God.

In this third P&da or chapter, some texts will be discussed, in which

there are express indications that may apply to the Jiva or Pradh&na, but

which however are to be construed as applying to Brahman.

Visaya : Thus in the Mundaka Upanisad (II., 2. 5.) we find

:

He in whom the heaven, the earth and the sky are woven, the mind also, with all

the vital airs, know Him alone as the Self, and leave off other words, He is the bank

(Setu) of the Immortal.

Doubt : Here arises the doubt, whether the being spoken of as the abode

of heaven, earth and so on, is the Pradh&na or the Jiva or the Supreme

Brahman.

Purvapafcsa : The Purvapaksa maintains, that it refers to the

Pradhfina, because it is the cause of all effects ; therefore, it is more

appropriately said to be the abode of heaven and earth, etc. And it is

very rightly called the Bank of the Immortal ; just as milk comes out of

the udders of a cow in order to nourish the calf, so the Prakrti, though

Unintelligent, engages to bring about the release of the individual soul

or Purusa, and is rightly called the Bank of the Immortal. The word

Atman or Self is metaphorically applied to Prakrti, either because she

gives everything pleasant to the individual soul, or because she is All-

pervading. Or the above passage may refer to the Jiva, who, as enjoyer of

all experiences, may well be said to be the abode of heaven and earth, for

the abode of heaven and earth refers to the things experienced by the

souL Moreover, it is a well-known thing that the mind and the vital airs

(mentioned in the above Mantra) abide in the Jiva and are characteristic

attributes of the Jiva*

Siddhdnta ; To this the author replies by the following

:
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SUTRA I., 3. 1.

g*wwr in n n ii

5- Dyu, heaven. »£- Bhu, earth. *rtfo Adi, eta, and the rest TWH
Ayatanam, abode. « Sva, peculiarly its own. Sabd&t, because of the

word.

1. The abode of heaven, earth, etc., (mentioned in the Mugijaka

Upanisad) is verily Brahman, because the peculiar term used about

Brahman occurs therein—65.

COMMENTARY

The peculiar term designating Brahman is the phrase "the bridge

of the Immortal," a phrase which is never applied to Prakrti or Jiva. The

word Setu translated as Bank or bridge, comes from the root Sinoti, mean-

ing to bind and so the phrase Amrtasya Setu means, "He who causes

Immortality to bo obtained or the Giver of Immortality." Or the word

Setu may mean bridge or bank, and is used here as a simile, that is to

say, Brahman is like a bridge, that thrown over rivers, etc., helps one to

reach the other bank; so He is like a bridge, to cross over this ocean of

Sanisara and reach to the other bank which is Mukti. Therefore, the

phrase "the bridge of the Immortal" being peculiar to Brahman, the

above passage refers to Brahman. Moreover, there are other texts to the

same effect, showing that Mukti is given alone by Brahman, namely,

Brahman alone is the Giver of Immortality. "Knowing Him alone one

crosses over death, etc.," says another text, ( Svet Up. <rfa faf^rsfilF2<?giffit ll

)

The author gives a further reason, in the next Sutra

:

SUTRA. I, 3. 2.

sffolr* II U \ I H II

S9> Mukta, the released, zv&ii Upasrpya, creeping up to, resorting io.

wpfaflH Vyapadesat, because of distinct pointing out, because of declaration.

2. Because it is declared, that this abode of heaven and earth,

is the summit to which the Eeleased slowly creep up—66.

COMMENTARY

In a subsequent Mantra of the same Upanisad, we find the following

declaration

:

When the seer sees the golden coloured Creator and Lord as -the Person from whom
Brahms' arises, then possessing true knowledge, he shakes off good and •evil, .and, "foe

from -passion, reaches the .highest Bimilarity.HMnnd. Up., Ill, 1..3.)

This Being whom the Released reach cannot but be Brahman.
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sutra—i, 3. 3.

TORfifai^^ II t I \ I \ II

1 Na, not TigTTJrac. Anumanam, the inferred one, i. e., Matter. Tfl^-JH*^

A-tad-sabd&t, because there is no word denoting it.

3. The Pradhana is not the abode of heaven and earth, because

there is no word denoting it to be found in that passage—67.

'

COMMENTARY

In the passage under discussion, there is no word describing the

non-sentient and unintelligent Pradhana. Therefore, Pradhana, called

here "tho inferred one," is not the abode of heaven and earth. On the

other hand, words like "omniscient," etc., are found there.

sutra—i, 3. 4.

WJ* ^ || t U I a II

PrSna-bhrt, tho supporter of Prana, *. €., the Jiva ^ Cha, and.

4. The individual Soul also is not the abode of heavea and earth,

because there is no word denoting it, in that passage— 68.

COMMENTARY

The word "not" is understood here, from the preceding Sutra: so

also the clause giving the reason, namely, A-tad-sabdat "there is no word
denoting it." Nor the word Itman, employed in that passage, can be
taken to mean the Jiva only. For the word "Atman" is derived from

the verb VAtati "to go," and means the, All-pervading Brahman, 'primarily

;

and secondarily only, it denotes the individual soul. Moreover, the

epithets like "all-knowing," etc., found in the above passage, are appro-
priate only to Brahman. Therefore, because there |is absence of words
denoting the Jiva in that section, therefore, the abode of heaven and
earth cannot be the individual soul.

The individual soul is not meant for this additional reason also.

sutra—i., 3. 5.

^*i<fon<t li u \ i \ ii

.
5ft Bheda, difference. «jpfan?r Vyapadesat, because of the .distinct

pointing out;. * Cha, and.
.

5. And because the difference between the individual

soul and the Supreme Self is distinctly pointed out, in that
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passage
;

therefore, the Jiva is not the abode of heaven aud

earth, etc.— 69.

COMMENTARY

The phrase "kaow Hun alone as the Atmari" (IT, 2. 5.) distinctly shows

that the Brahman alone is the true Atnian, and is separate front tlio Jiva.

SUTRA i, 3. 6.

imm^ \\\\\\\\\

WUW. Prakaranat, because of the context.

G. The context also show's that the Jiva is not tile abode of heaven

aud earth, etc.—70.

COMMENTARY

The Upanisad opens with the question :— lifting ft$rr^ fltftrt fairer

"Sir, what is that through which, if it is known, every thing else becomes

known ?" (I., 1. 3). This question relates to Brahman, and so tho answer

must refer to Him and not to Jiva.

SUTRA I., 3. 7.

fw*5-n»rf i in I \ I « II

f%«»Rr Sthiti, abiding. f^n*^ Adunfibhy&m, eating. ^ Cha, and/

7. And on account of differences of state of the two birds, one

merely abiding and the other eating, it is not the Jiva that is referred

to here.—71.

COMMENTARY

After having promised that Ho is the abodo of hoavon and oarth,

tho Sruti goes on to say : 5f gin? ggstr Qmm fWR Hi "Tfawnfr l 5pfa«rt

fiFTST ^SRJpf^raKftsfiT^T^ftfct II

"Two birds of beatiful plumage, inseparable friends, nestle on the same tree. One of

them eats the fruit, thinking it to be sweet, without eating the other merely abides and

shines" (Muiid. Up., III., 1. 1).

Now this being, that merely abides and shines, would not have been

Brahman, in that case only, if there were not in tho preceding passage tho

statement that he is the abode of the heaven and the earth, etc For had the

Brahman not been mentioned in this passage, then the sudden mention of

Brahman in this bird-passage, would have been irrelevant. While the

description of the Jiva would not have been inappropriate, for as the Jiva

is woll known, it has been described here. For this reason also the abode of

heaven and earth is Brahman.
Note : Of the two birds, the one that merely illumines, would have referred to non-

Brahman, if the preceding passage (Mund. Up., II., 2. 5) had not referred to Brahman. In

order to make this "bird-passage" applicable to Brahman, it is absolutely necessary to

make "the heaven-earth" passage also applicable to Brahman,

U
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Adhikarana II.— The Fulness is Brahman.

Visaya : In tho ChMndogya Upani§ad, in answer to tho question of

N&rada, the blessed Lord Sanatkumara after describing Name, etc., says

:

"The BhximH ought to be enquired into." Then Narada says : "Teach

me, 0 Lord, tho Bhuma\" Then Sanatkumftra says : "Whero one sees

nothing else, hears nothing else, knows nothing else, that is Fulness

(Bhuman). Whero one seos something else, hears something else, knows

something else, that is the Little (Alpam)" (Chh. Up., VII, 23. 24). The

whole passage is given here

:

FIRST KHAtfDA

* sr>ftft in* sft inmvi *rc$hk arc*^ *kR n\™ ita ifaofe. ^rea 3*1

"tern ft**"5* <tRi Vi ftft ^sn^forj?* \*ft«rr mtfW *i?fw ^rafMif s^raffo"**

qifr^ftqfl

t

wwVfrft ii ii wtfr n?«f^tftfr ^JTf^,?^ *r *CRf^t«f?cK^

jitonfifafcft *rn«r: ^tfarfir a m w^i^^ <nt arcqfafa stare qlt

f%.s=&rc«i*ft8t 5h^?ri H % ii m^fd q#v bih^^ ^w^usi^ *?«iift Jifofo-

wroVm%ft n v ii s *ft tih *r$ifg<n# warwft iff aaT^r ?.t»hk> «^f% ^ am

nB?g<n^s^ hi^i stTt^ft siusft ^nr >j*fts?cfTft orb vm\% *^ffafa n * ii

sfa wt: ^rs: II \ n

1. Ndrada approached SanatkUm&ra and said, "Teach me, Sir.'' He said to NSrada,

"Tell me first what thou knowest already, then come to me and I shall tell thee what is

beyond that."

. 2. Ndrada said, "I know, Sir, the Kg Veda, the Yajur Veda, the Sdma "Veda, and the

Atharva Veda, the fourth ; the Itihasa Purfina which is a fifth book among the Vedas ; the

science of ancestors, the science of numbers, the science of Devat&s, the science of trea-

sure finding, the undivided original Veda and its twenty-four branches, the Superhuman

Deva sciences', the science of Brahman, the science of ghosts, the science of politics, tho

science of stars, the science of serpents and Deva-officials (Gandharvas) ; all this I know,

O Venerable Sir."

3. But Sir, with all this, 1 am like one who knows the Mantras only (I know the

names of the Lord only), but not the Lord. I have heard from personages like your honour,

that he who knows the Lord overcomes tho. grief. I am in grief. Therefore, O Sir, take

me over this ocean of grief." Sanatkumdra said to him, "Whatever you have read is verily

only the name of the Lord."

4. "Verily Name is the (presiding deity of the) Rg Veda, the Yajur Veda, the SSma
Veda, and the Atharva Veda, the fourth, and the rest. All these are Verily Name only.

Meditate on Brahman in the Name."

5. "He who meditates on Brahman in Name, gets freedom of movement throughout all

that region over which Name has her scope ; he who meditates on Brahman in Name (Us£)."

, "Is there something better than Name ?" "Yes, there is something better than-

Name." "Sir, tell it to me."
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SECOND KHANDA

iijnjH vgpft sn^T yfci famft qgM* sMwrasfo =*#fo?nft

^T^gqi^r^r n X n ^fer wft i?fts?cftft «u% niwni.

sr^^rfDr n * n

sfa feflq! OT¥: II ^ It

1. "Speech in better than Name. Speech makes us understand the ]Jg Veda, Yajur

Veda, Sama Veda, ami as the fourth the Atharvana, and the rest. Meditate on Brahman

in speech."

2. "Is there something better than speech V "Yes, there is something better than

speech." "Sir, tell it to me."

THIRD KHANDA

^ u^lsg*i5M% s ajgtT *hst fw<=qfi[ i?^>ftqfaswifft ft *w «r 3qrc%Rt 11 ? 11

srft* wft ^ sft JH?Fr >j«fts«ftRt a?*r *t»wi. *nftfafir 11 ^ h

mz: 11 3 11

1. "Mind is higher than Speech. For when two myrobalans or two plums or two

Haritaki-fmits, arc held in the closed-fist, they are therein enclosed, so are Name and

Speech included in the Mind. When one wishes to study the Mantras, he docs study them,

etc., in Mind is Brahman. Meditate on Brahman in Mind."

2. "Is there something better than Mind ?'' "Yes, there is something better than

mind." "Sir, tell it to me."

FOURTH KHANDA

Rfafsarfa h <w m&t&a&fa 11 t 11 wn: mstusp *fir H^rara

s^ftft <rft wit* 11 * 11

1. "Will (Mitra) is better than Mind. For when a man wills, then he thinks in his

mind, then he utters speech, and sends it forth in the name. In a name all Mantras are

included and in Mantras abide all ritual works.

2. "All these, therefore, have their one refuge in will. Have the will as their Lords,

and abide in will and so on. This is will. Meditate on Brahman in will."

3. "Sir, is there something better than will ?" "Yes, there is something better than

will." "Sir, tell it to me."

FIFTH KHANDA

sn%ft?TTf5r f^gn&fa 11 ^ 11 *rffct uw^irjjt tfe fomscra ijfts^flft «^

wftfarfir ii 3 11

qs:^ sw: 11 4 11
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1. "Flickering memory (Agni) is verily greater than will. For when a man recollecte,

then be thinks in his mind, then he sends forth speech, and sends it forth in a name. In

name all Mantras are included, and in Mantras abide all ritual works."

2. "All these (beginning with mind and ending in sacrifice) have Chitta as their

centre, have Chitta as their lord and are supported in Chitta. Meditate on Brahman in

Chitta."

3. "Sir, is there something better than Chitta ?" "Yes, there is something better than

Chitta." "Sir, tell it to me."

SIXTH KII\>'DA

*wrri wflfNfa ii * ii

*fa to: mz* n i ii

1. "Dhyana is better than Chitta. The earth is in meditation, as it were; and thus

also the sky, the intermediate region, the heaven, the water, the mountains and Divine

Men. Meditate on Brahman in Dhyana."

2. "Is there something better than Dhytfna ? "Yes, there is something better than

Dhydna." "Sir, tell it to me."

SEVKNTH KHAtfDA

W^w*^ w^5** sffaJijpsf fi*rR^ fofRifa ftffRgw^fa n ? ii srffcr wft

ft*Rl\"iji fwRWtrc *jjfts«ftfir *t«ftfNft ii ^ ii

9fR: <sHT3: II v> II

1. "Understanding is better than DhyAna. Through understanding one understands

the ]itg Veda, the Yajur Veda, the Sama Veda, and as the fourth, Xtharvana, and the

rest, food and its savours, this world and that, all this we understand through Under-

standing. Meditate on Brahman in Understanding."

2. "Sir, is there something better than Understanding?" "Yes, there is something

better than Understanding." "Sir, tell it to me."

KIGHTH KIIA1JDA

«rer «ni fwrais?i«ftsfa * *in %RWt«fit i-aiRi**^ b *rci i^rai
*w^ftre^ ifNtfarr ««ffir trfc^pwrar wg<rcfta?sC£T *ifaT f^Rr n^n frafit ^sr

*i?rRr «rf wfa fMrrar vnfo % sfoft f^rsfrr ^T^^i i«R «ifa*R q^rr

*$rfg<n*5tsfer wft wtwjjt «fa «rhot »^fts«ftfir «?Jr *phr Jpftfafa 11 ^ 11

WW: «IT5: II c II
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1. "Spiritual power is verily greater than Understanding. Here in this world, one

powerful man of spirit makes a hundred men of understanding tremble. If a man is

spiritually powerful, he rises to higher planes, rising to higher planes, he serves the

Masters, serving the Masters, he attracts Their attention, attracting Their attention, he

gets Their teachings and gets Their audience ; then he ponders over Their teachingb and

begins to understand them, and act upon them ; thus he becomes wise. By power, the

earth stands firm, by power the intermediate world stands firm, by power the Deva I/oka

stands firm, by power the mountains and Divine men, by power the cattle and birds and

herbs and trees and beasts down to worms, insects and ants stand firm, by power the world

stands firm. Meditate on Brahman in Power.

2. "He who meditates on Brahman in Tower gets freedom of movement through tho

region on which Power has his scope. He who meditates on Brahman in Power." "Sir,

is there something better than Power ?" "Yes, there is something better than Power.''

"Sir, tell it to me."

NINTH KHAXIU

hut^ stfttMr ii h ii

spm: n « II

J. "Food (Aniruddha or spiritual love) is better than power (spiritual knowledge).

Meditate on Brahman in food." "Sir, is there something better than food ?" "Yes, there

is something better than food." "Sir, tell it to me."

TENTH KHAN1U

^ITt HI ^STR^FWHURT giffeff *IT>ft?|i% SHUT

1. "Water (Prana or Spiritual Peace) is higher than food (Spiritual love). Therefore,

if seasonable rain were not to fall, all living beings become wretched from a dread of food

being scantily produced ; while if the fall of rain is seasonable, all living beings rejoice,

saying 'here will be plenty of food. Meditate on Brahman in water."

2. "Sir, is there something better than water ?" "Yes, there is something better

than water." "Sir, tell it to me."

ELEVENTH K1IANI)A

?l5ft *t 3?3wft *p*atn RawggqwwiHfHaqfa ft^qfa 3fq<^fa *n sfir

srftfaRr n * ii

JfSfaTOT: (-firs: II U II

1. "Fire (Indra or the fire of genius) is verily greater than Water (Spiritual Peace).

Therefore, when it pervading the air, heats the atmosphere, people say 'It is warm and

sultry, it will rain.' Meditate on Brahman in Fire."

2. "Sir, is there something better than Fire ?"' "Yes, there is something higher than

Fire." "Sir, tell it to me."

\ II ^fer wi1s5wft ^
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TWELFTH KHAfc'DA

^rcwrt m foil *tp\% srn6i*tgn#fa n \ n ffer w ^tt-wvt«?j?i wurarorare

$fa KI^S STS* II 11 II

3. '"Ether (Umd or the steady light of genius) is higher thnn Fire (or the fire of

genius). Meditate on Brahman in Ether."

2. "Is there something better than Ether ?" "Yes, there is something better than

Ether." "Sir, tell it to me."

THIRTEENTH KHAN1U

*t *r[*mi5?l?js wgn&ft ii ? ii sfffci mm wisjjjf ?fa vmm »pts*<ftfa

a?^ *t«ri^ stftfafcr II 1 II

*t% wtar: <sW3: ii ii

1. "Memory (Rudra or Spiritual Omniscience) is higher than Ether (or Spiritual

genius). Meditate on Brahman in Memory."

2. "Sir, is there something better than Memory ?" "Yes, there is something better

than Memory," "Sir, tell it to me."

FOURTEENTH Kit ANDA

v&n aW^s%pr *rrcng,n#f<t 11 ? ti srffcr war stuiptt »J5 ^topit ^s^cflfa

w^ri spflferfa 11 1 11

Sfn" ^g&T: II IV II

1. "Hope (Sarasvati or the bliss of divine vision) is better than Memory. Kindled by

Hope, Memory reads the sacred Hymns, performs sacrifices, desires sons and catties, desires

this world and that. Meditate on Brahman in Hope."

2. "Sir, is there something better than Hope ?" "Yes, there is something better

than Hope." "Sir, tell it to me.

FIFTEENTH KHANDA

anfrr sra: Jim wift mm ??rfa anift * farr arm} »rrar swft snar • srcr: «rar awr

wfr srewrs 11 ^ 11 sinfr tmrfa s «if «w 5.4 q^%^ jf^jt

farinsrafffanift *ian% ets%ar agtffM i«itftc!ft%arT«ifjft^ 11 1 11

tfft l?5^: II ?* II

1. "The Chief Breath (Prina) is verily greater than Hope. As the spokes of a wheel

are all attached to the nave, so in this Chief Breath are all attached. But the Chief

Breath himself moves, through the Supreme Breath. The Supreme Breath gives to the

Chief Breath all that He desires, (when the Prana meditates for souls to the Supreme)

;

yea, gives to him his very life. This Supreme Breath is verily the father, the Supreme

Breath, the sister ; the Supreme Breath, the teacher : the Supreme Breath, the priest.
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2. "The Supremo Breath verily exists in all these. He who sees it thus, perceives

it thus, knows it thus, becomes the teacher of the highest truth (Ativfidin). If the people

say to him, thou art an Ativfidin, let him say I am an Ativadin. "He need not conceal

it." ["Is there, Sir, something higher than Prdna" ? "Yes, there is something higher

than Prana." "Sir, tell it to me."]

SIXTEENTH KHANDA

*m mi) ftfsrara *fir n \ n

1. "(The Lord called the True is higher than Prana). But he in reality is (a higher)

Atividin, who declares the Lord Visnu to be the True." "Sir, may I become an Ativitdiu

by the grace of the True ?" "But we must (first) desire to know the True." "Sir, I

desire to know the True."

SEVENTEENTH RUANDA

?fir mw> msi ii ii

1. "When one understands (the Good Lord as Omniscient) then one declares the

Good Lord (Satyam). One who does not understand (Him as Omniscient), cannot declare

Him as the Good. Only he who understands the Omniscient, can declare the Good.

This Omniscient, however, we must desire to understand." "Sir, I desire to understand

the Omniscicnti"

EIGHTEENTH KHANDA

wft fafrsm *fa ii ? ii

*cqeK?i: mz: II *e II

1. "When one realises Him as the Thinker, then one knows Him as Omniscient.

One who does not so realise cannot understand Him as Omniscient. Only he who
knows thus understands the Omniscient. This Thinker, however, we must desire to

understand." "Sir, I desire to understand the Thinker."

NINETEENTH KHANDA

*rt % *i^i?4*j i# qi«i^ n# h& *rer ftfSwfajsjtft *t«i *riq>

ftfasris tf?r lit II

5^*>lfsffl: ms: ii ii

1. "When one knows Him as Holy, then one knows Him as Thinker. One who does

not know Him as Holy, cannot know him as Thinker. Only Ho who knows Him as

Holy, can know Him as Thinker. This All-holy, however, we must desire to understand."

"Sir, I desire to understand the All-holy."

TWENTIETH KHANDA
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1. "When one knows Him as firm, then one believes Him holy. One who has no

knowledge of His firmness, cannot believe Him as holy. Only he who knows Him as

firm, believes Him as holy. This firm Lord, however, we must desire to understand."

"Sir, I desire to understand the firm One."

TWKNTY-PrRST RWANDA

jrt % tfiitew faferefa ir?f*r ftfar&fr ftfkgfa -jfci^f frfsmfoaAft ?ft

wrisft ftftsra *fit it ? n

II \\ II

1. "When one knows Him as Creator, he knows Him as having firmness. The man

who does not know Him as Creator, can never know Him as having firmness. He alone

knows Him as firm, who knows Him as Creator. The Creator, therefore, should one

desire to know." "Sir, I desire to know the Creator."

TWKNTY-SECOND KIIAXIU

j^t % 5p#s«t *fidft a«^r *dfr ggJN 5fs--fr ^Orf^ g# ftfaaifa-

£1%: mz: II ^ II

1. "When one knows Him as Pleasure, He knows Him as the Creator, he who docs

not know Him as Pleasure, does not know Him as Creator. Eealising Him as Pleasure

alone, one knows Him as Creator. This Pleasure, however, we must desire to understand."

"Sir, I desire to understand Pleasure."

TWKNTY-THMI) KHAyi)A

sfa i m% faNuS sRi ii \ ii

wfflSfv: «sW3: II *3 II

"1. "He who is the Lord Niirityana called the Infinity is the real pleasure, without

the grace of the Infinity (Bhflman) there is no pleasure for the finite (though Muktas).

The Bhflman alone is the Sukham. One must, therefore, enquire into Bhflman." "Sir,

I desire to understand Bhflman."

TWHNTY-FOURTH KHANDA

w ^^flftfrr ^ffcsrHrft g jjjrrs«i ^r^mw^q'towifcrRTft

«ft "k »jjtr mux** a mi: ERfa^ ufota xft irfffar nfc. m n

*f5«ftfit ii ? ii it swfa* iftJtcqi^^ sfof^jf mum ^snpiwrcijflfa iisStf

jfit wns: II II

1. "Without being permitted by whom, one does not see anything else, does not hear

anything else, does not understand anything else, He is the Bhflman. But where one

sees a thing under the control of something else, or hears it such, or understands it such,

that is the Limited. He who is the Infinite, He is verily the Immortal. But that which
is the Limited that is the Mortal." "Sir, in what does this Infinite rest ?" "In His
own glory, or perhaps not even there."

2. "Cows and horses in this world are said to be glorious, so also elephant and gold,

slaves and wives, fields and houses. But I do not mean any such glory." Thus said

SanatkumAra, "I said something different from any worldly glory."
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TWENTY-FIFTH KHANDA

ssSftft a it <w t^%4 «tf ftnRaie»Kftq?<Bi?te ^rr^nf^na*? wrra??: s

^ns HTfrr 5n=q b% sffts wreid *rawr*i ^swursai ft$<«ra^#s^R?feiT *tTf?^r

1. "He indeed is below, above, behind, before, right and left,—this Ho indeed is Full.

Now the teaching regarding Him called as "I.'* The "I" is below, the "I" is above, the

'I" is behind, the "I" in before, the "1" is on tho right, the "I" is on the left, the "1"'
is

verily the Nearest and the Full.

2. "Next follows the teaching regarding Him as the Atman. The Atman is below,

the Atman is above, the Atman is behind, the Atman is before, the Atman is on the right,

the Atman is on the left, the Atman alone is the Nearest and the Full. He who sees Him
thus, understands Him thus, thinks Him thus, he always thinks the Atman to be the

highest; he sports in the Atman, he unites with the Atman, has the Atman for his joy,

and comes directly under the rule of the Atman. For him there is freedom of movement
in all the worlds. But those who understand Him differently, live in worlds which are

perishable, and are under inferior rulers, for them there is no freedom of movement in all

the worlds."

TWENTY-SIXTH KUASQ\

a«f f «rr <?a&? T**r5T i4 H^re#i f^Ret ^n?»mt mm *n?*nt sTuns?**:?**

fMrwn?<rat sqrsrmriRrfawnewT: nffifr w nm<$t **r»nwt srmr?^ T«it

3TTc»T3: JfiWlfcwict slfaft II ? II *sfVt ST TWT 3?3 <Wfa * <W sffa

®mf& sra^ sr T^q: T^^fir ^frmtfa nkut s «?*«rr ft>*T »**fir q^r mn
Wl %r js&iiFW ^t: W55* W 3$«1 Qmifk 1 t>*flf%<r«R5«T S^fc;: g^g^ft

*fir <t5t%: m%: ii U ii

1. For the released soul which sees thus, which thinks thus, which understands

thus, there is the vision of how tho Chief Prana comes out of the Atman, how the Hope

comes out from the Atman, how the Steady Memory comes out of Him. How the Ether

comes out from the Atman, the Fire from the Atman, the Water from the Atman, the ap-

pearance and the disappearance of the worlds from the Atman, Food from the Atmam, Power

from the Atman, Understanding from the Atman, Meditation from the Atman, Unsteady

Memory from the Atman, the Will from the Atman, the Mind from the Atman, the Speech

from the Atman, the Name from the Atncan, the Mantras from the Atman, the Karmas from

the Atman, verily the released soul sees how all this universe comes from the Atman alone.

15
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2. "There is this verse about it: The released soul does not see death, nor illness,

nor pain.' The released soul sees everything and obtains everything, everywhere.

He becomes one, he becomes three, he becomes five, he becomes nine, and it is said he be-

comes eleven as well, nay, he becomes one hundred and eleven, and one thousand and

twenty.

"Eight doctrine leads to right thinking. Eight thinking conduces to firm meditation.

When meditation is firm, all tics are loosened completely, through the grace of the Lord."

To the sage Nnrada, with his faults all rubbed out, the great Teacher Sanatkumfira

shows the other side of darkness. Sanatkumfira is called the (treat Warrior, yea, he is

called the Great Warrior.

The word Bhuman hero does not denote numerical largeness, but

pervasion in the shape of fulness. For the text contrasts this Bhuman

with Alpam or small, or little, a word denoting quantity and not number,

for it says : "Where one sees something else, that is the Little." There-

fore, the contrasted term must possess attributes opposite of "little,"

namely, "muchness" or "fulness."

Doubt : Here arises the doubt. Is this Bhuman, Pntna or Visnu?

Fiirvapakm : The Piirvapaksin maintains that the term Bhuman
means the Breath or Prana which is the topic immediately preceding it.

Says the Sruti : "The Prana is better than Hope." After this there is no

question and reply. Therefore, Prana is the Bhuman. And Prana here

means the individual soul, which is always associated with breath, or

Prana. And Prana also here does not mean the modification of air merely,

but the Jiva. For the section commences with the declaration, "the

knower of Atman (Jiva) crosses over grief" and ends with the conclusion,

"all this is of the Atman (Jiva)." The whole section treats of the indivi-

dual soul, therefore, the Bhuman, occurring in the middle of the section,

must refer to the Jiva. Moreover, the phrase "where one sees nothing else,

etc.," is perfectly relevant witli regard to the Jiva, for in dreamless sleep

(Susupti), when all the senses are absorbed in the Prana, thero is no

seeing, etc. The statement that Bhuman is bliss, is also appropriate to the

Jiva, for in Susupti one is in bliss, as ho says on awakening, "I slept

very happily." The whole section lias thus determined the Jivfitman,

therefore this Bhuman must bo construed as applying to the Jiva.

Siddkuiita : To this objection the author answers by the following

Siddhanta Sutra.

StTEA I, 3. 8.

^fi wmmgftm^ ii n ^ i c ii

H*TF Bliuma, the Full (is Brahman). S^RIS; SamprasSdat (because of

being greater) than the vessel of graco. The Jiva is called SamprasSda,

because it is the peculiar object of grace (PrasSda) on the part of the Lord, or
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Sarnpras&dfit may mean "because possessing great joy and serenity." sift Adlii,

greatest, highest, [above. w\m<l. Dpado^t, because of the teaching. The

Bhuma is taught to be higher than the Jiva, the vessel of grace, i. c, the

Bhiima is higher than even the Mukta Jiva.

8. The Bhaman is Brahman, because it is taught as possessing

highest joy, and being above all.— 72.

OR

8. Because the scripture teaches that the Bhuman is greater than the vessel of grace

(the Jiva)
; therefore, the Bhu.man is not the human soul.—72.

Note : The Bhitman is not Jiva, because it is taught as higher than Samprasada or

the Released Soul. The Sutra may also bo translated as, ''The Bhuman is not Jiva, because

it has Samprasa'da or excessive serenity, and because it is taught as Adhi or the highest."

(.'OMMKXTAItY

The Lord Visnu is this Bhuman and not the human soul, the com-
panion of Prana. Why ? Because it is expressly taught to possess the

highest joy (which the Jtva has not). The Bhuman text says, "That

which is Bhuman is verily joy." Thus this Bhuman is immense joy,

(Vipulasukha), and, moreover, it is taught as the last of the scries, and

therefore it is the highest or Adhi of all. (Tints one meaning of tlio Sutra

is. that Bhuman is Brahman, because it is taught as the last of the series

and therefore it is above all and because it has excessive joy). Or the

Bhuman is Brahman, because in Chhandogya Upani^ad, VIII, 3. 4., it is

expressly taught to be greater than the Sampras&da or the vossel of grace

or the Jiva) the companion of l'rftna.

We give that passage here :

Now. that Released Jiva (SamprasSda) after having risen from out this body, reaches

the Highest Light, and appears before its True Form who is the Atman.—Thus he spoke

when asked by his pupils. This (Stman or Visnu) is the Immortal, the Fearless, this is

Brahman, and of that Brahman the name is the True Satyam. (Chh. Up., VIII, U. 4.)

Note : Compare :

5i w q^fer ^^iHJwwr: sftfotf snfafotf fn^® wfe^ ^ftvtf- g ^

Thus does that Released Jiva (Samprasfida), after having risen out from this body,

reaches the Highest Light ; and appears before its Own Form, who is the Highest Spirit.

He moves about there laughing, playing, and rejoicing, be it with women, carriages, or
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relatives, never being conscious of persons near him (so great is his ccstacy). As the

charioteer is appointed to the carriage so is the Prana appointed in this body. (Chh. Up.,

VIII, 12. 3).

The sense is this. The scripture has first taught a series of beings

beginning with Name and ending Avith Prima, and then says, "Prana

then is all this. He who sees this, perceives this, and understands this,

becomes an Ativadin." Thus tho knower of Prana is called an Ativadin.

But the scripture then describes a higher Ativadin, when it says, "But in

reality he is an Ativadin who declares the Highest Being to be the True

(Satya)." Now this Ativadin of the True, is different from the Ativadin

of the rrSna, because the word "but" introduces a new topic. It serves

to sot aside the meditation on Prana, and teaches that the highest Ativadin

is lie who declares tho Truo to be tho Highest Being. The True is here

Visnu, and it (True) being mentioned as separate from Prana, the Bhuman

which refers to the Truo, must also be different from the Jiva and Prana.

This Bhuman is not only something different from Prana, but greater

than it. Had Prana been the Bhuman, then the instruction that

it is higher than Prana becomes absurd. This Bhuman is taught as

something greater than Name up to Prana : therefore, it must bo different

from Prana (and the series below it). Since every one of tho series is

greater than the one preceding it ; thus Speech is greater than Name,

and so on ; therefore, the True is greater than Prana, and consequently

Bhfiman is also greater than Prana, for tho teaching about Prana precedes

tho teaching about Bhuman. Moreover, the word Satya is a well-known

term applied to the Supreme Brahman Visnu. Such as "the Truo, the

knowlodge, tho infinite is Brahman." (Taitt. Up.) "Wo meditate on tho

highest Satya."

In the phrase "Satyena Ativadati," the force of tho third case in

Satyena is that of Hetu that is, he declares the Highest truth, for the sake

of tho True, or the Suprome Self. The meditation on Prana is higher than

meditation on Name up to Hope, therefore, the person who thus meditates

on Prana is called an Ativadin, he is an Ativadin compared with those

below him. But the meditation on Vi§nu being superior even to that on

Pr£na
; therefore, ho who meditates on Vi§nu is the real Ativadin. Thus it

is clear that an Ativadin by Prana is inferior to the Ativadin by the True.

For the same reason, the pupil entreats, "Sir, may I be an Ativadin with

the True" : and the teacher replies, "But we must desire to know

the True."

The objection raised by the Purvapaksjn that in the Chhandogya text

there is no question and answer as to something greater than Prana,

and therefore, the Ativadin by the True is the same as the Ativadin

by the Prana, (and the instruction about the Atman must be supposed

to come to an end with the instruction about the Prana) is not a proper
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objection. The reason for this is, that we do not find that the Ativadin by

the True is the same as the Ativadin by the Pr&na. It may be asked why

does not the pupil ask the question whether there is any thing greater

than Prana. To this wo reply that the reason is this : With rogard to

the non-sentient objects extending from name to hope—each of which

surpasses tho preceding one, in so far as it is raoro beneficial to man—the

teacher does not declaro that ho who knows them is an Ativadin ;
when,

however, ho comes to the individual soul, there called Prana, tho know-

ledge of whose true nature he considers highly beneficial, ho expressly

says that, 'he who sees this, notes this, understands this, is an Ativadin'

(VII, 15. 4.) The pupil, therefore, imagines that the instruction about

the self is now completed, and hence asks no further question. Tho

teacher, on the other hand, holding that even that knowledgo is not tho

highest, spontaneously continues his teaching and tells the pupil that the

knowledge of the true nature of Sri Visnu, who is called the True, is the

highest knowledge ; and absolutely beneficial for man ; and he only is an

Ativadin, who proclaims tho supremely and absolutely beneficial beiDg,

namely, Sri Visnu who is also called tho True, that is the Highest Brahman.

On this suggestion the pupil desirous to learn tho true nature, worship,

and means of worship, entreats the teacher, saying, "Sir, may I become

an Ativadin by the True ?"'

The opponent says, the objection has been raised that in the opening

passage tho word Atman has been used, and therefore in the concluding

passage also, the same Atman, that is to say, tho individual soul, the

associate of Prana, is meant. This objection is not valid. The word

Atman principally means the Supreme Self, and not the Jiva Atman or

the individual self.

That Atman does not mean the individual self is proved by the

subsequent passage also where it is said that from the Atman arises the

Prana, etc. If Atman meant the individual self, then the above statement

would bo incorrect, for Prana does not arise from tho individual self,

but from Brahman. This being so, the subsequent statement "where

one sees nothing elso, hears nothing else, understands nothing else, that

is the Bhuman," becomes valid, for we understand that this applies to the

Supreme. For when one perceives the Bhuman, he at that time fails

to see and perceive anything else, for when one is plunged in the infinity

he cannot have any consciousness of the finite. You cannot say that the

ecstasy, which one feels, when one realises the Bhuman is the joy of

dreamless sleep, and that where one sees nothing else, hears nothing else,

understands nothing else, refers to tho dreamless sleep called Sugupti.

For the consciousness of Susupti and the little joy that one feels in it,

is infinitely inferior to the self-forgetfulness in Bhuman, and the bliss
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of its presence. To say that the individual self, iu the stato of Susupti,

is the Bhiiman is simply ridiculous. Therefore, the Lord Visnu alone

is the Bhiiman of the passage of the Chhiindogya Upanisad under

discussion.

SITKA i., 3 9.

Dharma, qualities, attributes. 3^%: Upapatteh, because of the reason-

ableness, because of the suitability. ^ Cha, and.

9. Because the attributes ascribed to Bhiiman are suitable with

regard to Brahman only.— 73.

COMMENTARY

The attributes which are ascribed to this Bhvman arc suitable only

with regard to tho Supreme Brahman, Lord Visnu, and are applicable to

nobody else. Thus : "That which is Bhiiman is verily the Immortal

(VII, 24 ].)." shows that Bhiiman possesses innate immortality. It has

innate power of self-supporting. As says the text : "Sir, in what does

the Bhiiman rest ?" "In its own greatness" is the reply. This Bhiiman is

the refuge of all, as we learn from tho toxt : "The Self is below, above,

behind, before, right and left." This Bhiiman is the cause of all, for

says the toxt : "The Prima springs from the Self, Hope springs from

the Self, Memory springs from tho Self ; so do Ether, Fire, Water, etc."

Therefore, Bhiiman is Brahman and nothing else.

Adhikarana. III.—The Imperishbale is God.

Visaya : We read in the Byhad&ranyaka (III, 8. 6. 8.) :

6. She said : "O YajoavaHcya I That which is above the heaven, and below the
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earth, which is between the heaven and earth, which is in the past, present and future,

in what is that woven, as warp and woof?"

7. He replied : "O Gilrgi I That which is above the heaven and below the earth,

which is also between the heaven and the earth, which is in the past, present and future,

that is woven as warp and woof in the 5M§a."
"In what then is the ether woven like warp and woof ?"

8. Yajfiavalkya replied, "0 Gdrgi, the Brahmanas call this the Aksara (the Imperish-

able). It is neither coarse nor fine, neither short nor long, neither red (like fire) nor fluid

(like water) ; it is without shadow, without darkness, without air, without ether, without

attachment, without taste, without smell, without eyes, without ears, without speech,

without mind, without light (vigour), without a breath, without a mouth (or door), without

measure, having no within and without, it devours nothing, and no one devours it."

Doubt : Here arises this doubt : What is this Aksara or the Imperishable

of this passage V Does it denote Pradhana or matter ? Or Jiva, the

individual soul, or Brahman, the Supreme ?

Pnrvapakm : The Aksara here is ambiguous, and may denote any one

of the above three, as it is used in that sense in Mundaka Upanisad, I., 1. 5.,

etc.

Siddkdnta : To this Badarjiyana replies, by the following Sutra, declaring

that the Imperishable is Brahman.

sitha r., 3. 10.

TO«FTOn|fh II \\ \ \\ ° II

sr^KT Aksaram, the imperishable : the Brahman. wcrat Ambaranta,

end of space or ether, or up to ether. Dhrteh, because of supporting.

10. The Imperishable, referred to in Brhadiiranyaka Upanisad, III,

8. 11., is the Supreme Brahman, because we find it declared in this

passage that He supports even that which is the end of ether (or every

thing up to ether).— 74.

(.'OJLMENT.VRY

The Aksara or the Imperishable is the Supreme Brahman, because

the text declares that He supports that which lies beyond ether, namely,

the unevolved matter or Avyakrta. Since this Imperishable supports

even the Akslsa or ether, and every thing below it, He must be Brahman.

But even PradhSna supports every thing up to ether, because it is

the cause of all the modified objects in the universe, and so the Imperish-

able may be Pradhftna *, or it may refer to the Jiva, which is the support

of all non-intelligent objects that it experiences or enjoys. To this doubt

the author answers by the next Sutra

:
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SUTRA I., 3. 11.

at ^ mwm^ in m u n

Sa, that, namely, the quality of supporting every thing up to space or

ether. ^ Cha, and, swrcwra. Prasasanat, because of the command.

11. This supporting must refer to Brahman, because the text

says that it is through command that such supporting takes

place.— 75.

COMMENTARY

The supporting of every thing up to space, can only be in Brahman

alone, because the text says that it is by command alone that such sup-

porting takes placo, and such Supremo command cannot bolong either

to Pradhana or to Jiva. The following text shows the commaud :

<weq *rwr jtots^ Tiffi qpjT^ra^ f^tr fire-r <wer i\ *rw*T s^re^Tif^

gmrrfraft fapt firea w=jj ito st*ira% »nf»T ffim gspf ^usuni&rraT tist

TO'O'flfel JJ3WH ^ ft^S5RIT?RlTJ n 4 II

9. "By the command of that Aksara (the imperishable), 0 G£rgi, sun and moon stand

apart. By the command of that Aksara, O Gtfrgi, heaven and earth stand apart. By the

command of that Aksara, O Gargi, what are called moments (Nimcsa), hours (Muhftrta),

days and nights, half months, months, seasons, years, all stand apart. By the command of

that Aksara, O Gargi, some rivers flow to the East from white mountains, others to the

West, of to any other quarter. By the command of that Aksara, O Gilrgi, men praise

those who give, the gods follow the sacrificer, the father, the Darvi-ofTcring."

Now this supporting every thing by one's mero will and command

is impossible in tho caso of Pradh&na, which being non-intelligent can-

not give any command, nor does any bound Jiva can give this command

nor any Mukta Jiva also.

8VTRA I., 3. 12.

3T«T Anya, another, Bhava, nature, *q\>fc: VySvrtteh, on account

of the exclusion. ^ Cha, and.

12. The Imperishable is not Pradhana nor Jtva, because in the

same text we find description of attributes which would exclude

another nature than Brahman.—76.

COMMENTARY.

In a supplementary passage in the said Upanisad, we find a description

of the attributes of this Aksara, which excludes Jiva and Pradh&na, because

they do not possess that nature.
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crsfT <ia^rc 'u«r£B 55*^ T?«ifir«Fr fasrig "*F"2j"«ftsf^ 5? srr^sefisf^cr

(Br. Up., Ill, 8. 11.)

"That Imperishable, O <Tslrgi, is unseen, but seeing, unheard but, hearing, unthought

but thinking, unknown but knowing. There is nothing that sees but He, nothing that

hears but He, nothing that thinks but He, nothing that knows but He. Tn that

Imperishable, O Oargi, the ether is woven, warp and woof.*'

The Imperishable is declared hero as seeing, hearing, etc., and therefore,

I'radhana, which is non-intelligent, is excluded ; because the nature

of Pradh&na is Jadani. Similirly, tlie declaration that unscn by all He
sees everybody, shows that Jfvn is not meant, for the nature of Jiva is not

all-perceiving.

Adhikarana IV.— The Purusa seen in the Satyaloka

is Brahman.

Vimya : In the Prasna Up., V, ?, we find the following :

TO 111 «M 3jq^f% 11 ? 11

L. Next S:iibya Satyakilma asked him : "O Master ! what world does he conquer by

such (meditation) who amongst men unceasingly meditates on Oiiikdra, up to his death."

Ts%frt II ^ II

2. "O SatyakSma ! that which is denoted by <>m is this Brahman, both the higher

and the lower. Therefore, the knower of it, through this vehicle alone, reaches one of

these two."

"h w mm sr-jr^m wsjjt ^p-fsft nfsTHngw^ffr 11 5 11

3. "If he meditates on one measure, then by that meditation alone, after death ho is

welcomed by the Hupreme self, and obtains another birth on this earth. The Devas of the

Rg Veda lead him to a htfman body, lie in that birth endowed with austerity, celibacy,

and faith, realises of the greatness the fruit of these."

"gg? aim^ 11 v 11

4. "Next if he meditates in his mind, with two measures, he is carried up by the

Yajus Mantras to the Antariksa or the world of the moon. Having enjoyed the vast

powers of the moon-world, he returns again."

<w ? ^ s Tp-ircr faft-^fi: s m-rf^-stair mote s w-fRi^ft^surq^c

16
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5. "But, be who understands this Om to consist of three measures, should -with this

imperishable syllable meditate on the Supreme Purusa alone, for thereby he would reach

the Tejas or the Sun. As a snake becomes fully liberated from its old skin, thus he verily

'becomes liberated from all his sins. By the Siiman verses he is carried up thence to the

Satyaloka. There, from that high being, the Group Soul of all Jivas, he gets instruction

and sees the (Supreme in-dwelling) Purusa. To that effect arc the following two

'verses :

5t3W3 * II i II

6. "The three notes become fatal when uttered cither singly or in couples, and without

harmony. But when properly uttered in high or low or middle tones there is no fear

to the wise."

HsppT yamvi T<5%fft ii « n

7. "By the Rks one gains this physical world, by the Yajus the astral world, by the

Stfman that which the wise only know. The knower of Brahman by the vehicle of the

word Om alone, reaches also that which is Peace, undecaying, free from fear, and the

Supreme."

Doubt : Here arises the following doubt : Whether the object of

meditation and the Person seen by one who meditates with three Matras is

the Chaturmukha Brahma or tho Supreme Lord.

Purvapaksa : The Purvopaksjn maintains that tho Person seen is

the Chaturmukha Brahma. He argues : The worshipper of one MAM
attains the world of men, the worshipper of two Matnts obtains the astral

plane, therefore the worshipper of three Matras must obtain the plane

above the astral, namely, the Satyaloka. The Brahmaloka of the text,

must be interpreted to mean the Satyaloka, the loka of the Chaturmukha

BrahmA, and it is here that the worshipper sees the lord of the Brahmaloka,

namely, the Chaturmukha Brahma". Therefore, says the Piirvapaksin, the

Highest Person of verso 5 is the Chaturmukha Brahma.

Siddkdutn : To this objection, the Lord BAdar&yana replies by the

following aphorism

:

SITKA i., 3. 13.

tiflr Ik Rati, seeing. «F.it Karma, object. «Tl^?TT^ VyapadcsAt, on account

of being designated. 9: Sab, be.

13. He, the Supreme Person, is meant in this passage of the

Pras"na Upanisad, V, 2., as the object of seeing, because of the express

declaration.—77.
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COMMENTARY

The Person seen in Brahmaloka is not the Chaturmukha Brahma but

the Supreme Lord. Why ? Vyapdesat—Because there is an express

declaration to that effect : and the attributes of the Person seen apply to

Brahman only. For in the last verse of the said Upanisad we read : "He

arrives at this by means of the Oihkara ; the wise arrives at that which is

at rest, free from decay, from death, from fear.—the Highest." Free from

decay, free from death, free from fear,—the Highest can apply only to the

Supreme Brahman and not to Chaturmukha BrahmL This being so the

word Brahmaloka does not mean the Loka of Brahma but the Loka or

condition which is Brahman Himself: just as we oxplain the compound word

Nisadasthapati, not as the headman of the Nis&das but as a headman who at

the same time is a Nisada. In other words, it is a Karmadharaya compound ;

and does not mean 'the world of Brahman,' but 'that world which is

Brahman.' See the lYirva Mimftihsft for Nisada- sthapati Nyaya.

Adhikarana V—The JJahara or the small is Brahman.

Vimya : In the Chtindogya Upanisad, Chap. VIII, we find the follow-

ing :

I. There is the city of Brahman (the body) and in it the palace, the small lotus (of

the heart), and in that small ether. Now what exists within that small ether, that, is to

be sought for, that is to be understood.

'2. And if they should say to him : Now with regard to that city of Brahman, and

the palace in it, i. e., the small lotus of the heart, and small ether within the heart, what

is there within that deserves to be sought for, or that is to be understood?

3. Then he should say : As large as this ether (all space) is, so large is that ether

within the heart. Both heaven and earth are contained within it, both fire and air, both

sun and moon, both lightning Jand stars ; and whatever there is of him (the self) here in

the world and whatever is not (». e. whatever has been or will be), all that is contained

within it,

*thu% jit t1> a?ftsffrf$i«2ra tfer n v n

4. And if they should say to him : If everything that exists is contained in that

city of Brahman, all beings and all desires (whatever can be imagined or desired) then

what is left of it, when old age reaches it and scatters it, or when it falls to pieces ?
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5. Then he should say : By the old age of the body, that (the ether or Brahman
within it) does not age ; by the death of the body, that (the ether or Brahman within it)

is not killed. That (the Brahman) is the true Brahma-city (not the body). In it all desires

arc contained. It is the Self, free from sin, from old age, from death and grief, from
hunger and thirst, which desires nothing but what it ought to imagine. Now as here on

earth people follow as they are commanded and depend on the object which they are

attached to, be it a country or a piece of land.

9r3R: mm% g% wPtWsm^d vim *i **i?m5wg%i st*^ 1*^ sst^

C. And as here on earth, whatever has been acquired by exertion, perishes, so perishes

whatever is acquired for the next world by sacrifices and other good actions performed

on earth. Those who depart without having discovered the Self and those true desires,

for them there is no freedom in all the worlds. Those who depart from hence after

having discovered the self and those true desires, for them there is freedom in all the

worlds.

Doubt : The question here arises : What is this Dahara AkSsa in the

lotus of tho heart V Is it the material space or ether or. is it the Jiva ni-

l's it the Lord Visnu ?

I'iirrapakm: Tt is tho element called ether, for the world Akasa lias

the we'l-known meaning of ether or space, or it may be the Jiva or the

individual self, because it is spoken of hore as the Lord of the cify of the

body and occupying a small space.

Sitldhdntu : The author replies to this objection by declaring that the

Daliam Akasa or the "small ether" is Brahman.

SITKA (., 3. 14.

W II W \ M » II

W: Daharah, the small, 3^«T: Uttarebhyah, because of the subsequent

arguments.

14. The small ether in the lotus of the heart is

Brahman, because the subsequent arguments establish it to

be so.— 78.

COMMENTARY

The "small ether" is Lord Visnu, and nothing else. Why? Because
of the subsequent arguments to be found in the supplementary passage
of tho text above given. If the ether within the heart did not mean
Brahman, but denoted the elemental ether, then the comparison instituted

in the passage "as large as that elemental ether is, so large is
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this ether within the heart," would be wholly inappropriate. This is one

argument. The next is : The small other is said to be the support of the

earth and heaven, which could not apply to the elemental ether. Nor would

the attributes like freedom from evil, etc., be appropriate to the elemental

ether or to the individual self (Jiva). Tn this Sruti the worshipper is

taught that the city of Brahman is his body, and in a portion of this body

is the heart called the lotus which is the palace of Brahman, and he is

taught that in this palace, in this small lotus, there is the small ether,

and then what is within that small ether that is to be sought for, that is

to bo understood. Therefore, it refers to the Supreme Brahman, because

this small ether is described to be free from evil, free from old age, free from

grief, etc. Therefore, the above passage must be explained by saying that

the Supreme Brahman is to be sought in the small other which is free

from evil, etc. Therefore, the Dahara is Visnu and Visnu only.

sri'UA j, .'i. 15.

*lf^l*af cWT ?i f*PP^ in 1^1 \%\\

i% Gatih, going. *T5?rw|t Sabdabhyam, a word, i.e., on account of the going

and of the word. The going into "ether;" and the word 'Etad Brahmaloka'

=this (ether) is Brahma world. a*rr Tatha, thus. fWt Di/s^am, seen. fefH. Tjingam,

mark, sign from which something may be inferred. ^ Cha, and.

15. Because this' ether is that to which the Jivas go in

deep sleep, and because there is a word connecting this

small ether with the highest Brahman. This is seen in

other texts also, and there is a Lihgani or inferential mark-

in this passage also, from which we infer that the small ether

is Brahman.— 79.

COMMENTARY

In the Chhandogya Upanisad, chap. 8., sec. 8, we find the following fur-

ther description given of this small ether:

As people who do not know the country walk again and again over a hidden gold

treasure, but do not know.

Thus do all these creatures day after day go into that Brahma-world, but do not

know, being carried away by untruth. (Chh. Up., VIII, 3. 2).

The above passago referring to Dahara or the small ether says that

it is the Gati or goal of all creatures, and it is described as that Brahma-

loka. (therefore, these two descriptions, namely, Gati or goal and the word
Etam— that, referring to Dahara as Brahma-loka, show that the small ether
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can be nothing else than the Lord Visnu. Moreover there are other

Upanisad texts which also show that in deep sleep, the soul becomes united

with Brahman:

a§ sV^iTT: ustts aft #m * %: sfft SRqpre sfo II ^ II .W^T m,

^fip^rm gs^f: Rim get ^uip^r h ftp *m ^rm^efTif ?fer n

All these creatures having become united with, the True do not know that they

are united with the True. Having come back from the True, they know not that they

have come back from the True. (Chh. Up., VT, 9, 2, 10, 2).

The above text shows that in other parts of this Upanisad the same

idea, that Brahman is the goal, is seen. An J the word Brahmo-loka

applied to the snull ether is a sign that it is the Lord Visnu that is meant

here. This Drahmaloka cannot mean "the world of BrahmS," called also the

Satyaloka, because it is not possible for Jivas to go daily in th«ir sleep

to Satyaloka, while it is possible for them to enter into Brahman in their

sleep, every day.

sf:TUA j, 3. ltf.

v
J^: Dhrteh, on account of supporting. ^ Una, and. Hft^: Mahimnah,

greatness. Asya, of his, (that is, of Brahmanl 'srfw^ Asmin, in this ; that

is, in this small ether. Wi^i Upalabdheh, on account of being observed or

found or stated.

16. Because it is further stated that this small ether is

the support of the two worlds, a fact which is the peculiar

greatness of Brahman alone, therefore this Bahara nuist he

Brahman.—80.

COMMKNTAKY

In continuation of the passage "the small lotus and in it that small

ether" (Chh. Up., VIII, 1. 1), the Upanisad goes on to compare this small

ether with the infinite space and further teaches that all beings get harmo-

nised when they enter into this small ether, and it further employs the term

Stman or Self with regard to it, and lastly it teaches, that it is free from

all sins, etc. In continuation of this, the Upanisad in VII, 14. 1., declares,

"It is a bridge, a limitary support, that these worlds may not be confound-

ed." The whole Chap. VIII, in fact, is one Prakarana and deals with one

topic. Therefore, when it uses the word 'Vidhrtil}' or 'limitary support'

it refers to this Dahara or small ether. Now because this majesty or

greatness of supporting the worlds, is ascribed to this Dahara, therefore,

Dahara must refer to Visnu; for who else has this glory of being the
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support of all worlds ? In fact, Visnu is expressly stated to be the support

.if all -worlds in other places also, such as Brhadaranyaka Upanisad, IV, 4. 22.

He is the Lord of all, the king oi all things, the protector of all things. He is

a bank and a boundary, so that these worlds may not be confounded.

This also shows that to bo a boundary and a support of the worlds is

the distinctive attribute of Lord Visnu only.

sCtha [., 3. 17.

qftri^ in i \ i ii

5»f%%: Prusiddheh, because of the settled (meaning). 13 Cha, and.

17. And because it is a settled convention to describe

Brahman as ether, therefore, the small ether of Dahara must mean

Brahman.—81.

UOJIMKNTAin

The word Akasa is known to have, among other meanings, that of

Brahman, also ; as we find in the Taitr. Up., IT, 7. "For who could

breathe, who could breathe forth, if that ether (Akasa) were not bliss ?"

Doubt : An objector says : This Dahara or small ether may refer to the

.liva, because immediately after the word Dahara, we find the description

of the Jiva given in the above passage. It says :

"Thus does that released soul (Samprasdda), having risen from this body and

approached the highest light, appears in its own form. That is Self," he said. ''That

is the immortal, the fearless, this is Brahman." (Chh. Up., VII I, 3, 4),

This objection is answered by the author in the next Sutra.

SUTRA i., 3. 18.

w wrok a sft % w*ri^ in i \ i ^ ii

ltara, the other one, that is the Jiva. <RWiH Paramarsat, on account

of reference. Bt Sah, he ; that is, the Jiva. ffr Iti, thus. %t. diet, if. »r Na,

not. *ram*R£ Asambhavat, on account of impossibility.

18. If it be objected, that there is a reference to the other, namely,

the Jiva, in the Dahara passage ; and therefore, it means Jiva ; we

say no, because it is impossible that the epithets applied to Dahara

should apply to the Jiva.—82.
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COMMKNTAHY

Though there is u reference to tho Jiva in the middle of that passage,

yet looking to the beginning and the end, and all other epithets applied

to Dahara, wo cannot say that it refers to Jiva. The eight epithets applied

to Dahara in Chhandogya Upanisad VIII, 7. 3., cannot apply to the Jiva,

namely, the epithets like free from sin, free from decay, etc.

Let it be so. The attributes free from sin, free from decay, free

from death, etc., mentioned in VII, 7. 1, can easily bo applied to the Jiva,

because the Chap. VI fl, shows that the whole teaching of Prajapati refers

to the Jiva only. India had heard that Prajapati had declared that there

is a self free from sin, old age, etc., and so he goes to Prajapati to enquire

about this Self. Therefore, these eight attributes of the .Atmau given in

VIII, 7. 1, may apply to the Jiva, and consequently the Dahara mentioned

before, may be the Jiva. This doubt is removed by the author in the

following Sutra :

SLTHA ]., '5. 19.

im\ ^rfirofowRij muiu.ii
3rW?t llttaritt, because of a subsequent passage. %^ diet, if. snfaqfa

Avirbhava, manifestation. Svarfipah, the true nature ; essential form. %

Tu, but.

19. If it be objected that from a subsequent passage, the

Jiva is meant, we reply, no
; because that passage only declares

the manifestation of the true nature of the Jiva, by means of

meditation, etc.—83.

i'OAIMKN'TARV

The word 'Tu,* 'but,' answers the objection raised iu the first half

of the Sutra. The word 'Na' of the last Sutra is understood here also.

In the speech of Prajapati reference is made to the Jiva, and it is taught

that when tho Jiva meditates upon Brahman, then there appear in him

these eight attributes, namely, freedom from sin, death, etc. These qualiiies

are essentially tho qualities of Brahman, and they only appear or

manifest in the Jiva, when it meditates on Brahman. Therefore, the Jiva

is not referred to here by the word Dahara, for the essential nature of

Brahman is to possess these eight qualities eternally, while in the case of

the Jiva these qualities are to be acquired by him by SSdhana or practice.

In the case of Dahara these qualities are never hidden, whilo in the case

of tho Jiva these qualities are at first hidden by untruth, while later on
they manifest in him. Therefore, we find in the Upanisad, tho statement
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that when it has freed itself from the body and has approached the Highest

Light, then it appears in its own form. Thus there is a great difference;

in the possession of these eight attributes, by the Paramatnian, froni

all eterriity ; and their temporary manifestation in the Jiva. The above

passage also shows, that the Jiva gets these attributes only then, when

it has reached the Highest Person called the Uttania Purusa, the Highest

Light, Parama Jyotih. Moreover, though these eight qualities manifest

in the Jiva, through S&dhana, yet the Jiva can never become the bridge of

the two worlds, and the support of the universe, for these attributes are

the specific and distinct qualities of the Supreme Lord. Therefore, the

Dahara must refer to Brahman.

But if this is so, why a iefercnce has at all been made to Jiva in this

section treating of Dahara, in the passage : "Now that released soul,

which having risen from this body, etc."—ATIf., 3. 4. This question is

answered by the next Sutra.

NUTH.Y i., 3. 20.

«pn*k n \ i \ i ^ <> n

*r«H& Anyarthah, a different meaning. ^ Uha, and. WHJtf: Para-

marsah, reference.

20. The reference to the Jiva made in this section treating of the

small ether, has a different object.—84.

COMMENTARY

The object with which this reference to the individual soul is made

in this section, is in order to teach the knowledge of the Supreme Self.

Tt shows that when the Jiva obtains such knowledge, it also possesses these

eight-fold qualities belonging to the Supreme Person.

Another objection is raised. The text describes this Dahara as

occupying a very small space in the heart, and because Dahara is so small

and Jiva is also small, therefore, Dahara must be Jiva mentioned subse-

quently. This objection is answered by the following Sutra:

sCtra r., 3. 21.

^ <T<£Tf;^ II t I \ I \ Ml
W?<? Alpa, small, fpr* Sruteh, because of the Sruti or scriptural declara-

tion, aft Iti, thus. %^ Chet, if. ff[ Tad, that. Uktam, has been said.

21. If it be said that the scripture describes the

Dahara to be very small, therefore, it must mean the Jtva,

and not Brahman ; we say no, for the reasons already

given.—85.

17
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COMMENTAHV

The answer to tho objection raised in this Sutra has already been

anticipated in the preceding aphorism, \., 2. 7, where it is said that

Brahman, though all-pervading, is imagined to be of the size of a span, in

order to meditate upon Him as having that much size, it is merely to

help memory, that this convention is made, but the Brahman is of the

size of the heart, fn fact, tho text of the Upanisad shows that He is

Infinite and Inconceivable

The next Sutra gives another reason for this conclusion.

srmv i., 3. 22.

igs^pi ^ in I \ I ^ II

^!j'i>W: Anukyteli, because of imitation. wc
«r Tasya, his. ^ Cha, and.

22. The Jfva cannot, be Brahman or the small ether, because the

text says that the Jiva imitates Brahman.— 80.

COM MKVl'AKY

The text of tho Chhandogya Upanisad VI IT., 7. .'>., etc., shows that the

eight-fold attributes therein mentioned, which are eternally picsent in the

Dahara, is acquired by the Jfva through Sadhana, in the shite of Mukti. This

Jfva is describe! in that section as covered by falsehood in ils prior state,

and it is only when by meditation on Brahman, this covering of ignorance

is torn asunder, then are manifested the eight-fold attributes of being free

from sin, free from decay, etc., and it is in this state of Mukti that the Jiva,

by getting the light, of I'arabrahman, becomes like Brahman. The Jfva,

therefore, merely imitates Dahara, and is called Dahara in a secondary

sense. And it is a well-known thing that the imitation and the original

are not the same. As wo say in the sentence 'Hanuman imitates the wind

in swiftness.' which means that Hanuman is not wind but like it. Similarly,

we find in another passage that the Jiva, in the state of Mukti, becomes

similar to or imitates Brahman :

When the Beer (i. c, the individual soul) sees the brilliant maker, the Lord, the

rerson, in whom Brahma" has his source ; then becoming wise and shaking off good and

evil, he reaches the highest similarity, free from passions. (Mnnd. Up., III. T. 3.)

si-tra r., 3. 23.

ifa m& II M \ I \\ II

ffq" A pi, also. Smaryatc, it is traditioned.

23. The Smriti also declares this assimilation of the

Jtva with Brahman, in the state of Mukti, in certain respects

only.—87.
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(.'OMMKNTAHY

Thus in the (Jita also we find :

wsft sra^ ?i 5qnf^ xr ii

Having taken refuse in this Wisdom and being assimilated to My own nature, they

are not re-born, even in the emanation of a universe, nor are disquieted in the dissolution.

(XIV, 2).

Thus this Sinvti or (lita also declares that the Muktas become assimilated

to the nature of Brahman and manifest some of the attributes. Therefore

Dahara is the Lord Hari alone, and not any Jiva.

Adhikarana VI.—He who is measured by a thumb is Brahman.

Visaya : In the Katha Upanisad, U, 4. 12, we read :

srfggmif: s*<ft w^q sricflfa Prefer i fcint HF*13^ 3 a?fr fa^g"^ i

a<l ii ?3 ii

The person (l'urusa), of Die size of a thumb, 'stands in the 'middle of the Self (bod>V

as Lord of the past and the future, and henceforward fears no more. This is that.

That person, of the si/.e of a thumb, is like a light without smoke, Lord of the past

and the future, he is the same to-day and to-morrow. This is that.

Doubl : Here arises the doubt : Is the person of the size of a thumb,

the Jiva or the Lord Visnu ?

rfirrapakm : The Piirvapaksin maintains that the person of the size

of a thumb is Jiva, because in the Hvetasvatara Upanisad, V, verses 8 and

7, the being of the size of a thumb is expressly stated to be the Jiva.

?s: II c ll

N. That lower one also, not larger than a thumb, but brilliant like the sun, who is

endowed with personality and thoughts, with the quality of mind and the quality of body,

is seen small even like the point of a goad.

Ss^tffT Wffifai II a II

7. But he who is endowed with qualities, and performs works that are to bear fruit,

and enjoys the reward of whatever he has done, migrates through his own works, the

lord of life, assuming all forms led by the three Gunas, and following the three paths.

SiddMnta : This objection the author answers by the Sutra, next

given :

sltka i., 3. 24.

ife II \\ \ I ^ a II

*l»*l^ Sabdat, because of the word. W Eva, even, only, srfta: Pramitah,

the measured, the limited ; measured by the thumb.
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24 The limited person of the size of a thumb, described in the

Katha Upanisad is Brahman, because of the word or the epithet applied

to It in that very text.—88.

COMMESTAKY

The person of the size of a thumb is the Lord Visnu alone. Why ?

Because there is an express term or word, in that very passage, which can

apply to Visnu alone. That passage describes this person as Lord of the

past and tho future. Now this epithet : "The Lord of the past and the

future"—cannot be applied to Tiva at all, whose past and the future is

bound by his Karmas, and who is not free to possess so much glory.

But how the All-pervading Lord can be said to be limited by the

measure of a thumb V This point is answered by the next Sutra.

sf'TUA i., 3. 2;").

1^ Hrdi, in the heart, with reference to the heart. =flT^JI Apoksaya,

by reference to. 3 Tu, but. 13s T Manusya, men, human beings. ^fofiKc^ia

Adhikfiratvat, because of the qualified.

25. But the size of u thumb is with reference to the

human heart, because men are qualified to meditate on

Brahman in their heart, and imagine him as limited to that

size.—89.

COMMENTARY

The force of the wold "Tu" is to declare limitation, because the Lord <

is meditated upon in the heart, which in every human being is of the size

of his fist or thumb, therefore, He is spoken of as having tho measure of

a thumb. This has already been described before, under Sutra I, 2. 7,

where we have said that this attributing of a size to Brahman, is based on

a mere metaphor, taken from the size of the heart ; and for the sake of

devout meditation ; and because His ineffable gloiy manifests in the heart

of His devotees in that form.

But tho hearts differ according to the animals, some have larger

hearts, some have smaller ; some are more than a thumb, somo are less than

a thumb. How can it then be said that the person of tho size of a thunrb

is so spoken of with reference to the heart ? This objection is met in the

Sutra by using the word "human." It is the human heart that is the

measure here taken, (and not the heart of snakes, horses and donkeys\

For though the scriptures aro employed in general terms, yet they apply

only to human beings, for human beings alone are Adhikfiris and not lower
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animals. Human beings alone have the faculty of devout meditation ;

therefore, the standard of the thumb is taken from the human heart, and so

there is no conflict

Though the hearts of elephants and horses, etc., may be said to be of the

size of a thumb, yet thoi'e is no conflict here also, for these creatures are

incapable of devout meditation. Though the Jiva also is described to have

the measure of a thumb, it is so done, because it dwells in the heart, and

so metaphorically is said to bo of the size of the heart. As a matter of fact,

it is atomic in size, fur the scripture says that its size is very small.

That living soul (Jiva) is to be known as part of the hundredth part of the point of a

hair, divided a hundred times, and yet it is to be infinite. (Svet. Up., V, 0).

Therefore, the person of the size of a thumb is the Lord Visnu alone.

Adikavana VII.— Devas entitled to meditate on Brahman.

It has been meutioned in the last Sutra, that the scriptural texts

teaching meditation on Brahman are the concern of men, because by so

teaching it can bo proved that the Highest Brahman has the size of a

thumb. The S&stra, therefore, establishes that men alone are entitled to

meditate on Brahman. But this is a wrong view. All those men who are

on the path of gradual release (Ivraraa Mukti) pass through the Deva evolu-

tion, and become Devas. Jf meditation on Brahman is enjoined only for

men, then those men who have become Devas, are not entitled to meditate

on Him. And thus the theory of gradual release would become meaningless,

for there would be no release for Devas.

But Devas are entitled to meditat(i on Brahman as we find from the

following text of the Brhadaranyaka Upanisad (I., 4. 10).

Whoever of the Devas, knowing Brahman, meditated on Him he verily obtained Him,

bo also among the Rsis, so also among the men.

Similarly, the following passage also shows that the Devas worship

Brahman :

*\ \m ^farr 3*r>ffrcTg*fai^ss?m.

"

The Devas meditate on that Brahman who is the light of lights, who is the giver of

life, and who is immortal.

Doubt : Here arises the following doubt. Admitting that meditation

on Brahman is taught regarding the Devas in the same way as taught with

regard to men, the question remains, is it possible with regard to the Devas,

or is it not ?
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Purvapaksa : The Purvapaksin says such meditation is impossible

with regard to the Devas, because they have got no sense organs and

consequently they have got no capability to meditate. The Devas like

Indra and the rest, are verily thought-forms, created by the chanting of

Mantras, they have no physical sense organs. Consequently, on account

of this absence alone, they have not the capability of meditation or the

desire for the possession of such attributes as VairSgya or dispassion,

Viveka or discrimination, etc. Hence the Devas are not capable of medita-

tion on Brahman.

Sidfihdnia : To this the author replies by the following Sutra :

sm'ka r., 3. 2li.

«lf Tad, that; namely, meditation on Brahman. Wfc. Upari, above, namely,

with regard to the beings who are above men, namely Devas. «lfi Api, also

iTOtraiP Badaranyah, the sage Badaranya is of opinion. *F«3T^ Sambhabat,

because of the posssbility.

2(>. The meditation on Brahman, according to the opinion

of Badariiyana, must be admitted with regard to those also, who

are above men, in the scale of evolution ; because of its possibility

with regard to them also (for they also have an organised

body.)— 90.

COMMENTARY

This meditation on Hrahmau must be admitted with regard to these,

who are higher in scale of evolution to mankind, namely, with regard to

Devas also. This is the opinion of Ijord Badariiyana. Why lias he this

opinion V Because the IJpanisads, the Mantra portion of the Vedas, the

descriptive portions of the Vedas, the sacred scriptures known as Itihasa

and Purana, all unanimously describe that the Devas have bodies as believed

also by mankind. Since they have bodies, it is possible for them to meditate

on Brahman ; because the objection of the Purvapaksin was that Devas have

no body, and therefore they could not meditate.

A'ote: It is only the Pilrva Mimathsitkas who hold the theory that the Vedie Devatas

are not embodied beings, but only creation of the Ksis when they chant the Vedic

Mantras. According to this theory, the vibrations produced by the proper singing of the

Mantras create these Peva-fbrms, through 'which theurgic effects are produced. But this

is only a partial truth. The artificial elementals. as these Mantra-Stmic Devatas are,

constitute only a portion of the inhabitants of the Devaloka. There are real Devas also,

real Jivas, passing through Dcva evolution, who arc not mere creations of Mantras.
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Thus the Devas also have the capability of moditating on Brahman,

because they possess body and senses made of celestial mattervnnd they

also are capable of feeling disgust and dispassion (Vairagya) with tlieir

own state, however high it may appear to us in lordliness and glory.

For compared with the glory of God, the Devas realise keenly the sinful-

ness, the littleness, the insignificance, and the transitory nature of tlieir own
lordliness and glory, and consequently they also are capable of feeling

Vairagya. There is the authority of the Visnu Purfuia on this subject :

Oh best of the twice-born, not only is sorrow to be found in hell, but it cxwts in

Svarga also, for the inhabitant of heaven is afraid of the transitoriness of heavenly life,

so the dweller of heaven also is not free from grief.

Therefore, Devas also desire to acquire the eternal bliss which the

knowledge of Brahman gives. For this Brfihmic bliss is free from all

taint of evil, and it is an inuneasureable, eternal state of joy. For thus

is this bliss described in the sacred scriptures. Moreover, we find in the

Upanisads descriptions of how botli the Devas and men went to

Prajapati to learn the Brahama Vulva, as the following extract from the

Brliadaranyaka Upanisad will show :

The children of Prajapati are of three sorts, namely, the Devas, the men and the

Asuras : They approached their father Prajapati and dwelt with him as students of

Brahma VidyS. (Br. Up., V, 2.1)

Similarly, in the Chhandagya Upanisad, wo find that Tndra dwelt as a

Brahniachftrin in the house of Prajapati for more than one hundred years :

m% a«ra§N*id c % ^rrftr •rsmg^ra n

This made in all one hundred and one years, and therefore, it is said that Indra

Maghavat lived one hundred and one years as a pupil with Prajapati. (Oh. [Ip., VUl,
11. 3.).

Owing to their having bodies, the Devas, therefore, are also qualified for

meditation ou Brahman.

An objector says : If we admit that Devas have bodies, then there

would arise difficulties with regard to sacrifices, for it is impossible for

one limited corporeal entity to be simultaneously present at many places

of sacrifices, when he is invoked simultaneously by all his worshippers.

Therefore, sacrifices become useless, for an embodied Deva, like Indra,

cannot be present simultaneously in all the places of worship, where he is

invoked. To this objection the author gives the following answer :

si*tb.v i , 3. 27.
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fitW: Virodhah, contradiction, wffli Karmani, with regard to work, with

regard to sacrifices, ifil Iti, thus. Chet, if. «r Na, not. Aneka,

many (bodies). Pratipatteh, because of the assumption, sfcna. DarSa-

nat, because of the observation or seeing.

27. If it be objected that a Deva cannot be an embodied

beins?, for then his presence at many sacrifices simultaneously

would be impossible : we reply, no
; because it is observed (that many

bodies can be assumed by spiritual entities, for simultaneous appearance

in different places).—91.

COM MKSTAHY

Even if we admit that Devas have a body, yet this would not. contra-

diet the- performance of sacrifices ; because great masters of occult forces

have the power of creating many bodies, and simultaneously appearing at

distant places. Such were the Yogis Saubhari, etc.

Says an objector : "Admitting that for the reason given in this Sutra,

there may arise no difficulty as regards sacrifices, for those who hold

the view that Devatas have got bodies, but then arises another difficulty.

Tt relates to the words of which the Veda consists. If words like Tndra,

etc., refer to embodied beings, then when these beings are not in existence

then those words denote no object. Thus before the creation of Tndra or

after the destruction of India, there is a period when no Tndra exists. But

the Vedas are eternal, and the word Tndra occurs in it. To what does

then this word refer, during these periods, when there is no Tndia V Is it

not like the word "the son of a barren woman y" ff so, as those words

have no meaning, so tin 1 Vedas also become meaningless. Moreover, in

the Puna Mima?iisa it was established that words, objects corresponding

to those words, and the power of the words to denote those objects, are

all eternal, for a Mimfuhsa Sutra says :

The relation between the word and its object, is natural and eternal. So if

the words like Indra, etc., denoted organised beings, they would make the Vedas

non-eternal.

Sidditnta : To this objection, the author gives tlx; following

roply :

sfTKA i., 3. 28.

^ $t *m-. tor, ^ig*RT«ire II \ \ \ I ^ H

?is?: Kabdah, the word of the Vedas (would become non-eternal) or there

would arise contradiction with regard to the eternity of the word. Iti, thus.

^HCliet, if, * Na, not. *TCt: Ataf), because, from this, from the word being
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eternal. sr»W«l Prabhav&t, because of the origination. H?l?r: Pratyaksa, per-

ception, direct statement, namely, the Sruti or revelation. srSTRP^TT. Anumft-

nabhyiim, from inference, from Smrti, namely, the tradition.

28. If it be objected, that this view would contradict the

eternity of the word ; we reply, no ; because the creation of the

universe is from the word which is eternal. And the Sruti and

Smrti (tho direct statement and inference) also establish the

same.—92.

COMMENTAHV

There arises no contradiction of the kind mentioned above, even with

regard to the eternity of the Vedic words. Why ? Because from this

eternal word arises the creation. The creation of every embodied being,

whether Tndra or a cow, proceeds from the remembrance of their form

and their characteristics, by Brahmft when he utters those words, which by

association always suggest tho particular form and the characteristics

possessed by that form.

Note : ''When, therefore a special individual of the clasB called Indra has pprished,

the creator, apprehending from the Vedic word 'Indro,' which is present to his mind, the

class characteristics of the beings denoted by that word, creates another In Jra, possessing

those very same characterstics
;
just as the potter fashions a new jar, on the basis of the

word 'Jar' which is stirring in his mind. Hut how is this known ? 'Through perception

and inference,' i.e., through scripture and Smrti." (R&mfinuja).

Every Vodio word always expresses a particular typo form, and does

not express any individual (they are all common terms and not Pr per

Nouns). By remembering the particular type f>rms, don>tel by those

words, Brahma creates the universe. For forms (Akrti) are et mal, and

exist in the Archetypal plane, from eternity, beforo thoy become concrete

in any individual form. The Vedas are like the book of VisVakarman, in

which directions are given as to painting of certain forms or pictures of

Devas. Thus for example, it says, "Yama should bo pictured as having a

sceptre in his hand, Varuna as having a noose in his hand." The Vedic

words denoting Devas, like Indra, etc., do not express any particular indi-

vidual of that name, but are a class namo like the word cow, etc., and are

symbols of particular forms, naturally belonging to a particular diss of

beings. They do not denote merely individuals, like the word Chaitra, etc.

Therefore, because tho Vedic words denote eternal forms, existing

in the mind of the Creator, they are not unauthoritative ; and this vi-w

of ours, that the Devas possess body, does not contradict the Mimam-ft

view that the word is eternal. How do you know this ? To this the

Sutra answers by saying, Pratyaks&numftnftbhyfim, because the Sruti and

the SmTti declare it so.

18
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As an example of Sruti, we have the following :

Thus Prajflpati created Devas, etc., by pondering ovor the various words

of Mantra, Sukta 62 of the ninth M;»ndala of the Rg Veda.

Note : We give the Mantra with its word meaning below :

Ete, tliose. w^stt. Asrgrani, creates. lndavalj, drops ; Suina-

drops. Tirah, downward. qf^T, Pavitram, pure, purifying, a sieve.

mm: JUavalj, quick, rapid : another reading is snqf: II f^rtH Visvani, all.

Abhi, towards. flfan Saubliaga, prosperities.

These rapid Soma-drops have been poured through the purifying sieve. To bring all

felicities.

la the Panchaviihsati Bralimana (VF, 9. 13. 2*. and 12. 1. 3), we

find how this Mantra was utilised by Brahma in making his creation. We

read there :

ift ^r?qi: sitit sfa It

Prajfipati created the Dcvas, by reflecting on the word "Ete." He created the men,

by the word "Ant-gram ;" the Pitaras by the word "Indavah ;" the planets by the word

"Tiras Pavitram ;" the songs, by the word "Asuva ;" the Mantras, by Ihe word "Visvani";

and he created all other creatures by the word "AbhisaubhagaV'

Note : The word Etad "this" reminds Brahma
1

of the Dcvas presiding over the senses ;

the word Asrgra meaning blood, reminds him of those creatures in which blood is the chief

life-clement, namely, men ; the word Indu, denoting moon, reminds him of the fathers, who

live in the moon ; the word Tiras Pavitram meaning ' holding of the pure ambrosia"

reminds him of the planets where the 8oma-fluid exists, the word "Asuva," "flowing"

recalls tho sweet flow of music : the word "Visva" recalls the hymns sacred to the Vifive-

devas ; the word "AbhisnbhagaV" meaning "great prosperity," recalls all creatures.

The Smrtis like the Visnn Parana, etc.. also show the same. As the

following :

In the biginnmg Brahma* created through the words of the Vedas alone, names and
forms of all creatures, the manifold rituals of all sacrifices and their different status."

SVTRA I, 3. 29.

*nw* Ataeva, therefore, for this reason alone. ^ Cha, and. Rf^cW.

Nityatvam, the eternity of the Veda.

29. And for this very reason, the eternity of the Veda is

proved.—»93.
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COMMENTARY

Thus tlio eternity of the Vedas is established, because, its words

denote eternal types, (and not individuals), and because these words remind

the creator of the types that he should create. The names like Kanaka, etc.,

do not mean that the Rsi called Katha was the author of the hymn, but

that they were merely the utterers of those hymns, which exist from

eternity.

.Vote : We find in the Vcdas passages like the following :

"Reverence to the Rsis who are the makers of Mantras." Tt does not mean thai any

Rshi really made (he Mantras. Texts like theso suggest to the mind of BrahnnS what

should be the characteristics and powers of those Rf is who would make tho different

sections, hymns, and Mantras, and then Brahma
1

creates them endowed with those

characteristics and powers, and appoints them to remember tho very same sections, hymns,

etc. The Rsis being thus gifted by Praj£pati with the requisite powers undergo suitable

preparatory austerities and finally sec the mantras and so on, proclaimed by the Kathas

and other Rsis of former ages of tho world, perfect in all their sounds and accents,

without having learnt them from the recitation of a teacher.

A further objection is raised. Let it be admitted that aftor each

minor Pralaya or shorter dissolution (Naimittika) the Lord Brahma" 'may

create the bodies of Devas, ete., by remembering the words of tho Vedas

and the types mentioned therein, but in tho case of the major Pralaya,

called the groat Latency (Prakrdka) when Brahmft himself vanishes,

along with all world*, how can then ho create a new world on tho basis

of the Vedas, when the Vcdas themselves vanish ; aud how can we speak

of the eternity of the Veda ? To this objection the author gives the

following reply :

sltba r., 3. 30.

STH Samana, same, equality, Nfima, name. Rupatv&t,

on account of form, ^ Cha, and. Wl^t Avrttau, iu repetition, wheu after

a Mah&pralaya or Great Latency there is a first creation of the world, ^fa

Api, also. Tfa^N: Avirodhah,, want of contradiction. Darfem&t,

because of seeing, because of the Sruti. Sinrteh, from the Smrti.

^ Cha, and.

30. Even in the case of first creation (after a Great

Latency), there is no contradiction (with regard to the
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eternity of the words of the Veda), because the names and

forms remain tho same. As appears from Sniti and

Snirti.—94.

COMMENTARY

Tho word Cha in tlio Sutra is used to remove tho doubt raised. The

word Avrtti means renovation, primal creation after the Great Latency.

Even after a Great Pralaya, thero is no contradiction witli regard to the

eternity of Vtdic words, because the new creation proceeds on tho sameness
of names and forms, etc., as in the preceding creation. In a Mahapralaya

or Great Latency, the Vodas and the typos denoted by the words
of tho Vedas all of which are eternal objects, merge into tho Lord Hari
and b. come one in Him. This morging is in that aspect of Hari, which
is called His Sakti or energy. They remain in Him in a stato of Latency.
When tho Lord desires to create, they como out from Him again, and
become manifest. The creation of individuals is always preceded by a

reflection on tho words of the Vedas and types denoted by them, whether
such rt flection is by the Lord Hari Himself, or by the four-faced

Brahma.

Aote : After a great Latency, Hari creates the Vedas, in exactly the same order and
arrange mcnts as they had had before, and reflecting on its words and types, He emits
the entire world, just as it had been before, from the element called Mahat down to

the Brahmilrida and Brabml He then imparts the Vedas to Jirahnnt and entrusts

him with the task of creating lower beings. The Lord Hari at the same time pervades

the world eo created, as its Antaryamin or Inner Ruler.

A subspquent creation is similar to the past creation : just as a

potter, who makes a pot, by remembering the word "pot" and tho form

which tho word calls up in his mind, though there may be no actual pot

as a mould before him. As is the case in Minor Latency, the same is the

rule in the case of Great Latency. The difference is this, that after a

Great Latency, the Lord Himself creates all elements from Mahat down-
wards up to Brahmftnda, and emitting Brahma from His body, He teaches

him the Vedas and entrusts him with tho task of further creation. In the

case of Minor Pralaya, Brahma does not cease to exist, nor do the elements;

and consequently Brahma* himself creates the universe after every Minor
Pralaya.

Whence is all this known ? The Sutra replies by saying Darsan&t

SmrteS cha, from the Sruti and the Smrti. The Siuti passages are like tho

following

:
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Xtman was alone in the beginning. He willed, may I create the worlds.

He who first creates Brahma" and delivers the Vedas to Him (Svet. Up., VI, 18).

The Creator fashioned the new universe and created tho sun and moon just as they

wtre in the beginning. (Rg Veda, end.)

The Smrti passages are the following :

As a mighty banyan tree lies concealed in the small seed, similarly in thee, O Lord !

as the Great Seed, lies concealed the whole universe, when thou drawest it in, at the

time of the Great Latency.—(Visnu Purana).

So also in the Varaha Pur&na :

The Highest God is Niirfiyana, from Ilim was born the four-faced One.

So also in the Bbagavata :

?ft m q *nft*^ u

He who mentally imparts the Vcdas to the First Sage, Brahms'.

To sum up tho whole. When tho timo of tho Great Latency conies

to cl"Se (and the hour stiikes for a new creation), then the Lord God of

All remembers tho constitution of the world immediately preceding

the Pralaya, and formulates this desiro : "Let mo become manifold."

He separates into its different parts the whole body of spirit-and-matter

which had merged in Him. Tims the enjoying souls and the objects

of enjoyment—tho spirit and matter—come out from him as separate

entities now. After this, the Lord creates tho entire world just as it

had been before, from the great principle called Mahat down to the

cosmic egg and Brahml He then manifests the Vedas in exactly the

same order and arrangement as they had been before, and He teaches

them mentally (not oially) to Brahmfi. He entrusts to him tho task of tho

new creation of the whole remaining universe, from Dovas downwards,

just as it was before. At the same time Ho, entering into the world, presides

in it as its Inner Ruler and Conti oiler. Brahma also, through the grace

of the Lord, gets the power of omniscience and through the help of the

words of the Vedas, remembering the types, etc., creates new Devas, like

those of the previous world-period. Thus the Veda, when it uses the

words like Indra, etc.. refers to eternal types of India, etc., and as these

types are eternal, though the forms vanish at every Pralaya, therefore the

Vedas are eternal.

Thus there is no conflict or contradiction, when it is said that the

word is eternal, for it means that the types represented by those words
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arc eternal. Thus the Devas havo the capability of meditating on Brahman,

sinco thoy possess an organised body ; and since the Devas havo this

capability, there is no conflict in the text relating to the meditation on the

person of the size of the thumb. With regard to the Devas a person of the

size of the thumb is to be measured by the thumb of the Devas, as in the

case of men ho is measured by the thumb of man.

Now wo enter into the consideiation of the question whether the

Devas are qualified or not, for these Vidjas or meditations, of which they

themselves are tho objects meditated upon.

In tho Ohhandogya TJpahisad wo find a Vidya called the Madliu

Vidyfi.

The Sun is verily honey to the Devas, the Heaven is like the cross beam, the inter-

mediate region is the beehive. And tho rays are the sons. (IIT, I. I.)

Hero the Sun is said to bo honey or nectar of the Devas and five

classes of Devas called Vasu, Rudra, Aditya, Marat and Sadhyas worship

or meditate on this nectar ; each class being headed by its chief. They

become satisfied by looking at this honey. The Sun is said to bo the honey,

because he is the abode of a certain nectar, to be brought about by certain

sacrificial works, to be known from the Itg Veda and so on, and the reward

of such meditation as mentioned in those texts is the attainment of tho

position of tho Vasus, Kudras, Adityas, and so on.

Note : This meditation on tho Sun produces the status of Vasu, etc. The point is,

should the Devas undertake this meditation, \yhen the fruit of such meditation is the

attainment of the status of a Vasu, etc. ? The Devas already have reached this status, and

so to them this Madhn Vidya is useless.

The author gives first tho opinion of others, as regards this point

:

SL'TRA i., 3. 31.

*?
v>llf^^T^fw in W \\ \ II

flg Madhu, in honey. Tifaj Adisu, and in the rest vwnfFi Asam-

bhav&t, on account of the impossibility. Tifa fifT, Anadhikaram, non-

qualification, sifafa: Jyiminil), the sage called Jairaini.

31. Jaimini is of opinion, that the Devas are not qualified to

undertake meditations like Madhu Vidya* and so on, because of the

impossibility.—95.

COMMENTARY

According to the sage Jaimini, the Devas are not entitled to under-

take meditations like Madhu Vidyfi, etc., because it is impossible for one

and the same person to be the object of meditation as well as the person
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meditating. Moreover the Doras like Vasu, etc., already belong to the

class of Vasus. etc., and so in their ca«e, tin fruit being already accomplish-

ed, the .meditation is useless. Tlio Dova-? have nothing to gain by such

meditation ; and so they have no desire for this meditation ; for they already

possess that which is the fruit of such meditation. For both these reasons,

Jaimini holds that the Devas are not qualified for meditations, like Madhu

Vidya* etc., in which they themselves are the objects of meditation. He

gives another reason for his view.

SUTRA i., 3. 32.

^frfa mi% ^ n \\ \ \ \\ ii

^%Rf .lyotisi, in the light, in the Highest Brahman, «wra; Bblvat,

because of tho existence, because it consists of. ^ Cha, and.

32. And because the meditation of the Devas consists in

worshipping the Light, therefore, they do not stand in need of any

lower meditation.—90.

COJDIKNTAttY

In the Brhadilranyaka Upanisjad, we find that tin; Devas meditate on the

Great Light, the Supreme Brahman alone, and they do not worship anything

lower. That text is as follows :

Him from whom proceed tho year along with the days, Him the l)evan meditate

upon as the Light of Lights, as Immortal Life. (Br. Up., IV, 4. 16).

Both men and Devas have this in common, that both arc entitled to

meditate on the Supreme Brahman, the Light of Lights. The special mention

that the Devas meditate on this Light of Lights, indicates, by implication, that

they are not entitled to (or rather do not stand in need of) meditations on

other objects than the Supreme Brahman.

The view of the Purvapaksa given in these two Sutras, is thus con-

troverted by the author.

suriiA i., 3. 33.

m 3 in m u ii

*>N*t Bhavam, tho existence ( of the qualification to undertake the

meditations like Madhu Vidya, etc.,) Tu, 3 but. TKttw Bddarayanah., the

sage called Badarayana. iftiT Asti, is, (there is the possibility of such

meditation), ft Hi, because.

33. But Badarayana maintains the existence of quali-

fications for such meditation, because there is possibility of

it.—97.
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COSTMK.S'TAKY

The word Tu is used in order to remove the doubt raised by the

Purvapaksin. In the meditations like Madhu Vidya\ etc., the Devas have

u right, according to the opinion of Lord Badai&yana. Because though

these Devas have attained the position of Vasu, Aditya, etc., yet it is pos-

sible that they may have a desire of attaining the samo position of Vasuhood

or Adityahood, etc, in tho next Kalpa also, and so they may meditate on

Brahman in the form of, and residing in, Vasu, Aditya, etc. For meditation

on Brahman is taught here to be of two kinds : firs'ly, Brahman is medi-

tated upon as effect and secondly, he is meditated upon as cause.

Note : When meditation is on a form like that of Vasus, etc., it is meditation on

Brahman as efl'eet, namely meditation on Brahman as he appears in the form of creatures.

But in the same Madhu Vidyii there is the latter section which enjoins meditation on

Brahman as cause.

The sense is this, tho Devas who are Vasus, Adityas, etc., in this

Kalpa, meditate on Brahman as Vasu, Aditya, 'etc, with the object of

becoming Vasu, Aditya, etc., in the next Kalpa. "When they have

attained Vasuhood or Adityahood by such meditation in the next Kalpa,

then they meditate on Brahman as the Inner Ruh r of Vasus, Adityas, etc.,

and worshipping Brahman as cause, they shall attain release in the

next Kalpa.

Moreover, the words Vasu, Aditya, etc., are not confined to these

Devas, but they denote Brahman also. In this view, the section on

Madhu Vidyii does not teach meditation on Devas called Vasus and

Adityas, etc., but on Brahman, who is called also Vasu, Aditya, etc. Near

tho end of that section we find this declaration, "he who knows this

Brahma Upanisad, etc." This shows that this is an Upanisad teaching

Brahma Vidyft, and not meditation on any inferior being liko the Devas

called Vasu, Adityas, etc.

Note : The worship of insentient objects cannot give PurusArtha (the highest end of

man). Therefore, this Khanda do^s not teach the worship of inanimate objects like the

sun, etc.

In fact, in the concluding passage (Khan^a XI) tho Sruti expressly says that the

teaching herein given is Brahma Viilya
1

and not any lower Vidyfi, for it says, "Let the

father tell this Brahma Vidja" to his eldest son." It further says "He who knows this

Brahma Upanisad thus," etc. How can the worship of inanimate objects give Mukti or

Brahma-pada ? That the whole of these Khsndas relate to Brahma Vidya", is further

shown by the statement made in Khanda XI, where the Sruti says, "In what place He
neiiber rises nor sets" and "for Him there is perpetual day." These are applicable

primarily to Mukta Jivas only. (T us this portion of the Upanisad deals with Brahma
Vidya" only and not with Apard Vid>4 as understood by others). Moreover, to whom
can primarily belong the possession of Yasas—wisdom, Tejas—bliss, Indriyam- lordliness,

Vjtryam—strength, Annfidyam—magnanimity and Basatvam—power, but to the Supreme
Lord ? For says a Sruti "His name is the great Yogas."
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Nor is this objection valid that the Adityas and Vasus, etc., have;

already attained the position indicated l>y tlieir names, and so they have

no objects of desire in this direction left ; and therefore, this meditation is

useless for them. For we find in the world, that the people, though having;

sons in this life, have still a desire to get sons in the next life ; (and conse-

quently perform sacrifices for the attainment of sons in the next life ).

Moreover, the various meditations taught in this Madhu Vidya, are really

meditations on various aspects of Brahman, and consequently Avhen the

Devas meditate on those aspects of Brahman (in the form of Vasus, Adityas,

etc.,) they arc really meditating on Supreme Brahman ; and consequently

the statement that the Devas meditate on the Light of lights only is also

not contradicted.

The following text shows that the Devas also perform sacrifices, etc.

IVajitpati desired, 'let mo create beings.' He saw a pair called the Agnihotra Cthe fire-

saerificer). lie therefore sacrificed when the sua arose.

The Devas performed the sacrificial session.

These texts of the Nruti show that the Devas are qualified to per-

form sacrifices also, why should not then they be qualified to perform

meditations like Madhu Vidya also ? The Devas stand in no need of

those sacrifices to attain any personal end of their own, but they do so in

order to carry out the command of the Lord, and to maintain the world-

process.

Note : When the Devas perform sacrifices even in order to carry out the Divine Will

in creation, no doubt can really arise whether the Devas ever meditate on the Ix)rd or

not.

An objector says : How can Devas be called Mumuksus or a-thirst

after Release, when they voluntarily renounce Release or rather postpone

it, to an indefinite period ? For Devas or even men who meditate accord-

ing to Madhu Vidya, wilfully suffer delay in getting release till the end of

the Kalpa, and take upon themselves the duty of the high offices like

those of Adityas and Vasus ? For the real Mumuksutva is a burning

desire for release and consists in spurning all objects of desire and all

joys
; yea, oven the joys of the Highest World of BrahmS ? How can then

these followers of Madhu A^idya bo called true aspirants after Release when
they wilfully take the by-path of cosmic power ? True ; this is so, but

it must be admitted that there are certain Beings, who owing to some un-

known or mysterious action of their Karmas have to undertake the duties

of world-rule, and because the sacred books expressly teach the existence

19
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of those Exalted Ones, who voluntarily accept, or rather prefer, the burden

of cosmic agents, to the peace of final Release.

This Adhikarana shows that when even the Devas also work un-

selfishly, and meditate through Madhu Vidya, much more should human

beings do the same.

Adhikarana VI II. — The tiudras or child-souls not qualified

to Vaidic meditation.

In the previous part, it has been mentioned that men as well as the

Oevas are qualified to meditate on Brahman, because they have the capa-

bility and other requisites for such meditation. Now this cannot take

place without study of the Vedanta texts, for Brahman is said in

the scriptures "the Aupanisada I'tirusa,"' the Spirit revealed by the Tlpa-

nisads. Consequently the question arises, are all men indiscriminately

qualified to the study of (he Ilpanisads ? To this, the answer ultimately

given is that baby-souls, which are just coming out of animality into

humanity, are not, entitled to study Ilpanisads or militate on Brahman at

once.

In the Chhandogya Tlpanisad (here occurs the story of a king tailed Jfinasruti. lie

was a hospitable prince and profuse in his generosity, possessing many good qualities.

The mighty sages called Devarsis were satisfied with his high-mindedness and, assuming

the form of flamingoes, they How across his palace, when the prince was lying in open air,

on the roof of his terrace, in a sultry summer night. One of these flamingoes, who was

in front, was addressed by another flamingo, who was in the rear, thus :

"Oh short-sighted one, scest thou not the auric light of this noble prince, extending

from his body, high up into the air? Do not heedlessly cross his aura, lest it may destroy

thee." Hearing this the other flamingo answered : "Is his aura stronger than that of

Raikva of the ear ? Raikva is one who is always on his car, making pilgrimages from

one sacred place to another, and thus sanctifying with his aura, all those shrines. He
possesses llrtUimic aura, far more potent than the aura of this mere petty prince.''

The object of the compassionate Rsis was to break the shell of self-complacency into

which this prince had unconsciously fallen, so that he might exert to know the Brahma

Vidya, and might not rest satisfied with the mere performance of charity, though on a

very large and profuse scale. The king hearing this speech of the flamingoes, found out

his inferiority to Raikva, and was distressed in his heart, and passed his night in a state

of restless grief. When it was dawn and the Royal bards were discoursing soft music

praising the king and his many royal qualities, the prince, rising from his bed,

at once sent for his chamberlain, and told him to find out without delay, where was this

Raikva, who was always on the move in his car. The chamberlain, after much search,

found him in a retired spot, sitting under his car and scratching his itches. He at once

returned to the king and informed him of his discovery. The king taking cows, gold and
chariots, went to Raikva, and presenting them to him, said, "Teach me, Venerable Sir, the

God that you worship." Raikva replied : "Away with thy necklace and thy chariots, O
Sadra 1 I*t these cows remain with thee." Thus discarded, and called a Sitdra, the king
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went back and brought more wealth, cows, chariots, ami oven his daughter, as a present

for the sage. But Raikva again addressed him with the opprobrious title of Sudra, saying

"O Sildra, hopest thou to gain this knowledge through these means ?" However, he

relented ultimately and taught the king tho Samvarga Vidya" or the meditation on the

laws of dissolution.

Visaya: Thus Raikva twice addressed the king as Sudra in the passages

which are quoted below in the original :

I. 'I'hereforc .Iitnasiuti I'autrilyana having taken six hundred cows, a necklace, and a

carriage drawn by a pair of mules, went to Raikva and addressed him thus

:

ik n 1 it

-. "O Raikva ! these six hundred cows, this pearl necklace, this carriage with mules

arc presents for you. Teach me, <) master, that Deity whom you worship."

:i. To him said Raikva: "Fie! the necklace and the carriage, () Sudra, be thine,

even together with the cows.'' Then Janasruti, taking again a thousand cows, a pearl

necklace, a carriage yoked with a pair of mules, and his daughter, went back to Raikva.

I. lie said to him : "Raikva, these one thousand cows, this pearl necklace, this

carriage drawn by a pair of mules, this girl for thy wife, and this village in which thou

<!wellest are thy fee. Teach me, O master.''

wmi 3*tra a& f^T^ n '< 11

5. Then Raikva, after looking for a while at the face of the girl, said, "Take away

these gifts, O Sudra, thinkest thou to speak with me through this means ?'' Then Raikva

relented and told him. These are the Raikvaparna villages in the land of the MahaVrsas,

where Raikva dwelt in order to teach him.

Note : This Adhikarana appears to be an interpolation. The question whether a

Sudra is entitled to the study of the Vedas or not has been answered in favour of the

SiVlras by no less an authority than "Svami Dayitnanda Sarasvati, the founder of the

Arya Samaj. lie quotes the ancient scriptures to show that in the Vcdic age, there was

110 such restriction. The condition of the Sudras became worse in the il'urardc period

only. The degradation of the Sildras was preceded by the decline of the Brahmanas, who,

when they lost their inherent greatness, began to rely, more and more, on their

privilege. The honor which was spontaneously given to them because of their knowledge

and wisdom and purity of life, was now extorted by them merely on the strength of their

birth and race.

Doubt : Here arises this doubt. Js a Sudra qualified to study the Vaidio

Science or not, and perform Vaidic meditations ?

Piirvapaksa; The Piirvapaksiu says that a Sudra is qualified to

study the Vedas, for the following reasons : firstly, because every man in
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general, is stated to bo so qualified; secondly, because the Siidra possesses

the capability of so studying
;

thirdly, because the express text

of the Hruti uses the word Sudra, which is an indication that Sudra is

qualified; fourthly, in tlio Buranas and the rest, we find persons like

Vidura and others described as possessing a knowledge of Brahman.

Therefore, for all these reasons, a Sudra is qualified for Vaidie study and

Vaidie meditation.

Siddhuuln : This objection, the author answers by the following

Sutra :

sum i., 3. 31.

P<R Wl^ flWPI. feu \ \ \ \ \% \\

W> Suk, sorrow, grief. H?tf Asya, his, "namely, of Janasruti. ^ Tat, that,

namely, that grief. 1«TR< Anadara, disrespect, the disrespectful speccli of the

flamingo, who taunted him for want of Brahinau-knowlodg?. Sra\anat,

beeauso of hearing. *T?T Tada, tlien. ^^wra Adravanat, because of resorting

to, or going to him, /. e., to Raikva. Suchyale, is intimated, is referred to.

f% Hi, because.

.'54. The reason why Raikva addressed Janasntti as Sudra

was to intimate that ho (liaikva) by bis occult powers knew that

Janasruti was overwhelmed with sorrow on hearing the disrespectful

speech of the flamingo and, therefore, ho had come to him on

hearing such speech.— 9<S.

lOMMKYIUA

The word Na (not) of the Sutra I., 3. 2S, is understood in this Sutra also.

The Sudra is not qualified to undertake A'aidic study or Vaidie meditation.

"Why ? Because JanasVuti is not a Sudra.

Xnlc : The word Sudra is literally derived from two words : Sale, meaning grief,

and Dravati, to go ; because Jiinasruti, through grief, on hearing the taunting words,

went to Kaikva ; therefore, Raikva calls liim Sudra or griff-impelled. The use of

this term indicates that Kaikva knew, by his clairvoyance, the whole incident of the

flamingoes.

When .Janasruti Pautrayana, who was ignorant of Brahman-knowledge,

heard the taunting words ol the flamingo, who said, "Can he be compared

with Raikva of the car ?" He was overpowered with grief, at this disrespect-

ful speech of the flamingo, and be went to Kaikva who knew Brahman.

Thus the use of the word Sudra by Raikva in tins story, does not mean that

Jiinasruti was a Sudra by birth, but that ho was sorrow-stricken. Raikva

uses the words Sudra in order to indicate his thought-reading and clairandient

powers, bis almost divine omniscience. It has no reference to the class

called Sudra.
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Note : This is a very forced meaning given to the word Sudra ; the whole of this

Adhhikarana about Sudras together with the preceding one about the Dcvas, appears

to be an interpolation of some later author. There is a break in the continuity of the

aphorisms, by the irruption of these two Adhikaranas. That they are a digression is

admitted by both Ramanuja and Haladcva. B&lara'yana was not illiberal-minded, as the

anonymous author of these interpolated Sutras ( ries to make him out.

If Janasruti is not a Sudra, and if the word Kfidra is applied to him

in its etymological sense of "grief-impelled,"' then to what class did ho

belong !
J The next Sutra answers this by saying that he was a Ksatriya.

si* Tin i., 3. 35.

"^fal?* Ksatriyatva, the state of his being a Ksatriya, the fact of Janasruti's

being a Ksatriya. ^WT: Avagateh, on acconnt of being known or understood.

^ Cha, and. Uttaratra, in a siibse(|iient passage. Ohaitrarathena,

witli Chaitraratha. RtsTRI Lin gat, because of the inferential mark.

35. That Janasruti was a Ksatriya is understood from the whole

story, because the concluding portion gives the story of a Ksatriya,

Abhinratarin wlto was a Chaitraratha, as is known from an inferential

mark later on.— !)!>.

We learn from the account given in the Dpanisad that Janasruti

must have been a Ksatriya, because he was a. generous giver of wealth,

possessed of faith, was a ruler of a kingdom, which no Sudra is. He has a

chamberlain whom be sends in search of Raikva, and because ho gave

alms, such as, cows, necklace, chariots, daughter, etc. These things are not

possible in any but a Ksatriyr, because these are the qualities of a king.

Thus the opening passage of the story gives us sufficient indication that

Janasruti was a Ksatriya. Similarly, the concluding passage also of this

section shows that he was a Ksatriya. hi the conclusion, where the

Samvarga Vidya comes to an end, we find a mention of one Abhipratarin

who knew this Brahma Vidya. lie was undoubtedly a Ksatriya for the

reasons given later on. In the concluding passage we find that a

Brahmachari begged food from Saunaka, son of Kapi, and Abhipratarin,

son of Kaksaseni. When these two were serving food to others, this Brah-

machari was told that the givers of food knew Samvarga Vidyft. But how

do you know that this Abhipratarin was a Ksatriya and a Chaitraratha, for

there is no express mention of these two facts in the story. To this

the Sutra answers, "Lingat." We know this from infericntial mark.

Saunaka Kapeya and Abhipratarin Kaksaseni wero connected with

Samvarga Vidyft. They were sitting together at a meal which also shows
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that there must have been some connection between Abhipratarin and

Kiipcya. From Tandya Bralimana (20. 12. 5) we learn that ''the

Kapeyas made Chaitraratha perform that sacrifice." Thus Kapeyas are

connected with the Chaitrarathas. fn the Chhandogya story we find that

a Kapeya is connected witli an Abhipratarin. Therefore, the Abhipratarin

of the Clihandogya must have been a Chaitraratha. For it was a well-

known custom iin ancient India, that a Bralimana family was always

connected with a Ksatriya family and not with more than one family.

That the Chaitraratha was a Ksatriya is proved by another text which says,

"from him there was descended a Chaitraratha who was a Ksatrapati or

prince." Therefore, it proves that Abhipratarin was a Chaitraratha and

a Ksatriya.

Therefore, it is proved that these two worshippers of Kamvarga Vidya,

namely, Kapeya and Abhipratarin, were one a Bralimana and the other a

Ksatriya, and with regard to this Sainvarga Vidya they were connected as

the teacher and the disciple. Kaikva and JanaSruti are also connected

together as teacher anil disciple, and as Kaikva was a Bralimana, therefore

Janasruti must have been a Ksatriya. Therefore, it has been proved logically

and by reasoning, that a Sudra is not qualified to study the Vedas or to

perforin Vnidic meditations.

Note : That, (his Sutra is an interpolation is proved by the fallacious reasoning that

will be apparent to every tyro in logic. The argument, adduced in this Sutra may he

thus summarised. Juiiasruti must he a Ksatriya, because Kaikva was a Brdhmana. The

argument that Janasrnti was n prince, and therefore, he must be a Ksatriya, begs

the whole question. It is a historical fact that there were many I>asa kings in ancient

India. They were all Sudras, but all the same they were enlightened and generous prin-

ces, like .1 aiiasniti. The argument that a Bralimana is connected with .lanasruti is no

argument at all. In the first place, it is not true that Brahmauas were not. Purohitas of

Sudras ; .womlly, Kaikva is not, the family (Juru or I'urohita of .lana£ruti. Kaikva was a

wandering l
-
'a<iir, whom .lanasniti adopts as his teacher temporarily only. Nor arc there

any indications in this I'panisad to show that Kaikva was a Bralimana. His epithet "of

Ihe car" is rather curious for a person belonging to the highest easte. Very likely he

was a Ksatriya. for we know from the Upanisads that Brahma Vidya was confined to

the Ksatriyas in the beginning ; and it is from the Ksatriyas that the ISnShmuiias learnt

it. The second portion of the argument is also no argument at all. The section on

Samvarga Vidya mentions two persons of the name of Kapeya and Abhipratarin. But
there is nothing to show to what caste they belong. Abhipratarin is not expressly

stated to be a Ksatriya. The argument by which he is made out a Ksatriya is this : The
Kripeyas were the family priests of Chaitrarathas. A Kapeya is found dining together

with an Abhipratarin. Therefore, Abhipratarin must be a Chaitraratha. This forced
logic, which is simply no logic, is a mark of modern bigotry, rather than the ancient
simplicity of a "Rsi.

M'lHA I., X 36.
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qpfiR Samskara, tlio purificatory ceremonies, tlio saoramonts, the investi-

ture with sacral thread. WtoT^ Paramarsat, because of tlic reference, because

the Kastras say that investiture with a sacred thread is the preliminary cere-

mony to the study of Vedanta. Because of the implication. ^\ Tad, that

ceremony. TTR Abhava, absence. ^fa-TIT'lFT Abhiliipai, because of the declara-

tion. ^ Clin, and.

The scriptures take it for granted that the sacraments

are preparatory to Brahma-knowledge, and with regard to a Sudra

there is a declaration that such sacraments are not possible for him.

—1(10.

I'OMUKXTVHY

In another Sntti we find : "Let him invest a Brahmana at the age

of eight and then teach him, a Ivsatriya at (he age of eleven and a Vaisya

at the age of twelve." This shows that investiture with sacred thread is

a necessary preliminary to the study of sacred literature, and the three

higher castes are only entitled to it. Fn another te\t we find that there

is an express declaration that a Sudra has no sacraments, ft says a Sudra

cannot perform a lire-sacrifice or ordinary sacrifice or sacraments or vows.

Therefore, a Sudra is a diqualitied person because he is outside the pale

of the three castes, because no sacraments are ordained regarding him,

and the study of th<» Vedas pre-snpposes the pejformanco of the sacra-

ments.

The next Sutra further strengthens the view that a Sudra can have no

Samskara.

sn'iiv i., 'M

<R*ircftqMt i in n i ^ ii

Tad, that, namely, the Sudrahood. ^TFT Abhava, absence, negation.

Nirdharane, in ascertainment. ^ Cha, and. Sl*t: I'ravrttoh, because of

taking stops to, because of the procedure.

37. Because Gautama in the legeud of Jabala takes the precaution

of first ascertaining that the latter is not a Sudra and then

he proceeds to invest him with the sacred thread.—KM.

COMJ1HXTAKY

In the Chhandogya itself theie is a legend of Gautama and jabala.

JabSla went to Gautama and said, "Teach me, Sir." Gautama asked him,

"To what Gotra do you belong V He being a foundling, said, "I do not

know, Sir, to what Gotra 1 belong." By this truthful speech, it was

ascertained that Jabala was not a Sudra and Gautama says, "No one
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not a rJnlhmana has the courage to say so." [To thou asks him to bring

the sacred fuel and he invests him with the sacred thread. This action of

Gautama, in first convincing himself as to the caste of the candidate and

then proceeding to teach him after investing him with sacred thread, shows

that a Sudra cannot he taught the Vedus. The word Brahmana used

by Gautama includes the Ksatriyas and the Vaisyas also. This story

of Gautama 'and Jabala also indicates that the sacraments are necessary

before one can study the Vedas.

Nolo : The story of Jitbala and Gautama docs not prove anything of the kind. Jabala

was a foundling and he asked his foster-mother what was his Gotrn, because he wanted to

study the Vedas. His mother said, "I found you abandoned and so I cannot tell you what

is your Gotra. Go to vour teacher and tell him that you are the adopted son of Jabala and

your name is Jitbala."- He docs so ; and Gautama s pleased with his frankness. Gautama

does not test his caste, but his moral qualifications. Certainly according to Gautama

every truthful man ought to be classed as Brahmana for the purposes of Vaidic study.

Sndras, if not liars and possessing high iroral qualities, are entitled to be classed as Brah-

nianas. The Brithmanahood depends upon the qualities of the soul. As a general rule,

the presumption is in favour of a soul possessing BrShmanic qualities, if it is born in a

Brflhmaria's family. The selection of a family depends upon the Karmas of the soul.

But all admit that in this Kali age, there has arisen a confusion of castes. The Bnthma-

jiic family need not possess the attributes of a Brahmana ; and so a soul horn in such

family need not be a Brdhmanic soul. The Sastras say that, if a family follows for seven

generations the professions of another caste, the descendants in the eighth generation

should be classed as members of the caste to which that profession legally belongs.

Judged by that standard many families have lost their right to be styled Bnthmaiias.

srru\ )., 3. 38.

>A<V\ Sravana, hearing, attending recitations. 3T«prsr Adhayayana, studying.

3T*C Artha, object, wealth, acquirement of riches. afifant l'ratisodhfit, on

account of the prohibition. F^fT: Smi'teh, because there is a Smrti text. ^ Cha,

and.

38. The Sarira is forbidden to hear and study the Vedas.

cannot acquire riches in order to perforin sacrifices, and there are

Smrti texts also to the same effect. Therefore, the Sudra is not

qualified— 102.

rOAMIKXTAKY

Says a text : "The Sudra is verily like a biped beast, ho is like

a moving cemetery, therefore, one should not recite the Vedas in the

presence of a Sudra." "Siidia is like a beast unfit for sacrifices."' These

texts prohibit Vaidic study, and so the Sudra is not qualified for

meditation. He is not qualified to hear the Yedas, necessarily cannot

study it or know its meaning or perform the sacrifices enjoined therein.
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Thus by prohibiting the Siidra from hearing the Vedas recited, all these

things are prohibited by implication.

The following Smrti texts also show the same : "A Sudra is not

entitled to perform the fire-sacrificos, nor Yajnas, nor also the study of the

Vedas ; for him is ordained one duty alone, the service of the three twice-

born castes. A Sudra immediately becomes degraded if he studies the

Vedic words."

As regards the objection that the Sudras like Vidura or Dharma VySdha,

etc., had the knowledge of Brahman, and consequently were Mukta

Jivas, we reply that they were born Siddhas and possessed Divine knowledge

from their very birth, on account of the merit acquired in the past life.

They had studied the Vedas in their past lives and so they becamo

Mukta Jivas in their present life without such study oven. Their case

is like that of V&madeva who had also a Siddha PrajM. Their examples

do not shake our position.

Though the Sudras are prohibited from studying the Vedas, and per-

forming Vedic sacrifices, yet they arc entitled to salvation or Moksa, by

the knowlodgo obtained through hearing the recitation of Purftnas (aud

study of books like the Bhagavad Gita, etc.) A Mukta Siidra i» as holy,

as any other Mukta Jiva, but tho differenco is only in the degree of their

happiness.

Note, : This last paragraph is not according to strict BrAhmanism. It is a concession

to the spirit of the age, and is the charter of the emancipation of the Sudra in ancient

India. It appears that there were three distinct stages in the status of a Sfldra in ancient

India. First, he was looked npon as a conquered people, but not with contempt, and not

as a slave. There were many Sudra kings, who were invited to the sacrificial sessions of

the Aryan princes and priests. That was the earliest stage ; when the Aryan conquest of

India was not yet complete, and the Sfldras had a right of hearing the Vedas and perform-

ing the Vedic sacrifices if so inclined. The second stage commenced when the Aryans had

firmly established their rule in India, and were no longer afraid of the conquered races.

In this stage the Sudras were relegated into the ranks of slaves. The third stage com-

menced with the great reformers like Sri Krsna, Buddha, Chaitanya, etc., who gave the

rights to the Sudras to study and acquire Dharma, and get Mukti, through the studies of

Purftnas and Smrti. Practically the whole of India has become a vast Sfldra camp now-

a-days, uneducated, ignorant and not knowing the Vedas. The repressive policy of the

Brfhmanas in prohibiting the Sfldras from studying the Vedas has recoiled upon them,

and the Brahmana class as a whole, is as much degraded as the Sfldra in these days.

Injustice always brings its own punishment.

Adhikarana IX.—The Thunderbolt is Brahman.

Note : The Sutras I, 3. 26-37 are evidently not of Bddarilyana, and they have bee>

clumsily interpolated by some bigoted priest of the later days, for they break the con-

tinuity of the subject. The Purusa of the size of thumb is the subject under discussion,

20
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but some over-enll.'.isiastic friend of Hinduism has introduced these thirteen Sutras to

prove that the Pcvas are capable of meditation and the Sfldras are not so qualified. This

is in direct opposition to the aphorism of Vyfisa who says Manusya AdhikaVatvitt "all

human beings are qualified to meditate on Brahman." That the whole of this is a digression

is admitted by Rfimanuja and Baladcva. The latter says :

Having finished the digression, the author takes up the main topic.

In tho Katha Upa nisnd, wo find this further description of the person of

the size of a thumb :

The Person not larger than a thumb, the inner self, is always settled in the heart of

men. Let a man draw that self forth from his body with steadiness, as one draws the

pith from a reed. Let him know that self as the Bright, as the Tmmortal ; yes, as the

Bright, as the Immortal. (VI, 17).

qfei f**^ nicest sn*i <wfcr fir:gsm i ^gsw % <wf£5^tfi# ^fcer n

Whatever there is, the whole world, when gone forth (from the Brahman) trembles

in its breath. That Brahman is a great terror, like a drawn sword (Vajra). Those who

know It become immortal. (VI. 2).

Doubt : What is tho meaning of the wo d Vajra here ? Does it mean

the thunderbolt or Brahman ?

Purvapakm : It means the thunderbolt, because it causes /reat fear

and trembling. Though it is mentioned that those who know this thunder-

bolt become immortal, yet it is merely a panegyric, and is not to bo taken

in its literal sense, for release depends on knowledge of Brahman. No doubt

this Vajra is described hero as Prima or life, but it is called Prana in tho

sense of protector (Praniti). Nor is there anything in tho context here, to

show that this raised thunderbolt may mean Brahman.

Siddhdnta : The author answers this by the following Sutra

:

SUTRA. i„ 3. 39.

ii \ \ \ i \ o ii

sfiwrcra. Kampanat, because of trembling.

39. Because the whole universe trembles from fear of Him,
therefore the Person of the size of a thumb and the thunderbolt refer

to Brahman.—103.

Commentary

The word "thunderbolt" occurs here between two verses describing

the, Person of the size of a thumb, namely IF., 4. 12 and II., 6. 17, and tho
whole world, is said to tremble from fear of him, therefore the context as
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well a8 the description shows that the thunderbolt means Brahman. Even

in the Brahmavaivarta Pur&na we find the following :

The Lord Visnu is called Chakra (generally translated as discus), because He is in

constant rotatory motion and goes everywhere (Ohafikriimana), and He is Vajra or

thunderbolt because He regulates (Varjana) the universe ; and He is called the Khadga or

the sword because He cuts asunder (Khandana) the evil-doer; and Hari is called Hcti

because He is the Saviour.

Therefore, when Visnu is represented as having a Chakra or discus,

a Vajra or thunderbolt, and a Khadga or sword, in His hand, it means that

He is All-porvading and keeps tho univorso in constant motion, that

he is tho great Regulator and tho Destroyer of all evil. And the

Scripture always described tho Supremo Self as tho life of the world

(Prana), and one of whom every one is in terror. That Scriptural idea

that He is a great terror is symbolised in this verse by one expressive

term "Vajra," the thunderbolt, denoting that all beings move in their

proper sphere and do not transgress it, because He is the great Regulator.

This epithet 'Vajra' applied to the Person of the sisc of a thumb shows

that, that Person is Brahman. C/*., Tait. Up., II., 8. 1.

sCtka i., 8. 40.

sqtfc^Hi^ \\ \ l \ i
« o ii

5*flffT: Jyotih, light, the supreme lordliness. ?jfarg. Darsanat, on account

of being seen.

40. Ti e Person of the size of a thumb and the thunderbolt must

refer to Brahman, because we see that He is called light (possessing

lordliness) in a passage immediately preceding it,— 104.

COMMENTARY

In the same Upanisad, Valli V, verse 15, we find the following :

Him the sun does not illumine, nor the moon and the stars. Nor do these lightnings,

much less this Fire illumine Him. When He illumines all (the Sun etc.) then they shine

after (Him with His light). This whole universe reveals His light (in His light and its

light is His).

Between this verse and tho next verse, II., 6. 3, occurs this verse

relating to the thunderbolt That next verse is given below :
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3. From terror of Brahman fire burns ; from terror, the sun burns ; from terror

India and Vayu, and Death, as the fifth, runs away.

Therefore, the Vajra must mean Brahman. Everywhere, in fact, tho

Upanisad texts describe Brahman as pessessing Supremo luminousness.

Therefore, in this Vajra passage also, which comes immediately after the

passage describing luminosity and beforo the passage describing fear, it

must mean Brahman. Moreover, the Person of the size of tho thumb

who is described for the purposes of meditation as extremely lumiuous

and holding an upraised thunderbolt iu His hand, refers to Brahman and

not to an inferior deity.

Adhikarana X.— The Akas'a is Brahman.

In the Chhandogya Dpani§ad we read :

The ether is the evolver of forms and names. That within which these forms and

names are (or 'that which is within or without these forms and names') is Brahman, the

Immortal, tho Self (VIII., 14).

Doubt : A doubt here arises whether the being here called Aka6a

or ether means the Mukta Jiva, who has shaken off all bonds, or the

Supreme Self ?

PtirvapaJcsa : The Piirvapaksin says, the Aka6a here refers to the

Mukta Jiva. For in the clause immediately preceding it the Mukta Jiva

is described as a horse that has shaken off all dust, etc., from his hair, or

as the moon free from eclipse in the following verse :

Shaking off all evil, as a horse shakes his hair, and as the moon frees himself from

the mouth of Bahu
;

having shaken off the body I obtain, satisfied, the uncreated world

of Brahman.

Moreover, in this very passage the words "Te yad antarS tad Brahma"

that which is without forms and names is Brahman—shows that tho

Jiv&tman is meant, when in tho state of Mukti, it throws off all forms and

names. And JfV&tman can very appropriately be called the upholder

or evolver of name and form, because previous to Mukti, it assumes all

forms and names such as of a Deva and man, etc. And it may very well be

called AkSsa in the sense of Prak&sa or splendour or luminosity, The

passage, therefore, refers to the Released soul, and it is called hero Brahman,

the Immortal, because it attains that state.

Siddhdnta : The Akasa here means Brahman, as is shown in the

following Sutra

:
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SUTRA I., 3. 41.

TT*TV: Akft^alj, akasa, ethor, space irtarenft Arthantaratvadi, different

meaning, otc, Artha -meaning, Antaratva, -differcntness, Adi— etc., for other

reasons, sjj^jjij^ Vyapadcsat, on account of the designation.

41. The word Akasa here refers to the Supreme Self,

and not to the Keleased soul, because it is a designation of

something different from the individual soul, and for other reasons

also— 105.

COMMENTAUY

Tho sense of the Sutra is this. The power of evolving name and.

form is proved here not to belong to the freed soul, but to Akasa. Tho

Jivatman, when in bondage, cannot evolve name and form, because it has

not the power; on the contrary, it is under the influence of Karma, and is

itself involved in name and form, and is incapable, therefore, to evolve

them. Nor can it evolve name and form in its Released state, because the

Sutra, IV, 4. 17, expressly states that in the state of Release the Jiva does

not tako part in the world business, while the Supreme Self is mentioned

in all Scriptures, as the Creator of tho universe and to be the evolver of

names and forms. Thus sft^TfHTgsrf^r «TTi sqi^lfti i

entoring into them with this Living Self, let me evolve names and forms

(Chh. Up., VI, 3).

Therefore, it must be understood that the Highest Self is the Aklsa

of this passage.

The word Xdi, "etc.," in the Sutra refers to the Brahmahood: the

unconditioned greatness, etc., mentioned in the said passage. For Brahma-

hood, that is greatness, and so on, in their unconditioned sense, bolong to

the Highest Self only. Nor is it right, as tho Pilrvapaksm says, that the

clause immediately preceding it refers to the Mukta Jiva. On the con-

trary, the clause "I obtain the Brahma-world" shows that the topic immedi-

ately preceding it is Brahman, which the Released soul obtains. The

word Akasa, moreover, means all-pervading, and it is inapplicable to Jiva,

while its application to the Supreme Self is a well-known thing.

Purvapaksa : An objection is raised: Let it be so, yet it does

not establish that there is a separate Brahman other than and different

from the Mukta Jiva; and therefore, all these are attributes of the

"ukta Jiva; because there is no difference between the two and so all

your above argument has no force. Thus in the Brhadaranyaka Upani§ad,

IY, 3. 7, the Jiva in the state of its bondage is first described in the passage:
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"Who is that Self?" Yajnavalkya replied: "He who is within the heart, surrounded

by the Pragas (senses), the person of light, consisting of knowledge. He, remaining the

same, wanders along the worlds, as if thinking, as if moving during sleep (in dream), he

transcends this world and all . the forms of death (all that falls under the away of death,

all that is perishable)."

The text then goes on to describe this very Jiva when it attains

Mukti as Brahman. That passage is tho following :

"That 5.tman 1s indeed Brahman, the VijniWimaya," etc. (IV, 4-5).

This shows that tho released soul is identical with Brahman. Similarly

in another passage of tho same, after describing the state of

'Mukti in tho words: 'Aii.ikamayamanali, etc., free from all desires, etc.,"

the Scripture goes on to say: "Having become Brahman, he goes to

Brahman" (IV, 4-6).

Note- We give below the whole of this passage:

<^<i 7«rWr ««n% n c£«r ^Srfe fas? nsft fireTweJi n sn^d irfa-

«ftsw*rt faswH ?rmtiT *ri?w*w: * t&n aw gc^refca n&f m&fo u k u

"And there is this verse : 'To whatever object a man's own mind is attached, to

that he goes strenuously together with his deed ; and having obtained the end the

(last results) of whatever deed he goes here on earth, he returns again from that world

(which is the temporary reward of his deed) to this world of action."

"So much for the man who desires. But as to the man who does not desire, who
not desiring, freed from desires, is satisfied in his desires, or desires the Self only, his

vital spirits do not depart elsewhere,—being Brahman, he goes to Brahman." (Br. Up.,

IV, 4. 6.).

This also shows that the Jiva in the state of Mukti is identical with

Brahman. In the conclusion of that text also, the same fact is repeated

when describing the fruit of Brahmajnana:

^ ii

This great, unborn Self, undecaying, undying, immortal, fearless, is indeed Brahman.
Fearless is Brahman, and he who knows this becomes verily the fearless Brahman (IV,

4 26).

Thus the beginning, the middle, and the end, of this pas-age shows,

that the Jiva in the state of Mukti is identical with Brahman, therefore,

wherever in the Upani§ads we had any statement that Jiva is separate

from Brahman, it must be understood that the difference is created by.
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Up&dhi or limiting adjunct ; snch as, the difference between the Ghatfi-

ka$a and MahaMsa, the space within the jar and space outside it. There

is no difference between these two, and when the UpSdhi or the jar is broken,

the space remains the same. So whon the UpSdhi of the Jiva is broken,

the Jiva becomes Brahman, and attains to his own greatness. Jiva in this

state may very well be called the Creator of the universe, etc., for it

manifests then the divine attributes of creation, etc. Thus there is no

difference between the Mukta Jiva and Brahman.

Siddhdnta : This objection is answered by Badarayana in the following

Sutra .

SLTRA I., 3. 42.

Sgc^Frqffi^l || M \ | V\ ||

ijfft Snsupti, the dreamless sleep, deep sleep. 3f^lf?fT Utkranti, departing

at the time of death. Susuptyutkrantyoh, in deep sleep and departing.

Bhcdenn, by the difference.

42. The text designates the Supreme Self as different from

the Jiva, whether it be in the state of deep sleep or at the time of

departure.— 106.

COMMENTARY

The word Vyapade&it (on account of designation) of ..the last Sutra

is understood here also, and must be supplied here in order to complete

the sense. In the above passage of tho Brhadaranyaka Upanisad, no doubt

can properly arise that the Mukta Jiva is identical with Brahman. Because

the text there sharply and clearly draws the distinction between the Jiva

and Brahman, whether that Jiva be in the state of deep sleep or nt tho

point of death. In the state of deep sloop tho Jiva is said to bo embraced

by the Lord in the passage, Brhadaranyaka Upanisad, IV, 3-21.

ctswt fow fw HPff^T^ ^ ira snswNpi 3*1: «u$rci?*Rr swifts^

Now, as a man when embraced by beloved wife, knows nothing that is without,

nothing that is within, thus this person, when embraced by the Intelligent (Prajna) Self

(Bruhman) knows nothing that is without, nothing that is within. This indeed is his

(true) form, in which his wishes are fulfilled, in which the self (only) is his wish, in which
no wish is left, free from any sorrow.

Similarly, the difference between tho Jiva on the point of death,

and Brahman is shown in the passage IV, 4-35, where the Jiva is described

as groaning, mounted by Brahman, who carries "it along thus out of the

body :
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n

Now as a heavy-laden carriage moves along groaning, thus does the Jtvatman,

mounted by the Intelligent Self (Brahman), moves along groaning, when a man is thus

going to expire. (IV, 3-35).

Now it is impossible that the unconscious, the little knowing Jiva,

either lying in deep sleep or departing from the body, should at the same

time be embraced or mounted by itself, being all-knowing. Nor can the

embracing and mounting Self be some other Jiva ; for no such Self can be

all-knowing.

The objector says : "The point at issue is, whether the Mukta Jiva is

or is not identical with Brahman. You have only established that the Jiva

in the state of deep sleep and while expiring, is different from Brahman.

That we admit also, for in these two states the Jiva still has an Upadlii."

This objection is answered by the next Sutra

:

sutju i., 3. 43.

iter Pati, Lord, Protector. Tift Adi, et cetera, and the rest *i«^p?: Sab-

debhyah, words. Paty-ftdi-sabdobhyah, on account of words like Pati, etc.

44. The Mukta Jiva is not identical with Brahman,

because of such words as Lord, etc., applied to Hiin in that

passage.— 107.

COMMKNTARY

In that passage of the Brhadaranyaka Upanisad, we find the words Pati,

etc., employed, which shows that the Mukta Jiva could not have boon meant

:

T*ft ssfc^T*: ^sfoqifVifii: e ^ m&n wkm w signr sfstoni, w m*t< <j.t

And that is that great unborn Self, who consists of knowledge, is surrounded by the

Prans, the ether within the heart. In it there reposes the ruler of all, the lord of all,

the king of all. He does not become greater by good works, nor smaller by evil works.

He is the Lord of all, the King of all things, the Protector of all things. He is a bank
and a boundary, so that these worlds may not be confounded.

This shows that Brahman is different from the Mukta Jiva. For we
cannot predicate the lordliness over all, the ruling of all, the kingship

of all to Mukta Jiva, for the Sutra, IV, 4-17, declares that the released soul

does not possess the power to create the universe, etc. Moreover, in the

Taittirlya Aranyaka we find that Brahman alone is the dweller within of all

beings, and their Ruler.
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For He is described as:

«r?a: sjfag: *rrerr srararaui

Nor can it bo said that the differenee between the Jiva and Brahman

is due to the UpSdhi or limiting adjunct only, and therefore, is pheno-

menal and not real ; because we find in the Scriptures that the difference

exists even in the state of Release. Tn the Adhikarana Sutra II., 3. 41, this

will be explained further on, whore it will be taught that the statement

that 'AyamatmS Brahma*
—

"self is Brahman" is true only in the sense that

the Jiva is a part of Brahman, and it has somo of the attributes of

Brahman. Similarly, the sentence 'Becoming Brahman he attains Brah-

man' means that the eight-fold attributes become manifest in the Jiva and

thus he resembles Brahman ; and this is the meaning of the phrase "Be-

coming Brahman," for other texts like 'Paramam sftmyam upaiti'—ho

reaches the highest similarity' also show that similarity only is reached and

not identity. The phrase "Reaching Brahman" is attaining this similarity.

Therefore, Jiva is always different, from Brahman, whether it be in the state

of bondage or of release. This being established, it follows that the Akasa

said to be the evolver of name and form in Chhandogya. Upanisad VIII., 14,

is Brahman and not any released soul. This difference between Jtva and

Brahman was established in the Sutras \., 1. 16 & 17 also. But there it was

done in a general way, while in the present Sutra it is specifically established

that even in the state of Mukti, the Jiva retains its separate identity.

21



FIEST ADHYiYA

Foukto Pada

Adikarana I—Avyakta of Katha Upanisad, ,9. 11, means

body and tiot Prakfli

We pay our reverence to Badarayana called Krsnadvaipayana,

who has wisdom as his ornament, and who like the sun has dispelled with

the rays of his logic, the deep darkness of the fallacious roasouing of

Sankhya.

T^aya : It lias already been stated before, that .the Supreme Brah-

man is the cause of the- universe, and that He alone should bo inquired

into, in order to obtain Mukti, that Ho is the seed of the creation, the

sustenance, and dissolution of the universe, that He is different from the

dead matter called Jadam, and the individual souls called "the Jivas, that

Ho has infinite powers, which are inconceivable; and that He is omniscient

and possesses all auspicious attributes : He is free from all shadow of

imperfection and has the power of realising all his purposes. The

Sutras now try to reconcile those texts, found in some Upanisads, which

lend some countenance to the theory maintained by Kapila, as to there being

a Pradh&na and individual souls, independent of Ood.

In the Katha Upanisad we read:

sfo&wp «kt m\ mtqsi <rc jr.- i

3*<rra <tf f*fag. m $rer m <kt nffc ii u ii

Beyond the senses there arc the objects, beyond the objects there is the mind,

beyond the mind there is the intellect, the Great Self is beyond the intellect. Beyond

the Great, there is the IJnevolved, beyond the IJnevolved, there is ;thc Person. Beyond the

Person there is nothing—this is the goal, the highest road (I., 3. 11).

Doubt : Here arises the doubt : Does the word Unevolvod (Avyakta)

mean the Pradhfina of the S&nkhyas or body.

Pvrvapaha : The opponent says : It means tho Pradhftna, be-

cause the text says that beyond the Mahat is the Avyakta, and beyond

Avyakta there is the Purusa. This is the order in which the Sfinkhyas

also mention their Tattvas.

Siddhdnta : This objection is answered by the following Sutra :

sOtka i., 4. 1.
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wigmfMi'*. Anumanikam, that which rests on inference, namely, the

PradhSna. *ffa Api, also. «i%<*il EkesSm, of some : i.e., of the Kanakas.

*ft Iti, thus. %<l Chet, if. 1 Na, not. nfK Sarira, body. ^Ifi Riipaka, simile.

fa«[HT Vinyasta, contained, q*fas Grhitelj, because of the reference, sfrlfr

Darsayati, shows. ^ Cha, and.

1. If it be said that the Katha Upanisad meations the Pradh£na,

we say no. The word Avyakta occurs there in a passage, containing

a simile of the body, and must, therefore, mean "body" ; and the text

shows this also.—109.

COMMENTARY

The word 'of some" means the K&thas. The Kafchaka Sruti rofers to

the Pradhana called "the inferred one." The word Avyakta means

that which is not vyakta, "manifest or evolved," and refers to the subs-

trate of matter called Prakrti or Pradhana. This objection is answered

by the second half of tho Sutra, which declares that the Avyaktam here

does not mean "unmanifested," but "body." Because it occurs in a

passage where tho body is compared to a chariot and the other things

like mind, Buddhi, etc., as various objects connected with this chariot.

Tn fact, the whole passage shows this. In order to understand it fully,

we give below the entire passage :

Wr^f^«lR^f5fi *ft3i?IT§JHtftar! II V II

rr^f^Rwrrft jew *r u % u

^ fNFTCF^ ^frf »RST 5RT I

fl^fj?pnfi5 ^jjifa s?^t m.h ii K ii

s g n?<rc«n<5f»f?r Twisjpt * m^r i; «= n

firaprarcfMfcg *w jwotut: i

5Eits«^ffs <nw^ftfer afiw^tJ nwpwt ii <. n
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3. Know the Self to be sitting in the chariot, the body to be the chariot, the

intellect (Buddhi) the charioteer, and the mind the reins. •

4. The senses they call the horses, the objects of the senses their roads. When
He (the Highest Self) is in union with the body, the senses, and the mind, then wise

people call him the Enjoyer.

5. He who has no understanding and whose mind (the reins) is never firmly held,

his senses (horses) are unmanageable, like vicious horses of a charioteer.

ti. But he who has understanding and whose mind is always firmly held, his senses

are under control, like good horses of a charioteer.

7. He who has no understanding, who is unmindful and always impure, never reaches

that place, but enters into the round of births.

8. But he who has understanding, who is mindful and always pure, reaches indeed

that place, from whence he is not born again.

9. But he who has understanding for his charioteer, and who holds the reins of the

mind, he reaches the end of his journey, and that is the highest place of Vianu.

10. Beyond the senses there are the objects, beyond the objects there is the mind,

beyond the mind there is the intellect, the Great Self is beyond the intellect.

11. Beyond the Great there is the Undeveloped, beyond the Undeveloped there is

the Person (Purusa). Beyond the Person there is nothing—this is the goal, the highest

road.

12. That Self is hidden in all beings and does not shine forth, but it is seen by subtle

seers through their sharp and subtle intellect.

13. A wise man should keep down speech and mind ; he should keep them within the

Self which is knowledge ; he should keep the knowledge within the Self which is the

Great ; and he should keep that (the Great) within the Self which is the Quiet.

This passage shows that the pilgrim desirous to reach Visnu, the

Supreme Goal, is represented here, in the simile of a charioteer, his body

is represented as a chariot, his senses as the horses, his emotional and

intellectual faculties as the charioteer, etc. It further shows that he who

has these faculties under control, readies the highest state of Visnu, at

the end of his journey. The versos under discussion only show how to

control these in succession, and how the control of one is easier or more

difficult, according as one is grosser or more subtle. Tbo text thus refers

only to those entities, which have previously appeared in the simile under

the names of chariot, horses, charioteer, the reins, etc., because the words

are almost the same. Now contrasting the words of the simile, with the

words of the passage under discussion, we see that 'body' is only left

out, and therefore, the word 'Avyakta' must denote the body, which is the

remainder that we get by this method of exhaustion, and from the con-

text also. It has no reference to the Sgnkhya Tattvas, for it js against
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the theory of the Sankhyas. The Sft&khyas do not admit that the Arthas

are the cause of the Indriyas, and so higher than these ; nor that the Manas
is higher than Arthas.

Note : In the simile (verses 3 to 9) wo have the following entities :

ENTITY. SIMILE.

Sartra (body) chariot.

Buddhi (reason) charioteer.

Manas (lower intellect, reins.

Arthas (objects) roads.

Indriyas (senses) horses.

The same idea is expressed in verses 10 and 11, showing, how one is

more difficult to control than the other. Thus Indriyas (senses) are easier

to control than tho Arthas (objects.) The objects easier than the Manas,
and the Manas easier than Buddhi.

The Soul is said to be the chariot-seated, because it is the principal

enjoyer ; and lord of the chariot (i. e., of the body, the instrument of enjoy-

ment). The Buddhi is the driver, as it brings pleasuro or pain to the soul,

according as it has discrimination or not

Now an objection is raised, how can the' body which is manifest and
visible (Vyakta), be said to be unmanifest and unevolved ? The author replies

to this in the next Sutra :

SUTRA [., 4. 2.

W5 ?w$WUl \ \ a I ^ II

Suk§mam, the subtle, the permanent atoms, the causal body. 3 Tu,

but, 513. Tat, that, its. *rfat^ Arhatvat, because of its capability.

2. But by the word body is meant the subtle body, and the

term Avyakta or unmanifest is capable of being applied

to it.— 110.

COMMENTARY

That word Tu' is employed in the Sutra in order to remove the above

doubt. By Sarira is not meant here the dense body, but the highest, the

subtlest body or the causal body. Why do you say that it denotes the

causal body ? Because of its capability, that is to say, the causal body can
appropriately be called Avyakta or unmanifest. In fact in Brhadaranyaka
Upanisad, I, 4. 7, the Karaua Sarira is called by the term unevolved or

Avy&krta, and shows that before the world came into manifestation, it was
in the form of a seed or causal body.
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Now all this was then undeveloped. It became developed by form and name, so

that one could say, 'He, called so and so, is such a one.' Therefore, at present also

all this is developed by name and form, so that one can say, 'He, called so and so, is

such a one.' He (Brahman or the Self) entered thither, to the very tips of the finger-nails,

as a razor might be fitted in a razor-case, or as fire in a fireplace, etc.

But another objection is raised: If the Avyakta or unevolved is taken

to be matter in its subtle state constituting the causal body, what objection

is there to interpret it as the Pradhfina of the S&nkhya system, for there

also Avyakta means matter in a subtle state. This objection is answered by

the author in tho next Sutra.

si'tua i., I. 3.

r^tel^ II \ \ » I \ II

Tad, its, his, on him, that is on the Lord. ^Ml^ict Adhinatvat, on

account of dependence. Arthavat, having a sense or a meaning, sub-

serving an end or purpose.

3. The Pradhana is capable of producing her effects, not

independently as the Saukhyas hold, but because she is dependent upon

Brahman, the Supreme Cause.—111.

COMMENTARY

We do not totally deny the existence of Pradhana, what we contest is

the theory of the Siinkhyas, according to which Pradhana produces the

world by her own independent action. Matter in its subtle state subserves

an end, by its dependence on the Supreme Person. Because the Lord looks

on the matter and energises her, that she has the power of producing the

world. In her own nature she is Jadam. As we find in the SvetasVatara

Upanisad, IV., 9 and 10 :

SRffa jtot: sraift Ha ^ ^ ^fci i *rwT»Tpft ^ erf&t-

an«ft mw\ sfirea: n « n mart § HsfS fwwrrfasT g *fewr, fl^jiwjyteg ^'H

gssHM 3URUI *° II

That from which the maker (M&yin) sends forth all this—the sacred verses, the

offerings, the sacrifices, the panaceas, the past, the future, and all that the Vedas declare

—

in that the other is bound up through that Maya\
Know then Prakrti (nature) is Maya* (art) and the Great Lord the Mdyin (maker) ; the

whole world is filled with what are his members.

*j «wt wrf *i%ftiP3. Ml?n«ff wifir i ft^wnftsH*

9 ?ft SfWg II \ II
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He, the sun, without any colour, who with set purpose by means of his power (&akti)

produces endless colours, in whom all this comos together in the hymning, and comes

asunder in the end—may He, the God, endow us with good thoughts,

So also in the Bh&gavata Purftua wo find that Pradliftna by hor own

unaided exertions does not produce ttio universe.

m3)s3,mix. warn n

The Lord entered into Frakrti, in order to create the universe, ^after having en-

dowed her with His own powers, and which contained in her the power of deluding the

Jivas. He, the Great Revealcr of all Scriptures, also entered into the Jivas, which had no

names and forms before, and which thereby obtained such name and form, in 'order that

they may enjoy the fruit of their actions, and attain liberation.

Similarly, in Vi5n.11 Purana we find :

Hari the Great Lord enters into Pradhana and the Jivas by his own free will, and

energises them, when the hour for creation strikes. He enters into Pradhana which cons-

tantly undergoes modification ; and into the .Tiva who, is without modification.

So also in the Oitfi wo find, (IX, 10) :

Under me, as supervisor, Prakrti sends forth all the moving and unmoving objects
;

l>ccause of this, O Kaunteya, the universe revolves (fke also Glut, VII, 4-7).

For these reasons, while admitting the existence of the Pradhana, we
oppose the theory of tho Saukhyas which declares the Pradhana to be an

independent cause of creation. We modify their teaching by declaring

that tho Pradhftna is a dependent cause of creation.

Tn the next Sutra, the author gives another rsason tor holding that

the Avyakta of the Katha ITpanisjad is not to be interpreted as Pradh&na.

sCtha i., 4. 4.

^3TWf?^[ ^ II ? I 9 I 9 II

5RI?4 Jfieyatva, of the nature of being known, an object of knowledge.

T*H«flei Avachan&t, because of non-mention. ^ Cha, and.

4. Because there is no statement, in this passage of the Katha

Upanisad,that the Avyakta is an object of knowledge, therefore, the

Avyakta does not mean the Sftnkhya Pradhana.— 112.

COMMENTARY

The SSnkhyas say that liberation (Kaivalya) is obtained by the

knowledge of Pradhana, as being distinct from Purusa. So according to

the SMkhyas, Release depends upon this discriminative knowledge ; and
according to them thia knowledge of Pradblna as separate from Purusa is
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necessary in order to attain certain powers. But there is no such men-

tion in this Upani§ad that the knowledge of Avyakta is necessary to get

Release, or to obtain powers. Therefore, Avyakta hero cannot mean tho

Pradh&na of the S&ftkhyas.

Note : According to the S&nkhyas the Kaivalya is attained by

knowing that the Purusa is different from Prakrti. Tho knowledge of

Prakrti is thus an essontial of reloase. But the Katha Upanisad no-

where mentions that the knowledge ot "Avyakta" is necessary for release.

The Avyakta, therefore, of tho Kafhn Upanisad is not tho Prakrti of the

Sankhyas.

sriuv i., 4. 5.

sRftr Vadati, the verse says, or the text says. *f?r Iti, thus. % diet,

if. i Na, not »W: PrSjnah, the Intelligent Self, the Param&tman. ffc: Hi,

because. JWPHWt Prakaranat, of the snbject-matter.

5. If it be said that the text does teach that this Avyakta is to be

known, we say no, because the declaration about knowing, refers to the

Supreme Self, and the context also shows it to be thus.— 1 1 3.

COMMENTARY

An objector says "the text declares that tho Avyakta is to be known,

for immediately after the above verses is the following :

He who has meditated on that which is without sound, without touch, without

form, without decay, without taste, eternal, without smell, without beginning, without

end, beyond tbe Great, unchangeable, is freed from the jaws of death (KathaUp.. II., 3. 15).

This description applies to Pradh&na, very well ; because it is

without sound, without touch, etc., and is beyond the Oreat, or Maha-

tattva. This passage, by using the word Nichayya, which means "having

known or perceived," shows that Pradhfina ought to be known. There-

fore, the objection raised in the last Sutra that this Upanisad nowhere

teaches the knowing of PradhSoa falls to the ground.

This objection is raised in the first half of the present Sutra and is

answered by the second half. The reference is here not to the Pradh&na,

but to the Supreme Self called Prftjfia. "Beyond the Great or Mahat"

does not mean ' beyond the Mahatattva" of the Sankhyas, but beyond

fliranyagarbha, and Jiva ; because the Jlva is called Great or Mahat, in

the above passage. The whole context shows that the Asabdam, etc.,
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refers to the Supreme Self, and not to the PradhSna. Thus verse 11,

declares "Beyond the Person there is nothing. This is the goal, the

highest road." So also, "That Self is hidden in all beings and does not

shine forth, but it is seen by subtle seers, through their sharp and subtle

intellect."

The author givos another reason for holding that PradhSna is not meant

in this passage of the Katha Upanisad.

SUTRA i., 4. 6.

imwft %wm*> in i » K II

tiqngTO. TraySnam, of the three, namely, three boons asked by Nachiketas.

W Eva, only. Cha, and. "W*. Bvam, thus, 3T?3?ra: UpanySsah, mention.

Prasanah, question. Cha, and.

6. Moreover, there is mention in this Upanisad, of only three

things or boons ; and the question also relates to three things

only.— 114.

COMMENTARY

The force of 'Cha' is to remove doubt. In this Katha Upani§ad, three

boons are only askod by Nachiketas, namely, that his father should be well

disposed towards him ; that he should be taught the secret of the celestial

fire ; and that he should be initiated into the mystery of the Self. (More-

over, three objects of knowledge only are to bo found here, and the question

is relating to thoso three objects, namely, the means of knowledge, the

person knowing, and the end to be realised). There is no question here

relating to PradhSna, or any other object, and so it would have been

irrelevant for the teacher, to have given any information about PradhSna,

regarding which no question was asked. Therefore, the Avyakta here does

not refer to PradhSna.

SUTRA I., 4. 7.

^ ^ M I « I « U

^a. Mahadvat, like the Mahat, Cha, and.

7. And as the word 'Mahat.' occurring in this passage,

is not taken to refer to the 'Mahat' of the Sahkhyas, so also

the Avyakta here does not denote the Pradhana of that philosophy—

115.

COMMENTARY

In. the passage under consideration, we find it stated "higher than

the intellect is the Great Self Mahan-Stma." Now no one has ever

22
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pontended that this "Mahat" used here refers to the S&nkhya Mahattattva,

on the contrary, it is unanimously taken to moan the JivStman. Why

should then the word Avyakta be taken to mean Prakrti ? The word

Avyakta, being taught here to bo higher than the Jivatman, must be some-

thing different from PradhSna. The Buddhi is the Mahat of the Sankhyas.

But in the Katha Upanisad, the Mahat is said to be higher than Buddhi

—

BuddheratmS mah&n parah. So the Mahat of the Katha Upanisad is different

from the Mahat of the SSnkhyas.

Adhikarana II.— The Aja of $veta$vatara Upaniasd, IV., 5, does

not mean Pradhana.

The author next refutes another wrong interpretation given by the

SSnkhyas, of a verso from another Upanisad. This is to be found in

SvetasVatara Upanisad, IY., 5:

5p>«fi«nu5fis5«r: 11 * n »

There is one unborn being (Ajfi), red, white, and black, uniform, but producing manifold

offspring. There is one unborn being (Ajd) who loves her and lies by her ; there is

another who leaves her, while she is eating what has to be eaten.

Doubt : Does the word Aja, unborn, moan here tho well-known Prakrti

of the Sankhyas, or the divine power of the Brahman mentioned in the

Upanisad ?

Piirvapaksa : Tho word Aja here denotes the Sankhya Prakrti, because

she is called 'unborn,' that is, not an effect, and because she is said to

produce mainfold offspring by her own unaided effort.

Siddhdnta : The Aja here does not mean Prakrti, as tho author proves

in the next Sutra.

SUTHA i., 4. 8.

TOHqfMlqT^ II \ \ « I c II

Ghamasavat, like a cup. if^Wra. Avisesat, because there is no

special characteristic.

8. The word Aja here does not denote the Prakrti

of the Sankhyas, because there is no special characteristic

of her mentioned here, it is unlike the mention of the word

'Chamasa' or cup in Brhadaranyaka Upanisad, where it does not

convey its literal meaning of the "cup," but means the skull of the

head.—116.
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COMMENTARY

The word 'Na' is to be read into this Sutra from I, 4. 5. The

word Aj& here cannot mean the well-known Prakrti of the S&nkhyas,

because there are no special characteristic marks of Prakrti in this pas-

sage. It simply means hero "one that is not bom," and need not neces-

sarily mean the unborn Prakrti. It is not liko the word 'cup' used in

the Brhadaranyaka Upanisad, (II., 2. 3) where, owing to the context, it is

taken to moan the 'skull,' and not a vessel from which one drinks. Bat there

is nothing in the context hero which would lead us to infor, that the

'unborn' meant Prakrti. That passage is the following :

There is a cup having its mouth below and its bottom above. Manifold glory has

been placed into it. On its lip sit the seven Rsis, the tongue as the eighth communicates

with Brahman. What is called the cup having its mouth below, its bottom above, is this

head, for its mouth, (the mouth) is below, its bottom (the skullJ is above. When it is said

that manifold glory has beeu placed into it, the senses are verily manifold glory, and he,

therefore, means the senses. When he says that seven Rsis sit on its lip, the Rsis are

verily the (active) senses, and he means the senses. And when he says that the tongue as

the eighth communicates with Brahman, it is because the tongue, as the eighth, does

communicate with Brahman.

In the abovo verso of the BrhadSranyaka Upanisad, we cannot take the

word Chamasa in its etymological sense, namely, that implement by which

anything is (Chamyate) drunk. We cannot say it means a cup there, though,

the literal meaning of the word is "an iraploment of eating," Of course, words,

the meaning of which we know through their derivation, are not to be taken

in their literal sense, without considering the context, the general possibi-

lity, the general subject-matter, etc., of the passage in which such words

occur. For this reason Aja may mean the Prakrti ; but when we look

out to see whether this word which by its derivation means 'unborn' can

be taken to mean the Prakrti of the S&nkhyas, we find that there are no

such considerations of general possibility, of general subject-matter, and

so on in this Svet&sVatara Upanisad by which such a meaning could be given

to it. Nor is there anything in that passage, by which one may know that

Ajfi there possesses the power of creation independently of the Lord ; all that

that passage says is this that Aj& gives birth to 'manifold pflspriog,' it does

not say that she creates unaided, therefore also Aja" here does not refer to

the Prakrti of the Sftukhyas, which creates unaided. •
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The author gives another special reason to show that the word Aj&

means here the divine power so often mentioned in the Vedas and not

thePrakrti of the SSnkhyas.

SUTRA i., 4. 9.

s^fiwfiiiT 3 rrcin#ft ^ in i » u ii

Jyotih, light, the Supreme Brahman, ^iil UpakramS, com-
mencing with, beginning with. Jyotir-upakrama, she who has her beginning

in Brahman. Whoso cause or source is Light 3 Tu, but. m TatM, thus,

ft Hi, for this reason. wftift Adhiyate, some read, some recensions havo

the reading. That is, another Sakhins read. The reference is to Atharvanas.

Eke, some.

9. But this Aja is described as having Her beginning in Light, as

we find in some recensions, and therefore, it cannot mean Prakrti—117.

COMMENTARY

The word 'Tu' or 'but' has the force of declaring that there is no

doubt about it. The word Jyotilj in the Sutra means Brahman, because we
find 'light' meaning Brahman in passages like these : "On Him the Devas

meditate, Ho who is the Light of lights" (Bri. Up., X., 4. 16) "Aja has

her beginning in Light" means she has Brahman for her cause, the word
"beginning" means here tho "cause." Therefore Brahman is tho primary

cause of Aja herself, and it has not the literal meaning of 'unborn' hore

;

just as the word
l

Chama&cC had not tho literal meaning of 'an imple-

ment of eating,' in the above passage of the Brhadaranyaka Upani?ad, because

it has a special sense here. In the above passage of the Brhadaranyaka
Upanisad it was specifically said that the cup had its mouth below and its

bottom above, and that the head was this cup. By that description given

there, we came to know that the 'cup' there meant the 'skull.' Similarly in

this Svetfisvatara Upani§ad in Chapter I we find that Aj& is used along with

the word 'Devatmasakti,' the 'divine power,' and again in Chapter IV., we find

the word 'Sakti' 'divine power' used. Therefore, as we find reference to the
'divine power,' wherever the word Aja is used, we infer that it means
divine power. We give those verses here below

:

The sages devoted to meditation and concentration, have seen the power belonging
to God himself Pevitmasakti), hidden in its own qualities (Guna). He, being one. super-
intends all those causes, time, self, and the rest-(£ve. Up., 1., 3).
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sW^cRt. M * II

There are two, one knowing (fgvara), the other not knowing (Jiva), both unborn (Aj&),

one strong, the other weak, there is she the unborn (Aj£), through whom each man receives

the recompense of his works ; and there is the infinite Self (appearing) under all forms,

but himself inactive. When a man finds out these three, that is Brahman.—Sve. Up., I., 9.)

s sfr joti sprit sgsrag ii i ii

He, the Lord, without any colour, who with set purpose by means of his power (Sakti)

produces endless colours, in whom all thi3 comes together in the beginning, and comes

asunder in the end—may he, endow us with good thoughts.—(Sve. Up., IV., 1)

Therefore, Aj& does not mean Prakrti. The author gives an

additional reason for this interpretation, in the second half of this Sutra

"Tathahi," etc. The word 'Hi' means hero 'for this reason also.' As

some Upanisads road that Prakrti herself is bom of Brahman, and so

Aj& in its literal sense of 'unborn? cannot apply to Prakrti. Thus in

the Mundaka Upanisad, wo read (I., 1. 9) : 'Tasniat etat Brahma nama

rupam annam cha jfiyate'
—

'from him are produced this Brahman, name,

form and food.' The word Brahma hero means the PradhSna, having

the three qualities of Sattva, Bajas, and Tamas ; and wo find it used in

this sense in tho Gita also (XIV., 3) "T «f(fjRf5?i$i, etc. My womb is

the great Brahman, in that T place tho germ ; thence cometh the birth

of all beings, 0 Bharata. This shows that Prakrti herself is produced

from the Lord.

If Prakrti denoted by the word Aja, has its cause in Brahman, how,

can it be called Aja" or '«M&or«,' or if it is strictly and really 'unborn,'

how can we say that it originates in Brahman ? The next Sutra gives a

reply to this.

SUTRA i., 4. 10.

*9<P!T KalpanS, the creative power of thought, formation, creation.

3>i^ua( TTpadeiSfit, from teaching, on account of teaching. *t Cha, and.

'MTf^R* Madhu-adi-vat, like honey and the rest. lfid«r: Avirodhah, there is

no conflict

10. Because it is taught that the Pradhana is the creation of

the Lord, so there is no contradiction in calling her both created

and uncreated, as is the case of honey (i e., the sun, about which

it can be correctly said that he rises and sets, as looked from
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the earth, and rises not and sets not, as looked from the

centre.)—118.

COMMENTARY

The word 'Cha' in the Sutra denotes the removal of the doubt that

has arisen. There is no conflict in calling the Prakrti created, as well

tte unborn, for both are possible in her caso. The word Kalpana in

this Sutra means creation, and not imagination, as wo find it used in

the following verse of the Rg Veda : 'Yathfi purvam akalpayat,' "as

formerly tho creator made the sun and the moon." We call PradhSna

created, because there is a statement in the Scriptures that she comes out

of the Tamas Sakti of Brahman. The truth is this : there is a power of

the Supreme which is eternal and very subtle called Tamas. As we

find in :

'Tama Salt tamas* godham agre.' (Rg Veda, X., 1. 29. 3.)

"In the beginning was the Tamas in union with Brahman."

'YadS tamas tan na divS na ratrih.' "When there was Tamas, that

neither day nor night etc. "Prakrti is a cow, but voiceless"

(Chulika Upanisad.)

This Tamas, at the time of Pralaya, becomes united with Brahman,

but not merged in him. During Pralaya thus united with Him, it

remains as a part of Brahman ; and wo cannot say that she has merged

into Brahman. It is not a state of merging, like that of the earth merging

into water, or of water merging into fire (gas) etc., as mentioned in the

Srutis. The Srutis distinctly say that tho elements beginning with

Prthivt up to Aksara, become merged into its higher ; but with regard to

Tamas there is no such statement of merging. On the contrary, it is

distinctly said that Tamas becomes united with the Supreme. This

becoming united with the Supreme means that on account of its being

extremely subtle, it is impossible to separate it from the Lord. It does

not mean that it has become the Lord. The force of the affix Chvi in

the word EH Bhavati, 'becomes one' denotes such union not identity.

Therefore, when the Supreme Lord desires to create, then this Tamas

Sakti, which was one with the Lord, becomes separated from him and

there arises the Avyakta, called also Prakrti, with her three-fold attri-

butes or Gunas in equilibrium. The Scripture says the Mahat merges

(Laya) into Avyakta. The Avyakta merges (Laya) into Aksara. The Aksara

merges (Laya) into Tamas. So also in the Mahfi Bhftrata we find, "From

Him arose the Avyakta, possessing the three-fold qualities (Gunas). From
this Avyakta arises in succession, Mahat and other Tattvas." Thus the

teaching being distinctly given that the Pradh&na is created, we come

to the conclusion that the Prakrti has two states. It exists either as
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a cause, when it can be said to be unborn, or it exists as an effect,

when it is said to be produced. So also we find in the Vi§nu Puriina :

"From PradhSna and the Purusa both unborn as cause and both also

as effects of Brahma." At the time of creation, the Gunas like Sattva,

etc., arise in her and she becomes distinguished by names and forms,

and gets the names of Pradhana Avyakta, etc. and in that state

JyotirupakramS, born from the light, born of Brahman. The Sutra then

says, "That this is analogous to the case of honey and the rest," for in

the ChhSndogya Upani§ad, Chapter III, there is a section relating to honey

called Madhu VidyS. There it is shown that the sun exists in a two-fold

state. In its causal state all its rays become one in it, but in its state of

effect, they become separate from him, and they become honey, or the object

of enjoyment to the Devas like Vasu, etc. Similarly, the sun looked at as

a cause is really unmoving; but as an effect, he appears to move ; and

rises and sets. As in the case of tho sun, both statements are correct,

that he rises, and he rises not; so in the case of Aja\ that she is created

and uncreated; that she is born as well as unborn.

Adhikarana III.— The Pancha-pancha-Jancih of BrhadcLranyaka

Upanisad, IV., 4. 17, does not refer to the 25 elements of the

Scbnkhyas.

Visaya: In the Brhad&ranyaka Upani§ad, (IV., 4-16, 17, and 18), we
read:

qs:^ qs:^ 5RI 9TT*T5« «lf%far: II fftN RPJf VTWH for^H^S?^ II II

He in whom the fire beings and the ether rest, him alone I believe to be the

Self,—I who know, believe Him to be Brahman; I who am immortal, believe Him to

be immortal.

They, who know the life of life, the eye of the eye, the ear of the ear, the food of the

food, the mind of the mind, they hare comprehended the ancient primeval Brahman.

Doubt : Do the words five, five people (Paficha, paficha janfth) mean
the twenty-five categories of KSpila system or merely five? Then the

word Paficha Janfih would be a Bahuvrihi compound, qualified by the

term Paficha, thus making a Karmadhfiraya compound. In this sense

it would mean, "The five beings, every one of which is called a Paficha*

jana."

Purvapaksa : The phrase 'paficha-pafioha-janah' means 'five times
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five, i.e. : twenty-five, and Jan&h or products.' It refers to the twenty-five

Tattvas of tho Sankhyas. Otherwise, 'five, five people has no meaning.

No doubt, Kapila enumerates twenty-five Tattvas, while in this

Upanisad passage there are twenty-seven substances enumerated, includ-

ing Akasa and Atman. This anomaly, however, is not of much import-

ance. Tho word Janah does moan Tattva also, as we find in the sentence

"janas tattva-samiihaka."

Siddhdnta : This objection is mot by the author in tho next Sutra :

hCtra t., 4. 11.

1 Na, not. Sankhyft, number. H'TCPTCra; Upasangrah&t, on account

of mention, or enumeration. ?rft Api, even. «IRT Nana, many. *TC3T?( Bh&vat,

beings. Tfifail^ Atirekat, on account of excess. ^ Cha, and.

11. Even the enumeration of numbers peculiar to

the Sankhyas, does not make this passage refer to their

Prakrti, because the Tattvas of the Sankhyas have diversity,

and because there is an excess in the above enumeration—119.

COMMENTARY

The word 'Api' or even shows possibility, that is to say, that if five

tomes nve ntoiuefe be taken, for the Sankhya categories, still tho passage

win be open to certain objections. Thoso objections ate two. Ine

categories of the Sankhyas are not five collections oi five-, they are twenty-

five separate things that enter into the composition of every being.

(ii) The above passage also enumerates twenty-sevon and not twenty-five,

for it includes Atma and AMsa as separate entities, from the five times

five mentioned above. We must not fall into the error of thinking that

the twenty-five categories of the S&nkhyas are meant, merely by hearing

the phrase 'five times five.'

How then do you explain the above passage? We reply to this as

follows : The word Pancha-jan&h is a group-denoting term, and is the

special name belonging to all the members of that group. The group

consists of five members, oach of whom is called a Paficha-janah. There-

fore, the phrase Pancha-paiicha-janah does not mean five times five beings,

but five beings, every one of whom is called a Paficha-jan&h. It is just
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like the phrase Saptarsj, which denotes the constellation Ursa Major, consist-

ing of seven stars. The word SaptarsJ is a special name of every one of

these stars, and when we say seven Saptarsis we do not mean seven times

seven stars, but seven stars each one of whom is called a Saptarsi. There-

fore, Pancha-paficha-janah does not mean five times five products, but five

people every one of whom is called a Pancha-janah.

Note : The term Pancha-jan&h is formed under Pacini I., 1. 15 and denotes a special

name. There are certain beings, the special name of which is five people, and of these

beings the additional word Paficha predicates that they are five in number. The twenty-

five Tattvas of the Stfnkhyas are these: Prakrti, 2-8 seven modifications of it, namely,

Mahat, etc., which are causal substances as well as effects; and 9-24 sixteen effects and,

(25) the 25 soul which is neither a causal substance nor an effect. See Sdnkhya Kfirika 3.

Who then are these beings called Pancha-janah? To this the next Sutra

gives the reply.

sutha i., 4. 12.

TOT: Pran&dayah, the Prfina and the rest ^W*T VaMcya, a sentence.

Stara. Ses&t, because of the complement : the subsequent passage which

completes the verse.

12. The five beings referred to iu the above passage of the

Brhadaraynaka TJpanisad are the Prana and the rest, as appears from

the next verse of that TJpanisad.—120.

COMMENTARY

The Prana and the rest are given in the following verse :

They who know the life of life, the eye of the eye, the ear of the ear, the food of the

food, the mind of the mind, they have comprehended the ancient, primeval Brahman.

(Bri. Up., IV., 4. 18)

So the five beings are life, eye, car, food, and mind, every one of which

i< called a Pancha-janah.

Objection : But this is possible only in the recension of the M&dhyan-

dinas, who read the additional word Annasya Annam. But iu the KSnva

recension that phrase Annasya Annam is omitted and we have only four.

This objection is answered by the author in the next Sutra.

sAtra i., 4. 13.

sW&taPKEri in I » I \\ ll

^fiwr Jyotisft, by light ; by counting "light" as among the above list,

•tfc*!^ EkesSra, of some texts or recensions, *'. e., of the Kftnvas. *rafn" Asati,

in the abseaoe of, or there not existing. *w Anne, food.

23
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13. In' the text of some (KSnvas) the word 'light' is

mentioned instead of food, aud this makes up the number

five.—121.

COMMENTARY.

In the recension of the KSnvas though the word 'Annam' is not

mentioned, yet in tho passage immediately preceding, we find the word

Jyotis. or light mentioned. Taking this word Jyotis, along with the four

words mentioned in the above verse, we get the number five. Thus in

Brhadfiranyaka Upanisad, IV., 4. 16, we find the word Jyotis. mentioned in

the passage: "Him the Devas worship as the Light of lights."

In both recensions, the word Jyotis occurs in verse 15, yet in one case

we make up the number five by counting the word Jyotis, and in the other

by counting the word Annam.

Note : The Paiicha-janah of the BrhadAranyaka Upanisad is the name of the five

senses, every sense is called a Pancha-jaMli, and -so Pancha-pancha-janah has no

reference to the Sfiiikhya categories.

Adhikarana IV.—Brahman is the Sole Cause

The SSnkhya philosopher raises a further doubt. It cannot be said that

the Ved&nta texts teach only one doctrine that "tho Brahman is tho solo

cause of creation" : for in those texts we find other causes of creation also

mentioned. Thus in Taittiriya UpaDisad, II., 1. 1., we find that creation

proceeds from Self or Brahman : "From that Self sprang AkSsa, from

Ak&sa, air, etc." This passago shows that tho cause of creation is Atml
But in another passage of tho same Upanisad, we find that Asat or non-

being is the cause of the universe. For in II., 7. 1., we read : "In the

beginning was Asat, from it arose the Sat. That made itself its Self,

therefore, it is called the self-made."

This shows that the caxtso of creation is Asat and not Atma\ While in

some other Upanisads, we find that Ak&sa is the cause of creation. As in

the passage of ChhSndogya Upanisad, I., 9. 1., we find that Ak&sa is the origin

of the universe. Similarly, in another passage wo find that Prfina is the

origin of the universe : "All these creatures enter verily into PrSna, etc."

(Chh., Up., I., 11. 4). In another passage Asat is said to be the cause of the

universe (Taitt. Up., II., 7. 1). [n another place Sat is said to be the cause
of the universe, as GhMndogya Upanisad, VI., 2. 1. : "Sat alone was in the

beginning." Again we find that Avyakta is said to be tho cause of the

universe, as in Byhadaranyaka Upanisad, 1, 4. 7. "Now all this was then
AvySkrta (undeveloped), it became developed by form and name." Thus
the Upani§ads are not consistent, as regards the cause of the universe ;
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whether it is Sat or Asat, Akasa or PrSna, AvySkrta or Atman, all these are

mentioned as the cause of the universe. Thus it is not possible to ascertain that

Brahman alone is taught in the Upanisads as the cause ol the universe ;

while it is possible to say that Pradhana alone is taught to be the cause of

the universe, as wo find from the passage of the BrhadSranyaka Upanisad

already quoted above. Moreover, the words Sat and Asat, PrSna or Akasa,

and Avyakrta, can vory well be applied to Pradhana, for they are some of

them the effects of Pradhana, such as Akasa and Prana, while others are tho

names of Pradhana itself. Whilo these terms cannot be all applied to

Brahman. Of course, in some passages we find that Atma" and Brahman are

also said to bo the causo of the universe ; but these two terms can be applied

to Pradhana also. The literal meaning of the word Atman is 'all-pervading,'

and Pradhana is all-pervading, while Brahman litorally means that which

is pre-eminently groat (Vrhat) ; and so Pradhana may be called Brahman

also. Whilo Pradhana is called Asat in its aspect of modified things and

it is called Sat or being in its causal or eternal aspect. Similarly, it is

called Pr&na as it is an clement produced from it And the terms thinking,

etc., represented in those passages may also apply to PradhEna in a

metaphorical sense, meaning commoncomont of action. So when the Upanisad

says : 'It thought let me bocomo many,' it means that Pradhana commenced

the action of multiplication. Therefore, all tho Upanisad passages relating

to creation harmonise better with the theory of Pradhana being the creator

than of Brahman.

Siddhanta : This objection is answered by the author in the next

Sutra.

Note : Tho Sanskrit of the passages referred to above arc given below :

Sftsqr ^TOf: i sffoftwftea^ I *m%m I "fcre: 3^: II (Taitt., Up., II., 1. 1.)

From that Atman sprang Akasa, from Akasa air, from air fire, from fire water, from

water earth ; from earth herbs, from herbs food, from food seed, from seed man.

srffiCT nam *mfisr i wft % I ^nwn^ fpfquj^t i apnracissg^fs %fo n

The Non-Being (Asat) was this in the beginning ; from it arose the being (Sat).

That made itself its Self. Therefore, it is called the Self-made. (Taitt., Up., II„ 7. 1).

"What is the goal of this world ?" He replied : "The Akasa, all beings verily come
out of the Akasa, and merge into the Akasa. The Akasa is greater than these , the Akasa
is the refuge. (Ohh., Up. I., 9. 1).
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"Who is that deity"? He replied : "Pr£na. All these beings verily (come out of

Prana and) merge into the Prana." (Chh., Up., I., 11. 7).

The Sat alone was in the beginning less (Chh., Up., VI., 2. 1).

All this was then Avy£krta, it became Vy&krta, (developed) by name and form.

(Br. Up., I., 4. 7).

SCTltA I., 4. 14

?R#I KSranatvena, as a cause, by being the cause. ^ Cha, and.

TraTflI% AkS&idisu, with reference to Akasa and the rest *W1 Yatha\ as.

•Jrqf^e: Vyapadi§tah, described. Ukteh, on account of being declared.

14. The Brahman is described in the Ilpanisads as cause

of Akasa and the rest, and the Brahman so described must be taken

to be the ^cause of the universe, and not Akasa and the rest which

are created by Brahman.—122.

COMMENTARY

The word 'Cha' is used in tho Sutra in the senso of 'but,' and removes

the doubt raised in the preceding passage. It is possible to ascertain

from tho Vedanta texts that Brahman alone is the sole cause of the universe,

because with regard to other and tho rest, Brahman as described in the

Upanisads is declared to be the cause. "The Brahman as described" of the

Sutra means the Brahman distinguished by omniscience, omnipotence, and

other qualities as described in tho defining Sutra, L, 1., 2. That Brahman

alone is described in the Vedfintas to be the cause of Akasa and the rest

Thus the passage of the Taittiriya Upanisad, II., 1. 1, says, "Brahman is

true, infinite and intelligence;" and shows that He has the qualities

of omniscience, etc. This very Brahman is said to be the cause of the

universe in the next sentence "from that Self (Atman) sprang Akfisa, etc."

Therefore, the word Self or Atman used here must refer to Brahman

as described above—Satyam JMnamanantam—and not taken in its

etymological sense of all-pervading. Similarly, in the ChhSndogya Upanisad,

VI., 8. 1., "Sad eva somya idam agre Ssit"—"Being alone was in the

beginning, one only without an equal," shows that Sat was in the begin-

ing. And the next verse shows : "He thought—let me become many—" "And

He created light, etc." Here also the creation of light, eta, proceeds

from .an intelligent being, who thinks, and therefore the Sal of- this
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passage must mean Brahman, who thinks ; and not Pradb&na, an unintel-

ligent entity. Thus wherever creation is described, it refers to Brahman

as defined in the beginning, namely, a being who is omniscient, omni-

potent, etc. Of course, effect is similar to the cause, and therefore, some-

times an effect is spdken of as cause. But this argument can apply in

tho case of Brahman also. For whoro the text describes Ak&sa or

Prfina to be the cause of the universe, wo say they really mean Brahman

and not Pradhana, for though they may be the effect of Pradhana in a

secondary sense, they are the effect of Brahman. This wo shall explain

later on in detail. The fivo words itman, Akfisa, Pi&na, Sat, and Brahman,

literally denote all-pervading, all-luminous, all-controlling, the Essence,

and the Great, respectively, and so in their literal sense also, these terms

are more appropriate with regard to Brahman, than with regard to

Pradhana. While the term fksan "thinking" is absolutely inappropriate

with regard to Pradhana, and a metaphorical meaning is given to this

term by the SSnkhyas, in order to harmonise their theory with tho texts.

Note : The word tksan is found in the Chhdndogya passage referring to Sat. Vide,

Chhandogya Upanisad, VI., 1. 1.

The next Sutra explains the two words Asat (uon-being) and Avyakrta

(uudeveloped). These two words in their ordinary sense cannot be

applied to Brahman, for He is neither non-being, nor undeveloped. There-

fore, those Upanisad texts which say that creation proceeds from the

non-being or the undeveloped, must be now explained.

sCtra i., 4. 15.

<wimfn in 1 8 M * ii

9in*fi<T?3 Sam&kars&t, from its relevency, from its connection. By

drawing in (the word Brahman from a contiguous sentence).

15. The words Asat and Avyakrta also denote Brahman,

because of the relevency of that meaning in the passages

where they occur ; and because the word Brahman may be

drawn into the sentences, where these words occur, from the passage

near them.—123.

COMMENTABY

The word Asat occurs in Taittiriya Upanisad, II., 7, in the following

passage :

In the beginning this was non-existent (Asat). From it was born what exists.
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This passage is preceded by tho following:

He unshed, may I be many, may I grow forth. He brooded over Himself (like a man
performing penance). After He had thus brooded, He sent forth (created) all, whatever

there is. Having Bent forth, He entered into it. Having entered it, He became Sat (what

is manifest) and Tyat (what is not manifest), defined and undefined, supported and not

supported, (endowed with) knowledge and without knowledge (as stone), real and unreal.

The Satya (true) became all this whatsoever, and therefore, the wise call it (the Brahman)

Satya (the true).

On this there is this Sloka : In the beginning this was non-existent, Asat.

This shows that the word 'Asat' refers to Brahman, which is tho

subject under discussion in tho previous verse. Tho word here does not

moan
i

non-beitig'' or 'non-existent? but it shows that before the creation,

tho distinction of names and forms did not oxist, and Brahman also then

did not exist in the sense that he was not connected with names and

forms. And as ho had then no name and form, he is said to be Asat or

non-existent. In fact, the text of tho Taittirtya Upanisad in this portion deals

with Brahman, for in a passage in the same Valli, (II., 4. 1) we find it

stated that Brahman is bliss, and this Brahman called bliss which is

treated in verse V, is the subject-matter of this seventh Anuvaka also.

Note : The word Asat here cannot mean matter or non-being, because in this very

passage vre find that the description given of it can apply only to Brahman, and not to

matter or non-being. To understand it wc give the whole passage here

:

"In tho beginning this was non-existent, Asat. From it was born what exists (Sat).

That made its Self, therefore, it is called the Self-made. That which is Self-made is a

flavour (can be tasted) for only after perceiving a flavour one can perceive pleasure. Who
could breathe, who could breathe forth, if that bliss (Brahman) existed not in the ether

(in the heart) ? For he alone causes blessedness."

When he finds freedom from fear and rest in that which is invisible, incorporeal,

undefined, unsupported, then he has obtained the fearless. For if he makes but the

smallest distinction in it, there is fear for him. But that fear exists only for one who
thinks himself wise, (not for the true sage).

On this there is also this Sloka :

"From terror of it (Brahman) the wind blows, from terror the sun rises ; from terror

of it Agni and Indra, yea, Death runs as the fifth."

This shows that Asat here cannot mean anything but Brahman. Even in this sixth

Anuvaka the seer of this Upanisad clearly says that Brahman is not Asat in the literal

meaning of that word, therefore when he uses the words "Asat was in the beginning," he

uses it in a sense totally distinct from its ordinary denotation. Thus in the sixth

Anuvika we find

:

"He who knows the Brahman as non-existing, Asat, becomes himself non-existing,

Asat. He who knows the Brahman as existing, Sat, him we know himself as

existing, Sat."

In the Chh&ndogya Upanisad also we find that Asat in the sense of

non-being absolutely is not the source of creation. Thus ChhSndogya

Upanisad, YI, 2. 1., begins with the famous text : 'Sad eva

somyedam agra &sid ekam evfidvitiyam,' which means "Being

was in the beginning one only, without an equal" That
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passage refutes later on the view that Asat was in the beginning. This

also shows that Asat could not but mean Brahman, and it means

Brahman in his latent state, when this world, which we call "Sat" was

not The Chhandogya passage VI., 2. 1, starts by putting two hypotheses,

namely, Sat was in the beginning, and Asat was in tho beginning and

then it goes on to say :

"Some say that Asat wis in the beginning, one only without a

second." And it refutes this theory by saying, "How can it be, that

being or Sat could come out of non-boing or Asat ?" The implication is

how can that which is absolutely non-being or Asat can have any relation

to timo also, and how can we say that Asat was ? To say that Asat was

meant that non-being existed, which would bo an absurd proposition.

For all these reasons the Asat of Taittiriya Upanisad refers to Brahman.

Similarly, tho word Avy&krta of Brhadaranyaka Upani§ad, I, 4. 5., also

means Brahman there. It literally means undeveloped and is generally applied

to Prakfti. But in the passage above referred to, it could not have that

moaning, To understand this we give tho whole passage here

:

Now all this was then undeveloped (Avyfikrta). It became developed by form and

name, so that one could say, 'He, called so and so, is such a one.' Therefore, at present

also all this is developed by name and form, so that ono can say, 'Ho, called so and so. is

such a one.'

He (Brahtran or the Self) entered thither, to the very tips of the finger nails, as a

razor might be fitted in a razor-case, or as fire in a fireplace.

He cannot be seen, for, in part only, when breathing, he is breath by name, when
speaking, speech by name ; when thinking, mind by name. All these are but the names of

His acts. And he who worships (regards Him as the one or the other), does not know him,

for He is apart from this (whan qualified) by the one or the other (predicate). Let men
worship Him, as Self, for in the Self all these arc one. This Self is the footstep of every-

thing, for through it one knows everything. And as one can find again by footsteps what

was lost, thus he who knows this finds glory and praise.

The word Avyakrta used in the above passage is to be understood

to mean Brahman as the Inner Self of the undeveloped. We must draw

in the word Brahman from the subsequent passage "he entered in it up

to the nails," and explain Avy&krta in the light of the subsequent

passage. It would thus appear that Brahman alone, by the mere force

of his will, becomes developed in name and form, and Avyakrta or

undeveloped, therefore, means the state of Brahman, in so far as He has

not yet evolved through name and form. Otherwise, if AvySkjta were

taken as referring to Prakrti, it would go against the whole current of the

Yedfinta texts, and against tho Sutra which declares that all Vedanta

texts refer to Brahman. It is thus a settled conclusion that Brahman is

the sole cause of the universe, and not PradhSna.
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Adhikarana V.—The Purusa of the Kausika Upanisad is

Brahman.

The Sankhya raises another objection, and the author refutes it.

In the Kausitaki Brfthraana the sage Balaki promises to teach Brahman

by saying, 'I shall tell you Brahman.' And he goes on to describe

sixteen things as Brahman, beginning with the sun. All these, however,

are set aside by the king AjataSatru who says none of them is Brahman.

When the sage Balaki is thus silenced, Ajatasatru gives tho teaching

about Brahman in these words :

« ftar* I jft % TOPfc qstar sfRif, 3aa w s % ^fctsr ifo n

"He who is the cause of these different persons and to whom there belongs this

Karman, He is to be known."

Note : The Sfinkhyas explain the above Mantra thus :

'He who is the cause of these different Purusas and to whom there belongs this

Karman, He indeed is to be known.

Note : BalAka
1

mentions first the Purusa in the sun as Brahman. Then on being

refuted by Ajatasatru, he goes on mentioning the various Spirits (Purusas) in the moon, in

die lightning, in the thunder-cloud, in the wind, in the ether, in the fire, in the waters, in

the mirror, in the shadow, in the echo, iu the sound, in the sleep, in the body, in the right

eye, in the left eye, Thus Biliki exhausted all his idea of Brahman. Then Ajatasatru

asks him thus :

Then verily the son of BalaM became silent. Ajatasatru said to him, "Thus far only

(reaches thy knowledge), O son of BaiatoS V 'Thus far only,' he replied. Ajatasatru

said, 'Speak not proudly without cause (saying), "Let me tell thee Brahman." 0 son

of Bal&ka*, He who is the maker of these spirits, whose work is all this, He verily is the

being to be known.' Then truly the son of Balaki came up to him with fuel in his hand,

saying, "Let me attend thee (as my Guru)."

Ajatasatru said to him, "This I consider contrary to nature that a Ksatriya should

instruct a Brthmana. Come, I will tell thee all I know." Then having taken him by the

hand, he set forth. They came to a man asleep. Then he pushed him with his staff, and

he at once rose up. Ajatasatru said to the son of Balftka, 'Where, 0 son of Bal&ka, lay

this Bpirit asleep, where was all this done, whence came he thus back ?' Then the son of

Baiaka knew not what to reply. Ajatasatru said to him, "This is where, O son of BaWka,

this spirit lay asleep, where all this was done, and whence he thus came back. The
vessels of the heart named Hita proceeding from the heart, surround the great membrane
(round theheart) ; thin as a hair divided into thousand parts and filled with the minute
essence of various colours, of white, of Mack, of yellow, and of red. When' the sleeping

man sees no dreams so ever, he abides in these.

Doubt : Here arises the doubt : Does tins \Jpa\tts.adt ta&<& tixe

Purusa oi the Sankhyas, who is the enjoyer and the Superintendent of
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the Prakrti, or does it mean the Blessed Visnu, Lord of all? The

phrase
—

"to whom this work belongs"—connects the being to be known

with work ; and such a being is mentioned there as the enjoying soul, the

ruler of Prakrti. Further, both of them go to a sleeping person. That

also shows that the teaching here given is about the human soul, and not

about the Lord. Further on, also, the text treats of the enjoing soul, in

the sentenco : 'As the master feeds with his people, nay, as the people

feed on the master, thus does this conscious Self feed with the other Selfs.'

Therefore, the passage relates to the individual soul. The word Pr&na or

life applied to him is also appropriate, for Pr&na here means the individual

soul, in so far as supporting life. The sense of tho Upanisad passage is

this : He who is the cause of different persons residing in the sun, etc.,

and who is instrumental towards the retributive experiences of the

individual souls, and to whom there belongs Karman, good and evil, to

which there is due his becoming such a cause, He indeed is to he known,

His essential nature is to bo recognised, in distinction from Prakrti.

Thus the SMkhya's Jiva is the object of knowledge taught in this

Upanisad. And, therefore, tho Brahman which Ajatasatru promised to

teach is this Jiva in a state of emancipation and free from Prakrti
; for,

as a matter of fact, there is no other tsvara except the emancipated soul.

And thinking etc., also are appropriate to such a soul, and Ho is ruler of

Prakrti who is the mother of tho universe.

Siddhanta : This objection of the Sfinkhyas, the author answers by

the following Sfttra :

sCthv t., 4. 1H.

3W3. Jagat, the world. wrf^T^ Vaphitvat, because of the denotation.

16. The word 'Karman' in the Kausika Upanisad does not

mean work, but it denotes creation or the world.— 124.

COMMENTARY

In this passage, tho individual soul of the SAnkhyas is not the topic

discussed
; but the Supreme Person, the sole object of the Veda*nta teach-

ing. The whole difficulty arose from the sentence "to whom this Karma
bolongs," and if the word Karma "wete taketv m vte otfliuatY weoaa, iha

above passage could not refer Brahman, for Brahman is not bound by

24
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Karma. But the word Karma there is accompanied by the word Jagat,

in the above ITpanisad, and therefore, we take this word Karma there to

mean the universe consisting of the individual souls and matter, (spirit

and matter). In fact, the force of the word is this : Tn the phrase, to

whom this icork belongs, the word Karma refers to the universe, because

Brahman is the cause of the universe, and therefore, the word Karman

must refer to the word world. The truth is this : The word Karma is

derived from the root Kr. 'to create, to make' ; and it means here creation

and not work and not the technical Karma. And when this meaning

can be given to Karma, it is wrong to give it the meaning of good and

evil actions. When Karma is taken to mean 'creation' also, then the

word Etat "this" also reecives its proper force. It removes then the

doubt that the individual soul is the creator. And according to the S&n-

khyas the individual soul is not the creator, for creation belongs to Prakrti.

Nor can you Saiikhyas say, that Purusa may be called 'creator' by Adhyasa

or superimposition and connection with Prakrti, for according to Sftnkhya

the Purusa is Asanga, or free from all connections. Therefore, the

above passage does not refer to the Jiva of the Sankhyas, but to the

Supremo Lord, who alone is the creator of this universe. This also frees

Ajfttasatru from the censure of having told a lie, for he promises in the

opening passage, "T will teach you Brahman," and when Balaki mentions

sixteen Puru§as one after the other, he tells him this is false and himself

then goes on to teach tho true Brahman. Thus Ajatasatru implies that

the various Purusas of Balaki were not the true Purusa and ho (Ajatasatru)

was going to tell the truth. Therefore, it is clear he meant to teach some

Person, other than the various persons spoken of by Balaki. If he also

meant to teach a Jiva, then there would be no difference between his

teaching and that of Balaki whom he implicates of teaching a false doctrine.

His teaching is, therefore, something different. Ho says, "The various

persons mentioned by B&l&ki are not Brahman, but that they are creations

of Brahman, and that He is the maker of those persons." What he

meant to say is that the BeiDg of whom this, namely, the universe, is the

Karma or creation, is the Supreme Lord and the Highest Cause.

Note : The passage which gave rise to the doubt was the phrase "Yasya vA, etat

karma sa vai veditavyah" "of whom verily this is the Karma, He ought to be known.'' The
word Karma generally means the good and evil deeds of a Jiva, and so the above passage

was open to misconception. But the word Etat in the same passage is the real key to

right interpretation. Of whom This is the work. To what does the word This refer ?

It, in fact, refers to the sixteen persons mentiond by BaWki. Therefore, the word work
does not mean here the good and evil deeds of the Jiva, but the nurld or the universe.

The Purvapaksjn raises another objection saying there are inferen-

tial marks in this Upanigad passage pointing to the Jiva and the
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circumstance that the mention is made of the chief vital air or l'rana wo

must hold that tnis section treats of the Jiva and not of the Highest Self.

This objection the author disposes of in the next Sutra

:

NUTltA I., 4. 17.

^pTOifafn, ^mm^w u « i \* ii

«ftl Jiva, the individual soul. giR-flTO Mukhya-prana, the ptincipal life-

breatli, the chief vital air. fawraL LingiU, because of the inferential marks.

* Na iti, not thus. %t Chut, if. tt. Tat, that. sqKeqra^ Vyakhyatam, has

been explained.

17. If it. be objected, that in the above passage of the

Kausika Upanisad, we have characteristics given, leading to the

inference that cither the Jiva, or the Chief Pruna. is the

subject taught there, and not Brahman ; we reply that this

is not so ; for the reasons already given in Sutra I., 1. 31—125.

COMMENTAKY

Tn the Sutra L, 1. 31, which dealt with the topic of tho dialogue

between Indra and Pratardana, this objection was raised and answered.

All those arguments would apply hore also. Thero it was shown that

when a text is interpreted as referring to Brahman, on tho ground of a

comprehensive survey of its initial and concluding clauses, all other

inferential marks which point to other topics, sucli as Jiva or Prfina, etc.,

must bo so interpreted, that they may harmonise with tho principal

topic. In this passage also, tho initial clause refers to Brahman, in the

sentence, 'Shall I tell you Brahman ?' So also the concluding clause is,

"Having overcome all evils, ho obtains pre-eminence among all beings,

sovereignty and supremacy, yea, lie who knows this." Thus the initial and

concluding clauses here also refer to Brahman ; and if in tho middle of

this pasage we find any mark, from which Jiva or any other topic may
be inferred, we must so interpret that passage as to refer to Brahman,

in order to avoid contradiction. Nor is this topic redundant, as being

already taught in Sutra I., 1. 31, for the chief point discussed here is the

word Karma, which was liable to • misinterpretation. Therefore, this

Adhikarana does teach something new.

An objection is raised : , The word Karma was in grammatical cons-

truction with the word Etat in the above Upanisad passage, and so the

word Karma was explained as this universe, and though the word

Pr&na also found there is in construction with Etat and so is applied to
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Brahman, and thus tho whole context may be applied to Brahman, so

far as these two words are concerned ; but how do you get over the diffi-

culty of the other references in this very passage to Jiva? The words

Karma and PrUna have been interpreted by you as moaning the universe

and Brahman, because the word Ktat is there in construction with them.

But there is no sucli word in regard to Jiva, and from the questions and

answers given in this passage, we find that the Jiva is taught to be

Brahman, and that there is no separate Brahman other than the released

Jiva. The reference to Jiva is very clear in this passage ; and admitting

your argument that the topic hero is Brahman, the thing taught is that

there is no Brahman other than the Jiva. The question asked in the

above passage is, "Where, 0 BftlSki, did this person sleep ? "Where was

he ? Whence did he thus come back ?" This shows that the question

relates to Jiva only. And that tho place where the Jiva goes to sleep

are the Nadis : and all the sense-organs become one in this Jiva at the

time of sleep ; and this Jiva is called also Prana here. Thus the whole

question and answer shows, that reference is to the Jiva. And when

the awakening takes place, the Jiva comes out from the place oi sleep.

Thus the whole passage proves that the topic is of the Jiva, and that Jiva

who is called here Prana is Brahman. To this objection the next Sutra

gives an answer.

SL'THA i., 4. 18.

Tsjlfcr. Any&rtham, a different meaning or purport, g Tu, but, ^fafsr:

Jaiminib, Jaimini. si«T Prasna, from question. sjnwsnwp; Vyakhyfunvbhyam,

from answer, or explanation, ffo Api, also. ^ wr, Cha evam, and thus <?*

Eke, some, that is, some texts.

18. The sage Jaimini thinks that the mention made of the

Jiva in the above Upanisad passage has another meaning, namely,

it aims at conveying the idea that Jiva is different from

Brahman, because the question and answer shows it ; and

some recensions show it clearly.—126.

COMMENTARY

The word Tu "but" shows that the above doubt is wrong. The

description of Jiva, in the passage under discussion, is not with the

object of showing that the topic is that of the Jiva, or that the Jiva is

Brahman. But it aims at showing, according to the opinion of Jaimini,

that the Jiva is separate from Brahman, Why do you say so ?
' Because
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the question and answer in the above passage shows it We give the whole

passage here to understand properly the discussion raised :

Then verily the son of BalSka" became silent. Ajdtasatru said to him, "Thus far

only (reaches thy knowledge), O son of BalaM ?" "Thus far only," he replied. Ajfitagatru

said, "Speak not proudly without cause, (saying) 'I^et me tell thee Brahman,' O son of

Baldka". He who is the maker of these spirits, whose work is all this, He verily is the

Being to be known." Then truly the sou of Balakd came up to him, with fuel in his hand,

saying "Let me attend thee (as my Guru)." Aj£ta§atru said to him, "This I consider con-

trary to nature that a Ksatriya should instruct a Bra"hmana. Come, 1 will tell thee all

I know." Then having taken him by the hand, he set forth. They came to a man asleep.

AjStasfitru called him, (saying) "Oh thou vast one, clothed in white raiment, king Soma."

The man still lay asleep. Then he pushed him with his staff, and he at once

rose up. Aj£ta§atra said to the son of Baldkd, "Where, O son of BalAka, lay this

spirit asleep, where was all this done, whence came he thus back ?"' Then the son of

BalfSka" knew not what to reply. Ajfitasatru said to him, "This is where, O son of BalAkS,

this spirit lay asleep, where all this was done and whence he thus came back. The vessels

of the heart named Hits, proceeding from the heart, surround the great membrane (round

the heart) ; thin as a hair divided into a thousand parts ; and filled with the minute

essence of various colours, of white, of black, of yellow, and of red. When the sleeping

man sees no dreams soever, he abides in these.

"Then is he absorbed in that Prmia. Then the speech enters into it with all names,

the sight enters with all forms, hearing enters with all sounds, the mind enters with all

thoughts. When he awakes, as from blazing fire, sparks go forth in all directions ; so from

this soul all the Pranas go forth to their several stations, from the Prapas go forth the

Devas, from Devas the worlds. This is the true Prdna, identical with Prajfia, entering

this body and soul, it penetrates the nails and hairs of the skin. Just as a razor placed in

a razor-case, or fire in the home of fire, thus this soul, itself Prajfia, enters this body and

soul, to the hairs and nails. The inferior souls follow this Soul, as the house-

hold, the householder. As the householder feeds with his household, and as the house-

hold feed on the householder, so this Soul, itself Prajnd, feeds with those souls, and thus

(hose souls feed on this Soul. As long as Indra did not know this Soul, so long the

A suras overcame him. When he knew It, then having conquered and slain the Asuras,

he attained the pre-eminence of all gods and all beings, he attained sovereignty and

empire. Thus, too, is it with him who hath this knowledge, having destroyed all sins,—

he attaineth the pre-eminence of all beings and sovereignty, and empire, who knoweth

thus, who knoweth thus."

The question, "Where was this person when asleep ? etc.," aud the

answer, "When sleeping, he sees no dream, then he becomes one in that

Prana alone, etc." shows that Jiva is separate from Brahman. So also

the passage, "From that Self the organs proceed, each towards its place,

from the organs the gods, from the gods the worlds, etc.,"—all this shows

that the passage teaches Brahman as something separate from Jtva. The

word Pr^na here means the Supreme Self, because He is well-known as

that into which the soul enters and sleeps. In Him tho Jtvas merge in

sleep, and in Pralaya ; and from Him they come out on awakening. The

mention of the veins or the Mdis is not to show that they are the abode of

the Jfva in deep sleep, for the abode is Brahman, called Prdna here, but
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that these Nadis or veins act as gateways merely to the abode of sleep.

The whole passage thus teaches that the Supremo Self is the abode, to

which the tired Jiva go°s after the day's labour, to find rest in sleep, and

from which it comes out in the morning to begin his work again.

Not only Jaimini is of this opinion, but in the recension of this

Upanisad story according to the Vajasanoyins, a clear distiuction is drawn

in their texts, between the Jiva and Brahman. lu their reading of the

dialogue between Ajutasatru and Bftlfiki, they use the word Vijiianamaya,

and read it as different from Brahman. The text is :

"Where was then the persou, consisting of intelligence, and from whence did he thus

come back ?—When he was thus asleep then the intelligent person, having through the

intelligence of the senses, absorbed within himself all intelligence, lies in the ether that

is within the heart."

Now the word 'ether' is known to donote the Highest Self ; ef.

the text 'there is within that the small ether' (Chh. Up., VTIL, 1. 1).

This also shows that the Supreme Lord is the object of knowledge taught

in this Upanisad.

Adhikaratia VI— The Atman of the Tifhadaranyaka

Upanisad, IV, J, is Brahman and not Jlratmati.

Visaya : In the Brihadaranyaka Upanisad there is a dialogue between

Yfijfiavalkya and his wife Maitrej i. In the course of his teaching, after

premising, "verily a husband is not dear, that you may love the husband,

but that you may love the Self, therefore the husband is dear, etc., etc.,"

ho goes on to say, "Verily everything is not dear, that you may lovo

everything, but that you may love the Self, therefore everything is dear.

Verily, the Self is to be seen, to be heard, to be perceived, to bo marked,

0 Maitreyi ! When the Self has been seen, hoard, perceived and known,

then all this is known.

"

Doubt : What is this Self which is to be seen, to be heard, etc. ? Is

this the JMtman, taught by the Sankhyas, or is it the Supreme Self ?

Ptirvapaksa : The Purvapaksjn says it refers to the Sfinkhya Jiva-

taman or Purusa, because the opening clause begins with the statement

about husband, wife, etc., and love for thorn. In the middle also there

is reference to JivStman, wheu it is said, "When he has departed, there

is no more consciousness." This also shows that the reference is to a

transmigrating soul, subject to birtli and death, love and hatred. So also

the concluding statement "how should he know the knower,'" also shows

that the individual soul, who is tho knower, is the topic of discussion. Of

course, there is this statement also contained here, that by knowing the

Self, everything else is known, and so one can say that the Self referred
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to here cannot be the individual soul, but the S.iprome Self ; for the

knowledge of tho individual soul does not lead to the knowledge of all.

But this is no valid objection, for all created objects are for the sake of

enjoyer, namely, the individual soul. Therefore, when the soul is known
we can figuratively say, that all objects are known, for they exist for the

sake of the soul. Similarly, the objection is raised that this passage

teaches also that the knowledge of the Self leads to immortality, therefore,

the Self should bo the Supreme Self and not the individual soul or Jfva,

for getting a knowledge of the Jtva is not a cause of immortality. This

objection is also not valid, because according to Sankhya system also

immortality is obtained through tho cognition of the true nature of the

Jtva viowcd as free from all erroneous imputation to itself of the

attributes of non-sentient matter. Thus all other characteristic marks, in the

above passago of the Brhadaranyaka Upanisad, by which one may think that

they refor to Brahman, should be explained away. Therefore, says the

Piirvapaksin, the discussion here is about the Jiv&tman, and not the

Supreme Lord, and Prakrti, ruled and guided by tho Jtva, is the cause of

the universe.

Siddhdnla : This objection tho author removes by the following

Sutra :

To understand this Adhikarana wo give below the entire passage of tho Brhadaranyaka

I'panisad, fourth AdhyAya, fifth Brahmana.

1. YAjnavalkya had two wives, Maitreyi and KAtyAyani. Of these, Maitreyi was

conversant with Brahman, but Katyayani possessed such knowledge only as women

possess. And Yajnavalkya, when he wished to get ready for another state of life (when

he wished to give up the state of a householder, and retire nto the forest)

^rcftfa 11 ^ ii

2. said, "Maitreyi, verily I am going away from this, my house (into the forest).

Forsooth let mo make a settlement between thee and that KAtyayanl."

m ttare *ft«ft Jpg i w ntf: s**? ?f*ftfl f%%?T "jjir? mm\ mi ^r^rrssf>? 5rfir

3i Maitreyi said : "My Lord, if this whole earth, full of wealth, belonged to me, tell

me should I be immortal by it, or not ?"

"No," replied Yajnavalkya, "like the life of rich people will be thy life. But there

is no hope of immortality by wealth."

ST ffaT^ *£tft ^T* JIMflT *W ftlf fa 5=*? flfa «»MTS%W fi^f if ftwftfo II * II
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4. And Maitreyi stud, "What should I do with that by which I do not become im-

mortal ? What my Ix>rd knoweth (of immortality), tell that clearly to me."

S TOW: fiW % Js?f sft *Wft S?TT ftqUf^SnT aff We^eB^illpinft %

5. Yfijnavalkya replied : 'Thou who art truly dear to me, thou hast increased what

is dear (to rac in thee). Therefore, if you like. Lady, I will explain it to thee, and mark

well what I say."

e ttare i *r «ft wn«r <rfa: fort *Rre*rr?«w?3 winr itH: ftoft "wft ; f "ff

sft strati wrr sfrar ftqT *rfr2fic«i^?g tor srrqT t>*it n'rfSr ; * *ft saint sfimi?}

3*1: fjRT *m??Jn?T;153 «KT*TT3I 31T: faqt *Wt>3 ; 3 «fr sft fa&t WIR ft*

?qTc»wg wra fira fa4 ; *r q^ii 9>tttc w. fitqr »ra?3nwi?§ ^wro

<wr: ton i i a i\ asm: *r*rre m fto *rwrr"T^5 $mrcr 351 fat *rafcT ;
si

*ft ^a^r wtw gst M *r4srw?§ to ga fto *refcr ; sr *rr sft sfarai wire

ifftaT: fall *t^qifH?l?g 5fV.T: foir *T^5T ; * *TT ^ft ^CTIT sfilHTq ^T: fall

W9rrero?§ wro far: faqr *t^=a ; q h\ ^rci w*wr %?t: fa?T ^^^^53
sfimra ^3[T: f5r^iT *nrt>a ; ^ u ^ fn^i wui ^mfa faqifiu WctTrwg ^tito *jart>

frgrfa *refer ; n ^rr sft <H%?r wrur sr4 M *r*3rrc*H?3 wrra ^4 far t^t%;

?rrr»TT *rr *ft ^gsg: Wtarseft jts^tt faft^rfarsfr 3r^r?*rfa <«r?*ft cs # f^^rrfr

«4 ftfawt 11 t 11

G. And he said : 'Verily, a husband is not dear, that you may love the husband ; but

that you may love the Self, therefore a husband is dear.'

'Verily, sons are not dear, that you may love the sons ; but that you may love the

Self, therefore sons are dear.'

'Verily, a wife is not dear, that you may love the wife : but that you may love the

Self, therefore a wife is dear.'

'Verily, wealth is not dear, that you may love wealth ; but that you may love the

Self, therefore wealth is dear.'

'Verily, cattle arc not dear, that you may love the cattle ; but that you may love

the Self, therefore cattle are dear.'

'Verily, the Brahman-class is not dear that you may love the Brfihman-class ; but

that you may love the Self, therefore Br£hman-class is dear.'

'Verily, the Ksatriya-class is not dear, that you may love the KRatriya-class ; but that

you may love the Self, therefore the Ksatriya-class is dear.'

'Verily, the worlds are not dear, that you may love the worlds ; but that you may
love the Self, therefore the worlds are dear."

'Verily, the Devas are not dear, that you may love the Devas ; but that you may love

the Self, therefore the Devas are dear.'

'Verily, the Vedas are not dear, that you may love the Vedas ; but that you may love

the Self, therefore the Vedas are dear.'

'Verily, creatures are not dear, that you may love the creatures ; but that you may
ove the Self, therefore the creatures are dear.'
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'Verily, everything is not dear, that you may love everything ; bat that you may

love everything, therefore everything is dear.'

'Verily, the Self is to be Been, to be heard, to be perceived, to be marked, O Maitreyi I

When the Self has been seen, heard, perceived, and known, then all this is known.'

«swr T *i«£t itffa: II * II

7. 'Whosoever looks for the Br&hman-class elsewhere than in the Self, was abandon-

ed by the Brdhman-class. Whosoever looks for the Ksatriya-class elsewhere than in the

Self was abandoned by the Ksatriya-class. Whosoever looks for the worlds elsewhere

than in the Self was abandoned by the worlds. Whosoever looks for the Devas elsewhere

than in the Self, was abandoned by the Devas. Whosoever looks for the Vedas elsewhere

than in the Self, was abandoned by the Vedas. Whosoever looks for the creatures else-

where than in the Self, was abandoned by the creatures. Whosoever looks for anything

elsewhere than in the Self, was abandoned by anything.'

This Brahman-class, this Ksatriya-class, these worlds, these Devas, these Vedas,

all these beings, this everything, all is that Self.

8. 'Now as the sounds of a drum, when beaten, cannot be seized externally (by

themselves), but the sound is seized, when the drum is seized, or the beater of the drum.

9. 'And as the sounds of a conch-shell, when blown, cannot be seized externally

(by themselves), but the sound is seized, when the shell is seized, or the blower of the

shell.'

«Z*ta: 0 ?o ||

10. 'And as the sounds of a flute, when played cannot be seized (externally by them-,

selves), but the sound is seized, when the flute is seized, or the player of the flute.'

tfii^tertffrw s*r<$ fair wfiw. *«fa>n g?«r<wrgs*n'?'rffrfa sjn^i'irtte'K 5<wt-

11. 'As clouds of smoke proceed by themselves out of lighted fire kindled with

damp-fuel, thus verily, O Maitreyi, has been breathed forth from this Great Being what

we have as ]Jg Veda, Yajur Veda, S£ma Veda, •Atharv&igirasas, Itih&as, Purftna, Vidya,

the Upanisads, Slokas, Sutras, Anuvy£khy£nas, Vyfikhy&nas, what is sacrificed, what is

poured out, food and drink, this world and the other worlds, and all creatures. From Him
alone all these were breathed forth.'

25
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12. 'As all waters find their centre in the sea, all touches in the skin, all tastes in the

tongue, all smells in the nose, all colours in the eye, all sounds in the ear, all percepts

in the mind, all knowledge in the heart, all actions in the hand, all pleasures in the

organ of generation, all evacuations in the arms, all movements in the feet, and all the

Vedas in the speech.'

i&haft ^j-ti: qg&w ar^sngf^ifa «r *ftrrst<ftsft ircWrft qm&rw n\%\\

13. 'As a mass of salt has neither inside nor outside, but is altogether a mass of

taste, thus has indeed that Self neither inside nor outside, but is altogether a mass of

knowledge ; and having risen from out the elements, vanishes again in them. When he

has departed, there is no more knowledge (name), I say, 0 Maitreyi,' thus spoke

YfijHavalkya.

14. Then Maitreyi said : 'Here, Sir, thou hast landed me in utter bewilderment.

Indeed I do not understand him.'

But he replied : 'Maitreyi, I say nothing that is bewildering. Verily, beloved, that

(Self is imperishable, and of an indestructible nature.'

to ft Ifrfor *raft after* m <r*«# erfterc mi ftsrft erft=n: serc^ «rc?r erfterc ter-

^jjfiwfif after* ser*^ nifift afta* m qga after* w^. wift afta* mi ftsrrcrfa m
ssWSfopea&rc * sn^^K* 4 ftlrae%sT %<K nakn&R wf*ra^ie%*T

ir*%!i * Tfsfter a*%?r e#ae%jr * ftsTrctorsrsta^ asf ftsrRifa a %*r feRFftarw

<W ^•WTrJTTSg^t * ft 1Sl?TS*fl«f? H ft tf^raSSsft H ft g^asfaeft H s^HrY si

ft«iift Rgrai**ft %i ftsjuftqift^Tfig^iemtli *ra«5tai*& mmacqfafa ti^n

ftsm* ii ii q^JT *rrerarat n * n

16. 'For when there is as it were duality, then one sees the other, one smells the

other, one tastes the other, one salutes the other, one hears the other, one perceives the

other, one touches the other, one knows the other ; but when Self is only all this, how

should he see another, how should he smell another, how should he taste another, how

should he salute another, how should he hear another, how should he touch another, how
should he know another ? That Self is to be described by No, no 1 He is incomprehen-

sible, for he cannot be comprehended, he is imperishable, for he cannot perish, he is

unattached, for he does not attach himself
; unfettered, he does not suffer, he does not

fail. How, O Beloved, should he know the knower ? Thus 0 Maitreyi 1 Thou hast been

instructed. Thus far goes immortality.' Having said so, YajSavalkya went away (into

the forest).

SUTRA. I., 4. 19.

wifri^ ii n n u ii

Vftkya, (of the) sentence. H«Wia, Anvay&t, because of the connection

or the connected meaning.
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19. (The whole of the above text of the Brhadaranyaka Upanisad

refers to the Supreme Self only) ; for (thus alone a satisfactory)

connection of its sentences (can be made out).— 127.

COMMENTARY

Tn this portion of the Brhadaranyaka Upanisad tho Supreme Self alone

lias been taught and not the Jiva of the Sanlcliya system. Why do we say

so ? Because by studying all that has gone beforo that passage, we find

that it is related to Brahman, which is the subject-matter of tho whole text

In fact, tho whole sentence "tho Self must be seen, etc.," can givo a proper

meaning, when sj considered, in connection with all that precedes or

follows it.

This construction of tho sentence is further strengthened by the opinion

of the three sages ASmarathya, Audulomi, and K&sakrtsna.

SUTRA i., 4. 20.

JlfiWiT Pratijfla, promise, enunciation, f&li: Siddheh, of fulfilment filJR.

Lingam, mark. sn^ws A^marathyah, the sago A^marathya.

20. (The word Atman in the sentence 'Atman must be seen,

etc.,' must mean the Supreme Self), because thus alone the promise

made (that by the knowledge of the Self everything is known)

can be fulfilled. This fulfilment of the Pratijna is the mark

that the word Atman here refers to :the Supreme Self. This is

the opinion of Asmarathya.—128.

COMMENTARY

Yajfiavalkya laid down tho proposition "by tho knowledge of the

Self everything is known." This proposition itself shows that the Self

means the Supreme Self, and cannot mean the Jiva-self. Therefore,

when he says in a subsequent passage "the Atman must be seen, heard,

etc.," he could not have meant the Jivfitman, but the Parani&tman, for

the knowledge of the Jivatman cannot lead to the knowledge of all

;

while, on the other hand, the knowledge of the Supreme Atman, who is

the supreme cause, leads to the knowledgo of everything else, because

it is its effect Nor can you say, the knowledge of every effect is merely

a figurative speech, and the knowledge of the human soul may figura-

tively be said to lead to the knowledge of the universe. For had it been

a figurative speech merely, and having promised that by the knowledge
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of the Self everything is known, then YSjfiavalkya could not have said,

"whosoever looks for the BrShman-olass elsewhere than in the Self was

abandoned by the BrShman-class, whosoever looks for tho Ksatriya-class

elsewhere than in the Self, was abandonod by the Ksatriya-class, etc."

for this shows that he meant by the word Self, tho Supreme .Self, the

abode of the Brfihman, Ksatriya and other classes, and support of the

whole universe, and who is in every form. This is impossible in the

case of any self other than the Supreme, for He alone is the support

of tho universe. Moreover, in verso 11, he says, "As clouds of smoke

proceed by themselves, out of lighted fire kindled with damp fuel ; thus

verily, 0 Maitroyi, has been breathed forth from this Great Being what

we have as Rg Voda, Yajur Vodas, Sama Veda, Atharvangirasas, etc."

This also shows that tho Self about which YSjfiavalkya is speaking is

the Supremo Self, and not the Jiva-self, because he is represented as the

Creator of the whole universe, and all that it contains ; and it is not

possible in the case of the Jiva-self, who is in the bondage of Karma.

Nor a compassionate and true teacher like Yajiiavalkya would teach his

wife Maitreyi tho truth about the Jiva-self and not about Brahman, when

she had proved her worthiness for it, by discarding all wealth and

desiring only release. The knowledge of tho Jiva-self never leads to

immortality, while there are numerous texts which declare that tho

knowledge of the Supreme Self alone is the cause of Mukti. Therefore,

the Atman of the passage under discussion is the Supreme Self.

Now an objection is raised again : Tho Atman of this passage must

be the Jiva because dearness, etc., is attributed to it, in the shape of

husband, wife, etc., and that it is the transmigrating self and therefore,

Jtva. Nor is it proper to explain Atman as Paramltman, merely because

thereby the promise (of knowing everything by knowing one) is fulfilled.

Nor is it right to say that the worshipper of God becomes the creator of

all and the support of all : and gives satisfaction to all Nor [is it right

to quote the following verse of the Padma PurSna in supprt of your

position : "He who has worshipped Hari has given satisfaction to the

whole universe. All animals feel delighted there, all plants and living

things get satisfaction thereby." This is merely a poetical exaggeration,

for the worshipper of Hari does not show forth the power of satisfying

the whole universe. We do not find it as a fact.

To this objection the author replies :

SUTKA I., 4. 21.
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3?*f*r«M: Utkrami§yatah, of the person about to depart, or about to

approach the Supreme at the time of Mukti. «5T Evam, thus, http* Bhavat,

condition ; 'Evam-bhavfit' means "on account of this condition" namely, "becom-

ing beloved of all, etc." Iti, thus, iftf'jftfir: Audulomih, the sage Audulomi.

21. In the opinion of Audulomi, the human soul at the moment

of entering into Release acquires all theso conditions of the

Purusa.—129.

COMMENTAHY

The word Utkramisyatah means "of a person who has become

perfect in his practice and is about to attain the Supreme Self." Such

a wiso man acquires this state (Evam-bhava) namely, becoming dear to

all, etc. Therefore, the word Atman used in the initial clause of this

passage also means the Supreme Self, and not the Jiva-self. This is the

opinion of the sage Audulomi. The moaning of the initial passage is this :

"Verily, a husband is not dear that you may love the husband, but that

you may love the Self, therefore the husband is dear." This means, if

one thinks that for the sake of the husband or for ono's own sake one should

become doar to him, this will not make tho husband dear to her, but

when you love the Self, namely the Supreme Self, then your husband

will love you, for through the Supreme Self flows all the love of the other

solfs, and the grace of tho Suprome Self on his devotee makes every other

inferior self love that being.

Note : The Lord blesses his devotees by saying, "Let every object be pleasant to

my devotees and useful to them. Let my devotees having me in their heart, as their

ruler and guide, be pleasant to all objects useful to them." This blessing of tho Lord

is the object which the devotees always desire to attain. Husband, etc., appear dear to

the devotees not because they are husband, etc., but because they are the abode of the

Supreme beloved, the Lord. And thus thinking, every object becomes helpful to the

devotees, and becomes pleasant to them.

The word 'Kfima' in the above sentences means "wish or will"

and the phrase "Atmanastu KSrafiya" means "to fulfil the will of the

Supreme Self, to carry out the will of the Supremo Self." The force of

the Dative case in the word Kam&ya is that indicated in the Pftnini Sutra,

2. 3. 14 S. 581. When the Lord is worshipped with perfect devotion, He
causes every object to become pleasant and doar to His devotee. As we

read in the Bhagavata: "One who is humble, calm, quiet in mind, and

controlled in conduct, and who is content in his heart, finds the whole

universe full of joy, for such have I made it for him."

Or, the passage may mean, to please the husband or to carry out

the will of the husband, it, does not make the husband dear, but to carry

out the will of the Supreme Self, the husband is made dear. As we read
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in the Bhftgavata : "Who is a greater object of endearment than He by

relation to whom everything else becomes dear, whether it be Prfina or

Buddhi, Manas, or body, wife or children, riches or wealth, etc ?" In this

interpretation, the word Kama must be taken to mean 'happiness.' That

is to say, it is the joy of the Supreme Self that makes the husband dear,

etc., not the husband by his own power. Therefore, by connection with

whom, by the mere will of whom, or by rolation with whom, oven an

unpleasant thing becomes pleasant, that Hari alone should be searched,

Ho alone should be questioned, He alone should be seen, for Ho is the

Most Sweet Moreover, the word Atman used here cannot mean the Jiva,

for this reason also, that the primary significance of this word is the

Supreme Lord. It is only in a secondary sense, that Atman means

Jivatman. Therefore, in the initial clauso "Atmanastu Kamaya," in the

middle clause "Atm&va' aro Drastavyah," the word Atman means the

Supreme Self in both places. Wo cannot take the word Atman to mean

Jiva in the initial clause, and to mean the Supreme Atman in this middle

clause. For if you wore to do so, we should be going against the well-

known maxim of interpretation by which one and the same word, occur-

ring in a single passage, must bo interpreted in the same way. Other-

wise, there would arise the fallacy called V&kya-bheda or splitting of the

sentence. Even if we were to split the sentence, and interpret the word

Atman in the intitial clause as meaning the Jivatman, and in this middle

clause as meaning the Param&tman, we do not gain anything thereby.

For the Atman is taught as the object to be seen, and as the means to lead

to immortality, which the Atman of the initial passage could not evidently

be, and the command that Atman must be seen would bo useless with

regard to the JivStman. Audulomi is evidently a Nirguna AtmavSdin

and his opinion is that the sole nature of Atman is intelligence only. As

we find from Sutra, IV., 4. 6. How can, then, we ascribe to this Audulomi

the view that in the state of Release, the soul manifests devine powers ?

For, aocording to him, in the state of Release, the soul is pure inteligence

only, and has no other powers. Moreover, Audulomi is not against Bhakti

and in order to remove Avidya" and to manifest the true nature of the Self,

namely, the pure intelligence, Audulomi does countenance the view that

Hari must be worshipped. For in a subsequent Sutra, his view has

been set forth, that Bhakti is necessary in order to get Brahma-knowledge.

That Sutra is 'Arttvijyam iti Audulomih tasmai hi parikrvate' (III., 4. 45).

Thus Bhakti alone is the accomplishes of all desires and nothing else.

Let it be so. But the explanation is open to another objection.

In the same passage we find in verse li '

'As a lump of salt, when thrown into the water, becomes dissolved into water and

cannot be taken out again, but whenever we taste water it is salt, tkus verily, 0 Maitreyi,
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does this Great Being, endless, unlimited, consisting of nothing but knowledge, rise

out from these elements, and vanish again into them. When he has departed there is

no more consciousness, I say, O Maitreyi."

How do you reconcile this statement with your theory that the

whole passage of this dialogue between Yajiiavalkya and Maitreyi refers

to the Supreme Self and not the Jiva ? Evidently, the above extract

can refer only to the Jiva, for it states that when a man dies, there is

no consciousness left. Therefore, it is more appropriate to explain tho

whole of this dialogue as having reference to the JivStman of the SSnkbya

philosophy, than to the Param&tinan of the Ved&nta.

Tho doubt thus raisod is answered in the next Sutra.

sCtRA i. 4. 22.

^faftftft mm- n \ \ » i ^ ii

^raf^b Avasthiteh, because of abiding, because tho Brahman abides

within the Jiva. tfrT Iti, thus. sfiNlfff5f : KSsakytsnah, the sage K&sakrtsna.

22. KMakrtsna is of opinion, that departing from the body-

in the above passage, though primarily applicable to the Jtva,

applies to Brahman also, on account of its abiding within the individual

soul.—130.

COMMENTARY

Brahman is to the human individual soul, like the lump of salt to

water ; both are indissolubly united together. It is this Brahman, which

is denoted in tho above passage as "VijiUinaghana," "consisting of

nothing but knowledge" and is other than the Jiva. He is called the

Great Being, endless and unlimited, attributes which apply only to the

Paramatman. The death mentioned there is only with reference to the

Jiva in a secondary sense* It is really the Brahman that passes out of

the body, and as Brahman abides within the Jiva, He is said to go out

of the body, when the Jiva goes out. The above passage really teaches

that Brahman is inside the Jiva, as the salt is inside the water, and so it

teaches something about the Supreme Self, and not about the individual

soul. According to the opinion of KSSakftsna, the Great Being, endless

and unlimited, consisting of nothing but knowledge, is the Supreme Self,

and not the individual self, because the distinction is drawn between

these two, in this passage, where one is spoken of as salt, and the other

as water.
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To recapitulate, Maitreyi asks YSjfiaralkya the means to immortality,

when she says : "What should I do with that by which I do not become

immortal ? What my Lord knoweth (of immortality), tell that to me." To

this question, Yfijfiavalkya replies :

'Verily, the Atman is to be seen, to be heard, to be perceived, to be marked, O
Maitreyi ! When we see, hear, perceive, and know the Self, then all this is known."

Thus he declares the means of attaining immortality, namely, knowing

the Atman. Then he mentions some of the characteristic marks of this

Atman in the passage :

'Now as the sounds of a drum, when beaten, cannot be seized externally (by them-

selves), but the sound is seized, when the drum is seized, or the beater of the drum

'

"And as the sounds of a conch-shell, when blown, cannot be seized externally (by

themselves), but the sound is seized, when the drum is Beized, or the beater of the shell.'

This shows the means of meditation, namely, the control of the senses.

Thus to get immortality, the only means is worship of and meditation on

the Lord, and the method of such worship and meditation consists in the

control of our senses and mind. Thus having given general instruction

as to meditation and worship, Yajfiavalkya goes on to expand the idea of

Brahman, and His all-creative power, in the next two verses :

10. As clouds of smoke proceed by themselves out of a lighted fire kindled with

damp fuel, thus, verily. O Maitreyi, has been breathed from this Great Being what we

have as Rg Veda, Yajur Veda, Sama Veda, Atharvingirasas, Itihfisa (legends), Purina

(cosmogonies), Vidya (knowledge), the Upanisads, Slokas (verses), S&tras (prose rules),

Anuvyfikhyanas (glosses), Viikhyanas (commentaries). From him alone all these were

breathed forth.

11. As all waters find their centre in the sea, all touches in the skin, all tastes in

the tongue, all smells in the nose, all colours in the eye, all sounds in the ear, all percepts

in the mind, all knowledge in the heart, all actions in the hands, all movements in the

feet, and all the Vedas in speech.

Thus having repeated the object of meditation, and the means of

meditation, in the above two verses YSjfiavalkya winds up with the

saying, "As a lump of salt, when thrown into water, becomes dissolved

into water, etc.," in order to encourage the aspirant, and increase his

desire for getting Moksa or immortality. He shows, in this passage, that

an aspirant for immortality is always in the presence of his Lord, as

water is always in contact with the salt. But the person who does, not

worship the Lord, gets separated from the Lord, and of him it is said

that the Lord rises out from these elements, and vanisheth again in the

end. This rising and vanishing of the Lord applies only to the Jiva

who does not worship the Lord, and who therefore constantly undergoes

repeated births and deaths ; and is bound to the wheel of SansSra, because

he identifies himself with his body, and does not know the Supreme Self.

Then Yajfiavalkya goes on to say : "When he has departed there is no
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more SanjM ( *5TOT ); which means, when a person who has reached Mukti,
(for "departed" here means "attaining Mukti") by final separation from
all bodies, there is no more Sanjfia" or distinction of names, with regard

to Mukta Jiva. For names like man, angel, Deva, etc., are applicable only

so long as the Jiva has a body. As in the state of Mukti, the Jiva has

no such body, he has no such Sanjrla" or name* His consciousness then

is not limited by his body, and he attains to his natural, innate self-

knowledge and ho unites in his self all elemental forces, and does not

think of himself as a man or a Deva, etc. Then YSjfiavalkya goes on to

say : "For when there is, as it were, daulity, then one sees the other,

one smells the other, etc." This shows that even of the released or Mukta

Jivas, the Supremo Lord is the abode, and such Jivas are not apart from

Brahman, for being apart from Brahman is dualty. And he further adds :

"How should we know him, by whom he knows all this," which means

that the Lord is a most difficult object of knowledge. And Yajfiavalkya

ends by saying : "How, 0 Beloved, should we know the Knower ?"

Which means, 'how can that omniscient Lord be known, without His

grace and without worshipping Him.' The only method of knowing Him
is his worship, coupled with His grace. Thus even in the last sentence,

Yajfiavalkya reiterates the idea that the worship of the Lord is the means

of attaining immortality, and the imtnortalily itself consists in attaining

the Supreme Self. Thus in this Brahmana of the Brhadtranyaka Upanisad the

topic throughout is the Supreme Self, and not the Purusa of the SSnkhya

philosphers, nor their Prakrti, guided and ruled by such Purusa.

Adhikarana VII.—Brahman is both the operative

and the material cause.

Visaya : Having thus refuted the theory of Pradhana and Purusa

of the Nirisvara Sankhya, the author now refutes the doctrine of SesVara

Sftnkhya, namely, Yoga ; and proves that all passages and texts of the

Upanigads, referring to the cause of the universe, are to be interpreted

referring to Brahman, the Supreme Self. Thus we find the following

texts :

From that Self (Brahman) sprang ether (Ak&§a, that through which we hear) ; from
ether air (that through which we hear and feel) ; from air, fire (that through which we
hear, feel, and see) ; etc—Taitt. Up., II., 1. 1.

fltft *r »Hif«i i?iTf«t i *fct srreifat i ft JUFsfa^flrofaTf etc. n

26
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That from whence these beings are born, that by which when born they live, that

into which they enter at their death, try to know that. That is Brahman.—Taitt.,

Up., II., 1. 1.

tfi«r srrata: "pfltaifistfor* « s ^fl, «Trn srai^i h

In the beginning, my dear, there was that only who is one Only without a second.

It thought, "may 1 be many, may I grow forth."—Chh. Up., VI., 2. 1.

irm «fa «wm ^rcfta i jtf?r fifcw f*r«t i s hiit, srtai^ 3 5*1 «ft 11

In the beginning all this was self, one only ; there was nothing else blinking whatso-

ever. He thought "shall I send forth worlds." Tie sent forth these worlds.—Ait. Up.,

I.. 1. 2.

Doubt : Now in these passages is Brahman to be considered as merely

the operative cause or the operative as well as the material cause ?

Furvapaksa : The Piirvapaksin says, that all these passages of the

Upanisad show that Brahman is the efficient cause only of creation, and

not its material cause, and though matter is said to come out of Him, it

is so said metaphorically only. In fact, the creation is always said

to proceed from the Iksan or thinking of Brahman, or looking of Brah-

man. Iherefore, Brahman is the creator of the universe in the same

sense as a potter is said to be the creator of a pot. The material cause

of the universe is the eternal Prakrti. Moreover, the material things of

the world have more resemblance with the primordial matter-stuff Prakrti,

than with Brahman who is pure intelligence. Nor can you say that the

efficient cause is itself the material cause. For we find in this world,

that the material cause is always the inert matter, separate and distinct

from the efficient cause, which is always an intelligent being. Thus the

material cause of pot is the material and non-sentient clay, while, the

efficient cause is the intelligent being, the potter. Similarly, wo find in

this world one single effect, the result of many different contributing

causes, and instrumental agencies. Therefore, we cannot discard the

well-known rule of experience and say, that one and the same Brahman

is both the material and the operative cause of the world. Therefore, it is

Prakrti, superintended by the Lord, that modifies itself and constitutes the

material cause of the whole universe, while Brahman is the operative cause

alone. Nor is this the theory of ours based upon mere reasoning. We
have authority for it also :

fforewforor (nun ) wtrsit ffl^i
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<w?g ft^i M: sung™ 1

«^f%qi*qt *PT^ g^iS«1 $t6*T II

^g^fit ^ten^sq^ wj-thji^ II

"The mother of all changes, the non-intelligent, having eight-fold form (the five

elements and Manas, Buddhi and Ahankara) unborn, permanent, is Prakrti. The Lord
thinks of her and being controlled by the Lord and superintended by Him, she creates the

universe and commanded by Him, she produces all these effects. Under His guidance she

creates all these objects for the benefit of the soul. Her who produces all effects, the

non-working one, the unborn one wearing eight forms, the firm one—she is known (by the

Lord) and ruled by him, she is spread out and incited and ruled by him, she gives birth

to the world for the benefit of the souls. A cow she is without beginning and end, a

mother producing all beings, white, black and red, milking all wishes for the Lord.

Many babes unknown drink her, the impartial one, but one God only following his own
will, drinks her submitting her to him. By his own thought and work the mighty God
strongly enjoys her, who is common to all, the milk-giver, who is honoured by the holy

sacrificers. The non-evolved when being counted by twenty-four is called the Evolved,"

(Chullika Upanisad).

The two verses preceding these are also given below :

fe^H hfot %h "T*Ta ^fir ii

All men seeing, do not see this brilliant Hansa having eight feet, and three cords,

this unchanging jewel existing in two conditions and refulgent with light.

Note : The eight feet are the five elements, earth, water, air, fire and

ether, mind (Manas), intellect (Buddhi) and self-consciousness (Ahankara).

The three cords are either Dharma (virtue), Artha (profit) ;and Kama
fpleasure), or the Gunas or the three Nfidis. The two conditions are the

subtle and the dense bodies. The Atman is like a necklace on our throats,

but we do not see it The Hansa literally means the destroyer of

of ignorance.

Hjra^f *i«r fait 5tnfa >^ i srs=a: <i*3frr fajpft g*pit* i w^q: tfrswpir

*i s^JJTH: &tmit II

When the dark ignorance, the deiuder of all men, the great Nescience, the veil

covering the Lord, is rent asunder, then he sees the Nirgupa Lord, within him, dwelling

in the Buddhi, in the cavity containing all Gunas. He the Blessed Child, the Eternal

Youth, is to be seen by meditation alone and not otherwise.

So also the Smrti (Visnu PurSna) :
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"As a scent, by its mere contact with olfactory nerves, produces a mental change

(though it does not directly act on the mind), so the Supreme Lord, without any direct

action, produces vibrations (Kjobha) in matter. As Space, Time, etc., by their mere presence

are said to be the cause of the growth, etc. of a tree, though they do not directly cause

such growth, etc., so the Lord Hari, without undergoing any modifications Himself,

is said to be the cause of the universe. In the act of creation, the Lord is merely

a concomitant (Nimitta) cause, and not an active agent, the creative forces (Saktis) are

verily the primary causes.

Therefore texts which declare that Brahman is the material cause of

the universe, should be somehow explained away.

Sidhdnta : To this the author answers :

sCtra i., 4. 23.

«sfif» Prakrtilj, the material cause, the Prakrti. ^ Cha, and. HffcjT Pratijfia,

the proposition to be proved, promisory statement, the enunciation. SBT^r

Drisftinta, illustrative instances. Tgqd^m Anuparodhat, on account of this not

being in conflict

23. Brahman is the material cause also, because this view is not

opposed to tbe illustrations and the proposition sought to be established,

in the Upani§ad texts under consideration.— 131.

COMMENTARY

Brahman is not only the operative cause of the universe, but is the

material cause as well ; for thus alone is harmony established between

Upanisad texts which show the propositions to be established and illustra-

tions to be given. Thus in Chhandogya Upanisad, VL, 1. 3., we find

Uddftlaka asking his son Svetaketu, who had returned from his teacher's

house, after having finished his days, conceited, considering himself well-read

and stern :

«w *m 3*s* forfait ^afofr hipht «ppiswpft «wte*$r wfatiH-

zm) %m*m% m&pti fNKtfaft w 3 * I

Svetaketu, as you are so conceited, considering yourself so well-read and so stern,

my dear, have you ever asked for that Sdega (generally translated as instruction, but

meaning here the Ruler) by which we hear what cannot be heard, by which we perceive

what cannot be perceived, by which we know what cannot he known ?
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Here the proposition to be proved is the existence of that Ruler or

Adesa by knowing whom alone, everything else is known. This Adesa

or Ruler must be the material cause also, otherwise how can His knowledge

lead to the knowledge of the material universe. If he were merely tho

operative cause, then from mere knowledge of an operative cause you

cannot know the material cause. In the case of the potter and the pot,

the two causes aro different, not so however here, for the above passage

clearly shows the unity of the operative cause and the material cause.

Not only the proposition to be proved asserts this unity, but the illustra-

tions given in the whole of that chapter of tho Chhandogya Upanisad, prove

the same. Thus, to give a few illustrations :

jw sfe^fcsr 5Nafif¥fasta *i«mfew fkm% swwmpm fond *a$ft f^ura -

My dear, as by one clod of clay all that is made of clay is known, the difference

being only a name, arising from speech, but the truth being that all is clay.

And, as, my dear, by one nugget of gold all that is made of gold is known, the

difference being only a name, arising from speech, but the truth being that all

is gold.

And, as, my dear, by one pair of nail scissors all that is made of iron (Kfirsnaya-

sam) is known, the difference being only a name, arising from speech, but the truth

being that all is iron, thus, my dear, is that Adesa.

These illustrations show that by knowing the material cause, you

know the various substances or effects of that matter, and they are oppos-

ed to the view that Brahman is only the operative causa Nor is it possi-

ble to know the pot, from the knowledge of the potter alone. But here

the text says, "you can know this universe by mere knowledge of Brah-

man alone." Therefore, for the sake of harmony between the proposition

to be established and illustrations given therein, we conclude that Brahman

is the material cause of the universe, while the text expressly declares

Him to be the operative cause as well.

sCtra. i., 4. 24.

ffawrr AbhidhyS, will ; reflection. 3^«ra Upade&t, on account of ins-

truction or teaching, or statement Cha, and, on account of the statement

of many creations.

24. Brahman is both the operative and the material

cause of the universe, because of the statement that the
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creation is His will and because former creations were also from

His will.— 132.

COMMENTARY

The force of "Cha" or "and" is to include creations that have gone

before. The toxt says :

steamer i sr§?qi Jisri^frT I s ^sa^a I b ai?ri<<*T I ^^ptrsFtet I ft5^ I

^s^r i afctgsrrftaKr. I tregsifara i m eqwwi n (Taitt. Up., II. t>. 1.)

He wished, may I be many, may I grow ,forlh. He brooded over himself (like

a man performing penance). After he had thus brooded, He sent forth (created) all,

whatever there is. Having sent forth, He entered into it. Having entered it, He
became Sat (what is manifest), and Tyat (what is not manifest).

This also shows that from the Supremo Self comes out this universe,

consisting of sentient and non-sentient beings, and dwelling in various

localities, and all this is merely the result of the will of tho Lord ; so it

is established, that He is the material as well as tho operative cause of

the universe in this creation, as well as in all the previous creations.

SUTRA i., 4. 25.

tfl^KI Sfiksat, directly. ^ Cha, and; (has tho force of inclusion). 3*1

Ubhaya, both (the material and the operative cause). TlSTRTS. Amn&n&t, because

of direct statement.

25. And both are directly stated, therefore, Brahman is both

the material and the operative cause— 133.

COMMENTARY

Tho force of 'Cha' is here that of denoting inclusion. The scripture

directly states that Brahman is alone the material as well as the operative

cause of the world :

TjftWt Tier rssjeta^, 2j?*Tfcre^ jrwifsr wn^n
is w s r Tratai 3*?l«irai iftft ftw^j i

H«ftfaflfl WAT W«ftfrt i\ smipsqftrg^ S'Pflft

What was the tree, what wood in sooth produced it, from which they fashioned out

the earth and heaven ?

Ye thoughtful ones enquire within your spirit, whereon he stood when he established

all things. Brahman was the wood, Brahman the tree from which, they shaped heaven

and earth ; ye wise ones, I tell you, it stood on Brahman, supporting the worlds,—

Veda, I., 81, 4^ and (.Taitt. Biiamaua, 11., 8. 9. fr)
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The question asked here, and the answer given, shows that Brahman
i s botii the material and the operative cause of the universe. The "tree"

hero refers to the material cause, and its effects are heaven and earth.

The Lord of the world created the heavens and the earth, from the tree

which was its material cause, and that tree was Himself. "They fashion-

ed" is in the plural number, but the sense is really "he fashioned." The

anomaly of the plural number used for the singular is a Vedic license. The

question is put from the worldly point of view, namely, what is the

tree, what was the support of that tree, what was the support of the uni-

verse, Avhat materials and instruments were used by Brahman when

creating. To all these worldly questions tlio answer given is transcenden-

tal, and shows that Brahman is not to be judged by any worldly standard.

He is transcendental in His attributes and substance, and thus is both the

operative and the material cause of the universe.

sCtju i., 4. 2li.

TlfTf^! Atmakrteh, on account of making itself. TftfltWRt Parinamat,

owing to modification.

26. Brahman is the operative as well as the material cause

of the universe, because of his making himself so, and by modifying

himself into the universe.—134.

COMMENTARY

In the Taittiriya Upanisad, II., 6. we find gtefiWjff "He wished, may

I be many" and a subsequent passage says that <t?T?>n?ffl: F**RJ?5f "itself

made Its Self." This shows that the object as well as the agent, in the

act of creation, is the same Supreme Self alone who was mentioned in the

opening passago "He wished, may I bo many." Thus He alone has both

these forms, namely, the agent as well as the object. But,—says an

objector—how can one and the same being, established in one place as an

agent, become also the object, with all its imperfections, etc. ? To this

question the Sutra answers by the word Parinftmat: Brahman becomes

the object by modification. This Parin&ma or modification does not con*

tlict with the idea of Brahman being eternally unchangeable (Kfitastha),

for there can be a modification not in conflict with unchangeableness.

The truth of the matter is this : Brahman has three powers, as we

learn from the following Gratis

:
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He is the Lord of Nature (Pradhfina) and of the soul (Ksetrajna) and the regulator

of Gunas (8vet. Up., VI., 16).

Hia various powers are sung in the Vedas, the deeds of wisdom and deeds of

strength, natural to him. (S?ct. Up., VI., 8).

So also is the following Smrti

:

The Vianu Bakti is called Paril Bakti, His power as manifested in the souls of men
is called Apart! Sakti. His third Sakti is called Avidyft, named also Karma. (Vianu

Purina).

In the Sfistras Brahman is described as being both the operative and

the material cause of the world. He is the operative cause through his

power called the Para" Sakti. He is the material cause, through his other

two Saktis called the Apara" Sakti and Avidya" Sakti, which work through

the souls and nature (matter). As when a person is said to be a white

man, it means that the attribute of whiteness is predicable of him, and the

attribute of blackness cannot be applied to him. The qualities positive

or nogative exhaust their force with expressing the quality of the objects,

and do not go further.

The Sruti also says:

The one, formless being, with his purposes hidden, who, trith various powers, creates

many forms ; from whom the world rises in the beginning and to whom it returns at the

end, may he grant us good understanding. (Svet. Up., IV., I.)

Thus with regard to the one and the same Brahman, both those

powers are valid: As the operative cause He is Kiltastha or unchangeable ;

as the material cause Ho is ParinSmi or subject to modification ; as

possessed of subtle nature, He is the agent ; and possessed of gross nature,

He is the object. This Ave infer from illustrations of the clod of clay, etc.,

given in the Chhftndogya Upanisad, VI., 1. 1., as well as from the very words

of this aphorism, which uses the term Parinftmfti

In this way we have thus refuted also the doctrine of Vivartta, which

says that the world is an illusion, a superimposition on the true Brahman (as

the snake is a superimposition on the rope, which appears like a snake), and

that the world is, therefore, not real. It is not possible that there should be

the superimposition of the world on Brahman, as is the superimposition

of silver on the mother-of-pearl, which through mistake may appear like

silver. Because this superimposition presupposes that (the object is in

front of the person who falls into the illusion. But Brahman is not an
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object placed in front of anybody, like the mother of silver or rope, because

He is all-pervading.

If it be said that Akfisa or space is also all-pervading, but

ignorant people superimpose upon it the qualities of colour, by say-

ing the sky is blue, etc., and so an all-pervading object may be

liable to superimposition ; to this we reply, this is not so, because

superimposition is not possible in Brahman, as it is in the case of Akfisa,

since Brahman is not an object of attainment or perception as Akfisa is,

and it is never possible that Brahman can have any Upfidhi. Moreover,

the appearance of a thing as something which it is not, is the same to all

intents and purposes, as if that thing had changed its nature. And this

is not possible, unless there is illusion, for without illusion there is no

possibility of mistaken appearance. This illusion being separate from Brah-

man falls in the category of Vivarta, and thus we come to the vicious

circle in reasoning. For we have to assume tho existence of a separate

entity called illusion, in order to explain the theory of Vivarta or illusion.

In the Scriptures, the world is sometimes said to be a mere illusion, no

doubt, but it is said so in order to produce disgust and indifference

towards it, and not that tho world is really non-existent or an illusion.

Thus say the wise who know the truth. Had the world been a mere

illusion and hallucination, then there would be no definite laws in this

world, such as we find in the elements which constitute the world, such

as a particular group of atoms constitutes a particular object, and that

object always has the same number of atoms, neither more nor less. If

the world were an illusion, we should expect the indefiniteness of elements,

for illusion has no laws and may be subject to any change. The change

of condition is seen only with regard to objects which are real and subject

to law. With regard to objects which are non-real, and whose nature is

not fixed, we cannot say that they can undergo any change of condition,

for objects of illusion undergo changes at every momemt, and such change

is not a change of condition, but inherent in the nature of illusion.

Therefore, the true Scriptural doctrine is that of Parinama, namely, that

the world is a modification of Brahman and is real ', while the theory of

illusion or Vivarta has no foundation in the Scriptures.

SUTRA I., 4. 27.

*tft*r fl #ft in i » i ii

Yonih, the womb, the source. ^ Cha, and ft Hi, because.

Giyate, is sung, is described, or called.

27. Brahman is both the material as well as the opera-

tive cause of the universe, because some texts so describe

Him.—135.

27
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COMMENTARY

The following texts of the Mundaka Upanisad call Him the Yoni of

the universe :

That whom the wise regard as the womb of all beings. (I., 1. 6.).

The maker, the Lord, the Person, Brahman, the womb. (III., 1. 6.)

The word "maker'' shows that he is the operative cause, while the

term "womb" shows that He is the material cause also. The word Yoni

or womb always denotes the material cause. As in the sentence : "The

earth is the Yoni or womb of herbs and trees, etc."

True, in ordinary language and in the Vedas, a distinction is drawn

between the material and the operative cause, and ordinarily we do not find

one person combining in himself both these qualities, for many causes

are required to bring about any particular result in worldly life ; yet the

express texts above quoted loave no room for doubt, that so far as God is

concerned, He is both the operative and the material cause.

Adhikarana VIII.—All names are names of God.

Visaya : The present section is commenced in order to show that

there are no Upani§ad texts, which would go against tho propositions

above established. There are some texts, which apparently establish

that Pradhfina or Siva or some other deity than Visnu is the cause of the

universe, while others prove that tho individual self, the Jiva, is such a

cause. In the SvetasVatara Upani§ad wo find the following texts, showing

that Siva is the cause of tho world-croation, etc., and not Hari :

f^reriTftffa: ii l° H

The Pradhina is changeful ; Hara (lit., the Destroyer) is immortal and unchange-
able. The one God rules the changeable Pradhana and the unchangeable human soul.

By meditating on Him, by communion and unity with Him, the world-illusion is

completely removed and comes to an end. (I., 10).

TO*r fa*^ g^nfJi »f><n: it \ n

Budra {lit., the killer of all pains) who rules all worlds with His powers, is one only
—the wise do not acknowledge a second. He exists behind all persons. He creates all

the worlds, preserves them and rolls them up at the end. (III., 2).

ipw Sg5»!fg ii v u
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He who is the cause of the birth and the power of all the Devas, Budra, the Lord

of all, the Omniscient, who, at the beginning begot Hiranyagarbha, may He grant us good

understanding. (III., 4.)

wscurera for «r *iforei ^iraftei* <w \w. i ercsit era. efa^ni m\

aejira. sm\ swift ii ?<= ii

When darkness is removed, there is neither day nor night, neither being nor non-

being, but only the Siva alone. He is unchangeable. He is adored by the Sfivitrt. From

Him flows the Ancient Wisdom. (IV., 18.)

The following texts similarly show that tlio creation proceeds from

PradhSna :

sre^ ai^ft JW^wvir h^i ii

From Pradhana (lit., the Best, the Chief) is produced this universe, it goes back into

Pradh&na, it is sustained by Him
;

verily there is no other cause recognised by the wise.

The following text shows that the world proceeds from the Jiva

:

sft^ *Hftt *jmf5f, sfft f^jrf^^cTi: I

sffc ^ srcftgffFcr, si sftfR rntt wrji

From the Jiva (lit., the life, the Giver of life) proceeds all beings, they remain sus-

tained by the Jiva firmly, they merge into the Jiva ; there is no higher cause than the

Jiva.

Doubt : Here arises the doubt. Do the words Hara, etc., used' iu

the above extracts, denote what they ordinarily mean or are they to be

taken in their etymological significance, as denoting Brahman ?

Purvapaksa : These words must be taken in their ordinary significance

and denote Siva, Pradh&na and Jiva, respectively.

Siddkdnta : This objection is met by the author by the following

Sutra.

SUTRA I., 4. 28.

«fa tff wnror **\wmt n u s i \* 11

ifcf Etena, by this, by the method of interpretation indicated in the

above Sutras, wfr Sarve, all (words like Hara, Kudra, etc.) wjT^rmr: Vyfikhyfitfih,

are explained.

28. Thus are (to be) explained all words (like Hara, etc.)—136.

COMMENTARY

The words like "Hara," etc., should be explained by the method

above indicated. All such words denote the Supreme Brahman, because

all names and words are His name. As says the following text

:
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All names that exist among mankind have come out from Him, the Purusa (and so

primarily apply to Him).

The Bh&llaveya Sruti also says the same

:

wife rtfo fliftaftr, i i fa$ iwr^h

"Him denote all the names, they all declare the Supreme Brahman,

the Lord Yisnu."

Vaisamp&yana also has said that all these names are tho designation

of Sri Ejsna. In the Skanda Purina also it is written

:

"Excepting the names of Nirayana and such like, nari gave all his other names

(like those of Kudra, etc.) to different Deities."

The guiding principle, however, is this : Where there is no conflict

of teachings, there tho names like Hara, Rudra and the rest, denote

the respective Devas popularly so called. But where there arises a conflict,

there these names denote the Lord Visnu alone.

The repetition of the word Vyftkhyfitfy is meant to indicate the termi-

nation of the idhyfiya.

Let our hearts be ever fixed on the Lord Krsna, who, as if in sport, creates, main-

tains, and destroys the whole universe, who is the Supreme Lord, whose powers are in-

conceivable, infinite and true; and in whom all the Vedas find their final goal and

fulfilment.

Here ends the fourth PSda of the first AdhySya.

Note : Thus the word Hara when applied to God means the Destroyer, who breaks

up all the elements into their primordial state at the time ofPralaya. (Harati tattvani,

laytfbhimukham nayati) ; Rudra means the destroyer of all pains. (Rujam drfvayati)

:

Siva means the Blessed One, the Auspicious One, Pradhdna means the Best, the Chief
;

Jlva means the Life, the giver of life ; and so on.



SECONL ADHYAYA

First PAda.

May that Lord Krsna be my refuge and goal, who with His discus

called Sudarsana protected iu the womb of his mother Utfeirft, the holy

Pariksita, the son of Abhimanyu, even before his birth, from the burning

arrows of the cruel son of Drona.

Note : This verse has a double meaning. It may be applied to Krsna DvaipSyana
and the author of the Sutras also.

In the first Adhyaya, it was established that the Lord of all is the

chief object, which the Vedanta texts teach ; that He is the material as

well as the operative cause of all ; that He is different from everything

;

that He is tho Inner Self of all things ; that He is free from all imperfec-

tions
; that He possesses inconceivable infinite powers, and has measure-

less auspicious qualities. This was established by tho Samanvaya or

correct interpretation of all the .Vedanta texts. But in the second Adhyaya,

it would be proved that all contrary views establishing PradhSna to

bo the cause of tho universe aro wrong ; and it will reconcile the con-

flicts of Smrti and reasonings, which go to establish that contrary view,

by proving that those reasonings are fallacious, and tho systems of crea-

tion, etc., established by the Vedanta are the only right view. Thus this

chapter proves that the philosophy of Kapila is not supported by Vedanta

texts,

Adhikarana J— The Refutation of SMkhya.

At first, the author of the Sutras disproves that SSnkhya is opposed

to the sacred texts and removes the doubt that the VedSnta view contra-

dicts those texts which establish the S&nkhya theories. It shows that,

properly speaking, there is no foundation for the S&nkhya view in the

Vedftnta texts.

Doubt : Here the doubt arises, whether the view that Brahman is the

sole cause of the universe, as established by the reconciliation of the texts,

in the first Adhyftya, is not contradicted by the Sftnkhya Smrti.
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Purvapaksa '> The opponent says, if Brahmau is the sole cause of

the universe, then what becomes of those toxts which establish the

Sfinkhya view that Pradh&na is the material cause of the universe. Ac-

cording to Vedftnta, this SSnkhya Smyti would find no scope. Kapila, the

author of SSnkhya, is called a R§i in the following text of the Svet&svatara

Upanisad :

"It is the one who superintends every cause, all forms and all germs ; who sustains

with knowledge the wise Kapila, the first born, and who saw him born."—(Svet. Up., V., 2)

This sago Kapila is thus an authoritative person, because the Sruti

itself calls him the Rsi Kapila. This Rsi acknowledges the validity

of fire-sacrifices, etc., as taught in the Karma KSnda (and is not a scoffer

of ritualism like some other heretics). He has composed the SSnkhya

Smyti, as JMm Kftnda, in order to teach men the nature and moans of

getting release, to those who desire Mukti. The first aphorism of his

system is :

*W Atha, now, fa%» Trividha, three-fold. 5«sr Duhkha, sorrow.

Atyanta, complete, fsqfti: Nivrttih, cessation. TWst Atyanta, complete.

Purus&rthah the summum bonum.

The complete cessation of three sorts of sorrows is the highest end of man.

fn another aphorism he says :

1, Na, not. fBW Dristartha, visible means, fafo Siddhih, attainment.

Nivrtteb, after cessation. *rflt Api, also. *rg?fo A.nuvrtti, return.

*.t*VS. DarsanSt, because of being found.

This cessation of pain is not possible by material means, because the relief afforded

by them is temporary only ; and there is the recurrence of pain.

In this system the non-sentient Pradh&na is the independent cause

of the world ; and Pradh&na creates the world in order to give release to

the bound Jivas, or for her own sake. Though insentient, it creates the

world
; just as the insentient milk turns of its own accord into curd, etc.

If, therefore, Brahman be held to be the sole cause of the universe, then

Woe t&i&hya doctaine becomes coutiadicied and. mU. find no scope any-

where, because it is entirely devoted to the. setting forth ot theoretical

truth and not practical duty, and if it is not accepted in that quality, it

is of no use whatsoever. Therefore, VedAnta texts should be so 'Construed
as not to contradict the system of Kapila who is a greet authority. It can
not be said, that if we interpret Vedftnfc teste ip confomritjr with SApkhya,
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then Mami and other Smrtis like that would be contradicted. There is

no harm, if Smrtis like Manu and the rest are contradicted on theoretical

points, for such contradictions would not make those works useless. For

Manu and similar works inculcate practical religious duty, and are autho-

ritative in matters of Karma Kanda and will thus have a scope of their

own. The Sankhya Smrti, however, is purely theoretical.

Siddhdnta : This objection the author replies by the following

Sutra :

St>TRA rr., 1. 1.

*?fa Smrti, the Smrti, the Kapila philosophy. *R*srt*t Anavak&sa,

non-rcom, want of application, redundancy. $11 Do§a, fault. HSJT: Pra-

sangah, result. Iti, thus %3. Chet, if. «I Na, not. Anya, other.

Smrti, the Smrti. Anavak&sa, non-scope or redundancy.

$!w Dosa, fault. SRfiFRr. Prasangfit, because of the result.

1. (If it be objected that ) the ( Kapila ) Smrti will

find no scope ( under Vedantic interpretation ), we say no
;

because ( under the Sankhya interpretation ) there Avould

result the fault of want of scope for other Smrtis ( like that of

Manu, etc.)—137.

COMMENTARY

The word Anavakftsa means want of room, want of scope, in other

words, becoming totally useless. The objection to the Vedanta texts

being explained, by force of Samanvaya, as teaching that Brahman is the

sole cause of the universo, is that the Sankhya Smrti does not find any

scope under that interpretation ;
therefore, the Vedanta texts ought to be

explained in a way opposite to that which would appear from their super-

ficial plain meaning. This objection is raised in the first part of the

Sutra.

It is answered in the second Half of the Sutra, which says, let it be

so that the Sankhya Smrti finds no scope, for otherwise other Smrtis

like those of Manu and the rest which are in harmony with the Vedfinta

teaching and which declare that Brahman is the universal cause, would

become useless. Thus there is a choice of two evils : should the Vedanta

texts be interpreted in a distorted way, so as to give scope to the

Sankhya Smrti, or should they 6e interpreted in a natural way, so as to

give room to Manu and the rest. The greater evil is not to give scope to

Manu and the rest Manu and the Smrtis like that establish that the Lord
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is the cause of the creatioD, etc., of the universe, and that the theory of

Kapila is not correct. Thus Manu (Chapter I. V.) says :

al»i?m>sf%?9?: a <w ^g^5*f> n ^sR^Tg sme( Rwnaf3ftaT: Jprn i ii «w

ii

This (universe) existed in the shape of darknexs, unperceived, destitute of distinc-

tive marks, unattainable by reasoning, unknowable, wholly immersed, as it were, in deep

sleep.

Then the divine Self-existent (Svayambhu, himself) indiscernible, (but) making

(all) this, the great elements and the rest, discernible, appeared with irresistible creative

power, dispelling the darkness.

He who can be perceived by the internal organ (alone), who is subtle, indiscern-

ible, and eternal, who contains all created beings and is inconceivable, shone forth of his

own (will).

He, desiring to produce beings of many kinds from his own body, first with a

thought created the waters, and placed his seed in them.

That (seed) became a golden egg, in brilliancy equal to the sun ; in that (egg) He
himself was born as Brahman, the progenitor of the whole world.

Similarly, Parfisara says in the Visnu Pur&na :

swTliff i 5W ftpq *pf^rt n

From Visnu there sprang the world, and in Him it abides ; He makes this world

persist and he rules it. He is the world. As the spider draws out the thread from his

stomach, and again draws it into his body, similarly the world is emitted from the body

of the Lord and merges back into it.—Visnu Purana.

There are other Hmrtis also to the same effect. These find do scope

in Karma Kftnda and are concerned with theoretical truth only. They
cannot bo explained as helping Karma Kanda. They are taught for the

sake of Jfi&na, because they teach practical duties, with the object of

purifying the mind, so the knowledge of Brahman may arise therein.

(All abstract science and philosophy are of no practical utility, except

in so far as they conduce to mental culture ; or to put it in the words of

the Hindu Philosophy, JMna Kanda has no concern with actions, but only

with the purification of the mind.) The following Sruti text shows that

the purification of the mind is the object of JMna K&nda :

The Brahmaijaa try to know Him through the studies ot the Vedas, by sacrifices, by
»\n», by «u&eri.\\n and. Y>y taatmg.—Bt. \5p., IV., 4. 22.
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No doubt in some cases we find the performance of these things

lead to the falling of rain, to the begetting of sons, to the attainment

of heaven, etc. That is, however, only side-results or byc-products, which

arise occasionally ; with the object to produce faith in the scriptures ; and

their higher objoc* is to produce knowledge of Brahman. In fact, the

entire Veda including the Karma KSnda has this object, as says the text

:

Whose form and essential nature all the Vedas declare and in order to attain Whom
they prescribe austerities, desiring to know -whom the great ones perform Brahmacharya,

that symbol I will briefly tell thee. It is Ora. (Katha Up., I., 3. 15).

So also the text

:

STTTOHWCT ^t:, etc.

"All the Vedas declare Nar&yana alone," etc.

Nor can we settle the meaning of the Vedftnta texts by means of the

S&nkhya Smrti of Kapila, for then wo should have to accept the extremely

undesirablo conclusion, that all the other Smrtis quoted are of no authority, and

it would be establishing a conclusion opposed to the whole tendency of the

sacred scriptures. For settling the meaning of a text is to show clearly

tho whole current of the >cripture. S&nkhya Snirti does not possess

this qualification. Therefore, it is against scripture, evolved out of one's own

inner consciousness and not tho production of any authoritative (Apta) person.

We are, therefore, not afraid of the contingency that tho SEnkhya Smrti

would find no scope in Ved&nta. Let the SSnkhya Smrti be totally discarded

when by so doing we save those other very numerous class of Smrtis

which closely follow the doctrine of the Vodanta.

It is not proper to show undue preference for S&nkhya Smrti merely

on the strength of its being composed by an Apta or authoritative person.

For in that case, we shall have to admit many a conflicting Smrti, such

as those of Gautama, etc., who were also Aptas, but who have given

different theories about the world, soul and God and thus we shall be

landed into th« absurdity of believing contradictory theories, merely because

their authors were Aptas (or reliable honest persons). The result of which

will be that we shall never know what was the truth. Moreover, it is a

well-known maxim that when there is a conflict between two Smrtis, then

that Smrti alone is to be followed which is in harmony with the sacred

scriptures (Sruti) : and that alone ought to be respected.

28
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Since our opponent raises the objection on the strength of Kapila's

Smrti, therefore our author says, "we shall refute him by his own argument,"

namely, by the strength of other Smrtis such as those of Manu, etc. For if

the argument of the opponent lias any force, it comes to this, that scope

should be given to the Smrtis, and the Vcdanta should be so explained that

the Smrtis should not be discarded.

Taking our stand on this proposition of our opponent we say, that we

must so explain the Vedanta that it may give scope to the largest number

of Smrtis, such as Manu and the rest.

As regards the objection, that the author of the Sftiikhya is spoken of

respectfully by the Sruti itself, in the famous passage of Svetasvatara

Upani^ad (V., 2), we reply that you have not properly understood that

verse. It does not refer to Kapila, the founder of Atheistic Sankhya,

but to a different being altogether. The verse roally means, "He who before

the creation of the world produced the sage Kapila' (namely, the Golden-

coloured Brahmfi) in order to maintain the universe and who sustains this

Brahma with the knowledge of the past, present and future, we worship

that Lord God." The word Kapila here means Golden-coloured, and is another

name of Brahmft called Hiranyagarbha, referred to in this very Upanisad in

Verse 4 of the 3rd Chapter: "He who is the cause of tho birth and

power of the gods, Rudra, the lord of all, the omniscient, who at the

beginning begot Hiranyagarbha, may he grant us good understanding."

That this first-born with the Golden colour is BrahmS, we find also from

Verse 12, Chapter IV of this Upanisad. Thus the sacred scripture refers

to another being altogether, when it uses the word Kapila ; and it does

not refer to the founder of the atheistic science, for he misinterpreted tho

meanings of the Sruti. Therefore, if this later Kapila is called an unauthor-

itative person (Anapta) wo are not showing any disrespect to the Sruti. On
the other hand, the authoritativoness of Manu is stated in unambiguous

language in the Taittiriya Brahraana, where it is said, "Whatever Manu has

declared that is a panacea."

Similarly, Sri Par&sara is mentioned in the Vi§nu Pur&na to have

obtained the knowledge of the supersensuous worlds and of the true nature

of Devatas, through the blessing of Pulastya and Va6i§tha. Thus both

Manu and Par&sara are undoubtedly Aptas, but not so Kapila. The sage

Kapila who founded the S&nkhya Smrti opposed to the Vedic doctrine,

was a particular Jiva, born in the family of Agnivamsa and deluded by

tho mysterious power of the Lord, he propounded this false philosophy.

He is not that Kapila who was the son of Kardama, for he was an incar-

nation of Yi§nu.
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Note : There are two persons of the name of Kapila mentioned in our books : they

should not be confounded. The founder of the atheistic Siinkhya was a different person

from the Kapila mentioned with great respect in Bhfigavata Purina and the Bhagavad

Gltfi. See our Chhdndogya Upanisad, page 242.

Tims we find in the Padma Parana :

flfewg^s?^ fafoftsffcm ii

One Kapila called also Vasudeva taught the philosophy of 8fin.kb.ya to the Devas,

Brahma1

and the rest, to the Rsis, Bhrgu and the rest, as well as to Asuri. He taught

the doctrine full of harmony with the teachings of the Vedas. There was another Kapila

who also taught a SfiAkhya philosophy, fully opposed to all the Vedic teachings, and he

had also a disciple called Ssuri, who was other than the first 5.suri. His Philosophy is

full of false reasoning and bad arguments.

Therefore, there is no fault if the SMkhya Smrti bo entirely discard-

ed, because it is opposed to the Vedas and is the work of a person who is

not an Apta.

SUTItA [I., 1. 2.

^5^13^5% || ^ I U ^ II

WtWl [taresara, of others, namely, of other points mentioned in the

philosophy of Sankhya. ^ Cha, and. *r«j<ra^: Anupalabdhoh, because of the

non- perception, because of their not being found in the Vedas.

2. Many other doctrines taught in the S&nkhya phi-

losophy are also not fouud in the Vedas. hence this
.
system is not

authoritative.—138.

COMMENTARY

It is not only because Sankhya teaches that Pradhana is the author

of creation, which makes it unauthoritative ; but it teaches other doctrines

also, which have no foundation in the Vedas. Thus it teaches that souls

are pure consciousness and all-pervading, that bondage and release is the

work of Prakfti alone, and these two are effects of Prakrti. It further

teaches that there is no Supreme Spirit, the Lord of all. It also holds that

time is not a Tattva. It holds that the Pranas are merely forms of the

functions of the five senses, and have no separate existence of their own;

All these heterodox doctrines- are to be found there,
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Adhikaran II.—The refutation of Yoga.

Says an opponent, admitted that tho Vedanta text should not be

explained in the light of tho S&nkhya philosophy, because it is opposed

to the theory of Vedanta. But they may be oxplained according to the

philosophy of Yoga, because it is based on the teachings of Vedanta and

is not opposed to it. In fact, Yoga is in harmony with sacred scriptures,

and may be called a Srauta philosophy. It is mentioned in the Upani-

sads thus *

*wrerav*T ?ftfr fk JWicq«ft ii U ii

That they hold to be Yoga, which is the firm restraint of the senses. Then one be-

comes not heedless. Yoga should be performed with regard to the Lord, from whom is

the origin and destruction of all things.—Kafha Upanigad, VI., 11.

We find many such reference to Yoga in the Upanisads thus :

*ff ft^iw^f ii ?c ii

Nachiketas having then obtained all this knowledge and practice of Yoga -imparted

by Yama, attained Brahman, became free from Bajas and beyond death ; another who thus

knows the spirit certainly becomes so.—Kafka Umnisad, VI., 18.

Similarly, tho method of postures and other members of Yoga are

taught in the Gita also, where it says, that one should sit with his body straight

and neck not bent, etc. Therefore, tho Lord Patanjali composed this Yoga
Smrti in order that men may conquer SansSra, by crossing over the diffi-

cult ocean of the world. He is one of the best authors and he has

composed this philosophy through his great Yoga powers. Thus his first

aphorism is :

*r*r «r>ri3wsq*r. 1 1—1.

Now an explanation of Yoga.—1—1.

ftlflrtlftlftfiM! 1—2.

Yoga is the cessation of the modifications of thinking principle—1—2.

These Sutras are not opposed to Ved&nta. If this Yoga Smrti,

which merely deals with the teaching of the concentration of the mind, be

held unauthoritative, then it will find no scope anywhere else ; and if the

Vedfinta texts are to be explained by the method of Samanvaya, without

regard to any other Smrti, then this Yoga becomes redundant There-

fore, the Vedanta texts should be so explained as to give room to Yoga
Smrti, and the doctrine of Samanvaya should not be carried to this extreme.
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The Smrtis like Manu and the rest, being concerned with Karma K&nda,

may be contradicted in certain parts by the Yoga Smrti ; but they will

still have room, inasmuch as they teach practical duties (Dharma).

Therefore, says the Purvapaksin, the Vcdanta texts should be construed by

the Toga Smrti and not in accordance with the above-mentioned Saman-

vaya.

Siddhdnta : To this tho author replies by the following Sutra :

SUTRA II., 1. 3

ifa % in i n \ ii

<&st Etena, by this ; namely, by the refutation of the Sankhya Smrti. «ftl:

Yogah, Yoga doctrine as to creation. sieg^R: Pratyuktah, has been refuted.

3. By the above refutation of the S&nkhya Smrti,

the Yoga Smrti is also to be understood to have been refuted—

139.

COMMENTARY

On similar grounds as those by which the SSnkhya theory of creation

hiis been rofutod, tho theory of Yoga is also refuted thereby. For the

Yoga theory on this subject is opposed to Vedanta. If the Vedanta texts

are to be explained by the light of the Yoga Smrti, then the other Smrtis,

like that of Manu and the rest, which are in harmony with the Vedas,
would become useless ; and will have no scope. Therefore, the Vedanta
texts about creation are not to be explained in accordance with tho Yoga
Smrti.

It cannot be said that the Yoga theory about creation is not opposed
to the Vcdanta theory about cosmogony. For in tho Yoga philosophy
also, the PradhSna is said to be the independent cause of creation Accord-
ing to the Yoga, the Lord and the Jivas are mere consciousnesses (Chiti-

matrfih) and both are all-pervading (Vibhu). Not only is the Yoga theory
opposed to VedSnta in these matters, it is opposed also in other respects,
such as : Yoga holds that Mukti is merely the cessation of pain, which is

a result of Yoga practice. All these theories are opposed to the teachings
of Vedanta on these points. We do not find in the Vedanta texts the
mention of the three-fold means of right knowledge, admitted by the
Yoga. The latter holds that the Pramftnas are perception, inference
and testimony. Nor do we find in the Vedanta texts the mention of the
five Vrttis or functions of the mind, mentioned by Yoga. The Yoga
holds that Chitta or mind or thinking principle has five modifications,
right knowledge, false knowledge, fancy, sleep and memory. There is no
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such classification of mental functions in the Vedfinta texts. All these

things are to be found in the Yoga philosophy alone. Therefore, Yoga

Smrti being opposed to Vedfinta on these matters, is not a valid Smrti.

If it be said, the Yoga philosophy would find no scope otherwise we say,

let it be so. But since it is opposed to the Vedanta, we are not afraid, if

it has no scope left to it. In fact, all the arguments adduced to refute

Sfinkhya may be adduced against the Yoga also. The real truth about the

Lord as revealed in the Vedanta, about the Jivas, about the cause of

bondage and salvation, and the means of getting salvation will be described

later on.

This being so, how do you explain those Vedfinta texts which expressly

mention Yoga and its various members, such as the following :

flrestf wto r>.i s^fo^rfti iist sfi&w i m\^& xfcz fan^ ataifa

H^f% *T2jrasrfa it c ii

Making his body, with its three raised parts steady and placing his senses into the

heart with his intellect, the wise men should cross all the fearful streams by means of

the rafter of Om, the Brahman.—§vet. Up., II., 8.

sttwt M ^ii?r: www
The Eternal among the eternal ones, the Consciousness of the conscious beings who

though one, dispenses to many their objects of desire— one who knows that God, the cause

who is knowable by Sfinkhya and Yoga, is freed from all bonds.—&vet. Up., VI., 13.

The words Sfinkhya, Yoga, however, here mean metaphysical knowledge

and meditation, and have no reference to the systems of philosophy bearing

those names.

Release cannot bo obtained by the method taught in Yoga, namely, by

the discrimination of the difference between Purusa and Prakrti, which

is the favourite method of Yoga and Sfinkhya. According to Vodfinta,

release depends on the grace of God plus the knowledge of God, and not

upon the knowledge of the difference between man and matter. This will

be proved by the following texts :

aifa ftffc'llfTOf^fa ™ Msrw II c II

I know this Great Spirit, shining like the sun and transcending the world of darkness.

It is only by knowing Him that one escapes death ; there is no other path to go upon.—

gvet. Up., III., 8.

aim >fld fasw srat f#r mm: n its^tits ^^^i-^ ffarrw* ft
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Knowing Him alone, let the wiso Brahmana constantly meditate. Let him not study

many books, for verily all that is waste of energy.— Up., IV., 4. 21.

He who meditates on Him, feels joy in Him and is devoted to Him, alone gets

immortality and no one else.

Moreover, that portion of the SMkhya or Toga, which is not opposed

to the Vedlnta, is admitted valid by us also. We do not cherish any

animosity against the whole of Sankhya or of Yoga : but take exception

only to certain theories of theirs, as to creation and the method of obtain-

ing -release. The fact is, we simply discard the portions expressly opposed

to the Vedfinta, and accept the rest of the philosophy of Yoga and

S&nkhya.

True, the Yoga is not non-theistic like the Sankhya, for it admits the

existence of God, in its several Sutras, such as the following :

Isvara, God. sifinWIW, Pranidhilnit, by resignation to the will of. m V&, or-

Concentration may be attained by complete devotion to the Lord.

tfvt?., Klesa, pain. W, Karma, acts, fair*, Vip£ka, fruits of act. TW^:, isayaih,

by the store. AparaWstah, untouched. 3$?, Puruja. f^Tf;, Visesah, particular

Spirit, fat*, Iivarah, Lord.

"The Lord is a particular Spirit untainted by evil, suffering, acts and the fruits of

actions," etc.

Yet these Sutras are not absolutely necessary for the Yoga system,

and many say that tho author of Yoga was not in his right mind when

he framed these particular aphorisms, and they are merely a mistake of

his.

Similarly, Gautama, the author of Nyfiya, and Kanada, the author

of the Vaise§ika, were deluded when they propounded their theories

regarding creation and release : which are also opposed to the Ved&nta.

These will be refuted later on. No doubt these authors are also

very learned and wise, but their delusion is the result of either too much

conceit of their own knowledge, thinking that they were omniscient, or

because the Lord had so willed that they should start such theories, for j

some mysterious purpose of His own. In fact, some hold that these

theories were necessary in order to clearly bring out the perfect symmetry

and harraoniousness of the Ved&nta.

The present Sutra opens a new Adhikarana, inasmuch as the Yoga;

differs from the Sankhya in admitting the existence of the Lord ; and so
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the doubt arose that the refutation of the Sftukhya did not necessarily

involve the refutation of Yoga. To remove that doubt, this Adhikharana

has been started. The Sangati is Atidesa or analogy. Though the author

of 5Toga is no less a personage than the Great Hiranyagarbha himself, yet

even ho should be discarded on points where he contradicts Vedfinta.

Adhikarana III.— The Vedas are eternal and infallible.

Says an objector : If the Smrtis like the Sankhya and the rest

are to be set aside as non-valid and Anapta, merely because they are

opposed to the Vodas, then you must first establish that the Vedas them-

selves are infallible and contain nothing which is opposed to science or

reason. The present section is commenced to remove that doubt, and

to establish the infallibility of the Vedas.

Doubt : The doubt is raised in the followiug form. Is the Veda

fallible or infallible ? Is it the production of an Apta or an Anaptu ?

Had the Veda been infallible, then all that it says would come out to be

true. But that is not the case. For example, it says, "Let a person desir-

ing rain, perform the Kariri Sacrifice." Now the performance of the

Kfiriri Yajna does not invariably produce rain. Therefore, the Veda is

not infallible.

Siddhdnta : To this the author replies by the following Sutra

:

SUTRA II., 1. 4.

*T Na, not fajr^THP^m Vilaksanatv&t, because of the difference of charac-

ter. Asya, of that, of tho Veda. IWIW£ Tath&tvam, suchness, the eternity,

the authority. ^ Cha, and. *ts'l$ Sabd&t, from the Word, from the Scripture.

4. The Veda is not unauthoritative (like the Sankhya,

etc.) because of its being of a different character altogether, and

because its eternity is established from the Word.—140.

COMMENTARY

The Veda is not unauthoritative, like the Smrtis of the S&nkhyas

and the rest. "Why ? Vilaksanatv&t. Because it has a different charac-

ter. Every human production is liable to four-fold error : that is, heedless-

ness, wrong-headedness (trying to establish a proposition merely through

a spirit of argumentation and against one's own inmost conviction), error

or delusion, and want of ability, owing to imperfection of instruments.

No such errors of authorship are possible in the case of the Veda, For
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it is eternal and has no human being for its author. And its Tath&tva,

suchness, the possession of suoli attribute, namely, its eternity, is proved from

the Word itself. As says a Sruti

:

SFH, Tasmai. to him, to tho Agni. ^ NTinam, now. Tfircft, Abhidyave, to

the well-satisfied, *r*r, VSchS, with Speech, ftw, Virfipa, 0 sage Virfipa.

fircw, NityayS, with the Eternal. f^Sr. Vrsne, to tho Powerful. ^fcW, Chodasva,

praise. S*5%T Su-stutim, a fair praise.

Now, O Virftpa, rouse for Him, Strong God who is ever Self-content, fair praise'

with the Eternal Vedic Speech— Rg Veda, VII., 94. 6.

Thus the Sruti itself calls tho Mantras by tho significant epithet of the

Nitya-vSk or the Eternal Voice. The Smrtis also declare the Veda to be

eternal. Thus in the following :

srcrf* fsWT fasti ^rgc^er *w^n
3n$ ^Wflft f^qi W: SfW»: II

The Self-existing Lord, in the beginning of creation, sent forth the eternal, beginning-

less voice, the divine Veda ; from which proceeded all the other scriptures.

The Smrtis like those of Manu and the rest, are authoritative, because

they are based on the Veda, and for no other reason. In tho Sutra, I., 3. 29,

the eternity of the Veda was established by reasoning, in the present Sutra

it is established by authority ; herein consists the difference between these

two Sutras.

But, says an objector, the Vedas are non-eternal, because we find

in them a statement to the effect that they were created, at a certain time,

and overy thing that is created, has an end, necessarily, some time or other.

The following verse of the Purusa Sukta shows that the Vedas are

created :

erwr^ Jura swrfir ^rfaft i

<xm Tasmftt, from Him. «nnn YajMt, from that Sacrifice, Sarva-

hutah, all-offered, general sacrifice. Rchah, the Rik, hymns, swift,

SSraSni, the Sftma hymns, vfifc Jajnire, were born or produced. Chha-

nd&msi, the Chhandas. ^ Jajnire, were born or produced. WTO Tasmftt,

from ffim. ^ Yajus, the Yejur Veda. a*m^ Tasm&t, from Him. vstwr,

AjSyata, was born, produced.

From that great general sacrifice, Rchas and Sama hymns were born, therefrom were

•pells and charms produced ; the Yajui had its birth from ffim—Rg Veda, X 90. 9.

29
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To this we reply, this is not so. By the word Jan "was born" we

mean "was manifested" ; and not bom in the ordinary sense. As has been

said in the following verse :

This Lord Veda is Self-existent (that is eternal). Thou, 0 God, hast sung it out

of old. The great ones from Siva down to the Rsis are its reciters only and not its

authors.

Nor can it validly be objected, that the Vedas are unauthoritative, because

they do not always produce the results promised by them. The production,

of auy particular result, depends upon the capacity of the person performing

the act A competent person (like a competent chemist) always gets the

predicted, result, by the proper chanting of the hymns, while an incompetent

person (like a tyro in Chemistry) fails to get the expected result. The failure

of the result only proves the incompetency of the agent and not the defective-

ness of science. While the Smrtis like the SMkhya and the rest are un-

authoritative, not because they fail to produce the results promised by them,

but because they are in conflict with the teachings of the Vedas on these

important points of Creation, Release, etc.

AdkikaranalV.— The Superintending Devas are denoted by

terms like Fire, Earth, etc.

Objection : Let it be so. But how do you reconcile the absurd sayings

of the Vedas, such as the following

:

"The Fire willed let me become many ; the Waters willed let us become

many."—Chhdndogya Upanisad, VI., 4., etc.

"These Prftnas quarrelling among ^themselves went to Brahma and asked

who was the best amongst them."—Br Up.

The elements like fire, etc., are non-sentient objects, and to say that they

willed or quarrelled, is as reasonable as to saj that tho sons of a barren

woman held a discussion. Therefore one portion of the Vedas being proved

unauthoritative, the portion relating to Brahman being the cause of the

worhL is also without authority. The PradhSna is, therefore, the cause of

the. world.

Reply : To this the author replies by the following Sutra

:

SUTRA II., 1. 5.

*f*wtfir AbhimSni, the presiding deity of the elements, etc. s^tf: Vyapade-

Std), pointing out' of, denotation of. § Tu but. fafa Vifiesa, on account* of
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distinct ^on, because of being so qualified. The epithets applied to these ele-

ments show that the superintending Dovas are meant. *a-ili.vw AnugaHbhyfim,

on account of their entering. The subsequent passage expressly shows that

the Devas entered into them.

5. The words fire, etc., however, denote there the

superintending Devas, because the epithet "Deva" is mentioned

there, and the statement that they entered these elements prove

it also.— 141.

COMMENTARY

Tho word "Tu" shows that the doubt above raised is being removed.

In the phrases "the fire willed," etc., the conscious superintending Devas of

these elements are meant, and not the unconscious eloments. Why do you

say so If Because of the specific epithet "Deva" is given therein. In

those very passages we find that Fire, etc., are called Devas. Thus the

whole passage is given below to understand the argument.

1. The Sat alone was in the beginning, one only, without an equal. About this the

others say, the Asat alone existed in the beginning, one only without a second. From
that Asat was produced the Sat.

f 133 twfefa tiki5* zMizi wKTT^fo qfa *ftj3t<Mffl sHsft^**rtTffcfai inn

2. "But, 0 child, how could it be thus ?" said the father. "How from Asat should be

born the Sat ? Therefore, the Sat alone existed, O child, in the beginning, one only,

without an equal."

3. He thought, "I shall assume many forms and create beings." He created Fire. The
Fire thought, "I shall assume many forms and create beings." That created the waters.

ai *m i%w «jm Jprr^flfa m tow*'! 11

4. The Waters thought, "We shall assume many forms and create beings." They

created the Food.

2. That God thought, "These three DevatAs are weUrcreated ; nan 1 shall enter
into them with that aspect of mine called the Living Self, and shall develop name and
form."

Thus the specific epithet of the Devatft is applied to these three,

and so ithey cannot mean inanimate elements, but are sentient haiogs, or
cosmic Intelligences.
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Similarly, the quarrel about the PrSnas refers to the Devat^s, as the

following extract will show :

\$ izM^w nws$ik<n m^^q <«ifc»?JW: sf^r ^^^r q^rs^lq

wumwr s^f^r «wfta»-iwi: srft^fl eiTier w flgti?*ft afaft sn% £r»ta3 ftf^i

Next follows the recognition of the pre-eminence of the Pr&na by the other Devatas.

All the DevatAs contending with one another to assert their own pre-eminence, went out

of the body. It lay like a piece of wood. Then speech entered into it. It spoke and
lay down still. Then the eye entered into it, when it spoke and saw, but still lay down.
Then the ear entered into it, when it spoke, saw and heard, but still lay down. Then the

mind entered into it, when it spoke, saw, heard, and thought, but still lay down. Then the

Prfna entered into it, when it immediately got up. All these Devas knowing the PrSna to

be pre-eminent and fully comprehending Him as the Conscious Self went out of this world
with all these—Kausitaki Upanisad, II., 9.

Thus here also the epithet Deva is applied to these senses. Conse-

quently the quarrel was among the Doras of the senses and not between

unconscious sense organs.

Not only the specific epithet Deva is applied to these, but in another

Upanisad we find that the Devas entered into these elements, etc, in order

to regulate their activities. Thus in the Aitareya Aranyaka, II., 4. 2. 4

:

at m \m: mt Tf^r, m%\ srffcrafr^T g# snft^i fig* Jiroft

snfe^f sjjft^i uTftfTOf^frofaqft mfrjisi ffci: *te wft mft^i

1. Those Devatas, Agni and the rest, after they had been created, fell into this great
ocean.

4. Then Agni having become speech, entered the mouth. V§.yu having become scent,

entered the nostrils. Aditya having become sight, entered the eyes. The Dig, having
become hearing, entered the ears.

Thus it shows that tho superintending Dovas of senses are meant by
the terms Agni, etc. This entering of the Devas constitutes another reason
for holding that sentient entities are meant, and not unconscious elements,
etc. Similarly, the Bhavi§ya PurSna is to tho same effect

:

The superintending Devas of the earth, etc, possessed of mighty powers, and inconceiv-
able energies, are actually seen by the sages.

Similarly, the phrase "the stones float, etc.," are to be explained as

praises of the Devas within them. And, as a matter of fact, they did float
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on the water when Sri RSma bridged the ocean. The Devas held up the

stones and made them float on water. Thus there is nothing unauthoritative

in the Vedas. Consequently, the Vodanta teaching, that Brahman is the

sole cause of the universo, is firmly established, and is not open to objections

raised by the S&nkhya.

Adhikarana V.—Brahman is the material came of the universe

established by reasoning.

Objection : The S&nkhya comes to the attack again, this time not

relying on the texts, but on pure ratiocination, and says that Brahman

cannot be the material cause of tho universe. It is true, that the S&nkhya

himself admits that in matters transcendental, relating to tho true nature

of the Self and of cosmogony, etc., reasoning is of little avail, and must be

abandoned in favour of the Sruti. It has the following aphorism :

*fa Sruti, the sacred Revealation, fa^tara; Virodhat, because of the conflict

or contradiction. ^ Na, not. f«% Kutarka, bad reasonig. «rrcrccJf Apasadasya, of

the inferior person. 3TT?w» Atma-lSbhab, attainment of the Self.

The attainment of the Self cannot take place by mere false reasoning, because opposed
to the Scripture.—VI., 35.

This homage paid by the S&nkhya to Sruti is merely a lip homage,

for the S&nkhya appeals to Sruti merely to find fault with his opponent

The doubt raised is to this efiect.

Doubt : Is it possiblo for Brahman to be the material cause of the

universe or is it not ?

Purvapaksa : The opponent says that Brahman cannot be the

material cause of the universe, because the world is of a different nature

from Brahman, Brahman is conceived to be Omniscient, Omnipotent, All-

pure and possessing pure joy as His nature. The world, on the other hand,

is admittedly seen to consist of ignorance, impotence, impurity, and sorrow.

Thus there is no dispute that the two, the God and matter, are diametrically

opposed to each other in their nature. It is a fact of daily experience that

the effect has the nature of the cause. Just as a jar or a crown or a piece

of cloth has the same nature as the clay or the gold or the threads of

which it is made. Therefore, the world being of a different nature to

Brahman, cannot have him as its material cause. "We must, therefore,

search out some appropriate material cause of the world. And that we find

in the Pradh&na alone. The world consists of joy, sorrow and delusion,
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and for such a world, the Pradhana consisting of Sattva, Rajas and

Tamas is the most appropriate cause. "But," says the Vedftntin, "we

explain this by positing the existence of two emergies (Saktis) consisting

of Spirit and Matter, and both dwelling in Brahman, and thus there is no

difficulty in understanding how this world, as an effect, proceeds from

Brahman." But this also does not solve the difficulty. The world

still remains of a different character from its material cause, the Brahman.

From a very subtle material cause, like the two onergies, Spirit and

Matter, it is not easy to explain how this gross world, that wo see around

us, comes into existence. Similarly, there are other differences between

the world and Brahman. Therefore, the world has not Brahman for

its material causo ; because it is essentially different from Brahman ; and

the Scripturo must, in matters worldly, take the help of Reason to ascer-

tain the truth. This then is the Purvapaksa.

Siddhdnta : The noxt Sutra answers this objection.

8UTKA II., 1. 6.

ssqrt § II ^ \ X I m
IK>& Drsyate, is seen. The coming out of the gross from the subtle is

a matter of experience. 3 Tu, but.

6. But it is seen, (that a thing totally different from, another may

be the material cause of that thing).—142.

COMMENTARY

The word "but" removes the doubt above raised. The word "not"

of Sutra II., 1. 4, is understood here also. The statemont that the world

cannot have Brahman for its material cause, because it is of a totally dif-

ferent nature from him, is not correct ; because it is seen in everyday

experience, that things entirely different in their essential natures, stand

as material cause and effect. Thus the rise of different qualities from

things of different natute. (As the quality of intoxication arising from

sugar). Or as the birth of living worms from the dead honey. Or as the

coming out of elephants and horses from the tree of all-desire. Or of

gold from the philosopher's stone. Referring to this ...coming out of matter

from the Spirit, the Atharvanikas says :

As the spider stretches forth and gathers together its threads, as herbs grow out of

the earth, as from a living man come out the hair, so from the Imperishable comes oat

this universe.—Mundaka Upanisad, L, .1. 7.
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Adhikarana VI.—Non-being not the First cause.

An objector again comes forward and says : If the material cause

be different in its essential nature from the effect, if Brahman differs in

nature from its effect, the world ; then it means that the cause and effect

being essentially different, the world before its origination was non-existent

in Brahman, the cause. In other words, the world was a nothing (Asat),

before origination and the one (Brahman) only existed then. But you,

who hold that the world is a real effect, and is real, cannot hold this

view.

To this the author replies :

SUTRA II., 1. 7.

STOT Asat, non-existing, absolute, nothing. ?ft Iti, thus. %g Chet, if. "»

Na, not. iftto Prati§edha, a denial, a prohibition. TTa^i^ M&tratvat, because,

merely.

7. If it be objected, that the world is then an absolute

unreality, we say no, for there was merely a denial in the

previous Sntra of the sameness of nature between tne cause

and the effect, and not that the two are substantially differ-

ent—143.

COMMENTARY

The objection raised by the opponent i9 no real objection. Because

the denial in the previous Siitra was only with regard to the rule that the

cause and effect must bo of the same nature essentially. It was not meant

that the substances of tho two should also be different (Thus the effect of

the union of oxygen and hydrogen is essentially different in qualities

from the two gases but there is no substantial difference between the effect,

water and the cause, oxygen and hydrogen. The substance is the same).

Our position is that Brahman himself becomes modified into the world,

and then manifests different characteristics. The meaning is this. When

you say that because there is difference of nature between the cause

Brahman and the effect world, and therefore, Brahman cannot be the

material cause of the world, do you mean to say, that because all the

attributes of Brahman do not re-appear in the effect therefore, the effect

is not due to Brahman, or do you intend to say that because only some

characteristics appear and the others do not therefore, Brahman is not'

the cause ? Youi oonnot mean the first' for then there would be no-
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such thing as cause and efiect, for tho cause and effect are not identical

in all characteristics. The very relationship of cause and effect implies

that there is some difference between them. For though the lump of

clay be the cause of the jar made out of it, yet the jar does not possess

the lumpiness of the clay, but has a different form altogether. If, however,

you mean the second, and say that no characteristics of Brahman appear

in the world, you are evidently wrong. For Brahman is Sat or Being, and

this characteristic of His re-appears in the world, for the world possesses

existence. Nor can you say, that because these particular attributes of

Brahman do not appear in the world, such as His joyousness, etc., therefore,

the world is not His eftect. You cannot pick and choose the qualities at

random, for then anything may become the cause of any other thing ;

and everything will be tho cause of everything else, and the law of

causation would be reduced to absurdity.

Says an objector, we do not hold any such absurd position. But

we demand that the particular attributes which differentiate the cause

from other objects, should re-appear in the eftect, for the relation of

cause and effect is constituted by the persistence in the effect of those

characteristic points which differentiate tho cause from other things. The

characteristics by which the thread differs -from gold, persist in the cloth

manufactured from the thread, and in the bracelet made from gold.

To this, we reply, that this is not an invariable rule. For this rule

is violated in the production of worms from the honey, and so on. Nor
is gold in every respect the same as the bracelet; there is the difference

of condition between the two. Though the world and Brahman are

different, as the philosopher's stone is different from gold, yet they have

this in common, that both are essentially one in substance, as the gold and
bracelet. Therefore, the world, thougli an effect, is not unreal.

The SSnkhya opponent comes forward now with another objection

:

sutba n., 1. 8.

Tfcft Apitau, at the time of Pralaya or the great dissolution in re-absorption.

<rsa Tadvat, like unto that, like the . effect The cause would become like tho
effect, when the effect is re-absorbed in it at the time of Pralaya. lewifl, Prasan-
gftt, on account of the consequences. *rern®*8»$, Asamanjasam, inappropriate.

Objection : Jf Brahman is the material cause of the

universe, then in Pralaya, when the world is re-absorbed
in Him, Brahman would have all the consequences of the
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world (tainted with all its defects), and thus the Ved&ntatext would

become inappropriate.— 144.

COMMENTARY

If Brahman, with His subtle energy consisting of Spirit and Matter,

is the material cause of the world,—a world full of misery and many a

defect, injurious to the progress of the human soul ;—then when it is

re-absorbed in Brahman, at tho time of Pralaya, Brahman would become
tainted with all the concomitant consequences of matter. The force of

Vat in the Sutra is that of Iva or 'like.' As the world is not the final

object of man, (for admittedly tho goal is different), so tho Brahman would

not be the goal of man. For in the state of Pralaya the world being one

with Brahman, the latter will have all the defects of the former. (As the

pungent assafuetida when mixed with any condiment, scents the whole

food with its pungent and disagreeable smell). That being so there would

arise inappropriateness, for all those Upanisad texts which declare that

Brahman is Omniscient, free from taint, etc., would become contradicted.

Thus, for this additional reason also, Brahman is not the material cause

of the world.

Siddhanta. The author sets aside this objection in the noxt

Sutra :

SUTRA II., 1. 9.

^ U II ^ I \ \ i II

1 Na, not. g Tu, so, but DrsJ;&nta, instances, illustrations «nwf
Bh&vftt, because of the existenco of.

9. But this is not so ; as there are instances to this

effect—145.

COMMENTARY

By the word 'Tu,' the possibility of tho objection is set aside.

)

There is no inappropriateness in the Brahman's being the material cause
of the universe. For there are instances to show that the cause is not

tainted by the defects of the effect Though the world is full of misery,

etc., yet the Lord God is all pure, etc. He remains always untouched by
evil. As in one picture, the different colours, like the blue, yellow, eta,

remain in different parts of the canvas, and do not overlap each other ; so the

qualities of the world remain in their proper locality in Brahman. Or, to

take another instance. As youth, childhood, and old age, which are

attributes of embodied beings, belong to the body only and not to the

embodied Self ; or the attributes of blindness, deafness, etc , belong to

30
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the senses and not to the embodied Self ; so the defects of the world do not

appertain to Brahman. Thus all those modifications belonging to matter

and antagonistic to the highest end of Man, appertain to the energies of

Brahman, and are attributes of His Energies (Saktis) and remain in His

^aktis and do not pervade the pure Brahman. We hold that Brahman is

the material cause of the world. This theory is not only free from any

objections, but the opposite theory of the Sfinkhyas, that the Pradhfina is

the material cause of the world, is open to the following objection :

SCTRA II. 1. 10.

**n% ^ n \ \ \ \ \ ° ii

Svapakse, in his own side, in the theory of the S&nkhya himself.

5taraDo§fit, because of the fault, or objection. ^ Cha, and.

10. The objections raised by the Sankhya to the

Vedanta theory apply with equal force to the Sankhya theory

itself- 146.

COMMENTARY

"0 SSnkhya, the faults that you find with our theory, are to be found

in your theory as well. These have been pointed out in another place."

One fault found is that the Upfidfina of the Causo is different from the

effect, or the world. In the SSnkhya also the same objection applies. The

Pradhfina is conceived to bo void of sound and the rest. The world

generated by Pradhfina has the attributes of sound, etc. Thus the cause is

different from the effect here also. The effect thus being different from

the cause, the objection that the effect is non-existent and unreal, re-

mains. Similarly, when in the state of re-absorption, all objects merge into

Pradhfina and become one with it, there is pervasion into the Pradhfina of

all the effects of the world, and so the objection raised in Sutra 8 applies to

Pradhfina also. Similarly, all the objections raised against the Brahman

theory apply to the Pradhfina theory as well. The Brahman theory

deduces the creation from a conscious Being or Spirit ; the Pradhfina from

unconscious matter. Moreover, in the Pradhfina theory of creation, the

very motive of creation falls to the ground; for the Pradhfina being un-

conscious, can have no motive at alL This will be mentioned in greater

detail, when examining that theory later on.

The author now shows that the scriptures, when supported by ratiocination

are the cause of ascertaining the truth, and consequently reason has its

proper place in this system.
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SUTRA. [I., 1. 11.

ff^ Tarka, reasoning, ratiocination, controversial reasoning.

Apratis^Mnat, because not having any fixity or finality, wfa Api, also,

Anyatha, otherwise, contrary. Anumeyam, to be inferred, inferable.

tf<t Iti, thus. ^ Chet, if. «w Evam, thus, *rft Api, thus, also. srfjwfo

Anirmoksa, want of release Prasangah, consequence.

11. If it be said that there being no finality about

reasoning, it is always possible to infer the truth of the

opposite ; we say "no," for then the undesirable consequence

would follow that there would be no final release

also.— 147.

COMMENTARY

Owing to the differences of the brains of men, their reasoning powers

are also different There is no finality about reasoning. A position

established by reason by one man, is found to be demolished the next day

by the stronger intellect of the other man. Therefore, showing no regard

to reasoning, we must believe Brahman to be the material cause of the

world, because the Upanisad teaches so. Even with regard to the acknow-

ledged great thinkers, there .is no finality about their reasoning also.

Great thinkers like Kapila, Kan&da, etc., are seen to refute each other.

Objection : Nor can it be said that there is no reasoning which is

absolutely unassilable, for then the reasoning by which argumentation is

held to be non-conclusive would itself become invalid. If every reasoning

be inconclusive, then all worldly activities would come to an end. Human
activities are all based upon inference, the future is predicted from the

present, and past. The actions which have been found pleasant or painful

in their results in the past, are followed or avoided, by reasoning alone.

For it is inferred that they would produco the same consequences, in the

future also.

Reply : In this view also, the existence of Release would not be

established. A proposition established by puie human intellect, unaided

by intuition, is always liable to be set aside by a higher intellect, born

in another time or place. Release, therefore, can never be obtained by

methods evolved by the human brain, but is to be found by Upanisad method
only.
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It 'is perfectly true, that in certain secular matters, reasoning is

absolute (such as mathematical reasoning) ; but in makers transcendental,

such as the existence of God, of after life, of final Release, etc., the pro-

nouncements of human intellect can never be perfectly freo from doubt ;

because these are matters not within the scope of mind ; they are beyond

its scope. For Brahman is inconceivable, and consequently unarguable.

If you allow reasoning in the matter of Brahman, then you not only

contradict the Sruti, but your own assertion becomes incongruous. For

says the Sruti

:

f^taf: m ii e n

This belief which thou hast got, cannot be brought about nor destroyed by argument.

When taught by the True Teacher the Self becomes easily realised. O dearest, strong

is thy resolution. Enquirers like thee, 0 Nachiketas, are not many.—Katha Up
,

i., 2. 9.

The Smrti also is to the same effect

:

O Rsi I the sages with their body, senses and mind tranquil, realise that Truth,

but when it is overwhelmed with dry reasoning, it vanishes.

Therefore, as Sruti is the highest authority in matters of Law

(Dharma), so also it is the only authority, in matters theological (Brahman).

Of course, the reasoning auxiliary to $ruti is always allowed, for the

word Mantavya, used in the Sruti itself, shows that Brahman should be

Mantavya or reasoned about also. The Smrti also says that one must

interpret a passage of law by reasoning and looking to all that precedes it

and follows it. See Manu, XIL 106.

Adhikarana VII.

—

Kandda and Gautama refuted.

The author has refuted the arguments of the SSnkhyas and the Yoga
philosophers as regards God boing the operative cause only and not the

material cause of the world. Now he refutes the Smrtis of Kan&da

and Gautama, and answers the objections brought forward by them.

According to Kan&da and others, if Brahman be taken to be the material

cause of the world, then those philosophies would find no scope at all.

For, according to them, the bigger atoms are formed by the aggregation

of smaller atoms. When two small atoms unite they give rise to a molecule

called dvi-anu or a dyad, and so the triad, etc. The whole world is made
up of atoms, which are the ultimate material cause of the universe and
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not the Brahman or Prakrti. Brahman being supposed to be all-pervading,

cannot be the material cause of the world, for it is limited.

Siddhdnta : To this the author replies by the following Sutra :

SCTR& 1. l'\

fronts if* swnrn* irI U III

Etena, by this, by the above reasoning. fflBi: Sistah, the remaining

systems like those of the Atomists. fqftsrcr: Aparigrahah, not acknowledged

by the Vedas, not accepted of the Vedas. ^fa Api, also. sjjfRim: Vy&khy&tah,

are explained or refuted.

12. Hereby other systems not in harmony with the Vedas, are

also refuted.—148.

COMMENTAltY

The word Sistah moans the remaining. The word AparigraMh

means those systems which do not acknowledge or accept (Parigraha)

the Vedas as authority in these matters, but which rely on reason alone ;

and which aro not countenanced by the Veda, The Sutra teaches that

by the demolition of the Saiikhya doctrine given above, the remaining

theories not comprised within the Vedas are also refuted, such as the

theories of Kan&da and Aksapada, etc., for they are opposed to the Vedas

on these points. The reasons are the same as in the case of Sfinkhya.

Nor is there any fixed rale in the theory of the Arambha Vada that

this is the minimum with which a thing must commence. For we see it

contradicted in the case of a cloth commenced with a large thread in a

double cloth ; and in the case of sound born of Akasa.

We givo below an extract from the commentary of RSmanuja, to show

the exact bearing of the question treated in this section. This translation

is from Dr. Thibaut's Vedanta Sutras, B&m&nuja.

"Here however a new objection may be raised, on the ground, namely, that since

all these theories agree in the view of atoms constituting the general cause, it cannot

be said that their reasoning as to the causal substance is ill-founded. They indeed,

we reply, are agreed to that extent, but they are all of them equally founded on Keason-

ing only, and they are seen to disagree in many ways as to the nature of the atoms, which

by different Bchools are held to be either fundamentally void, or non-void, having merely

cognitional or an objective existence, being either momentary or permanent, either of

a definite nature or the reverse, either real or un-real, etc. This disagreement proves all

those theories to be ill-founded, and the objection is thus disposed of."—RAmfinuja.

Thus even as regards the nature of the atom, there is no unanimity

of opinion. Kanfida and Gautama hold it to be permanent, while the

four Schools of the Bauddhas hold it to be impermanent.
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Note : The Vaibhasika Bauddhas hold that the atoms are momentary but have an

objective existence, (Ksanikdn artha-bhfttdn). The Yogfichfira Bauddhas hold it to be

merely cognitional (jndna-rflpdm) The Madhyamikas hold it to be fundamentally void

(Sunya-rflpdm). The Jainas hold it to be real and non-real (Sad-asad-rftpfim).

The author raises auother objection and disposes of it

:

SUTRA II., 1. 13.

^WR%'fW^?qi8t^<UI ^ I t MX II

*flf^i Bhoktra, with the enjoyer, with the Jiva. *TTC%* Apatteh, from be-

coming. *ftflin : Avibhagah, non-distinction. ^ Chet, if. SySt, it may be

OtoNS, Loka-vat, as in the ordinary life ; as in the world.

13. If Brahman be the material cause of the world, then

there would be no distinction between the Enjoyer (Jtva) and the

Lord. To this we reply, it need not be so, as we see in ordinary

life.—149.

COMMENTARY

Objection : Your opinion is that Brahman as possessing the

subtle energy is himself the material cause, and as possessing the gross

energy he is even the effect. Let us see whether this viow is sound or

not Now energy is not different from the substance of which it is the

eDergy ; therefore, the Jiva, the subtle energy of Brahman, is not different

from Brahman Thus your theory of the two omergies of Brahman, lands

you into this contradiction. Thus it follows that the Jiva and Brahman

become one. Therefore, the texts like "two birds" "when it sees the other

as the Lord," etc., become null and void and the difference established by

them is ignored.

Reply : To this objection we reply : It is not so. Even in ordinary

life, the energy is soen different from the person possessing it Thus

a man armed with a sword is a single man, but the sword is different

from the man, though it represents tho energy of the man. Therefore,

Brahman possessed with Sakti is nothing more than Brahman, yet tho

Sakti is different from Brahman. Thus there is no fault in this theory

of Brahman and His two Saktis.

Adhikarana. VIII.—The world is non-different from Brahman

Now the author wishes to establish that, though the world may be

considered as having Brahman for its material cause, yet it does not follow
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that the world is the same as Brahman. In the previous Sutra, II, I. 7,

and other subsequent Sutras, the non-difference of the world from Brahman

was assumed, and it was on this assumption, that the proof was given that

Brahman was the material cause of the world. The present Sutra raises

an objection against that very non-difference, and then proceeds to refute

it.

The question is: Is this world, which is an effect, different from

Brahman or is it not different ? The followers of Kanada hold the view

that the effect is always different from its cause. Their reasons are as

follows : (i) The difference of ideas. For cause and effect are the objects

of different ideas. For a lump of clay, which is the cause, is a different idea

from the jar, which is its effect, (ii) The difference of words. The word

"jar" applied to the effect, is never applied to tho "lump" of clay which

is its cause. Thus the cause and effect are not only represented by different

ideas in our minds, but by different words also, (in) The difference of

adaptibility. Ihus a jar is used in fetching water from the well, while

no water can bo fetched in a lump of clay, iiv) The difference of forms.

Tho cause clay is a mere lump in shape ; the effect, namely, the jar, has a

difference shape, with a broad neck, etc. («) Tho difference of time. The

cause is prior in time, the offect is posterior. Thus for all these reasons,

the effect is different from the cause. If it were not different, then the

activity of the person producing the effect would be useless. If a jar be

the same as a lump of clay, then the activity of the potter is useless. For

a jar would come into existence in spite of such activity. If it be said,

that tho effect, although always existing, is at first non-manifest; and then

is manifested ; so the activity of the agent is necessary, and thus activity is

not purpose-less : this view also is not correct The question arises, does

the effect exist before maeifestation or does is not ? Or, is the manifestation

existent or non-existent prior to the activity of the agent ? The mani-

festation cannot be existent prior to such activity, for then that -activity

will be purposeless, and it would follow that the effect should be ever

perceptible. Moreover, this would result in removing the distinction

between the eternal and non-eternal things. If it be assumed that one

manifestation requires another manifestation to account for it, then we are

driven into a regressus in infinitum. If it be held that manifestation is

non-real (Asat), then we lapse into the theory of the Asat-tcSrya-vfida

;

according to which the effect does not exist before its origination. Therefore

the Purvapaksa is that the effect is different from the cause, and that

activity of the agent is not necessary for the production of the effect,

if the effects were unreal. Therefore, the Naiyfiyikas hold that

from a material cause, which is Asat, is produced an effect which is

Sat.
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Siddhanta : This view of the Vaisesjkas is refuted by the author in the

following Sutra :

sCtra ii., 1. 14.

?R«R?W*W«tffa** II \ \ \ I \* II

flra Tat, therefore, from that, from Brahman, the cause of the world,

^wjcfu. Ananyatvam, non-difference, the identity. srrf^l Arambhana, the

word Arambhana as found in the ChhSndogya Upanigad ^ift^l* Sabdft-

dibhyah, from the words the beginning of which is the term Arambhana.

14. The non-difference of the world from That (namely, from

Brahman) is established in those verses of the ChhSndogya Upanisad

which commence with the word Arambhana—150.

COMMENTARY

The word Tat means from that, namely from Brahman, the material

cause of the world, and who possesses two Saktis called the Jiva and Prakrti,

the Spirit and Matter. This world is verily an effect, which is not at all

anything other than its cause, namely, Brahman. How do you know this ?

We learn it from all those passages which commence with the word

Arambhana. We give those passages below :

1*7 WR^fa Wtfa 9 * saw'. ^gf^jtfrWfc Ureter icm*n-

(wtowi^ft Srsnwrf* war *wtm muftm faffraRrfir i

() Harih, Om. There lived once Svetaketu Srnneya (the grandson of Aruna). To

Mm his father (Uddalaka, the son of Aruna) said : "Svetaketu, go to school ; for there is

none belonging to our race, darling, who. not having studied (the Veda), is, as it were, a

Bralimapa by birth only."

(*») Having begun his apprenticeship (with a teacher) when he was twelve years of

age, Svetaketu returned to his father, when he was twenty-four, having then studied all

the Vedas, conceited, considering himself well-read, and stern.

(tit) His father said to him : "Svetaketu, as you are so conceited, considering yourself

so well-read, and so stern, my dear, have you ever asked for that instruction by which

we hear what csnnot be heard, by which we perceive what cannot be perceived, by which

we know what cannot be known ?"

w g *m: s *rft«ft *wfn% m s>3fr* standi ^ fHmrf* wrncrarc-

(*») "What is that instruction, Sir ?" he asked. The father [replied : "My dear, as by

one clod of clay all that is made of clay is known, the difference being only a name, arising

from speech, but the truth being that all is clay."
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(t>) "And as, my dear, by one nugget of gold all that is made of gold is known, the

difference being only a name, arising from speech, but the truth being that all is gold 1

w ^frs?^ ift wtfw ftmfr swwcwni frsid am** t^re-

gft?3f<i gsqto** « «n\*> *Wftfa II 3 II

(vi) "And as my dear, by one pair of nail-scissors all that is made of iron (Karsnd-

yasam) is known, the difference being only a name, arising from speech, but the truth

being that all is iron, thus, my dear, is that instruction."

5MT tfp^fa iiir* II Y II

(w») The son said : "Surely, those venerable men (my teachers,) did not know that.

For if they had known it, why should they not have told it to me ? Do you,' Sir, therefore,

tell me that." 'Bo it so,' said the father.

"That which is Being (t.e., this world which now, owing to the distinction of names

and forms, bears a manifold shape) was in the beginning one only (owing to the absence

of the distinction of names and forms). He thought may I be many, may I grow

forth."-(Chh. Up., VI., 2. 3.)

The whole of this is thus explained by R&ma'nuja : For these texts prove the non-

difference from Brahman of the world consisting of non-sentient and sentient beings.

This is as follows. The teacher, bearing in mind the idea of Brahman constituting the sole

cause of the entire world and of the non-difference of the effect from the cause, asks the

pupil, 'Have you ever asked for that instruction by which the non-heard is heard, the non-

perceived is perceived, the not-known is known ? Wherein there is implied the promise

that, through the knowledge of Brahman, the general cause, 'its effect, i.e., the whole Uni-

verse, will be known. The pupil not knowing that Brahman is the sole cause of the

Universe, raises a doubt as to the possibility of one thing being known through another,

'How then. Sir, is that instruction ?' and the teacher thereupon, in order to convey the

notion of Brahman being the sole Universal cause, quotes an instance showing that the

non-difference of the effect from the cause is proved by ordinary experience, as by one

clod of clay there is known everything that is made of clay ; the meaning being 'as jars,

pots, and the like, which are fashioned out of one piece of clay, are known through the

cognition of that clay, since their substance is not different from it.'

In order to meet the objection that according to Kanaka's doctrine the effect consti-

tutes a substance different from the cause, the teacher next proceeds to prove the non-

difference of the effect from the cause, by reference to ordinary experience. ''Vachirambha-

nam vik&ro nfimadheyam mrttiketyeva satyam." Arambhaijam must here be explained as

that which is taken or touched (a-rabh-a-labh ; and 'alambhah sparsahinsayoh') compare

P£nini, III., 3, 113, as to the form and meaning of the word. 'VAchay "on account of

speech," we take to mean "on account of activity by speech" ; for activities such as the

fetching of water in a pitcher, are preceded by speech, 'Fetch water in the pitcher,' and

so on. For the bringing about of such activity, the material clay (which had been men-

tioned just before) touches (enters into contact with) an effect (Vikara), i.e., particular make
or configuration, distinguished by having a broad bottom and resembling the shape of a belly

and a special name (NSmadheya), vi*., pitcher, and so on, which is applied to that effect

;

31
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or, to put it differently, to the end that certain activities may be accomplished, the sub-

stance clay receives a new configuration and a new name. Hence jars and other things of

cjay are clay (Mrttiku), *•«•, are of the substance of clay, only, this only is true (Satyam)

>>., knowti through authoritative means of proof, only (Eva) because the effects are not

known as' different substances. One and the same substance, therefore, such as clay or gold

gives occasion for different ideas and words only as it assumes different configuration, just

as we observe that one and the same Devadatta becomes the object of different ideas and

terms and gives rise to different effects, according to the different stages of life, youth, old

age, etc., which he has reached. The fact of our saying 'the jar has perished' while yet the

clay persists, was referred to by the Ptlrvapaksin as proving that the effect is something

different from the cause, but this view is disproved by the view held by us that origination,

destruction, and so on, are merely different states of one and the same as causal substance.

According as one and the same substance is in this or that state, there belong to it differ*

ent terms and different activities, and these different Btates may rightly be viewed as

depending on the activity of an 'agent. (Dr Thibaut.)

If it be held that the pot is different from the clay, there would arise

objections as to their having double weight, etc., The weight of a lump of

clay being one unit, and that of the pot another ; when it is weighed in

the balance, tho weight ought to be double. (But [the jar docs not show

any increaso of weight. Thus the substance remains the same. The jar

is not the lump of clay plus jar, but the same lump). So also in other

respects. (The chemical analysis of jar shows the same materials as that

of tho lump of clay).

The jar is not an effect like tho illusion (Vivarta) of silver in the

shell. For silver is found to exist separately as a distinct substance from

the mother of pearl.

Thus also is answered tho objection of those persons who say that

the word 'iti' in 'Mrttikfi iti eva satyam' is useless.

Nor can you say that the theory of manifestation (Abhivyakti) has

no scriptural authority for it. For we find in the Bhagavata Furftna the

following

:

^15% $T5re%«! «?IS»%5I fPRHfaTj

"At the end of the Kalpa, the self-luminous Lord manifested (Abhivyanak) this world

which was covered with blinding darkness wrought by Time, through His self-luminous

Power (Chitgakti)."

Nor is this theory open to the two objections of (*) accomplishing

a thing which is already accomplished, (»'») and regressus in infinitum.

For it is not acknowledged by us that manifestation existed prior to the

activity of the agent Nor do we acknowledge that one manifestation

requires another manifestation to manifest it and so on.

Says an objector : If so, then you are open to the objection of

maintaining the theory of Asatkftrya (namely, that the effect does not exist
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beforo its origination). For tho activity of the agent manifests the effect

which did not exist before : and thus the activity of the agent creates the

effect. To this we reply, this is not so. The activity of the agent produces

manifestation, but does not produce the effect—for the manifestation is

not effect. Tho effect is that which has the power of self-manifestation.

Manifestation is proved by the substratum of which it is the mani-

festation. In other words, the manifestation of the substrate constitutes

tho manifestation of tho world. But the manifestation in the form of

Samsthana Yoga is a constant manifestation and thus there is no fault in

the theory set out by us. On the other hand, thoso who maintain that an

effect is the result of a cause which is Asat or non-existent (in other words,

that an effect is altogether different from its cause) arc wrong, because it

is not capable of any proof and is self-contradictory. For if it were so,

then the result will bo as follows : the effect will be non-existent before

the activity that manifests it, and consequently anything would be the

effect of any other thing, and everything would produce the same effect and

everything would come out of everything else. Sinco non-existence is

present everywhere, and an effect before its manifestation is non-existent,

according to you, therefore, an effect can be produced from anything. Thus

not only oil would be extracted from sesamum, but we shall get milk from

the same seeds also. Becauso oil being non-existent in tho seed, and being

the result of the activity of the agent, milk may be extracted, likewise,

from the seed by the same activity. Moreover, tho theory is open to

another objection. If the effect wore altogether non-existent prior to its

orgiaation ; then production of a thing would be agentless. Nor can you

say that some energy inherent in tho cause would regulate the particular

effect which that cause would produce; for there can be no relationship

between an existent cause and a non-existent effect.

Moreover, we have the following dilemma also : Does the origination

originate itself or does it not ? If the first, then there is regressus in

infinitum ; for one origination we require another origination to originate

it, and so on. In the second alternative the effect being non-existent and

non-eternal, the origination becomes impossible. Thus both these

alternatives are wrong. It would follow also that we must perceive an

offect always or must not perceive it at all. If you say origination being

itself an origin, what is the necessity of imagining another origin for it

;

then we say it is the same thing as the theory of manifestation ; and in that

oase the theory of origination and ' the theory of manifestation become
identical

The author now shows from further arguments that the effect Is non-

different from the cause by the following aphorism :
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sutra n., 1. 15.

ift \\\ \ \ \

Bbfive, in the existence, in the alternative that the effect exists.

^ Cha, and. 3l5t^": Upalabdheh, because of the perception.

15. And because in the effect is perceived the cause.

—

151.

COMMENTARY

In the effects, like a jar or a crown, we perceive the existence of the

clay or gold which are tho causes of the effects called jar and crown. In

fact, the recognition of the clay, etc., in the jar, etc., would not have been

possible, had the effect been absolutely different from its cause. An
objector may say, but we do, not recognise the cause in the elephants,

horses, etc., which are produced from the Kalpa tree, for thero is nothing

in common between the tree, and its effect, horses, elephants, etc. To this

we reply, that there is no force in this objection. Here also there is the

recognition of the cause in the effect. The Kalpa tree is a physical

object, and so also are the horses and elephants
; therefore, as far as the

physical matter is concerned, the recognition is possible. But says an

objector : there is no recognition of fire in the smoke and smoke, being the

effect of fire, ought to show fire in it. To this we reply, that smoke is really

the effect of damp fuel, which when coming in contact with fire throws off

its earthly particles, in the form of smoke. That the smoke and fuel are

identical, and that we can recognise the fuel in the smoke, is proved by the

fact that smoke has smell as well as the fuel, and the smell is generally of

the same kind as that of the fuel.

sutra n., 1. 16.

flsimuwro mi www
flvn^ Sattvftt, because of the existence. Cha, and. *PTC?«r Avarasya, of

the posterior, namely, of the effect which is posterior in time to the cause.

16. The effect is non-different from the cause, because

it is existent in the cause, identically, even prior to its

manifestation, though in time it is posterior. Or, because of

the existence of the effect, which is posterior in time to

the cause, in which it exists, even from before, as an
identity.— 152.
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COMMENTARY

The effect is non-different from the cause for this additional reasou

also that before its manifestation it exists in latency in the cause. Thus

says the Srati : "Being only was in tho beginning." So also says the

Smrti

:

jftfaft^ j?«jt qyf snsr <raref^ m i

wri ^Ri?a«tT T'v ^ 5nr§5J: II

3I«T^ aft Icl^R q f^Hai SRitsqfct II

As in the seed of barley, there exists in latency, the root, the stem, the leaf, the bud,

the carpels, the ovary, the flower, the milk, the rice, the husk, and the seeds ; they manifest,

out of the seed when they get proper conditions and materials to manifest them, O best

of the sages I Similarly, in innumerable Karmas exist all bodies of Devas and others.,

when they come in contact with Visgu energy they get into manifestation. Verily that

Visnu is the supreme Brahman from whom proceeds all this universe, from whom is

the sustenance of this universe and in whom is its dissolution.

We can get oil only from sesamum because it exists in the seed,

though in latency, but not from sand, because it does not exist in it Both

in the world and in the Brahman the existence is the same, and because in

Brahman everything exists so it can come out of it.

We have already established previously the identity of the effect with the

cause even after the origination of the former. In the next two aphorisms

will be established the same identity of the effect with tho cause, even after

the destruction of the effect and its merging into the cause.

s6tba h., 1. 17.

*TCRT. Asat, non-existent sq<fatira Vyapade&t because of the designation.

* Na, not *f?T, Iti, thus. %5 Chet if. * Na, not. wteftq, Dharmftntarena,

on account of another attribute. ^Ri^lS, V&kyase^&t, because of the

complementary passage.

17. If it be said that the effect does not exist in the cause

after dissolution, because there is a text designating it as non-being,
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we reply it is not so, since the word Asat or non-being refers to

another attribute of the effect and does not mean absolute non-

existence, as would appear from the complementary passage of that

text—153.

COMMENTARY

An objector says : Let it bo so, but we find the following passages

also in the Sruti :

Asat was this verily in the beginning (Taitt. Up., II., 6. 1.)

Here we see that the effect is called Asat or non-being, and conse-

quently the effect does not exist in the cause at the time of Pralaya, and

vanishes absolutely. To this objection we reply that this is not so, for tho

word Asat used in that passage does not refer to absolute non-existence, as

you take it to mean, but it refers to another attribute of the offect,

namely : non-manifestation. The word Sat and Asat should be under-

Stood as referring to two attributes of one and the same object, namely, to

its gross or manifested condition and subtle or unmanifested condition. An

object existing as causo is in subtle condition, and existing as effect

it is in gross condition, therefore the word Sat means the gross condition

of an object, and Asat means the subtle condition. Thus the word Asat

here refers to the subtle condition of the object and is the designation

duetto another attribute of the object as different from the gross 'condition.

But how do you explain the word Asat which literally means non-being as

meaning here the subtle condition ? We do so in order to make the sense

of the passage consistent with what follows in the same text. For further

on we find the following : (We give the whole passage here in order to

understand the reasoning).

Asat indeed was this in the beginning, from it verily proceeded the Sat. That made
tself its Self, therefore it is said to be self-made.

The words "Asat made itself its Self" clear up any doubt as to

the real meaning of the word Asat For if the word Asat meant absolute

non-being, then there would be a contradiction in terms; for a non-being

can never make itself the Self of anything. Similarly, the word "Asit" or

"was" becomes absurd. Yrtven appUed to Asat, in. tbe sense ot absoYate

non-being, for absolute non-being can never be said to exist and. was

Offitit 4? nbspftfte noo*being pan hftve no refotaoq With time,
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past or present, nor can it have any agency as we find in the sentence : "It

made itself its Self," Therefore, the word Asat here should be explained as

a subtle state of an object.'

sAtra ii., 1. 18.

ffo^RTpSr II \ I ( I \G II

gsfcs Yukteh, from reasoning. SW^RT Sabd&ntar&t, from another text of

the Vedas. =3 Cha, and.

18. Being and non-being are attributes of things, as is proved by

reasoning and other text of the Vedas.— 154.

COMMENTAEY

The cause of our thinking and saying "the jar exists" is the fact

that the lump . of clay assumes a particular form of a neck, hollow belly,

etc., while the material remains the clay only. On the other hand, we

think and say, "the jar does not exist" when the clay takes a condition

opposite to that of the jar, namely, when it is broken into two pieces, etc.

Therefore, existence aud non-existence, when applied to objects, show their

different conditions only, and non-existence in this /connection does not

mean absolute non-existence. The Smrti also declares the same fact, as we

find in the Vi.snu PurSna :

itf TO* TO!: *<Tlfa*T =sr ^si^sg: ll

The clay assumes the form of a jar, the jar becomes a potsherd, which in its turn,

when broken into pieces, may be reduced into powder as dust, but the clay remains the

same in all these conditions. The further analysis of the dust would reduce into atom of

the physical plane, but the matter never vanishes.

Therefore, the reason is this that we do not preceive any absolute

non-existence of the jar and when we say that the jar does not exist; we

only mean that the jar has been resolved into its two halves or into

a still more fine condition ; there is no absolute annihilation of the jar ;

this is the reasoning or Yukti.

The word Asat being thus explained, the word Sat is its opposite,

and thus non-being and being really mean the subtle and gross state of

matter.

As regards the other text, we find it in the well known passage of the

Chhftndogya Dpanisad :

nft tftwf wm TTCfl^l Wtafitftan 'I

The being alone existed in the beginning, one alone- without a second.

Thus both through reason and authority- at the Vedic text, we- come
to the conclusion that the word Asat used in the Taitttiriya passage does- not
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mean absolute non-existence, like the non-existence of the horn of a

hare, but it means the subtle condition into which ail objects are resolved

at the time of Pralaya. When this world merges into the supreme

Brahman, in a very subtle state, that condition of the Universe is called

non-being or Asat, on account of its extreme subtleness. Therefore, we

come to the conclusion that even prior to its origination the world existed,

and thus the effect is not different from the cause, but is the cause in a

different form. The saying : "Non-being can never come into being

because of the impossibility, nor being can be, the result of the activity of

an agent, because of the futility of such agency, but the whole process of

creation is an indescribable mystery" is a wrong statement, and proceeds

from not understanding the true significance of the words 'being' and non-

being' as applied in the Upanisads. For there does not exist something

inexplainable different from Sat and Asat: namely, the Mfiya of the Mayft-

v&dins. The latter hold the theory that Maya is neither being nor

non-being but something different from botli and is utterly inconceivable,

The author now gives some illustrations, in order to confirm the doc-

trine that effect is something real and is not different from the cause,

sCtra ii., 1. 19.

ii ^ i w u ii

<R«f^ Patavat, like a piece of cloth. ^ Cha, and.

19. And as a piece of cloth is not different from its threads, so the

effect is not different from its cause.— 155.

COMMENTARY

As the materials of a piece of cloth existed from before in the form

of threads, and as these threads, when arranged in a particular way length-

wise and crosswise manifest the cloth, similarly, this whole universe existed

as the subtle energy of Brahman, and when Brahman desires to create, it

assumes manifestation as the external world. The word "And" of the

Sutra shows that other illustrations like the seed and the tree may be given

here also.

SUTRA it., 1. 20.

m ^ uronfo n ^ M i \ » n

«W Yatha, as. ^ Cha, aud. Jiranft: PrftnSdih, the vital airs called Pr&na,

Ap&na, Vy&na, Samftna and Udftna.

20. And as the different vital airs are modifications of the chief

Pr&na, so the effect is not different from its cause.— 156.
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COMMENTARY

As in Yogic trance induced by PrSnayaraa or control of breath, all

the various life functions such as respiratory, digestive, etc., cease for

the time being, and these separated functions known as Pr&na, ApSna, etc.,

merge in the main Plana, and exist in latency in it, but when the Yogi

comes out of the trance, these functions manifest themselves and come out

of the same chief Prfina, and take possession of the various organs such as

the heart, lungs, etc., and manifest their different functions ;
similarly, at the

time of Pralaya, the universe loses all its specific differentiations and

merges in the subtle energy of Brahman, but exists in Brahman in that

aspect, and at the time of new creations it emerges from Him, because He
desires to create, and then assumes different forms called the Pradh&na,

the Mahat, etc.

The word "and" in the Sutra indicates that the last illustration of

the piece of cloth, and tho present one of the life functions, should be read

together as one illustration. In fact, there are no illustrations anywhere

with regard to the theory that the effect is something non-real, and different

from the cause (Asat-k&rya-v&da). No one has ever seen the birth of a son

of a barren woman, nor the sky-flower, for these are contradictions in terms*

Therefore Brahman, though ono only, has two energies, the subtle and

the gross, the one consisting of all tho aggregates of egos (Jivas) and the

other of all the aggregates of matter (Prakrti). Tn other words, Brahman

has two energies called Spirit and Matter, and possessing these two energies

Brahman Himself is thus the material cause of the universe, and con?e-.

quently the universe as the effect is not different from the Brahman, but

has Brahman for its Self. Thus is established the proposition that the effect

is non-different from the cause. But Brahman, though manifesting as an

effect, retains through His mysterious attributes, all His powers in their

fullness, that He possessed before manifestation. The manifestation does not

cause any decrease in Brahman. As says the Smrti (Visnu Pur&na) :

Om, salutation to that adorable Lord Visudeva, than whom there is nothing greater

but who is above all this .universe.

Adhikarana IX.—Brahman is the operative cause.

In the Sutra I., 4. 23, it was shown that Brahman was the material
as well as the operative cause of the universe. In the Sutra II., 1. 0
and the rest have been answered the objections raised to the view that

32
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Brahman was the material cause of the universe, and by answering

such objections, the author has strengthened the former view. He now
confirms the latter view also, by showing that none but Brahman is the

operative cause of the universe, and he answers the objections of those

who hold that Mukta Jivas are creators of universes.

One side hold the view that Brahman is the operative cause of the

universe, because of the texts like the following :

He is the agent, He is the Lord and He is the Creator.

The other side who hold the view that Mukta Jlva is the creator of

the universe, quote the following text in support of their position :

sfta? vafex >j*Tft

All beings arise from the Jlva.

They maintain that if Brahmau were the Creator of the universe,

it would detract from His perfection, because the world is full of imper-

fections. Therefore, they maintain that Mukta Jivas alone create the

universe.

Thus arises the doubt : Is God the Creator of the universe or is

some highly developed Mukta Jiva its cause, because we find texts sup-

porting both positions ?

This doubt *he author removes by the following Sutra, showing

that no Jiva, however high, can ever produce the universe.

fflt Itara, of the others, of those who maintain the view that the Jlva

is the creator of the universe. Or "Itara" may mean "of the other, namely, of the

Jlva as agent of the universe." «?<&*ircr, VyapadeSftt, from the designation, fipr

Hita, good, beneficial, vwjjrft Akaranfidi, not creating, etc. <ta Do§a,

imperfection, fault sisrftfi! Prasaktih. result, consequence.

21. If the other view be held that Jiva is the creator

of the universe, then the result would be, that the creation would

be liable to the objection that the Jlva creates intentionally that which
is not beneficial to it— 157.

COMMENTARY

,
Those who hold the view that Jlva is the creator of the world must

answer the objection : "Why does it create a world which is not beneficial
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to it ?" If man creates the world, why does he create it full of imperfec-

tions, through which he suffers ? If man is the master of his own destiny,

and there is no Lord to award the results of good and bad actions, and

if man alone was the creator of his world, then he certainly would not

create it such, which he knows would be painful to him, The world,

therefore, is the creation of no man, because we find that it has the fault

of not doing that which is beneficial to man ; on the contrary, doing

that which is non-beneficial to him. Thus no man willingly wants to

labour, etc., but the conditions of the world are such, that no man can

live in it without labouring and undergoing troubles, etc. The world,

therefore, is not the creation of any man. No wise and independent

person is ever seen to create his own prison-house, like the silk-worm, and

after creating such a house enter into it wilfully, to suffer all the miser-

ies of confinement. Nor does any human being, being himself pure,

would voluntarily enter into a body full of all inrpurities. The man, prior

to creation, being supposed to be free and pure, voluntarily confines

himself into a body of flesh, full of impurities ; aud enters into a self-created

world where he has no freedom of action. Nor has any one ever seen

any Jiva to create the Cosmic matter called Pradhfina or the matter of

the Buddhic and Ahank&ric planes, nor the matter of the physical plane

even. Fire, air, ether, etc., are the production of no man. In fact, the

brain of man reels in even contemplating the wonderful organism of this

universe. Therefore, the theory that the world is man-made is wrong.

On the other hand, it is God alone who is the Creator of the universe, and

the objection why He has created the world full of imperfections while

He Himself is perfect, will be answered later on.

But an objector may say that if Brahman be the creator, then He also

is liable to the objection of creating a world full of misery, and with

great effort, and after such creation He has entered into it and thus He also

voluntarily creates a world of misery, and then entering into it, lives in

it To this the author replies by the following Sutra

:

sCtra n., 1. 22.

*rfM> 3 ^f%m* n x w • ^ n

*rfaf.»t Adhikam, greater than the Jlva, Brahman* js greater than the Jivat

9 Tu, but Bheda, difference. fi&nRl Nirde&t, because of the pointing

out

22. But Brahman is greater than Jtva, because the scriptures

declare His difference from the Jtva.— 158. \
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COMMENTARY

The word "But" sets aside the doubt above raised. Brahman is greater

than man, because He possesses vast power and consequently is something

infinitely superior to man. The entering of the Brahman into the world

which He creates is no bondage to Brahman, while the entering of man
into the world, if created by the man himsolf, is a cause of bondage of man.

The difference between man and God is distinctly taught in the scriptures.

Thus in the Mundaka Upanisad (TIL, 1. 2)

«

Though seated on one and the same tree, the Jiva bewildered by the Divine Power
sees not the Lord and so grieves. But when he sees the eternally worshipped Lord and
His glory, as separate from himself, then he becomes free from grief (and fit for Mukti).

This verse clearly shows the difference between the Jiva, full of

sorrow and delusion, and the Supreme Self, full of great lordliness and

glory.

So also in the Gitfi (XV., 16 and 17 verses)

:

gstffill ajJflfSr f2?«flS^T1 II

?fr sftifTOiJflfsrc?! flreffera iw. n

There are two sorts of Jivas in this world, the bound and the free ; the bound
are all these beings, and the free are those who rest in the Rock of ages.

The Highest Purusa is verily Another, declared as the Supreme Self, He, who
pervading all, sustaineth the three worlds, the indestructible Lord.

Similarly, in the Visnu Purina (Book I, Chap. II, Verses 16 & 24) :

fWi: s^rw "iTtfiffr ^s?% i m$ saw fan i

He who is higher than matter (Pradh&na), Jivas, manifested world and time, He is the
highest Visnu, about whom the scriptures declare : "The wise see the highest pure form
of that Lord Visnu." Matter and Jiva are distinct from Visnu though they are also
two aspects of Him. That aspect by which the Lord brings about the union of spirit with
matter, at the time of creation, and their separation from each other during dissolution,
is called Time. (Thus the supreme Visnu has four aspects, the root of matter called
Pradhtoa, the root of spirit called Purusa, the manifested universe called Vyakta atfd the
time called Kfla).
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Similarly, in the Bhagavata Purfina :

This is the glory of the Lord, that His devotees, though plunged in all-defiling matter,

are not defiled by its contact, nor bound by her energies, because their mind is always

refuged in the Lord.

Moreover, in the sutra I., 2. 8, it has been shown that the Lord

though living in the world and in the Jivas is not tainted by this contact

Thus the Lord possessed of inconceivable and infinite power creates the

world by His mere will, enters into it in order to sport in it, and with

it; and when it begins to decay, He destroys it and rejuvenates it, just as

a spider. By such a creation, etc., of the world, there does not accrue to

the Lord the slightest taint.

An objector says : Man and God are, however, one in essence, the

difference between them is that of degree alone, just as the difference

between the space confined within a jar and the infinite space outside it.

Space is one and not different. To this we reply, it cannot be so, because

we do not admit that the supreme Brahman is liable to division or limita-

tion like space (we cannot cut off a portion of Brahman and say,—the so

much is Jiva and the other is Lord). Nor is the Jiva and Brahman related

like the reflection of the moon in the water and the moon in Heaven. "Reflec-

tion no doubt does not possess all the glory and the perfection of the

original, and man being a reflection of God is lower than God, but essenr

tially the same." But we do not admit this, because the Lord being formr

less, it is impossible that there should be any reflection of Him. Reflec-

tion can be of matter only, no one has ever seen the reflection of spirit

The third illustration, given by the Advaitins, that of the king's son, is also

inapt. A king's son brought up among the shepherds, considered himself

so and never knew his lineage. Once a wise man passed that way

and told him, Thou art not a shepherd's child but the son of the king.'

No sooner had he heard it than his delusion vanished and he realised his

own greatness. Similarly, so long as man is overpowered by ignorance, he

thinks himself man, but when knowledge comes, he knows that he is God.

To this we reply, that God being one according to this theory, and man
being essentially God, the delusion which a man is under must be the

delusion which affects God, and thus it detracts from the Omniscience and

Omnipotence of God. There existing no other being but God, the ignorance

which makes man think himself separate from God, and a distinrit indivi-

duality, must be an ignorance indwelling in God Himself. God i& tbOB
subject to 4ekision and illusion. •.>
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8CTRA II., 1. 28.

*U*nft«m Asmftdivat, like stone, etc. * Cha, and. ^ Tat of that

wgqqfti; Anupapattih, impossibility.

23. And as stones, etc., are not creators of the uni-

verse, so the Jivas, which are equally finite, have no power to

create the world, for it is impossible that any Jtva should

create the world, just as it is impossible for a piece of iron,

wood, etc.—159.

COMMENTARY

The Jiva though sentient is as much don-independent as a piece of

stone, or wood or iron or a clod of clay ; and consequently it is not possible

for such a Jiva to be the creator of the world out of himself. The Sruti

also says that the Lord is the creator as the following text :

STf%8: *TTWT SRWU
"He is the ruler of all beings, He is within every body."

Similarly, Gita also says :

O Arjuna, this Iswara, dwelling in the hearts of men, makes them work by His

mysterious power, and causes them to revolve, as though mounted on a potter's

wheeL

SUTRA ii., 1. 24.

3<rcHTT Upasarhhfira, completion, bringing to an end. Darsan&t,

because of the seeing. «T Na, not. tfer Iti, thus. Chet, if. «r JJa^ pot

^fft*$ Ksira-vat, like milk. The word has the force of an instrumental

case here : See Sutra of PSnini, fa^ f&?T etc. ft Hi, because.

24 If it be said that Jtva is the creator, because we

see him bringing to conclusion many acts, we say it is not so,

as is the case with the milk.—160.

COMMENTARY

, The Jtva is not perfectly inert like a piece of stone, etc., he has the

power of action, because we see him bringing to a finish any act that he

commences. Nor is this agency of the Jtva.a delusion; ..because there.- is
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nothing to show that the Jiva is not the real agent in the acts that he does.

If it be said, let the Jlva be an agent, but he is an agent only subordinate

to the will of God, we reply, it" is not so, for we have first to imagine a

God, whom we do not see in the world, and next to edd farther that he is

the mover of all other sentient beings of the world ; the theory, therefore,

that God is the inciter of all souls to action is wrong, on account of its

very clumsiness. Therefore, the Jiva himself is the agent, through his

own self-initiated activity, and not because he is impelled to action by any

external laws.

To the objection raised in the last paragraph the author replies

by saying, it is not so, for as in the . case of milk. Because the Jiva has

the power of agency only so far as the cow produces milk. The cow has

no power of her own to produce milk, for the production of milk is not

a voluntary act of the cow. It is the Prtna force that is primary agent

in the production of milk, as says the Smrti, "It is the Prana that

changes the food into various humours of the body, such as chyle, milk,

etc." Similarly, though we see the Jiva producing some effect, yet he is

not independent in his act The primary agent is the supreme Lord.

This will be further explained in Sutra II., 3. 39, where it will be showu

that the activity of every Jiva proceeds from the Highest Self as its

cause.

If it be said that we do not see the hand of God in the acts of men,

to this the author answers by the next Sutra.

sCtba h., 1. 25.

^rfe^ff Deva-fidi-vat, like devas and the rest. The word Vat has the

force of sixth case here. *ft Iti, thus. Another reading is srPl Api, 'also,'

sffor Loke, in the world.

25. God, though invisible, is the creator of the world,

just as the devas, though invisible, are seen to work in the

world—161.

COMMENTARY

Devas like Iudra, etc., are not visible, yet we see their activities in

the world, such as the production of rain, etc. Similarly, God though not

perceptible in the world, is the unseen creator of it

The author now gives another reason to show the absurdity of

holding any Jiva to be the author of the universe.
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SUTRA, tl., 1. 26.

Krtsna, entire, complete, toRr Prasaktih, employment, activity,

frWWr Niravayavatva, without form, without members, indivisible, without

parts. Sabda, text «fl^li: Vyakopah, contradiction, violation, stultifi-

cation. *T Vg, or.

26. Either the Jiva is entirely absorbed in every activity,

or else there would be a violation of the text that Jiva is without

parts.—162.

COMMENTARY

He who holds the theory that the Jiva is the creator, must accept the

conclusion that inasmuch as the Jiva is without parts, its entire self

is present in every act. But this cannot be said, because in raising a

light thing like grass, etc., we do not see the employment of the entire

force of the Jiva. When the Jiva puts his entire self into any action,

all his power is manifested therein. As in raising a heavy stone, the

Jiva puts in all his power, but he does not do so in raising a light straw,

and so the exertion in raising a straw is infinitely less. Nor can you say,

that in the latter case, the entire Jiva is not active but only a portion

of it. Because it is an admitted fact, that Jiva is partless. Therefore,

we cannot say that the entire Jiva is present in the act of raising a stone,

but only a portion of it is present in raising a straw. You may say,

where is the harm if you admit that the Jiva bas parts. To this we
reply that then you will be stultifying all those texts of the scripture

which declare that the Jiva is without parts, as for example :

'This self is atomic and is to be known by mind alone in which the chief Prina has

completely withdrawn his five-fold activities. The mind of all beings is entirely inter-

woven by these five Pranas and is consequently never quiet. But when the mind is

perfectly pure, then the soul manifests its powers.

Thus the soul is atomic and consequently partless. As regards

those texts which say that the world is produced by the Jiva, we have

already explained that the word Jiva there does not mean the individual

soul, but the living Lord. Therefore, the theory that the Jiva is the creator

of the world is untenable.

,. Now we shall consider whether the above two objections apply

to the agency of Brahman. The objector may say that Brahman is also

entire and indivisible, therefore, if in all acts He puts Himself in His
entirety than in raising a straw, etc., He will employ His entire powers,

but that is not possible, because it is done by a fraction of His power,
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or rather it is possible to be accomplished by a portion of HU power.

On the other hand, if He puts in only a portion of His power in any

activity, then there is violence done to those texts which decUre Brahman

to be partless and actionless.

Thus the same two objections apply in the case of Brahman being

the agent, as in the case of the Jiva. To this the author replies.

sCtra n., 1. 27.

tffrg II H I \. I H^9 II

*r^: Sruteh, from the scripture, on account of revelation. 3 Tu, but.

Snbda, word. Kovelation. Mulatvat, bocau3e of the root.

27. But the above defects do not apply in the case of

Brahman, because the scriptures so declare it, and the Word of

God alone is the root from which we learn anything about theso

transcendental subjects.—163.

commentary;

The word "Tu" removes the above doubt, The word "not" is under-

stood in this Su'ra, and is to be drawn from II., 1. 24. In the case of

Brahman being the agent, the above imperfections do not apply. Why
do we say so, because the scripture declares it to bo so, such as : Brah-

man is transcendental, inconceivable, pure knowledge and yet H 3 has a

form, He is possessed of knowledge ; and though He is one, He is mani-

fold also, and though He is partless, He has parts, and though He is im-

measurable, Ho is yet measured, He is the creator of all, yet unmodified

Himself. Similarly, in the Mundaka Upanisad, III., 1. 7.

The Lord shines forth »s great, divine and inconceivable. He appears as smaller

than the smallest, He is far off as well as near, and to the discerning, He is verily here

in the cavity of the heart.

This text a'so shows the paradoxical and transcendental powers of

Brahman. Similarly, another text says : Lord Govinda is without parts,

is one, His form is mere existence, intelligence and bliss. While another

text says : He has a crown of peacock hair, has a very pleasant form and
unobstiuctrd intelligence. In the Gopfila Upanisad we read, though one
He shines forth as many. In the Mftndukya Upanisad, we find Him
described as partless and yet having parts,

83
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mnuftssraiww Vt««rVnw fafoft s gfa: 2^ I « g%-

He who knows the Lord as partless and yet full of infinity of parts, as the destroyer

of all false knowledge and blissful, is verily a sage and no one else ; he is verily a sage

arid no one else.

Similarly, in the Kafhopanisad ( TL, 20) wo find Him. described as

measured though immeasureable :

»*to«TOVM JRr«T> ST^HSft II V II

Sitting He goes afar, resting He moves everywhere, who other than my Self is able

to know that God who is Ihc dispenser of pleasure and pain.

So also Rg Veda, 10, 81. 3, (rivet. Up., II I., 3) says :

?.«ri: vTw£ t\ *fcftsf%f$tdg<sT. i

sfijwit wRr snewfaiijft ^ii5^ \t i*: ii 3 ii

That one God, having His eyes, His face, His arms, and His feet in every place, when

producing heaven and earth, forges them together with His arms and His wings.

So. also in SvctasVatara Dpanisad, IV., 17 :

W ^ft fircwif H^ifHT m\ sRTflf sfaftu: I %V *PTlTr »ni=tTf>T5E;ft *l vtft-

' 5*gm^ »^f>T it ii

This God is the creator of all, is the Highest Self, He is always present in the hearts

of men, with heart of love and the mind concentrated, the wise who know Him verily

become immortal.

ftufa^g: || H II

He is the creator of all, He is tho heart of all, the source of Stman, the Omnis-

cient, the Creator of time, possessed of all auspicious attributes and knowing all.

Be is the Lord of all matter and spirits, He is the Lord of all Gunas, He is the cause of

transmigratory existence and release, bondage and freedom.

So also in VI., 19 :

He is partless and actionlcss, pore and taintless, all peace. He is the supreme bridge

,
of immortality, He is like fire that remains when the fuel is all burnt.

These texts of Svetasvatara Upanisad show very distinctly the pos-

• session by the Lord of powers which appear to us self-contradictory, and

: hence impossible. But in matters transcendental, we are to be guided

by scripture and not by our mere reasoning.
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But, says an objector, are wo to renounce our reason in favour of

scripture, when there is pure contradiction, such as the assertion, the tire

has drenched the cloth ? Is not such a statement a logical absurdity ?

To this the Sutra replies, "Sabda-mulatvat." Tho knowledge of Brahman

and His attributes being fouuded on the scripture, and the sciipture alone,

we have no right to say that the scrriptures are illogical, if they describe

God as having attributes which are paradoxical. These inconceivable

attiibutes must be accepted by us with regard to Brahman, becauso the

only proof of Brahman is the word alone. Nor is it so mysterious altogether.

We see some distant analogy of it in the inconceivable powers of certain

gems and charms to produce magical effects. Because a thing is inexplicable

or inconceivable, there is no reason to hold it impossible.

To sum up : There are three sorts of proofs, namely : sensuous

iPratyaksa), inferential (Anumana) and scriptural authoiity or the word of

God (Sabda). In tho case of the first two kinds of knowledge, there is always

room for mistake and hallucination. Thus a sensuous perception may be

a pure hallucination, caused either by hypnotic suggestion or disoso of the

senses. A man may see a person st Hiding in front of him, or the cut off

head of Chitra, while as a matter of fact this may be all duo to pure

hypnotism. Thus 'Pratyaksa" or sense-knowledge is not always absolutely

reliable. Similarly, tho knowledgo based upon inference is also liib!e to error.

Ordinarily, the proposition is true when we say, 'There is no smoke without

fire ;" but in some cases, tho person would not be justified in inferring the

existence of fire from mere smoke. A groat fire, when quenched by water,

gives rise to a large amount of smoke, a person seeing such smoko and

suffering from cold may go to the place where that smoke is rising from,

but will bo disappointel when he soes there charred coals and no fire.

Thus inference is also liablo to error. Tho only proof which is free from

all these possibilities of errors is the word, whether it is tho word of God

as recorded in tho scripture or the word of an inspired sage called Apta

or the perfect, or the word of a person who is competent and honest-'

Thus the statements • "There is snow on the tops of the Himalayas, there

are gems in the depths of the Oceans" are always true. The word not

only corroborates perception and reason, it is sometimes independent

of both, and often declares that which neither retson nor perception

can ever tell us. Thus a man who has been once deceived by seeing an •

illusory decapitated head may take a real decapitated head to be an illusion.

But when he is told, from the voice of silence, that it is a real head and not

an illusion, his ignorance is removed aud ho gets true knowledge. So also .

a traveller suffering from cold, may be running towards the place where
smoke is rising, thinking that he will find relief there. But- a person who :

knows the real nature of that
.
smoke, may save lijm. frqnx flsappQiatinenk/
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by saying, "Do not go there, there is no fire, smoke is rising from the fire

that has just been quenched by the rains."

The word as an instrument of proof supports and corroborates per-

ception and inference. Thus a man may have a jowul necklace on his

throat, but having forgotten it may be searching it everywhere. But when

he is told, "Thou hast the necklace on thy throat;" he is saved all further

trouble and anxiety. So also the word is the only means of knowing

things which cannot be known either by perception or reason, or at least,

which cannot be known by every man by his own perception and reason.

Thus the movements of the heavenly bodies and their influences, have been

declared to us by the astronomers and the experts in that department

The word, therefore, of these persons is our only means of knowing when

a certain celestial phenomenon will take place, such as an eclipse or the

rising of a comet. Thus here also we see, that the word is a higher means

of knowledge, than our own perception or reason. In worldly matters,

the word is admittedly superior in its probative force to perception and

reason. Much more is it so in matters other-worldly, where we have to

d« pend on the testimony of seers and saints, and the highest testimony of

all, the word of God or Scripture. As says the Sruti :

"The non-knower of Vedas can never think even of the Supreme."

Therefore, the sciipture being self-proved, is not open to any objections.

SUTRA II., 11. 28.

*rrrRft ^ ft ii ^ i t i n

ircufSr Atmani, in the Self, in the Lord. ^ Cha, and. Evam, thus,

ftftw: Vichitrfth, manifold, variegated. Cha, and. ft Hi, because.

28. And thus is the power of the Self, because mani-

fold objects are seen (to be produced from the tree of all

desires).—164

COMMENTARY

As from the Tree-of-all-desires or from the philosopher's stone pos-

sessing lordly powers and inexplicable mysterious energy, there come out

elephants, horses, etc., and as these wonderful creations are mysterious, and

are credible simply on the authority of scriptures, similarly, is the power

of the Atman, the Lord of all, the Supreme Visnu, who gives rise to Devas,

men, and lower beings. If we can believe, on the authority of scriptures,

in the wonderful powers of the Tree-of-all-desire3, or in the philosopher's

stone, why should we not believe, on the same authority, in the mysterious

powers of the Lord ? It is scripture alone that gives us any information
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of the existence of these mysterious tilings. Wo dj not q lestion, when

animals c <me out of the Tree-of-all-desires, whether they are created by

the entire tree or by a portion of it, or whether any particular part of the

tree has power to produce any particular animal. We see and mark the

rtsult, and leave the thing as a mystery, admitting that there is no scope

for reasoning here. Similarly, is the case with the Lord in His creative

agency. We should not question whether the Lord is active in His en-

tirety in any paiticular creative act, or whether it is done by a portion of

His energy. We must simply accept the statement as we find it.

The word "Atmani" is exhibited in tho locative case in the stitra

in order to show that the Self is the receptacle or support of all effects.

The second "Cha" is in order to indicate that when such wonderful things

are believed by us as the existenco of the Tree-ot-all-desires, or the phi'o-

sopher's stone, why should we hesitate to believe in the mysterious power

of the Lord? 'J ho word "Hi" implies that the facts above mentioned are

well known in all these Puriinas, etc. Iherefore, the conclusion is that the

theory that Brahman is the agent of crea'ion, is more reasonable than the

theory of any Jiva being such agent. The next Sutra strengthens this

view.

SUTRA II. 1. 29.

PW% II
~« It I II

e3<r% Svapakse, in one's own view, in the opponent's theory that the

Jiva is the creative agent. £if iff Dos&t, because of the defect of imperfections

^ Cha, and.

29. And because all these objections are similarity

applicable to your view also, therefore, it is not to be accept-

ed.— 165

COMMENTARY

The objection raised by you to our theory equally applies to your

theory also. If Jiva is the creative agent, does he create with his entire

energy or a portion of his energy? In the case of Brahman, the objection

has been answered by us already, but in the case of Jiva being the agent,

there is no possibility of getting out of the difficulty.

Now the author raises auothor objection and answers it The doubt

arises whether Brahman shows any partiality to any Jiva, and, if so, whether

it is possible for such a Brahmau to be tho creator. The text says

Brahman is pure truth, knowledge and infinity. He is more being, etc.

In these texts we do not find any energy attributed to Him. It is seen
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that beings possessed of energy or power (Sakti) have ouly the capa-

city to produce wonderful results, such as a carpenter and others. A man

may have the whole knowledge of the art of carpentry, but if he has no

power, he cannot accomplish any thing. To this objection, the author

answers

:

sutra II., 1. 30.

vik Sarva, all, all powers. 3^tt Upetil, endowed with, possessed with.

This is a word formed with the affix "Troh." The crude form is "Upety."

^ Cha, and, alone, f.ff Tat, that, the possession of such power, s^ki^r Daisa-

nat, because it is seen.

30. The Lord alone is possessed of all poAvers, because it is so seen

in the text.— 166.

COMMENTARY

The supreme Self alone is endowod with all sorts of energies (Sakti).

Because wo find Vedic texts to that effect:

Svetaisvatara Upanisad, I. 3:

^ sgT^ifgiar^ ^wnifa e*gilrfS«gra;i jm sfiKnift fitter, fa mfa «rru-

w$m*qfafawW. n * ii

They, immersed in meditation, saw the self-energy of the God, eonccaled in its own

qualities. Who one alone pervades and presides over all other causes, such as time,

nature, destiny, etc.

So also sVet. Up., IV. I. :

^i?^ r>^«pn^ s \i: a ?ft s^t $*hjt sg*fg II

He who, one and without any colour, creates many colours through His manifold

powers, and who places in them all beneficial objects with His purposes hidden, who at the

time of Pralaya withdraws within Himself the whole universe. May He endow us with

good understanding.

So also Svetasvatara Upanisad, VI, 8:

' ?t w*4 wtf ^ fksfo u aq; snan*<ifojiaj w& i <w=*j *%flfw

There is no effect and no cause known of Him. no one is seen like unto Him or better.

His high power is revealed as manifold, as essential, and so His knowledge, force, and

action.

Similarly, in the Smrti we find Him described a9 possessing powers

of various sorts ; such as Visnu Sakti is said to be the highest.

No doubt these powers are all inconceivable as says the Smrti

:

He is without hands and feet, His power is inconceivable, He is the Lord,

of Self, not to be found by reasoning, and, possessed of. .thousands of
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powers. Therefore, it follows that Brahman is tin agent in the act of

creation, etc., because of His being endowed with infinite and inconceiv-

able powers. The texts declaring that Brahman is tho tru9 knowledge,

bliss, etc, reveal His essential nature, while, on the other hand, the texts like

Devfttma Sakti etc., of the SvehtsVatara Upanisad, declare His manifold powers.

Consequently, tho nature of Brahman is one which is endowed with

poweis Therefore, in the texts "He willed, etc.," "He saw, etc," we find

Him possessed of the power of volition (Saiikalpa) and the rest Both

sorts of texts—those declaring Brahman to be mere knowledge, existence,

bliss, etc. and those declaring Him as willing, thinking and creating, etc.,

—are of equal validity and authority, because both are Srutis and there is

no difference in them as such.

The author raises another objection and answers it again.

Objection: Brahman cannot be the creator or agent, because He
has no sense organs. Though Devas and others are possessed of powers,

yet they are seen to be active agents in creation because they have got

sense organs and not because they have got merely powers. But Brahman

is without sense organs, how can He be capable of world activity ? Even

the samo Svetas>atra Upanisad, (III., 19) that you have quoted, to prove the

possession of all powers by Brahman, declares definitely that He has no sense

organs

:

iTifmiKft swft v&ti s *OTfi?iw5: i s %i * ^ 5T«nffcr tor «-

3^ IfreiT. n u II

He sees without eyes, He hears without ears, without hands and feet He hastens

and grasps, He knows whatever is knowable, but of him there is no knower ; they declare

Him to be the first, and the mighty person.

To this objection the author replies :

SUTRi II., 1. 31.

fa?*?n^T%fcr %Tip;^ in i m m ii

fawnf^ Vikaranatvfit, on account of the absence (Yi) of instruments

(Karana) of action and perception, that is, on account of the absence of sense

organs, si Na, not sfct Iti, thus. Chet if. ^ Tat, that, that objection.

3tM[ Qktam, explained or answered.

31. If it be objected that Brahman cannot be the agent of creation,

because He does not possess sense organs, then we reply that this

objection has already been met by the scripture itself.— 167.

COMMENTARY

The objection that Brahman cannot be tho agent, because He has

no sense organs, is answered by the very text of tbe Upanisad Quoted by
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you to show that He possesses no sense organs. The three verses of

SvetfisVatara Upanisad are given below in order to understand the

context (Svetfisvatara Upanisad, VI, Verse 7 to 9);

atf^rcmit tot vtezi a ^arct tot i fonrj

qffi lataf iot vrems; fair >4 g^juflwr, n » n

t w«i ^ fi«iV i ?ra ««Mn*«rftw stc^i

TOW JflfrfiSr^f $q<r ^T«H§# flTOrfolT ^ It c II

*? siwi «w«iifwfWt a ^ir «fSj53tf?Rn * ^rfai: it «. it

We know that God who is the adorable Lord of all the worlds, who is the highest Lord

of all lords, who is the highest God of all Rods, who is the Master of masters aud who is

Greater than the great one (Prakrti)—7.

Of him there exists no (Prfkrtik) body, nor sense organs, nor such activity. There

is no one equal to Him nor superior. His power is seen to be the highest, and is sung to

be manifold—the natural powers consisting of knowledge, force and activity -8.

There is no master over Him in this world, nor any ruler of Htm. Nor is there any

mark by which He can be known. He is the great came, the Lord of the lords of the

senses, there is no father of Him, nor any lord over Him—9.

Note : The Logoi like Rudra, Brahma, etc., are called Lords or Ijjvaras ; Indras. etc.,

are called Devatfo or Gods ; Dakja and other PrajSpatis are called Mastere or Patis. These

are the various classes of divine hierarchies.—The powers of the Lord are threefold, called

Jntfnasakti, Balasakti, and KriyA-sakti. They are innate or Svfibhdvikt. "There is no

mark of Him -

' means, there is nothing in this world by which His existence and powers

can be inferred, they are known only through revelation.

Though in the verse beginning with "He has neither hands nor feet,

etc.," it was mentioned that the Great Spirit did every act without the

instrumentality of sense organs, yet the present verses clear up any

doubt that might have remained, as to how there can be any activity

without sense organs. This being is cal'ed Purus mi-Mahftntam, the

Great Spirit, because He is the Ruler of all spirits. When it is said He
has no activity or sense organs or body, it is meant that His body is not

made of Pifikrtik matter, nor are His sense organs of the same. Conse-

quently, His activity is not Prfikrtik but super-Prfikrtik. When, therefore,

the Sruti say", "Ho has no K&rya, it only denies such physical activity,

because He certainly does possess activity of the highest order, as He is

mdowed with Parfisakti. That Sakti or power is natural to Him and

hence it is called Svfibhfiviki. In fact, it is the very essence of His Self.

It is due to this PaTfisakti, this Svfibhfiviki sakti, that He manifests His three-

fold poweis, namely, that of Jnfina, Bala and Kriyft—Knowledge, Force

and Activity. Siuce no one possesses this transcendental attribute, this

Parfisakti, therefore, no one is equal to Hira. It follows from this that
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no one can be superior to Him. So also, though Ho is devoid of Pr&kr-

tik sense organs, yet He possesses organs which are the essential parts of

His nature, and hence there is possibility of activity in Him.

Others say, the above text about His grasping without hand3 and

hastening without feet, etc., does not prohibit the possession by Him of

the sense organs. It only prohibits the exclusive use of a particular

organ, for a particular purpose. Ordinary beings grasp only through the

hand, and can run with the feet. But with the Lord there is no such res-

triction as regards the sense organs ; with Him every organ is capable of

being used for the purposes of every other organ. In fact, the same

Upanisad further on says that all His organs are universal in their

activity. It says:

sfo nflm to *&frs%f*id5<sPU *&t! wftWfo wTTf<?T Graft II U II

His hand and feet are everywhere, so also His eyes, head and mouth ; He hears

everything in the universe, because His ears are everywhere. He exists enveloping this

all.

So also in the Bhftgavata, it is declared that every limb of His is

endowed with the power of performing all functions of all the senses.

This extraordinary power of the sense organs of the Lord was manifested

in His last Avat&ra of Sri Krsna, at the time of forest-picnic, in Brnd&vana,

among His companions of boyhood. In this view of the above verses, the

word "K&ryam" should be explained as "to be accomplished." In other

words, when the Sruti says there is no "K&rya" for Him, it means there is

nothing to be accomplished by Him, because He is already perfect and

full
. In this interpretation the word "Karana" or sense organs may be

explained as something to be laid down, something to be done. The rest

is the same as in the first explanation.

In the next Sutra, the question is raised, whether Brahman has any

motive to create the universe. The prima facie view is that He has no

motive, because He is perfect and thi9 view is set forth in the next

8utra.

SUTRA II., 1. 32.

qwHHcM iq; II \ \ \ I W II

*» Na, not JpfafW^rct. Prayojanavattvftt, being endowed with a

motive.

32. The Lord lias no inclination towards creation, because He
has no motive.—168.

34
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COMMENTARY

The word "Na" is understood in this Sutra from the last one. The

word "Na-prayojana-vattv&t" is a corapou id word meaning "because

being motiveless." The usual form would have been "A-prayojana-vattvftt."

The Lord can have no urging towards creation, because being perfect,

He has no motive to create. In the world, every activity is seen to exist

on a motive beneficial either for one's own-self, or for the sake of

another. The motive beneficial to His own self, cannot exist in the case

of the Lord, because He being perfect, all His wishes are ever fulfilled,

as the scripture repeatedly declares. Nor is His motive to do something

beneficial to others, because the creation evidently is for the sake of

punishing the Jlvas, and making them suffer the pains of birth and

death. An all-compassionate Lord would not create a universe, merely

to punish the erring Jtvas for their misdeeds. And no one creates

anything without a motive. Therefore, it follows that the Lord has

nothing to urge Him to creation.

This objection is answered in the next Sutra.

sutra n., 1. 33.

sftaiW^ in i { i n ii

Lokavat, as in the world, as in an ordinary life. 3 Tu, but,

tffai Litt, sport, play, fcww, Kaivalyam, merely.

33. The motive of the Lord in creating the world is mere

sport .only, as we see in ordinary life.— 169.

COMMENTARY

The word "Tu" removes the above doubt. Though all-full and

desiring nothing, yet the motive which prompts the Lord towards the

creation of this wonderful world is mere sport only, and has no object

beneficial to Him in view. As in ordinary life, men full of cheerfulness,

when awakening from sound sleep, begin to dance about without any

object, but from mere exuberance of spirit, such is the case with the Lord.

This Ltlfi or the sport of the Lord is natural to Him, because He is full of

self-bliss. As says the Mfindukya Upanisad (KftrikS)

:

Some think that the creation is for the sake of enjoyment (of the Creator), while

others think that it is for the sake of recreation, (to shake off the lethargy of the Pralaya

sleep or the ennui of the solitude of Pralaya). This (act of creation) of God is His nature

(without any motive). What motive can there be for one who has all His desires satisfied ?

-(M«n., Up., I, 9.).
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To the same effect is the Smrti (N&rftyana Samhita)

:

5B«irfN fft^f ipftsr»w^f g i

g*w spajuwim: ?g: fog ^TfeneJra: u

The creation, etc., of Hari does not depend on any motive, He does so out of sheer

joy, as the drunkard dances through frenzy. He who is full of all bliss can hare no motive

whatsoever. When even the Muktas have got all their desires fulfilled through Him, What
unfulfilled desire can there be in the ease of the Lord who is the Self of the universe t

But a man intoxicated with drink has no consciousness of what he

is doing. Is the Lord also devoid of consciousness, like the drunkard ?

For then, He would not be omniscient. We do not say so. All that we

say is that man does play and become sportive through the mere exuber-

ance of spirit and sheer joyfulness of life ; such is the case with Brahman.

The Advaitins explain the words "as we see in ordinary life" by the well-

known example of respiration that goes on even in deep sleep, and which

is altogether involuntary and motiveless. This analogy, however, is open

to the objection that that Lord is subject to deep sleep and loses consciousness,

as man does. The example given by the Vi&§t&dvaitins is that of a prince

who amuses himself without any motive, at the game of balls. This ana*

logy, however, is open to the objection that playing at a game of balls is

not altogether motiveless, for the prince gets some pleasure by the play.

Adhikarana X.— The Lord is neither partial.nor cruel..

The author again raises an objection and then goes on to remove

the doubt. The theory, that Brahman is the Creator, is open to the objec-

tion that the Lord is either partial or cruel ; for He creates Devas and

men, some of whom enjoy happiness and others suffer misery. This theory

is, therefore, not a congruous one. But the texts say that the Lord is

neither cruel nor partial. How can then such a Lord be the Creator? To

this objection the author answers by the following Sutra

:

SUTRA II., 1. 34.

%F$<f*&T ^ flfr^ iWI ff #lfa II XI U ^» II

Wjf Vaisamya, inequality, partiality. ^r^f Nairghrnyena, cruelty.

«t Na, not «i^^jkt Sfipeksfttvftt, because the creation depends upon the

Karma of creatures, because of having regard to Karma. *WT; Tathl* soi-ft

Hi, because, ufaftr Darsayati, the scripture declare*
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34. There exist no partiality and cruelty in the Lord, because the

pleasure and pain, suffered by beings, has regard to their Karmas, and

so also the scriptures declare.—170.

COMMENTARY

.In Brahman, as Creator, there exists no fault of partiality or cruelty.

The differences of condition in which creatures are born, and the pleasure

and pain which they suffer, depend on their own Karmas, and the Lord

creates the environment, iu which the creatures are placed, with the strictest

regard to such Karma. The proof of this is the scripture itself. For in the

Kausitaki Upanisad, III., 8, we find the following :

, <w Sit* *Fwftr * jpr«JTgst«r?3f<T ifcnrars *rcqfa d zj5n«fr «fifewft i

For He makes him whom He wishes to lead up from these worlds do a good deed,

according to the tendencies created by his past Karmas, and the same makes him whom

He wishes to lead down from these worlds, do a bad deed according to bad tendencies

generated by the past Karmas.

Note :—Every act of man is really done under the will of the Lord. A man can do a

good or bad deed, only if the Lord so wills it, for He is the sole agent in this world. But

this world of the Lord is not capricious and lawless. The man who has done good Karmas

in the past, gets further energy from the Lord to do better Karmas in this life, and thus

rise higher. It is in this way only that the Lord makes him whom He wishes to lead up

from these worlds do a good deed. And so also the reverse. The wish of the Lord has

always regard to the karmas of the Jtva.

Jivas get the condition of Deva-hood through the will of the Lord,

similarly they get the condition of the denizens of hell through the same

will of the Lord. The Lord is the operative cause of the suffering and the

enjoyment of the Jivas. But this will of the Lord has always regard to the

Karma of the Jtva.

sCtea ii., 1. 35.

ji ftffawnftft ^wnffain ii ^ n i u ii

«f Na, not *4 Karma, karman, actions, acts of the Jivas. *rfa*n'nt[

Avibhftgat, because of non-distinction. «fo Iti, thus. Chet, if. 1 Na,

not *Rlfa;f«n^ Anfiditvfit, becauso of beginninglessness.

35. (The theory of Karma) cannot (explain the inequality and

cruelty seen in this universe, because when the creation first started)

there was no distinction (of souls and consequently) of Karmas. This

(objection, however,) is not valid, because there is no beginning of

creation.—171.
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COMMENTARY

An objector may say, your theory of Karma only pushes the difficulty

one step back. No doubt, it explains to some extent the inequalities and

sufferings of Jlvas in their present life. They may be the results of acts

done in the past life. But since in the beginning of creation, there were no

Jivas, nor were their acts, they must have been created with inequalities, in

order to act differently. If they had been created all equal, there is no

reason to hold that their acts would have been different The Sruti also

says, "The Being or the God (Sat) alone existed in the beginning, one only

without a second" (ChhSndogya, VI. 1.) This shows that when the creation

started, there were no Earmus or Jivas, distinguishable from Brahman He
alone existed, all in all. To this objection, raised in the first half of the

Sutra, the next half gives the answer, by saying 'this is not so because of

the beginninglossness.' The Karmas and the Jivas are beginningless, just

like Brahman, and this is the theory adopted by the author. Thus there

is no fault, because every subsequent Karma is motived by the tendencies

generated by the past Karmas. In Pralaya, the Karmas, good or bad, done

by the Jivas, are not absolutely destroyed. The next Kalpa is conditioned

by the Karmas of the past. So also in the Bhavi$ya Purfina :

The Lord Visgu makes the Jivas do good or bad deeds in accordance with their past

Karmas, nor is there any conflict in this position, because the Karmas have no beginning.

If you say that Karmas being beginningless, the theory is tainted

with the fault of regressus in infinitum, we say it is not so, because we find

authority for it in reason also. The well-known case of the seed and the

tree is in point Is the seed first or the tree ? Nor is it any objection that

God being bound to create according to the Karmas of the Souls, loses His

independence. The Lord certainly is independent, but He is not capricious

and whimsical. Had He created the world with perfect disregard to the

karmas of the Jivas, He might have proved His omnipotence to some minds,

but to the majority, His act would have appeared capricious and cruel

In fact, the authorities clearly show that the substance and Karma and time

are equally co-eternal with the Lord, and He creates the universe, with a

full regard to all these three. It is not only the Karma that conditions the

universe, but the substance (or the matter stuff), and time are also impor-

tant factors in creation. Of course, these three are subordinate to Isvara,

but He never disregards their existence in His act of creation. The Lord
is not partial or cruel, or wanting in omnipotence. In fact, the theory of

Karman and the beginninglessness of creation reconcile all the difficulties.

You cannot say that this theory is open to the same objeotion as the. theory
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of specific creation. You cannot say it is the falling of the smugglers un-

wittingly into the hands of the tax-collectors.

Note.—Certain merchants, in order to evade customs -duties, went by a roundabout

way, to avoid the customs house. In the dark night, they missed their way, and after

wandering for some time, they took shelter in a roadside house. In the morning, it was

found that the house in which they had taken shelter, was the customs house which the

: traders were trying to avoid. Thus they had not only to pay the tax, but were punished also

for trying to cheat the customs. This maxim is called "Morning in the customs house."

Our theory is not open to this objection of "Morning in the customs

house." In order to avoid the imputation of cruelty and inequality to the

Lord, we have explained the eternity of creation, and you cannot say that

since the Lord is not bound to regard the Karmas, because He is indepen-

dent, His creating a world full of misery, simply to punish the souls for

their karmas, brings you back to the same difficulty, which you were

trying to avoid. The Lord, being perfectly independent, certainly could

have created a world all full of joy, and with complete disregard to the

Karma of tho Jivas. But then His actions, instead of being regulated by

any law, would have been lawless, and it would not be a creditable attri-

bute of the Lord. Therefore, His creation of a woild with perfect regard

to the Karma of the Jivas, and to time and substance, does not detract

from His omnipotence. But it rpther shows forth His great wisdom and

compassion. Though He can act against all the laws of matter, spirit and

Karma, yet He is not doing so, and His making the Jivas act in accordance

with the tendencies generated by their beginningloss Karma, is a matter for

His glory, and not an instance of His partiality.

Adhikarana XI.—The grace of the Lord is not partiality.

In the previous Sutras, it has been shown that Brahman is neither

partial nor oruel. Now is taken up the question, whether the Lord by

showing special grace to his devotees, is not open to the objection of

partiality. It is a fact, that the Lord shows "partiality" to His devotees,

for He specially protects them and specifically fulfills their desires.

The doubt therefore arises :—Is not this special protection of His devotees

and this fulfilling of their want, a mark of partiality in the Lord ? He
will protect His devotee from the mouth of the lion, but He will allow

ordinary men to be devoured by the beast This objection the author

answers by saying that it is not so.
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sCtra n., 1. 36.

3>w«irf Upa-padyate, it is proved to exist, it is reasonable that it should

bo so. ^ Cha, and. WRPeqfr Upalabhyate, is found (in the scripture). ^
Cha, and.

36. Such partiality to His devotees is reasonable in the

Lord, and is observed also in the scriptures.— 172.

COMMKNTAHY

The special grace shown by the Lord to His devotees is no doubt

"partiality" but the Lord, the kind lover of His devotees, has such

"partiality," and it is reasonable that it should be so. It is the natural,

inherent power of the Lord, to show forth His grace on those who have

Bhakti. and devotion for him. This special grace is not an arbitrary

functioning of the Lord's will, but it also has regard to the factor of

Bhakti or devotion in the Jlva to whom such special grace is shown. Nor

does this conflict with the statement that the Lord is free from partiality.

For this sort of "partiality" to His devotees, instead of being a fault in the

Lord has been praised in the scriptures as adding to His glory. For the

scripture says that this is the highest jewel among the perfections of the

Lord, this grace on His devotees. If the Lord had not this quality of showing

special grace, then all His other attributes, however great, would not have

been attractive to mankind, and would not have evoked devotion and love

towards Him. This shows the reasonableness of the existence ;of this

"partiality" in the Lord.

Not only is this reasonable, but the revelation and the tradition also

declare it:

jjJfcr f# 5P=qsrc^r ttwt ^ win n \ n

This Self cannot be gained by dissertations (devoid of devotion), nor by mere keen

intellect, nor by much hearing. It is gained only by him whom the Self chooses. To

him this Self reveals His form.—(Mugdaka Upanisad III. II. 3).

ftoft ft fif^s?Ji^tt a <* m fJnr: H

Of these, the wise, constantly harmonised, worshipping the one, is the best ; I am

supremely dear to the wise, and !he is dear to me.—(Gtti, VII. 17.)
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The same am 1 to all beings ; there is none hateful to Me nor dear. They verily who

worship Me with devotion, they are in Me, and I also in them—(GIta\ IX. 29)

STgfr « ft m II

Even if the most sinful worship Me with undivided heart, he too must be accounted

righteous, for he hath complete faith in Me—(GitA, IX. 30)

fijit *wft *w??ht juTs^rfsfr fa'Mnfir i

Speedily he becomsth virtuous (his sins being all destroyed) and desists from his evil

ways, and attains to eternal peace. 0 Kaunteya, know thou for certain, that My devotee

perisheth never. (GttA, IX. 31.)

SUTRA II., 1. 37.

#Rfo#*r II ^ \ \ 1 ^ II

W Sarva, all. ^ Dharraa, attributes, qualities. Upapatteb.

because of the reasonableness, because of being proved 1 Cha, and.

37. And because it is proved that all attributes are

present iu Brahman, however conflicting they may be with

each other, -therefore He is just to all, and "partial" to His

devotees.—173.

COMMKNTARY

It has been proved above, that in the supreme Lord, whose essential

nature is inconceivable, there exist all attributes and qualities, whether

harmonious in themselves or self-contradictory. It follows that along with

His perfect justice and equality, He has this attribute of showing favour

and "partiality" to His devotees. The wise, therefore, do not find any greater

difficulty in reconciling the existence of these two heterogeneous attributes

in Him, than in any other similar pair of attributes which are opposite

to each other, and which still exist in him. For example, He is essentially

all-knowledge, and yet possessing knowledge ; He is essentially formless and

colourless, and yet possessing the most ravishing form that enchants the

heart of His devotees
;

similarly, though He is perfectly just and equal

to all, yet he does show favour and special grace to His devotees. Not

only the pair of opposites exist in him, but all harmonious attributes also

are to be found in him ; such as He is forgiving, kind, compassionate and

merciful to all. The Smrti also says to the same effect (Kurma

Puraoa)

:

wift *tar» SNuw? ii
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The Lord is described as possessing self-contradictory and opposite attributes,

because He has supreme power. Though He has these attributes, yet no evil or false-

hood should ever be attributed to Him. On the contrary, all these conflicting attributes

should be reconciled with each other so far as possible.

Thus it has been proved that the Lord, though equal to all, is yet

the friend of His devotees.

Here ends the first P&da, of the second Adhyaya of tho Yedanta

Sutras and the Govinda Bhftsja.



SECOND ADHYAYA

Second Pada.

I salute Vy&sa, called also Krsna, the island-born, who has removed

with the sharp edge of the sword of his reason, the thorny bashes of the

heterodox systems, like the Sftiikhya and the rest, and who has thus

made this world a plain ground for the Lord Krsna to play upon.

Note: rhe S&nkhya author Kapila, as well as the Buddhists and Jainas, maintains that

the world is without any God. Kapila says that the world originates from matter

(Pradbana). The Buddhists maintain that atoms are the cause of creation. The Jainas

hold the same view. A class of Buddhists hold the view that the whole world is void,

while all three are united in the view that there is no Creator of the world in the sense of

a conscious and intelligent being. Philosophers like Kanada (the Author of Vaigesika Sutras)

and Patanjali appear to have admitted the existence of a Qod, but practically they are as

i
atheistic in their tendencies as the Sfinkbyaa and the rest, because they do not admit the

God as taught in the Vedas. Vyasa, seeing this world full of the thorns of the false

philosophies of Kapila and the rest, and finding it impossible that the Lord should tread

this earth with His soft feet and be not pierced with the thorns, prepared the way for

His coming, by cutting away these wild growths, with the sword of his sharp reasoning.

The Lord Krsna manifested Himself, after the world was prepared for His coming, by

the Vedinta teaching of Vyfisa.

Adhikarana I. Pradh&na is not the cause of the world.

In the first Pftda of the second Adhyaya, the author has answered

the objections raised by his opponents to the system propounded in his

Sutras. He had been on the defensive in the last chapter. Now he takes

up an aggressive attitude, and attacks the position of his opponents and

refutes their systems by proving the uncritical and unphilosophical

nature of their doctrines. This was necessary in order to protect the

weak-minded from going a c tray, and from abandoning the ancient high-

way of the Vedas, and from being attracted by the fallacious arguments

of these plausible systems, and wandering in the pleasant labyrinths of

these philosophers, and thus losing their way and getting destroyed.

The author first takes up the S&nkhya system and refutes it.

The S&nkhya professor Kapila has made a collection of Sutras in

which he has enumerated various Tattvas or primeval principles or elements

of creation. According to him, Prakrti is the name given to the original
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root of matter, and it is defined by him as the state of equilibrium of the

three attributes of matter, namely, Sattva or rhythm, Rajas or activity, and

Tamas or inertia. From this Prakrti comes out Mahat, the Great Principle,

from Mahat proceeds Ahankfira, from Ahankara the five Tanmfitras, the

two 6orts of senses (the cognitive senses and the senses of action) and the

gross elements. Thus the twenty-four Tattvas are Pr&krtic, namely,

(i) Mahat, Hi) Ahank&ra, (HO to vii) the five subtle elements called the

Tanmfitras, the Tanmfitra of sound, of touch, of colour, of taste and of smell,

(wit) to (xviii) the five Jnfina-indriyas and'the five Karma-indriyas and Manas.

The Jnfina-indriyas are the senses of hearing, touch, seeing, tasting and

smelling ; the Karnia-indriyas are organ of speech, the hands, the feet,

the generative and the excretive organs, (xix) to xxiv) the five elements

(ether or Akasa, air or Vayu, fire or Agni, water or Apas and earth or

Prthivi). Added to these twenty-four is the class of Spirits or Purusas

or Egos. This constitutes the twenty-five Tattvas or classes of th<j

Sfinkhyas. Tne three primeval qualities—Sattva, Rajas and Tamas when

in equilibrium constitute Prakrti. The essential nature of Sattva is joy,

of Rajas, pain and of Tamas, delusion. As the world is the effect of these

three qualities, we find in it joy, pain and inertness. The same object

may possess all these three Gunas, at one and the same time, with regard

to different persons looking at it, and to the same person at different

times. As a beautiful girl is an object of joy to the accepted lover, an

object of pain to the rejected rival and an object of indifference to an

ascetic ; or as a wife, when in good humour, is a source of joy ; when in

anger, a source of pain, and when away from her husband, a source of

delusion. Such is this world full of joy, pain and delusion.

It has been mentioned above, that the senses are of two sorts. Ten

of them are external, one is an inner sensory called also Manas ; thus

altogether there are eleven senses. The Prakrti is eternal and all-per-

vading. It is the root or the primeval cause, and no further cause of it

need be enquired into, as we find in Sutra L, 67 of the SMkhyas.

Since the root has no root, the root (of aH) is root-less, (that is to Bay, there is no

other cause of Prakrti, because there would be a regrestus in infinitum H we were to

suppose another cause, which by parity of reasoning, would require another cause, and so

on' without end.)

It is not limited and is the material cause of all. It is all-pervading,

as asserted in Sutra VI., 36 of the same.

She, Prakrti, to all-pervading', beams* her pteduets are *een everywhere;
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Kftrika (3 1 says :

The Mula Prakrti or the Root-matter is not produced. The Great Principle (Mahat)

along with AhaAkAra and the five Tanmitras make a group of seven, which are both pro-

ducer and the produced. Sixteen are the produced only (the eleven senses and the fire

elements) ; and the Spirit or the Egos are neither the producer nor the produced.*

To sum up, out of the twenty-five Tattvas of the Sfinkhyas, Mula

Prakrti is never produced, though producer of everything else. Its

opposite, the Purusa or the ego, is also eternal and never produced. But

it produces also nothing, because it is changeless. Between these two

polos of Spirit and Matter, lie the twenty-three other Tattvas, seven of

which are both producers and produced, the remaining sixteen being

produced only.

This Prakrti, eternally producing everything, herself insentient, but

the cause of the enjoyment and liberation of innumerable sentient

beings, and though super-sensuous and incognisable by any perceptive

means, is yet to be inferred by her effects. Though one, she has many

heterogeneous attributes, and through her power of modification, she

produces this wonderful world, beginning with Mahat and the rest ; and

thus she is the operaitve and the material cause of the universe. Purusa,

on the other hand, is attributeless, all- pervading consciousness, and separate

for eveiy separate body, is to be inferred from the existence of this

organised life, because no organised life can exist, but for the sake of

something else. As is to be found in Sutra I., 66

:

(The existence) of Soul (is inferred) from the fact that the combination (of the prin-

ciples of Prakrti into their various effects) is for the sake of another (than unintelligent

Prakrti or any of its similarly unintelligent products.) The application of the argument

in this particular case is as follows :

(»') The thing in question, m., Prakrti, the 'Great one,' and the rest (of the

aggregates of the unintelligent) baa, as its fruit (or end), the (mundane)

experiences and the (eventual) liberation of some other than itself ;

(it) Because it is a combination ; and

(in) (Every combination), as a couch or a seat, or the like, (is for another's use. not

for its own, and its several component parts render no mutual service,)

Since Purusa is free from all action and modification, neither produced

by anything, it follows that it is agentless and without enjoyment Suffer-

ing: and enjoyment, as well as agency, belong to Prakrti and not

Purusa. But the man mistakes (lie Purusa as agent or enjoser. through
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illusion. When Prakrti and Puru§a come together, their very juxtaposi-

tion produces an interchange of attributes among each other; namely,

consciousness appears in matter, and agency and enjoyment in spirit.

This is Adhyftsa or super-imposition, or falsely attributing the qualities of

the one to the other. Nature is really unconscious, but the vicinity of

Spirit makes it appear as if conscious. On the other hand, the Spirit is

neither the agent nor the enjoyer, but the vicinity of matter causes it to

look as if it was so. From this want of discrimination, arises all the

suffering of the soul, while liberation consists in realising this difference.

The person who has become indifferent to Prakrti has attained

Mok§a. Such, in short, is the theory of the Saukbyas. In this system the

means of the right knowledge (Pramana) are three, namely : sensuous

perception, inference and testimony, as is to be found in Sutra I., 88:

fafMi mm i afareft slfawfftfqf&fet ii

Proof is of three kinds: there is no establishment of more, because if these be

established then all (that is true) can be established by one or other of these three

proofs, viz., 'sense' (Pratyaksa), 'the recognition of signs' (Anum&na) and 'testimony'

(Sabda), to the exclusion of 'comparison' which is reckoned in the Nyfiya as a specially

distinct source of knowledge, etc.

As regards Piatyaksa or sensuous perception and testimony we

have not much diflertr.ce with the S&nkhyas, because these two things

deal witli accomplished objects. Our difference with them is as regaids

certain inferences which they have drawn. By a ceitain mode of reason-

ing, thty have deduced the conclusion that -Pradhftna is the cause of the

universe; it is this reasoning which is fallacious. If we can refute

their arguments about Ptadhfina being the cause of the universe, we prac-

tically refute their whole philosophy, because this is the central point of

their system. Their aigument regarding this is contained in three Sutras,

namely, I, 130, 131 and 132.

130—Because of their measure, (which is a limited one, Mind and the rest are pro-

ducts; whereas the only two that are uncaused, »**., Prakrti and Soul are unlimited).

131—Because they conform (to PradMna). Mind and the rest are products, "because

they will (follow) and correspond with Pradhana, i.e., because the qualities of Pradhftna

are seen in all things :" and it is a maxim that that which is the effect is derived from the

cause, and implies the cause.

JlRmSfit II

132—And, finely, because it is through the power (of the cause alone, that the pro*

duct cm do sufcLt, as a chain icstiains an elephant only by the force of the iron that

it is made of.)
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Doubt : Now arises the doubt : Is Pradhfina both the operative and

the material cause of the universe, or not?

The Purvapakgin says :—Pradhfina is the operative as well as the

material cause of the universe, because the world consists of three attri-

butes of Sattva, Rajas and Tamas, and so we infer that the primal cause

also must hare in it these three attributes. For nothing can be in the

effect which is not in the cause. As we see in the case of jars, etc., that

their material cause is clay which belongs to the same category as the jar.

Moreover, inert objects can become agents, for we use active verbs in

connection with such objects. Such as "the tree brings forth fruits,"

"the water is moving." Therefore, Pradhfina alone is the material cause

of the universe and creator of it . as well.

Siddhdnla : To this view the author replies by the following

Sutra.

«t>TRA n., 2. 1.

WT^ntor mW^H II ^ I ^ I HI

l^TT Kachanfi, construction. wg<i<Tvi: Anupapatteb, on account of the

impossibility. ^ Cha, and. *T Na, not TliiPTwr, Anumfinam, the Inferred One,

namely, Pradhfina whose existence we infer from the existence of the world.

1. The Inferred One (rradhana) is not the cause of the world,

; because it is impossible for her to have created the universe (since she

is unintelligent).— 1 74.

COMMENTARY

Pradhfina is called 'Anunifinam' or the Inferred One, because her

existence is purely hypothetical (Just as the ether of the modern scien-

tists is an entity postulated merely to explain certain phenomena, such as,

those of light, magnetism, etc., so Pradhfina is postulated by the Sfiukhyas

in order to explain the cause of the universe). This hypothetical Pradhfina

is neither the material nor the operative cause of the world. The world

shows wonderful construction and design, and it is impossible for un-

intelligent matter, to have produced this wondeiful universe, without the

directive action of an intelligent agent No one has ever seen a beautiful

palace cor structed by the fortuitous coming together of bricks, mortar,

etc., without the active co-operation of intelligent agents, like the archi-

tects, masons, and the rest The word and* in the Sutra is employed in

eider to indicate by implication, that the argument based upon Anvaya

(undistributed middle) has no proving force.
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Note : The argument based upon Anvaya is a sort of fallacy. For example, to infer

that all cows must be white, because whiteness is present (Anvaya) in some cows. White*

ness is merely an accidental attribute. Whiteness is not the cause of the class-charac-

teratic of cows.

Physical objects like flowers, beautiful jars, eta, no doubt, have the

presence in them of the quality of producing pleasure. But the feeling

of pleasure is altogether an internal feeling, and we cannot say that

flowers and pots have the nature of pleasure in thera, though they excite

pleasure in man. Pleasure is altogether an attribute of the soul and not of

matter. Sj Matter cannot be said to have the quality of joy, or delusion,

etc.

Note : For a fuller discussion of this point see Veliata Sltrai, Bnainuja, S. B. &,
Vol XLVIII, p. 434.

sOtra n., 2. 2.

m%«i n x u i ^ ii

sq%» Pravrtteh, because of the activity. ^ Cha, and. It has the force

of "only" here.

2. And because the inert matter becomes active, only wiien there

is the directive action of intelligence in it.—173.

COMMENTARY.

The phrase "of the inert matter, when an intelligent entity is a directing

energy" must be supplied iu the Sutra to complete the sense. The activity,

properly speaking, ought therefore to be attributed to the directive

intelligence, rather than to the inert matter. That which seta matter into

motion is the real agent We do not say that the chariot moves of

itself, but that the charioteer is the real mover of the carriage by directing

the movements of the horses. Therefore, the phrases like the "tree brings

forth fruits" really mean that the Inner Guide, the Supreme Lord, directs

the activity of. the tree, and makes it bring forth the fruite. The fruit,

therefore, is really produced by the Lord, through the instrumentality of

the tree. This we learn from the scripture, describing the Inner Ruler (see

Brhad&ranyaka TJpanigad, II., 7., 3 to 23). This will become clearer further

on,

The force of and in the Sutra is that of only. T do" can be

asserted only by an intelligent Self. Every activity is seen as the* result

of an intelligent agent. Inert matter, therefore, has no agency. To put

it in other words, matter or Pradhftna has no self-initiated activity of its

fsmn
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If you say that it is possible for the world to have been created by

the mere coming together of Spirit and Matter, or Purusa and Prakrti, and

by the mutual superiraposition of the attributes of the one on those of

the other, then we ask the following question : What is the came of this

superimposition which takes place by the mere coming together of Spirit

and Matter ? Does it inhere as a substance in them or is it a modification

of Spirit and Matter ? It cannot be the first, for in that case the liberated

souls would also hare this superimposition, for it is one of the innate

qualities of Spirit. Nor can it be the latter, (or if superimposition be the

modification of Prakrti, then it itself being an effect, cannot bo the cause of

its own sell The question therefore remains, What is the cause of this

Adhy&sa or superimposition ? Nor can it be a modification of Spirit, for

according to your system, Spirit is changeless.

An objector says : The milk by its own inherent quality is changed into

curd ; or the water falling from the clouds though having one taste becomes

bitter, sweet, acid, etc., according to the fruit in which it enters, whether

it be that of a mango or of a toddy or ofNim, etc. Similarly, PradhSna

also, though homogeneous like water, becomes modified in*o different kind3,

according as it cones in contact with the different Karmas of the Jivas-

The differences in the bodies and environments, etc., of souls are the effects

of the past: Karmas of these beings. To this the author replies by the

following Sutra.

sutra n., 2. 3.

<Rtetf^5i:fq II \ I X 1 ^ II

<fcfa Payas, milk. «r>9 Ambu, water. ^ Vat, like. Chet, if. <r*

Tatra, there, irfl Api, also.

3. If it be said that Pradh&na of herself modifies into her varioas

products, like milk or water, without the guidance of any intelligence

we replj, there also the intelligence guides the change.—176.

COMMENTARY

Even in the case of the change of pure water into different saps and
juices, or the change of pure milk into curd, it is the directive action of

intelligence that produces the change. And this wo infer from the example

of chariot, etc. We may not see the intelligent driver of the chariot,

but we infer his existence from the motion of the car. Similarly, though
we may not see the intelligence working in the -tree or the milk,
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we can infer its existence from thme changes. Nor is this a question of

inference only, but we have the sacred authority of the scripture as well.

(See the Antary&min Brahmana of the Bruadaranyaka Upanigad).

SLTHA., II., 2. 4.

qfatan^qtaRtai^ ii ^ i ^ i » ii

wjRft'i Vyatireka, in the absence of anything else, different fwfa^:
Anavasthiteh, because of the non-existence, because of the non-necessity. <f

Cha, and, also. wsft^iwrct Anapeksatvat, because of the independence.

4. As before creation there existed no other cause

except PradhUna, so there would be no necessity of any

other cause than the Pradhana herself to produce hep

changes.—177.

COMMENTARY

The force of 'Cha' in the Sutra is that of also. There is this addi-

tional reason also to be adduced against the Sankhya theory. According

to it Pradhana independently can produce the whole creation. Before

the beginning of creation, there existed no other cause than Pradhana.

Nor was there any necessity for the existence of any other cause, for all

the changes which Pradhana undergoes are self-initiated. There is no

mover or stopper of the motion of Pradhfina except the Pradhana herself.

This theory of the Sfinkhyas is. however, to be given up because the true

theory is that it is the presence of Puru§a that starts the changes in

Pradhana. Thus even according to Sfitikhya theory Pradhana herself

is not the sole creator. But in some mysterious way the proximity of

Purusa initiates the change. This goes against the theory that the pure

inert matter or Pradhfina is this producer of change. The Sfinkhyas,

therefore, cannot consistently say that Pradhfina of herself produces all

changes without any extraneous help. The theory of proximity is open

also to objection. If the proximity causes the change, the Purusa is

always in proximity with Prakrti, and in the state of Pralaya also this

proximity cannot be broken. The result would be that creation would

start even during Pralaya. The Sfinkhya may say the Karmas of the

Jivas being dormant in Pralaya, no creation can start then. To this we
reply, what is there to prevent the awakening of Karmas in Pralaya ?

Thus the theory of the Sfinkhyas is self-contradictory.

Says the Sfinkhya philosopher : "We see that grass, creepers, leaves,

etc., transform' themselves« through their inherent nature, into milk,

without the help of any other cause. Similarly, Pradhfina also transform*

36
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liei-seff into idahat, etc., without the guidance -of an intelligent principle."

lis'" thiS "th'e author replies hy the following Sutra.

si'tka n., 2. 5.

ijssj* Anyatra, elsewhere, namely, elsewhere than in cows.
!T«TWl$

Abhfivat, because of the absence. ^ Oha, and, only. * Na, not. sanfaTC!

Trnadivat, like grass, etc.

5. It is not like the transformation of grass, etc., (into

milk, when eaten by a cow), because there is absence of

such transformation in another place (namely, when eaten

by a bull).—17ft.

<:OMMKNTAKY

The word 'Cha,' and, has the force of only. This argument of the

Sfinkhyas is not sound. Because it is not natural for the grass to always

transform itself into milk when eaten by an animal* It is only when a

female animal eats it that it is so transformed. When eaten by a

male animal no such change is visible If it was natural for the

grass to always change itself into milk, irrespective of the locality

or the person absorbing it, then we shall see grass changing into

milk ev«n when lying at a quadrangle of a street But we do not

see any such change. Therefore, it is not the natural quality of the

grass to change itself into milk, but it is only when it comes in

relation with a particular animal, that it is so changed. And here also

it is the will of the Supreme Lord that brings about the change, not

because an animal has eaten it.

It has been proved that PradhSna being inert has no self-initiated

activity of her own. But even if we admit for argument's sake, that she

has such an activity, it will not help much the cause of the S&nkbyas.

The author shows this in the next Sutra.

SUTRA 11., 2. 6

*P«pi«iirsfi Abhyupagamepi, even if it be accepted. *tf Artha, pnr-

posa *f*rmi^ AbhftvSt, because of the absence.

6. Even if it be accepted that PradMna has self-

initiated activity yet it is a useless theory, because it serves no.

puiBpose,e-17d.

.
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COMMENTARY

The word "not" is understood in this and the subsequent three

Sutras. The theory of the Sftukhyas is that PradhSna is moved to activity,

in order to cause experience and liberation of the Jiva. Her object is that

the Jiva after enjoying her, and hading her full of evil, should become

indifferent to her, and thus attain liberation, which consists in such

indifference. The activity of Pradh&na is purely altruistic, with the

object of giving experience and joy to the souL She has no purpose of

her own to be served by her activity. In the S^nkhya Sutra, III, 58, it is

thus stated :

Pradhana creates for the sake of another, and though it be spontaneous—for she is

not the enjoyer—just like a camel that carries the saffron for the sake of bis master and

not for himself. Sinkhyas believe that the JJva is actionless, though the experiencer.

They say that the Jiva can be a non-agent and yet experience the fruit of activity, just

like a person who may not cook food himself, yet all the same eat it when cooked by

another.

For such an activity of Prakrti is not a reasonable proposition to be

accepted. It serves no purpose, even if such an activity be accepted. For,

what is the aim of such activity ? It is either to produce experience in

the Jiva, by showing him the various sides of Prakrti, or to produce

liberation of the Purusa, by making him indifferent to her charms. The

first object, namely, to produce experience in the Jiva, cannot be the result

of any activity of Prakrti. For, it is admitted that before there was any

such activity in Prakrti, the Purusa existed as a mere intelligence,

actionless, changeless, self-satisfied. Why should such a Purusa go out of

his bliss of isolation, to see the enchanting play of Prakrti ? Merely

because the Prakrti is active, is no reason for holding that Purusa must

undergo the change in the shape of looking at her. It, therefore, follows

that the activity of Prakrti cannot be the cause of the experience of the

Purusa. Nor can such activity be the cause of liberation of the Puruga.

because before such activity, the Purusa was already in a state of liberation.

Why should the Prakrti make herself active in order to produce the

liberation of the Purusa, when it was already liberated ?

If it be said that wherever the Prakrti is active it is bound to

produce some change in the consciousness of Purusa, for it is in proximity

with Prakrti, and thus the mere activity of Prakrti is the cause of

experience of the Purusa, then we say that your proposition "ate rather too

large. Merely because a soul is in proximity with matter, is no reason

why it should be, affected by the activity of such matter ; for theu. ey.ejp
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the Mukta souls would also be affected by such activity, and fall into

bondage again, since matter is all-prevading, and the proximity of spirit

and matter is eternal and impossible of removal.

The Saiikhyas say that if the Prakrti is not active by her own

inherent power, then we have another theory to propound. The correlation

between spirit and matter, is like that of a blind and a lame man. One has no

power of motion, the other has no power of vision. The spirit is lame

and is void of all power of motion. Prakrti is blind, though possessing

all power to move. Each by himself is incapable of achieving any result.

But when the lame (spirit) conies in contact with the blind (but moving

(matter), it makes this blind matter become active and directs all her

movements. Or, to take another illustration, as a magnet itself without

motion, can set in motion the iron in its proximity, so the spirit, itself

motionless and changeless, sets in motion Prakrti, when both come in

contact with each other. Thus this reflection of spirit in matter, makes

the matter appear intelligent, and sets in motion her creative activity.

To this theory of the S&iikhyas, the author replies by the following

Sutra:

si'tra ii., 2. 7.

pjwraftfa ^ rwifq II ^ I ^ I * II

3^T Purusa, man. A&na, stone, magnetic stone. ^ Vat, like, tffr

Iti, thus. %3 Chet, if. ?wsft Tath&pi, so also.

7. If it be said that Prakrti creates like the lame man

directing the blind, or like the magnet moving the iron, even

then the theory is open to objection—180.

i-OJQTENTAirr

The insentient matter has no power of self-initiated activity, and

the instances of the lame man guiding the blind, or the magnet moving

the iron, do not remove the difficulty. The inability of the Pradhfina

to act independently remains the same. The lame man, though incapable

of walking, yot possesses the power of seeing the road and of guiding

another, etc Similarly, a blind man, though incapable of seeing, has the

capacity of understanding those instructions and acting upon them. In the

case of the magnet and the iron there is the bringing of the magnet in the

proximity of the iron. But the soul is ever actionless, ; without any attri-

butes, and incapable of any such change. If it be said that the soul

undergoes no change, but its mere proximitv produces the change in

Prakrti, then the soul being alway$ near to the Eradhana, U would
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follow that creation also would be eternal, and there would never be any

emancipation for the soul. Moreover, the lame and the blind are both

conscious entities, and the iron and the magnet are both insentient matter,

and consequently the instances given are not to the point.

The SSnkhyas hold that the creation depends upon the superiority and

inferiority of the Gunas, and the world results from a certain relation between,

principal and subordinate entities, as?a consequence of such difference of

Gunas. This view is refuted by the author in the next Sutra.

SUTUA II., 2. 8.

Angitva, the relation of being the principal ^IIti: Anupapatteh,

on account of the impossibility and unreasonableness. ^ Cha, and.

8. It is impossible that any one of the Guuas may be the

principal in the state of Pralaya and hence the world would not

originate.— 181.

COMMKNTARY

Pradh&na has been defined to be the equilibrium of the three Gunas,

Sattva, Rajas and Tamas. Tn the state of Pradhana, no Guna is superior

or inferior to the other. Every one of them is equal to the other, and

consequently the relation of subordinate and principal could not exist

then. Nor can you say that 16vara or Kfila (Lord or Time) brings about

the disturbance in the equilibrium, and this makes some Gunas superior

to the other, because you SSnkhyas do not admit the existence of- the

Lord, nor do you hold Time to have any separate existence of its own.

Thus Kapila, in Sutras I.. 92 and I., 93, asserts that the existence of God

cannot be proved, and the world is not created by any intelligent being :

It i« not proved that there is a God. I., 92.

grM5*fk«NWHT1 51 ^ %f4: «

And further it is not proved that He exists, because whoever exists/must be' either

free or bound, and of free and bound. He can be neither the one nor the other. Because

either way He would be inefficient. Since, if He were free, He would have no desires

which as compulsory motives would instigate Him to create., and if He were bound, He
would be under delusion. He must be on either alternative unequal to the creation, etc.,

of this world.—L, 93.

In. Sutra II., 12, the Sfinkhya denies the separate existence of Time.

Sptoe and tlm» arise from the ether.
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Nor can it be said that the soul is the creator, because according

to your theory, the very nature of the soul is perfect indifference to every

thing. Sutra I., 163. The Purusas, therefore, being perfect Ud&sins, have

no interest to bring about the breaking of the equipoise of the Prakrti

and making one Guna superior to the other. Hence the creation is not

caused by the relative superiority and inferiority of the Gunas. Moreover,

admitting that in every successive creation and in Pralaya, the Gunas

will always be unequal in their force, but in the first creation there will be

nothing to bring about this inequality. In other words, admitting, for

argument's sake, that there is inequality among Gunas in the ordinary state

of creation and may have come about without any reason, it would follow

that in Pralaya also the inequality will be brought about without any reason,

and then Pralaya would be no Pralaya, For creation would start up then

also. And if inequality can be brought about without any cause, it may

also follow that in the beginning it may be not also brought about without

any cause.

But, says the Sftnkhya, we must infer that the Gunas are of various

nature and of wonderful attributes, because we see their effect in this world

and therefore the objections raised by you do not apply. To this the

author replies by the following Sutra.

SCTRA II., 2. 0.

«r»W AnyathS, otherwise. *t3fa?ft Anumitau, in case of inference.

Cha. and. v JEa, intelligenca flfai ^akti, power, ft'ftiiq Viyog&t, because

of being destitute of.

9. Even if it be inferred otherwise, yet the Pradhana cannot

create, because it does not possess the power of being a conscious

entity.—182.

COMMENTARY

Even if it be admitted as an inference that the Gunas must have

different attributes and mysterious powers, still it does not answer .the

difficulty raised by us. Pradhana being supposed to be insentient, has pot

the power of self-consciousness. ' Being thus destitute of it, it has not the

idea of any plan or design. It cannot say, as an intelligent entity would

say, "Let me create the world in such and such a way." Creation never

proceeds from dead matter, not overshadowed by intelligence. (No more

than a house can be built by mere bricks and mortar without the super-

vision and active agency of the architect and . masons.)- Without,"jthe
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directive" action of intelligence, the Gunas, however wonderful in their

powers and attributes, cannot of themselves create the universe.

The author concludes this portion by the following Siltra.

SL'TRA tr., 2. 10.

,
t

. . frififawiww ii \ i \ M ° ii

ffaffifonw. Viprati§edhftt, because of contradiction. ^ Cha, and.

Asaraanjasam, objectionable, not harmonius : untenable.

10. Because (the theory of the S&hkhyas is full) of internal

contradictions, hence (it not being a consistent theory) is

untenable.— 183.

COMMENTARY

There are internal contradictions in this philosophy propounded by

Kapila, hence it is inconsistent and untenable and should be rejected by

those who desire the highest good. For example, it holds that Prakrti

is active for the sake of Puru§a alone, who is the experience^ the seer,

the supervising agent. It holds the soul to be something different from

all bodies and vehicles. Thus in I, 139, it declares :

flflnftsflftrfaw 3^ ii \ i u

Soul is something else than the body, etc—I., 139.

*%wxk*m ii \ i tvo i,

Nature is a compound and a combination because that which is combined \b for the-

sake of the other.—I., 140.

Thus in these two Sutras, the Spirit and Matter are contrasted.

The Spirit is single, indivisible and non-material, the Matter is composite

and divisible, and exists only for the sake of the soul. But later on, this

very soul is defined to be as actionless, changeless, attributeless, devoid

of all agency, fruition and sentiency. It is said to be a pure isolation.

In one place it says that Jadah or matter is non-luminous and luminosity

belongs to the soul. But in the next Siltra it contradicts itself when it

says : "The soul has not intelligence for its attribute." Thus intelligence

belongs neither to the soul nor to the matter.

Note : We give below the original Sanhkya Sutras to understand this passage

properly :

ftgwftfr'fcr* ii * i W ii

And Soul is something else than the body, etc., because there is (in Soul) the reretM
of the three Qualities, etc., (because they are not seen in it.)—I., 141.

«f*»RT*ftr ItlWH
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And Soul is not material because of its superintendence over Nature. (For a

Superintendent is an intelligent being, and Nature is unintelligent).—I.. 142.

*toj»TW$ II \ I Vt\ II

And Soul is not material because of its being the experiences—I., 143.

fawrw vi&t ii ? i 11

It is for Soul and not for Nature, because the exertions are with a view to Isolation

ttom all qualities, a condition to which Saul is competent, but Nature not.—L, 144.

sRfsrciTCrTjftiTrff Jt-TiW II * i W II

Since light does not pertain to the unintelligent, light, which must pertain to some-

thing or other, is the essence of the Soul which, self-manifesting, manifests whatever

else is manifest.—I.. 145.

faa<iNfr iTfagnf II \ l W II

It (Soul) has not Intelligence as its attribute, because it is without quality.—I.. 146.

The S&ikhyas are further inconsistent imsmuch as that in one place

they say that it is Soul that undergoes bondage, owing to its want of

discrimination, and that it attains release when it discriminates between

the Gunas and itself, while at another place it says that bondage and

release belong to the Gunas and not to the Soul, which is eternally free.

As in Sutras III., 71 and 72.

Bondage and Liberation do not belong actually to Soul, and would not even appear

to be but for non-discrimination. But in reality, the aforesaid Bondage and Liberation

belong to Nature alone.—71.

It really belongs to Nature, through consociation, —like a beast through her

being hampered by the habits, etc , which are the cause of pain ;—just as a

beast, through its being hampered by a rope experiences Bondage and

Liberation.—72.

Thus there are many internal contradictions in this system of the

Sankhyas and they can be easily found out by any one who studies them

carefully.

Adhlkarana II— The refutation of the atomic system.

The author now refutes the theory of the Vaisesikas. They hold

the opinion that there are four sorts of atoms, namely, earthy (physical),

watery (astral), fiery (mental) and aerial (Buddhic). These atoms are

parties*, but possess the quality of colour, touch, taste and smell, and are

spherical in form. At the time of Pmlaya, they exist in a latent state,

without originating any effect, but at the time of creation, they originate

this world by combining together in forming binary and ternary com-

pounds : owing to their being in contact with the Souls, having Ad^sfa

in them. In this theory, two atoms are brought into activity by the
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action of Adrsta of the soul residing in them. The souls in the atoms set

them in motion, and thus there takes place the union of two atoms, and a

binary is formed which is "small." Thus three causes operate to produce

a binary, namely, two atoms (Samavayi cause), their union (Asamav&yi

cause), and the Adrsta of the souls, which brings about the union and

which thus constitutes the operative cause (Nimittn cause), and so on.

Similarly, from three binary molecules, set in motion by the Adrsta of the

souls within them, there is produced the "big" called the ternary. Two
atoms cannot product; a ternary, for a tiling requires a bigger cause and

larger number of atoms. A bigger effect must have a larger cause.

Similarly, four ternaries #ive rise to a quaternary, and so on bigger and

bigger things are produced. Thus by the conglomeration of the molecules

are produced the big (visible) earth, the big waters, the big fire, the big air.

The colour, taste, scent, etc., seen in the effect, are dependent on the

particular colour, etc., inherent in the ultimate atoms which are its Samavayi

cause. The qualities latent in the cause produce the qualities in the

effects whicli are manifest. Tims the world comes into existence. When

the Lord wishes to destroy the world, He withdraws from the binaries,

the .active force of affinity which had brought about the union of two atoms,

when this affinity is destroyed the two atoms fall asunder, and thus the

binary ceases to exist. The binary being thus destroyed, the ternary and

others are also destroyed, and thus the earth, etc., cease to exist. Thus when

the thread is destroyed the clotli is destroyed. The qualities of colour, etc.,

cease also with the cessation of their substrate, the binaries, etc. This is the

method of the dissolution of a world. The atoms in this system are called

Parimandala or spherical. The size of an "ultimate atom'" (Parimandala)

is called Parimandalyam. A binary is called in this system Anu or "atom,"

while the name Paranifinu is given to the "ultimate atoms.''
t
The size of

a binary is called short or small, Hrasva, or atomic, while the size of

the ternary is called big or Mahat (or rather that which has a perceptible

magnitude.)

Note : The word Parimandala is the name of the "ultra atom" in this system ; while

the Adu of other systems corresponds with the Dvyanu or binary of this. Similarly, the

words Hrasva or short and Mahat or big are differently used here. Every binary is a

Hrasva, everything above the binary is Mahat.

Doubt : Horo arises the doubt : Is it a consistent theory to hold that the

world is produced by the atoms (without the guidance of the Lord) ?

Purvapaksa : The Adrstas of the souls bring about the union of

atoms by setting in motion the two atoms. The atoms beiug thus set

in motion, come into union, and thus a binary is produced ; and so on.

There is no inconsistency in this view, and it is the right view.

37
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Siddh/inta : The creation is not thus brought about. The next Sfitra

shows this.

sCtha n., 2. 11.

ffiil m %?wflwmw\\ w \ \ \ \ \ \ w

TO Mahat, big, that which has magnitude. $k Dirgha, the long, that

which has extension and is perceptible to the senses. ^ Vat, like. Va, or;

it has the force of "and" here, Hrasva, short, the binary, the sub-atomic

molecule «Tftmr35rr«rra; IVimandahUhaym, from the atomic.

Note : May not these four words be the names of the four kinds of ethers known
to the Theosophists ? Parimandala the most subtle, literally the all-spherical, would
correspond with the atomic plane. The Hrasva would be the sub-atomic, Mahat would be

the super-ctherie, and the DTrgha would be the etheric.

11. And as the origination of the big (magnitude ) and long

(extension) from the short (dimensionless) and the atomic (sizeless)

is untenable, so is the rest of the Vaisesika system— 184.

COMMENTARY

The word "or" has the force of "and" here. The word "untenable"

is to be supplied from the last Sutra to complete the sense. The theory of

the Vaisesikas is untenable in its entirety, as their view of the origination of

the ternary from the binary, and the atomic, without the aid of the

Ijord is untenable. The other portions of this system, such as their

account of the origin of earth, is equally untenable, along with their theory

of the sizeless atoms and dimensionless sub-atoms giving rise to the ternary

having magnitude and dimension. There are inherent self-contradictions

in this theory. It holds that the atoms are without magnitude, but still

they give rise to ternaries and others, which have magnitude. This is

unreasonable, for no amount of adding up of atoms without magnitude, will

give birth to a moleculo with magnitude. A piece of cloth is produced by
the threads which themselves have parts, and six sides by which they can
be joined with each other. If tho threadi were partless, they could not
have given rise to a piece of cloth. Therefore, it must be admitted that
the atom has also a magnitude and occupies space. Otherwise
the union of thousands of atoms would not give rise to anything
more than an atom, and would not differ in extension from a single
atom. Consequently there would not arise other kinds of extensions
known as Mahat, Dirgha, etc. '

It is merely a mental idea that a product
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having a larger bulk must have a larger number of constituent atoms.

But even if it be admitted, then the atoms themselves must be admitted to

have parts, and those parts will have further parts, and thus there will be

regressus in infinitum. Moreover, a mustard soed will be similar to a

mountain, for botli have an infinity of parts. Therefore, to say that the

ternary which is big and long, is produced by the binary, which in its turn

is produced by the atom, is to assert something whicli is void of sense.

This Sutra should not bo explained, as some have done it, as refuting

an objection raised to the Vedanta theory of Brahman being the general

cause ; for this chapter deals in refuting the theories of the opponents and

not in supporting one's own theory.

The Vaisesika system is open to further objection, as shown iu the next

Sutra.

*

sCtka ii., 2. 12.

wgiisfo Ubhayathapi, in botli ways, on both assumptions also, f Na,

not. w Karma, action, motion. *RT: Atah, therefore. «R*T?: Tat-abh&vah,

the absence of that.

12. On botli assumptions (whether the Adrsta is in the atom

or in the soul) there is no motion, and consequently there is absence

of the origination of the world.—185.

COMMENTARY '

The argumentative philosophers (the Vaisesikas) hold that the world

is produced by the successive formation of compounds like binary, ternary,

etc., owing to the union of atoms. Now arises tho question : How is this

primal motion brought about ? Is it caused by the Adr§ta residing in the

atoms or caused by the Adrsta residing in the souls ? It cannot be tho

first; for the Adr§ta, which itself is the resultant of the good and bad

deeds of the soul, cannot possibly reside in atoms. It must inhere in tho

soul. Nor can it be caused by the Adrsta residing in tho soul ; for the

Adrsta residing in the soul cannot produce motion in the atom. Thus on

both these views the motiou of the atom is not explained. A third

alternative may here be set up by the Vaieesjkas, namely, that the motion

originates iu the atoms, as soon as they come in the proximity of the

souls charged with any definite Adrsta. But this also is not a reasonable

view. For there can be no proximity or contact between the souls which

are partless, and the atoms which also are partless, for there can be no

contact between two objects, both of which have no parts by which they
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can come in contact. Thus in both these ways Adrsta cannot be the

cause of the first motion given to the atoms. Wo have already proved

before that an insentient object cannot move another, because of its

inertness, until it is set in motion by a sentient being. We have seen that

all motion of objects is initiated, guided and directed by intelligence and

and intelligent beings. Nor can the soul be the cause of the primal

motion of the atoms at the beginning of a creative period. Because in

Pralaya, according to the Vaisesjkas, the soul itself lies dormant without

possessvig any intelligence, and hence is iu no way superior to tho atom. Nor

can it be said that the primal motion of the atom is caused by tho will of

the Lord in conformity with the Adrsta of the Jfvas, because His will is

eternal and so the creation ought to be eternal. During the Pralaya—say

the Vaiscsikas—there is no creation because the Adrstas 0f the Jivas do

not mature and are not awakened, and consequently the will of the Lord

is not active. The reply to this is that this view is also wrong, because

all the materials being present, tho creation ought to take place, irrespective

of the maturity. Consequently, there is no definite cause found, which

can explain the primal motion of the atoms, for neither the Adrsta residing

in the Jivas or in atoms, nor the Avill of the Lord is a determined cause.

The atoms being thus without any motion, in the beginning of the creation,

fhey cannot come together and form an aggregate. Since they cannot come

together to form the aggregates, the molecules, binary, etc., cannot be

produced and consequently there can be no creation. On a parity of

reasoning, there can be no Pralaya also.

Note : The refutation of the Vnifiesika system is only with regard to their explana-

tion of tho first motion of the atoms. The Vadanta does not deny the existence of the

atoms, but it denies the Vaisesika doctrine of the Karraas of the souls being the cause of

the primal motion of the atoms. The Vedanta holds that creation depends entirely on

the will of the Lord, and that will is not influenced by the Karmas of the soul. If the

Adrstas be the cause of the motion, then there is nothing whatever to prove that these

Adrstas, which spring from the diverse actions of souls, performed during many lives,

should remain in a condition of latency without maturity, for the full period of the

Pralaya. If the Adrstas had any power of their own, irrespective of the will of the Lord,

why should they remain dormant, for this long period of time ? Tho atomic theory,

therefore, is bound to fall back upon the Vedanta doctrine, that it is the will of the Lord

that keeps the Adrstas immature.

sCtra n., 2. 13.

tW^I^W^ fflnj^snfafo: II ^ I ^ • WW
Samavftya, concomitant cause. This is a technical term of the

Vaise§ika philosophy, sf^gfraia: AbhyupagamSt, because of the acceptance,

because of the acknowledgment ^ Cha, and. STw?ia Samyat, from equality,
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because of equality, by parity. SRfft^: Auavasthiteh, because of the non-

finality, becauso there results a regremis in infinitum.

13. The Vaisesika doctrine is untenable on account of

the acceptance by it of the (fictitious) relation called Sama-

vaya, from which results by parity of reasoning an infinite

regress.—186.

("OMMKNTAUY

The Vai^esikas admit the relation called Samavaya, and hence their

doctrine is untenable. Why is it so ? Because the Samav&ya relation is

equal to any other relation, and hence it requires another Samavaya to

explain it, and that Samav&ya would require another Samavaya to explain

it. The atoms come together to form a binary molecule through the

relationship called SamavSya. If there was no Samavaya relationship,

there would be no conjunction of atoms. But this Samavaya relationship

is a mere assumption, for like every other relationship, it is equally

inexplicable. If two atoms come together through Samavaya relationship,

it would require another Samavaya to bring about this relationship.

Thus there would bo an infinite regress. Tlio Samavaya produces the

notion of quality, action and general characteristics. Thus it is a mere

relation like any other relation, and if it were not so it would prove too

much. As a mere relation we have already said that it requires another

SamavSya to explain it, and is open to the objection of AuavasthS. If it

be said that the relationship is to be assumed in order to account for the

inseparable connection between two things, and that this relation is the

essential nature of the tiling, then it must be assumed everywhere. It

cannot be said that the nature of Samavaya is inseparable connection, for

that also is open to the same objection. For then every quality would bo

found everywhere, in other words, the holders of this doctrine of SamavSya

will have to admit that the quality of smell would be found in the air,

the quality of sound in the earth, the quality of form in tiio Atman and

the quality of intelligence in light. In other words, every quality would

be found everywhere, because Samavaya being a unity it would be present

everywhere. But this is not a fact, therefore, Samavaya relationship is an

incongruous assumption.

Note : For the explanation of the word Samavaya, sec Vaigesika Sutra, S. B. H.,

Vol. VI., page 243 (Vaisesika Philosophy, Second edition).

SUTRA II. 2. 14.

^ wn^www \* w
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fsf?q»r Nityam, eternal. W Eva, even ^ Cha, and. wrg; Bhavat,

because of tho existence.

14. The world would be eternal because Samavaya is

eternal.— 187,

(UVUKXTAKY

If the Samavaya is admitted to be eternal, then tho woi'ld, of which

it is the relation, would also bo eternal. But this is untenable, for even

the Vaisesikas do not believe the world to be eternal. »

Note : It Samavaya (which in modern chemical phraseology may be described as the

affinity which brinj^s about tho union of atoms) is an eternal cause, then creation would

bo eternal, because affinity is eternal. If Samavaya be considered as the destructive

cause, which separates the atoms, then the Pralaya would be eternal. If the atoms have

the tendency, of affinity in them, then the creation would be eternal ; if they havo the

opposite tendency, then the disolution would be eternal. Thus the Samavdya cause,

translated as the combinative cause, is open to this objection also, for it leads to the

absurdity of eternal creation or eternal dissolution.

SUTRA II. 2. 15.

??lTf?»?f*ra; Riipa-ftdi-mattv&t, because of possessing colour, etc. Because

the atoms of the VaiSesjkas possess colour, taste, smell and touch. Cha,

and. Tmkf. Viparyayah, tho reverse, the opposite. ?fcn^ Darsanfit, because

it is observed.

15. The Vaisesika theory is further untenable because

its atoms have colour, etc., and because the reverse is also observed in

them.—188.

C'OMMKNTAKY.

The VaiScsikas admit that the atoms of earth, water, tire and air

possess the attributes of colour, taste, smell and toucli and that they arc

eternal and partless. But the reverse of this is the logical result of

their assumption, and their atoms ought to be non-eternal and having parts.

Becauso it is so observed in ordinary life. Anything that possesses

colour, etc., is liable to destruction. Such as jars, etc. The atoms,

therefore, of the Vaisesikas must therefore have the seed of destruction

in them, and must be made up of parts like a jar. Thus this doctrine is

full of inherent contradictions.

sutba il, 2. 16.

3«WT Ubhayatha, in both ways, whether you accept the atoms to have

colour, etc., or you do not accept it so. ^ Cha, and. Do^t, bewu.se

oi the difficulties.
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16. And there are difficulties in both cases.—189.

COMMENTARY

If it be accepted that the atoms have not colour, taste, etc., then we

cannot explain the possession of those qualities by earth, water, etc., for

that which is not in the cause cannot bo in the effect. If we take the

contrary view, and hold that the atoms have colour, taste, etc., then the

theory is open to the objection raised in the last Sutra. Thus in both

ways, the atomic theory is untenable.

Sl'TRA II., 2. 17.

^ffcRSra. Aparigrah&t, because it is not accepted (by the orthodox sages

like Manu, etc.), ^ Gha, and. Atyantam, altogether, totally.

Anapeksa, disregard.

17. The atomic theory is not accepted by authoritative sagos,

therefore it is to be disregarded altogether.— 190.

COMMENTARY

Some regard may bo shown to the doctrine of Kapila and the rest,

because authoritative sages like Manu and others have accepted portions

of their philosophy. But this doctrine of atoms, being opposed to the

Vedas, no sages have accepted any portion of it, hence it is undomons-

trated and should be disregarded by every one who aims at the highest'

end of man.

Adhikarana III.— The Btiddhist doctrine examined.

Now the author disproves the Buddhistic teaching. The Buddha had

four disciples, who founded four systems of philosophy, called respectively

Yaibh&sika, Sautrfintika, YogSchfira and Madhyamika. The VaibhS§ikas

hold -that every external object, which is perceived, is real. The Sautrfcn-

tikas hold that there is no proof whether external objects really exist of

not, the ideas only exist, and the external objects are inferred from these

ideas. Thus the Vaibh&sjkas hold that the external objects are directly

perceived, while the Sautr&ntikas maintain that the outward world is an

inference from ideas. The third class, the Yog&ch&ras hold that ideas

alone are real and there is no external world corresponding to these ideas.
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The outward objects are unreal, like dream objects. Tho Mfidhyamikas

maintain that even the ideas themselves are unreal, and there is nothing

that exists except the void (Sunyam). Such were the doctrines held by

these four classes of Buddhists. All of thorn agree in maintaining

that every existing object lias only a momentary existence. The

first two classes, namely, the VaibhS^ikas and Sautr&ntikas, hold that

all outward things may be classed under two heads, namely, physical

and mental, the physical itself is sub-divided into two parts, Bhuta

or elements, and Bhautika or elementals. Similarly, all mental objects

are divided into two classes, mind or Ohitta, and mental or Chait-

tika. Thoy further hold that there are fivo Skandhas, namely, Rupa,

VijMna, Vedanii, Saiijiia and Samskara. Among these the four so-called

elements—earth, water, (ire and air—are produced by the aggregation of four

kinds of atoms, earthy, watery, h'ery and airy, possessing respectively tho

attributes of hardness, fluidity, hotnoss and mobility. These four elements

compose tho bodies and senses of the various beings. All external objects

thus constitute one Skandha, called the Rupa Skandha, consisting of ele-

ments aud olenientals. The second Skandha called VijMna, is the stream

of consciousness which gives the notion of egoity. In other words, this

I-ness is the VijMna Skandha. This is also called the Atma, the onjoyer,

the agent. The third Skandha called Vedanii consists of the sentiency of

pleasure and pain. It may be called the Skandha of feeling. The fourth

Skandha called the Sanjna consists of names such as Deva Datta, etc. All

words thus constitute this fourth Skandha. The fifth Skandha, called

SarhskSra, consists of the attributes of the mind, such as affection, hatred,

delusion, merit, demerit, etc. The four last Skandhas collectively are

called Chitta-Chaittika, mind-mental, or internal objects. All activities

depend upon them and thoy constitute the inner motive of every thing.

All internal objects are thus Chatus-Skandhi or belonging to any one of

these four Skandhas. All external objects belong to one Skandha alone,

namely, the Rupa Skandha. Thus the whole world consists of these two

kinds of objects, internal and external.. Except these two, there exists

.

nothing else like ether, etc.

Doubt : Now arises the doubt : ts this theory valid or not V

Phrvapahm : This theory is valid, because it explains all world-

activity.

Siddhdnta : This is not so, as shown in the following Sutra.

SVTRA II., 2. 18.

sg^TT: Samudayah, the aggregate, all objects, wftgfc Ubhaya-hetuke,

having two causes, namely, the external and the internal. Tft Api, also.
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fiftTSHfft: Tat-aprfiptilj, there is non-establishment of that. There is not proved

the world-order.

18. Even admitting that the whole aggregate has as its

cause these two classes of objects, still there is not explained

the world-order.— 191.

COMMENTARY

The above theory of the Bauddhas which classifies all objects under

two hoods, one aggregate being called the external, the other internal, is

not sufficient to explain the world-order. Because all aggregates are un-

intelligent and there is no permanent intelligence admitted by the Bauddhas

which can bring about this aggregation. According to the Bauddhas every

tiling is momentary in its existence, there is no permanent intelligent

substance which brings about the conjunction of these Skandhas. If it be

said they come togettier of their own internal motion, then the world would

becomo eternal, for Skandhas being eternal, and possessing motion of

their own, they will be constantly bringing about creation. Thus this

theory is untenable.

The holder of the Buddhistic doctrine here says : In our system there

is a concatenation of cause and effect, beginning with Avidya.

Note : Thus through Avidyfi arises desire, aversion, etc., which compose the Saihskiira

Skandha. From this arises cognition or the kindling of the mind which composes Vijilina

Skandha. From this arises the six sense organs which compose the Vedan£ Skandha.

And from sensation again arises Avidyi. Thus the circle goes on.

Wo Buddhists hold this theory of the circle of causation, and as this

circle is not refuted by any one and is admitted by all and as it

moves like the Persim wheel, by which water is drawn from the well, so our

theory is not open to any objection raised by you. Thus Avidya" produces

SamskSra, from which comes out Vijiutna, Nama-rupa, the body, the touch,

tho son'iency, the thirst (Trsna\ tho activity, the birth, the species, the

decay, tho death, the grief, tho lamentation, the pain, and despondency.

Note : These are all technical terms of the Buddhists. AvidyS means the idea of

permanency in a thing which is really impermanent, such as the idea that the flame is

permanent while it is momentarily changing. From this Avidya arise desire, aversion, etc.,

which constitute the Saiusk£ra Skandha. From this Saiiiskara Skandha arises that vague

consciousness which exists in prenatal condition, and this consciousness is called Vijnana.

From this Vijndna arises the four elements earth, water, fire and air, which constitute

the body of all beings, and this is called Niima. From this Ndma (the four elements) are

formed the bodies of all beings and which is called Rupa, because the bodies are either

black or white. This embryonic body is called Nilma-Rflpa. The embryo then develops

the six senses called the «>at-ayatana. From these senses, by their mutual contact, arises

Sparga, touch or contact, with external objects. From this contact with external objects

arises feeling or VedanS. From this VedanA arises desire or thirst, whence successively

38
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arise Upadtaa, etc, mentioned above. Thus goes on this eternal cycle of causation. For

further explanation see note to the next Sfttra.

This theory is refuted by the author in the next Sutra.

SUTRA II., 2. 19.

fcfeRngpwiRfi ^^f^raftfam ii ^ i x i K ii

safctt Itara-itara, mutual, one another. a^fl^^W Pratyayatvat, because of

being the cause. One being the cause of the other. The word Pratyaya here

means the causa *% Iti, thus. %3; Chet, if. arqfaqra Utpatti-matra, merely

production, of the origin merely, fsrfirae^ Nimittutvat, because of there being

efficient cause only.

19. If it be said that the world is produced by the

mutual causality of Avidya, etc., we say no, because they are

merely the efficient causes of the immediately subsequent

links.— 192.

COMMKNTAHV

If you say that this aggregate or the world is formed by the mutual

causation of Avidya and the rest, as described above, we say it is not so.

For your link of causation explains only the origin of the subsequent from

the previous. It only explains how Vijiiaua arises from Sariiskara, etc.

It does not explain how the aggregate is brought about An aggregate

called Sanghata always shows a design, and is brought about for the pur-

poses of enjoyment (A Sanghata like a house may be explained to have

been produced by a putting together of bricks, mortar, etc., but they do

not explain the design). You say that there is no permanent Atnia.

Your Atma* is momentary only. For such a momentary soul, there can

be no enjoyment or experiencing. Because the enjoying soul lias not pro-

duced the merit or demerit whoso consequences it has to enjoy. It was

produced by another momentary soul. Nor can you say the momentary

soul suffers the results of the acts done by its ancestral soul, for then that

ancestral soul must be held to be permanent and not momentary, and if

you hold any soul to be permanent, you give up your theory of the

momentariness of everything. But if you hold everything to be impermanent

your theory is open to the objection already made. Heuco the theory of the

Saugatas is untenable.

Note : The series beginning with Nescience comprises the following members :

Nescience, impression, knowledge, name and form, the abode of the six, touch, feeling,

desire, activity, birth, species, decay, death, grief, lamentation, pain, mental affliction, and

the like.
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The commentators agree on the whole in their explanations of the terms of this

series. The following is the substance of the comment of the BrahmavidyAbharana

:

Nescience is the error of considering that which is momentary, impure, etc., to be per-

manent, pure, etc. Impression (affection, sarhsk£ra) comprises desire, aversion, etc., and

the activity caused by them. Knowledge (Vijnaiia) is the self-consciousness springing up

in the embryo.—Name and form is the rudimentary flake—or bubble-like condition of tho

embryo. The abode of the six (Saddyatana) is the further developed stage of the embryo

in which the latter is the abode of the six senses. Touch (Bparia) is the sensation of

cold, warmth, etc., on the embryo's part. Feeling (VedanA) the sensations of pleasure and

pain resulting therefrom. Desire (Trsntf) is the wish to enjoy the pleasurable sensations

and to shun the painful ones. Activity (UpadSna) is the effort resulting from desire.

Birth is the passing out from the uterus. Species (Jfiti) is the class of beings to which

the new-born creature belongs. Decay (Jard). Death (Maranam) is explained as the

condition of the creature when about to die (Mumflrsa). Grief (Soka) is the frustration of

wishes connected therewith. Lament (Parivedanam) is the lamentation on that account.

Pain (Duhkha) is such pain as is caused by the five senses. Durmanas is mental

affliction. The 'and the like' implies death, the departure to another world and tho

subsequent return from there. - (Dr. Thibaut.)

simtA n., 2. 20.

stKtaft ^ in n i mi
Uttnra, in the next, in the subsequent. TJtpade, on the origina-

tion, on the production. ^. Cha, and. "jlfjrctera. Purva-nirodhat, because there

is stoppage or cessation of tho preceding.

20. There can be no causal relation between Avidysi

and the rest, because when the subsequent is produced the preceding

one ceases to exist.—193.

COMMENTARY

In this Sutra tho author criticises the view that AvidyS, etc., give

rise to tho terms in their subsequent series. He shows that Avidya, etc.,

cannot stand even in causal relation to the next term in the series. The

Buddhists being the upholders of the doctrino of momentary existence

of everything, admit that when a thing comes into existence in a subse-

quent moment, the thing that existed in the preceding moment has totally

ceased to exist. An effect produced in a subsequent moment is the result

of the total destruction of the cause that existed in the preceding moment.

This being their doctrine, the series of AvidyS, etc., cannot stand to each

other in the relation of cause and effect. For the cause having totally

ceased to exist cannot stand in the relation of the originator to the effect

which comes into existence in the subsequent moment Because we

always perceive that the cause subsists in the effect as the thread subsists

in the cloth. But the Buddhists hold that existence originates front non-

existence, for they maintain that tho effect cannot manifest without ;th»«
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destruction of the cause, the tree cannot appear until the seed is des-

troyed.

This view is next refuted by the author.
0

V

SITKA II., 2. 21.

Tflfa Asati, if there was non-exislonce, if the effect originates from

the non-existence of tlio cause. JlRreri Pratijna, admitted prinoiple.

Uparodhah, contradiction, 'fliwi Yaugapadyam, simultaneousnoss. ^^"il

Anyathfi, otherwise.

21. If the cause ceases to exist when the effect mani-

fests itself, then there results contradiction of the admitted

principle that the universe is caused by the Skandhas.

Otherwise there would arise simultaneousnoss of the cause and

effect.—194.

COMMENTARY

The admitted principlo of the Buddhists is that the world originates

from the Skandhas. If, therefore, it be said that an effect may origiuato

even when the cause is totally non-existent, then it would contradict the

admitted principle. Non-existence being present everywhere, any thing

will arise anywhere, always. If, however, it be said that the antecedent

momentary existenco of the causo lasts so long as the effect does not ori-

ginate, then we are landed in the other difficulty, namely, the cause and

tho effect exist simultaneously together, for the causo would then remain

in the effect. This would also go against the accepted doctrine of the

Buddhists that everything is momentary merely. Therefore, it follows

that tho effect does not originate from non-existence.

The author next refutes tho tenet that there can be absolute

annihilation of the substance. Tho Buddhists hold that substances like

jar, etc., totally cease to exist like the flame of the lamp. The author

disproves this theory next.

SUTRA II., 2. 22.

Jl^^IT Pratisamkhyil, (destruction) depending upon the volition of some

conscious entity. *mfctw?JjT ApratisamkhyS, (destruction) not depending upon

any voluntary agency, fad*?* Nirodhah, destruction, cessation. srmfH:

Aprftptih, non-establishment, non-demonstration. srfr^i^. AvichchhedSt, be-

cause there is no complete interruption.
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22. Nor can there be established the two sorts of destructions, the

volitional and the non-volitional, because there is never any complete

interruption.— 10.5,

COMMENTARY

Pratisamkhya-nirodha is the destruction of things dependent upon

the volition of some conscious agont. Thus when a man says I shall

destroy this jar and takos a hammer and reduces it to pieces. The other

form of destruction which is non-dependent on tho will of any sentient

agent is called Apratisamkhya-nirodha. Thess two, together with Aka6a

or space, which is defined to bo the absence of all obstruction or covering,

aro tho three kinds of non-entities believod by the Buddhists. A destruc-

tion like this is called Niranvaya Vina&i or absolute destruction or Niru-

p&kliya Sunyam or total void. Everything else is momentary only. As

is found in the following aphorism. "Everything which is an object of

conception other than these threee (the two sorts of Nirodha and AMsa)

is ten-porary and composite."

Tho author will refute later on the theory that Aka6a is a non-entity.

At present he refutes the wrong doctrino of the two sorts of Nirodha.

These two sorts of Nirodhas cannot be established or are impossible, becauso

(Avichchhcd&t), on account of the absence of interruption. An object

which is existent cannot bo absolutely annihilated, for the words

origination and destruction of a substance really mean only change

of condition of tho substance. It only undergoes modification or a change

of conditfon, but tho substance is a unity and remains permanent. You

cannot say that when a candle is burnt out, it is totally annihilated. As

we find in other cases that destruction is only a chango of condition,

we can easily infer that in the case of the candle also there can be no total

destruction.

Note : It is no longer a matter of inference now, but a positively proved fact, that

when a candle burns out, it is not lost, but undergoes a change of condition. The first

experiment shown in Chemistry is generally to prove the proposition that substance can

never be annihilated.

We do not certainly perceive tho candle when it is burnt out, but

the materials of which it consisted, continue to exist in a very subtle

state and hence they are imperceptible. If there were the absolute annihila-

tion of even a single real substance, then in the next moment you will

see the whole universe reduced to annihilation, and you yourself will

not exist to see it Consequently absoluto annihilation is an impossibility

and cannot be proved.
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Note : Tho following extract from Dr. Thibaut's VedUnta Sutra, S. B. E., Vol. 34,

page 410, explains the reasoning of this Sutra very clearly :

A series of momentary existence constituting a chain of causes and effects can

never be entirely stopped ; for the last momentary existence must be supposed either to

produce its effect or not to produce it. In the former case the series is continued ; the

latter alternative would imply that the last link does not really exist, since the Bauddhas

define the Sn,ttd of a thing as its causal efficiency (rf. Sarvadarganasarhgraha). And the

non-existence of the last link would retrogrcssivcly lead to the non-existence of the whole

series.

The Author next refutes the notion of release as entertained by the

Buddhists.

si-tha ii., 2. 23.

SWT ^ fol?UI ^ I ^ I ^ II

swjfr Ubhayatha, in either case. ^ Cha, and. stars Dosat, because

there arc objections.

23. In both cases there are objections and hence the very idea of

release is not established.—196.

COMMKNTAHY

Tho word 'not' is understood in this and the throe subsequent

Sutras from the Sutra II., 2. 19. The Buddhists dofino Moksha or release

to be the cessation of the series of Avidyii and the rest, which constitute

the world cycle called Samsara. Does this roloase accrue from Direct

knowledge of the truth or of itself ? It cannot be the first, for then tho

acceptance by the Buddhists of the form of destruction called Aprati-

samkhyll-nirodha would bo usoloss ; nor can it be the latter, for then all

tho disciplines and methods of meditation laid down by the Buddhists

become useless. Tnus their teaching cannot stand tho test of reasoning,

and in this system release can never bo established.

The author next refutes the doctrine of the Buddhists that Akasa is an

absolute non-entity.

SUTRA h., 2. 24.

*iNii3r ^rf%i^ ii ^ I \ I ? a n

*twn$r Akase, in the case of Ak&sa or space or ether. ^ Cha, and.

Tf^ftfT^ Avisesftt, because of no speeific difference.

24. The tenet of the absolute non-existence of Ikftsaisalso untenable,

because there is no difference in this case also.—J 97,
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COMMENTARY

The doctrine that space is an absolute non-entity is not tenable.

Why do you say so? Avises&t, because there is no difference in the case

of Akasa from any other kind of substance which is an object of percep-

tion. Wo perceive space when we say "the hawk flies in space." The

space, therefore, is as much a real substance, as the earth, etc. As we
know the earth by its quality of smell, water by its quality of taste and so

on, so we know from the quality of being the abode of objects, the

existence of space, and that it has the attribute of Sound. Thus AkSsa
is a real substance and not a non-entity. You Buddhists also say that

air exists in Ak&sa. If Akasa was totally non-existent, what would be the

receptacle of air ? Nor can you say that space is nothing but the absence

of any occupying object This also cannot stand to reason. Consequently

Akasa is not a negative substance of the logicians. The logicians hold

that absence or Abhava is of three sorts : Prak-abhava, prior non-

existence, as the non-existence of the jar before its being nnde by the

potter; second, Pradhvasta-abhava, or absmco by destruction, as when
a jar is broken into pieces ; third, Atyanta-abh&va, absolute non-existence,

as the horn of the hare, which is absolutely a fiction. Akasa is none of

these throe kinds of absence. If Ak&sa be a non-entity, then the whole

universe would become devoid of space. For if you say that Akasa is

nothing, but the absence of covering or' occupying body, then it cannot

be the covering of earth, etc., and if Ak&sa is non-perceptible, because

there is an occupying body like earth, etc., then wo are landed into a posi-

tion that the whole universe is without space, because something or other

exists everywhere. If you say that Akasa exists then there would be

non-perception of earth, etc. Thus on neither view the definition of .Akfisa

given by you is tenable.

Note : Nor is it possible to hold that Space i» nothing else but the non-existence

(Abhava) of earth, and so on, for this view collapses as soon an set forth in definite alter-

natives. For whether we define Space as the antecedent and subsequent non-existence

of earth, and so on, or as their mutual non-existence, or as their absolute non-existence

—on none of these alternatives we attain the 'proper idea of Space. If, in the first place,

we define it as the antecedent and subsequent non-existence of earth, and so on, it will

follow that, as the idea of Space can thus not be connected with earth and other things

existing at the present moment, the whole world is without Space.

If, in the second place, we define it as the mutual non-existence of earth, and so

on, it will follow that, as such mutual non existence inheres in the things only which stand

towards each other in the relation of mutual non-existence, there is no perception of

Space in the intervals between those things (while as a matter of fact there is). And, in

the third place, absolute non-existence of earth, and so on, cannot of course be admitted,

and as non-existence (AbhaVa) is clearly conceived as a special state of something actually

existing, Space even if admitted to be of the nature of Abhiva, would not on that account

he a futile non-entity (something 'Tuchcha' or 'Nirupfikhya.')—Dr. Thibaut.
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SUTRA II., 2. 25.

ii ? i ? i li

<T3^: Anusmritel), because of the memory, or recognition. ^ Cha, and.

25. The fact of memory- or recollection also proves that things are

uot momentary.— 1 08.

coMmrntary

Anusmritih or remembrance is the idea or Cognition of what was

previously perceived. It is also called recollection or recognition. In

recollection we recognise the thing that was perceived in the past, and

assert about it, "this is the thing that was seen before." This at least

proves that the person who recollects cannot be a momentary thing. There-

fore, all things are not momeutary. You cannot say that this recognition

of the thing, is only the recognition of similarity, as when wo say "this

is the Ganges" or "this is the flame which we saw before." In the case

of the Ganges and the flame, no doubt, it is a false assumption to say, it

is the same as it was before, for the water in the river is not the same,

nor the particles which constitute the flame. In their case, there is no

oneness of the object. The perception is merely of similarity. But

unless there be one permanent knowing subject, who can perceive the

similiarity, in the past with the present, he cannot assert "this is the

Ganges or this is the Hame which was in the past." In other words, the

knowing subject must be permanent and not momentary. It may be

possible, that sometime doubts may arise as regards an external object,

and one may not be able to assert whether it is identically the same object

which was perceived in the past or something similar to it. But with

regard to the Self, the cognising subject, there can never arise any such

doubt "whether I am the same who was in the past." For it is impossible

that the memory of a thing perceived by another should exist in ono's

own self. Nor can you say, that there is unity of succession, and that

one impression vanishes after giving birth to a similar impression, and

this current of impressions gives the notion of unity. For if successions

of impressions are identical with the preceding ones, then it practically

comes to the same thing as the admission of a permanent chain of similar

impressions, and this permanent chain may well be called Atma, and thus

it would also refute the Buddhistic theory. But if it is not admitted, then

the fact of recollection or remembrance cannot bo explained. Moreover,

what do you mean by "momontarinoss" ? Do you mean by it that which is

related to a moment, or that which originates or is destroyed in a moment ?

It cannot be the first, for evon a permanent object must be related to a
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moment, for many moments must pass over it. Nor can it be the second,

for we do not perceive objects coming into existence in a moment or

vanishing in a moment. Thus the theory of momentariness of all things

is refuted. These very arguments refute also the theory of Dr§ti-

sr§ti. For this theory, which posits that creation is constant and going

on at every moment and depends upon one's seeing it, is only the

theory of momentarinees in another garb. Consequently things are not

momentary.

The author next takes up the theory of the SautrSntikas and proves

its untenableness. They maintain that objects leave their ideas in our

consciousness—ideas of their having certain colour, form, etc., and though

they may vanish and exist no more, they exist in our consciousness as

ideas, and are inferred as such. Therefore, the ideas are only existing

things, and their manifoldness is caused by the manifoldness of external

objects. This view is set aside in the next Sutra.

sri'RA. it., 2. 26

^s^sss?^ ii h i ^ II

» Na, not. 183: Asatah, of the unreal, of the object which is destroyed

and no longer exists. Tfs?^ Adrsfatvat, because it is not perceived or

scon.

26. Of that which no longer exists, there can be no

persistence in cognition, because it is nowhere seen to be

so.— 199.

COMMENTARY

The SautrSntikas hold that a thing that has perished imparts its

form to the cognition, and on the foundation of that form, yellow colour

and so on, the thing itsolf is inferred. The special cognitions, such as yellow

colour, etc., cannot be the forms of things that have perished, and exist

only in cognition ; for wo never see it in actual reality. When the sub-

stauce perishes, the qualities that inhere in that substance perish along

with it. We do not see the qualities passing over to another object,

when the substance itself is gone. Nor can you say that objects like

jars, etc., are merely inferences and have no real external existence.

When a person sees a jar, he says, "I see the jar," he does not say, "I have

the idea of a jar in my mind, and I infer there must be something outside

of me which I call a jar." For this kind of idealism is contradicted by the

very pronouncement of our consciousness, which declares that the jar

exists outside. This is a special objection to the Sautrftntika theory. It

39
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follows, therefore, that the existence of a jar, which is an object of perception,

is not inferred from the idea of jar formod in our cognition. Such

existenco is intuitively given by the very fact of perception.

Tho author next shows a common defect which taints both these

theories of the Vaibhasikas and the SautrSntikas.

SUTRA II., 2. 27.

s^rcftarail Udasinanam, of persons who are perfectly indifferent and

non-active, ^rfa A pi, also, "a Cha, and. <wr. Evam, thus, fsfe: Siddhih,

accomplishment.

27. If things were all momentary, then even persons

who are non-active, will accomplish all their objects without any

exertion.—200.

COMMENTARY

If things originate from non-existence, because every tiling is

momentary, then persons who never exert will accomplish their objects

by their mere laziness, because effects are produced without any real

cause. In tho theory of universal momontarincss, the tiling does not

exist in the next moment, and so there can be no effort to attain a thing

desired or to ward off a thing not desired, for there would remain no

motive for such exertion, becauso tho good tilings would be obtained

without exertion, and evil warded off similarly. A believer in this

doctrine would never exert either to attain heaven or release. But the

Buddhists, however, are inconsistent in their actions, for believing in the

momentariness of all objects, they still oxert for Moksa. As a matter of

fact, every one believes that in order to attain an end he must employ

appropriate means and exert properly. Consequently these two schools

merely tend to delude mankind. For they lay down practices for the

attainment of heaven and final release for souls which in their theory

are momentary, and believing that entity can arise from non-entity,

they still exert for the realisation of their objects, and as if they believed

that the world originated not from a non-entity, but from the Skandhas

which (according to them) are real substances. Their theory being thus

self-contradictory deserves no serious consideration.

Note : This refutation of the Vaibh&sika and the Sautrantika system proceeds upon
a misconception of the true doctrine taught by these schools. They are not so absurd
as the Brfhmanioal commentators have made them out. It is very doubtful whether the

Sutras themselves refer to these doctrines, for they do not employ any words which can
lead to the existence of these doctrines. Bfidarayaga wrote long before the rise of these
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modem Buddhistic schools and it is not likely that he would have referred to them. If

the Sutras are interpreted as referring to these schools which arose in quite historical

times—some five hundred years after Christ, then we are faced with the difficulty of

assuming that Badarayana wrote after 500 A. C.

Adhikarana IV.— Yogachara theory considered

The Vaibhasikas and the Sautrantikas being thus refuted, now
come forward the Yogacharas. They say that the Lord Buddha assumed

the existence of external things, and in his system of Vaibh&sika and

Sautrantika ho showed the relation of thoso things with thought, merely

out of deference to those weak-minded disciples of his, who were attached

to external things. As a fact, the Lord did not believe in the reality of

the external world. His highest doctrine is represented by tho Yogachara

system, according to which the Vijnana Skandha or cognition alone

is real.

According to this system, an object like jar, etc., which is perceived

in cognition, is nothing moro than cognition. The Vijnana modifies

itself into tho form of tho object. You cannot say that without external

objects the worldly business cannot be transacted, for to this we reply

that in dream also there are no external objects, and still all activities are

performed with tho thought objects. Even those who believe in the

reality of external objects, have to admit that those objects are cognised

in so far as the mind becomes modified in the shape of those objects.

If it were not so there would not arise phrases like, 'I know the jar,

I know the cloth' Thus all worldly activities can well go on with more

cognition, and all practical thought and intercourse are rendorod possible

by cognition alone. What is then the necessity of assuming an external

object corresponding to these ideas ? Nor can it be objected that thought-

forms of internal cognitions being very minute and subtle, cannot have

tho form of the large and big things like a jar or a mountain. But a

little consideration will show that we cannot object that how can a

small thing like the mind contain big things like these. Mind or idea

itself is the power of illumination. It illumines or shines forth, it has

a form and becauso it has a form, it has the possibility of shining forth

in the shapes of all these objocts. (And the smallness of the mind is no

reason against its containing large objects, for a small object like tho

retina of the eye contains within it all the visible external world). Says

the objector, if there were no real external objects what causes the mind

to assume the manifold shapes ? To this we reply, the mind assumes

different shapes owing to the different VSsanSs or desire-impressions
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submerged in it. (Just as these V&sanfis or desire-impressions left in the

mind create the dream world in sleep, so the external world in the waking

consciousness is also the result of the V&sanSs). The manifoldness of

cognition is thus caused by the manifoldness of the V&sanfis, and this

we can easily find out by a little thinking. For vvhorovor there is V&sana

there is a change of mental form, corresponding to tho V&sana, but

whenever the series of Vasanfe arc stopped, the mind also stops. More-

over, you also admit that the cognition and the object of cognition are

always co-existent, and that the act of perception is one. Wo never see

an object without tho corresponding conception of it, consequently there

is no necessity of admitting the existence of an external object correspond-

ing to the internal idea. But as a matter of fact tho object of knowledge

is identical with cognition, and is not separate from it. We are conscious

of only one form, namely, tho idea, though this idea appears to us at the

same time as an external objoct The latter, however, is an error. And

since we are always conscious of ideas and things together only, it is

useless to assume that the thing is something different from tho idea.

Thus tho ideas only exist

Doubt: Now arises the doubt, is every thing merely an idea,

and is it possible to have practical thought and intercourse without

external objects, just as it is done in dream ?

PiirvapaJcsa : Yogfich&ras say, all practical purposes are well

rendered possible by admitting the reality of ideas only, for no good

purpose is served by the additional assumption of external objects cor-

responding to internal ideas.

Siddkdnta : The external world really exists as is shown by the

author in the next Sutra.

SUTBA., II., 2. 28.

mm II X I ^ I ^ ||

^ Na, not. srwiT* Abhftvah, non-existence of the external things. 3<ra^:

Upalabdheh, because they are perceived, because we are conscious of them.

28. The external things are not non-existent, because our

consciousness bears testimony to their existence.—201.

COMMENTARY

As it is the consciousness alone by which we judge the existence or

the non-existence of a thing, we must admit that the external things are
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existent, because our consciousness says they are existing. Moreover, the

very words we use show that we admit the existence of external things.

Wo say "the knowledge of a jar," a sentence which assumes that know-

ledge is different from tho jar. No theory is worth consideration by the

wise which goes against tho testimony of one's consciousness. Tho

YogachSra may say : "I do not affirm that I have no consciousness of an

object, I also feel that the object appears as an external tiling, but what I

affirm is this, that I am always conscious of nothing directly but of my own

ideas, and hence the so-called appearance of the external things is the

result of my own ideas." To this we reply that tho very fact of your con-

ciousncss proves that there is an external object giving riso to the idea of

externality. ("That the outward thing exists apart from consciousness, has

necessarily to bo accopted on tho ground of the nature of consciousness

itself. No body when perceiving a post or a wall is conscious of his per-

ception only, but all men arc conscious of posts and walls and the like as

objects of their perception.)"—Dr. Thibaut.

Moreover, in tho sentence 'I know the pot' there are three things

given, the knower the "I," tho knowledge and the object of knowledge.

The verb to know is an active verb requiring an agent as well as an

object, lho whole world believes it so and makes others believe it also.

Therefore, to say that there is only knowledge, but no object of knowledge,

is merely to court ridicule and derision. Consequently, it is established that

an object is separate from knowledge.

Says an objector : "If a jar and tho rest are separate from tho know-

ledge of them, how is it that this knowledge arises in cognition." If you

say that it shines forth in consciousness, then by the knowledge of tho one

jar we ought to know every tiling external, for all external things have tho

common attribute of being different from knowledge, being tho other. If

one thing which is non-knowlodgo is known, every non-knowledge must be

known. To this we reply, it is not so. .All external objects, no doubt,

have this thing in common that they are different from the percopient

subject. They all come under the category of non-self or object. Certain-

ly, we know every thing as non-self by knowing one non-self. That is to

say, the general relation of the non-self to the self, is known by knowing

one non-self. But there are many non-selves and their special relation to

the self are different ; one object is yellow, another is red and it cannot be

said that the knowledge of the yellow object is the same as that of the red

object For yellowness and redness are two different ideas altogether, and

there must be two external objects to give rise to two different ideas.

Ideas and things certainly are concomitant, they always go together.

But this concomittance, instead of proving that things are unreal and that
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ideas only are real, proves just tho contrary. For the very fact that they

go together shows that they are different things and not one. Moreover,

the Lord Buddha, whilo denying the reality of external things admitted

the separate existence of the external world. For he says, 'Tho form which

is perceived internally appears like an external object.' He uses the word

Hike' an external object, which shows that ho admitted the reality of the

external objects. Otherwise he would not have used this word. For no

one makes a comparison with a thing which is absolute unreality. No one

says he is like tho son of a barren woman, or like tho mare's nest.

Note : Tho following quotation from Safikara is clearer : ''Nobody when perceiving

a post or a wall is conscious of his perception only, but all men are conscious of posts and

walls and the like as objects of their perception. That such is the consciousness of all

men, appears also from the fact that even those who contest the existence of external things

bear witness to Uu-ir existence when they say that what is an internal object of cognition

appears something like the external. For they practically accept the general conscious-

ness which testifies to the existence of an external world, and being at the same time

anxious to refute it they speak of external things as 'like something external.' If they did

not at the bottom of their hearts acknowledge the existence of the external world, how
could they use the expression ''like something external." No one says, "Visnumitra appears

like the son of a barren mother. 1
' It we accept the truth as it is given to us in our con-

sciousness, we must admit that the object of perception appears to us as something

external, not like something external.

Now the author refutes the theory that ox tern al objects need not

exist at all, because all different ideas can well bo explained as originating

from Vasanas without tho necessity of believing in the real existence of any

external objects. The opinion of tho Yogachikas is that all practical

thought and intercourse arc possible without assuming tho existence of

tilings, in addition to tho ideas. As in dream a person has intercourse and

practical communication with other things and objects, while they are

nothing but his own ideas, similarly iu the waking state also, without any

external things, tho manifoldness of ideas may be explained through the

Vfisana. This view is refuted in tho next Sutra.

SVTKA. II., 2. 29.

%mh ^ m\$m> ii ^ i ^ iu n

V«?T^ Vaidhaimyfit, on account of difference of nature. ^ Cha, and.

1 Na, not. twifMra Svapnadivat, like dreams and the rest, i. e., like hypnotic

suggestion, mirage, illusion.

29. The ideas of the waking state are not like those

of the dream state, because they are of a different nature.

-202.
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COMMENTARY

Tn the dream state and in the state of reverie and hypnotic suggestion

there are no external objects like jar, etc., and all experiences therein

and different ideas are caused merely by one's own consciousness, and not

by anything really outward to the person dreaming, so also it may bo in the

waking state. This view is not possible, because the ideas of the dreaming

state aro difForent from those of the waking. The objects of the dream

state have not the same characteristics as those of the waking state. The

objects perceived in dream are memories of waking experiences. Tn the

waking state they are perceptions and not memories. The objects in the

dreaming states instantly change their forms and are found to be unreal,

as soon as a man awakes from sleep. Tn other words, the dream objects

are sublated by waking consciousness. On the other hand, the objects

perceived in the waking state do not change so instantaneously. Even after

hundreds of years, they will have the same appearance as now. Moreover,

we never have the consciousness of their being unreal. They are never

sublated. True, we have said above, that tilings perceived in dream are

mere memories, but this is only a partial statement of fact. The true

opinion of Badar&jana is that the supreme Lord l'eally creates objects in

the dream state, and makes the soul experience them. They are, therefore,

also real, only the difference is that the Lord creates thorn for a temporary

purpose and for a 'particular soul only ; while tlio external world He has

created for all souls and for the Cosmic period, and given them greater

fixity. This opinion will be fully expounded in the Sutra III., 2. 1., where

he will show that all dream objects are also creations of the Lord and not

of the soul.

The author now refutes the view that manifoldness of ideas can be

explained by the mauifoldness of Vasan&s without the assumption of external

objects.

sutra ir., 2. 30

3 qT^Sf^s^l H I X I
\° II

1 Na, not WW BhSvalj, existence of more ideas without corresponding

things, or existence of mere Vfisanits. ig^s>-- Anupalabdhelj, bocause they

are not peroeived.

30. The Vasanas do not exist without corresponding

external objects, because it is never so perceived in expe-

rience.—203.
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COMMENTARY

Vasanas can have no existence according to your theory, for you

hold that there are no external objects. We know that Vasanas are

produced by external objects; where thero is no external object their is

no Vasana. This is demonstrated by the rule of identity and difference.

We never see any Vasana originating without any external object. The

Yogfichfiras cannot explain how the Vasanas originate. A.nd as they do

not believe in the existence of external objects, they cannot explain the

existence of Vasanas even. According to their doctrine, tho existence

of Vasanas is impossible, as they do not admit the perception of external

things. The variety of V&sanas is caused by the variety of external

objects, according to us.

VSsana is really a kind of mental impression or Samsk&ra. This

Saiiiskara or impression cannot exist without some permanent substratum,

in which it may inhere. But the Yog&ch&ras do not believe in any permanent

substratum, hence for this reason also their so-called Vasanas or mental

impressions cannot exist. This the author shows in the next Sutra.

sOtha ii., 2. 31.

#n^iir n m m ii

^ftlT.f^igr Ksanikattvat, because of momentariness. ^ Cha, and.

31. The Vasanas have no permanent substratum, because

of their theory of universal momentariness.—204.

COMMENTARY

The word 'Na' is understood in this Sutra from the preceding

aphorism. According to your theory there is no permanent substratum
in which Vasanfcs may inhere. For you believe that everything is

momentary. According to you, the external ideas that we have during

an earth lifo (Pravrtti Vijnana) and the Cosmic ideas which cease only

with the cessation of a world period or Pralaya (A-laya Vijnana) and which
exist in the Monad are all momentary. Thus there being no conscious
self which is permanent in past, present and future, it is not possible to

have remembrance, recognition and so on, which are subject to mental
impressions dependent on place, time and cause. All these V&sanSs,
memories, and thoughts, practically presuppose some absolutely un-
changeable Self or principle, equally connected with the past, the present
and the future. Consequently this Vijnana-mStra-vada is unworthy of

farther consideration, for it cannot explain how the Vasanas can exist
without a permanent substratum, and how they can be manifold in the
absence of that substratum.
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Adhikarana V.—Madhyamika theory refuted.

The YogSchftra being thus refuted, now conies forward the MMhya-
mika who holds the doctrine of universal void. He says, "The Lord

Buddha admitted the existence of external objects and of ideas, only for

the sake of those less intellectual pupils of his, who could not at once

grasp his real doctrine of universal void. All the preceding theories of

the nioinentariness of things and ideas are so many concessions to these,

and may be considered as rungs of the ladder leading to this theory.

This is the real doctrine of the Lord, and as a matter of fact, neither the

external objects nor the ideas exist in reality. The only reality is Sunyam,

the Great Void, and the reaching of this nothingness constitutes Rvlease

or Moksa. This is the true secret taught by the Lord and it is proved

thus : Sunya or nothing is self-existent and self-proved, because no cause

need be assigned for its production. It is only a thing, which exists,

that requires a cause to explain its origination. But No-thing requires

no such cause or explanation. Further, a thing which . is (Sat) must

originate either from some existent things or not. It cannot originate from

a thing which is existent or from a being, because we do not see a tree

to originate with sprout, leaves, elc. so long as the seed is not destroyed.

It is only when the seed is destroyed, that the tree originates. Thus

a Sat or a thing cannot originate from a being. Nor can it originate

from a non-being (Abh&va), for we do not see the origination of tree,

sprout, etc., from a seed which has been roasted. Similarly, nothing can

originate of itself, for then it would be dependent upon AtmS, which

would bo a useless assumption. Nor can any motive be assigned for a

thing originating from itself. Nor can it originate from anything else,

for then it would follow that any thing might originate from any thing,

for all things alike are other things. Thus there being no origination,

there is also no destruction. Therefore, the words like Origination,

Destruction, Being, Non-being «are mere illusions and the only reality is

tho Sunyam.

Doubt : Hero arises the doubt : Is it true to believe |that Sunyam

is the only reality or is it not ?

Purvapaksa : The Sunyam is the only reality because it is "self-

proved while other things being based upon illusion have no real existence.

The Great Void constitutes reality. ,

l

Siddhdnta : The. Sfinyam is not the reality as' , is sJhown Jfl the next

SfitraJ v '
' • ' ' .- i ': ij

40
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Sl*TBA [I., 2. 32.

^«T?3qq%«r in n i ^ n

dm Saivathfi, in every way. IJJWTI: Auupapatteh, because of the

iraprobablity, because of its not being proved. ^ Cha, and.

, 32. The doctrine of the Void is in every way un-

proved.—205.

COMMENT VHY

The word 'Na' is understood in this Sutra. What is the Siinyam

of yours, is it a being or a non-being or both being and non-being ? In

any way, you cannot establish your doctrine. If you say it is a being,

then you give up your position and admit that Sunyam is a being ; if you

say it is a non-being, thon your declaration amounts to this, that yon esta-

blish that every thing is nothing. But you must admit yourself to be a

being and your reasoning also to be something, and not nothing and

this also contradicts your theory that all is nothing. Tf you say it is

both being and non-being, then it also contradicts your own theory and

lands you into undesirable results. Moreover, the means of knowledge

by which Sunyam is to be proved must at least bo roal and must be

acknowledged to be true, for if such means of knowledge and arguments be

themselves nothing, then the theory of nothingness cannot be established.

And if those means and arguments be true, then something certainly is

proved, and then also the theory of universal nothingness is disproved.

Thus Sunyav&da is disproved in every way. Thus it is to be inferred that

the Lord Buddha taught these three self-contradictory doctrines in order

to delude the world. At one time he teaches the reality of the external

world, next the reality of ideas only, and lastly general nothingness,

and thus he has made it clear that his object was to delude the Asuras.

The doctrine of the Lokfiyatikas or materialists, being perfectly futile, the

author of the Sutras has made no attempt to refute them. Thus the

Buddhistic doctrine being refuted, its sister doctrine the Mfiyfivfida also

stands refuted. The doctrine that creation depends upon perception

(Dy§ti Srsfctvftda) and the doctrine that the creation is an illusion as the

illusion of the snake in the rope (Vivartavftda) have also this in common
with the Buddhistic teaching, that they also believe the things to be

momentary. Hence the refutation of Buddhism refutes these theories also.

Adhikarana VI.—The Jaina theory examined.

Now tho author shows the faults of the Jaina theory. The doctrine

of the Jainas is that substances are of two kinds, Jtva or souls and Ajtva
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or Non-souls. The Jiva is sentient, and intelligent, has the size of the

body which it occupies, and .has parts or members. The Ajiva or Non-

souls are of five kinds, namely, (i) Dharma or Merit, (n) Adharma or

De-merit, (m) Pudgala or Bodies, (ir) Kala or Time, and (v) Akasa or Space.

Dharma or Merit is that which causes motion or progress. Adharma or

De-merit is that which causes the stationariness of a thing. Both these

are all-pervading. The Pudgala or Body is that which possesses

colour, smell, taste and touch. Tt is of two sorts, namely, Atomic, and

Molecular or corapoundpd of Atoms. Air, Fire, Water, Earth, Bodies of

Creatures and the various plans or Worlds are Compounds and not

Atomic. The Atoms, which are the causes, are not of four sorts, but of

one nature. Through a modification of their nature, they assume different

forms like earth, etc. Time is a particular Atomic substance, which is

the cause of the distinction of past, present and future. Space is one,

infinite and is that which contains others and has dimensions. These six

substances (the Jiva and the five non-Jivas) are called Dravyas and this

world consists of them. Among these, with the exception of the Atoms,

the remaining five are cal'ed Asti-k&yas. Such as the Jiva-Asti-kaya, the

Dhai ma-Asti-k&ya, the Adharma-Asti-kfiya, the Pudgala-Asti-kaya and the

AkasVAsti-kaya. The word Asti-kaya denotos the substance that

occupies different parts of Space. In other words, any space-occupying

substance may be called an Asti-kaya. The Jainas describe seven

categories, which aro helpful for the purposes of the release of the Souls.

They are these substances arranged in a different order, namely, U) Jiva

or Soul, (»*) Ajiva or Non-soul, (Hi) Asrava or influx or channel, <iv) Nirjara

or decay or exhaustion of passions, r) Samvara or hinderance or obscura-

tion, (vi) Bandha or bondage, and (vii) Moksa or release. Among these, the

Jiva has already been defined, namely, the substance which has knowledge,

etc., as its qualities. Ajiva or non-Soul is everything which is the object

of enjoyment of the Soul. The Asrava or channel is that through which

the Soul flows towards the external objects; it is the channel of communi-

cation between the Soul and the world, in other words, the senses are called

Asrava. The Samvara or the obscuration are indiscrimination, want of dis-

passion, etc., which hinder the opposite attributes of discrimination, etc.

Nirjara or exhaustion is that which destroys totally or which exhausts the

source of lust, anger, etc,, such us austerities, like plucking off of hairs,

sitting on hot stone9, etc. Bondage is the current or cycle of birth and

death, caused by eight kinds of Karmas. These eight kinds of Karmas are

comprised under two heads, namely, four Ghfitika Karmas or particular

evil deeds which obstruct the natural innate knowledge, wisdom, seeing,

vigour and pleasure of the Jiva. Four Aghftti Karmas, which aro particu-

lar kinds of virtuous acts, by which is accomplished the connection of the

Soul with the Body, the wrong notion of identifying the Soul with the
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Body, and indifference towards pleasuro and pain, as well as desire of

pleasure and avoidance of pain. Release or Mukti consists either in

remaining stationary in Space above all worlds, or in which there is cons-

tant progress (owards higher regions. This is to be accomplished by

means of the practices taught in the Jaina scriptures. They cause libera-

tion from these eight kinds of Karmas, and manifest the true nature of the

Soul. Their practices aro called the three jewels, namely, the right know-

ledge, the right seeing, and the right conduct. They establish these

substances by their system of reasoning called the Sapta-bhangi-nyaya, called

also SySd-vfida. (i) SySd-asti, somewhat it is or may be it is, (ii) Syad-

nSsti, somewhat it is not or may be it is not, (.tit) Syfid-avaktavyah, it may

be predicated a little, or may bo it is not predicable, {iv) Syad-asti-cha-

nfisti cha, may be or somewhat it, is or it is not, (v) Sy&d-asti-cha-

avaktavyah-cha, may be or somewhat it is and is not predicable, (vi) SyM-
n&sti-cha-avaktvyah-cha, may be or somewhat it is not and is not predic-

able, (rii) Syad-asti-cha-nSsti-cha-avaktavyah-cha, may be or somewhat it is

and it is not and it is not predicable.

The word 'Syad' is an Indeclinable and has tho sense of "some-

what," "somehow," "not fully." The word "Sapta-bhangi" means that

system of reasoning in which tho seven rules are refuted (fihanga*—broken).

Those seven rales are: CO Existence or Sattvam, (ii) Non-existenco or

Asattvam, (Hi) Sad-asattvam or existence and not existence, (iv) Sad-asad-

vilaksanattvam, something different from oxistenco and non-existence,

(tO Sattve-sati-tad-vilaksanattvam, while there is existence it is different from

it, (vi) Asattvesati tad-vilaksanattvam, while there is non-existence yet

it is different from it, (vii) Sad-asattve-sati-tad-vilaksanattvam, while there

is existence and non-existence, yet it is different from it. Thus there

are seven kinds of theories regarding the reality of substances or world,

some holding it to be existent or real, others holding it to bo non-real,

a third class holding it to bo neither real nor non-real, and so on. To

disprove these several theories of existence, is the object of this Sapta-

bhangi-ny&ya, or the reasoning by which tho seven theories arc refuted.

This is necessary everywhere, for every object is either real or non-

real, eternal or non-eternal, different or non-different and is manifold

on account of these attributes. If tho object is absolutely existent

then it will exist always, everywhere, in every mode and no one will

ever desire either to acquire it, or to abandon it (as no one ever desires to

acquire air or reject it, since it exists everywhere). A thing which "one

already has can never become an object of acquisition, nor is it possible to

abandon it, just as gravity, which is everywhore, cannot bo abondoned. If,

however, the substances do not exist absolutely, but exist only to some
extent, and sometimes and for some person and place and somehow, then

only it is possible to m»ke exertion to. acquire it, or attempt .to reject it.
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All exertions and cessation of exertion are possible only with regard to

objects which are not absolute existences. All objects aro either Dravyas

or different modifications of Dravyas, and called Paryaya. The Dravya or

substance alone is qualified by the attributo of Sattva or real, whilo

Paryaya or modification lias the quality of Asattva or non-real. Paryaya

or modification is the particular state in which the substance may exist

Thov have different conditions of permanency and non-permanency, of

origination and destruction, etc. The substance is permanent, its modification

is impermanent, the substance is real, its modifications aro unreal, the

substanco has no origin or destruction, its modifications have origin and

destruction. This is the theory of the Jainas.

Doubt : These several categories taught by the Arhats, namely, Souls,

Non-souls, etc., are they reasonable or not?

Ptinapaksn : This theory is reasonable, because it is established by

the logic of seven paralogisms.

Siddhdnta : This is, however, not true ;
every thing is not of an

ambiguous nature as tho Jainas hold. This is established by tho next

Sutra.

si Tita ir., 2. 33.

"tafrWFWt II \ I \ I \\ II

«f Na, not. ".-T-ftiT^ Ekasmin, in one substance. s^'raig. Asambhavat,

because of tho impossibility.

33. These categories cannot bo established, because

it is impossible that in one substance there may simultane-

ously exist opposing qualities, such as real and non-real,

etc.- 206.

COMMENTARY

These , categories. of tho Jainas and their seven-fold reasoning cannot bo

established, because in one substance it is not possible that contradictory

qualities should exist simultaneously. No one ever sees the same

object to be hot and cold, at the same time. Moreover, it would bo useless

to lay down rules of practice for the' attainment of heaven, for the avoidance

of hell, or Jor release ;; because" there being no certainty about anything,
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the heaven may as well be hell, and final release not different from these.

Since every thing is ambiguous, there would be nothing to distinguish

heaven, hell and release from each other. Not only would ariso the

confusion with regard to objects of the other world, but of this world also.

If the things are indefinite, and if every thing is "somehow it is, somehow

it is not," then a person wanting water, will go and take fire to quench

his thirst, and so on with every thing else ; for it may be that fire is

hot, it may be that fire is cold. Similarly, in this system, there exists

not only difference between objects but non-difference also; thus water

is not only different from fire, but it is alse not different from it, and hence

a man may dosist from fire, if he wants water, when he thinks of the

difference between the two ; but he may try to use fire, as water, when

he thinks of their non-difference. Their logic, therefore, is fragile as the

thread of a spider and cannot stand the strain of reasoning. As a matter

of fact, substances are definite and the means of establishing their definite-

ness are the various categories or Bhaiigas, and the Soul is the subject

that makes this definition, .and the fruit of this process is definite

conception. But in this system of indefiniteness, nothing can bo assorted

as cither existing or non-existing, and nothing can bo known for certainty.

What is, therefore, the use of examining this system any further, and when

nothing is ascertainable in this system ?

In the next Sutra the author refutes that doctrine of the Jainas which

declares that the Soul has the size of the body.

SUTKA II., 2. 34.

^frlTfilrF^ || X I H I \* II

W Evam, thus. =3 Cha, and. *n?1 itnift, Soul or Atman. TT*!ff

AkSrtsnyam, not entireness, limitedness.

34. And in this view of the Jainas, the Soul also

becomes mutilated, and loses its entireness.—207.

COMMENTARY

The Jaina thory is open not only to the objection of predicating

contradictory attributes, like existence and non-existence, etc., to the same
object, at the same time ; but their Atman also becomes non-entire and

mutilated. They hold that the Jiva has the size of the body that it

animates. Therefore, the Soul of a child or a youth being smaller in size,

would not be able to fill completely the body of the grown-up man.
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nor would the Soul of a man, being of the size of the mau, fill the entire

body of an elephant, if owing to some fault of his past Karmas, he is

condemned to occupy that body. The body being thus too big for the

Soul, it would not perceive the pleasure and pain in its entire organism.

Similarly, when it is condemned to occupy a small body, like that of a

mosquito or a gnat, it would be too big for that body and would not be

able to enter it fully.

srnu n., 2. 35.

^ ^ wfar^fa^15mfw II H I \ I U II

T Na, not, ^ Cha, and, "wfcn^ Paryfiyat, on account of the assump-

tion of the doctrine of Paryftya or successive change ; namely, that the Soul

contracts and dilates, in succession, according to the size of the body. Tfo

Api, also.fftd^s Avirodhah, non-contradiction. fafiKtf^j: Vik&r&dtbhyah, because

it would be open to the objection of change, etc.

35. Nor would this contradiction be removed by assuming the

theory of Paryaya, for then the Soul would be liable to change and

the rest—208.

COMMENTARY

The Jaina may say the Soul is really indefinite in its size, and

therefore, when it animates the bodies of an infant or a youth, it has

that size, and when it occupies the bodies of horses or elephants, it

expands itself to that size : and so by successive expansion and dilatation

(just like a gas), it fully occupies the entire body that it for the time

being animates : and thus there is no objection to our theory that the

Soul is of the size of the body. To this, we say, that it caunot be so.

Because it involves the undesirable assumption of the Soul being liable

to change. In your own theory you also admit that the Soul is change-

less. But if this Paryfiya theory be admitted, then the Soul would become

liable to change, and consequently it would become non-permanont This

is a conclusion which neither you nor any body else desires. Hence your

theory is not a reasonable one.

There is another theory, that the Soul undergoes no change then only

when it assumes the body of Release or the body of Mukti. In that body,

the Soul has the size of the body and is unchanging as that body is

unchanging and permanent. This modified theory which holds that the

final size of the Soul results from the Muktadeha and in which the size and

the Soul are both permanent because the Soul does not pass into another

body, is also not reasonable. If this final body is produced at a certain

period of time it must be liable to destruction. If it is not produced at a
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particular period of time, then it is the eternal body of the Soul, which it

possesses , from the very beginning, and it being its real size, your theory of

Pary&ya falls to the ground. Moreover, 'in your theory of every thing being

indefinite, this ultimate size of the Soul may either be existent or non-existent,

and so there would be no permanency of this size also.

In the next Sutra the author shows the faults in the theory of release

as taught by the Jainas.

SlITKA II., 2. 36.

^T^^H^Irqi^^l^ || ^ I \ i \% II

^Tf^I^ff*!^ Auty&vasthiteh, in the final state, on account of the permanency

of tho final condition or release. ^ Cha, and. 3wr Ubhaya, both. fa?lc*i^

NityatvSt, of being permanent, stf^<n^ Avisos&t, because thore being no

difference.

36. The final condition or tho state of release being not

different from the worldly state, because both are eternal, so this

theory is untenable.—209.

CO.M>tKXTAIiY

The word "Not" is understood in this Sutra from the last one.

There is no peculiarity or difference according to tile Jainas between the

state of release and the mundane state. Both are permanent according

to them, The Mukti is defined by them as eternal progress upward or

remaining in tho Aloka Skasa. Both these are called states of release,

whether the Soul makes eternal progress or is fixed in the Aloka-iik&sa.

Thus there is no difference between the worldly existence arid release.

For motion, whether in the, worldly cycle or whether in a straight line of

infinite progression, is after all mundane. Moreover, ho one can ever feel

happiness in a state of constant upward motion, or in standing stationary

without any support in one place. Thus both these ideas of the Mukti

of the Jainas are not Soul-satisfying. The Jaina may say such n state

of constant motion or permanent fixture may be a state of pain ; to an

embodied Soul, but not to disemb'odiod Mukta Jiva. To this we say, that'

even in the state of Mukti, the Soul has its various members and feels

their burden just as it feels the weight of the body. Moreover, neither tho

condition of eternal progress nor the permanent fixture in Aloka SkSsa can

be: said to bo eternal, because they presuppose action and consequently

liability to certain destruction also. Therefore, this Jaina ' theory is. futile

'

and ludicrous. This refutation of the' Jaina theory" includes' ' also the *
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refutation of the Mfiyavftdins, tho secret friends of the Jainas, who also assert

that this world is a Mayit, neither real, nor non-real ; and that Brahman

taught in the Upanisads is not prodicable l).v any words.

The author now refutes the opinions of sectarians like the followers

of Pasupati, Oanesa and Siirya. The Pasupatas maintain that eause,

effect, meditation (Yoga), discipline (VidhP, ami the end of pain ate the

five categories revealed by the great Lord Pasupati Himself, in order to

break the bonds of the Soul called herein Pasti or animal. \\\ this system

PaSupati is the operative cause, and Mahat and the rest are the effects. The

Yoga is the meditation, concentration, etc., through Oiukilra. The Vidhi is

the discipline such as bathing three times a day, etc., while the end of pain

means release or Jloksn. These are the live categories of the Pasupatas.

Similar to this doctrine, are the teachings of the followers of Oanesa and

Siirya, who hold these deities to b» the operative cause, and the Prakrti

and time are the causes of the creation of the world through the operative

agency of these deities. By worshipping them the Soul attains proximity

with these gods, and there accrues complete cessation of all pains, which

is Moksa.

Doubt : Now arises the doubt, whether these systems of Pasupatas and

the rest are reasonable or not.

Purrapalcm : The Purvapaksin maintains that this system is reasonable,

becauso wo see in ordinary life also, that an agent like a potter, etc., is

only the operative cause of the jar which he makes, he is not its material

cause. God, therefore, is only the operative cause of the universe, and not

its material cause. The matter is supplied by the eternal Prakrti. The

disciplines laid down also are reasonable and practical.

Siddhdnta : This is not the right view, as the author shows in the

next Sutra.

1?3: Patyul), of the Lord, the doctrine of the three Patis or the Lords, viz.,

Pasupati, Ganapati, and Dinapati. srfWTsreafia: AsfimanjasySt, on account of

untenableness, inappropriateness.

37. The teaching of Pasupati is also not right, because

of its inappropriateness.—210.

Adhikarana VII.—Patiupata systrm rrvieirerf.

sutuv n:., 2. 37.

II \ I ^ I \* II

41
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COMMENTAKY

Tlic word "not" is understood in this Sutra. The doctrine taught by

Pasupati is not right, because it is inappropriate, that is t/> say, it is opposed

to the Yedas. The Yedas teacli that the one Hod NfirSyana is the sole

cause of the creation of the world, while other deities like Brahmfi, Rndra

etc., are creatures of Him. Tt teaches that release depends upon devotion

(Bhakti), knowledge (J nana), and the proper performance of the duties of

one's order and caste as taught by Nanlyann. As we find in the Mahfi

Upanisad :

1lftl« 3*$|3fPJfl fwf^pf Acq smi^ ^ qqm^l sqratq

Thus say the sages how creation arose. Nitraynria alone existed in the beginning.

There was neither Brahma* nor Tsana, nor Water, nor Fire, nor Moon : nor these heaven

and earth ;nor the stars, nor the Sun. He being alone, did not rejoice (and so entered into

meditation). Of Him thus meditating, there arose sacrifice and the hymns of the Vedas.

From Him arose fourteen Purusas and one Daughter, namely, ten Indriyas and Manas the

eleventh, Tejas the twelfth, Ahaihkfira, the thirteenth, and Prana, the fourteenth, called

Atmfi. (These are the fourteen Purusas). Fifteenth is the Daughter called Buddhi. (Atmfl

is the fifteenth the daughter above-mentioned, according to Sarhkar&nanda). (From Him
arose) the five Tanma'tras, and the five Mahtfbhntas. This Nitrayana is the twenty-five-fold

Purusa (or He who pervades these twenty-five principles). . . Of Ndriyana thus meditating

there arose from His forehead Sillapa'ni having three eyes, holding Sri, Truth, Brahma-

charya, Austerity, Oispassion, etc.

This shows that the four-faced Brahma" arose from NSrayana as well as

Pasupati or Siva. In another Upanisad also we find the same (N&r&yana

Upani§ad
N

:

asft^ •wraifr nsf-fa^t 11 ni

TSow verily Ktx&y&qa the Pwcusa dealied, "Let me create offspring." From Natayaiia

were produced the Prana, Manas and all the sense organs. From Him arose the ether, sir,
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light, water, and earth, the upholder of all. From NfirAyana arose Brahmft, from Narayann

was produced Rudra, from NaVdyana was produced Prajapati, from Niirayana was produced

Indra, from Naxayana the eight Vasus, from Ntfrayana the eleven Kmlras, from Narityana

the twelve Sdityas, all Pevatas, all Rsis, all Hymns, all Beings verily are produced from

Nfirfyana and they merge into Nartfyana.

So also in the Rg Veda (X. 125., 1 to 8) we find :

^Tfi <?5tf*T: mfo: ^ifa m\ ^lft^: 31 t>^|: I

1. I travel with the Rudras and the Vasus, with the Adityas and All-Gods I wander.

I hold aloft both Varuna and Mitra, Indra and Agni, and the Pair of Asvins.

^m, 5«irPr ([ftn^ *$sw£f qwww n

2. I cherish and sustain high-swelling 8oma, and Tvastar, I support l'usan, and

Bhaga.

I load with wealth the zealous sacrificcr who pours the juice and offers his oblation.

3. I am the Quocn, the gatherer-up of treasures, most thoughtful, first of those who

merit worship.

Thus Gods have established me in many places with many homes to enter and

abide in.

i. Through me alone all eat the food that feeds them,—each man who sees, breathes,

hears the word outspoken.

They know it not, but yet they dwell beside me. Hear, one and all, the truths as

I declare it.

«a w*. «1 ^Tfa ^fa: 3<t m«rtf»r: I

5. I, verily, myself announce and utter the word that Gods and men alike shall

welcome.

I make the man I love exceeding mighty, make him a sage, a Rsi, and a Brahman.

mi srtr trcftfa ffi «w«n?fW ^tt fwr ii

6. I bend the bow for Rudra that his arrow may strike and slay the hater of

devotion.

I rouse and order battle for the people, and I have penetrated Earth and Heaven.

m.m g% ftcrc^ jjfo »w «ftr%: w§ *r?cf: sgs; i

7. On the world's summit I bring forth the Father
;
my home is in the waters, in the

ocean.

Thence I extend over all existing creatures, and touch even yonder 'heaven with my
forehead.
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<rc: f<w <rc.- <wr sftew nerra?f> ift^i si *»p n

8. I breathe a strong breath like the wind and tempest, the while I hold together all

existence.

Beyond this wide earth and beyond the heavens I have become so mighty in my

grandeur.

Similarly in the Yajur-Vcda (Bvhadaranyaka, TV., 4. 22.) we find it stated :

The knowers of Brahman seek to understand him by the study of the Veda, by

sacrifice, by gifts, by penance, by fasting and he who knows him becomes a Muni.

So also (Brhadaratiyaka, IV., 4. 21) :

Ijet a wise seeker of Brahman, after he has discovered Him, practise wisdom (that is,

meditate on Jlim).

So also in (Brhadaranyaka, TV., 5. 0):

Verily the Atma1

is to be seen to be heard, to be perceived, to be marked.

So also the Smrtis, following in the footsteps of the Vedas, declare

this truth over and over again. Tn some places, no doubt, of the Vedas

and the Smrtis the word "Pasupati, "Oanesa," "Surya," etc, are used

and they are described as the Ruler of all, the Cause of all, the Creator of

all, etc. But in those places these words are to be taken in their etymolo-

gical sense as applying to NSrfiyana. Thus the word 'Pasupati' there

would mean the Lord of all Souls, 'Oanesa' the Lord of hosts, 'Surya,'

the Goal of the wise (Suri), just as the word Indra in the Veda is the name

of the Supreme Lord, being derived from the root V Tnd "to rule." Thus all

the Vedas and the Smrtis really describe Narftyana, the Supreme Brahman and

not any lower deity. The proper interpretation of Vedic texts, therefore, is

that "Supreme Brahman is the real Creator.''

The sectarians like P&supatas and the rest have, by mere arguments and

reasoning, established the existence of the Lord. But reasoning must be

according to worldly rules, and it cannot establish such existence. These

sectarians also hold that the Lord is only the operative cause which cannot

be established by reasoning. Because it is impossible that the Lord should

be the mere operative causo of the world, for then His connection with

the world cannot be established. Tn ordinary worldly life we see, that

a potter, who is merely the operative cause of the pot, has a certain

connection with the clay with which he fashions the pot. What is that

connection of the Lord with Pradhana and the Souls, with which He creates

tho world ? These sectarians cannot establish that connection. The next

Sutra shows this.

sutha ii., 2. 38.

3**=qr3,N%*t n \ i \ i \* ii

H^fRJ Sambandha, connection, relation "of the Lord with the world."

*rg<N%: Auupapatteh, because of the impossibility. ^ Cha, and.
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28. The Lord can have no connection as Creator

of the world, with the world, because of the impossibility of such a

connection.—211.

COM MK.VI'.YKV

These sectarians hold that a Lord is without a body, consequently

such a Lord can hav<! no connection with Matter and Spirit. An embodied

being, like a potter, can have such relation with clay, etc., because lie has

a body. But a bodiless Lord can have no such connection. Thus the

very connection of Lord with Matter cannot be established in this

theory.

srn<\ ii., 2. 3!».

sfftsrcTSfN^*! II ^ I ^ I U II

^ftsH Adhisthana, superintendence or rulership, or staying in a place,

having a position. Sf3<l1%r Anupapatteh, because of the impossibility. ^

Cha. and.

30. A bodiless Lord cannot create the world, because He cannot

occupy a position.—212.

COiI.MKNT.VUY

Controlling a thing is the function of embodied beings. Tt is

by virtue of occupying a particular position, that an embodied being,

like a potter, can control the clay and produce the effects like pots, etc.

A disembodied being cannot do this.

It may be said that the Soul also is unombodied, but it rules the

sense organs and the body, without any particular position, so the Lord

also may control Pradhana. To this the next Sutra replies :

SU'HA ii., 2. 40.

WWfa >faTSSfewT: II ^ I X I
» o II

Karanavat, like the instruments of senses, diet, if. T

Na, not. TVnfewr: Hhogadibhyah, on account of enjoyment, etc.

40. If it bo said that the Lord rules Matter, as the Soul

rules the sense organs, we reply it cannot be so, because the Soul

has to undergo certain experiences of pleasure and pain owing to

its Karmas, not so the Lord.— 213.

COJLMENT.VKY

You cannot say that Matter exists in Pralaya and the Lord creates

the world with it, controlling it just as the Soul controls the sense organs.
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You cannot say so, because the connection of the Soul with the body is

in order that it may undergo certain experiences of birth and death,

pleasure and pain, in order to get the results of its Karmas. But thero

is no such Karma in the case of the Lord. Why should then the Lord

have any connection with Pradhftnn, in order to create the world ? Tf His

connection is just like that of the Soul, then He would be subject to birth

and death, pleasure and pain. When He will be in connection with

Pradhana that will bo His birth, and He will be happy. When in Pralaya

He renounces the Pradhana, that will be His death and He will feel pain.

Thus Ho will be no God at all.

It may be said, let us admit then that the Lord has also some soit of

Karma, some sort of Adrsta, sjme sort of good Karma and good Adrsta,

and that it is on account of such Karma, that the Lord gets the body with

which He creates the universe. Just as we see a mighty monarch, owing

to his great merit, gets a body and sphere of control or empire, over which

he rulos, but not so a poor Soul having not high merit behind it. This

theory is also open to the following objection :

SITKA el, 2. 41.

*schtwwwt m ii \ i \ i am
^TnHr^H Anavattvam, tiniteness. 'zmqffl Asarvajnata, want of omniscience.

*r va, or.

41. If the Lord has Karma, (however high and refined

it may be), then He would lie either a finite being or not possessed

of omniscience.— 214.

(OMMKNTAKY

If the Lord has a body, on account of some Karma of His own, then

Ho Avould be finite like any ordinary Jiva, nor would He be omniscient.

For ho only who is not subject to Karma can appropriately have

omniscience. But the Pasupatas maintain that the Lord is destructionless

and all-knowing. Thus there arises this contradiction in their theory.

Says the PSsupata, "But does not this objection apply to your Brahman

also ; for you also believe that your God is a personal one ? To this we

reply, that our theory of a personal Brahman is not open to this objection,

for we do not believe in this on account of any reason or arguments, but

because it is so mentioned in the scriptures. The sacred revelation des-

cribes Brahman with personal attributes, and we never try to reconcile

this description with reason. In fact, in Sutra II., I. 27, we have already

shown this.
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The holy BSdarayana does not show any disrespect to the mighty

deities like Pasupati or (ianapati or Dinapati ; all that he means is that

these Patis or Lords are not independent agents, as their worshippers

misconceive, but work under the will and direction of the supreme Brah-

man. The author of the Sutras refutes only the mistaken notion of these

sectarians, when they attribute perfect independence to their deity.

Since they are Cosinie Agents or Lords, we acknowledge that they deserve

all reverence and worship, but we do not forget their subordinate position

to the Over-Lord. Those five Sutras are meant thus to refute the doctrine

of these l'atis or Lords. The word 'Pati' is mentioned in the Siitra

without any distinctive attribute, and thus includes all the three Patis,

namely, the Lord of the Soul, the Lord of the hosts, and the Lord of the

day.

Others hold that, those Sutras refute the Lord of the argumentative

philosophers and the rationalists, who try to establish the existence of a

(iod by mere reasoning without revelation.

Adhikarana VIII.— The tiakti theory reviewed.

The author now refutes the theory of the Saktas. They hold that

Sakti alone is the cause of the world, that She is possessed with the

attributes of omnipotence, omniscience and the rest.

Doubt : Now arises the doubt : Is it possible that Sakti should be the

independent Creator of the world ?

Ptirrapaksa : No agent can accomplish any thing without energy

or Sakti. The effect must, therefore, be attributed not to the apparent agent.

A red-hot iron has the power of burning, but the effect of burning should be

properly attributed to the tire, and not to the iron through which the

fire manifests itself. It is the eternal energy, working through the Lord,

that creates the world, and the Lord without the Knergy lias no creative

power. Thus Sakti is the real Creator.

Siddhanta : The author refutes this by the following Sutra :

stfTHA II., 2. 42.

3P|t«HFWFJ II H I \ I *\ II

3?rf%» Utpatti, origination, creation. *ra*«ntn Asambhav&t, on account

of the impossibility.

42. Sakti alone cannot create, for creation is impossible without

the co-operation of the Lord.—215.
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rOMMIONTAUY

Tim word "w«/" is understood in this Sutra. The followers of

Sakti have imagined Her to be the sole cause of the world, by reasoning

alone, unsupported by Vedic authority. Since they base their theory

on reason, they must be refuted by such reason as woidd appeal to

the common sense; of mankind. It is not possible that Sakti should be the

Mother of the whole Universe, because She lias no power of origination

singly. We do not find in this world immaculate conception, nor do

women give birth to children without connection with men. To attribute

omniscience, etc., (o Sakti is the mere outcome of non-reasoning, because we

do not find energy showing these attributes anywhere. Says a SSkta,

"We admit that there is a Purusa (Siva), the husband of Sakti, and She

creates the universe through Her connection with ITim." To this we

reply that this also is not right, as is shown in the following Sutra :

sf'Tit.\ ir., 2. 43.

* ^ # WW II ^ I ^ I v\ II

* Na, not. Cha, and. Karttuh, of the agent "Siva." ^im.

Karanam, sense organ.

43. The Creator lias no sense instruments to come in connection

with Sakti.—210.

COMMKNTARV

Even if it be admitted that there is a Lord, who has connection

with Sakti, yet in His case also there is absence of sense instruments*

like body, etc., with which He may create the universe. Thus it is not

possible that such a Purusa can have any connection with Sakti. If,

however, it bo assumed that He lias a body and sense organs, then the

objections raised in Sutra TT., 2. 40, would apply to Him.

But says an objector : It need not be that the body and the sense

organs of the Lord, are like ours, made of matter and the result of

Karma, He may have a body consisting of eternal knowledge, volition, etc.

To this the author answers by the next Sutra :

SITKA ii., 2. 44.

%^*n% m iRqflfa: \\ \ I \ I »» II

%H Vljnana, knowledge. TrfA Adi, and the rest *u% Bhave, of the

nature of. *tT Va, or. a* Tat, that. TafcTto: Apratisedhah, non-contra-

diction.

44. If it be said that the body of the Lord consists of knowledge

and so on, then there is no contradiction ^for such a Lord is our

Brahman).—217.
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COMMENTARY
t

If this Lord of the Sftktas be assumed to have body and sense

organs, consisting of eternal knowledge, volition, etc., th<*n there is no

contradiction; and the i^ftkta theory would become included in the

Vedftnta theory of Brahman. For, we do admit that the creation proceeds

from such a Lord.

We do not refute the theory of the Sftktas as a whole, but only

that portion of it which makes Sakti independent of the Lord. The

extreme Sftktas hold that Sakti alone is the cause of the universe. This

must not be respected by any one who wishes to attain final beatitude.

The author, therefore, finishes up with tht» following Sutra

:

si" Til \ ii., 2. -l">.

faqf^qra ii \ i \ i *v ii

Vipratisedhftt, on account of contradiction with all authorities.

^ Cha, and.

45. The theory of flu; extreme Saktas is untenable, because it

contradicts all sacred authorities— 218.

I'OMMKNTAHY

The theory that Sakti alone creates the world is untenable, since

it contradicts the revelation, the tradition and reason. As we find in the

Padma Purftna

:

siatf5=vT ^ fas* «ft *>?r awi. 1 ^rw 1

1

The Srutis, the Smrtis, and reasonings all are unanimous in declaring that the Lord

is the Supreme. He who declares any thing against it is the vilest of the vile.

The force of the word "and" in this Sutra is to bring in the

reasoning of II., 2. 42, here also.

Thus in this Pfida has been shown that the paths of the Sankhyas,

Vaisesikas and the rest down to the Sftktas, are strewn with thorns

and are full of difficulties, while the path of Vedftnta is free from all

these defects and should be trodden by every one who wishes his final

beatitude and emancipation.

Here ends the Second Pftda of the Second Adhyftya of the Vedftnta

Sutras and Govinda Bhftsya.

42



SECOND ADHYlTA

Third Pvua

May that KYana who has destroyed with the rays of His wisdom the wrong notions of

people about ether, etc., destroy also my worldly propensities.

Adhilcarana I.— Ether ix a product

In the Second Pada has been shown the fallacious reasoning contain-

ed in the theories regarding Pradhana and others. In the Third Pada will

be shown the origination of various Tattvas from the Lord of all at the

time of creation ; their merging into Him again at Pralaya, as well as that

the Souls do not originate (but are eternal) and that they have a body of

intelligence in which resides knowledge, that they are Atomic but all-

pervading through the rays of their knowledge, that they are agents and

portions of Brahman. It will further be shown that the various AvatSras

like those of the Fish, etc., are full and complete manifestations of the

Lord. It will also be shown that the diversities seen among the Jivas are

caused by their Karinas. All this is demonstrated by refuting the contrary

arguments, in the present Pada.

The order of the origin of the various Tattvas held authoritative

in this system is that which is laid down in the Scriptures like those of

Subala, etc., namely, Pradh&na, Mahat, Ahahkara. TanmStras, Senses

and the Gross Elements beginning with Ether. The order of succession,

as we find laid down in the Taittiriya Upanisnd and the rest, has also

been discussed here, in order to show that there is no real conflict between

these texts of the Subfilas and the Taittirtriyas. This wi 1 bo clearly shonw

later od.

wroro wifa II v ii

In the Chhftndogya Upanisad, we find the following (VX, 2, Verses 1

to 4).
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1. The Sat (Good) alone, 0 child, existed in the beginning (for this creation), one only

without an equal. About this others say, the Asat (Void) alone existed in the beginning

of this creation, one only without a second, from that Void (Asat) was produced the

Plenum (Sat).

2. "But, O child, how could it be thus ?" said the Father. "How from the Void should

be bora the Plenum ?" Therefore, the Sat (the Good) alone existed, <) child, in the begin-

ning of this creation, one only, without an equal.

3. He thought, "I shall assume many forms (in order to govern the world) and create

beings." He created Fire. The Goddess of Fire thought, "I shall assume many forms and

create beings." She created the Waters (Apas). Therefore, wherever and whenever any

body weeps or perspires, water comes out ; for it is from fire that water is produced.

4. The (God of) water thought, "May I multiply and create beings !" He created

(Rudra, the God of) Food (Earth). Therefore, whereever and whenever it rains much food

is produced
; therefore, from Water alone is produced all food fit for eating.

Tn this passage it is mentioned that Fire, Water and Food came out

of Brahman, and are, therefore, products. This gives rise to the doubt,

namely, whether ^kaSa or Ether is also produced or not. In this text there

is no mention of the creation of Ether. The Ptirvapaksin, therefore, starts

the next Sutra by declaring that Ether lias no origin, because the text

is silent about it.

SUTRA II. 3. 1.

*faf^" II H I \ I \ \\

1 Ka, not. fitoi Viyat, Ether, Space, ^rgfr: ASrutch, on account of no

Scriptural statement, on account of its not being mentioned in this text.

1. The Ether has no origin, because it is not heard in the above text

of the Chhandogya Upanisad.—219.

COJIMKXTARY

Ether is eternal and all-pervasive. It has no origin, because had it

an origin the above text of the Chhftndogya Upanisad would not have

omitted to mention such a fact. Since there is such an omission in that

Upani§ad which treats of the successive origin of the various elements and

confines itself, solely, to Fire, Water and Earth and is silent about Ether,

we are right in asserting that Ether has no origin.

This primd facie view is set aside in the next Sutra.

SUTRA II., 3. 2.

3 II ^ I \ W II

*rffcr Asti, is, there is an origin, fj Tu, but

2. But there is the origin of Ether also.—220,
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COMMENTARY

The word "but" is used in this Sutra in order to remove the doubt

raised in the preceding Sutra. The Ether certainly has an origin.

Though the Chhandogya Upanisad does not mention its origin, we find it

expressly stated in the Taittiriya Upanisad; and it is a well-known rule of

interpretation that the omission of one text should be supplied from

another when possible

Prom that Self (Brahman) Bprang Ether (IkSga, that through which we hear) ; from

ether air (that through which we hear and feel) ; from air fire (that through which we hear,

feel and see) : from fire water (that through which we hear, feel, see and taste) ; from

water earth (that through which we hear, feel, see. taste and smell).

This text shows that Ether also has its origin in the Lord.

The Purvapaksin again raises the same doubt by explaining the

above Taittiriya passage metaphorically. Ho says that the origin of Ether

is not to be taken in its literal sense, but figuratively only. The Space or

Ether being all- pervading, we cannot imagine its creation. Therefore,

when any one says that Space is created, it is to be taken in a figurative

sense. Thus as in a crowd, one may say "make space", which does not

mean "create space," but to make room for some person by removing the

crowd.

srrRA n., 3.

•iW Gauni, figurative. «W*«ri3. Asambhav&t, because of the impossibility.

WHPl Sabdftt, because of the Scripture. Cha, and.

3. Creation of Ether is figurative only, because, it is impossible to

create it and because of the text.—221.

COMMENTARY

It is not possible to imagine the origin of Space or Ether. The

great philosophers like Kan&da and the rest have fully shown that Space

cannot be created, but is eternal. The origin which the Taittiriya text

mentions is figurative only, as we find people say "make space" or "the

space is made." It is impossible to make space, for it is formless and
all-pervading. If Ether was also a product, what is its cause ? There
cannot be an effect without a cause. Moreover, the express text of the

Bfhadfiranyaka Upanisad shows that Akfisa has no origin. It says
"Vayu and Antarlksa (Space)—both are immortal." (Br. Up., II., 3,

Verses 2, 3).
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Thus from this text of the Brhad&ranyaka, we learn that Space

has no origin.

( The doubt raised in this Sutra will be answered in the Sutra after

the next). An objector may say that the word "Sambhuta" is used in

the Taittiriya Upanisjad, and it has the definite meaning <»f "born" or

"produced."' Tn the case of Fire and the rest, mentioned in that text, the

word "produced" is taken in its literal sense. How do you interpret the

same word, used in the same passage, in a figurative sense? The rule

of interpretation is that if a word is used in the same passage several

times, it must be explained everywhere in the same sense, and not in its

literal sense in one place, and in its figurative sense in another. This

objeetion is thus answered by the lYirvapaksin.

si"th\ ii., 3. 4.

«im Sy8t, there may be, that is, one word may be used in a secondaiy

as well as a primary sense in the same sentence. ^ Cha, and. Ekasya,

of one word. »5W«5*T. Brahmasabdavat, like the word Brahman.

4. One word may have a double sense in the same

sentence as the word Brahman in the Taittiriya Upanisad,

III., 2-222.

IOMMKXTARY

The word Biahman occurs in the Taittiriya Upani§ad, III., 2. and

subsequent passages thus

:

<WU iWft*!?* rfft m II

"Try to know Brahman by penance, for penance is Brahman."

Now in this sentence, the Brahman in the first part is takon in its literal

sense of denoting the Supreme Being, while in the second portion it is

used in a secondaiy meaning, namely, the meaus of knowing Brahmaa.

Similarly, the \\<>v<\ "Sambhuta" used in Taittiriya, II., 1., may be taken

in a secondary sense with regard to Akftsa and in its primary sense with

regard to other elements like tire, water and earth. Therefore, this text of

the ChhSndogya Upanisad declaring the origination of Ether is superseded

by the text of the Chhfindogya Upanisad where there is no mention of the

origin of Ether.

This objection of the Piirvapaksm is thus answered by the author:

Sl'TRA. u., 3. 5.

tf^IS^fasqf^nsgj^vq- || ^ \ \ \ y. II

"fittr Pratijflft, promissory statement, enunciation of the general proposi-

tion. «»*lf3i» Ahfinih, non-abandonment, adherence to. *rsjjfifaiT?l Avyatirekftt,
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on account of non-difference. ?i^«rs Sabdebhyah, from the words, namely,

from the expressed texts of the Veda.

The adherence to the proposition enunciated in the

beginning of Adhyaya VI of the Chhftndogya Upanisad can take

place only then, when the existence of nothing else than Brahman

is posited and this is the case pioved from the words of the sacred

scriptures also—2213.

COMMENTARY

In tlio Chhandogya Upanisad, Chapter VI, Ivhanda I, Uddalaka pro-

mises to teach his son that 'by which we hear what cannot be heard,

by which we perceive what cannot be perceived, by which we know

what cannot be Known.' This promise can only be fulfilled if Brahman,

which is evidently meant by Uddalaka, be the only substance existing in

the beginning of creation. If in the beginning every thing be held to be

non-different from Brahman, it would be then only that the knowledge of

Brahman would lead to the knowledge of every tiling else. But if the effect

(world) be different from Brahman then the knowledge of Brahman would

not necessarily lead to the knowledge of the world. The word non-

difference in the Sutra means that one must realise that Brahman

is the material cause of the world as well, not only the operative cause.

Hence this universal proposition asserted in the beginning of Chapter VI

of the Chhandogya Upanisad, namely, that one substance by knowing

which even* tiling else is known, leads to the conclusion that every thing

else is caused by Brahman, and hence we interpret the sixtli Khanda of

the Chhftndogya Upanisad in conformity witli this general proposition.

We, therefore, hold that even Uddalaka held the opinion that Ak&sa also

originated from Brahman, though he does not expressly say so.

Not only is this to be inferred from the general promissory state-

ment above referred to, but from the other texts of the same Upanisad

also. Thus VI., 2. 1, begius with the well-known statement

Iu the beginning, My dear, there was That only Which Is, One only without a

second.

Again in VI., 8. 7, and in subsequent Khandas he asserts

:

Now that which is that subtle essence, in it all that exists has its self, it is

the true.

These passages show that in the beginning Brahman alone existed,

and every thing else existed in Brahman in a state of unity or non-difference
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from Him. They existed in such a subtle state that one eould not say

that thoy wore separate from Brahman. These two passages of the

Chhandogya Upanisad show that before creation (or in Pralaya) one-ness*

(Ekaroevadvitiyam) of every t hing was the case, and during and after

creation (SrstO Aitad-Stmyam is the Law, namely, every thing in creation

has Brahman for its innermost Self.

If it be objected, "There is no express text of the ('hlmndogya

Upanisad declaring the origination of Akfisa and you cannot infer from

mere reasoning that Chhandogya Upanisad also meant to teach that Akasa

is a product," then we reply that it. is not so. The next Sutra gives

the reason :

su'nv ii., :}. <i.

mfaw 5J
fawuft #f.^ II R I \

I
S II

Ti^ftfT'fl; Yftvntvikftram, so far as all modifications go, wherever there is

an effect. 3 Tu, but. fa*nt: YibhSgah, division, origination. «jVct<1 Lokavat,

like in the world.

6. But the Upanisad teaches that whatever is an effect has

an origin, as we sec in the world.— 224.

(OMJlRXTWiY

The word "Tu" shows that the doubt raised in the hist Sutra is

being removed. The phrase 'All this has its self in Him, etc., etc.,' is a

proposition stating that every effect has its origin in Him. Tn sacred

texts like those of Subala Upanisad, we find that Pradh&na, Mahat, and the

rest are all effects, and those texts expressly teach that they have their

origin from Brahman. This is just like what we find in ordinary woi'ld.

If a man says, "All these are sons of Chaitra'* and then he gives certain

particulars about the birth of one of them, he implies thereby that it

applies to the birth of all the rest. Similarly, when the Upanisad says that

"Am. this has its self in Him," and then it goes on to give the origin of

some of them from Him, such as fire, water and earth, it does not mean

that others have not their origin in Him, but it only means that it was

not thought necessary to give a detailed account of their origin. In fact, in

Subala Upanisad it is stated that Pradhfina, Mahat and the rest have their

origin in Brahman. Therefore, though there is no express text in the

Chhftndogya Upanisad as to the origin of Ak&sa, yet we infer from the

universal proposition therein laid down that "kvery thino has its self in

Him," that AkSsa also has its self in Brahman, and so is produced from

Brahman.

The. word 'Vibhfiga' or 'division' means here 'origination.' The Sutra,
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ii., 3, 3, asserts that we cannot conceive the origin of space. To this it

may be replied that the powers of Brahman are mysterious and inconceivable,

and AkSsa arises from Brahman, though we cannot conceive how space

can have any origin.

In some passages, AM6a no doubt is said to be Amrtam or immortal,

birthless and deathless, but we must understaud it in a figurative sense,

and not absolutely in its literal. Because we find in other; passages that it

has an origin and destruction. ' Thus we infer that Akasa also must have

been taught by Uddalaka to have an origin and an end. Akasa is an

element, like fire and air ; therefore, it must have an origin. It is the

substrate of impermanent qualities like sound, etc , and so also it must be

impermanent. This is the direct argument to prove the origin and

destruction of Akasa, The indirect argument tit prove it is, 'whatever lias

no origin is eternal as the Soul,' and whatever has permanent qualities is

eternal as the Soul,' but the Akfisa not being like Soul in these respects,

cannot be eternal. Tims both from direct and indirect reasoning, we infer

the impermaneney of Space. This Sutra answers the objection raised in

II., 3. 4, also. Therefore, the opinion of the modern philosophers, who hold

that space has no origin, is untenable.

In the next Sutra the same arguments are applied analogically to prove

the origin of VSyu also.

Adhikarana TI.—Air is a product.

Sutra u., 3. 7.

qfa imfNr *im\<\: n ? i \ i « n

R^rsf Etena, by this 'the explanation about the Akasa being a prodnct).

Wflftur Mfitarisvfi, the mover in mother-space, the child of the virgin mother,

the Vftyu, the Christ, sjh^rt: Vyakhyfttah, is explained.

7. Hereby is explained the origination of the Air

also.—225.

COMMENTARY

This explanation regarding the origination of space, explains also that

Air has an origin as well, and is an effect. When space itself has an

origin, Air which moves in space, must have an origin. The argument is

as follows :

The Purvapaksni says that Air has no origin, because the Chhandogya

Upanisad is silent upon this point. To this it is replied that Air

originates from Akasa, because it is so mentioned in the Taittiriya
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Upanisad. To this tho Purvapaksin rejoins that the birth of Air men-

tioned in the Taittiriyp Upanisad is figurative only, because Air is said to be

one of the immortals along with AkSsa. (See the text quoted from the

BrhadSranyaka Upanisad under Sutra II., 3. 3). To this wo reply that oven

in tho Chh&ndogya Upanisad, the origination of Air is taught by implication,

because it teaches that every thing lias its self in Brahman, and that

Udd&laka promises to teach one such thing, by knowing which every thing

else would be known. Air, therefore, must also bo an effect. No doubt,

in the Brhad&ranyaka Upanisad, air is said to be an immortal, but lie

(the God of air) is only relatively immortal or during one Kalpa. He never

dies.

This Sutra might well have been included in the Sutra If., ."». 1, by

making the latter somewhat like this, 'N& viynt-matarisvSnau, asruteh,' 'the

space and air have no origin because the Ohhando»ya Upanisad is silent

on this.' But the author has not made the Sutra thus, in order to

indicate that in Sutra IT., 3. 9, the Anuvrtti of Mittarisvft alone is

current, and no*-, that of Akasa. Had the Sutra not been separately enunciat-

ed, we could not have read tho Anuvrtti of Air alone in the Sutra II., 3. 9,

but of both Air and Space. Hence the necessity of Yoga-vibh&ga or the

splitting of one possible Sutra into two.

Adhikarana III.—Sat has no origin.

The author now raises another doubt : whether the Sat mentioned

in the CbMndogya Upanisad, VI., 2. 1, has any origin or not, for when

it says, "Sat alone existed in the beginning, one only without a second,'

the doubt may arise, whether tho Sat also has any origin. In other words,

whether tho Brahman itself has any origin. When such final causes as the

Root-matter and space have origin, it is possible that Sat or Brahman may
also have origin. For it is a final cause, like the Root-matter or Pradhana,

and like Space. In fact, a text of the Svet&svatara Upanisad, (.IV., 3)

clearly says that Brahman also is born or has an origin.

n sft f# s*?Rffc & fwre set stt fnfl i sftn! ?n^t 3im> Wfc

fWtpu II

Thou art woman, thou art Man, thou art youth, thou art maiden; thou, as an old man,

totterest along on thy staff, thou art born with thy face turned everywhere.

This shows that Brahman also has an origin. The author answers

this doubt by the next Sutra.

sptra ti., 23. S.

n&WQi ftftsaqq%: || ^ I \ I c II

TflsiW: Asambhavah, nou-origiuation. 3 Tu, but. *KT: Satah of the Sat

of Brahman. «rg«W\t: Anupapatteh, on account of the impossibility (of there

being an origin of Brahman).

43
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8. But there can bo no origin of Sat, because of its impossibility,

(and unreasonableness).—226.

COMMENTARY

The word "but" is used in order to remove the doubt. Of Brahman

who is entitled to the designation of Sat, (i.e., that which exists), there can

be no origin or Sambhava. Why do we say so? Because he is the

causeless cause of till, and of such a cause there can be no origin. Other

causes may have an origin, nay they are bound to have an origin, but

that which is the Sat, by its very name, cannot have any origination.

Hence the same Sruti of NvpfftSvatara Unnmsad says (VJ., 9)

:

Mi^r *fanrf*rcn ^ ^ftr: u « u

There ist no master of His in the world, no ruler of His, not even a sign of Him. lit-

is the cause, the I/ord of the lords of the causes, and there is of Him neither parent nor
lord.

Nor is it valid to say that because every cause lias an origin, Brah-

man being a cause, must have an origin. This would be against all sacred

texts and reasonings. A final causes being admitted by you, it is not

desirablo to search any cause of it, for then there would be an iufinite

regress. That which is the root cause, must bo admitted to be rootless.

As says the S&ttkhya Sutra, I., 67

:

•iff >$rranro$ jj^i

Since the root fhas no root, the root (of all) is root-less, (that is to say, there is no
other cause of Nature, because there would be a regnssus in infinitum, if we were to
suppose another cause, which, by parity of reasoning, would require another cause, and
so on without end).

Thus removing the doubt as to whether Brahman has any origin or

not, it is impliod that Brahman alone being the Supreme cause is free

from all origination, and every tiling other than Brahman, such as Pra-
dhttua, Mahat, etc., lias no origin. The special Sfitras teaching the origin

of Akfisa and Vftyu are illustrative only; because they could have been
doduced from the general proposition that every thing else than Brahman
has an origin.

Adhikarana IV.— The fire originates from air.

Having finished the digression about Brahman, the text now goes on
with the reconciliation of the conflicting Gratis as to the origination of fire.

Some texts say that the fire originates direct from Brahman as the Chhftndogya
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Upanisad, IV., 2. 2. Others declare that it originates from air. Those texts

are given below :

ffff. %3JS^ff *I§ Sprf^fa ^tftS^ff I

31 9i ^ #*fff «tl JWffJIS <W eTC«lT<ft 3jrq«% I

It thought, may T be many, may I grow forth. It sent forth fire. The goddess of

fire thought, may I be many, may I grow forth. She sent forth water. Therefore,

wherever and whenever any body weeps or perspires, water comes out ; for it is from fire

I hat water is produced. (Bee page ante).

From that Self sprang ikasa ; from Xkasa, air ; from air, fire : from fire, water.

The Purvapaksin says that fire comes direct from Brahman as taught

in the Chhandogya Upanisad and the text of the Taittiriya Upanisad can be

explained by interpreting the ablative case in the sense of showing sequence.

'Vayoh Agnih.' The word Vayoh is in tlio ablative case, and may bo

translated either as 'from Vayu' or 'after Vayu.' If translated 'after creating

Vayu, Brahman created Fire' there would be no conflict between the two

l
T
pani§ads. The Siddhanta view, however, is that fire originates directly

from air, and the next Sutra teaches this.

sCtba., ii., 3. 9.

«i3taRwwns II ^ I \ I 5. II

frsn-r Tejas, tire, Iff: Atah, from it, namely, from Matarisvan. ff*T Tatha,

thus, ft Hi, because. US Aha, says (the Scripture).

9. From Air is produced Fire, for thus says the

Scripture.—227.

COMMENTARY

From Matarisvan comes out the Fire, and the Scripture teaches this

also. 'Vayoh Agnih'
—

'from Air, fire.' The sense is this. The word

'Sambhuta' or 'sprang' is used immediately before, and the sentence

means 'from Air sprang Fire,' and we cannot translate this sentence

'after Air sprang Fire.' The primary meaning of the ablative case is

that of 'from' and not 'after.' When the primary meaning, is possible,

it is not desirable to take the secondary meaning. No doubt, every

thing springs or is produced really from Brahman, but some come out

directly and others through the mediation of a link. As will be taught

in Sutra II., 3. 12. Thus there is no conflict between the ChhSndogya

and Taittirtya teaching.
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Adhikarana V.—Water is produced from Fire.

Now the author teaches the origin of Water. In the Mundaka

Upanisad, Water is mentioned as originating direct from Brahman, while

in other places it is mentioned as originating from Fire s

"KICTrfsn^ siMt «T5|: ^f^qifiH ^ I ® »T?pfffircT<T: sfoft frwr "flfaft H * H

From him (when entering on creation) is born breath, mind, and all organs of sense,

ether, air, fire, water, and the earth, the support, of all. (Mundaka, II. 1. ;\).

In the Chhandogya and Taittiriya Upauisads, Water is said to be

produced from Fire (Chh. Dp., VI, 2. 3).

That firo thought, may I be many, may I grow forth. It sent forth water,

So also in the Taittiriya Upanisad, II., 1.

From Fire sprang Water.

Doubt : Does water come out directly from fire or from Brahman ?

Purvapaksa : Water conies out directly from Brahman as the

Mundaka text teaches. The ablative case must be explained in the sense

of after ; and as regards the ChhSndogya text, we must admit that there

is a plain contradiction between it and the Mundaka, which is simply

irreconcilable.

Siddh&nta : There is no such conflict as you apprehend. The next

Sutra answers your doubt.

fif'THA ii, 3. 10.

*rw n H i \ \ \ o ii

TW: Apah, waters. Atah, from it. wr TathA, thus, ft Hi, because,

wif Aha, says the Scripture.
|

10. From Fire is produced Water, for thus says the

Scripture.—228.

COMMENTARY

The phrase "from it, thus the Scripture teaches" is to be supplied

into this Sutra, from Sutra II., 3. U, in order to complete the sense. The

Water is produced from Fire, because the Scripture says : "That fire

thought may I be many, may I grow forth. It sent forth water. (Ch.

Up. VI., 2. 3)."

"From fire, water (Taittiriya, II, 1)."

There is no room tor interpretation regarding a text which is expTes

and im-ambiguous. In the ChMndogya Upani?ad also is given the
Teason, why water cornea out oi fixe.
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"And, therefore, whenever any body- anywhere is hot and perspires,

water is produced on him from fire alone."

Similarly, when a man suffers grief and is hot with sorrow, he weeps

and thus water is also produced from tiro.

Adhikarana VI.—Earth ix produced from water and the

word 'food" in the Chh&ndogya Upanisad means earth.

Tn the Chhandogya Upanisad wo further find :

"Water thought may 1 be many, may I grow forth. It sent forth food."

Now what is the meaning of the word "food" here ? Does it mean
rice, barely, etc, or does it mean earth? The Pmvapaksin says it means

corn, grain, etc., because of the reason given in the same Upanisad. /v?.,

'Therefore, whenever it rains anywhere, most food is then produced. From
water alone is eatable food produced."

This shows that the word Annum means barley, etc., and not earth.

This is one Purvapaksa. Another Purvapaksa arises from the Mundaka
Upanisad where the earth is declared to come out directly from Brahman,
and the Taittiriya Upanisad where it is said to come out from water. To
remove both these doubts, the next Sutra declares the Siddhftata view :

sutra a, 3. 11.

Sfa#^W«5Fftw!: II \ I * I \\ II

ifaft Prthivi, earth. *rfam Adhikara, because of the context, because

of the subject-matter. Bupa, colour, WRifcwr: Sabdantarebhyah, on account
of other texts.

11. The word "food" in the Chhandogya Upani§ad, VI., 2. 4,

means "earth," because the coutext there is about the creation

of the great planes of existence, and because colour is

mentioned regarding it, and because there are other sacred

texts also.—229.

COMMENTARY

By the word Annam we must take here to mean "earth," and not

barley, rice, etc., and this for three reasons :

(») The whole Adhik8ra or subject-matter of the Chhandogya Upanisad,
VI. 2, is the creation of elements, such as fire, water, etc. Food is not a

MahabMta or element, hence its mention here would do violence to the

context. It must, therefore, be explained as meaning an element, i. e., earth.

(w) Colour is mentioned with regard to food, which also shows that

the word "food" here means "earth," Thus it is said, "the red colour
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of the flamo is the colour of fire, the white colour of tho flame is the

colour of water, the black colour of the flame is tho colour of food (earth

V

(in) There is an express text of tho Taittiriya Upanisad (Adbhyah

Prthivi), "from water, earth"; which clearly shows that earth is produced.

Of course, the reason given in the Chh&ndogya Upanisad is more

applicable to food than to earth, but then we must explain the word food

as a figure of speech, the effect taken for the cause. Earth never arises

from rain, ordinary eatables do arise from rain. And the reasou given by

the Chhfindogya : "Whenever it rains anywhere most food is then

produced" is applicable strictly to food. The word food here is used as a

figure of speeeli for earth.

Ailhikarana Vfl.— The great elements all arise tlirerf

from Brahman.

The author in the preceding Sutras has shown the creation of Akasii

etc., in a certain order, tho succession being that from ether arises air,

from air tire, from fire water, and from water earth. This succession is

given merely to remove doubt and controversy regarding the order of

manifestation of these elements. As a matter of fact, there was uo necessity

of teaching it here, because the Sutra f., 1. 2.. defines Brahman to be the

cause of the origination of everything. The root-matter Pradhaua, the

great principle Mahat, and the rest, have been shown to arise out of

Brahman in that Sutra. Now is taught details about this origination. In

the Subala Upanisad we find :

ft erarctor ? b afar* * earn R^ftft i ^jtfi 5m: i «ra*fi *jjufo-

The pupils ask, "What existed in the beginning ?" To them, replied the teacher,

'neither being nor non-being, neither being-non-being existed then. It was both being

and non-being. From it arose the Tama* (darkness), from Tamas arises tho Bhut£di, from

Bhuta'di springs Jkasa ; from XkSsa, Vayu ; from Vayu, Fire, from Fire, Water ; from

Water, Earth ; and this became an egg."

Between Tamas and Ak&sa should be read the Aksara, the Avyakta

and the Mahat. And after Bhiititdi should be read Tanmfitras and the

Indriyas. Thus the complete order of creation is from Being- non-boing

arises Darkness, from Darkness arisos the Imperishable ; from tho Imperish-

able, the Unevolved ; from the Unevolved, the Great Principle ; from it tho

Tanm&tras ; from Tanmatras, Indriyas or sense organs ; and then the five

elements. This we must do, in order to harmonise the subsequent passage

in the same Upanisad regarding the absorption of elements at the time of

Pralaya. That passage is given below

:
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When all beings are thus burnt up, the earth is merged in water, water in fire, fire

in air, air in the ether, the ether in the sense-organs, the sense-organs in the Tanmdtras,

the Tanmtftras in the Bhrttiidi, (AhanHra) ; the Bhi'ilM in the Great Principle, the Great

Principle in the Unevolved, the Unevolved in the imperishable ; the Imperishable is merged

in Darkness ; Darkness becomes one with the highest Divinity.

The highest Divinity is that which has been defined as neither Sat

(dense world) nor Asat (the subtle world), neither Sat-Asat (the mixture

of the two forms 1

; hut something transcend ins hoth and from which arise

the Sat and Asat.

The word Bhntftdi in the above means the principle of Ahankara

which is three-fold. From the Ssitlvika Ahankara arises lianas and the

DevatsK From the Rajas Ahamkara ari-<e the sense-organs, from the

Tftmasa Ahankara ari^e the Tanmiltras, from which arise the five givss

elements.

In the Gopala Upanisad it is said :

In the beginning there existed Brahman alone, one without a second. From Him
arose the Unevolved and the Evolved, the Imperishables ; from the Imperishable came the

Great Principle, from the Great Principle Ahankara. from the Ahankara the five Tannuitras

from them the five gross elements ; the Imperishable is eoverd by all these.

. Doubt : Now arises the doubt, do these PradhSna and the rest origi-

nate directly from Brahman, or from that which is mentioned immediately

before it ?

Pfirvapaksin : They arise not directly from Brahman, but from the

Tattvaa immediately preceding.

.

Siddhnuta : They arise directly from Brahman as is shown in the

following Sutra :

SUTRA it., 3. 12

fl^faaiHfal § rrf&lTrfl II \ I \ I \\ II

fa( Tat, that, his. *rfa«J?T<ffiI. Abhidhy&nat, because of the volition, reflec-

tion. <Pl Eva, even, g Tu, but. Tat, his. f^rnra Ling&t, because of the

inferential mark. Sal), he.

12. Brahman is the direct cause, because the text shows that they

were produced by His reflection, which is an inferential mark.—230.
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POMMKNTAKY

The word 'but' is employed in order to romovo the doubt That

Lord of all, endowed with the energy of Tamas and the rest, as mentioned

in the Subftla Upanisad, is alone the direct cause of all these effects, be-

ginning with Pradlmna and ending with earth. Why do we say so ?

Because creation of every one of these Tattvas is preceded by the volition

of the Lord as mentioned in the Scripture. Everywhere we find. "He

desired, may 1 be many, may 1 grow forth.'' This volition cannot belong

to insentient objects like tire, air, etc., but to Brahman alone. He deter-

mines upon having various abodos, such as PradhSna and the rest ; and

dwelling in each. He successively creates the various elements. This

Lifiga or indicatory mark shows that Brahman entering into Darkness

and the rest, modifies them into the various forms of Pradhana and the

rest. Another Sruti also says that earth, fire, etc, are the bodies of the Lord.

As for example, in the Antaryami Brahmana of the Brhadftranyaka Upanisad,

ft, 7. 3, etc., and the SuMla Upanisad. which declares "whose body is the

earth, etc., whose body is the Unovolved."

Adhikarana VII f.— The Lord is the Chief cause working

through matter.

sOtra ii., 3. 13.

fafcm 3 rata * ii \ i \ i ww
foqjr5rJ5 Viparyayena, through the reverse. 3 Tu, but. wt Kramah,

order. Atah, from this, from the Supreme Lord. J^n'k Upapadyate,

becomes possible. ^ Win, and.

13. The reverse order (of creation or involution) mentioned in other

Upanisads, becomes also possible if Brahman is the supreme cause of

all—231.

("OMMKNTAHY

The word "but," has the force of "only," hero. In the Mundaka
Upanisad (II., 1. 3.) we find the following !

wwrssnqSr «T£t *w >a*fapnfot ^ i £ ^ifs^mt sfoft ft*«r ^rftnft n

From this is born Pntna, Manas and all the sense, ether, air, light, water and the

earth, the support of all.

Here Pr&na and Manas come first, while in the Subala Upanisad,

5iwJfc.w wad Mahat come first This reversing of the order of, succession,
oan be reconciled only then, if every thing comes directly from Brahman,
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the Lord of all. In that case, it matters little, in what order you describe

the various emanations, and hence the scriptures do not follow any

particular order, when they describe the coming out of those elements

from Brahman. The Supreme Lord being the Inner Controller of every

clement, produces the next element through the first. Hence we say that

from Him, the Supreme Lord, is produced all this, and the various texts

can be reconciled if we hold that from this Supreme Lord, endowed with

His different energies, are produced the various effects. Thus when the

Sruti says, "Prom fire is produced water," it means that from the Supreme
Lord endowed with 'the energy of fire, is produced water. If this mean-

ing is not given, then the text becomes irreconcilable. 'The Supreme

Lord is the material cause of every thing, is the creator of every thing,

and by knowing Him alone, every thing else is known.' This declaration

of the scripture would be stultified, if we hold the contrary view that

these Tattvas are produced not by Brahman directly, but from the

Tattva preceding it. The Tattvas like the PradhSna and the rest being

insentient, cannot modify themselves into their succeeding Tattva, without

the co-operation of an intelligent cause. This is the force of the word
"Cha" in the Sutra. Therefore, it follows that Brahman is the direct cause

everywhere.

Adhikarana IX.—Buddhi and Manas also are directly

produced from Brahman

The author now raises a doubt as to whether Buddhi and Manas,

mentioned in the Mundaka TJpani§ad, as coming after Prana, are also

directly produced from Brahman or from Prftna.

SUTRA ii., 3. 14.

*f:=W: Antar&h, the intermediate ones, namely, Manas and the Indriyas,

that occur between Prftna and Akasa of the Mundaka Sruti. ftflT«T VijMna,

knowledge, the organs of knowledge. *wft Manasi, the mind, the word Vij-

fiana-Manast is a compound in the dual case. **rtr Kramena, in the order of

succession. TO f$*na Tat-ling&t, because of an inferential mark of this, jfft

Iti, thus, Chet, if. * Na, not. Tfafrffil Avisesjtt, because there being no

particular difference.

14. If it be objected that the organs of cognition and

mind, occurring between Prftna and the Elements, in the Mup-

daka Upanisad, are mentioned in their order ot succession,

44
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owing to an inferential mark of this ; we say, no, because on

account of non-difference.—232.

COMMENTAKY

By the word "Vijiifina" is meant here the sense-organs of the body.

An objector says, that the text of the Muiidaka Upanisad "from Him is

born Prfina, Manas and all the sense-organs, ether, air, tire, water and the

earth the suppoit of all," declares not only the creation of these Tattvas

by the Supreme Lord, but their order of succession also. In fact, this

Sruti is specifically confined to teacli the particular order of emanation.

You cannot press this text in upholding your theory that all Tattvas

originate directly from Brahman, as you have done in your last Sutra. The

order of succession of ether, air, fire, water and earth may be learnt from

other texts also, such as that of the Subfila Upanisad. The mention of

this in the Mundaka Upanisad is confirmatory of the order of succession

already taught in the Subfila. This text, therefore, has the indicatory

mark in it, of teaching the order of succession ; just like the text of the

Subfila Upanisad. Consequently, Manas and the Indriyas, mentioned in

this text, between the Prana and the Elements, show the order of the

origination of these, namely, first comes out Prfina, from Prana comes out

Manas, from Manas all organs of cognition, from them Akfisa, from Akfisa

Air, from Air Fire, from Fire Water, and from Water Earth. "You cannot

employ this text in determining the direct origination of the Tattvas from

Brahman.

This objection raised in the first half of the Sutra is answered by

the last portion of it. Na-avise§fit—it is not so, because there is no differ-

ence. All the various Tattvas mentioned in the Mundaka Upanisad,

beginning with Prfina and ending with earth, are taught as coming out

directly from the Lord and there is nothing particular about Manas and

the sense-organs that they should have come out from Prfina and not from

the Lord. In fact, the word "Etasmfit" of that text, is to be read along

with every one of these Prfina, Manas, etc. Thus, "from Him is born

Prana, from Him is born Manas, from Him is born the Indriyas, etc."

The sense is thi«, the Lord desired to become many, and as a result of

such desire, all these things Prfina, Manas, etc., came out of Him.

Sote : The inferential mark or Linga mentioned in this text is to be found in the

Subala Upanisad, where the same order is given as in the Mundaka. Since the SubAla

Upanisad text is explained by all authorities as teaching the particular order of succes-

sion, and the present commentator also admits the same, as in the first Sutra of the present

Pada ; the Mundaka text must also be interpreted as teaching the order of succession,

because there is no difference between the texts of the Mundaka and the Subfila in this
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respect. Thus the similarity of the two texts, is an inferential mark, teaching us that

both texts are meant to declare the order of succession. The full Purvapaksa is this.

In the Mundaka text the word Prfijja means the Mahat Tattva, the Sfltra-jtma, the

first emanation. Manas means the Sattvik AhainkSra. Indriya means the Rajasa Aharii-

kara ; and "Ether etc." all mean the Tamasa Ahamkftra, the effects being everywhere taken

for their cause. For Manas has as its cause the Sattvik Ahamkara ; the Senses the R£jasa

Ahamkira ; and the five elements the TSmasa Ahamkara. Thus there is absolute identity

between the SubSla and the Mundaka texts, and as the Subala text teaches the order of

succession, the Mundaka text must also teach the same. The reply to this is that the

Mundaka text has a separate purpose altogether. It teaches the direct emanation from
Brahman of every thing. The most important word in this text is 'EtasmaV, "from Him,"
namely, "Etasmat Prfnah," "Etasmfa Manah, etc., from Him Prtna, from Him Manas, etc."

In the Gitfi (X., 8) also we find that the Lord declares :

sfcq swft ire: m nar^fi

I am the origin of all ; all evolves from me. understanding thus, the wise adore Me in

rapt emotion.

So also in the' Vfimana Purana :

The Lord Visnu entering into each Tattva awakens the energy latent in it. He, the

one Great Energy, alone produces all this in its beautiful order.

All these Srorti texts show that from the Supreme Lord directly

come Pradhftna and the rest. There is no conflict between the texts of the

Subftla and those of the Taittiriya and the Chhandogva Upanisads. No
doubt the word Tamas or Darkness does not occur in the latter Upanisad.

But the Subftla text means that the Supreme Lord possessed with the

energy of Tamas and the rest, creates in succession various effects,

beginning with Pradh&na and ending with Vayu. This is all understood

in the Chhftndogya Upanisad and is to be read into it from the SubSla

Upanisad to complete the text.

Thus supplying the omission of the Chhftndogya from the Subftla,

every thing becomes reconciled. Therefore, where the Chhftndogya says,

'He sent forth fire,' the word *He' here means the Lord endowed with His
energies of Tamas, Imperishable, the Unevolved, the Mahat, the Ahamkftra
the Akftsa and the Yfiyu. The Lord endowed with all these energies and
vivifying all these energies said, May I be many, May I grow forth, and
then He sent forth fire.' Similarly, tho Taittiriya text is also incomplete,

it begins the creation with Akftsa by saying, from this Atman arose Akftsa.

There also we must supply the same omission as we did in the case of the

Chhftndogya, namely from this Atman endowed with the energy of Tamas
and the rest up to Ahamkftra came out Akftsa. In other words, that

Supreme Lord who had awakened the energies of Tamas, of the Imperish-
able, of the Unevolved, of Mahat and of Ahamkftra created Akftsa, etc.
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Thus the full text of creation given in the Subala Upanisad is the standard

to judge and supply tho omissions of the other texts.

Adhikaratia X.—All words are names of God primarily

and secondarily they denote other things.

An obector says, if Hari, the Lord of all, is the solf of every thing,

then all words denoting moveable and immoveable objocts are really

names of Hari. But as a matter of fact, we all know that those words

aro employed primarily to denote those objects and secondarily to de-

note the Lord. Therefore, you will have to admit that when the Sruti

uses the phrase 'tho fire thought, May I be many, May I grow forth,' the

word fire can denote Brahman only in a secondary sense, and not primarily.

This objection is answered by the next Sutra which declares that all

things moveable and immoveable abide in the Lord, and the terms denot-

ing those things are the primary names of God and secondarily, they are

names of things.

SLTBA II., 3. 15.

^TO3WW§ ^T^^S^f^RTf^ II \ I \ I \X II

Char&chara, moveable and immoveable. 5*?iwr: Vyap&Srayah,

being the abode or* who abides in. g Tu, but. SyEt, may be. 90. Tat,

that, those. Vltaii VyapadeSah, designation, denotation. T*TW: Abhaktah, non-

figurative. ?HfT^ Tad-bhava, that denotation expressing Him, denoting the

Lord. "Hftwra. Bh&vitvat, on account of being in the future.

15. But these words may denote primarily the Lord,

because He abides in the things moveable and immoveable,

though this meaning of the word as denoting Brahman

primarily is learnt in a future time after hearing the scrip-

ture—233.

COMMKNTAEY

The word "but" removes the doubt raised in the last paragraph.

The words which in ordinary use are names of things moveable and im-

moveable, are primarily the names of the Lord, because these moving and

stationary objects are His bodies and because He abides in them. Those

objects get their particular names from the particular aspect of Brahman^ >^ ^A-Yfifcva or foe power of words io denote fee
names of the Lord, is not kaowa to all men at onoe, but it is a
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which they como to know after studying tho sacred Vodanta scriptures.

In fact, the object of the Vod&nta is to give rise to the knowledge that,

every word is really tho name of the Lord. As says the Sruti, "He

desired, May I be many," "He is V&sudova, than whom there is nothing

else." (ftopSla Upauisad). Tn the Visnu Purana (HI., 7-16) also :

*2*gf2*ferf^i|^: if.iwr^'ftwift 3jtet.l

5*iSi3"*rft *fi§^TTfatfa%5fTfirs^ ate: it

As the gold is one, though manufactured into different objects like the bracelet, tho

crown, tho ear-ring, etc., similarly, one Lord Hari pervades all Jivas whether they be

angels, men, or animals.

In the Svot&svatara Upanisad, I., 9, we find the same idea

:

The sense is this, all words denoting power or cnorgy primarily

denote tho person possessing tho power or energy, because energies have

for their substratum the person possessing tho energies.

Adhikarana Xl—Jlva is not created but is eternal.

In tho previous Sutras we have defined the Lord and determined

His nature. He was defined as that from which every thing originates

but which has no origin, because He is tho root cause. Now the author

begins to describe the Jiva and to determine his nature. Therefore, ho at

first sets aside the wrong notion that the Jtva has any origin.

Note : The Lord possesses two powers (Sakti), namely, the Chit (all the Jivas) and

Achit or inanimate nature. In the previous Sutras the inanimate nature or Achit has been

discussed in various texts relating to this aspect of the Lord. And it has been shown how
they arise from the Lord. Now upto the end of this P4da the nature of the Jtva is des-

cribed. One class holds the view that Jtva is not eternal, but is born and dies and the

scriptural ceremonies relating to birth and death show that the Jtva is non-eternal. The

author however proves that Jtva is eternal, and the scriptural ceremonies refer to the

bodies of the Jtva and not to the Jtva.

The texts like the following give rise to the above doubt, "From

whom arose the mother of all universe." The mother of the universe is

the primary energy of the Lord. This we fiad in the Mah&n&rftyana

Upanisad, I, 4, which is a part of the Taittiriya Aranyaka

:

iff: jtot 5Pm: «?gjft effti *ftai**<m«3 >jwn»U

«rctoftf*« svTTfH^ai fifat unfa ^a^rrfti II

From whom is the birth of the creatrix of the universe, who poured down the souls

along with the cosmic water on this earth, He who through the herbs entered into men
and animals, all moveables and immoveables.

Bo also in the CbMadogya Upanisad we find, "O dear, all these beings have the

Sat for their origin."

Doubt : Here arises the doubt whether the Jtvas have origin or

not
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Phrvapaksa : The Purvapaksm says the whole universe consisting

of sentient or insentient creatures admittedly being an effect, it follows

that souls arc created like every other thing. If they were not created,

but be held to be co-eternal with God, then you violate the promissory

statement made in the Chh&ndogya Upanisad, (VL, 1. I) that by knowing

which every thing else is known. For if Jivas were co-oternal with Ood,

then by knowing Brahman, Jivas will not bo known.

Siddhdnta: The souls however have no origin, but aro eternal as

shown in tho next Sutra :

SVTKA II., 3. 16.

Rlrqijffifa^W II *
I \ I U II

* Na, not. WTfU Atmii, self, -Jiva, soul, gfr: Sruteh, on account of scriptural

statement firawifli NityatvSt, on account of the eternity. i Cha, and.

ST«i: Tfibhyah, from them, i.c, from the fcWti and Smrti.

16. The soul has no origin, because of the scriptural statement

to that effect ; it is eternal and intelligent, because from them (Sruti

and Smrti) this is the conclusion.—234.

COMMENTARY

The self or Atman here means the Jivatman or the soul. It has no

origin. The Sruti declares it to be so—(Kath., Up., I., 2. 18).

f«pn% *rfl\ i

This experiencer of different pleasure and pain is not born nor does it die ; it sprang

from nothing, nothing sprang from it. The ancient is unborn, eternal, everlasting ; he is

not killed though the body is killed.

So also in the sVetasvatura Upanisad, I., 9.

There are two, one knowing (jsvara), the other not-knowing (Jiva), both unborn, one

strong, the other weak ; there is she, the unborn, through whom each man receives the

recompense of his works ; and there is the infinite Self (appearing) under all forms, but

Himself inactive. When a man finds out these three, that is Brahma.

This also shows that tho Jiva is without any b'irth. Moreover, from

these two, namely from the Sruti and the Smrti, we learn that the Jiva is

eternal. The force of the word "Cha" in this Sutra is to indicate that the

Jiva is intelligent also. Tho Srutis like the following declare the soul to

be eternal—(Kath., Up., II., 5. 13).

jifffcrr flPiftft 3<tfiw. I
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The Eternal among the eternals, the Consciousness among all 'consciousnesses, the

One who bestow* the fruits of Karmas to many Jivas, the tranquil-minded ones who see

Him seated in their Atmfi, get eternal happiness, but not the others.

Similarly, it is unborn, eternal, everlasting ; He is not killed though

the body is killed.

This being the nature of the soul, the phrases like this, "Yajnadatta

is born, he is dead" ; and all worldly ceremonies relating to birth and death,

have reference only to the bodies taken up by the Jivas and not to the Jivas

themselves. In fact, the BrhadSranyaka Upanisad clearly says that a man
is said to be born, when he assumes a body ; and he is said to die, when

he dissociates himself from the body. Thus birth and death are with

reference to the body and not the soul. The text of the Brhad&ranyaka

Upanisad is the following (IV., 3. 8) :

filter II «: II

On being born the soul assumes a body, and becomes united with all evils ; on dying

he departs from the body, and leaves all evils behind.

So also in the ChhSndogya Upanisad, (VI., 11. 3.) we find :

This body verily dies when the Jiva abandons it, but the Jiva nerer dies.

If this is so, how do you reconcile the statement made by the scrip-

ture that by knowing one every thing else is known, which implies that

God is the only existence, and Jiva also is an effect and has an origin.

This, however, we reconcile by saying that the word "effect" is only the

name of the same Brahman, when existing in a different condition as a

manifestation. Brahman has two energies. When both of them are

latent in Him, they are said to be non-existent ; when they come out of

Him the world is said to originate. The difference, however, between the

Jiva and the Pradhfina is this. The non-sentient objects like Pradhfina

and the rest, which are the objects of enjoyment of the soul, undergo a

change of essential natnre when they originate from Brahman. But the

souls (Jivas) being the enjoyers, do not undergo any such change of

essential nature when they come out of Brahman. The only change in

their case consists in the contraction and expansion of intelligence. In

the state of Pralaya, the intelligence of the soul is in a state of contraction

;

and during the creation, the intelligence of the soul is in a state of

expansion. In both cases, however, whether of contraction or expansion,

the soul undergoes no change of essential nature. No doubt, both Souls

and Matter are effects, or creatures of Brahman, as sent forth by Brahman ;

and hence they may be called as effects. And in this way, there is no

contradiction in the statement that by knowing Brahman every thing else

is known. For by knowing the cause the effect is certainly known. This
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view harmonises all the Srutis. The conclusion is that the Jiva has no

origin,

Adhikarana XII.— The nature of the Jlva is that, it is the

knower and the knowledge both.

Now the author determines the essential nature of the soul. There

are some texts which show that the soul is the knower and others that it is

knowledge. Thus the Antary&min text of the Brhadaranyaka Upanisad

shows that soul is knowledge.—(Brhadaranyaka, III., 7. 22).

ift fiats* fteftTOwrc^ * ftsrrc * n&t flWFffr =ntf< T>fa*R«i?ad

He who dwells in knowledge (Vijfiana), and within knowledge, whom knowledge does

not know, whose body knowledge is, and who pulls (rules) knowledge within, He is thy

Self, the puller (ruler) within, the immortal.

In another text we find. "I slept soundly, I didn't know any thing."

It thus appears that in one place the soul is called Vijnfina or knowledge,

in another it is the knower
; knowledge being only its temporary attribute,

for, in deep sleep it has no knowledge.

Doubt : Therefore, arises the doubt whether the soul is merely knowledge,

or whether its essential nature is that of a cognising subject.

Purvapaksa : The essential nature of the soul is intelligence or

knowledge, because the text of the Brhadaranyaka Upnnisad shows that

the soul is Vijtiana or intelligence. The self-consciousness or cognition

is merely the attribute of Buddhi and the assertion "I slept soundly," is

really the assertion of Buddhi, when in contact with the soul. The soul is

not the knower.

Siddhdnta : The soul is, however, the knower, and it is not the super-

mposition of Buddhi on the soul, that makes soul appear as a knower, as is

shown in the next Sutra.

sOtoa. ii., 3. 17.

3m* ii ^ i \ i t« ii

f: Juab, the knower. Tew* Ataeva, for this very reason,

17. The Jivalman is the knower, for this very reason ; because

the scripture says so.—235.

COMMENTARY

The Jivatman is not knowledge alone, and though its form is that of

iateUigence, its essential nature is that of a knower. As says the Prasna

Opanisad, (IV., 9.)

;
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<?«r ft %g\ etST «frcri star *efjffT i^r sfter ^gf ftsrRtcJ?r >j^: i *r "Tts^ft ^rrcJrfo

^afire^ ii

Verily ?hc is the beholder, the toucher, the hearer, the smeller, the taster, the

thinker, the determiner, the doer, the VijSiitiittmi, the Purnsa. ITe (who knows this Purusa)

becomes established in the Highest Self.

The phrase for thin very reason menus, that because the scripture

declares it to he so. We hold the soul to be the kuower, because the

scripture declares it to be so, and we do not allow our reason any scope

here. In fact, we take our stand on the text of the Ved&nta Sutra, II., 1. 27,

which declares that the scripture alone is the root from which we learn

any thing about these transcendental subjects. The Jfvu is declared in

the Smrtis also to bo the knowor, having knowledge as its essential form.

On the strength of the assertion, '
I slept soundly, I had no knowledge of

any thing,'* we cannot say that the soul is mere intelligence, and that it

becomes the kuower, only when it conies in contact with Buddhi ; for then

you contradict all those texts which declare the soul to be the kuower.

Therefore, it follows that the soul is both the knower and has knowledge

for its essential nature.

Adhilcarana XIII.—Jlva h atomic.

Now the author tries to ascertain the size of the soul. In the

.Mnndakn Upanisad, it is said that the soul is atomic in its size.—(III., 1. 9,),

ft^s fa*r^r«r wit ii

This atomic soul is to be known by that mind alone, in which the chief Prdna has

completely withdrawn the five-fold activities ; for the mind of. all created beings is

entirely interwoven by these five Prdnas and is never quiet. This atomic soul is to be

known by that mind which being perfectly pure makes the soul manifest its power.

Doubt : Now arises the doubt : Is the soul atomic as declared in the

above Sruti or is it all-pervading ?

Ptirvapaksa : The soul is all-pervading, because another text says

that it is Mahat or big. Even the opponents also admit the validity of the

following Sruti, (IV., 4. 14—22, Brhadaranyaka Upani§ad) where it is said,

this Atman is Mahat and unborn :

And he is that great unborn Self, who consists of knowledge, is surrounded by the
Pranas, the ether within the heart, wherein it reposes.

Here the soul is called great and so it cannot be atomic. It is called

atomic in a figurative sense only.

Siddh&nta : The soul is really atomic, as the next SAtra shows it,

45
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SUTRA II., 3. 18.

3^f^r3T*l#fl^ II H I \ \ \^ II

3mfcr Utkr8nti, passing out. 'ifa Oati, going, TfiatalT. Agatin&m, return-

ing.

18. The soul is atomic, because the scripture declares that it

passes out, it goes and returns ; while such declarations would be

unmeaning if the .Tiva were omnipresent.—2BG.

COMMENTARY

The word "atomic'' is understood here, and is to be read in this

Sutra from IT., 3. 20, whore it is used by the Ptirvapaksin. The Sutra is

in the genitive case (gatinam) but the force of the genitive is that of the

ablative. This Jtva is atomic in its size, and not all-pervading and that

for three reasons : (i) the scriptures declare its passing out; and an all-

pervading substance cannot pass out. Too following text of the Brhad-

firanyaka Upanisad, (IV., 4. 2) shows the method of the soul's passing out

at the time of deatli :

The point of his heart becomes lighted up, and by that light the Self departs, either

through the eye, or through the skull, or through other places of the body. And when he

thus departs, life (the chief Trdna) departs after him, and when life thus departs, all the

other vital spirits (Pr&naa) depart after it. He is conscious, and being conscious he follows

and departs.

(ii) Another verse of the same shows where souls of some persons go

after death (Brhadftranyaka Upanisad, IV., 4. 11.)

There arc indeed those unblessed worlds, covered with blind darkness. Men who
are ignorant and not enlightened go after death to those worlds.

(iii) Similarly, in IV., -1. 6 of the same Upanisad it is shown that the

soul returns :

JifN>s% wterai n aem^BiegjftsrcJl atom w4<n %fo n

And here there is this verse : "To whatever object a man's own mind is attached,

to that he goes strenuously together with his deed ; and having obtained the end (the

last results) of whatever deed he does here on earth, he returns again from that world
(which is the temporary reward of his deeds) to this world of action."
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These three texts of the Brhadfiranyaka Upanisad show the passing out,

moving and returning of the soul. Tf the soul were all-pervading, then

these things could not bo possible for it.

In the Bhagavata Purfina also it is declared :

O Lord, if the soul were measureless, fixed and all-pervading, then there would not

arise the relationship of being ruled and the ruler. Thou, O Lord ! couldst not be its

ruler nor it the ruled. But if it were atomic that would bo possible.

The Lord, however, is botli atomic and all-pervading at the same

time ; and moving and reluming, when attributed to tho Lord aro not

contradictions, because lio possesses mysterious powers, and all paradoxical

statements aro appropriate in his case.

The soul may be all-pervading, and unmoving and still the epithet

of going out may be applied to it in a figurative sense, as it is applied

to the ruler of a village, when ho ceases to be its ruler. The all-pervading

soul, when it ceases to rule the body, is said to pass out of the body.

There is no real passing out. When it has the Abhimftna of a body, it is

said to be born, there is no real birth. The word "Utkr&nti", therefore,

may possibly bo explained in a figurative sense. But tho Sutra uses two

other words "Gati" and "Agati," going or returning. These words cannot

bo explained metaphorically. A non-moving soul cannot bo said to go out

or come back. The next Sf'tra shows this.

SUTRA il, 3. 1!).

<PT1?«W Sv&tmanah, through the self. ^ Cha, and, only, sriort: Uttarayolj,

of the latter two, namely, of Gati and Agati.

19. The latter two, namely, moving and returning, can

be effected only through the self (and cannot be explained in a

metaphorical way).—237.

COMMENTARY

The two last attributes mentioned in tho previous Sutra can only

have relation with the self, because the actions denoted by these verbs

reside in an active agent. They 'cannot be explained metaphorically.

That being so, the word TJtkrftnti or "passing out" must also be taken in

its literal sense. It must mean that the soul is a definite something, which

passes out of the body at the time of death ; and not that it is an all-pervad-

ing substance that ceases to have any connection with the body. In fact,
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tho method of passing out shows that a particular portion of the heart is

lighted up and catching hold of that ray of light, the soul passes out of the

body. The same idea is expressed in the Uita also (also (X., V-8.)

;

When the soul aequireth a body and when He abandoneth it, He seizctb. these and

goeth with them, as the wind takes fragrances of flowers from their receptacles (from the

anthers of flowers in which fragrances reside).

The statement, "these three words, 'passing out,' 'moving' and

returning' have a metaphorical sense only, and mean souls abandoning

the idea of rulership over the body or assuming such idea," is wrong,

because in that view the statement of tho Kausitaki Upanisad, (111., 3.) will

be irreconcilable. There it is said :

SfoftTnam: jjtoi jpiiqasr ftqffre?^ s?i%wf> ^n«ft M 3 u

When a man is thus sick, going to die, falling into weakness and fainlncss, they say :

"His thought has departed, he hears not, he sees not, he speaks not, he thinks not.
-

' Then
he becomes one with that Trflna alone. Then speech goes to him (who is absorbed in

Prdna) with all names, the eye with all forms, the ear with all sounds, the mind with all

thoughts. And when he departs from this body, he departs together with all these.

The word used in the original is "Salia" or together. This would not
have been used, had soul been all-pervadiug. When the same action

is done by two subjects, one principal and the other subordinate, there the

word "Saha" is used, as in tho sentence, "The father eats together with

the son." Therefore, when this Upanisad uses the phrase, "He departs

together with all these," it must mean actual departing and not meta-
phorical. The illustration given in the Git& of the wind taking up the
fragrance from the receptacle of the flower, also shows the actual taking up
of something and carrying it away, for tho relationship of the wind with
the fragrant substance is that of the seizor and tho seized. This also

answers the theory of the Mfiy^vadins who consider soul to be like the

portion of space, enclosed within a jar, and that its passing out or coming
in are merely phrases having no meaning, except that breaking up of the
jar or coming !into existence of it. It is only through ignorance that one
thinks that the soul goes out or comes into the body, say the Mayftvadins.
Their theory has no scriptural authority.
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Sutra u., 3. 20.

qii^^ftfa^Wftf\\T\ \\\ WW* \\

1 Na, not 1^: Anuh, atom. Atat, not tliat, namely, opposite of

Anu. *Rf: Sruteh, because of a Sruti or scriptural text. *fer Iti, thus. %3;

Chet, if. ^ Na, not. *5KT Itara, the other, namely, the Supreme Self and

not the Jiva self. ifHrcra Adhikftrftt, because of the context or topic.

20. If this be said that "the soul is not atomic because

there is scriptural text contrary to that," we reply, it is not so.

That text refers to the Supreme Self, because that is the

context,—238.

•'OM.MKSTAHY

Purvapalcsa : The Jiva is not atomic, says the Purvapaksin, because

in the Brhadaranyaka Upanisad, he is described as infinite. The original

text is given below (IV., 4. 22) :

gslfSmra: ssltenfaqfrF: s % m&n ^lsft w«igiir ssftaii w %k*x <w iflifaifrw

Ictus <w irgflsKor w sftaHinasfcTC a*rtr ^rgw^i »nw fafirft<rfoT ^
And he ia that great unborn Self, who consists of knowledge, is surrounded by the

Prdnas, the ether within the heart. In it there reposes the ruler of all, the J/)rd of

all, the king of all. He does not become greater by good works, nor smaller by evil

works. He is the Lord of all, the king of all things, the protector of all things. He is a

bank and a boundary, so that these worlds may not be confounded. Br&hmanas seek

to know him by the study of the Veda, by gifts, by sacrifice, by penance, by fasting,

and he who knows him, becomes a Muni. Wishing for that world (for Brahman) only,

mendicants leave their homes.

Here the Atmfi is described as Mahat or great ; it, therefore cannot be

small or atomic. This objection is raised in the first part of the Sutra

and the answer is given in its second half.

Siddhdnta : The Atnia* referred to in this Sruti is not the Jiva-Atman,

but the other or the Pararaa-Atman, becauso the topic here is that of tho

Supreme Self, and not of the individual soul. No doubt the subject is

started in the Brbadfiranyaka Upanisad, IV., 3. 7, by the following description

of the Jiva self

:

Janaka Vaideha said ; "Who is that Self ?"
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Yajfiavalkya replied : He who is within the heart, surrounded by the Priinas

(senses), the person of light, consisting of knowledge. He, remaining the same, wanders
along the two worlds, as if thinking, as if moving. During sleep (in dream) he transcends

this world and all the forms of death (all that falls under the sway of death, all that is

perishable).

Yet in the middle IV., 4. 13, the topic started is that of the Supreme Self

and consequently the word Mahat refers to Parama-Atman and not to the

Jiva. The passage is given below

a**ri3ftv Jifcrp; *ric>iTsftir-a^ii ^ sifts.- i q ft^H ft gs|?jj wif 3?flr ate:

3 g sfta H i$ ii

Whoever has found and understood the .Self that has entered into this patched-

together hiding-place, He indeed is the creator, for He is the maker of every thing, His

is the world, and He is the world itself.

This verse and the verses which follow it all describe the Supreme
Self and consequently the word Mahat used in one of these verses (IV.,

4. 22) cannot refer to the Jiva-Atman but shows the greatness of the

Supreme Self. To understand the whole argument, those versos are also

given below :

ifai ii u\\ «jfcragqraaiwi ^wwrcrr i torrc *jjt«s^^j * ft*jgcfl% n ?v u

i?»n^fatf^>srtf>T: qft^i aX^T ^fatf wfffiR^pfkairs^ii »ui Jjfti^

i^srt ^rrat^rar stfaf!?: i nfa j&q •srr?»rrc ftatfSRsrrscfls'P'r, n ?» n sinner sungfl

s&n N strict ffcm i s i^m^ffr q q^fa n u n tpffoig

sv8w<^fl3$i^ g^i ft*:*: *RiT*n«3t stitht «w?g«t: ii ii sift vftsfr %ra w
jfftr inp5: i sngs^T^ss^^i^ ft^rw"* ft aftft ii ^ ii

li. While we are here, we may know this ; if not, I am ignorant, and there is great
destruction. Those who know it, become immortal, but others suffer pain indeed.

13. If a man clearly beholds this Self as God, and as the Lord of all that is and
will be, then he is no more afraid.

16. He behind whom the year revolves with the days, Him the Uods worship
as the light of lights, as immortal life.

17. He in whom the five beings and the ether rest, Him alone I believe to be the
Self.—I who know, believe Him to be Brahman ; I who am immortal, believe Him to be
immortal.

18. They who know the life of life, the eye of the eye, the ear of the ear, the mind
of the mind, they have comprehended the ancient, primeval Brahman.

19. By the mind alone it is to be perceived, there is in it no diversity. He who
perceives therein any diversity, goes from death to death.

20. This Eternal Being that can never be proved, is to be perceived in one way only

;

It is spotless, beyond the ether, the Unborn Self,great and eternal,
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21. Let a wise Brahmana. after he has discovered Him, practise wisdom (meditation).

Let him not seek after many words, for that is mere weariness of the tongue.

SUTRA it., 3. 21.

^F^NFnwti ^ II *s I \ I ^ HI
Sva6abdah, its own word, the very word Anu or atom. 3«rarwn»*

Unman&bhyfini, on account of the measure or comparison. ^ Cha, and.

21. The soul is atomic, because the very word atom

is applied to it, and because its measure is also given in tlio

scriptures.—239.

rOMMKNTAHY

In the Mundaka Upanisad, II., 1. 9, already quoted before, the word

"Ann" is directly applied to the soul. Similarly, comparison of the soul

is made with very small things, to show its measure or size. The word

Unmana means "measuring a thing by comparing it with another."

Tims in the Svotfisvatara Upauisad, V., !>, we find the following com-

parison :

The Jiva is to be known as part of the hundredth part of the point of a hair divided

a hundred times, and yet it is to become immortal, and Mukta.

The word "Anantya" in the above verso does not mean infinity but

deathlessness, uamoly, Mukti. The word 'A.nta' means death. The con-

dition of deathlessness is called 'Anautya.' These two scriptural texts

—

the direct statement of the Mundaka Upanisad, and the simile of the

Svohtsvatara Upanisad, show that the soul is atomic.

If it be objected that soul being atomic must be confined to a parti-

cular portion of the body and it could not perceive sensations extending

over the whole body, the reply is thus given by the author.

SUTRA n., 3. 22.

*f^ta*F^, II ^ I \ I ^ II

*rfa*ta: Avirodhah, non-conflict, non-contradiction. Chandana-

vat, like sandal-wood.

22. There is no contradiction, because the sensation is felt as

in the case of sandal oil.—240.

COMMENTARY

A drop of sandal oil of the first quality called Hari Chandana placed

in one part of the body causes a pleasant sensation all over the body,

similarly, the soul though residing in a particular portion of the body
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perceives all that is going on throughout, the world. Thus it is in the

Brahmfinda Purfina :

^TrateapT sffa: c^\f sific?j fog ft i

This bouI though of the size of an atom pervades the whole body, just as the drop^

of Hari Chandana, placed in a particular part of the body, pervade throughout the body

with their pleasant sensation.

Xnlr : Soul dwells in the heart.

sCtra tr., 3. 23.

^faf^Miftfri ^rs*g<wn^afc i \ I \\ n

iNftufir Avasthiti, residence, abode. %fr"TTcr. Vaisesyftt, on account of

specialisation. ?fir Iti, thus. Chet, if. ^ NTa, not. srwjwrni Abhyupa-

gam&t, on account of acknowledgment, on account of acceptance sft TTrdi,

in the heart, ff Hi, because.

23. If it bo said, "the sandal drop has a particular

abode, while the soul has no such abode ; and therefore, it

is not atomic ;" we say, this is not so ; because it is acknow-

ledged that the soul has a particular abode, namely, in the

heart.— 241.

COMMENTARY

We see the sandal oil to be in actual contact with some particular

portion of the body, but the soul is not seen to be in any particular part

of the body ; nor can wo infer its existence in any particular part of the

body, for the reason would show that it must be all-pervading throughout

the body, because it perceives the sensation throughout. The illustration,

therefore, of the sandal oil is not to the point. This objection is answored

by the latter part of the Sutra. There is no occasion to employ our reason

in trying to find out the particular spot of the body where the soul

resides. The scripture distinctly mentions that the soul resides in the

heart. Thus in the Pra&ia Upanisad (III, 6,) we find :

ift IWI
The Soul is in the heart.

In the next Sutra, the author shows his final opinion, declaring that

though the soul is atomic, it can perceive sensations all over the body,

through its rays ; as shown in the case of a flame ; and even thus there

would be no conflict.

sCtra n., 3. 24.

fc

Guxv&t, on account of its quality (of intelligence). If V&, or. ^THta^
Alokavat, like light.
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24. Or the soul may pervade the whole body, by its quality of

intelligence, as the flame pervades the whole room by its rays.—242.

COMMENTARY

The soul, though atomic, pervades the whole body by its attribute

of intelligence, namely, by its power of sentioncy just as light. The sun

or a candlo, though placed in a particular spot, illumines the whole universe

or the room, by their rays. Similarly the soul, though residing in the

heart, perceives all sensations. As says the Lord in the Gitst (XIII, 33) :

%^ %sft ?wr w& iw?u?fcr *rrJ 5T n M n

As the one sun illumincth all this universe, so the soul illumines the whole of this body.

You cannot say that the rays of the sun are particles detatched from

it, and spread themselves all over the world ; for if it wcro so, then the

sun will bo constantly losing its mass and decreasing in size ; but this

is not the case. Moreover, gems like rubies, etc., give out rays of light

without losing their weight, as may be observed by any one. In the

case of gems, we know that no material particles are given out by them.

Their light is their quality, and not any portion of their substance.

Note.—ThiB theory is, however, now an exploded one. The rays of the sun are really

particles of matter, so light that they cannot be weighed. The loss of the sun's mass is

constantly being replenished by the fall of meteors into i*. Id the case of gems, like

radium, which emit light, it is a scientific fact that that light is matter and a portion of

the substance of the radium and not its quality. Similarly, the soul pervades the body,

by its light, which is really a substance of the soul. The highest vesture of the soul con-

sists of the Karana Sartra and it is through the particles of this Kdrana 6arira that the

soul comes in contact with the external world, namely, its body. The Karana Sarira is

constantly being replenished by the matter of the highest plane.

In the above Sutra it has been shown that a quality can function in a

place apart from the substance of which it is the quality. As light can

function and illumine an object in a place different from the place whero

the flame is, of which the light is a quality. The author shows this by

another illustration.

si" tea. n., 3. 25.

sqfsft-fi: Vyatirekah, distinction, difference, Gaudha vat, like the

odour. <r*rr TathS, thus, fk Hi, verily. 5$*rfir Darsayati, the scripture shows
or declares.

25. The quality may function in a place distinct from the thiug

qualified, as in the case of smell, for thus the scripture also

declares.

46
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COMMENTARY

As smell of flowers and the rest, being the quality of flowers,

etc., are perceived even in a place distinct from tho objects of which they

are the qualities, so the sentiency, which is tho quality of the soul, may

function in head, feet, etc., namely, in places other than the heart, where

the soul dwells. The scripture also declares this, for we find in the

Kausitaki Upanisad the following (III. 6) :

sistt *f%: sural ^i^t s^f% ^mi^fa ssw «fa wnrn e^^^pr^Rr

q^rqr Gift suras fafiT ?M?TO«irai<5ftfer mi fffft stiw c«nwri 5i^ff% whraiRTtrr

iraraT siftr. Titfftir ncjfrfet wV4 suresto^iH^ tfa w^Tfipn^fn

swt <rrcr smw <rra«it s^tf snsrfit sum for shtcsi srw^ fofr fMnaa?

sf-TTRl^fa II i II

Having by Prajnd (sentiency or the power of feeling) taken possession of speech

(tongue), he utters by the tonguo all words. Having by sentiency taken possession of

the nose, he smells all odours. Having by sentiency taken possession of the eye, he

sees all forms. Having by sentiency taken possession of the ear, he hears all sounds.

Having by sentiency taken possession of the tongue, he obtains all tastes of food. Having

by sentiency taken possession of the two hands, he performs all actions. Having by

sentiency taken possession of the body, he obtains pleasure and p»in. Having by senti-

ency taken possession of the organ, he obtains happiness, joy and offspring. Having by

sentiency taken possession of the two feet, he performs all movements. Having by senti-

ency taken possession of the brain (dhi), he generates all thoughts and perceives all

thought-forms.

Though the smell of a flower extends to a groat distance from tho

flower, yet it is not cut off from it, just as tho light of a gem, like radium,

though extending to a great distance, is not cut off from the gem. As we

find in the following Smriti.

If any one finding smell in water may say. the smell is the quality of water, he is

verily mistaken ; for smell is always the quality of earth, though it may be found in

different places, such as in water or air. (One mistakes the air or water to have scent,

because temporarily the scent has taken these objects as its place of manifestation).

In the Sruti we find it declared (PraSna, IV. 9) :

«W ft 58T «IBT «fart wfaclT T^T ^T5T *RT? ftfRTW I S <fts^ ITfHft

s^f?ra% \\ t n

For he it is who sees, hears, smells, ta9tes, perceives, conceives, acts, he whose
wswenca v. knowledge, the person, and he dwells in the highest, indestructible self.

,

a"SOS t,,e doBl* "}">ther intelligence which is anattribute of the soul is eternal or not.
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Ptirvapaksa :—The Purvapaksin says, the soul is inert like stono

;

and intelligence manifests in it, when mind comes in contact with it.

Had intelligence been a permanent quality of the soul, then it would not

have been lost in deep sleep ; when according to all texts and experience,

the soul knows nothing. The intelligence of the soul is therefore an

accidental quality, manifested in the soul by its contact with mind ; just

as the fire, which is not the quality of the iron, manifests in the iron when

it is heated in the fire. Had knowledge been the permanent attribute

of soul, then it would not have been lost in deep sleep. Moreover, if

intelligence wore the natural and inseparable quality of the soul, then

there was no necessity of an organ of intelligence like the mind ; for just

as if seeing was the invariable attribute of the soul, there would be no

necessity of an organ like the eye to perceive au object. In fact, the

Sruti which declares that tho soul has no consciousness in deep sleep, and

the Sruti (Brhadaranyaka, IV. 5. 14) which declares that the attributes

of the soul are never lost, but are eternal and indestructible, conflict with

each other. Hence it follows that intelligence is an accidental quality

of the soul.

Siddhdnta t Intelligence is a permanent attribute of the soul, as is

shown by the following Sutra.

SUTRA II. 3. 26.'

2*^ Prithak, separate. 3"T^ng, Upadesat, because of teaching or state-

ment.

26. The intelligence of the soul is permanent, bo-

cause there is separate statement in the scripture to that

effect—244.

COMMENTARY

In the text of the Pra&na Upanisad as well as in that of tho Brhad-

aranyaka wo find a distinct statement made to tho effect that the attributes

of the soul also are eternal. Tho Brhadaranyaka Upanisad (IV. 5. 14)

distinctly says that not only is the Jivatman imperishable, but its qualities

also are indestructible. It is not by contact with mind that the soul mani-

fests its quality of intelligence, for both being partless there can be no

contact between them. The intelligence of the soul becomes obscured

when it turns its face away from tho Lord, and it manifests when this

obscuration is destroyed by turning its face towards the Lord. As vie find

in the following text of Saunaka .—

fluttraw ,
t wwifR: fan* wi n I n
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*fcr fffait sqftwra: f*T: I! \ II

cmi big^ww^fi^ff 3*: i

si^i^^ q sr^W f?^T nwm) ft ?t tft M n

As by rubbing off the dust from a gem the light is not created in the gem, but the

light, which is the inherent attribute of the gem, manifests itself owing to the removal of

the covering dust, similarly the intelligence of the soul manifests itself when the faults

are removed. As by digging the earth, water eomes out of a well, but is not created by

the act of digging, similarly the soul manifests its intelligence when the layers of

ignorance concealing it are removed
;
just as the water of the spring bubbles up when the

super-incumbent layers of earth are removed by digging. In fact when the obscuring

faults are destroyed, the innate qualities of the soul manifest themselves ;
they are not

created, because they are the eternal attributes of the Jiva.

Tho text of the Brhadaranyaka Uuanisad (III. 7. 22) says :—

t> ftsrft ftsfHsrHR^d * Aran* ^ ftsn^ ft ftswratft tm&i

a sn?mnurteiga: II V( II

He who dwells in Vijnana (knowledge, Jiviitmii), and within knowledge, whom know-

ledge does not know, whose body knowledge is, and who pulls (mles) knowledge within

he is thy Self, the puller (ruler) within, the immortal.

This declares that tho soul is knowledge, and not tho knower. Tho

apparent doubt raised by this Hratt is answered in tho next Sutra.

sf'TKA II. 3. 27.

fi^prwf^Tfi^q^: mm \\\\\\\*\\
5RI Tat, that. 31 fluna, quality, that quality or those qualities, on

account of the quality or qualities of that, that quality, namely, the quality of

intelligence or knowledge. «Rc^l^ Saratvat, being Ihe essence. $1 Tat, that,

namely, knowledge. s91^i: Vyapadcsah, designation, slight Prajiia-vnt, like

the term Prajfia, when applied to the Lord.

27. The soul gets the designation of knowledge, hecause

that quality is its essential attribute, as the Lord Visnu

is called Prajnft or omniscience, because it is His essential

attribute.—245.

COMMENTARY

Though the Jiva is the knower, yet it is sometimes designated as

knowledge, because that quality of knowledge is its essential nature. Tho

word 'Sara' means a quality which never can bo discarded, which is the

essential nature of the thing, the absence of which makes the thing non-

existent The above text of tho Brihadfiranyaka Upani^ad no doubt

designates the soul by the term knowledge and not knower, but it is just

like the other texts of the same Upanisad where the Lord Visnu is called
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Truth, Knowledge and Infinity, and which does not mean that the Lord is

not Omniscient, because He is called Omniscience ; that He is not the

Knower because He is called Knowledge, etc. In fact, these texts show that

the soul is Knower and its essential attribute is knowledge. The next

Sutra shows this more clearly.

sl'tu.v ii., 3. 28.

^Trqqift?3m 3 ^toWSfeUI ^ I ^ I II

Yavat, wherever, so long as. ^Tifi Atma, the soul, the individual

self, wrf^rcj BhtivitvSt, on account of existing. ^ Cha, and. ?f Na, not.

?ta: Uosah, objection, fault. ^ Tat, that. 5^13. Darsanat, on account of

being seen.

28. There is no objection in designating the soul, whoso

essential nature is knowledge, as knower also, because

the knowledge exists so long as the self exists, and this we

observe also.—24G.

COMMENTARY

There is no fault in our reasoning if we assert the soul to be

both knowledge as well as the knower. We porcoivo that the knowledge

of the soul is co-eternal with the soul, and exists so long as the soul

exists, namely, for ever. Tho soul verily exists from beginningless time to

eternity, and such is also its knowledge. An illustration of this wo

observe in the case of the sun. The sun and its light are co-eternal, and

the sun, though essentially luminous, is also the maker of illuminatious, of

others ; it is both the light and tho illuminator. And so long as the sun

will exist, we can apply both these designations to it, and though the two

are really identical, yet they appear as two, hence their different designa-

tions.

An objector may say, knowledgo is an attribute of tho soul, and is

not eternal, because it does not exist in the state of deep sleep and it

originates because there are objects of knowledge to produce it This is

answered by the following Sutra :

sutha ii. 3. 29. j

3fr3TfaraR ?ratf*p«rf*rat<n^ ii h i \ I H n

3»=c3ifMa Puriistvfidivat, like tho virile power, like the power of procreation.

3 Tu, but. 1ST Asya, its, namely, of knowledge. Satah, of the existing,

^fasjjfojpun^ Abhivyaktiyog&t, on account of manifestation.

29. But this knowledge always exists in the soul even

in deep sleep (though in latency) like the procreative and other
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powers i» the child, and there is manifestation of it only in the

waking state.—247.

COMMKNTAHY

The word "but" is employed in order to set aside the objection above

raised. The word "Na" is understood in this Sutra. It is not tho case

that in deep sleep knowledge does not exist, but it originates in the waking

state. Why do we say so ? Because this knowledge exists, though

potentially, even in the state of dreamless sleep, and makes it* manifesta-

tion only in the waking state. An illustration of this is seen in the caso

of virile power and others. Thoy remain latent, in an infant, though those

powers exist in the soul yet they are not apparent, it is only in youth that

thoy manifest themselves. Similarly, the knowledge exists even in Su§upti,

though it manifests itself in the Jfigrata and Svapna. Tho scripture itself

shows that there is sucli manifestation, and that knowledge does exist

even in deep sleep. In the Byhad&ranyaka Upanhjad (IV, 3. 30) and the

rost wo find tho following :

v% <rt fMrrcrRf Grerarfa ftsrrcr^ aw ftaisiTfe *\ f? fa«Tgflsr?H$ift5iVfl fWfsft-

JirRiffta g 5T^ffcfUptffcr aeftsF*fl[*Rfi Jifstsrrjftara n

And when (it is said that) there (in the Husupti) he docs not know, yet he is knowing,

though he does not know. For knowing is inseparable from the knower, because it cannot

perish. Bat there is then no second, nothing else different from him that he could know.

This shows that knowledge exists even in Sugupti, but it does not

manifest itself because there are no external objects to manifest it.

Otherwise the Jiva itself could not exist in a state of deep sleep. It is

the conjunction with the sonses which is the exciting cause of knowledge

and manifests it. Had knowledge not at all existed in the soul, it could

never have manifested itself in the waking state, as when the virile

power is not in a man, as in congenital eunuchs, it never manifests itself,

even when such eunuchs attain youth. Therefore, it is established that

Jiva is atomic in size, has knowledge for its essential nature, and that this

attribute of knowledge is the eternal property of the soul.

Now the author refutes the view of the Sftnkhya philosophers who
maintain tho opposite doctrine, namely, that the knowledge of the soul is

not eternal.

Pforvapakm : Now the Purvapaksjn says, it is appropriate to

assert that soul is mere knowledge and all-pervading. It is all-pervading

because its effect is perceived everywhere. Had it been atomic it would

not have perceived pleasure and pain in all parts of its body. Had it
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been of medium size, then it would be non-eternal, which is not accepted

by any orthodox school of philosophers.

Siddhdnta : The following Sutra sets forth tho Siddhanta view :

sCtr.y ii., 3. 30.

ftr^^q^fNqWwftq^F'TCT II ? I \ I ||

fam Nitya, always, permanent, aq^f*? Upalabdhi, perception, conscious-

ness. fgisrfN Anupalabdhi, non-perception, non-consciousness. Pra-

sangah, result, consequence. H^ftit Anyatara, otherwise, either of tho two.

ftWT: Niyamah, restrictive rule. Va, or. twjxtt Anyatha, otherwise, namely,

if the soul were mere knowledge and omnipresent.

30. Otherwise there would be permanent consciousness or

permanent unconsciousness, or else a restriction with regard to one

or the other.—248.

COMMENTARY

If the view bo maintained that tho soul is mere knowledge and omni-

present, then would result tho undesirable consequence that it would be

either always conscious, or always non-conscious. Not only this, thero

would be a restriction or prohibition with regard to one or tho other. The

sense is this. It is a well-known fact, that there are consciousness and non-

consciousness. Of these two states, if the cause were a soul which was

omnipresent, and mere knowledge ; then these two states would be per-

ceived simultaneously and always, by all people. If such a soul be the

causo of consciousness only (but ]not of unconsciousness), then no one no-

where would ever be unconscious. If the soul bo the cause of non-conscious-

ness, then no one nowhere would ever be conscious. We cannot say that

consciousness aud unconsciousness depend upon sense organs, and the

soul is conscious when it is in contact with the sense organs ; and it is

unconscious when there is no such contact For according to your theory,

the soul being omnipresent is always in contact with sense organs. More-

over, in this theory all souls being omnipresent, arc in contact with all

bodies, and therefore should experience pleasure and pain everywhere.

This Sutra also indirectly refutes tho view, that the particular experiences

which a particular soul undergoes are the results of its past Karma and

its Adr§ta, which Adr§ta depends upon the particular thoughts and

desires entertained by that soul. The objection raised in this Sutra

applies to systems cognate to the Sankhya. In our system tho soul being

atomic is separate for every other separate body, and so our theory is not

open to this objection. Though it is atomic, it can work in all places, in
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succession, not simultaneously ; and hence the objection based on tho

souls being omnipresent does not apply to this theory. The atomic

soul perceives tho pleasure and pain, by the pervasion of its attribute,

as has already been mentioned in Sutra II., 3. 24.

Note: The Sfinkhya theory is that souls are many, separate for every body, but

every soul is omnipresent and pure knowledge.

The Saakhya Sutra, VI., 36, declares that Pradh^na is all-prevading, and VI., 45 that

the souls are many. And Sutra, VI., 59, declares that the soul is all-pervading.

Adhikarana XIV.— The Jlva is an agent.

Now the author considers the following text of the Taittiriya

Upanisad (II., 5. 1)

:

Vijiiana performs the sacrifice, it perforins all sacred acts. All Devas of the senses

attend upon VijnSna as the great, as the oldest. If a man knows Vijnfma as tho great,

and if he does not swerve from it, he leaves all evils behind in the body, and attains all

his wishes.

Doubt : Now arises the following doubt : Is the soul, described

in the above text by the word "Vijiiana," an agent ? It apparently is,

for tho text says "Vijfi&na or soul performs nil sacrifices," and all the

Devas of the senses are attendant upon Vijiiana. But, says the Piirva-

paksin, tho soul is not an agent, because we have the following text to

the contrary (Ki^h., II., 18) :

f?qm^ *<\l II ?s II

Tho Soul is not born, it dies not ; it sprang from nothing, nothing sprang from it.

The ancient is unborn, eternal, everlasting, he is not killed, though tho body is killed.

This text of the Katha Upanisad declares that tho soul is not an

agent, but that Prakrti is tho agent. The Oita also says to tho same

effect (HI., 27) :

AH actions are wrought by the qualities of nature only. The self, deluded by egoism

thinketh : "I am the doer."

So also Oita, XIII., 20 :

Matter is called the cause of the generation of causes and effects, Spirit is called

the cause oi the enjoyment ot pleasure and pain.
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Therefore we have the following :

Pforvapaksa : The soul is not an agent, Prakrti is the agent. By
realizing the truth one comes to know that she is the true agent, while

one wrongly attributes to himself the idea of agency. The soul is merely

the enjoyer of the fruit of action, and not an agent.

Siddh&nta : To this Pfirvapak§a tho answer is given by the following

Sutra which declares that the soul is an agent.

SUTRA II., 3. 1.

mmmmw w \ \ \ \ \\ \\

^ti? Karttfi, agent, warn?^ Sastr&rthavattvat, on account of the

scripture having a purport.

31. The soul is alone the agent, and not the Pra-

krti, for thus the scriptures can have a rational interpreta-

tion.—249.

COMMENTARY.

The Jiva alone is the agent and not the Gunas of Prakrti. Why
do we say so ? Because, the scriptures can have no purport if the Gunas

were the agents. In the scriptures we find injunctions liko tho follow-

ing : "Let the person who desires heaven perform sacrifice ;" "Let

the person meditate on the Supreme Luminous Self ;" etc. These

texts can have a meaning only if the sentient souls were the agent,

for agent alone can enjoy the fruit. They are meaningless if tho

Gunas were to be the agents, for if the non-sentient Gunas were the

agents, the injunctions would not have boon addressed to the sentient

souls, but to the insentient Gunas. The object of the scriptural injunction

like the above is to produce in the soul a motive or desire to perform

certain actions, in order to enjoy certain fruits. The injunctions produce

the idea in the soul that certain acts are followed by certain results, and

when that idea is produced, then the soul euters upon action, in order to

enjoy the fruits thereof. This idea of cause and effect between certain

action and its result or consequence cannot be produced in Prakrti, which

is insentient and consequently incapable of having any such conception.

Therefore, Prakrti is not the agent but the soul.

In the next Sutra the author further shows that soul is the agent.

Note : The following quotation from IWmanuja gives a more detailed reasoning

:

If a npn-sentient thing were the agent, the injunction would not be addressed to

another being (vix., to an intelligent being—to which it actually is addressed). The term

"Sitetra" (scriptural injunction) moreover comes from to command, and commanding

means impelling to action. But scriptural injunctions impel to action through giving

47
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rise to a certain conception (in the mind of the being addressed), and the non-sentient

Pradh&na cannot be made to conceive anything. Scripture, therefore, has a sense only,

if we admit that none but the intelligent enjoyer of the fruit of the action is at the same

time the agent. Thus the Pfirva Mimaihsa declares "the fruit of the injunction belongs

to the agent" (III., 7, 18).

The Pflrvapaksin had contended that the text '"if the slayer thinks, etc.," proves the

self not to be the agent in the action of slaying, but what the text really means is only

that the Self as being eternal cannot bo killed. The text, from Smrti, which was alleged

as proving that the Gunas only possess active power, refers to the fact that in all

activities lying within the sphere of the Saihsara, the activity of the Self is due not to its

own nature, but to its contact with the different Gunas. The activity of the Gunas,

therefore, must be viewed not as permanent, but occasional only. In the same sense

Smrti says, "The reason is tho connection of the soul with the Gunas, in its births, in

good and evil wombs" (Git;1, XIII., 21). Similarly, it is said there (XVIII., 16) that "he who

through an untrained understanding looks upon the isolated Self as an agent, that man

of flfcrvcrtcd mind docs not see," the meaning being that, since it appears from a previous

passage that the activity of the Self depends on five factors (as enumerated in 6V. 16),

he who views the isolated Self to be an agent has no true insight.

sCtija n., 3. 32.

fafTRft^ II H I \ I \\ II

faTrc Vihara, play, sporting about. UpadosYit, on account of

declaration.

32. The soul is the agent, because the scripture declares

that even in the state of Mukti it has pleasant activities.

-250.

COMMENTARY

In tho Clihiludogya Upanisad the soul of tho Mukta is thus described,

(VITI., 12. 3) :

a era qsqft ^rsjfte^irw sftfirer? sftrf snffrfaif *j *m

He through whose grace this released soul, arising from its last body, and having

approached the Highest Light, is restored to its own form is the Highest Person. The
Mukta moves about there laughing, playing and rejoicing, with women, with carriages,

with other Muktas of his own period or of the past Kalpas. (So great is his ecstasy) that

he does not remember even the person standing near him, nor even his own body. And
as a charioteer is appointed by his master to drive the carriage, just so is this Prftpa

appointed to drive tins chariot oi the, bod-j.

This shows that even the Mukta 31va plays about Thus we arrive

at the conclusion that mere activity is not the cause of sorrow, (tor then

the Mukta Jivas would not have been active), but it is perverted activity
.lone which is th-3 cause ot pam, or to use technical parase of the
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(Kt&, "It is the connection of tho Soul with the Uunas which is the cause

of pain."

sutua ii., 3. 33.

ii \ i \ i w ii

31RRTfl, Upfuhinfit, on account of taking up, moving, seizing.

33. The soul is agent because in the state of sleep it takes

tho Pranas along with it.—251

COM.MKNTAKY

In the Brhadaranyaka Upanisad (IT., 1. 18.) we find the following :

h qVf«swrcf?r ^ 5i??f tfis.vs&i i5Ki^r 1^3%^ flfw^wr aNtetH fan^Rr h

But when he moves about in sleep (and dream), then these are his worlds. He is, as

it were, a great king ; he is, as it were, a great Brrihmana ; he rises, as it were, and ho

falls. And as a greit king might keep in his own subjects, and move about, according to

his pleasure, within his own domain, thus does the soul control the various PriJnas and

move about, according to his pleasure, within his own body.

In the CJita also we find (XV., 8). :

When the soul acquireth a body and when he abandoncth it, he scizcth these and

goeth with them, as the wind takes fragrances from their flowery receptacles.

This shows (hat the Jiva is an agent, because it takes up the Pr&na.

As the magnet draws tho iron, so tho Jiva draws the Pranas. No doubt,

tho Pranas are the agents in seizing external objects. They are the agents

in all physical activities of the body, but the soul is tho direct agent, in

catching hold and seizing the Prftna, and making it work or not work.

There is no other agent with regard to the taking up of Prfina.

The author gives another reason in the next Sutra.

Rvra'x 11., 3. 34.

^iform Vyapadesat, on account of direction, designation. ^ Cha, and.

ffoll*ni. KriySy&m, in action, in the performance of sacrifices. «T %^ Na-chet,"

if not so. f^^i Nirdesa, grammatical construction, fopfa: "ViparyayaY), differ-

once, opposite.
'

"

34. The soul is an agent also on account of the scrip-

tares directing it to, perforin . actions, If . it were not the
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agent, the grammatical construction would have been

different—252.

COMMENTARY

In the Taittirtya text, already mentioned before under Sutra II., 3. 31,

the word "VijnSna" is used in the nominative case, meaning "the

soul performs the sacrifico, it performs all works." This shows that the

soul is agent principally in all worldly and Vedic works, and it is the

soul which is designated as performing all works sacred and secular. If

the word "VijMna" there did not . denote the soul, but the Buddhic

principle, then the grammatical construction would havo been different

It would not havo been put in the nominative case, but in the instrumental

case—instead of "Vijiianam" the form would have been "Vijnanena," for

Buddhi is merely the instrument of action and could not be put in the

nominative case. But the text does not show it so. If Buddhi were the

agent, then we have to imagine some other instrument through which it

porforms action, for all activities are accomplished througli instruments

only. Therefore, the dispute is nominal only, for there is no agency with-

out an instrument, and where an instrument is spoken of as an agent,

there the agent and the instrument are considered identical.

An objector may say : If Jiva was the agent then he would create

ODly that which was beneficial to it, and not that which was injurious, for

an agent is always independent This is no valid objection. Though the

Jiva intends to create all conditions beneficial to itself, yet owing to the

counteracting force of its past Karmas, which are concomitant causes,

sometimes its efforts result in producing undesirable effects. Therefore,

it follows that the soul alone is the agent

This being so, the texts which declaro that soul is not an agent are

to be explained as declaring that the soul is not an independent agent. Its

activities are dependent on the will of the Lord.

The scriptures—says an opponent—do not really mean to say that the

soul is an agent because the soul suffers pain ; and had it been the creator

of its conditions, it would not have suffered pain, for it would have created

such conditions only which would have been joyful. This argument goes

too far, for then the texts which declare explicitly that a man should per-

form full-moon and new-moon sacrifices are to be explained in a different

way, namely, that Buddhi has to perform theso sacrifices, not man. Thus

the non-agency of the soul would make the scriptural texts absurd.

The author now shows the objections to which the theory of

Pradh&na being the agent is open.

sutba u., 3. 35.
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3l$rfs>m Uplabdhivat, like perception, liko the case of sontiency or non-
sentiency as in Sutra II., 3. 20. 'Sfftal: Aniyamafo, want of detorminateness,

want of definiteness.

35. If the soul were not the agent, then there would be indefinite-

ness of all activities, just as in the case of consciousness, if it were

all-prevading.—253.

COMMENTARY

In the previous Sutra (II., 3. 30) it has been shown how indefinite

would be the consciousness of the soul if it were omnipresent. On similar

reasoning it can bo shown that if all activities belong to Prakrti, and not

to the soul, then there would be similar vagueness with regard to all

activities. For Prakrti being all-pervading and the common possession

of all souls, all actions would result in producing experiences in all souls,

or in not producing experiences in any soul.

Note : As air is all-prcvading, any vibration in air, such as sound, produces the same
sensation in all persons, similarly Prakrti, being all-pervading, any activity in or of

Prakrti will produce the same experience in all souls, and any inactivity would stop the

activity of all souls.

You cannot say that the activity of the Prakrti in a particular

locality would only produce experience in that soul, which is in proximity

with it, and not in another which is at a distanco from that locality, (as

sound is heard by persons near its source, and not at a too great distance).

For in your theory the souls being equally omnipresent with Prakrti, will

experience the activities of Prakrti, wherever it may be active, for its

proximity with Prakrti is present everywhere.

sCtra ii., 3. 36.

^firW^Fl II ^ I \ I M II

tfftfi Sakti, power, ftq^ts; ViparyaySt, on account of difference or

inversion.

36. If Prakrti were the agent, then there would be the inversion of

the power of enjoyment attributed to the soul, and that power of

enjoyment would belong to Prakrti.—254.

COMMENTARY

If Prakrti were the agent and not the soul, then the power of

enjoyment which is attributed to the soul, must be attributed to Prakrti,

for enjoyment always is experienced by the agent, and not by a third

person. There is no such vicarious punishment or reward. If a man
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does an act, ho experiences its result, and not a third party. If Prakrti

be tho agont, there is no reason why the soul should be the enjoyer. In

the SvetSsvatara Upanisad (I., 8) the existence of the soul is established,

because it enjoys tho fruit of its actiou. If tho soul were not the agent,

that argument also will bo invalid. For this reason also soul is the agent,

for vicarious suffering or enjoyment is unreasonable.

s£tra ii., 3. 37.

?wrfa-«WTin3. Samadhi-abhav&t, on account of the absence of Samadhi.

^ Cha, and.

37. If Prakrti wore the agent, then there would be the absence of

Samadhi also.—255.

COMMENTARY

The theory that Prakrti is tho agont is open to this objection also,

that under it Samadhi itself becomes impossible ; and consequently there

can bo no release, because Samadhi is the instrument of release. Now
Samadhi consists in the realisation of the idea "I am separate from Pra-

krti." If Prakrti were the agent, then Prakrti would have to formu-

late this notion, "I am separate from Prakrti," which would mean "I am
separate from myself." Now Prakrli cannot formulate any such notion,

because it is non-intelligent ; and because the idea itself of being separate

from one's ownsolf is an impossible notion. Even the extremists who
would attribute no activity to the soul are forced to admit its activity so

far as Mukti is concerned. They admit tbat it is the soul which by its

effort of Samadhi realises its difference from Prakrti and thus gets Mukti.

But if the soul were absolutely inactive this effort of realising Samadhi

would bo impossible for it. Hence it follows that tho soul alone is the

agent.

Adhikarana XV.—Activity is an essential attribute of the

soul, though it may not be always actually active.

Now the author shows by an illustration, that the soul is active .by

its inherent power, as well as by employing instruments.

SUTRA II., 3. 38.

*WT ^ tffitWTT \\ \ I \ I ^ II

W1 Yatha, as. ^ Cha, also, and. TO Taksa, the carpenter. Ubha-
yathfi, in both ways.
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38. The soul is active in both ways like unto the carpenter.

-256.

COMMKNTAHY

As a carpenter is agent in the act of carpentry through the medium

of his instruments, such as axe, plane, saw, borer, etc., and is agent also

directly in the act of holding those instruments and grasping them in

his hands, so also the Jiva is an agent in a two-fold sense. It works

on the external world indirectly through the instrumentality of the sense

organs, and it is also directly agent in the act of controlling the Pr8nas.

In other words, tho soul has double agency, one through the Pr&na,

the other by seizing hold of the Pr&na itself and directing it into different

channels. This explains why in certain scriptural texts agency is attributed

to Matter and not to the Soul. It is because importance is" given to

the instrument, therefore, it is said that the Gunas act and not tho

Jiva. Thus, as in ordinary language, one may say that the axe cuts, etc.,

such phrases are figurative only, and as thero is preponderance of Gunas

in such acts, so the action is attributed to the Gunas. In fact, the Gita"

declares it clearly that "re-incarnation of the soul in good or bad family

is regulated by the use it has made of its implements, namely, the Gunas."

(Gita, XIII, 21) :

Soul, ruling matter, uscth tho implements (Gunas) made of matter. The cause of its

birth in good and evil wombs is the right or wrong employment of these implements

(Gunas).

This explains those passages which declare Gunas to be tho agent,

such as tho Gita, III., 27 :

All actions are wrought by the Gunas of nature only. The self, deluded by egoism,

thinketh : "I am the doer."

If the soul is the real agent, why doos the above "verse say that the man

who thinks himself to be tho agent is a fool ? And why is this repeated

again in verse, XVIII., 16 :

That being so, he verily who—owing to untrained Reason—looketh on his Self, which

is isolated, as the actor, he, of perverted intelligence, seeth not.
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The reply to this is that every act has five factors. The man who
ignores the four and thinks himself to be the sole agent, is called in these

verses a fool, one of perverted intelligence. The five factors are mentioned

in the same (XVIII., 14.)

vfarf cwr ^ *m * ^fhwrj

The body, the soul, the various organs, the diverse kinds of energies, and the Supreme
Lord also, the fifth, are the five factors in all acts.

Wo cannot take these vorses in the superficial sense as teaching that

the soul is isolated and never an agent, for in that very book wo find that

the soul does perform act, for the sake of getting Mukti. If the soul could

perform no action, no direction could bo issued to it to exert for salvation.

Such as we find in the Gita\ XVIII., 65 :

H!*ft«9% Sr* ^ JtffT5IT% faftsf% n ||

Merge thy mind in Me, be My devotee, sacrifice to Mo, prostrate thyself before Me,
thou shalt come even to Me. I pledge thee My truth ; thou art dear to Me.

So also IX, 34 :

llif^qftl 3rfWn?»TR TPTCRW: II 3* II

On Me, fix thy mind
; be devoted to Me, sacrifice to Me

; prostrate thyself before

Me ; harmonised thus in the Self, thou shalt come unto Me, having Me as thy supreme
goal.

So also XVIII, 55 :

w?l ht a1?^ $n?iu ansj^ercr, n y!< n

By devotion he knowctb. Me in essence, who and what I am
; having thus known Me

in essence he forthwith entereth into the Supreme.

These versos show that Mukti is for that soul only which performs
the act of meditation on the Lord. No doubt, there are passages declaring

that the soul neither kills nor is killed, such as II., 19, etc. They mean
that the effect of slaying, as cutting asunder into two pieces, never accrues
to the soul. The soul, being eternal, can never be cut asunder or slain.

But those passages do not mean that a person, who unrighteously kills

another, will not suffer the moral consequences of that act, for the GitS
has already established that the agency belongs to the soul, and the soul
must enjoy or suffer the good or bad effects of its deeds, This also
explains how the saints or devotees are said to perform no action, though
they are ordered to worship the Lord. The great Saints, the Bhfigavatas,
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not only worship the Lord in this world, but in heaven also after they

have attained Mukti ; but their worship is considered to be no action in

the ordinary sense of the word ; for they worship without any taint of

Gunas, and their devotion is of pure spiritual energy, and the Gunas are

completely submerged in their case, and play a very subordinate part.

Referring to this we find in the Bh&gavata Pur&na the following :

eiW*?s ?ffitf%WKt fayoft H

The Stfttvic agent is he who performs all acts without attachment to the Gagas,
the Kajasa agent performs all acts blinded by his attachment to the Gunas, the Tamasic
agent has no memory, and performs all actions ignorantly, while the Nirguna agent is he
who does every act with perfect resignation to My will.

The experiencing of pleasure and pain is always the function of the

soul, pure and simple, and never of msitter or fJunas, as say^ the Gita" very

clearly (XIII., 20) .

g<31:'3tsii *?NFZ&^rsiJ?t II

Matter is called the cause of the generation of causes and effects
;

Spirit is called

the cause of the enjoyment of pleasure and pain.

Though pleasure and pain always co-exist with Gunas, yet they,

being of the nature of consciousness or feeling, have the soul element

predominating in them, for the power of consciousness belongs to the

soul alone and the Gunas do not predominate in the sentiency of pleasure

and pain, for matter is opposed to consciousness. It is a well-known fact,

that the essence of soul is consciousness, the feeling of pleasure and pain.

The soul is self-luminous, and hence intelligence as well as agency must

be understood to be the essential qualities of the soul. In fact, the Sruti

also declares the same (Prasna Upanisad, IV., 9.) :

sFJrRnft ii < it

For he it is who sees, hears, smells, tastes, perceives, conceives, acts, he whose

essence is knowledge, the person, and he dwells in the highest, indestructible Self.

The illustration of the carpenter also shows that, the agency of the

soul is not perpetual but depends upon its volition. It may or may not

be active as it pleases. It is not subject to the law of inertia of Matter.

A material particle once in motion, is always in motion without any power

of stoppage unless some external force comes in.

48
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Adhikarana XVI.—Sold in its activity u dependent

>' - on the Lord.

Now another doubt is raised as regards this activity of the soul.

Doubt : Is this activity of the soul self-dependent or dependent on

another ?

Purvapakm : It is self-dependent, because injunctions and pro-

hibitions of the scriptures have a meaning only if the soul were self-

dependent in its activity and not otherwise. When the scripture says,

"let a porson desirous of heaven perforin sacrifice," "let a Brahmana not

drink wine, and let him forsake all sins," etc., it moans that the sonl is

independent in its activity, for orders are addressed only to those who of

their own froe volition and thought have the power of entering on an

action or refraining from an action.

Siddhdnta, : The soul is not independent in its activity, hut depends on

the Highest Self, as is shown in the following Sutra :

SUTRA II., 3. 39.

V\% II H I \ I U II

. <m^ Parat, from the Supreme Lord, g Tn, but. ni-srT: Tat-sruteh,

on account of this being declared by scriptures.

39. But the activity of the soul is from the Highest Lord as its

cause, because the scriptures declare it so.—257.

COMMENTARY

The word 'but' is employed in order to remove the doubt raised by

the Pilrvapaksjn. The activity of the soul proceeds from the Highest

Lord as its cause. Why do we say so ? Because the scripture declares it

to be thus. Such as "The Lord is within all, the ruler of all creatures ;"

"Who dwelling in the Jiva-5tman, is different from Jiva-atman, whom the

Jiva-atman does not know, whose body the Jiva-atman is, who rules the

Jiva-fitman from within, He is thyself tho Inner Ruler, the Immortal."

So also in Kau&taki Upanisad, IIT., 8 :

sq: ifci *n>3 5$ swift ft JR^Tg^'ta zfc w^ft er 3*teft sfftfwft-

. For the Lord makes him whom he wishes to lead up from these worlds, do a good
deed ; and the same makes him, whom He wishes to lead down from these worlds, do a
bad deed.

All these texts show that the Lord is the highest motive power of

the soul.
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Let it be so. If the agency of the soul is dependout on the Highest

Lord, then all injunctions and piohibitions of scriptures become useless,

for the man then becomes a mere automaton moved by the Spirit within.

The scriptures only enjoin acts and omissions on persons who have

power of their own to do an act or to refrain from doing an act.

To this objection the following Sutra gives a reply.

Sutra ii., 8. 40.

^qq^^^ ftfcpfifMTOffcq: II H I \ 1 V o ||

?a Krta, made, smw Prayatna, effort, ^^t* Apekgah, having regard to,

with a view. § Tu, but. faf?cT Vihita, ordained, injunction. Pratisiddha,

prohibited. ^-Wi>fft«f: A-vaiyarthya-ftdibhyah, on account of non-meaningless-

ness.

40. The Lord makes the soul to act having regard to the effort

made by it, so that injunctions and prohibitions of the scriptures may

not become meaningless.—258.

COMMENTARY

The word 'but' removes the doubt raised. The Lord causes the

Jiva^to act in a particular way, not arbitrarily, but having regard to the

tendencies generated by it, by the good or evil deeds performed by it in

its past lives. Hence fie above objection .-Us no longer valid. The differ-

ent fruits which the souls oxperienco are the results of the differences of

their actions, good or bad, just as the different fruits which the trees

produce are the results Of "tfre differences of seeds. The Lord is the

exciting cause of the growth of the tree like the rain. The seed is the

particular cause of the particular kind of fruit produced, the rain is the

general cause. If there were no rain, we shall never see the diversities

of smell, taste, of the fruits, flowers, etc., which we find in the vegetable

creation, for no plants will grow in the absence of water. Similarly,

there may be abundance of water and still no plants will grow if there be

no seeds. The result is that the good or bad experiences are the

consequences dependent upon the actions of the soul and not the arbitrary

act of the Lord. Similarly, a man may be an agent, though "impelled

to that action by another, and be still responsible for his acts. Therefore,

the responsibility of the soul does not cease, though the impelling cause

is the Lord.

On what authority do we say so ? Because otherwise the injunctions

and prohibitions of the scriptures would be meaningless.

The words "A.di, etc." in the Sutra suggest that the grace , and

punishment of the Lord are also not arbitrary acts, but-regulated: bjc.th*
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actions of the Jiva It is only in this way that scriptural commands do

not become purportless. If the soul were a mere automaton, like a

piece of wood or stone, impelled by the Lord to do good or bad

deeds, then the words of the scripture will lose their authoritativeness

and the responsible agent would be the Lord Himself. In the Kausitaki

Upanisad, it is certainly said : "The Lord makes him whom He wishes to

lead up do a good deed, etc." There also the Lord wishing to lead up a

particular soul impels that soul to do good act, for the phrase "wishing to

lead up" means the grace of God and impelling a Jiva to good deeds.

Similarly, the phrase "wishing to lead down" means punishment and

impelling a Jiva to perform evil deeds. If the Jiva was like an automaton,

then the grace and punishment would have no meaning with regard to

his actions, nor could the charge of cruelty brought against the Lord be

answered in that view of the case. Therefore, soul is a responsible agent,

though no doubt a secondary agent, while the Lord is the causative agent,

because without His permission, the soul can do nothing. Thus there is a

complete reconciliation of the two views.

Adhikarana XVII.—The soul is a part of God.

Now the author in order to strengthen the view set forth in the

previous Sutras teaches that the Jiva is a portion of Brahman. In the

Mundaka Upanisad, HI. 1. 1., we find the following :

«t gqqrf afai i*i qfttwsrft •

Two birds, inseparable friends, cling to the same tree. One of them eats the sweet

fruit, the other looks on without eating.

This reference to two birds in this verse is evidently to the Lord and

the Jiva, to the God and the soul.

Doubt : Here arises the doubt : Is the Lord Himself the Jiva, appear-

ing as such owing to the limitations of Maya, or is the Jiva a part of the

Lord dependent on Him, invariably related to Him, but separate from

Him, like the rays of the sun ?

P&rvapaksa : The Purvapaksm says the Lord Himself limited

by M&y& is the Jiva. As says the Atharvan £ruti (Brahma-Bindu Upani-

sad, verse XIH) :

«e> sftfrcr sirssfirf! aa^foft wVm: u M m

As a space enclosed in a jar remains in its own place even when the jar is moved to

another locality—for.it is the jar that .is. moved and not the space, or as a jar. enclosing
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a space may be broken into pieces but the space remains the same and is not destroyed,

so is the soul like space.

The Gratis like "Thou art that,'' etc., also become harmonised in

this view of the case, namely, that the soul and the Lord are identical.

Siddkdnta : The soul and the Lord aro not identical as shown by the

following Sutra :

si'tra if., 'A. 41.

^^TT^reif^mfofimfa^l^ II
~\

I \ I V » ||

*W: Amsah, part. iTfll NfinS, many, multifarious, difference. «J^We(.

VyapadesSt, on account of the declaration. Anyatha, otherwise. ^ Cha,

and. Tf<l Api, also, sre DSsa, servant, ffera Kitava, gambler. *rtt%?w Adit-

vam, and the rest. Adhiyate, record. s% Eke, some (texts).

41. The soul is a part, because the Lord is described as having

manifold relations with the soul, and also because some texts record him

as identical with Brahman, like slaves and fisherman, etc.—259.

COMMENTARY

Jiva is a part of the Supreme Lord like the rays of the sun, which

are separate from it. but which continually accompany it and which in

a way are dependent upon it Why do you say so ? Because the scrip-

ture describes the manifold relations of the soul with the Lord. Thus

in the Subftla Upanisad, we hear : "One God NftrSyana is the creator, is

the destroyer, is the Divine, is the mother, is the father, is the brother,

is the abode, is the rofuge, is the friend, verily He, the NftrSyana, is the

goal of all." So also in the Glta. [X., 18 :

sw: wra fiwri tfsw«ra* II II

The Path, Husband, Lord, Witness, Abode, Shelter, Lover, Origin, Dissolution, Founda-

tion, Treasure-house, Seed imperishable.

The scriptures declare manifold relation of the Lord with the soul,

such as He is the creator, the Jiva is the created ; He is the ruler, the

other is the ruled ; He is the support, the other is the supported ; He is the

Lord, the other is the servant ; He is the lover, the other is the beloved ;

He is the object of attainment, the other is the attainer ; and so on. On
the other hand, the Atharvfin SVuti also describes Him in another way,

namely, His unity with Jiva, showing all-pervasiveness by which He
pervades the Jiva, and thus the Jiva is looked upon as identical with
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Brahman. In other words, the texts declare both the difference of the

Lord and the Jiva, and His unity with the Jiva in the sonse of its pervading

the Jiva. Thus the following text

:

m%mi m ?t?u »mm fawn >

Brahman is the slaves. Brahman is these fishermen, and Brahman is these Ramb-

lers, etc.

These declarations of unity would not be possible, it there were no

difference in essontial nature between God and Soul. No one can himself

be the creator as well as the created, himself the pervader as well

as the pervaded, nor the Supreme Lord who is the highest intelligence

can be the slave, (he fisherman, etc. If He were to be so, then all those

texts would bo stultified which teach indifference to all worldly objects.

Nor cau it be said that the Lord limited by Maya is transformed into

slave, fisherman, etc.

Note : The Jiva is said to bo a part or Aihsa, of Brahman, because in that view only

the apparently conflicting texts of the Upanisads can be reconciled. Home texts declare

the difference of Brahman from the soul in very distinct terms. Brahman is the creator,

soul the created, Brahman the ruler, soul the ruled, etc. While there are equally con-

trary texts, which declare Brahman to be identical with every soul, whether that of a

slave, a fisherman or a gambler, etc., How are these texts to be reconciled ? Some texts

declare Nanatva or difference, others declare Anyatha or non-Ninitva or unity. According

to BjLdarayana the reconciliation consists in considering the soul as an Amsa or part of

the" Lord, 'for. in" that view 6nly,'it is possible to consider it as'diflferent from the Lord, as

well «ff non-different from Him. ....
The soul is not a part of Brahman in the. sense of a piece of stone

cut. off from a rock by the chisel. Jiva is not in that sense a cut off por-

tion of the Lord, for if it were so then it would contradict all those texts

which declare Brahman and soul to be incapable of division, and not

liable to any change. Therefore, the Jiva is described as a part of

Brahman, in the sense of being a subordinate member of Brahman, sepa-

rate from Him, but related to Him, as the created, the ruled, the supported,

etc. The subordinate relation of the soul to Brahman is established by

the fact that all energies of the soul are from the Lord. As says the

Smrti (Visnu PurSna, Book VI, Ch. 7, verses 61—64) :

qowp^wr fM«fl: *rfrRmffew*( II u ||

srfam ^r&isrpaiT q?fojr jifrfifcareV II Kl II

Tho whole of this universe consisting of moveable and immoveable Jivas is energised

by the energy of Visnu, the Supreme Brahman. The energies are of three sorts, the

divine energy which is the high .-.st, and called the Visnu Sakti, the Jtva energy which is
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lower than this and is called the Ksetrajna Sakti, and third the material energy called

the Avidy£ or Karma energy.

The word Amsa used in this Sutra is to be understood in a sense

similar to that when we say the orb of Venus is a hundredth part of that

of the moon. This definition of Ariisa or part does not transgress the

definition which says : "Part is the particular localisation of a whole or

a particular portion of one substance, inhering in that substance but not

separate from that substance." Tims Brahman as possessor of all energies

is one entire substance, while Jfva has a portion of this Brahma energy,

and in that sense it is a part of Brahman, and thus is subordinate to

Brahman. In other words, the word Aihsa or part is to be taken in the

sense of subordinate. When we say "Jfva is a part of Brahma" we mean

"Jiva is subordinate to Brahman."

The statements that the human soul is like a space enclosed in a jar,

not different from the space outside the jar, are to be reconciled by holding

that when the limiting condition or Upadhi is destroyed then there is the

union of the two. It does not mean absolute identity. The phrases like

"thou art that." etc., also declare that "the thou" is dependent upou

"the that," for all its functions. In other words, tlu sentence "thou art

that" means "all thy functions are dependent upon Brahman.'' In fact, all

the previous texts and illustrations of the CIMndogya IFpanisad, show this

to be the real moaning of the great saying "thou art that ;" it has no other

meaning. Consequently, it follows that the Jiva is different from the Lord

and this difference is manifest, ; for one is the ruler, the other is the ruled
;

one is omniprosent, the other is atomic ; and so on. The opposite view that

the Jiva and the Lord are identical cannot be fairly deduced from the scrip-

tural texts.

In support of this view that the Jiva is a part of Brahman in the sense

of being subordinate to Him, the author now quotes a Vedic Sruti.

SUTRA II., 3. 42.

II 'i I \ I »^ ,1

«*^wnfa Mantravarnat, because of the description given in the sacred

Mantra.

42. The Jiva is a part of Brahman because the Mantra also

describes it to be so.—260.

COMMENTARY

mum iftm <ra> ^wr**^ <j^r! i

Even the Qg Veda, X., 90. 3, declares :
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Such is His greatness, yea, the Lord is even greater. All souls constitute one quarter

of Him. His immortal three quarters are in Heaven.

This Mantra, which is to be found in the Chh&ndogya Gpanisad, III.,

12. 6, declares distinctly that all Jivas constitute a PSda or portion of

Brahman. In fact, the word Pfida and Amsa are identical. Both mean
"a part." or "a portion." This Mantra uses the word 'SarvS-bhutftni' in

the plural number, while in the Sutra the word Aihsa is in the singular

number. The singular hero is used in a generic sense to denote all souls.

Incidentally it may be mentioned that tho souls are many as declared in

this Mantra. In other places also singular must be taken as denoting the

whole class, thus as in Sutra, II., 3. 19, the word "Atman" is used in the

singular number, but denotes the whole class of Jivatmans.

SDTRA ii., 3. 43.

^ *n^t II \ I \ I *\ II

ifi Api, also, n (Jha, and. Smaryate, it is so written in the Smrti,

43. The Smrti also declares the soul to be a portion of

Brahman.—261.

OOMMKNTAK i

In the Gita, XV.. 7, we find :

»ttai*fl sitasrY* <ffrfa: h^rr: i

«W: TOlsftf^qifiii Sfffowft ^fij || vs ||

A part of me verily has become the Jtva in this world of Jivas and is eternal. It

draweth round itself the senses of which the mind is the sixth, veiled in matter.

The Lord has used the word "eternal" in the above showing that the

Jivas are eternal and not fictitious portions like space enclosed in a jar.

Here also the word Amsa is used showing that the Jiva is always dependent

upon the Lord and that all its activities are subordinate to Him.

In the Padma Purfina the essential nature of the Jiva is more definitely

stated :

* srmt faffarcr* ***** wwnw ii * n

*rtwTs«P?: BT^ft ftfJHR: SJnTOt II * II

"fWrftsftgrfi: frpjjT: <H«T \ II 3 II

1X311 SWT i

mptf\ im&i *xr&fo n * n

The Jiva is an intelligent receptacle having intelligence as its quality, it is the giver

of sentiency to its various vehicles and is beyond Prakrti. It. is not born, it hi not subject
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to modification, it has one form, unchanging in its essence. It is atomic and eternal,

having the quality of pervasion and consisting of knowledge and bliss. It is designated

by the word "J," is unchanging, is the witness and eternal. It is incombustible, undeav-
able and can neither be wetted nor dried away. It is imperishable as well. Possessing

these attributes it is a part of Brahman, a servant of the Lord. The letter "Ma" denotes

the Jtva called also the fcnower of the field. It is the slave of the Lord but of no one else

ever.

The words "possessing these attributes and the rest" refer to the

other qualities of the Jiva not definitely mentioned in the above extract,

such as the JTva is an agent, the enjoyer, the self-luminous, etc. Luminos-

ity is of two kinds according to the difference of the substance and the

quality. The first depends for its enkindling on its own self, the second

is the particular substance which is the cause of enkindling himself as well

as another. Such is the Self or Jivatman. The flame of a candle illumines

the eye and is itself a lighted mass and its burning is dependent upon

itself and it manifests itself by its own light and is not like jar, etc, which

manifest themselves through another's light. Therefore, the flame is self-

luminous. But there is this difference between the flame and the soul that

the flame being material cannot shine forth or illumine itself, in other words,

has no self-consciousness. But the soul is self-luminous like the flame and

illumines others like the flame, but has the additional attribute of self-

illumination, of self-consciousness, which the light has not. Therefore, it

is said that the soul illumines itself, is self-luminous and of the form of

intelligence.

Adhikarana XVIII— TJie Avataras like Msh, etc., are not part

of Brahman but Brahman itself.

As a digression the author here considers the subject of Avatftraa.

In the OopSlat&pa ni Upanisad it is said (p. 195. Thirty-two Upanisads,

Anandu Asram Series).

There is one ruler, all-pervading, the Lord Krsna, the adored of all and though one

shines forth as many, the wise who worship Him as seated in the throne of the heart enjoy

eternal happiness but not so the others.

Similarly, in the Visnu Purftna it is said (I., 2. 3) :

Salutation to that Lord Visnu whose essential nature is one as well as many, who i*

both subtle and the gross, who is both manifest and unmanifest, who is the cause of

salvation.

49
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Here the Lord is called as one, in the so is3 of bain? tin whole, and

is called as having many forms, in the sens* of having taken many Aihsa-

kalft Avat&ra9.

.. Doubt r Now the doubt arises : Are theses AmsVkala" AvatSras

portions of Vi?nu, in tho same sense as the Jiva is a portion of the Lord,

or is there any difference ?

.• Furvapaksa : There is no difference between the Jivas and these

Ariisa Avat&ras, for both are AmAas or parts of .Brahman, and as such there

is equality of attributes between them.

• SiddMnta : This is not so, as shown in the next Sutra.

,
SUTRA., II., 3. 44.

J^WlfMNTC: II ^ W | «» II

. «rawnf^I. PrakfisSdivat, like light and the rest * Na, not <*f«r. Evam,

thus. 1C: Parah, the highest, the supreme, the Avatfiras like the Fish, etc.

44. The supremo Avataras like the Pish and the rest, are not thus

Amsas of Brahman as the Jtva is ; like the light and so on.—202.

IUMMKNTARV

Though denominated by the term Am£a, the Avataras like the Fish

and the rest, are not AriiSas in the same sense as the Jiva is said to be.

The word Amsa, applied to th<; Avataras, means the entire Brahman. This

the author explains by the- example of "light and tho rest" : As sun is

said to be light, and the firefly also is said to be light, yet the word light

applied to the sun has altogether a different meaning from the word light

applied to the firefly. There is no oneness of form between tho sun and

the firefly. Similarly, though the nectar and the wine are both liquids,

and are equally termed liquids, yet they are not the same ; in tho same

way the Avataras and the Jivas, though Amsas of Brahman, yet are not

the same.

SUTRA II, 3. 45.

mfci i ii ^ w i n ii

wfNr Smarauti, the Snirtis declare. ^ Cha, and.

45. The Smrtis also declare the same.—263.

COMMENTARY

In the Mah&varftha Purttna we read as follows :
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The Arhia is used in two senses, (») the Aihia or part of one's ownself and hence iden-

tical with himself, («) a part separate from one's ownself. The first called Svamsa is

absolutely identical with the whole, of which it is a part. It has all the powers, the nature
and the condition of the original ; there is not the slightest difference between it and its

prototype. The second called Vibhinna Arfisa has lesser power, lesser energy, lesser

attributes than the original. The Sva-amsas are all full of perfect attributes and free from
all defects.

The sense of the above is this : In the Bhagavata PurSna it is said ':

"These Avatftras are the partial manifestations (Amsakala) of the Supremo
Person, but Krsna is the Lord Himself." This verse does not mean that

other Avat&ras, like the Fish and the rest, are in any respect inferior to the

Lord
; but that they are the Supreme Lord in His entirety, and are not

Amsas in the same sense as the Jivas are the Amsas of the Lord. On the

other hand, (hey are like tho various aspects of the same Lord manifesting

different powers, just like the crystal and the rest, which show difforent

attributes at different times. When the Lord in his AvatSra manifests all

His powers, then He is called a full Avautra, but when He manifests only

a portion of His powers, thou ho is said to be a partial Avat&ra. In His

Avatfira as Krsna, all the six powers were fully manifested, but in other

Avataras, a fewer number of these powers were shown forth, and hence they

were called AriisakalSs. It may be illustrated by the example of a great

professor, who is master of all the sciences, and who is, therefore, called a

perfect master ; but when he addresses a lower class of intellects, he may
not expound to them all the six SSstras, but only a particular portion,;

and in that aspect of his teaching, he may be called a partial teacher ;

though as a matter of fact, he is master of six sciences. It is only in tho

Lord Krsna, the infant sucking at the breast of mother Yasodft, that we
find the perfect manifestation of all the six attributes which constitute the

Godhead, such, for example, supreme love for all humanity or an object

of supreme love for all humanity, the maker of the supremely sweet

heavenly music which turns the head of even tho wisest Gods like BrahmS
and the rest, the possessor of tho most ravishing and beautiful form, which
enchants all who behold it, and immeasureable compassion and the rest.

These attributes are fully mentioned in the tenth Skandha of tho BhSgavata
Purfina. The Lord in His manifestation of riri Krsna was attended by all

His energies, like Eadhfc and the rest, as described in the Puru§a Bodhiat

Sruti. But in His other Avatfiras, like those of the Fish and the rest, He
did not bring down all His energies, nor did He manifest all His attributes*.

But these Avat&ras were identical with the Lord and though called Arhsasy

they were not parts of Brahman in tho same sense as Jtvas are said to 'to
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His parts. In the Rk-parisista the various powers of the Lord are fully

described.

The author now adduces another argument to prove the same con-

clusion.

SUTRA II., 3. 46.

vmi <?f^ift sftfsnffaj. ii \ U i ii

WijprT Anujfia, permission (to do good or bad deeds). Hence activity.

iftSTCT ParMrau, exclusion, cessation from activity (i e., Mukti or Release).

^Sflwr?^ Dehasambandhat, on account of connection with a body 5*ftftTCTf^

Jyotir&divat, as in the case of light and so on. The word 'Jyotib' means 'eye.'

46. In the case of the Jivas, there is wordly activity

or cessation therefrom (Eelease), on account of their connection with

bodies, but not so in the case of the Avataras. The Jivas are like

light in the eye (depending for its vision upon the activity or cessation

of the light of the sun).—264.

COMMENTARY

Though the Jiva is an Ariisa of the Lord, yet on account of its con-

nection with AvidyHi from beginningless time, and on account of its con-

nection with a body, it is under the control of the Lord, and with regard

to it we find texts declaring permission and exclusion. But no such

control by the Lord is related with regard to tho Avat&ras like Fish and

the rest On the other hand, they are described as the Lord and as

uninfluenced by their bodies which they assume. Thus there is a great

difference between the Avautras and the Jivas.

The word permission means inciting a person to do good deeds,

as we find in the Kausitaki Upanisad, that the Lord makes him whom
he wants to raise up do good deeds, etc. (Kausitaki, III., 8.)

The word exclusion means cessation from work (good or bad), hence

Mukti, as we find in the texts "knowing Him one transcends death."

As an illustration of this, the author says, "It is like light and the

rest" The word 'light' here means 'eye' or the power of vision. As
the eye, though a part of the sun, is yet manifold on account of its

relation with the various bodies, and as it depends for its activity on the per-

mission of the sun, and ceases to]be active when the sun does not permit

it ; in other words, the vision depends on the presence or absence of tho

light of the sun, so the Jivas depend for their activity or release on tha
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permission or will of the Lord. But the Avataras are parts of the Lord,

like the rays of the sun which are identical with the sun, and can never

be excluded from the sun, and do not depend upon any permission or

exclusion of the sun. Thus there is a vast difference between the Jivas

and the Avataras.

SUTRA ii., 3. 47.

arflnfasisqfaf*: II ^ I \ I a* II

*ra«=5Rt: Asantateh, on account of non-connectedness or non-perfection.

Cha, and. fsqfofi*: Avyatikarah, want of confusion.

47. The Jiva is incomplete and hence there is no

possibility of confusion between the Jiva and the Avatara.

—265.

COMMKNTARY

The Jiva is incomplete and not perfect liko the Avatara, hence it

can never be confounded with the Avatara, like the Pish and the rest

The Jiva is atomic in size and hence non-full; as wo find it described in

texts like that of tho Svetasvatara Upanisad, V., 9, which says "the Jiva

is to be known as part of the hundredth part of the point of a hair."

While the Avataras are declared to be full as in the text

:

That (the root of all Avataras) is full, this (the risible Avatira) is also full, from

that full this full emanates. Taking away this full from that full tho full still remains

behind.

The Purvapaksjn had adduced the reason for holding the Jiva to

be identical with Avataras, because of the epithet 'Amsa' being applied

to both. The author shows in the next Sutra the logical fallacy in the

reasoning of the Piirvapaksm.

SUTRA II., 3. 48.

Abhasah, fallacy. «W Eva, mere. T Cha, and.

48. The reason for holding the Jiva and the Avataras to be similar

is a mere fallacy.—266.

COMMENTARY

The reason adduced by the Purvapaksin to prove the similarity

of the Jiva with the Avatara is that both are equally designated by the

word 'Alhsa.' There is a logical fallacy (of undistributed middle) in

this argument. The reasoning may be fully set out in this form:

The Jiva is a part or Amsa of Brahman— the Avatara is a part or

Amsa of Brahman; therefore, the Jiva is an Avatara.
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It is the same reasoning the absurdity of which is apparent to every body if stated

folly thus:

All dogs are animals—all men are animals
;
therefore, all dogs are men.

The word 'Cha' in the Sutra implies that other illustrations of such

fallacious arguments may also bp given here. Tnus though the earth and

the ether are both substance; yet we cannot infer that both are therefore

similar; or existenco and non-existence are both categories, but we

cannot infer that, therefore, both are similar. In short, there lurks the

fallacy of undistributed middle in all thoso reasons.

The conclusion, therefore, is that the word 'Ariisa' when applied to

the AvatSra moans the non-manifestation of the entire Divine powers,

while the same word when applied to the Jivas means subordination to

Divinity.

Adhikarana XIX—Jivas are not all similar and equal.

Having thus finished the digression, the author now takes up the

context- about the attributes of the Jivas. In the KathopaDi§ad we find

the following text (II., 5. 13)

:

The eternal among the eternals, the consciousness among all the consciousnesses,

the one who bestows the fruits of Karmas to many Jivas, the tranquil-minded ones who
see Him seated in their A~.tma, get eternal happiness, but not the others.

Doubt: This text shows that the Jivas are many, but have all

the same attribute of being eternal and intelligent. Are they, therefore,

all similar ?

P&rvapakm : The Purvapaksin maintains that because all Jivas

possess the same attributes of eternality and intelligence; therefore,

they must be all similar.

Siddhdnta : Ihe Jivas are not all similar as shown in the next

Sutra.

sutra ii., 3. 49.

«TlWT5^qqi?j; || \ | \ I ||

*t?E Adrslja, the fate, the Karmas. srfjtffTr^ Aniyamat, on account of

non-determinateness, on account of non-similarity.

,. 49. The Jivas arc not similar, because their Karmas are

various.—267.

COMMENTARY

: The. word not is understood in this Sfitra from Sfltra II, 3. 44. The
Jivas do not all experience the same kind of pleasure and pain, beeaaa*
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though their essential nature is the same, yet on account of the variety of

their Karmas, they are all different in their experiences, etc. The Karmas

or Adrstas are beginniugless. The Jivas have different Adrstas, iu this

sense also that they have worshipped the Lord in different ways.

If it be said that the difference between the Jivas is owing to the

differences in their loves and hatreds, in their desires and affections, that

also does not fully explain the case, as the author shows in the next

Sutra.

SUTRA II., 3. .
r
)0.

^rfiiawqTf^g Abhisandhyadisu, in regard to their purposes and the rest,

ift Api, also. ^ Cha, and. <Wt. Evam, thus.

50. And thus they are different with regard to their inclinations

and the rest—2G8.

COMMKNTARY

The differences of desires and hatreds are not final causes which

determine the differences of the Jivas ; these desires and inclinations,

loves and hatreds have for their cause the Adrstas of the Jivas, and thus

Adrstas are the final causes which determine the differences of the Jivas.

Desires and inclinations are only the secondary causes. The word "Cha'

in the Sutra indicates that the momentary differences also between the

souls are to be explained on similar grounds.

If it be said that the differences between the Jivas rise from the

differences of environments in which they are placed, iu favourable en-

vironments like Sva-rga and the rest, or in unfavourable environments like

the earth, etc. ; to this also wo reply that it is not so. For the environ-

ments themselves require a cause behind them. The next Sutra explains

this.

SUTRA II., 3. 51.

w^Tftf^RNM WW * \X \\\

afarm PrSdesat, on account of locality or environments. *flT Iti, thus.

%S Chet, if. «t Na, not. *rwrf*i* Antarbh&vat, because of being included or

comprehended.

51. If it be said that on account of the differences of

environments there is caused the diversity among the souls,

we reply it is not so, because the differences of environments are

comprehended under Adrsta.—269.
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COMMENTARY

The souls are placed in heaven or hell, iu favourable or unfavour-

able environments owing to their different Karmas or Adr§tas ; therefore,

the ultimate cause of the diversity observable among the souls is not the

environments, but the Adr§tas of the soul. For it is observed that two

Jivas placed under exactly the same environments do not act in an identical

way, but show forth a diversity of nature ; thus it follows that diversity

among the souls is caused by the beginningless Adrs^as of the Jivas.

Here ends the third P&da of the Second AdhySya of the Govinda

Bh&§ya on the Brahma Sutras.



SECOND ADHYlYA.

Fourth Pada

«t5tr% sulfa w ^ wcwnfiw-n

O, God, (the sportful one, who creates the Prilija), born of thee my lifc-brcath and
the senses are constantly prone to evil and absorbed in worldly matters. Control them
thus, O Lord, that they may follow the path of virtue. These my life-breaths and senses

created by thee are naturally prone to evil and lead me astray. () destroyer of evil, train

them so that they may change their course and follow the path of virtue.

Adkikarana I.

—

The Pr&nax hare their origin from

Brahman

In the third Pfida, the author has reconciled the conflict of the texts

regarding the origin on the various elements. In the fourth Pfida he

reconciles the conflicts of the texts regarding the super-elements, namely,

the Prfinas. The Prfinas are divided into two classes, namely, the Prfinas

strictly so called, and the Prfinas metaphorically so called. The eleven

senses, sight, hearing, etc., are called Prfinas in a secondary meaning.

The five Prfinas known as Prfina, Apfina, Vyfina, Samfina and Udfina are the

principal Prfinas. Among these the author first takes up the eleven senses,

which also are called Prfinas in a secondary sense.

We find in the Mundaka (Jpaiiisad, II., 1., 3., the following :

From this is born Prfina, Manas and all the senses, ether, air, light, water and the

earth, the support of all.

Doubt : The origin is mentioned here of the senses. Is this origin to

be taken in a metaphorical sense, like the origin of the souls ; or is it to

be taken in its literal sense, like the origin of ether, etc. ?

Purvapaksin : The Purvapak§in says that the Prfinas have no origin,

for they are eternal, like the Jivas ; and existed even before creation. The

following text shows this :

*rasrj jkhjt *mfta ft im> w % ^rcwtfn 33:13: % mn
mi w. 1

Non-being, truly this was in the beginning. Here they say, what was that ? Those

Rata indeed were that Non-being, thus they say. And who were those Rsis ? The

Prfinas indeed were those Rsis.

This text shows that the R§is existed before creation and the R§is

in the plural number are explained by the text to mean the Prfinas. Hence

50
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the senses existed before creation and have no origin. The text of the

Mundaka Upanisad, quoted above, showing that PrSnas have an origin, must

be taken in a metaphorical sense.

Siddhdnta : The PrSnas have origin, as is shown in the next

Sutra.

SVTRA II., 4. 1.

m *tw ii \ i » i m
5MI TathS, thus, for the same reason. awns PrSnah, the Pr&nas.

1. The Pr&nas also originate in the same way as ether and

so on.— 270.

( OMMENTAHY

As ether and other elements originate from the Supreme Brahman in

the same way do the Pranas or the senses also originate from Him. This

we say because before creation it is declared that everything was one, and

direct texts also show that from tho Supreme Lord come out the Prfinas,

Manas and all tho senses. The text of the Mundaka Upani§ad, II., 3. 1,

already quoted above clearly shows this. The origin of the PrSna is not.

to be taken in a metaphorical sense, like the origination of the soul. For

the Jtvas have intelligence as their essential nature, and are free from all

those six modifications, whicli we find with regard to material objects

Therefore, the origin of the Jivas mentioned in some texts have rightly

been explained a metaphorical way, while the origin of the senses

ought not to be so explained, because the senses arc modifications of

PrSkrtic matter and with regard to them the origin is to be taken in its

primary sense. This being so, the word Rsi or Pr&na mentioned in the text

quoted by the Piirvapaksin is to be interpreted as meaning Brahman, and

the Pr&na hero means the Omuiscient Lord, the Great Rsi or the Seer.

But in the above text the word PrSna is in the plural number, how can

it refer to the Supreme Brahman ? The word R§i also is in the plural

number therein. The plural number is to be taken in a secondary sense,

as we find in the next Sutra.

sf'TRA II., 4. 2.

iitora*^ ii \ i v i \ ii

nW* Gauni, secondary. TW^ra. Asambhavat, on account of impos-

sibility.

2. The plural number as applied to Brahman must be taken

in a secondary sense, because it is impossible that Brahman should

be many.—271.
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COMMENTARY

The plural number is figurative only, because the Lord being

essentially one, and there not being many Lords ; the plural number is

not literally applicable to Him. Of courso, He may be looked upon as

plural with regard to His various manifestation*. Ono Lord, liko an

actor, plays many a part on the stage of the world ; or like a crystal shows

many a facet scintillating with divorso hues. The sacred texts also say

tho same, "who esseutially one appears as manifold," "reverence to Him
who is one and yet manifold."

SUTRA II., 4. 3.

ftrMH>rt(tel II \ I 8 I \ II

33; Tat, that, namely Brahman. W\ Pr&k, before (creation). *f^: Sruteh,

on account of tho sacred text. Cha, and.

3. Because before creation, the texts declare that Brahman alone

existed.— 272.

COMMENTARY

Tn Pralaya, there do not exist many objects, so the plural number is

inappropriate for that reason also. All substances, whether Spirits or

Matter, aro resolved in the Para-Brahman in Pralaya. There is in Pralaya

a state of unity and the texts repeatedly declare this unity. Therefore, the

plural number in the above text describing Pralaya, must be taken in a

secondary sense.

Note : In Pralaya the matter is resolved in Brahman's Tamas Sakti and does not retain

its nature as matter. The Jivas also are resolved in Brahman, but in a different sense.

They retain their individuality. They are like bees in a lotus flower, when the flower

closes up its mouth. The bees arc there inside the flower ; but as they do not manifest

or appear outside as bees, but arc in the heart of flower ; the flower only is said to exist.

This is the merging of the Jtvas in Pralaya. The Lord withdraws them all into His bosom,

and there they go to sleep in Pralaya, and as they do not appear as Jtvas, the Supreme

Brahman is said to be the only entity existing then.

The author gives another reason to show how tho word PrSna is here

to be interpreted as meaning Brahman.

sutra n. 4. 4.

Wr^^TO Tat-purvakatvat, having for its antecedent that, because

before creation. Vfichab, of speech, of name, the Brahman in His subtle

energy.

4. Because the Speech existed even before the creation of

Pradhana and the rest—273.
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COMMENTARY

The word Speech here means names of all objects other than Brah-

man. The 'Vak' or the Word existed even before the creation of the

Pradhana and the rest. In that state of Pralaya, there did not exist any

objects having name and form. Consequently, there did not exist any

instruments, namely, any senses.

The Prftnas, therefore, as moaning senses, did not exist then, conse-

quently the word PrSna in the above text must be taken to mean
Brahman. The following text also shows that before creation there did

not exist any objects having name and form (Br. Up., I., 4. 7).

Now all this was then undeveloped. It became developed by form and name, so

that one could say, "He, called so and so, is such a one."

Therefore, the sense is that the PrSnas have an origin just like the

elements, ether, etc., and are not eternal.

Adhikarana II.— The senses are eleven.

Note : The author now attempts to reconcile the number of the senses. The Pitrva-

paksin says the senses are seven and he relies upon Katha Upanisad, VI., 10, where the

senses are said to be seven. He also relies on the text of Brhadfiranyaka, IV., 4. 1, where

also the enumeration of the senses is seven.

Having reconciled in the previous Adhikarana the conflict of the

texts as regards the senses—whether they are eternal or created—the

author now reconciles the conflict as regards the number of the senses.

The following text shows that the senses are seven (Mundaka Upanisad,

II., 1. 8)

:

The seven sense-currents are produced from Him, with their corresponding seven
perceptions, the seven kinds of objects of perception, the seven co-relations and these
seven organs in which move the sense-currents. For the purpose of producing knowledge,
the seven are placed in every human being.

The following text shows that the senses are eleven, (Brhadaranyaka
Upanisad, III., 9. 4)

:

He asked: "Who are the Eudras ?" Ytfjnavalkya replied: "These ten vital

breaths (Prfnas, the Benses. i.e., the five Jnanendriyas and the five Karmendriyas), and
Jtman, as the eleventh. When they depart from this mortal body, they make us cry

(Rodayanti), and because they make us cry, they are called Budras."
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Doubt : Are the senses seven or eleven ?

Purvapaksa : The senses are seven and the author shows this in the

following Sutra of the Purvapaksa.

SUTRA. II., 4. 5.

fTCPfllffoftiCTWr II H I 8 I X II

AH Sapta, seven. Gateh, on account of the going. fa$rfta^ra

Visositatv&t, on account of the specification. ^ Cha, and.

5. The senses are seven because the seven senses accompany

the departing soul and because the text also specifies those seven.

-274.

rOMMKNTARY

The senses are seven only, because we tind scriptural text showing

that the seven accompany the departing soul. Thus the Katha Upanisad,

VI., 10, enumerates these seven senses.

When the five organs of perception, along with emotions are at rest and apart from

their objects, and the Intellect even does not exert itself, that state they call the highest

road (to God-vision).

This text of Katha Upanisad describes the condition of Yoga and

specifies the senses as Jfl&nftni or the senses of perception. The seven

senses are the five well-known senses and Manas and Buddhi. These

are the only senses of the Jiva. The so-called five Karmendriyas—hands,

feet, speech, etc.,—are called Indriyas or senses in a secondary meaning only ;

because they do not accompany the departing Jiva and because they are

of smaller use to him.

Siddhanta : To this Purvapaksa the author answers by the following

Siddhftnta Sutra.

SUTRA II., 4. 6.

TWIW Hastadayah, hands and the rest. 3 Tu, but fafr Sthite, while

abiding in the body. <OT: Atab, therefore. T Na, not «Wt Evam, thus.

6. But the hands and the rest are also senses, so long as

the soul abides in the body, therefore it is not so that the

senses are seven only.—275.
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COMMENTARY

The word 'but' sots aside the Piirvapaksa. The hands and so

on must also be considered as Pr&nas, though not included in the seven.

Because so long as the soul abides in the body, they also assist tho soul

in the accomplishment of its desires and in experiencing enjoyment, and

because they have different functions. Thus in the BrhadAranyaka Upanisad

(III., 2. 8.), we find that hands, etc., are also called senses.

t ETC: B *$wBM\\m qtffcft fWTVJll^ft VT It « II

The hands arc one Graha, and these arc seized by work as the Atigraha, for with

the hands one works work.

The above text thus enumerates more than seven senses, and so wo

cannot say that the senses are seven only. In fact, they arc eleven, namely,

the five senses of perception, the five organs of action and Manas as the

eleventh. The word 'Atmst' as used in tho BrhadSranyaka Upanigad, III.,

9. 4, means the inner organ or tho Antahkarana.

There are fivo objects of perception, namely, sound, touch, form, taste

and smell, to perceive these, thero arc required five senses called the five

organs of perception, namely the ear, the skin, the eye, the tonguo and

the noso. Similarly, there are five actions, namely, speech, seizing,

locomotion, excretion and reproduction. So there aro required five

organs to perform these five kinds of action and which are tho hands,

the logs, tho tongue, the anus and tho organ of generation. To unite all

these activities, which are diverse, it is necessary that there should be an

organ which must exist as a unifying agent, with the memory of the

past and tho present, together with the anticipation of tho future ; for

without such an organ, the activities of these other ten senses would be

unharmonised and discordant This unifying organ, therefore, is what

wo call tho inner organ or tho Manas. This one inner organ has many

functions, and sometimes it is spoken of as one, and sometimes as many.

The various functions of the mind are enumerated in Brhadfiranyaka

Upanisad, I, 5, 3.

Desire, representation, doubt, faith, want of faith, memory, forgetfulness, shamo,

reflexion, fear, all this is mind.

Sometimes the mind is spoken of as four-fold as Manas, Buddhi,

Ahaihkfira and Chitta. Manas is the faculty of representation, Buddhi
is that of determination, Ahamkftra is the egoity, and Chitta is the

thinking faculty. In whatever way, we may look upon this inner organ,

it is a unit, with a diversity of functions. Thus the senses are eleven.
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Adhikarana ITT.— The eleven Indriyas are atomic.

Doubt : The author now considers the question of the nature and size

of the senses. Are those senses all-pervading or are they atomic ?

Purvapalisin : The Purvapaksin says that the senses are all-pervading,

because we can hear sounds at a distance and see objects far off.

Siddh&nta : The Siddh&nta view, however, is that tho senses are atomic,

as shown in the next Sutra

si'tba ir., 4. 7.

*\WW II H I » I * II

Anavah, minute atoms. ^ Cha, and, indeed, verily.

7. The senses are verily atomic.—27G.

COMMENTARY

The word 'Cha' has the force of certainty. It means that the senses

are not all-pervading, but atomic. The eleven Prftnas are indeed atomic.

Note : These are the so-called permanent atoms of the Thcosophists. A graphic des-

cription of these is to be found in Chapter IV of The Study in Consciousness by

Dr. Annie Besant.

The reason for holding the senses to bo atomic is to be supplied from

the previous Sutra, which declares that the soul is atomic, because it goes

out of tho body and comes back into the body. Scriptural texts (like

Brhadfiranyaka Upanisad, V., 4. 2) declare that the soul is accompanied

by the senses when it goes out ; and when the soul takes a now body

the senses accompany it too. The question arises, in what form do the

senses accompany the soul. The answer to this is, that the senses are

permanent atoms, which always accompany tho soul, wherever it migrates
;

whether to regions physical or super-physical. The hearing or seeing

objects at a distance is accomplished by these senses or rather permanent

atoms, by the vibratory length of their waves. In other words, by the

expansion of their qualities. As the Jiva pervades the whole body, though

the particular place of its residence is the heart, so the senses are the

ministers of the Jiva and surround the Jiva, but prevade tho whole body

through their qualities. This Sutra thus refutes the doctrine of the SMkhyas

who maintain that the senses are all-porvading.

Adhikarana IV.— The. chief Prcina has also an origin.

In the Muudaka Tjpanigad, II., 1. 3, we read :
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From Him (when entering on creation) is born Prfina, mind, and all organs of senses,

ether, air, light, water, and the earth, the support of all.

Doubt : The above text evidently refers to the chief Prfina. The

question, therefore, arises : Does the chief Prfina come out of Brahman like

the Jiva or does it originate from Brahman like the ether and other

elements ? If it comes out like the Jtva it would be eternal, otherwise it

is a creature and hence transient.

Ptirvapalcsa : The Purvapaksiu maintains that the chief Prfina has

no origin, because of the Sruti which doclaros this Prfina verily does not

rise, nor does it set To the same effect is also a Smrti text :

Birth and death, entering the body or abandoning it, have only reference to the body.

It is body which is born and dies and it has no reference to the chief Prfina.

Note : The ordinary phrases such as, the Prfina has entered, the Prfina has gone out,

really do not mean that the Prfina has an origin or that it is destroyed. They arc to be

explained in the name 'way, as the Jtva has entered the body, the Jiva has gone out.

Hence the Purvapaksin maintains that the Prfina is eternal like the

Jiva, and has no origin.

Siddhdnta : The next Sutra declares that even the chief Prana lias

an origin.

sutra u. 4. 8.

II ^ I » I q II

Sresthah, the best, the chief Prfina. ^ Cha, and.

8. The chief Prtina has also an origin.—277.

COMMENTARY

The chief Prfina originates like Akfisa and the rest, because the above

text of the Mundaka Upanisad distinctly uses the word 'J&yate Pr&nah,'

the chief Prfina is born. Moreover, having regard to the promissory

statement of the Mundaka Upanisad 'He created all this,' we must infer

that Prana also is created by the Lord, otherwise the general proposition

'He created all this' would not be accurate. This being the case, the texts

that declare the chief Prfina is not created are to be interpreted in a meta-

phorical way. The chief Prfina is called the best, because it is the cause of

the maintenance of the body. The going out of the chief breath is follow-

ed by the decomposition of the body.

The separation of this Sutra from the last is in order to carry the

Anuvrtti of the word "chief Prfina" into the next Sutra. The word 'chief

Prfina' is to be supplied in that Sutra in order to complete the sense, and

not the word 'Anavascha.' The next Sfitra refers to the chief Prfina and
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not to the PrSnas in general. Had the present Sutra and tho preceding

Sutra 7 been enunciated as one Sutra, it would not have been possible

to read the Anuvrtti of the chief Prana alone into the next Sutra.

Adhilcarana V.— The chief Prana is not air.

The author now examines tho essential nature of the chief Prana.

Doubt : Is this chief Prana nothing else but air or is it the vibration

of air, one of tho activities of air or is it air that has assumed some special

condition on account of its having entered tho animal body ?

Piirvapaksa : The Purvapaksin maintains that the chief Prana is

nothing but external air, because the Brhadurauyaka Sruti (III., 1. 5.)

declares :

That which is tho Prana that is verily the air. The full text is given

below :

Yajnavalkya said : "By the Udgdtri priest, who is V&yu (the windj, who is the breath.

For the breath is the Udga'trt of the sacrifice, and the breath is the wind, and he is tho

Fdgdtrt. This constitutes freedom and perfect freedom."

Or the mere air may not be called Prana, but that particular modi-

fication of air which performs tho function of respiration in animal bodies

is Prana. Thus Prana is either air, pure and simple, or it is that parti-

cular motion of air which we find in inhalation and exhalation, for Prilnn is

not applied generally to mere air.

Siddhauta : To this Piirvapaksa, the next Sutra supplies the

answer.

SITKA II., 4. 9.

TOq^t II ^ i » i £ II

Na, not, 3t3-fi& VSyu-kriye, air or the function of air. Prthak,

separate. aq^irS. Upadcsat, because of the teaching.

9. The chief Pifina is neither air, nor any function

of air, because the text enunciates it separately from

air.—278.

COJIMKXTAKY

The highest Pr&na is neither Air nor any motion of it. Because, in

the Mundaka text quoted above "from Him there is produced Prfina, mind,

and all sense organs and Vayu, etc." shows that Prana and Vfiyu are not

identical, for they have been separately mentioned. If Vfiyu and PrSna

were identical, then there was no necessity of mentioning these separately.

51
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If PrSna was merely a function of Air, still there was no necessity of

mentioning a function along with its root, for we do not find any

mention made of tho functions of fire and other elements, side by side

with these elements, as separate things. The text of the Bihadaranyaka

Upanisad, "That which is Praya is verily Vfiyu," intimates uot that

breath is identical with Air, but that breath is air having a special form

and that it is not a separate element like ether, fire, etc.

The Sankhyas hold that Prana is tho common function of the senses.

In the Sankhya Sutra, II., 31, it is declared :

The five Vtiyus (Priina, Apitna, etc.) are the [modifications in common of the three

internal instruments, namely of Bnddhi, AhamkaYa and Manas.

This opinion of the Sankhyas is not correct, because Prana being one,

cannot have conflicting functions, liko those of tho various senses.

Adhikarana VT.— The chief Prana /* alxo an inxtrument

of the soul.

In the Ib.hadaranyaka Upanisad it is said that when spcecli and

other senses arc asleep, Prana alone remains awake ; that Prana alone is

untouched by death, Prana is the absorber, it absorbs all the senses like

speech, etc. ; that Priina is the great protector, it protects all lower Pranas

as the mother . . . protects her children.

Xolc : The reference to the Hrhaditranyaka I'panisad appears to be incorrect, it is

rather in the Prasna I'panisad that we find similar references (Prasna. IT.. 13 ; III, li), in

fact the whole of the second and third Prasna has reference to this chief Pntna.

Doubt : Is this chief Prana an independent entity residing in this

body like the Jiva or is it merely an instrument of tho .liva helping

it?

Purrapalsa : Prana is an independent entity dwelling in the body
along with the Jiva, because the texts declare his manifold perfections.

Aofr : This Purvapaksa is really the view of Sri Madhva. According to him, Frdga is

a separate entity and dwells in the body along with the soul. This chief Prana, corres-

ponds with the Christ principle of the Gnostics. All souls dwell in Christ and the
Christ dwells in the I/ml. Mitdhva quotes Vjtyu Parana in support of bis view :

&&r> m: iwira si q*: qrcmtoa *f% ?\% sfi% n

The elements, human senses, the sacred Scriptures and all this world came forth from
the Supreme Prina (Christ), the Supreme Priina came out from the Highest Lord, but the
perfect Lord is without a cause.

This trinity of God, Christ and Soul is more in harmony with the occult teachings,
than the exoteric expositions of these Sutras.
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SiddhAnta : The Prfina is not an independent entity, but subsidiary to

the Jiva, as is sliown in the following Sutra.

SITKA II., 4. 10.

Wtfarg m% ftSHlftwi: II H I 8 \ \ o
||

^UflfiffiC. Chaksuradivat, lil<(> tlio eye and Hie rest. g Tu, but a^-fl?

Tatsaha, along with tliem. ffcsnf^sf: Sistiyadibhyah, on account of being

taught.

10. The diicl' Praya is also an instrument of the Jiva like

the eye and the rest, because it is taught along with these organs

in the scriptures.—279.

roUMKXTAUY

The word 'Tu' removes the doubt. Prfina is also an organ of the

Jiva like eye and the rest. Why do we say so? Because, in the section

relating to the controversy between the Prana and the senses, the Prana

is described as one of the senses of the Jiva. Tilings having similar

attributes aiv always taught together, as the metres called the Brhad-

ratliantara, etc. (See Prasna Upanisad, Tl Prasna ; and also the Chhfindogya

Upanisad, V., ]. 1., etc.)

The \ word \Uli,' etc., used in the above indicates that the word

'Prana' is also used in the sense . of sense-organs. As we find in the

sentence "whatever is verily this chief Prana, that is verily this middle

Plana."

The Prana is enumerated along with the senses, in order to indicate that

it is not independent.

Adhikaraita VII— The chief Prd,na is the prime minister

of the soul.

If the chief Prfina is an instrument of the soul, like the eye and the

other organs, there must bo some special function of the chief Prfina, by

which it assists the soul. But we do not find any such function given

to this chief Prana, for there are not mentioned twelve senses but only

eleven. Had the chief Prana been ono of the senses, then it would have

been said that the senses are twelve. Therefore, there is no similarity

between the senses like the eye, etc., and the chief Prfina.

This objection is answered by the next Sutra.

sutea n., 4 11.

•wwctw i $mmfk wife n \ i » i \\ n
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v&m&w. Akaranatvat, on account of its not having any special function

or activity. Cha, and. *f tfa, not. Do§ah, objection, fault. <WT

Tathft, thus. fi[ Hi, because. Milfa Darsayati, declares, shows.

11. There is no objection to the chief Prana being a sense,

though it has no special activity, for the scriptures declare it to be

so.—280.

COMMENTARY

The word 'and' lias the force of but here, and is employed to remove

the doubt above raised. The word 'Karana' in the Sutra means activity.

Though the chief Prana is not useful to the Jiva in any special way, like

the senses of sight and hearing, etc., yet that is no serious objection to its

being an instrument of the soul, because it is of the greatest help to the

soul, by being the support of all the other senses. Not only does it support

the senses, but it is the organising life of the body, and hence of the greatest

importance to the Jiva. Because we thus find in the ChhSndogya Sruti,

Chapter V., Khanda I., versos 1 to a :

He who knows verily the Oldest and the Best becomes himself the Oldest and the

Best (among his peers). The chief Prtfna is indeed the Oldest and the Best.

2r f % M * ?^rai mwm ^frre: n h ii

He who verily knows the Best of the Dwellers, becomes the best of the residents

among his own people. (The Pr£na working through) Agni is indeed the Best of the

Dwellers.

*fr ? % sfjJsi ifc 5?fo ? ftBcq-ffcrOai siftsgfsif^aj ^wtU siffrer n 3 n

He who knows the Firm Stay, stays firmly (ns he desires, either) in this world or in

the next. (The Prina working through) the Surya is indeed the Firm Stay.

ir> f I s«k srrt: w% \mm ursfisj wn ssqg. n v n

He who knows the Success, succeeds in (getting all) his desires, both divine and human.

The (Prina working through) Indra indeed is the Success.

He who verily knows the Befuge, becomes a refuge of his people. (The Prana

working through) Rudra is indeed the Befuge.

This shows that the chief PrSna is also an instrument of the Jiva. The

senses like the eye, ear, etc., are as if officials of the Jiva and help him
in his enjoyment and activity, but the chief Prfina is his prime minister

and assists him in his highest func tions, and in the attainment of all his

desires.
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Adhikarana VIII.— The chief Frana has five functions.

We find in the Brhadaranyaka Up.mis.ad. (T., ">. 3; :

"That which is Vuyu that is tho Prana, and this Vdyu is fivefold, L'rdna, ApSna,

Vyiina, Udina and Samana."

Doubt : Are these five Pr&nas, Apanas, etc., separate from the chief

Pr&na, or merely modifications of it ?

Ffirrapdksa : Tho Purvapaksin maintains that thoy are separate from

tho chief Prana, because they have got separate names and because thoy

have separate functions.

Siddhunta : The following Sutra, however, refutes this view.

SITKA n., 3. 1.

"fttfWfo^ 5qqfoq% || X I » I \\ II

"Nff%: Paficha-vrttih, having five functions. Hjfl^q. Manovat, like tlio

the mind, zwfczzft Vyapadisyate, it is designated.

12. The chief Prana is designated as having five functions like

the Manas—281.

COMMENTARY

The Prima, though one, becomes fivefold, according to tho particular

organ of the body which it occupies for the time being, and which it

vitalises. Tts functions become fivefold and diverse, owing to the diversity

of tho organs through which it works. The chief Prana, therefore, is

designated by these five names of Prana, Apana, etc. These five are

consequently tho five aspects or functions of the chief Praua, and not

separate from it. Tho difference of nomenclature is owing to the

difference of their activities. There is no essential difference in their

nature, and tho word Prftna is a common name for them all. (As one

energy of steam by moving different machines, such as a printing press,

the fan, the drilling machines, etc., may perform different functions,

according to the machine through which it acts, so the chief Prana

has different functions according to the different organs through which

it works). In fact there is a distinct text of the Brhadftranyaka TJpanisad

which says that these five are verily PrSnas (f., 5. 3)

:

The Prfiga, the Apana, the Vyana, the Udana and the Samana, all that is breathing

is Prfina only.

It is just like the functions of the mind mentioned in the same text.

The full text is given below : (Br. Up., I., 5. 3) :
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watnrefa sgtT3<reset vm\ fastwiPi m ^ *i>ta §«rr unwrc^T fir t nwftscnsfr

5ar 3?w: twisftsq jff^eifa^ iinir °^twwt arr snwicHr ?ri<wft Hjfmq: straw: n

When it i.s said, that 'he made three for himself,' that means that he made mind,

speech and breath for himself. As people say. 'My mind was elsewhere, I did not sec

;

my mind was elsewhere, I did not hear,' it is clear that a man sees with his mind and

hears with his mind. Desire, representation, doubt, faith, want of faith, memory, forget-

fulnces, shame, reflexion, fear, all this is mind. Therefore, even if a man is touched on

the back, he knows it through the mind.

Whatever Bound there is, that is speech. Speech indeed is intended for an end or

object, it is nothing by itself.

The PrAna or up-breathing, the ApAmi or down-breathing, the Vyann or back-breathing,

the Udiina or out-breathing, the Samana or on-breathing, all that is breathing is breath

(Prana) only. Verily that Self consists of it ; that Self Iconsits of speech, mind, and
breath.

Jlore though the niinios and the functions arc different, yot desire,

[impose, doubt, etc., are all forms of mind and not different from it, but

only modifications of it ; so Prima, Apana, etc, are merely modifications

of the chief Prana.

The word 'Manovat' may also be explained as "according to the

mind having five functions as taught in the Yoga philosophy." As the

five functions of the mind are not different from the mind, so the five

functions of the Prima are not different from Hie Prima.

Atfhikamna FX.— The chief Pm))a is also atomic.

Doubt : Is the chief Prana all-pervading or is it atomic ?

Pvrvapalcm » The chief Prana is all-pervading as the following Sruti

describes it. (Br. Up., f., 3. 21 and 22).

w 3 11 mw&foiU % m <^t 11 qf?r«i?*iT5 aeweqfa: 11 \l u

<w 3 <w bih suit % tnfa m ^m*%fo flrwrar: ift tw: ^fam tuft

»r^jf tuft into hr ttf»rf%jfit$rf$: twftssta s^ra eremfcr ero?g* m**: eig^
trertaai sRjfir q v&smm M 11 w 11

21. He (chief Prdna) is also Brahmanaspati, for speech is Brahman (Yajur Veda), and
he is her lord

; therefore, he is Brahmanaspati.

22. He (chief Prilna) is also SAman (the Udgitha), for speech is SAman (Sama Veda),
and that is both speech (Sa) and breath (Ama). This is why Simian is called Saman.

Or because he is equal (Sama) to a grub, equal to a gnat, equal to an elephant, equal
to these three worlds, nay, equal to this universe, therefore, he is SiSman. He who thus
knows this SAman, obtains union and oneness with SAman.

This shows that Pr&na is all-pervading as it is the same in all tho
three worlds.

Siddhdnta : The chief Prana is atomic as shown in the next Sutra.
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sltr.v ir., 4. 13.

\\\ I « I \\ ||

T^: Amih, atom, atomic. T Clin, and.

13. The chief Pruna is also atomic—2S2

COMMKNTAKV

Tlie chief Pr&na is also atomic, because the text declares that it passes

out of the body along with the Jiva. Had it not been atomic, the passing

out would bo inappropriate regarding it. The Brhadaranyaka, IV"., 4. 2.

says that the chief Pntna also passes out along with the Jfva.

He has become one. they say, he does not see. He has become one, they say, he

does not smell. Ife has become one, they say. he docs not taste. lie has become one, they

say, he docs not speak. Tie has become one, they say, he does not hear. He has become

one, they say, he does not thi.ik. lie has become one, they say, he does not touch. He
has become one, they say, he does not know. The point of his heart becomes lighted up,

and by that light the Self departs, either through the eye, or through the skull, or through

other places of the hotly. Ami when he thus departs, life (the chief I'rSna) departs after

him, and when life thus departs all the other vital spirits (I'ntnas) depart after it. He is

conscious, and being conscious he follows and departs.

Then both his knowledge and his work take hold of him, and his acquaintance with

former things.

'flic all-embracingness ascribed to chief Plana in the text quoted

by tho LYu'vaprksin. must bo interpreted to mean only that the life of all

living ami breathing ere ittuv-i, depends upon the chief Prana.

Adhi/carana A'.

—

Brahman as light ix the Inciter of Pranas.

In the Sruti "when tho speech and other senses are asleep, the Prana

alone keeps awake," we find the function of tho chief Prana. In the text

"these senses are seven in which tho Pranas move about,'' we find the

function of tho secondary LYtuias.

Doubt : Tho question arises : Do the senses along with the Prana perform

their respective functions of their own motion, or is there some other

Heing who moves those Prfinas to activity V Are these tho Devatas who

are the moving spirits of the Pranas or docs tho Jiva move them or is

•t done by the Supreme Lord?
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PTirvap&km : The Piirvapaksin maintains that tlio PrSnas move of them- 4

selves, because they are endowed with ouergy of action, or tlio DevatSs

may be the movers of Pranas. As we find in the text, "Agni becoming

speech, entered the mouth, etc." (Aitareya Upanisad, II., 4). Or the Soul may

be the mover of Prana, because tlic Prana is subsidiary to the Jiva, and is

an instrument with whicli it experiences pleasure and paiu.

Shldhanta: The Supreme Brahman is tlio inciter of Prana and not the

Jiva or the Dovatas.

sl*TH\ If., 4. 14.

^ftopwiT g nqmn. n ? I »
i
\* n

^jftfa: Jyotih, fire, tlio Supremo Brahman called the light. TwftgR'l.

Adyadhisth&nam, the chief Ruler. 3 Tu, but AT Tat, that statement of

rulership. wiiwai?T. Amananat, on account of being so described.

14. The Light is the prime mover of the Prstgas, because the

text so describes it.— 283.

I'OJIMKXTlHV

The word 'but' is used in order to remove tlio doubt. The Oreat

Light, namely the Supreme Brahman, is the first ruler or tlio chief inciter

of these Pranas. The affix 'Lyuf in the word 'Adhisthauam' has the

force of agency here. Adhisthanam equal to AdhisthatS. Why do wo

say so ? Because, in the Autaryami Brahmana of the Brhadaranyaka

Upanisad (III., 7. 16) we find the Supreme Lord as the ruler of thn chief

Pr&na as well.

v.: mSt fcTsT *roiT3rad ^ srcft *h M *m mi: nQi w jpt^t <t

Ho who dwells in the Prana, and within the Prana, whom the Prtfna docs not know,

whose body tho Pntna is, and who pulls (rules) the Prana within, he is thy Self, the

puller (ruler) within, tho immortal.

This and similar texts of the same chapter show that the Supreme Ruler

is the Brahman, though the secondary rulers are the Devas and the

human Jivas. Prana of itself can have no motion, because it is inert

matter.

Tho Jiva also rules the Prfinas, in order to get experiences, as is shown

in the next Sfitra.

SUTKA II. 4. 15.

mm ^^ii ^ i » i \x ii

Hrat^f Pranavata, by the Jiva, by the soul having or possessing the

PrSnas. ^abdat, on account of tho scriptural text.
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15. The soul controls the Prana for its own enjoyment,

because there is scriptural text to that effect.—284.

COMMENTARY

The Soul is called Prftnavat because the Pr&nas belong to it. The

soul rules the PrSnas and all the senses, in order to accomplish its objects

of enjoyment. Why do we say so ? Because there is a scriptural text

declaring the rulership of the Jivas over the I'raiias. Byhadftraiiyaka,

H, 1. 18, says :

g q^R^WRiretfa % srefl eftareasfa mm$t «w*rawr 3^^r^ fta-^ft

Rut when he moves about in sleep (and dream), then these arc his worlds. He is,

as it were, a great king ; he is, as it were, a great Bnthmana ; he rises, as it were, and he

falls. And as a great king might keep in his own subjects, and move about, according

to his pleasure, within his own domain, thus does that person (who is endowed with

intelligence) keep in the various senses (Pranas) and move about, according to his

pleasure, within his own body (while dreaming).

To sum up : the Devas aad the Jivas both rule the senses, in

subordination to the overlordship of the Supreme Brahman. The Devas

rule the senses by merely giving them their activities ; the Jivas rule the

senses in order to enjoy ploasureable experiences, while the Supremo

Lord by His mere will, empowers the Devas and the Jivas to act as

subordinate rulers.

To this rule there is no exception as will be shown in the next

Sutra.

sCtra ii., 4. 16.

m * fawi II \K II

Tasya, of this. ^ Cha, and. fJtWstW Nityatv&t, on account of the

permanence or eternity.

10. And on account of the eternity of this (relationship

between the Supreme Lord and the Devas and Souls) He is the

real ruler.

COMMENTARY

The Devas rale the body through the mere will of the Supreme
Lord, because of the eternity of the relation between the Devas and the

Supreme Self who is the real agent in all activities. In other words,

the chief agency belongs to him, as we find from the AntarySmi

Brahmapa (BrhadSranyaka, III, 7).

52
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Adhilcarana XL—The chief Prana is not an Indriya.

The author now raises another doubt with regard to this subject.

Doubt : Are all the Prfinas senses or only the lower Prfinas and not

the chief Prftna ? In other words, is the chief Prana also an Indriya or

a sense organ ?

P&rvapaksa : The chief Prana is also an indriya because it is

implied by the term Prana or sense, and because it assists the Jiva.

Hence all the PrSnas are Indriyas.

Siddh&nta : The chief PrSna is not an Indriya as is shown in the

next Sutra.

sf'TRA II., 4. 17.

aifjflrfa c^qq^ri^q^si^ \\\ i » it* \\

% To, they, namely the Pranas. ?ff#jrfal ladriyfiiii, sense organs. OTr

sipftflTS Tiit-vyapadeSat, because designated as such. Anyatra, elsewhere,

except »tera. 8resth.1t, than the best or the chief Prana.

17. All Pfanas arc seusc organs, because of their being so

designated, with the exception of the chief Prana.—280.

COITJIEXTAKY

All these Pranas, with the exception of the chief Prana, are certainly

sense organs, because in the Mundaka Upanisad (II., 3), they are so

designated. While in tlio case of the chief Prana, the mention

is separately made from the Indriyas. In fact, the word Indriya

or sense organ is applied to the organs like sight, hearing, etc., and

never to the chief Prana. The Smrti also says that the Indriyas are

eleven. Had the chief Prana been one of Indriyas then the number of

organs would have been twelve and not eleven. (See Bhagavat Oita,

XIII., 5.). There is a Sruti text also to the effect that the chief Prana is

not an Indriya.

An objection is raised to this view. In the Brhadaranyaka
Upanisad, I., 5. 21., it is said that all the sense organs are but modifications

of Pr8na and are different forms of it. The chief Prana must also,

therefore, be an Indriya, since every Indriya is but a form of it. The
text of the BrhadSranyaka is given below :

Then the others tried to know him, and said : 'Verily, he is the best of us, he who
whether moving or not, does not tire and does not perish. Well, let all of us assume bis
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form.' Thereupon they all assumed his form, and therefore they arc called after him
'breaths' (Prdnas).

How do you reconcile this statement with your view that the chief

Prfina is not an organ ? To this the next Sutra gives the reply.

sltka ii. 4. 18.

ii ^ i
»

i t s ii

-fo-a^: Bheda-srutoh, because there is difference-denoting text.

18. The chief Prana is not an organ, because there is a scriptural

statement of its being different from sense organs.—287.

COMMENTARY

The text of the Mundaka Upanisad, II., 1. 3, clearly mentions: "From

Him is born Prana, and the Manas and all organs." Thus the Prana is

separated from organs and therefore it is not an organ. But Manas is also

mentioned separately from organs or Indriyas in the same text, and it

also ought not to bo called an Indriya. To this we reply that Manas is an

Indriya, because it is formally included in the organs in the Blugavat GLta,

XV., 7, Avhero it is called distinctly the sixth organ. For reference the

Mundaka and the OitS texts are given below :

m sngs*rfffci<T: sfoft f^rer qifaft u

From him (when entering on creation) is born breath (Prana), mind (Manas), and all

organs of sense, ether, air, light, water, and (he earth, the support of all.- (Mundaka

Upanisad. IT., 1. :».)

jfoitft sfasftV sfa^: SJffiR: I

jw wiflfowfiii sffcreiTfa sfilfrr n « n

A portion of Mine own Self, transformed in the world of life into an immortal Spirit,

draweth round itself the senses of which the mind is the sixth, veiled in Matter.

(Bhagawat GitlJ, XV.. 7.)

Tho Lord also speaks of Himself as Manas among the Indriyas (Bh&gavat

GM, X., 22.)

*faWH!T »TSTanftJT »J?Trcinf?fT %<HT II K II

Of the Vedas I am the Sama Veda ; I am Vfisava of the Shining Ones ; and of the

senses I am the mind ; I am of living beings the intelligence. *

Note : As a general rule Manas is not included in the Indriyas in many passages of

the Upanisads. Compare, for example, Kafcha, III., 4. 10 ; VI., 7 ; Svetasvatara, II., 8 ;

Pragna III., 9 ; Gita", II, 7 and 40 and 42, and XVIII., 33.

SUTRA It, 4. 19.

^nqre II ^ I » i H li

^sUPRrra: Vailaksanyfit, on account of difference of characteristics. ^
Cha, and.
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19. The chief Prana is not an organ, because it has not the

characterstics of an organ.—288.

COMMENTARY

There is moreover a difference of characteristic between the chief

Prana and the senses. In deep sleep we still perceive the activity of the

chief PiUna, for the breathing goes on, while the souses like hearing,

sight, etc., are dormant Tiie chief PrSna supports the body and the

senses, while the senses are instruments of knowledge and activity only.

Thus there is a difference between the sense organs, and the chief PrSna,

both in their essential nature and in their activities. In the Brhadftranyaka,

no doubt, the sense organs arc said to bo of the form of the chief Pr&na.

The phrase 'they became its form' means that their activity is dependent

upon the chief Prana, and not that the sense organs became the chief

Prfina. It is similar to the statement that the Jiva lias become Brahman,

which does not mean that the Jiva" lias really become Brahman, but that

the activity of the Jiva is dependent on Brahman.

Adhikarana XII.-— The production of individual forms

is also from Brahman.

In the previous Sntras it lias been shown that the creation of the

elements and the organs and their collective aspects (Samasti) and the

activity of the Jivas proceed from the Highest Self. Now, is being deter-

mined, the question, 'From whom proceeds the creation of the world in its

discrete aspect (Vya§ti\ namely, who creates the individual forms ?' In

the Chhandogya Upanisad after having mentioned the creation of fire, water

and earth, the Sruti goes on to say (Chhandogya Upanisad, VI., 3, 2 to 4).

That Being (i. c, that which produced fire, water and earth) thought, let me now
enter those three beings (fire, water, earth) with this living Self (Jivatman), and let me

then reveal (develop) names and forms."

swtfta. ii % n

Then that Being having said, "Let me make each of these three tripartite (so that

fire, water, and earth should each have itself for its principal ingredient, besides an

admixture of the other two) enter into these three beings (DevatS) with this living self

only," revealed names and forms.

ftapfoftfft u * u
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He made each of these tripartite, and how these three beings became each of them

tripartite, that learn from me now, my friend.

Doubt : Here arises tho doubt : Is this differentiation of name and

form the work of the Jiva (however high he may bo, such as the Solar

Logos), or is it the work of the Supreme Lord ?

Pnrvapakm : The differentiation of name and form, in other words,

the creation of the organised world is the work of the four-faced BrahmS,

who is a Jiva and not of the supreme Lord directly. This we say because

in tho CMndogya IJpanisad, tho creation of the pure elements of fire,

water and eartli is from the Lord, but the creation of the mixed elements

of fire, water and earth called tho triplicities, is from a Jiva. Tho

words of the Srnti are 'Anena Jivena Atmana,' 'Let me now enter those

throe Dovatas— fire, water, earth—with this Jivatma, and let me then

differentiate names and forms.' This shows that the differentiation of

names and forms and the creation of compound elements is from a Jiva.

The instrumental case in 'Jivena Atman&' (with the Jivatma), has not the

implied meaning of association (together with this Jivatma) ; for if a case

can be taken in its primary sense, it should not be taken in a sense which

has to bo expressed by means of a preposition. Nor can you object to the

insturmental case in the 'Jivena' to be understood in its primary sense,

namely, that of the instrument of action. (The literal meaning of tho

third case is, that which is most suitable to accomplish the end of action,

the Jivatma or the four- faced Brahma in this view would be the most

suitable instrument of the Lord to produce the world). No Jiva, however

high he may be, can be said to be the most suitable instrument to accom-

plish the ends of the Lord. He brings about everything by His mere will

for His Sankalpa is true, and so Brahma cannot be called His 'S&dhaka-

tama' or the most suitable instrument. Nor can it be said that tho Jiva

(four-faced Brahma) finishes his activity by merely entering into the pure

elements of fire, water, and earth, while the act of differentiation of names

and forms is the work of the Lord ; because entering and differentiating

must refer to the same agent, and not that the entering should be referred

to BrahmS and differentiating to the Lord. The word 'Pravisya' is a

participial form and denotes a prior action having the same agent as the

subsequent action. »The phrase 'Pravisya vyakaravSni.'
—

'by entering I

shall differentiate'—must therefore refer to the same person. But if the

four-faced Brahma is the secondary creator and not the Supreme Lord,

why is the word 'Vyakaravani' used in the first person for it means, "I

shall differentiate." The first person shows that the Supreme Lord is the

creator of the organised universe of name and form as well. To this we
reply that the first person is also consistent with our view, just like a king

who may say, "I shall estimate the strength of the hostile army, by entering
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into it through my spy." Here the estimation is really made by the spy,

but the use of the first person by the king is not inappropriate Similarly,

Brahman may as well say, "I shall differentiate names and forms, by

entering into these three pure elements with this four-faced Brahma." Nor
is this merely a fancy of our own, evolved from our inner consciousness,

but we have the authority of the scriptures in our favour.

The four-faced Brahrmt is called Virincha, because he ordains (Virechayati) or organi-

ses the universe. From him proceed all these organised creatures having particular name
and form.

There is Smiti text also which attributes the creation of name and form

to Brahma.

*m >jjn?it swistf ^ w^srhj

He (the four-faced Brahmu) in the beginning made, from the words of the Veda, the

names and forms of beings, of the Devas and the rest, and of actions.

Comparo also Manu, Chapter I, verse 21 :

flfrt 3 aimift ifinffii^ s^?*!^ i

He (the four-face Brahma) too first assigned to all creatures distinct names, distinct
acts, and distinct occupations ; as they had been revealed in the pre-existing Veda.

Therefore, the creation of name and form is not the work of the Supreme
Brahman directly, but of the four-faced Brahma, a Jiva.

Siddhahta
: The creation of the organised forms and of compound

elements is also the work of the Supreme Lord, as is shown in the next
Sutra.

sCtha h., 4. 20.

flurifa^fflf^ fsrt^ f&i sq^rpj; m i a
i
\ o 11

m Sanjfia, name, # Murti, form. KIrptih, creation, making
differentiation, g Tu, but. ftw TrivVt, Tripartite, compound. fl<T: Kurvatab,
of the maker. 3<foim Upade&t, on account of the teaching (of scripture).

20. The making of names and forms is the work of the Supreme
Brahman, who compounds the pure elements into triplicities, because
the scripture teaches it so.—289.

COMMENTARY

The word 'but' removes the objection raised above. The differen-
tiation of namo and form belongs to him who mixes the pure elements
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into their compounds by the method of tripartition, as ahown in the

Chhandogya Upanisad, VI., 3, 3 and 4 Khs. The visible elements fire,

water and earth are not pure elements. The making of this mixture

(what the Theosophists call the Monadic essence) is admittedly the work

of the Lord, (or the second life wave of the Theosophists). The creation

df organised forms—Nama, Rupa—from this Monadic essence or tripartite

fire, water and earth, is also tho work of the Supreme Lord in his third

life wave and not of any Jiva, however high he may be, like the four-

faced Brahma. Why do wo say so ? Because tho text quoted above

expressly mentions that the differentiation of name and form is the

work of«tho same agent who makes the mixture of the pure elements, by

the mothod of tripartite.

The method of tripartite is given in the following verse :

Divide each of tho three elemeuts into two equal halves, then divide one of those

halves into two equal parts. Then add the smaller parts of the one element into the

larger one of the other and thus we get the tripartite elements.

Note : Thus divide pure fire, water and earth into halves, then divide each half

into half again. Thus we have of fire three divisions—half, one-fourth and one-fourth,

and so of water and earth. The compound fire is equal to or is made up of a mixture of

half pure fire, one-fourth pure water and one-fourth pure earth. Similarly, the compound

water is made up of half pure water, one-fourth pure fire and one-fourth pure earth. The

compound earth is in the same way a mixture of half pure earth, one-fourth pure fire and

one-fourth pure water.

This Trivrtkarana is analogous to the 'Panchikarana' of the modern

Vodantins, who evolve the five compound elements from the pure elements

or five Tanmatr&s by a process similar to the above.

It cannot be said that the making of the tripartite mixture is the

work of the four-faced Brahinft. Because the manifestation of the four-

faced Brahma takes placs then only, when these compound elements

have already come into existence. Tho four-faced one abides within the

Brahma egg, and that egg itself is produced from fire, water and earth, after

they had become the compounds. As we find in Mann, 1,9:

The seed became an egg bright as gold, blazing like a luminary with a thousand

beams, and in that egg was bom Brahma himself, great forefather of all the worlds.

Therefore, in the text of the Chhandogya Upanisad, VI., 3. 2., the

differentiation of name and form is the work of the same ageney as that
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of the compounding of the pare elements, and the succession shown in

that text must not be taken to mean that first He created the Nama-rupa, and

then He made the compounding of elements. Though the text is liable to

that interpretation, for it says that Brahman thought "Let me now
%
enter

those three beings with this Jiv&tma\ and let me then develop name

and form/' and then that being said, 'Let me make each of these

three tripartite," yet the tripartition or compounding of elements takes

place first, and then the creation of species (of names and forms\ The

Cosmic egg cannot bo produced from the pure elements of tire, water and

earth, but from their compound forms. The simple elements have not

the power of producing the Cosmic egg.

Thus in the Blifigavata J'ur&na, If., F>. 32 and 33, we find the

following :

Because these pure elements so long as they remained uncombined and consisted of

mere elements, senses, mind and attribute, they were not capable, 0, best of the knowers

of Brahman, to construct the organised body. Then they were combined one with the

other impelled by the Divine energy, and the Lord created all this, bath the discrete and

the universal forms by taking up Pradhana and her Gunas—the Being and the Non-being.

Note : In the same Smrti the method of ' Punch ikarana' is also described. The five ele-

ments ether, air, lire, water and earth arc divided into halves each, and then each half is

divided into four parts. The one-eighth part of each of the lour elements is added

to the half of the remaining element and thus the gross clement is produced. For

example, the gross ether is made up of half pure ether plus one-eighth pure Vfyu, one-

eighth pure water, one-eighth pure fire, and one-eighth pure earth. Similarly, the gross

Vfiyu is equal to half pure Vayu, plus one-eighth pure ether, jiliis one-eighth pure fire, pint

one-eighth pure water and one-eighth pure earth, and so on with the other elements.

In the ChMndogya Upani§ad, VI., 5. 1 to 4, wo find the following :

iftsftrewwH: II ? II

The earth (food) when eaten becomes three-fold : its grossest portion becomes fceces,

its middle portion flesh, its subtlest portion mind.

fiarewr farted arat m ^farr *rg??rwiji *rar% afr n^<r«t^to *flsfaie:

h stmt: it \ w

Water when drunk becomes three-fold, its grossest portion becomes water, its middle

portion blood, its subtlest portion breath.

OT JWJ II \ II

Fire (**.e., in oil, butter, etc.) when eaten becomes three-fold : its grossest portion

becomes bone, its middie portion marrow, its subtlest portion speech.
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vfswjj'frft ??fwr tR srrfWf : srrar^sft'Pft «rif»n%'" 11 v h

For truly, my child, mind comes of earth, breath of water, speech of fire.

Here the three-fold modification of eaith, fire and water is uot to be

confounded with the process of tripartition. It is not the earthy portion

of the earth that becomes fsuces, the watery portion flesh and the fiery

portion mind. The whole compound earth, when eaten, is disposed of in

three ways, namely faeces, flesh and mind. Similarly, the whole compound

water when drunk is disposed of in three ways, namely, urine, blood and

breath. So also the entire compound tire when eaten is disposed of in

three ways, namely, bone, marrow and speech.

In the sentence occurring in the Chh&ndogya, VL, 3. 2, it is mentioned that the

Lord entered with the Jiva-self. That text should not be confounded as teach-

ing that the Jiva is the creator of names and forms. On the other hand,

the words 'Atmanfi Jivena' being in the case of apposition mean that the

Atman of the Supreme Lord through His aspect called Jiva, namely through

His Jiva-energy produces names and forms. For Brahman has three ener-

gies, ono of which is the Jlva-energy. This explains also the verse quoted

above which ascribes the evolution of name and form to the four-faced

Brahml In this explanation the first person (in "Let me differentiate")

and the agency (conveyed by the form of 'Pravisya) may, without any

difficulty, be taken in their primary literal senses. This also shows that

the form 'Pravisya' and 'Vyftkaravfini' have one person as the agent

of both actions. Therefore, it follows that the Lord alone is the maker

of names and forms. As we find in the Taittiriya Aranyaka, III., 12. 16 :

I know this great personage whose colour is refulgent like that of the sun and who
is beyond darkness, who having created specific forms and names is ever making use

of them. By knowing Him, one becomes immortal, there is no other way to walk upon.

Adhikarana XIII.—The vehicles of Soul

are all made of earth.

Now the author considers the question of the bodies of individuals.

The body is denoted by the term Murti or form. The text of the Brhad-

ftranyaka, III., 2. 13, declares that the body is resolved into earth when
the Soul leaves it and that this shows that the body is earthy. While

53
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the Kaundinya Sruti declares that the body consists of water. The original

texts are given below :

W^fti stare 5^«r rKuffcr ^me3rf?r m^af^fit^ w^i, ft*r:

'Yajnavalkya !' he said, 'when speech of this dead person enters into the fire, breath

into the air, the eye into the sun, the mind into the moon, the hearing into space, into the

earth the body, into the ether the self, into the shrubs the hairs of the body, into the

trees the hairs of the head, when the blood and the seed are deposited in the water,

where is then that person ?' (Brhadiirauyaka, III., 2. 13).

From water indeed is produced all this ; water is verily flesh as well as bone ; water

is verily the body ; water is verily all this. (Kaundinya Sruti).

While there is a third text which says :

He reaches the fire, the source of Devas.

These three texts are conflicting.

Doubt : Thus arises the doubt : Ts the body made up of fire, or of

water, or of earth, or of a combination of all these throe ; for we have

three different texts describing three sorts of origin of the body ?

Purvapaksa : The Purvapaksin says that it is indeterminate, because

these three Gratis are irreconcilable.

Siddhanta •* The body is of earth as is shown in the next Sutra.

sT'TRA II., 4. 21

itfflTSSft 4fa wro^ftrFjfc II X I » \ \ \\\

Ttarft Mlrhsfidi, flesh and the rest. "ft^T, Bhaumam, of earth, composed

of earth, apfr-?!^ Yatha-sabclam, as declared by the scripture, wft: Itarayob,

of the other two, namely of fire, and water. ^ Cha, and.

21. Flesh and the rest are of earthy nature, because

of the text to that effect. And so also in the case of the two

others.—290.

HOMMENTAKY

The flesh and the best portion of the body are the products of earth.

Similarly, of the other two, namely, of water and fire the products are blood

and bone, etc. This we must admit because of the text of the Chhftndogya

Upanisad, VI., 5. 1 to 4, quoted above. There is also an express text to

the effect that body is of earth. In the Garbha Upani§ad, we find the

following

:
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a* qs^ien* q^g **4mw rer**! ^garcflngrfm, I * gtwig fa«r«i f&ftft i$$mrc-

sfoft *i urn fife rrst: qft *rg: ftnwflft^ft^s^Tfjfo jfrfft a* *n ?foft

m tn: ^4 sra^t: Jjrfis^fcr « ^ig: qegfa* a^raPfrg^Jj^ i

This body consists of five elements, it has five kinds of perceptional activities, it has

six sorts of essences in it, it has six musical tones, seven humours, three kinds of excre-

censes (nails, hairs of the body and hairs of the head), two origins (father and mother) and
is maintained by four kinds of food. Why is it called made up of five elements ? Because,

earth, water, fire, air and ether go to form it. What portion of the boiy is earth, what
water, what fire, what air and what ether ? The solid portion is earth, the liquid water,

the heat firo, the respiratory system is air and the cavities and hollows (such as the frontal

cavity) are ether.

Thus all bodies are three-fold, whether they be tho bodies of Gods or

animals.

Tf all bodies (elements and elementals) ar<> three-fold, then why is it

said, "this is fire, this is water, etc. ?" For the so-called fire is after all

not pure fire, but tire plus two other elements, nor is water pure water.

And why is it said that the bodies of the Devas are made of fire, those of

the Apsaras of water and those of tho terrestrials of earth. To this the

next Siilra gives the reply.

SUTRA II., 4. 22.

Ifosqm rigi^r^ \\ \ I » I ?^ II

^iMT^r Vaisesyftt, on account of the distinctive nature, on account of pre-

ponderance. § Tu, but. a^-SR: Tat-v&dah, the designation of that. ff^-*T?:

Tad-v&dah, that designation, namely, their designation of fires, ether, etc.

22. The compound elements are so called because of

the preponderance of the pure element in their composition.

—291.

COMMENTARY

The word 'Tu' or 'but' is employed in the Sutra in order to remove

the doubt raised in tho previous section. Though each compound element

is indeed three-fold in its nature, yet it gets its particular designation from

the particular element that preponderates in its composition. Thus the

compound fire is called fire because of the preponderance of pure fire in it.

Similarly, the Devas are called fiery, because their bodies are made of

substances in which fire preponderates. The repetition of the word Tad-

vftdab/ in the Sutra is in order to indicate the completion of the Adhyfiya.
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fir* s^fSr^T: <rcren ffer 5rajrRf!3i5rft$Tfa» M

0, thou, tree of all desires, grow thou, fully and equally on all sides,

and give the coolness of thy shade to the persons taking shelter under thy

outspreading branches, for the shrubs and undergrowths which were

suffocating thy growth have now been cut away by the sharp axe of the

cogent reasoning of Sri Bfidarayana.

Here ends the Fourth Pftda of the Second Adhyaya of Govinda

Bhlsya.



THIED ADHYAYA

First Pad.v

?t fair sp£l$fr srHsfoi^*tt*fifat t

The Lord God does not manifest His highest state, unless there be the proper

Sddhanas or practices, consisting of wisdom, dispassion and love. Let, therefore, the wise

have these Sidhanas.

Adhikarana I.—The Soul enters into a new body

accompanied hy the permanent atoms.

Tn the two previous Adhyayas, has been determined the essential

nature of Brahman, who is the only causo of the world, who is free from

all imperfections, who is an ocean of perfect attributes, who is existence,

intelligence and bliss, and who is the highest person. Tt is shown

therein, that all men desirous of release, must meditate on Brahman ;

for all VedSnta texts establish Him to be the proper object of meditation.

The two previous Adhyftyas have proved this by refuting the arguments

of the opponents of VedSnta. Now in this Third AdhySya are being

determined those Sftdhanas or practices, which are the means of attaining

the highest Brahman. Tn the First and Second PSdas of this Adhvftya

are heing taught two things, namely, a strong yearning or dpsire to obtain

Brahman, and an eqnally strong disgust towards all objects other than

Brahman ; for these two are the principals among all Sfidhanas, namely,

Vairftgya and Prema. Tn order to teach Vairftgya (disgust), the Sfltras

show in the First P&da the imperfections of all worldly existences ;

and this they base on the PatichSgni VidyR of the ChhSndogya TJpanisad,

in which is taught how the soul passes after deatli from one conditiou

to another. The First Pftda, therefore, teaches the great doctrine of

re-incarnation, the going out of the soul from the body, its sojourn into

the lower or higher regions, and its coming back on this earth. This is

done in order to teach Vair&gya or disgust. Tn the Second Pftda are

described all the glorious attributes of the Supreme Brahman—His Om-

niscience, Omnipotence, Loveliness, etc.,—in order to attract the soul

towards Hitn, so that He may be the only object of quest.

The Pafichftgni Vidyft is described in the Chhftndogya TJpanisad

(V., 3 to 10). Commencing with the verse "sVetaketu Xruneya went to
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an assembly of the Pa&chalas. Pravahana Jaibali said to him : 'Boy,

has your father instructed you?' 'Yes, Sir,' lie replied."

The whole of that discourse, contained in eight Khandas, shows

prima facie that the soul goes to the noxt world after death, and again

comes back to this world.

Doubt: Here arises the doubt : Does the soul, going to tho next

world, do so by throwing off all its subtle rudimonts—the permanent

atoms—or doos it go there accompanied by the subtle rudiments?

Pfirvapaksa: The Purvapaksm maintains that these subtle rudi-

ments or permanont atoms do not accompany the soul, but they being

universally spread, are taken up by tho soul, from tho surrounding

atmosphere, when it makes a now body for itself. Therefore, the soul

goes on its journey to tho higher world, unaccompanied by tho subtle

rudiments or permanent atoms.

Siddhtinla: The soul is accompanied on ite sojourn, by these

permanent atoms, as is shown in the following Sutra.

Note : The whole passage is given below for facility of reference :

ADHYAYA V.—KHAN'OA HI

ff jflr ii * n

1. Svetaketu ironeya went to an assembly of the PaftchAlas. PravAhana Jaibali said

to him : "Boy, has your father instructed yon ?" "Yes, Sir," he replied.

w^TOTi'W Pr^TTO^ ^ sjrra^RT 3 ?fa n ww *fw ll ^ M

2. "Do you know to what place men go from here?" "No. Sir," he replied. "Do

you know how they return again ?" "No, Bir," he replied. "Do you know where the

path of the Devas and the path of the Fathers diverge?" "No, Sir," he replied..

«H^fff Jfa *m II 3 II

3. "Do yon know why that world never becomes full?" "No, Sir," he replied.

"Do you know why in the fifth libation water is called man?" "No, Sir,'' he replied.

4. "Then why did you say (you had been) instructed? How could any body who
did not know these things say that he had been instructed?" Then the boy went back

BorrowfuUy to the place of Mb father and said: "Though you had not instructed me,

Six, -yoxx aavd -sow had instructed me."
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5. "That fellow of a Rijanya asked me five questions, and I could not answer one

of them." The father said : "As you have told me these questions of his, I do not know
any one of these. If I knew these questions, how should I not have told you?"

wgriRT «ft?m ft^q it vtfwi sfa « stare <fo wfj, mgq faa yfti wm***n$r

frwnwFmita *r ^fir n Mi

6. Then Gautama went to the king's place, and when ho had come to him, the king

offered him proper respect. In the morning the king went out on his way to the assmbly.

The king said to him : "Sir, Gautama, ask a boon of such things as men possess."

He replied: "Such things as men possess may remain with you. Tell me the answer

to the questions which you addressed to the boy."

e * tfs^t^ a* * f*rc ^^wmrrw***!* *tara m» n\<ms^ qfcf

rl9T=Er 11 a 11

7. The king was perplexed and commanded him, saying: "Stay with me some

time." Then he said: "As (to what) you have said to me, Gautama, this knowledge

did not go to any Br&hmana before you, and therefore, this teaching belonged in all the

world to the Ksatra class alone." Then he began

:

KHA^JU IV.

ffc$faffT: II HI

1. The altar (on which the sacrifice is supposed to be offered) is that world (heaven),

O Gautama; its fuel is the sun itself, the smoke his rays, the light the day, the coals the

moon, the sparks the stars.

clf^fafoTW^ \W «T«f ^ffif *TT§^: flVf *15ir flP^frf II » II

2. On that altar the Devas (or Prfinas represented by Agni, etc.,) offer the Sraddhu

libation (consisting of water). From that oblation rises the sparkling Soma.

KHANDA V.

<w*ftm "ifcwrfcrercsr ir?fa often fjfr fag?f%<wfjrcifTCT fafSifaftr: 11 1 11

1. The altar is Parjyanya (the God of rain), O Gautama; its fuel is the air itself,

the smoke the clouds, the light the lightning, the coals the thunderbolt, the sparks the

thundering.

cfftft^fT^W^ \mi *fa4* KlZli IffrT AWT Tli^l^ S^ft II \ II

2. On that altar the Devas offer the sparkling Soma, from that oblation rises rain.

KHANDA VI.

1. The altar is the earth, 0 Gautama; its iuel is the year itself, the smoke the ether,

the light the night, the coals the quarters, the sparks the intermediate quarter.

flffclsStaftHWjnft «N lift ^Tjfrc^ SWfffa II \ It
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2. On that altar the Devas (Prdnas) offer rain. From that oblation rises food,

corn, etc.

KHA!JI1)A VII.

1. The altar is man, O Gautama ; its fuel speech itself, the smoke the breath, the

light the tongue, the coals the eye, the sparks the ear.

?rftJT^fw^l Ufa a«?T sri§?r>er: gs»raf?i n ^ n

2. On that altar the Doras (Prfnas) offer food. From oblation rises seed.

KHAtfDA vra.

1. The altar is woman, O Gautama....

aftmSmffci?;^ \i\ tffr ^fft mm wis^S: g**^ it ^ u

2. On that altar the Devas (the Prions) offer seed. From that oblation rises the

germ.

KHAISDA IX.—1.

qrasw siraW ii i n

1. For this reason is water in the fifth oblation called Man. This germ, corered in

the womb, having dwelt there ten months, or more or less, is bom.

*TCfa II \ II

2. When born, he lives whatever the length of his life may be. When he haB

departed his friends carry him, as appointed, to the fire (of the funeral pile) from

whence he came, from whence he sprang.

KIIANDA X.

^pnwi^rrar^ ^i^Rr ^rai^^ni, ii ? h

mTaT?2r^ ^MTC: «t«TT II \ II

1. Those who know this (even though they still be Grhasthas, householders) and
those who in the forest follow faith and austerity (the Vtfnaprasthas, and the Parivrflja-

kas, those who do not know yet the Higher Brahman) go to light, from light to day,

from day to the light half of the Moon, from light half of the Moon to the six months
when the Sun goes to the north.

From the six months when the Sun goes to the north to the year, from the year

to the Sun, from the Sun to the Moon, from the Moon to the lightning. There is

person not human. He leads to the Brahman. This is the path of the

Devas.
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3. They who living in a village practise (a life of) sacrifice, works of public utility,

and alms, they go to the smoke, from smoke to the night, from night to the dark half of
the Moon, from the dark half of the Moon to the six months when the Sun goes to the
south. I5ut they do not reach the year.

T!<fcq: %^l* fa^YsraTT.WRTT,W^F^Jrq- «>»fr TPTT i=T \l\ H^Sjfar II V ||

4. From the months they go to the world of the fathers, from the world of the
fathers to the ether, from the ether to the Moon. That is the sparkling Soma. Here
they are eaten l>y the Dcvas, yes, the T)cvas eat them.

ii v n

5. Having dwelt there, till good works are consumed, they return again that way
as they come, to the ether, from the ether to the air. Then the sacrifieer, having become
air, becomes smoke, having become smoke, he becomes mist.

(>. Having become mist, he becomes a cloud, having become a cloud, he rains down.
Then he is born as rice and corn, herbs and trees, scsamum and beans. From thence the

escape is beset with most difficulties. For, whoever the persons may be that eat the food,

and beget offspring, he henceforth becomes like unto them.

7. Those whose conduct has been good, will quickly attain some good birth, the

birth of a BrShmans, or of a Ksatriya or of a Vaisya. But those whose conduct has been

evil, will quickly attain an evil birth, the birth of (keeper of a) dog, or (the keeper of a)

hog, or a Chandilln.

msifr: T-M <mm ^ * fiwtorfr lenw^t^fa zw-i fiw^-

a^fta'O &m for*ft * e»^JJI% cl^T ssrto: II C II

8. On neither of these two ways those small creatures (flics, worms, rtc.) are

continually returning of whom it may be said, live and die. Theirs is a third place.

Therefore, that world never becomes full. Hence let a man take care to himself, and

thus it is said in the following Sloka :

j&ftffr n * ii

9. A man who steals gold, who drinks spirits, who dishonours his Guru's bed, who

kills a Brdhmana, these four fall, and as a fifth he who associates with them.

n M ii > e ii

10. But he who knows the five fires is not defiJcd by sin, even though he associates

with them. He who knows this, is pure, clean, and obtains the world of the blessed, yea,

he obtains the world of the blessed.

54
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Sutra nr., 1. 1.

aa; Tat, that, i.e., a body. *r*a< Antara, different, another, afcmft Prati-

pattau, in obtaining, in going to. Ralhhati, goos, departs. ^ifts^Vfi:

Sathparisvaktah. enveloped (by the subtle elements), vv* PraSna, from

question. ftswsf«n*l. Nirupanabhy&m, and from explanations.

1. In order to obtain another body, the soul goes

accompanied by permanent atoms ; as appears from the question and

answer in the Chhandogya text.—292.

I'OMMKNTAHY

The word 'that' refers to the word body mentioned in ttiitra II., 4. 20,

because the Anuvvtti of the word 'Murti' is understood in this Sutra from

that already mentioned. The Jiva goes surrounded by the subtle rudiments,

when it goos out of one body in order to obtain another. How do wo

know this ? Because the question and answer in Chapter five of the

Chhandogya Upanisad shows this. The question there put is : "Do you

know to what place men go from here ?" And then the answer is given

in tho Fourth Kbanda, namely, "the altar is that world, 0 Gautama," ete.

The story as given in the Chhandogya Upanisad is this. Tho king of the

Patichalas, a Ksatriya, called Pravahana, asked five questions from a Brah-

roana boy named Svotaketu who had come to his court. Those questions

related to (?') the regions where the performers of sacrifices go, (it) the method

of return from that region, (Hi) the persons who do not attain that world, (ic)

and tho two paths called the paths of tho Devas and the paths of the

Pitrs, and (?•) tho last question was : "Do you know why in tho fifth libation

water is called Man ?" That boy not being able to answer those questions,

returned to bis father Gautama, and expressed his sorrow to him. The

father also did not know the answer to these five questions, and in order

to learn it, he went to PravShana. The king received him with proper

honour, and expressed his desire to give him riches, but Gautama begged

of him the answers to those five questions. The king then answered those

questions, commencing with the last one, saying "that world, O Gautama,

is the altar, etc." Ho described this as five fires, the first firo is the Heaven

world, the second is Rain, the third is the Earth, the fourth Man, and the

fifth Woman. In theso five fires, five sorts of libations are poured by the

Devas, namely, SraddhS, Soma, Rain, Food aud the Seed respectively.

1\\e sacrificial priests in these libations in every case are the Devas. The
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Noma is the throwing of the soul which is surrounded by its subtle rudi-
ments into the various worlds, beginning with heaven ; in order that it

may attain enjoyments of heaven and the rest. The senses of the Jiva
which has departed from^ its body, arc called Dovas. These Devas sacritico

in the fire of heaven Sraddlui. That Sraddha becomes transformed into a

celestial body called Soma-raja, and it is through this body that the soul
enjoys heavenly felicities. Then the period comes that the Jiva should be
thrown down from the heaven-world, then at the end of its enjoyment,

the soul in this vehicle called Roma-raja is thrown into the fire called

Parjanya, where it becomes Rain. The body which the soul now gets is

called the Rain-body. This Rain-body is thrown into tho fire of Earth,

namely, it falls on Earth. From this offering arise plants. This plant or

food is the third body of tho soul. Then tho food is eaten by some male

which represents the fourth libation and the male represents tho Fire.

From this Noma of food in tho Firo of male arises the semen which is the

fourth body of the Soul. This Semen is poured into tho Fire of the Female
where it gets its fifth body and becomes the embryo. Having mentioned

these five oblations, tho King says in answer to his fifth question : ''For

this reason is water in tho fifth oblation called Man." Tho meaning is,

that the Soul when offered in tho fifth Fire as seed, becomes incarnated,

and assumes the human body, which is called tho man. Tho Soul returns

to tho womb of woman along with all those waters (permanent atoms or

senses) with which it went to tho heaven-world, and thus it appears that

the Soul in its return to tho higher world goes enveloped by the subtlo

rudiments of organs, that is, by the permanent atoms.

Hut the text in tiio Chhandogya Upanisad speaks of 'water' as going

up to heaven and coming back as rain and ultimately becoming man.

It shows that water only accompanies tho soul, and not any other element.

How do you then say that tho Soul goes enveloped by all tho elements ?

To this objection the next Sutra gives tho reply.

sitka., nr., 1. 2.

sqir^lr^f^ II \ \ \ I X II

tV^TfJH^Ta Tri-atmakatvat, on account of consisting of three, three-fold.

3 Tu, but. Bhuyastvat, on account of preponderating.

2. Tho water which envelopes the Soul being three-

fold, it denotes all the other elements by implication ; and

the text specifies water, because it preponderates in the human

body— 293,
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f'OMMKXTAKY

The word "Hut" denotes tlio removal of the doubt above raised ; as

the compound water lias in it all tho other elements, because it consists

of water, firo and earth. Therefore, when the Soul goes enveloped by this

compound water it follows that the other elements also go with it. In the

embryo of the body, which is made up of the sperm and the germ cells, it

is apparent that liquid is the predominant element, though the solids arc

also there. Tt is owing to tho predominance of the watery elements that

the word 'water' is called the great destroyer of heat. Tn fact on account

of this preponderance of water in tlio constitution of the human body, the

water alone is mentioned as going along with the Soul.

SL'TK.Y 111., 1. 3.

ii \ \ \ i
s

i

IN? Prana of the Pranas, (the sense organs), nit: (iateh, on account of the

going out. =3 Cha, and.

';>. Since the Soul goes out with tho Pntnas, all the elements

must accompany it.—294.

COMMKNTA 1JY

Tn the nrhadfiranyaka Ilpanisad (IV., 1. 2.), it is mentioned that when

tho Soul goes out, in order to take another body, the Pranas also

accompany it.

And when he (soul) thus departs, the chief Pritna departs after him, and when the

Prana thus departs all the other vital spirits (Pranas) depart after him. He is conscious,

and being conscious he follows and departs.

Rut tho Pranas cannot exist without a substrate. During life the Pranas

exist in the elements ; therefore, after death, if they have to accompany

tho soul, they must accompany with their substrate, tho rudiments of

elements. Wo must, therefore, admit that the rudiments of elements,

the permanent atoms, must accompany tho Soul, because they are tlio

vehicles of Pranas.

SUTRA nr., 1. 4.

^qrfoif^ftftfa ^ mwrmf{ 11 \ i ? i » n

'R'TqTfe Agny adi, Agni and others, ifa Gati, about going, entering.

Sruteh, on account of the statement of the scriptures. Iti, as, thus. %3
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diet, if. * Na, not, uo. Bhiiktatvat, on account of the metaphorical

nature of, for referring to the partial.

•4- If it be said that the scriptural text mentions

also the going of the various senses into various elements,

like lire, etc., and therefore, the senses do not accompany

the Soul, when it goes out of the body ; to this we reply,

that the. going of the senses to the elements is metaphorical

only.—295.

COMJIKNTARV

III the Brhadaranyaka Ilpanisad, wo find the following :

fr^r a^fr <wfh%i

Yiijnavalkya, he said, when the speech of this dead person enters into the fire,

breath into the air, the eye into the sun, the mind into the moon, the hearing into space,

into the earth the body, into the ether the self, into the shrubs the hairs of the body,

into the trees the hairs of the head, when the blood and the seed arc deposited in tho

water. ' where is then that person ?

This going of the sense organs like speech, etc., into fire, etc., shows

that tlioy do not accompany the soul when it leaves the body. The text

which says that the senses accompany the soul must, therefore, be inter-

preted in a different way. To this objection, tho Sutra replies that it is

not so. The merging of tho speech in fire, etc , is to bo explained in a

motaphoric sense, because in its literal sense they aro not true. For tho

hairs of the body do not enter into the herbs, nor do tho hair of the head

into trees. Manifestly, Lomas and Ke&ts do not enter into herbs and

trees ; and in their case wo aro forced to explain the statement as figura-

tive only. Why should then the entering of speech into fire, breath into

the air, the eye into tho sun, the mind into the moon, etc., be taken in

its literal sense ? For both being read in the same sentence, must be

explained in tho same way. Either tho whole is metaphorical, or the

whole is literally true. But it is not literally true, because the Lomas

and the Kesas are never seen to jump out of the human body and enter

into herbs and trees. The entering of speech into fire, otc, means that

at the time of death, these senses cease to perform their functions, and

not that they are absolutely lost to the Soul. The conclusion, therefore,

is that the soul does go accompanied by the senses, and the permanent

atoms, for the gross accompanies the subtle.
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SITBA III. 1. 5.

q*tfssrc*r[Tftfa ^ fiT ^ fvm- II \ \ \ i X II

S«W IVathamo, in the first, in the beginning, (i" connection with tlio first

oblation in tlio first fire). *wn?t Asravanat, on account of not being men-

tioned, for want of mention, sfa Iti, thus. %x diet, if. ^ Na, not, no. m: m
Tab cvii, those very, tlio same, (the waters'. fi[ Jli, because of. Upa-

patteh, on account of agreement, because of fitness.

5. If it be objected that water is not mentioned in

the first oblation, and therefore, tlio soul does not go accompanied by

water, wc reply, that even in the first oblation, water is verily meant

by the word Kraddhft, for that is the most appropriate meaning of this

word in that passage.—290.

COM.MKNT.VKV

O/rfcrtioii : If water be the oblation in all tin; five offerings, then,

of course, it will be appropriate to say that the soul goes enveloped in

water, and that in the fifth oblation water gets the name of man. But

that is not the case. Tn the first fire we do not find that water is men-

tioned as an oblation, on the other hand, Sraddha or faith is mentioned

there as first oblation ; for the text says : "In that fire the Devas offer

Sraddha." Sraddha" is a well-known name of a mental attitude and

means faith or belief, and it never means water The other four oblations

of Soma, Rain, etc., have something of water in them, and they may bo

explained as water, but Sraddha, by no stretch of language, can be called

water. Therefore, from this text of the Chhandogya Upanisad, wo cannot

deduce the conclusion that the soul of the dead goes enveloped by water.

Reply : To this objection, the Sutra replies in its second portion,

that in tho first fire also, "water" is the oblation, because the word

Sraddha there must be interpreted as meaning 'water.' Why should it

bo so interpreted ? Because of its fitness, in connection with questions

and answers. The question is 'Knotvest thou why water in the fifth obla-

tion is railed man V This shows that all the five oblations are of water.

But in the first answer Sraddha is mentioned as an offering Consequently,

Sraddha must bo taken there to mean trater, otherwise the question and

answer would not agreo with each other. If the word Sraddha thero did

not mean water, then there would be a conflict between the question and

the answer. Water is connected with all the five offerings here. If Srad-

dha did not mean water, then water would be connected with four offer-

ings only. Moreover, the other four offerings—Soma, Rain, Food and Seed—
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aro described there to be the effects of fcfcaddha. It is Sraddha whicli

becoming more and moro dense, modifies itself into those four. Therefore,

it must bo a substance belonging to the same category as those four,

for the- cause cannot be different from its effect. And an effect is only

a modification of the cause. Therefore, it is reasonable to interpret Srad-

dlia" to mean water here, whose effects are the Soma (or the Devachanik

body), Rain (the astral body), Food (the etherial body), and Seed (the

physical body). Hence Sraddha there must bo interpreted as water.

Moreover, in the Sruti "Sraddha indejd is water" (Taittiriya Samhita,

I, 6. 8. 1) this word is expressly used to denote water. It cannot mean

hero 'belief or 'faith,' which is a function of tho mind, and which no

one can take out of tho mind and offer as an oblation to fire. Tfence it

follows that the soul goes surrounded by waters, when it departs from the

body.

Hut another objection is raised by the opponent. The text mentions or

may be interpreted to mention that tho waters go up and come down,

but throughout the whole section tliero is no mention of tho Jiva going

surrounded by water. In fact, the word Jiva does not occur at all in that

section of tho Ohhandogya Upanisad. It cannot, therefore, be deduced that

tho Soul goes enveloped by waters. To this objection the next Sutra gives

the reply.

sutua nr., 1. 0.

^frr#$t ^%Si%lfki JRfft: II \ \ \ I % II

srg^ra. ASrutatvat, on account of this not being stated by the scriptures
;

because not proved. Iti, thus, so. diet, if. 1 na, not, no. SBlfofilftlflt,

Istadikarin&m, in reference to those who perform sacrifices, &c.

Pratitoh, on account of being seen in the Sruti, on account of being understood.

G. If it be said, that the word Jiva is not mentioned at all

in that section, we reply, it is not so, because the whole section is to

be understood as referring to those who perforin sacrifices and other

good works.—297.

OOMMKNTARV

The word 'Asrutatvat' means because not proved. In that Chhandogya

Upanisad, the going of tho performer of good works to Moon is mentioned.

Tho performers are Souls and not Waters. In tho
.

ChhSndogya Upanisad

(V., 10. 3 and 4) the Pitryana is thus described

:

^Mtfir urei^wr^ s<*e?rc'tf*wic3«f'!
<f u * n
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X But they who living in a village practise (a life of) sacrifices, works of public utility

and alms, they go to the smoke, from smoke to night, from night to the dark half of the

moon, from the dark half of the moon to the six months when the sun goes to the south,

but they do not reach the year.

4. From the months they go to the world of the fathers, from the world of the

fathers to the ether, from the ether to the moon. That is the sparkling Soma. Here they

are eaten by the Devas, yes, the Dcvas eat them.

From this wo understand, that the performers of sacrifices and so on,

having reached the astral plane (Chandraloka\ get the name of "Somaraja."

This technical name "Somaraja'' is applied here to the Soul. That very-

word wo find used in connection with tho first offering (Chhandogya

Upanisad, V., 4. 2).

affc^sfawift \iv »si Ufa a^i vv$r: uzi $m1h n ^ n

2. On that altar the Ocvas (or Pranas represented by Agni, etc.) oll'cr the ttraddhd

libation (consisting of water). From that oblation rises Somaraja.

Now, therefore, the same word being employed in both places, wo

hold that tho Soul, in tho moon plane, gets a body consisting of Sraddha,

a body called Soma. Though the word Jiva is not expressly used in

connection with those oblations, yet body being the abode of Jiva, and

its nature being to be the abode of Jiva and Jiva only, the word body

is sometimes used to denote the Soul. In other words, the connotation of the

word body extends up to the Soul. Hence tho "waters" only do not go,

but the Jiva surrounded by waters goes up.

Now another objection is raised. This celestial body which the Jiva

assumes in the heaven-world is called Somaraja, Refulgent nectar. The

same text, Chhandogya Upanisad, (V", 10. 4), also mentions that this

Somaraja, the sparkling nectar, is tin? drink of the Devas, and that the

Devas eat this body. Sinci tho Devas eat this Somaraja body wo cannot

say that it means the Soul in his heavenly garb, for no one can eat the Soul.

To this objection the next Sutra srives the reply.

sitra. rrr, 1. 7.

*Tiai*t Bhaktam, metaphorical partial, Va, or. !*Rr?JT'¥?<rra Anatmavit-

tvat, on account of their not knowing tho self. a*rr Tathft, so. fff Hi, because,

sforfa Darsayati, (the scripture) shows.

7. The Jiva called Somarfija is said to be the food of tho Dcvas

in a figurative sense only, because they do not know the Self, for thus

the Sruti declares—298.
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COMMENTARY

The word 'V&' or "or" has the force here of removing the doubt.
The Jiva termed Somar&ja is said to be the food of the Devas, in a
metaphorical sense only, and not literally. It is said to be the food,

because it gives pleasurable enjoyment to the Devas. The reason being,

such souls are servants of the Devas. They are servants, because they
do not know the Self. The Srnti also declares that those who do not
know the Self become servants of the Deva-\ hi the Brhadaranyaka
Upanisad, (I., 4. 10) we find :

s w ciw^RM^JKi mi JTrj^nuf ttttfcq^'jfa*?'?^: gf^ftsf ngW^ »j^s[%f% aftw%fi

«RJ ft* ^flwrgsqi fa«r: 11 ?o 11

Verily in the beginning this was Brahman, that Brahman knew (its) Self only,

saying, 'I am Brahman.' From it all this sprang. Thus, whatever Deva was awakened

(so as to know Brahman), he indeed became that Brahman ; and the same with Rsis and

men. The Rsi Vfimadeva saw and understood it, singing, 'I was Manu (moon), 1 was

the sun.' Therefore, now also he who thus knows that he is Brahman, becomes all this,

and even the Devas cannot prevent it, for he himself is their Self.

Now if a man worships another deity, thinking the deity is one and he another,

he does not know. He is like a beast for the Deeas. For verily, as many beasts nourish

a man, thus does every man nourish tlte Devas. If only one beast is taken away, it is

not pleasant ; how much more when many are taken. Therefore, it is not pleasant to

the Devas that men should know this.

The sense is this. It is not possible to eat the soul as food ; thorofore,

the soul bocoming the food of the Devas means that it is a source of

enjoyment or satisfaction to the Devas ; and the word food is used in a

figurative sense. In fact we find the use of the word food in this sense,

in sentences like tho following : "The Vaisyas are the food of the Kings,

the cattlo are the food for tho VaiSyas," where tho word food is evidently

used in a metaphorical sense, and means the sourco of enjoyment ; for the

King derives the greatest part of his revenuo from the VaiSyas (tho great

agricultural and mercantile class) ; while the source of the wealth of the

Vaisyas is their cattle.

If the word food were to be taken in its literal sense, then all the

rules about sacrifices like Jyotistoma and the rest, would be useless. If

the Devas were to eat the souls, that go to the lunar world, why would

men then exert themselves to go there, and why would they perform

sacrifices like Jyoti?toraa and the rest by which they reach that world.

55
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Hence, the conclusion is that tho soul goes to the other world enveloped by

permanent atoms, (in order to serve the Devas).

Adhiharana II—Does the soul come back on earth with a

portion of Us Karmas or after totally exhausting all its

Karmas t

Visaya: In the Chhftndogya Upanisad (V., 10. 5), we find the following

text after "But they who live in a village sacrificing, etc.," which describes

the method of return from the heaven-world, of those who go there by

the Pitry&na path.

jjwtsh* 11 v li

Having dwelt there, till their (good) works are consumed, they return again that way

as they camo, to the ether, from the ether to air. Then the sacrificer, having become air,

becomes smoke, having become smoke he becomes mist.

Having become mist, he becomes a cloud ; having become a cloud, he rains down.
Then he is bom as rice and corn, herbs and trees, sesamum and beans. From thence
the escape is beset with most difficulties. For whoever the persons may be that eat the

food, and beget offspring, he henceforth becomes like unto them.

Doubt : Now arises the doubt : Is tho soul returning from heaven
accompanied by any remainder of its works or does it descend having
exhausted all its Karma ?

Purvapaksa : It returns having fully enjoyed the fruits of its Karmas,
and without any remainder. The words 'YSvat-sampatam' in the above text

show, that they do not return till all their works are consumed.
Another text also shows that when the end of the Karma is reached, then
the soul returns from heaven. That text is of the Brhadaranyaka Upanisad
(IV., 4. 6.).

And here there is this verse: "To whatever object a man's own mind is attached,
to that he goes strenuously together with his deed ; and having obtained the end (th«
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last results) of whatever deed he does here on earth, ho returns again from that world

(which is the temporary reward of his deed) to this world of action.

So much for the man who desires. But as to the man who does not desire, who, not

desiring, freed from desires, or desires the Self only, his vital spirits do not depart

elsewhere,—being Brahman, he goes to Brahman.

Hero also the words 'Antamkannanah' show that all Karmas are

exhausted, before the soul returns to earth. Therefore, the descent of

tho soul is without any remainder. The word 'Sampata' means literally

Karma, that which carries one to Svarga Loka, ('Sampatante anene svar-

galokam iti sampatah'). The word Anusaya means that part of the Karma
which remains over and above the part enjoyed in heaven, and which

causes experiences in another life, ('Anusetc karteram phala-bhogaya').

Hence it follows, that when the fruit of entire Karma has been enjoyed,

there is no remainder which can follow the soul, and start a now series of

experiences.

Siddh&nta : The soul, in its descent from heaven, comes with a

remainder of its Karmas, namely, that portion of it which is not exhausted

in heaven world, and for which tho proper place of fruition is the lowor

world. This is shown in tho next Sutra.

sutra in., 1. 8.

fift Krta, of what is done, of tho Karma. TfA Atyaye, at the end, at the

exhaustion, srgjrcrei^ Anusayav&n, with a remainder of the (Karma). sw^fetwiT'*.

Drsta-smrtibhyam, from Sruti and Smrti

8. The soul returns on earth with a remainder of the Karmas,

as is proved by the Smrti and Sruti texts.—299.

COMMENTARY

The fruits of Karmas, like sacrifices and the rest, which were per-

formed with the object of attaining the heaven world, and enjoying

happiness there, are entirely exhausted in heaven. Then the body of

enjoyment, which the soul had assumed in the Chandraloka, (literally, the

world of gladness) is burnt up in the fire of grief, caused by the coming

approach of the fall to the earth ; and the soul returns with the remainder

of Karmas other than the good ones. The heaven-carrying Karmas called

Sampfita (literally, heaven-soothing energy), are all exhausted in their

entirety. But there are many good and bad deeds, besides the Sampfita

works, performed by the soul. Those Karmas are the Anusaya or remain-

der, with which the soul returns. This we find from the very text of the

same Chhfindogya Upanisad in the next verse (V., 10. 7):
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Those quickly falling souls, whose conduct has been good, will indeed attain some

good birth, the birth of a Brfihmana, or Ksatriya, or a Vaisya. But those quickly falling

souls whose conduct has been evil, will indeed attain an evil birth, the birth (of a keeper)

of a dog or of a bog, or a Chandaia.

The word 'Ramaniya-charana' means works which are Ramamya or

good, that is to say, the remainder of works which is good. If the remain-

der of the work is good, it is called 'Ramaniya-charana.' The word

'AbhvySsa' moans the quick-comer and is derived from the root 'As' with

the affix 'Kvip' preceded by the proposition of 'Abhi.' The word 'Ha'

moans indeed, 'Yat' moans when. Tho following Smrti text is also to

the same effect :

They enter into this world with the remainder of both their good and bad works

in order to reincarnate.

Hence it follows that the soul descends with a remainder.

The word 'Yavat-sanipatam' does not mean the exhaustion of all

Karmas, but the exhaustion of the heaven-mounting energy, the energy

that took the soul to hoaven, and which is exhausted in heaven-world by

the enjoyment of unalloyed bliss.

In the next Sutra the author shows the peculiar mode of descent of

these souls.

SCTRA III., 1. 9.

=q^q^ ^ it \ i \ \ \ ii

W Yatha, as. Itam, gone, went. Anevam, not thus, by

different steps. Oha, and.

9. The soul descends partly by the same path as it ascended

and partly by a different path.—300.

COMMKNTARY

The soul, returning from the Chandra-world, with a remainder of

its work, does so by the path it went but not wholly in that way, but by

a different way also. The ascent takes place by the following stages :

smoke, night, etc., as mentioned in the following verses of the ChhSndogya

Upanisad, V., 10. 3 and 4.
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Bat they who living in a village practise (a lifo of) sacrifices, works of public

utility, and alms, they go to tho smoke, from smoke to night, from night to the dark

half of the moon, from the dark half of the moon to the six months when the sun

goes to south. But they do not reach the year.

From the months they go to the world of tho fathers, from the world of the

fathers to the ether, from the ether to the moon. That is Somrdja. Here they are

eaten by the Devas, yes, the Devas eat them.

Tho method of descent, given in the noxt verse, shows that it agroos

to a certain extent with the way of ascent, namely, so far as smoko and

ether are concerned, for those two aro common to both the ascending and

descending paths. But on the descending line, there is no mention of tho

night or the dark half of the moon and the rest. On tho other hand, there

is the additional mention of the cloud, tho rain and tho rest. '1 his shows

that tho journey on the descending path, is partly by the same road as the

soul ascended, and partly by a different road.

sCtra hi., 1. 10.

^llftf^, ^fo^^frl ^T<*#tfo II ? M I t • II

CharanSt, through conduct Iti, thus, so. %a. Chet, if. «T Na,

no, not ffil Tat that Upalaksanartha, meant to imply, meant to

connote. Iti, so, thus. Efir^ffafa: Karsnajinih, (says, holds, thinks)

K&rsnftjini.

10. If it bo objected, that the birth of the re-incar-

nating soul is determined by its conduct, and not by the

remainder of its unexhausted Karmas, we say it is not so, for

according to Karsnajini the word 'Charana' or 'conduct'

is illustrative of Karmas not exhausted in the heaven-

world—301.

COMMENTARY

Objection : An objector says, it is not right to say that the soul

gets a particular birth on account of the remainder of its unexhausted

Karmas, when it falls from heaven. The words 'Ramaniya-charana'

and 'Kapuya-charana,' generally translated as 'good conduct' and 'bad

conduct' show that the birth is regulated by conduct and character, and

not by unexhausted Karmas. The word 'Charana' (conduct) and
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'Anusaya' 'unexhausted Karma or the remaindor,' are not synonymous.

In fact, we find the word Karma and Charana usod in different senses.

In Brhadfiranyaka Upanisad, the re-birth is said to bo regulated by

Karma and Charana both, for the words used there arc 'Yath&kSri' (as one

behaves). Therefore, Karma or act (special performance of ritualistic

acts) and AchSra or conduct (observance of the general rales of good

conduct) arc different things and have different significance and are

differently employed in language.

Though tho word 'Ancsaya' means the remaindor of unexhausted

Karmas and 'Charana' means 'conduct,' yet it is not a serious objection

to their denoting tho same thing. For the text about 'Charana' is

illustrative of remainder of Karmas and the word 'Charana' is used there

in a larger sense than the ordinary. This is the opinion of the sage

KarsnSjini. According to him, the word 'Charana' is used in the

ChhSndogya Upanisad (V., 10. 7\ as connoting by implication Karmas or

ritualistic works. Because, it is a well known maxim of the Sastras, that

Karmas or sacrificial works aro tho causes of everything that wo see,

including good conduct, etc.

sutra m., 1. 11.

s'H'feflT, Anarthakyam, purposelessness, it is purposeless. Tti, thus,

as. %3. Chet, if. «l Na, not 33. Tat, that, (conduct). I^t^ia: Apeksatvfit,

on account of the dependence, because it depends on that.

11. If Karma be the cause of all objects, then good

conduct would be purposeless. It would not be so, we reply,

because the right to perform Karmas is dependent upon good

conduct.—302.

COMMENTARY

An objector says : Character and conduct would not regulate re-birth,

if the due performance of sacrificial works be the cause of all that

happens to a man. To this, we reply, that the rules enjoining good

conduct are not useless, because the right to perform sacrifices is itself

dependent upon the possession of good conduct. A person devoid of good

conduct is not entitled to perform those works. As says a Smrti

"A person who does not perform his daily prayers, and is always impure,

is unfit for all religious works." This being so, religious works are

fruitful in the case of that person only who possesses good conduct
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Therefore, by the word conduct is to bo understood Karma here. Thus

the opinion of Karsnajini is that the word 'Charana' of the text implies

Karma.

SUTBA III., 1. 12.

3S^rl<$fa % 3T3[fc 11 \ \ \ \\ » II

i?a Sukrta, good or righte .us deeds. ^Jft: Duskrte, and bad or un-

righteous deeds. <W Eva, only. sft Iti, thus, 3 Tu, but. Bfidarih, (says

or thinks) IMdari.

12. But Badari is of opinion that the phrases 'Rama-

ntya-charana' and 'Kapilya-charaija' mean good and evil works

only.—303.

OOMMKXTAKY

The word 'but' is employed in the Sutra in order to set aside the

view of KSrsnSjini mentioned above. Bftdari is of opinion that by the

word 'Charana' is meant here good and bad deeds In the phrases like

'Punyam karma acharati,' the verb AcliSra takes for its object the word

Karma. Therefore, the word 'Charana,' means Karmn. When it is possible

to give to a word its principal meaning, it is not desirable to interpret it in

a figurative sense. The word Charanam, Anu§tlianam, and Karma are

synonymous. Good conduct is also a particular kind of Karma only.

Note : Every holy work enjoined by the scripture is technically a Karma. Good
conduct is also enjoined by scriptures, sometimes, by direct texts and sometimes by

implication, and thus it may also be called Karma in tho broader sense of the word.

Though Ach&ra and Karma in this view are one, yet they are spoken

of sometimes as different, on the maxim of "Kuru-Pandavas." Though

the Pfindavas were also Kurus yet in the phrase Kurus and Pfindavas

the word Kuru is used in a narrower sense. The force of the word only

in this Sutra is to indicate that this is the opinion of the author of the

Sutras. The conclusion is that since by the word Charana is mentioned a

particular kind of Karma, therefore, the soul descends with a remainder of

its Karmas.

Adhikarana III.—Do the evil-doers also go to the

Ghandra-loka f

It was mentioned above that those who perform sacrifices and so

on, go to the moon-world and descend from it with the remainder of their

works. Now is discussed the question, whether the sinners, who do not
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perform any holy works, also go to the Moon-world, and what is their method

of ascent and descent ? In the tsSvSsya Upanisad, verse 3, it is said :

There are the worlds of the Asuras, covered with blind darkness. These who have

destroyed their self go after death to those worlds.

Doubt : Now arises tho doubt—Do the sinners go to the Moon-world

or do they go to the Yama-loka ?

Purvapaksa : The Purvapaksin maintains that the evil-doers also go to

the world of gladness. The author summarises their view in tho next

Sutra which is really a Purvapaksa SQtra.

sutba nr., 1. 13.

ifoifawfoiwft ^ ii n ii

^fJTBlf^^lftUR. AnistSdikarinSm, of those who do n3t perform sacrifices,

^fa Api, also, ^ Cha, and. *J.l»i Srutam, stated in the Sruti, declared by scripture.

13. The scripture declares that the non-performer of sacrifices

and so on, also go to the world of gladness.—304.

COMMENTARY

Objection : The scripture declares the ascent to tho world of

gladness even of those persons who are non-performers of sacrifices and so

on, just like those who perform these works. In the Kausitaki Upanisad

(I., 2), it is declared that all go to the Chandra-loka.

All who depart from this world (or this body) go to the Moon.

The world all shows that it is a universal proposition, without any

qualifications. Since all who die, must go to the world of gladness, it

follows that the sinners also go there. This being so, the above text of the

t&vSsya Upanisad must be interpreted as a threat, in order to mako men
desist from evil deeds : for there is no such place like the land of the

Asuras.

If this be so, then what is the difference between the sinners and the

holy men, for both go equally to the land of joy, after their death ? Both
have the same fruit. To this we reply, there is a vast difference in their

conditions. Tho sinners in the world of joy, do not experience any happi-
ness (because they have not got the vehicles to enjoy that world), they
remain there in a state of swoon.
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Siddhunta : Tho sinners do not go to the Moon-world, but to the world

of punishment, as is shown by tho next Sutra.

sOtra hi., 1. 14.

QW*t Sathyamano, in or after tho punishment (of Yama) in hell. 3 but,

further. ^3>J5 Auubhuya, having experienced, ScftTrr. Itaresam, of tho others,

(i.e., of thoso that do not perform sacrifices). ^TldsHd^ Arohavarohau, ascent

and descent {i.e., coming to worldly existonco and going to still nether

regions). 3% Tat, of them, 'ifa Gati, (about their) courses. Darsanat,

owing to or from tho Scripture.

14. But of the others (namely, sinners) tho going is to the

city of reform. Having suffered there, they come down on earth.

Such is their ascent and descent. And this is the path described in

the Scriptures— 305.

COMMENTARY

The word 'but' indicates the setting aside of the Piirvapaksa. Of tho

others who do not perform holy works and the rest, going is to the city

of Yama called Snmyamana. There having suffered tho punishment inflicted

by Yama, they come back here again—such is tho nature of their ascent

and descent. How do you know this ? Because of the following text of the

Kntha Upanisad, (I., 2. 6) :

gq*%H1ie& ft II K II

The way to the supreme Liberation does not appear to the child deluded by the

illusion of wealth and acting carelessly. He who thinks that this world only exists and

not the other, falls again and again under my control.

This shows that tho souls of sinners go to the world of Yama and are

there punished by him.

sutra nr. 1. 15.

wfa ^ n Vi it

t#j Smaranti, they remember, declare in tho Smrtis. ^ Cha, and.

15. The Smrtis also declare the same fate of the sinners.

-30C.

COMMENTARY

In the BMgavata furana it is thus mentioned.

<re a* ran wfi »jf%: s^farf: • «wni4Mw sftawwwraro

»

56
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They are quickly carried to the abode of Yama, by the path of the sinners, on which

they travel with great pains, constantly rising and falling, tired and swooning.

In another verse it is said :

m Iff *f*NJlf?cT ?RRT wra^i

All these sinners come under the control of Yama, O Lord.

Sages thus declare that the sinners come under the jurisdiction of

Yama.

SUTRA hi., 1. 16.

flH II \9 II

^fa Api, also, moreover. *W Sapta, the seven (the hells)

16. Also according to the Smrti the Hells are seven.—307.

Thus the Bharata : "The temporary Hells are said to be Kaurava. Mahfiraurava, Vanhi,

VaitaranT and Kumbhipslka ; and the two eternal Hells are callel Darkness and the Blind

ing Darkness. These are the seven chief hells in the ascending order of horriblcness. By

regularly going through these only, ascent or descent takes place."

Thus seven Hells are declared in the Smrti to bo tho place of

punishment for tho sinners. They go to those places and not to the land

of Joy. The force of the word also in the Sutra is to include all those

other Hells mentioned in the Bhagavata PurSmi at tho end of tho fifth

Skandha, where twenty hells are described.

If Yama has jurisdiction in Hell to punish all the sinners, does it

not contradict the rulo that all power belongs to tho Lord, and that He
punishes and gives rewards ? Tho answer to this objection is given in tho

next Sutra.

Sutra nr., 1. 17.

r^ft^WT^ta: II il

m Tatra, there (in those hells), srfa Api, also. ?Rf Tad, of those (the

others, the Jivas in hell) or of Him. ^rTTCTS. Vyfip&r&t, on account of activity,

guidance. Avirodhah,* no contradiction.

17. There is no cantradiction because His activity is present

there also.—308.

COMMENTARY

The saying that the Lord is tho punisher is not contradicted by the

fact that Yama and the rest are the actual inflicters of punishment. They
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are guided by the command of the L>rd, in the act of punishment. It is

a well-known fact in the PurSnas, that Yama and others punish the

sinners, under the command of the Lord.

An objector says : It may be possiblo for the sinners also to ascend

to the world of Joy, after having expiated for their sins by suitering

punishment at the hands of Yama. This must be so, because the Kausi-

taki Upanisad usos the word all, when it says : "All who depart from

this world go to the land of Joy." This view is set aside by the next

Sutra.

sCtra. ih., 1. 18.

fa*JJ Vidya, of knowledge, wift: Karmanoh, and of Karma of action, g

Tu, only, but, lti, as, so. «£«TP?i3; Prakrtatvat, on account of these being

the topics.

18. But the sinners never go to the world of Joy, because

the topic relating to the two paths in the Chhandogya Upanisad

is confined to men of knowledge and men of work and has no

reference to sinners.—309.

COMMENTARY

The word 'But' sets aside the view propounded by the objector.

The word 'Not' is to bo read into the Sutra from the preceding Sutra

OIL, 1 11). The sinners never go to the world of Joy, because the two

paths Devayana and Pitry&na are trod by two sorts of men, and by none

other. Men of knowledge go by the path of the Devas to the world of

the Oods, and men of work go by tlio path of the Fathers to the

land of Joy. The Chhandogya Upanisad (V., 10. 1) declares that men of

knowledge go by the path of the Devas ; while V., 10. 3 declares that

men who perform sacrifices go by the path of the Fathers. Thus the

world of Joy which is reached by the path of the Fathers is meant only

for those who living in a village practise a life of sacrifices, works of

public utility and alms. It is not meant for those who do not perform

sacrifices. This being so, the word
lAW in the Kau§itaki Upanisad (I., 2)

must be interpreted in a restricted sense, namely, all those persons who

perform sacrifices go to the Moon.

If the sinners do not go to the world of Moon, then no new body

can be produced in their case ;
because, there is no fifth oblation possible

in their case, and the fifth oblation is dependent on one's going to the
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Moon. Therefore, all must go to the Moon, in order to got now embodiment.

This objection is answered by the next Sutra.

SUTRA Tit., 1. 19.

* m\w&t'> ii \ i \ \ H n

H Na, not, no. gtffa Titfye, in the third, a*!! TathS, so, such, thus.

31^: Upalabdheh, it being perceived or seen to be.

19. The fifth oblation is not necessary in the case

of those who go to the third place, because it is thus declared in the

Scriptures.—310.

COMMENTARY

Those who go to the "third" place, do not depend on the fifth

oblation for getting a new body. Why do we say so ? Because it is thus

perceivod in the Scriptures. Tn the Chhfindogya Upanisad Pravahana

Jaibali puts this question to Svetaketu : "Do you know why that world

never becomes full ?" In answer to this question ho says (Chhfmdogya,

V., 10. 8.) : "On neither of these two ways those smaller creatures (flies,

worms, etc.) are continually returning of whom it may bo said live and

die. Theirs is a third place. Therefore, that world never becomes full."

Those creatures who do not go either by the path of Dcvayana or of

Pitryfina, are the small creatures, who are classed as insects, mosquitoes,

etc. Thoy return by a different path, and their return is very quick.

About them it is said "live and die." That is to say, these small creatures

are continually being born and aro dying. This constitutes the third

place. Tho sinners are called small creatures becauso they assume

the bodies of gnats, insects, etc. Their place is called tho "third"

place, becauso it is neither the Brahma-loka, nor tho Dyu-loka.

Therefore those who aro not entitled to go by tho path of the

Devas to Brahma-loka, because they do not possess knoAvledge, nor are

entitled to go by the path of the Fathers, becauso they have not performed

sacrificial works, aro . the pitiable creatures who aro born as mosquitoes,

gnats, etc. They constitute a third class. Ileuco the Heaven- world never

becomes full, becauso these sinners never go there. The origination of

their bodies is in the third plane, the fifth oblation is not necessary in

their case.

sutra in., 1. 20.

*t$t Smaryate, is recorded, is said in the Smrtis. ^ Api cha, and, as

well as, moreovert 5?fo> Loke, in the yrorid,
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20. The Smrtis record that in this world also the fifth oblation is

not necessary in their case.—-311.

COMMKSTARY

Tn tho Smrtis there are accounts of some holy persons being born

without the fifth oblation. The getting of body by the fifth oblation is

the usual course of nature. But holy men like Drona, etc, were born with-

out a mother and Dhrstadyumna, etc., without a father, Tn their case the

number of oblations was incomplete. It is possible that an embodiment

may take place without passing through the five oblations or stages men-

tioned in the ClihSndogya. In other words, sexual generation is not a

universal law of nature, for we see exceptions to it in the cases of lower

creatures ; and in the cases of some specially meritorious humau beings

like Drona, Dhrstadyumna.

sfTRA. III., 1. 21.

#Ti* WW II

5*Nra. Dar&inat, on account of direct perception, or being seen. ^ Cha,

and.

21. And it is seen that beings originate independently of sexual

union, and the Scriptures so describe it.—312.

COMMENTARY

In the Chhandogya Upanisad (VI., 3. 1), wo find three origins mentioned

with regard to all beings :

?fat SI R%*t tfllJli «flT*te sftSTfa H^JTSsi ^3Tgfk33TftTf?T II

Of these beings verily there are three sources only (namely, the Fire, the Water and

the Earth). All living beings are produced either from an egg, or are viviparous, or are

produced by fission.

Hero the heat:born and the plants aro mentioned as originating

without sexual union, and so the fifth oblation is not absolutely necessary

to procreate the body. It thus follows that procreation by sexual union

is possible in tho caso of those Jivas only who ascend to the world of Moon,

and descend thereform to take up a human birth. But those whoso Karma

is not such as to take them to the Moon-world, their re-birth takes place

in lower organisms, without the fifth oblation. In their case the re-birth

may take place from mere water without the fifth oblation. In tho Scriptures

wo do not find any prohibition to the contrary.

But—says an objector—we do not find any mention in tho text quoted

by you of beings orginating from heat It only mentions three kinds of
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reproduction, namely egg-born live-born, and born by fission. This objection

is answered in the next Sutra.

SUTJtA III., 1. 22.

$feW*5ft»ta: II \ I U VI II

SSfto Trtiya, the third. Sabda, term, or word of sense.

Avarodhah, description, including, ^r^ft^^re^ Samsokajasya, of that which

springs from heat, on account of the feeling of horror.

22. The heat-born i,s included in the third word (namely,

Udbhijjam of the above text.)—313.

COMMKiSTAUY

In the third word Udbhijjam is included the sweat-born or the heat-born

also. The word Udbhijjam literally means born by bursting through ;

and it applies (to the plants, because they buret through the earth,

and to the heat-bom also, for they burst through water). Thus the origin

of both is similar, because both are born by bursting through. The

difference between them consists only in the fact that the plants arc

permanently rooted to the soil, while the heat-born are moving creatures.

It is looking to this characteristic of locomotion or its absence that they are

differently classified. But if the method of reproduction bo taken as the

basis of classification, then the plants and the heat-born may bo put in the

saino category, for both reproduce by fission. Thus the settled conclusion

is that those who do not perform sacrifices and so on, do not go to the laud

of Joy.

Adhikarana. IV.— The soul on its descent from the Moon-world does

not become identified with its temporary abode.

It has been shown above that those who perform sacrifices and the rest,

go to tho world of Moon, and having dwelt there till their works are

consumed, return to this earth with a remainder of the Karmas (Anusaya)

;

and accompanied by tho permanent atoms (Bhuta suksma). The method of

this descent is given there (ChhSndogya, V., 10. 5) thus :

Having dwelt there, till their works are consumed, they return again that way as they

came, to the ether ; from the ether to the air. Then the sacrificer, having become
air, becomes smoke

; having become smoke, he becomes mist
; having become mist, he

becomes a cloud ; having become a cloud, he rains down. Then he is bora as rice and
corn, herbs and trees, sesamum and beans. From thence the escape is beset with most
difficulties. For whoever tho persons may be that eat the food, and beget offspring, he
henceforth becomes like unto them.
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This passago shows that on its descent, the soul becomes ether,

air, etc.

Doubt : Does this "becoming ether, etc," mean becoming absolutely

ether, etc., or attaining similarity with it V

Purvapakm : The Pnrvapaksin maintains that becoming ether, etc,

means attaining identity with ether, etc. It does not mean merely getting

similarity with it. If it meant similarity, then the passago would requiro

to be explained metaphorically, and by LaksanS. It is a maxim of inter-

pretation that Laksana should be avoided as far as possible. The result

is that the soul, in its descent, does absolutely become identical with ether,

air, etc.

Siddhanta : The soul docs not become identically ether, etc., but

becomes similar to them only, as is shown in the nott Sutra.

sutra nr., 1. 23.

^Pfl5qiqf^<?#: II \ I \\ \\ II

5H. Tat, with those, the others. STTM S&bhiivya, being similar, simi-

larity, a similar state. *nrfas Apattih, attaining, entering into. 3<w!i: Upa-

pattoh, there being a reason or possibility, it being reasonable or possible.

23. The descending soul enters into similarity of

being with ether and so on ; since there is a reason for this.

-314.

COMMKNTAIT?

"Becoming ether, etc.," means getting similarity with these. Why
do we say so ? There is a reason for it. The astral body (Somaraja)

assumed by the soul in the Chandra-loka was taken for the sake of enjoy-

ing the pleasures of that world : that astral body (literally, the body of

water) melts away like ice under the rays of the burning sun ; and when

the Karma is exhausted, that body is evaporated by the fire of grief, at

the prospect of impending fall ; and thus the soul becomes disembodied

like ether and then it comes under the control of air, and then it becomes

united with smoke and the rest. This is a more reasonable construction

to put on the above passage. For it is not possible for souls to become

ether, etc., for one abstanco cannot become another. And if a soul did

really become ether, etc., then there would be no possibility of descent

for it.
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Adhikarana V.—The soul does not stay long

in ether up to rain.

Doubt : Next arise3 tlio questiou : Docs the soul in its descent

through ether down to rain, stay at each stage for a very long time, or

passes through it quickly ?

PttrvapaJcm : There being nothing to define the time of its stay,

it remains indefinitely long at each stage. This Piirvapaksa is set aside by

the next Sutra.

sCtra nr., 1. 24.

vr Na, not. srfflH&il Atichirena, very long after, f^TTS. ViSesat, on account

of special (inference), it being distinctly stated.

2d. The soul docs not stay very long in its stages through

ether up to rain, on account of special statement to that

effect-315

COMMENTARY

The descent of soul through ether and the rest, is accomplished in a

very short time, because there is a special inference to that effect In

the sentence following the description of the passing of tho soul from

ethor up to rain, occurs tho statement that tho soul becomes rice or grain

or the like. And tho special statement is made that the passing out of

that state is beset witli great difficulties. The exact words are :

Then he is born as rice and corn, herbs and trees, sesamum and beans. From thence

the escape is beset with most difficulties.

The staying in rice and corn, etc., is for a comparatively long period ;

from which wo infer that tho soul's stay in the preceding stages is short.

The escape from the condition of rice, corn, etc, being specially stated

to be difficult, it follows that tho escape from tho condition of ether up to

rain is not so difficult and heuco quick.

Adhikarana VI.—Human soul is but a co-tenant with

plants and animals, but does not become so.

Visiya : After rain, the iWti declares that the soul is bora hero as

rice and corn, herbs and trees, sesamum and beans.

Doubt : Here arises the doubt—Are these souls descending with a

remnant of their Karmas, themselves born as rice, corn, etc., or do they

merely cling to those plants, etc.

Piirvapaksa : The souls are born as rice, corn, etc., and do not merely

cling to them.
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Siddhdnta : The souls are not born as rice and corn, etc., literally,

as is declared in the next Sutra.

SUTRA III., 1. 25.

T«T Anya, by another soul, Tftfl^ Adhisthite, in what is occupied.

Purvavat, like the previous, in the manner already explained, srfasitqn, Abhi-

lfipat, on account of the scriptural statements.

25. The souls merely cling to plants, which are

animated by other souls, and do not become plants, because

the statement here is similar to that in the previous cases of ether

and so on.—316.

COMMENTARY

Tho souls merely cling to the bodies of plants, etc., and do not them-

selves become these, because these plants, etc., have animating Jivas of

thoir own. The souls are not born there, for the purpose of retributive

enjoyment. Why do we say so ? Because the present statement is just

like the previous one about tho soul's becoming ether and the rest. As

the souls do not actually become ether and the rest, but are merely in

contact witli them, and are in a state of perfect dormancy, without enjoy-

ing pleasure and pain, so they are merely in contact with rice, corn, etc.,

without experiencing pleasure and pain. Thoy aro perfectly inactive in

that state, and have no experiencing. Where the text intends to declare

that the soul experiences pleasure and pain as a result of its Karmas,

it uses a different phraseology, as in verse 7 of the ChhSndogya, V., 10 :

Those whose conduct has been good, will quickly attain some good birth, the birth

of a Brflhraana, or a Ksatriya, or a Vaisya. But those whose conduct has been evil, will

quickly attain an evil birth, the birth of a (keeper of a) dog, of a (keeper of a) hog, or a

Chandala.

Therefore, the souls descending from the Moon-world merely cling

to rice, corn, etc., and are not literally born as such.

sutra m., 1. 26'

Asuddham, impure,, hurtful, unholy, ifa Tti, so, thus. %3. Chet, if.

*> Na, no. ^nr. SabdSt, on the ground of the Scripture, on account of the

Word.

57
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26. If it be said that every sacrificial act is unholy,

we say it is not so, because the scripture declares it so.

—

317.

COMMENTARY

Olyection : An objector says it is wrong to assert that the des-

cending soul merely clings to the bodies of rice, corn, etc., which are

themselves animated by other souls, and that they are not born there for

the purpose of retributive enjoyment ; for there are no Karmas left to be

enjoyed in the bodies of plants, etc. Some Karmas are loft, whose proper

place of retributive enjoyment is the body of plants. All Karmas are

of two sorts, namely, the sacrificial Karmas and non-sacrificial Karmas or

conduct (Charana). The fruit of sacrificial Karmas is not fully exhausted in

the Moon-world. No sacrifice performed with the object of attaining heaven

is free from a tinge of impurity. All such sacrifices require the killing

of animals and cannot be said to be pure. For every killing is really

a sin. The Scriptures declare "Ma hiriisyat sarva bhulSni," let him not

kill any animal. This declares a universal rule. The killing of animals

in sacrifices, like "Agniijomiya" is unholy. Such a sacrifice is thus a

mixed Karma. Its holy portion takes the soul to the Heaven-world, and
is exhausted thore completely. Its sinful portion causes tho soul to be

born as rice, corn, etc. As says Manu in XIL, 9 :

The soul is born as a plant owing to tho sins committed by the body ; it becomes a
bird or a beast for the sins of speech, and an outcastc for the mental sins.

The soul is, therefore, actually born as rice, corn, etc., and is not a
mere co-tenant with the Jtvas of plants.

Reply : The objection thus raised is not valid. The sacrificial

acts are not unholy, because the scriptures enjoin it The Veda
declares 'Agnisomiyam pasum alabheta', "Let him sacrifice an animal
sacred to Agni-somau." Since the Veda enjoins the killing of animals, it

cannot be unholy. For the right or wrong, holiness or unholiness of an
action, is to bo learnt from the Veda alone. Therefore, those sacrifices

which enjoin killing of animals must be considered to be holy and
cannot be considered unrighteous, because killing of animals in sacri-

fices is enjoined by the Vedas. Let him not kill any animal is a general
proposition, but to this there is the exception that animals may be killed

in Yajnas like the Agnisomiya sacrifice. Hence every killing is not a sin.

A general proposition and an exception have different scopes, settled by
usage, and so there is no conflict between them. Hence it follows that
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tho soul on its descent becomes rice, corn, etc., not to expiate for the sins of

having killed animals in sacrifices for such killing is no sin; but it

becomes rice, etc., in the sense of clinging to those plants and not really

becoming plants. Tho soul is perfectly unconscious in these stages.

What becomes of the soul after its clinging to the plants is next

mentioned.

SUTHA III., 1. <7.

"fcf: fWftsq II \ I \\ \* II

*?r:f&jj Retahsik, the sprinkler of the seed ; one who performs tho act of

generating. *ffas Yogab, conjunction with, Atha, first, or after.

27. Then the soul unites with the being who performs the act

of fertilisation.—318.

COMMENTARY

After its passing through tho stage of contact with plants, the soul

enters the body of a person who performs the act of generation. This is

mentioned in tho same Upanigad (Chhandogya, V., 10. 6). In the same

verse which mentions its becoming rice, corn, etc, it is said :

Having been in the mist, he enters the cloud
;
having been in the cloud, he enters the

rain (and falls down). Then he is born as rice or barley, herbs or trees, sesamum or

beans, etc. From this point there is constant (tantalising) rise and fall. For whoever

eats the food and begets offspring (the Jiva) is there in that food and that seed.

The text literally says, for whoever the persons may be that eat the

food, and beget offspring, he henceforth becomes like unto them This

does not mean that the soul really takes the form of and becomes indentical

with its procreator, for one thing cannot take the form of another thing.

If it were to become literally the 'Retas sik," then there would be no

possibilty of its getting another body. Therefore, it must be admitted

that the soul merely clings to the body of the "Retas sik" and does not

become that body. This being so, the soul clings to plants, etc., in the

preceding stages of plant life also. For there is no reason why it should

be anything else.

sCtra hi., 1. 28.

\ It I ^ II

*fft» Yoneh, (after entering) the mother. $ariram, (obtaining) the

gross body.
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28. The soul next passes from the father into the mother and

then obtains the gross body.—319.

COMMENTARY

The word 'Yoneb' is in the ablative case in the Sutra, but it must

be construed in the accusative case here, and is governed by the participle

"prav%a" understood here. The soul having loft the father's body, and having

entered the mother's womb, obtains a physical incarnation, in order to

experience the consequencos of the remaining Karmas. The family into

which it is to be born is regulated by the nature of this remainder, as

mentioned in ChhSndogya, V., 10. 7

:

Of these those whose conduct here has been good will quickly attain some good

birth, the birth of a Bnihrnana, or a Ksatriya or a Vaisya. But those whose conduct here

has been evil will quickly attain an evil birth, the birth of a dog, or a hog, or a

Chandala,

Thus it has been demonstrated that the soul becomes a plant, etc., in

the same sense as it becomes other, etc. The whole object of teaching

this law of reincarnation is, that the wise should realise that God alone is the

highest bliss, and ought to be the sole object of quest ; and that the soul

should get disgusted with this world of sorrow and try to seek the eternal

bliss of the Lord.

Here, ends the first Pada of the third Adhyaya.



THIED ADHYAYA

Second Pada

May that love (Bhakti) for the Supreme Lord purify the world. He has the body of

Supreme Bliss and in His Presence stand Wisdom and Dispassion with folded hands,

obedient to His call ; and Occult powers are ever attendant upon Him, seeking for an

opportunity to serve.

In this P&da is described Bhakti or intense love for God, which

consists in a yearning to obtain the object of desire. The obj ct to be

attained is Brahman, and in order to strengthen the soul's lovo towards Him,

this PMa describes the various powers of the Lord, such as His being a

creator of the dream-world, His various Avat&ras and their unity with

Him, His essential form. His Self, His being separate from the worshipper,

yet being his inmost Self, and to be obtained by Bhakti alone, His

illumining both the worlds, His being all bliss, His manifestation being

according to the idea of the person worshipping, His being beyond all,

the giver of everything, and various other qualities like these. All these

are described in this chapter. When a person desires to cultivate love,

he requires to be convinced that the object of love has these qualities.

"When he is convinced of it, then he begins to love Him, otherwise not.

Therefore, in the beginning, the author describes the creation of the

dream-world by the Lord. If any one else than the Lord was the creator

of the dream-world, then the all-creatorship of Brahman would not be

true ; and so far as dreams were concerned, He would not be the creator,

but the Jiva or time would be the creator. If Brahman be a partial

creator only, then there cannot be that intense Bhakti towards Him,

which the worshipper wants to cultivate. Therefore, in order to show the

glory of the Lord, it is described that He is the creator of the dream-world

as well.

Adhikaraita I.—God creates the dream-world.

Visaya : In the BrhadSranyaka Upanisad (IV., 3. 9-12) we have the

following

:
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*m m <w??r X <w w ^"te^5^ *jw«t stow*

Trwrorcra ^ ftsfjj ^ faifa *nTr ^ ssfifafr srwftewt 3^: w^ftfer

g?: flsrpfwi?^ g«j: ng<?* €^ ft ?ra W*T?<rr: yafiftw ^^f) ^fr<j«r "kqmu

3«fiftJW: a^Jf: s ft iref II ?o II ?T^t: s*fa>T II wrftr *T<knfimi?qigH:

gHRfa^TSfijftft II 5TOKI?T S^fcT ftjTWT: 5*<T ^W^S: II U II «T^«

And there are two states for that person, the one here in this world, the other in

the other world, and as a third an intermediate state, the state of sleep. When in that

intermediate state, he sees both these states together, the one here in this world, and the

other in the other world. Now whatever his admission to the other world may be, having

gained that admission he sees both the evils and the blessings.

And when he falls asleep, then after having taken away with him the material from

the whole world, destroying and building it up again, he sleeps (dreams) by his own light.

In that state the person is self-illuminated.

There are no real chariots in that state, no horses, no roads, but he himself sends

forth (creatos) chariots, horses and roads. There are no blessings there, no happiness, no

joys, but he himself sends forth (creates) blessings, happiness and joys. There are no

tanks there, no lakes, no rivers, but he himself sends forth (creates) tanks, lakes and

rivers. He indeed is the maker. On thiB there are these verses :

"After having subdued by sleep all that belongs to the body, he, not asleep himself,

looks down upon the sleeping senses. Having assumed light, he goes again to his place,

the golden person, the lonely bird.

"Guarding with the breath (PrSria life) the lower nest, the immortal one goes wher-

ever he likes, the golden person, the lonely bird."

Doubt : Now arises the doubt whether this dream-creation of

chariots, etc., is the work of the human soul or the creation of the Supreme

Self?

Pforvapaksa : The dream is the creation of the soul, for the

saying of Prajftpati in the ChhSndogpa Upanisad (VIII., 7. 1,) shows that

the human soul also has the power of creating by mere will-force, and

has its Sankalpa true, i. e., lias the power of realising all its wishes.

Siddh&nta : The human soul is not the creator of the dream-world,

as is shown by the following Sutra.

SUTRA III., 2. 1.

s*4^ Sandhye, in the intermediate (state or sphere\ $ft: Sr§tih, the crea-

tion. *mr Aha, says (the Scripture), ft Hi, because.
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1. Because the Scripture declares that in the dream-state also the

creation is by the Lord—320.

COMMENTARY

The word "Sandhya" means dream, as wo find from the above

passage, "and as a third an intermediate stato, the state of sleep." It is

callod "Sandhya" or the intermediate state, because it is midway
between waking and the deep sleep state ; betwoen the "Jagrata" and

the "Su§upti." The creation of chariots, etc., is verily by the Lord and not

by the human self. Why do we say so ? Because the same text says "Sa-

hi karta," "He indeed is the maker." The sense is this, tho Supreme

Self creates chariots, etc., in the dream state, which exist so long as the

dream lasts, and whicli are perceived not by all the Jivas, but by the

person seeing the dream alone, and which are created as fruition of the

minor works of the Jiva. In order to reward the soul for ve/y minor

Karmas, tho Lord creates tho dreams. Tho Lord possesses mysterious

powers, creates by the mere force of His will aud so it is possible for Him
to create these dream-objects, while tho human soul has no such power.

In another text also the dream-creation is said to bo the work of the Lord :

(Katha Up., IV., 4.)

The wise, when he knows that that by which ho perceives all objects in sleep or in

waking is the great Omnipresent Self, grieves no more.

The Jiva has also tho power of creating by mere will-force, and is

also "Satya-saiikalpa," but only in the stato of Mukti. The Mukta Jiva

creates tho world there, but that is not a dream-world. The Mukta Jtvas,

like Masters, have divine creative power, but it lias nothing to do with the

dream-creation.

sfTRA III, 2. 2.

fofarc^ ii ^ i h n ii

fjflrfarc^ Nirni&tSram, tho maker. ^ Cha, and Eke, some, gar*??:

Putradayah, sons, etc. ^ Cha, and.

2. Because one class of texts declares the Lord to be

the creator of the dream-world as well, as of sons and the

rest—321.

COMMENTARY

The followers of one SakhS, namely the Kanakas, state in their text

that the Supreme Lord is alone the creator of all KSmas in the dream-

state for the dreamers (Katha Up., V., 8.)
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He the Highest Person, who is awake in us while we are asleep, shaping one lovely

sight after another. That indeed is the Bright, that is Brahman, that alone is called the

Immortal. All words are contained in Him and no one goes beyond Him. This is that.

The term Kama here denotes such things as sons and the like,

which are olyferts of desires, and does not denote mere desires. It is used

in this sense in the previous passage also, such as, "Ask for all Kamas

according to thy wish." (Katha Up., I., 25\ And that the word Kama there

means sons, etc,, we infer from Katha, I., 23, where we find these K&mas

described as sons and grandsons, etc. Wo give these three verses in the

original here

:

s^qtarci wrta ^ zfafk*Mn*v&m 1 ^fewa* tuft*? wf^t sffa

ere^ft 'wnstr^r m*wm sfidfa 11 11

^ % mm &tfn mnf^si^w 1 ?nr Km: mn: skjji?

Death said : Choose sons and grandsons, who shall live a hundred years, herds of

cattle, elephants, gold, and horses. Choose the wide abode of the earth, and live thyself

as many harvests as thou desirest.

If thou canst think of any boon equal to that, choose wealth, and long life. Be king,

Nachiketas, on the wide earth. I make thee enjoyer of all desires.

Whatever desires are difficult to attain among mortals, ask for them according to

thy wish ;—these fair maidens with their chariots and musical instruments,—such are in-

deed not to be obtained by men—bo waited on by them, whom I give to thee, but do not

ask me about dying.

In the Gaupavana Sruti we find the following

:

From this Lord when He overpowers the soul through sleep is born verily the son

(seen in dream), from Him the brother, from Him the wife.

In the next Sutra, the author mentions the material and the means, with

which the Lord creates the dream objects.

sCtra hi., 2. 3.

1 ^Ir^Rf*pqTR^^I^ 11 \ I ^ \ \ 11

TRW**. May&m&tram, produced from the will of Him and with impres-

sions (stored in the mind of the soul), g Tu, but. sfiR^fa KMsnyena, fully.

wsrfSpggifWi?^ Anabhivyakta-svarflpatvftt, being destitute of tangible forms,

occupying space, not being fully manifested.
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3. Mftysl or the will of the Lord is the only means through

which He creates dream -objects. ( They are not made of objective

matter ), because they are not perceptible to all persons, but are seen

only by the dreamer.— 3'22

COMMENTAHV

The mysterious Miiyii is the only material with which the dream
objects are created. They are not made of the gross elements, nor are

they created by Brahma, the four-faced. Why do we say so ? Because

they do not become manifest, as objects of perception, to everyone. Tims
it is demonstrated that the dream creation is the work of the Supreme

Self.

Adhikarana II— The dreams arc not all fahe.

Ne\t arises the question : Are the creations of dream all false or true V

The Pttrvapahm maintains that the dream is altogether unreal, because it

is snblated by the waking consciousness. On waking from dream one realises

its unreality. This view is set aside by the next Sutra.

si*thy nr., 2. 4.

3^«rfl grfcHsft ^ rlfs^: II \ I ^ I * ||

15*: Suohakal.i, indicatory, suggestive. ^ Cha, and. TTi, because *f"t:

Sruteh, from Sruti: -ZTP^ Aohaksnte, say, affirm. ^ Cha, and. afo: Tadvidali,

those who know that.

4. The dream creation is indicatory of good or evil,

(hence it is not unreal). The scriptures also teach the dreams

to be indicatory, and the experts thereof also declare the same.

-323

COMMENTARY

The dream creation is true. Tho objects seen in a dream aro indicatory

of good or bad luck, or of certain Mantras. The Scriptures teach this.

Tims Chhandogya, V. 2. 8 and 9 :

i:cH mi wft fsrara ii <= ii *»fto?t *w ^ ^f^s 1^1% i

*lf& StttflWsfeHt&BXfasjfk aftJF^wfsRjft II 4 II

Then having washed the Mantha vessel, which should be either of bell-metal or of

wood, let him lie down behind the (ire, on a skin or on a bare ground, silently and singly.

If in his dreams he sees a woman, let him know this as an omen that his sacrifice has

been successful.

58
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On this there is the following verse : "If in Kfimya sacrifices, he sees a woman in

his dreams, then let him know this bodes success— this vision shown him in a dream,

this vision shown him in a dream."

Similarly, in the Kau^ftaki Brahmana wo find the following :

spr e*f?r 3*<i 2*15 v% s «w cf>tr 11

If one sees in a dream, a black person with black teeth, then it borebodes that he

will kill him.

Tho word "Tadvid" or export means tlioso who know how to interpret

dreams, such as Brhaspati and tho rest. They declare that some dreams bode

good, others evil. Such as dreaming that one is riding on an elephant

bodes good : while if he dreams that he is riding on a donkey, it

forebodes evil.

Sometimes ono gets in dream Mantras, as wo find from tho following

verse :

As tho liOrd Siva taught ViAvttmitr.i (Budha KnuAika) in dream the Mantra called

Ritmaraksa, he exactly wrote it out, in the morning, when he awoke from sloop.

This shows that poems and Stotras can also be obtained in dreams.

Therefore the dream creation is as real as tho waking state.

Because the dream]] objects indicate ' future true objects ;
secondly because

works of genius like poems, etc., are found in dreams, and remedies for

diseases are prescribed therein ; and sometimes tho exact object soon in

dreams is soon afterwards in waking state. Such as the person who will

kill one.

The author now answers tho objection based on tho fact that because

dream consciousness is sublated by the waking consciousness, therefore all

dreams arc unreal.

si*ina in., 2. 5.

<K Para, of the Lord, of the highest, ifaajFirat, Abhidhy&nat, by the will.

3 Tu, only, ft^lferi'j; Tirohitam, is withdrawn or hidden, enr: Tatali, from that

(Lord), ff Hi, for. *re«r Asya, of this (Jiva). Bandha-viparyayau,

bondage and release.

5. The dream consciousness is sublated by the will of the

Supreme Lord alone, because from Him proceed the bondage and

release of the Soul.—324

COMMENTARY

From the meditation or formative will of the Supreme Lord, proceeds

the vanishin of the dream objects, like chario's, etc. The dream is not
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unreal, like the illusion of silver in tho shell. This is so, because the

Supreme Lord is tho cause of the bondage 'and rclcaso of the soul, as says

the Bruti (Svctasvatara., VI., 16) :

lie makes all, JIo knows all, the self-caused, the knowcr, the time of time (destroyer

of time), who assumes qualities aud knows everything, the master of nature and of man,

the Lord of the three qualities, the cause of bondage, the existence and the liberation of

tho world.

Ho who can cause the bondage and release of tho soul, can easily

bring about tho dream and its withdrawal for the soul. There is nothing

wonderful in it. Therefore, it must be understood, that the manifesta-

tion and withdrawal of the dream-world is also from that Lord. The

same idea is expressed in tho following verso of tho Ivurma Purana :

ewifcsfstf*!? faretftf fi «« ^ l

?tR-a?qT qtimq ^jftift ufafe-ft II

It is lie (the Lord) that makes the soul perceive the dream creation, etc., and He it

is who hides them from his view ; for on His will, the bondage and release of this soul

depend.

Therefore, tho dream creation is real and is of the Lord.

Adhikaraya III— The state of wakefulness is also

created by Brahman.

Now tho author describes that the waking consciousness is also

caused by the Lml and by no one else. In the Katha Upanisad (IV., 4) wo

road :

TS7??i ftgjTiem;r »fk> ^ *tW<t n v n

The wise, when he knows that that by which ho perceives the state of the dreamless

sleep (Susupti), and the dream state is the Great Omnipresent Self, grieves no more.

Doubt : Hero arises the doubt : Is tho waking state of tho Jiva

caused by tho Supreme Lord or not ?

Purvapaksa : The waking consciousness is not caused by the Lord,

because wo seo it dependent on timo and the rest.

Siddfidnta : The waking state is also caused by the Lord, as is

shown in the next Sutra.

SLT1U III., 2. 6.

^Wtora. Deba-yog&t, from the connection with tho body, the waking state.

V&, or. S: Sal), (that withdrawing or hiding of the dream). 'Tfa Api, even,;
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6. The waking consciousness also, which is found in connection

with the body, is from the Lord.—325.

COMMENTARY

Tho waking consciousness, which is experienced by the soul when

it is in connection with the body, is also from the Supremo Lord as is

mentioned in tho above text of tho Katha Upanisad, and which properly

translated runs as follows :

The wise, when he knows that that by which ho perceives all objects in sleep or

in waking, is the Great Omnipresent Self, grieves no more.

The time and tho rest being inert, cannot produce anything. The

word "Api" or "also" of the Sutra indicates that the states of conscious-

ness known as deep sleep (Susupti) and swoon, (Murohohha) are also

created by the Lord. For the texts repeatedly declare that to I lira belong

the all-creative power.

Adhikarana IV— The state of deep sleep is caused

also by God.

Now is being considered tho question, what is the place, abiding in

which, the soul experiences deep sleep ? The following are the Sruli texts

relating to deep sleep (Susupti). One declares that deep sleep is felt when
tho soul is in tho NSdis, the other, when the soul is in the pericardium,

and the third when it is in Brahman. These three texts are given below.

In tho Chhandogya (VIII., 0. 3.) wo find :

aemfQH: w*s: swrcra: a f%3TH[i??T§ <rt era ii«rr

?l?n% Steer ft gjareft M ^ M

This being so, when this Jiva sleeps, being at prefect rest and all senses withdrawn
(experiencing the joy of his essential nature) and dreams no dream, then he enters (into

the Lord dwelling in) these vessels and there no evil one can touch him, because he is

protected by the light of the liord.

In the Brhadaranyaka TJpanisad (II., 1, 19.) we read:

JifeiB^ mf*t8 n&m&q stfaf% ^ g q«n find m Jnnaisrcft snfafftRi^^

Next when he is in profound sleep, and knows nothing, there are the seventy-two
thousand arteries called Hitfi ; which from the heart spread through the body. Through
them he moves forth, and rests in the surrounding body. And as a young man, or a great
king or a great Brahmana, having reached the summit of happiness, might rest, so docs ho
then rest.
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Jn the same (IT., 1. 17.) wc find :

95taT *rt?r ^a^^^la 0^ «rJ^i jw ii ?vs ii

Ajatasatru said : When this man was thus asleep, then the intelligent person

(Pnrusa). having through tho intelligence o£ the senses (l'ranas) absorbed within himself

all intelligence, lies in the ether, which is in the hcail. When lie takes in (hose different

kinds of intelligence, then it is said that the man sleeps. Then the breath is kept in, the

mind is kept in.

There are many other verses like these. In the ahove verse the word

Akasa means Brahman. From the above three lexis we Unci, that the soul

enjoys deep sleep when it is in those three places, namely, in the Nadis

(arteries), in I'uritat (pericardium), or in Brahman.

Doubt : Now arises the doubt. : Are these three abiding places of

the soul to be taken distributively or collectively ?

Ptircapaksa : The l'urvapaksia says they are to be taken distribu-

tively. For when words of equal force are employed in a sentence and

there is no mutual dependence between them, then the passages should be

construed as stating an option. Hi oilier words, Susupti is experienced

when the soul is in any one of tlio.se three places.

Shldhdnla : Susupti is experienced by the soul abiding simultane-

ously in all those three places, as is shown in the next Sutra.

nmv\ in., 2. 7.

c^Hiqt ^ <ft3 fl^slteft =3 II \ I X I « II

Tad-abhavah, tho absence of that (tho stale of dreams or wake-

fulness). Nadisu, in the Nadis. 31 Tat, about it. Sruteh, from the

scriptural statement. vmfa Atmaui, in the self, or in the Lord. ^ Clin, and.

7. The Susupti, which is the absence of dream and

waking consciousness, takes place in the Nadis, in the Self,

and in tho pericardium collectively, because of the scriptural

statement to that effect—320.

COMMKNTAUY

By the word "and" in the Sutra, pericardium is to be included.

"Tad-abhavah" menus the absence of those two, namely, tho absence of

wakefulness and dream. In other words, "Tad-abhavah" means tho

"Susupti"' or deep sleep. This deep sleep takes place collectively in the

Nfidis, pericardium and tho Lord. Why do we say so ? Because in the
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• scriptures all these places are mentioned as the localities in which the soul

enjoys deep sleep. If it was intended that they were to bo taken

alternatively or optionally, then there would be partial refutation of

scriptural text. We lind Nad is and I'ranas mentioned collectively in deep

sleep. In them the soul resides in deep sleep. In the Kausitakl Upanisad

(IV., 19.) wo find that Prana also becomes united with the soul in deep

sleep.

a sterolsTra^^T sKisraft ^is^frB "RRiifeii

f3<toa»if*T'ra«TfaT w \0ft Prcifiawwrsio fq^?!fiftisfr f^g?% gs?'-f "faef

iiftfciHfir aig aswfa w- * *^ "WcwftflRum <&**jt i\%

?ffo?Rfa: ml«tfa $ ficMfa QZ&fa mi wsqftf: S?(«tf% e

And Ajatasatru said to him : Where this person hero slspt, where ho was, whence

he thus came hack, is this: the arteiies of the heart called Hita extend from the heart of

the person towards the surrounding body. !-<mall as a hair divided a thousand times, they

stand full of a thin fluid of various colours, white, black, yellow, red. In theso the person

is when Bleeping he sees no dream.

Then he becomes one with that Prana alone. Then speech goes to him with all names,

the cyo with all forms, the car with all sounds, the mind with all thoughts. And when he

awakes, then, as from a burning fire, sparks proceed in all directions, thus from that self

the Pranos (speech, etc.,) proceed, each towards its place, from the PriSnas. the gods ; from

the gods, the worlds. And as a razor might be fitted in a razor-ease, or as fire in a

fire-place, even thus this conscious self enters the self of the body to the very hairs

and the nails.

Nor can we have option on the strength of the maxim quoted by the

Piuvapaksin, because that maxim applies where two statements are of

equal force (Tulyartha). In the present case, there is no such equality of

meaning. They do not serve the same purpose. It is only when several

things may servo the same purpose equally, that an option is allowed.

The case is here similar to the statement "entering by the door, lie sleeps

in the palace, on the couch."' Hero the three things—the door, the palace

and the couch—are to be taken jointly and no option can be allowed as

regards them, for they do not serve the same purpose. Similarly, the soul

enterus through the Nadis (which are like a door), into tho palace called

t lie pericardium, where Brahman is, and tloops in tho bosom of Brahman,

which may represent the couch. Thus the Nfidis, poricardium, and Brahman,

subserving different purposes, must be taken collectively, and not

separately. Therefore, Brahman alo .o is tho direct place, resting on which,

the soul enjoys deep sleep.

Tho "Pari tat" or pericardium is the covering which surrounds the lotv.s

of tho heart.
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SlW'HA HI., 2. S.

wi: Atalj, hence. mVi: Prabodlialj, waking. Asmfit, from him 'the

Lord).

8. Therefore the waking of the soul is from that

(Brahman) -H27.

f'OMMKNTVnV

Because Brahman alone is the immediate resting place of tlie soul

in deep sleep, the N.Vlis being mei'ely the gateway to him
; therefore, in

the Ohhandogya Upanisad it is described that the soul awakens from

Brahman in deep sleep. There in VT., fl. 2. and in several Khandas fol-

lowing it, it is repeatedly declared that the soul awakens from Brahman

called Sat, '"coming out from Sat they do not know that they have come

out of the Sat.'' Had option been allowed, it would have been mentioned

that the soul comc-i out from the Nadis, or from the pericardium, or from

Brahman, ff there were optional places, to which the soul might resort

in deep sleep, the scripture would teach ns that it awakes sometimes from

the Nadis, sometimes from the pericardium, and sometimes from the Self.

For that reason also, the Self is the place of deep sleep. Wo give the ori-

ginal passage of the Ohhandogya below.

133 fftpfor: mil qsrt: yfa t ft?: sfa %<wm 11 \ 11 <t $5 sqisfr f$?>

srr i^t a\ m€t *\ *rVt wsTt Aft m iwTr *u ^33fcT ?rcwfar im n b %

As the bees, my child, make honey by collecting (ho juico of different trees nnd

bring together nnd mix them in one place. And is these juices have no discrimination,

so that they might say '[ am the juiee of that tree,' 'I am the juico of that tree ;' in the

samo manner, my child, all these creatures, when they get mixed in the Sat, do not

know that they have got mixed in the Sat.

Whatever these creatures arc here, whether a tiger or a lion or a wolf, or a boar, or a

worm, or an insect, or a gnat, or a mosquito, that they become again and again.

That highest God is the Essence and Ruler of all, the desired of all, and known

through all the subtlest intellect. All this universe is controlled by Ilim, Ho pervades

it all and is the God. This God is the destroyer of all and full of perfect qualities.

Thou, O Svctaketti, art not that God.
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' JPleasc sir, instruct nic still more,*' said (ho son. "Bo it so, my child," replied the

ftil Lit.

The father then goes on to give other illustrations, the burden of which

is to show "Atat tvnm asi"—"thou that art not."

Adhikarana V—Thc mwr person comes back fo the hotly

on waking.

In the above it is stated thai coming out of the Rat, they do not

know that they have come; out of the Sat.

Doubt : Now arises the doubt : Does the same individuality which

had gone to sleep in Brahman arise therefrom when awaking or does

another individuality arise after sleep ?

Pnrvaprthm : The same individuality does not arise in awaking

from dee]) sleep. When a cup of water is thrown into a river and another

cupful is taken out of it, it cannot be said that the water is identically the

same. Similarly, when a person merges in lirahman in deep sleep, it is

impossible, thai lie should, on awaking, come back into the same bodv.

fiiihJIithila : The some personality awakes in the same body, which

it left, when it went into deep sleep, as is shown in the next Sutra.

sfTitv nr., 2. !>.

3 T^Sft^ftft^: II \ I H I 5. II

«n Sah eva, that very person who wont to sloop. ^ Tn, but. %M Karma,

activity, on account of his finishing the actum left unfinished. /Ynusmyti,

on account of memory of identity. W: Sabda, from the Xruti.ftfawp Vidhibhyah,

from the commandments

9. But the sonic person arises from sleep, because

of his completing the work left unfinished, because of his

retaining the memory of his identity, because of the texts of

the scriptures, and because of the injunctions of the Sastras.

-328.

COMMENTARY

The word "but," "Tn," removes the doubt The same person who

had gone to sleep arises from it and no one else. The reason for it is

four-fold. First, he finishes the work which he had commenced before

going to sleep. The word "Karma" of the text means ordinary worldly

Avorks* Secondly, he has memory, that is recollection, in the shape of
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"I am the person who had gone to sleep and who have now awakened."

Thirdly, the express text of the Ohhandogya quoted above also shows the

same. (Ohhandogya, VI., 9. 3).

"Whatever these creatures are here, whether a tiger or a lion, or a wolf or a boar,

or a worm or an insect, or a gnat or a mosquito, that they become again and again."

This means the creatures like tigers, wolves, etc., come back on

awakening into the same body, which they had, before they went to sleep.

Fourthly, the scriptural injunctions like those of Brhadfiranyaka, I, 74. 15,

declare that the man must worship the Self as his true state. This shows

that he must try for release. If everyone who went to sleep got release,

then these injunctions about Moksa, would be useless.

When a Jiva enters into Brahman, he enters like a jar full of salt water,

with covered mouth, plunged into the Ganges. When he awakens from

sleep, it is the same jar, taken out of the river with the same water in it

In the same way the Jiva, covered by his desires, goes to sleep and for the

time being puts off all sense activities and goes to the resting place,

namely, the Supreme Brahman, and again comes out of it, in order to get

further experience. He does not become similar to Brahman, like the

person who has obtained release. Thus we learn from this four-fold reason,

that the same soul which had gone to sleep, awakes again into the same

body.

Adhikarana VI—The state of swoon.

Now we shall consider the state of swoon, which is similar to that of

deep sleep.

Doubt : Does the Jiva fully attain to Brahman in swoon or partially

attain to him ?

Pttrvapahsa : Swoon being a special kind of deep sleep, the soul

attains to Brahman fully as in deep sleep. The next Sutra sets aside this

view.

sutra., in., 2. 10. ;

g^s&wfa; qf^rmii \ i \ M • \\

W$ Mugdhe, in the swooning person or state. «r$ Arddha, half. Wlfai

Sampattih, combination or attaining Brahman ;
entering into Brahman.. Bala-

deva's reading is Samprftptik. Parisesftt, on account of the remaining.

10. In the swooning condition, the Jtva is in half

combination with Brahman ; because the rule of the remainder

shows this.—329. • . J • -

59
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COMMENTARY

. When a man is in a swoon, or in a stunned condition, he is in half

combination with Brahman, because of the rule of the remainder. In

this condition Brahman is not reached in the same way fully as in deep

sleep, because the soul is conscious of pain. Nor is there total want of

attainment to Brahman, like the waking state, because the soul is uncon-

scious of external objects. Thus by the rule of remainder, we conclude

that there is half combination. This we find described in the following

verses of the VaiSha Purftna :;

When [the soul. is at a distance from the Supreme Lord in the heart (that is, wherj

rt is in the eyes), then it is in waking consciousness ; when it is nearer to the Lord (that

is,' in the throat), then it is in the dream consciousness. But when it has entered into the

Lord, it is in deep sleep. Therefore, these, are the three states, thus described
;
But

swoon is an intermediate state, in which there is half combination with Brahman, because

pn recovery, there is remembered the consciousness of pain.

The objector says : The books describe only three states
:

waking,

dreaming, and deep sleep. Where do you get this fourth state called

"Mugdha" or swoon ? This is not a new state, but one of the above

three. , ,

To this objection we reply, that this is a separate state altogether. It

is not
t
the waking state, because external objects are .

not perceived in this

state through the senses. Nor is it the dreaming state, because the person^

is unconscious. Nor is it the - deep sleep state, because there is not that

peaceful look of the face and want of movement of the limbs, Therefore,.

L«it is a different state- altogether and is to be inferred ,
by the rule 6f .the

remainder. Moreover, it is a well-known state, recognized both by
"

physicians and by the world. Thus the purport of the whole topic is

that the Lord God Hari alone must be worshipped and served with devo-

tion, for His glory is | such that he is the Maker of everything, even of

the conditions of consciousness, like waking, dreaming, and the rest.

* - - * -

; Adhikarana VII— The Lord is one though manifesting .

':

. • in various forms.- .
' •

, :

""'in- the preceding passages,
C

has been . shown the glory p{ the. -Lord^

as "the controller and ordainer of everything. Now will
;

be .
described,

His that inconceivable nature, by which He does not' abandon 'His ' unity
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in himself though He appears manifold in many places. Though in the

Sutra, II., 3. 44, it was described that the powers of the Lord are mysteri-

ous, yet in those Sutras, no reconciliation has been made of the paradoxi-

cal statements that the Lord though one, appears simultaneously in many
forms, which are apparently different from each other. That reconcilia-

tion will now be made, by means of the doctrine of inconceivability.

"We have the following text showing that the Lord though One
manifests as many :

Though being One, He manifests as many.—((iopalo Pilrva Tapani).

Doubt : Are the various forms of the Lord, found in diverse places,

mutually different from each other or not ?

Purvapaksa : The difference of locality presupposes the difference

in the objects occupying that locality ; for substances occupying different

places cannot be identical ; for the quality of being in different places

separates them from each other. The above text is merely a general

statement and does not mean that One Lord exists in different places.

Therefore, the fact is that the gods are many, occupying different places

and having different jurisdictions. Thus the gods being many, there can>-

not be that one-pointed devotion to one God, which you have been
1
trying

to establish. '

Siddh&nta j The God is one only, apd not many as willr be shown

in the next Sutra, <-

Sutra in., 2. 11.

H WR^sN^qf^i vfa ft || \ \\ i \i U
v

'
J

1 Na not WW: SthSnatah, on account of place. «rfa Api, even. TO
Parasya, of the Highest, the Lord. swifaiPi. Ubhayalingam, having two-fold

characteristics ; not different on account of differences of locality, « Sarva-

tra, everywhere, ft Hi, because.

11. (The essential nature) of the Supreme Lord, though

(differentiated) by space, does not undergo any change of

characteristics
;

because, (He simultaneously exists), everywhere.

-330. j

COMMENTARY . „ .

"Qf the Supreme," namely, of the Adorable Lord, there is not two-

foldness of characteristics or change of nature, by the mere fact of'His

being in two different places. Though there is' difference' 'of locality thtt*
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is, however, no difference in the substance occupying these localities. Be-

cause His essential nature, through His inconceivable power, simultane-

ously manifests itself in every place, as mentioned in the above Srati:

"Eko'pi sari bahudhft yo' vabhftt'."

The word "Sthftnftni" or localities are the centres (Aspada) where

the Lord manifests His glory ; where are displayed His various sportive

activities (LilftsX These sacred places are called also Samvyoma (the Highest

Ether or Vacuity).

The devotees of the Lord are also of various* kinds (Bhftvas). Such as

some regard Him as their Master and themselves as His servants ; others as

their Beloved, and themselves His lovers, etc.

In all these various localities (Samvybmas), and various devotees, the

Lord, though manifesting His different aspects, is essentially the one and

the same. He undergoes no change.

s6tba m., 2. 12.

^ SH i ftRflR ii^to^
ii
\ i ^ i M ii

sf Na, not fom. Bhedfit, on account of difference, on account of the state-

ment of difference, tfr Iti, as, so. Chet, if. «t Na, no z&m. Pratyekam,

distinct, each (with reference to). Tfi^ Atad, the absence of that (i. e., differ-

ence). Yachanftt, on account of the statement

12. If it be said "This is not valid, because of the

statement of difference," we reply, "No. Because (with

reference) to every statement (declaring difference), (there is

always) a counter-statement (in the scriptures) declaring non-

difference.— 331.

• COMMENTART

The statement made in the preceding Sutra, namely, that the Lord

remains One, in all His manifestations, is not reasonable, says the

objector. For in reality, these different manifestations are different entities,

and cannot be called one. In fact there is Bheda or difference in the

Lord.

.". This objection is raised in the first part of the Sutra, and -is answered in

the subsequent portion. With regard to every one of these manifestations, the

texts take the precaution of saying, that the Lord is one.

Thus in the Brhad&ranyaka Upanisad. (II, 5. 19), we have the

following

:

i. jwft m^ifa: ysw fcifr, gw im tort ^Rnftwr* % twtei \ w *
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Verily, Dadhyach itharvana proclaimed this honey to the two Agvins, and a Rsi,

seeing this said (Rg Veda, VI., 47. 18).,

"An image of the Lord is in every one of the forms, (in which a Jira, or soul is em-

bodied, for every Jiva has the image of the Lord in it). That Image is for the sake of the

seeing (and worshipping by that particular Jiva), The Lord (Indra=Almighty Kuler)

appears multiform hrough His Energies (May 6s). Therefore, it is right to say that

these hundred and ten forms, called Haris are His. (The Hari or Logos of every system

is a ray of Brahman)."

This (Brahman) is verily these Haris (Logoi) ; this (Brahman) is the Ten (AvatSras,

such as the Matsya, etc.) this (Brahman) is the Thousand (Avatiras, such as Vigva, etc.),

this the Many (such as Para, etc.), this the Endless (such as Ajita, etc.). This is the Brah-

man, without cause and without effect ; besides whom there is nothing, and outside whom
there is nothing. This Atman is Brahman, omnipresent and omniscient. This is the

teaching of the Upanisads."

Thus the above text of the Brhad&ranyaka Upani§ad shows that

every form of the Lord abiding in different individuals is the supreme

Brahman, full and entire, and not a portion of Him, for an Infinity can

have no parts.

SDTRA in., 2. 13.

*fft%*fr II \ I ^ I \\ H

«rft Api, also. Cha, and. W*. Evam, thus. Eke, some.

13. And also some teach thus (that the Lord is one though

multiform).—332.

COMMENTARY

The words "and also" mean "moreover." Thus in the M&ndukya

Upanisad (TV., 7), S. B. H., Vol. 1, p. 318, 2nd. ed.

He who knows the Omkfira, as partless and yet full of infiity of parts, as the des-

troyer of all false knowledge, and as blissful, he verily is a sage and no one else."

Thus these Sfikhins teach that the Lord is One partless whole,

having infinity of parts, each one of which is a whole infinity. The word

'partless' means devoid of differences in itself or in its parts. "Infinity

of parts" means having innumerable parts, each one a complete infinity

(Svftmsa). It is thus written in the Matsya Pur&na :

"CT «PI <ret f^ff: sfersfa 1 $W* I

The Supreme Visnu is One only undoubtedly, though existing everywhere. He has

one form, though through His Glory, he appears as many, like the Sun.
. >
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The sense is this. As a prismatic crystal, though one only, appears

to emit different colours, such as red, or blue, etc., to the eyes of the spec-

tators when viewed from different angles ; or as an actor on the stage,

appears playing different parts in different acts of the Drama, but all the

while he is one and the same, though expressing diverse emotions, appropriate

to the part he is enacting for the time being ; so the Lord Hari

never abandons His essential unity of nature, though He appears as many,

according to the different nature of the ideas (Bhava, or mental attitudes)

of His devotees meditating upon Him, or according to the different

nature of the works He is engaged upon accomplishing.

So also in Visnu Tantra :

As a prismatic crystal when looked at from different aides appears possessed of blue,

yellow, etc., colours, so the Unchangeable Lord gets (in the eyes of His devotees) different

forms, according to the different kinds of their meditation.

So also in the Bhagavata Pur&na :

aq^eftf&q'rfaSwr 12: 11

Hari, whose essential nature is unmanifest pure Intelligence, manifested Himself in

a form shining with radiant ornaments and holding diverse weapons. And as a divine

magician capable of going to heaven, quickly changes his form in the very presence of his

spectators, so that the very body of the Lord with four arras, etc., instantaneously assumed

the form of the Dwarf (Vamana), while (His Parents, Aditi and Kasyapa) were looking on.

(In their very sight He changed into the Dwarf-form.)

Thus that One Reality, having Inconceivable Powers, and being

the substrate of all contradictory attributes,' simultaneously becomes mani-

fold in Its manifestation. This gives rise to the notion of His possessing

paradoxical qualities ; and this instead of detracting from His greatness,

strengthens the love of the devotees towards Him—the Lord of Mysterious

Powers. Thus Bhakti towards the Lord increases by such contemplation

over His contradictory attributes.

Adhikarana VIII—The form of Brahman.

Now the author establishes the point that the Lord has Atman for

His body. [There is no body of the Lord]. If the body of the Lord were

separate . from the Self (Atman) of the Lord, then Atman being a subor-

dinate member, the devotion towards it would also be of a subordinate
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kind and not a primary Bbakti. But this is not the case. For devotion is

always felt (or rather experienced, as if it was drawn) towards the primary

object [The attraction or Love which Hie soul feels for the beautiful

form of the Lord is not an attraction towards something secondary but

primary. It follows, therefore, that the form of the Lord, is the Self of the

Lord, is the very Lord itself. It thus differs from other forms. As a

rule, the form embodies the soul : but the form of the Lord is the very soul

or self of the Lord : otherwise why such an attraction towards it ? J

Vimya : Thus the Srutis declare :

Salutation to that Krsna, the destroyer of pain, whose form is being. Intelligence

and Bliss.-Gopdl Pftrva Tdpant Up., I.

. To Govinda whose form is Being, Intelligence and Bliss.—Atharva Sirasa. .

Doubt : Now arises the doubt : Has Brahman any form or not ?

Purvapaksa : Brahman has a form : which consists (of the fine

matter of the planes of) Being, Intelligence and Bliss. The phrase Sachchi-

dSnanda Rupa is a Bahuvrihi compound, meaning he whose form is Being,

Intelligence and Bliss. Therefore, Visnu has a form (Murti).

Siddhdnta : The Lord has no form distinct from His Self as is shown
in the next Stitra.

SUTRA in., 2. 14.

?irw;rai^ II \ I X
I
\* II

f^WS Ardpavat, destitute of form, w Eva, indeed, ft Hi, because. 9^
Tat, of that, of that form. wffifSra Pradhanatv&t, on account of being the

chief (or .the supreme) thing and soul.

14. Brahman has no (ordinary) form indeed, because the form

itself is the principal (life).—333.

COMMENTARY

Brahman has no Rupa or form, Vigraha or shape. Hence He is

called Arfipavat—formless. The word "indeed" is used in order to

refute the argument of the Purvapak§in. Why do we say so ? Because that

Form itself is the Chief. (In ordinary cases, form is always subordinate

to the soul which it embodies. Butt in the case of Brahman, the form itself

is the Atman : there is no difference between the form and the self of

Brahman. They are identical J. The form possesses all the attributes

of Brahman, namely, it is all-pervading (Vibhu), it is the knower

(Jnatrva),^it is the inner self of all Jivas, etc.
.
It is both the substance and

the attribute. ,
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But it is a well-known fact, says an objector, that by meditatiug

on Brahman, the supreme self and substance, the knowledge and

bliss, there ceases to exist. Its opposite, namely, the Prakrti, which is.

essentially inert and painful—how is it then possible that with regard to

such a Brahman, the author of the Sutras should predicate a Form ? (for all

form is a limitation of life, and is inconsistent with the true conception of

Brahman, as set forth above). This objection is answered in the next Sutra.

SUTRA III., 2. 15.

spfiWHS PrakSfiavat, in the same way as in the sun consisting of light.

^ Cha, and. This word removes the doubt above raised, sr^Jjfa Avaiyarthyfit,

on account of the want of purposelessness, or of moaninglessness (of the form).

15. And (the conception of a Form with regard to Brahman)

is not meaningless, just as (the idea of a form with regard to the Sun

which is) pure light.—334.

COMMENTAIIY

The word 'and' in the Sfttra is employed in order to remove the

doubt Taised above. The affix 'Vat' in PrakSSavat, has the force of 'Iva'

or 'like unto' ; and it is added to the word 'Prak&sa' in the locative case.

Namely, nwfosft as in the case of the Sun, whose single form is

pure light, there is conceived a form for the sake of meditation ; and as

such conception with regard to the Sun is not purposeless, for it helps

concentration of the mind ; similarly, in the case of Brahman, who, though

the pure light of knowledge and bliss, is conceived to have a Form, to

facilitate meditation on Him. For meditation is impossible without

ascribing a form. The word Dhyana or meditation is always used in con-

nection with some form. As in the sentence, "the wife, parted from her

husband, meditates (Dhy&yati) on him (**. e., on his' form pictured in her

mind)."

Nor must it be said, that this mental picture, formed for the sake of

meditation, is an unreality after all and Brahman has no form actually.

Because there is evidence of His having a form.

sdtra ra., 2. 16.

wif Aha, (the Sruti) declares, Cha, and, however. 5T?»?ra^ Tanmfitram,

only that much, or consisting of the essence of His Self.

16. The Sruti declares, however, that the Form of the Supreme

consists ot \he \ety essence oi "H\s 335.
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COMMENTARY

The force of the word "M&tra" in TaamStra is to denote oxclusive-

ness. Since the Scriptures declare this Form alone to be the Supreme Self,

hence this Form is a Real Entity, (and not an imagined thought-picture

created by the mind of the devotee). In the same Atharva Siras, the Lord

is thus described :

( Meditate on) the Lord as having eyes like full-blown white lotus, a body of the

( blue) colour of clouds, garments of lightning, with two arms, and adorned with the symbol

of silence, and having a garland round his neck, which is made up of all the spheres of

the heavenly orbs. -(Uopala Pftrva TSpani, p. 185 of the Anand£srama series).

Note : Vauamalit means a garland made of flowers, fruits and leaves all strung

together. In the ease of Visnu, the Vanamalfi means all the globes strung together :

Or it may mean a garland made of flowers of Ave colours, yellow, white, red, blue and

black. In the case of Visnu, it means a garland made of five elements—earth, etc :

ijs-ft tffar, ^rft m, sstefrrcfoefr

w> ifta q^wrf ^wrai stftfr n

In the above, the attributes like "lotus-eyed," etc., are shown to be

the essential qualities of the Lord and the Lord and the Form are identical

clearly, for this Form is called the Lord in the above.

So also in the Padma I'urfina we read :

In the Lord there is no distinction of Life and Form—(the Form itself is the Life).

In everything else, the form embodies the life, but in the case of the

Lord, tlio Form Itself is the Life manifest. In other words, the Delia (body)

is verily the Dehin (the embodied)—the Body of the Lord is verily the

Lord Himself.

Sl/TKA. III., 2. 17.

S&lfa Darsayati, (the Scripture or Sruti) shows. 1 Cha, aud. W\ Atho,

fully, completely, srft Api, also, wft Smaryate, the Smrtis declare.

17. Moreover, (the Scripture) also fully shows (this, aud the

Tradition also) declares it.—336.

COMMENTARY

In answer to the question, "How did Gopfila, the Supreme Self, who

essentially is above all Prakrti, descend ou this earth (and incarnate

Himself in matter)," the Sruti goes ou to describe the Form of this Supreme

60
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Self : and shows that the Supreme Solf is identical with His Form. The

word Gopala is primarily applied to that Entity who is the Supremo

Lord having the most beautiful face, hands, feet, etc., and with a body

of the colour of the blue cloud. In the Gopala Piirva Tapani, the sages

ask BrahmS the following question : "What is the form of the Lord, what

is His sacred formula of worship, and what is the method of His worship,

tell that to us who are anxious to know." Tn reply to this question,

BrahmS says :

"33. ST5<faW!J5T four

Krsna is dressed as a Ciopa (a enw-herd, or a World-Saviour), has the colour of

a cloud, is a youth and stands under the Tree of all Desires. On this subject are the

following verses :

He who meditates, with his heart, on Krsna as described below is freed from

re-births :

He has eyes like full-blown white lotus, a body of the colour of clouds, garments

of lightning, with two arras adorned with tho symbol of silence (a particular position

of fingers), a garland of heavenly orbs, the supreme Lord. He, surrounded by cows, cow-

herds, and shepherdesses, under the heavenly Tree, adorned with divine ornaments,

is seated on a throne inlaid with lotuses of jewels, and fanned by the cool wind resonant

with the music of the waves of the River Killindi.

Note : The cows are celestial orbs, the cowherds (male and female) are the Rulers

of these solar and planetary systems. The River Kaliudi is tho daughter of Time— or

rather Time (K&la) personified.

The Smrtis also declare that tho Self of the Lord and the Form of the

Lord are identical. Thus in the Brahma Samhitfi it is said :

Krena is the Supreme Lord, the Form of Being, Intelligence and Bliss.

By those two Sutras (16 and 17) the mutual co-extensivoness is

declared, *. c, the Form is verily the Life, and the Life is verily the

Form, in the case of the Lord. fTO5 •JHTflir srifta fto? :, the Form is even

the Self and the Self is even the form.

Thus it is established that the Form is the Solf. In inconceivable

verities known only through the Revolution, there can be no room for

argument, and so it must not be doubted how the Form can be the

Atman. It is one of the mysteries of Godhead, revealed by the S\ruti and

must be believed so.
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Therefore, Bliakti or love for the Form of the Lord is not an inferior

kind of Bhakti, but the highest Bhakti ; for the Form of the Lord is the

Lord itself.

Though the Atman, Being, Knowledge and Bliss, logically excludes

the idea of form, yet in matters transcendental, where the Revelation is

our sole guide, we must believe that the Atman lias a form, which is

identical with itself. That Form verily is to bo perceived by the heart

alone whon it is purified by love : just as the form of the music is

perceived by the ear trained to appreciate musical notis.
|
Every music is

supposed to have a form which is perceived through the trained ear.)

If the Lord were formless, then the Sruti texts like ^WT: "image

of intelligence," WPWH: "imago of bliss," etc., would becomo meaning-

less, for these phrases employ the word "Ghana" which means form.

Thus the Form of the Lord is not only all Intelligence and Bliss, it has

the other attributes of being the all-pervading and the Inner Self of all.

To have any other conception about this form would be wrong and based

upon error. As it is said by the Lord to Narada in the Moksa-dharma :

irar &<rr 3t if i^fa i

() N£rada ! Do not think so, "I see this Form because it ia a form, (and everything

that has a form is visible)." For (this Form is not like other forms, because) in a moment

on my merely so willing, I can become invisible to thee. For I am the Lord and the

Teacher of the world (by being the Inner Guide of all). That which thou seest Me as

having all the ((ualities of all the beings, that is a Mfiyfi created by Me. Thou canst

not know me thus.

Adhikarana IX—The worshipped is different from the

worshipper.

Now the author establishes the difference between worshipper

and the worshipped—between the Jiva and Brahman. For if the wor-

shipper were identical with the worshipped, the result of the Advaita

notion "I am That"—then there would arise ho Bhaki (love), for no one

entertains the notion that his own self is the fit object of adoration.

[For Bhakti is really worship, and it is a feeling entertained to a being

who is superior to one's own solf.l

Though the author has repeatedly established the proposition

that the jiva is different from the Lord, yet he again reverts to that
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topic, dealing with it from a different aspect, in order to enlighten those

misguided souls, who through the false teaching that the Jiva is a reflection

of Brahman, are deluded into the idea that they are verily tho Supreme

Brahman, (and prayers and Pujas are useless for them).

Visaya : Soys a i^ruti

:

*m: hNt 35a: gjter sew si«r i

^sfTcHSRT 5T)V 1WT>a?*TT mi II

As many images of the sun are seen in various vessels of water, so in this world

the various selfs are to be considered as the reflection of the Supreme Self.

Says another Sruti, Brahma Vindu Opanisad :

The Bhut-atman is indeed One, existing in every being. It appears as one or as

many, like the reflection of the moon in water.

Doubt : Now arises the doubt. It has been demonstrated before

that tho Supreme Self is an Image of Bliss and Intelligence. Does that

Supreme Self become Jiva under certain conditions, or is He always

separato from the Jiva ?

Purvapaksa : Tho opponent urges that tho Supreme Self itself

becomes tho Jiva. For a Jiva is nothing but the reflection of the Supreme

in the Nescience. A reflection is identical with the original, for it exists

so long as the original source exists, and ceases to exist, when the

source exists no longer. Therefore, it has been said : "If a person looks

at a mirror in front of him, he sees his own face only therein, but it he

turns away his eyes, he sees nothing." Therefore, the Supreme Self, by its

conjunction with Avidya (Nescience), has become Jiva.

SiddMnta : This view is set aside by tho next Sutra. The Jiva is

not a reflection of Brahman.

StTTRA III., 2. 18.

WV® ^filf^ I \ I H I \* II

Atah eva, for this very reason. ^ Cha, and. (Another reading

has. 1 Na, not), swr Upamii, similarity, or absolute identity. 1ff*lfVT^

Suryak&divat, just as between the sun and its images.

18. Therefore, the simile of the sun and its reflection (holds

good with regard to the Jiva and the Supremo Self as showing

difference).—337.

COMMENTARY

Because the Jiva is separate from the Supreme Self, therefore, it is

spoken of figuratively like the reflection, of the sun. This is the meaning
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of the Sutra, when the reading is Vfflw ^<Wi instead of sftwr. For

in two (?) substances which are identically one, there cannot exist

the relationship of the reflector and the reflected. For if the reflection

were identically tho same as its source, then the shadow of the fire would

also cause burning, tho reflection of a sword would cut substances.

But there is, however, no sucli identity, for the two are different.

Tho word 'and' in the Sutra includes other causes of differences

also.

Therefore, it follows that tho Jiva is different from the Supremo Self.

Adhikarana X—Jiva is not a reflection of God.

Admitted that the Jiva is different from the Supreme, on account of

the above simile, but that very simile, however, shows that the Jiva is a

reflection at least of the Intelligence. As the reflection of the sun in water

is called Suryaka, so the reflection of the Supremo in the Avidya, is called

Jiva. Where is the harm in it?

This doubt, however, is also set aside by the next Sutra.

SUTRA in., 2. 10.

* I \ I ^ I U II

^S^C Ambuvat, like in or of water, liko tho reflection of the sun in water.

The affix, Vat, has tho force of "like" and the word before it is cither in tho

sixth or in tho seventh case. ^JT€*!!I3. Agrahanat, in tho absence of perception.

3 Tu, but, has the sense of exclusion. ^ Na, not. cwrwr, Tathatvam, that state,

{.i.e., that of equality). The simile docs not hold good.

19. The Jiva is not a reflection of the Supreme, li^e

the sun reflected in water, because it is not so perceived.—338.

COMMENTARY

The similarity of the sun and water does not hold good here. The

sun is at a distance from the water, and so it is possible for its reflection

to be in the water. But the Supreme Self is all-pervading, so no object

can be at a distance from Him. So the similarity of tho sun and water

cannot hold good with regard to the Self and the Jiva. The sun is reflected

in water, etc., because of its distance from water, etc., but there can be

no such distance between tho Supreme Self and any object So "reflection"

in this connection is a meaningless term.

Therefore, the Jlva cannot be a reflection of tho Supremo Self. The

S^uti also says, "He is colourless, reflectionless."—(Prasna Up., 17., 10.)
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On the other hand, the Jiva is an intelligent entity like the Supreme

Self. As says the Sruti : "He is the Eternal among the eternals, the con-

scious among the conscious ones."—(Katha Up., V., 13).

This refutes the illustration takou from the space and its reflection.

The space has no reflection, the so-called reflection of the sky seen in water

is really caused by the rays of the sun, etc., in particular limited portions of

the space. It is a wrong notion of the ignorant when they say they see

the reflection of space, otherwise one would also see the reflection of the

directions, east, west, etc. Nor the sound and its eclio are a proper illus-

tration, for eclio is not a reflection of sound. Therefore, the Lord has no

reflection.

Tho next Sutra shows the reconciliation of these Srutis, mentioning

reflection.

sOtka nr., 2. 20.

f% Vriddhi, increase, a higher degree, fra llrasa, decrease, a lower

degree. UrHT, Bhaktvam, participation, being admitted of tho difference.

sjFtfflfari AntarbhavSt, because of being included in that. The purport of the

scriptures end with teaching only so much. Ubhaya, towards both.

Brn5=>i^i^ Samanjasyat, because of tho justness, appropriateness. WT, Evam,

thus.

20. (The comparison is not appropriate in its primary sense,

but in its secondary sense) of participating in increase and decrease;

because (the purport of the scripture) is fulfilled thereby, and thus both

comparisons become appropriate.—339.

COMMENTARY

The above comparison of the sun and its reflection does not hold

good primarily, but it is a good illustration in a secondary sense. Namely,

as showing the increase of the one—tho greatuess of tho one (i.e., tho

Lord); and the decrease of the other, i.c, the smallncss of the other, i.e.,

the Jiva.

This illustration is valid having regard to tho particular nature of

these, ll'he sua is great and so the Supreme Self is great, its reflection is

small and so tho Jiva is small. Taking the illustration in this light,

it\\o\&3 good\. >Nhy do we say so? Because " Antatbhavat"—the sense

of the scriptures is fully satisfied by this mode ot explanation—every-
ttwag is contained within it. By explaining it thus, the reconciliation oi
both takes place; namely, tho reconciliation between the illustration
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and the object of illustration, the standard of comparison and the subject

of comparison.

The sense is this. In the preceding Sutra, the comparison of the

sun and its reflection was sot aside as inappropriate in iis ordinary sense,

but that comparison was taken to be good in its secondary sense, namely,

having regard to the attributes found in the sun and its reflection.

Looking to the attributes of these two, the illustration holds good. It

is to be understood in this way. Tho sun participates in increase,

it is a largo luminary, untouched by the limitations of water, etc.,

in which it is reflected. It is independent, and unvarying. Its reflections,

the smaller suns (Nuryakas), participate in decrease (they increase or decrease

according to the size of the surface on which the reflection is made). They

are limited by the conditions of the reflecting surfaces like water,

etc., are not independent and unvarying like the sun, but vary according

to the variations of the reflecting surfaces. Thus the Supreme Self

is all-pervading, untouched by the attributes of Matter (Prakrti) ; and

is independent. The Jivas, which are his Amsas (parts) are not all-

pervading but atomic, are joined with the attributes of Prakrti (are

affected by the material environment in which they exist), and are not

independent Thus the comparison holds good showing the difference of

the Jiva from the Lord, the subordination of the former to the latter ; and

similarity also between them, inasmuch as both are conscious. The illus-

tration is not good, if it is taken in the sense that the Jiva is identical with

Brahman, as the reflection is identical with its source. Therefore, the Paingi

eSruti says that the Jiva is a reflection, but without any Upadhi.

The reflection is of two sorts, limited by Upadhi and not so limited. The Jiva is a

reflection of the Lord, but not in any Upadhi : as the rainbow is a reflection of the Sun
but not in any Upa'dhl (like the water, etc.).

Note : The Up&dhi-limited reflections are such as those in water, or in a

mirror, etc.

suTRA in., 2. 21

tflilflt. Darsanfit, because it is seen (in the world). ^ Cha, and.

21. Moreover, it is thus seen (in the world, that com-

pmsons are sometimes taken in their secondary sense).

-340.
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COMMENTARY

In similes like "Devadatta is a lion," wo find that the worldly usage

also is in favour of taking this comparisons to bo good only so far as

relevant. (Devadatta is a lion, is good only so far as the similarity between

the courage of both is concerned. Tt should not he strained further to

indicate that Devadatta has got claws like a lion, etc.).

Therefore, the scriptural texts of comparison between the Lord and

the Jiva should be explained in this figurative sense, and not literally.

Adhikarana XI— The Neti Neti teM explained.

An objector says : It is not right to assert that the Jiva is a separate

conscious entity like the Supreme Self, but it is merely a reflection of

Brahman, and not a substance by itself. Tn the BrhadSranyaka Upanisad,

in chapter n., 3. 1, beginning with it "there are two forms of Brahman, etc.,

the existence of everything other than Brahman is expressly denied.

That text is as follows.

There are two forms of Brahman, the material and the immaterial, the mortal and

the immortal, the solid and the fluid, Kat (being) and Tya (that) (/>., Sat-tya, true.)

Then the Sruti divides all the five elements and their products into two

groups—material and immaterial, (gross and fine). Tt declares all these to

be the form of Brahman, and then goes on to declare

:

And what is the form of that Person ? Like a saffron -coloured raiment, like yellow

wool, like cochineal, like the flame of fire, like the white lotus, like sudden lightning.

He who knows this, his glory is like unto sudden lightniug.

The Sruti having thus described that Person as having the colour of

a saffron raiment, etc., goes on to state :

Now follows the teaching—Neti, Neti ; not so, not so. For there is not any thing else

higher than this "Neti—Not so." Then comes the Name, Satyasya Satyam, the True of

the True : the senses being the true, and he (the Brahman) the True of them.

The sense of the above is this. The Sruti refers to the whole world

as material and immaterial, subtle and gross, and having described it as

such, states that the highest good is not to bo obtained by a knowledge of

this world, and therefore it gives next the teaching—Neti, Neti, not so, not

so. The thing taught by Neti, Neti, not so, not so, must be understood to

mean Brahman alone. This text denies the existence of all objects,

whether they fall under the category of thoughts and things, or matter and

mind, lit declares that the only existence is Brahman; everything else

is Neti, Neti, not so, not so]. The Sruti itself declares, what is the meaning

of the teaching Neti, Neti—it says there is verily nothing else other than this

Brahman. But may not the word "Neti, not so" be taken to deny the
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existence of Brahman also, as it denies the existence of the world : may it

not teacli pure Nihilism ? Not so. For the Srnti teaches that there exists

an entity other than all visible worldly objects, higher than all ; the end
of all illusions, the pure Being, the Brahman. Therefore, 'not so' teaches

that there exists no other object than Brahman ; and consequently there

do not exist srparafe entities like your .livas (souls) ; but that the Jiva is

nothing other than the reflection of Brahman in AvidyS. Your statement

that there are two Atmans—lower (the Jtva), and the Higher (the Lord)
;

that they are different, because the one is all-pervading, and the other is

atomic, etc. ; is incorrect. All this apparent difference can be explained on
the analogy of space in a jar and space outside it : the atomicity, etc., of

the Jiva are apparent only ; and not sufficient to establish the difference

between Jiva and Brahman.

Rhhlhdnla : To tin's Pnrvapaksa, the next Sutra gives an answer.

Xulf : For clearness of understanding the whole text of the Brhadtfranyaka
Upanisad (TI„ :!. 1 to 0) is given below :

"iKTwwffcft i^ti? mfavzi fetf ^ urn m &r *t n ? n zfavtf

?^i^Mf^f'%^?n^TOf?e?s^Tr^^raej^f^?f Tcq-eVrei ferercSnrej s«t yj <rqft

m<?s&f&&w$t qtt ?f%%^?s^(?^«i m <w ii v ii ?m %^ g^fer qsrf-

sruW> ffaiWrnt^ ii & n Jgrf^rerSrcraui v ii 3 ii

There are two forms of Brahman, the material and the immaterial, the mortal and the

immortal, the solid and the fluid, Sat (being) and Tya (that), (i.e., Sat-tya, true).

Everything except air and sky is material, is mortal, is solid, is definite. The essence

of that which is material, which is mortal, which is solid, which is definite is the sun

that shines, for he is the essence of Sat (the definite).

But air and sky are immaterial, are immortal, arc fluid, are indefinite. The essence

of that which is immaterial, which is immortal, which is fluid, which is indefinite is the

person in the disk of the sun, for he is the essence of Tyad (the indefinite). So far with

regard to the Devas.

Now with regard to the body. Everything except the breath and the ether within

the body is material, is mortal, is solid, is definite. The essence of that which is material,

which is mortal, which is solid, which is definite is .the Eye, for it is the essence of Sat

(the definite).

But breath and the ether within the body are immaterial, are immortal, are fluid, are

indefinite. The essence of that which is immaterial, which is the person in the right eye,

for he is the essence of Tyad (the indefinite).

61
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And what is the appearance of that person ? Like a saffron-coloured raiment, like

white wool, like cochineal, like the Hame of lire, like the white lotus, like sudden lightning.

He who knows this, his glory is like unto sudden lightning.

Next follows the teaching (of Brahman) by Xo, no 1 (Neti, Xcti) for there is nothing

else higher than this (if one says) ; 'It is not so ! Then comes the name 'the True of tho

True,' the senses (the Jivas) being tho True, and He (the Brahman) the True of them.

SUTRA in., 2. 22.

q^taravl k Rf^r# ?rat ^ w> \\\\\\\^ w

Prakrtn, previously stated, the same. WHx^H. Etavattvam, so-muoh-

ness, or the limitation of power (to the extent spoken of at lirstj. f? Hi, because,

Jtfefoft Pratisedhati, denies, <TcT: Tatah, than, that. stflfcT Braviti, declares. ^

Cha, ami. *J?i: Bhuyah, more.

22. (The Sruti, Neti Neti) denies the previously mentioned

limitation (only with regard to Brahman), for it declares (I Tim to he)

more than that.—341.

(OMMKNTAIiV

This Sruti (Noti, Neti) does not teach that. Brahman alone exists, and

nothing else exists Hum it ; and that Tt is witiiout any attributes and

qualities. It only denies tho so-inuchness of Brahman, as was described

in tho preceding verses. It says that the material and immaterial is not

the whole of Brahman. It is something more than that. It does not deny

the existence of those forms mentioned in the previous ver.se.->, but it says

"do not fall into tho error of thinking that Brahman is so much only

Neti, Neti—it is not so much only, it is not so much only." For after

the negation of Neti, Neti (which might have been liable to the nihilistic

interpretation of the Advaitins, had there been no further statement), the

Sruti goes on to describe in positive terms, the further attributes of this

Brahman—His name being the True of the true. |Tliis phrase "tho

True among the true ones"— not only sets aside the nihilistic theory, but

the Advaita also—for it asserts the existence of other true ones—real

entities, than Brahman, fl'he Jivas are not unreal shadows but true. :

Brahman being the Truc.\

Tho sense of the above teaching is this. The Sruti at first enumerates

all forms of Brahman, such as the material and the immaterial, etc. But
since Brahman is limitless in His Form, it declares Neti, Neti, He is not so

much only, He is not so much only. The word Iti (Na+Iti=Neti,
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means here "end"—Neti means "this is not the end." The Neti is, therefore,

equal to Jti+Xa, "end not'*—the previously mentioned forms are not the

end or limit of Brahman. For lie is more than them—His name is True,

He is the True of the true. The text itself clearly says so much :

a KitHrms; Srfer, *r«ra q*»rj

wfer, 3t«t JUJm Btqsq flrgfrrfer n

It is not so that this is the end. There is a Higher Form than this, its name is 'the

True of the true.'

Moreover, it must not he said that higher than these material and immaterial

forms is the Form of Brahman called the True, etc, and that is the end. For

it is not thus—Neti. The "True ol the true" is no doubt higher than all

Murta aud Amurta forms, but even that is not the limit to the forms of

Brahman. These are merely illustrative. The proper thing to say is that His

Forms are illimitable- and infinite. As an illustration, the text gives one of

those Higher Forms and Names, by saying, "His name is the True of the true.
- '

The name hero declares the form of Brahman. The first Satyam means

the souls, the Jims ; the Pranas always accompany the Jivas ; and so Satya

which means Prima, is a name of .liva. The Hruti, hence, explains the

phrase Satyasya Satyam, by STfnrr * Bc4 ^im flcTI, I "The Pranas are the

True, and Ho is the True of them." The word Prana is used for Pranin

—

the life fur the living self. The word Rupu in (he above verse (II., 3, ti)

means attributes. This text establishes Brahman to be material (Prakrta),

as well as immaterial (Aprakyta), and possessing infinite number of

attributes. It does not deny the existence of every substance other than

Brahman (for that is not the purport of this text). All forms whether

Mutra or Amutra, material or immaterial, are Brakytic. The forms shown

in the illustrations of saffron-coloured raiment, like yellow wool, like

cochineal, etc., are to be understood as non-Prakrtic—not consisting of

Brakytic matter (Brahman's forms are thus of both Prakatic and

non-Prtikrtic matter, and yet there are forms above them all—Neti, Neti

—

for this is not all, this is not all).

The Jivas are called in the above Sruti BrUnas : aud are also

designated Satyam, the True. The Jivas are called True, because they do

not, like the elements, ether, etc., undergo modifications causing an

alteration in their essential nature. In tins respect they are similar to

Brahman ; and so both the divas and Brahman are called True. But

Brahman is the True of the True, because the Jivas undergo, in accordance

with their Karmas, contractions and expansions of intelligence, but there

is no such modification in Brahman.

Therefore, the Jiva is an oternal conscious entity (subject to contraction

and expansion of intelligence, according to his deeds). The Supreme Self
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is a mine of infinite auspicious qualities, (and liable to no modifications

whatever). Thus love (Bhakti) for Brahman becomes still more natural

when we contemplate on the greatness of his attributes, and the insigni-

ficance of the Jiva.

Nor does this Brhadaranyaka Sruti deny form to Brahman. For if

that was what the Sruti intended to teach, then it would not have taught

the transcendental forms of Brahman as in IT., 3. 6 (lie is of the colour of a

saffron-coloured raiment, a yellow fine wool, etc ) ; and then deliberately

demolish this teaching by saying "Brphman has no form. "J^. For no one

in his right senses would say at first "Brahman has such and such form"

and then say "He has no form—all that f said before is wrong." Moreover,

the author of the Sutra also would have employed different words, had that

been teaching of the Sruti. For, then instead of saying Etavattva
—

"the

Sruti denies so-muchness only"—he would have said "Etad Rupam
Pratisedhati"—"the Sruti denies this form of Brahman." The wording of

the Sutra, therefore, also shows that the interpretation of the Sruti above

given is the right one and consistent throughout, and more reasonable.

AJhikamna XII— The Form of the Lord.

The author now establishes that Brahman is flic Inner Self of all.

For if He were as easily attainable as the external objects like the jars, pots,

etc., there would be no love for Him.

Yimya : Tn the Sruti 'already mentioned previously, Brahman is des-

cribed as having Being, Intelligence and Bliss for His form (Sachchid&dand-

riipSya, etc.)

Doubt : Now arises the doubt : Has the Supreme Self an external

form capable of being perceived through the senses, or is it an Inner Form,

not to be apprehended by the senses '?

Ptirvapaksa :\The form is an external one, because men, angels and

demon, see the form.

Siddhftnta : The form is not external as is shown in the next

Sutra :

81'TBA HI., 2. 23.

iRFTORW ft II A m II

as. Tat, that. ^tP*, Avyaktam, non-manifest, the Inner. fTf Aha. says,

(the scripture), ft Hi, for.
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23. The form of Brahman is un manifest, for the scripture declares

it so.—342.

COUJIKNTAHY

The Brahman in His true form is not manifest to the external senses,

it is Inner
: and is to be perceived by the inner sense. For says the

Katha Upanisad (VI. 9)

:

* fersf?r ^m?q * q^fer $ai?TCTj

His form is not an object of perception to any one, nor by the eye docs any one see

Him.

So also the Brhadaranyaka, II L, !>. '_'(>
:

ft rp?r, ^r^ft«rf i ft *n*ft i

He is non-apprehensible by the senses, for He cannot be apprehended; tie is

imperishable, for lie cannot perish.

So also in the Oita (.VIII., 21) :

He is said to be the unmanifest, and the imperishable, Him they declare to be the

Highest goal.

Adhlkarava XIII—Brahman can he seen.

Though Brahman is not an external object, but Praticha or an Inner

Substance, yet He is attainable through wisdom and devotion. Tho

author shows this next. Had He been absolutely invisible— even to those

whose hearts were purified—then there could not arise any love (Bhakti)

for such a being.

Vimya : It is thus heard in the Kaivalya Upanisad (Verse 2)

:

ersTufrRWITH^nTeHft I

Know Him through the Yoga (union) of faith, love and meditation.

From this it appears that a faithful and devoted person can obtain

Hari, through meditation.

Doubt : Now arises the doubt : Is the Lord apprehended by tho

mind—an object of mental perception or is he visible to eyes, etc.,

also 'i

Pttrvnpakm : The Lord is an object of mental perception only, and

not of external perception through the eyes, etc. Tho following text of

the BrhadSranyaka Upanisad clearly shows this, by using the term "only" (IV.,

4. 19) :

ircfoigssN- iHiffct f*^ n

He is to be perceived by the mind only, there is in Him no diversity.

Siddhdnta : Brahman is visible to eyes also of the purified devotee,

as is shown in the next Sutra.
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nitr\ in., 2. 11.

3ffa T\r*m]&UWm*K II \ I H U» ||

ffa Api, oven though, also ; not so. Tho word 'A pi' sets aside the LYirva-

paksa. SU^^f Saiiiradhanc, in conciliation, in an intensely devout worship.

Pratyaksa, as apparent, as directly perceptible, through Revelation.

'jg'H^iViii^ Amim&nabhyam, and from inferences (i.e., through the Srarti).

24. Jn devout love, (the Lord even becomes visible to the

eves, etc., of the devotee, as is taught in the) Sniti and the Smrti. -

COMJ1KXTABV

The word 'Api' is used in a deprecative sense. The above Purvapaksa

is not errit worthy of consideration. Tn Samradhana or absorbed devotion,

the Lord becomes perceptible even to the eyes, etc., of the devotee. How
do you know this 'i Through Revelation (I'ratyaksa or the Direct state-

ment of tho Yedas), and through Inference or tho indirect inferential

statements of the Nmrtis. Thus the Katha Sruti says !Tr., 4. 1) :

•wife* aarf^T *wm ^"crawra. T^fa stt^wf^ i

The self-existent created the senses with outgoing tendencies ; therefore, the man

sees external objects and not the Internal Self, but the wise, with the eye averted from

external objects and desirous of immortality, Mmlih the Self Within,

So also in Mundaka Upanisad 'TIT., I. s) :

^ ^tPT i?rcr ^i^i n^wwrai *tr >

lie cannot be apprehended by the senses like the eye, nor by revealed texts, nor by

the grace of any other shining one, nor by austerities and work. Through the grace of

wisdom, the pure in heart, see Him who is partless, in their meditation.

This also shows that the Lord becomes visible to His wise and

loving devotee.

So also in the (rita (XL, 53 and 54) :

Tif error *i ^t%=t ^ ;^p«w i

im nMtt 5*3 fK^ra tt qui I! V3 II

Nor can I be seen as thou hast seen Me, by the Vedas, nor by austerities, nor by alms,

nor by offerings.

But by devotion to me alone I may thus be perceived, Arjuna, and known and seen

in essence, and entered, O L'arantapa.

Thus it is established that tho Blessed Hari is perceptible to the

senses even, when the soul is full of entire love. The eyes, etc., then
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become saturated with His essence and become fit to see Him, and so He is

seen through such purified eyes.

Tliis being so, the force of Km in T^Fjp.ssif: "fie is to be apprehended

by the mind alone" is not that of exclusion of other means of knowing

Him, but teaches that the mind also can know Him. [The word Era
should bo translated by even and not by only. He can be known by the

mind even.]

It does not mean that the senses, like the eye, etc., cannot comprehend

Him. They also can comprehend Him, under certain circumstances.

sfra\ in., 2. 2f>.

q^RT^il^q^n \ i h I Vi II

I
st Na, not|. stWirf^T I'rakasadivat, as in the case of fire, etc. ^ Cha,

and. srctt*^ Avaisesyam, non-difference, non-distinctions.

2~>. The Lord is not like fire and the rest, for there are not such

distinctions in I Eim.—3d I .

COMMKNTAHV

The word not is to be read into (his Sutra from the preceding

aphorism, 1JL, 2. l!>. As the tire has two states, coarse and line, and is

unmanifest when in the subtle state, and becomes manifest when in the

coarse state; such is not the case with the herd. Because, there are not

distinctions of subtle and gross in I Mm. The Kruti says: ^Tf^WI^fffW^^
(Mr. Hp., III., S. s.) "|£e is neither coarse nor fine, neither short nor loni*-,

etc."

So uKo in the (laruda I'urana:

fl^f swntftsaT aN^pft sn.- ii

In the supreme Lord there are no distinctions of subtle and coarse, because that

Unborn is manifest verily everywhere in every form.

But there are persons who have full devotion and love towards Uod,

how is it that they have not seen Him V It is not a universal rule, therefore,

that any one who loves God must see (>od.

To this objection, the next Sutra gives the answer.

mi*tka in., 2. 2li.

si^T*!* Prakasah, light, manifestation, the shining out. ^ Cha, and. It

removes the doubt mentioned above, sfifffa Karmani, in practice (of devotion).

^Jirarg. AbhySsSt, through constant application.

2C. And the Lord becomes manifest, by repeated practice

(in meditation).—345.
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COMJIKNTARV

|Tn the Karmau or act consisting in meditation on Him, in the acts

like worshipping Him, etc., I>y constant repetition in such acts (of medita-

tion and worship), the Lord verily becomes visible.
|

It is by constant repetition of the acts like meditation and worship

that the Lord shines forth. |Tf some devotees have not seen Him, it is

because they have not been constant in their practice of meditation. It is

Abhynsa or constant repetition, which produces the state of ecstasy, in

which the Lord is seen.| As says the DhySua-vindu Upanisad 18 (so also

Brahma Hp.):

*rcf3i s?*r stnrt =spftrcrcf5Hi

Making one's body as the lower fire stick and the syllable Oiu as the upper stick,

and by the practice of constant rubbing them through meditation, let him sec the Ood,

hidden in him.

Thus it is AbhySsa or repetition, that makes the hidden Lord manifest,

as the constant rubbing of the sticks brings out the tire. It is by Abhyasa

that one gets the love for the Lord and through such love, he gets ulti-

mately the vision of the Beloved. But no one can see the Lord by mere

worship (done for some seltish purpose such as to get heaven, etc.) without

love. As says a text (Brahma Vaivarta) :

No one by worship alone can make Him become manifest : For the Ood. the

Ancient Supreme Self, is ever unmanifest.

This uselcssness of worship and prayer refers to selfish prayers and

worship, and not to the whole-hearted prayer of love. It is the prayer,

devoid of love, which is incapable of producing divine vision.

Says an objector : How can the Lord, who is all-pervading and

inside all, become manifest and come out? It is a contradiction in terms,

Therefore, the statement that the Lord can become directly visible is value-

less, inasmuch as it contradicts the all-pervading inwardness of the

Lord.

This objection is answered by the next Sutra.

siTBa nr., 2. 27.

Atah, hence. Tl^l Anantena, through (the grace of) the Lord who

is infinite. Wf Tathft, thus (i.e., direct vision), ft Hi, because, fttp*. Lingam,

the indication or authority (of the scripture).
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27. Hence the direct vision is possible through the infinite

grace of the Lord
; and there is scriptural authority for the

same.—340.

COMMKNTAKT

There are authorities to support both the statements, that the Lord is

umnanifest, and becomes manifest to tin; sight of the devoutly meditating

worshipper. Hence though the Lord is unmanifest, infinite and unbound-

ed, yet when he is pleased with His devotee, He manifests His essential

Form to him, through His mysterious power of grace.

But how do you sav this ? Because there is scriptural authority for

the same. As says the Atharvana Sruti

:

''That Form of Intelligence ami Bliss -one muss of Being ami Bliss—becomes visible

to the devotee through the meditation of love."

Similarly, in the Nantyana Adhyatma

:

Though the liOrd is ever manifest, yet lie becomes visible through His own

powers (to the elect). Without the grace of that Supreme Self, who can sec Him, the

Unbounded, Infinite .Lord.

The Lord Himself has said so in the Uita (YH., 24) :

q< *HW3tIJRft UfH^ISftifll. II V* II

Those devoid of reason think of Me, the unmanifest, as having manifestation,

knowing not My supreme nature, imperishable, most excellent.

Though the Lord is thus manifest to the eye of love, yet this fact

does not detract from the essential invisibility of Hi* Self. For this

manifestation to His Lovers is an exercise of His mysterious power of Self.

But with regard to persons devoid of love, the Lord never manifests in

His essential form, but as a reflection. For says He in the (Jita, (VII., 25) :

Nor am I of all discovered, enveloped in My creation-illusion. This deluded world

knoweth Me not, the unborn, the imperishable.

Therefore, though the Lord is essentially all love, mercy and supreme

joy, yet to the worldly He appears as a Being of all Terrible Power, a Ood

of Vengence and Wrath.

Thus the term "unmanifest," when applied to the Lord, means

that He is unmanifest to the eyes of those who have no love for Him ;

fbut He suffuses the eyes of His lovers as the tire suffuses through an iron

ball, and they see nothing but the Lord).

62
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Adhikarana XIV—Attributes arc the substance of the Lord.

Now the author establishes that the attributes of the Lord are not

different from the essential nature of the Lord. For if the attributes wore

different from the Lord, then they would become secondary, and the

Bhakti for the Lord would also become secondary (for the man loves the

Lord for His attributes). But this is not the case. The love for the

attributes of the Lord, is a love for the sake of the attributes themselves

as something principal and loveable in themselves, and not for something

as secondary.

Yimya: We have the texts:

fasTRlffi'S. m i The Brahman is intelligence and bliss.

3: fllu: S^fts; I He who is Omniscient and All-knowing.

ITsp^flwftfiW^Knowing that Brahman as bliss.

Doubt; Now arises the doubt, is this Brahman who is to be adored

and loved, mere intelligence and bliss, or one possessed of intelligence

and bliss? (In other words, is lie a personal flod having the attributes

of intelligence and bliss, or is it pure intelligence and bliss?)

Itirvapalm : As there are texts of botli sorts, some showing Brah-

man to be personal, others impersonal, it is not possible to determine what

is the true nature of Brahman ---whether it is pure intelligence and bliss,

or whether He is the all-intelligent and the blissful one.

Sidrthanta: The next Sutra shows that the Loid is a personal being.

sutra nr., 2. 28.

3W5>rc^if#fre^ \\\ i \ i ^ ii

3*Tq TJbhaya, (about being) both. sfj<%ira Vyapadesat, on account of the

declaration of the scripture. 3 Tu, but. ^f? Alii, like the serpent fi*sr'Wl

Kundalavat, like the coils.

28. But the Lord is both (bliss and blissful, etc.) for the Scripture

thus declares Him, as the snake and its coils.—347.

COMMKNTAHY

Brahman has intelligence and bliss as His essential nature ; Tie is

essentially knowledge and bliss, and these are His attributes also: as the

serpent and its coils. The coils constitute the serpent, and are not sepa-

rate from the serpent, yet they are also attributes of the serpent. How do

you know tins? Because the above Srutis describe Him as two-fold.

The force of 3 'but' is to indicate that all Srutis have one purport. The
Lord being inconceivable He appears as bliss and blissful, etc. It cannot

be said, "as there are both sorts of texts, Brahman is partly blissful, and
partly bliss, etc." For there are no Svagata-bheda in Brahman—He is one
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essence throughout like a diamond ; and is not a unity like that of a tree

which lias internal differences, like root, leaves, flowers.

siiraA m., 2. 29.

n*T5ft Prakasa, like the light. mm?X .Wayaval, like the abode of light.

*T Va, or. fo^ra. Tejastvat, on account of His being of a lustrous character, i.e.,

being essentially all-sentiency and consciousness.

20. Or because Brahman is of a lustrous character, He is

designated as the abode of Light.— ,')4<S.

C'OMMKNTVHY

Because Brahman is Tejas or all-sentiency, He is designated also as

the abode of light, i. e., the abode of knowledge. As the sun which is

essentially light is said also to be the abode of light, so the Lord Hari

whoso essential nature is knowledge, (J nana) is said to be the. abode of

knowledge also. An object is called lustrous or Tejas, who or which is

opposite of ignorance or darkness. It is a term applied to both persons

and things.

sOtra nr., 2. 30.

#rar ii \ i ^ i v ii

J5^ Puvvavat, as in the. prior time. 31 Va, or.

.'50. (Brahman is both bliss and blissful, as one indivisible Time

is said to be) prior (and posterior).—340.

COM!! KNTAKY

Or to take another illustration. As time is a duration, and has

neither priority nor posteriority in it, but is one, and yet is spoken of as

prior and posterior, and itself becomes tho measure and the measured, so

also Brahman is both knowledge and the knower, both blissful and bliss :

both the attribute and tho thing having an attribute. This illustration

from time is meant for subtler intellects, as that of serpent and his coils

was for dull-witted. Tn fact, each succeeding illustration is subtler than

the one given in the preceding Sutra. As it is in the Brahma Purana

(Padma according to Madhva) :

sns^si sjitor: swpjrag; I

Through Brahman is non-different from bliss (He is bliss and blissful), yet conven-

tionally He is spoken of as separate from bliss (as possessing bliss), just like the light (in

the case of the sun, which is both light and the abode of light) ; or like prior and posterior

time, where the indivisible Time becomes its own measure.
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sfTUA lit, 2. 31.

siRfaffi, I'ratisedhat, because of the denounenment or prohibition Cha,

and : lias the force of 'only' : exclusion.

31. And because of the prohibition (in the Scriptures, which

declare that the Lord and His attributes are not to be considered as

different).— o5<>.

COM JlhXTAKY

Tims in the KafJia lipanisad (II., i. 11 and 14) :

Even through the purified mind this knowledge is to be obtained, (hat there is no

difference whatsoever here (in the attributes of (ho Lord). From death to death he goes,

who beholds this here with difference.

As water falling on an inaccessible mountain top runs down, thus seeing the quali-

ties of the Ixml as separate from the Lord a man runs down to Darkness.

Nor is tliero any Rvagala-bheda in the Lord, as the following text of

the Niiradii Puficharatra shows :

^H?3W3-wircg<^ift:

«N ^^nsvr^f^^fS^icRr m

The liord is an entity having perfect and faultless qualities, lie is the Xtman or

tho Self and free from all the attributes of the body consisting of insentient matter. He
too has a body—hands, feet, face, stomach, etc., but all of pure bliss (not of matter). That

Atman is everywhere and always devoid of internal differences also.

Thus these texts prohibit any difference between the quality and the

qualified, and consequently tho qualities of the Lord (are not accidents, as

is generally tho case with all qualities, but) are the essential nature of tho

Lord. Therefore, the qualities like knowledge, etc., are sometimes desig-

nated by the term "Lord." As says the Visnu Purana :

The word Lord denotes infinite knowledge, power, strength, lordliness, energy and

lustre, without the admixture of any baser qualities.

Thus these qualities are called Bhagavan or Lord. The two (the
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Lord and His attributes) are spoken of separately—though they ore essen-

tially one—just as the water and its waves are spoken of separately as ttco,

though' it is all one water. The difference arises from this Visesa. There-

fore, the Lord who is ever joy and bliss, is said to be joyful and blissful

and to have a body of all delight. All these qualities of the Lord are

eternal, and consequently (hat body of the Lord is also eternal, Though

there is no distinction- (Visesa strictly so called) here between the quality

and the qualilied, yet for conventional purposes such a (Visesa) distinction

is recognised and spoken of as such. If this conventional (Visesa) distinc-

tion be not Admitted, then the sentences like the following would also

become absurd (for they are really tautologies when logically aualysed) :

"The being exists," "the time always exists," "the space is every-

where." All these sentences are logical tautologies, but they are of

constant use and good as conventions. Nor can it be said that such a usage

is erroneous and is based upon delusion. For the phrase "the Be-ness

exists" conveys as true an information as the sentence "the jar exists."

For there is no subsequent experience which sublates this knowledge Nor

is the sentence "the Re-ness exists," is a suporimposition or a figurative

speech like "Devadatta is a lion." For we can never say of Ue-ncss that

it does not exist, as we can say of Devadatta that he is not a lion. Nor can

it be said that such a nsage is a natural one, though there is no concrete

content of any substance in these sentences like "the Be-ness exists."

The very fact that sncli usage is natural shows that in these sentences also

there is a Vi£esa. The existence of such Visesa is suggested by the ex-

pressive illustration of the water flowing down a hill. The man who

makes a distinction between the Lord and His attributes goes down to

darkness, like the water that falls on a mountain top. In that verso there

is a prohibition of all difference between the Lord and His attributes which

are described there. Fn the absence of such conventional difference, there

cannot be the possibility of the relationship of quality and qualified,

merely because there are many qualities. The category called Visesa

(the specific attribute) therefore exists, oven here, though it is not hero

separate from the substance, but still has a particular function of its oavd.

Nor is it open to the objection of rcgressus in. infinitum, that a Visesa

must have a Visesa of its own, and so on. For we have said above, that

the Visesa here though not separable from the substance (».c, the Lord)

has a function of its own with regard to that substance. Therefore, the

existence of Visesa is proved hero also, as it is an invariable concomitant

of the substance to which it appertains.

Note : The whole discussion about Visesa is necessitated by the fact that there is a

theory held by some NyaiySyikas that qualities are non-eternal, and are accidental.

Some deny also the category called Visesa. The substance alone is eternal and the

Visesa is non-eternal. In this view, the Visesa or the quality becomes non-eternal, if it

exists at all. The qualities of the Lord also become non-eternal. But in the case of
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Brahman the qualities are eternal
;

therefore, Visesa, which is ordinarily different from

the substance, becomes the substance in the case of the I<ord. The quality becomes the

qualified- the Visesa becomes the Dharmiu.

^Idhikarana XV—Bliss of ihc Lord is Ike highest.

Now the author establishes that the bliss of the Lord Han is tho

highest. Had that Miss boon similar to that of tho Jiva, tlioro would

aviso thon no lovo (Bhakti) for such a Lord.

Visayn : The <oxts under this Adhikaraiia aro all those which di>scril)0

tho bliss of tho Lord.

Doubt : Is there jiny difference between the Bnihmie and the Jaivic

bli<-s or is there not ?

I'nnajiahm : There is no difference for tlie Divine bliss is described

in the terms of ordinary worldly bliss, etc., an object denoted by tho term

"jar," cannot be different from jar.

Siddhanta : Tho bliss of the Lord is immeasurable, and cannot be

slated in terms of worldly bliss, as shown in the next Sutra.

sttra in., 2. 32.

"W^ Param, higher than. *T3: Atah, from this (worldly bliss\ Setu,

about a bridge (as in Chh. Up, VIII, 4. 1). JJfjtr Unmana, about being beyond

measure (as in Br Up., VI, t. 23) wr**t Kambandha, about relation, the

proportionate ratio between the two blisses. Bhcda, about difference.

sq<R$vq: Vyapadesebliyah, from the declarations.

•V2. (The bliss, etc., of Brahman are) higlier than

this, as the declarations of "the bridge," "the imir.easur-

ableness," "the relative ratio" and "tho difference" show

this- 351.

CO.MMKNTAUY

The bliss, etc., of Brahman must not be considered like those of the

Jivas. It is infinitely higher in kind and quality. Why do wo say so ?

Because the words used regarding it such as 'the bridge' etc, show
this. Thus in the ChhsindogyaUpanisad, VIII., i. 1, it is said :
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Now this Self is a bridge, and a support, so that these worlds may be kept sepa-
rate.

Hero tlii' bliss of Brahman is described as a bridge supporting the whole

universe.

So also in the Taittiriya Upanisad, 11, l. 1, the bliss of Brahman is said

to be' infinite (Unmana) :

2J«> 31=^1 falh^ WJlicq IRW 9TR?^ «S}<5t fam. ^ PlHfa I

Ho who knows this bliss of Brahman from which the speech together with the

mind return (unable to fully grasp it and describe it), without comprehending it, is never

afraid.

This shows that the bliss of Brahman is immeasurable.

The ratio between the bliss of the Lord and of a hum in being is that
*

between infinity and one. As says the Bi'hadaranyaka Upanisad, IV, 3. 32 :

This is His highest bliss. All other creatures live on a small portion of that bliss.

This shows the relation between the Divine and human bliss.

The difference between the Divine knowledge and the human knowledge

is also shown clearly in the following verse :

9r,-j)3T srre«j sftaRi, m*>i ^ i

The knowledge of the .livas is one thing, the knowledge of the Supreme is another.

The knowledge of the Supreme is declared to be eternal, blissful, immutable and per-

fect.

In the worldly bliss are not to be found these qualities of being a

bridge, etc

The following Sutra answers the objection that an object designated by

the word 'jar' cannot be totally different from a jar.

snm in , 2. 33.

mm% \\\ \ www
HTUT?3ia. SaMnany&t, on account of being perceptible, or from resemblance.

9 Tu, and, but. This word removes the doubt.

.•53. But (the word bliss is applied to human joy, merely) on

account of generic resemblance (and not because the two blisses arc of

the similar nature).—352.

COMMKXTAttY

As even one word 'jar' is applied to all kinds of jars, because all possess

the common quality of being a jar ; so the words bliss, etc., are applied to

human as well as to diviue bliss, etc., merely as a common term, and do
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not indicate any further similarity between tlie two. It is not necessary

that the two should bo individually similar, though they may belong to the

same category. Thus says a text :

The all-pervading Lord is possessed of supreme knowledge, etc., is ever untainted

with the name and species of the qualities of matter : Ho is never touched by them, or

was touched by them, or will ever be touched by them, 0 king.

Tito knowledge of the Supreme is thus different from human know-

lodge.

If Brahman, the substratum of all attributes, is distinct from the whole

universe consisting of sentient and insentient objects, then how do you

explain the following teaching of the Chhandogya Upanisad, III, 14. 1, which

declines the whole world to be Brahman :

All this is verily Brahman. It is produced from Him, lives in Him and merges in

liim. Let one meditate calmly on Him thus.

The next Sutra answers this doubt.

ii., '_\ 8+.

qp»*J || \ | H I \V II

gsjjtr: Buddhyarthah, to aid the understanding. TR*3. Tadavat, as in the

case of the word "Foot."

34. This teaching is iu order to aid the understanding, just like

the word "Foot" (in the Kg Veda, X, !)0. 3, where the world is spoken

of as the foot of Brahman).—353.

COMMENTARY

The whole world is said to bo Brahman in order to help the under-

standing in realising Him, by cognising that every thing is His and is

dependent upon Him. As iu the Rg Veda, X, 90. 3, the whole universe is

said to be one foot of Brahman while His three other feet are in Heaven.

That metaphor is also meant to help the understanding to realise Brahman.

When the mind realises that everything belongs to Brahman, 'Sarvani

kbalvidam Brahman,' and Brahman is in every thing, then its hatred ceases,

for then it can hate no one ; and when all hatreds and prejudices, national,

racial or otherwise, cease, then the mind becomes fit to be inclined

towards the Lord. The texts like these do not teacli that one should feel

attraction for everything, for then that also would be a distraction of

understanding. The sole object of all these toxts is to teach that one should

hate no one, nor love any one more than God.
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Adhikarana XVI—Brahman is not monotonous.

Says an objector : Admitted that Brahman has infinite bliss, etc,

yet it cannot be an object of devout love, because there is dull monotony
in it. The mind seeks variety in its object of lovo.

The author, therefore, now shows that there is such variety of

manifestation also in the object of adoration, the blessed Lord Hari. This

variety is necessary in order to meet the wants of the various emotional

temperaments, and the various moods of one and the same Bhakta. For
if the Lord had not this variety, there would not have existed these various

sorts of Bhaktis. Those various manifestations of the Lord are each

eternal, because the place, etc., where these manifestations (Bhana) are to

be found, are also beginningless. The texts like "though one, He shines

forth as many," show that though there are varieties of manifestation of

the Lord, yet in all thoso places, etc., where such manifestations are taking

place, the Lord is one. It is one Brahman that shines forth in all these

places.

Doubt : Now arises the doubt : Does there occur any decrease or

increase—any distinctions—in these manifestations, owing to their being

various? Are some manifestations full and complete, and others less full

and partial?

Pvtrvapaksa : All manifestations are equally full and perfect for

the substance manifesting is one, and so all its manifestations must be

similar, for all words which are synonyms give rise to the same concep-

tion. So there is no difference in these manifestations.

Siddhdnta : The manifestations are different, as is shown in the

next Sutra.

sutra m., 2. 35.

Wflfttrtra. SthSna-vise§St, from tHe peculiarity of the place. TCTOTf^

PrakfisSdivat, as in the case of (the sun's) light, etc.

35. There is difference in the manifestations of Brahman on

account of the peculiarity of place, etc., where He manifests, as in

the case of the light of the sun.—354.

COMMENTARY

Though the essential form of Brahman is indeed one, yet owing to

the differences of the places of manifestation, and the differences of the

63
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natures of the souls (Bhaktas, dovotees), there arise differences in the

manifestations of Brahman. In some He manifests His Lordliness, in

others His Loveliness, in others His Peacefulness, etc., according as the

Bhakti relation is that of a master and sorvant, the lover and the beloved

the quiet meditating Yogi and the object of meditation, etc. Thus as the

one light of a lamp burning in a temple assumes different manifestations, as

it falls on the different parts of it, according as it is a crystalline surface,

or a wall embedded with rubies, or painted yellow, etc. Or as one air,

passing through various musical instruments, produces different notes,

sharp, high, flat, etc., as the instrument is a conch shell, lute, drum, etc.,

so the ono Brahman manifests as many hued, according to the difference of

the receptacle.

The sense in this. Where there is the manifestation of tho Supreme

Lordliness of Brahman, there the Bhakti is moved and guided by Law.

[All staid and sober Bhaktas love the Lord, as the slave loves the master:

Their God is a God of Power and Glory.) It is like the light of a lamp

burning in a temple made of pure white crystal—where the reflected light

is pure in its brilliancy and is dazzling in its effect. But where in addition

to Lordliness, there is manifestation of the Loveliness of Brahman also,

there the Bhakti is moved not by the fear of the law, but by the force of

love. There the light is less dazzling but more sweet—it is the light

burning in a temple made of rosy rubies.

Thus Bhakti is different according to the emotional nature of the

Bhaktas, i.e., the worshipers of the Lord.

SUTRA itt., 2. 36.

3<W%: Upapatteh, because of the possibility: of the reasonableness.

Cha, and.

36. And so the text of the Chhandogya Upanisad (III., 14. 1.)

becomes appropriate.—355.

COMMENTARY

According to this explanation, the text .of the Chhfindogya Upani§ad

HI., 14. 1., also becomes reasonable. It says "as is one's faith (Kratu), so

is his reward" which means that according to the nature of one's Bhakti,

is the vision of the Lord in the next life.

Thus it is established that one Brahman has different manifestations,

according to the differences of the receptacles in which He shines forth.
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Adhiharana XVII—The Lord is the Highest.

Tho author now establishes that the Lord is the Highest For if

there exists any other Being higher than the Lord, then there cannot arise

Bhakti for such a Lord.

Visaya : In the Sve'asVaNra Upanisad we read (IIL, 8)

:

I know that great Person.

This and the subsequent verses describe tho Brahman as the Highest

But then it says in HI., 10. a<fr q&lKK etc, "that which is beyond

that (Brahman) is without form, otc." This shows that there is something

beyond Brahman and therefore higher than Brahman.

Doubt : Is there any object higher than Brahman who is the object

of our worship ?

Ptirvapaksa : Thoro is something higher than Brahman, as tho

abovo text shows.

Siddhctnta : The following Sutra refutes this.

sOtea in., 2. 37.

?WT Tathfi, similarly, so Brahman is the highest. Anya, of the othor,^

of the higher, ifrrtoia Pratisedh&t, owing to the denial or prohibition (to look

upon).

37. Thus Brahman alone is the Highest, because

there is denial of any other higher being.—356.

COMMENTARY

Thus Brahman is the Highest of all, because the Scriptures deny the

existence of any other higher entity. In the same Svetasvatara Upanisad

we find (IE., 9)

:

To whom there is nothing superior, from whom there is nothing different, than whom

there is nothing smaller or larger.

Thus this very Upanisad refutes the idea of any higher being than

Brahman. The full text of the Svetasvatara is not open to the interpreta-

tion put upon it by the Purvapaksin. The whole verse is given below

:

I know that Great Person, of sun-like lustre, beyond the darkness. A man who

knows Him truly, passes over death ; there is no other path to go.
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This teaches that the knowing of this Great Person is the only path

to liberation, there is no other path than such knowledge. Having taught

this the $ruti goes on to strengthen this position by saying (III., 9)

:

This whole universe is filled by this Person, to whom there is nothing superior,

from whom there is nothing different, than whom there is nothing smaller or larger, who
stands alone, fixed like a tree in the sky.

This verse also shows that the Brahman is the Highest, and that it

is impossible for any other being to be equal to or higher than Him.

Then comes the tenth verse (which has been distorted by the Purva-

paksin, as teaching that there is something higher than Brahman). To
show that the interpretation of the opposite party is wrong, the whole of

the verse is given below :

*R?t e^w sreRir, 5rfs£^cTiet snaifaTfq ufa i

That which is beyond this (world), that is without form and without suffering.

They who know Him, become immortal, but others suffer pain indeed.

"That which is beyond this"—does not mean "that which is

beyond this Brahman," but "boyond this world." In fact, this verse

also teaches the same as the preceding verse—namely, that there is nothing

higher than Brahman. Tho word "Tatah"—'than this' should not be
taken as applying to Brahman. The whole context is against such inter-

pretation. If the interpretation of the Purvapaksin be taken as correct,

then the statements in the preceding verses 8 and 9 would become false,

for they say that there is nothing higher than Brahman. Even the Lord
Himself has declared in the Gita (VII., 7)

:

There is naught whatsoever higher than I, 0 DhanaSjaya. All this is threaded on
Me, as rows of pearls on a string.

Thus there is nothing higher than the Lord.

Adhikarana XVIII— The Lord is All-pervading.

Now in order to show that the object of adoration is always near, the
author teaches the all-pervadingness of the Lord. For if the Lord were
not ever near, there would be discouragement in the heart, and so there
would arise looseness of love. (If the Lord were at a great distance, how
could the worshipper reach Him and how could he feel any love for such
an absent far-off deity ?)

Visaya : The Gratis declare (Gopfila Purva Tapani) :

^ *tf ati: s*i imi, na?rsft 5^ ^ ^ fJrmftt 1
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Krsija, the adorable, is one, the controller of all, and all-pervading. Though one,

He shines forth as many.

Doubt : Now arises the doubt : Is this Hari the object of meditation,

something limited, or all-pervading ?

Purvapaks& : The Lord is limited. In experience He appears

to have a middlo size (neither atomic nor all-pervading). Moreover, in

worshipping Him, He is looked upon as different from all the world and

its modifications. Therefore, the world is excluded from Brahman—and

thus it limits Brahman ; for Brahman is not where the world is. Thus

for both these reasons, the Lord is a limited entity and is not all-pervad-

ing.

Siddhanta : The Lord is all-pervading, as is shown in the next

Sutra.

sutra in., 2. 38.

sfo qlw^rcrc^ffw ii \ i x i \* ii

T^l Anena, from him, by the Supreme Person. sIt?^ Sarvagatatvam,

being present everywhere. STPTPT Ayfima, about occupying all space, or about

extent JWrftwr: ^abdSdibhyah, from scriptural statements, etc.

38. (Even in the Middle Form), there is the all-pervadingness

of this Supreme Person, because of the scriptural statements, like

occupying all space, etc.—357.

COMMENTARY

The Supreme Person, even in His Middle Form, is endowed with

the quality of all-pervadingness. Not only the atomic and the infinite

forms are all-pervading, but this Middle Form—the form worshipped by

men, is also all-pervading. Why do we say so ? Because the word Ay&ma

or occupying all space is used about this Middle Form also. The word

"idi," "and the like," in the Sutra shows that the Lord possesses also

inconceiveable powers, etc., by which even in His Middle Form He is all-

pervading. Thus the text of the GopSla Purva Tapani quoted above

(Sarvagah Krsnab) shows that the Middle Borm ^Krsna is all-pervading

also. Similarly, the following text of the Taittiriya Iranyaka corroborates

the same view :

m ftfs=^ arcs at pR?r ?^rsPr *r i

Ndrdyana exists pervading all—inside and outside— all whatsoever that is seen or heard

in this world.

This also shows the all-pervadingness of the Middle Form, the form

NfirSyana. This all-pervadingness of the Middle Form is through the
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inconceivable mysterious power of the Lord. He Himself says in the

Gitfi (IX., 4 and 5) :

By Me all this world is pervaded in My un manifested aspect ; all beings have root

in Me, I am not rooted in them.

Nor have beings root in Me ; behold My sovereign Yoga ! The support of beings,

yet not rooted in beings, My Self their efficient cause.

Nor does the Lord becomo limited by the existence of other worldly

objects. The Lord is not excluded from the space occupied by such objects.

For the above text says, "He is inside and outside every thing." Therefore,

another illustration speaks of Him "as the butter in the curd, as the oil

in the sesamum seed." Therefore, it is proved that Hari is a worthy object

of worship, as He is all-pervading. This is further demonstrated in the

uarrative of Sri Krsna in the Tenth Skandha, where He is bound by a

cord which gave Him the name of DSmodara. In the BhSgavata (Tenth

Skandha) it is thus said by Suka :

'ftftart^**' 5I5TT silta q«ff II

He who has neither inside nor outside, neither front nor back, but who is both inside
and outside of the world, in its front and in its back, yea, who is the world itself—
Him considering as her son, as a mortal child, Him the unchangeable and Immutable,
the cowherdess bound by a cord, as if He was an ordinary infant.

The reason of this has been given by us before under the Sutra
snfolHtfsrrs;, etc.

Adhikarana XIX—The Lord is the Giver of all fruits.

The author now describes that the Lord is the giver of all fruits.

Otherwise, if He did not give rewards of actions, or gave inadequate
rewards, He would be considered as a niggardly person and no Bhakti
would flow towards Him.

Visaya : In the Prasna Dpanisad, III, 7, we read :

ST^H STT sffa *Rf?r I

He leads them to the world of the virtuous who have done virtuous deeds.

Doubt : Here arises the doubt -Are the rewards, such as Heaven,
etc., the effect of sacrifices alone, or are they given by the Supreme Lord ?
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Ffirvapakaa : They are results of sacrifices, etc. He who does

good acts gets heaven, he who does not do good acts does not get

heaven. There is no scope for the Lord here.

SiddhAnta : The following Sutra refutes this.

SUTRA III., 2. 39.

"TJ^qfl 3<N%. II \ | ^ | U II

TkTH; Phalam, the fruit, ner: Atah, from him only. 3<ro%: Upapatteh, be-

cause it is possible, reasonable.

39. The fruit is given by Him only, for that is the more reasonable

view to hold.—358.

COMMENTARY

Heaven, etc., which are the fruits of sacrifices, etc., are awarded by

the Supreme Lord alone, because it is more reasonable to believe that

an eternal, omniscient, omnipotent, all- compassionate Being awards such

rewards, than that any inert entity like sacrifice, etc, which is transient,

gives such reward. The Lord, pleased by the performance of sacrifices,

etc, by men gives the reward in proper time, though after a certain

lapse of it But sacrifices themselves are non-intelligent forces, they

cease to exist as soon as performed, it is not possible for them to award

their fruits. The acts by themselves are non-efficient. It is the moral

Ruler who awards rewards and punishments—not arbitrarily, but according

to one's deeds.

The author now gives a proof of this in the next Sutra.

SUTRA hi.. 2. 40.

II \ \\ i
» ° II

sra?^ SVutatvSt because of the declaration of the Sruti. 1 Cha, also.

40. Because the Sruti also declares that Brahman awards all

rewards of action.—359.

COMMENTARY

In the Brhaddranyaka Upanisad III., 9. 28, we read:

Brahman who is knowledge and bliss, is the principle, both to him who gives gifts

and also to him who stands firm and knows.

So also in BrhadSranyaka Upanisad IV , 4. 24 :

a it «w jtcpw *rrmr *r«rreT *e?w*, ft<& «rg *r *x ^ I

This indeed is the great, the unborn Self, the strong, the giver of wealth. He
who knows this obtains wealth.
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Thus these texts of the Brhadfiranyaka Upanisad show that the reward

is given by the Lord.

The "giver of gifts" in the above passage, means the Yajamftna, the

sacrifices The word RStih in the above means the fruit-producing.

The author now states a different opinion as held by some.

SUTRA in., 2. 41.

qiH Dharmam, Dharma, the performance of the duty (as the reward-

giver) %fafiT: Jaiminih, Jaimini (holds), iffrtf Ataheva, from Him only.

41. According to Jaimini, Dharma (which directly gives the

rewards of actions), arises from Him (the Lord).—360.

COMMKNTARV

Jaimini holds that Dharma alone comes from Him, the Supremo

Lord, and not the fruit The very Karma (which directly gives the fruit)

comes from the Lord. For says a iWti (Kaus. Up., III., 8.) :

He makes him do good works whom He wishes to take to higher worlds.

According to Jaimini, it is not necessary to hold that the fruit of

work is directly given by the Lord. For Karma alone has the power of

producing such fruit, by the rule of agreement and difference. Where

there is good Karma, there is good fruit Where there is not good

Karma, there is no such fruit. It is, therefore, useless to suppose that the

Lord awards fruit The activity of the Lord ceases by producing the

proper Karma.

But, says an objector, Karmas are transitory, they are not capable

of producing an effect at a distance of time. Nor is it possible that

something existent should come out of a non-entity.

To this we reply : It is not so. For though a Karma ceases to

exist as soon as done, it leaves behind a force called Apurva. The Karma

ceases to exist only after producing this Apurva. This Apurva gives the

reward to the doer of an act even after a lapse of time, the fruit being

appropriate to the Karma. This is the opinion of Jaimini.

The author gives his own opinion in the next Sutra.

sutra m., 2. 42.

3 tf^W* II ? I ? I »? II

Pnrvam, what is aforesaid, i. e., the Lord is the bestower of rewards.

3 Tu, but TOWTO: Badar&yanab, Bftdrftyana (holds), 'fcg Hetu, of the cause.

*«»M^Jtii?t. Vyapade&t on account of designation.
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42. Bat Badarayana holds that the aforesaid Brahman
is the hestower of rewards, because the reason for it is shown in the

scripture.— 361.

COMMENTARY

The word 'but' removes the doubt raised in the preceding Sutra.

The holy BadarSyana holds that tho aforementioned Supreme Lord is the

immediate giver of rowards. Why does ho hold this view ? Because the

scripture gives tho reason for this. Tho PraSua Upanisad says, (III., 2), "He
leads him to the region of the best who does good deeds. He leads

him to the region of tho sinnors who commits evil deeds." This Srutt

clearly shows that the bestowing of rewards is the direct act of the Lord
and not through the mediation of Dliarma. Since Karmas cease to exist

as soon as done, they exhaust their force and cannot be instruments in

producing any result. Moreover, the very existence of Karma is dependent

upon Brahman. For the texts say that Matter, Time, Karma, etc.,

are dependent upon Brahman. Thus it is proved that Brahman alone

sets persons to do good or bad deeds, He is the causative agent in every

Karma.

As to tho reasoning that Karma, though ceasing to exist, leaves,

an Apurva behind, and that such Apurva produces rewards, that is a lame

reasoning. The Apurva or Adr§ta is as much an insentient object as

a clod of earth or a piece of wood, and it has no power to produce any

effect Nor do the scriptures mention any such thing as Apurva.

But, says an objector : The sacrifice* go to propitiate Devas, and these

Devas, being so propitiated, give the desired reward. The Supreme need

not be dragged in to give the reward of sacrifices, which are done by

inferior agents.

To this we reply. It is under the sanction of the Supremo Deva that

these inferior Devas give rewards of action. This has been proved in

the Antaryamin Brfihmana where the Supreme Lord is declared to be the

Inner Ruler of all Devas. Therefore, tho Lord is the bestower of rewards.

The biesse4 Sri Krsna himself has said so in the Gita (VII, 21-22)

:

aft *fr jit 2ji eig «T«j)Tsf^gfJrs@Fr% I

tot tott^t «rei ar*N ftwFqw: n H n

Any devotee who seeketh to worship with faith any uuch aspect, I verily bestow

the unswerving faith of that man.

5r«?r ^ ot: wrpgfa ftffcnf**m " ^ »

He, endowed with that faith, seeketh the worship of such a one, and from him he

obtaineth his desires, I verily decreeing the benefits.

64
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It is, therefore, said that the Lord, propitiated by sacrifices, etc.,

gives the reward (either as a temporal bliss or liberation). Nor is there

any limit to the generosity of the Lord. Propitiated with devotion, Ho

may give Himself even to his devotee, as will be taught later on in

in., 4. 1.

Thus in these two Pfidas (III., 1 and 2) have been shown the means

of attaining Brahman which consist in a deep yearning (Literally, thirst)

to reach Brahman, and equally strong disgust for anything other than

Him : and which mental attitude is
,

acquired by contemplating over the

multifarious attributes of the Supreme Self, such as His having the form

of Pure Intelligence, His being the Controller of the whole Universe and

by realising that he is free from all faults, while this world is full of all

iaults, in the shape of birth, pain and death.



THIRD ADHYAYA

Third Pada

He who, overcoming M&y& by His Pari Sakti, ever devotes His attributes and deeds

(to the good of his creation), may that God Krsna, whose body is Pure Intelligence,

shine forth in my mind.

Note : The verse may be applied to Sri Chaitanya also whose body Krsna took for

the manifestation of his deeds and qualities.

In this PSda is treated the methods of meditating on the various

attributes of the Lord. The fact here is this. In the Own Form of the

Supreme Self, the Highest Person, there exist always manifest many
eternally perfect forms, all mysterious and wonderful, as there exist in

the crystalline gem many hues and colours. Understanding that the

Lord is fulness and perfection, without being limited by these forms and
yet fully mainfost through every one of these, the man selects any one of

these, suitable to his taste, as a special object of his worship and meditation.

Every form of the Lord has a certain number of qualities specific to

it The form has other qualities. The man must meditate on the specific

form chosen by him, with the attributes taught about that particular

form: but all the same the attributes taught about the other forms, and
not taught about his chosen form, should also be meditated upon as

existing in his special object of worship. Thus he who meditates on

Brahman as mind (as is taught in the Taittiriya Upanisad, Bhrguvalll) must

collate all the attributes of the mind not only from his own particular Yedic

fkkhft, but from other $8khfis also where meditation on Brahman in the

form of mind is taught. Of course, in meditating on Brahman as mind,

he must not bring together attributes not belonging to mind (such as,

those of food, though Brahman is taught to be meditated upon as food

also). In fact, only those attributes are to be supplied from other rjftkhfis,

which are taught about the particular object of meditation, and not any

attributes in general

Others, however, say thus. One Supreme Brahman manifests as Rama
or Krsna, etc., like an actor, appearing at different times and places,

under different characters, and shows forth different qualities and performs

various acts, appropriate to the occasion; therefore, all attributes taught

regarding one manifestation may, without incongruity, be meditated upon

with regard to another manifestation. There is nothing impossible
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or unharmonious in this : because the entity manifesting is one though he

shows forth his different aspects.

It may be objected that some attributes and forms are so self-contradic-

tory that they cannot bo the object of simultaneous meditation ; thus

sweetuess and luxuriousness are incompatible in the meditation on Rama

while they are perfectly harmonious attributes in Krsna : while peaceful-

ness and austerity are good attributes to meditate in Nara-Narayana, but

hardly in others : so also ferocity, power and lordliness go in very well with

the meditation on Man-Lion, but not with others : meditation on all these

attributes (i. e:, sweetness, lordliness, luxuriousness, peacefulness, austereness,

ferocity, etc.) simultaneously, is evidently incongruous. So also there are

certain forms which are incongruous.

Thus meditating on the AvatSras of Eish or Boar as playing on lute,

or carrying conch, discus, bow and arrow : or meditating on an Avatfira

in human form, such as Kama and Kr§na, as having horns, tail, mane, tusk,

etc., would be an incongruous form-meditation. Of such meditations, it is

said in the Mahabharata :

fife hi St tri m^l^iemwffciii 11

, He who meditates on the itman as different from its true form, has committed the

greatest sin, for he is a thief who steals the self.

Therefore both on the basis of reason and of authority, such incongruous

meditation should not be done.

To this, it is answered that by collation of qualities is meant the

collation of those, qualities only which are suitable for a simultaneous

meditation and not of incongruous qualities.

_' Now, meditating on attributes not taught in connection with a particular

UpasanS but taught with regard to another, may be of two sorts : either

meditating on the essence of those attributes, or merely forming a mental

idea of them. The first kind belongs to the class of devotees called

Svanistha The last belongs to those called Ektntins. It will be taught in

the next P&da, that there are three sorts of worshippers, Svanistha,

Parini§thita, and Nirapeksa. Among these three kinds, the Svanisthas

(who are generally office-bearers in the Cosmic hierarchy, holding posts

like those of the four-faced Brahma", eta), are universalists—they hare

equal love lor all forms ; and meditate on all forms of the Lord and

always collate all the attributes oi tue "Lord touud in every toxin, Va theix

meditation. There is no incongruity in meditating in one form with attri-

butes belonging to all diverse contrary forms. For it is possible to realise
all these contradictory attributes in one form, in a succession of time, as
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it is possible to see different hues in the prism at different times. The
other two kinds of devotees-the Parinisthita and Nirapeksas are, however,
less liboral - (they may bo called sectarians, jealous to maintain the dig-
nity of their particular God). Their love is not universal, but limited—
not Sama-priti, but Visjama-priti. They meditate only on those attributes

which their particular Form of the Adorable manifests, and they see only
those attributes and are blind to others. Though they know that the Lord
has other forms and other attributes also, but they, being exclusionists, do
not meditate over those attributes nor look at those Forms : for they are of

no use to them, nor those forms and attributes become manifest to them.

This will bo mado clearer in a subsequent Adhtkarana. As regards the

verse from tho MahSbh&rata, it denounces those hard-hearted Advaitins

who think the Lord to bo mere knowledge without bliss and other

attributes. (They deny bliss to Brahman, and hold that joy is an attribute of

matter and not of spirit).

But they forget that the wholo purport of the scriptures is to teach

that Brahman is full of all auspicious qualities, and is not Nirguna ; and

that by knowing this Saguna Brahman, a man becomes free from all

fears; and that the scriptures teach that this Saguna Brahman should be

searched after by the seeker of liberation. In the Dahara VidyS (Chhfindogya

Upanisad, VII I., 1. 1-6) the Lord is taught to possess all auspicious qualities, and

it is said: "That which is within this lotus, He is to be sought for, He is

to be understood." Similarly, in the Taittirtya Upanisad It, 4. 1, it is

declared that knowing Brahman as bliss a man doos not fear anything.

The Advaitins hold that these Gunas do not really belong to Brahman
but are attributed to It as a convention or as a superimposition. But this

is a mero fancy of theirs There can be no superimposition—for it occurs

there where a quality really exists in one thing, and is wrongly imagined

to exist in another, as the red colour of the lotus is superimposed on the

white crystal. But these Gunas (e.g., omnipotence, omniscience, bliss, etc.)

are not found in anybody else; and so they could not be an object of

suporimposition in Brahman, when they are non-existent outside of Brah-

man. Nor can these Gunas be said to bo merely conventional: for there is

no statement to that effect in the scriptures. They are real concrete attri-

butes of Brahman, and are not to be taken in a metaphorical or allegorical

sense.

But, says the objector, the scriptures do use metaphorical language:

as in the Brhadfiranyaka Upanisad, V., 8-1, ifi ^gUflfa, "Let him meditate

on speech as cow." But, because in one passage the scriptures make a

metaphorical statement, to hold that all statements about Brahman are

metaphorical, is a sign of weakness of intellect for, if Ms Fare so, tia&n &e
statement "Let him meditate on Atman" would also become metaphorical;
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and meditation of every kind will come to an end. Even the Advaitins

admit that some meditations, at least, aro not taught metaphorically in the

scriptures, but are true literally. Thus in explaining the Sutras III, 3. 12
and III., 3. 38, even the Advaitins hold that meditation on Brahman as bliss

is actually taught; Brahman is not to be imagined as bliss, for the purposes

of meditation, as the speech is imagined as cow. But Brahman is bliss.

Similarly, in explaining III., 3. 38, they say that the Jiva and the Lord must
be meditatod upon as identical—not imagined as identical, but that they are

identical. Thus according to the Advaitins also, the scriptures do teach

in some places, meditation on real attributes and not on fictitious qualitios.

"Why should not then the scriptures be construed consistently throughout ?

Why should some attributes be taken as real Gunas of Brahman, and the

others as fictitious superimpositions ?

But, says the Advaitin, the scriptures describe Brahman as Nirguna:

and, therefore, we say that all the so-called Gunas of Brahman are really

crutches for meditation, and do not properly belong to Brahman, who is

Nirguna. To this we reply, that all such Nirguna passages are to be construod

as teaching that Brahman has not the Gunas of Prakrti (Sattva, Rajas and
Tamas)—but Ho possesses transcendental non-Prakrtic Guna*. In the view
that the qualities aro not separate from the qualified, every thing is

reconciled.

The Gunas to be meditated upon aro of two sorts—the Gunas consti-

tuting the spiritual essence of the object of meditation, and the Gunas
appertaining to the form of such object. The Gunas like omnipotence,
omniscience, etc., belong to the first kind ; the Gunas like smiling face, etc.

are of the second kind. The Gunas of the first kind may all be collated

together in a single meditation. Tn fact, the full conception of the Lord
is possible only in this way, by bringing together all His attributes, scat-

tered in different passages of the scriptures.

Adhikarana I—The Lord is the Quest.

Visaya: Now in order to establish' that all Gunas may be com-
prised in a single act of meditation, the author first proves that 'the
Lord is the object of search in alljthe Yedas^and that alljjhe* Vedas
declare Him. All texts about meditation may be considered as Visaya
texts in this connection.
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Doubt : Is Brahman to be known according to the modes of

meditation taught by one's own Sakha, or according to the modes taught

in other &&kh&s also ?

Purvapaksa : The SSkh&s being different, and their teachings

being different, Brahman must be realised according to the practices

taught in one's own S&kha. The omission should not be supplied from

other SSkhas.

SiddMnta : This view is refuted in the following Sutra :

S1JTRA III., 3. 1.

Sarva, all. ^ Veda, the Vedas. ws=fr Anta, the settled conclusion, the

truth, q??^ Pratyayam, tlie knowledge, the object or meaning, realisation.

^<Wlft ChodanMi, of the injunction and others. By 'others' is meant reasoning.

Tfa^fia Avise§at, on account of the non-speciality, or non-difforonce, similarity.

1. Brahman is the object of knowledge taught in the truths of all

the Vcdas, because the injunctions (and reasonings, etc.) are all

similar.—362.

COMMENTARY

The word 'Anta' in the Sutra means firmly established conclusion

:

and it is used in this sense in the Gita also (II., 16)

:

The truth about both hath been perceived by the seers of the essence of things.

The truth which all the Vcdas seek to teach mankind is

the knowledge about Brahman. Why do we say so ? Because all the

Vedic injunctions and the like, have this in common that they

all are directed towards this end. The words "and the like" mean

reasoning. Thus the injunction of the Vedas says (BrhadSranyaka Upanisad,

I, 4. 7) : W»5%ifm?fta, "Let men worship Him as Atman." The injunc-

tions like the abovo, with similar reasonings, prove that the Atman or the

Supreme Self is the object of worship onjoinod in the Vedas. As the

above injunction is found in the Madhyandina roscension of the Brhad-

Sranyaka, so is it found in the KSnva rescension also. All SSkMs are

agreed in enjoining the worship of Brahman.

Says an objector : In some places Brahman is described as knowledge

and bliss (ftfi«WR*i m, Br. Up., III., 9. 28), in other places he is called

omniscient and all-understanding ( 1: *mfta, Mund., L, 1. 9). Thus

every skkhfi gives a different description and so the object described

must be different in each. Therefore, Brahman is not the common object,

described in all the S^khSs.
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This objection is raised and answered in the next Sutra :

siitra. in., 3. 2.

^frfttftFUfq I \ I \ I H II

Bhedat, owing to tho differenco ( in the statements about Brahman

in the different SSkhas). 1 Na, not. *f% Iti, as, so. Chet, if. Eka-

sySm, in the one and the same (Sakha), fft Api, also, even.

2. If it be objected that the descriptions being different, one

Brahman is not enjoined by all Sakhas, we reply it is not so. Because

in the one and the same Sakha, the other attributes of Brahman are

also mentioned. —363.

COMMENTAEY

The objection is not valid. Tho samo SSkha, which mentions that

Brahman is knowledge and bliss, describes him also as omniscient and

all-understanding. Thus in the Taittiriya Upanisad Brahman is described not

only as True, knowledge, and infinity, but He is described as bliss also. In

fact, all these words employed in different S&kh&s, convey the idea

of one Brahman and His various attributes. Thus there is no conflict even

between these various Sakhas.

sotba m., 3. 3.

mfa ft *w^i*f^m*i i \ i \ i \ n

ffpsqrq^ Svadhyayasya, of the study of the scriptures, i. e., tho Vedas.
5WR^ Tathatvena, on account of being such : being generic in their force,

ft Hi, indeed. WT^ft Samachare, in all ceremonies, in performing all sacred acts.

Vfowm. Adhikarat, owing to the eligibility of all to study all and perform all.

^ Cha, and.

3. The injunction about the study of the Vedas being general, (the

whole of the Vedas may bo studied by all), and because all have the
right to perform every ceremony mentioned in the Vedas.—364.

COMMENTARY

In the Taittiriya Aranyaka, n., 15, there is the injunction **p>-!/T*fts*W,
The Vedas should be studied." This injunction is in general terms-it
does not say, "study only a particular Sakha, but study all the Vedas."
In fact, it enjoins the study as study (Tathatvena) and not as belonging
to a particular Sakha. Therefore, the entire Veda must be learnt The
Smrti also ordains that the twice-born should study the entire Veda
together with its secret doctrine (Manu). Moreover, every one has a right
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to perform all the various rites laid down iu the Vedas—lie is not con-
fined to his own Sakh&, but has the option to perforin the ceremonies
laid down in other Sakhas also, if lie has the ability to do so. Hj also says

the Smyti :

*&fi5ti*i1' qCTTOKRT: sl^T: I

The ceremonies may always be performed according to tho methods laid down in

all the Vcdas : because bliss is the fruit of the performance of these rites, under whatever
form they may be done. The rule that the ceremonies should be performed according to

the method laid down in one's particular Sakhfi is a concession to human weakness, for

all have not tho power to study the different SiSkhas, Vyfoa, seeing that men were

incapable of performing all the ceremonies, divided the Vcdas into Sakhils, and made
obligatory only certain ceremonies according to certain Siikhas.

Therefore, it is established that Brahman may be realised bj n't the

religious practices taught in all the Sakhas of the Vcdas, if a man has

power to do so. ([f ho has not such power, let him try to realise Ilitn

according to tho particular practice laid down in his o -vu Sakha.)

The author nest gives an illustration of indirect reasoning leading to the

same conclusion.

sCth.v nr., 3. 4..

fifaw i ? i \ i » ii

HT^a; Savavat, as in the case of the seven libations or sacrifices. ^ Cha,

and. <3% Tat, that, faqis Niyamali, the injunction, the rule.

4. Autl that rule is (not) like (the injunction about) the Seven

Libations.—365.

COMMENTARY

The Savas are the seven libations (Homas) beginning with the Saurya

aud ending with the Sataudana libation. They are restricted to tho

Juharvanikas—the keeper of one-fire. The people of other S&khfts who

keep three fires, are uot permitted to perform these Sava libations, since

they are connected with those who keep one lire. There being no such

restriction with regard to the worship of Brahman, from this indirect

reasoning also we learn, that He may be worshipped according to all the

methods laid down in any scripture ; by those persons who have studied

all the Vedas.

-Vote : The Sava-rule is restricted to the Stharvanikas, and may not be performed

by the followers of the other Vedas. Not so, however, tho rule about the Brahman-wor-

ship : which is universal, and is not the peculiar heritage of any particular Veda-school.

65
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The proper translation of the Sfttra requires a "not" in it ; for the reasoning is indirect

here and is better brought out by such an insertion.

Or the Sutra muy bo sfaa^^ instead of S^ti-}^ II If that reading

be adopted, then it would mean that as in the absence of any obstacles all

water flows down naturally into the sea, so all the texts of the scriptures

converge into Brahman and describe Him alone. This rule is dependent

upon the power of the individual. If lie lias mastered all the Vedas, he

can worship Him with all the Vedic Mantras. In this view, the Sutra

should be translated thus : "And that injunction is but analogous to the

case of water." (Madliva). As is said in the Agni Purana :

2?*jt swftai sf«ra *i?c3T srowi a^i
<w gstffa mwft juror m fat^ ii

Just as the waters of the rivers, if unobstructed, go to the sea, so all the words of

the Vedas conduce to the knowledge of Urahraan, according to the power of the man.

The author next quotes an express text to prove his position.

StTRA in.., 3. 5.

W$ ^ 1 \ \ \ I V II

Dar&vyati, shows (the scripture). ^ Clia, and.

5. And the Scripture shows this directly.—r>0 0.

COMMKXTAHY

In the Katha Upauisad 1., 2-lo, we have :

Whose form and essential nature all the Vedas declare and in order to attain Whom
they prescribe austerities, desiring to know Whom the great unci perform Brahmacharya,

that Symbol I will briefly tell thee, it is Om.

This text shows that the Blessed Hari is the goal aimed at by all the

Vedas. The force of the word 'and' in the Sutra is to imply : 'If the man
has the ability.' Therefore, it follows that all men, who have the ability

to do so, should worship Brahman with all the methods taught in all the

SSkhits. But those who have no such ability, must worship according to

the rules • of his own particular Sakha. Because the Lord is known by all

and each one of these methods.

Though this proposition was established in the Sutra, 'Tat tu sama-

nvayat' (I., 1. 4) also, yet it is re-stated here, in connection with the topic of

the collation of all the Ouuas of Brahman, as appropriate to the occasion.

Such repetition is no fault, but helps to strengthen the argument.
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Adhikarana II—All the attributes of Brahman may be

collated.

The above discussion about the Lord being the goal aimed at by all

Vedic teachings, was undertaken as a prelude to the proposition that all

the Gunas of the Lord scattered in different Sakhas should be collated to

form a complete conception of Brahman.

Thus in the Oopala I'lirva Tapani Upanisad the Brahman is described

as having the form of a cowherd, blue as Tamala leaf, dressed in yellow

raiment, adorned with the Kaustubha gem, playing on a lute, surrounded

by cows, cowherds and cowherdesses, the tutelary deity of (rokula. This

is the essential form of Brahman. (See the full extract under Sutra III.,

2. 17).

But in the Rama I'urva Tapani, Brahman is described as Rama having

Sita on his left, holding a bow in his hand, the killer of Raksasas like the

ten-headed Ravana, and the ruler of Ayodhya, etc, as follows :

5f??fT eff«: WW ft5FiraT3RW: I

I Taving I'rakrti (Sitit) as his companion, of green colour like that of Dnrvit, having

yellow dress, and matlcd locks of hair, two arms, adorned with ear-ornaments, and a

garland of jewels, wise, and holding a bow in his hand.

Such like is the description of Brahman given in that Upanisad.

"While a third description of Brahman is given in the Nrsimha Up-

anisad, as having a very dreadful face frightening even to the great Dovas

like Brahma, etc., the Lord in the form of a Man-Lion. In the Mantra

sacred to Man-Lion, the word 'terrible' ( ) occurs : and the Upanisad

asks :

Why is he called the Terrible ? and it gives the answer in these words : Since all

the worlds are terrified by looking at this form— all the Devas, and all the creatures

run away through fear of him, and he is not afraid of any one, he is called the Terrible.

(As says the Sruti) : From terror of it the wind blows, from terror the Sun rises, from

terror of it Agni and Indra, yea, Death runs as the fifth.

While another text describes Brahman as Trivikrama—the Dwarf

encompassing the universe with bis three steps. In the Rg Veda, I., 154.

1, we find :

I will proclaim the mighty deeds of Visnu, how he created the earth, the words

below it, how he fixed fast the vast firmament and the worlds above it (where dwell the

Freed ones with Him) and how he encompassed them all with his three glorious strides.

Like the sacrifices which are different, because the Dcvatas invoked

and the offerings made are different, so here also the UpasanSs must be
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different, because the qualities are different (and all the above four kinds of

meditation cannot refer to one Brahman).

Doubt : Therefore, arises the doubt : Should the Gunas mentioned

in one UpAsana (form of meditation) bo comprised in the other Upasana or

should it not ?

Pttrvapahsa : The meditation becomes fruitful by dwelling over

the attributes read together in one place. The attributes mentioned in

another Upasana should not bo dwelt upon, and comprised together, because

no higher fruit is gained thereby, and because the attributes being contra-

dictory, would creato disharmony in meditation.

Siddnanta : The next Sutra refutes this view.

Sl*'THA TIL, 3. 6.

3<rasn: Upasaihlianil}, the combination (of all the qualities). W^T^C, Artha-

bhedat, owing to the non-difference in the object, i.e., the object of meditation

being Brahman alono in every case. Artha means the characteristics of Brah-

man. There is no differewce in them, faft Yidhi, of the duties enjoined (by

the scriptures), injunctions. Sesavat, as in the case of the remainder,

the complemetary. 611^ Sam&ne, in the case of a common meditatiou on the

(excellences) befitting (Brahman), being the same, being common to several

SakhSs. % Cha, only.

0. Only ill the case of common meditation, the particulars

mentioned in each Sahhfi may be combined, since there is no

difference in the subject-matter, just as in the case of what is comple-

mentary to injunctions.—367.

C'OMMEN'TAHY

The word 'Cha' in the Sutra lias the force of exclusion. "Where the

meditation is common, namely, where it is of equal character, having for

its sole object the pure Brahman, in that TJp&sana" only, all the qualities

mentioned in each place should be combined together in one act of medi-

tation. "Why so ? Because Arthfibhedat—because, there is no difference in

the characteristics of Brahman, the subject of meditation. His characteris-

tics are everywhere, non- different, that is to say, identically the same. As

an illustration, the Sutra says Vidhise§a-vat : just as in the case of what

is complementary to injunction. "The case is analogous to that of the

things subordinate to some sacrificial performance as, for example, the

Agnihotra. The Agnihotra also is one performance, and therefore, its sub-

ordinate members, although they may be mentioned in different texts, have

to be combined iuto one whole."—Dr. Thibaut's Sankara.
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In the Kama Uttara Tapani there is a string of Mantras about Sri

Rama, where all forms are combined. Thus, one of these Mantras says :

Here the forms of the Avataras of the Fish, the Tortoise, etc., arc combined in the

meditation of Sri Kitma.

Similarly, in the meditation on Sri Krsna, there is the combination

of other forms like those of Sri Rama, etc., in the Mantra of the Gopala

Burva Tapani, ^sft W l^n affswifir l "lie who though one, manifests

as many."

Similarly, in the Bhagavata I'tuana, Tenth Skandha, Akriira ad-

dresses Sri Krsna as : imm^smm % etc., "Salutation to

Ihee/.OJicst of the race of Haghu (jr., Kama), the destroyer of Havana.''

Here Krsna is identified with Rama So also in other books there are

other identifications.

Xote : This identification is permissible only when the meditation is on pure Brah-

man, i.e., when the meditation is universal or Samana. In such a meditation fill qualities

of Brahman, scattered over in all the sacred scriptures of all the nations of the world

should be combined, because the God, the Artha. the Subject-matter, is one, Abheda, with-

out any difference.' It. .'is only in ^, in the Common l'rayer—in the I'niversal medita-

tion—that this combination should take place. But in the specific: or concrete meditation

there would be incompatibility in such a combination : and it should bo avoided. Thus as

in the general Agnihotra sacrifice various details mentioned in different SSkhas mnst be

combined, but not so in any particular form of Agnihotra peculiar to any Sakhins.

But,' says an objector, the Sniti declares that the Atmaii alone should

be meditated upon— Atmcty eva upasita. (Br. Ar.). The word "alone"
1 shows

that one should not meditate on any tiling else than the Atman—the Pure

Supreme Self. The combination of meditation on different forms is, therefore,

denounced by the Scriptures.

This objection is raised and answered in tho'next Sutra.

SITRA in., 3. 7.

*f?ajlT?sil. Anyathatvam, the contradictory, the non- combination of Gunas.

*i^Ta Sabdat, on account of the word of the scriptuies. ifh Tti, so. Chot, if.

1 Na, not. *Tfa$roi?f. Avisesat, for want of special authority to support that view.

7. If it bo said that the word :;of the Scripture teaches

just the contrary, we say no : because there is no specific text to that

effect.—368.

COMMENTARY

If it be objected that from the words of the Scripture, namely, from

the text AtmetyevopSsita, a contrary view is maintained by the Bastras,
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that is to say, there should be no combination of Gunas, we reply, it is not

so. Why ? Because thorn is no specific text saying the following quali-

ties should not bo combined. The force of Eva (alone) is to point out that

non-Atman should not . -be meditated upoa. The Atman alone should be

worshipped and not the non-Atman. It does not say that the qualities of

the Atman should not be meditated upon. If one says 'R&jaiya drs^al)'

—

the king alone was seen -it does not mean that the invariable qualities

of the king were not seen, such as the royal umbrella, etc., Therefore, it

is proved that combination of qualities should take place, in all meditations,

according to the ability of tho person meditating.

Therefore, it is said, in the Supreme Brahman there exist many

forms, all eternally peifcct ; as there exists many hues in the crystal called

tapis lawli. Every one of these special forms is the Perfect Full Brah-

man. In some He manifests all His attributes, in others of these forms

Tie shows forth only a few. But tho knower of truth should meditate

on any one of these forms, by a mental combination of all the Onnas of the

Lord, manifested in other forms, though not manifested in that particular

form he is meditating upon.

This combination of all Gunas in meditation, is prescribed for the

Svanistha devotees of the Lord—who are the worshippers of Brahman in

His universal aspect.

(Such a rombination would be incompatible to the Ekantins—the "mono-formists"—

if such a word could be coined. These Ekitntins who have specialised their meditation,

arc emotionally incapable of combining different i|ualitice—no more can a devout Koman
Catholic meditating on the Christ on the Cross, turn his thoughts on the Lord playing

lute and drawing all hearts towards Him.)

Adhikarana JIT—No combination for Ekantins.

As regards tho Ekantins, though they have read many S&khas of

the Vcdas, (and know intellectually the different Gunas of the Lord, as

taught in the different Sakhas), yet being more deeply versed in the parti-

cular Upanisad of their own Sakha, they meditate exclusively on those

Gunas only which have been revealed in their Upanisad, and though they

know the Gunas taught in other books, they do not meditate on them.

The author, therefore, teaches an exception to tho general rule of combi-

nation mentioned above.

Visaya : The" text to be construed is that of tho Gopala Ptirva

TSpani.

Doubt : In the meditation of the Ek&ntin, should there bo combination

of the Gunas. or not ?
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Purvapakm: There ought to be such combination, because all these

qualities are spoken of with respect and veneration : provided that the

devotee is capable of it.

Siddhdnta: The next Sutra refutes this view.

sCtk.v nr., 3. S.

^ «I¥(H^R«Rtaftq*?«ftfl II \ I \ I C II

M Na, ftlie combination is) not ( to be done ). m Va, certainly, mtfoi

Prakarana, devotion: literally, Pra -excellent, Karana — work. ire.Jfl; BlieJat, ac-

cording to the difference, according to specialisation. "rc"fatf*r?c<uf^i Parovari-

yastvadivat, as in the case of the attributes of "Higher than the high and

better than the best."

8. There should certainly be no combination of the qualities (in

the meditation of the Ekantins), because the Bhakti (of the Ekantins)

is different (from that of the Svanistha) as in the case of the attribute

of the '"Higher than the high'
1

(given to the Udgitha as Akasa, is not

combined in the meditation on the Udgitha as the dolden Person).—309.

COHMKNTVIIY

The word Va in the Sutra meaus 'certaiuly.' Those who are [exclu-

sively devoted to a particular form—who are Ekantins with regard to that

form—do not combine in their meditation the (iunas mentioned with

regard to forms other than their, own. Thus the exclusive worship-

pers of the Krsna form, do not combine in their meditation the form

sacred to the worshippers of Man-Lion—the flowing mane, the gaping

jaw, the terrible teeth, etc! Similarly, tho exclusive worshippers of

Ny-simha, the Man-Lion, do not meditate on tho lute, the cane, the

sweetness, etc., of Sri Krsna, so dear to the hearts of the Krsna-

devoted. "Why is it so? Prakarana-bhedat. Because the devotional

temperaments differ. Tho word Prakarana means "the most excel-

lent act—aud devotion alone is that excellent act." The devotion of an

Ekaniin is of a higher kind than that of a Svanistha—it is more deep and

absorbing. The author shows this by an illustration. "As in the case of

Parovariyas." As the Ekautin worshippers of the (iolden Person in the

Sun do not combine in the object of their meditation the (iunas of Paro-

variyas, etc., whicli the worshippers of the Udgitha as Ab&fa see in their

object of meditation. That which is beyond the beyond and is better than

the best is called Parovariyas. It is the name of the Udgitha as Akasa.

Tho condition of Parovariyas is Parovariyastvam.
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Xote: In the First Prapfithaka of the Chhandogya Upanisad is taught the meditation

on the Udgltha. The word Udgltha is applied there both to the Golden Person and to the

Causal Brahman or Akusa. In the Udgltha meditation on the 5.k;lsa is described the

Uunas of Parovarlyas— beyond the beyond and better than the best. But those who

meditate on the Udgltha as the Golden Person (and not as the Akaga or the Causal

Brahman), do not combine in their meditation the Gunas of Beyond-thc-beyond and

—Better-than-thc-best peculiarly taught regarding the Causal Brahman. Because the

worshippers of the Golden Person are exclusively devoted [to the attributes mentioned

regarding that Person. The Golden Person or the Person of Joy (for Hiranmaya means

both Joy and Gold) is thus described in the ChMudogya Upanisad (I., 0. 0 to 7)

:

"Now that Being who is seen in the Sun, as full of intense joy, with joy as beard, joy

as hair, joy altogether to the very tips of his nails. His two eyes are like fresh red lotus,

His name is Ut, for He has risen above (Udita) all sins."

The ikiisa Udgltha is described in I., 'J. 1 :

Then SAIfivatya asked, "What is the goal of*Brahm&?" The JAk&sa, replied.Pravd-

haria. For all these beings take their rise from the Skiisa, and have their setting in the

Akasa. The Akttsa is greater than these, the Akasa is their great Refuge. He indeed is

the Parovarlyas: He the Udgltha, He the Infinite, lie who meditates on the Udgltha as

the Parovarlyas becomes the beloved of the Parovarlyas."

Thus the worshippers of the Udgltha as Hiranmaya Purusa do not meditate on those

qualities which the worshippers of the Udgltha as Akasa (the All-luminous) contemplate.

There is no combination of qualities, though both worship the I'dgitha.

But, says an objector, both the Ekautins and the Svanisthas—the

exclusivists and the universalists—are called "the worshippers of Brah-

man"—and since they have got a common name, therefore, the .Ekautins

also, like the Svanisthas, must meditate on all the attributes ot Brahman,

whenever they may be found. Just as the meditation on the Uayatri is

universally prescribed for all those who are Brahmanas and share in

having the common designation of Brahiuana.

This objection is raised in the first half of the next Sutra, and answered

in the subsequent portion thereof.

SITHA III., 3. 9.

tima^Ti^fa g ii \ i \ i t ii

G$rr?t: Sarirjn&tah, from having a common name. %q Chet, if. ft? Tad,

that. Uktam, said, iftct Asti, there is (an instance, in the case of two
Udgithas). g Tu, indeed. This removes the doubt. ^ Tad, that (namely,

difference of treatment, i.e., absence of combination), ift Api, also.

9. (If it be objected that because both have) a com-
mon name, therefore, (the Ekautins must also combine the
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(iunas), we reply that the answer to this lias already been given

(in the preceding Sutra),—and also there is an instance to that

effect—370.

ro\I.MKXTAR\

The word in of the Sutra is used in order to remove the doubt raised

above. If it be said that since the Ekantius and the Svanisthas have both

got a common name of 'Brahma-upasakas,' therefore, the Ekantius must
also combine all the Gunas like the Svanisthas ; to this we reply that the

last Sutra covers this ease also. The term Brahma-upasaka is a general

name, while "Ekantin" is a particular name, and he is a higher form of

devotee than the Svauistha, and so all the rules of Svauistha cannot apply

to the EkSntin, though he js also Brahma-upasaka. Therefore, the Ekan-

tins should not meditate on all the Gunas, for thereby they will loso their

peculiar excellence which differentiates them from the Svauistha. The

soul of the Ekantin is imbued through and through with the love of one

particular form, and is deeply drawn to one Form, and therefore, he (the

Ekantin) is superior to the Svauistha, who lias a general love for all forms

(and deep love for none). .Moreover, even the Svauistha is not capable

of meditating on all the attributes of the Lord. For tlio Sruti (Kg.

Veda, L, 154.7) says "fWtg * *forffil "Who can fully describe

all the mighty deeds of Visnu." To the same effect is the following

Smyti :

The Great Lords of Yoga, like Siva, Brahma and the rest, did not reach (in their

conception) the end of the qualities of that Lord without qualities.

Though two things may have a common name, yet they need not

have all properties in common. "An instance of this is found in the

the scriptures." For both the Akftsa worship and the Hiranmaya

Purusa worship have this in common that botli are worships of the

Udgitha. They have a common Sajna" or name— Udgitha-upasana. Yet

in the meditation on the Hiranmaya Purusa, the quality of the Akasa

(namely, the quality of Parovariyas—Higher than the High) is not com-

bined. This is a scriptural instance.

Therefore, the conclusion is, let the Svauisthas meditate by combin-

ing all the attributes of Brahman ; but let the Ekftntins worship Him with

the specific attributes consonant with the form worshipped. This is the

summary of the last two Adhikaranas.

66
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Adhikarana IV.—Attributes of the Lord as an Infant and as

a Youth may be combined.

In the previous section it lias been said that the attribute of Parovariyas

'Higher than the high,' applied to the Udgitha contemplated as Akasa should

not be meditated upon in the Udgitha taken in the aspect of the Golden

Person. On the same analogy, the Piirvapaksin now says that in meditating

on Hari as a youth, the qualities manifested by Him in His infancy should

not be meditated upon, as that also breaks the harmonious flow of sentiment.

Now the author begins another topic and shows that the Ounas of

the Lord manifested as an Infant should be combined in the meditation

on the Lord as a youth. In the same Upanis;>d (Gopala Ptirva Tapani)

it is said :

fiSfliiq ^5fS|ffa?3FTT3J 3T*f m. ^ <W H I

The word Krsna is exclusively applied to the infant Krsna sucking

at the breast of Uevaki (Yasoda). This is according to the author of the

Nama Kaumudi. The above Mantra is, therefore, useful for meditation on

the Infant Lord.

Similarly, in the RSma Piirva Tapani, we read :

Om. When Hari is born in the family of Raghu, as the son of Dasaratha, He is

called on earth Kama. That Hari whose form is Pure intelligence and who is the Great

Visiiu, He is called R£ma, because always dwelling on earth (Mahisthita) He gives

(Rati) to the good all desired objects, and is ever shining (Rajatc). En other words, xi=

gives, ^=on earth ( Jflftftqa: )

These Upanisad texts show that Infancy, etc., also are Ounas of JJrnhnian.

The Smrtis also arc to the same effect, such as the Rainayana and Visnu

BhSgavata.

Doubt : Are these Ounas of the Lord, as an Infant, to be meditated

upon or not ?

Ftirrapakm : Those Ounas of Infancy should not be meditated

upon, because the thought-picture formed in meditation would then vary

in size, and would be subject to decrease and increase, and as this change

would break the uniformity of the thought-picture, it would be against

the Sruti, which says that in meditation the flow of thought should be

one harmonious whole. (When picturing the Lord as an Infant, the size

would be small, when meditating on Him as a youth it would be larger,

and thus there would arise incompatibility of thought-forms).

Siddhanta : This objection is set aside in the next Sutra :
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51TH«I II \ I \ I ^° ||

S9TF(: Vytfptob, because (of His being) nll-pcr vailing. ^ Cha, and. Other

Qualities than all-pervadingness should also bo included. 'Wsra'i. Sanianjasam,

justifiable : compatible.

10. Such meditation is compatible, because of tho aU-porvadingness

of the Lord.—371.

I.OJfMEXTART

The Lord is all-pervading though Ho shows forth tho qualities of

infancy, etc He is not limited by those attributes, and consequently sucli

meditation is perfectly justifiable. This lias been fully treated before in

tho Sutra, ITT., 2. 38, (where it lias been shown that through the mysterious

power of the Lord, He is all-pervading in His middle form also. Tho

infant-form is therefore, as all-pervading and all-powerful as the youth-

form.) In fact, in the case of the Lord, "birth" (which is one of tho six

modifications) is not a Vikara or modification at all. For the Lord is

birth-less, though He appears to take births in many ways. fsrraTR) sfgur

ftsira^ says the Purusa Hymn. "Birth," therefore, when applied to the

Lord means "manifestation"—because He is birthless.

The force of the word "and" in the Siitra is to show that the Lord is

all-sweetness also : for says tho Sruti :—wft % W- "Ho is verily sweetness"

—(Taitt. Up.) The "and," therefor?, includes this sweetness aspect of the

Lord. Tn whatever form Ifis Bhaktas wish to taste tho sweetness of His

Lila, in that very form He manifests Himself before them, through His

mysterious inconceivable power. The clevoteos of the Lord arc innumera-

ble : some the Ever-Free (like (raruda, etc.) have been referred to

in the well-known verso of tho Rg Veda as Stiris :

"The Suris always sec that Highest Foot of Visnu." The other kind

of devotees (like the Freed, who were bound once) see other forms of the

Lord. The Lord, though one, simultaneously appears in forms of different

ages (infant, youth, etc.) to His different kinds of devotees. This is some-

what analogous to tho single syllable Da 5 uttered by Prajapati, by which

he gave three different teachings to three different classes of beings : Devas,

men and Asuras. In the Brhad&ranyaka Dpanisad, V., 2. 1., we read :

The three-fold descendants of Prajapati, Devas, Men and Asuras, dwelt as students

with their father Prajapati. Having finished their studentship the Devas said, 'Tell us

something, Sir.' He told them the syllable Da ^ Then he said. 'Did you understand V

They said : 'We did understand.' You told us 'Damyata,' 'be subdued.' 'Yes,' he said, 'you

have understood.'
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Then the men said to him, 'Tell us something, Hir.' He told them the same syllable

Da. Then he said, 'Did you understand V They said : 'We did understand. You told us

'Datta,' 'give' 'Yes,' ho said, you have understood.

Then the Asuras said to him : 'Tell us something, Sir.' He told them the same

syllable Da. Then he said : 'Did you understand' ? They said : 'We did understand.

You told us 'Dayadhvam.'' 'Be merciful ?' 'Yes,' he said, 'you have understood.'

The divine voice of thunder repeated the same Da Da Da, that is, lie subdued, Give,

He merciful. Therefore, let that triad be taught, Subduing, Giving, and Mercy,

Therefore, though appearing an Infant, etc., there is no break in the

uniformity of mediation, for the Lord is conceived as One Essence,

all-pervading and ever-unchanging, though manifesting different aspects.

Adhlkarana V.— The deeds of the Lord arc eternal.

Says, an objector : If the deeds (Karma) of the Lord shown forth in His Infancy, etc.,

were also eternal, then there can be a combination of all such deeds, though mentioned in

different Sakha's. But the deeds arc not eternal—for the very fact that they arc deeds or

Karmas necessarily implies that they are transitory. The word Karma or a deed, Kriya or

an act, and Liht or a sport, arc synonymous. The Karmas are known to have a beginning,

an end, and having relation with certain individuals. The very essence of a Karma con-

sists in having such relations with others, and as having a beginning and an end, and any-

thing that has a beginning and an end is undoubtedly non-eternal. The Karmas of the

Lord, therefore, cannot be eternal.

If it be said that the Karmas are eternal as a current is eternal -one Karma disappears

but gives riBC to another in the very act of disappearance, and so the Karmic Chain is

eternal— this is beside the point. The proposition is that every particular LII& of the Lord

is eternal, and not that one L'M is succeeded by a similar Lila and in that sense the

Karma is eternal. For in this view of the eternity of the Karma of the Lord, every

Li 14 would become transient—having a beginning and an end.

If it be said, the Karma is eternal, because it gives rise to the conception that it is the

same Karma which was done at a prior time, then that also is incorrect. A particular drama

may be played through many a successive night and it may be loosely said "it is the same

play as was performed yesterday," but the plays (as actions) are different—though they

give rise to the same conception. They arc not identically same. The word same is used

here in a loose way, as in the sentence "it is the same medicine which you took yesterday.

Eat it." The medicine is not identically the same, but similar only— for the medicine taken

yesterday no longer exists as medicine, but is absorbed in the system. There is difference

between the two as entities.

But it may be said—Let there be no beginning or an end of the Karma. Let it be like

the dance of painted pictures, which moving in closed circle, present the same acts over

and over again, with the movements of the wheel : and so it may be said there is no break

in the continuity of such a Karma, and so it is eternal. For here also, there are beginning

and end, though the action is repeated over and over again, and always gives rise to ttte

same sentiment in its observers. Therefore, the play of the Lord is not eternal. This is

the objection raised and considered in the present section.

Purvapalcsa : The deeds performed by the Lord in His Infancy, etc.

are the attributes of the Lord, and are eternal. Therefore, these deeds

are to be conceived as performed with his attendants. (There must
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be other actors in the play, besides the Lord, and so they must also be

eternal). The one and the same retinue (the troupe of players) must also

bo conceived to be connected with many acts, prior and posterior in time.

The prior act being eternal (according to you) the actor taking part in

it must be ever connected with it— his relation with that particular act

would bo eternal. For that particular act would not be accomplished,

without such relationship. That being so, that particular actor would

not be able to take part in the subsequent act.

Xo/ff : Thus one actor Yagodn suckles the infant Krsna. If this act of suckling is an

eternal Lila of the Lord, then Vagodd must be eternally suckling the child, and would not

be free for the subsequent act, where she is found chastising the naughty boy.

If it be admitted that tho same actor takes part in the subsequent

act, then tho prior act becomes transient—for that actor is no longer

there. If the first act is eternal, then the actor in the second act cannot

be the same person : lie must be a different person. But this is both

against experience and scripture.

(For example, there are not hundreds of Yasodas, nor do tho scriptures

say so.)

Moreover, every act has two parts—the antecedent and tho subse-

quent, and every part has also a beginning and an end. No act can be

accomplished otherwise. The experience of a sentiment depends upon

this succession of acts. If every act and every part of an act is eternal,

there can bo no succession, and so the very object of the Lila is frus-

trated, for there would arise no variety of sentiments in the observers

of an eternally unchanging scene. Therefore, if the Lilfts of the Lord

give rise to various sentiments, then they are not eternal. For the

eternal is that, which like a painted picture, always gives rise to one cons-

tant sentiment.

If it be said, that though the play is eternal, its manifestations are

different and many, without any break in the continuity, still the begin-

nings being many, there would arise difference. Tt would not give riso

to the idea—"it is the same as that which was before,"—and without

such a conception, there cannot arise any idea of eternity—the play of

the Lord, therefore, cannot bo eternal.

Siddhanta : This objection is answered in the next Sutra :

sOtra ni., 3. 11.

II \ I \ I U II

*w? Sarva, all. l^s.ra. Abhedat, being non-different Anyatra, in

another time, in the posterior time. & Ime, these.
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11. These very actors manifest in another (time and place),

for there is no difference in them at all (they arc identically the

same).—372.

COMJIKNTARY

Those very persons—the Lord and his companions (or co-actors)

—

who were engaged in enacting the previous part—that very Lord

Hari, and those very same colleagues, together with those very parts

of tho act, must be believed to exist in the subsequent time and

act. Why ? Because all are tho same identically. Because there is

no difference in the Lord, or His colleagues, or the parts of his

acts or His manifestations. One Lord appears in many forms as we
find from Srutis and Smrtis like «wn"sft si. is**T jflswfcT ; "though one,

who shines forth as many" <WT3tawn*r "salutations to Him who has

one and many forms." Tho same applies to the retinue of the Lord. In

the Bhumft Vidyit, tho Freed Souls who alone form the colleagues and

the retinue of the Lord, are said to be possessed of this power of appearing

in many forms.

See tho Ohhandogya Upanisad, VII, 26. 2 :

The Keleased soul docs not see death nor illness, nor pain. The Keleased sees

everything and obtains everything everywhere. He becomes one, he becomes three,

he becomes five, he becomes nine, and it is said he becomes eleven as well, nay, he

becomes one hundred and eleven, and one-thousaud and twenty.

The Bhagavata Purana also shows tho same in the marriage of

Sri Krsna with the thousand princesses.

The same actions, thougli manifesting at different times, do not

lose their identity, by tho mere fact of their rising at different times on tho

horizon of different spectators. "He has cooked twice" means to the bear-

ing of every intelligent person that the one act of cooking is done twice

:

and not that two different acts are done in different ways. "He lias

uttered the word cow twice."—means the same act or word is twice re-

peated, and always refers to one and the same cow, and not that two cows
are meant. Thus the Blessed Lord Hari, His colleagues, His places (the

various stages where He acts), etc., owing to the multiplicity of manifest-

ations, appear to bo different, in this sense that the acts are commenced at

a particular time and ond at a particular time—but though thus distin-

guishable, yet such distinction does not detract from the identity of those

acts-for in their essential nature those acts are absolutely identical. And
since there is an element of time—succession in the mode of mainfestation

of these eternal acts, that gives rise to a variety of sentiments, and answers
the objection that an unchanging eternal act must cause monotony.
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Nor is this a dogma imbased on authority. Ta the Brhadaranaka Upanisad,

III., 8-3, it is said:

Who is Past, Present and Future.

So also in the Atharvana Upanisad:

The One God, engaged in Eternal Play.

So also in the fiita (TV, 9):

He who thus knoweth My divine birth and action, in its essence, having abandoned

the body, coraeth not to birth again, but cometh unto Me, <) Arjuna.

This also shows that the births and actions of the Lord are divine, that

is to say, eternal : and non-Pr&krtic. For if these births and actions were

temporal, historical events, their knowledge could not give release.

This realisation that the actions of the Lord are eternal, etc., cannot

take place but through His grace; as we find from the following words of

the Lord

:

Through My grace let there arise in thee True Knowledge regarding my size as it is

(e.;j., that even the middle size is all-pervading), regarding my real essence (?.</., every

part of my body is a transcendental reality), regarding my forms (f.g., the different Ava-

taras), attributes (like Omniscience, etc.,) and actions (like birth, sport, etc).

Therefore, it is established that the actions of the Lord are eternal.

Moreover, it must be remembered that only those deeds which are per-

formed by the Lord through His Power of Wisdom (Chit-Sakti) coupled

with His Essential Form (Svarupa) are eternal, and' not every action of the

Lord. (For if every action of the Lord were eternal, then creation, etc.,

being also His acts, must also be eternal). Hence it follows that actions

performed by the Lord through Prakrti (Matter) and Time, are temporal

and non-eternal. Such acts are creation, etc. If it wore not so, then crea*

tion being eternal, thero would be no dissolution and all texts about

Pralaya would be nullified.

Adhikavana VI—Meditation on all attributes of the Lord.

Now the author discusses the following point. In the Ved&nta

texts the attributes of Brahman are described to be as perfect bliss,

omniscience, etc.
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Doubt: Now arises the doubt, whether in meditation on Brahman

these attributes should be combined, in every act of meditation or not.

Furvapakm: The opponent holds the view that these attributes

are not to be combined in meditation. Only those attributes can be com-

bined, which are taught under one topic or head of teaching: because,

there is no authority for the combination of those attributes which are read

under a different context altogether. Nor is there any sucli rule, that

all attributes of Brahman must be combined together, in a single act of

meditation, in however different a context they might have been read.

Therefore, all attributes of Brahman are not to be combined.

Siddh&nla: The right view is that they are to be so combined, as

is shown in tiie following Sutra. ,

sCtoa hi., 3. 12.

irc^q: ifliw n \ i ? I \\ II

WT^TW Anandadayah, bliss aud otheis. WR*=?f Pradlianasya, of the Prin-

cipal, i.e., Supreme Self.

12. The attributes like bliss and the rest belonging to the Principal

(Brahman), should be combined in meditation.—373.

I'OMilKNTAHT

"Of the Principal," namely, of the Supreme Self to whom belong these

attributes. All of them must be combined togethor in every act of medi-

tation.

All those attributes, like perfection, bliss, omniscience, fulness,

compassion and motherly love for those who have taken refuge under

Him, etc., which are taught in the sacred Srutis, as belonging to the Prin-

cipal, namely to the Supreme Self, who is the substrate of those attributes,

must be combined together in every act of meditation; because they

serve the purpose of creating a love (thirst) for the Lord.

Note : There are certain attributes of Brahman which, mentioned in one Upanisad,

are not mentioned at all in others. Of course, those attributes in which all the Upanisads
concur, should be combined, but should the particular attributes mentioned in some,

but not in others, be so combined. According to the concordance of the Upanisads, the
attribute "Ananda" or bliss is, strangely enough, not mentioned at all in the OhMndogya
Upanisad. Should Brahman be meditated as blissful?

Adhikarana VII— God as Blissful.

In the Taitthiya Upanisad, the blessed Visnu is described as Anandamaya
having joy for His head, etc.

Visaya: In^tho Taittiriya Upanisad, II., 5. 1., occurs the following des-

cription of the Anandamaya Purusa

:
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Different from this, which consists of understanding, is the other inner Self, which
consists of bliss. The former is filled by this. It also has the shape of man. Like the

human s«hape of the former is the human shape of the latter. Joy is its head. Satisfaction

its right arm. (.treat satisfaction is its left arm. Bliss is its trunk. Brahman is the

scat (the support).

Doubt : Are these particular attributes of Brahman ("Joy," "Satisfaction,"

etc.) to be combined in every meditation on Brahman ?

PTirmpaksa : In the last Sutra it lias been taught that attributes like

bliss, etc., are to be combined in every act of meditation on Brahman. The
particular attributes of Joy, Satisfaction, etc., taught in the Taittiriya Upani-

sad, are not different from bliss, therefore, they must be combined in every

act of meditation.

Sitldhdnla : This combination should not take place, because of the

following Sutra.

m'tuv nr., 3. 13.

faqfte^qTfHS.qWSq^ fk ^ II \ I \ I U II

fircftK^Tfe l'riyasirastvadi, of such as "joy being its head," etc. f*?rfR:

Apraptih, the not being meant, or the non-inclusion. I'pachaya, greater

intensity, or increase. Apachayau, and less intensity, or decrease, ff

Hi, for. *r\ Bhede, (that being possible) where there is a dilterence.

13. The finalities like "Joy being its head," etc., are not

to l)o included (in the general meditation on Brahman), because

there an; increase and decrease (in the quality mentioned in

the Taittiriya l
rpauisad) (which is possible) where there is

difference.—374.

COMMENTARY

The qualities like "Joy being its head," etc., are not to be combined

in every meditation on Brahman. (This meditation taught in the Taittiriya

Upanisad is meant only for some as will be taught later). Lord Visiiu, who

is full of bliss (Anandamaya) and has the shape of a man, has not the

form of a bird, as described in the Taittiriya Upanisad., II., 5. Moreover, we

lind in that text, words like "satisfaction," "great satisfaction," which show

that there are increase and decrease, in the nature of the bliss, attributed

to this Anandamaya bird of the Taittiriya Upanisad Now increase and decrease

are possible only where there is a difference in the quality. But the bliss

of the Lord is not liable to increase or decrease (there can be no degrees in

it, like satisfaction and great satisfaction). There cannot be any change

in His bliss. All His attributes are perfect, full, free from Svagata Bheda,

and consequently invariable, as has been showu in the Sutra, III., 2. 28.

67
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Therefore, the particular attributes taught in Taittiriya Upanisad (II, 5) are

not to be combined in the general meditation on Brahman.

sutra in., 3. 14.

5ft ^IflWI^ \\\ \\ I WW
sat Itare, the otlier (qualities mentioned in the Taittiriya Upanisad). g Tu,

but. *W Artlia, result, object, namely, Release. flWFTI'SL Samfinyat, on account

of the equality, or sameness.

14. The otlier attributes of Brahman (taught in the Taittiriya

Upanisad) arc to be combined, however ; because meditation on them

leads to the same result.— 375.

•OMMKSTAKV

The otlier attributes of Brahman, mentioned in the Taittiriya Upanisad , in

that Anandavalli, are however to be combined. For example, the attributes of

all-pervadingness, intelligent joyfulness, world causation, Supreme Lord-

liness, etc., (described as the attributes of the Anandamaya Brahman) both

before and after the passage desciibing this Anandamaya bird (of Taittiriya

Upanisad, IT, V) are to be combined. For example, the all-pervadigness of

Brahman is mentioned in the following lines immediately preceding the

description of the bird :

Different from this, which consists of understanding, is the otlier inner Self, which

consists of bliss. The former is filled by this. It also has the shape of man.

This shows the all-pervadingness of the Lord. This quality must be

combined. Similarly, Taittiriya Upanisad., [[., 1, shows that the Lord is

intelligent and causes the joy of others :

He who knows the Brahman attains the highest (Brahman). On this the following

verse is recorded : 'He who knows Brahman, which is (i. p., cause, not etf'ect), which is

conscious, which is without end, as hidden in the depth (of the heart), in the highest

ether, he enjoys all blessings, at one with the omniscient Brahman.'

The Creatorship of the Lord is mentioned in Taittiriya Upanisad., II., <i.

(a subsequent passage of the same).

He wished, may I be many, may I grow forth. He brooded over himself (like a man
performing penance). After he had thus brooded, he sent forth (created) all, whatever

there is.

The Supreme Lordliness is shown in Taittiriya. Upanisad, IL, 8 :

From terror of it (Brahman) the wind blows, from terror the sun rises ; from terror

of it Agni and Indra, yea Death runs as the fifth.

Those attributes of all-pervadingness, creatorship, etc., must be com-
bined, in every meditation of Brahman. Why ? Because Artha-s&manyfit.

Because the Artha or the result is common or one. Meditation on Brah-

man leads to Moksa or emancipation. When Brahman is meditated, with

the qualities mentioned in the Vodanta texts, such as, possessing strength,
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crontorship, and friendliness towards all and being the refuge of all, the

saviour of all, etc., then the man obtains the groat Artha or object of life,

namely, release. Meditating on Brahman, with the above qualities of all-

pervadingness, etc., also leads to the same result. Therefore, thesa qualities,

mentioned in the Taittiriya Upanisad, are to be combined.

What is the object of describing the Snanadamaya Brahman as a bird,

in the allegory of the Taittiriya Upanisad V In other allegories of the

Upanisads, some distinct purpose is served by the parable. Thus in the

fCatha Upanisad, t lie soul is figured as a charioteer, body as a chariot, etc.

The object of this figurative description is to teach, that the person meditat-

ing, must control his body, senses and mind. What is the object of this

bird-allegory of the Taittiriya Upanisad? In faet, says the objector, we sen

no such object : and without any purport in view, the Vedas never enter into

allegorical descriptions. What is then the purport ? The answer to this

question is given in the next Sutra.

sitrv., irr., '.). 15.

'TFWTJf Adhyanayn, for the sake of meditation, si^fow Prayojana, of any

(other) purpose, "STWR Abhav&t, on account of the absence.

15. There being the absence of any other purpose (in the

allegory of the Ajinndamaya Bird), it serves the purpose of meditation

(for people of dull intellect).—376.

The allegory of the Bird in the Taittiriya Upanisad has no other object

than to teach meditation on Brahman, in the form of a bird. The word

Adhy&na means complete contemplation. The sense is this. The second

Valli of the Taittiriya Upanisad opens with the statement "Brahma-vid ftpnoti

param," 'he who khows the Brahman attains the highest." Now Brahman is

one, but Ho subsists in two forms : one his essential form, (the Anandamaya

Kr?na), and the second His Power or Energy forms (such as, those of

NarSyana, etc.). That Supreme Lord appears five-fold as Navayana, V&su-

deva, Sankarsana, Pradyumna, and Aniruddha. This five-fold manifestation

is not capable of being easily meditated upon, by people of dull brains.

Therefore, for the sake of such persons, one blissful Brahman is figured

as a Bird, with joy for its head, satisfaction and great satisfaction for

its wings, etc. The allegory, therefore, serves a purpose ; namely, it

brings Brahman within the easy comprehension of these people of dull

understanding, who cannot meditate on an all-pervading, blissful Lord.
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When by such concrete meditation, their intellect becomes capable of soaring

to the higher heights, then the meditation becomes complete, and the man

becomes a Brahmavid, and the word Vid here means "to meditate," and the

Brahmavid is that person who can fully meditate on Brahman. In the pre-

vious part of the Taittiriya Upanisad are described the various Purusas such

as Annamaya, PrSnamaya, Manomaya, Vijiutnamaya These various Purusas

are all described as birds, with various attributes as their head, wings, etc.

The object of the allegory is to give a clear conception of these various

principles of man. Thus this physical body is the Annamaya man-bird,

his head is the head of the bird, his two arms are the wings of the bird,

etc. Similarly, the PrSnamaya man <ir the Astral or Breath-man is allego-

rised as having the various breaths for its various parts. So on, with the

Mind-man and the Understanding-man. Lastly, is described the Bliss-man

or Brahman, with joy for its head, etc. Therefore, it has been well said

that these attributes of "joy for its head," etc., are not to be combined

in the general meditation on Brahman. This allegory in only figurative

of the pure Brahman, who also appears with live members (namely, as Narsi-

yana, Vasudeva, Sankarsana, Pradyumna, and Aniruddha). U may be

objected that Brahman is one and has not five members, as mentioned

above, for there is no authority for it. To this objection we reply that

thore are various texts showing that Brahman has dill'erent members. Such

as <?*tefa Hi, i&n Jfts8f*Trf% I—('foptila Pfirva TApanjj.

Though one, he manifest!) as many.

Vfi h?<t «T§*IT ??J)HIJf- (Brahma Upanisad ?).

Being one, who appears as many.

So also in the Chaturveda Siklia we have the following :

H f?R:, sfw q^i:, g q^:, e wrem, H II

Ho is the head. He is the right wing, He is the left wing, lie is the body, He is the tail.

So also in the Brhat Samhita :

ftid nrrqnr: i^ft sfo<3: w ^ 1 zwmi s«ft(fl ^rg^ifi: 11

snwjtfsi ii&i: f%dsfa *r 1 <rs^ §*nw. sffrTi <m w g w 11

ft jaw&fwft ffl: JW! II

Nardyana is the head, Pradyumna is the right wing. Aniruddha is the left wing,
V&udeva is the trunk, or Xtfniyana is the trunk and Vasudeva is the head, and Sankar-
sana is the tail. Thus the one Lord, the Purusottama (the Supreme Man) sports in five

different forma as a body and its members, as a part and the whole. But every member and
every part is full, and perfect with all divine attributes, and none of these five members of

the Lord is to be considered as higher or lower, as possessing greater or less lordliness, or

as being opposed to each other. How can there be reasoning regarding that being who is
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above all reasoning, how can there be proof of Him who is proof-leas, (but the standard of

every proof and the basis of all logical reasoning) .'

sf'THx nr., 3. 1<>.

^nfH?l«?ra Atma sabdsit, from the Sruti containing tho word "Atman."

^ Cha, and.

10. And because the word Atman is applied to this Aimndamaya,

(so it cannot ho a hird).—P>77.

ooMMKNT\HV

111 i 1 io Taittirtya Sruti, the Anandamaya is called Atman, so Brahman

being specifically called an Atman, it is impossible that an Atman should

have tail and the rest, like a hird. Therefore, it is merely an allegory,

that the Brahman is described there as a hird.

yule: A reference to the text of the Taittiriya Tpanisad, IT., 5. will show that the

words are Atm:t Anandamnyah. So clearly an allegory is intended.

Hut (says an objector), the word Atman is applied there to tho

IVanamaya and the other bodies also. It is applied equally to the material

physical body, to tho subtler Pranic body, to tho Manasic body and to tho

Jiva itself, called there the VijnilnaiEaya. The phrase "Anyo antara

atma," is repeated with regard to every one of these, in that chapter.

Why should then tho application of the term Atman to the Anandamaya

be taken as a reason that the Anandamaya must be the all pervading Con-

sciousness (the Vibhu Chetana on tho Brahman, when we find that it, i. c,

Atman, is applied to the atomic consciousness (Anuehetana) or tho Jfva also?

How are you so certain that tho Anandamaya is Brahman, merely because

a vague term like the word 'Atman* is applied to it ? The next Sutra

answers this objection.

K-fTHV in., 3. 17.

^cWiM'fa^W || \ I \ | \* ||

sfTfJT Atma, Atman, the Supreme Self. iftfa: (irhitili is taken to mean

or to comprehend. Itaravat, just as the case in the other texts.

UttarSt, as appears from the next sentence.

17. The word Atman, however, here denotes the Universal

Consciousness or Brahman, as it does in the other passages preceding

this section, because of context as shown in the subsequent

sentence.—378.

COMJIENTAKY

The word Atman, when applied to the Anandamaya, must denote the

Supreme Self, the Vibhu Chctanfi, the Universal Consciousness, as it
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undoubtedly does in the passages like 'Atm& v& idani eka ev&gra &sit"

(the Supremo Self was this verily in the beginning). Here the word Atmfi is

taken by all to mean the Paramatma. But why do you say that here also,

it must be taken to mean the Supreme Self ? Uttarat. Because in the sen-

tence immediately following, we have such qualities described, which leave

no donbt that the Anandamaya self is the Supreme Self. Thus in the sixth

Anuvaka we have :

He wished, may T be many, may I ({row forth, . . . and he created all.

Tin's passage, coming after the Anandamaya sentence, shows that

the Anandamaya is the Creator of all, and therefore, is Brahman. Had the

Anandamaya self not been the Supreme Self, then this description

"the creator of all" would become incongruous. The Creatorship is

the specific attribute of ( Soil and of no one else. The meditation, therefore,

on the Anandamaya symbolised as a Bird, witli Joy for its head, etc., is

meditation on Brahman, and so nothing is inharmonius in such medita-

tion,

SU'HA in., 3. IX

^mfcfcftrm^mm www \^\\

T^3)TW Anvayat, on account of connotation, or on account of syntactical

connection, *fcf Iti, so. %a Ohet, if (it be objected). ?9T2[ Syat, there can be

(certainty). owning; AvadhsiranSt, on account of (the Supreme Self being)

understood (throughout) : is retained (mentally).

18. (If it bo objected that we cannot so infer) because of the

syntactical connection ; (we reply) it may be (so inferred) : because

(the idea of the Supreme Self) is understood (t)iroughout the whole of

the second chapter of the Taittiriya Upanisad).—379.

COMMKSTARV

"But," says an objector, "we cannot infer for certainty that the

word 'Atman' applied to the Anandamaya, must moan the Param-Stman

—

the universal consciousness ; and not the Jiva-fttmnn—the conditioned

consciousness. Because the word Atman has been applied in the previous

AnuvAkas to Jadam (or Pr&krtic bodies) like the PrSnamaya, and
Manomaya ; as well as to the Anu-chetana or the Atomic consciousness, namely,

the diva, i.e., the Vijnanamaya." To this Ave reply—SySt, namely, that it

may be inferred with certainty that the Supreme Self, the Universal Con-

sciousness, is meant by the word Atman in the Anandamaya passages

because in the very first Anuvaka. He is referred to in the sentence
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asms m -3nW: swjj-f: etc., "From that Atman indeed

sprang ether.'
-

Here the word Atman distinctly refers to the Param-

fttman, and this fact is kept or retained (Avadharita) in miud throughout,

in studying the succeeding Anuvftkas. Otherwise, the text teaching

meditation on the Anandamaya would be nullified. Tin- idea of tin;

Paiamatman, taken from tlie first Ammlka (from the text 'Ktasmad

iltmanah'i, remains latent in the mind, while passing over the succeeding

Anuv&kas (sections) which treat of tho Pranamaya Atman, Manomaya
Atman, etc. ; but finds no halting place till it comes to the Anandamaya
Atman ; because there is taught no higher Atman than the Anandamaya.

Therefore, on the maxim of showing Hie star Arundliati, the previous

Atmans are rejected, as not being the L'aramatman, and the mind finds its

full satisfaction in the Atman of bliss, after which no other Atman is

enumerated. Tims the opening passage (Etasinad Atmanah and the

concluding passage: (*Xa idam sarvam asrjal') show that the Anandamaya
A
Atman is the Supreme Self.

Xote : hi order to load up to tfie I'aramtitman (mentioned in the first section) the

Taittiriya I'panisad at first refers to the "Man of Food"— the Annamaya ; then to the

"Man of Breath" the i'ntnamaya ; then to the "Man of .Mind"—the Manomaya, then to

the "Man of Understanding"- -the Vijnanamaya. Every one of these in succession is taken

to be the .Supreme Self ; but this wrong notion is continually corrected by the saying,

" Different from this, is the other, the inner self." But when the Anandamaya self is

reached, there is no such corrective applied : there is no such saying "different from

this, the Anandamaya self, is the other, the Iuner Self, the Brahman.'* The Sruti thus

gradually leads up to the Anandamaya and halts there, indicating thereby that this is the

Innermost Self, the l'aramtttman. Hence the meditation on the Anandamaya is

meditation on Brahman.

The star Arundhati is barely visible to the naked eye : to point it out, therefore,

some very big star near it is shown at first as Arundhati, then it is rejected and a

smaller star is pointed out as Arundhati, and so on till the actual Arundhati is located.

This method of leading from the gross to the more subtle is called the Arundhati Nydya.

Adhiharaiia V'[II— God as Father.

The author now wishes to show that the attributes of Brahman

like those of being the father, mother, etc., should also be comprised

in meditation on Him.

Visaya : Thus says a Sruti :

mm ftm Sim fsHfS: IRQ SI* nffafcrW 1

Ndnlyana is the Mother, the Father, the Brother, Abode, Shelter, Lover and the

Path. cf. Gitd, IX., 17, 18).

In the Jitanta-stotra, first Chapter, also it is said :

ftm mm §S5. *?g*r?m si^1* % •

ft«nw 1* sfiTTaj m^ra. ftfaa wit ftm 11
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Thou alone art my father, mother, lover, friend, brother, and son. Thou art my

learning, riches, and desires— I have nothing else but Thee—(Thou art my all in all.)

Tn the middle and the last chapters of the same, wo find

:

siwmfer srcftsfen fWfsftf ffi«ftsft>r ?r i

c«T =5f SWft S^fsT facIT JUT *TW II

From my very birth I am thy slave, I am thy pupil, and thy son, am T. Thou art

my Master, thou my Teacher, and my lather and mother thou, () Madhava I

T)oubl : Now arises the following doubt : Arc these various quali-

ties of fatherhood, sonhood, friendliness, masterhood, eto., to be meditated

upon in the worship of Brahman or should they not 'i

r&rvapakm : The Lord must "be worshipped as .Atman alone, as

says the Snvti : STrrfc^faWl'^T I lt<' should not be meditated upon as

father, etc.

Sithlhiinta : The refutation of this is given below ;

sCtka nr., 3. lit.

^Wtt^*? ii \
%
\ \ i u n

«fircr Karya, of the ell'eet, i.e., the fruit. TT^lTlia A khyunlit, because of the

statement. VJJW Apurvam. something similar to the Pfirva or the former

attributes of Brahman. The force of T in Apnrva is that of indicating simi-

larity.

19. The (qualities of fatherhood, etc., being) similar to the

preceding ones (of Perfection, etc., are to be comprised in the meditation

on Brahman), because of the statement of the result (of such devotion,

namely, release).—380.

COMMKX'J'AUY

The "former" qualities (I'urvn) are such as Perfection, Bliss, etc.

The word "Apurva," moans the qualities similar to the Pilrva, i.e., the

qualities of fatherhood, etc. These qualities must be meditated upon by

those who worship Him in these aspects. Why ? Kiiry&khyanat : Be-

cause of the statement of the effect or fruit resulting from such meditation

with such devotional sentiments. (That is to say, devotion to the Lord as

father, mother, etc., also leads to Release). As says the Sruti (Svetasvatara

Upanisad, V., 14):

Those who know Him who is to be grasped by devotion (Bhfiva-gra'hyam), who is

not the body (nest), who makes existence and non-existence, the auspicious One, who
also creates the elements, they have left the body.

(This shows that the Lord is Bh&va-gr&hya or attained by devotion,

whatever form that devotion may take).
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Ho also says tho Lord in tho Bhagavata Purana :

Of th03e to whom I am dear, tho self, the son, the friend, tho toaahcr, tho lover, the
Destiny and the Desired.

Therefore, the devotee (IMvukn, tho sentimental), must think the
Lord as father, mother, etc, just as ho thinks Him to be all full, all bliss

etc.

As regards the Sruti that 'Atman alone is to bo mvlititej upon,"
that does not prohibit meditation on the Lord as father, mother, etc
This objection lias been previously dealt with under Sutra TIL, 3. 7.

Adhikarana IX—Meditation on a form necessary.

Now the author takes up tho topic that tho Lord may bo meditated

upon as having a form (Vigraha) also.

Vimya : Tu somo Srutis we find texts like the following describing

the Lord as mere Self

:

snfrre^hmta I— (Brliad. Up., I., 4. 7).

He must bo worshipped as 5.tman alone.

*n?frreifa 5rtag<l"-faT i—(Brhad. Up., I., 4. 15).

Lot a man worship the Atman only as his true state.

But in other Srutis, tho Lord is described as having a form, such

as in tho Oopala 1'iirva Tapani, quoted before : "Then Brahma said : Medi-

tate on Brahman, dressed as a cowherd, cloud-coloured, young, standing

under tho Kalpa tree, and about whom are tho following versos : His eyes

are like full-blown- white lotus, He has the colour of the blue cloud, His

raiments are sparkling as lightning. He has two arms, etc."

Then the Upanisad, after so reciting His form, concludes thus :

fWq^ %5T9r grfit *raftt I

Thus meditating with concentrated mind on Krsna, a man becomes freed from the

cycle of births and deaths.

Doubt : Now arises tho doubt : Does the Release result from

worshipping the Lord as mere Solf (Atman), only (without any form), or

is it the result of worshipping Him as tho Self having a Form ?

P&rvapahsa : Tho Purvapaksin says, tho Mukti is obtained by

worshipping Him as Atman alone, and not by adoring Him as having a

form. For in such meditation as Atman, there is a uniform flow of senti-

ment, (uninterrupted by any distraction or jarring emotion). It is

stated that tho Mukti or release comes from the meditation consisting

of one uniform flow of devotional sontimont (Ekarasa). But in medi-

tating on the Lord as having a shape, thero is no oneness of sentiment
;

68
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for the thought dwells sometimes on the eyes, sometimes on the ears,

hands, etc, and thus there is no uniformity in such meditation, for a form

has always different parts. Therefore, Release is not obtainable by Form-

worship.

SMhanla : This view is set aside in the next Sutra :

si'tra nr., 3. 20.

STCTH Samanali, same, uniformity of sentiment. Fvam, even. ^ Cha,

though, ifitwt Abhodat, owing to non-difference.

20. Even though (there arise different perceptions of eyes, etc,

in meditation on the Form), yet they are the same, because there is no

difference, (the eyes, etc., are all A.tman).—381.

COJtMK\T\KV

The force of the word "Cha" is that of "Api." Evn though in

Form-meditation there arise different pore ptions of eyes, etc, yet the

sentiment is tho "mine," i.e., is one and uniform. As an im/ige made of

gold is gold throughout, and looking at its eye', hands, ore , does not give

rise to different ideas, but one uniform idea, i.e., of gold, so in meditating

on tho Form, there do not arise different ideas but one ideu of the Lord.

Why? AbhcdSt Because there is no difference : because the eyes, etc.,

of tho form of tho Lord are all Atman (as those of the golden imago are

all gold). Therefore, Release is obtained only by worshipping tho Atman

as having a form or rather as having become a form. Tf this wore

not so (if Release were obtainable by mere abstract meditation), then tho

Sruti texts like "thus meditating on Krsna with concentrated mind"

(OopSla Purva Tapani Opanisad) would be nullified. Tho texts like "Brahman

is a uniform essence of the True, the knowledge, tho infinity, the bliss, etc.,"

do not mean that Ho is an abstraction, but that His Form sheds forth

these various attributes <as the one sun sheds various colour). "They do

not detract from His uniformity and one-ness of essence. Though this

point was considered boforo also in Sutra TIL, 2. 14, it is reconsidered

here in a different light. The compassionate teacher repeats the same

thing over and over again, out of kindness for his pupils, so that they

may understand this abstruse and recondite subject.

TUB THJJORY OF AVKSA AVATARAS

The author has already taught in the previous aphorisms that in

meditating on the Lord, all His attributes, as manifested by His direct
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Forms and Avatftras, aro to ba combined. Now he considers whether the

attributes shown by the Lord when He temporarily shines forth through

some exalted souls (Jivas), that is to say, through the inspired Men (Avesa

Avatfiras) are to be so combined or not.

Note: There are two views regarding AveSa Avat&ras. These arc exalted Jivas

possessed by the Lord, inspired by Him. All qualities of the Lord aro not manifested

through such beings. One view is that .the attributes shown by the Avesa Avalaras should

be combined, the other is that there should be no such combination.

In the Chhandogya LTpanisad, VII., 1. 1, Narada approaches San at Kumara

and says, "Teach me, 0 Lord! (Bhagavat)." ...'Therefore, 0 Lord!

(Bhagavat) take me over this ocean of grief."

The beings like the Kumaras are Jivas possessed or uvei shadowed

(Avista) by some one of the attributes of the Lord, such as 'Wisdom, Power,

etc. These Jivas are tho Avesas of the Lord; as is clear from the application

of the word "Bhagavat" to them. The question arises: Should the devotees

of these (Sanat Kumara, etc.) while meditating on theso God-like souls,

worship them investing with all the attributes of the Lord or not?

In answer to this doubt, the author teaches two alternatives. First, he

shows tho permission to combine, i.e., the injunction side, by which all the

attributes of tho Lord may be meditated upon as existing in the Great

Beings. This is shown in the next Sutra.

SITKA III., 3. 21.

ti&Fqft7FHlft I \ I \ \ \ \ \\

Qtumn Sambandhat, on account of their being intimately connected.

Evam, Ihus, the same. Anyatra, in others (such as tho Kumaras). ift

Api, even.

21. Because of their intimate connection with the Lord, in such

others also (like the Kumaras, etc.) all the attributes of the Lord may-

be meditated upon.—382.

COMMENTARY

"In others," namely, in the KumSras and the rest, who are always

possessed by the Lord, and in whom the God always dwells. In such

supremely high Jivas, all the attributes of the Lord may bo comprised

in meditation. Why? Sambandhat, because of the intimate relation.

Such Jivas are so intimately related with the Lord, that they are hardly

distinguishable from Him. The Lord has entered into and possessed them

so completely as the fire pervades the white-hot iron.

This is the positive view. The author next gives the negative or

the prohibition of such meditation.
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SUTRA III., 3. 22.

^ ii \ i \ i ^ n

i Na, not. Vli, or, srfafrrrci; Avitesat, because of want of difference

(between the Kum&ras and other Jivas in the matter of Jiva-hood).

22. Or not, because there is no distinguishable feature in them

(they arc after all Jivas and in no way distinguishable from other Jivas

as such).—383.

COMMENTARY

All the entire attributes of the Lord aro not to be combined in medi-

tating on such Jivas. "Why? Avisesat, because there is no distinction

between these Jivas and the other Jivas, so far as the quality of Jiva-hood

is concerned ; in spite of the fact that the Lord is in them and possesses

them. The force of the word "or" is to indicate that since theso beings

aro the beloved of the Lord, they ought to be looked upon with extreme

respect, but not worshipped as (Hod.

•SUTRA in., 3. 23.

^ ii \ \\ i ^ n

sfcrffr Darsayati, shows (the Sruti). ^ Clia. and.

23. And the Scripture illustrates this.—384.

COMMENTARY

Such God-possessed Beings, though object of great veneration, are

not to bo worshipped as God, bocauso the Scripture illustrates it in the

passage under discussion. Mrada is himself a God-possessed Soul, as wo
find it from various accounts given in the Bhagavata Bui ana and other

books. In spite of his being so great, we find him going to Sanat

Kumara and asking him to bo taught about the Supreme Self. Thus this

ChhSndogya Sruti itself shows that all the att ibutes of God are not to bo

combined in meditating on theso godly beings, for they are not as perfect

as God is.

SL'TRA III., 3. 21.

^ftf«ncr# ^ffi: || \ | \ | X 8 II

tflfa Sambhrti (the attribute of being the nourisher, the supporter), the

collection, f Dyu, the sky, all the spaco. S!ITf& VySpti, tho attribute of pervad-

ing, the spreading out ^fa Api, also. ^ Cha, and. TtT: Atah, for the same

reason.

24. And for this reason, the attributes of being the

collection of all potent energies and of spreading out the
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loftiest heavens (which are the specific attributes of God, are not to be
combined in meditating on such Beings).—385.

COMMENTARY

The phrase Sariibhyti-dyuvyftpti is a Dvandva compound of these
two words, meaning "collection" and "spreading out the heavens."
These two attributes are not to be combined in meditating on such Avesa
Avataras. The reason for this is the same as given in the previous Sutras,

namely, that tho Avesa Avataras are Jivas after all. The sense is this.

In tho rescension of the Enayaniyanas, we find the following text in their

supplementary portion (Taittiriya Brahmana, II., 4. 7. 10. :

mm eqft?$j sr.- ii

I'l'he reading in the text is from the Atharva Yeda, XIX., 22. 21

:

where tho second line runs as 'jaw as. wfta spj I Baladova's leading

is m »jaRt JMir g 3i% i]

Heroisms (were) gathered with the Brahman as chief ; tho Brahman as chief in the

beginning stretched the sky ; the Brahman was born as firBt of creatures ; therefore,

(Tcna) who is fit to contend with the Brahman ?—(Bloomficld).

This verse is found in the Atharva Veda (XIX., 22. 21) and the

translation of it, given by Mr. Griffith, is as follows :

"Collected manly powers are topped by Brahma. Brahma at first spread out the

loftiest heaven. Brahma was born first of all things existing. Who then is meet to be

that Brahma's rival ?" <

This shows tho glory of Brahman, namely, he has all manly powers

in him, and he it is who has spread out the loftiest heavens. These attri-

butes arc the specific qualities of tho Lord, and consequently they are

not to be meditated upon as existing in any Jiva, how high soever he

may be.

• The author now gives another reason in the next Sutra.

sf'THA. in., 3. 25.

S^Nraifa ^faPHRHra ii \ i \ I

S^fatTTOTT. PuiHisa VidySySm, in Purusa-vidyfi. W Iva, like. Another

reading is *rfa "also." =3 Cha, and. w^PJ, Itaresam, of the others (of the qualities

like omnipotence, etc.) *raFTRRT AnfimnSnftt, not being mentioned.

25. These other (attributes of the Lord are not de-

clared as existing in the Kumaras, etc.) (as they are declared

to exist) in (the direct manifestations of Brahman such as)

the Man (of the Puru§a) Sukta, and (in Kxsna of the Gopala

Tapani, etc.).—386.
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C'OMJIKKTAHY

In the narratives of the Kumaras and of others, there is no mention

of the attributes of being the material cause of the creation of all things,

or of being the ruler and regulator of all, etc., (namely, of those qualities

which are the specific attributes of the Lord 1
. Hence in meditating on

these Ood-lilce Beings, all the attributes of Cod are not to be thought

of as existing in them. The author gives an illustration to show the

contrary, Purusa-vidyayain-iva. As in the Purusa hymns of the Vedas. By

force of the word "and" the Oopala Tapani, etc., are also taken. All the

above attributes of the Lord are given in these, while they are conspicuous

by their absence in the nairalives of the Kum&ras, etc. The conclusion

of all this discussion is as follows : In these (iod-possesscd Beings, there

are two aspects—the Jiva-aspect and the Ood-aspect just as in a white-

hot iron ball.

In a hot iron ball there exist the iron and the fire. Those devotees of

the Kumaras, etc., who sec in them the Divine aspect only, like those who

think on the tire only of the white-hot iron ball, should meditate on such

beings with all the attributes of God, because they are looking on the

(iod-aspeet only, to the exclusion of the Man-aspect. But those whoso

devotion is not so keen and who are conscious of their man-aspect, like

those who bee the iron also in the white-hot ball such devotees of the

Kumaras, etc., should not invest their Ista (Beloved) with all the attributes

of (iod. On the other hand, they meditate upon these Beings as friends of

(Jod, dearly beloved to him. The Supremo Lord being pleased with their

devotion to His beloved ones, accepts such worship, as if it was directly

offered to Him. It is not only in the ChhSndogya Upanisad that Sanat

Kumara is addressed as Bhagavat, but words like Bhagavat, etc., have been

applied to these exaulted beings even in the Bhagavata Purina and

other scriptures. These books' also have declared their Jiva nature as

well, by describing them as weak and poor creatures Those passages

must also be reconciled in the same way, namely, their weakness, etc., are

all comparative, for compared with Brahman every cue is a weak and

poor creature.

Adhikarava X—Thc destructive attributes of God.

It has been said that Brahman must be meditated upon with the

attributes specifically mentioned in the books of one's own sakh& (pri-

marily, and if possible, the attributes mentioned in other S&khtis may be

combined, according to the ability of the devotees). Yet to this, there
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is an exception, for some attributes mentioned' in one's own Sakha" may
be sue!), that a person desirous of release, can never benefit by such

meditation, and must eschew those attributes from his worship. Thus

in the Atliarva Veda, there! are prayers to God to kill the sorcerer, etc

Those attributes of God should never be meditated upon. Hence the author

starts this new Adhikarana.

Vimya : In the Atliarva Veda we find the following (Kanda, VI IT,

Sukta 3, verses 4 and 17).

i qsrfftl stra^: n^fk TfifawjftPwVWi; n

Pierce through the Yiitudhana's skin, O Agni ; let the destroying dart with lire con-

sume him.

Rend his joints, Jatuvedas ! let the eater of raw Mesh, Keeking flesh, tear and destroy

him.

The cow gives milk each year, () Man-Beholder ; let not the Yutudhdna ever taste

it.

Agni, if one should glut him with the blessings, I'irrrr with thy flame his vitals as

he meets thee.

DouH : ITere Agni or the Lord, is described as piercing through the

skin and the vitals of the sorcerer. Is the Lord to be meditated upon as

a piercer, etc. 'i

PTtrrapctJisa : The opponent's view is that the Lord should be

meditated upon, even as pirrrrr, became it is expected from Him that

He should destroy (he evil-doers (for one of His attributes is to punish the

winked 1
.

SifhUutnla : The right view, however, is that the Lord should not

be meditated upon in these His fierce Attributes, but only as a compas-

sionate, Merciful Lover of His devotees.

Note : The above verses of the Atharva Veda are addressed to Agni. But according

to the TiM of Baladcva, Agni means SarvSgranT, the foremost of all, the leader of all.

And hence it is a name of God. The word Pratyaiieham translated as "Ifo meets Thee"

is explained by the Tik:t-k;ira as PratikiHavarttinam, that is, one who is opposed to

another, an enemy. The above verses arc ad.lrrssed to the Lord to destroy one's enemies.

A person who wants liberation, the Mnmuksu, the Would-be-froe, should not bear grudge

against any body, and should be the last person to pray, "O Lord, destroy our enemies,"

whether such enemies be personal or national.

si-tr.v nr., 3. 2(5.

Vflft Vedhftdi, "Kill, etc." or picfoe, etc. ^ Artha, the result, or the fruit.

Mvi Bhed&t, being different. *t Nn, not (understood from the previous Rutra\
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2<5. The Would-be-free should not meditate on the Lord

as a Piercer, etc., because the result of such meditation is

different from Release.—387.

COMMENTARY

The word "Not" is understood in tin's Sutra from Sutra HI., 3. 22.

The Would-be-
r
roe should not meditate on the Lord with such attributes

as those of a piercer, etc. Why ? Arthabhedat. Artha means here "the

result or fruit." Because, the fruit of such meditation is different ; that

is to say, the Would-be-free wants release and such meditation is not

conduci^o to it. The sense is that the Would-be-free has risen higher than

the ordinary worldly men, and consequently lie has no right to indulge

in prayers of hatred, like those given above. In other words, he has no

Adhikara to this. Even the Lord has shown this in the Oita, XIII., 8 :

srrnfa?3fRft*i?wf&iT ^tjfaraSi^ i

nr^wfrctf *TH $$mwfa$mt it ii

Humility, unpretentiousness, harmlessneaa, forgiveness, rectitude, service of the

teacher, purity, steadfastness, self-control (should be cultivated by the Would- be-free).

So also in the BhSgavata Purana :

Tho Would-be-free should follow the activities conducive to Nivrtti (renunciation),

(such as daily prayers, SandhyS, etc.). My devotees should abandon all Pravrtti Karmas,

(such as Ki'imya, Jyotis(om», etc).

Adhikarana XL—Meditation is not obligatory

07} Released Souls.

Vimya : In the Svetftsvatara Upanisad, I., If., we find tho following :

*thww ii

When that God is known, all fetters fall off, sufferings are destroyed, and birth and

death cease. From being intensely absorbed in Him, one goes on the dissolution of the

body to the third region, where exists universal lordship, and which is the Isolate (above

M-\y&) and where all his desires are satisfied.

From this we learn that the fetters of My-ncss, such as, "this is my
body," "this is my house," etc., are destroyed when one gets the know-
ledge of the Lord. And then there ceases the pain duo to birth and death

(for though tho Freed ones may be born and die at their option, they do not

suffer the pains of birth and death and so practically births and deaths

cease for them). This verso magnifies tho glory of the knowledge of God as

obtained from the study of scriptures. By such illumination, when the true

essential nature of God is known, then by meditating on Him, namely, by
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constantly thinking on Him, on tho dissolution of the body (when the Liiiga-

body even is destroyed), such God-knowing man rises above the Moon-world

and the Brahma-world, and reaches the third Loka, namely, the world of the

Lord. What is the nature of that world? Tt is full of "Universal lordship"

that is, all the super-cosmic manifestations of the Lord exist there. It is

the world of "Kevalam," or free from M&yft ; and by reaching this, one

becomes fully satisfied, namely, all his desires are obtained. This des-

cription shows that the Lord is obtainable through Scriptural knowledge

also.

Doubt: Is meditation on the Lord, enjoined by this verse, optional or

obligatory, on the person who has already obtained the knowledge of God ?

Phrrapikxn : Meditation is obligatory, because it is the cause of

inducing mental concentration, by increasing higher devotion.

Siddhdnta : The right view, however, is that meditation is optional

for the man who has known (iod, and whose fetters have all fallen off.

sutiu in., 3. 27.

SRt qjiqJHP^Hr^t fSraF^r^WRWrrfTfi^ II \ I \ \ \* II

FT&tmu, after the getting rid of 'bondage"), g Tu, but, only. 3TfJf5t

Upftyana, on account of obtaining or getting near to (the Lord). VPl Sabda,

on account of the statements of the word. SfTcfPT. Sesatvat, on account of being

supplementary to, on account of being the remainder of. f?t Kusa, as in the

case of Kusa for taking, the Kusa grass in one's hands, wrs^ Achchhanda,

according to one's desire, according as it is strong or weak. The force

of TT is two-fold, to denote strength or weakness. *gfft Stuti, as in the case

of prayer, or praise (Yajus). twrh Upaganavat, and as in the case of

singing (Saraan). ST. Tat, that. Uktam, is explained in tho Scriptures.

27. But iu the released state, (the free may perform meditation at

their option), because they have already attained nearness to the Lord,

because the Scriptural texts declare the same, and because all texts are

meant to lead the soul to this stage. As the singing and reciting hymns

of praise, (Yajus and Saman) with the sacred grass in his hand, is not

obligatory on the student, who has finished his obligatory daily task.

And this is declared by Scriptures.—388.

POMMKXT.VRY

The word "Tu" is emploved in the above Sutra, in order to remove

the Purvapaksa. - When by the knowledge of God, there takes place the

69
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falliug off of the fetters then for such a wise person, who is devoted to

the Lord, the act meditating on tho Divine attributes as taught in the

Scriptures, is an optional self-imposed duty, just like the singing of praises

and hymns, with more or less of desire, by taking the Kusa grass in one's

hand.

Note : When a student has finished the daily obligatory sacred study, if he finds time,

he can make a resolution to repeat the SamhitS ; and then with the hands in the form of

a Brahmaujali, with the sacred grass in the middle, he repeats the Veda. This recitation

is purely voluntary, and not obligatory. Just like this is the meditation of the person

whose delusion of "mind," etc., is destroyed. He may meditate on Truth through texts

and reasoning ; but it is not obligatory on him.

Tho released soul is under no obligation to perform philosophical

meditation ; it is optioual to him to do so. In fact, the above verso of

the Svetaivatara Upanisad, by using the word Abhidhyfin&t (with prefix Abhi\

shows that ho has reached tho stage of God-immersion (Abhidhy&na) and docs

not need ordinary Dhyaua. The reason for this is, that the released soul

has obtained Upayana or the vicinity of tho Lord and attachment for Him.

The word UpSyana means attaining such vicinity. The second reason is

Se§atvSt—because supplementary. All texts are supplementary to this,

or are meant to lead tho soul to this stago of God-love. As says a text

(Brhadaranyaka Upanisad, IV., 4. 21) : "Let a wise Brahmana, after lie lias

discovered Him, practise devotion, let him not seek after many words, fur

that is mere weariness of the tongue."

In the Bhftgavata Purfina it is written :

By works of public utility, by austerity, sacrifices, by alms-giving, by Yoga practices,

by concentration, the highest object which men seek is love for Me, and attachment for

Me.

Therefore, when once such attachment is acquired, it becomes useless

for the devotee to go on further with meditation. His meditation, there-

fore, is optional.

The sense is this. It is very difficult to find out tho truth through

philosophical reason and Scriptural texts of obscure and abstruse meaning.

Moreover, even reasoning and texts are of various kinds and deal with

various subjects and sub-divisions thereof, and consequently the path of

knowledge to God, through philosphical reasoning and Scriptural studies,

is very difficult (Because philosophers differ, and so do tho interpreters

of texts). But to a person whose heart is solely attached to the Lord, and

is softened by constant thinking on His blissful nature, all such studies

and reasoning produce hardness of heart, for, instead of helping in increas-

ing God love, they jar upon one's feelings of devotion. But after the

devotee has come out of his ecstasy, such studies may sometimes be helpful
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to him, io reminding him of his attachment and serving as a sort of

secondary devotion.

The author next gives both reason and authority for this statement.

Note: "Just as the twice-born, after the performance of the daily study enjoined

upon them, namely, Brahma-YajSa, recite the Yajus and Sitmans wearing merely at their

pleasure the Kusa Pavitra on their finger, so also meditation, etc., in the highest heaven are

pejformed by the Freed of their own accord. For all the other injunctions are only sub-

servient to the statement referring to final beatitude. As says the Brahma-tarka : Indeed

even those that have attained to heavenly bliss perform of their own accord the medita-

tion on Hari, just as the Brdhmanas after their regular duty recite the Vedas, observing the

rule of wearing Kusa grass, etc., sitting with their face to the east."—Madhva.

SI*THA HI., 3. 28.

SFTO^ Samparayc, when the lovo for the Lord (has arisen in the soul). ^7
Tartavya, of the bondage, (which is to bo got rid of), something to cross over.

*T«W<* Abhfiv&t, owing to the absence, erar TatM, so. ff Hi, because.

Anyo, the others: the other Sakhius, the Vajasanoyins.

2ft. When the love for the Lord (has arisen in the soul), the

jiliilosophic meditation is optional, because there is absence of the

bondage ; thus say some Sakhins.—389.

COMMENTARY

The word flfwq means the Lord : because all Tattvas meet in

Him ( gprcrafper ar^rfir wf^n: ). The Love for the Lord is called QW<w \

It is formed by adding the affix under Panini, IV., 3. 53.

When a person has got this love for God, it is optional for him to

meditate on Tattvas or not. It is not obligatory. Why? Tartavyabh&vfit—

because, they havo nothing further to cross over. For then there exist no

fetters which ho has to cut off. So also the others, namely, tho VSjasaneyins

read (BrhadSranyaka Upanisad, IV., 4. 21):

Let a wise Brihmana (student of the Vedas), after he has discovered Him (through

the scriptures and his Guru), practise PrajSa or devotion to Him. Let him not seek after

many words (Veddnta texts), for that is mere weariness of the tongue.

So also the Lord has said in the Bhagavata Pur&na

:

Jnana (the Path of scriptural knowledge and philosophy) and Vairagya (the Path

of indifference or asceticism) are, as a general rule, not very beneficial to those devotees

(Yogins) who are full of my love, and whose very self am I, who are deeply attached

to Me.
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Adhikarana XII—Fear and Love of God both cause salvation.

It has been mentioned above that the meditation on Brahman is on

Him as possessed of attributes. Now tlio author commences a new topic

in order to show that this meditation is of two sorts. Thus in the (Jopala

Piirva Tfipanf Upnnisad, Brahman is described in the form of Sri Krsija,

dressed as a cow-herd, having the colour of a cloud, etc., and accompanied

by 1'rakrti, etc. This is one form of meditation. Another form is given

in other Srutis as "verily this Brahman is the Solf, the ruler of all, the

controller of all, the Lord of all, etc."—(Brhadaranyaka Upanisad, IV., 4. 22).

This shows that, in the first case, devotion in the form of attachment, excited

by the knowledge of His sweet attributes, is the cause of attaining Him.

In the second case, it is devotion caused by the command of the law, and

produced by the knowledge of His Majesty and Lordliness. Thus, there

are two sorts of devotion or Bhakti—the devotion of love or Ruchi Bhakti,

and the devotion of fear or Vidhi Bhakti. Therefore, the object of

meditating being different (in one case, it is a being of all sweetness ami

love; in the other, a majestic ruler and king), the Bhakti is also of two

sorts.

Doubt: Now arises the doubt, which of these two kinds of Bhakti

is the cause of God-attainment?

Ptirrapaksa : As there is nothing to determine which of them

leads to salvation, therefore, the seeker of Ood being in uncertainty, will

not engage in any sort of meditation, and have no inclination for either.

Siddhanta: There need not be any such uncertainty, as shown in

the next Sutra.

SL'TBA III., 3. 29.

Sp5fl: Chhandatah, through the Will of (rod. Ubliaya, of either.

wfa^l>*1?l. AvirodhSt, there being no contradiction. | Na, not|.

29. (There is no such uncertainty, because) through the wish of

the Lord (souls follow one or the other of these two paths and reach

the Lord thereby), since there is no conflict between these two.—390.

COMMENTARY

The word "Not" is understood in this Sutra from III., 3. 22, by the

method called frog-leap. (That is, when a word of a previous Sutra does

not affect the Sutra immediately following it, but some Sutra after that, it

is called frog-leap).
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Chhandatah moans by the wish of the Lord, who has determined

both paths of approaching Him, for the devotees of Sat-prasanga (the good

company), whether it be through the devotion ot love or the devotion of

fear, for souls are so constituted by Him that some love to dwell on the

Majesty of the Tjord, while others are absorbed in his sweetness. How is

this so ? "There is no conflict between these two." Since there are texts

to both effects, a devotee is at liberty to follow any set of those texts. The

sense is this. There are two eternally perfect paths of meditation on the

attributes of the Ijord. These paths begin with the highest companions of

the Lord, such as the eternally free, and extend down to the lowest mortal,

the youngest neophyte. These two paths flow like the stream of Divine

origin, the flanges, from the highest heaven to the world of the mortals.

Therefore, all the souls in the universe are at liberty, according to their

choice, to take up any one of these two paths, and join the particular

discipline of persons treading these paths, and being taught by the teachers

of that patli the method of meditating on the peculiar attributes of the

Lord, he meditates in that way, and the Lord Hari, the lover of all forms

of devotion, wishes that these aspirants may get an inclination to follow

the path. It is because of the wish of the IiOrd Had, that these various

Sat-prasangins (aspirants) follow one or the other of these paths, and in

this way they reach Him.

Xota: There are three sorts of devotees, the highest, the middling and the youngest.

The first and the last are not helpers in the ordinary sense. The first is so absorbed in the

contemplati on of the Lord, that he is not conscious of anybody else, and the last has not

yet acquired the necessary power of helping others. It is only the middle devotee who

helps the aspirants.

The masters of compassion are thus defined:

The second kind of devotee is he who loves the Lord, has friendship for the Bhaktas

of the Lord, compassion on the ignorant and indifference towards the enemies of the Lord,

and His devotees. (These are the Masters of compassion).

This also shows that there is no partiality in the Lord Hari.

sOtba hi., 3. 30.

i^^«iw»pn fl ftita ii \ \\ i V ii

•RT: Gateh, of reaching God. vlwi Arthavattvam, the quality of leading

to the Purusftrtha. swwr Ubhayatha, on the twofold paths. *r«HT Anyathft,

otherwise, ft Hi, for. facta: Virodhah, contradiction.

30. In both ways the goal is reached, because otherwise there

would arise conflict between the texts.—391.
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COMMENTARY

By admitting this, the goal, that is to say, reaching tho Lord,

becomes pertinent in both ways : That is to say, by the acts of devotion

to the Lord, by meditating on His sweet attributes, and by the act of

devotion to Him, by contemplating His Majestic attributes, one sot reaches

the Lord of love, the other reaches tho Lord of Majesty. The word "Artha"

in the Sutra means the highest end of man, namely, God, the Supreme
Person. "Arthavattvam" means having the attribute of taking to the

Lord. If this bo not admitted, then there would arise contradiction

between the two sets of texts, one enjoying meditation on the sweet aspect

of the Lord (the Ruler of Gokula), the other enjoying meditation on the

Lord of Majesty (the Ruler of Vaikuntha). Tho word "Hi" in the

Sutra indicates that both texts are of equal authority.

It cannot bo said that both these methods should be combined on

account of the Sutras III, 3. 6 and botli methods of devotion must be

practised by ono and the same person. Though that Sutra teaches

combination of attributes, yet it cannot be applied here, because the

Ekfintin devotees aro not anxious to see in their object of devotion, other

attributes than what they meditate upon, and opposite attributes do not

come within tho scope of their cognisance. This will bo furthor explained

in Sutra III., 3. 56.

Adhikarana XIII.—Meditation of love h mperior to that of fear.

Visaya
: The author now establishes the superiority of the devotion

of Love over that of Law.

Doubt : The doubt arises whether Vidhi Bliakti (or tho devotion by-

following the path of law) is higher or the Ruchi Bhakti (or the devotion

by following the patli of love.)

Ptirvapaksa : The man following the path of law, performs fully

all the portions required by the law formally and strictly, hence his

devotion is superior to that of the other, who is always in a state of rapture
and whose actions are unmethodical.

Siddhdnta : The next Sutra shows the superiority of love.

sutra in., 3. 31.

Upapannah, he has attained prominence, eret Tat, that (one-ness
of attachment). Bitot Laksana, mark. He whose mark or characteristic is one-
pointed attachment to His devotee who has such love. The love of the devotee
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evokes such love in the Lord. *M Artha, object. Thd Purus5rtha or sHinmum
bonum, i.e., the Lord. Upalabdheh, on account of the obtaining. 5lWw.

Lokavat, as is the ordinary experience.

31. (The devotee on the path of Ruchi or love) has obtained

superiority, because he has obtained (control over) the object-of-human-

lifc, (namely, the Lord, who Himself) possesses this characteristic (of

being the Devotee of His devotee, because He appreciates sweetness in

others, since He Himself is All-sweet). As we see in the kings of the

world also.—392.

COMMKNTAKY

The person worshipping Hari by Ruchi Bliakti is Upapannah or one

who has obtained superiority or in whom there exists superiority. Why ?

Tat-laksanftrthopalabdheh, because of his having obtained the object

possessing that characteristic. The Lord has the characteristic, similar

to that of Ruchi Bhakta, namely, he is solely devoted to such a Bhakta.

Therefore, he is called Tat-laksana, or possessing such a characteristic.

He is Artha or the Object or Hie Goal of the human quest, for ho is the

Supreme Person possessing all sweetness. Tat-laksanartha is a compound

meaning "the object that has that characteristic." Upalabdheh means

"because of obtaining.
-

' The Ruchi Bhakta is superior to the Vidhi Bhakta,

because his devotion being of the nature of sweetness, is more pleasing

to the Lord of Sweetness, and thus such a Bhakta, by the very fact of

his self-forgetting devotion, brings the Lord under his control. The

author illustrates it by an example, saying "as in the world." As in

this world, a person is considered praiseworthy, who by his unwavering

attachment and loyalty to a king (who appreciates the devotion and

loyalty of his subjects) brings such a king under his control, so a

Ruchi Bhakta, by his steady devotion to the Lord, brings the Lord under

his control or influence. The Lord does not lose his independence by

thus coming under the control of His Bhakta. On the contrary, com-

ing under the control of His lovers is one of the most attractive attributes

of the Lord. The sense is this. The Supreme Person is verily a Lover of

sweetness, and he manifests his sweetness in these Ruchi Bhaktas, and

when these Bhaktas, being attached to Him, offer themselves to Him,

He accepts their self-surrender and is purchased by" the greatness of

their love ; and He makes them great so that they may fully experience

His sweetness. Without this condescension on the part of the Lord,

they could not have experienced the fulness of His love. As has said

blessed Suka

mrtt *mt*i *f*s»f ntftargerr I
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This son of a cow-herd, Lord Krsna, is not easy of attainment to the embodied souls,

whether they be J minis (those who have reached wisdom but yet have the consciousness

of their bodies), or whether they are Xtmabhutas (who hare realised their self and are

unconscious of their bodies), as He is obtainable here by those who are His Bhaktas of

love.

Though His conquest is obtainable more or less, as a general rule,

by all kinds of Bhaktas, yet His Bhaktas of love conquer Hiru thoroughly,

and hence it is demonstrated that Ruclii Bhakti is the highest of all kinds

of Bhakti.

Adhikarana XIV.—-Any single form of worship may
produce Release nor does Release necessarily mean

cessation of woi'ldly activities.

Visaya : The author now commences another topic, in order to show

that this worship of the Lord is of two sorts, eitlter having one member

(EkMga), or having many members (Anekanga). In the Gop&la Purva

Tapani the sages ask BrahmS, "Who is the highest (lod ? Of whom even

death is afraid V By knowing whom every thing else becomes manifested V

Through whom does this universe revolve ?*' In answer to these four

questions, Brahma: answers, that Krsna is the highest God and devo

tion to Him is the highest, aim of man. Ho then teaches the sages the

Mantra consisting of eighteen syllables, namely, Klim KrsriSya GoviudSya

Gopijana-vallabhaya Svaha.

Having taught this Mantra the Upanisad goes on to say :

nets; «rt s^nrfo refer mfa s>ss*ft i

He who meditates upon this Krsna, recites His name, and worships Him with service,

becomes an immortal.

Doubt : Now arises the doubt. Here three things are mentioned.

Dhyana or meditation, Rasana or Japa, and Bhajana or servico. Does

release depend on the performance of all these conjointly, or on any one

of them separately ?

Piirvapaksa : The Purvapaksin maintains that all these three, when

performed conjointly, lead to Moksa, because after conjoint mention of them,

the Upanisad says, "The man becomes immortal."

Siddhdnta : The next Sutra refutes this view.

Not* : We give the full passage of this Upanisad in order to better understand this

Adhikarana.
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Ora. Tho sages asked Brahma, "Who is the highest God ? Of whom is death afraid 1

By knowing whom everything else is known ? Through whom dj33 this world eminate ?"

35 fftaTTl JTTSWt: I

On being so questioned, Brahma" replied :

Srt Krsna is verily the Highest God (This is VSsudeva).

"flf^T5
!. ^ft^fcT I

The Death is afraid of Govinda. (This is Sankarsana-vyilha.)

By knowing Gopijanavallabha everything else is known, (This is Aniruldlu-vyi\ha.)

Through Sv5h;l this world is created. (This is Pradyumna-vyftha.)

The sages asked him, "Who is Kr^ina, who is Govinda, who is Gopijanavallibha, who

is Hv&hti. ?" Brahmil answered them : He who destroys (Karsana) sin is Krsna. He who

knows m or who is known through jfj i.e., cows, earth and Vcdas (for "go" means

all these three) is Govinda. He who destroys (Vallabha) the ignorance of the Goptjanas is

called Gypijan vallabha. His Miya" is SvaTia
1

. All (these four) constitute Brahman. Ho who

meditates on this, recites it silently and serves it, becomes immortal, becomes immortal."

SUTRA in., '3. 32.

*faw tflforcftfon^, ^r^Hi^ n ? i ? W\ il

TRW Aniyamah, there is no rule (as to tlie combination). aifR, Sarve-

sSm, of all. Tftd^ Avirodhflt, tliero being nothing against or no conflict.

*I3^ Sabda, tho word {It., tho Revealed Scripture or Sruti). 3T3TT1T«ir>I. Anu-

man&bhy&in, and inference or Smrti.

32. There is no rule (for the combination) of all these, as there

is no conflict (between this text of the Gtopala Upanisad and) other

Sruti and Smrti texts.—393.

COMMENTARY

There is no such restrictive rule, that the "only means of obtaining

Release is the conjoint performance of meditation, prayers (Japa\ and

Divine services. Any of these singly has the potency to bring about that

result. Why ? Because there is no conflict between this text of the Gop&U

70
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Tapani and the other Srutis and Smrtis. Thus in a later passage of the

same Upanisad it is declared :

f%ir!qi%3ST W^fcT I ffff I

grftaT. I *ra«r2rfit a^toi: i ?*feftr <HifeRt i >wr{T sra*^ «ir^Pjjft qjrtasprat

Meditating with concentrated heart on Krsna, a man is freed from the Cycle of births

and deaths. Reciting His Mantra and doing to Him, is like the conjunction of the

moon with the earth (the Lord is brought down to the heart of His devotees, as the moon

is reflected in water). His Mantra consists of five words, namely, (t) Klim-Krsnaya, (tt)

Govindaya, (tit) Goptjana, (iv) VallabMya, and (v) Sv£ha\ Reciting this five-worded Mantra

on the five parts of one's body, namely, (t) Heart, (//) Head, (Hi) tfikha" or tuft-lock, (»>)

Breast, and (») Hands with five elements—heaven, earth, the sun, moon and fire—one

assuming these forms, attains Brahman, verily he attains Brahman.

Note : The five Mantras thus deduced are

:

(i) # f?3JT*r I

Kttm-Krsnfiya divatmane hrdayaya namah,' (Heart).

(*») 'ftfa^TJT IfT.cl^' faxft ??TCT I

Govtndfiya bhflmyatmane Sirase svSbay (Head).

(tit) firftowsyfofc f*raft

Goptjana sflryStmano Sikhiyai vasat,' (Tuft-lock).

(iv) ^TOIW^T ma^tW §^ I

Vallahhaya chandramasdtmane Kavachaya hum,' (Breast).

'Svdhfi sagnyatmane' straya phat

This text of Gopala Tapani shows that the meditation on or the

recitation of the Mantra can singly confer release. Therefore, the previous

text of this Upanisad (namely, "Etadyo dhyayati rasati bhajafi so nmrto

bhavati") must be interpreted in conformity with the subsequent text

of the same. Similarly, there aro other Smrti texts to the same effect.

Thus :

By merely singing the name of Krsna, one gets release and reaches the Highest.

He who bows down to Krsna, even once in salutation, gets the merit equal to the

performance of ten Asvamedha baths ; with, however, this difference, that the performer

of Asvamedha comes back again on earth (on the exhaustion of merit), but the adorer

of Krsna is never born again (for the result is inexhaustible.)

These Purfinic texts also show that singing the name of the Lord

or service of the Lord by prostration, etc., singly is capable of effecting

release. The Gopala TSpanl $ruti (DhySyati, Rasati, Bhajati) is not opposed

to these. Had it meant that these three must be practised jointly for the
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sako of Mukti, then it would have contradicted both these Gratis and

Srartis, which teach how release can be obtained by Bhakti (whether it

be of meditation or recitation or sorvice).

The conclusion, therefore, is that the sentence "he becomes immortal,"

should be joined with everyone of the three verbs. (He who meditates

on Him becomes immortal, he who sings Him becomes immortal, ho

who serves Him becomes immortal). If these three be taken collectively,

then Gopfrla Tftpant should bo interpreted as employing here an

a fortiori argument. (When tho other Srutis and Srartis teach that

meditation, singing or sorvice can singly lead to Mukti, how much
more easily and surely must tho Mukti be got when those three are

combined).

Thoso three are illustrative of other methods of Bhakti
;
they do not

exhaust them. Thus the BhSgavata Pnrana, VII., ,5. 23, describes nine

kinds of Bhakti :

^HNr Trerfsfrwui

Listening to the recitation of the name of Visnu, singing it himself and remembering

it always, serving, worshipping and saluting Ilim
;
treating Him as one's Master or as a

Friend, and self-surrender (are nine kinds of Bhakti).

AH these nine kinds are implied by the above three, and every one of

them has full efficacy.

"But," says an objector, "Release is the result of meditation alone,

as taught in the Sratis. ^mi «fl Z&pV- etc., ( Brh. IV., 5. 6. and

II., 4. 5). How do you say that it can be effected by Japa, etc., also ?"

To this wo reply
; Japa (silent recitation of prayers), etc., arc interlinked

with meditation—one is pervaded by the other. Meditation is interwoven

with Japa, etc., and Japa etc., is so interwoven with meditation. Both are

mutually interdependent. Therefore, there can be no valid objection to

what has been established above.

Says an objector : It is not proper to say that on getting the know-

ledge of Brahman there takes place release. Brahma, Rudra, Indra and

others, who have acquired perfection in the knowledge of Brahman, are

seen immersed in cosmic activities—nay, sometimes are found to bo acting

contrary to the Lord Himself.

This objection is answered in the next Sutra.

SUTRA III., 3. 33.

qr^uRq^^nf^^TO 11 u u 11

^rfofira; Y&vad-adhik&ram, according to the (length of the period of

their) office, sreferft: Avasthitih, the remaining in the world. *nfa«rR;*ront

Adhik&rikftnfim, of the office-bearers,
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33. The office-holders remain in this world up to the end

of the period of their tenure of office.—394.

COMMENTARY

We do not maintain that all knowers of Brahman, though perfect

Masters of such knowledge, must necessarily become Mukta (or get out

of the cosmos). Hut what we say is this. The Release is for him whoso

PrSrabdha Karmas (the so much of the deeds for the total expiation of

which a new incarnation is taken) are exhausted, by suffering the fruits

thereof, whoso KryamSna Karmas (the deeds done in the present

incarnation to be atoned for hereafter) do not cling to him (because of

Brahma-vidyS, since he* performs them as service to tho Lord, because

he has attained tho knowledge of Brahman), and whoso Saiichita Karmas

(past deeds other than Prarabdha, which are kept in store for expiation in

some future incarnation) are destroyed by the fire of Brahma-vidyS. In

other words, he whose past deeds are all destroyed and exhausted by know-

ledge and suffering, and whose present deeds sit loose upon him, becauso

of theosophic knowlodge—such a person gets Mukti and goes away from

the world! But office-holders, like Brahma and tho rest (having a definite

place in the Divino hierarchy) are still not Muktas, though their Sanchita

Karmas no longer exist, but are destroyed by VidyS, and their present

Karmas are unclinging for the same reason, but their Prarabdha Karma
(in the shape of the strong Will generated in the Past to be co-workers

with tho Lord) not being exhausted, keep them to their post ; and they

remain in this world so long as the duration of their office lasts, and

does not come to an end. (They are appointed by the Lord in accordance

with their Karmas for a certain period, and it is on tho expiration of

that period that their Karmas are fully exhausted.) On the exhaustion

of these meritorious Karmas that gave them this office, they get release

and enter into the Highest State. It should be understood thus. Devas

like Indra and the rest, with a shorter period of tenure of office, go at

the end of their respective periods, to Brahma's world ; for the duration

of Brahma's office is longer. But when the term of Brahma's office comes

to an end, and he gets rolcasc, then all these lower divinities get release

also along imth him. (In the interval thoy remain merged in Brahma).

The author of the Sutra will mention this in IV., 3. 10.

As to their standing against the Lord (such as Brahma did in

stealing the cows of Kr§na, or Indra in sending torrential rains on

Vraja), that is a mock fight only, and is done under the command of the

Lord, to further the action oi the drama ^hich the W plays \n eac\\
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Avatara. The so-called opposition to the Lord is no real opposition, for

BrahmS and others are all actors, playing this world-drama, in harmony with

the Will of the Lord.

As to their being obsessed by passions, etc., that is also an appear-

ance only. Being firm in their knowledge of Brahman, passions, etc.,

cannot overcome them (they make a show as if they were so over-

powered.)

Therefore, it follows that other knowcrs of Truth than these office-holders,

do get Mukti as soon as they get the Vidya. (In the case of these Heirarchies,

it is delayed till the end of the period of the office of BrahmS). Thus there

is no real injustice done to anybody.

Qwrre.—Do these office-holders really want Mukti ? Or do they not find greater satis-

faction in being conscious co-workers with the Lord in His World-drama ?

Adhikarana XV— The Aksara of Brhadaranyaka Upani?ad

III., 8. 8., is not incapable of meditation.

Vimya : The author now commences a fresli topic, teaching that the

attributes like "neither coarse nor fine,'' etc., should also be combined in tlio

meditation on the Brahman. In the previous aphorisms, Brahman was taught

to be meditated upon with the attributes appertaining to a Form. Now such

attributes are going to bo mentioned which cannot belong to any form. In

Brhadaranyaka Upanisad we read (III., 8. Hj :

wwrrfo s^ra 11 c 11

He said :
*0 G;trgi, the Brdhmanas call this the Aksara (the imperishable). It is

neither coarse nor fine, neither short nor long, neither red (like fire) nor fluid (like water)

;

it is without shadow, without darkness, without air, without ether, without attachment,

without taste, without smell, without eyes, without ears, without speech, without mind,

without light (vigour), without breath, without a mouth, without measure, having no

within and no without, it devours nothing, and no one devours it.'

Doubt : Now arises the doubt : Should the attributes negating the qualities'

of coarseness, fineness, shortness, etc., bo combined in all meditations on

Brahman called here Aksara or Imperishablo ? These attributes give

rise to conceptions incongruous with the idoa of Brahman having a

form.

Purvapakm : In the Sutra III., 3. 20, Brahman has been described

as having a form (Vigraha), and meditation is taught on this form of

Brahman. "But the qualities described in the above passage oi "Br>adara»ya\ca
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Upanigad are impossible to exist in a Brahman having a form. There-

fore these attributes should not be comprised in the general maditation

on Brahman.

Siddftanta : The next aphorism controverts this view.

SLTRA III, 3. 34.

TOfW rfftta: flT^rl3f^*qmfa^TlSTf^ || f I ? I ? « ||

T^TC-faqra; Ak§ara-dbiyam, of those (qualities) which inform about tho

Imperishable Brahman, jj Tu, while, but. mtftt Avarodhali, acceptance

:

comprising, combination. «WT«r SftmSnya, because of the uniformity, the

sameness, the equality. ^rsraFU'l. Tad-bhlvabliySm, aud his qualities,

nrhfl^t Aupasadavat, as in the case of Aupasad Mantras, Tad, that.

3tR^ Uktam, has been explained.

34. But these qualities which give information ahout the

Aksara Brahman, arc to be comprised in meditating on Him as

a Form, because of the uniformity of His nature as in the

case of what belongs to the Upasad. This has been mentioned

before.—395.

Note.—Dr. Thibaut translates this Sutra thus : But the conceptions of the Imperishable

arc to be comprised in all meditations. There being equality of the Brahman to be

meditated on, and those conceptions existing in Brahman ; as in the case of what belongs

to the Upasad. This has been explained.

COMMENTARY

The word "Tu" refutes the above Piirvapaksn. All these conceptions of

"not being coarse, etc.," described in relation to the Aksara Brahman ought

to be comprised in all meditations on Brahman. Why ? Because all the

Vcdic texts refer to Brahman alone : such as the following Sruti (Kafcha

Upani§ad, I., 2. 15).

Yama said : That Word which all the Vedas record, which all penances proclaim,

which men desire when they live as religious students, that Word I tell thee briefly, 'it

is Om.'

Tho essential nature of Brahman, who is the object of meditation taught

by all Vedic texts, is uniform and the same throughout. Therefore, all these

attributes of non-coarseness, etc., applied to Ak§ara Brahman, must be thought

of in meditating on him as a form.

The sense is this. In the SvetSsVatara TJpaDi?ad, I. 11., it is said that

release is obtained through knowledge :

When that, God is known, all fetters fall off, sufferings are destroyed, and birth and
death cease. From meditating on Him there arises, on the dissolution ot the body,

third state, that ot universal lordship ; but be only who is alone, is satisfied.
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This knowledge meaus conception of God not as an ordinary object,

but an extraordinary Being, possessing paradoxical attributes. Otherwise,

if Brahinan is thought of as an ordinary being, then it will lead to many
inconsistencies, and the knowledge of Brahman so gained will not bo a

right conception. Therefore, the form of Brahman possesses not only

bliss knowledge, all-pervadingness, etc., but it is qualified by the negative

attributes of "not being coarse nor fine," etc., also when the Form is

meditated on with all these qualities, such meditation leads to true knowledge,

and is not like ordinary knowledge, because tho latter cannot lead to

Mukti. Such paradoxical knowledge differentiates Brahman from all

other beings and objects. Thus it lias been demonstrated, that this

Vigraha or Form possesses all supernatural attributes, far removed from

anything material and debasing.

He is verily neither an angel (Deva) nor a demon (Asura), neither a mortal man nor

an animal. He is neither a female nor a eunuch, nor a male nor a living being. This

Brahman is neither attribute, nor action, neither being nor non-being. He is that which

remains after all negations. May this endless Being be ever victorious.

Tims the elephant, attacked by the alligator, praised with the above

verse tho Supreme Brahinan, showing him as devoid of coarseness, etc.

Though thus prayed to, the story mentions that the Lord ITari appeared in

His usual form before the elephant, and gave him release. If tho Lord

were formless, and if the above attributes of non-grossness, etc., did not

belong to His form, then He would not havo thus appeared before the

elephant, because he (the elephant) had not addressed his prayors to any

being with form, but to one formless Entity, who was ueither Deva nor

Asura, etc. Therefore, the form in which tho Lord appeared before the

elephant, must be the form that possessed all tho attributes mentioned

in the above prayer. Otherwise, there would havo arisen only mere

knowledge in the mind of tho elephant, a mere consciousness of some

vague and vast existence, who had come in response to his prayers, and

it would not have been a visible perception, but a mere conception. In

tho above verse, tho PrSkrtic Deva-hood, etc., is negated of the Lord. He

is not a Deva, etc., having a Prakrtic body. But Ho has Deva-hood and

Purusa-hood of His own, which are His essential nature and which are

non-Pr&krtic, because the Lord appears as a Shining One or a Deva and

has the form of a Man (Parusa).

The Sutra gives an illustration of the principle that qualities

Secondary MatW) iottovr the principal matter to which they belong, by
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using the phrase "As in the case of what belongs to the Upasad," namely,

like the Mantra which belongs to the rite called Upasad.

The meaning is that it is treatod like the Mantra, which is a sub-

ordinate member in the ceremony called Upasad. The Mantras (Agnir

vai hotram, etc.,) for the offoring of the PurodaSa cakes aro taught in the

8&ma-veda : and are sung with the S&ma-vedic intonation, in a loud voice.

But in tho Yajnr-vedic four-days' rite called the Jamadagnya, in those

Upasads where the Puro<M6a cakes are to be offered, these Sama-vodic

Mantras are used by the Yajur-vedic priest, the Adhvaryu, whose duty it

is there to offer the Purod&sa cake. Therefore, these Mantras, when used

in a Yajur-vedic rite, aro recited in a subdued voice as other Mantras of

the Yajur-veda, and not loudly as the Mantras of the Sama-voda. (The

Mantras lose their Sama-vodic character when used in a Yajur-vedic rite).

"As the Mantra 'Agnir vai hotram vctu,' although given in the Sama-voda, yet has to

bo recited in the Yajur-veda style, with a subdued voice, because it stands in a

subordinate relation to the Upasad-offerings prescribed for the four-days' sacrifice called

Jfimadagnya ; those offerings "arc the principal matter to which the subordinate matter,

the Mantra, has to conform." This point is explained in the first section, i.e., in the

IWrva Mimansfi Sutras, IIL, 3. 9."—Doctor Thibaut's Ramdnuja.

Therefore, the ideas of absence of grossness and so on, though found

in a few passages like those of the Byhadaranyaka Upanisad, must be com-

bined with all tho other attributes of tho principal, namely, the Aksara

Brahman, in all meditations on Brahman ; because all these ideas invari-

ably follow the idea of Ak§ara Brahman.

Note : The Siltra III., 3. 9 of the Purva Mtmamsd' is to the following effect

:

"The subject of the hymns of the Sama-veda being sung low at the time of establish-

ing a sacred fire."

"The principal and subordinate statements being opposed (to one another), (the

latter submits to the former) because the subordinate statement subserves the principal

one. Ilence the principal statement (alone has) a connection with the Veda."

The two kinds of statements, principal and subordinate, have already been explained.

Their cxegetical functions differ. When they conflict, tho principal statement prevails,

because a subordinate statement has not independent function to perform : it has to con-

tribute to the power and use of the principal statement. Hence the principal statement

invariably predominates. The translation of a Vedic text will illustrate and explain

these remarks. "He who knows thus establishes fire." This is the principal text

prescribing the establishment of the sacred fire. In this connection, other Mantras,

prescribing the way in which Samas are to be chanted, occur. They are : "(He) who

knows this, sings the VarvantiyasSma." "(He) who knows this, sings the YfijnayajSiya-

sama." "He who knows this, sings the Vfiraadevya-sama." It is already shown that

the Mantras of the Yajur-veda are to be sung low, and those of the S&ma to be

chanted aloud. But the establishment of the sacred fire is to be regulated by the dicta

of the Yajur-veda, and these dicta are, therefore, principal. The Mantras of the

Sama-veda are to be sung as subserving the principal, the establishment of the sacred

fire. Though the general rule, that the hymns of the Sfima-veda are to be chanted
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aloud is recognised, yet the hymns or Sdmas prescribed in the Yajur-veda, and to
be chanted in connection with the establishment of the sacred lire (Agnyadhana) are to
be snug low. Tho gist of the Sutra is that the principal overrules its subordinate.—
Kunte's Saddarsanachintaniktt.

Says an objector "in the Srutis (Chhfindogya TJpanisad, III., 1J. 2)

Brahman is described as doing all acts (Sarvakanna), having all scouts

(Sarvagandha), etc, just as he is described as possessing the qualities of

having a form, etc., consequently these attributes of All-agency, All-scenting,

etc., should be meditated upon everywhere, in every meditation on Brahman."
This, however, is not the case, as is shown in the next Sutra.

si-TitA tir., 3. 30.

s^m^ ii \ 1 \ i V< ii

lyad, so much only. STTO^RT^ Amananftt, on account of being

mentioned in the scriptures (as principal).

35. (The attributes of All-agency and the rest are not

to be meditated upon in all meditations of Brahman, but

only) so much (of the attributes as have been mentioned before),

because their meditation is the principal (the other attributes

arc; secondary and are to be meditated upon in especial cases

only).—39G.

I'OJIMK.VJ'AHV

"So much only," namely, so much of the qualities, such as possessing

a form and the rest, mentioned in the previous Sutras, must necessarily

bo conjoined in all meditations on Brahman. Why? AmananSt.

'Because the Scriptures declare," that these should be primarily

meditated upon. They say, by so much of the collection of attributes,

is the meditation completed, therefore, those attributes are necessary to

be meditated upon. On tho other hand, the attributes like All-agents

and the rest, naturally follow as existing in the object of meditation, and

so it is not necessary to meditate upon them separately, as existing in

Brahman.

Note : "Only so much," i.e., only those qualities which have to be included in all

meditations on Brahman without which the essential special nature of Brahman cannot

be conceived, i.e., bliss, knowledge, and so on, characterised by absence of grossness and

the like. Other qualities, such as doing all works and the like, although indeed follow-

ing their substrate, are explicitly to be meditated on in special meditations only.—

Dr. Thibaut's Eiimdntija.
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Adhikarana' XVT.—The Vyoma or City of Brahman

may also be made an object of meditation.

The author now teaches that the attributes of having divine palaces,

etc., in which tho Lord dwells, shoultl also bo combined in the meditation

on Brahman.

Ytsaya : In the Mundaka Upanisad (II, 2. 7), it is said :

q> ^rtr ft*st ^fRiwt^ i rrsf« ??ftfa<ri ?«rtfcT«mic>rfoft %: ii <i ii ?i mft

t ^^r<* 3wr %cfl mfN f^sq^rr: i afa nr«w3*nft g^l ^ «rer b^M.

7. He who is All-wise, and All-knowing, whose greatness is thus manifested in the

world, is to be meditated upon as the Xtman, residing in the ether, in the shining irrx

of Brahman.

He is the Controller of the mind, and the Guide of the senses and the body. He
abides in the dense body, controlling the heart. lie, the Atman, when manifesting

Himself, as Blissful and Immortal, is seen by the wise through the purity of heart.

8. The fetters of the Jiva are cut asunder, the ties of Linga-deha and Prakrti arc

removed, (the effects of all) his works perish, when He is seen who is Supremely High.

9. The Brahman, free from all passions and parts, resides in the highest golden

sheath. That is the pure, that is tho highest of lights, it is that which knowers of

itman know.

10. Him the sun does not illumine nor the moon and the stars. Nor do these

lightnings, much less this fire illumine Him. When He illumines all, then they shine

after (Him with His light). This whole universe reveals His Light.

11. The Eternally Free is verily this Brahman only. He is in the east and in tho

west, in the north and the south, in the zenith and the nadir. The Brahman alone is

it who pervades all directions. This Brahman alone is the Full (that exists in all time—

the Eternity). This Brahman is the best

Doubt : Here arises the doubt about this City of Brahman ealled

the Highest Ether. Is it another name for the glory of the Lord, His

Omnipotence and Almightiness, or is it really a city, consisting of wonderful

palaces, gateways, courtyards, ramparts and the rest ?

P&rvapaksa : The City of Brahman is an allegory, aud describes the

power and the glory of the Lord (there is no actual city in which the

Lord dwells). In other Upanisads wo find it said that the Lord dwells

in His own glory. In the Chhandogya Upanisad, VII, 24. 1, in answer

to the question of Mrada, "Lord, in what does this Infinite reside ?" Sanat-

kumSra answers, "In His own glory." This text shows that the Lord rests in
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His own glory. Therefore, the City of Brahman means this glory of

Brahman, and that is also the meaning of the word Saiiivyoma used in

the above text. In fact, the word Vyoma means the infinite ether which
iias no end. Moreover, the Lord being all-pervading, cannot have any
particular dwelling placo and so the above text says : Ho is in the east,

Ho is in the west, etc. Brahmapura is, therefore, an allegory,

Siddhdnta : This view is set aside by the ucxt Sutra.

mtha in., 3. 36.

II \ I ^ I M II

TnTCf Antara, inside, within (that Brahmapura). 1ft Bhuta, elemental,

physical. JTIWa Grauiavat, like the city or town. encJR: Svatmanah, to His owd,

i. c, to His devotees.

3G. Within (that city of Brahman, things appear) like (physical

objects in) a physical city, to the vision of the elects of the Lord.—397.

COMMENTARY

"In the interior," that is, in the City called the Great Ether, every

thing looks like a city mado of elemental matter, in the sight of His own

(devotees). "Of His own," means the devotees who have been elected

by the Lord as Ifis own. (These devotees see this Bahivyoma as a

physical city). As says the Sruti (Mundaka, HI., 2. 3) :

This Self cannot bo gained by dissertatio is devoid of devotion, nor by mere keen

intellect, nor by much hearing. It is gained only by him whom the Atinan chooses. To

him this Xtman reveals His form.

(Thus this divine city is reachable only by fhe elects of the Lord).

Though all the objects in that city are pure and simple essence of Brah-

man, for every thing there is Brahman, being a manifestation of His

power, yet thoy look to His devotees, as if mado of material objects, like

earth, etc. The word "Vat" or "like," in the word Bhutagrama-vat,

shows that it looks like a physical city, but is not actually so. Every

thing there is Brahman as has already beon mentioned before in the

Mundaka Upanisad, II., 2. 11 :

"This verily is Brahman the immortal (who appears! there) in the east and in the

west, in the north and the south, in the zenith and the nadir. The Brahman alone is it

who pervades all directions. This Brahman alone is the Full (that exists in all time,

the Eternity). This Brahman is the best."
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To His devotees, the Lord, the Supreme Self, who essentially

consists of knowledge and bliss, appears variously, as having hands,

foet, nails, hair, etc. Similarly, this Hrahmapura, though consisting of

pure Brahman Itself, appears to His devotees like earth, water, etc., and

though it is all of one essence, yet it scintillates witli many colours, liko

the feathor of the peacock.

SITKA III., 3. 37.

V'Wl Anyatha, otherwise. If there be no difference. M Hhoda, of the

difference. srgqiRl: Anupapattih, not obtaining. ?f?t Iti, so. diet, if,

1 Na, no. ^^K.^ Upadesa-antava-vat, as will be seen from other teacli-

ings.

37. If it be objected that without admitting difference (bet/ween

Brahman and the city of Brahman), there would otherwise he no

possibility of predicating difference at all, wc say it is not so. because it

is like other teachings regarding Brahman.—398.

COMMENTARY

"Otherwise," that is to say, if there was want of difference between

Brahman and the objects in the Brahmapura, then there would not

arise any difference between the supported and the support, the location

and the tiling located. This is the objection raised by the opposite party.

He says, "If Brahman and the city of Brahman be identical, then there

would be no difference between the location and the thing located, and it

would be absurd to say the Brahman i.ivks ix Brahmapura. For it would

then mean that Brahman lives in Brahman " This objection is raised

in the first half of the Sutra, which says, if we do not admit difference

betwoen Brahman and his residence, then the very possibility of difference

would vanish. The objection is answered by saying, "It is not so, because

it is reasonable (or unreasonable) like other teachings." As in other

texts, it has been declared that there is no difference between the quality

and the qualified, in the case of Brahman, yet such difference does appear

on account of specific texts, similarly is the case here. Thus the Taittiriya

Upanisad declares Brahman to bo bliss, and it also declares Brahman as

possessing bliss, by knowing the bliss of Brahman one does not fear. Thus

Brahman is both bliss and blissful—the quality and the substrate of quality.

Similarly, Brahman is both the tenant and the tenement—the dweller and the

residence, for everything is possible in the case of Brahman.
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As there is no difference between the Loka (world) and the Lord of

the Loka, between the dweller and the residence, it follows that both aro

the objeots of worship equally. This is shown in the next Sutra.

Xole: This is true only of Goloka and Vaikugtha and not of lower Lokas. The Lord

constitutes His Heaven. Every object there is the Lord, though appearing to the Elects

as separate from the Lord. Logically, therefore, every such object may be worshipped,

for it is the Lord.

*

si'tra nt,, 3. 3N.

sqfirerc: Vyatiharah, mutually changeable. ftfSNfN Visimsanti, they

distinguish, ft Hi, because. Itaravat, as the other (utterances).

38. The Srutis describe the Lord and His World as identical and

mutually interchangeable, like other texts, (where the Lord and His

body are shown as identical).—890.

COMMKXTAUY

In the Rrhadaranyaka Upanisad, It. 15., it is said:

m {^s^a^fhr^t aum^ snsrcrt >rg«*3 gfipft

y&M sflffifHr^ 3i5w Tg^s^crivzri^ ft ^qr«jT »tmr*i^ «ft ? *n

There are then this Brahman, Ksatra, Vis, and Sfidra. Among the Devas that Brahman

existed as Agni (fire) only, among men as liriihmaria, as Ksatriya through the (divine)

Ksatriya, as Vaisya through the (divine) Vaisya, as Srtdra through the (divine) Nldra.

Therefore, people wish for their future state among the Devas, through Agni (the sacrificial

lire) only; and among men through the Brdhmana, for in these two forms did

Brahman exist.

Now if a man departs this life without having seen his true future life (in the Self),

then that Self, not being known, does not receive and bless him, as if the Veda had not been

read, or as if a good work had not been done. Nay, even if one who does not known that

(Self) should perform here on earth some great and holy woTk, it will perish for him in

the end. Let a man worship the Atman only, as the World (Loka or Brahmapura). If

a man worships the Atman as the Lokam (the city of Brahman) his work does not perish

for whatever he desires that he gets from that Stnian.

This text clearly shows that the Lord is the Loka. Texts like

these describe the Supreme Self as the Loka, and the Loka as the Supreme

Self. Tims it proves that the Loka and tho Atman are interchangeable.

The Supreme Self is the heavenly region called Gokula, Vaikuntha, Sam-

vyoma, MahimS, etc., and the heavenly region is the Supreme Self. This is

like other descriptions of Brahman. As in the GopMa TSpani Upanisad, the
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Lord is described as having eyes like full-grown lotus, etc., as being above

Prakrti, showing that the body is the Lord and the Lord is the body, so here

also the Lord is the Heavenly World and the Heavenly World is the Lord;

both aro equally adorable. So it follows that Hari, whoso form is bliss

and knowledge, through His inconceivable power, Himself appeal's as tho

Heavenly World, with all its various objects, as He Himself is various in

His nature, and this Ho does to His devotees and not to othei's. Therefore,

the Heaven World should be worshipped equally with tho Lord.

Xote : The Heaven of the Lord is visible only to the Elects. Others cannot see it—

they can go up to Hvarga only.

Adhikarana XVII.—Brahman is not adributelcsx.

The author now commences the present section in order to strengthen

the teaching above given.

Vimya : All the texts that describe peculiar attributes of the

Lord are Visaya texts in this Adhikarana. In the preceding Sutras

it has been taught that the Lord ihas tho qualities of omniscience and

the rest, that the great ether is His dwelling place, and that He must

he meditated upon as such, possessed of those attributes.

Doubt: Admitted that the Lord Hari has all these attributes, yet

it does not follow that these are the real attributes of Brahman, but that

they are phenomenal and do not constitute His essential nature ; because

the texts say that Brahman is Nirguna or without any qualities. The

doubt, therefore, arises, aro these qualities of Brahman phenomenal (Mayic)

or the essential attributes of Brahman ?

Piirvapaksa : The texts like those of the Brhadaranyaka Upanisad,

IV., 4. 19. (By the Mind alone it is to be perceived, there is in it no diversity.

He who perceives therein any diversity, goes from death to death) and

II., 3. 0. [Next follows the teaching (of Brahman by it is not so, it is not

so, for there is nothing else higher than this, if one says) : 'It is not so.'

Then comes tho name 'the True of the True,' the senses being the true,

and He, tho Brahman, the True of 'them J, show that Brahman has no

attributes, and that the so-called qualities of Brahman are phenomenal

only.

Siddhdnta : This view is set as-ide in the next Siltra, which shows

that the attributes of Brahman are not unreal.

SUTRA nr., 3. 49.

ffo ft mm ii \ i \ i u n

m-*a, Sfi-feva, she verily. flr» Hi, because, S^-ITO:, Satya-adayah, Satya

(truth) and others.
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39. Because she Herself (the Para Sakti of the Lord) is the Truth

and the rest (these attributes are real).—400.

COMMENTARY

In the Svetasvatara Upanisad, VT, 8, it is declared that the power of tlio

Lord is inherent in Him and is known as ParAsakti, and is different from the

Mfty&sakti of the Lord,

s» a?9 3>W ^ fwt * flcHH^lWffq^ £?qft I

W^q ?lf%if3fw sRf* WHTfNt STTSWaf&TT ^ II c ||

There is no eft'ect and no cause known of Jlim, no one is seen like unto Him or

better ; His High Power (Para Sakti) is revealed as manifold, as inherent, acting as force

and knowledge.

This and texts like 'Visnu saktih para,' etc., show that the Lord lias

this High Power, different from Maya, and that this is an attribute which

constitutes the essential nature of Brahman, as heat is the essential

quality of Fire. This is called the PartWakti or the SvarupaSakti of the

Lord. Because this very power becomes modified as truth, omniscience, etc,

hence they are not Milyic or phenomenal attributes, but on tho other hand,

they belong to the essential Self of tho Lord. These attributes of truth,

omniscience, otc, are modifications of the Par&Sakti, and the two reasons

for it will be mentioned in the next Sutra. Therefore, the Sruti says,

"there is no diversity here," meaning thereby that all those attributes are

modifications of the Parfi&ikti and Parasaktij Herself. The text "Neti neti,"

quoted by the Piirvapaksin, has already been explained in Sutra HI., 2. 22,

and those arguments need not be repeated here.

The word "Adi," "and the rest," in the Sutra implies that attributes like

purity, 'compassion, forgiveness, etc., as well as omniscience, omnipotence,

all-blissfulness, all-beauty, etc., are also to be included.

Therefore, Sri ParSsara has explained the word Bhagavat as the Supremo

Self having the attributes of Isolation, as well as of great glory (MahSvibhuti).

Having "mentioned 'this, ho goes on to say that the Lord possesses also the

attributes of -"complete Lordliness, supporting every one and the rest, both

collectively and "separately.

Note : In the Bhugavata Puritaa, I., 10. 27, the Goddess of earth, in addressing Dharma,

the king of justice, enumerates certain attributes, such as truthfulness, purity, com-

passion, forgiveness, generosity, contentment, rectitude, control of mind, control of senses,

austerity, impartiality, forbearance, indifference, learning, knowledge, dispassion, govern-

ment, prowess, energy, strength, memory, independence, dexterity, beauty, patience,

softness, magnanimity, humility, good-naturedness, mental clarity, intuition, perfection

of senses, physical, "ethical and mental enjoyment, depth, steadiness, faith, adorableness,

glory,' non-selfishneBS, She says that these and other great attributes must be prayed for

by the striverslafter greatness, from the Lord, for they all exist in Him.
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Since these qualities are inherent in the Lord, therefore, the Rsi ParASara

lias defined the word Bhagavat as meaning the Supreme Self, who though

ptiro (isolated from all attributes) yet is possessed of all glorious attributes

and powers (see Visnu Purana, VI., 5. 72).

O Maitreya, tho word Bhagavat is applied to the Cause of all causes, to the pure

Supreme Brahman, possessing Mighty power and Glory.

?ftT imfacrr mi i*TW?5T*rr g?r: 11

Wrei aw^ ififc?? nm : ftrc: 1

-(Visnu Purana, VI., (5. 73-75.)

lie is the supporter of all, and the proteclvr of the universe. This is the two-fold

meaning of the syllable "Bha" *j (Bhartta" and Saiiibhartta). The syllable "Ga" q denotes

the saviour (he who brings the pure souls to himself, Gamayitit), the leader (he who causes

his devotees to attain purity of Self) and creator (he who unfolds manifold bliss to his

devotees). Therefore, the word '"Bhaga" means the collection of the six attributes, Aisvarya

(lordliness), Virya (energy), Yasas (fame), Sri (fortune), Jnana (knowledge), and VainSgya

(dispassion.) The syllabic "Va" ^ means that in whom all elements and living beings

dwell (Vasiinti|, the Great Self of all, possessing all energy, and who dwells (Vasati) in all

beings, Himself unchangeable and immutable. Thus the word ''Bhagava,'' consisting of

three syllables, means knowledge (omniscience), energy, power (to create the universe),

strength (to support the universe), Lordliness (to control all), and the rest.

Therefore, these specific attributes like truthfulness, etc., exist in the

Supreme Lord, and are not different from Him and must be meditated upon

by the devotees.

Adhikarana XVIII—&rl or Para tiakli of the Lord •]

may also be Meditated upon.

Now the author commences a new subject, in order to indicate that

the Lord must be meditated upon as having Sri or Fortune as His constant

companion.

Visaya : In the White Yajur-veda, Chapter xxxi, verse 22, we find the

following :

«ft^?r sretf^ <ffan«Kfcft <tw ^itI% swfoft sjjratji

Beauty (Sri) and Fortune (Laksmt), are thy wives : each side of thee are Day and

Night. The constellations are thy form : the Agvins are thine open jaws.

Some say that Sri means here Rama* Devi, and Laksmi means Divine

Fortune (Bhfigavati Sampat). Others say Sri means the Goddess of speech
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and Laksmi means Rama Devi. In the Atharva Sims (Gopala Tapani)
also wo find the Lord addressed as tho husband of Kamnlii, in the follow-

er! : WTijt^R ERH5TTlf%^ I

Salutation to thee whose eyes are like lotus, who has garland of lotus, from whose
navel grows the lotus, and who is the husband of Laksmi. Salutation to (iovinda, the

beloved of Rama1

, he who is adorned with the crown of peacock feathers, and who possesses

unobstructed intelligence.

Similarly in the Rama PiArva Tapani Upanisad, the Lord is called

Ram&dhara, the supporter of Rama.

I'ft %?Tf^inr sffarrnr e»ft it: i

tTTiq «ft<rTtqTSScT#^ II

Salutation to thee whose original form is the Veda and who is Oin-kara. Salutation

to Sri Riima, the Supporter of UaraS, who is the Dclighter, and whose form is his own

Self.

Doubt : Here arises the doubt : Is Sri a phenomenal Being, made

of Prakrtio matter and therefore, non-eternal, or is sho eternal, represent-

ing the ParaSakti of the Lord ? In other words, does Sri represent hero

the Prakrti, the non-eternal energy of tho Lord, or does she represent

hero tho Higher Energy, called tho Parftsakti V

Furvapahsa : The Purvapaksin says, Sri is a non-eternal attribute

of the Lord, and sho consists of pure Sattvic Prakrti, and is the Maya"

energy of tho Lord. The Supreme Self has not Sri and Laksmi for his

wives in the literal sense of the term, for tho Upanisad texts repeatedly

prohibit all such attributes with regard to Him, by tho words Noti neti,

"He is not so, He is not so." Moreover, to think of the Lnd as having a

wife constantly near Him, is a degrading idea of (Jodhood, for it makes

Him subject to passions, etc.

Siddh&nta : Tho above objection is answered in tho next Sutra,

where it is shown that Sri is the Parasakti of the Lord.

sltra. HI., 3. 40.

*rai3tosf <R TOtRTfW II \ I \ I » ° II

sfiTmf* K&mSdi, desires and the rest. Itaratra, in places other than

Saiiivyoman : elsewhere. TO Tatra, there. In the Satiivyoinan. Cha,

and. iTJRRTfcwj: Ayatanfidibbyab, the word. means all-pervading, tR

72
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means spreading out of bliss and release lor the Bhaktas. Tlie word Tlfi means

the statement of the unity of the Parasakti with the Lord applies to Sri also.

The whole word means "because of being All-pervading, All-spreading and

the rest."

40. (Sri is verily the Parasakti and) there (in the highest Heaven),

and elsewhere (in the Prakrtie world she creates all) objects of desire

and the rest (for the Lord), (and this is so) because she is all-pervading,

the giver of Mukti and the rest.— 401.

The words "Sa-eva," "she oven," are understood in this Sutra from

the last. "She even," namely, the Parasakti even is she. "In that,"

namely, in the Supreme Ether, called the Saiiivyoman, which is untouched

by Prakrti, and "in the other," that i •-.
i i the world of Prakrti, whenever

the light of the Lord manifests, she • ever ready to create all objects of

desire, for her TiOrd, the Supreme Self (in the shape of various modifica-

tions of her own self). Therefore, Sri ; s ever attendant upon the Lord,

and hence lTe is called the eternal consort of Sri. The word "desire" here

moans a wi h for all objects of beauty and erotic sentiment. The words

"and the rest" mean all the sentiments subordinate- to the sentiment of

Kama : such as the service of the Lord. Therefore, Sri is verily the Para-

sakti. Why ? Because she is all-pervading, and she gives release and

bliss to the worshippers of the Lord. The word "Aya" means all-pervad-

ing ; and "Tana" means sprcailiny out of bliss and release for the Bhaktas.

Because of these two-fold reasons (all-pervading and bliss-spreading), Sri

is just like the Parasakti and has the attributes of truth, etc. And as the

Lord is not different from His attributes, though His attributes in conven-

tional usage are described to be separate from Him, so Sri is not separate

from tho Lord, though we talk of Her as if she was separate. By the word

"Adi," "and the rest," is meant unity with the Parasakti, namely, the

statement of tho unity of tho Parasakti with tho Lord applies to Sri also.

Thus the text of the Sevtasvatara Upanisad, "His Parasakti is inherent in Him,"

shows that she is non-different from tho Lord. Therefore, Sri is the Parasakti

and all-pervading. And as the Parasakti is described as the giver of

knowledge and release and whose essential nature is all-compassion, Sri

also possesses all these attributes, and is not different from her. And so

it is mentioned in the Visnu Purana :

"Sri, the eternal, is the mother of the universe and as Vi§nu is all-per-

vading, she is also like Him imperishable and undecaying, 0 Brahmanas !"

In another place it is said :

"0 Goddess, thou art the science of the Self which gives release."

If Sri and Visnu were not identical, and if there existed any differ-

ence between them, theu these two attributes, namely, all-pervadingness
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and giver of salvation, could not have been attributed to Her, because those

are the essential attributes of the Lord. And if it bo admitted that theie

are two all-pervading substances and two givers of salvation, then we

are lauded at Apasiddiutnta or a conclusion unwelcome to all parties.

Sri is identical with the Parilsakti and this is mentioned in the same

Visnu Purina :

"He who is called Paranie6a, who is pure (without difference), is so

called (ParameSa means husband of the ParaSakti) figuratively
; may that

Visnu be gracious to us who is the Self (the motive power) of all embodied

being."

The word Paramesa is a compound of three words, namely, Para

(Supreme), ila (Laksmi or Sakti) and Isa (Lord or husband). Tim whole

word means the Lord or husband of the Parasakti.

The qualities of all-pervadingness and tho rest do not belong to

Prakrti and are not possible in the case of the latter, therefore, it is clear

that Sri is different from Prakrti. The conclusion, therefore, is that Sri

is the Parasakti indeed, and consequently she is eternal.

It Sri be tho Parasakti, then Her devotion to the Lord would be

impossible, because Parasakti is. identical witli the Lord and none can

be devoted to His own Self (not oven an egotist). This objection is

answered in the ne.vt Sutra.

SITKA in., 3. 41.

sn^[#<?: II \ I \ I « Ul

*n*WT. Adar&t, because (of her) intense love. Tho word Adara of the text

must be translated here as love. srsftT: Alopah, non-omission, non-cessation.

41. The devotion of Sri to the Lord does not cease to exist

becaue of her intense love for Him — 402.

COMMENTARY

Though there is uo difference between Sri and tho Parasakti, which

in her turn is identical with the Lord, yet the devotion of Sri to tho Lord

does not vanish, because of Her great love for tho Supreme Lord, Who
is the root of Her existence, and Who is an ocean of wonderful attributes.

The branch cannot but love the tree, nor the rays of the moon their lord,

the moon. So Sri cannot but love the Lord Visnu, who is her very

existence. Her devotion to the Lord is established by the Srutis (of the

Yajur-veda) quoted above. That Sruti shows that she is the most devoted
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of all wives, and possesses all the attributes of a loving spouse. In tho

Bhagavata PurSna also the Gopinfs, addressing tho Lord Krsna, say :

"Ho whose service is constantly craved by Sri, who is ever anxious to

obtain tho dust of His lotus feet, he whom Tulasf though over resting on

his breast, is ever anxious to serve, etc.

Tho erotic sentiment is possiblo only whore there is difference

between tho two, the lover and the object of love. But Sri being identical

with the Lord, such a sentiment is out of question in tho case of the Lord,

for no one is self-enamoured. Therefore, Kama cannot exist in the Lord

and Sri cannot give rise to that sentiment in Him. This objection is met

in tho next Sutra.

SUTRA III., 3. 12.

3<if?^ TJpnsthitc, being present, being near, srt: Atah, hence it is proved.

fT5R1ig[ Tad-vachanat, from the statements about Him.

42. (The erotic sentiment arises in tho Lord), when

they are near to each other. Hence this sentiment exists,

because there is the statement (to that effect in the Sruti).

—403.

COMMKNTAR'i

The word Upasthita is a past participle, with tho force of condition.

It moans that though the Sakti and her support (tho Lord) are identical,

there being no difference between them, yet tho Support of Sakti being

the best of tho males (Purusottama) and Sakti being the best among all

females, when these two are present (Upasthita) near to each other, tho

erotic sentiment and the rest arise between them ; and thus is fulfilled

the saying that tho Lord is Self-enjoying, Self-enamoured. Tiiereforo,

the existence of that sentiment is possible in the Lord. But have you

any authority for this statement ? Yes, the text of tho GopSla Uttara

TSpani :

ft % wm^ <m*& b EBm"} *raftr i *ft * ^ e^ifa %\m^ ( q ) wqtft

"He who, through KSma (lust) desires the objects of desire, he is called K&mt He
who, without Kama (but through love), desires (not) the objects of desire, he is called

Ak&mi.

Note : The reading in the printed text of the Jnandagrama series, is n $JJ?ij$r in

the second sentence : which, however, does not appear to be appropriate,
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This text shows that tho Lord has enjoyments of the objects of

desire, though not moved thereto by Kama or sensual desire. The word

Ak&ma means something like Kama, but not Kama. The force of tho nega-

tive particle *r is to indicate similarly, and not absoluto negation.

Akfima, therefore, is emotion like KSma, but on a higher level. When lust is

transmuted into love, Kama becomes Akama. Tho Lord, therefore, enjoys

the objects of desire through Akamu or love, not through KSma or lust.

Kuch desiring of the object of desire, namely, of Sri, who is His ownself,

and in whom Pie realises the completion of Himself, is not in conflict with

tho Lord's being Self-enjoying and full. Tho intense bliss resulting from

contract with Sri, who is His own Self, must be understood like unto tho

joy which one feels at looking at his own beauty in a mirror. Therefore,

the sense of the above is this.

Tin1 Lord is qualified as possessing two Saktis called Pari* and

Svarupa. Tho highest substance is thus decribed in the Srutis. When
He manifests Himself in His Svarupa Sakti or essential nature Ho is called

Purusottama or the highest male. But when His aspect of ParaSakti

predominates then such manifestation gets tho name of Dharma and tho

rest. This Parafctkti verily manifests in the shape of sweetness, lordliness,

compassion, joy and knowledge and is called Dharma or virute. Sri in

the shape of sound is called the word. Sri in the shape of earth and

other planets is called the abode and when manifesting as giver of

gladness, joy, expansion of consciousness, she is called Sri, Radha" and tho

rest, tho highest of all women. All these aro various manifestations of the

ParSsakti of the Lord. Therefore, though there is no difference between

the Ijord and His ParSsakti or Svarupa Sakti, yet for purposes of conven-

tional usage they are spoken of as different. And Par&Sakti is said to

satisfy tho emotional desires of the Lord. These manifestations of the

ParSsakti, like Dharma and tho rest, must not bo thought of as temporal

and transient, but they oxist from beginningloss time, though they come

into play with the coming of man on the earth. Thus there is no^ objection

from any consideration. Therefore, the followers of the Lord Sri Krsna

must meditate upon tho highest truth, namely, the Lord as always

accompanied by Sri.
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Adhikarana XIX.

In the Gopala Tapani it is further staled at the end :

Therefore Krsna alone is the highest God ; one should meditate on Him, recite His

name, adorn Him and worship Him.

Doubt: I [ye arises the doubt: Is it necessary that the worship of

the Lord Jlnri must be done in the form of the worship of Sri Krsna

or may He be worshipped in any other form ?

Puriapaksa : As the above verse ends the whole Upanisad, it is

more harmonious to interpret it as laying down a restrictive rule that the

worship of Sri Han mu^t be always in the form of Sri Krsna.

Riddhdnta : This view is set aside in the next Sutra, where it will

be shown that there is no such restrictive! rule.

sAtha in. 3. 413.

s\ Tad, of I Tim. faafail Nirddharana, of decision, determining. srft'-ffT:

Aniyamah, there is no rule, or restriction, a* Tad, that. ?e: Drstaih,

through the statements seen. Pi'thag, separate, Hi, because. ^Tufef^s

Apratibandhah, non-obstruction, u-it I'halam, fruit.

43. There is no restrictive rule, determining the worship

of the form of Sri Jvrsna alone. Because this is seen
;

for

there is a separate fruit, namely, non-obstructioii.~4-Ok

t'OMM KNTAKY

There is no such restriction that the Lord God should bo worshipped

with the attributes of Sri Krsna only, and with no other attributes like

those of Sri Kama and the rest. The form of Sri Krsna is generally under-

stood to be that of the iufant suckling at the breast of Yas\>da. That is

no doubt a form of the Lord, who is all-pervading, omniscient and all-bliss.

But there are other forms also. Why do we say so ? Because we see so

in the Scripture (Gopala Uttara Tapani) :

Jj5il*ft gfWT: f^n%fa: mm\ HHlfer: I

=3g:*is3> nWfa> #SrWJjTfl$: fRt: II ( sihre: srgsTffl:

)

The Lord Krsna resides there surrounded by the three, namely, by Balarama,

Aniruddha, and Pradyumna. And He has His Energy also, Rukmini. The one syllable

Om manifests in these above-mentioned four forms. (Vasudeva= half mfitrfi, >r =Aniruddha,

3=Pradyumna, sr=Sankarsaria).
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This text shows that Sri Krsna lias those forms also, ami therefore,

Baladeva and the rest are to be worshipped equally as Sri Krsna, for they

are not different from Rim. But then the word Eva or "alone" occurring

in the above text (Krsna alone is the highest God) would become useless

!

The word Eva is not a ledundancy, and the Sutra answers this objection

by saying "the result is separate." What is that separate result? The

removal of the obstruction which is caused by worshipping any other deity

as the Highest. The worship of Krsna is the unobstructed means of

salvation. The worship of other deities is the indirect mean0
. The word

Eva, therefore, serves a useful purpose, by removing this obstruction or

niediateness, which is the natural consequence of worshipping other deities,

without the idea of their being Sri Krsna. Therefore, this being so, a

person who has a love for the worship of Ihtladovu and others, may do so,

provided he combines in bis meditation nil the attribut s of Sri Krsna, if

he is capable of doing so. Such worship is the direct cause of Mukti,

but if he is not so capable, then lie must worship Sri Krsna alone, and

not any other manifestation of Tfim, like lialarama, etc.

Adhikaraim XX.

Now the author commences a new topic, in order to teach that the

aspirant must possess also the attribute of devotion to his (Juru, for one

of the attributes of the Lord is that He is retched through the Guru. In

the description of various Vidvas or methods of Bliakti, it is said that

< i urn Hliakti is one of the conditions of success. In the SvetasVatara

Upauisad, Yf. 2)3, it is said:

If those truths havn been told to a high-minded man, who fools the. highest dera-

tion for God, and roa his (Iimut as l'oit Go», thou they will shine forth, then they will

shine forth indeed.

Similarly, in the Cliliamlo^ya Upauisad (VI., 1 1. 2) it is said :

*TRW*T1 <F$l M « n,an wno nlK,s the tpacneri'' "''tains knowledge.

So also in Mundaka Upauisad (L, 2. 12.) it is said:

Let a soekcr of Brahman, after he has examined (and thoroughly mastered the forces

of the worlds, that arc reached by the occult) works, acquire freedom from desires for

them. For the uncreated world of Brahman cannot hs gained through the created worlds.

Therefore, to know this, let him approach with folded hands, the Guru, who is inspired

and dwells constantly in the eternal.
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Doubt: Here arises tbe doubt: Does the fruit accrue by merely

studying the Scriptures with the Guru, or doe* it result from such know-

ledge accompanied with the grace of the Guru.

Pforrapakm: The fruit results from the mere knoAvledge from the

study of Scriptures. What is the uso of the grace of the Guru ?

SiddMnta: The grace of the Guru is necessary, as is shown in the

next Sutra.

sCtra in., 3. 44.

W*fa II \ I \ I » » II

*WPR Pradfinavad, just as the gift of learning given by a teacher, through

favour, to his disciple. W Eva, exactly. <R Tad, that. Uktam, it is said.

44. It is said that the attainment of Brahman is exactly as

much the gift of the Guru, as the attainment of learning Scriptures

from him.—405.

COMMENTARY

According to the extent of the favour of the Guru in imparting

the means of obtaining Brahman, namely, in imparting teaching which

is the cause of attaining Brahman, to that extent depends the fruit of such

attainment. It is not by mere study that Brahman is readied, but the

kindly glance of the Guru is absolutely necessary for that purpose. The

word Pra in the Sutra indicates this grace of the Guru. The Lord Sri

Krsna Himself has said so in the Gita (XIII, 7):

"Humility unpretentiousness, harmlcssncss, forgiveness, rectitude, service of the
tkacher, purity, steadfastness, self-control,"

Therefore, the attainment of the Brahman is the result of that study

which is accompanied by the grace of the (Sum.

Adhikarana XXI.

Doubt : Is one's own exertion stronger or the grace of the Guru?

Ptirvapakm : Without exertion the grace of the Guru will not be

able to accomplish anything, hence, one's own exertion is stronger.

SiddMnta: The above view is controverted in the next Sutra.

siJTRi nr., 3. 45.

ftvsRTOft s^fta^ft ii \ i \ i n n

f!i3f Linga, of indicatory marks. 'JJTFc^Rl BhuyastvSt, on account of the

plurality. ^ Tad, that (proof), Hi, because. *?for: Baliyah, stronger. ^
Tad, that or this, sjfa Api, also.
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45. Owing to plurality of indicatory marks, the Grace of Guru
is the strongest, but the others also (study, meditation, etcO should

be continued to be performed.—400.

COMMKXTAUY

In the Chhandogya Upanisad there is the story of a disciple of

Gautama, called Satyakama. Satyakama was taught Brahmavidya by
certain Devas, who had assumed the forms of a bull, the fire, a flamingo,

and a water-bird. Though he was taught by these Devas, he still prays to

his Guru to teich him Brahmavidya (Chhan. Up.. IV, 9. 1 -.*}.) :

Thus he reached the house of his teacher. The teacher said to him : 'Satyakama !'

He replied 'Lord.'

The teacher said : 'Friend ihou shinest verily like one who knows Brahman. Now
who has taught thee, a man or a Deva V He replied 'Beings other than men, (have

taught me). But, Lord, for my good, you should teach me.'

'Because even I have heard from exalted ones like you, that only such knowledge

as is learnt from a regularly accepted Teacher leads to the highest good.' Then he

taught him the very same thing, and Satyakfima suffered no harm, (though he had learnt

from beings other than a teacher), yea, he suffered no harm.

Similarly, in the story of Upakosala, who was a disciple of this

Satyakfima, we find the same fact reitorated. Upakosala was taught by

the sacred fires, the mysteries of Brahman, but still ho prays to his teacher

to explain to him the doctrine of Brahman (Clihan logya, IV., 10 1., the

end.) :

TKNTII KHANDA

Upakogala, the son of K£ma)£yana, dwelt as a religious student in the house of

Satyakfima J£bala. He tended his fires for twelve years. But though the teacher allowed

the other pupils to depart, he did not allow Upakosala to depart.

Then his wife said to him, 'This student is quite exhausted with austerities,

because he has diligently tended your fires. (But you have not taught him), and your

fires even though so well tended have not taught him. Now (at least) teach him.' But

Satyakfima, however, went away on a journey without having taught Upakosala.

Then Upakosala. from sorrow, took into his head to leave off eating. Then the wife

of the teacher said to him, 'Student, eat. Why do you not eat ?' He said. 'There are

many desires in this man here, which go in different directions. I am full of sorrows,

(and so have no room for food), so I do not take food.'

Thereupon the fires said among themselves, 'This student has become

exhausted through austerities in serving us properly. Now let us teach him.' Then they

said to him :

'PrSna (power) is (lower) Brahman. Ka (Infinite Power and Joy) is (higher) Brah-

man ; Kha (Infinite Power and wisdom) is (also higher) Brahman.'

He said, 'I understand that Prfina is Brahman ; but I do not understand Ka or

Kha.'

They said, 'That which is Ka is indeed Kha ; that which is Kha is indeed Ka.

They, therefore, taught him that the (lower) Brahman was Prtoa, and that (the higher)

Brahman was the All-luminous (Visnu).

73
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ELEVENTH KHANDA.

After that the Garhapatya Fire taught him, "Brahman is Vast, the World-Guide, the

Destroyer and the Eternal. As subjective Antaryfimin (He is) the Spirit who is seen

in the Solar Logos (by the illumined sage). He is the 'Supreme I am,' He indeed is

the 'Supreme I am.'

"He, who knowing this, thus meditates on Him, has his sins destroyed, becomes a

dweller of the world of God, obtains life eternal, lives resplendent, and his dependants

do not perish, because we guard him in this world and in the other, whosoever knowing

this thus, meditates on Him."

TWELFTH KHANDA

Then the Anvdhfirya Fire taught him, "Brahman is the Protector of all, the Guide,

the Supreme Ruler, the Joy Eternal. (As Self He is) the Spirit who is seen (by the

illumined sage) in the Lunar Logos. He is verily the 'Supreme I am.' He indeed is

the 'Supreme 1 am.'

"He who knowing Him thus, meditates on Him, has his sins destroyed, becomes a

dweller of the world of God, obtains life eternal, lives resplendent, and his dependants do

not perish, because we guard him in this world and in the other, whoever knowing Him
thus meditates on Him."

THIRTEENTH KHANDA

Then the Ahavaniya Fire taught him, "Brahman is All-powerful, All-pervading, the

Luminous, the Sentiency. (As Self, He is) the Spirit .who is seen (by the illumined sage)

in the Dova of lightning. He is the 'I am.' He indeed is the 'I am.'

"He who knowing him thus, meditates on Him, has his sins destroyed, becomes a

dweller of the world of God, obtains life eternal, lives resplendent. His dependants do

not perish, because we guard him in this world, and in the other, whosoever knowing

Him thus, meditates on Him."

FOURTEENTH KHANDA

Then they said, "Friend Upakosala, (thus have we taught thee theoretically) the

two doctrines about God, namely, that God is the 'I' (the inner ruler of all souls) and

that God is the '5.tman' (the All-pervading cosmic agent). But thy teacher alone will

tell thee the (practical) mode (of realising this teaching.)" In time his teacher came
back, and said to him, "Upakosala I"

He answered, "Lord." The teacher said, "Friend, thy countenance looks bright

as that of a person inspired. Now who has taught thee (a Deva or any lower entity) ?"

Upakosala said : "What (lower entity) can dare teach me. Sir ? Men and Asuras hide

themselves before thee. The (presiding Devas of) these (fires) verily taught me. They

were (refulgent) like these, but unlike these (as they had hands, feet, etc.)" Upakosala

spoke about the Fires before his teacher. The teacher said, "What, my friend, have

these Fires told you ?"

Upakosala answered, "This (repeating all that the Fires had told him)." The
teacher said, "My friend, they have taught thee the knowledge about the World-support-

ers, but 1 shall tell thee (the goal, the path and the method of meditation). As water

does not cling to a lotus leaf, so no sinful act clings to one who knows Him thus."

He said, "Lord, tell me." He said then to him.

FIFTEENTH KHANDA

He said : This person who is seen in the eye is the Self (called Vamana.) This is

the Immortal, the Fearless. This is Brahman. Nothing clings to this. Because (such a
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Person resides in the eye), therefore, if any one drops melted butter or water on it, it runs

away on both sides (and does not cling to the eye).

The wise call Him the SamyadvAma (the Most Beautiful) because all objects of beauty

enter into Him. All beautiful objects enter into Him who knows Him thus.

He verily is called Vamani (the Giver of beauty), because He alone gives beauty to

all. He who knows Him thus gives beauty to all (being inferior to himself).

He is also Bhamani (the Eesplendent), for He shines in all worlds. He who knows
this thus, shines in all worlds.

Now when such persons die, whether (their relations) perform their death ceremonies

or not, they go to the plane of the Ray, from the Ray-plane to the Day-plane, from the

Day-plane to the Bright-fortnightly plane, from the Bright-fortnightly plane to the

Northern six-monthly plane, from the Six-monthly plane to the Annual plane, from the

Annual plane to the Solar plane, from the Solar plane to the Lunar plane, from the Lunar
plane to the plane of Sarasvati, (from that they reach to the plane of the chief Vayu) who
is her Lord and beloved of God.

He leads them to Brahman. This is the path guarded by the Devas, the path that

leads to Brahman. Those who proceed on that path, do not return to this round of

humanity, yea, they do not return.

Those texts show that there are many authorities to prove that the

grace of the Guru is the strongest element, in bringing about Mukti.

"But if this be so why should a man exert at all ? The grace of the Guru

is all-sufficient." One should, however, not fall into this mistake. For

the texts also say that a man should have supreme devotion to God,

(Yasya dove parabhaktih) and that he should study and meditate (Srotavyah,

roantavyah) and the rest. All these are necessary for attaining perfection.

Hence says a Smriti text

:

The grace of the Guru is the strongest. There is nothing stronger than that. Still

study, meditation and the rest must also be performed in order to accomplish that (Release).

Adhikarana XXII.

It has been established that the fruit is obtained by worshipping the

Lord as qualified with attributes accompanied with the grace of the teacher.

Now the author reconciles those texts which ate in apparent conflict

with the statement above made. In the Gopala Tapani the sages asked

Brahma, the lotus-born, about that being who is the object of adoration

to all, from whom death is even afraid, etc. In reply to their question

Brahma teaches that &x\ Krsna possesses all those attributes and that the

method of reaching Him is devotion to Him, which Brahmft teaches to

the sages. In the Uttar Gopala Tapani he further says

:
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Since this iB so, let him meditate on Him who is beyond Ttajas with the idea "I am
he," "I am Gopitla." Tic obtains Moksa, he gets the state of Brahman, he becomes a

knower of Brahma.

Doubt : Here meditation with non-diftoienco is apparently taught by
the phrase "I am Ho." Therefore, arises the doubt : Ts this meditation

"I am He" based upon the teaching that the supreme Self and the individual

Self are identical in essence, or is it only a particular kind of meditation,

a particular manifestation of devotion taught abovo and in which state

the Bhakta identifies himself with the object of his devotion ?

Ptirvapaksi : The opponent holds the view that the first alternative

is the right one, for the words of the TJpanisad naturally lend themselves

to that view, and that Moksa is caused by meditating on the Great truth,

that the individual Self is identical with the supremo Self.

Siddh&nta : Tho view is set aside by the next Sutra, where it will

be shown that So'ham is a form of Bhakti only, and is not to be taken

literally.

sCtra hi., 3. 46.

$ Purva, of the former (i. e., devotion.) Vikalpafo. au optional

form, iwqrrt Prakaran&t, on account of the subject-matter, Syat, there

may be. %qi Kriya\ the acts of offering in PiijS. *r«rcHa. Manasavat, like the

act of meditation.

46. This 'So'ham' meditation is a form of the former (i.e.,

it is a kind of Bhakti), because of the context, just like the

mental forms of meditation and the physical acts (offerings in

Puja and the rest, are but modes of Bhakti\—407.

COMMENTARY

This mental idea "I am He" is an optional form, and nothing more
than that, of the "former" namely, of Bhakti. Why do we say so ? Because
of the context. The opening sentences of the Gop&la Tapani, after

describing meditation and Japa of Sri Krishna, thus defines Bhakti or

Bhajana

:

Bhajana or worship means Bhakti or dovotion to the Lord. It consists in having no
desire, or rather in renouncing all desires of enjoying the fruits of good work, either in

this world or in the next ; and in fixing the mind in That (Sri Krsna). This is indeed
true Naiskarraaya or Sannyasa.

This Bhakti being mentioned in the previous portion of the TJpanisad,

and being also mentioned in the concluding portion of it also (Sachohi-

danand-aikarase bhaktiyogo tist,hati) the middle portion 'So'ham' cannot
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but refer to this Bliakti. Hcnco this text must be interpreted in con-

sonance with the opening and the concluding portions of the whole

Upanisad ; and when so interpreted, it is found to bo a peculiar mode of

Bhakti, and not a different statement altogether, teaching the identity of

the human soul with God. The Siitrak&ra illustrates this by an example,

"KriyS-manasa-vat." It is like acts of services and Piijas, and mental

meditation. As these acts of Piija and meditation are but modes of Bhakti,

so also the cry of the devotee "I am Ho," is also a particular mode of that

very Bhakti previously taught. This mental condition "1 am He" arises

from the intensity of love as well as from the extremity of fear. (As the

Gopinis from the intensity of love cried out, "I am Krsna" i Or as a

man attacked by a lion, from the extremity of his fear says, "T am the

lion." The sense, therefore, is this. In the Ptirva Tfipani the question

asked is, "Kali paramodevali, etc." Who is the highest God, etc ? The

sages asked Brahmfi about the nature of that transcendental substance,

who possessed the attribute of being the object of adoration to all, who

destroys the cycle of birth and death for His devotee, who is the refuge of

all and the cause of all. Brahma" being thus acked, replies by saying Sri

Krsna is the highest God, who possesses all these attributes, whicli the

sages have enquired after ; and then he further teaches that ho who medi-

tates on Sri Krsna, recites His Mantra and worships him, becomos

immortal, and by such Bhakti the man loses the fear of the world. On

being so taught, the sages again asked Brahmft what is the form in which

•Sri Krsna should be meditated, what is the particular Mantra which

should be recited, and what was the mode of worshipping Him ? Here

the question evidently relates to an object of devotion and the method of

that devotion. Being thus questioned Brahma teaches the form of Sri

Krsna which the devotee must meditate upon in the verses beginning

with "Tho cow-herd of the colour of cloud standing under the Kalpa tree,

etc." * Having thus described His form and essential nature together

with His companions (the cow-herd, the cow-mates and the cow) Brahmft

next describes the Mantra that one must constantly recite in his Japa

and then he says that the worship of Krsna consists in devotion to Him, by

which a man discards the fruit of all works to be enjoyed here or in the

next world, and which consists in renunciation of all such fruits ; and such

fixing of the mind on the Lord is true Sannyasa. In other words,

Brahma teaches three things to the sages in answer to their three questions,

(i) The form which must be meditated upon, (ii) the Mantra which must

be recited in the Japa and (iii) the most important of all, he gives the

definition of Bhajana, as Bhakti in these memorable words :
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Bbajana or worship means Bhakti or devotion to the Lord. It consists in having no

desire or rather in renouncing all desire of enjoying the fruits of good work, either in

this world or in the next. And in fixing the mind in That (Sri Krsna). This is indeed

true Naiskarmya or Sannyasa.

This defines Bhakti and describes its nature. After thus defining the nature

of Bhakti, the Upanisad teaches the silent recitation of the Mantra with tho

syllable Om prefixod to it, and states that tho result of such Japa is Mukti,

in the shape of attaining Krsna.

aircraft etFTFgg^wr^fafir ?n^r n

He who recites this Mantra, consisting of five words, prefixed with the syllable Om,
is shown by the Lord His own form ; therefore let the person desiring Mukti recite it

always.

Note: With the syllable Om, the Mantra would become Om Kltm Krsniya, Om
Govinddya, Om Gopijanavallabhaya. Om SvaM Om.

Having thus shown the result of this Japa, the Upanisad goes on to

say :

"I worship with the highest praise that one Govinda, whose form is existence,

knowledge and bliss ; whose Mantra consists of five words ; who is seated under the

heavenly tree in Brndfibana, along with the Maruts."

Having thu9 shown that a man by meditating on Krsna gets

knowledge and happiness, the first part of Gopala Tapani ends with the

statement "Therefore, Krsna is the highest God, let one meditate upon

Him, let one recite His Mantra, let one love Him, yea, love Him Om tat

sat"

Thus an analysis of the whole of Gopala Pfirva T&pani Upani§ad

shows that it begins with declaring that Krsna is the highest God, and

ends with that declaration. The whole thesis of this Upanisad is to

teach the greatness of Krsna, and His worship, as the only means of

getting Mukti.

It does not show that the Jivas who have to worship Krsna are

identical with Him. An analysis of the second part (i.e., of) Gopftla

Uttara Tfipani (in which occurs the phrase "I am He"), would lead any

reasonable man to the same conclusion as above, in spite of this stumbling

block of So'ham Asmi, I am He. We now proceed to analyse this Upanisad.

Once the cow-maids of Brndfibana asked £ri Krsna, Who was

the fittest person whom they should feed with alms ? Kr§na replied

that Durvfisas was such a person, who lived on the other side of the

Yamunl They asked Him, "How are we to cross it ?" Krsna said, "You

will walk over it by saying to it, "Krsna is a celibate." The cow-maids
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did so, and crossing the river, went to the hermitage of Durv&sas, and pre-

sented all the delicious dainties that t ey had brought for him. And the

saf*e did full justice to the viands. Being highly pleased, he blessed them,

and then they asked him. "How are we to return ?" He said, "Walk
over the waters of the river saying that Durvdsds is a fasting sage." The
cow-maids preplexed, making RSdhS their spokesman, enquired from liim

the meaning of these dark sayings—how Krsna was a celibate, and how
Durvasas was a fasting sage. Then Durvls&s explained to them the

mystery of the Great Self of sVi Krsna, beginning with the following

words : "This verily is Sri Krsna, about whom you have asked, who
is the cause of the subtle and the gross body, etc." He taught them, that

Sri Krsna was the cause of all, that His nature was to willingly

submit to those who loved Him with sincere and disinterested affection ;

and that He is the eternal beloved of such souls. Then the cow-maids

asked him about the birth, deeds, the Mantra and tho various places of

manifestation of Sri Krsna. And the sago tells them these, commencing

with the following words :

In the beginning was God Ndrayana alone, in Whom these worlds are interwoven.

Krom the lotus of his heart arose Brahma, the Creator of the world. BrahmS asked Him
who is the highest and best of all Avataras with whom all the worlds and the Devas are

satisfied, by remembering whom they cross the cycle of births and deaths, and how is

this Avatilra, the Brahman ?

To him replied the God Nirayaqa, "As there are seven cities on the summit of the

Meru hill where dwell those who have performed good deeds, with the desire of getting

reward ; so there are seven other cities above these where dwell those who perform works

without any desire of reward. Among them the best is the city of Gopala, the manifested

Brahman. This city is Madhura."

Then NSrSyana describes this sacred Madhura, surrounded by various

groves and gardens, forests and bowers and protected by the Chakra of

the Lord. And then ho says, "Sri Krsna dwells in this city, accom-

pained by His three powers, and four glories (Balarama, Aniruddha,

Pradyumna, and Rukmini) who represent the four letters of the syllable

Aum. Then He adds :

Since He is so, salutation to Him, who is above Rajas. Let a man thinking that

"I am He," meditate "I am Gopala."

This teaches a form of meditation—the meditation of unity between

the worshipper and the worshipped, and shows that such prayer of union

is also a cause of Mukti. This teaching "So'ham, Gopftlo'ham" does

not declare the absolute identity of the individual soul with the Supreme

Self, but that a more reasonable interpretation of this text is that it teaches

a particular kind of devotion, similar to those taught in the preceding
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portions of this Upanisad. As in the state of ecstasy, a man weeps, rolls

about, becomes catalyptic, etc., so also there comes a stage in devotion,

when the saint cries out "I am He," "1 am Brahman." All these expres-

sions are occurrences of God-intoxicated souls, and are not to be taken in

their literal sense. Expressions like these, found in other Upanisads, like

the Taittiriya and the rest, declaring non-difference, must be understood in

this sense, namely, as expressions of persons saturated with Brahman and

possessed by Him. This is possible only where there is difference, and

not where there is absolute identity. This has boon explained before also.

The author now gives another reason for holding that statements

like "I am He," are merely expressions of particular mental modes of the

devotees, and they should be so understood ; and that they do not teach

the absolute identity of the human soul with the supreme Lord.

SbTHA III., 3. 47.

*rf?r\*ra www «vs
||

srftftw^. Atidesat, on account of comparison. % Cha, and.

47. And on account of comparison (made in the Gopala

Uttara Tapani between the Lord and His Bnaktas, as that of a

father and his sons, the human soul is not identical with the

Supreme Self).-408.

COMMENTARY

In the same Upanisad (OopSla Uttara Tfipani) the Lord addressing

BrahmS, says :

*mi ?4 m #=§ w\ m: m i

As thou art surrounded by Thy sons (Narada and the rest, and art happy in their

company), as Rudra is surrounded by his hosts, as I am constantly accompanied by

Sri, so verily My Bbaktas are dear to me.

This verso may also be translated thus :

Ab Thou with Thy sons art dear to Me, as Rudra 'with His hosts is a constant object

of My solicitude, as Srt is ever impartible from Me, so is My devotee dear to Me.

This shows that as the lotus-born Brahma and the rest are accom-

panied by their sons, etc., so the Lord is always accompanied by His

Bhaktas and He loves them very dearly. The word "aDd" implies that

the next verse also should be considered in this connection.

« 3^> w<iRr ^ wiwr wr*flft n
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"Lot My beloved meditate constantly on the esoteiic meaning of My
form as described above, such as My crown is Kfitastha, etc. Thns ho attains

release, becomes free and I give myself to Him." Thus this Upanisad

shows that the devotee is the eternally beloved of the Lord and that as he

has entirely given himself t> Tlim, the Lord has also given Himself to him.

Now this eternal loving and reciprocal gift is impossible if the devotee

were identical with the L>rd. Therefore, expressions like "f am He," "I

am fiopsila," (An/ilknq), 'I am the true," indicate that thpy are different

modes of Bhakti. Thus should be explained the "So'hain" expressions

found in other Upanisads like Rama Tftpani, etc.

Thus it has been established that release is to bn obtained from the

worship of the Lord accompanied by the (Jr.iee of the Guru. Thorn can

be no objection to this proposition.

Adhilcarana XXIII— Vidya of meditation preceded by the

study of Scriptures.

The author now trios to show more clearly that the release is to

be obtained by such Vidya. There are expressions like "Knowing Him verily

one goes beyond death," "There is no other path to walk upon"—(Svetasvatara

Upanisad, III.. 8). Similarly, in Puriisa Sukta, "knowing Him verily one

becomes immortal hero." Such expressions show that it is by knowledge

that one gets immortality.

Doiibt : Here arises the doubt : What is the direct cause of Mukti ?

Is it the performance of the ritualistic acts which lead to Mukti? Or is

it the performance of such acts accompanied by Vidya as defined above ?

Or does it depend on Vidya alone, independently of Karma or ritualistic

acts?

Piirvapalcsa : The Purvapaksin maintains that Mukti depends upon

the due p rformance of the ritualistic Karmas, and he refers to the

six aphorisms commencing with HI., 4. 2-7. Q.\ the strength of these

aphorisms, he maintains .that VidyS is secondary or rather it stands to

Karma in a supplementary relation The Ptirvapaksin further says, if

Karmas alone are not the cause of Mukti, then Karmas phis Vidya lead to

Mukti, and that nouo of them singly has the power of giving release. Thus

he takes his stand on the first two alternatives. In support ot his proposi-

tion that the combination of Vidya and Karma is the cause of Mukti, he

refers to the following &oka:

74
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As the birds move in the sky with the help of both their wings, so a man becomes

Mukta by the conjoint help of Karma and Jnana.

The Piirvapaksjn further says that Mukti may depend upon Vidyfi

alone, because of the text above quoted. For all these reasons he affirms

that the true cause of Mukti is indeterminate. It may be Vidya, it may
be Karma or it may be a combination of both.

Sitldhdnta: The following Sutra refutes this view:

SUTRA ITT., 3. 48.

fan VidyS, the devotion accompanied by knowledge. <w Eva, indeed.

3 Tu, verily, undoubtedly, a$ Tat, about. f^Kim^ Nirdharanat, being

asserted.

48. Vidy& alone is verily the cause of Mukti, because Scripture

mentions it exclusively.—109.

COMMENTARY

The word Tu is used in the Sutra in order to rcmovo the doubt
above raised. The Vidya alone is the cause of salvation and neither

Karma nor the combination of Karma and Vidya. Why do we say so?

Because of the assertion in tho Scriptures ( Svet. Up. Ill,, 8 ): afa
faf^fn%3?g»rffr, By knowing Him alone one gets Mukti.

In the above, the particle Eva "alone" indicates that tho Vidya and
Vidya only leads to Mukti. By the word VidyS is meant here devotion

preceded by knowledge. Tho word Viditva of tho above text, there-

fore, means "by being devoted to Him, having fully known His essence."

That this is tho true meaning of tho root Vid, to know, when used in the

Scriptures, we find from other passages also. Thus tho well-known passage

of Brhadaranyaka Upanisad, 'Vijnaya prajnam kurvita' 'after knowing, let

him practise wisdom,' where the word wisdom means tho same thing as

Vidya^ and the sentence means after knowing Him 'let one practise devotion.'

The Smjti also uses the word VidyS in both these senses of knowledge and
devotion. Thus in the sentence, 'Vidya kutharona sitena dhirab,' 'tho

wise one with tho sharpened axe of Vidyl' Here tho word Vidyfi

evidently moans knowledge. Similarly, in tho (Hta IX. 2, the word Vidyfc
is used in the sense oi devotion. CRaja vidya,' 'raja guhyam,' etc.)
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In fact, the word Vidya, when used as a general term, denotes botli

knowledge and devotion, but when used in a restricted sense, it means

devotion only. It is like the words Kaurava and MimSiiisaka. When
used in a generic sense, Kaurava includes the sons of DhrtarSstra and

of Pandu but when used in a restricted sense, it means only the first class

and not the Pfindavas. Similarly, a Mimamsaka in a general way means

one who knows the Mimaiiisa, whether it be the Piirvamim&msa of Jaimini,

or tho Uttara Mimariisa" of Badarayana. Tn this generic sense a VedSntin

knowing tho Ved&nta Sutra is also a Mimamsaka ; but in the restricted

sense, the followers of Jaimini, who study the Karma Mim&msa are only

called Mfm&msaka and not the Vedantins who study the Brahma Mirmtmsa.

This Moksa, moreover, is brought about by the direct perception of

the Lord as an external object, namely, by the perception of tho Lord in

the same way as one sees an object which is exterior to himself. So long

as tin's external visual perception does not take place, there is no salvation.

Therefore, the author says in the next Sutra :

si'tra hi., 3. 49.

zfrm ii \ w i ii

Darsanat, it being seen in the Scriptures. ^ Cha, and.

49. And this Mukti takes place by seeing the Lord.—410.

COMMENTARY

In the Mundaka Upanisad II., 2. 8, we read as follows :

The fetters of the Jtva are cut asunder, the ties of Liiigadeha and Prakrti are

removed, (the effects of all) his works perish, when He is seen who is Supremely High;

(or when the Supremely High looks at the Jiva).

This clearly shows that Mukti is the result of the direct vision of

the Lord. The word "seeing" is not used here in a figurative sense,

but means seeing the Lord like any other object of perception.

If this be so, then it contradicts those Scriptural teachings which

declare that release is from Karma ; or those teachings which
^
assert that

Mukti is obtained from the conjunction of knowledge and action, Jnaua

and Karma. This objection is answered in the next Sutra.

sutra in., 3. 50.

yqifosftaOT f m-> in H I ¥ ' II

*Rrtlft Sruti-adi, of the Vedas and others. rtWH Baliyastvat, on
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account of the stronger force, ^, Cha, and. Na, thero is no. W> B&dhal},

refutation.

50. The texts quoted by the Purvapaksin are not competent to

set aside the texts which declare that Mukti is by Vidyd alone, because

the direct texts of the Sruti together with those passages which are

indicatory or which give some reason, are more powerful than the texts

of the Purvapaksin.— 411.

COMMKNT.VKY

By the two texts quoted by the Purvapaksin, it is not possible

to set aside the operation of the texts which declaro that it is by Vidya"

alone that Mukti is obtained. (The two texts of the Purvapaksin are

given in Sutra IIT., 3. 48). Why do we say so ? Becauso the texts of

the Vedas are stronger in force than the Smrti texts quoted by the

Purvapaksin. Such weaker text cannot set aside tlio stronger texts of

the Smti. The Sruti uses the exclusive particle Eva, (Tain ova viditva')

to indicate that it is by Viditva* or VidyS alone that Mukti is obtained.

This strong text of the Sruti overpowers the weaker texts. This text

is the strongest by reason of the word 'Eva' in it. The word 'Adi' in the

Sutra indicates that reason and characteristic marks aro also in favour of

Vidya being the cause of Mukti. The Scriptures give characteristic marks

or suggestions indicating that Vidya alone is efficacious. Thus tho following

text

:

^sT-fJNr^fo^fa "nsii swrcpfNjr sg^-w^.- i ^srfft n

The king Indra though He had offered one hundred Asvaraedha sacrifices, yet he

was not satisfied with himself and approaching the adorable Brahmfi, said to Him :

'Neither by sacrificial works nor by_ riches, nor by any other means like these can one

see the highest joy, therefore, tell Thou unto me the great truth.'

(This shows by suggestion that Vidya alone is efficacious and not

Karma\ Another text says, 'Nasty akrtah krfcena,' the eternal is never to

be obta'ned by the transient means. This gives the reason why VidyS

alone is efficacious. Mukti is an Akrtah. or non-manufactured or eternal

thing. And, therefore, Karmas which are Krtas or products cannot give

Mukti.

As regards the six Sutras III., 4. 2-7, quoted by the Pfirvapaksm,

they do not represent tho view of B&darSyana but of Jaimioi ; and the

SutrakSra himself refutes the opinion of Jamini in his subsequent Sutras

beginning with III., 4. 8-14.
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The word 'Cha' iti the Sutra indicates that all those passages whicli

express that Vidya destroys all Karmas must also bo included here.

The text quoted by the Piirvapaksin, namely, 'Tarn vidyakarmani' 'by

Vidyft and Karma conjointly Mukti is obtained' is explained by the Sutrn-

kara in III., i. 11.

Therefore, it is proved that Vidya alone is the cause of Mukti.

Adhikarana XXIV.

Now the author shows that Mukti is to bo obtained with the auxiliary

help of holy men. In the Taittiriya Upanisad, I., 11. 2, it is said:

Let the guest be a God to Thee.

Doubt : Ts the worship of the holy men a cause of getting Mukti

or not ?

Ptirvapaksa : The opponent's view is : What is the use of worshipping

the holy men when Mukti is to be obtained by the Grace of the Guru

added to the worship of God ? The good men or Sat are not means of

Mukti.

Siddhdnta : This view is set aside in the next Sutra.

sf'THA in., 3. 51.

qgqarfcq: II \ I \ I V \\\

wg^«j snfewj; Anubandha-adibhyah, from the corresponding injunction (to

worship the great souls) and from others.

51. From the express injunctions (for worshipping

the great souls it follows that that also in an auxiliary to

Mukti).—412.

COMMENTARY

The word "Anubandha" means the injunction about the worship

ot the Great Ones. That is to say, worshipping them as if they were

Devas. By such worship also they becomo gracious and Mukti is obtained.

If the worship of the Holy Ones was not an auxiliary to Mukti, thon the

Sruti would not have said, 'Worship the guest as a God,' 'Atithi devo

bhava.' Tho word guest' here means the Holy and the Great One. In

the BhSgavata Parfina also we find the same teaching given by Jadabharata

to Rahugana (V., 12. 12):

^^ritaa. error ^ nift * ftWm\ IIP^T i
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This attainment of Mukti cannot be had without the service of the Great Ones (lit.,

without anointing one's self with the Just of the feet of tho holy ones), for this knowledge
is not to be obtained by austerity, O Rahxigana I Nor by sacrificial offerings, nor by
gift of food or houses, nor by the study of the Vcdas, nor by the worship of water,
fire or the Sun.

Tho Lord has Himself said so to Uddhava in tho same (XL, 12. 1-2) :

SCTft *meF!tf% tftafft ftqUT qui: |

I am not constrained so much by the practices of Yoga or the study of Nankhya, or

by the recitation of the Vedas, or by the performance of penances or by renunciation, or

by acts of sacrifices, charity and public utility, or by alms, or by fasts or worship of

Devas, or recitation of secret Mantras, or by visiting sacred pilgrimages, or by the rules

of restraint and religious observances ; so much as I am constrained by the company of

the Good which destroys all other evil companionship.

Here the Lord, even after revealing His own mystery to Uddhava,

ends by saying that the company of tho Good (Satsanga) is the highest

means of constraining God, namely, of reaching Him easily. Therefore,

Satsanga is one of tho secrets of KMhana or practice by which a man
may reach God.

The word 'Adi,' 'and the rest,' moans that going to sacred pilgrimages

and not abusing worshippers of gods other than Hari, are also to be

included, in the meaning of the word Satsanga, as wo find from the

following Smrtis :

wa. T*?r?mT fasm STI^ft^in^ II (Bhagavata Purftna)

asrerror ih%9T ll (Padma)

A person who serves (the Masters) and has faith gets a taste for the narrations of

the life-history of Visudeva. This taste is acquired, O BrShmanas ! by serving the

Great, by visiting sacred places of pilgrimages.

Hari should be worshipped alone as the Highest God, Supreme over all Devas and

Rulers of Devas. Nor must such a one look with contempt upon gods like Brahma
1

and Rudra, etc.

Note : See Narada Bhakti Sntra, S. B. H., Vol. VII. p. 18, 19.

The Pilrvapaksin says, it is through tho grace of flod that one gots a

Guru and the companionship of the Good ; therefore, why not say that tho

grace of God alone is the cause of Mukti. Even the good luck (Adr§ta)

is also caused by the Lord, and cannot be said to be tho cause of getting

the Lord. In fact, all human motives and inclinations are caused by the

Lord, as has been proved in the previous Sutra IL, 3. 39. Therefore, to

imagine that the grace of the Guru and of the good men is also a cause
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of Mukti is a redundancy, for when the grace of God is obtained, there is

no necessity of any other person.

To this objection we reply, it is perfectly right that God Himself

is the cause of tho grace shown by the Guru and the Great Ones still these

persons must also be considered as causes, though mediate ones. This

has been explained in Sutra II., 3. 40 and the rest. The fact is that the

Lord Hari, who is a slave to His devotees, confers His power of granting

grace to such persons
; therefore, such persons (the Guru and the Great

Ones) may be considered as independent agents in showing grace to

others. When a mau has the good fortune of obtaining the grace of

these Holy Ones, then tho Lord also shows grace on such a person. Thus

all texts arc harmonised and conflict removed.

Note : The following Sutras of Narada show the same

:

But love of God ia possible on the abandonment of all sensible objects and of every

attachment to them.—35.

(That arises also) from its cultivation without remiss, or from unflinching adoration

of God—36.

(That springs also) from listening to and singing of the virtues and attributes of

the Great God in society.—37.

But that is obtained, principally and surely, by the grace of the Great Ones, or, in

other words, from the touch of divine compassion.—38.

Companionship of the Great is, again, difficult of attainment. It is hardly possible

to assign how and when men may be taken into the society of the Great. But once

obtained, association with tho Great Ones is infallible in its operation.—39.

And companionship of the Great is gained by the grace of God alone.— 40.

Becauso there is no distinction between Him and His man.—41.

Adhikarana XXV.

Doubt : Now arises the doubt with regard to the text of the

ChhUndogya Upanisad III., 14. 1.

m i3i 3^ : » if ^fa^fo S^t afo: fag ^fir gsjfa i

Because a man is a creature of faith, as is his faith in this life, so will he his

condition in the next after death. So let him generate full faith (in the Lord).

This worship of Brahman is of difforont modos, according as it is

pure worship of Brahman, or is accompanied with meditation on the

Guru and the Great Ones. Tho question is, do these different modes of

meditation lead to the same fruit or are their results different? Is it the

cause of the different perception of Brahman in Mukti, by the devotees

who had come through different paths ?

Purvapaksa : The Pttrvapaksm says, there is no difference in the

perception of Brahman, by the devotees, in Mukti. Though they had come
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by different paths, their perception of Brahman is uniform, just like the

perception of travellers coming to the same city, through different direc-

tions. Though they come by different roads, they see the same city.

They do not see different cities, merely because they had come through

different roads. That their conception is uniform, is proved by the

Sruti also. We have in the Mundaka Upanisad (TIL, 1. 3."t that on attaining

Mukti all the Jivas get similarity.

When tho Jtva sees the golden coloured Creator and Lord, as the Person from whom

Brahma
1

comes out, then the wise, shaking off virtue and vice and becoming free from

AvidyiS, attains the highest similarity.

Therefore, you cannot say that Mukti is different for different people,

according to tho paths on which they havo come up.

Siddhdnta : This view is set asido in the next Sutra, which shows

that tho vision of tho Lord, obtained by the devotees in Mukti, differs

according to tho paths on winch they have come up.

SUTRA III., 3. 52.

RfTFTO^^fs*! fipjr^ || H | \ | «H II

stsrr Prajfia, cognition, perception. *TnTC Antara, the other, the different.

S*nR*rc5[ Prthaktvavat, according to tho variety of, or the difference in. fffe:

Drstib. the direct seeing of Him, by the devotees. ^ Cha, and. a* Tail, that.

3rfw; Uktam, is stated.

52. Like the difference between the two sorts of knowledge

mentioned in Brbaduranyaka Upanisad, IV., 4. 21, there is

difference- in the perception of the Lord, by the different devotees,

in the state of Mukti. And this has been expressly mentioned in the

Chh&ndogya texts.—413.

COMMENTARY

In the sentence 'Vijfiaya prajFiiim kfirvita' (after knowing Him let

him practise wisdom.—Byhad&ranyaka Upanisad, IV., 4. 21), we find two sorts

of knowledge, one called Vijfiaoa or knowledge and the other is called Prajfia

or wisdom. The first is intellectual knowledge obtained from the study of

tho words of the Scriptures. Bat the other called PrajfiS or wisdom

means devotion. This differs from tho first, for the one is a mere intellec-

tual conception, the other is an intuitional realisation. As there is this

difference between the intellect and the intuition, so there are different

kinds of intuitions also,—beatific vision obtained by the worshippers of

the Lord is not same for all. Visions differ, according to the attitude of

the worshipping souls. This has been asserted in the text of the ChhSndogya

Upani§ad mentioned above ; namely, there is a difference in the state of Mukti.
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according to the Kratu or faith of the devotee. Thus it follows that the

vision of the Lord differs according to the nature of meditation on Him.

And that, after such vision, there comes final Mukti. The similarity

spoken of in the Mundaka Upanisad consists in this, that all have the vision

of the same Lord, though Ho appears in different aspects to different

devoteos. Tn other words, all see the Lord called Niranjana, free from

all veils of Maya\ but that does not mean that Lord does not appear in

different aspects, to the different devotees.

Oljjeetion : Admitted that this is so, your argument is still faulty.

You say that without Vidya or devotion, there is no vision of the Lord
;

and without such vision, there is no final emancipation. Both these pro-

positions are untenable, because during the time of the manifestation of

the Lord on earth, as an Avatara, He is seen by persons who have no

devotion ; and oven after sucli seeing, all who see Him do not get Mukti.

All who saw KYsna or Rama did not get Mukti. This objection is next

answered.

sutra nr., 3. 53.

*t Na, there is not (the power of liberating). HTTrwrra S&manyat, due to

similarity. ^ft Api, even. 3T«i«W: Upalabdheh, of the seeing, or perception.

Mrtyuvat, just as in the case of every kind of death, si Na, not. fit Hi,

because. 5ft-irWIlf%: Loka-apattih, the reaching to the other worlds.

53. As death, common to all, (does not mean Mukti) but

only attainment of any particular region of enjoyment so Mukti

is not attained by an ordinary or common vision of the Lord

obtained by every being (when the Lord incarnates on earth as an

Avattlra).—414.

COMMENTARY

The word "also" lias the force of exclusion. That vision which is

obtained in a general way, namely, which is common to all, at the time

when the Lord descends on the earth and assumes a physical form, is not

the cause of Mukti. As death, which is common to all, is not the cause

of Mukti, though to the Jivanmukta, death means Mukti. But is then

there no good result oven in this ordinary seeing of the Lord, when He
comes as an Avatara ? Do those persons who see the Avat&ra get no fruit

at all ? Yes, they do. It is not Mukti, but attainment of higher spheres

of heavenly joy. Thus as the Vidy&dhara Sudar^ana saw the Lord in

a general way and got heaven, or just as the king Nrga also got heaven

75
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by such seeing. If you say that getting heaven is Mukti, then the Sutra

replies "Na hi," not so. Getting of higher spheres is not Mukti. The

Smrti is also to the same effect. In the Narfiyana Tantra, we also find the

following :

From the ordinary perception of some one form, different celestial regions are reached

but final release comes from the perception to which he is especially entitled

;

and there is no doubt as to this, that the soul attains Mukti (release) on obtaining the

perception of Brahraan, for which he is eligible.

The sense is this, the vision is of two sorts—the vision of the Lord

as enveloped in Mlya\ and vision free from such MSyS. The first sort

of vision arises when there is great merit of Punyam. Through such

vision a man reaches heavenly regions : but the second sort of vision,

which is obtained only through theosophic knowledge or Brahma-VidyS,

the subtle body called the Lingadeha is destroyed, the man becomes the

beloved of the Lord, has His vision and sees Him as consisting of intelli-

gence and bliss, free from all MayS. It is this vision, so produced, which

causes the final Mukti. Thus every thing is reconciled.

It is said, that even the enemies of the Lord, killed by the Lord, get

Mukti at the very moment of their death, when they are just killed by

Him. How is this ? Such persons get final Mukti, because their Linga-

deha even is destroyed, by the mysterious touch of the sacral weapons of

the Lord, as they strike at Him. When the Liiigadoha is once destroyed

thus, at the very moment of death, his attitude of mind instantly changes

from hostility to Him to love for Him, and he at his last moment sees the

Lord, as the object of greatest endearment and love, and because he sees Him
so, he gets Mukti. (The Mukti is not obtained, because he is killed by the

Lord, but because his Lingadeha even is destroyed, and he sees the Lord

in His true glory, with unclouded vision, full of love). If this were not so,

it would contradict many texts (declaring that love of God and not hatred

of him leads to Mukti).

Adhikarana—XXVI.

This section is commenced, in order to strengthen the view, that

Mukti is obtained by the vision of the Lord, through dovotion. In the

Mnndaka and Katha Upani§ads we find (Mund. III., 2. 3. Kat,ha, II., ?3) :

STti B£5J*$mZM37L, °l
Mon)

'
mt by lmere keen)

him thi. Self reveals His * ** °"ly by Um wbom «*• Bell choos<*- To
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Doubt : Here arises the doubt : Does the beatific vision depend upon
the choosing of the Lord, or is it the effect of devotion joined with dis-

passion and knowledge ?

Purvapaksa : The opponent maintains that it depends merely upon
the choosing of the Lord, as the above text shows. This is set aside in

the next Sutra :

sCtka nr., 3. 54.

WH Parern, by the statements immediately following. Clia, and. HH&f
Sabdasya, of the word, fflfjrsij^ Tadvidhyam, being in reference to it, having

the same import, namely, denoting the attainableness of the Lord through

Bhakti. H?^!^ Bhuyastvfit, due to pre-eminence, § Tu, also. «rg^r: Anu-
bandhah, the corresponding injunctions : the exclusive mention.

54. When read with the verse immediately following, the

words here also denote the same. The exclusive mention of choice is

because of its pre-eminence.—415.

(The words expressing that the Lord can be seen only by him whom He chooses,

when read with the verse) immediately following it, (mean one and the same thing, namely,

He is obtained by Bhakti preceded by knowledge). The choice is given pre-eminence,

because it is the last in the chain of causation, and is the predominating factor.

COMMENTARY

The words of the above texts, though appaiently meaning that the Lord

is to be obtained only by him whom the Lord chooses, yet roally

mean to teach that Ho is obtained through devotion, and this is shown by

the next verse immediately followiug it, and by other texts also. The

above verse, therefore, does not mean that the vision of the Lord depends

upon the arbitrary choice of the Lord. In the immediately following

verse it is said

:

jmpnTtrr ^"ft* a«ft i t HirarcwEft ^qfaswi f^teawwn

ft*irt >r$r*rpT i

This Self is not to be gained by one who is destitute of power, nor by the heedless,

nor by one who performs penances not countenanced by scriptures. But the wise, who

strives after Him by those means (by 'sravana, manana,' etc., coupled with Bhakti, while

praying always for grace) obtains Him and then for him (these become helpful). To Him

this Supreme Self manifests in the home of Brahman (reveals Himself through Vfiyu).

This shows that the methods or Upayas of seeing Brahman are

power, heedlessness, etc, mentioned here. Bala or power here means

Bhakti or devotion. As is said in another verse : "They control me by
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devotion as faithful wives control their husbands." Similarly, in the Gitfi,

(VIII., 22.)

:

He, the highest Spirit, O Partha, may be reached by unswerving devotion to Him
alone, in whom all beings abide, by whom all This is pervaded.

Similarly, in Katha Upanisad, II., 23 and 24 :

The AtmS is not to be obtained by many explanations, nor by the intellect, nor by

much learning. He whom alone this Atma elects, by him is He obtained : for him this

Atma* reveals His own nature.

HTW^THST Sift JT5TljVJI5WI^l^ II Vi II

He who has ceased from evil deeds and is controlled (in senses), concentrated (in

intellect) and controlled (in mind) obtains this Atma through the knowledge (of Brahman).

Note : This shows that 'gama, dama, samidhina, etc., are also means of knowing the

Lord : for His grace would naturally fall on such a person.

This second verse of the Katha Upanisad, immediately following the

first, qualifios it, and shows that practices of devotion are not useless. It lays

down a graduated series of practices for obtaining Brahman, or rather for

obtaining His choice. They are (i) cessation from evil deeds, (ii) control

of the senses, (in) concentration of thought, Up) control of mind. Thus the

verse about choice, which occurs both in the Mundaka and the Katha

Upanisads, must be read with the immediately succeeding versos in each

of these Upanisads ; and when so read, it will appear, that the choice

of the Lord is not an arbitrary and capricious thing, but a well regulated

selection of Jivas, having regard to their devotion, etc. Thereforo, the

choice hero means selection mado by the Lord, owing to the devotion of

the elected, for thus can tho two verses of this Upanisad be harmonised.

Moreover, tho first verse means that tho Lord is to be obtained by election

alone, no one can get Him whom Ho does not elect. And Ho does not

elect any one who does not love Him, but only those who are His beloved,

and who love Him in return. Those are tho beloved of the Lord, who

have devotion to tho Lord, and not those who have no sucli devotion.

Thus ultimately devotion is the cause of. Lord's election. The Lord

TLimseli has said so in t\\e Gi\a, "VII., 17 •.
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So also in the Kaivalya Upanisad, verso 2, Brahma says to JUvalftyana

:

'Sraddha-bhakti dhyana-yog&d avohi,' "try to know Him by the combined

practico of meditation, devotion and faith."

The texts like these show that the knowledge of Brahman is obtainable

by Bhakti. If this were not so, and if only thoso could know Him whom
Brahman chose to reveal Himself, thon the Lord would be open to the

charge of partiality and favouritism.

If this is so, why does tho text say, "the Lord icveals Himself to

those only whom He chooses so to reveal ?" The answer to this is

given in the last words of the Sutra, 'bhuyastvat tvanubandhah.' The
exclusive mention of choice is to indicate its greatness. Tho choice is

the immediate cause of Divine vision. It is the last in the link of causes

that lead to Diviue vision, and it is the greatest of such causes, and

therefore, it is mentioned as the exclusive cause of tho Divine vision.

The gradation of causes is as follows : first comes keeping tho company

of the righteous and good men, and serving them. By such company

and service, there dawns the knowledge of the essential nature of one's

own Self and of the Divine or Supremo Self. Then comes VairSgyam

or a total disgust for every thing of this world, and of the next ; with a

yearning to reach tho Lord. This is Bhakti. When tho Bhakti becomes

strong, the man becomes the beloved of tho Lord, and becauso of such

dcarncss to Hira, he is chosen by Him. Then comes the direct vision

of the Lord. Thus choice comes as the last in this chain of causations,

and hence tho Sruti says, "He only sees the Loid, whom the Lord chooses

to see."

Adhikarava XXVII.

It has been determined before that the devotees, who worship the

Lord with the attitude of a servant or a friend, from the very beginning

of their worship, meditate on Him in the highest ether and see Him

there. But there are some who do not see tho Lord in this aspect, but

whose attitude is one of quietness, and who worship the Lord not in

the supremo ether, but in tho various parts of their body, such as stomach,

etc. Thus in the Aitareya Upanisad, it is said that the Sarkarak§as worship

Brahman in the stomach, that the Arunayas worship Brahman in the heart,

etc. Here these words, stomach, heart, etc., give rise to doubt.

Doubt : Is Hari to be worshipped in the stomach, heart, etc.,

or not ?
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Piirvapalcsa : The Purvapaksm says : Brahman is not material, and

so should not be worshipped as stomach, heart, etc. He does not manifest

His glory in these transitory objects, but Ho exists in the non-material

highest ether, which is itself eternal, and in which the Lord is eternally

manifested.

Siddhdnta : This view is set aside in the next Sutra.

SCTRA III., 3. 55.

Eke, some. snwT: Atmanah, (the worship of and the meditation on)

the Lord, jirft Sarire, in the body, or in the heart, or in the Brahmanic

hole. *ttwt Bhavat, becauso He is (there).

55. Some Sakhins hold that the Atman (Visnu) should be

meditated upon as various members of the body, because He exists

there also.—41 6.

COMMENTARY

Some S&khas hold the view that the worship of Visnu, the Supreme

Self, should be done in the body, namely, in the stomach, heart and top

of the head, etc. Why ? Becauso the Lord exists in these places also.

They say, that if a thing is to be obtained near at hand, why one should

search for it in a distant place ; if honey is to be found in house-tree,

why should one go to the hills in search of it ? They mean to say, when

the Lord is so worshipped in stomach, etc., He being pleased with His

devotees, must necessarily give them the highest region or Mukti. In

the BhSgavata Purfina (X., 87.18) also it is said :

The Sarkartksas worship the Lord as stomach, following the paths of the Rsis.

The Arunayas worship Him as the ether of the heart, as the easiest road of reaching

Him. But higher than theBe two, 0 endless One 1 is Thy abode in the head ? Those who
worship Thee in the head, rising thereto by Susumnfi from the heart, they never fall

into the jaws of death again : (for head is the Vaikuntha).

Thus in the Aitareya Aranyaka, II., 4. 1

:

#^s?Rflt qfc^sww qfca^wra. sfap.'s:

The Sarfcarfksas worship the stomach as Brahman, the Siunayas meditate on the
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Adhikarana XXVIII.

In the text of the ChhSndogya Upanisad, III., 14. 1, it has been said "as

is the faith of a man in this life, so will be his condition in the next."

And in the succeeding verses of the sarao Khanda, it lias been taught

that Brahman should bo meditated upon as possessing the attributes of

Lordliness and as well as those of Beauty and Sweetness. It has also

been shown above, that there is no conflict in these two forms of

meditation, the Lord as Majestic and the Lord as All-beautiful. Tho
Jivas follow one or other of these modes of meditation, according to the

will of tho Lord, and tho training obtained by them in the company of

the Good and Holy men belonging to that particular order of devotion.

By any one of those two methods tho Lord is reached, as has been

shown in the Sutra HI., 3. 29.

Doubt : Now arises tho doubt : Does the man reach that particular

aspect of the Lord, possessing those particular qualities, which he has

been meditating upon or does he reach the Lord as possessing every quality,

over and above, that so meditated upon ? In other words, will the

devotee of the Lord, the Beautiful, see the Lord in Mukti as Beautiful

alone, or as Majestic also and vice-versa'i

Purvapciksa : The object of meditation being one, the devotee,

when he reaches that object, will see It in the fulness of all Its qualities,

and not only possessing those qualities which he had meditated upon.

It is something analogous to meditating on the Lord with a few qualities

or with a combination of all qualities.

Siddhdnta : This view is set asido in the next Sutra.

^ SUTRA. III., 3. 56.

5qfcI>$frI5R*flf^T*t 3?#Stfj; II ?| ? I II

*Jrfifa>: Vyatirekah, difference, ft* Tad, of the meditation. BhSva,

of the qualities. *nR?*J^ Bhfcvitvat, because of the existenco. *r Na, not. g

Tu, surely, arafar^ Upalabdhivat, as in the caso of knowledge.

56. There is not the perception of the Lord having other attributes

than those with which He was meditated upon in life. It is like the

realisation of the Lord, according to the nature of one's conception or

knowledge.—417. ;

COMMENTARY

The word Tu' is employed in order to remove the doubt The

Sutra declares that in release there is not perception of qualities other
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than those meditated upon, because the devotee having meditated with

certain qualities as belonging to the Lord, the Lord appears to him as

possessing those qualities only. For in Heaven, one sees the Lord as

having those qualities only, with which he had invested Him in His

meditation. It is like knowledge. When a person meditates with a

particular kind of knowledge, in obtaining that object ho obtains it with

that particular knowledge. Namely, in the state of Mukti, his conception

of the Lord is realised in the particular form of knowledge with which he

had conceived Him on earth. Though the knowers of the Lord are fully

conscious, that the object of their devotion has attributes other than those

with which they meditate, but as they do not wish to see their Lord with

those attributes, so when they reach the Lord in Mukti, they see Him only

as they had meditated upon Him, and not otherwise, because they had

not so meditated upon. And thus the above Sruti of the Chh&ndogya

Upanisad is justified, for as is the faith of the man in this life, so will be his

realisation in the text, otherwise this text would become invalid.

In the next Sutra, the author shows by an illustration that people

have different kinds of faith, and reacli the Lord in his different aspects,

because the Lord so wills it. The illustration is taken from that of the

YajamSna and his officiating Rtviks or priests.

sCtra in., 3. 57.

«ln Anga, parts. Avabaddhah, appointed to, connected with. 3 Tu,

but *r Na, not. SSkhJsu, in all the HSkhSs or branches, ffc Hi, because.

ufa^T, Prativedam, according to the Voda.

57. But they are appointed (or restricted to) particular parts, and
not to all branches of a sacrifice, because of the Veda.—418.

Note : Like the priests to whom separate functions have been allotted by naming
them to certain posts, so Jtvas follow one or the other path of devotion, because it has
been so determined by the Lord. And as the priests when holding a particular office can-
not perform any other function but what is appropriate to them, and cannot perform the
other parts, because the Vedas are definitely prescribed for each priest, so the Bhaktas do
not follow the paths other than their own in their devotion to the Lord.

COMMENTARY

The Yajam&na, when performing a sacrifice, chooses several priests

to perform it. Every one of these priests knows all the parts which
constitute the full sacrifice. But the YajamSna allots to each priest, the
particular part which he must perform in sacrifice. Thus he binds them
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down, as it wore, * by giving tliem particular names, such as : "I select

yon to do the part of the Adhvaryu priest, I choose you to talco the seat of

the Hotar priest, I ask you, to do the duty of the Udgdtdr priest in this

sacrifice. And so on.'' According to the particular office assigned by the

Master to each of thc3e priests, they are restricted to that particular office.

Thus, oue elected to the office of the Hotar, though equally dexterous in

performing the duties of other offices also, is yet confined to the work

of the Hotar alone, and lias no right to do the work of any other priest.

That being so, lie cannot perform all the other acts, taught in the various

B&khfts, because the parts are regulated according to each Veda. Thus

the Hotar performs his part with the verses of the Rg Veda, the Adhvar-

yu with the sentences of the Yajur Veda, the Udgata with SSma Veda,

and the Brahma with the Atharva Veda. Here the particular office which

any priest has to fill, is determined by the will of the Master alone. No
priest has a right to say that ho will do all the work, or any other work

than that to which the Master appoints him. According to the nature of

tho office filled by the priest, is the nature of the fee also (Daksina)

received by him. Similarly, it is the will of the Lord which determines

the particular mode, in which particular Jivas must worship Him, whether

they worship Him as Lord the Beautiful, or Lord the Majestic.

The author gives another illustration showing how Uddliava and the

rest worshipped tho Lord with mixed sentiments of love and fear, worship-

ped Him both as Majestic and Beautiful. And though this mixed sentiment

is not so pleasing to the author, yet he tries to explain it.

srTRA Hi., 3. 58.

Hm-Vtfam. Mantra-Sdivat, as in the case of Vedic verses and others.

Va, or. ffarte: Avirodhah, there is no contradiction.

58 Or there is no conflict, as in tho case of certain Mantras

-and the rest— 419.

COMMENTARY

The Lord willed that men like Uddhava and the rest should have

this mixed form of devotion, in order to evolve their Bhakti on both

these lines. It is like the Mantras of the Vedas. As sometimes one and

tho same Mantra is employed in many ceremonial acts, and as other Man-

tras are employed in two acts, while there are others which are confined

to one act only, according to the directions given in the ritual, so some

men are employed to worship the .Lord in one way only, others in several

76
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ways. The word "Adi," "and the rest," is employed in the Sutra in order

to include time and action. Just as one and the same time is the cause

of producing in ono tree, leaves and flowers ; in another it is the cause

of the tree shedding all its leaves ; in ono person it produces youth, in

another infancy and so on : so there is no contradiction, if the Lord

inspires different sentiments, in different people, at one and the same time.

Therefore, witli whatever attributes, and with whatever essential form, the

Lord is meditated upon, with that attribute and form, He appears to the

sight of His devotee in release. Tims it is demonstrated, that the Lord

does not appear in Mukti, with attributes more than those meditated upon

by the devotees.

Adhikarana XXIX.

Now we shall discuss the following texts of the Gopala TSpani :

'Eko'pi san bahudha yo'vabhati.' Though ono he who appears as many.

'Ekam santam bahudha drsyamanam.' Being one who is seen as

many. 'Atha kasmftd uchyate Brahma.' Why is he called Brahma ?

Like the Vaidurya gem {lapis laxuh) there exist many forms in the

Lord. Thougli possessing all these, He is still one, though called by

many names. Similarly, though the Lord has many qualities and has

manifold modes of manifestation yet His essential attribute and form is

one.

Doubt : Now arises the doubt : Should this manifoldness, taught in

the Sruti, and depending upon the manifoldness of His attribute and of His

essential form?, be an object of meditation or not ? The question arises,

should a person meditate on the manifoldness (Bahutva) of the Lord or

not?

Pttrvapakm : This Bahutra or manifoldness should not be meditated

upon in every devotional exercise, that is to say, that the attribute of

the Lord as appearing manifold (His Bahutva attribute) should not be

meditated upon in every Up&sanS, because there is conflict in such meditation,

as has been explained in Sfitra III., 3. 12. Attributes like bliss, etc., may bo

well combined in all meditations on the Lord, but the attribute of

multiety is incongruous with the idea of unity. When meditating on the

Lord as one, it is impossible to think of Him as many. Unity and

plurality cannot co-exist in the same substance. The Lord should not,

therefore, be meditated upon with the attribute of plurality.

Siddhdnta : This view is set aside in the next Sfitra.
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SUTKA III., 3. 59.

W ^^ii^twrft sfrtfh II ? i ? i vs. ii

Ipt: Bhtinmah, of the plentiful : the multiety ; mauifoldness
; infinity.

•Kratuvat, as in the case of sacrifice. sFqww* Jyayastvam, pre-eminence, erar

Tatha, thus, ft Hi, because. z.wfa Darsayati, the scriptures show.

59. The universality (Bhuma) of the Lord must be

meditated upon in every Upasana, because of its pre-emi-

nence, like the Kratu sacrifice. The text also shows this.

-420.

COMMENTARY

Plurality or maniibldnoss of conditions, being the highest among all

tho attributes of the Lord, and Iiko the sacrifice, it being always and

everywhere co-existent with God, it must bo thought upon in all medita-

tions upon Him. As the Kratu like the Jyotistoma sacrifice, is a sacrifice

even in the beginning when the sacrificer undertakes it and is initiated

into it, and remains a sacrifice when the sacrificer has finished it by taking

his final bath, and as this conception of Kratu is the most important

ingredient in every sacrifice and is present in every one of them. Similarly,

in all the attributes of the Lord appertaining to His essential nature,

this quality of Bahutva or much-ness is inherent and every attribute of

the Lord has it. It must be meditated upon in every worship of the Lord.

In other words, every attribute of the Lord is infinitely great and manifold,

thus Bahutva or mauifoldness runs through every attribute of the Lord ;

thus as Kratu-ness runs through every sacrifice, beginning from its very

inception called Diksa and ending with tho final bath called Avabhrtha.

This is illustrated by the text of tho scriptures also. The Sruti shows in

the well-known Bhuma passage of tho ChhSndogya Upanisad that every

attribute of the Lord has this quality of Bhuma in it ; for Bhuma or much-

ness is an invariable concomitant of every attribute belonging to the Lord.

See Chhand. Up., VII., 23. 1

:

"That which is Bhuma that is happiness. There is no happiness in

the finite, etc." The text further teaches that Bhuma must be meditated

upon everywhere, for without such meditation, the eternity of Karma

could not be established.
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Acfhikarana XXX.
Doubt : Now arises the doubt : Is meditation on those many forms

of one nature or of different nature ?

Purvapahm : The object of meditation being the same in its essential

nature, all moditations must be of one kind.

Siddhdnta : This view is set asido in the next Sutra.

SUTRA in., 3. 60.

5U«n Nana, of different sorts. Sabda-adi, of the terms and others.

Bhedat, due to the variety.

60. The meditation is separate and diverse for each form

of the Lord, because of the difference of the words and the

rest—421.

COMMEXTAKY

In these forms the meditation is indeed of various kinds. In other

words, it is different for every form. Why do we say so ? Because there

is a difference of words, etc. Thus the meditation on Nrsiiiiha is different

from meditation on Sri Kr?na, because the words Nrsimha and Ivrsrm

are different, because the Mantras of Krsna and Nrsiiiiha are different,

because these forms are also different, and their ritual of worship is also

different. So also we find in the Smrti :

Kcgava is worshipped in different modes, with different rituals, in the Krta, Trcta

Dvdpara and Kali ages, lie assumes different colours, according to the Yuga, and has

different forms and names.

Therefore, the ritual is not the same in meditating on the different forms

of the Lord. The Pujas are different.

Adhikarana XXXI.

It has been said above that meditations arc of different sorts, according

to the nature of forms meditated upon, such as whether it is the form

of Nrsimha, etc.

Doubt : Now arises the doubt, whether the worshipper of a particular

iorm, should combine with his worship the meditation on other iortns also,

or is such combination optional to him.

vwoapousa \8 «o* reason why meditation on all these forms
should be optionnl. Tlioy must bo combined.^am^, MewjrfSaan se& wuite Mis view.
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si" Tin in., 3. 61.

ft^sftfasT^qT^ || \ | \ I $ ^ n

Vikalpah, there is an opinion, i.e., restriction to one pailicular

form, which once chosen must be stuck to. Avisista, not special,

similar, the same. "T>5I^l^ Phalatvat, because the fruit is.

61. There is option (to choose one form and stick to it), because

there is no greater excellence of fruit obtained by meditating on

all.-422.

I'OMMKXTAUY

There is option in their meditation and IVija. There is no such

latitude allowed that one should worship Nysiiima for some time, Ram-

chandra for a few days after that, and Krsna then. One must make

his option and stick to that particular form of Upasanct and Puja, which

has boon taught to him by his Guru, and which belongs to the order of

Good Men with whom he is brought up. For Guru and the Good

Company are the environments in which the soul is placed by the Lord,

and he cannot change the particular mode taught to him. Why ? Because

the fruit of all meditations is the same, namely, all worships lead to the

realisation of Moksa. If perfection is obtained through one form of Puja,

what is the necessity of constantly changing the forms of Puja ? Though

in a previous Sutra it has already been mentioned that one must follow

one mode of worship, yet the same statement is made here again, iu

order to show that the Ekantin Bhakta is the highest, and thus there is no

tautology here.

Adhikarana XXXII.

It has been mentioned just now, that necessary Pujas, as those of

Nrsimha and the rest, the fruit of which is Moksa or release, must be

performed by the mau, during the whole period of his life, for such is

the duty of Ekantins. These Nitya puj&s must not be chauged, but

should remain uniform throughout one's whole life. But there are

Kamya pujas or worships made with the object of gaining some parti-

cular fruit, such as fame, victory, fortune, etc., and such modes of Upasana'

of Brahman are taught in the Upani^ads like the Bxhadataoyaka, etc. In

the case of such Kamya pujas there arises the following doubt.

Doubt : Should the meditation on Brahman vary with the particular

desire to be gained, or must one pray to his tutelary Deity a§t«) alone

for the acquisition of any particular object ?
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Purvapakm : The meditation must be of one particular form

in order to obtain all desires : aud the form must not change. Because

as there is no distinction in the various Nitya meditations on Brahman,

all lead to Mukti, there being no necessity of changing from one to another,

so the worship of one form can confer all desires also. There is no option

to change.

Siddhdnta : With regard to Kamya ptijas, there is no such strict rule

and more latitude is allowed.

suTia in., 3. 62.

wnm mm wfito* ^ n ? i \ i ^ n

EfilRT: Kiimyah, aiming at objects of desire, g Tu, but. aWflFP*. Yathft-

kftmam, according to one's liking. eJpal'Kl, Samiichcliaycran, may cumu-

late. * Na, not. m Va, or. <jl Purva, the former. %3 Hetu, reason *t*um?l

AbhSvat, on account of the absence of.

02. But in the case of Kamya devotion, one may,

according to his wish, worship any other deity for the

fulfilment of that particular desire, or he may worship

even his Jsta deity for getting it. Because there is absence

here of the reason which existed in the case of the first.

—423.

COMMENTARY

In Kamya meditations, where the object to be gained is not the

realisation of Brahman but the attainment of fruits, like fame, etc., one

is at liberty to worship any form, or one form, from which he can gain

his object. That is to say, a worshipper of Nrsiriiha may worship other

forms of the Lord in order to obtain some particular fruit, like fame, etc.,

or may worship the Nrsiriiha form itself, even for the purposes of getting

KAmya fruits. Why ? Because the reason of the last aphorism does

not hold good here. As the fruits to be obtained are different here,

different iorms may be worshipped in order to gain those fruits. So

long as there exists a desire to get the particular fruit, all those medita-

tions and Puj&s must be performed which are calculated to give that

fruit more expeditiously. But if a man has no such desire, ho need not

perform any other worship, but that of his particular Pujfi. The sense

of the whole is this. A person striving after release, a Mumuksu, must

always stick to the worship and meditation of one particular form, but

if he is ever in need of getting some lower object, even then also he must
ask his God for that object He must never worship any lower deities
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in order to get any lower object, for Hari can give every object to His
worshipper. As says the Smrti :

The wise, broad-minded aspirant after release, mint always worship the Highest

Person alone, with the intense Yoga of lihakti, whether he desires nothing or desires

everything.

Thus has been explained the meditation on the various forms of the

Lord, with various Mantras consisting of ten syllables, etc. All Kamyu
pfijfls may be performed either optionally or collectively.

Sole : See Gopftla Pilrva Tapani for the various Mantras deduced from the 1S-

syllablcd Mantra, Klim Krsnfiya Gopijanavallabhitya Hvaha. The 10-syllabled Mantra is

(Jopljanavallabhfiya SvAhti. This is the favourite Mantra which Indra recites. The 10-

syllablcd Mantra is Ora namah Krsnfiya Dcvakiputr&ya hum phat svShfi, etc.

Adhikarava XXXIII.

In the previous part there lias been explained meditation on the

spiritual attributes of the Lord. Now is commenced the topic teaching

meditation on the various members of the body of the Lord. In the

(iopala Pilrva Tapani Upanisad towards the end, Brahma says :

"I propitiate with highest praise that one (Jovinda whose form is

existence, intelligence and bliss, whose Mantra consists of five woi-ds, who

is seated always under the Kalpa tree in Brndabana and is surrounded by

forty-nine Marute." (Then follow twelve verses of praise) reciting the

various attributes, mostly bodily, of the Lord.

sufr famsrew? wns^sftiir 1

"frftsnTra *ftf^^r=r mft sw.- 11 h 11

spt: *n«rs>T«ra wiamJr sw " ^ n

WnsraiflTq *ftf%s^T2I spft sm: II VII

*?n«i&siTOra Vfo^wrfift 1

3w»PCTr«ra qifeiw5* sm: 11 1( 11

wfSrs^f&atora sfWf'ntspnftat 11 Ui
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*ffcfara »fttwi[w spft th: ii «

n

%?i* %*i?*i simsro sri^m

1. All hail to Him whose form is the universe, and who is the cause of the sustenance

and dissolution of the universe : who is the Lord of the univeasc aud who is the universe,

hail, hail to Ciovinda .'

2. All hail to Him whose form is Intelligence, and consists of the highest Bliss ! Hail

to Krsna, the Lord of the <iopis, hail, hail to Govinda !

.1. All hail to Him whose eyes are like lotus, who has a garland of lotus ; hail to

ITim from whose navel grows the world-lotus, hail to the Lord of the Lotus-born (Kaniaht)!

A. All hail to Him who is adorned with the dhtdem of peacock feathers, to Rama of

the unobstructed Intelligence ; hail to the Heart's delight of Rama (Sri), hail, hail to

Govinda !

5. All hail to the Destroyer of the brood of Kaiiisa, to the Slayer of Kegin and

Chitnnra ; hail to the Adored one of the Hull-bannered Siva : hail to the Charioteer of

Partha (Arjuna.)

6. All hail to the Player on the flute, to the Cow-herd, the Bruiser of the head of

the snake, to the Sporter on the banks of the K:\lindT Yamuna, hail to the Wearer of the

dancing ear-rings !

7. All hail to the Beloved of the cow-maids (of Brnda'bana), the master-Dancer :

hail to the Protector of His devotees, hail, hail to Lord Krsna !

S. All hail to the Destroyer of sin, to the Uplifter of the Govardhana, to the Ender

of the life of Putana, to the Killer of Trnilvarta !

'.). All hail to the Partless, to the Delusion-less, to the Pure, the Enemy of the impure

;

to the Secondlcss, to the Great, hail, hail to Lord Krsna !

10. Be gracious, O Supreme Bliss ! be gracious, 0 Supreme Lord .' Save me, O Master

me, bitten by the serpent of Desire and Disease.

11. 0 Sri Krsna ! O Beloved of Rukmint ! 0 Stealer of the hearts of the cow-maids !

O World Teacher ! save me from being drowned in the ocean of Saihs^ra (world).

12. O Kesava ! O Remover of pain ! O Ntfrayana ! O JamSrdana ! O Govinda ! 0
Supreme Bliss ! O Mfidhava ! save me.

In the above versos, the various members of the body of the Lord
are described as having certain attributes ; such as His eyes are like lotus

with a compassionate gaze iu them, the mouth is smi\iug aud souudiug

a i\wte
;
His head is adorned with a crown oi peacock, feaftiers, Bis
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movements arc slow and dignified, His intelligence is uninterrupted, and

He is an expert in singing and dancing.

Doubt : Here arises the doubt: Are those attributes of smiling face,

compassionate gaze, etc., to b<! separately meditated upon or not ?

Pttrrapakm : They should not be meditated upon separately

because there is no higher reward in such meditation, and bec.iusc the

highest end of mm (namely, Mukti) is obtained by meditating on the

universal attributes of tho Lord, such as His omniscience, omnipotence

and the rest; and so the charms of His personal appearance, costume,

gestures, movements, etc, need not be meditated upon.

Sirfrilinnta : This view is set aside in tho next Sutra.

si* Tin m., 3. <>3.

^#5 WiW! II \ I \ I *\ II

^W3 Angesu, in the limbs of the Lord. 3?«rr*T?T VathaSraya, according to

the fitness of the place, or the limb. *TM: Rhavah, the assuming of the mood,

the meditation on the aspects.

03. Meditation appropriate to each member of the body should

also be performed.—424.

(< IMMF.XTAKY

In the various members such as the mouth, the eyes, etc., the

qualities and gestures appropriate to them, must be thought of or meditated

upon. The particular member, described as having a particular quality,

must always be meditated upon with that quality. In forming the mental

image of the Lord, the face must be thought of as smiling and speaking

sweet words ; the eyes as having a compassionate and benevolent gaze,

and so on.

SVTRA III., 3. 04.

firba II \ i \ K» II

fog: Sistaih, by those who are taught. Cha, and.

64. And because Brahma taught such meditation to His

disciples in the Gopfila Tapani Upanisad.—425.

COMMENTARY

At the end of His verses of praise in the Cropftla Purva Tapani,

BralimS says, "With these versos I praise and worship the Lord" :

77
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I propitiate even now Krsna, with these verses. You also follow my advice, and

as I always recite the five-worded Mantra, so you also reciting that five-worded Mantra

and meditating on Sri Krsna, will verily cross over this ocean of worldly existence, the

cyclo of births and deaths.

Thus said Brahma to the sages.

Tims Brahma" Himself teaches tlio sages to meditate on the attributes

of the various members of the Lord's body. Therefore, the personal

charms of the Lord must also be meditated upon.

Objection : Tn the Chhandogya Upanisad, I., ti. 7., only the compassionate

ga\e of the Lord is described, no other members are specified therein :

His two eyes are like fresh lotus. His (mystic) name is Ut 33 for ho has risen

(Udita) above all sins. He also, who knows this, rises verily above all sins.

This description of the Chhandogya Upanisad is defective, because it

mentions only the eyes of the Lord, and is silent upon other parts. The

objection so raised is answered in the next Sutra.

snm nr., 3. (55.

^WTfRR. SamaMiarat, on account of expressing collectively ; all-comprelien-

sive.

05. ( There is no discrepancy in the statement of the

Chhandogya Upanisad) because the description there (is collective

and) all-comprehensive, (meant to include other members also).

-420.

COMilKXTUlY

The word Na, "not" is to be drawn into this Sutra from III., 3. <>7.,

namely, from the third Sutra from this. It is to be read not only in this

Sutra, but in the next also. Since the description of other members of

the body of the Lord must be supposed to have been described in a single

description of the eyes in the Chhandogya Upanisad, there is no defectiveness

in that Upanisad. The compassionate gaze mentioned in this Chhandogya

Upanisad is illustrative of all the other attributes, such as sweet speaking,

etc. A kindly look is an all-comprehensive attribute, including the rest.

In the next Sutra, the Piirvapaksin raises an objection to the effect,

why should a particular member be thought of with a particular attribute,

and why not every member be imagined as having every attribute V

The next Sutra, therefore, is a turvapuVsa Sutra, and \Vv\\ be refuted

later on.
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sCtiia hi., 3. (iti.

3"! (tuna, of tlio qualities. SiTWr*r Sadharanyu, about the common-ncss.

«[^: Srutoh, from the statement of the Vedas. ^ Oha, and. It includes the

combination of all Huna*.

00. (Every member of the Lord's body must bo meditated upon

as possessing the attribute of the other member), because of the text

which says that there is a common-ness of attributes, (with regard

to the members of the Lord's body).—427.

I'OSIMKSTAUY

The texts like "everywhere Tuvr hath hands and feet, etc."—(Uita,

XIII., 14.) show that every member of the body of the Lord can discharge

the function of every other member. So every member may be meditated

upon with the attribute of any other member. (Such as His eyes may be

meditated upon as grasping the whole world, and His hands as seeing the

whole universe). The Smrti texts, like the following, also declare that

every member of the body of the Lord lias the power of discharging all

the functions of all the senses:

sif[fir jj^ esfwtt^ifftwfaT I

Whose every member of the body possesses the function of all the senses, such as

seeing, drinking, hearing, moving, holding, etc.

Therefore, there is no restrictive rule that any particular member of

the Lord's body should be meditated upon with any particular attribute.

The word "Cha" indicates that all Camas may also be so included.

Siddlianta : The objection raised in this Sutra is answered in the

next.

sCtra hi., 3. 67.

* ^ zmm\$i> ii \ i \ \ ii

H Na, not sit VS, rather, surely, only. 33; Tat, their. m*W Sahabhava,

being together. «T«5T: Asruteh, there being no declaration of this Sruti.

67. It is not so. (A particular member should be meditated

upon with its own peculiar attribute), because there is no text declaring

that it ma/ be meditated upon with (the attributes belong to the

other members).—428.
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('OSUIENTAHY

The force of Va in the Sutra is to indicate exclusion. The univer-

sality of attributes must not be meditated upon in any particular member.

Why? Because there is not any text describing attributes other than

those appropriate to those particular members. Therefore, qualities

belonging to other members not being described with regard to any

particular member, must not be meditated upon when meditating on that

particular member. The text like "every part of His body is a hand,

every part a foot and eye and ear, etc.'' only declare the omnipotence of

the Lord, and that all the powers of the Lord exist in every portion of

His body. It is not meant to teach incongruous meditation.

si"ti!a ut., 3. On.

#n*r (i \ i \ i ^ n

5?Rl<t Daisanat, because it is so seen in the world. ^ Cha, and.

(W. And because il is so seen (and it is more natural meditating

in this way).— 429.

(OMME.YI'AKY

Tt is more natural to think that the eyes see, ears hear, hands grasp,

and so on. (It is not natural to conceive that the eyes are hearing, the

ears arc seeing and the feet sire talking. Though in the case of the Lord

all these things are possible, yet there need not be any unnatural

meditation, even in the ease of the Lord).
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F()l UT1I P\I).\

Adkikaraiia f.

TOT f^cftflffa ftil^^qq n

In the temple oi faith, carpeted with good conduct and good thoughts, adorned with

the throne of knowledge, produced by Vairiigyii, surrounded by the rampart of religion,

behold there shines this Divine (ioddess called Vidya. the best beloved of Visnu and the

giver of all desires.

In the previous J 'Ada, Vidya and licr concomitants appertaining to

Hrahman and denoted by the words like meditation and worship, have

been described. In the present chapter it will be shown, that Vidya is

independent of Karmau ; and that the latter is subordinate to her, and

that the followers of Vidya are of three kinds and so on. According to

the difference ot determination (Kratu), the seekers of Vidya are of threo

sorts. The first kind is called Sanist,ha, namely, those who discharge with

faith, the duties of their stage of life (Asrama) and class (Varna), with the

desiie of seeing the varieties of different worlds (such as those belonging to

Indr.a and other higher Devasl The second class is called Parinisthitas.

They also perform, with equal devotion and faith, the duties of their

Varna and Asrama ; not with the object of going to the different worlds

in order to see the wonderful working of the Lord therein, but merely for

the sake of the society in winch they live, and to uphold its traditions, and

to maintain its. continuity. Both these classes of devotees belong to the

order of householders. The third class are called JSiirapeksas or Sannyasis.

Their minds have been purified by truth, austerity, prayers, etc,

performed in their past life ; and hence in the present life, they do not

belong to any order (Asrama). Such are' those who are totally indifferent

to worldly life. Thus devotees of Vidya* are classified into these three

divisions.

The author first establishes the independence of VidyS from Karman

or formal religion.

Visaya ' We find in the UpaDj'sads texts like the following :

a-cfo -tftwi-wft* ( Chh. Up., VII., 1. 3 ).

*$faT5?tft ( Taitt. Up , II., 1.1).

The knowi oi Itman crosses orer all griefs.

The knower oi Brahman obtains the highest.
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So also in tlio Katha Upanisad, II., 16 :

Knowing this Aksara verily one obtains whatever he desires.

Doubt : Hero arises the doubt : Is Vidya the cause of release alone V

Or of heavenly worlds also ?

Pttrtrtpaksa : The wise, free from all desires, do not wisli for heaven-

worlds, and consequently Vidya is the cause of release alone.

Siddhnnta : In the next Sutra it will be shown that through Vidya

one can set Svarga also, if he so desires.

SUTOA in., 4. 1.

^iftft ^ ^FWP I! ? I « \ \ II

3^-w*t: J'urusa-arthah, the object of man's attainment, a man's benefit,

i.e., knowledge of God. mi Atab, from this, from this Vidya. ^l5?T?t Sabdat,

because tlio Scriptures state so. *fa Tti, so. Badarayanah, Badara-

yana holds.

1. Badarayaya hoJds the view that from this Vidya, a

man obtains all the objects of his desire, because there are

•words to that effect in the Scriptures.—4;>0.

COMMKXTAUY

All the objects of man's desire, namely, Dharma (religious merit),

Artlia (worldly prosperity), Kama (enjoyment), Moksa (release), are obtained

from this Vidya" alone. This is the view of Bftdarayana. Why ? Sabd&t.

Because of the word. Because of the texts like those quoted above, which

* how that through Vidya ( 'Yo yad ichchhati tasya tat') whatever one desires

that ho gets. The Lord TTari, being pleased with the devotion (Vidyft) of

His Bhaktas, gives even his ownself to his devotees. Like Kardama or

others, though having desire for other fruits, the Lord gives them that

fruit, on account of Vidya alone, which serves the same purpose as if it

was a formal religious Karma.

Here Jaimini comes forward with his following objections.

Adhikarana II.

SUTRA III., 4. 2.

^?3^T^|T^T^ Iftft: II ? I 8 I H II

fcrc^ Se?atvat, because of the remaining of the Karma, i.e.
t the

performance of the duties. Purusa, about a man, ffarc: ArthavSdab, an

arthav&da. *WT Yatha, as. ^5 Anye§u, in the case of others, ffit Iti, so.

^fafil: Jaiminih, Jaimini holds.
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2. On account of Vulva standing in tho supplementary

relation to Karma, the statements as to the fruits of Vidya, are

glorificatory only, regarding the person performing Karma. They

are like other gloriticatory passages. This is the opinion of

Jaimini.—4!U.

COMMKNTVUY

The Jiva himself outers on the perfornuueo of Kaunas in tho shape

of worshipping the Lord, as taught by tho Lord, after ho has understood

tho essential nature of Visnu, the object of worship; and of. His individual

self, tho worshipper. Through these works he becomes purified of all sins,

and obtains the fruits in tho shape of Svarga or Moksa, the enjoyment of

heavenly pleasures or the attainment of release, through the unseen

principle called Adrsta. Vidya being, therefore, subordinate to Karma,

standing to it in the relation of a complement, the fruits mentioned

regarding the results oi Vidya in the Scriptures are to be considered as

meio descriptive passages, glorifying Karma and showing its relation to

Purnsa. Such texts, therefore, winch teach special results of Vidya, are

mere Arthavildas, like other Arthavadas relating to tho substance (Dravya),

or to the purification of the substance (Samskara) or to subordinate acts

themselves (Karma). These Arthavadas or gloriticatory passages are not to

be taken in their literal sense. Jaimini in his Sutras thus propounds this

doctrine :

"Dravya-samskara-karmasu paritrthatvat phalasrutir arthavadah

syat." IV., 3. 1.

Because materials, the operations performed upon them, and subordinate acts subserve

other acts, the description of a fruit in connection with any of them is a mero ArthavSUa

or glorification.

Note : In performing a sacrifice materials are used, their purpose being described.

The sacrificial materials are operated upon, and tho purpose or the fruit of this is

described. Subordinate acts are performed in the course of a sacrifice—a main act ; and

their fruit is also described. The descriptions of such fruits are mere re-statcmcnt3

;

because the materials, the way in which they are operated upon, and subordinate acts

subservo the main act.

Thus, the following arc ArthavMas relating to sacrificial materials. 'He whose sacri-

ficial ladle is made of the wood of Acacia catechu takes for his offerings the juice of metres.

His offerings are juicy. He, whose sacrificial ladle (Juhu) is made of the wood of Butea

Frondosa, never hears bad tidings. He, whose sacrificial ladle (Upabhrt) is made of the

wood of Fiats Rcligiom, secures fruit by means of knowledge. Ho, whose sacrificial vessel

for clarified butter is made of the wood of Vaikaf&ata—his offerings are stable then he

obtains children. These are the forms of a sacrificial ladle (Srucha). He, who has a ladlo

of this form, obtains cattle of this kind, and his children are not born u%\y.~Taittirlya

Haiiihita, III, 5. 6. 7. 3.

Tho following extracts show the glorifications of Sarhsk&ra.
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"Ho covers the eye of his enemios by moans of that collyrium which

he puts in his eyes" {Ibid., VI., 1. 1. 5). "He cleans his teeth. He gets his

"beard and head shared. He gets his nails pared. The hair on the head

"and the beard, being dead skin, are unfit for sacrifice. Then removing

"this dead skin unfit for sacrifice and being qualified to perform it, lie

"begins it. He bathes" (Ibid., VI., 1, 1. 2). The following extract shows

glorification of Karma :
—
"When ho makes the offerings called Prayfvja

and Anuyfija, he makes a coat of mail for sacrifice. He makes this coat

for the sacrificer to overcome his enemies."

—

(Ibid., II., 0. 1. 5\

Thus a person performing throughout his whole life the duties of a

householder, such as sacrifices and the rest, and who is endowed with the

moral virtues of the control of conduct or thought, etc., is mentioned in

the scriptures as attaining Brahman, in the texts like the following :

One should learn the Veda in the family of his teachers and making presents to his

(iurn, according to law, and doing his works fully, one should return home and enter into

household life. In a sacred spot he should recite the holy scriptures, and perform good

deeds concentrating all his senses on the Supreme Self, he should not injure any living

creature except in sacrifices. Tie verily thus passing his life attains on death the woild

of Brahman and never returns therefrom, never returns therefrom - (Chhand. Up.,

VIII., 15. 1).

8o also in the Visnu Purana, III, S. !), we find: (Soi> HI, 4. 3s>

below)

:

fairer :???r q?m ^T^a «pt rftofirwiji

Visnu, (he highest Person, should be worshipped by a man who is devoted to the

duties of his castes and stage of life. There is no other way which can cause his

satisfaction.

These passages show that Karma or Puja of the Lord is a lifelong

duty, and should never be renounced. Karma being thus the main duty

of humanity, all passages describing the fruits of Vidya" must be under-

stood as glorificatory only in the souse that Vidya only tits a man to

perform these works better and hence it is subordinate to Karma. There

are other passages like those quoted above showing the pre-eminence of

Karma. No doubt, there are texts teaching the renunciation of Karma,

but they must be explained as applying to the blind and the cripple and such

like persons, who are not entitled by law to perform PnjSs and sacrifices.

For such persons renunciation is the best means of reaching heaven.
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The next Sutra gives another reason for holding that tho knowledge of

the Self is a subordinate member of Karma or Piija.

SUTRA III., 4. 3.

fHf^R. II \ I a I \ II

sn^^T^ AcMra-darsanfit, sucli conduct being seen.

3. Because the practice of the best of the wise men shows

that Vidya is subordinate to Karma.—432.

COMMKNTAUY

The following texts show that great men like Janaka and the rest,

used to perform sacrifices, though they had acquired Alma Vidya. For

example, Janaka is described in Brhadftranyaka Upanisad, III., 1. 1, as

performing a sacrifico :

fafm\m v& fafari snwwt^Rera ifb ?r * ssewred*? <w

Janaka Vaideha (the king of the Videhas) sacrificed with a sacrifice at which many

presents were offered to the priests of (the Asvamedha). Brdhmanas of the Kurus and

tho PancMlas had come thither, and Janaka Vaideha wished to know, which of those

Brdhmanas was the best read. So ho enclosed a thousand cows and ten Padas (of gold)

were fastened to each pair of horns.

Similarly, in the Ohhandogya Upanisad, wo find Asvapati, tho king of the

Kekayas, performing sacrifices, though lie was a master of Brahma VidyS

and taught Brdhmanas who had gone to him to learn the Brahma Vidyl

(Chhand. Up., V., 11.5).

5Sf?*3r *T srepfa sn^^wft fj^nfk iT *T^s=5f ?flr II K II

When they arrived, the King caused proper honours to be paid to each of them

separately. In the morning, after leaving his bed, he said to them : (What makes you

come here ? Are you troubled by bad men ? But there are no such people in this

land). In my Kingdom there is no thief, no miser, no drunkard, no irreligious, no

illiterate person, no adulterer, much less an adulteress. (But if you have come to get

wealth, then stay, for) I am going to perform a sacrifice, Sirs ; and I shall give you. Sirs,

as much wealth as I give to each Rtvij priest. So stay here please.

This shows that the best among the learned anil wise men of old

used to perform Karma, inspite of their possessing the knowledge of the

Self. Had mere knowledge been sufficient for acquiring the final end

of man, namely, Release, they would not have exerted themselves uselessly
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in the performance of Karma. They would have acted on the maxim,

"when 1 oney is to be found in the tree of one's own court-yard, why
should one go in search of it to difficult places like mountains ?"

sctra tn., 4. 4.

zn. Tat, about that. fWtelj, there being a direct scriptural state-

ment.

4. Because of the scriptural statement that Vidysi is a

subordinate member of Karma.—433.

C01IMKNTAHY

In the ChMndogya Upanisad, there is a direct statement to the effect that

VidyS is subordinate to Karma (I., 1. 8) :

?nfit ^ m si jtrt g f^rt ^rfMir ^ fa*nrr $dfit *re?fafipRr

By the command of that Full and Supremely High Lord called Ora, perform ye

both His worship, whether ye understand Him thus or yc do not.

But the knowledge and ignorance arc different (and opposed to each other). The

man who worships the Lord, with knowledge, faith and propriety (to the utmost of

his capacity) verily, his worship alone is conducive to endless reward, (not so the worship

of the ignorant, whose reward is limited). This is the full explanation of this Ever-

present Imperishable Om.

In the above the word Vidyaya" (with Vidy&) shows that Vidya is only

a subordinate member of Karma, because it is used in the instrumental

case, and an instrumental case always denotes something secondary, just

as the words Sraddhaya" and Upanisadtl

ki*tra hi., 4. 5.

fl»RR«Wn^ II ? / » I K II

S^-Tg-W^in^ Sam-anu-firamblianat, on account of their taking hold

together or being together.

5. Because the Upanisad. also declares that both VidyS,

and Karma take hold of the man after death, and carry him
to heavenly regions

;
therefore, Vidya is not independent of

Karma.—434.

COMMENTARY

In the Brhad&rauyaka Upanisad, IV., 4. 2, we find that when a man dies,

his Vidyfi and his Karma take hold of him and carry him forward :
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And when he thus departs, life (the chief Pritna) departs after him, and when life

thus departs, all the other vital spirits (Prfijnas) depart after it. He is conscious, and
being conscious he follows and departs.

Then both his knowledge and his work take hold of him, and his acquaintance with
former things

This shows that Vidya and Karma both co-operate iu producing tho

results, and, therefore, Vidya is subordinate to Karma.

sitha nr., 4. 6.

?T15?TS Tad-vatah, of such a one. f^tRTa: Vidhanat, there being an injunc-

tion.

6. Because there is tho command that a person having Vidya

must bo appointed to perform Karma, therefore, Vidya is subordinate

to Karma.—435.

OOMMKNTAHY

In the Taittiriya Saliihita wo find :

He chooses as His Brahma
1

priest, to perform the full moon and new moon ceremonies,

ono who knows Brahman.

This shows that performance of tho sacrifices requires Brahma

JnSna. Otherwise the Sruti would not have insisted upon the condition

that tho Brahma priest must be a Brahmajna. Therefore, the knowledge

of Rrahman is subordinate to Karma, for such knowledge only entitles a

man to become a priest.

SUTRA III., 4. 7.

fawm H \ i » i ^ ii

PfllRt Niyani&t, thero being a rule. Cha, and.

7. Because there is the restrictive rule, that Karma should be

performed throughout one's whole life, therefore, Vidya is subordinate

to Karma.—436.

COMMENTARY.

In the Is&v&sya Upanisad, verse 2, we find :

itf fcffq- UTrjj^ftsffcT 1 fA ftR?C 5ft II H II

Performing works even here, let a man live his allotted hundred years ; thus is it

right for thee, not otherwise than this ; Karma will not bind that man.
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This rule lays down an injunction of life-long performance of

Karma with regard even to that man, who has obtained the knowledge

of Atman.

Some hold that conflicting texts,—(some insisting upon the perfor-

mance of Karmas, others enjoining their abandonment)—can be reconciled

by the view that the performance of Karma is optional for one who

has got knowledge of tho Self. But this view also is set aside by the

above Sruti. The texts, therefore, which teach tho abandonment of

Karma, have for their scopo those persons, who from some bodily defect or

other cause, such as blindness, lameness, etc., are not entitled to perform

Karma. In fact, abandonment of Karma is strongly denounced in the

scriptures. Thus in the Taittiriya Br&hmana Ave have :

"He who stops sacrifices to the gods by not maintaining the sacred fires, verily

becomes a killer of his children. Therefore, Karma must always be performed even by

the wise."

Thus VidyS being complementary to Karma, is not independent

in its action in producing tho fruit. In other words, Vulva alone cannot

produce Release.

In tho preceding six Sutras, Jaimini has advanced his reason for

maintaining that Vidya is subordinate to Karma. All those Sutras form

tho furvapaksa. The author now advances his reasons for differing

from Jaimini.

Adhikarna III.

si'tha hi., 4. 8.

*rfa#ftwf ii ? i » i s
i

ffofi Adhika, more, different. s^Tg, Upadesat, owing to the teach-

ing about. 3 Tu, but WTCraiRT B&darayanasya, of Badarayana. vm,

Evam, thus, Tad, about that. sfciT^ Darsanfit, because of tho Sastric

text.

8. Vidya is greater than Karma, for such is the teach-

ing of Badarayana, and because such is to be seen in the

scriptures.—437.

COMMENTARY

The word "Tu" (but) sets aside the- Purvapaksa. It must be under-

stood that Vidya' is greater than Karma, because all Karmas are performed

in order to acquire Vidya ; and Vidyfi is the principal, and Karma is sub-

ordinate to it Why ? Because such is the teaching of Bfidarfiyaua.
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Nor is his teaching without authority, because wo soo scriptural texts

as authority for tho same. For example, in Brhadaranyaka Upanisad,

IV., 4. 22, we read :

Brilhmarias seek to know him by the study of the Veda, by sacrifice, by gifts, by
penance, by fasting, and he who knows him, becomes a Muni. Wishing for that world

(of Brahman) only, mendicants leave their homes.

The above toxts show that Vidya is the result of Karma ; and thoy

enjoin Karma not for its own sake, but because Kaunas lead to Vidya.

When once the Vidyft arises by the strenuous performance of Karmas,

then these Karmas themselves arc abandoned, because no longer necessary,

after tho Vidya has been obtained ; and because it is a well-known fact

that the end is greater than the means. When once the end is accomplished,

tho means become no longer necessary.

It has been said that excellent men possessing Brahma-Vidya have been

seen performing Karmas, men like King Janaka and ASvapati, and that,

therefore, Vidya is complementary to Karma. This argument is next

being refuted in the following Sutra.

sCtua nr., 4. 9.

W^K Tulyam, the same, similar, equal. 3 Tu, but, or entirely.

Darsanam, the Hastric texts.

9. But there is equal authority against the view that

Vidya is subordinate to Karma in the lives of other eminent

men.—438.

COMMKNTAHY

The word "Tu" is used in ordor to removo the idea that Vidya is

subordinate to Karma. There is equal authority in the scriptures for tho

proposition that VidyS is not subordinate to Karma. Thus there are

scriptcral passages, such as "Knowing this the Rsjis descended from

Kavasa said : "For what purpose should wo study the Vedas, for what

purpose should we sacrifice ?" Knowing this indeed the Ancient ones

did not offer the Agnihotra," and "when Br&hmanas know that Self and

have risen above the desire for sons, wealth, and worlds, they wander about

as mendicants." (Br. Up., III.. 5).

Thus the sages called K6va§eySs did not care for Karmas, nor did
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Yajnavalkya, who abandoning all Karmas, went to the forest. Thus we find

examples of eminent men devoted to Vidyft, renouncing all ceremonial

Karmas. Therefore, scriptural texts are not all one-sided in favour of

Karmas, but there are texts to the contrary also. The examples of persons

like Janaka and others show, that theso men followed Karma, either for

the sake of purifying their self or as an example to mankind, and that

the social order may bo preserved.

The author next answers the objoction raised in the Sutra 4.

si'tra in, 4. 10.

mSffit ii ? i » i \° ii

sraHfasfit Asarvatriki, (the Vedic text) is not applicable to all (tho Vidyas).

10. The scriptural declaration, Chhaudogya Upanisad, I., 1. 8,

is not of universal application, as supposed by the opponent.

-439.

COMMENTARY

The above texts of the Chhandogya Upanisad, (I, 1.8), is non-comprehensive.

Tt docs not refer to all knowledge, but to the VidyS connected with the

subject-matter of the text. The subject-matter there is the Udgitha-

vidya and the text says that if this Udgitha-vidya is recited by a person

with knowledge, then it is more fruitful than if it was recited without

such Vidya. Therefore, Vidyft is not an auxiliary to work in every

instance.

Tho author next answers tho obejetion raised in III., 4. 5.

SUTRA hi, 4. 11.

ft«Tls VibhSgah, there is a division (of the fruits of Vidya and Karma).

*Rra<5 oatavat, just as in tho case of a hundred (coins).

11. The distribution of Vidya and Karma is to be made in the

above passage of the Brhadaranyaka Upanisad (IV., 4. 2), like the

distribution of a hundred coins.—-440.

COMMENTARY

The fruits of VidyS and of Karma are different aud the above passage of

the Brhadaranyaka Upanisad, must be taken in a distributive sense. "Vidya

produces one fruit, while Karma produces another fruit This is like the
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distribution of a hundred coins. A man by selling a cow and a goat obtains

hundred coins. It does not mean that both sold for equal amounts of 50
coins each, but we must distribute the hundred coins according to the

natural value of these animals ; namely, that the cow fetched 90 coius,

and the goat 10 coins. Therefore, when the Scripture says that both

VidyS and Karma take hold of the man ; it means that both produce their

results according to their innate qualities : but the fruits of both are

not equal.

The author next answers the objection raised in Sutra Til., 4. (i.

sutiiv m., 4. 12.

•FqqsTOITO II ? I » I \\ II

T^ISHTT?*-^: Adhyayaua-matra-vatah, of him who lias merely studied

the Vedas.

12. The word Brahmistha, "devoted to Brahman," as used in the

passage quoted by the Pitrvapaksin, does not mean one who has realised

Brahman, but one who has merely read the Brahman (the Veda).—441.

COMMKNTAKY

When the Taittirtya Sruti says that a Brahmistha is to be chosen as

a priest to fill the office of Brahma, it does not moan that the one who

knows Brahman must be chosen for that office, but it means that one who

has read the Vedas and studied them well, must bo selected for the office

of Brahma. In other words, it says that Brahma's office must be held by

a learned Brahmana and not merely by one who is dexterous in doing the

ritual or chanting the hymns. That toxt, therefore, is not in favour of the

proposition that Vidya is subordinate to Karma. In fact, the word

"Brahmistha" in the above passage, is to bo translated as "one who is

well-versed in Brahman," where the word Brahman means the "Vedas,"

and not the highest Self. Because a person who has realised Brahman,

the Supreme Self, is described repeatedly in the scriptures as being

above all Karmas (Naiskarmya). Therefore, one who has mastered the

Vedas; namely, knows the words of the Vedas exactly as they are and

who constantly recites them without any selfish object, not wishing to

gain money or wealth by such loarning, is caUed a Brahmistha. The

force of the affix "Istha" in Brahmistha, has this significance here.

Others explain the above passage as merely glorifying Karma. Karmas

are so important they say that for its duo performance one must be a

knower of Brahma. According to this explanation, it is merely a glori-

ficatory passage, and must not be taken in its literal sense.
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It has been said above that a person who has merely read the Vedas

is entitled to perform Karmas, and not one who has got the knowledge

of the Supreme. A man who has no knowledge of tho Vodas cannot

possibly perform Karmas ; and studying the Vedas does not mean to

commit them to memory by rote, but to understand its purport also.

Tho Upanisads are part of the Vedas ; a man who has read the Vedas,

must be supposed to have read the Upanisads also. And by reading wo

mean the intelligent understanding of the text. Tho man who has read

the Upanisads in fiis way, must necessarily have realised the Atman, for

the study of the Upanisads produces tho knowledge of the Self. Thus

Vidya becomes subordinate to Karma.

This objection may be answered thus. Merely mastering the mean-

ing of tho words, merely becoming a Sabda-jfulnin, does not make a person

a knower of Brahman. A man may know tho moaning of all tho

Upanisad texts, but ho would not become thereby a Brahmavit, a knower

of Brahman. He alone is called a Brahmavit who has experienced tho

Brahman, felt tho Eternal. The mere utterance of the words, "the

honey is sweet," "the honey is sweet," will not give a man a taste of

the sweetness of honey, but a man must actually taste it in order to

know how sweet is honey. If the mere recitation of the words "the

honey is sweet" were enough, then no man would taste honey, and every

one would get the exhilaration of spirits by merely such utterance. But

we do not see any such results. Therefore, tho mere intellectual know-

ledge produced by the words of tho Upanisads, is not Brahma-knowledge,

and such a person is not a Brahmvit. Therefore, when Narada goes to

Sanatkumitra and asks him to be taught Brahma-VidyS, ho is asked to

recite all that he already knows, in these words. "Tell me first what

thou knowest already, then como to Me and I shall tell theo what is

beyond that. Then Narada answers, "I know, Sir, tho Kgveda, the

Yajnrvcda, the Sfimaveda, and the Atharvaveda, tho fourth, the Itih&sa-

purftna, which is a fifth book among the Vedas ; the science of ancestors,

the science of numbers, the science of DevatSs, the science of treasure-

finding, the undivided original Veda and its twenty-four branches, tho

superhuman Deva-sciencos, the science of Brahman, the science of ghosts,

the science of politics, tho science of stars, the science of serpents and

Deva-officials (Gandharvas) ; all this I know, 0 venerable Sir."

Therefore, Upfisana" is different from verbal knowledge. Mukti, the

highest end of mau, is obtained by VidyS, which means knowledge, direct

and intuitive, resulting from devotion. And this wo find in the Taittiriya

Aranyaka (MahSnfirayana Upanisad, X., 6., Mundaka Upanisad, III, 2. 6).

W Hsrafog i^wlf wpra iftsparfar n § n
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Having well ascertained the true object, through the knowledge obtained from the

study of the Veda, and having purified their nature by renunciation of fruits of action

and due performance of duties, the pious dwell in the worlds of Brahma. And when the

period of Brahmfi's life approaches to its close, they abandon those Lokas (like Mahar,

etc., and crossing the Tattva-sphere, at the end of Brahma's life) throw away the bondage

of Prakrti and attain all the Highest Mukti.

The verbal knowledge, on the contrary, is, like Vair&gya or indiffer-

ence, a handmaid of Vidyft or enlightened devotion. As we find in the

BhSgavata Purana :

The sages having firm faith in the ljord and being endowed with wisdom and
dispassion. see the Self in the Self, through the devotion arising from studies of the

sacred scriptures.

Says an objector : dovotion or Bhakti has the form of activity pro-

duced by body, speech or mind. With regard to mental activity, namely,

meditation, it is possible to have experiences, or intuitive perception. In

other words, Dhyana may be said to be an immediate cognition or Anubhava.

But how can the activity of the body and speech, such as Puja or the silent

repetition of the sacred Mantras be called an Anubhava, or experiencing of

truth. To this objection, we reply, that Bhakti or devotion has the form

of consciousness of a collection of the essence of the light-giving energy

of the Lord (Hladini Sakti or gladdening power). In other words, Bhakti

means consciousness of intense joy. As it has been said in the Gopfila

TSpani :

Bhakti consists in the union through love, with the Lord, who is one mass of existence,

intelligence and bliss.

If it were not so, it could not be the cause of bringing the Lord

under the control of His devotees. This being so, the activities of

the bodily functions of the devotee, who is united in identity with

the Lord, is a cause of intense joy, just like the hair and figure of the

Lord causes joy. Every bodily activity of tho devotee, His Puja and

Archanfi, etc., becomes a source of intense joy, and hence these also

become Anubhava or immediate experience or perception of tho Lord.

Thus it follows that it is not only in meditation alone, that spiritual

Anubhava takes place, but Bhakti being Anubhava, pure and simple,

arises from Puja and silent repetition of Mantras also, for they also give

rise to intense joy.

Note : As the body of the Lord, whose essence consists of pure bliss and intelligence,

is all joy, throughout ; His nails, His feet, His hair, etc., are made up all of joy, so every

activity of the Bhakta, his dancing, his singing, his Pujfi, his Japa, is all an Anubhava or

immediate perception of the Lord ; because the Sruti declares it so. There is no scope for
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reasoning here, we cannot Bay how physical activity can become Anubhava. But the fact

is, that it is so, in the case of the Bhakta, and the maxim to be applied is that contained

in II., 1. 27 of the Vedinta Sutras. In matters of Sruti or direct statements of the

scriptures, there is no room for reason. Because these are matters which are

transcendental and inconceivable.

The author next refutes the Sutra III., 4. 7.

sOtra nr., 4. 13.

mffim ii \ i v
i w ii

1 Na, not so. ffafrfra. Avisesat, on account of non-specification.

13. There is no specification that a man should perform

Karma throughout his whole life, even though he has got enlightenment

through Anubhava.—442.

COMMENTARY

The &ruti of the Isav&sja does not lay down any such restrictive

rule that even the illumined sage must perform Karma throughout his

life. Why so ? Avisesftt. Because there is no specification. The verse 2

of the Is&vfisra is very general. It does not particularly specify that

even an illumined sage must perform Karma. All that it says is "Let

one perform Karmas throughout his life." There is nothing to show to

what class of people that particular rule is addressed. On the contrary,

there are express texts of the Gratis, which show that immortality is not

to be obtained by Karma, but by knowledge alone. Such as the follow-

ing (Mahftn&rayana Upanisad of the Taittiriya Aranyaka, X., 5)

:

Not by Karmas (sacrifices) nor by children, nor by wealth can one obtain immortality.

It is by renunciation alone that some great-souled beings have obtained immortality.

Thus we have two S'rutis, tsftv&sya says, "Perform Karmas through-

out your life" ; the Taittirtyaka says, "Karma does not lead to immortality."

Their apparent conflict is to be reconciled by giving them different scopes.

One is addressed to the Sani§tha devotees, the other .to the Nirapeksa

devotees. Now the author gives the real meaning of the tsiv&§ya verse.

SUTRA III., 4. 14.

faafcwfat ii ? i » i \ « ii

?3fl^ Stutaye, for the purpose of glorification or praise. wgirRri, Anumatih,

permission. Vft, or, indeed.

14. Or the permission to do work throughout one's life, is for

the sake of glorifying Vidya.—-443.

COMMENTARY

The force of "Yfi" is to denote exclusion, namely, it means "only."

The permission given by t&vfisya to perform Karmas throughout one's
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life has the object of glorifying VidyS. The context of the Upanisad shows

this. VidyS has such a great power, that if a man were to perform Karnias

always throughout his life, he would not be tainted by them, because his

VidyS counteracts the evil effects of Karma. Thus instead of enjoining

Earma throughout one's life, it merely praises VidyS. Even the second

line of that verse also shows the same. It says "thus working, Karma

will not bind"; which shows that Karma always has a binding effect But

VidyS nullifies that effect. Thus it follows that the thoory of Jaimini

that VidyS is subordinate to Karma, has no legs to stand upon, and has

been refuted.

Adhikarana IV.

Having established in the previous aphorisms the independence of

VidyS from Karma, tbe author now describes further the supreme great-

ness of Vidyft itself. In the VSjasaneyaka SSruti it is thus declared (Brib.

Up., IV., 4. 23)

:

This has been told by a vereo (Rk), "This eternal greatness of the illumined devotee

of Brahman does not grow larger by work, nor does it grow smaller. Let a man try

to find (know) its trace, for having found (known) it he is not sullied by any evil deed."

Doubt : Such being the glory of VidyS that one having it neither

grows great by the performance of Karraas, nor is lessened by its non-

performance, there arises the doubt, must such a person act as he likes, or

must he conform still to the conventionalities of ordinary life ?

Purvapaksa : If he acts as he likes, and abandons the performance

of the duties ' enjoined on all men, it is possible that there may be some

sin arising from such abandonment ; and so it is not desirable that a

Brahmavit should bo a YathestSchSrin, or one acting as he likes.

Siddhdnta : The next Sutra refutes this view, and shows that a

Brahmavit may become a YathestSchSrin, for he has risen above all social

and religious bondage.

sutra in., 4 15.

nmnfru KSmakSrena, with the action according to one's desire. *t VS.

or. Eke, some declare or hold.

15. Some hold that a Brahmavit may act as he

desires.—444.
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COMMENTARY

According to one text of the BrhadSranyaka Upanisad rescension, a Brahmavit

is not touched by the good fruits of the good acts, or the evil consequences

of a bad act. Ho may perform Karma, if he likes, only with the object

of giving the rewards of such Karmas to the world in which he lives, for

ho does not require any Karma for himself. This is how they explain the

text "So great is the glory of this Brahma-devoted sage," etc. Therefore,

a Brahmavit may act as he likes, for no sin can taint him. The word

Brahmana used in the above text means "one who has realised Brahman."

It follows, therefore, that if a Brahmavit performs a Karma, ordained by

Sfistra, he does not get the reward of that Karma, and if he omits to do

any such Karma, he does not got the sin of omission of such Karmas. In

fact, he has cut off all relation between him and Karma. So that, the

effects of Karma do not touch him. Like the lotus leaf in wator, he is not

wetted by Karma. And in the burning fire of his Vidya, all evil effects of

the non-performance of Karma are reduced to ashes instantaneously, as a

handful of grass thrown into fire. Therefore, this power of acting as he

likes, is the great glory of Vidya\ This sense is further enlarged in the

next Sutra.

SUTRA III., 4. 16.

II ? I » I \% II

311^1. Upamardara, destruction. =3 Cha, and.

16. And there is destruction (of all Karmas through Vidy&),

(therefore, Vidya is pre-eminent).—445.

COMMENTARY

The following texts of the Mundaka Upanisad and of the (Tita show that

Vidya" is not only not subordinate to Karma, but the destroyer of it.

^fol«% ^TfJJ soffit! 5Tf?fT?F& "Wft H "= M

The fetter of the heart is broken, all doubts are solved, all his works (and their

effects) perish, when He has been beheld who is high and low (cause and effect).—(II., 8).

As the burning fire reduces fuel to ashes, O Arjuna, so doth the fire of wisdom reduce
all actions to ashes.—(Giti, IV., :17.)

These texts show that VidyS destroys all Karmas ; therefore, the

majesty of Vidyfi is pre-eminent. When she can destroy the effects of the

half-enjoyed PrSrabdha Kariuas eyen, then where is the wonder that after
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acquisition of VidyS, a man may renounce all Karmas ordained by the

scriptures, and yet incur no guilt ?

How do you say, (objects the Purvapaksin), that Vidyft destroys

Prarabdha Karmas even, for all authors of Sastras are agreed in the view,

that Pr&rabdha Karmas are destroyed only by suffering, and there is no

other method of their destruction admitted by the theologians.

To this we reply, that though the VidyS has the power of burning

to ashes all Karmas, yet the illumined sage, who has harmonised his will

with that of the Supreme Lord, allows PrSrabdha Karmas to continue

to produce their effects, in order to carry on the will of the Lord, and to

spread His glory in this world. The sago allows the Vidyfl to singe the

PrSrabdha Karmas, but not to reduce them to ashes. Prarabdha

Karmas of such a sage are like a half-burnt cloth, which retains its texture,

and looks like a cloth ; but which at the slightest touch, falls into pieces.

The wise sago is dressed in such a PrSrabdha Karma, and carries on the

activities generated by such Karma. This is what is meant by the

phrase that the Prarabdha Karma is destroyed only by enjoyment. The

author of the Sutra will himself explain this further in IV., 1. 15.

NVTHA III., 4. 17.

3^><I:§ ^ ¥X f| || ? I 8 I t» ||

334fer:5 Orddhva-retabsu, of those who observe perpetual celibacy.

^ Cha, and. *t«\ Sabde, in the Upanisad text, ft Hi, because.

17. In the case of the celibates, the scripture itself describes

their freedom from all Karmas, when they get Vidya. Therefore, Vidya

is superior to Karma.—446.

COMMENTARY

In the case of those particular kind of Parinisthita devotees, who

observe the vow of perpetual celibacy, and who are possessed of mighty

Vidya, the scripturos mention that they are above the bondage of Karma,

and may perform actions or renounce them at their will. That also shows

that we must admit that Vidyft is independent of Karma. The scriptural

text referred to in this Sutra is the BrhadSranyaka Upanigad, HI, 5. 1.

*f gqH^cfrq $ mm wm*^ sraterct *fts*mroTflm^ >il* sitf

W"^* * wnwH ftft?*r mmi favrnw ftfonwTar sPfomnrow sg^is* .fojM
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«TTWBT. II V II

Then Kahola Kausitakeya said, "Yajnavalkya," tell me the Brahman which is

visible, yet invisible, the Self (Atman) who is within all 1"

Yajnavalkya replied : "This, thy Self who is within all." "Which Self, 0 Ydjaavalkya,
is within all ?"

Yajnavalkya replied, "He who overcomes hunger and thirst, sorrow, passion, old
age, and death. When BrfJhmanas know that Self, and have risen above the desire for

sons, wealth, and (new) worlds, they wander about as mendicants. For a desire for sons
is desire for wealth, a desire for wealth is desire for worlds. Both these are indeed desires.

'Let a Brfihraana renounce learning, and become as a child, and after renouncing
learning and a childlike mind, let him become a quietist ; and when he has made an end
of quietism and non-quietism, he shall become a Brthmana, a Brfihmaga indeed.

"By whatever means he has become a Br&hmana he is such indeed. Everything else

is of evil." After that Kahola Kausttakeya held his peace.

This shows that crossing the stage of learning and childlike simpli-

city, a knower of Brahman goes above all Karmas, and remains, as he likes.

Similarly, in the GitS, III., 25 :

9tbt: sinnfftsteft qui g$fffr *ttct i

As the ignorant act from attachment to sction, O Bhfirata, so should the wise act

without attachment, desiring the welfare of the world.

This Gita text applies to the householder who occupies a position of

authority and responsibility in his community, and to whom men look

forward as their ideal. Such a Parinisthita devotee, even after acquir-

ing Vidyft, ought not to renounce Karma, for his example would mislead

society. It is only Yatis, or ftrddhvaretas, or the perpetual celibates, who
on getting Vidya may safely renounce all Karmas ; for they, not being in

the society, their example is not likely to mislead the ignorant members
of the society. Thus such is the glory of Vidyft that even when one acts

as he likes, no sin touches him. The author next shows a different

explanation of the above text, given by Jaimini.

sutra m.. 4. 18.

<mwk Parftmarsam, (the Sruti has) a favourable reference to (Karma),
srfoft: Jaiminih, Jaimini holds. <Rtan Achodanfi, absence of injunction.
=*» Cha, and. iwi Apavadati, forbids, ft He, because.

18. Jaimini holds that the scripture not only enjoins Karma to
the wise, but reproaches those who renounce Karmas, and does not
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expressly prohibit Karmas (therefore, the text about KamacMra refers

to injunctive Karmas only).—447.

COMMENTARY

The meaning of the text quoted in III., 4. 15, is that the wise sage

has full liberty of doing as he likes those Karmas only which have been

ordained as a rule. (The sago is not at liberty to do Karmas which have

been prohibited). He has option to do in any way he likes the enjoined

Karmas. It does not mean that onjoined Karmas may be omitted altogether.

Thus one of the enjoined Karmas is morning prayer or Sandhyl The

ordinary men must perform Sandhyft strictly, at the proper time, but an

illumined sage may perform it at any time he likes. This is the meaning

of Kfimachara

Because the scripture itself shows that even the wise sage must

perform Karmas, and it denounces those who have abandoned Karmas,

therefore, there is no express text enjoining the renunciation of Karmas.

The reason is this. Because the scriptures have reference to the wise with

regard to Karma, and because it reproaches those who renounce Karmas,

therefore, it follows that the true spirit of the scripture is not to teach the

renunciation of Karmas nor we can infer the existence of any such rule

"let the wise renounce Karmas." The sense is this. The second verse of

the t&va§ya Upani§ad which declares that a man must perform Karmas is an

authority which enjoins Karmas even to the wise. Similarly, the Sruti of

the Taittiriyas which declares that "a man who renounces Karmas loses

his progeny" is an authority reproaching those who have abandoned

Karmas Reading these texts together, it is not possible to infer that

there should be any text enjoining the abandonment of Karmas. Because,

enjoining and prohibiting the same act simultaneously, is a contradic-

tion not contemplated by the scriptures. Nor can you say that there will be

no scope for texts which declare the renunciation of Karmas. In our view,

those texts will find their scope in the case of cripples, blind men, ete., who

through physical or mental infirmity are incapable of performing Karmas.

Therefore, the wise sage must undertake the performance of the Srauta

and Smarta Karmas, the various ceremonial worships taught in he Vedas

and Smrtis, and in this case latitude is given to him to perform them any-

how This is the meaning of the text Kenasyat, Yenasyatof the Brhadaranyaka

TJpanisad quoted above. That text does not mean that a wise sage can renounce

Karmas or perform them at his option. This is the opinion of Ja,mini

Thus according to the opinion of Jaimin,, the above text of the

BrhadL»yaka Upanisad is an authority enjoining the performance of Karmas
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and observing: the rule of good conduct for all men. The author now shows

that in his opinion the above text gives permission to do as one likes. He

gives this meaning in the next Sutra.

SUTRA III., 4. 19.

*rgl?j»t Anustheyam, (Karma) should be practised. ^RUqij: Badar&yanab,

BSdarayana holds. 31**1 R&mya, of equality. «^ fWeh, account of scriptural

statement.

19. (According to) Badarayana (the obligatory duties only) may

be performed somehow or other, because there is equality according

to authority (between the God-intoxicated devotees, who partially

perform Kaunas, and ordinary men who fully perform Karmas).—448.

COMMENTARY

According to BSdar&yana, it is only those Karmas which are obliga-

tory that a wise man may perform according to his option; that is, he

should perform some part of it and omit other parts. Why do we say so?

Because there is statement of equality. The toxt "KenasySt yenasySt

tenedriSah" shows that the illumined sage performing works in any way,

somehow, is equal to him who performs thorn fully. The above BrhadSranyaka

Upanisad text clearly shows that there is^an equality between a sage perform-

ing actions partially and between any other person performing them fully.

How can a partial performer of obligatory Karmas be equal to the full

porformer of them? According to the opinion of Jaimini, this statement

of equality is merely glorificatory, for unless a man perform Karmas fully,

he cannot be said to be equal to one who scrupulously performs them all.

If he leaves any one of those Karmas unperformed, he cannot be said equal

to him who performs them fully. Jaimini explains this equality by saying

that both are equal inasmuch as both perform the obligatory Karmas,

though one performs it partially and the other fully. The full performance

of Karmas is ordained for Svani§tha devotee, such a wise man must perform

all Karmas. The text reproaching the renouncement of Karmas applies

to those men who have not reached illumination, but have renounced

Karmas too early. Thus both texts are reconciled. And so for a truly

illumined sage, belonging to the order of Parini§{hita the performance of

Karmas need not be entire. The law is fulfilled by him by the partial

performance even of the obligatory Karmas.
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Nor can it bo said tiiat the texts teaching tho renunciation of Karmas
are confined to physically incapable persons, because thero are no such
restrictive statements in those texts. Those verses declare that release

is not to bo obtained by Karmas or by offsprings, etc., but by the

abandonment of all Karmas alone. This general statement cannot bo
restricted in the way that Jaimini would have it.

sOtha m., 4. 20.

ftfa? WW&tl II \ I » I H o
II

fafa: Vidhih, and injunction, VS, or. Dhtlranavat, as is the case

of taking (the Vedas) with, or as in tho case of carrying, etc.

20. Or the above text may bo an injunction Hike the text

about the study of the Vedas.—449.

I'OMMKXTAUY

Tho above text "Kona syat yena syat" may bo construed as an

injunction regarding the illumined sago, just like those injunctions which

declaro that a Brahmana child must be initiated at the age of eight so

that lie may be able to study tho Vedas. In this view tho above text is

an injunction teaching that a sago belonging to tho order of Parinisthita

should perform all Karmas according to his will, but persons other than

Parinisthitas should not do so, as says the BhSgavata Pur&na

:

The wise do not perform the purificatory acts, the sipping of water, the bathing and

other acts required by the law according to injunctions of the Scriptures. They perform

it according to their will ; as f, the Lord of the universe, perform all acta according to

my will, as a mere sport.

This view is objected to in the next Sutra in the first part, and then

that objection is answered.

SUTRA III., 4. 21.

qfiWpa^Stuti-matram, praise merely. UpadSnat, on account of

reference. <fir Iti, so. %3 Ohet, if. 1 Na, not so. Apurvatv8t, on

account of the newness.

21. If it be said that (texts such as the one about the

performance of Karmas according to one's will are) mere glori-

fications on account of their reference to the performance

of Karmas ; we deny that, because the texts lay down a new

80
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injunction (for the performance of Karmas according to one's

will).—450.

COMMENTARY

An objector says, the above text is not an injunction but a mere

glorification of the illumined sage. As a person may tell one whom lie

loves, "Do as thou likest," and by so saying shows merely his regard and

love for that person, so when the Lord "A says, wise man may do as ho

likes," it is not an injunction to the wise man to go and break all the laws

of God and social conventions, but it only shows that the Lord has so much

confidence in those persons that He tells them to do as they like, knowing

full well that they will never do anything against His will. The statement,

therefore, that a wise man may do as he likes, is a mere glorification. More

so, because there are express texts to the effect that a wise man must also

perform Karmas.

To this objection, we reply that the above text is not an Arthavada

but a Vidhi or injunction with regard to the God-intoxicated sage to do as

lie likes. It teaches something now not already taught before, and is,

therefore, an Apurva Vidhi and not a Stuti.

Note : The argument of the objector may be thus put. The sentence ''Let a Jiianin

do as he likes" is a glorification only, and not an injunction. Because the JfiAnin also

is required to perform Karmas by the injunction contained in the verso 'Kurvan eva," etc.,

of the Isavasya. To this objection the reply given is that there is no other text declaring

the performance of Karmas according to one's will for the Jnitnin. Therefore, when

the Brhadaranyaka Upanisad says, "A Jn&nin may perform Karmas as he likes" it must

be construed as an Apftrvavidhi. All the Vidhis are of three kinds, namely, Aprtrva Vidhi.

Niyama Vidhi and Parisamkhya' Vidhi as defined in the following verse

:

fafa<ejj?(msnfft, faq*: qif^tV aft i

TO ^P?fl!I ^ «iat Tft^fa »ft# II

"An Apurva Vidhi is one which makes an original statement not to be known by any

other means. A Niyama Vidhi or a restrictive rule enjoins the performance of one of the

two alternatives. A Parisamkhyu enumerates cases to which certain rule applies." For

example, "let him worship daily with the Sandhya worship" or "let a person desirous of

acquiring heaven, perform the sacrifice called Jyotistoma." These are Apurva Vidhis,

because a man would not have found the necessity of performing Sandhya" or Jyotistoma,

merely by his reasoning or his natural inclination, but for the teaching of the scriptures.

By no other means he would have known that the Jyotistoma is a means of procuring

heaven. Therefore, these are Apurva Vidhis. That which ordains or restricts a man to

one of the two alternatives is a Niyama Vidhi. Such as, "a person must approach his wife

in the season." This restricts a man to a particular time. A man, by natural inclination,

would approach his wife ; but if through want of it, he neglects his wife, this rule enjoins

him not to do m Similarly, "let him cleanse the rice of its husk by pounding it," is a

Niyama Vidhi. For the husks may be removed by process other than pounding ; but the

rule confines one to pounding. Similarly, "Five-toed animals may be eaten" is a Parisam-

khya Vidhi. It does not lay down any injunction as to the eating of five-toed animals, but

if one wants to eat such animals, he is confined to such of them as are mentioned in

Manu. V., 17 and 18.
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?! *m^*^cRfnfif« "jitter i

Let him not eat solitary or unknown beaata and birds, though they may fall under

(the categories of) eatable (creatures), nor any fivc-toed (animals).

The porcupine, the hedgehog, the iguana, the rhinoceros, the tortoise, and the hare,

they declare to be eatable ; likewise those (domestic animals) that have teeth in one jaw

only, excepting camels.

Thus all fire-toed animals, like monkey, etc., are prohibited foods ; but au exception

is made in favour of six. The Parisaihkhya" is a permixsire rule, rather than an injunction.

sCtka in., 4. 22.

wra5^r ii \ I s l ^ II

*tt«t Bhava, devotion, love, absorption. H5?^ Sabdat, on account of words.

^ Cha, and.

22. And because of the text (of Mundaka Upanisad III., 1. 4)

declaring that there is absorption in the Lord.—451.

COMMENTARY

In the Mui.idaka Upanisad, III., 1. 4, wo have the following :

mri V s*HM«nf?r ftTO ftwi «rrft*rtf i tiw^
mmi ^ftg; ii v ii

For the Lord shines forth in all beings and senses, knowing this the wise ceases

from useless controversy. He contemplates on the Lord, enjoys the bliss of Hm company,

(and when out of trance) is active in performing works of the Urd-such a .hvan-mukta

is also the teacher of those who are seekers of the knowledge of Brahman.

In the abovo text we find words denoting Bhava, such as Atma-krida,

Atma-rati etc. The word Bhfiva means intense love, and words Rati and

Prema are its synonyms. The sense is this, the Pariuisthita God-absorbed

devotee, has not the time to perform Karmas, because of his contcmpktion

of the Lord. Therefore, such a person may perform Karmas only partially,

and somehow or other, for the sake of society, and not because it is necessary

for him to perform it. This also shows that Brabma-vidya is independent

of Karma.
,

In the next Sutra the author himself raises the doubt whether the

stories related in the Upanisads about God-absorbed persons and other

seekers of Brahman are not mere Pfiriplavas or episodes to be recited at

stated intervals during the year occupied by the Asvamedha sacrifice.

Having raised the doubt in the first part of the Sutra, he answers it in the

latter half.
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sctra hi., 4. 23.

wftsiraf tfa%*r f^rtai^ ii \ i
a

i ^ ii

^ksmh Pariplavarthah, for the purpose of filling up the time ; pas-

times. Iti, so. ^ diet, if. si Na. not so. ft%faKft3, Visesitatvat, on

account of their being specified.

23. If it be said that the stories told in the Upanisads are for

the purpose of Pariplava, we reply this is not so, because the Parivlava

stories arc certain specified ones.—452.

I'OMMKNTAHY

In the Upanisads like the Brhadaranyaka and the rest we find stories

like the following : "Yajfiavalkya had two wives, Maitreyi and KatyayauP

(Br. Up., IV., 5. 1) "Bbrgu, the son of Varuna, approached his father Varuna

and said, 'teach me, sir, Brahma-vidya'."—(Taittiriya Upanisad, TIL, 1). Tra-
tardana, forsooth, the sou of Divodlsa came to the beloved abode ol

Indra."—(Kausika Upanisad, TIL, 1.) "There lived once upon a time .Tanasruti

Pautrayana who was a pious giver, giving much and keeping open house."

—(Chhandogya Upanisad, IV., 1. 1). These and similar stories are related in

the Upanisads with regard to Brahma-vidya. The doubt arises, are these

stories told in the Upanisads for the purpose of Pariplava, to fill up the time

occupied in the performance of Asvamedha ceremony or are they meant to

establish the glory of Brahma-vidya" ? The Pfirvapaksjn says, they are

Pariplava stories, because all stories are enjoined for the sake of Pariplava,

and in storytelling, tho literary skill is the chief point kept in view ; the

story-tellers attach more importance to the words of the stories and a minor

importance to the teaching contained in those stories (in other words, the

stories are meant to amuse and not to instruct). Therefore, the Brahma-vidya
taught in these stories, are merely Arthavadas, like other Mantras which stand

ia a complementary relation to sacrificial performances. These stories

are, therefore, of no importance in themselves, except as complementary

to Karmas. Therefore, when their intrinsic importance is thus totally set

aside, consequently the Brahma-vidyS taught in such stories becomes much
loss important.

• To the above objection, raised by the Purvapaksjn, the author of

the Sutra says •. "It is not so, because (.Visesitatvat) certain stones oxiVy are

specified in the Scriptures as PSriplava and the Upanisad stories are^ «^ thfctw." Ttve Scnptuies specify ceitam • stes as

SfX' ^auT'"Ho
rTt

sto,
'°: m not iaoluded ia them

-

Tbw
tions "tho stories like fhnJVV the p«riPJa™." the Scripture men-tones like those of Manu, the sou of Vivasvat, the king." The
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Scripture says : "On the first day the story of Manu, Vivasvafs son, should
be recited

;
and on the second day, the story of India, the son of Vivasvat

the king, should bo recited
; and on the third day the story of Yama, Vivas-

vat's son the king, should be recited," and so on (see Satapatha Brahmana,
XIH, 4. 3. 3\ Thus the particular stories which arc to be recited in the
Pariplava are specified in the Scriptures. Every story found in the
Brahmanas is not PSripIava. Had every story been a Pariplava story, the
Scripture would not have specified that on the first day the story of Manu
should be recited

; on the second day the story of Indra ; and on the
third day, that of Yama. Since all tales were alike, the injunction about
these particular tales would be useless. Therefore, when the Scripture says
('Sarvany Skhyanani pfiriplavc saihsanti') "all stories are recited in the
P&riplavas," the word "ct/r does not mean every story in general, but only
all those stories which are mentioned in the Chapter of Pariplava.

Therefore, the stories nieutioned in the Vedanta portion of the Brahmanas
are not Pariplava stories.

SL'TKA III., 4. 24.

fWil^Tf^q^m ii \ i » i Vi ii

m Tatha, similarly. ^ Oha, and. "^T*Rjar EkavakyatA, unity of con-

struction or of statements, or that of sense. 3^f«ng Upabandhat, because of

the connection.

24. Therefore this being so (the Vedanta stories teach Brahma-

vidya)
; because of their coherent connection (with the statements

about the Self, and the Vidyiis).—453.

COMMENTARY

Since the stories of the Vedfiuta are not for the puiposes of the Pari-

plava, it ie, therefore, proper to construe them as corroborating the

Brahrua-vidya, in the immediate connection with which they are recited.

Their object is to make it clear to our understanding in a concreto form,

the Vidyas taught in other portions of the Upani§ads, in the abstract

Why do wo say so ? 'Ekavakyatopabandhat.' Because of their syntacti-

cal connection with the VidySs taught in the succeeding passages. Thus

in the story beginning with "Yajfiavalkya had two wives, etc.," we find

immediately following, in that very section, the Vidy& taught about the

Atman in these words (Bihad. Up., IV., 4. 22) : "The Xtman is verily

to be seen, to be heard of, to be meditated upon. " Since these stories are

immediately preceded or succeeded by instructions about Brahman, we

infer that they are meant to glorify the Vi'dya" and are not ttrivhva stories.

Just as the story about "He wept" standing in proximity to Karma is
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rightly interpreted as glorifying the injunctions about sacrificial performance

in relation to which such stories are related. As those stories, glorifying

Karmas, are not P&riplava stories, so also the Upanisad stories aro not

Pftriplava stories but, on the other hand, standing in proximity to

injunctions about Vidyii, they must be interpreted as glorification of the

Vidya" ; because the rule of construction is the same here. The sense is

this. The VidyS is verily an independent means of producing (or causing

the fulfilment or attainment of ) the highest end of man, namely, of

producing or bringing about the final release. And because it is so great,

therefore, great souls like Yfijnavalkya and the rest have devoted themselves,

with great effort and might, to its cultivation. The stories are told in

order to facilitate the understanding of these abstruse subjects, and they

are eminently fitted to subserve that purpose. Tn fact, the Scripture itself

says : "He who serves his master understands the Vidyft." The stories,

therefore, serve the purpose of teaching reverence for the master. Thus also

the Vidyfi is independent of all Karmas.

sCtba in., i. 25.

1^1 Atahova, for this reason. ^ Cha, and. ^rfrsr Agni, fire. 5«Rtfe

Tndhanadi, kindling and performing sacrifices, etc. Anapeksu, no need.

25. And, therefore, there is no need for the lighting of

the sacred tire and so on, for the sage who knows Brahman.—454.

L'OMMKNTAUY

For this reason, namely, because it has been established that VidyS is

independent, therefore, she docs not stand in need of the lighting of the

sacrificial fire and other ceremonial works, in order to manifest her fruits.

The theory, therefore, that knowledgo and work must be combined in order

to produce Mukti, is hereby set aside. VidyS alone is sufficient for that

purpose.

Adhikarana V.

Having thus described the power and glory of Vidya, the author

now begins to specify the marks which aro the characteristics of the person

who is entitled to get this Vidya\ Unless a person possesses these quali-

fications, he cannot benefit by the study of the Vidyfcs. Thus the Brhad-

ftranyaka Upanisad, IV„ 4, 22, declares : "Him Brfthmanas seek to know, by the
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study of the Vedas, by sacrifice, by gifts, by penance, by fasting." This

passage lays down some of the necessary qualiti cations. In IV., 4. 23 of

the same, the following additional qualifications are laid down :

"He, therefore, that knows it, after having become quite subdued,

satisfied, patient, and collected, sees Self in the Self, sees all as Self. Evil

does not overcomo him, he overcomes all evil. Evil does not burn him,

he burns all evil. Free from evil, free from spots, free from doubt, he

becomes a (true) Brahmana this is the Brahma-world, 0 King"—thus spoke

YSjnavalkya.

We give the original of these two Brhad&ranyaka texts below :

Now tho first text shows that sacrifice (Yajna), gifts (Dana), penance

(Tapas), and fasting are necessary qualifications together witli the study of

the Yedas. The second passage shows that Sama (control of thought),

Dama (control of conduct), Uparati (tolerance), Titiksft (endurance) and

Sam&dhSna are the necessary qualifications, and are tho subordinate

members of the Vidya.

Doubt : Now arises the doubt: Are both these sets of qualifications

necessary for the origination of Vidyfi, or only one of them or none ?

Pitrvapaksa : Tho Piirvapaksin says that none of these qualifica-

tions is absolutely essential for tho attainment of Vidyl Getting the right

Guru is the only necessary thing. As says the ChhSndogya Upanisad (VI.,

14. 2). 'Acharyavfin puruso veda,' 'He knows Brahman who has found a

teacher.' This and similar texts prove that the finding of tho teacher is the

chief essential in acquiring Vidyfi.

Siddhantd: This view is refuted is the next Sutra.

Sutra in., 4. 26.

Sarva, of all. u^rr ApcksS, there is need. Clia, and. m\%

Yajfiftdi, for sacrifices and others. Srutilj, thero is the Vedic statement.

AsVavat, as in the case of the horse.

26. All these qualifications are necessary, because tho

Sruti mentions sacrifices, etc., as necessary qualifications. They

are like the horse (which is necessary to accomplish a journey
;

though on finishing it, he is no longer necessary).—455.
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COMMENTARY

Though Vidya" is independent of all works in the manifestation of

her fruits, yet for her origination she is dependent on all these works, such

as sacrifices, gifts, etc. Why ? Because tho two texts of the Brhadftranyaka

Upanisad given above show expressly that for the origination of Vidya" these

qualifications are absolutely necessary. The author gives an illustration

of this. As in order to accomplish a journey, a horse is necessary, but on

its accomplishment it is no longer required, so for the origination of

Vidya these works are necessary, but after she has onco originated, they

are no longer necessary.

If Vidya can be originated by sacrifices, gifts, penance and fasting,

what is the necessity of other qualifications like Sama (control of thought)

Dama (control of conduct), etc. ? To this the author replies in the next

Sutra.

sCtha hi., 4. 27.

Sama, calmness, peace. W Dama, control, or subjection of the senses.

*nf? Adi, etc., and others. Upetah, possessed of. 3 Tti, verily, certainly.

?qt5 Sy&t, he should be. ?NT-*rft Tatha-api, still, all the same. 3 Tu, but, also.

a^Tad, of them (Sama, Dama, etc.). fifr: Vidheh, because of the injunction. 5T?

Tad, of that (knowledge), "few Angataya\ on account of their beiug a part.

^TTT. TesSm, of them, (fWia, Dama, etc.). *r^T Avasya, necessarily. ^gs^ftT

Antustheyatvfit, because they must be practised.

27. But the control of thought and of conduct and the vest

must he acquired (though Vidya may originate by sacrifice, etc.,

also), because there arc express injunctions for these, stating that

they are auxiliaries of Vidya, and must on that accoutit necessarily

be accomplished.—45(5.

COMMENTARY

The two "Tu's" mean "verily" and "but," respectively ; and are

employed to remove the doubt above raised. Though it is true that

sacrifice, gift, penance, and fasting purify the heart of man, and fit him

to acquire VidyS, still the seeker of VidyS must acquire also the moral

qualifications of SSama (the control of thought), Dama (the control of

conduct), etc. Why? Becauso these also are enjoined as auxiliaries of

Vidyft. The above text of the Brhadfirnyaka Upanisad expressly eDjoins the
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acquirement of these moral qualifications also. And since thoy are so

enjoined, they must necessarily be accomplished. The result is that

both sets of qualifications, the physical, like the sacrifice, gift, penance

and fasting, and moral, like the Santa (the control of thought), Dama
(the control of conduct), etc., must bo acquired and performed. The

first set is Bahiranga or external, the second set is Antaranga or

internal, qualification. The word Adi (and the rest) mentioned in the

Sutra indicates that qualifications like those of truthfulness, silent repetition

of the Mantras, etc., mentioned in the Jijnftsa Adhikarana (I., 1. 1)

as quoted from Mundaka Upanisad and Manu Smrti at page 7, must also

be included among the necessary qualifications. Thus the aspirant after

the Brahma-vidya, must possess all these qualifications of truthfulness,

generosity, asceticism, celibacy, indifference to worldly objects, fasting,

control of thought, control of conduct, tolerance, endurance, faith, equilibrium,

compassion, etc.

Adhikarana VI.

The author now teaches that though an illumined sage lias full liberty

of action, yet lie must not commit sins or do prohibited acts. Thus there

is a following Sruti :

If a knower of Brahman eats any food cooked by anybody he remains as pure as

he was before, his lustre is not diminished.

Notr : In the Ohhandogya Upanisad, V., 2. 1, it is also said : "To him who knows
this, there is nothing which is not food"; and in the Brhadflrapyaka Upanisad, IV., 1, 14,

it is said : "By him nothing is eaten that is not food, nothing is received that is not food."

Doubt : Here arises the doubt : Are these texts an injunction, ordering

the illumined sago to eat all food, or are they merely permissive; allowing

him to eat such food, if ho likes ?

Purvapakm : This is an original statement regarding the eating of all

kinds of food, a statement not to be inferred by any other proof ; hence

it is an injunction, ordering the sage to eat all kinds of food. It is an

Apfirva Vidhi and is auxiliary to Vidyt like Sama, Dama, etc.

Siddhdnta : This view is set aside in the next Sutra.

sutra nr., 4. ?8.

*rafar3*?ft«r mnavft 3#fT<l II \ I a I II

Sarva, of all. *rw Anna, food, ^gifo: Anumatih, permission for.

* Cha, and, indeed, ira Prfina, of life, fwft Atyaye, 'at the time, (whe^e

81
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there is risk) of departure or loss. <i\ Tad, that, 5$r«nw DarsanSt, being stated

in the S&stras.

28. The permission to eat all kinds of food, is given only

under the circumstances of danger to life, because the Scripture gives

only such examples.—457.

COMMENTARY

The word "and" has the force of "only" hero. The texts like those

given above are permissive only. They allow the wise man to eat food,

cooked by anybody, when there is danger to his life, from not getting

the lawful food. Why do we say so ? Because the examples given in

the Scriptures show that it is in cases of extreme necessity only that the

rule of lawful and unlawful food is set aside. Thus in the ChMndogya

Upanisad (I., 10. 1-3) we find the following (see page 49 also) :

When (the crops in the land of) the Kurus were destroyed by hailstones, Usasti

Chdkrayana lived a-begging with his young wife at Ibhya-grSma. Seeing the Lord of

Ibhya eating beans, he begged some from him.

(The master of elephants) said to Usasti : "I have no more except these, which arc

placed before me for eating." I'sasti said : "Give me then some of these." He gave

him some of those, and said : "Here is some water to drink, in this bag." Usasti said :

"I shall drink impure water, if I drank what has already been drunk by another." The
master of elephants said : "Are not these beans also impure, as I am eating of them ?"

Usasti replied : "No, (these beans should not be considered unclean) because without

eating them I cannot live ; while the drinking of (your) water (is not an absolute necessity

and) depends on my pleasure (for it can be obtained everywhere)." Usasti having eaten

himself, brought the remainder to his wife. But she had already eaten before, therefore,

she took them and put them away.

From seeing how Chakrayana conducted himself in those hard

times, wo infer that it is permissive to every one to take the food, which

is Otherwiso unlawful, in times of distress, when life cannot be other-

wise maintained. ChSkrayana took the leavings of the food of the

elephant-driver, because he could not have maintained himself without

such food ; but he refused to take the water already drunk by the

elephant-driver, because there was no water-famine, and water could have

been obtained easily. Tlio story further shows that the next morning

he ate the same food which was now doubly unlawful, for it was not

only the Uchchhi§fca food of the elephant-driver, but it was the Uchchhista

of ChSkrayana himself. The sage CMkr&yana eating thus the leavings

of the food, was still so sacred and holy that he was the head officiating

priest in the .great sacrifice which the king of that country was per-

forming.

: : The other passages of the Upanisad relating to food should be explained

in the same way.
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sijtra hi., 4. 29.

WW* II \ I « I ^ II

*WMra. AbadhSt, tliere being; no harm, or on account of non-sublation.

^ Cha, and.

29. And because the heart of the sage is always pure, there is no

obstruction to liis knowledge by taking such food.—458.

COMMENTARY

Unlawful food, as a general rule, clogs the understanding and

obstructs the clear working of the intellect. But in the case of the

sage, whose heart is always pure, and intellect, keen, the taking of such

food does not obstruct the working of his brain, and his knowledge

remains as pure as ever.

SUTRA 111., 4. 30.

ift II ? I 8 I \° II

fft Api, also. pvHt Smaryate, it is seen in the Smrtis.

30. The Smrti also teaches the same (that in times of distress

unlawful food may be eaten).—450.

< 'O.M.M KNTAUY

Manu, in X , 104 and the subsequent versos gives such permission

with illustrations

srrsRifire ^ i s facqW II ^oV II

5T^Tf«Ic^ ^?ftWTI^1JI W ||

sirawi qft^m «f fSra^Hii u

^Inf: nffPBTO i^^a^nfr mm: n "

=siirsi5I5«lRm ^rT^tft^^rn: II ^ 0=; II

He who, when in danger of losing his life, accepts food from any person whatsoever,

is no more tainted by sin than the sky by mud.

Ajtgarta, who suffered hunger, approached in order to slay (his own) son, and was not

tainted by sin, since he (only) sought a remedy against famishing.

Vtfmadeva, who well knew right and wrong, did not sully himself when tormented

(by hunger), he desired to eat the flesh of a dog in order to save his life.

Bharadvdja, a performer of great austerities, accepted many cows from the carpenter

Brdhu, when he wf» starving together with his sons in a lonely forest.
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Visv&mitra, who well knew what is right or wrong, approached, when he was torment-

ed by hanger, (to eat) the haunch of a dog, reasiving it from the hands of a ChandSla.

Thus the Maau Smrti permits all men, whether learned or ignorant,

spiritual or worldly, to take the food cooked by all men, without regard

to their lawfulness or unlawfulness, in times of distress only and not always.

Therefore, when the Upanisad says that tho snge may oat all kinds

of food, it must bo interpreted as meaning that he may oat all kinds of

food in times of distress only. Tho t«t of tho Upanisad should not be

construed as an injunction in favour of eating unlawful food. It is no

part of the SSdhana or spiritual practice, that tho sage should go out of

his way and eat all sorts of food.

Note—This is in answer to those who say that a Brahmavit being a lover of humanity

should take food cooked by all men, and should not observe the gastric injunctions against

taking such food. A Brahmavit can no doubt counteract evil effects of such food, but why

should he waste his energy on it ? He may no doubt drink wine, eat meat, take all sorts

of drugs, and not be the worse for it, but he does so at his own risk. He breaks the law

unnecessarily.

SUTRA III., 4. 31.

^*nteiNrai> ll \ I » I \ HI
J5?* iSabdah, there is a scriptural statement, Cha, and. *rer: Atah,

hence, swreft Akamachare, as to non-proceeding according to liking.

31. Therefore, the Scripture teaches that a sage should not act

according to his will in matters of food, disregarding the Sastric

injunctions. There is a text to that effect.— 4(50.

COMMENTARY

Since permission to take all kinds of food is given only in times of

distress, it follows that in ordinary times, tho wise man should not act in

opposition to the scriptural injunctions. There is a scriptural text or

passage to that effect also. Iu tho OhMndogya Upanisad, VII, 26. 2, we have

tho following

:

srrffrcs-«> swg-fe: ?r?fgsft tf#r esfcr: e^jferenSr gs|jj«ftaT finite: u

Clean food leads to clarity of intellect. Tho clearness of brain conduces to firm medi-

tation. When meditation is firm there is vision of the Divine and all ties are unloosened

completely.

This text of the ChhSndogya Upanisad is a clear prohibition of libertinism

in matters of food. Therefore, the permission to take all kinds of food

being confined to times of distress only, it follows that in ordinary times

one must observe the Sastric injunctions.
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Adhikarana VII.

In the opening section of this Pada, it has beon shown that the seekers of

VidyS (Divine wisdom) are of three sorts, Svanistha, Parinistliita and Nirapeksa.

Now the author trios to answer the question, how for these devotees must

observe the rules of caste and orders and whether they can observe

them or not, after thoy have <*ittained the Divine knowledge. He first

examines a case of the Svanistha devotee. Tn the Kausarava Sruti wo have

the following :

<RflWft«WTr«n5l'3: $ffa wrfNTWl. 1

Even after the sage has obtained the vision of this Atman, he must perform Karmas
(ceremonial works), without raising any doubt, because he will get thereby increase of

bliss of the Self, in a well-regulated order.

Doubt : There arises the following doubt with regard to this Sruti :

Should the Svanisfha devotee, who has obtained Divine knowledge, perform

ceremonial works or not ?

lHtrvapaksa : The object of all ritualistic Karmas is to obtain Vidyft or

Divine knowledge; and when that is obtained, where is then the necessity of

performing Karmas again ? It is a general rule that when the result is

obtained, the previous acts are discontinued (when the food is cooked, the fire

is no longer kept burning1
. Therefore, when Vidya is gained, the Karmas

should not bo performed any longer.

Siddh&vta : The works of the Asramas must be performed even after

the attainment of Vidyit, as is shown in the next Sutra.

slthv in., 4. 32.

fafca?«n?r Vihitatvdt, they being enjoined. «rf*m Asrama, of the Asramas

or the stages, w Karma, the duties, ^rfa Api, also.

32. The works peculiar to one's stage in life must be performed

also, because they have been so enjoined.—461.

COMMENTARY

The force of the word "also" is to indicato that not only the Asrama

Karmas should bo performed, but also the Varna Karmas, or duties peculiar

to one's caste, must also be performed by the perfected sage. It,

therefore, follows that both kinds of duties must be performed. Why ? In

order to increase the Divine knowledge. Because the scripture enjoins that

even after the acquisition of Vidya, the Karmas must be performed to increase

that Vidya.
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Now this injunction for performing Karnias even after the origi-

nation of VidyS, shows that JiiSna and Karma, knowledge and work,

must be always combined, and that Vidya is the combined result of

both ; and that release is obtained, not by VidyS alone, but by the com-

bination of VidyS and Karma. This doubt is removed in the next

Sutra.

SUTli.Y III., 4. IJ3.

flf*Tfa%sr SahakSritvena, on account of co-operativeness. ^ Clia, and.

33. The Karmas are to be performed, not as leading to release,

but as co-operative towards Vidya.—462.

(•(LMMKNT \HY

The Svanistha devotee performs Karma after tins origination of

Vidyft, not because Karnias are causes of Mukti, but because they are

handmaids of VidyS, and are co-operative towards VidyS. Because we

find in the Upanisads that it is after the origination of Vidya that the

Karmas are re-ordained. For example, the Upanisad says (Tarn ova viditvft)

"having known that" (they get Mukti\ So it is after knowledge that

Mukti comes. Thus, what tho scripture teaches is this. The Svanistha

AdhikSri first performs the special duties of his caste and order

with the sole object of gaining the higher Self. He does not perform

these religious duties with any lower motive. After performing works

in this spirit, with the Supreme Self as his goal, he gets VidyS or Divine

knowledge. When the VidyS is thus originated by the due performance

of these Karmas, he still goes on performing them in order to increase

that VidyS. The Karmas performed after the origination of Vidya are not

opposed to Vidya, and the VidyS has no tendency to destroy such

Karmas, because there is no such conflict between VidyS and Karma.

The Karmas generally lead, to Svarga. When the devotee performs

Karmas, even after the origination of VidyS, he does so in order to

experience the varieties of Svargic delights. Though the result of VidyS

is release, and that of Karma is Svarga, there is, however, no such conflict

between these two, so that the performance of Karma after VidyS should

efface the effect. In the BrbadSranyaka Upanisad, L, 4. 15, we have the

following text declaring that the Karma Cor religious worship) done by a

man who knows Brahman, produces imperishable result

:

wff*i ?rftir St *r«i^if^ w ^"ift mmi eras sfof<r ^Twrcift
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II ?V II

Now if a man departs this life without having seen his true future life (in the Self)

then that Self, not being known, does not receive and bless him, as if the Veda had not
been read, or as if a good work had not been done. Nay, even if one who does not know
that (Self) would perform here on earth some great holy work, it will perish for him
in the end. Let a man worship the Self only as his true state. If a man worships the

Self only as his true state, his work does not perish, for whatever he desires that he
gets from that Self.

Thus this text of the Brhadaranyaka Upanisad expressly states that the

Karma of that man who has obtained Divine knowledge is never exhausted. Nor

can it be said that these Karmas are like Kamya Karmas, performed by the

ordinary worldly men in order to gain heaven. They differ from the K&mya
Karmas in this, that the wise Svanistha does not perfoim them with the

motive ef going to Svarga, but they are all performed as an offering to

the Lord, and his going to Svarga and experiencing its varieties is also

to serve the Lord and study the works of the Lord, as found in

heaven. The Svanistha sage reaches Brahman, and it is only as an

incident that he sees Svarga and other things. As a man going to a

village may touch the grass on the roadside casually and incidentally,

so the Svauistha devotee, while lightly touching the joys of heaven,

continually progresses towards Brahman his goal ; and Vidya, with her

handmaid the Karma, causes the experiences of heaven and the rest,

and by her own power she carries the devotee to the highest abode of

Brahman. This is the sense of the Scripture where it says Tarn vidyd, etc.

The determination of the Svanistha also to experience the varieties of

Svarga must be understood in this light.

'.Moreover, the seeker of Brahman may not have any desire of going

to Svarga at all ; but Vidya carries even such a person to Svarga, in

order to test whether he is really fit for divine knowledge, whether he

has got the true VaWigya or not. In such a case, Vidya herself

carries a man to Svarga. The Nirapeksa devotee performs no Karmas,

and naturally he ought not to go to Svarga ; but even he is carried there

by VidyS alone, in order to see whether he is a true Nirapeksa or not

:

and Avhether he is fascinated by the delights of the heaven world or

not. Therefore, the Scripture says, "the sage verily sees everything."

This power of VidyS does not contradict the statement that Vidya

leads to Mok§a.

Note.—The Svanistha has no real Kamand or worldly desire. He is Mumuksu or

yearning after liberation. He prays to his Lord in this way: "Let the Supreme Self,

propitiated with my Niskama Karmas (works performed without any selfish desire), give to
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me through His grace, the (Vidyfi) knowledge of His Self. And may that Vidyil lead me
to the Supreme Self, showing me in the way, the heaven and its delights." Thus Vidyfi

is really the giver of heaven to Svanistha devotees. The heaven not being the goal of

the Svanistha, but merely an incident of his journey towards God, the Karmas done by the

Svanisthas cannot be said to be Kfimya Karmas.

The Devas examine the neophyte. Vidyfi tells them, ''O Devas ! examine whether

this devotee is a true Nirapeksa or not." Thus it is at the command of Vidyfi, that the

Devas place all sorts of temptations in the path of the devotees in order to test the

strength of their devotion and Vairfigya.

Vidyfi certainly, by herself, neither gives heaven nor examines the

devotoes; because these are tilings below her, and unworthy of her

greatness. Vidyfi, the supreme lady, whose essence consists of pure

existence, intelligence, and bliss, does not demean herself by giving to her

devotees heaven, etc. She brings about that effect through the medium of

her servant, the Karma ; and thus the Svanistha devotees enjoy the

pleasure of the Svargic regions. But there is a great difference between

the Svarga of the Svanistha devotoes, and that of the ordinary good man.

The Svarga of the Svanistha is unperishing. He never falls from it into re-

incarnation. Hence it is said 'Na tasya karma kstyate'—his work never

perishes or gets exhausted. The Svarga is merely a halting stage towards

the home of the Lord. But in the case of ordinary good men. the merit

gets exhausted by enjoying the pleasures of Svarga and they come back on

earth after a certain period.

In the case of the .Nirapeksas, Vidyfi herself sometimes gives them

Svarga in order to proclaim to all the denizens of heaven, the unselfish

love of that devotee, and thus is fulfilled the saying
—

'Sarvam ha pasyah

pasyati'—the Avise sees everything (including heaven also).

The Karmas performed by the devotees of the Svanistha class, after

the origination of Vidyfi, together with the Prarabdha Karmas of such

persons, performed before such origination, carries them to Svarga. It is

these Karmas, wlrcli in their case produce Svarga. Thus two tilings

co-operate in the case of the Svanistha in producing Svarga:—namely,

the Punyam of the Karmas performed after the origination of Vidyfi, and

the Prfirabdham or the stored Karmas of the time before sucli origination.

Leaving those two sorts of Karmas untouched, Vidya burns up every other

Karma of the Svanistha devotee. In the case of the Parinisthita devotee,

however, Vidyfi burns up the Safichita Karmas only, but does not destroy

their Prftrabdha Karmas. Tn their case, she loosens the effect of the

Kriyamfina Karmas. In the case of the Nirapek§a devotees, Vidyfi bums
up totally all Sanchita Karmas, except the Prarabdha.

Thus Vidyfi is independent in producing her results, Karma is

merely her handmaid and co-operator.
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Adhikarana. VIII.

Now we shall oxamiue the Parinisthita devote', just as wo did in

tho case of the Svaui§tha devotno. Tn the tJpanisad (Mundakn, lit, 1. 4),

wp have the following :

sn?»?itfte STIWft: f^<lRl^|

The devotee is one who revels in the Self, he delights in the Self, and having performed

his works (truthfulness, penance, meditation, etc ) he rests, (irmly established in Brahman,

the best of those who know Brahman.

This shows that tho Parinisthita must perform the duty of his castf

and order (Varna aud A&rama) for tho sake of the society; bocauso the

t<»xt says he is Kriy&v&n, and he must also perform tho duties of devotion

to tho Lord (Bhagavad Dharma), because the same text says that ho must

rrrrf in the Self, and delight in the Self ; and this ho must do out of

love for Ond. Thus lie lias two functions. One, the observance of the

rules of caste and order for the sake of the society in which lie is born,

and secondly, to perform the duties of Upasami, out of the love which he

bears towards the Lord.

Doubt : Here arises the doubt : Must " the Parinisthita devotee

perform these twofold duties, simultaneously ? or successively ? or must

he renounce the first, and confine himself to the second set only ?

Fftrvapakm : The simultaneous performance being impossible, and

the abandonment of the- prescribed duties being also sinful, it follows that

there is no certain and definite rule as to the performance of these duties.

SiddhAnta : The sound conclusion, however, is that the Parinisthita

must always discharge the duties of love, the Bhagavata Dharmas—and do

somehow or other, the Varna aud Asrama Dharmas, during his spare moments,

tto may even omit them altogether if he finds no time. This is shown in

the next Sutra.

SUTRA III., 4. 34.

q^isfq m %*ror%fra, II \ I » I \v II

m*t\ Sarvatha, under any circumstances, wfa Api, indeed, era Tatra, in

their case, Va\ or. 3««rflrg
;ig Ubhaya-lingfit, on account of twofold inferen-

tial signs.

34. The Paviuisthita devotee must always perform the

duties of the Bhagavata Dharma, (eveu to the exclusion of

his caste and order Dharma), because there are twofold indi-

cations, (namely, that of Revelation and of Tradition to that

effect).-468.

82
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COMMENTAKY

The word "Api" in the Sutra has the force of "indeed,'' "even."

The words "Sarvathft api*' are equal to "SarvatM ova," meaning, "Even

not regarding the general duties of one's A6rama and Varna.'* The

Parinisfchita has the primary duty of performing the BhSgavata Dharma.

That he can never omit. The Dharma of his Asrama may be performed

in the interval of leisure moments. Because that is secondary with him.

Why do we say so? The Sutra answers it by saying, because there are

twofold indications. The Sruti or Rovelation says (Mundaka, II., 2. n) :

Id Him the heaven, the earth, and the sky arc woven, the mind also with all the

senses. Know Him alone as the Self, and leave off other words. He is the bridge of the

Immortal.

This shows that according to the Sruti, the highest duty of man is

to know God and leave off all other book-learning and ritualistic religion.

The Smrti also says the same. Thus (Kta, TX., 13 and 1 1.

ififfiRfg *?t qfi sffRfarfsm: I

Verily the MahiUmas, O Partha, partaking of My divine nature, worship with un-

wavering mind, having known Me, the imperishable source of beings.

Always magnifying Me, strenuous, Arm in vows, prostrating themselves before Me,

they worship Me with devotion, ever harmonised.

These two verses of the Oitn describe the nature of the Bhagavata

Dharma, which consists in always singing the praises of the Lord, striving

after doing His will, etc. If after discharging these duties, the devotee

finds time, he may perforin his regular Sandhya, etc.

The author in the next Sutra gives additional reason in support of

this view.

SI* TitA III., 4. .'}">.

«Rft«H^ II \ I » I \H. II

?rcfiT*HH; Anabhibhavam, not to be overpowered, n Cha, and. zhnfo

DarAaynti, the Sftstras declare.

35. And the scripture shows (that a Parinisthita

devotee) is not overpowered (by the faults of not performing

the acts of his Asrama, when immersed in the meditation of the

Lord).—464.
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In the Brhadttranyaka Upanisad, IV., 1. 2-i, it is thus said :

qrcRr aifa *A iron arf^ V qicnr aqfit iichr ?rcftt ftirqt ft^r ftfafofei

Evil does not overcome him, he overcomes all evil. Evil does not burn him, he burns
all evil. Free from evd, free from spots, free from doubt, he becomes a (true) Brahmana ;

this is the Brahma-world, O Kin;;, thou hast attained it, thus spoke Yajnavalkya.

Thi.s (oxt of Brhadaranyaka Upanisad declares that a Pavinis^hita devotee is

not overpowered by tlio evils caused by the non- performance of the duties

appropriate to one's own Asrama, if such omission is due to being absorbed

in tho hearing the praises of the Lord, etc. Therefore, it follows, that the

worship of the Lord, hearing His praises, sinking Hymns to His honour,

etc., have preference over ritualistic Piijas.

In the previous portion under Sutra 111., -1. 2, the Purvapaksin,

-laimini, raised an objection to the effect that one should never abandon

(Carinas, and ho quoted the Visnu Pnrana to the effect that Visnu was

the highest person and that tiie best method of propitiating Him was by

the due dischai«(. () f the duties of one's own Asrama. That verse is repeated

here.

Vi&nu. the Highest Person, should be worshipped by a man who is devoted to the

duties of his caste and order. There is no other way whieh can cause His satisfaction.

That verso does not mean that the Lord Visnu requires a mau to

perform the duties of one's own Asrama to the exclusion of worshipping

Him. On the contrary, it means, that a person leading a household life

aud following the rules of good conduct laid down for his caste and

Airarna, must worship also the Lord, because such worship is the cause

of satisfaction of the Lord. It does not mean that Karma is the cause

of satisfaction, but worship. The emphasis in that verse is not on the words

"the man devoted to the duties of his caste and Asrama," but on the word

"Aradhyate" ("should be worshipped").

That this is tho proper meaning of that verse, we find from a preceding

passage of the same Purana. In II., 13, verses 7-11, we find the following

description of the God-immersed King Bharata :

*t asns fki sfira iftifafit: n « u

^srw <rort «nt nswwft wpr n c u
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7. 0 Maitreya ! that mighty King, with mind fixed on the Lord, dwelt for a long

time in Sdlagrdma.

8. That best of all the virtuous men obtained great excellence in virtues like those

of harmlessness and the rest, and in controlling his mind.

9. He always used to recite the names of the Lord, such as O Yajnesa (Lord of

sacrifice)! 0 Achyuta (immutable)! 0 Govinda ! OMitdhava! OAnanta (endless)!

0 Kegava ! 0 Krsna ! O Visnu ! 0 Hrskcsa !

10. O Maitreya t Ho did not utter even in his sleep, any name but that of the Lord.

He did not think on anything but on the Lord, and the attributes of the Lord, and the

meaning of His names.

11. That Yogi and ascetic King, free from attachment, did not perform any ritual-

istic Knrmas except bringing fuel ffor sacrilice), plucking flowers iind Kuiia, for offering

to the Lord.

These verses of tlio Visnu Puifiim show that the King Bbarata was

so absorbed in the worship of the Lord that lie did not perform any

ritualistic Kaunas. Consequently, when in the same Purana we find

a statement in II]., 8. 9, that Visnu is worshipped best by that man who

discharges the duties of his caste and order, we must construe that verse

in consonance with the preceding verses of the same Pur&na. Thus it is

established that a Parini§thita need not perform the duties of his Asrania

and Varna, if he cannot find time for them owing to his being employed

in the worship of the Lord. For the Lord Himself says that if His

Bhaktas omit to perform ritualistic Karmas they incur no guilt. Iu the

Padma and the Adi Purfinas it is thus said :

HssftjIaT jet f&rrato> i

for stffiu. 5^ faa: efitalt Tffo: II

wffii ftffff wqt *nrafr-in: n

If men devoted to me and doiug my work, omit to do the ritualistic work, that

omission is rectified by the three hundred millions of great Rsis.

Those who renouncing all other Karmas, constantly recite My name, their ritualistic

work is done hy great Rsis devoted to the Lord.
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AdhUcarana IX— The Nirapek$a devotee.

Having thus shown the effect of Vidya with regard to tho devotees

who lead u houseliold life, and haviug also shown that they may, after

tiie rise of Vidya, perform Ivarmas at their option, the author now shows

the same two facts with regard to those devotees who are not house-

holders, who arc not in any Asrama, and who are called the Nirapoksa.

fn tho Brhadaranyaka Upanisad wc fuid tho account of a great female

sage called Gargi Vachaknavi who was a knower of Brahman, but who
was not a householder, for she was an unmarried lady. In the Brhadaranyaka

Upani§ad we find '111., S. 1) (liirgi asking the following question fiom

Vajnavalkya :

Then Vachaknavi said : 'Venerable Hrdhmanas, I .shall ask him two questions. If he

will answer them, none of you, I think, will defeat him in any argument concerning

iSrahman.' Yfljiiavalkya said : '.\«k, <) Gt5rjj;i.'

Doubt : Now Oargi was a person who was in no Asrama, and still

find her examining Vajnavalkya. The question then arises, can Vidya be

acquired without following any particular Asrama 'i

Purvapaksa : Vidyii cannot be acquired without following any

particular Asrama, because tho due discharge of the duties prescribed for

a particular Asrama, is the cause of the origination of Vidya ; and if a

person has no Asrama, lie cannot discharge any duties, and how can Vidya

arise in such a person ?

Siddhdnta : The nest Sutra answers this doubt.

*>Cnu m., L 36.

*r*t ^ifq a ?«t: ii \ I » i u ii

Antara, without (doing the duties of the Asranias), standing out-

side. ^ Cha, indeed, verily. «ft Api, also. • 3 Tu, but. as Tad, that. S«:

Dr§t&ih, from seeing (the Sastric statements about it). Because it is so

seen.

36. (The Vidya originates) verily even in those who stand

outside (of all As*ramas) because it is so seen.—456.

COMMENTARY

The word 'Tu' is employed in order to refute the Purvapaksa that

Karma is necessary tor the origination of Vidyl The force of the word

'Cha' is to indicate certainty. Antarfis (who stand outside) are those

persons who do not belong to any order or Asrama, and consequently do
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not perform the duties of any Asrama : but who, owing to the performance

of such duties in their previous incarnation, are born in this lite with

discrimination and dispassion, and whose mind lias been purified by

truth, austerity, prayers, etc., (performed in their past lives). In such

persons Vidya has its origination, even when they do not porform any

Ivarmas in their present life. Why ? Because we see so in the scriptures.

Oargi Vachaknavi is a standing' example of one not belonging to any

order, and yet a Brahmavid. The sense is tins, [f a person has duly

discharged the duties of his Asrama in his previous incarnation, but

owing to some nason or other, the origination of Vidya did not arise in

him in that life and he die* before such origination, then in his next

incarnation, his mind being already purified by the due discharge of the

Xsrama duties in the past life, he is born ripe for Vidya, and in the

present life, by the mere coming in contact with holy men, he bursts

forth into a full Jnftnin possessed of all the attributes of discrimina-

tion and dispassion, and Vidya manifests in him with all her glory.

The spark of the holy sage is enough to lighten up such a soul into a

conflagration of wisdom and love. Therefore, such a person does not

perform, or rather stands in no need of performing, any Asrama Dharmas.

All that he requires is Satsaiiga (the company of the Good) in order to

recall to his mind all that he had acquired in the past lives.

In the next Sutra, the author shows that the Vidya originates in

those whose faults have been washed away by the mighty force of Satsanga.

Satsanga has independent power of destroying all faults and originating

Vidya.

sCtra tu., 4. 37.

wfa Api, also. Smaryate, it is mentioued in the Snirtis.

37. The Snirtis also declares the same.—466.

COMMENTARY

In the Bhagavata Purfina (II., 2. 37) wo find the following :

Those who hear the life-giving, words from the mouths of good men, who are as if

the Self of the Lord, and who fill the cups of their ears with the nectar of those words,

they- purify the hearts tainted with evil, and ultimately they reach the lotus feet of

the Lord.

This shows' that the words of the good .men have the power of purifying

tha soul. and carrying it to the feet of the Master.
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Similarly, in the Bhftgavata Puraiia (V., 12. 12), we havo the

following :

O Kahugana! this state is not to be obtained through austerity, nor through

Piljas, nor through feeding the poor or housing the homeless, nor through the study of the

Vedas, nor by the worship of the Devas of water, fire or the sun, but through the

anointing of the body with the dust of the feet of the Holy « )nes, the Mahatraas.

This also shows that tho dust of the feet of the Malmtmus, the

service of the Holy Ones, is tho unfailing moans of acquiring Vidyft, and

that the company of i ho good has greater effect than ones own exertion.

The word 'Apf also indicates that moral qualifications like truthfulness

and tho rest are also necessary. Stronger than all ritualistic works, are

the moral qualities of Irnthfulness, prayer, service of the "Wasters, celi-

bacy, etc, as mentioned under (I., 1. I., page 7).

The Nirapeksas, who have the good fortune of getting the company

of the Holy Ones, easily acquire Vidyft, because on them there is the

special grace of the supreme Lord. The next Sutra mentions this

fact.

M*THA in., 1. 3H.

f^rqiW* ll \ I « l \z ll

Vise.su, special. ^3*tC' Anugrahah, favour. ^ Cha, and.

:}8. And on such Nirapeksas there is the special siraeo of the

Lord, and they easily acquire Vidya.-~467.

COHMENTAUV

In the Gtta, X., !», we have the following:

nftifiT wmm\ sta^n.- nwu
swaHwr »ri far* g^qf^er ^ mfa ^ n «

n

Mindful of Me, their life hidden in Me, illumining each other, ever conversing

about Me, they are content and joyful.

To these, ever in union with Me, worshipping Me in love, I give the Yoga of

discrimination by which they come unto Me.

This shows that Nirapeksas are the special objects of His grace.

But how do you say that those verses of the Gita" apply to. the

Nirapeksas, and not to devotees of every description? The word* "Satata-

yuktftnftm" in the above, which literally mean "those who are in constant

union with the Lord," "those who aro in constant meditation on the Lord,''

indicate that these verses apply to those God-absorbed souls, and uot to

ordinary men.
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Adhikarana S
In tho preceding aphorisms it has been shown that householders

like Y&jfiavalkya and tho rest, and non-householders like Gftrgi and

others, had acquired Vidyft.

Doubt : Now arises the doubt : Who is higher anions these faro

classes—whether the householders or the non-householders ?

Ptirvapakm : The opponent's view is that the householders are the

better of the two ; because not only do they discharge all tho duties laid

down in the Scriptures for the householders, but over and above that,

they find time for tho worship of the Lord, and are devoted to Brahiran.

The Scripture also shows that their condition is higher than that of the

non-householders, for in tho Byhad&ranyaka Upanisad, IV., 4. 9, it is said :

On that path they say that there is white, or bine, or yellow, or green, or red; that patli

was found by Brahman, and on it goes whoever knows Brahman, and who has done good,

and obtained splendour.

The word Punya-krt (who lias done good) means who has duly

discharged the duties of his order and is a good householder. Such men,

the Srnti says, reach Brahman very quickly.

Suhllidnta : This view <>l the I'urvapaksin is set a>ido in the next

Sutra, which declares that the Xir.ipoksa devotee is higher than the house-

holder.

SITKA 111., 1. 39.

IflfSWl, fofT^ II \ I 8
| II

^ret: Atah, from this (from the Asramadharma condition). § Tu,

undoubtedly. Itarat, the other (the non-Asraina condition). ^Tf: Jy&ynh.

superior, better, greater (means to acquire knowledge), fosft? Lingat from

indications, signs, inference. ^ Cha, indeed.

39. The other (namely, tho Nirapeksa) \h undoubtedly superior

to this (namely, the householder), as there is a mark for the same.—468.

I OMMKNTARV

The word "Tu" is employed in order to remove the doubt. The

word "Cha" is used in the sense of exclusion. "From this," namely,

from the condition of the householder ; "the other," namely, "the

condition of the uon-bouseholder" is a "superior" or a better means of

acquiring the Vidyfi; (because the facilities are greater in the latter con-

dition). Why? Liftgat—because of the mark," because of the scriptural
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indication. In the above passage of the Brhadaranyaka Upanisad, we find that

Gftrgi, who is a non-householder, is greater than Yajiiavalkya, a house-

holder, and she settles the disputes of the IMhmanas by examining
Yajuavalkya. This is the indication of the Scripture.

The sense is this. The scriptures enjoin various Asramas or orders

of life, in order to contract the current of the outward-going natural

propensities (propensities inherited by every man, from his human and

animal ancestors). In other words, there are beginningless propensities

with which every man is born, and the scriptural injunctions, the legal

obligations and duties are meant to contract, slowly and gradually, these

animal propensities. The Scriptures, when they lay down those rales, do

not mean thereby that tlio Asramas are good in themselves, but that they

are good only inasmuch as they help to contract this current. But they

in their turn become positive obstacles at a certain stage. Tlioso whose

ont-go ng current has become checked, by having passed through the

discipline of the AsVamas in their previous lives and who are born in

their present lives with no out-going current, but with their hearts turned

to God alone, do not stand in need of the discipline of the Asramas ; and

for such souls, the law is useless. Thus it follows, that the condition of

a NirSsrami or a non-householder is superior. Therefore, in the J&b&la

Upani§ad, i<- has been said :

Then Janaka, the king of the Videhas, approaching Yajuavalkya, said, "Lord, teach

me SannySsa." To him replied Yajnavalkya, "Having completed his studentship, he is

to become a householder ; having been a householder, he is to become a dweller in the

forest
;

having been a dweller in the forest, he is to wander forth : or else he may
wander forth from the student's state ; or from the house ; or from the forest. May he

have taken vows upon himself or not, may he be a Sna'taka or not, may he be one whose

fire has gone out or one who has no fire, etc., the moment that he gets dtspassion, let

him at that very moment wander forth as a Sannyfei."

This text lays down, in its due order, first the three Asramas, namely,

that of the student (Brahmacharya), that of the householder (Grhastha), and

that of the hermit (Vanaprastha). It enjoins Sannyasa for any one of these

stages, but as an exception to this general rule, and for persons who are

born as Sannyasis, like Samvartaka and the rest, who are solely devoted to

Brahman, it enjoins Sannyasa at once without passing through the various

grades. In other word*, the taking of Sannyasa depends upou the evolution

of the soul ; and for a fully evolved soul, the Asramas are not at all necessary.

83
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As regards the text "Let not a twice-born remain for a single day
without being in the household order or in some Asrama," and texts

similar to this, they are meant for ordinary men, and not for the evolved

souls.

Note
:

The other passages are like these : "A murderer of the gods is he who
removes the fire. After having brought to the teacher his proper reward do not cut off

the line of children (Taitt. Up., I., 11. 1). "To him who is without a son the world does
not belong ; all beasts even know that."

Objection
: Lot it be admitted for argument's sake that the Nirapeksa,

belonging
^

to no Asrama, is superior to the other two who belong-

to an AsYama. But there is this danger in these non-Asramas
(Nirapok§as), that in course of time they may fall down from their

high position, and enter into family life: and thus lose their condition

of Nirapeksatva. That being so, when such Nirapoksas, once having

renounced the household life, according to the rules laid down in the

Sastras, when they again take it up, they become blameworthy, accord-

ing to that very SSstra ; and their condition becomes lower than that of

the other, If such Nirapeksas, who before were not in the household

order, and who properly renounced that order, come to get fai'h in the

household order, because the life of the householders is praised in

Scriptures as being Vaidic life, if out of these considerations they accept

the conditions of a household life, then in their case it would not be

possible to keep up that one-pointed immersion in the Lord, because the

household duties would be a hindrance thereto and thus the superiority

of the Nirapek§as would be lost. The Nirapeksas, therefore, cannot be

said to be absolutely superior to the other, becauso in the case of the

Svani§thas and the rest there is no such danger of fall, but, on the

contrary, they by the duo discharge of the obligatory duties of their

Asrama, get their hearts purified and rise higher and higher in the path

of righteousness and have an unbroken line of love stretching from their

heart to the feet of their Lord, a lino which constantly grows smaller

and smaller till they are drawn to the very feet of their master. For

this reason also Nirapeksis cannot be said to be superior to the others

for their condition is that of most dangerous, unstable equilibrium.

The objection above raised is answered in the next Sutra.

sutra m., 4. 40.

Tad-bhutasya, of one who has become That, who has realised

Brahman through desirelessnes=t or Nirapeksatl. g Tu, but «f Na, not; or it is
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not. AtadbhSvah, the absence of that condition : the falling away fiom
concentrated devotion to him. Vfft: Jaimineh, of Jaimini. Api, even,

faq* Niyama (Niyamat) because of the rule (that their senses do not go to.

other objects), by restraining (the sensos by the intense desire for Brahman).

mf:^ Atad-rupa (AtadriipSt) because of the destruction of the desire for

other than Brahman, by not desiring anything else than Brahman (Rupa,

desire). wni^: Abhavebhyah, and because of the absence of that, and from

the absence of any other (ASramadharma).

40. But of him who has become that (that is, who has

become a Nirapeksa devotee) there is no becoming not that

(there is no falling from that state) according to Jaimini

also. For three reasons : (t) Because of the rule that their

senses are restrained to thirst of God only
;

(ii) Because of

the destruction of desires for any objects other than God ; and

{Hi) Because of the absence of household life in the case of persons like

Gargi and the rest—469.

COMMENTARY

The word "Tu" is used in the above Sutra to remove the doubt. Of that

petson who has become that namely, who has realized Brahman through

the meditation of a Nirapeksa, there is not falling away from that state,

namely, such a Nirapek§a never is in danger and actually never does lose

his concentrated devotion to the Lord. There is no fear of such a person

being attracted to household life again. For Jaimini also holds the same

opinion on this point as I, B&darayana, do. On this point there is no

difference of opinion between us two. Because of the rule that the senses

of such persons are devoted towards Brahman and do not go to anything

else than Brahmau. And because all desires other than that of Brahman

are destroyed in them, such as we find in the case of Gargi and the rest

who always were god-devoted and never accepted the household life.

In the Bhagavata PurSna (VII., 15. 35) wo also find the same :

fati »wpre?E Sfftfa&T *fiflfaS( II

That heart which is once touched by the love of Brahman (and has once enjoyed

that bliss) never can leave that Brahman and be pureed by lusts and desires, for it is

always calm and all such desires have become finally quiet in them.

Though Jaimini lays stress on Karmt-k&nda, yet he also is forced,

by the strength of those texts which describe the Nirapeksa devotee, to

admit that such a devotee never falls . into the world again. He adraite
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that such a person need not perform Karma, because he has already per-

formed it in his past life and is born a perfect being.

The next Sutra shows that the Nirapeksa devotee is superior to

the Svani§tha devotees. The Svanisfha devotee is in dauger of falling,

not so a Nirapeksa. The texts like "the Seer sees everything," etc., show

that Vidya can lead the Nirapeksa to Svarga and other higher regions,

and there such Nirapek§as may enjoy the delights of Indra's Heaven, etc.

Is there no danger of their losing their love for Brahman in the midst

of such delights ? The next Sutra answers that.

sCtra nr.. 4. 41.

1 Na, not. ^ Cha, and : only. snfasTfwi: Adhikarikam, the rulersbip,

the position of the status of Indra, etc., the authority such as that of Indra,

etc. ift Api, also: It includes the worldly pleasures also. Patana, of

fall. *g*iRT?r. Anumanat, from the inference, a^-^ftira. Tad-ayogat, by not

thinking of that : by not desiring that

41. The Nirapeksa devotee does not desire even the cosmic

offices
; because there is fear of fall in it ; and because they have

no wish for those posts.™470.

COMMENTARY

The word "and" in the Sutra has the force of "only." The word

"also" means the inclusion of the worldly happiness also. The word

Adhikarikam means the office of world-rulers like Indra and the rest The

Nirapeksa devotees do not desire even such high offices. Why ? Because

there is danger of fall from such offices ; as we find stated in the (Jtta

(VIII.. 16)

:

All the worlds, below the world of Brahmd, come and go, O Arjuna; but he who
cometh unto Me, 0 Kaunteya, knoweth birth no more.

The reason of their not falling from the heaven-world is that they

had even in the beginning of their entering in the heaven-world no strong

desire for enjoying that world.

The Puranic authority the reader can find out for himself.

Note : Such, for example, as we fiud in the Bhagavata Parana, XL, 14. 14 :

si «n«r«rta si Teifansprj
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He who has resigned himself to Me does not wish to get anything other than Myself,
not even the Supreme rule of a BrahmS or the pomp and glory of an Indra or the status
of the sole monarch of the whole world, or the rulership of the ocean or the spiritual
powers of an Occultist, nay, not even the Mukti consisting in non-rebirth. The only
Mukti that he wants is the eternal freedom to serve the Lord of Eternity.

Thus though through the glory of Vidya" a Bhakta may get these
heavenly enjoyments, yet since these enjoyments comes to him unsolicited,

they do not cause any cessation in the one-pointed current of His love to-
wards the Lord. Therefore, there is no danger of fall in the case of

sach a devotee. The next Sutra shows that he is superior to the Parinisj;hita

also.

sOtha m., 4. 42.

arc^fan Upapurvakam, that which begins with "Upa," i.e., "Upasanam,"

worship. Tfa A pi, also, only. Has the force of exclusion, g Tu, but, un-

doubtedly. Sets aside the opposite view. <?V Eke, some : namely, the Athar-

vanikas. URT, BhSvam, devotion, faith. Asanavat, just as food. 3| Tad,

that. 3rPi Uktam, is explained.

42. Some Sakhins declare that Upasana alone is

the object of desire for the Nirapeksas, and this faith of

theirs is like food to them, as has been declared in the

Srutis.— 471.

COMMENTARY

The word "Api" has the force of exclusion here, the word "Tu"

removes the contrary thought of the opposite view, the word "Eke" refers

to the Atharvfinikas. The Nirapeksa devotees \vish only to worship alone

and nothing else, and their faith is the only enjoyment which they crave, as

the starving man craves for food. This is mentioned in the Gopala Uttara

Tapani in the verse. "Bhaktirasya bhajanam, etc., sachchid&ndaikarase

bhakti yoge ti§t,hati, etc." These verses show that love of the Lord or

Bhakti is the only enjoyment which these devotees seek; this is the only

Rasa which they crave.

Some Bh&gavatas say that it means that a devotee of the Lord may
be in any place (in heaven or in hell, on earth or in the nether world). He,

by worshipping the Lord Hari there, gets all the enjoyments that he desires,

according to his capacities, to the brimful ; because the Sruti says so

—

"ASnute sarvftn kfiman, etc,"—he enjoys all objects of desire, etc. As the

Lord enjoys all the objects, encompassed within the three worlds, by His

three feet 66 d.6 His Bhaktas also.
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The appropriate Purfinic texts must be found out by the reader.

Note : The following text of a Purdna is to the above effect.

31 s=3 fat 3t % *T»«i5JNW: i

His Ekdntin devotees do not desire anything other than Him, for they are solely

resigned to the Lord. They are immersed in the ocean of bliss, singing constantly the

auspicious and the extremely wonderful deeds and glory of the Lord.

The next Sutra shows by giving another reason that the Mukti called

S&lokya and S&mtpya is achieved by the Nirapeksas, without any effort on

their part.

Sutra m., 4. 43.

^ffci Bahih, outside. <J Tu, but indeed. Ubhaya IhS, both ways, in either

case. Smrteh, on account of the statement of the Smrti. TI^to^

icharSr, because of custom or conduct ^ Cha, and.

43. The Nirapeksas are indeed outside the world, for

two-fold reasons given by the Smrtis and the conduct of the

Lord.-472.

COMMENTARY

The word "Tu" has the force of exclusiou. The Nirapeksas, though

living in the midst of the five-fold distractions of the world of sense, yet

are, as a matter of fact, outside its entanglements. Why do we say so ?

Because of the two-fold reasons, namely, the Lord beiug attached to

His devotees and the devotees being attached to tho Lord. As says the

BhSgavata Purfina :

5ft^?!TftflfftS<:J)qta5H?l: I

S TOTO: WW: II

Hari, the Supreme Lord, never leaves the heart .of His devotees because He is

attracted to it as if by an unconquerable force as the bee to the flower ; and though He is

destroyer of all sins, He is bound with the chains of love to His devotees. Similarly, He
is the best of the Bhdgavatas who is bound to the lotus feet of the Lord, by a similar

chiin of love.

This verse shows that he is the best of the devotees who has bound

the lotus feet of the Lord with the rope of His love, and whose heart is like

a flower in full bloom attracting constantly the Lord to live in ... it. , This
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verse further shows, that as a precious stone gets its glory enhanced by
being inlaid in a golden setting, or as a master gets his glory enhanced
by being surrounded by faithful servants; so is the mutual relation of the

Lord and His devotees. Such is the teaching of the Smrtis and the practice

of the good men.

So also the Lord has said in the Bhagavata Purfina, XI., 14 16 :

I constantly follow My devotee who is a Nirapeksa, a meditative saint, peaceful,

hati3u none and hated by none, who treats all equally, sanctifying with the dust of My
feet the places that he treads upon.

These two-fold reasons show that the union of thu Lord with His

devotees is both iuternal and external, that the Lord is in the heart of the

devotee.*, as well as constantly follows the footsteps of His lovers.

These verses also show that the cause of wordly bondage consists in

turning one's face away from the Lord aud Mukti is the constant state of

having the Lord before oue's eyes both in his heart and outside of it.

Adhikarana XI.— God is the purveyor of the Nirapek?a Bhaktas.

In tho preceding Sutras it has been mentioned that the Nirapeksas

aro superior to other devotees, because they are constantly devoted to

Hari and have no desire for the joys of heaven, even though that heaven

may be tho highest heaven of Brahma. Now tho author describes that

these Nirapeksas have not only no desire for heavenly joys, but that they

have no anxieties for their wordly wants, etc.

In the Taittiriya Aranyaka, (III., 14. 1), we find the Lord described as the

purveyor of His devotees.

fspprrift ft*rf$ i <wt "

Being the supporter (of all) He specially supports His devotees who worship Him
with love. He, the one God, exists in manifold forms.

Doubt : Here arises the doubt : Are the wordly wants of the Nira-

peksa devotees supplied by the self-exertiou of the devotees themselves

or by the Lord Himself ?

Purvapaksa : The opponent maintains the view that the devotees

must supply their wordly wants by self exertion, because they love their

Lord so much that they do not wish to put Him to the trouble of exert-

ing to supply their wants.

Siddhdnta : The next Sutra shows that the Lord Himself supplies

the wants of His Nirapek§a devotees.
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sCtra hi., 4. 44.

Wfw Ti^Rfqi^?: || \ I S I M II

WiPr: Svftminalj, from the Lord. TO Phala, about the fruit, g't:

Sruteh, because of hearing, ffit Iti, so. TW: Atreyah, Atreya holds.

44. From the Lord come all supplies of the wants of the Nirapeksa

devotees, because of the Sruti texts about fruit quoted above. This is

the opinion of Datt^treya.—473.

COMMENTARY

The bodily and worldly wants of the Nirapeksas are fulfilled by

the Supreme Lord Himself. Why do we say so ? Because of the Sruti

texts
—
"Bhartfisan bhriyamSno bibharti"—being the supporter of all, He

supports His devotees who worship Him with love. Bocanse the text

calls him Bharta" or supplier, Datt&treya is of opinion that the Lord

supplies all wants. We find this in the Git& also (IX., 22) :

I purvey all objects of worldly livelihood and their preservation for those Bhaktas

of Mine who are always thinking of Me and who worship Me alone, thinking of no other.

So also in the Padma Purana, it is said

:

0 lotus-born Brahma, I maintain ray children (devotees) as the birds, tortoises and

fish nourish their young ones, by looking after them, by thinking of them and by touching

them, respectively.

Note : The fishes nourish their young by looking after them. The tortoises do so

by thinking on their young ones and the birds actually teed their young ones by physical

contact. The Lord nourishes His devotees by all these threefold processes.

To say that the devotees do not wish to put their Lord to the

trouble of supplying their trivial worldly wants is a wrong conception

of the relation between the Lord and His devotees. The devotees never

entertain any such notion as "May the Lord Hari nourish us by supply-

ing our worldly wants." So they cannot be said to put the Lord to

trouble. Moreover, the Lord being Satyasankalpa, true-willed one, His

very thought supplies all the wants of His devotees ; and so it is no

exertion to Him to supply the wants of His devotees. The fruit describ-

ed in the Srutis consists in getting all one's wants supplied by merely

worshipping the Lord, without praying Him to supply such wants (with-

out asking Him, "Give us this day our daily bread"). In fact, the l3ruti

says "Bhriyamftna," by being worshipped, He supplies. It does not say
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"by being prayed to He supplies," for the maxim is "Worship the Lord
and ask for nothing, and you will havo everything."

The author in the next Sutra
1

shows by an illustration tho invariable

nature of the Lord's providence and purveyership in regard to these1

Nirapeksa devotees.

SUTRA III., 4. 45.

vrfo^ Artvijyam, the priest's work, tft Iti, just like. sf\f«ftfir:

Audulomil.1, Audulomi thinks. Tasmai, for that, ff Hi, because. Tfaita^'

tari krlyate, ho is employed. He is purchased.

45. According to Audulomi* the Lord sells himself

to His devotees like the sacrificial priest to his Yajamanas.

—474.

COMMENTART

The word "Iti" in the Sutra lias the meaning of "like." The supporting

of His Nirapeksa devotees by the Lord, is like the supporting of his

YajamSnas by the sacrificial priest called Rtvij. Because the Lord is

purchased by those Bhaktas, in order that He may supply all their worldly

wants. As says the Yisnu Dharma :

The Lover of His devotees sells His very self to those Bhaktas of His in exchange

of a mere Tulasi leaf or a handful of water.

The sacrificial priests are as if purchased or engaged by the Yaja-

mfina to perform all his sacrifices in their detail in lieu of the foe which

lie gives them. Audulomi being a believer in impersonal God, his Bhakti

is a sort of barter, and is wanting in that higher element of Bhakti which

consists in doing all acts in order to please the Lord and not from a spirit

of exchange. But the Nirapeksas are higher than Audulomi Bhaktas

because they do not cherish even the desire that the Lord should supply

their worldly wants.

sutra m., 4. 46.

«ft*r II \ I » i »t ii

Sruteh, because of the Vedic statement. * Cha, and.

46. And from the Vedic text also the same is learnt.

—475.

84
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COMMENTARY

In the Cbh&ndogya Upanisad it is taught that the prayers of the sacrificial

priests are potent enough to procure all the desires of the Yajam&na who

engages the priest. Thus in Chh&ndogya Upanisad, 1., 7. 9, it is said :

Now through this alone (i.e., through the grace of the Lord dwelling in the eye) he

obtains all the lower worlds and the desires of human beings. Therefore, the Udgatrt

who knows this should say (to his YajamSna), "To accomplish what particular desire of

yours, shall 1 sing out." For he, who knowing this, sings out the S&man, is able to accom-

plish the desires (of his Yajamfina) through his song, yea, through his song.

This text of the Upanisad clearly showy that the fruit of the work

performed by the priest accrues to the client and not to him.

Thus it has been demonstrated that the Lord supplies the wants of

His Nirapeksa devotees, because he is purchased by them, in the same way

as the priest supplies all the wants of his Yajamauas by his prayers.

Adhikarana XTT.

The author now shows the duties of these Bhaktas after their having

acquired the Vidya. In the BrhadSranyaka Upanisad (IV., 4. 23\ it is said :

Twr fftfcr tfhr ercfir ercft m v^m ciifri ftntft fftsrt ftf^f^fl <m^t

snciR?g «BTjni ^ fiw *nr?tR*n i\ T^sift fjrf^anftrasjfr

He, therefore, that knows it, after having become quite subdued, satisfied, patient

and collected, sees Self in the Keif, sees all as Self. Evil docs not overcome him, he

overcomes all evil. Evil does not burn him, he burns all evil. Free from evil, free from

spots, free from doubt he becomes a (true) Br&hmaqa ; this is the Brahma-world, O King
;

thou hast attained it,—thus spoke Yajnavalkya : I give you, venerable Sir, the entire

country of the Videhas, together with myself, for serving you, (said Janaka Vaideha).

In the same Upanisad (II., 4. 5), it is said : "Verily, the Self is to be seen, to be heard,

to be perceived, to be marked, O Maitreyi. When we see, hear, perceive, and know the

Self, then all this is known."

Doubt : Here the attributes beginning with Sama and ending with

Dhyana have been mentioned as the qualifications which the seeker of

Brahman must build into his life (namely, the qualifications of Sama,

Dania, Uparati, TitiksS, SamadhSna, Sravana, Darsana, Manana and

DhySna). Must all these qualifications and the actions denoted by them

be performed by the Nirapeksa devotees or must they simply meditate on

the essential nature, qualities and actions of the Lord ?
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Purvapaksa : In answer to this doubt the opponent maintains that

though VidyS might have
(

originated, yet it does not become stable without
the above attributes of Sama, Dama, etc. Therefore, these must be per-

formed.

Siddhdnta : The next Sutra answers this.

8LTRA lit., 4. 47.

*<m?t SahakfirJ, auxiliary. *T?5K Antara, the other, fafa: Vidhib, tlio in-

junction about. 1%n Pak§ena, in one sense. <tf\m. Trtiyam, the third, i.e., the

mental asfl: Tadvatah, of him who has that. fafa-^rrfMat. Vidhi-Sdivat, just as

in the case of injunction, etc.

47. For the Nirapeksa devotee who desires only the grace

of the Lord, the mental meditation or Dhyana is the third

injunction as an alternative to Sravana and Manana which are

enjoined as helps to the acquisition of Vidya with regard to the

other kind of devotees. It is an injunction similar to the injunction

of Sandhya, etc.—47C.

COMMENTARY

The attributes of Sama, Dama, etc., were shown in the Sutra III., 4. 26

(p. 639) as being necessary in the origination of Vidya along with

the attributes of sacrifice, alms, etc. In the present Adhikarana these

qualifications are looked upon from another aspect, namely, not as a SahakSri

cause in originating Vidya" but as necessary even after the origination of

VidyS. The Upanigad text is in the form of a Vidhi or command, and,

therefore, these acts of Sama, Dama, etc., must be performed. They arc Vidhis

or injunctions, with regard to those devotees, who are leading a household

life, namely, the Svanisjtha and the Pariniithita, because the text above

quoted makes an original statement (Apurva) with regard to these

SSsrama devotees. But with regard to Nirapek§a devotees the above

texts are no Vidhis, because with regard to theso NiraSrama devotees, these

qualifications are naturally found in them, and so there is no use of their

being ordained with regard to them. Therefore, the Nirapek§a devotees

need not waste their time after Sama, Dama, etc., which are their natural

qualities but they must constantly remember the form of the Lord, His

essential attributes and deeds Therefore, the Sutra says : Trtiyam

tadvatalj. This is a third alternative to the two alternatives already

mentioned before. To the Nirapeksa devotee, who has the desire simply to

get the grace of the Lord (and has no other desires), these Sama, Dama,
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etc., form a third method. He must perform these mentally, because the

Sruti says he is to be reached by mind alone. Or the word third method

may mean the mental meditation as contrastod with Sravana or hearing,

which is a bodily act ; and Manana or the rocitation of Mantras, which is a

vocal act Compared with these bodily and vocal acts, this mental Dhy&na

is the third. Tn order to show, that this mental DhySna is also necessary,

the author gives an illustration by saying Vidhi Sdivat "just as in the

case of the injunctions and the rest." As a SSsrama devotee must necessari-

ly perform his Sandhyfc prayers, etc., for the performance of SandliyS, etc.,

is a compulsory duty (Vidhi) on him, so with regard to the non-house-

holder, the Nirapeksa devotee, the performance of Sama, Damn, etc., is not

a necessary duty. On the other hand, the Nirapeksa devotee, in whom
VidyS has originated, has the duty of constantly meditating on the form

and qualities of the Lord.

Note : As the SandhyS Upa'sand is the duty of the householder devotee, so the Dhyiina

on the Lord is a duty, or rather may be considered as a duty, enjoined on the non-house-

holder devotee.

This does not means that the non-householder devotee is prohibited

from performing Japa (silent prayers) and ArchanS (or worship of the

Lord) with flowers, incense, etc. Because the word Dhyana includes Japa,

ArchanS, etc. Or Dhy&na is specifically enjoined on the Nirapeksa devotee,

because Dhyana must be the predominant note of Ilis worship, while Japa,

etc., should occupy a secondary position. Thus has been described the tiiree

kinds of seekers of knowledge (VidyfU ; and the particular form of PiijS,

meditation, etc., fitted for them.

Adhikarana XIII.

Tt has been taught before, how the acquisition of VidyS takes

place in the case of the three kinds of devotees called the Svanistha, etc.

Now are described the methods of making this VidyS a stable quality of

the mind.

Visaya : Tn the Chh&ndogya Upanisad at the end (Vffl., 15. 1) we find

the following :

ffaT*»TOr xzmq wre rareft^ ng : otto wi^prrs-wftar q*TTft>rr?r 3^:

Verily this doctrine Visnu taught to the four-faced Brahma. Brahma
1

taught to

Svayambhava Manu, Manu to his people. One should learn the Veda in the family of his

teachers, making presents to his Guru according to law and doing his works fully,
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one should return home and enter into household life. In a sacred spot, he should recite

the holy scriptures, and perform good deeds, concentrating all his senses on the Supreme

Self. He should not injure any living creature except in sacrifices. He, verily, thus

passing his life, attains on death the world of Brahman and never returns therefrom,

never returns therefrom.

Here the Upanisad concludes by describing the householder condition

as the highest.

Doubt : Since the Upanisad winds up with the householder, it

appears that persons other than householders cannot get Vidya. The doubt

is : Does Vidya originate in Asramas other than that of a householder ?

Purvapalcsa : Since the Upanisad ends with the householder, it

follows that Vidya" does not originate in any other stage of life. No
doubt there are certain passages in the Upanisad which praise renuncia-

tion. They are merely Arthavadas or glorificatory passages and must

not be interpreted as ordaining SannySsa. They mean that the Brahman

is such a groat object that one must renounce everything for His sake.

The Upanisads teach, however, that Brahman is acquired only by the

householder who follows strictly the rules of the Upanisads. This is

tlio proper interpretation of the concluding passage of the Chhfindogya

Upanisad. If the Upanisad did not mean . to teach this, then why should it

conclude in glorifying the householder ?

Siddhdnta : This objection raised by the Purvapaksin is answered

in the next Sutra.

sutoa nr., 4. -JN.

$?5f Krtsna, of all (duties). WW. Bh&vat, owing to the existence.

3 Tu, but, indeed. JjtVrjT Grhina, by a householder. Upasamharal),

the conclusion, the goal, salvation.

48. The ChMndogya Upanisad concludes with the

householder's stage, because of the fact that this stage includes all

the others.—477.

C'OALMKXTAIir

The word "Tu" is used in order to remove the doubt. The object of

the ChhSndogya Upanisad in concluding by describing the Grhastha Asrama

is not to teach that the Grhastha alone attain Mukti, by the due discharge

of the duties of their Asrama ; but it means to iuculcate that the Grhastha

Asrama includes all other Asramas, and the duties prescribed for the

Grhasthai iuclude the duties prescribed for other Asramas also. The,

Scriptures teach several duties as incumbent on the householders, and

which are to be performed with great effort and exertion. Tbey have
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to perform tlio duties (Dharmas) of other Asramas also, according to their

power, such for example, non-injury, (harmlessness, control of senses, etc).

Though these latter are the specific Dharmas of a Sannyasi, yet a house-

holder is also required to perform them, according to his power.

Since the Grhastha ASrama includes the Dharmas of all the other

Adramas ; therefore, the Upanisad properly winds up with the household

order. 80 also we find in the Visnu PurSna : "All who eat the food of

begging, whether they be Sanny&sins or Brahmach&rins, all of these are

established in the Grhastha Airama, therefore, the stage of the householder

is the best of all."

Aofe: Manu also praises the Grhastha order (VI., 89, 90) :

"And in accordance with the precepts of the Veda and of the Smrti, the house-

keeper is declared to be superior to all of them ; for he supports the other three."

"As all rivers, both great and small, find a resting-place in the ocean, even so, men

of all orders find protection with householders."

Because the Upanisads mention other Asramas also (and because

they teach that those who perform properly the duties of their Asramas

get Mukti), it follows that when a particular Upanisad winds up with

the household order, it must be understood to mean that the household

order contains Dharmas of all other orders and hence it has boon men-

tioned in the epilogue. This fact is mentioned in the next Sutra.

SUTRA iil, 4. 49.

^f^FFS^R II ? I V I ?£. II

JtHi^t Maunavat, just as silence. *WPl ItaresSm, of others.

A pi, also. 3T^iat. UpadesSt, because they arc taught, or enjoined.

49. In the Upanisad other ASramas have also been

taught as leading to Mukti, just like (the condition of a Maun? who

keeps) the vow of silence.—478.

COMMENTAKY

The last passago of the ChhSndogya Upani§ad follows the passage in

which tho Mauna has been taught In ClMndogya Upanisad, (VIII., 5. 1-2)

we find all the three orders described as leading to Mukti :

"Xow, that which the wise call Yajna (sacrifice, the characterstic mark of house-

hold order) is verily the Divine Wisdom ; through Divine Wisdom the knower obtains

the Lord. Similarly, that which the wise call Istani is also the Divine Wisdom. For
having desired the Self, he obtains the Self.

"Now what the wise call Sattrfiyana is also Divine Wisdom, for through Divine

Wisdom alone, he obtains from the True, the salvation of his self. Similarly, what the wise

call (Mauna) the vow of silence is really Divine Wisdom, for through Divine Wisdom
alone, one after knowing the Lord, becomes absorbed in meditation and becomes silent."

Aofe : These two verses show that Yajna, SattrSyana and Mauna are all equally

means of salvation.
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This fact, is referred to in a preceding passage also of the same
Upauisad (Chh. Up., II., 23. ]) :

"There are three branches of (the tree called) Dharma. Sacrifice, study and charity
constitute one branch. Austerity is another, and to dwell as a Brahmachilrin in the
house of one's preceptor, always mortifying the body while so dwelling, is the third.

All these are blessed and obtain the worlds of the blessed. But the God-absorbed alone

obtains immortality (Release)."

Similarly in the BrhadSranyaka Upanisad, (IV., 4. 22. See page (521 {ante.)

we find:

"Hrdhmanas seek to know him by the study of the Veda, by sacrifice, gifts, by
penance, by fasting, and he who knows him, becomes a Muni. Wishing for that world
(of Brahman) only, mendicants leave their homes.

-
'

The above texts show that the Upanisads teach that the highest end of

man (namely. Release) can bo realised in any of the four ASramas, if the

man discharges rightly the duties of his Asrama. The Chhftndogya Upanisad,

therefore, when it winds up with the Grhastha Asrama, refers to this

particular Asrama because it includes all the others.

Objection : The Sutra uses the word Ttaresam in the plural number,

while it ought to have used the word Itarayoh in the dual number : because

two other ASramas arc only left and not more than two.

This objection is answered by tlio fact that as these two Asramas

contain many sub-divisions, so they are spoken of in the plural.

Xote : Thus the Brahmachari Asrama has four sub-divisions, called Savitra, Brithma,

Prfijdpatya and Brhad. The Vanaprasthas have also four sub-divisions, »/'.;., Phenapa,

Udambara, Vaikhanasa, and Valakhilya. The Sannydsa has also four sub-divisions, ri:„

Kutichaka, Bahtldaka, Haihsa and Ntekriya.

The Chhftudogya and other Upanisads mention the Brahmacharya

and the Vfinaprastha ASramas also, in the same way as they mention the

Sannytisa (Manna) and the Grhastha Asramas. A man can attain Mukti

in any one of these four Asramas. He may be a NaistJiika BrahmachSri

who uever marries. Or he may be a Svanisiha Grhastha or he may be a

Vanaprastha or a SanuySsin, and get Mukti. Mukti is not the special

privilege of any particular Asrama.

Thus in the Jfibala Upauisad the four Asramas are ordained (and it

is expressly taught therein that Mukti is attainable in any one of those

stages).

Let a person after finishing studentship (Brahmacharya) become a householder

;

after finishing the householder stage let him become a hermit or forest-dweller, and after

finishing the hermit's stage, let him wander forth (become a SannyiBin). . Or he may
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become a wanderer after finishing studentship (Brahmacharya) or after the householder's

life or after the forest-life ( if he has excess of Vairagya ). Or again whether ho has

taken a degree or not taken a degree, whether he is an unmarried graduate, or a solitary

widower graduate, whether his household sacred fire has been extinguished, or he has never

lit any sacred fire, the day he gets the world-weariness; let him on that very day wander

forth renouncing the world.

This shows that all men of all Asramas are entitled to enter the

Bannyfisa Asrama. In a latter passage of tile samo Jftbftla Upanisad, the

Nirapeksas are also described in the sentence beginning with "Tatra

paramahaihsSnam," etc, as given below :

era WfflT5nTO*fawfa^§5^i^

«ftfir b wrstfr Jtt^fcr n K n

Among the Paramhaihsas are Samvartaka (Prajapati), iruni, Svetaketu, DurvfisA,

Rbhu, Nidfigha, Jadabharata, Dattatreya, Iiaivataka and others who had no external

marks of caste or Asrama, who had no particular mode of conduct or discipline, whose

conduct was opposed to caste rules, and who though not insane, acted as if they Were

insane. Let a man, therefore, uttering the words Bhuh Svahi, throw into the water his

staff, the Kamandalu, his vessels, his water-strainer, his sling for carrying the load, his

sacred tuft of hair and his sacred thread. Having thrown all these caste-marks, let him

go out in search of His Self. Wearing the form in which he was born (namely, perfectly

nude), above all pairs of opposite (such as heat and cold, etc.), renouncing all books,

studies, renouncing acceptance of alms, having obtained full knowledge of the true

Brahman, pure in heart, begging alms only to maintain his life, only on fixed hours of the

day in the vessel of his stomach (that is, keeping the food into no vessel but putting it

into his stomach), constantly thinking "I am God," free from gain and loss, dwelling in

empty temples or huts or an anthill or under a tree or where the cooking earthen vessels

are thrown, or where the sacred fire is kept, on the bank of a river or in a mountain,

forest or cave or in the hollow of a tree, or near a waterfall or on an open plateau. With-

out any house, or fixed residence, without any effort to collect anything, without the idea

of proprietorship about anything, always meditating on the pure Brahman with his gaze

turned inward, constantly trying to destroy past evil Karmas, he ends his life in

Sannyfisa,—such a man is called Paramahaihsa.

Therefore, the ChhSndogya Upanisad very rightly concludes with the household

order, because in that Asrama the duties to be performed are many: and

it has been well said : "The day lie gets the world-weariness, on that very

day let him wander forth."

The above passage clearly shows that the moment one gets the world-

weariness, he should renounce the world. The condition precedent
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for entering into the oider of the Sanny&sins is such world-\vearines9.

The argument based upon the last Mantra of the ChMndogya Upanisad where

it winds up with the household order, namely, that the condition precedent

to entering the Sannya a As>ami is the passing through the household

Asrama, therefore, falls to the ground.

The reason why a man enters into the household life is because he has

unexhausted worldly propensities : the reason why he renounces the world

is because such proclivities no longer exist in him and the world weariness

takes their place This is the only criterion to judge whether a person is

ready to take Sannya a or not. Thus this also is established that, when a

man is endowed with the qualifications of Sama ( mind-control ), Damn

( sense-control \ Uparati ( tolerance ), etc., whether he be in any Asrama or

in no Asrama, Kuowledge ( VidyS ) is sure to originate in him.

Adhikarana XIV.

The author now teaches that Vidya" or Divine Wisdom is a mystery,

and should be kept secret. In the sVetftsvatara it is written :

This highest myBtery in the Vedfinta, delivered in a former age, should not be given

to one whose pasBions have not been subdued, nor to one who has not a son, or who has

not a pupil.

Doubt : Now arises the doubt : Should this VidyS be imparted to every

one or to a select few only?

PHrvapaksa : The Masters of Wisdom are also Masters of Compassion;

To impart knowledge to the fit and withold it from the unfit, to discriminate

who is fit and who is unfit, goes against their compassionate nature which

loves all ; and consequently, the Vidyft must be revealed to all in-

discriminately.

Siddhdnta : This view is set aside in the next Sutra.

sutra in., 4. 50.

*raif%«5H Anaviskurvarj, not making it manifest AnvaySt, because

of the connection,

50. Let the Master teach the disciple not to reveal the doctrine,

for such is the ancient usage.—479.

85
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COMMENTARY

Let him it struct lhe rupil not to reveal the teaching. Why ?

Anvayftt ; Because in the above text of the SvetiiAvat ira, the instruction U
txpmsly to that eflect. So also says the Lotus-eyed Lord Krsna ia the

Gitfi (XVIIL, 67) :

si ^15*^ srear h ^ nf ^s^urfa il Vs ll

Never is this to be spoken by thee to anyone who is without asceticism, nor without

devotion, nor to one who desireth not to listen, nor yet to him who speaketh evil of Me.

The teaching becomes fruitful when given to the worthy, and bears

no fiuit, when it falls on unworthy soil. For the Sruti says (S\et,

VI, 23) :

*m TO nftphr \% am i

afJm mf: nmndt nrfUH: i sit,t*p% ustwj ir?ii

If these truths have been told to a high-minded man, win feels the highest devotion

for God, and for his Guru as for Hod, then they will ehine forth,— then they will shine

forth indeed.

So also in the story of the two pupils of Prnjapnti, given in tho

ClMndogya Upanisad, we find the same thing. The Asuru king, Virochana,

and the Deva king, Indra, both heard a voice projhiiming. (Chh. Up.,

VIII, 7. 1) :

3 wwR.swncnr ft'** ftff^nWtsftftaf«ftsF;<ns: wt'.ii: *wf?<T: Bistres?:

JlWlf^l1! ti ? n

PrajSpati proclaimed : "The Atman, who is free from sins, free from old age, free

from death, free from grief, free from hunger, free from thirst, he whoso desires are true,

whose will is true, he ought to be searched out, he ought to be understood. He who has

known that Atman indirectly and has also realised Him, attains all worlds and all desires."

Both went to Prajfipati to learn tho meaning of this parable. Both

were taught equally in the same words. But Virochana, deduced from

those words, through his perverse intellect the doctrine of materialism, and

Indra the doctrine of life eternal. Virochana failed to get the realisation

of the truth. Therefore, Vidyfi must be taught to the fit only and not

to the unworthy. The fit are thoso who are devoted to the Lord as revealed

and established in the world-scriptures, and who are endowed with

faith.
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Adhikarana XV.— The time of the Origination of Vidya.

Now tho author discussos the question what is the proper time when
Vidyfi becomes ripe and originates in man.

Visaya : The stories of Nachikotas, JabSla, etc., as well as of VSraadeva

are the topics which constitute tho subject of discussion here.

Doubt : Here * rises the doubt : Does the VidyS, as the result of the

above-mentioued practices, arise in this very life or in the next life ?

Pnrvapahsa : When those practices are rightly performed, VidyS

originates in this very life, because a man undertakes any gieat object with

the desire "let mo accomplish this in this very lite." The enthusiasm is

liable to flag, if one were told that his efforts will bear fruit in the next

life.

Siddhdnta : Tt is not an invariable rule, that Vidya" originates in one

life, as is shown in tho noxt Sutra.

sCtra nr., 4. 51.

^fc^l. Aihikam, tho present life or birth (in which we obtain knowledge).

Tipper Aprastnta, not being present. si%^ Pratibandhe, obstruction, Tad,

that. Daisanat, biing declared by the scriptures.

51. Vidva originates in this very life, provided there are no

obstructions at hand ; as this is seen (in the case of some),

-480.

COMMENTARY

When there is no obstruction to the rise of VidyS then she originates

in this very life; but when there is any sucli obstruction then the manifests

in the next life.

Why do we say so ? Because we find it so described in the case of

Nachiketas, who got Vidya in one life, while there are others who did not

get it but in the next life As in the Katha (Jpanisad, VI., 18 :

qfW^cfts 1* as*!! fasjiirtu jftifaft ^ lew* i

Nachiketas having then obtained all this knowledge and practice imparted by Yama,

attained Brahman, became free from Kajas and beyond death ; another who thus knows

the Spirit certainly becomes so.

The above and the texts like these indicate that Vidya can originate in

one life also.

But there are texts which show that she originates sometimes in the

next life. As thus Vlmadeva got Vidyft while he was in the womb of
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his mother. (See Br. Up., L, 4. 10). The fruition is not always in the

same life in which the effort is commenced. If the obstruction is small

and the energy put into the practice for the acquisition of Vidyft is great,

then Vidyfc is acquired in that very life. The effort is sufficiently strong

to overcome the weak resistance, as we see in the case of Nachiketas

and the King of the Sauvtras called Rahugana. But if the obstruction

is strong, then though Vidyft originates owing to the performance of

sacrifice, charity, austerity, thought-control, etc., she remains latent,

covered up by the obstructions ( as the chicken inside the shell ), and

she awaits the next birth, for the breaking of the shell and for her coming

out in all her glory. It is thus said in the Gita I VI., 37 and forward

up to 45 ) :

*mf?re* mmOt s^nri ifa ii 3«= ii

?W*f fWH ifpTfcqStW: I

*r«mr ^ftaifa fit «ft«rcnirj

ajaW acfr sft^ $ww ii h

fsifTOlft jftlfjj ««Mwrf?ra&t ii w n

*r5hpiwrafa*«iefr qifa «rci »iRiq.ii w a

He who is unsubdued but who possessed faith, with the mind wandering away from

Yoga, failing to attain perfection in Yoga, what path doth he tread, O Krsna 1

Fallen from both, is he not destroyed like a rent cloud unsteadfast, O mighty-armed,

deluded in the path of the Eternal ?

Deign, O Krsna, to completely dispel this doubt of mine ; for there is none to be

found save Thyself able to destroy this doubt.

Srt Krsna said

:

0 son of Prtba\ neither in this world, nor in the life to come, is there destruction for

him ; never doth any who worketh righteousness, O beloved, tread the path of woe.
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Having attained to the worlds of iho pure-doing, and having dwelt ihcre for im-

memorial years, he who fell from Yoga is re-born in a pure and blessed house.

Or he may ev*n be born into a family of wise Yogt*, but such a birth aE that is most
difficult to obtain in this world.

There he recovereth the characteristics belonging to this former body, and with these

he again laboureth for perfection, O joy of the Kurus.

By that former practice he is irresistibly swept away. Only wishing to know Yoga,

even the eetker after Yoga goeth beyond the Bifihmic world.

But the Yogi, labouring with assiduity, purified from sin, fully perfected through

manifold births, he reachclh the supreme goal.

The above texts of the Gita clearly show that Vidya sometimes does

originate in Iho next life.

Nor is it an invariable rule, as is asserted by the Purvapaksin, that

no man will undertake a thing the fruition of which will not tako place

in one and the same life. There are men ( wiser and more m>dest ) who

say "let mo do the effort and leave the success to come, either in this

life or in the next." Thus it is proved that success in the acquisition of

Vidya" and her manifestation depends primarily on the removal of tho

obstructions, whether this takes place in this life or in tin next.

Adhikarana XVI.

The acquisition of Vidyfl invariably leads t> release. Kow the

author shows that when Vidy& is acquired, Moksi invariably and neces-

Farily follows such acquisition. In the Upanisads (Br. Up., IV., 4 17, and

S^vefc, Up., III., 8) wo find it clearly meationed that the knowledge of God is

immortality.

qftUfqs:.* qs^sraT Jlftftp: II

a*N *n?«isi farsm lefis^T. n "

ft«&S*F!TJI II c II

He in whom the five beings and the ether rest, him alone I believe to be the Self,

—I who know, beli've him to be Brahman ; I who am immortal, believe him to be

immor'al. (Br., Up., IV., 4 17).

I know that great person (Purusa) of sunlike lustre beyond the darkness. A man

who knows him truly, passes over death ; there is no other path to go. (Svet. Up.,- III.. 8).

Doubt : Here arises tho doubt : D >es the M >ksa take place on the

falling off of the body in which the Vidy& was acquired, or does it take place

in the next life ?

Purrapaksa : Vidya\ being the cause of Mukfi, there is no reason, why

the man, who has got Vidya, shou'd take another birth to get Mukti. For

a cau-e is invariably fol'owel by the effect

Siddhdnta : This view is set aside in the next Sutra.
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sutha in., 4. 52.

Evam, thus. g%i Mukti, of salvation. Phala, about the time of

obtaining the fruit. wftfT: Aniyamah, there is no rule. ^ Tad, of that (ie,

sahation). AvasthS, the condition. ?r#: Avadhrtlj, being determined.

3* Tad, of that (i.e., of salvation). «w»T Avastha, condition. Avadhrteh,

being determined.

52. Similar is the case with the Mukti. There is no

invariable rule of the time of its fruition, because it depends upon

well ascertained conditions, because it depends upon well ascertained

conditions.—481.

COMMENTARY

As in the case of the time for the origination of Vidya\ there was no

invariablo rule, whether it should originate in one life or in the next,

though the man had acquired all the necessary qualifications for its

origination, and as its manifestation is delayed owing to obstructions

which requiro to be removed and which are removed in the next life ; so

also is the cise that a man may have acquired Vidya, yet Moksa which

is the characte:i-;iic fruit of Vidya is delayed till the next life, becauso

the Prfirabdha Karmas require t> bo worked out Of course, if there are

no FrSrabdha Karmas which require to be worked out, then the Mukti

takes place in that very life. Bat if there are Prdr.tbJIia K inn is which

are not exhausted in one life, then the man must take another birth in

order to get Mukti ; for Mukti can never bo pirtial. Why do we say so ?

Tad avastha avadhrteh,' because the condition of Mukti is a definite con-

dition, fully ascertained in the dSstras. Thus in the Chhandjgya

Upanisad, (VI, 14. 2) it is laid down that a nun who finis th«s teacher

obtains the knowledge ; but there is delay in his getting Mukti so long as his

Pifiralidha Karmas are not exhausted.

In the same way does a man who finds the Teacher, obtains the knowledge. For him

there is dilay only so long as his Prirabdha K,irmas are not exhausted. Then ho reaches

the peifcct.

This text of the Chh&ndig-a shows as a well-determined rub of

Mukti that the man who has got Vidya, obtains Mukti, not immediately,

but on the exhiustion of his Pr&rabdha Karmas. A similar rale is laid down

in the Srorti called the NarSyana Adhyatma :

"The man who has acquired Vidyi gets immortality, there is no doubt in it ; he goes
TAnkW at once •, when ius Prarabdha Karmas are exhausted ; but if his Karmas are not
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exhausted then he has to take many births, and on the exhaustion of such Karmas he
gots to that woild of Hari.''

No doubt it is a rule that VidyS exhausts all Karmas, yet the

force of the Prarabdha Kami is is not exhausted but remains active,

because the Lord has so willed it. This has been mentioned before also.

This will be further treit^d of in the latter part of this book. The repetition

is to indicate the end of the Adhy&ya.

Miy that Hari who produces dispission (in the hearts of His worshippers towards

all transitory objects of the world) but who binds with the ropes of His auspicious

qualities (of compassion, friendliness, beauty, lovo, etc.), his devotees (to his fett), and

rnhkus thorn take plc-isure in such bondage; and who in hit turn, thiugh bound by the

ropes of love by His devotees, still takes pleasure in such bondage, may that Hari be my

beloved.

Hero ends the Fjurth PM\ of the Third Ai'iySyn of the Vedinti Sutras

with the comnentary of Baladeva called the Oovinda Bhasya.



FOURTH ADHYlYA.

First Pada.

je^w flag sflciTfnr s fft: ^'i^u

He who giving ihe medicine of VidyA to His devotees, makes them free from disease

may that 8elf of Joy, Hiri Himself, come within the scope of my vision.

This A'lhy&ya deals with a discussion as to tho fruits of Vidya* or

Divine Wisdom. Though in somo of the Sutras in the beginning, the

subject dealt with is Sadhana or means of knowledge or practice, yet a9

the main topic is that of the Results of VidyS, it is called the Phala

Adhyfiya.

Visnyn : In the Brhad&ranyaka Upani?ad, (IV., 5. 6) it is said :

*n?iT m v\ *ft.1«aft ft&ejifassrr ^^If-Tfir <3?aK 58 »^ ftsra

*tl ftfaK II * I'

Verily, the S.ilf U to ba seen, to be heard, to be constantly thought over, to be

meditated upon, O Mtitreyi 1 When the Self has been seen, heard, thought over, and

meditated upon, then all this is known.

Doubt : Now arises the doubt : Should the practices called here

Havana (hearing), Mariana (thinkiog), etc., be performed once only, or must

they be repeated ?

Tunmpaksi : The opponent says. They must bo psrformed once only.

For as tho sacrifices, called Agnist/>rna, etc, performed once only, lead to

heaven (Svarga), etc., so the performance of Sravana, Manana, etc., once only

gives the vision of the Sdlf. Therefore, these spiritual exercises need not

be repeated.

Siddh&nta : The right view, however, is given in the next Sutra.

SUTRA iv. 1. 1.

•nifatwytoraL ii » M i x ii

*rnf%: .Xvrttih, repetition. «r«i>a Asakrt, not once, many times, repeatedly.

SM^liSi Upadesat, the instructions being given.

1. (The SMhanas called Sravana, Manana and the rest

require} repetition, bxcause the Scripture itself repeats the instruction

more than once.—482.
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rOMMKXTVRY

The practices known as "hearing, meditatiug," etc., require repetition:

in order to produce any fruit. Why ? Because tho Scripture by constant

repetition of the same teaching, suggests that these practices should be
repeated also. Thus in the Chh&ndogya ITpanisad, VI., H. 7, aud the following,

the teacher repeats nine times the saying, "that is the essence and ruler of all,

the desired of all, and known only through the subtlest intellect."

Here Svetakotu is taught the mystery about Brahman nine times

before he understands it.

The maxim of the Ritualistic Philosophy is that the dignity of the

Scripture is sufficiently vindicated if its commands are carried out once

only. (Scriptures say "Perform pilgrimage." The man fulfils the law if lie

makes pilgrimage once only). Why should then Sravana, Manana, etc., be

repeated ? Does not this contradict the above maxim V No, the maxim
applies to those acts only whose fruits are invisible and manifest in the

next world : and not to acts whose fruits are to he seen in this very life.

Direct intuition of tho Self is a visible; result to be gained in this very

life. Tho fruit is visible or at least may become visible. Such acts must

bo repeated, because they subserve a seen purpose. It is like tho act of

beating the rice, which must be repeated till tho rice strains become free

from their husks. When tho Scripture speaking about the rico for the

sacrifice says, "the rice should be beaten ;" the sacrificer understands that

the injunction means "the rice should be beaten, over and over again, till

it is free from husk ;" for uo sacrifice can be performed with the rice with

its husk on. So when the Scripture says : "The Self must bo seen through

hearing, thinking and reflecting," it moans the repetition of these mental

processes, so long as the Self is not seen.

SIjTKA iv., 1. 2.

f«TO II 81 ? M II

fajHS Lingat, because of tho indicatory signs.

2. And there is an indicatory mark (which shows the necessity) of

such repetition.—483.

COMMENTARY

In the Taittiriya Upanisad, III., 2 we find that Bhrgu goes several times

to his father Varuna and asks him again and again, to be taught the nature

of Brahman.

86
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Bhrgu Vamni went to his father Varuna, saying Sir, teach me Brahman. He told

him this, ri-.,, Food, breath, the eye, the ear, mind, speech. Then he said again to him :

That from whence these beings are born, that by which when born, they lire, that into

which they enter at their death, try to know that. That is Brahman.

This injunction about repetition, is meant for those only who have

done some such sin that a single performance of tin; act is not sufficient

to give them the Divine Vision.

Note : This sin is called Ntfraa-aparadha. Those who are such sinners, and the

majority of mankind falls in that category, require to repeat the Satlhanas before they

can see (tod.

x Ulhilcarana II

Now the author raises another discussion regarding the same subject.

Doubt: Must this worship of (k>d be done by thinking upon Him

as the Lord of all Majesty or as the Timer Self of the Worshipper ? .Medi-

tation on the Lord as fsVara is to think Him as Almighty, the AU-ordainer,

the Terrrible, the Unconquerable, etc., while meditation on Him as the Self

means to think of Him as all love, as the Highest .\[an, etc.

Pfirvapahsa : The Lord must be meditated upon as the Jsvara.

For the Svotftsvatara Upanisad, (IV., 7) says :

"On the same tree man sits grieving, immersed, bewildered, by his own impotence

(an-isa). Hut when he sees the other fiord (isa) contented, and knows his glory, then his

grief passes away."

Siddhdnta : The Lord must be worshipped as the Self, as shown in th«

following Sutra :

si" Tin iv., 1. 3.

TlWT Atmft, AttnS. the Supreme Soul, the Lord. ?fit Iti, as. g Tn, l)ut,

indeed. 3<T«t^S{f*fl Upagachchhanti, acknowledge, JTHRf^r Onthoyanti, make,

apprehend. ^ Cha, and.

3. But the Masters contemplate on Brahman as the Self and teach

jt so .to their pupils.— 484.

I'OMMKN'fAHY

The word "Tu'' lias the force of "only." That (iod is to be worshipped

as the Self. The knowers of Truth realise the Cause as tho Self : as says

the Srnti. (Br. Up.,, TV., 4. 22): "Knowing this, the people of old did not

wish for offspring
; they said we, who have this Self and this world of

Brahman."
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Not only this, they teach this form of worship to their pupils also. As
in the Brhad&ranyaka Upanisad, (I., 44. T) : "Lot men worship Him as Self,

for in tho Self all these are one."

The word "Self" (.Atman) here means the Entity who is all-pervading,

whose essential nature is knowledge and bliss and who lias the shape
of Man. (The God Han always appears in a human shape before Hi$

devotees).

Others say that the Hod is called Self or Annan, because all beings get

their existence or 1-ness from Him, because He lias made thorn to participate

in His substance. He must be contemplated as one's own "Self" or "I" in the

sense that all the functions of one's ego get their life and energy from God

;

and thus God is the very Self of one's "I."

Those are mistaken who say that the .Ifva must meditate upon him-

self as identical with Brahman : for when the .liva is free from Avidya, it

is Mrahman pure and simple. The Scriptures do not mean to teach any

sucli identity, as we have already demonstrated in commenting upon Sutra

II., 1. 22, page 251. The contemplation on the Lord ah Self lias, therefore,

a different sense altogether from proving the identity of the creature with the

creator.

A dhi'karana IfI.

hi the Chhandogya mid the other Upanisads (Chh., III., IS. 0 it is

said : Let one meditate on the Brahman as mind.

AST* a^qitf?t«r^^WTftWira*ft t^lfSWnftK WZjsilTrA ^ifaW =3 II I II

l&t one meditate on the Brahman as (dwelling in the Mind and called) Mind ; thin

is microcosmic meditation. Next the inacrocosmic : (let one meditate on) Brahman an

( dwelling in Akasa and called) Akdsa, the All-illumining. By this latter both meditations

have been taught, the microcoeroic and the macrocosmic (because the Akasa includes the

Manas).

Doubt : Here arises the doubt: "Should one contemplate on Manas and

the rest as Atman as one contemplates of Kvara as Atman ?"

Pvrvapakm : The sentence "Mind is Brahman" shows tho identity of

Mind with Brahman. Consequently Mind must be contemplated as Self

:

Siddhdnta : This view is set aside in the next Srttra.

SITKA IV., 1. 4.

JURfft 1 ft II » I I I 8H

•I Na, not. 5Kffo> Pratike, in tl>" symbols such its the mind, etc. 1 Na, not

ft Hi, because.
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4. Brahman is not to be contemplated as Self in the symbols like

Manas, etc., for the symbol is not God.—485.

COMMENTARY

Tn symbols like mind, ether, etc., one should not put the idea of Self

because a symbol can never become God. It is always the seat of God and

uot God. As in the Bhagavata Pur&na we find :

sftw sgitf* ft- vtii m ft5^ i<t jwptwj?: i

The ether, air, fire, water, and the earth as well as the celestial lights, creatures,

directions, trees, rivers, and seas, all these are the bo dy of the Lord Hari. In fact, all that

exists is his body. Let him, therefore, bow down to Him alone as existing in these.

Why does the Sruti then say meditate "Brahman is Mind," meditate

"Brahman is Akasa V" In these passages the nominative case must be con-

strued in the locative. The sentence must be interpreted as "meditate

Brahman is in the Mind," meditate "Brahman is in the Akasa.

"

Adhikarana IV.

In the preceding Sutras the author prohibits contemplating the symbols as

Self and has enjoined that tsvara or the Lord Hari may be contemplated as

Self. Now he discusses the question about tsVara and Brahman.

Doubt : Should the Lord Hari be contemplated as Brahman ? The texts

which show the identity of tsvara with Brahman are the subject-matter of

discussion in this connection. Such as Ayam Vai Harayah, etc.

Furvapaksa : The Lord (fsvara) should not be contemplated upon as

Brahman because in preceding texts it lias been said : "He should be

meditated upon as Self only and not as Brahman."

Siddhdnia : This view is set aside in the next Sutra.

sf'TKA IV., 1. J).

IWRftOTf^ II S M I H II

*Wlfe: Brahma-drstih, the view of Brahman 3?*flfar Utkarsftt, ou account

of superiority.

5. The Lord (Isvara should be meditated upon as Brahman, because

such meditation is the most exalted.—486.

COMMENTARY

Just as the Isvara is contemplated upon as the Self, so must He be

always meditated upon as Brahman. (The three terms Atman, Isvara and,
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Brahman are identical). Why should this be so? Utkars&t. Because of
the exalted state, because the Lord being tho store-house of endless
auspicious attributes. Such a contemplation is perfectly justified with regard
to Him, and is an exalted sort of meditation. The Nruti (also Br. Up.,
II., 5. 19) says the same:

He (the Lord) became like unto every form, and this ia meant to reveal the (true) form

of Him (the Stman). Indra (the Lord) appears multiform through the Mayas (appearances)

for his horses (senses) are yoked, hundreds and ten. This (itman) is the horses, this

(Atman) is the ten, and the thousands, many and endless. This is the Brahman, without

cause and without effect, without anything inside or outside this Self is Brahman,

< )mnipresent and Omniscient. This is the teaching (of the Upanisad).

This text shows that the Lord is to bo meditated upon as Atman as well

as Brahman.

The same fact is reiterated in other places also, such as "Atha kasmat

uchyate Brahma," etc.

Adhikarana V.

In the Kg Veda (X., !)0», Purusa Siikta we have the following:

fltais ^rigaf wpj g^ffctf'Strc?! n

From His mind wan produced the Moon, from His eyes was born the Sun: from

J lis ears, the Air and Breath, and from His mouth was produced the Kire.

Here the eyes, etc., of the Lord are conceived as causes generating

the KuD, Air, etc.

Doubt : Should one contemplate on the eyes, etc., of the Lord as

the cause of Sun, otc., or should one not?

Purvapakm: Such contemplation should not be made, because

His eyes, etc., are very soft and tender as lotus : and the contemplation on

them as generators of sun, etc, is against this ; and would give rise to

the notion of their being very harsh and rough.

Siddhdnta: This view is set aside in the next Sutra.

sOtua 1. <>.

*nftsj-inft Aditya-ftdi, about the sun and the others. Matayal} ideas.

Cha, and. *rjf Ange, in the parts, or limbs, 3^1%: [Jpapatteh, that being

proved, or that being reasonable. *

6, The ideas of sun and the rest (originating from his eyes,
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etc.,) should be made with regard to the limbs of the Lord, because of

its reasonableness.—487.

OMUtKXTAKY

The word "("ha" in the Sutra is employed in order to set aside the

Purvapaksa. The contemplation on the eyes, etc., of the Lord as the

generator of tlio sun, etc., is a valid contemplation, and such notion does

not detract from the mildness of the Lord. Why do we say so? Becauso

it is reasonable. Such a contemplation exalts the glory of the Lord.

The Lord is magnified when we think of His eyes, etc., as the producers

of the sun, etc. Though they are exceedingly mild and soft, yet they are

the generators of such strong and hard objects as the sun, etc. : this must

be believed, becauso the Revelation says so, and because it is a transcend-

ental mystery.

Adhikarana VI

In the SvetfisVatara we read its follows (II., 8)

:

WIPWfJT II c II

Let a wise man hold his body with its three erect parts (chest, neck and head) even,

and turn his senses with the mind towards the heart, he will then in the boat of Brahman

cross all the torrents which cause fear.

Doubt: This description of the posture is enjoined by the

Kevelation. The question arises : Is this posture compulsory in every .lapa

or recitation or is it optional?

P&rrapaksa: The recitation of Om is a mental process. No particular

bodily postures are absolutely necessary for the due carrying ou of auy

meutal process. Therefore, the Asana (posture) taught in the above Sruti is

not compulsory.

Siddhdnta: This view is set aside in the next Sutra.

Sl'TRA IV., ]. 0.

Trata* Isinah, sitting, gwwra; Sambhav&t, on account of possibility.

7. (Let him recite the name of the Lord Hari) in a sitting

posture, (for prayer is) possible in that posture only.—488.

COMMKXTAKY

The Lord Hari should be meditated upon by tho devotee, hi a sitting

posture. Why? Because meditation is possible only when one is sitting.
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tl is not possible when ono is lying down at full length, or is standing or

is walking. Meditation is possible only whon one is quietly seated.

Moreover, in the SVetftsvatara llpanisad, 1. 3, we read :

3<efil«rftt%*&1i: II * II

The sages, devoted to meditation and concentration, have scon the power belonging
to God Himself, hidden in its own finalities (ttuna). He, being one, mipcrintends all those

causes, time, self, and the rest.

This declares that those who yearn to know God should perform

meditation (Dhyftna). Now Dhyftna can he performed only by him who
is in a sitting posture and not in any other state. The next Niltra makes

it still more clear.

sCtra tv., 1. S.

•IffiKt Dhyfinftt, because of the concentrated meditation. Cha, and.

8. And- because meditation is also possible in a sitting^ posture

only—480.

CoMMKNTAKV

Dhyftna or meditation is thinking on ono subject continuously, with-

out the inrush of ideas incongruous with the subject of thought. Such

meditation is possible in a sitting posture only, and not while lying down

or standing, etc. Therefore, a sitting posture should be adopted both for

prayers as well as for meditation.

sPtha tv., 1. 9.

«?^>^p^q II tf It I * II

SR5I?*»I. Achalatvam, motionlessnoss, steadiness. ^ Oha, and, indeed.

Apekgyn, referring to.

9. And because the Sruti has reference to inotionlessness as a

condition of Dhyftna.—400.

('OMMKNTARY

The word 'Cha' in the Sutra has the force of indeed only. In the

Chhftndogya Upanisad, the root Dhyftya is employed in the sense of inotion-

lessness. This shows that Dhyftna has the essential quality of inotionlessness.

Thus in Chhftndogya Upani?ad, VII., 6. 1, we have the verb Dhyftyati used

in the sense of inotionlessness.
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Stswi: mffti fajsn awrfMrefrs* 5r *r*far «rRg<n?^f?r urn

DhySna is better than ( 'hitta. The earth is in meditation, as it Were, and thus also

the sky, the intermediate region, the Heaven, the Water, the Mountains and Divine Men.

Therefore, those who among men have obtained greatness here, on earth, socm to have

obtained a portion of Dhytoa. While small and vulgar people are always quarrelling,

backbiting and abusing each other, great men seem to have obtained a portion of the

gift of Dhyana. Meditate on Brahman in Dhyana.

From this indicatory mark also, wo learn that meditation should be

done in a sitting posture. In secular language also we use the word

Dhyfiyati in the same sense, as in the sentence DhyAyati KSntam Prosita-

ramani, the wife thinks deeply or sitting in reverie thinking over her

husband gone on n distant journey.

sri'jn iv., 1. 10.

mfa ^ ii * i \ \ \ o
ii

wf*^ Smaronti, it is mentioned in the Smrtis. Cha, and.

10. And the Smrtis also teach the same (that meditation must be

performed in a sitting posture).—491.

COMMKNTAHY

Tims in tlie (rite, VT., 11. 13, wo have the following :

wgf^i jflfofH %5fTfSRfjita^ ii

in a pure place, established on a fixed seat of his own, neither very much raised nor

very low, made of a cloth, a black antelope skin, and Kusa grass, ono over tho other.

There, having made the mind one-pointed, with thought and the functions of the

senses subdued, steaily on his seat, he should practise Yoga for the purification of the self.

snfofi'si ?4 fonaiR«rerftiiiji \\ ii

Holding the body, head, and neck erect, immoveably steady, looking fixedly at the

point of the nose, with unseeing gaze.

Tho above verses of the Gita also teach that the persons meditating

should practise the motionlessness of their bodily limbs and sense-organs.

Such a motionlossness cannot take place without the sitting posture,

Therefore, the meditation must be performed in a sitting posture. And
the above verses specifically mention this posture by using the words

Upavisya Asane, sitting on a seat, etc.
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Adhikarana VII

With regard to the BrhadSranyaka Upani^ad (IV., 5. 6 and other texts to

the same effect) which declare that "the Self is to be seen, to be heard,

to be constantly thought over and to be meditated upon," which have already

been mentioned before, here arises another point for discussion.

Doubt : In this form of meditation and prayer, is there any condition of

direction, locality and time or is there no such condition ?

Ptirvapahsa : In all Vaidic ritual and UpSsana" we find particular direc-

tion, etc., mentioned. Such as the SandhyS should be performed facing east,

just before the sunrise on the bank of a river, etc. Since Vaidic rituals lay

down these conditions of prayers, and the Vedintic meditation and prayers

. being in no way different from the Vaidic SandhyS, the conditions of

direction, time and locality must apply to it also.

Siddhanta : This view is set aside in the next Sutra.

SUTRA iv., 1. 11.

*$m<u mf^m^ ii v M i n ii

Yatrn, where. <WHIHT Ekagrata, the concentration of mind, ttft

Tatra, there. srfa$f«rTtt Avises&t, is not being specially mentioned.

1 1 . Whenever there takes place one-pointeduess of the mind, there

let the meditation be performed ; because there are no such conditions

laid down with regard to this meditation, as there are laid down with

regard to the Vaidic SandhyS,—492.

COMMENTARY

In whatever direction, place or time there takes place the concenter

tion of the mind, then and there let the man meditate on the Lord Hari,

for there is no restrictive rule regarding it. Why ? AvisesSt, because no

specific condition is laid down with regard to such meditation, contrary- to

what is laid down with regard to SandhyS. In the Varlha Pur&na also

we find :

site \i ef «Ma awrfNRtrj

?n>* Ani^ *tft srcfaflr n

. . That place, time and condition one must resort to which are favourable tor mental

gtraeentracion. He should resort to that place only, seise that hour only, place himself' In

that condition only, see those comforts only, which ate favourable, to securing sflrenitjiof

mind. For by the time, place, etc., there is. no: peculiarity said to be wrought- ifr meditation,

but all enquiry about time, place, etc., is meant for making the mind serene

87
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Says au objector : Rut the Upanisads themselves record such specific

rules. How can you say that that there are no such rules ? For example,

the ^vetafwatara Upanisad, It., 10. -lays down the following rales :

v
Let him perform his exercises in a place, level, pure, free from pebbles, fire, and dust,

delightful by its Hounds, its water and bowers, not painful to the eye, and full of shelter*

land caves.

The Scriptures, moreover, say that sacred places of pilgrimages are causes

• t>f .release.

True. Places are of great help in concentration, provided there be no

•distracting elen ents there ; but those very sacred places of pilgrimages

become obstructions) to meditation, if there are distractions there. Hence

the best test <>f the place is that which the mind finds favourable ; and hence

the &ruti says "Mano'nukfile," where the mind feels favourable.

Adhikarana VIII.

In the 1'rasna Upanisad, V., 1, we have the following :

Next Saibya Satyakama asked him :

.. O Master, what world does he conquer by such (meditation) who amongst men

unceasingly meditates on Onkfira, up to his death.

So also in the Nrsimha Tapani Upanigad (II., 4) we have :

Whom all the Devas bow down to and ail the Would-be-Free and the Free (Brahman-

established).

In another passage (Tatt. Up., III., 10-5)

:

APT I

' They sit down, and sing this S4raa.

So also aftsi^ <tf <R«n^« Wf:—(Eg Veda)

The Wise ones always see that highest abode of Visnu.

Here we find a mention of the worship made to the Lord Hari, uot only

up to one's attaining Mttkti, but even after getting freedom.

Doubt
: Must the worship of the Lord be done only up to Mukti, or

continued even after getting Freedom ?

P&rvapaksa : The opponent says that since the object of all prayers and
worship is to get freedom, there is no necessity of continuing the worship of

Jhe Lord, after, one has obtained "freedom.

*c -.SiddMnta •: -This
J view "isf rebut^- Irf ft« next 9fltra.

.
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SC^THA IV., 1. 12. -

«TtRWmw Aprftyanat, till the salvation (Moksa>. Tatra, there; in :

salvation. Tfa A pi, pven. ft Hi, because. fW, Dr?tam, is seen in the

Sruti.

1 2. (The worship of the Lord should be done) up to the time of

Setting salvation and also thereafter ; because it is so seen in the

Revelation.—493.

COMMENTARY

The worship of the Lord should be done up to Prayana or Mukti :

aud "thereafter also," i.e., after getting Moksa also. Why V Because it

is so seen iu the Sruti*. The Sruti texts have already been quoted above.

Note : Thus the Nrsiiiiha Tapani text given above says :
' The Mumuksus (seekers

of Moksa) and the Brahma-vudius (who are established already in Brahman, namely, who
have become free) worship the Lord." The m has the senses of "being established."

Thus the Free as well as (he Would-be-Free both worship the Lord.

In addition to the texts already quoted, we have the followiug text

of the Sauparna Sruti

:

Let one worship Him always till ho get* freedom. Verily the Free ones also worship

Him.

This shows that the Lord must be worshipped both before getting.

Freedom and after getting it

As regards the objection, that the Muktas need not worship, because

there is no injunction to that effect, and because there is no fruit in such

worship, we say : true. There is no injunction to the effect, "Let the Freed

Souls also worship the Lord." Yet, such souls are irresistibly drawn to"

worship the Lord, because He is' so beautiful and attractive. The force of

His beauty compels adoration. Just as a person suffering from biliousness

is cured by eating sugar : but he continues eating sugar even after sudr

cure, not because he has any disease, but because the sugar is sweet, so is

the case with the Muktas.
'

Thus it is demonstrated that the worshipping the Ijord is an everlasting
1

act of the souls both free and bound.
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Adhikarana IX.

Having thus discussed in the preceding sections, the various means

of acquiring Divine Wisdom (Vidya), the author now enters into a discus-

sion as to the fruits of knowledge.

Visaya : In the Chhandogya Upanisad, IV., 14. 3, we have the following :

««ir tWm ii

At water does not cling to a lotus leaf, so no sinful act clings to one who knows

Him thus. He said : "Sir, tell me." He said then to him.

So also in the same (V., 24. 3) it is said :

As the tuft of the Islki reed entering into the fire is quickly reduced to ashes,

thus .indeed are burnt all his sins, who knowing the Lord, thus offers an Agnihotra.

Doubt : Now arises the doubt : Must the consequences of tho two

kinds of evil deeds, namely, those called the SaRchita (the stored up) and

the Kryamfiua (the deeds in the course of doing) be exhausted by suffering

their results, or do these two become destroyed and non-adhering respect-

ively, through the majesty of the Divine "Wisdom ?

Note : The Kryamanas become loosened, i.e., their effects do not cling to the man

:

the man passes through these Karmas as the lotus leaf through water unen tangled by

them.

The Sanchita Karmas are burnt up. Such has been said to be the power of Vidya\

P&rvopaksa : Neither the KryamSna Karmas are loosened, nor the

Sanchita Karmas burnt up by Vidyfi. The law of causation is inexorable :

as says the well-known verse :

«W4 f<r sir cmnpnrji

< The Karma is never exhausted or weakened in its force even after a lapse of

hundreds of millions of eons. It is 'exhausted only when its consequences are suffered.

Verily one must suffer the consequences of his acts, whether they be good or bad.

Therefore, these two kinds of Karmas (KryamSna and the Sanchita!

are .to be exhausted by suffering only.

„} Ibis being the law, the texts that say that the Divine Wisdom
destroys all Karmas, must be understood to glorify the wise and should, not

be iaken to be literally true. They are Arthavfidas or glorificatory passages.

Siddhdnta : The next Sutra refutes this view.

sf'TBA IV., L 13.

r^fa^^^*lqfan& rl^qq^lT^ II 8 I \ \ \\ ||

Tad. of him. Adhigame, knowledge being attained, aw
TJttara, of the latter, *.«., of what is being done. <j?r Purva, of the former,
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*.<>., of what is stored up l^ft: Agbayoh, of the sins. Aslesa, non-cling-

ing. f%iT3!T^ Vinasau, and destruction. <t| Tad, that. sfl^ra Vyapade&f,
being declared.

13. On obtaining that (Vidya) there take place the non-clinging

of the works done in the present life, and destruction of the works

stored up which were done in the past life. Because this is so declared

(in the Upanisads).—494.

COMMENTARY

The word "Tad Adhiganie' means the attainment of that, namely, of

Brahman which here means Brahma Vidyl When this Brahma Vidy& is

attained, then there result two-fold effects: All sius which aro committed

in the present life lose their power of clinging to tho man; while all sins

which were committed iu the past life and which constitute tho Sanchita

Karmas. are totally destroyed. Why ? Because it is so declared in the

Scriptures. The two texts declaring these have already been quoted above.

They clearly show that no sius done in the present life cling to the man,

because he is like a lotus leaf in water, while all his past sins are burnt

up Jike I§ikS reed. We cannot explain away or restrict the plain meaning

of Sruti texts like these. As regards the verses which say that no Karma

is destroyed, but by producing its effects, that holds good in the case of

ordinary men who have not obtained Brahma Vidya\ and who are in

ignorance.

Adhikarana X. •

In the Brhadaranyaka Upanisad (IV., i. 22) it is said

:

<l«Rt:M

Him (who knows), these two do not overcome, whether he says that for some reason

he has done evil, or for some reason he has done good, he overcomes both, and neither

What he has done, nor what he has omitted to do, burns (affects) him.

Doubt: Here arises the doubt : The above text mentions that good

and bad deeds are both crossed over. The question arises, does the same

law hold good with regard to the virtuous deeds as it does with regard -to

the evil deeds of sin. In other words: Are the. 8afichita good deeds totally;

burnt up like reeds, and the good deeds done in the present life cease to

cling, to tho man ? Just as jt was. the case .with regard to past and.present

ma.
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Pforvapaksa: The Purvapaksin maintains that the good deeds (whether

Kryamfina or Safichita) are not destroyed on the origination of Vidyfi..

because they being works done in accordance with the scriptural commands,

do not conflict with the Divine Wisdom or Vidyft, and therefore, they

co-exist with the VidyS and are to be exhausted by enjoying their rewards

in higher worlds. Therefore, it is not a correct saying that as soon as

Vidyft originates the man gets Mukti. For, if he has unexhausted good

works, he must pass through heaven worlds, etc.

Siddhanta : This view is set aside in the next Sutra.

SUTRA IV.. 1. 14.

*rKRl«%*R5tt qft ?J || 8
I \ I

» « ||

*?rc?j) Itarasya, of the other, i.e., of good deeds. *rfi Api, also. W3i

Evam, thus. Aslesah, non-clinging (and destruction). "fl^ Pate, after

the destruction, fall, or death. § Tu, but, indeed.

14. The same is the case with the other (namely, the good deeds)

;

the stored-up good deeds are destroyed and the good deeds done in the

present life do not cling to the man. He verily gets Mukti on the

falling off of his Prarabdha Karmas.—495.

COMMENTARY

With regard to the other, namely, the good works whether they be

Safichita or stored-up, or whether they be Kryamilna being done in the

present life, the rule is the same as with regard to sinful works. VidyS produces

her two-fold effects with regard to good works also. She burns up the

store of good works and doos not allow the good deeds done in the present

life to cling to the man. No doubt, good deeds are works doue in con-

formity with the law of the Vedas ; but it cannot bo said that, therefore,

they are not in conflict with VidyS. They are opposed to Vidya\ in this much
that their result is to produce heavenly joy and Svargic bliss; while the

fruit of VidyS is release; and as Svarga and Mukti can not co-exist together;

therefore, Punya, though Vaidic, is opposed to Vidyft. And as a matter

of fact, the so-called Punyam is after all not so pure as people think

it to be. In the Scriptures, the Punyam accruing from Vaidic works is

considered as sin after alL In the eye of a Vedftntin, all good works are-

Pftpam. In fact, in the Chh&ndogya Upanisad (VIIL, 4. 1) the term Papain

is applied to good deeds (8ukrtam) in the same way as it is applied to

evil deeus (Duskrtam). Both Sukrta and Duskrta are evils/ which are^

left behind when the man gets Mukti.
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; This Self is a Bridge (refuge) and-a support, so that these worlds (may be kept
in their proper places and) may not clash with each other. Night and day do not pass
that Bridge, nor old age, nor death, nor grief, nor the good deeds, nor the evil- deeds (of

men). All evils turn hack from Him, because He is free from all evils. He is Brahman,
the Great Refuge.

Consequently in the Oita (IV., 37) it is stated that all actions, whether
good or bad, are destroyed when knowledge is obtained. The word
Sarvakarmani used there is a generic term and includes good deeds also.

STHTfaT: «lw?f«ff H^aTff^ ?TOT II ^vs II

As the burning fire reduces fuel to ashes. <) Arjuna, so doth the fire of wisdom
reduce all actions to ashes.

Therefore, it has been established that the two kinds of Punyam
also, like the two kinds of sins, are respectively destroyed, and made
•unelinging. The SutrakSra farther adds 'Pate tu.' The word "Tu" has the

force of verily. Verily on the destruction of the Prarabdha Karmas, the

man gets Mukti. .Therefore, the saying that on the origination of Vidyft

a man gets Mukti is not a void statement.

Adhikarana XI.

When through Vidya or Divine Wisdom there are destroyed both

sorts of Sanchita Karmas, namely, the good as well as the bad Karmas ;

then at that very moment, it must reasonably follow that the body of the man

should fall off from him, because the body is the effect of such Karmas;

and when the Karmas are destroyed, the body naturally falls off. If this

be so, then anyone who gets the Divine knowledge, must immediately

pass out of this world, and so the teaching of the Divine knowledge by

the knowers of Brahman becomes an impossibility. The present Adhikarana

is commenced in order to remove this doubt.

The stored-up good and evil deeds are of two sorts, one which has

• commenced its fruition in this world, and the other which has not

commenced to produce its effects.

. Doubt : Are both these kinds of Sanchita Karmas, namely, the

Arabdha-phala and the Anftrabdha-phala destroyed by Vidyfi, or only the

Anftrabdoa-phala Karmas are destroyed?

- Pttrpapaksd, : In. the BrhadSranyaka Upani?ad (IV., 4. 22) . already quoted

above, it is said that both these are destroyed. There" is no. .. exception



mentioned there in favour of the Earmas whose effect has already commenced ;

and as the action of Vidyft is everywhere uniform (like the action of fire on

every kind of dry grass), therefore, both sorts of Sanchita Karmas, mature

as well immature, are destroyed by Vidyfi.

Siddhdnta : This view is set aside in the next Sutra.

SUTRA TV., 1. 15.

•RlWffi 3 «g fl^: II 8 I \ \ U II

AnSrabdha-karye, the effects of which have not yet begun,

ffl Eva, only. § Tu, but. $ Purve, in tho case of the former or stored good

deeds and sins, a? Tad, that. Avadheh, being the duration of time.

15. But only the immature Karmas of the former lives, namely,

.those Karmas whose effect has not yet begun, are destroyed by

. knowledge ; because that is the limit of the life of the JMnin
;
(namely)

< the limit of the life of the wise is the period over which his former

; Karmas which have begun to produce their effects extend.—496.

COMMENTARY

The word "Tu" in the Sutra is used in order to remove the doubt raised

by the Pflrvapaksa. The word "Purve" or "former works" mean accumu-
lated good and evil works of the time prior to the present life. The word
AnSrabdha-kSrye" means those works whose fruit has not commenced to

originate. Only this latter kind of Saiichita work is destroyed and not

/that kind of Sanchita work whoso offects have already begun to manifest.

;Why so? : "Tad avadheh", because that is the limit. Tn the Chh&ndogya
tUpanisad (VI., 14. 4) it has heen said that the man lives on even after the

lacquiring of tho knowledge, if his Pr&rabdha Karmas are not exhausted. The
;8Vuti says: "For him there is delay only as loug as he is not delivered from

the body." In the Bhagavata Pur&na, in the address of the Gratis to the

JLord, we find tho following (X., 87. 40)

:

jprftgwi^refiit tajm51* Arc: /

He who has realised Thee, does not perceive that good and bad effects are produced
by Thee, on account of the virtue and vice generated by the man in his past, because he

,
iB not conscious of the commands and prohibitions of Scripture regarding good and bad

.
deed affecting all embodied beings. (Because thou wiliest it so).

This shows that it is the will of tho Lord, that the man who Has
' obtained the Divifie Wisdom should go oh living in this body, so long as

u.Ws, .Prftrabdia Karmas are not exhausted.
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Note
:

But the great difference in his life before the origination of Vidytf and in
his life after the origination of such Vidyfi consists in this ; that before such origination,
he feels the good and bad effect of his Karmas, but after the origination of such Vidya\
his centre of consciousness being fixed in the Lord, he is so much absorbed in the Lord',
that he never perceives the effects of these Karmas.

To summarise. Vidyfi is verily supremely powerful. She destroys effectually, without
leaving any remainder, all Karmas just as a well-lit fire reduces to ashes all sorts of
fuel. Though this we learn from the books and must believe it also, yet we see on the
other hand, 'that divinely illumined sages, full masters of Divine Wisdom, arc living on this

earth and their bodies do not fall down as soon as they get Divine Wisdom. We further

see that they teach others and are not inactive, consequently, we must admit that it is

the will of the Lord that such men should continue to live, in order to spread his know-
ledge and the knowledge of Thcosophy (Brahma-vidyS) among mankind. This does not

detract from the glory of Vidyfl. (Divine Wisdom). The Vidya
1

has the power of burning
up all Karmas including the L'rfirabdha, but she does not do so, because her power with

regard to the Pritrabdha is countermanded by the will of the IiOrd. just as the power of

the fire to burn everything, may be suspended by the stronger power of Mantras and
jewels. Thus there is no harm if Vidya\ under the command of the Lord, does not burn

up the Prfirabdha Karmas.

Some raise another objection. They say Vidya" cannot originate but

through the body which is the result of the Prarabdh.i Karmas. Their

argument is : The origination of knowledge cannot take place without

dependence on an aggregate of works whose effects have already begun to

operate, and when this dependence lias once been entered into, we must,

as in the case <>f the potter's wheel, wait until the motion of that which

once has begun to move, comes to an end, there being nothing to obstruct

it in the interim. As when the force which moves the wheel is exhausted,

the wheel stops moving of itself, so also when the fruit is fully manifested,

the Karmas that produce the fruit are destroyed and not before that.

To this objection wo reply that this is not so. Knowledge is the

most powerful of all forces. She destroys all Karmas from their very

root. She can destroy even the energy that moves the potter's wheel,

namely, the Prftrabdha Karmas that makes this body to live; but she does

not do so through the will of the Lord. Nothing can resist her irresist-

ible course, but the will of the Lord. As a potter's wheel in motion may

be instantly put to rest, by placing upon it a heavier stone than the wheel

with its momentum, and the wheel would cease to move, so Vidya
-

is like

that heavy stone, which can stop the motion of the wheel of PrSrabdha

Karma even. That she doos not do so, is in deference to the will of the

Lord, and not because she lias not the power. Therefore, the statement

that Divine knowledge (Vidyfi) can destroy all Karmas is absolutely correct.

Adhikarana XII.

The statemont that the past good deeds of a Wise One are destroyed

by Vidyft, logically leads to the conclusion that the effects of all th«

obligatory duties (Nitya Karmas) are also destroyed, just as the effects

88
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of Kamya Karmas (religious rites performed for the sake of getting some

desired object). This deduction is not, however, correct ; and the presont

section is commenced to establish this fact. The proposition of the Byhad-

aranyaka (IV., 4. 22)— "both the good and evil works are destroyed"—leads

to a fresh doubt.

Doubt : Does the VidyS destroy the effects of Nitya Karmas like

fire sacrifice, etc., in the same way as she destroys the effects of Kamya

Karmas ?

Pforvapaksa : She destroys the Nitya Karmas also, because it is the

attribute inherent in Vidya to destroy all Karmas; for the essential power

of a substance can never be lost.

SiddMnta: This view is refuted in the next Sutra.

SUTRA IV., 1. 10.

*rf*«Tf
1

t5t-*uft Agnihotra-adi, the daily fire-offering to fire, etc. 3 Tu, but,

indeed. Tat, in the form of that (i.e., knowledge), wqfy Karyaya, to the

effect of getting the fruit, w Eva, even. as. Tat, That. ?fl«TF<T Darsnnat, because

of being seen.

16. But the daily fire sacrifice and the rest, produce Vidya as

their effect ; because it is so seen.—497.

COMMENTARY

The word "Tu" is employed in the Sutra to remove the doubt The

daily fire sacrifice and the rest, performed prior to the origination of

VidyS, produce their fruit in the shape of Vidya herself. "Why?

"Because it is so seen." Namely, the Scripture states that the Vidya is pro-

duced by these Nitya Karmas. Such as, Brhndaranyalca (iv., 4. 22) cT^%?Tg-

T^^«T etc. "Him they known through the study of the Vedas, through sacri-

fices, alms, austerities," etc. The right meaning, therefore, of the Sutra

iv., 1. 14, is that VidyS destroys all past good works, done prior to her

origination, provided such works are not Nitya Karmas or obligatory

works. The scriptures do not contemplate the destruction of the Nitya

works, for Yidy.t herself is their fruit. The word "destruction" is uot

employed in connection with the scorching up of the paddy grains, etc.,

wheu a house is burnt and whicli thus become incapable of being sown.

When a house is burnt down, the seed-grains kept in it may be scorched

and incapable of any fruit, but we do not say that the grains are destroyed.

So that Nitya Karmas cannot be said to be destroyed.

No doubt, there are some Nitya Karmas, which are quasi-K&mya:

that is to say, which produce not only VidyS, but lead the performer
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to Svarga, etc., also. Thus the Brhadaranyaka toxt «ta ftwta: "by tho per-
formance of Nitya works, one goes to the region of tho Pitrs," shows that
the Nitya Karmas Iiave the heaven-producing power also. This heaven-
leading power of tho Nitya Karmas is, however, destroyed, as soon as the
Vidya originates.

Tt lias been shown above that the Prarabdha good and bad Karmas
of the illumined sage remain in their force, through the more will of
the Lord, who wishes that such illumined sages should remain on earth,

in order to teach mankind, by spreading knowledge and instruction.

Though this is a general rule, yet there is an exception to it in the
case of some Nirapeksa devotees who, as soon as thoy get Vidya, enter

into Mukti
; because their PrSrabdha good and bad deeds aro immediately

destroyed, without causing them to experienco their fruit. (This is an

exception, and the Lord in their case does not wish that they should

romain behind on earth to teach mankind).

Vimya : In the Kausitaki Upani§ad (I., 4.) in describing the passage

of the soul it is written :

si^r af n^^fa ej?s?a<f5i& <q^t erer faqr gfAg^^ftrcr ^mn. 11 « 11

Him approach five hundred celestial damsels, one hundred carrying scented powders

like saffron, turmeric, etc., in their hands, one hundred carrying dresses in their hands,

one hundred carrying fruits, one hundred carrying various ornaments, and a hundred

carrying garlands. They adorn him with ornaments befitting Brahma" himself. The soul

thus adorned with Brahma-ornaments and knowing Brahman, sees everywhere Brahman.

He approaches the lake called, 5.ra, which he crosses with the boat of Mind. (But those

who do not know Brahman cannot cross this lake and are drowned in it, like the voyagers in

the sea when their ship is wrecked). The knower of Brahman then approaches the Hours
called the sacrificial destroying. They run away from him. as soon as he reaches them.

Then he comes to the river called Virajfi and crosses it by mind alone. He shakes off his

good and evil deeds. His beloved relatives obtain the good, his unbeloved relatives the

evil he has done.

Similarly the SStySyanins read :

His sons obtain inheritance, his friends the good, his enemies the evil he has done.

Adhikarana XIII.

[The vicarious atonement
|
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Doubt : Tho abovo shows that tho good and evil doeds, which

constitute the Prarabdha of tho Brahmavit, aro also destroyed, without

. experiencing their fruit. But the question arises: Is it possible that the

Prarabdha Karmas may be destroyed in the case of any person ?

Purvapakm : The Purvapaksin maintains that the Prarabdha

Karmas are never destroyed, in the case of any person, unless tho man

suffers their consequences. They are destroyed, only by the man under-

going the suffering for tho evil ho has done, and enjoying tho fruits

of the good deeds, he lias performed. Vidya cannot destroy PrSrabdha.

Siddhdnta: This view is set aside in the next Sutra.

Sl'TKA IV., 1. 17.

s^fcqift II 8 n n» II

Tit: A tab, than tin's (declaration of the Sruti), than this (text which

declares that the Prarabdha remains active through the Will of tho Lord), f? <T

Anya, (the declaration of the Sruti) other than that, namely, tho Srutis like the

"lotus leaf in water," "burning of fsika reeds." fk Hi, because. t&<TO Ekesam,

(in the branch) of some : in some SSkhSs. swft: Ubhayoh, of both (the good

and the evil deed that is commenced), the PrSrabdha of good and evil.

17. (Ill the case of some Nirapeksa devotees, there takes

place a non-clinging) of both (sorts of Prarabdhas, whether good or

evil), because in some (Sakhfts, like those of the Kausitakins and

Satyayanins), there is also a declaration other than (that of the

Chhandogya, VI., 14. 2).—498.

COMMENT VKY

In the case of some Nirapeksas, however, who aro extremely ardent

lovers of God and are solely devoted to Brahman, thcro takes placo the

separation of both kinds of PrSrabdha Karmas, namely, the PrSrabdha of

good and tho PrSrabdha of evil deeds ; aud they have not to suffer the

consequences of their Prarabdha. In other words, in the case of some

Nirapeksas, the PrSrabdha is shaken off without their undergoing the

enjoyment of that PrSrabdha. The reason for this is that the declaration "tho

PrSrabdha remains active in the case of the JnSnin, because it is the

wish of the Lord that it should so remain'' is modified by the counter

declaration, as we find it in certain SSkhSs, such as those of the Kausitakins

and the SStySyanins. Thus the two Srutis "His beloved relatives obtain the

good, his unbeloved relatives the evil he has done," and "His sons obtain

inheritance, bis friends the good, his enemies the evil that he has done"—
show that the PrSrabdha is detached in the case of some. The sense is

this, there are certain &ruti texts which declare that Karmas are destroyed
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either by knowledge or by suffering. While the texts above given show

that the Karma is not destroyed by knowledge, but that it goes to the

friends or foes of the knower of Brahman. The conflict of Srutis,

therefore, must be reconciled by giving them different scopes. This

Sruti regarding the Karmas going to friend or foe, does not relate to

Kamya Karmas. Because in the Sutras (IV., 1. 13 and IV., 1. 14) it

has been shown that all Karmas except the Pr&rabdha, all good and

evil deeds are destroyed by knowledge, while in the case of ovil deeds

there is no element of Kamyatva. [No one enunciates such a desire

(KSma). "Let me do such and such evil deed, with the desire of

suffering such and such hell-fire." Evil deeds, therefore, can never be

said to be KSmyal.

Note : The conflict of Srutis arises thus : Two texts declare that the knower of

Brahman performs works without the work clinging to him like a lotus leaf in water

(Chh., Up., IV., 14. 3) and all stored up works are destroyed as the lire burns up IsikS

reeds (Chh., V., 24. 3). These two texts of the Chhfindogya Upanisad declare that

Karma is destroyed by knowledge ; while the text "there h delay for him so

long as he does not die,'' (Chh. Up., VI., 14. 2), shows that Karma is destroyed

by suffering. These three texts, two showing that Karma is destroyed by

knoniedr/e, and the third showing that it is destroyed by sufferitif/ only, must be

reconciled with this fourth text which declares oimrioim sufferings and

enjoyments. How the Karmas of one man can be suffered or enjoyed by another

man ? How can the good or evil deeds of a Tna'nin be suffered or enjoyed by his friends

and foes ? This is the problem propounded for solution.

This special Adhikarana teaches that the Lord bestows the good

results of the good Prfirabdha deeds of the Jii&nin on the friends of such

Jfianin, and puts the evil results of the evil Pr&rabdha deeds on the

enemies of such Jnanio, and bring such Jfianin at once towards Him,

because he is impatient to see the Lord, the supremely beloved ; and he is

not able to suffer the pangs of separation from Him any longer.

Thus the rule made by the Lord that the Pr&rabdha Karmas are

destroyed only by enjoyment is not broken, for the PrSrabdha Karmas of

the Jfianin are enjoyed by his friends and foes. This vicarious enjoyment

thus upholds the justice of the Lord and the unchanging nature of His laws.

But, says an objector, good and evil deeds are formless, and are not

like physical ornaments, etc., that they may be given away to anybody,

it is not, therefore, proper to say that a friend gets the good deeds, and

the enemy gets the bad deeds. Moreover, it is open to another objection,

namely, why should another man enjoy the fruit of deeds not done by

him ? To this objection, we reply, that the Lord is omnipotent, and

has full power to do against the law. Therefore, in the case of some

extremely yearning souls, there takes place detachment from Pr&rabdha

Karmas, and such Karmas are attracted by other persons : and exhaust

their force on them.
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In the next Sutra, the doubt how the Prarabdha Karmas of the Nira-

peksa devotees can go to another person is answered.

SUTRA iv., I. 18.

^faftfifl II « M II

qS-<R Yad-eva, whatever. fawn Vidyaya, by knowledge. ffet Iti, so. ft

Hi, because.

18. The text "whatever ho does with knowledge" intimates that

the Prarabdha Karmas may go to another.—499.

C'OMSIKNTARY

The text of the Chhandogya Upanisad "Yadova vidyaya" (I., 1. 10) shows

that works done with Vidya" are very potent, even when such Vidya" is not the

highest Brahma Vidya, but is only knowledge related to Jiva (human soul).

Since the power of Vidya, whether of Brahman or of Human soul, is

divine in her nature, and irresistible in her energy, it follows that,

through the grace of this Vidya, even the Prarabdha Karmas may be

destroyed, without undergoing their suffering, through the command

of the Lord. Nothing is too wonderful in the case of Vidya.

What does then follow from this ? The conclusion is mentioned

in the last Sutra.

SL'TKA IV., 1. 19.

fN> ^fa^Tsq moH it a i u K II

tflfa Bhogona, with the enjoyments (all heavenly joys). 3 Tu, but. ^
Itare, the other two (the gross and tho subtle bodies), gqfac^r Ksapayitva,

giving up. Atha, then. fl^sRt Sampadyate, obtains, joins.

19. Having given up (the gross and subtle bodies),

ho joins in the enjoyment (of all divine bliss along with the

Lord).—500.

COMMENTARY

The Nirapeksa devotee having obtained VidyS, transcends the other

two, Itare, namely, he throws off tho other two bodies called the Sthula

(gross) and Suksma (subtle\ He gets the body of the companions of the

Lord, namely, the divine body called the Parsada-vapuh. Having obtain-

ed this body, he gets the power of enjoying, along with the Lord, all

the bliss which the Lord enjoys. Then is realised in him literally and

truly, the meaning of the Sruti (Tait. Up., II., 1. 1.), "He enjoys all blessing,

at one with the omniscient Brahman." This is the highest stage reached

by the soul.



FOURTH ADHYAYA
Second Pada

May that Krsna, the Lover of His devotees, be my refuge, by reciting whose

sacred name are vanquished and totally destroyed the mighty obsessing elements of the

senses and vitality.

Adhiharana I.

In the present PAda, the author discusses the method of the soul's

leaving the body, at the time of death, in the case of a Jnfinin ; as a preli-

minary to his describing the Devayana path in the next chapter. Tn tlie

ChliAndogya Upauisad (VI., 8. 6) we have tlie following :

*l 1«ftsfiipiT II K II

When the soul of the person goes forth, the Speech is merged in Mind, the Mind
in Breath, the Breath in Fire, Fire in the Highest God.

Doubt : A doubt arises here: Whether the above passage means to

teach that only tlie function of Speech is merged in mind, or whether the

Speech itself, together with its function, is merged in the mind ?

Pfirrapakm : The Purvapaksjn maintains that the function of Speech

only is merged in the mind, because there is not found the nature of Speech

in mind, and because tlie Speech and the other senses function under tlie

control of mind.

Siddhdnta : This view is set aside in the next Sutra.

SUTRA iv., 2. 1.

fT*R VAk, Speech, fRftt Manasi, in tlie mind, sfaro; DarsanAt, because

of the Sastric declaration. *Is*ra. SAbdat because of the word of the Vedas. ^

Cha, and.

t. Speech (itself together with its function is merged)

in the mind, because it is so seen, and because there is a Scriptural

statement.—501.

COMMENTARY

The speech enters the mind organically as well as functionally. Why ?

When the Speech ceases, the activity of mind is seen.

Note : When the external Speech is stopped, there goes on the mental Speech.

This proves that not only the organ of Speech, but its function also are present in mind.
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This is a natural fact of psychology. Moreover, it is a matter of observation that while

the function of speech comes to an end, the mind still continues to act.

Moreover, there is the express statement of the Chh&ndogya Upanisad, "V&u

nianasi sampadyate," the speech merges in the mind. This also shows that the

speech, organically and functionally, enters the mind. Any other explanation

would be against the spirit of the above text. The sense is this, that there

is no proof by which we can find the Speech in the mind existing merely

functionally ; we have no proof that the function only merges in mind

and not the organ of speech.

An objector says : But mind does not possess the nature of speech,

and so we cannot say that Speech itself has merged in the mind, but all

that we can say is that only the function of speech lias entered the mind.

It is something like fire and water. The nature of water is not that of fire,

but wo see that fire does enter water functionally, though not organically.

For water can become heated by tiro, by the merging of the function of

the fire in water, though the fire itself does not enter the water. To

this objection we reply : It is not so. The speech only combines with

mind (in a mechanical mixture like that of milk and water), and does not

become Laya in mind (as water is said to become Laya in air, when its

constituent parts, oxygen and hydrogen, become separated and enter into air.

It is like the water entering into air, in the form of vapour and not that

of Laya in air, in the form of separated gases). The sense is this, that

though the mind and speech are intriusically different (as water and air),

yet there is the opinion of these two at the time of death, like the vapour

entering into the air.

SUTRA IV., 2. 2.

*W: Atah, <CT Eva, for this very reason. H^fftr Sarvani, all (the senses). «rg

Ann, after.

2. And for this very reason, all (the other sense-organs)

merge in the mind, after (the merging of speech).— 502.

OOMMKNTARY

In the above text of the ChhSndogya Upanisad, there is mention of

the merger of only speecli in the mind. Lest one should fall into the error

of thinking that other sense-organs like hearing, etc., do not merge in mind,

the present Sfitra declares that they also merge in mind, and not in anything

else : but subsequent to the merging of speech.

It is to be understood that since the speech unites with the mind

only, and not with fire (though there are some texts to that effect also such

as Brhadfiranyaka Upanisad III., 2. 13) it follows that all the other

sense-organs unite also in the mind. But all do not simultaneously enter
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into the mind, they follow after the entrance of speech. As we find in the

Prasna Ifpanisad (III., 9) :

%5i> ? to 3?i5mTfUi5q?ri?ei%3rf: n ssnfofaftsfrfofa wumfat n « n «n%^re?t^r

The Cosmic Kire verily is Udana. (It helps the UtUna in man), therefore, when a

person becomes exhausted of energy, he goes to another birth, with his sense-facitltie*

merged in the mind.

Similarly, in the same Upanisad (IV., 2) we find :

Tf: 3^:3*5^: W«W * % l\ \% »W^f»te*ft II

lie said to him, ''As, O Ofirgya ! all the rays of the sun when going to set, becomr

one in that orb ot light, and on his rising again they again spread out in all diroctious,

so verily ihese all Devas become one in that Hiji'h Divinity, the mind."

These two texts dearly show that all the sense-organ* enter itit<j the

mind and not into anything else.

Adhikarana II.

Now the author considers the same text of the Chhfiudogya Upanisad, (VI., (i. 1)

which says that the Manas enters the Prana (the Mind enters the Breath).

Doubt : After the sense-organs have entered the Mind, at the time of

death, does the Mind go to the Prana or to the Moon ?

Purvapaksa : The opponent says the mind enters" the Moon, for the

Brhadaranyaka text (II L, 2. 13, already given at page 429 ante), shows that

Mind enters the Moon.

SirMhdnta : This view is controverted in the next Sutra.

rPtha iv., 2. 3.

rF*R: RUHSrtfrajl V |
~\

\ \ ||

as Tad, that. *W: Manalj, mind, Prane, in the Prana, breath. artKFt

Uttar&t, from the subsequent clause.

3. That mind (in which all the sense-organs have entered, merges)

in Breath (Prana) because of the subsequent clause (of the Chh. Dp.,

VI, 6. 1).—503.

COMMENTARY

The word "that'' means that in which all the sense-organs havo

entered. The mind, along with all the sense-organs, enters into the Prana.

Why ? Because the Uhhftndogya text (VI., G. 1.) says "Manah prane" (the

mind enters the Breath). And this sentence immediately follows the

clause "the speech merges in the mind."

89
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But, says an objector : How do you thou explain the text of the

Brhadfiranyaka Upanisad, (IIP., 2. 13), which says that the mind of the person

dying enters the Moon ? If the mind enters the Breath, then this text of

the Brhadaranyaka Upanisad (see p. 429) will find no scope. To this we reply

that the venerable author of the Sutras I^rd B&darfiyann himself has

reconciled this apparent conflict, in his Sutra, III., 1. 4 :

If it be said that the scriptural text mentions also the going of the various

senses into various elements, like fire, etc., and therefore, the senses do not accompany

the Soul, when it goes out of the body, to this we reply, that the going of the senses to

the elements is metaphorical only.

Therefore, when the BrhadAranyaka Upanisad says that the mind enters

the Moon, it is to bo taken in a metaphorical sense.

Adhikarana III.

Now the author considers the statement of the same passage of

the ChhSndogya Upanisad (VI., (i. 1A "Prfinas tejasf" (the breath enters the

fire).

Doubt • Here arises the doubt : Whether this PrSna in which lias

entered mind with all the sense-organs, merges into Tejas (cosmic

tire), or does this Pr&na merge into the Jiva (individual soul) ?

Pfirmpakm : The opponent maintains the view that Prana merges in Tejas,

because the text of the Chhsindogya Upanisad is definite on that point.

Where there is a definite statement, it is wrong to assume anything else.

Siddhdnta : This view is controverted in the next Sutra.

sT'TRA IV., 2. 4.

steqt f^Twfoq: ii i hi 2 ii

Sab, that (Prana, life, or breath). Adhyakse, in the president,

the Jiva, the individual soul. as-^iJKJiTftwr: Tad-upagama-adibhyah, because

of the statements about the going of the life to the individual son], with

all the senses.

4. He (Praga) enters the ruler (the individual Soul)
; because of

the statements as to his coming to the soul, (found in Br. TTp.,

IV., 3. 38).-504.

COMMENTARY

That Prana merges into the Adhyaksa or the presiding deity of the body
and the senses, namely, the human soul itself. Why do we say so ?

Because of the following statement of the Brhadaranyaka Upanisad (IV., 3. 38).
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And ns bodyguards, warriors, charioteers, and commanders of armies gather round
a king who intends to go out on a march, thus do all the Pranas gather round the Soul,

at the time of death (and march along with it), when a man is thus going to expire.

This shows that the Prftna, along with all the sense-organs, goes to

the Jiva.

Nor is there any conflict in this view with (he statement of the

ChhAndogya Upani§ad (VI., 6. 1) that the FrSna merges in Tejas. Prana, after

having joined with the Jiva, goes into the Tejas and thus that statement also

becomes valid. It is just like saying "tlio river Yamuna goes into the

Soa," moaning thereby that the Yamuna, uniting with the Ganges, goes

into tho sea.

Adhikaraija IV.

Now is to be considered the statement of the entrance into the Tejas

by the Soul.

Doubt : Here arises the doubt: Does the individual Soul, joined by

the Prana, take up its abode in the Tejas or in the collective elements ?

Purcapaksa : The opponent maintains the view that the Prima,

having entered into the individual soul, merges into the Tejas, because

of the definite statement "Pranas tejasi," "the Jiva enters in Tejas."

The word Prana here should be explained as meaning the Jiva in which

the Prana has entered.

Siddhdnta : This view is set aside in the next Sutra.

SITKA iv., 2. 5.

>^3 fl-ft: II 8 I \ I X II

»fj*S, Bhutesu, in the elements. a* Tad, about that Sruteb, there

being a Vedic statemeut.

5. (The individual Soul, with Prana, merges into) the elements,

because there is a scriptural statement to that effect.—505.

COMMENTARY

The individual soul enters into the tivo elements and not merely in the

Tejas. Because in the Brhad&ranyaka Upanisad the Jiva is described as entering

into all the elements, Ether, Air, Tejas, Water, etc., (Br. Hp., IV., 4. 5).

b m ?rJTJ?rc*TT *5i firorjwft nsfiw?: urarciargftq: iftrfta? "rrcta^ «ngr?r

^rara!R*r^3fto«fts^3itar: *R«wtewroi: «ifrmtssKtaw> •<r»4«wWwf: sfowwfafanr-

jfrs^taj ifir q*nwft spiHifl <w giswfl siiffafa ii<rantf irfi stt: 3*^
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That Self is indeed Brahman, consisting of knowledge, mind, life, sight, hearing,

earth, water, wind, ether, light and no light, desire and no desire, anger and no anger, right

or wrong, and all things. Now as a man is like this or like that, according as he nets and

according as he behaves, so will he be : A man of fgood acts will become good, a man of

bad acts, bad. He becomes pure by pure deeds, bad by bad deeds.

And here they say that a person consists of desires, and as is his desire, bo is his

will ; and as is his will, so is his deed ; and whatever deed he does, "that ho will reap.

The above Sruti clearly declares that the Jiva is not only Tejomaya

(consisting of light), but AkSsamaya, Vftyuraaya, etc. In fact, it consists

of all elements.

Moreover, tho next Sutra strengthens this argument.

SI"TliA IV., 2. H.

^» Na, not. "Jfifwj;, Ekasmin, in one. Lhusayatah, thry both

(the question and the answer) show, ft, Hi, because.

B. The individual soul does not enter in one element only, because

the question and the answer both declare it to the contrary.—506.

COMMENTARY

It should not be considered that the Jiva is merged in the single element

of Tojas only. Because the contrary is mentioned in the question and answer

between Svetaketu and Prav&hnna in the Chhftudogya Upanisad (Adhy&ya

V. Khandas 3-10, see pages 422-425 ante). This fact has been established

by the author of the Sutras in his previous Sutra, TIL, 1. 1 (page 426).

Similarly, the merging 0! tho Pr&na into various elements, like Tejas and

the rest, is not directly, but in conjunction with the individual soul, and

this is the fact established by the previous Sutras.

Adhikarana V.

Now another question arises with regard to the above text of the

Chh&ndogya Upauisad '(VI., 8. 6) which was the subject of consideration in

the preceding six Sutras.

Doubt : The doubt that arises hero is the following : Does the soul

of the wise, as well as that of the person who does not know Brahman,

follow this particular method of going out of the body, or is it confined

only to the soul of the man who does not know Brahman ?

Purvapaksa : The Purvapaksin maintains that the ignorant only

go out by the method previously described, for the wise do not follow this
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method of departure, as is showu in the following Sruti of the Brhadfiranyaka

(Jpanisad (IV., 4. 7\

When all those worldly desiree that cling to the Antahkarana arc entirely given up

(and spiritual desires spring up) then the mortal becomes immortal, then he enjoys hem
Brahman.

[This verse describes the state attained through the special grace of God. It looks

very much like a state of physical immortality or Jivan-mukti].

The word Atra in the above verse shows, that the wise man enjoys

the immortality here, in this very life ; and does not require to go out of

the body, in order to enjoy the bliss of Mukti.

Riddhdnta : This view is set aside in the noxt Sutra.

sOtka iv., 2. 7.

*WWT Samana, common. Olia, indeed. Asrti, proceeding

further, up to the way. 315TMT^ Upakram&t, before beginning, f^a?^
Amrtatvam, immortality. ^ Cha, and. igq^q Anuposya, without burning,

without dissolution.

7. Indeed common (to him who knows and him who

does not know) (is the departure) up to the beginning of the

way ; and the immortality (of Bi'hadavanyaka Upanisad, IV., 4. 7) is

(a metaphorical one) without having burned (the connection witli the

body).-507.

COJIMENTAKY

Oi the two "Cha's" to be found in the above Sutra the first has the

force of indeed. He who does not know and he who knows, have both this

in common, that their method of going out is the same,'upto the point

from which the path commences. In other words, up to the soul's entering

into the arteries through which it has to go out Of course, there is

difference at the time of entering and onward, when they have once

entered these arteries. He who does not know (AjRa) has to enter one of

the hundred arteries that proceed from the heart downwards. But he who

knows (Vijna) goes out by that artery which is one hundred and first

and which rises from the heart and pierces the crown of the head.

Thus the Chlutndogya Upani§ad declares (VIII., 6. 6)

:

«*??g?*ji>rat iwfcrr n K n

There are a hundred and one vessels of the heart, and the chief of than

(proceeding from the heart) pierces through the head. By that one going upwards,
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he obtains deathlessness. The others are for the purpose of carrying the soul to

diverse other Lokas.

[It is only when the soul passes out of the Brahma Nadi that there is Release].

It is about this passage of the soul through tho coronal artery that

the mention is made also in the Byhad&ranyaka Upanisad UV., 4. 2).

The point of his heart becomes lighted up, and by that light the Self departs, cither

through the eye, or through the skull or through other places of the body.

This going out through the skull, mentioned in tho above passage,

contemplates the case of the one who knows (Vijfia), while lie who docs

not know (Ajiia) goes out through other passages, such as eyes, ears, etc.

As regards the Brhad&ranyaka text (IV., 4. 7) declaring that ho who knows

gets the immortality even here ; that applies to the wise man (Vijfia) who

has still connection with the body, and whoso such connection has not been

burnt up and dissolved. Tho immortality referred to in the Brhad&ranyaka

(IV., 4. 7) denotes, therefore, the destruction of earlier sins and the non-

clinging of later acts, which come to him who knows tho Lord.

The above is further oxplained in tho next Sutra.

SITKA IV., 2. 8.

r^i#i: sflKsqq^n II « I \ I c II

Tad, that (immortality). *H<ft%: Apiteh, till lie has acquired direct

knowledge or union with Brahman. Samsftra, as Sarhsara.

VyapadeSftt, the state being named.

8. That (immortality mentioned in Brhadaranyaka JV., 4. 7.,

refers to this sinlessness of the saint) because the Scripture

teaches that the condition of the Saiiisara lasts (up to the time of the

realisation of Brahman).—508.

COMMENTAMY

The "immortality" mentioned above refers to this condition of

sinlessness, belonging to him who knows (Vijna), but whose connection

with the body has not yet been dissolved. Why do we say so ? Because

up to attaining Brahman, the texts describe Samsara state. (Jp to the

time of the realisation of Brahman, the man is in SamsSra, the characteristic

of which is connection with the body. The realisation or direct vision of

Brahman takes place only when the man reaches, through Devayaua path,

the highest heaven of Brahman called the Samvyoma. And this never

takes place before the dissolution of the soul's connection with the body.
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SUTRA IV., 2. 9.

S5?«WWW ftfm^'- il a I H K II

Siiksma, of tho subtle body. OTTma: Pramanatalj, from the authority

or the means of knowledge. T Oha, and. <W Tatha, thus. ?T5rs%: (Jpalah-

dheh, it being observed.

9. And the suhtle body still persists, because of an authority

of the Scripture, and because the existence of the body is actually

observed even in the higher planes.—500.

<OMMK\TM?V

The connection with a body (whether gross or subtle) is not dissolved,

so long as tho Vidv&n (the man who knows) exists in this world (whether

the world be physical or any higher and subtler plane). That, which

constitutes his subtle body still persists and goes with the man, after his

throwing off his physical body. Why ? Because there is an authority to

that effect in the scriptures. In the Kausitakf Upanisad (1„ 3) there is a

colloquy with the Moon and others hold by the depai"tod soul of the Vidvftn.

From this conversation we infer that some sort of body must persist, at that

stage, to enable the soul to hold conversation with the Moon and others.

For it is a matter of observation, that no conversation can be held without

a body. Therefore, when the Hrhadaranyaka (IV., 4. 7) states that he becomes

immortal even here, it means that sort of immortality which every sinless

man enjoys, even without the dissolution of his connection with a body.

sf TH V l\ , 2. 10.

5fa#ff3: II » I ^ I \ o II

JI Na, not. Upamardena, in the way of destruction of bondage.

*r<T: A tab, because of this reason.

10. Hence the text of the Brhadaratiyaka Upanisad should not be

taken to teach the destruction of the connection of the physical

body— 510.

roMMKXTAKV

It thus appears that the text of tho Hrhadaranyaka (IV., 4. 7) cannot teach

that sort of immortality which consists in tho destruction of connections

with a body. It teaches immortality of mental peace, enjoyed by all good

men.

sf'Titx tv., 2. 11

^A^W^f II « W I U II

aeq Tasya, of that very (subtle body). <w Eva, verily. ^ Cha, and. 3"nrt:

Upapatteb, it being possible, awn UsmS, the heat.
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11. And to that very subtle body belongs the warmth

(which is perceived on touch), because that is reasonable.

—511.

COMMENTARY

The warmth which is observed on touching the gross body, before

the man dies, belongs really to the subtle body, and is an attribute of the

subtle body, and not of the gross body. Why ? Because it is reasonable.

So long as the subtle body is in the physical body, we perceive that the

latter is hot, but when there takes place the separation of the subtle from

the gross, wo do not perceive this warmth in the gross body. Therefore,

the presence or the absence of the warmth of the gross body, depends on

its connection or disconnection with the subtle body. Therefore, it is

reasonable, to hold that the warmth belongs to the subtle body, and not to

the gross body. The word Cha, in the Sutra, indicates that this is an

additional reason for holding that the Vidvan also goes out of the body, at

the time of doath. Because in the case of the Vidvan also, we find that at

the time of death, bis body becomes cold, indicating that he also goes out of

the body, accompanied by the subtle body.

In the next Sutra the author himself raises a doubt and then

answer it.

-SUTRA IV., 2. 12.

Sfifafftfr II « | 1
| Hi!

sjffitaKl Pratisedhftt, on account of the denial. ?fa Iti, so. Chet, if. *

Na, not. *n#U^ Sarirat, because departure from the embodied soul (is prohibited).

12. If it be said that he who knows does not go out of

the body, on account of the prohibition, then we reply, that if is

not so ; because the prohibition refers to the going out of the

Prftnas from the embodied soul.— 512.

COMMENTARY

It is objected that the Vidvfin does not go out of the body, because there

is a prohibition to that effect in BrhadSranyaka (IV., 4. (»)

:

swrawfURt «ftsiiwt ft*«m vtwm ^rr?ir kutY h ar«sr " nwr ^^mfcer wfor m

But as to the man who does not desire, who. not desiring, free from desires, is satisfied

in his desires, or desires the Self only, his vital spirits do not depart elsewhere, being:

like Brahman, he goes to Brahman.

The above verse shows, by using the word Tasya Prgnah, that the life-

breath of him, who knows, does not go out. To this objection we reply that
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the above sentence does not say, "Na tasya Prana deh&t utkramanti," (his

life-breaths do not go out of the body (Dehat), but it really means, "Na tasya

Prana sarirat utkramanti" (his life-breaths do not go out from the soul).

(Sarirat means soul, or that which has a body). Therefore, the prohibition

is to the going out from the soul, and not from the body. For, as a matter

of fact, it is observed, that the life-breaths of the Vidvan even go out of the

body.

STTRA IV., 2. 13.

?qst§ftqT*i II » I ^ i \\ ii

Spastah, clear, ft Hi, because. <&<nt Ekesam, of some (Sakhas).

13. And because it is clear according to some recensions.

—r>i3.

COMMENTARY

There is no scope for controversy in tin's matter. Because "Na tasya

Prana utkramanti" is the reading in the Kanva recension of the Brhadaranyaka

Upanisad ; but in another recension, namely, those of the Madhyandinas, the

reading is "Na tasmat Prana utkramanti," "from him tho lifo-breaths do not

go out" The word Tasmat, meaning "from him," is a very clear term,

and leaves no room for doubt that the prohibition applies to the going out

of the Prana from tho soul. Tho Brhadaranyaka text means that the Pranas of

the wise man never leave tho soul. It does not mean that they never leave

the body. The next sentence Atraiva samavaliyante" means "these Pranas

merge indeed in that." The word Atra, "in that," means in Brahman, the

object of attainment.

Objection : In the previous section of the Brhadaranyaka in the dialogue

between Artabhaga and Yajiiavalkya, there is also a statement that the Pranas

do not pass out of the body. The objector says: How do you explain that

statement ? We give the passage here below (Br., Up., IIL 2, 10

and 11) :

wfr^rrt % Sffir vtfrr stem wffmjfisVr swtfMt a a^«i«jiwnjfwn«TT(fr sat^ n«n

"Ydjnavalkya," he said, "everything is the food of death. What then is the deity to

whom death is food ?'"

"Fire (Agni) is death, and that is the food of water. Death is conquered again by

water."

"Yajnavalkya," he said, "when such a person (a sage) dies, do the vital breaths (Pranas)

90
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move out of him or not ?" "No," replied Yfijfiavalkya, "they are gathered up in him, ho

swells, he is inflated, and thus inflated, the dead lies at rest."

The above is the KSnva reading. The sense of the question is this. Artabhaga asked

Yajnavalkya, "When this Clod-knowing man dies, then do his life-breaths (Pr£pas) go

out from this (Asma't), namely, from this body." In other words, does he go out along

with the Prfinas from the coronal artery, from the crown of the head, or does he remain

in the body so long as it does not fall off and then goes away ?" To this question,

Yajnavalkya replies, that the Pra'na's of such a sage remain in the body, so long as the

body does not fall off. Such a sage remains in the body, and the body swells up, being

inflated with the external air. Thus inflated, the dead man lies at rest. Thus experiencing

the Prarabdha fruit in the shape of the swollen, inflated body, the sage leaves such body

to his sons and kinsmen and gets Mukti at once. This is the difficult text propounded

for solution to those who maintain the view that the Prtnas of the sage always leave

the body.

The reply to this is that the above text mentions a very exceptional case,

the case of those ardent, impatient, lovors of God. Huch persons do not

pass through the above process of death, the Lord Hari himself stands near

them at the time of death, and freeing them from the body, takes them at

once with him to his home. The Prfinas, of course, in such a case do not

follow the soul. They remain behind in the body.

The followers of Advaitam explain the above toxt in the following way

:

This non-departure of the Prfina from the body refers to the case of those

who worship the unqualified Brahman.

But that explanation is wrong. Because there are no such words in the

above text to indicate that it applies to those who meditate on unqualified

Brahman. Secondly, we have already demonstrated that unqualified Brahman

is a fiction.

The whole argument of the Advaitins is thus given by Sankaracharyya in his commen-

tary (IV., 2. 3)

:

"The assertion that also the soul of him who knows Brahman departs from the body,

because the denial states the soul (not the body) to be the point of departure, cannot be

upheld. For, we observe that in the sacred text of some there is a clear denial of a

departure, the starting-point of which is the body. The text meant at first records the

question asked by Artabhdga ; When this man dies, do the vital spirits depart from him or

not ?" then embraces the alternative of non-departure, in the words, 'No,' replied

YSjSavalkya ;
thereupon anticipating the objection that a man cannot be dead as long as

his vital spirits have not departed, teaches the resolution of the Pranas in the body "in

that very same place they are merged ; and finally, in confirmation thereof, remarks, "he

swells, he is inflated, inflated the dead man lies.' ' This last clause states that swelling,

etc., affect the subject under discussion, m., that from which the departure takes place (the

Tasmat of the former clause) which subject is, in this last clause, referred to by means of

the word, 'He.' Now swelling and so on can belong to the body only, not to the

embodied soul. And owing to its equality thereto also the passages 'from him the vital

spirits do not depart ; in that very same place they are resolved' have to be taken as

denying « departure starting from the body, although the chief subject of the passage is

<!a* embodied soul. This may be done by the embodied aoul and the body being viewed^ **. way weW to explain the parage if read with the fifth case."
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SUTRA IV., 2. 14.

^ II SI ^ I \ 8 ||

Smaryate, it is mentioned in the Smrtis. Cha, and.

14. Smrti also declares the same.—514.

COMMENTARY

In a Smrti (Yajftavalkya Smrti, III., 167) there is a declaration that
the soul of the Vidvfin departs by means of the coronal artery through
the head.

Of those, one is situated above, which pierces the disc of the sun and passes beyond
the world of Brahman, by way of that, the soul reaches the highest goal.

Thus the Sruti and Smrti establish the proposition that the wise also

depart from the body, accompanied by the PrSnas.

Adhikarana VI.

It has been mentioned above that the individual soul accompanied
by the Pr&na and the group of sense-organs merges into the subtle

elements like heat and the rest at tho time of departure. It has further

been established that this is the method of departure oven of him who
knows. Now a now doubt is raised.

Doubt : The Prfinas like the speech and the rest together with their

vehicles, the subtle elements, belonging to the wise sage, merge in their

respective causes like tire, etc., or in the Supreme Self.

Pttrvapaksa: The Piirvapaksin maintains that the organs of the

Prfinas merge in their respective causes and not in the Supreme Self

because of the text, "Yatifisya purusasya" shows that the Prfinas and the

senses merge in their causes. We give the passage below (Br. Up., III.,

2. 13.) :

qraw^fir ctaH m\w a^s^r s^ifa w^ftr smw^Tfttf mv^.

"YfijSavalkya," he said, "when the speech of this dead person enters into the fire,

breath into the air, the eye into the sun, he mind into the moon, the hearing into space,

into the earth the body, into the ether the self, into the shrubs the hairs of the body, into
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the trees the hairs of the head, when the blood and the seed are deposited in the water,

where is then that person ?" Yajnavalkya said, "Take my hand, my friend."

"We two alone shall know of this ; let this question of ours not bo (discussed) in

public." Then these two went out and argued, and what they said was Karman (work),

what they praised was Karman," vin., that a man becomes good by good work, and bad

by bad work. After that Jaratkarava Srtabbiga held his peace.

The above shows distinctly that tho senses resolve into thoir causes,

the elements.

Siddhdnta : This view is set aside in the next Sutra.

SUTRA iv., 2. 15.

?nt% <r> ii » i h i u ii

errfa T&ni, those (the Tejas, and the speech, etc., denoted by thorn).

Pare, in the highest Brahman, m TathS, thus, ft Hi, because. TW
Aha, says.

15. These (fire and the rest together with the senses) merge in the

highest ; because the Sruti declares it to be so.—515.

COMMENTARY

In tho ChhSndogya Upani§ad (VI, 8. 6) is said "Tejah parasyam devetay&m,"

the Tejas in tho highest divinity. The word Tejas here includes all the

sense-organs, like speech and the rest, together with the PrSnas. These

merge in Brahman who is the Atman of all. Because he is the material

cause of everything. Why do we say so ? Because the above Ghhlndogya text

"Tejah parasy&m," is a very distinct declaration that the Tejas and tho

PrSnas with the senses and their vehicles merge in the highest.

As regard the BrhadSranyaka text (TIL, 2. 13) it is to be explained in a

metaphorical sense, as has already been mentioned by the author in Sutra

III., 1. 40, page 429. For, as a matter of fact, no ono ever sees tho hairs of

tho body entering into the shrubs or the hairs of the head entering into

the trees. Tho whole of the above BrhadSranyaka passage is a figurative

statement.

Adhikarana VII.

jVoiv (fie auffior raises another doubt regarding the same topic.

Doubt : There has been mentioned before that the Prfina and other

life-elements of the sage merge in the Supreme Self. Is that merging, a

combination by juxtaposition, as in the preceding instances of the

merging of speech in mind, etc ; or is it a merging by unity of nature, as

in the case of the rivers flowing into the sea (Mund., Ill, 2. 8). In other
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words, do these permanent atoms retain their specific characters when
thoy merge in the Supreme Self or do they become resolved into a homo-
geneous mass, with the Root of Matter, which constitutes the Achit-Sakti of

Brahman.

Purvapaksa : The Piirvapaksm maintains that these permanent

atoms retain their specific characters, even when they are merged in

Brahman : and that for two reasons, first, because this is in harmony

with the preceding cases of merging. When the permanent atoms

of speech, sight, hearing, etc., enter Manas, thoy do not lose their specific

nature ; similarly, when the mental atom, in company with the five

other atoms of speech, etc., merges in Prfina, it retains its separate nature,

why should then Prfina and the rest when they enter into the Supremo

Self, (or rather into that aspect of Brahman which is the Achit-Sakti)

lose their identities ? Secondly, there is no specific statement in the Sruti

that they lose their identity. Therefore it is a merging by way of

combination and not identity.

Siddh&nta: This view is refuted in the next Sutra.

sutka iv., 2. 10.

ifaniit ¥WKt ii a \ \ i u ii

^Eff%*ri»Ji Avibhagah, there is no division or separation, ^fliw "Vachacat,

on account of the statement.

16. (The merging of the permanent atoms of Prana and the rest

is by way of identity, for) there is no separation, as is stated by an

authoritative text.—516.

COMMENTARY

The merging of the Prfina and the rest in the Supreme Self, or

rather in that aspect of Him which is Achit-Sakti called Tamas—the Great

Darkness, the Root of Matter— is by way of non-separation, that is to say,

by way of identity. (The Prfina and the permanent atoms are resolved into

this Root-Matter, losing their specific molecular nature). How do we

know this ? Vachanfit—because of a text. In the Prasna Upanisad, (VI, 5),

we have the following :

nmsSr asp* v§i $rr«Pfr 3 "."ft ^.als^ft **ffr «fa ?<a>r.s ti x. ii
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As these rapid ocean-going rivers, on reaching the ocean, go to rest, lose their

name and form, and are said "they are in the ocean;" so indeed of the Great Beholder,

these sixteen Purusa-going Principles, on reaching the Purusa, ,ro to rest, losing their

name and form, and men say, "They are in the bosom of the Lord,"—He then becomes

above all Principles, and the immortal. About it is this verse.

Tho above verse shows that the sixteen Kalas or portions of the body

of the soul merge in the Supreme Self, called here the Purusa or the person.

(The sixteen Kalfis (permanent parts) are the eleven sense-organs and

the five Tanmatras : or the eleven sense-organs and the five Prftnas]. It

further mentions that they lose their name and form. When these permanent

atoms (called sixteen Kalas) are thus merged in the Root-Matter aspect

of Brahman, then the Jiva becomes AkalS or partless, permanent-atomless,

then he becomes immoital. So long as these atoms (Kalas) retain their

name and form, their distinctive nature, tho man does not gain immortality.

The sense is this. The subtle body of the sage when he leaves the

dense body, though no longer having the power to ensnare the sage in its

meshes, yet follows him in his journey towards heaven, for, it is burnt up

by Vidya, like tho burnt up piece of coal, which retains the form of coal

but is a mass of ashes. But when the sage goes beyond tho cosmic Egg,

then this semblance of the subtle body, which was following him so long,

also falls away from him at the last moment, when the eighth covering of

the Egg, the covering of the Pure Prakrti (or the Root-Matter) is pierced

by the soul. Here the subtle body drops down and is resolved into the

matter of the Pure Prakrti. This is the meaning of the symbol that tho

soul bathes in the river called Virajft or Rajas-less. After this bath, the

soul leaving behind the subtle body in the river VirajS, (like the Pilgrim

in the famous allegory of Bunyan leaving his burden) proceeds in all its

pristine parity, in the Body called Brfihma-Vapuh—the Body-Divine created

by the mere Will of the Lord, and away from all taints of Prakrti, unites

with Brahman i and enjoys the Bliss of Heaven.

Adhikarana VIII.

Now the author commences a new topic, in order to show the difference

in the methods of going out of body, in the case of the sage and of one

who does not know. He had promised to show this difference in a

preceding Sutra, and he now goes to fulfill that promise. In the Chbftndogya

Upanisad (VIH., C. 6) as well as in the Katha Upani§ad (VII, 6) there

was mention of a hundred and one arteries by which the soul goes out

The wise go out by the hundred and first artery (the SusumnS).

Doubt: Now arisos the doubt; Is it right to make this restrictive
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rule that the wise alone go out by the hundred and first artery, while the
ignorant leave the body, by any one of the remaining hundred arteries ?

Ptirvapaksa : The opponent maintains tho view that there can be

no such restrictive rule. Because, in the first place, the arteries are very

minute ; secondly, they are very numerous ; and thirdly, they are very diffi-

cult of distinction by the soul of the dying. Therefore, whether the man
be a sage or an ordinary ignorant person, at the time of death his soul

cannot distinguish the proper artery by which it should go out In fact,

the words of the verse "Tayorddhvam ftyan amrtatvam eti" show that by

going upwards by anyone of those arteries, the man gets immortality.

Therefore, it is not necessary that the man should go out by the hundred

and first artery only, but that ho may go out by anyone of these artories
;

provided that he goes upwards, and not horizontally or downwards.

Siddhdnta : This view is refuted by the author in the next Sutra.

sCtra iv., 2. 17.

flmfaWT II » I ^ I ^ II

^ Tat, of that, of the soul in which have entered the permanent atoms

of speech and the rest. Okah, abode, tho heart sm-'WH Agra-jvala-

nam, lighting up of the point, the upper portion of the heart becomes illumined.

Tat, by Him, by the Lord dwelling in the heart flMftff PrakS&ta,

illumined, shown. SJK: Dvarah, the door, the root from which the hundred

and first artery has its origin. ft«iT-flTH*!j?3. Vidy&-samarthy&t, by the poAver of

its knowledge. ^ Tat, that that knowledge, *W Sesa, remainder, the element, ifrt

Oati, path, the way, the carrying by the Devas called Ativahika on the various

stages of that path. T^sPt tim Anusmrti-yogat, because of the application

of remembrance. ^ Cha, and. f& IKrda, (the Lord) who abides in the

Heart, srgqflftn Anugrhitah, being favoured by, being assisted by. si^rft^F

Satadhikayfi, by the one hundred and first artery.

17. Then there takes place a lighting up of the point

of His abode, and by the door so illumined by Him, the soul

departs through the hundred and first artery, by virtue of the

power of his wisdom and by the application of the memory

of the path which results from such wisdom, and through the favour

of the Lord in the heart.—517.

COMMENTARY

The wise goes out by the artery called Susumna\ which is the hundred

and first artery. Nor does this artery remain undistinguishable by
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him. Because as soon as the soul, at the time of departing from the body,

lias withdrawn into itself all the permanent atoms, beginning with speech

up to Prftna, there takes place a sudden lighting up of the whole region

of the heart, and the soul can at once see the Susumna" artery, by which it

has to go out. It does so primarily, through the favour of the Lord of the

heart, and secondarily, by the power of the Vidyfi, that it had acquired,

and by virtue of the memory of the path, by which it has to travel, knowing

from his Vidyft (knowledge), that the path of Dovayfina is one, on which

there are various Devas, who carry the soul from stage to stage. This

memory of the teaching, which was theoretical up to that time, comes to

his help at that critical moment. Nor is the word knowledge or "Vidyfi"

of this Sutra, the dry theoretical knowledge, it is knowledge coupled with

devotion. A result or Sesa of this Vidyd is the memory of the AtivShika

Devas, who help the soul, to accomplish this journey. It is through

the help of these three, namely, through the favour of the Lord Hari

dwelling in the heart, through the might of Vidya (devotional knowledge)

and through the memory of the Ativ&hika Devas, that the soul of the

wise experiences no difficulty in selecting the proper artery of the

heart by which to go out, specially when the whole heart is glowing with

the light of the Lord.

Note : This lighting up of the point of the heart takes place in the case of all souls,

whether they be wise or ignorant, but the wise alone can select the Susumna' artery and

not the ignorant.

When the wise soul is thus helped by the Lord of the heart and by

his devotion and the memory, then in that glowing light, the Lord

points out to the soul, as it were, the hundred and first artery, by which

it should go out. Tims the soul comes to know that artery, and goes

out by it. This is the path by which tiie wise go out.

Adhikarana IX.

In the Chhandogya Upanisad (VIII., 6. 5) we have the following :

But whon he departs from this body, then he departs upwards by those very rays :

or he goes out while meditating on Om. And while his mind is failing, he is going to

the sun. For the sun is the door of the world. Those who know, walk in ; those who
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do not know, are shut out. "There is this verse : There are a hundred and one arteries

of the heart ; one of them penetrates the crown of the head, moving upwards by it a

man reaches the immortal; the others serve for departing in different directions, yea,

in different directions.

The above verses show that the soul coming out by the coronal

artery, follows the rays of the sun and thus reaches the disc of the sun.

The words in the original are "Etair eva rasmibhir"

—

by these vary rays.

Doubt : Now arises the doubt : That a man dying in / the daytime

can follow the rays of the sun and go to the solar discr The question

is, does the soul of the wise man, who dies in the night, also follow the

rays, when there are no rays to follow ?

PTtrvapaksa : The Pfirvapaksm maintains, that there being no rays

of the sun at the nighttitno; only that wise man who die3 in the day-

time, can follow the rays and not otherwise. The wise, therefore, must

die at a time, when the sun is shining.

SiddMnta : This view is set aside in the next Sutra.

SGTRA TV., 2. 18.

^1 Rasmi, the rays, f-jwfl Anusitri, following.

18. The wise follows the rays of the sun (whether he dies in day

or in night).—518.

COMMENTARY

Whether the wise dies by day or by night at whatever time he dies,

he follows the rays of the sun and goes on those rays to the solar disc.

This we say bocause the Scripture nowhere says that only by dying

during the daytime, the soul can follow the rays of the sun and not

otherwise.

SUTRA IV., 2. 19.

fJrffc Ni5i, at night T Na, not Iti, so. Chet, if. Samban-

dhasya, of the relation. JJH^ Yavad, as long as. \f Doha, the body exists,

flrfawra. Bh&vitvat, because of the existence. ^kt% Darsayati, the Sfistras

show. ^ Cha, and.

19. If it be objected that one dying in the night cannot follow

the rays of the sun, we reply it is not so. Because the connection

between the rays and the body persists as long as the body lasts.

Scripture also declares this.—519.

91
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COMMKNTART

If it be objected that a person dying at night cannot follow the rays

of the sun, because there is an absence of such rays then, we reply it

is not so. Why ? Because the connection of the solar rays with the

human body is a permanent one, so long as the soul remains in the body.

The days and nights may revolve, but this connection of the human rays

(Aura) with the solar rays, continues ; and it is. not a fact that the connection

is cut off during the night Therefore, at whatever time a man dies,

the rays being there, the soul can go by it to the solar disc. The

proof of this connection of the rays of the sun with those of the body

is furnished by the fact that bodily heat is perceived both in the winter

and in the summer, both in the night and in the day. If the connection

wore cut off, then owing to the coldness of the winter, there should be

no heat in the body. But the bodily heat is perceived not only in

summer nights but also in the wintry nights. Nor is this a mere inferential

proposition, based upon reasoning alone, but there is scriptural authority

for it also. Therefore, the Sfitra says "Darsayati cha," "and scripture also

declares this." In the ChhSndogyu Upanisad (VII., 6. 2,) we find it stated in

the following:

«iwt *wt<to *n*ft i^^^ts*^^! infers

m: 11 * 11

As a very long highway goes to two places, to one at the beginning, and to another

at the end, so do the rays of the sun go to both worlds, to this one and to the other.

They start from the sun and enter into those arteries; they start, from those arteries

and enter into the sun.

There is another Sruti also to the same effect

:

tsmv WW* snwsr; Stat ft*n»ft mfci *ra <RJt^«wrt

These rays and the arteries are verily connected together, and they are never

separated so long as this body is alive. Therefore, through these he sees, through these

he goes out, through these he enters into different undertakings.

Therefore, it is an established rule, that the wise follow the rays of the

sun, whether they die by night or by day.

Adhikarana X.

Now is discussed a new topic.

Doubt : Does the man who knows, get the fruit of Vidyft if ho happens

to die during the southern progress of the sun or does he not?

P&rvapaksa : The opponent maintains the view that the northern

progress is the path leading to Brahmaloka, described in both the rJruti
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and tho Sravti. Moreover, we see instances of persons like Bhisma and

others, who waited for the northern progress of the sun for leaving their

bodies. Therefore, the sage who dies during the southern progress of the

sun does not get to the Brahma-world.

Siddhdnta : This view is sot aside in the next Sutra.

sCtba iv., 2. 20.

*R*iraitefq ^Pt II « I ^ I \ o II

«r«: Atah, for this very reason. ^ Cha, and. ^rft Api, also. *rqft Ayane, in

the (southern) progress of tho sun. Daksjne, in the southern.

20. For the same reason the sage dying during the southern

progress of the sun also gets to Brahma-world.—520.

COMMENTARY

"For the same reason" namely, there being absence of partial fruition

of Vidya" and the exhaustion of obstructive acts by her. Vidyft cannot

have partial fruit It must produce its entire result. Moreover, it has

the power of removing the effect of ail obstructive works. For these

two reasons also, the sage dying during the southern progress of the

sun gefa verily the fruit of Vidyfi and the Purvapak§a is consequently

not valid. Moreover, it will be mentioned further on that the words

"northern progress of the sun" do not mean any time, but denote the

name of the Ativ&hika Devas, whose function it is to conduct the soul

forward. As regards the case of Bhisma, who put off his death until the

beginning of the northern progress, it was because he had got the boon

from his father of dying at will, and so he did not die during the

southern progress of the sun. Or it may be explained on the ground

that Bhigma wanted to promote pious faith and practice and so put off

his death until the northern progress of the sun. Therefore, his case is not

to the point.

Says an objector : But the Gitft is against you. It clearly says

(VIIL, 23-27) that if a man wants to get Mukti, he must regulate the time

of his death, so that he may die during the northern progress of the

sun.

swat Vfoi * witPi ii ii

That time wherein going forth Yogis return not, and also that wherein going forth

they return, that time shall I declare to thee, 0 Prince of the BWrataa,

a* SRffiT T^faf «R ffiRfaft 3RT» II \Y II
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Fire, light, daytime, the bright fortnight, the six months of the northern path—then,

going forth, the men who know the Eternal go to the Eternal.

Smoke, nighttime the dark fortnight also, the six months of tho southorn path—

then tho Yogi, obtaining the moonlight, returneth.

•PBJfr J?T?RIfftwwRnss^ JT: II II

Light and darkness, these are thought to be the worlds everlasting paths ;
by the

one he goeth who returneth not, by the other he who returneth again.

WrTWBis ""^3 «fW3^ II H» II

Knowing these paths, O P&rtha, the Yogt is nowise perplexed. Therefore, in all times

be firm in Yoga, O Arjuna.

Here the topic has the subject of time as its commencement, and time

being the principal topic which the Lord propounds to teach, we infer that

the words day, fortnight, month, etc., are time-denoting words and are not

the names of Devas and that dying during that time leads to Mukti. The
above passage further shows that dying during the night or during the

southern progress of the sun does not lead to Mukti. This doubt is removed
by the author in the next Sutra.

SUTRA iv., 2. 21.

4tfoT: RftR^ tqffl% || » I \ \\ \ \\

«nflw Yoginab, those devoted to the Brahman. Jlft Prati, about

Smaiyate, is remembered. WKt Smfirte, the two that are worth remember-

ing, (dual case). ^ Cha, and. ««t Ete, these.

21. The above text mentions with regard to the Yoglns, that these

two paths ought to be remembered, (it does not say that a Yogt must

die in the one path and not in the other).—521.

COMMENTARY

The above passage of the Gita only proclaims this fact to Yogins, who

are persons devoted to Brahman, that they must remember that the path

of the moon is inferior to the path of the Light. It further tells them that

these two paths are worthy of remembrance. It says "knowing these paths,

0 Pftrtha, the Yogt is no wise perplexed." The above passage, therefore,

does not state an injunction for the sage to select special time of death.

Moreover, it is wrong to say that the topic begins with the mention of

time, and that since the opening sentence refers to time, therefore, these
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words must be taken as meaning time. As a matter of fact, the passage

opens with the word "tire," and "fire" and "smoke" cannot be called

time-names. It is impossible, therefore, to take these words as meaning

time. Consequently "fire," "smoke," etc., mean here the Ativahika Devas

called "fire," "smoke," etc. That they are Ativahika Devas is mentioned

by Badarfiyana himself in his Sutra, IV., 3. 4.

As to the following statement

:

ggfcii irctfffifa nfftrcui

The daytime, the bright fortnight, and the northern progress of the sun are stated

to be the approved times for a man to die, while the times contrary to those arc not

approved.

This refers to the case of those who have not got wisdom. For an

ignorant man Ihe daytime, etc., is the best. But he who has got Vidyfi

may verily leave his body at any time, during any season, and surely he

will reach the Lord Hari.



FOURTH ADHYAYA

Third Paua.

jtto i wh* wre. wrag^.* n

May that Lord Krsna be the object of my love who is satisfied easily even witfrtho

show of devotion, and thus satisfied, shows tbo soul the path to His abode and the goal

it must reach.

Adhikarana I.

In this Pada arc going to be determined the Path which leads to the

world of Brahmau, and the Ooal which is Brahman itself. In tho Chhandogya

Upanisad (IV., 15) we have the following :

ft«=^fnt ^flpft n=ssffir ii \ ii na^ mvn totort ft e^fti WT^fawfaT B*fktt

imv?ifomfax % «tf ii * n us* ^ro^fW ft srafRtt mmfjj s^ftr wife ^fa *? w
n 3 n ht ? w *m?5flVr ft <r%3 *nft sij «fft>5 *nft *i w hvii q5^mftfl«w«r

*<W5: II II

He said : This person who is seen iu the eye is the Self (called Vamana). This

is the Immortal, the Fearless. This is Brahman. Nothing clings to this. Because (such

a person resides in the eye) therefore, if any one drops melted butter or water on it, it

runs away on both sides (and does not cling to the eye).

The wise call Him the Samyadv&ma (the Most Beautiful), because all objects of

beauty enter into Him. All beautiful objects enter into him who knows Him thus.

He verily is called VAmani (the Giver of beauty) because He alone gives beauty to

all. He who knows mm thus gives beauty to all beings inferior to himself.

He is also BhAmani (the Resplendent) for He shines in all worlds. He who knows

this thus, shines in all worlds.

Now when such persons die, whether (their relations) perform their death ceremonies

or not, they go to the plane of the Bay, from the Ray-plane to the Day-plane, from the

Day-plane to the Bright-fortnightly plane, from the Bright-fortnightly plane to the Northern

six-monthly plane, from the Northern six-monthly plane to the Annual plane, then to the

sun ; from the Solar plane to the Lunar plane, from the Lunar plane to the plane of

Lightning. There a Not-human Person approaches them. He leads them to Brahman.

This is the path guarded by the Devas, the path that leads to Brahman. Those who
proceed on that path, do not return to this round of humanity, yea, they do not return.
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This shows that "Archis" is the first stage on the path. But we
have a different account in the Kausitakt Upanisad, (I., 3) where Agni is

mentioned as the first stage :

^sft* *T U3TT1^5r>8B s hrr^* II

He (at the time of death), having reach the path of the gods, comes to the world of

Agni, to the world of Vayn, to the world of Varuna, to the world of Indra, to the world

of Prajdpati, to the world of Brahman.

Then thoie is a third passage in the Byhadftranyaka Upanisad, (V., 10)

which shows that Vftyu is the first stage on the DevaySna path :

% g*ftewi@taT&f?r a ^rgin^gff?t s m fafttfir q«ri ^^pt ®

?jj*fi*»ift4 afar^fa jnwft: *wr: 11 * 11 ffir vtf mwrji \° 11

When the person goes away from this world he comes to the wind. Then the

wind makes room for him like the hole of a carriage wheel, and through it he

mounts higher. He comes to the sun. Then the sun makes room for him, like the hole

of a Lambara, and through it he mounts higher. He comes to the moon. Then the moon

makes room for him, like the hole of a drum, and through it he mounts higher, and

arrives at the world where there is no sorrow. There he dwells for eternal years.

While the Mundaka Upanisad, (II., 11 ) mentions the sun as the first

stage on the path :

aq:«i^ j^TOFfq^Sr *n«rr ftsfcrt %t*t: 11 sfoffcii ir fawr: s^f^er

3JSPI5T: H $5<it UsqWTTII U II

But those who practise meditation and contemplation, in a retired place, tranquil,

wise and living on alms, reach through the help of the sun, being free from Rajas, that

immortal Person whose essence is unchanging.

And there are other accounts also in other scriptures.

Doubt : Here arises the doubt : Is the road to Brahma-world one,

or are they many (one of which being the road beginning with Archis as

mentioned in the Chhandogya Upani?ad)?

Purvapaksa : The opponent maintains the view that since the roads

describe different nature, and because every one says this is the only road,

therefore, the ruads must be different.

Siddhdnta : The next Sfitra disposes of this view.

sf'TR \ IV., 3. 1.

srf^lfa? fPlflft: II 8 I * I III

wf%:-irftir Archih-fidinft, by the path of the rays, etc. W. Tat, that

iftfr Prathiteh, being well-known.
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1. The first stage on the Devayftna path is Archis, because that is

well-known.—522.

COMMENTARY

Every sage goes to the world of Brahman by the path in which

Archis is the first Why do we say so? Because it is well known. In

other passages of the Upanisad, also, whenever Devayftna is described, it

commences with Archis. Thus in the Chh&ndogya Upanisad, (V., 10. 1) we

find Archis mentioned as the first stage of the path.

f*S*r nrgwV »rra«r: a v*i*m *mt$n \wn*t: u

Those who know this thus, and those who perform works of faith and hardship

(altruistically) in some secluded pleasant place go (after death) to Archis from Archis to

day, from day to the light half of the moon, from the light half of the moon to the six

months when the sun goes to the north, from the six months when the sun goes to the

.lorth to the year, from the year to the sun, from the sun to the moon, from the moon to

the lightning There is the person, the servant of God (Manu), he leads them to Brahman.

This is the path of the Devas.

The above passage occurs in the Vidyft of the five fires of the Chhftndogya

Upanisad. It, therefore, shows that even the worshippers of other Vidyfts also

go by the path beginning with Archis. In the Brahmatarka also we find

the same :

There are only two paths well established and well-known ; that which commences
with Light for the passage of the wise and that which commences with smoke for the

passage of those who perform (sacrificial) acts.

This being so whenever a different path is mentioned, there also

we must supply the deficiency from other texts, in the same way as

we did in the case of the attributes of the Lord, for though the subject-

matter may be different, the Vidyft is one. Therefore, all texts must

be construed as commencing with Archirftdi, otherwise there would be

split in the sentence.

Adhikarana IT.

Now the Author, in order to show that the stages of Vftyu, etc.,

mentioned in other texts, are to be combined with Archis, begins a new
Sutra. In the Kausitaki passage given above, we have it stated that
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"ho comes to the world of Agni, to the world of Vftyn, etc.'' The whole

passage is repeated below (Kan. Up., T., 3.) :

He (at the time of death) having reached the path of the gods, comes to the world

of Agni, to the world of Vayu, to the world of Varuna, to the world of Indra. to the

world of Prajtfpati, to the world of Brahman.

Doubt : Here arises the doubt : Should the stages of Vftyu and the

rest mentioned above, be inserted in the Arohirftdi path, or should thoy

not ?

PCtrvapakm : The opponent holds the view that thoy should not bo

so inserted, because they are read in a certain order, and because no option

is allowed to make any such addition.

Siddhiltifa : This view is controverted in the next Sutra.

Note : The three texts, one from the Chhdndogya Upanisad, one from the

Kausitaki Upanisad and the third from the Brhadttraiiyaka l'panisad, began

the description of the path with three different words, "Arehis," "Agni"
and ,:Viyu.'' In order to harmonise them, it is shown that the path really

commences with Archis ; and Agni and Srtrya are but different modes of Archis,

while Viiyu also comes in on the path, but at a later stage. To understand the

discussion, we may anticipate matters and say that there are twelve (or according to

another calculation) thirteen stages on the path. After the soul has entered the coronal

artery it successively passes for rather is conducted by the Devas of) the following

stages :

!. Archis, the Deva of light.

2. Dinam, the Deva of day.

II. Kuklapaksam, the Deva of the Bright-fortnight.

I. TTttarSyan xm, the Deva of the northern progress of the sun.

5. Samvatsaram, the Deva of the year.

<). Devalokam, the world of the Devas : (the same as Vayuloka, according to some).

7. Vayu, the world of Vayu.

.S. Adityam, the world of the sun.

0. Chandram, the world of the moon.

10. Vidyut, the world of lightning.

H. Varunam, the world of water.

12. Indram, the world of Indra.

VX Prajdpati, the world of Prajfipati or of the four-faced Brahma.

No single passage of the Upanisad gives all theso thirteen stages ; but they are

arrived at by collating different passages scattered in various Upanisads. This is what

the author of the Sutras has done.

srrUA iv., .1. 2.

srijr. Vftyum, the Vftyu, or the wind. Abdftd, before entering into

the great Sun. (Abda, a year, hence the Sun and Great Sun, the Lord), wfafri

92
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Avisesa, owing to non-specification. faSirr^lT, Visesfibhyfim, and owing to

specification.

2. The stage of Vftyu comes after the Year, because there are

uon-spocification and specification.— 523.

COMMENTARY

In the patli beginning with Archis, the stage of Vfiyu is to bo

inserted after the Samvatsaram, and before the Aditya. Why ? Because

there is no specification in the Kausifaki Upanisad, it is merely said,

"Ho comes to the world of Agni, he comes to tho world of Vfiyu." There

is no specification where this Vfiyu-world comes in. The Sruh merely

says, "He comes to this world, he comes to that world," without mention-

ing any "order of succession." But tho passage of the Brhadfiranyaka

Upanisad (V., 10) gives specific succession. It shows that the world of Vfiyu

ooines before tho world of the sun, for it says, "When a person goes away

from this world, he comes to Vfiyu. The Vfiyu makes room for him liko tho

hole of a carriage wheel and through it he mounts higher, he comes to the

stth." Thus while the Kausitakt Upanisad gives no specification where

tho Vfiyuloka comes in, and tho Brhadfiranyaka gives the specification that it

comes in before tho sun, so combining tho non-specification of the one,

with the specification of tho other, we place Vfiyuloka before the world

of the sun. This being so, tho passage in the Brhadfiranyaka which says that

from the months he goos to the Dcvaloka and from the Devaloka ho

goes to tho Adityaloka should be interpreted in accordance with the above.

The Devaloka tliern must be interpreted as meaning tho world of Vfiyu.

Tho text of the Byhadfiranyaka Upanisad is to be found in VI., 2. 15 :

nr^nr^T^rtsiT'WTRng^rf??! oft Ti?f«r> ^fcfi ^faw&wpnfomSsfl' ar%aT'55qt urns

p.?jt ^t*!^ iniifrr ^ «si$rY*g <r<i: <rcraar ^far ?W * swtfit: u Ik. n

Those who thus know this (even Grhasthas), and those who in tho forest worship

faith and the True (Brahman Hiranyagarbha), #0 to light (Archis), from light to day,

from day to the increasing half, from the increasing half to the six months when the sun

goes to the north, from those six months to the world of the Devas (Devaloka). from the

world of the Devas to the sun, from the sun to the place of lightning. When they have
thus reached the place of lightning, a spirit comes near them, and leads them to the

worlds of the Brahman. In these worlds of Brahman they dwell exalted for ages.

There is no returning for them.

The Devaloka mentioned in the above passage of tho Byhadfiranyaka

Upanisad should bo understood as meaning the Vfiyuloka. Because wo have

a text saying : "That which is Vfiyu is indeed the homo of the Devas."

Therefore Vftyu being the home of the Devas, is Devaloka.
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But others say that Devaloka itself is a stage on the path and it

comes after the Samvatsara and before the Vayuloka. This Devaloka

is not to be inserted between the six months and the year, because the

Uttarayana naturally leads to the year, and their connection is \\ ell-known.

Therefore, the Devaloka and the Vayuloka are both to be inserted after the

Samvatsaram and before the Aditya.

Adhlkavana III.

Now the author discusses the following verse of (lie Kausitaki Upanisad

(1., 3) already given before :

'ife comes to the world of Varuna, to the world of India, to tho world of l'raj«tpati."

Doubt : Whether the Varunaloka mentioned in tho above, is to b",

inserted in the Devayana path beginning with Archis and if it is a stage

in tli is Archiradi path, where tines it come in V Js it to bo inserted in

this series? If so, where ?

Ptrrrapahsa : Tho IVirvapaksin maintains that Varunaloka is not i<>

be inserted as a stage on tho Arcliir3di path, because (here is nothing in

the text to indicate where this is to be inserted.

Sirldhdnfa : The right view, however, is that the world of Varnna is

to be inserted after tho world of Lightning, because Lightning and water

are intimately connected. And this is shown in the next Sutra.

SLTKA IV,, 3. 3.

afsi: Taditalj, of tho lightning, ift Adhi, above, Varunalj, Varuna.

g^fvrjg. Sambandhiit, this being the relation.

The world of Varuna is above that of Lightning, because

of the intimate connection between them.— 524.

COMMENTARY

In tho .Chhandogya Upanisad (IV., 15. 5) already quoted before, it was

said that from the plane of moon, lie goes to tho piano of lightning. It is

after this plane of lightning mentioned there, that tho plane of Varuna is , to

be inserted. Why so ? Because lightning is connocted with water, as wo. see

that after lightning, it generally rains. There is a Hruti also' to tho effect

that when the quick lightnings play in the bosom of clouds, accompanied

by the deep sound of thunder, then the waters fall and people say, "It

lightens, it thunders, it will rain."

The connection of Varuna, the king of waters, with lightnings is a

well-known connection.
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Above the world of Varuna are to be placed the worlds of Indra and

Prnjfipati, because there is no other ])lace wliere to insert them, and because

the text of the Kausitaki Upanisad lias read tbem in that order.

Thus on the Archirftdi path, beginning with Archis and ending with

Prajfipati, there are twelve stages if Devaloka be considered the same as

Vfiyuloka, or thirteen stages, if it be considered a separate Loka. This is

the well-known Dcvnyfinn path.

Adhikarana IV.

Having discussed the various names "Archis" and the rest, the

author ?»iow takes up the <piestion as to wliat are really those "Archis,

etc."

Doubt : Are they landmarks on the path, or are they persons standing

on the patli and watching it, or are they conductors of the wise ssige to

the- heavenly world ?

Purrapakm : The opponent maintains the view that the light

(Archis), etc., are landmarks, because the text shows that they are land-

marks. As in worldly life, a path is described to a man by certain land-

marks, such as "in going to such and such a city, you will first come
across a river, then a hill, then a village where a large number of cows
are kept." 'etc.. so tho descriptions in the Upanisads are mere landmarks,

showing what are the various things which the soul comes across, on its

way heavenwards. Or tho word "light" and the rest may mean certain

individuals, bearing those names, because the text gives the names
expressly.

Siddhunta : This view is set aside in the next Sutra.

SUTUA IV., 3. 4.

^fNiffcWRif&fiii H » I \ I Ml
uiftwiflW: Ativahikab, conductors, Xii- best, /vajp; carry, era; Tat, that,

fesa** Lingat, being indicated.

4. The words Archis and the vest are the names of the

Ativahika Devas or conductors of the soul, because of the indicatory

mark in the text—525.

COMMENTARY

This Archis and the rest are divinities, appointed by the Supreme
pason, to conduct the soul along the stages of the path. They are
neither landmarks, nor individuals. Why ? Because of the indications
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contained in the CbMndogya Cpanigad itself. That tliey aro conductors, loadiug

the soul, we find from that passage of the Ohhandogya Upani§ad where after

describing lightning, it says, "There is a person not human, he leads them to

Hrahman." Here the last person called the Amanava Purusa is expressly

stated as the person who leads or conducts the soul to Brahman. He,

therefore, is expressly an Ativahika or a conducting divinity. Therefore, the

others mentioned in the same series with him are also to bo understood to

be Ativfihikas or conductors : oach one of them conducting the soul a

stage forward. Thus there aiv thirteen Ativahika Hova or conducting

divinities.

The next Sutra further strengthens the view that these are neither

landmarks nor indivduals, but conductors only.

Sole : The last person is called "not human," implying iheieby that the beings

mentioned before arc "human.' Are they the ditlerent grades of human Invisible helpers

of the modern Theosophists '.'

sCliu iv., 3. 5.

*W 3«W%lf^|: II » I \ I X II

Ubhaya: in both. »JJWtelS. Vyamohat, owing to the confused,

untenable. 3% Tat, that, Siddheh, being established.

o. That they are conductors is established on the ground of both

other alternatives being (untenable, since) confused.—520.

( OMMKVl'AHV

Those who die in the night-time cannot have connection with the

day, etc., and consequently they cannot have connection with light or

Archis, etc. Therefore, Archis and the rest cannot be the landmarks, more

so as they are not fixed. Moreover, light and the rest being unintelligent

objects and incapable of being guides, cannot be individuals. Since both

these views arc open [to objections, it follows that the third view, namely,

that they are conducting divinities, is the right view, as established by the

Scriptures.

Note : A man dying iu the night-time cannot have connection with the day, so if "day'

be a landmark, then to such a man it is no landmark. Similarly, if a man dies in the day-

time of the new-moon day, he can have no connection with the moon, because there is no

moon visible then. To such a man the "moon" cannot be a landmark. Moreover, landmarks

are permanent immovable thugs, while these are constantly changing, so they cannot be

landmarks. Nor can they be persons, because they arc unintelligent objects. Therefore,

they must be taken in the Bense of conducting divinities.
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Adhikarana V.

Doubt: The question next to bo answered is : Whether the Amanava

Purusa, the Not-human Being appointed by the Supreme Person, comes

down to the plaue of Archis, to carry the soul of the devotees upwards,

or docs he come down only up to the plane of Vidyut (Lightning) V

Pforvapaksa : The opponent holds the view, that since there are

instances of the messengers of the Lord coming down even up to the

physical plane, to carry the souls of persons like Ajamila, and the rest, to

heaven, it is natural to suppose that the non-human conductor comes down,

as a rule, up to the plane of Archis. In fact, this messenger of the Lord

welcomes the soul at the very entrance, as soon as it goes out of the

physical and steps into the non-physical.

Siddhdnta : This view is refuted in the next Sutra.

SITKA l\ ., o. ti.

%^ <\m^> ii » t \ i t ii

'tgHfl Yaidyutena, by tent (non-human person) who lias reached the

lightning. Eva, indeed. AS: Tatah, then, after one has readied the Lightning.

<W. Tat, for that, g^: Srutch, because of the Yedic text.

0. (When the soul has reached ''Lightning") then (it is carried to

Brahman) by the (Amanava Purusa) who comes down to "Lightning"

(to receive it). Because such is the Sruti.—527.

l.'OJl.M ENTAHV

"Then" namely, after the soul lias reached Lightning, the sage is

carried to Brahman by "Vaidyuta," namely, by the messenger of the Lord

who has come down to the Lightniug. Why do we say so ? Because of

the Sruti text in the Ohhandogya Upani^ad (IV., 15. 5), it is expressly said that

the souls go from the moon to the lightning: and then a not-human

person takes them to Brahman. No doubt, between the plane of lightning

and Brahman there are tlireo planes of Varuna, Indra and Prajapati. But
these three kelp this Amanava Pmxisa, who comes down to Lightning, and

thus they also take part, though in a subordinate way, in carrying the

soul.

When the soul reaches the plane of Lightning, the messenger of the Lord
comes down to conduct the soul. Varuna, Indra and Prajapati also help such messenger^

Tin's is the general method. There are exceptions to it, as we find

in the case of Ajamila, when the messengers of the Lord came down to

earth even, to receive the soul of that dead sinner. But that is not the rule.
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Adhikarana VI.

Having thus described the road, the author now intends to describe

the goal to which the road leads.

Vimya : The Ohhandogya Upanisad (IV., 15. 5) says, "This not-human

person carries them to Brahman." On this text, the author first gives the

opinion of the sage Badari.

Doubt : Does this not-human person lead the souls to the Supreme
Brahman ? Or to the effected Brahman, i.e., the four-faced Brahma.

Piirvapal-sa : The opponent maintains the view that the word "Brahman"
principally denotes the Supreme Brahman, and not the effected Brahman.

The Scripture also says that the sago who comes hy the SusumnS artery,

gets immortality. Therefore, the word Brahman used in the Chluindogya

Upanisad (IV., 15. 5) must mean the Supremo Brahman, and no inferior

Being.

Siddhdnta : This view, however, is not the opinion of the sage Badari.

as is shown in the next Sutra.

si" tr\ iv., '.). 7.

m% WftoR »lrfN%J II » \ \ I
V9

II

*1*PT lvaryam, the effect, wfc Badarih, Badari holds, sfji Asya,

of this (effect). if% Oati, of going. 311%: Upapatteh, being possible

7. According to the sage Badari, the Amanava Purusa leads the

souls to the effected Brahman; because such Brahman alone can possibly

be the goal.
—

~>2<S.

COMMENT VTCV

Tlie sage Badari opines that tin* Amanava Purusa carries (lie souls

only to the four-faced- Brahma, the Ivarya Brahman, the effected Brahman.

Why? Because this Karya Brahman, being a personal and limited entity,

can become very well the goal of a path. The Supreme Brahman being

rreryirhrre, in every place, cannot be said to be the (foal of anybody.

sfTm rv., 3. s.

f^rfo^m ii » i \ i c ii

fafrfarMl^ ViSositntvat, l>eing specified. ^ Cha, and.

8. And because there is a specification as regards the Brahman

(showing that Brahmft) is the goal.—520.

f'OMJIKXTAKY

In the Chhfindogya Upanisad (VIII., 11. IV it is expressly mentioned

that the soul comes to the home of Prajapati, the specific mention of the word
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VeSma (hall or home) as well as the name Prajapati shows that the

effected Brahman (the four-faced Brahma) is the goal, to which the souls

are carried by the not-human messengers of the Lord.

SI*TR\ iv., 3. 0.

m*fcm n » i \ i s. n

9t*f1«lK* SftmipySt, because of the nearness, g Tn, but. fl? Tad, that.

Vyapadc&ih. designation.

0. But that designation of Mukti is given when a man roaches

the Brahma-world, because that is a form of Sftmtpya Mukti.—530.

COMMENTARY

In the Brhaclaranyaka Upanisad (VI., 2. 15), we liave

:

eu%airswft JifTO p/jf «njj5ri*Ti wqft ^% pw$fi>>3 w: safer Vr jt

S«*lff%! it II

\Vhen they have thus reached the place of lightning, a spirit comes near them, and

leads! them to the worlds of the (conditioned) Brahman. In these worlds of Brahman tbey

dwell exalted for ages. There is no returning for them.

The non-return mentioned hero is not absolute Mukti, but release

at the time when the four-faced himself gets Mukti. The wise sage goes

to the four-faced Brahmft and remains in his world till the latter gets

Mukti. And thus there is no return, for ho enters into the Supremo

Brahman when Brahma enters in him. When is that time of the entering

of the Brahma" into the Supreme? The next Sutra gives an answer to this.

sflrm iv., 3. 10.

wfaft Q^qta W- WlPNMK II » I \ I \ o
II

«fil4 Kfirya, of the effect (Ac, the universe*. Atyaye, at the end.

a? Tad, of that, *r**r%«ii Adhyaksena, with the ruler president dr., the four-

faced Brahmfl). Saha, with. «rcr: Atah, from this. WT, Param, the Flighest

(/.p., Brahman). sffSreiTrcr Abhidh/tnftt, on account of scriptural declaration.

10. When the effected world passes away, togethor with its ruler,

the souls go from the four-faced Brahnul to the Supreme, because the

Scripture uses the word Supreme.—531.

COMMENTARY

When this effected world, beginning with the physical plane up to

the world of four-faced Brahma", and called the cosmic egg, passes away;

then the soul', which were dwelling in the world of Brahma, go along
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with BrahmS, to Him who is beyond the four-faced, namely, to the Supreme

Brahman. The reason of this going along with the four-faced is that there

is a scriptural declaration to that effect. In the Taittiriya Upani§ad (III., 1. 1)

it is said that "the knower of Brahman attains the highest," and it is

farther said therein that such "a knower enjoys all bles-ungs at one

with the omniscient Brahman (Saha BrahmanS)." The word Brahman of

this Taittiriya TJpanisad, (II., 1) means the four-faced Brahma, and it further

shows that the liberated spirits get final Mukti, along with the four-faced

Brahm& (Saha Brahman&).

SUTRA iv., 3. 11.

ll » I \ I H ii

&&t: Smrteh. on account of the statement of the Smrti. ^ Cha, and.

11. From the Smrti also (the same mode of release is

learned).—532.

COMMENTARY

Thus the following text of a Smrti also shows the same :

mm *n?t si Ss.h afford

wqi^ faifHRt xfimfa <rc <j?tji

All these (%ouls who had reached the Satya Loka by being the Sanis^ha devotees of

the Lord), enter, on the expiry of Brahmd, when tho period of great dissolution comes

near, along with BrahmS, into the Highest Abode of the Supreme—all those devotees

whose minds are fixed on the Lord.

Thus the SiddhSnta teaching of the sage B&dari is that all Sanistha

devotees are conducted by the Devas called Archis and the rest, to the

abode of the four-faced Brahmft, namely, to tho Satyaloka, the plane of

Hiranyagarbha. The author next gives tho opinion of Jaimini.

Adhikarana VII.

SUTRA IV., 3. 12.

<rc»* Param, the Highest 3>f»n%: Jaiminilj, Jaimini holds. ti^iMK*

Mukhyatvfit, on account of the primariness of meaning.

12. The sage Jaimini opines (that the Not-human Person

leads the souls) (of those only who meditate on the Supreme Brahman)

to the Supreme, because the word "Brahman" primarily means the

Supreme Brahman.—533.

93
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COMMENTAR V

The sage Jairaini holds the view that the messenger of the Lord leads

the souls up to the Supreme Brahman and not only up to the region of

Hiranyagarbha. Why ? Because the neuter word "Brahman" has the

primary designation of "Supreme Brahman,'' and not Brahma" (which

is masculine).

Nor is this an unanswerable objection that the Supreme Brahman

being all-pervading cannot be the goal of any movement. Reaching the

Supreme Brahman really means that the devotees become denuded of all

conditioning adjuncts and realise Him. The Lord Himself has declared

such a state to be the meaning of the phrase "reaching the Supreme."

Though the Lord is all-pervading yet it is His wish that His devotees

must come to Him through the Path of Archis, etc., to His abode called

the Oreat Void. This is a glory of the Lord.

SITKA IV., 3. 13.

^Ni^f ii v i \ i w\\

Darsan&t, because of the statement of the Sastras ^ cha, and.

18. And it is so seen hi the Scriptures also.—584.

COMMENTARY

In the Dahara Vidya" of the Chhandogya Upanisad it is stated

(VIII., 12. 3) :

This serene being having risen from the body, having reached the highest light,

manifests itself in its own shape.

This also declares that the soul passing through the coronal artery,

reaches the Highest Brahman. The goal there also is the Supreme,

because all the attributes of immortality, etc., are ascribed to Him. The

goal in the Dahara Vidyfi journey is not doubtful at all. It is the Supreme

Brahman. It is mado clearer still by the statement that the goer (the

soul) "manifests itself in its own shape, having reached the highest

light." These statements would not be appropriate if the goal were

the effected Brahman, i.e., the four-faced Brahmfi. Moreover, the Prakarana

or the chapter dealing witli the journey of the soul is not of effected

Brahman but of the Supreme Brahman. The journey of the soul occurs

in a context dealing with the Highest Brahman. The soul's journey is

mentioned in the Kntha Upanisad also. There also the object reached is the

Highest Brahmam, because of the phrases "like he reaches immortality."

"it is beyond all Dharmas and Adharraas."

Further, the next Sutra gives an additional reason.
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SUTRA IV., 3. 14.

3 ^ 1$ H$l<mftmfa' II » / » I \ V II

1 Na, not. Cha, and. -m K&rye, in the effected Brahman ; (Brahma).

sr%<Tf% Pratipatti, of kuowledgc, aim. TfaefN: Abhisandhih, desire.

14. And the sage does not intentionally desire to reach the

effected Brahman (and not the Highest).—535.

COMMENTARY

No sage puts it as the aim of his devotion to go to the lower plane

of Brahmft, when he knows that he can go to the higher, The BrahmS's

world is not the Purusartha, the goal of humanity. That goal is the Highest

Brahman, and that whatever is the aim, that he reaches, on the maxim of

YatM Kratuh (ChhSndogya Upanisad, ITT., 14).

The Siddhanta view of Jaimini, therefore, is that the AmSnava Purusa

leads the worshippers of the L)rd to tlio Lord Himself—Him who is the

Highest Person.

Now the author gives his own opinion.

Adhikarana VIII.

SUTRA TV., 3 15.

3Ptfftl)T5F^T^cfh% *V$\m 1W*\ ^ ?taTT!r*i3*l I! 8 I ? M V II

T A, those who do not. wtft* Prattka, upon symhols. wisrWH Alambanan,

(those who) depend. AH the three taken together mean those who do not

depend upon symbols. T*n% Nayati, leads. *t% Iti, so. *re*TJti!: BSdarayanah,

BadarSyana holds. 3»rq«n Ubhayatha, both ways. Cha, and. DosSt,

there being defects. «<l Tat. about that. Kratub, thought ti.c, he whose

thought is about that). According to the maxim called Tat-kratuh. * Cha, and.

15. The not-human person leads (to the Supreme Lord) the

souls of all those who are the worshippers of the Supreme without

any symbol. This is the opinion of Badarayana, because there is

defect in both the other views and because the maxim of

Tat-kratuh (as is one's thought so is his goal) requires it to be

so.—536.

COMMENTARY

The worshippers of Name and the rest are called the Pratlka-ftlamban&s or

those who depend upon a symbol. Devotees other than the Pratlka-alamban&s,
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such as the Sanistha, Parinist.hitas and the Nirapeksas aro worshippers

of non-symbolic Brahman and are called Apratika alambaua. The AmSnava

Purusa leads these worshippers of Brahman without any symbol, to the

8upreme Lord. This is the opinion of BSdar&yana, the author of these

Sutras. He does not accept the view either of Jaimini or of Bfidari,

namely, (*) that this not-human being leads the souls of those only

who worship the Supreme, or (ii) who worship the effected Brahman.

Because in both these views there arises conflict with the text In the first

view, namely, that of Badari, the conflict arises with the words Paramjyotis

(ChhSndogya Upanisad, VIII.. 12. 3). That passago declares "that arising

from this body it approaches the highest light." Now if the Muktas

reach only the effected Brahman (the four-faced Brahma), then it could

not be said that th^y had reached the highest light. In the second

view, namely, that of Jaimini who holds that the worshippers of Supreme

only, are carried by the divinities, last of which is the not-human

person, the conflict would be with that text of the Chh&ndogya Upanisad

(V., 10) which declares that the worshippers of the five-fires also go by the

Archir&di path. Now those who mnditato on Pafichagni Vidyfi are not

meditating on the Supreme. But the text says that they also go by the

path of light.

Note : The two passages of the Chhandogya Upanisad (VIII., 12. 3) and (V., 10), are

given below for facility of reference :

Thus does that serene being, arising from this body, appear in its own form, as soon

as it has approached the highest light.

Those who know this (even though they still be Grhasthas, householders) and those

who in the forest follow faith and austerities (the Vanaprasthas, and of the ParivrAjakas

who do not yet know the Highest Brahman), go to light (Archis), from light to day, from

day to the light half of the moon, from the light half of the moon to the six months when
the sun goes to the north, from the six months to the year, then to the sun, from the sun

to the moon, from the moon lo the lightning. There is a person not-human. He leads

them to Brahman (Brahma
1

).

To avoid these two-fold contradictions BM&rayana takes the middle course, and says

that all worshippers of Brahman without any symbol, go by the path of light.

His second reason is based upon the famous maxim contained in the

Chhandogya, III., 14. "According to whit his thought is in this world, so

will he be when he has departed this life " This is called Tatkratuh maxim.

A man who thinks of the Supreme, and meditates on the Supreme must go to

the Supreme after death. But the worshippers of Name and the rest, as

described in the Chhfindogya Upanisad (VII.. 1.3) and the remaining Khandas,

namely, those who meditate ou Name as Brahman, on Speech as Brahman,

on Mmd as Brahman, etc., do not go by the Archirftdi path to tb.9 Supreme,

because they do not meditate on the Supremo, but on names, speech, etc
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etc. The element of thought fKratub) which determines the goal of after-life

is absent in them. On the other hand, they worship name, etc., namely,

science of words, etc., and so reach perfection in words, etc. Their reward

is described in the same Dpani§ad (Chh&ndogya, VII.. 1. 5).

He who meditates on the name as Brahman, is, as it were, lord and master as far as

the name reaches.

And so on with the other worshippers.

The case of those who meditate on the PaiichSgni (five tires) is how-

ever different. They go by the ArchirSdi path to Satyaloka, because

their meditation is primarily connected with the Self, and not with any

symbol. The fires there are not symbols of anything, but the Self of the

worshipping devotee. Though the worshippers of Panchftgni have not

realised the Supreme Brahman, and cannot at once, therefore, reach the

Supreme Brahman on their death, they still go to Satyaloka, and in that

Loka they are taught the true doctrine of Brahman, and by such knowledge

they reach Brahman. In Sutra, I., 3. 26, lord B&darayana has declared

his opinion, that even the denizens of the higher worlds are entitled to

meditate on Brahman, and do so meditate. If the worshippers of the five

fires did not ultimately reach the Supreme Brahman, then the statement

that "they never return" would not be correct with regard to them.

Adhikarana IX.

Now the author teaches that as regards certain Nirapeksas the Lord

Himself comes to take them to His abode and does not leave that task to

any of His messengers.

Visaya : Tn the Gop&la Pfirva Tfipant we have the following :

rtmd JiqcJira: jran^Tflm »

1. They who constantly harmonised and without headlessness fully worship the

Supreme state of Visnu, not with the desire of getting rewards, to them that Cow-herd-

shaped One verily then carefully reveals his own state.

2. He who repeats silently this five-syllabled prayer of Govinda with the word Cm
preceding it, him verily that Lord Himself shows His own Form, therefore, let the seeker

of freedom always recite this Mantra in order to get eternal peace.

Doubt : Are the Nirapeksa worshippers of the Lord carried .also

by the ItivSbika divinities to the Lord, or are they carried by the Lord

Himself ?

Ptirvapaksa : The opponent maintains the view that the 1 Lord
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Himself carries no one. The Scriptures mention only two paths, the path

of the Dovas and the path of the Pitys. All knowers of Brahman have

to go by the path of light, and are to be carried by the divinities of that

path. The Scripture also declares that the Lord is the causal agent in

everything, for He never directly does anything. His agents work out

His will.

Siddhdnta : This view is set aside in the next Sutra.

sCtua iv., 3. 16.

Visesam, difference. Cha, and. %mfa Darsayati, the Scripture

declares.

1 6. And the Scripture itself shows the special case with regard

to some Nirapeksas.—537.

COMMENTARY

The general rule is no doubt that the conducting divinities carry all

the knowers of Brahman to Brahman. But with regard to those Nirapeksa

devotees who are extremely ardent, and much suffering in their yearning,

in their case the Lord Himself comes to fetch them to Himself ; because

He Himself feels impatient to bring such souls at once to Him. This is a

special case only. The Scripture also shows this. The two verses of the

Gopaia Tapani quoted above are an authority for this proposition.

In the Gita also (XII., 6. and 7) we find that the Lord Himself comes to

carry His ardent devotees to Himself.

Those verily who, renouncing all actions in Me and intent on Me, worship meditating

on Me, with whole-hearted Yoga.

These I speedily lift up from the ocean of death and existence, O Pdrtha, their minds

being fixed on Me.

The word "Cha" "and" used in the Sutra means by implication

that as soon as such devotees die and shake off the final body or Linga

Deha, the Lord gives them the celestial or Aprlkrtic body at once These

devotees get rid of their Linga Deha along with their physical body, at the

time of death. Other devotees have to remain in their Linga Deha for

somo time after death.

Nor is it correct to say that there are only two paths and no third,

and that all the knowers of Brahman must pass over the road of Archirftdi,
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to the abode of the Lord. For in the Varaha Purana wo have the following :

I bring him seated on the shoulder of Garuda without hindrance and according to

my own will, to my Supreme abode, by a path other than that of Archirfidi.

Therefore, what the author has said is perfectly correct. The above

passage is to be found at the end of the Varaha PurSna.



FOURTH ADHYAYA

Fourth Pada

Let that God, whose body consists of intelligence and bliss, give us always content-

ment He who is always pleased with the guilelesB love of his devotees, and in return

who offers Himself as the servant of his devotees, and being thus gratified by their

devotion, gratifies all their desires.

Adhikarana 1.— The form of the Souls in Mukti

In this chapter is determined the enjoyment of lordliness and the rest

which the freed souls experience, as well as the nature of such souls. In

the Chhftndogya Upani?ad is heard the following (VIII., 12. 3) :

era q^fer ^afteJWTO: ??ftfoif ufaJi srfeforf mtfavfr 9 m

He through whose grace this reloased soul, arising from his last body, and having

approached the Highest Light, is restored to his own form is the Highest Person. The

Mukta moves about there laughing, playing, and rejoicing, with women, with carriages,

with other Muktas of his own period or of the past Kalpas. (Bo great is his ecstasy) that

he does not remember even the person standing near him, nor even his own body. And as

a charioteer is appointed by his master to drive the carriage, just so is the Prfiga

appointed to drive this chariot of the body.

Doubt : Hero arises the doubt : Does the soul, in getting Mukti, get a

shape and body which is a result accomplished, and which is to be brought

about then as, for example, the body of a Deva; or that it only manifests

its own natural character? In other words, what is the meaning of the

phrase "Svena rfipena abhini§padyate," "appears in his true form?" Does

this "appearance in true form" mean getting a new body, like that of the

messengers of Vi?nu, or manifesting its own nature?

Purvapaksa : The opponent maintains the view that the soul assumes a

new body, to be brought about then. Because the meaning of the word
4

Abhini§patti' is accomplishment, so the body is one which the soul

accomplishes or makes. If it were otherwise, then the above word would

have no meaning at all; and the scriptural texts relating to release would

declare what was of no advantage to man. If the word "Abhini§patti"

meant "manifestation of one's own natural character," then since this

natural character already exists in man, it cannot be said to be something
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accomplished, and it can be of no advantage to man. Therefore, the phrase

"manifests itself in its own form" means that he assumes a new body, to

be brought about then.

Siddhdnta : This view is set aside in the next Sutra.

SUTRA IV., 4. 1

.

Sampadyn, of the person who lias reached Brahman. *m%»rf*:

Avirbh&vah, manifestation. ?%«t Svena, "by one's own." fl^m £§abdat,

inferred from the word.

1. The phrase "accomplishing one's own form," means

manifestation in one's real form, because the word Svena, "in its own,"

indicates that.—538.

COMMENTARY

When the soul approaches the Highest Light, through the force of

its devotion, accompanied by knowledge and dispassion, then there is

releaso for it from the chain of Karma, and there is manifestation in it of

the eight-fold superior qualities, which from latency come into manifesta-

tion then. It is then said that there has taken place the manifestation of

its natural character. This particular condition, characterised by the rise

of one's natural condition to the surface is called Svarupa abhinispatti.

Why ? Because the word Svena in the above text requires this explana-

tion. This word is an adjective qualifying the word Rftpa in the above.

If the soul assumed a new body, then this word would have no force.

Because, even without that, it would be clear that the new body belonged to

the soul. The other meaning of Svena would be "belonging to it" and

Rupena would mean "in a form belonging to it." This would be purely a

useless expression, for the body, which the soul takes, must ipso facto

belong to it. Moreover, the word Nispatti does not always mean accom-

plishment, but manifestation also. As in tho phraso "Idam ekam sunis-

pannam."

To the objection that the soul's own true nature is something eternally

accomplished, and hence the manifestation of that nature cannot be the

end of man (Purus&rtha), we reply—true, it is the eternal nature of the soul

that manifests in Mukti. And yet such manifestation cannot be said to be

useless, because the very object and end of all human exertion is to bring

about this manifestation. Consequently all such efforts are not useless,

because they subserve the purpose of bringing about this manifestation.

The School of Patanjali holds the view that the mere cessation of pain

which arises through the super-imposition of Prakrti, constitutes the well-

being of "the soul which has approached the Highest Light, and that

94
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Nigpatti is nothing more than this condition of the Self-luminous, pure

intelligence. This, however, is not the Ved&nta view. The "release" of the

Vevfinta is not a state of negation, not a state in which there is merely an

absence of all sufferings caused by Prakrti, but it is a positive state of

enjoyment of bliss, as we find in the Taittiriya Upani§ad (II., 7) : "For having

tasted a flavour of the Supreme, he experiences bliss." This shows that

in the state of Mukti there is experiencing of intense bliss and not merely a

cessation of pain.

But, how do wc know that approaching the Highest Light is Mukti ?

To this question the next Sutra gives a reply :

Note : To understand the argument fully it is necessary to know the context of the

whole passage of the Chhdndogya Upanisad in which the above text of "approaching the

Highest Light" occurs. One must read the whole of the history of the teaching given by

Praj&pati to Indra and Virochana as we find in the Chhindogya Upanisad (VIII., 7 to 12).

It is in these Khandas from 7 to 12 that Prajapati teaches the nature of the soul in the

waking state as well in the dreaming and dreamless sleep. When, however, Indra is not

satisfied with these partial truths, Prajapati finally promises—"I shall explain him further

to you, and nothing more thin this." In fulfilment of this promise, he teaches the

condition of the soul in Mukti.

sutra iv., 4. 2.

3^5: Rf^Rm, II » I » \ \ II

5<efi: Muktah, the liberated one. ifNrHH* Pratijtianat, on account of the

promise.

2. Manifestation in its own form mentioned in ChMndogya

Upanisad (VIII., 12.3) is the condition of the Mukta, because that

is what Prajapati has promised to teach in the opening part of the

TTpani§ad.— 539.

COMMENTARY

It is verily the Mukta who manifests itself in its own form. Why ?

Because of the promise. In the opening sentence (VI [I., 7. 1.) BrahmS

describes the condition of the Mukta Jiva thus :

"The Self which is free from sin, free from old age, free from death and grief, from

hunger and thirst, which desires nothing but what is ought to desire, and imagines

nothing but what it ought to imagine, that it is which we must search out, that it is

which we must try to understand. He who has searched out that Self and understands

it, obtains all worlds and all desires."

This shows the condition of the Mukta Jiva, and PrajSpati promises

to teach Indra this Mukta condition, by saying, "I shall explain the

true Self further to you." This promise is given several times. It is

first given when Indra, dissatisfied with the waking Self, comes back to
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Prajapati, again to bo taught, and Prajapati says (VIII., 9. 3), "I shall

explain it further to you. Live with me another thirty-two years."

Then he explains to him the Self in dream, and when Indra is not satis-

fied with that, he teaches him the Self in dreamloss sleep ; and when
Indra is not satisiied with that even, Prajapati at last describes to him the

true Self, freo from all the three conditions of waking, etc., and teaches the

condition of the Self in the state of Mukti in these terms

:

"Maghavat, this body is mortal and always held by death. It is the abode of that

Self which is immortal and without body. When in the body (by thinking this body is I

and I am this body) the Self is held by pleasure and pain. So long as he is in the body,

he cannot get free from pleasure and pain. But when he is free of the body (when

he knows himself different from the body), then neither pleasure nor pain touches him.

"The wind is without body, the cloud, lightning, and thunder are without body,

without hands, feet, etc. Now as these arising from this heavenly ether (space), appear in

their own form, as soon as they have approached the Highest Light.

"Thus does that serene being, arising from this body, appear in its own form, as

soon as it approaches the Highest Light. He (in that state) is the highest person (Uttama

Purusa). He move9 about there laughing (or eating), playing, and (rejoicing in his mind),

be it with women, carriages, or relatives, never minding that body into which he was

born."

This final teaching of Prajapati is in accordance with his fiual promise

given in (VIII, 11. 3), where lie says, "I shall oxplain the true Self

further to you and nothing more than this." Thus, because of this promise,

the teaching about "the Self appearing in its own form'' must relate to

the condition of the Muktas. Therefore, Mukti is indeed the manifestation

of one's own form, which consists in remaining in one's own natural

condition, free from the body, etc., which are produced through the

effect of Karmas. This bodiless condition, free from pleasure and pain,

is Mukti.

This conditiou is described in the text as coming subsequent to the

approaching of the soul the Highest Light. After the Highest Light is

reached, there appears this manifestation.

Doubt : But on this point a further doubt is raised : What is this

Highest Light? Is it the solar orb, for light generally means the sun, or is it

the Supreme Brahman ?

Purvapaksa : The opponent maintains the view that the Highest

Light refers here to the solar orb. Because in toe Mundaka Upani?ad it is

said that it is after reaching the sun that one gets Mukti. The present

passage also says that it is after reaching the Highest Light that one

manifests his own nature. Therefore, the Highest Light of the ChMudogya

passage is the solar orb mentioned by the Mundaka Upani§ad, I. 11. And

it is the same solar orb which comes as the Adityaloka in the Arcbirftdi

path, already mentioned before.

. Siddh&nta : This view is set aside in the next Sutra.
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SUTRA IV., 4. 3.

«rirHT II » I » I \ II

trtt Atma\ soul, swsng. Prakaran&t, on account of the subject-matter.

3. The Atman is that "Highest Light ;" because of the

context.—540.

COMMENTARY

That "Highest Light" mentioned in the Chhfindogya Upanisad is indeed

the Atman (the Supreme Self), and not the Solar sphere, because the

topic under discussion, whore that passage occurs, refers to the Supreme.

Though the word Jyotih is a common term, meaning both the sun and

Brahman, yet this word here, on account of tho topic under discussion,

denotes the Supreme Self. As in tho sentence "Dovo j&n&ti mo manah,"

the word Deva is used in the sense of "You." The sentence means "you

know my mind."

The word Atman, in this Sutra, refers to an All-pervading substance

whose essential form is knowledge and bliss. The word Atman is derived

from the root Vat meaning "to go continuously, to obtain and to

illumine." Thus Atman means that which illumines; secondly, that which

is reached by the free souls ; thirdly, that which is all-pervading. So it applies

both to the human soul as well as to the Supremo Lord. Tt has several

meanings, like the word "Upanisad." And this entity Atman mast bo

admitted to be a person. Because the description of it, given in tho passage

under discussion, is that of a person, it is called there ''Uttama Puru§a," the

Supreme. (See Chh. Up., VIII., 12. 2).

Therefore, the Highest Light, which the freed soul attains to, is this

this Uttama Purusa, the Supreme Person, the Lord Hari ; and is not the

solar sphere.

Adhikarana II— The soul of the Mukta is united

with the Lord

On this very subject, another doubt is raised.

Doubt : Does the freed soul, on reaching this Highest Light, which
resides in the town called Samvyoma, the great void, dwell in the same
plane with the Great Light, or dwell in union with it ? In other words,

does it remain, in the state of Mukti, separate from the Lord, though in
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the same sphere in which the Lord dwells, or is it united with the Lord ?

Or to use the technical phrase of the books of theology and theosophy,

is the Mukti Sfilokya (residence in the same heaven with the Deity), or

SSyujya (intimate union with the Deity), (absorption into the Deity)?

Purvapaksa : The Pfirvapaksm maintains the view that the Mukti

is a Sfilokya one. As when a person enters tho city of a king, he remains

in the same place where the king lives, but is not absorbed in the king ;

so the freed soul, when it entors the city of tho Lord, does not get absorbed

into the Lord, but remains separate from Him, though in tho same locality

with Him.

Siddhdnta : This view is refuted iu tho next Sutra.

SUTRA iv., 4. 4.

*fft*fl*ti 1*313 II « | » | » II

3TTft»n>ta Avibhagena, by non-division, by union. TSf^iat Drstatvat, being

seen in the Scriptures.

4. The freed soul exists in a state of non -separation from the

Lord, because of a Scriptural text.—541.

COMMENTARY

When tho soul has reached the Highest Light, it remains in a state of

non-division from that Light, in a state of absorption in that Light. Why ?

Bcoause it is so soen in the Scripture. In the Mundaka Upanisad (III., 2. 8),

we have the following statement

:

"As the flowing rivers disappear in the sea, losing their name and their form, thus

a wise man, freed from name and form, goes to the Divine Person, who is greater than

the great."

The word S&yujya means intimate union, as we find it used in tho

following passage of the Mah&n&rayana Upanisad (XXV., 1) :

tiswft %rcft*qf?r swTWsrafr jjfiJinwi^ftfet a^iwift iffcusm n m u

The wise one, who knowing it thus, dies during the northern progress of the sun,

attaining to the glory of the gods (i. c, going by the Archiradi Devayana path) gets

Siyujya with the sun. But he who dies during the southern progress of the sun, attain-

ing indeed the glory of the Pitrs (going by the Pitry&na path), obtains the Sayujya

with the moon, in the world of the moon. The wise knower of Brahman conquers these

two paths, that of the Sun and the Moon, and because of this (conquest), he obtains the

glory of Brahman, yea, the glory of Brahman.
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But if SSyujya be the only form of Mukti, what becomes then of the

other three forms, for the Scriptures describe four kinds of Mukti,

*. e., Sftlokya, (residence in the same sphere with the Deity), Sftrsfi,

(possessing the same power, station or rank as the Deity), S&mipya

(proximity to the Deity), and SSyujya ? To this we reply, that the other

three kinds of Mukti are but modes of Sayujya. The Sfiyujya Mukti

includes all those.

If Sfiyujya be the constant state of union with the Lord, then, how

is it that soul feels the sentiment of separation from the Lord, in the

state called Viraha ? The soul which is in constant union with the Lord,

is incapable of feeling this sentiment of Viraha. But the books describe,

that in the highest heaven even, this sentiment is felt ; and the Mukta

souls appear, now and then, as if lamenting their separation from the

Lord. To this wo reply, that even while feeling this sentiment, which

though painful is yet pleasant, tho freed souls feel their union with the

Lord internally, for the Lord is never absent from their hearts ; and

because they are in the ivorld of the Lord called Mahimft, and the world

of the Lord has been shown to bo identical with the Lord. Therefore,

the Mukta .Jivas, dwelling in Vaikuntha, are in three-fold union with the

Lord, namely, they are in the world of the Lord, which is the Lord

Himself; secondly, the Lord is in them, so they can never be uncon-

scious of the presence of tho Lord ; and thirdly, they are in union with

an external form of Lord. It is this separation from the external form

of the Lord, that gives rise to the sentiment of Viraha, in the heaven

world.

The illustration of the rivers entering the sea, cannot be utilised in

maintaining the doctrine of absolute identity with the Lord. The Mukta

Jivas, though in intimate union with the Lord, are not identical with

the Lord. Though we say, in ordinary parlance, when one water enters

another water, that it has become one, yet we know all the while, that

the tuo waters arc different internally. Tf they were not so, then there

would be no increase in the bulk of water.

Note : When a cup of water is put into a reservoir of water, the water which was

in die cup does not cease to exist, does not become identical with the other water, because

it adds so much water to the reservior, and increases its bulk by that quantity. Thus

in the Katha Upanisad (IV., 15) it is said :

"As pure water poured into pure water becomes like that, 0 Gautama, so the Atrajt

of the Muni, who knows, becomes like that (without Brahman)."

Similarly, in the Skanda Pflrfina also it is said that the union of water with water

does not mean absolute identity, but intimate connection.
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Adhikarana III.— The attributes of the Mulcta Soul.

Now the author is going to determine what are the blessings which

the freed soul enjoys. But beforo doing that, it is necessary to determine

the divine attributes, such as true resolve, (the iustantanoous fulfilment

of every wish that the soul entertains), and qualities like the same ; and

the soul's getting a body of celestial texture. For these are the causes

that bring about the enjoyment of blessings. Therefore, the author

begins with the determination of the attributes, which tho soul shows

forth.

Doubt : When the soul reaches the Highost Light, does it manifest

itself with cortain group of attributes, or is it merely pure intelligence ?

Or is it both pure intelligence, plus other attributes; because there is no

nocessary contradiction between them ?

Purvapaksa : As a Purvapak§n, the author givos first the opinion of the

sage Jaimini.

sutba iv., 4. 5.

aiim ^fafwqraTf^: ii v i
a

i X II

Br&hmena, by what is accomplished by Brahman : the gift of

Brahman. Ifefa: Jaiminih, Jaimini (holds). 3q«HH-^ri^: UpauySsa-adibhynh,

by suggestion, etc, by reference and the rest.

5. According to Jairuini, the freed soul manifests with all the

attributes given by Brahman, because of the reference and tho rest,

(as contaiued in other passages of the Upanisad).—542.

COMMENTARY

The word "Br&hma" of the Sutra means, accomplished or com-

pleted by the Brahman. [It is a word formed by the affix ft. An, under

Pinini (IV., 2. 68).) The Mukta appears with the divinely given attributes,

mentioned in the Chhandogya Upanisad (VIII., 7. 1) beginning with "who is

free from sins," and ending with "whose will is true." These are the eight

Gunas or qualities, which he then possesses. Namely, (i) he is free from

sins, (ii) free from old age, (Hi) free from death, (iv) free from grief, (v) free

from hunger, (vi) free from thirst, (vii) ho has desires Avhich are instantly

realised, and (viii), a will which accomplishes its resolution spontaneously.

Why do we say so ? Because of the reference and the rest. In the

above passage of the Chhandogya Upanisad (VIII., 7. 1.) Pr&japati suggests that

freed souls also come to possess the eight attributes of Atman, which
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he has proclaimed so widely : and which reaches the ears of the Devas

in heaven, and the Asuras in the nether world.

Tho words "and the rest" «nft of the Sutra indicate that the soul not

only possesses these eight attributes, but that it acts in the way mentioned

in the same Upanisad.

"The Mukta movos about there laughing, playing and rejoicing, with women, with

carriages, with other Muktas of his own period or of the past Kalpas. (So great is his

ecstasy) that he does not remember even the person standing near him, nor even his own

body."

Therefore, Jaimini is of opinion that tho Mukta soul manifests these

eight-fold attributes and acts as mentioned in this Upanisad. In support of

his view thero is a Smrti passage also :

Yathfi na hriyato jyotsna", etc. 00.

As a Purvapaksa, the author next gives tho opinion of Audulomi,

who holds tho opinion that the Mukta soul possesses only one attribute,

namely, that of pure intelligence.

SUTRA iv., 4. 6.

fa^RI^H HQm Mlftf%^tfa: II 8 I 8 I K II

foft Chiti, in Intelligence, in Brahman, amim TanmStrena, with solely

that nature (of intelligence). $\ Tad, that (intelligence), •srres^frs Atmakatvsit,

being the essence *fa Iti, so. «ftf«ftft: Audulomih, Audolomi thinks.

6. The Mukta J£va, when it has entered into the All-intelligence,

manifests merely as that (intelligence) ; because (of the statement that

it is) essentially that alone. Thus opines Audulomi.—543.

COMMENTARY

The Mukta, whose nescience has been burnt away by meditation on

Brahman, when it enters into Brahman, whose essence is intelligence,

manifests as intelligence only. Why ? Because there is a statement that

intelligence is its essential and only form. In the Brhad&ranyaka Upani§ad

(IV., 5. 13) we have the following :

i^wft >jjrwj: sgwre enriftigfr^fa i "to a*rs«fta> iflfafer irrawwr: n u n

As a mass of salt has neither inside nor outside, !but is altogether a mass of taste,

thus indeed has that Self neither inside nor outside, but is altogether a mass of know-

ledge, and having risen out from these elements, vanishes again in them. When he has

departed, there is no more knowledge (name), I say, O Maitreyi, thus spoke YijHavalkya.
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This passage shows that intelligence only constitutes the true

being of the soul. Thus we know that the essential naturo of the Jiva

is intelligence, pure and simple, unqualified by any attribute-?. Accord-

ing to Audulomi, therefore, the Chhandogya text attributing sinlessness and

the rest to the soul is to be interpreted as not meaning to predicate of it

further positive quilities, but only to exclude all those qualities which

depend on Avidyil or noscience, such as change, pleasure, pain and

so on.

After thus giving the opinion of .Jaimini and of Audulomi, the

author gives next his own opinion.

SUTRA IV., 4.. 7.

Evam, thus. *Tfa Api, oven : though the soul be mere intelligence.

OTFJirarac. Upanyasat, because of the suggestion, reference : authority of the

words of Prajapati. {! Furva, of the former (ie., .Jaimini). Bhavat, on

account of the existence (of the statement). ^rf^ctaT. Avirodham, non-contra-

diction. ^TW^ra: Badarayanah, Badarayana, (thinks).

7. Even (though tho soul be) thus (pure intelligence), yet on

account of the authority (of the words of Prajapati), there is no

contradiction in the existence of the former (eight qualities also in it).

Thus thinks Badarayana.—544.

COMMENTARY

Though the essential naturo of the soul be pure intelligence, as

proved by Audulomi, yet thoro is no contradiction, if the eigiit qualities

also exist in it. This is tho opinion of tho Lord Badarftyana. Why ?

Bocause of the authority. The statement made by Prajapati is an

authority for holding that tho former opinion held by Jaimini is right

;

since those qualities also exist in the soul. The settled conclusion, there-

fore, is that since the Srutis give unqualified both these statements,

—

the Brhadaranyaka mentioning that the soul is pure intelligence, and

the ChhSndogya that it has the eight qualities—and since both these

statements are of equal authority, the nature of the freed soul consists of

both these sets of qualities. Badarftyana approves the view that the soul is

"even a mass of intelligence"—that is, unqualified intelligence only. For

though it be unqualified (Nirguna) intelligence only, yet there is no

contradiction, when it is said to possess the eight qualities also. The word

eva "only" used in tho Brhadftranyaka Upanisad ( JWHT* R«f ),

"a mass of intelligence only"—does not prevent the soul possessing other

95
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attributes also. For the above passage of Brhad&ranyaka Upanisad purports to

exclude all and every kind of irrationality (Jadatva) from the soul and to

teach that the self is self-luminous. Though the Jiva be thus self-luminous,

pure intelligence, there is no contradiction if it possesses the eight qualities,

known from another equally authoritative text. Thus though a solid

salt-crystal be a mass of mere taste, and nothing but taste, yet it has a

form, hardness, etc., also, and these qualities do not contradict its being

a mass of taste.

Therefore, it follows, that in Mukti, the Jiva manifests as pure intelligence,

endowed by the Lord with the eight qualities.

Adhikarana V.— The MuHa is a Satya-sarlkalpa

Now the author discusses the question of the Mukta being a Satya-

sankalpa, one whoso will spontaneously becomes resolved into the

accomplished act.

Vimya : In the Chhandogya Upanisad (VIIL, 12.3) it is stated: "Ho moves

about there, laughing, playing, rejoicing, be it with women, or chariots,

or relatives."

Doubt : Hero arises the doubt : Does the soul's meeting with the

relatives and tho rest presuppose an • effort on its part, or does it como

about by its mere willing ?

Piirvapakm : The opponent maintains the view that there is effort

on the part of the soul. For in this world, even such groat persons as

kings, etc., who are said to be Satya-sankalpas (those whose wishes

are never frustrated but over accomplished), have to exert in order

to have their wishes realised. Therefore, the Muktas meet with

their relatives by willing, accompanied by some effort to get tho will

realised.

Siddh&nia : This opinion is refuted in tho next Sutra.

sftra iv., 4. 8.

W&lfa II V I » I C ||

*B9«li?» Sankalpftd, by the will. ia Eva, indeed, em Tat, about it g%r

Sruteh, there being a scriptural statement

8. (The Muktas meet their relatives and the rest) by their mere

will ; because of the text of the Sruti.—545.
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*

COMMENTARY

The Mukta meets his relativos and the rest by his mere will. Why ?

Because the Revelation says so. For in the same Chhandogya Upanisad

in a previous passage (VIII., 2. 1) the Scripture says

:

*? nft firasfftwnft #sr<Ti^frF3i far*: sgftrafpsr fcr fts-aftst gpqisfr

^tfq?t it ? n

Thus he who desires the world of the fathers, by his mere will, the fathers come

to receive him, and having obtained the world of the fathers, he is happy.

Thus this previous passage shows that the. meeting with relatives, etc.,

takes place by mere will, and by uo other effort. If any other effort

was also necessary, then the particle "Eva," "mere," would become useless.

Though thero was similarly the word "Eva" in the description of the soul

as "mere mass of intelligence" (sRTTl«H «W ), yet there we added the eight

qualities, because of the complementary text of the Prajapati's declaration.

But there is uo such complementary passage with regard to Satya-sankalpa,

which would require us to hold that some other attributes must be

added here also ; and that the will does not accomplish itself, but requires

something else.

But this kind of Mukti, in which one's own expansion of power

is the predominant clement, is not liked by those who aro the true servants

of the Lord, and have tasted the sweets of service They look down upon this

sort of Mukti. This explanins also those texts which deprecate such Mukti.

Adhikarana VI.— The Mukta is under the control

of no one, but the Lord.

Now, though the Mukta is one whoso wish is ever true (Satya-sankalpa),

yet he is dependent on the Lord and on the Lord alone. The author shows

this fact in the next Sutra.

Doubt : Is the Mukta under the governance of anyone other than the

Supreme Person or not?

Pwrvapaksa : He is under the governance of Beings other than the

Supreme Person. Just as the man who goes to the palace of a king

comes under the control of the officials of tho king, so also the Mukta

who has entered the home of the Lord, comes under the jurisdiction of

the companions of the Lord.

SiddMnta : This view is set aside in the next Sutra.
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SUTRA IV., 4. 9.
*

TOI ^R^Tft#.' II « I 8 U II

IT; Atah, for this reason. Eva, indeed. ^ Cha, and. ^sR^srftrfff:,

Ananya-adhipatih, having no other master (except God).

9. And for this reason, indeed, ho has no other

Master.—546.

OOJIMENTAHY

"For this reason," namely, because of the manifestation in the Freed

Soul, of the attributes of True-Resolve, etc., through the grace of the

Supreme Person, the Mukta has no master over him. That is to say,

he has no ruler over him except the Supremo Person Himself. He shines

forth and sports about, dependent on the Supremo alone. Were he under

the control of any other person, then his case would not differ from

one boing in the bondage of the SamsSra, though that bondage may bo

of a different sort. Though the True-Resolve possessed by the Mukta

Jiva is the essential nature of the Soul, yet it has become manifest owing

to his meditation on the Supreme Person. Henco Ho, out of compassion,

constantly gives joy to His protege— joy which is endless and infinite.

That the Lord gives joy to the Freed will be shown further on under

Sutra IV., 4. 20. and the rest. The Mukta also is equally happy in getting

the privilege of eternally serving the Lord of eternal bliss and Protector

of His proteges. The Jiva being a portion (Anisa) of the Lord, his agency

and enjoyment all depend upon the Lord. This has already been shown

previously.

The Sutra is explained in another way also by some. "For this reason,"

namely, because he becomes a Satya-saiikalpa, one whose wishes

spontaneously realise themselves, the Mukta "has no other master," is not

under the law, rises above all commands and prohibitions of Sastras.

Were lie still under the rule of the law, his trueness of resolve Avould

become obstructed thereby. (No one who is under the law, can be said

to have a Free-Will or Satya-Sankalpa].

Adhikarana VII

Now the author shows that the Mukta gets a new Divine body.

Doubt : There arises the following doubt : Has the Mukta who has

approached the Highest Light got any body, or has he not ? Or has he a

body whenever he desires to have one ? Or can he not get any body ?

Furvapaksa : On this point, the author first gives the opinion of

Bfidari.
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SVTRA IV., 4. 10.

ii a i » \\ o
ii

Abhavo, as regards the absence. ikR: Badarih, Badari. wrc Aha,
says, ft Hi, because (of the Chhandogya, VI1J., 12. 1). <?M\ Evam, thus.

10. Badari (opines that the Mukta Jiva) has no body, because thus

the Scripture declares.—547.

COHMKXTAKY

BSdari holds that there is an absence of body with regard to the

freed. The body is always the outcome of one's good or bad or mixed
Karmas. It is Adr§ta-made. In the state of Rcleaso, all Karmas being

destroyed, there exists no Adrsta, so there is no possibility of the

origination of a body. Why V Because the Scripture declares thus

:

because the text of the Chhandogya, VIIF., 12. 1, says so.

1 % m$V&i *W ftqTWq'fK'lSfilWHSntft W Sf3 1 fanfa'l HW- II \ 'I *W<ffi

s^ifaftsw^ ii ^ ii ^'sigi^iswi^^ifsgf^R it saftfawflw^i ^"anfvrRr-

wffq?.^ b wj wVq srnvit grii ^^Rifti5^^- snot g^: II 3 II

Maghavat, this body is mortal and always held by death. It is the abode of that

Helf which is immortal and without body. When in the body the Self is held by

pleasure and pain. Ho long as he is in the body, he cannot get freo from pleasure and

pain. But when he is free of the body, then neither pleasure nor pain touches him.

The wind is without body ; the cloud, lightning and thunder are without body.

Now as these, arising from this heavenly ether (space), appear in their own form, as

soon as they have approached the Highest Light.

Thus docs that serene being, arising from this body, appear in its own form as

soon as it has approached the Highest Light. He is the highest person (Uttama Purusa).

He moves about there laughing (or eating), playing and rejoicing (in his mind), be it

with women, carriages, or relatives, never minding that body into which he was born.

The above passage in tho first verse shows that wherever there

is a body, there must be pain. It, therefore, says further on "when

tho soul goes out of the body," etc., then it is above all pain, etc. Thus

the ChhSndogya Upanisjad clearly says that the soul in the state of Mukti is

bodiless.

The Bh&gavata Purfina also says :

>ftfowietf«uit %TCS^rfon*

The dwellers of the city of Vaikuntha, deroid of life-breaths, sense-organs and

body.

This is the opinion of the sago Badari. The author next quotes the

opinion of Jaimini.
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sCtra iv., 4. 11.

m W^^1^ II « I « I U II

*rnr Aha, says, fa Hi, because, wi, Bvam, thus. Iftfa: Jairainih, Jaimini.

fofieit Vikalpa, option. wwRTq. Amananat, by thiaking about, mentioning.

11. Jaimini holds that, because the Scripture declares thus,

therefore, the Mukta has a body, as there is the passage declaring the

optional possession of many bodies.— 548.

UOJ1A1KXTARY

Jaimini holds the view that tho Mukta has a body. Why ? Because

of tho declaration of option in the Scripture. Tn the Chhandogya Upanisad,

VII., 20. ?, whore the Bhuma" Vidyfi is described, there is the following

:

*fa B <?3NT fa*! **n% qs^WT im\ WI 31^13[JtT W S*J

There is this verse, 'The Released does not see death, nor illness, nor pain. The

Released sees everything and obtains everything everywhere.

He is one, he becomes three, he becomes five, he becomes seven, he becomes nine,

then again he is called tho eleventh, and hundred and ten and one thousand and twenty.'

Tho above shows that tho soul can assume various bodies simultaneously,

and as the soul is atomic in its essential form, its becoming many can be

only by its assuming diverse bodies.

Nor can it be said that tho above description of tho Chhandogya Upani§ad

is not a fact, but au AithavMa. Because the description comes under the

topic of Release, and is a bare statement of truth, not a figurative expression.

This being so, the statement of the Chhandogya Upanisad (VIII., 12. 1)

regarding the soul being bodiless, in tho state of Mukti, means that it lias no

body dependent upon Adrsta o* Karmas. That the soul lias a body,

not of Prftkrtic matter but of celestial essence, is proved by the Smrti

text also : "Vasanti yatro purusftl} sarve Yaikuntha murtayalj," "where dwell

released souls, all having celestial bodies (Vaikuntha Mnrti)."

Now the author gives his own opinion in contradistinction to that of

B&dari and Jaimini.

SUTRA IV., 4. 12.

3P5*!WWfN ^l^S* II 8 I 8 I mi
attfwt Dvadasa, twelve. <W3. Ahavat, like days ; just as the twelve days

sacrifice. 3»T*lffaT, Ubhyavidham, of both kinds. Badar&yanalj, B&darfi-

yana (thinks), fa: Atah, for this very reason.

12. For this reason, BSdarayana holds that Muktas are of both
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kinds (they are both bodiless and have bodies), just as the twelve days'

sacrifice (is both an Ahina and a Sattra),— 539.

COMMENTARY

"For this reason," because the Mukta is one whose wish becomes

spontaneously realised; therefore, the lord B&darftyana opines that the

Mukta has both these natures ; because the Scripture describes him in

both those ways. In other words, ho maintains that the Mukta is both

bodiless as well as has a body. It is like the twelvo days' sacrifice which

becomes a Sattra on the wish of the yajamana, when it is looked upon

as a sacrifice having many Yajamanas, and becomes an Ahina when it

is looked upon as having a single Yajamana. As this Dvadasaha ceremony

becomes a Sattra, or an Ahina, on the mere will of the YajamSna (whether

he joins others with him or not), so these Mukta souls have a body or

have not a body, on their mere will. The real truth is this that the

Muktas, through tho force of Brahma-vidya, have turn off all corporal

vestures, and have become Satya-sankalpas or beiugs whose mere will

is action. Of these Muktas, thoro is a class who wish to have a body

and they assume a body by tho force of their mere will. And with regard

to these is the verse of tho Chhandogya Upanisad (VII, 26. 2) "he becomes

one, he becomes three, he becomes five," etc. But those who have no desire

to assume a body, do not get a body, and with regard to them the verse,

VIII, 12. 1. of the Chhandogya Upanisad becomes appropriate, and it is

said that ho is without a body.

Those Muktas, who through their celestial bodies (the Br&hmic bodies)

always wish to carry out the will of the Supreme Brahman, manifest in

their acts the Chit Sakti of the Lord, and with that Sakti they work

simultaneously in different places. Tho Muktas always possess this Chit

S'akti, and always follow tho will of the Lord.

In the Brhad&ranyaka Upanisad (II., 4. 14) it is said:

w ft Isfasr af^rc ffctfa afarc <wft a%< w 1

** affcrc

WTHfirasfa aforc mi *tg?t afarc tftf fastraifa w m v&t glme^T^^ * fiSrei-

For when there is as it were duality, then one sees the other, one smells the other,

one hears the other, one salutes the other, one perceives the other, one knows the other,

but when the Self only becomes all this for the Mukta, how should he smell another,

how should he see another, how should he hear another, how should he salute another,

how should he perceive another, how should he know another ?

The above verse shows that when, in the state of Mukti, the Supreme

Self has become the direct worker through the Mukta Jiva, when
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Hari pervades the Mukta Jiva, with His form of bliss, intelligence and

all-pervadingness, and when He has become, as it wore, all the sense-

organs of the Mukta Jiva, his eyes, ears, etc., then how should such a

Mukta Jiva see another, and with what he should see another, etc?

Verily through the energy of Hari Himself, ho sees Hari, through the

sense-organs which themselves are Hari. Thus the Mukta sees Hari with

the organs which are Hari and the life-energy which is Hari. Hence the

Sruti says, "When the Self only has become all this for the Mukta, how

should he smell another, how should he see another, how should ho hear

another," etc.

This idea is more explicitly expressed in the Sruti of the Madh-

yandinayanas which is to the following effect.

s 3i «w stsifaB xftixfqqfowq miftw* mm wfer sruorr "ZflPffa mfci

That Brahmanisthft putting off this mortal body, and having reached Brahman, sees

through Brahman, hears through Brahman, yea, perceives everything through Brahman.

The Smrti also says the same : "where dwell these spirits all of thorn

having celestial bodies."

This Sankalpa or will, which blooms out in the Mukta, is to be cultivated

from the very time of his earliest practice, and must be understood to be

the same will, which he was cultivating during his period of Sitdhana.

Because the Sruti says, "Yath& kratuh," "as a man wills in this life, so ho

gets in the next." In fact, the Mukta oven before lie gets the stato of

Mukti, has been constantly willing "May I walk through the feet of Visnu,

or rather I am walking through the feet of Visnn, I am seeing through the

eyes of Visnu," etc. Since this had been his aspiration, even before

Mukti, it becomes realised in the state of Mukti.

Adhlkarana VITT— The Mukta enjoys objects and is not

quiescent

fn the preceding Sutras have been described the attributes which

the Mukta possesses, in order to enjoy heavenly blessings, and his getting

a divine body through which he enjoys them. That there are enjoyments

to be experienced in Mukti, we find established by texts like the following

of the Taittiriya Upanisjad (II., 1. 1.)

:

He enjoys all objects of desire along with Brahman.

Now the author mentions that this enjoyment may be problematic and

hence arises the following doubt.
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Doubt : Is it possible that a Makta may have enjoyments or is it

not possible ?

Pitrvapaksa : The Purvapaksin maintains, that sinco tho Mukta is

devoid of body and sense-organs, it is not possible for him to enjoy any

object. If it bo said that being a Yogin, lie has the creative power of

making a body for himself in order to enjoy objects, to this wo reply,

that being full of divine ecstasy and bliss, he will havo no hankering for

sonsations, and will not create a body to enjoy external objects. The

Mukta, therefore, does not enjoy objects of dosire.

Siddkdnta : This view is set aside in tho next Sutra.

SUTRA IV., 4. 13.

^qi%flwq^qq%: || g I « I \\\\

5»3 Tanu, of the body, sr*rft Abh&ve, in tho absence, fl^?5^ Sandhyavad,

just as in a dream, Sandhya means dream. 3T^I: Upapatteh, it being possible.

13. Even in the absence of a body, the Mukta enjoys

objects as in the state of dream ; because of tho reasonableness of

such enjoyments.—550.

COMMENTARY

The enjoyment is not impossible, even in tho absence of a (self-

created) body. As in the condition of dream (whero tho objects of enjoy-

ment and tho subtlo bodies through which those objects are enjoyed are

created by tho Lord Himself), so in Ihe state of Mukti
;

(though the Mukta

may not desire any such enjoyment, the Lord out of His fullness bestows

such enjoyments on him). Therefore, as in a dream, where there is no

body, but still enjoyment, so in tho state of Mukti, there is enjoyment even

without the body.

Of courso, when the Mukta creates a body, then his enjoyment is more

full and intense, as is mentioned in the next Sutra.

SUTRA iv., 4. 14.

*fl% m^L, II a I » \ \ a II

Bh&ve, in tho existence of (tho body\ srnwt. J&gradvat, just as in the

waking state.

14. When there is a body (then tho enjoyment is more intense)

as in the waking state.—551.

COMMENTARY

When there is a body, then the enjoyment is, of course, as full as in

the waking state. As to the objection of tho Purvapaksin, that the ob£Mfei

96
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of enjoyment have no attraction for the Mukta, it is perfectly correct. But

as those objects, like sentiments arising on the experiencing of a work of

true art, are looked upon by the Mukta as gifts of God, his Prasdda,

lie does not discard them, but on the contrary accepts them eagerly.

Hence the objection is not valid. As the Lord Hari Himself is ever full

and self-satisfied, yot enjoys the offerings made to Him by His devotees,

in order to satisfy the wish of His devotees ; and the desire for enjoyment

of the Lord is but a response to the wish of His devotees ; so there arises a

desire in the Mukta oven, to enjoy the objects of desire as the sacred gift

of the Lord, as His Prasdda ; and this is indeed not an ordinary desire but

Bhakti. And it should be so understood.

Adhikarana TX.— The Mukta is Omniscient.

The author now shows that the Mukta is omniscient.

Visaya : In the Chhandogyn Upauisad (VI T., 2(3. 2, see Sutra IV., 4. II. 1).

we have the following :

"The released soul docs not see death, nor illness, nor pain. The released sees every-

thing and obtains everything, everywhere."

This shows that the released has knowledge of every object.

Doubt : Is it possible that the released should possess such omniscience

or is it not?

Pnrvapakm : The Purvapaksin maintains that the released soul has

no omniscience, because the Scripture says that it is embraced by the

Prajiia Self. Thus, Brhadaranyaka Upanisad (IV., 3. 21) :

mi Tr&ercffc^? wiqiwiis*rci* <?q enwr fimr f%Rt wft^RRt n mil

This indeed is his (true) form, free from desires, free from evil, free from
fear. Now as a man, when embraced by a beloved wife, knows nothing that is

without, nothing that is within, thus this person, when embraced by the intelligent

(Pritjna) Self, knows nothing that is without, nothing that is within. This indeed is his

(true) form in which his wishes are fulfilled, in which the Self (only) is his wish, in which

no wish is felt, free from auy sorrow.

Siddhdnta : This view is set aside in tho next Sutra.

sOtra iv., 4. 15.

«»^<WS. Pradipavat, just as in the case of a lamp. *rft?T: Avesah, entering.

m Tathfi, thus, ft Hi, because. $iq% DarSayati, declares (the Scripture).
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15. The pervasion (of the soul of the Mukta in every object,

and his thus knowing every object), is like that of a lamp ; because

the Scripture declares it to be so.—552.

COMMENTARY

As a lamp, though remaining in one place, enters into mauy places

through its rays, so the Mukta enters into many objects through the

spreading out of its Prajna (the Aura of consciousness). To this effect is

the Sruti of the Svetasvatara Upanisad (IV., 18).

fSRi'lT 3U»!ft M \* I!

When the light has risen, there is no day, no night, neither existence nor non-

existence, Siva the blessed alone is there. That is the eternal, the adorable light of

Savitr, and the ancient wisdom of the Jiva (Prfijaa) proceeded from That (Lord Hari).

The above shows that "tasmat," "from Him," from the Lord Hari,

the ancient wisdom of the Jiva, so long under obscuration, spreads forth

then.

Says an objector : It is not reasonable to hold that tho Jiva becomes

omniscient in the state of Mukti. The Bihadaranyaka Upanisad (IV., 3. 21

ante) says the Jiva is then in the embrace of tho Lord and is unconscious

of every discrote knowledge The next Sutra gives a reply to this objection,

and explains that verse.

sunta iv., 4. 16.

^Fqq^%^T^Wh%$af| II 81 81 U H

Wicjjq SvSpyaya, deep sleep. SR^s Sampattyob, and union : the death-

swoon. The moment just before tho departure of soul from the body is

called Sampatti. *T«l?rc Auyatara, either, any one of the two. *PfaqT, Apeksyam,

to be referred, having regard to. ^lft*^ Aviskrtam, manifest, declared,

ft Hi, because.

16. (That verse of the Br. Up., IV., 3. 21) refers to either the

state of deep sleep or to the state of death-swoon (it does not refer

to the condition of the Mukta) ; because the Scripture has made it

clear.—553.

COMMENTARY

The above BrhadSranyaka Upanisad text is not enough to prohibit tho

possession of discrete consciousness by the Mukta, because it bas reference

either to tho condition of deep sleep or of death-swoon. In the Chh&ndogya
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Upanisad (VI., 8. 1) the word Svapiti is thus explained : "Svam apto bhavati

tasmfid enam Svapiti ityfichaksatc : svam hy aplto bhavati :" "Ho has reached

the Self (Sva), therefore, they say Svapiti (ho sleeps), because he has gone to

his self (Sva)." Further in the same section (VI., 8. 6) it says "when the man
departs, speech merges in the mind, the mind in breath, etc." Thus the

Scripture describes the states of deep sleep and death (Sampatti) as states

of unconsciousness. On the other hand, it reveals the state of Mukti as

that of all-knowledge. Tn the same Chh&ndogya Upanisad (VIII., II. 1.) Indra

addressing Prajfipati thus deprecates the condition of deep sleep:—"In
truth ho thus does not know himself that ho is I, nor does ho know any-

thing exists. He is gone, as if to uttor annihilation. I see no good in this.

Ihus showing tho utter unconsciousness of the Jiva in deep sleep, the

same Sruti, in the speech of Prajftpati, describes the state of Mukti, unlike

that of deep sleep, as a state of most vivid consciousness, in these words

(VIII., 12. 5.) :— "He, the Self, seeing those pleasures through his divine

eye, c, the mind, rejoices. Tho Devas who are in the world of Brahman
meditate on that Therefore, all worlds belong to thorn and all desires."

Thus the ChhSndogya Upanisad clearly draws a distinction between the

deep sleep and death which is that of unconsciousness, and tho state of

Mukti which is a state of exalted consciousness. The word 'annihilation'

used in the above means 'non-perception of any object'

Thus it is proved that tho released soul is Omniscient.

Adhikarana X.—But the MuMa cannot create a world.

In the Chhandogya Upani§ad wo have the following (VIII., 1. 6.) :

wwurgfto ifsp^cn^ai ac$i^ *roi#>R><n<as> g% sifts wnir) n K ii

Those who depart from hence without having discovered the Self and those true
desires, for them there is no freedom in all the worlds. But those who depart from hence,
after having discovered the Self and those true desires, for them there is freedom in all

the worlds.

As an example of Kftmacharya or freedom in all the worlds, the same
Upanisad mentions (VIII., 2. 1, etc.)

:

*» ftwWft **fer ckvqfarer ftw: sgfasfar tar fk^h^ tfq«T Rtfjpr n*n

Thus he who desires the world of the fathers, by his mere will the fathers come to
receive him, and having obtained the world of the fathers, he is happy.

And he who desires the world of the mothers, by his mere will the mothers come to
Y&m, «* totalo^W <fe cL^ \% fenj,
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Doubt : Here arises the doubt : Does the released soul becomo the

world-creator or not ?

Purvapaksa : Since the Mukta has reached the highest equality with

the Lord (Mundaka Upanisad, III, 1. 3', and since the Scriptures mention

that the Mukta has tho power of realising all his thoughts (Satya-sankalpa),

he must have tho power also of creating the universe.

fSiddhdnta : This view is set aside in the next Sutra.

SUKTA IV., 1. 17.

^ Jagad, world. Vyapara, energy, creation. ^1 Varjyam,

without, excepted. JHWa; Prakaranat, from tho subject-matter, sfsfafsa^tfl,

Asannihitatvat, on account of non-proximity.

17. (The Mukta has all powers) with the exception of creating the

universe
; because tho context and the non-proximity (debar any

other view).— 554.

COilMKNTARY

The Mukta no doubt creates tho Pitrloka and Matrloka, etc, as we learn

from tho Chhandogya Upanisad (VIII., 2. 1, etc.) ; but his creation has this

limitation, that it is a local creation only, different from tho creation of tho

Supreme Brahman, who creates tho whole universe, consisting of spirit and

matter, sustains it and dissolves it back into Himself. This power belongs

to Brahman alone and to no Mukta Jiva, as wo find from the Taittiriya

Upanisad (III., 1. 1.)

>i# mfh* 11 farcgisarc 11 <T*fh% *ti^ si&fa 11 erem <?a?jfHH 11 *w

wj ^w- 1 *fa *rRflrl?r 11 *t*r 11 *Trfa 11 ^
srrenfr zfhfa 11 ^JFafSrafiwfo 11 nf^fSTfrre^^ 11 a^i% 11

Bhrgu Varum went to his father Varun, saying : "fir, teach me Brahman." He

told him this, vix., Food, breath, the eye, the ear, mind, speech.

Then he said again to him : "That from whence these beings are born, that by which

when born they live, that into which they enter at their death, try to know that. That

is Brahman."

"With the exception of Jagatvypara, the released soul has every

other power. How do Ave know this ? From the leading subject-matter

and from non-proximity. The loading subject-matter in the above passage

of the Taittiriya Upanisad, is Supreme Brahman. The son asks his father to

teach him Brahman, and the father defines Brahman as ''that from whence

these beings are born, etc." The topic there is of Brahman and not the

released soul. Nor can the released soul, by aDy method of attraction and
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imitation, got this power of world creation. .In fact, that (Jpani§ad in II., 6. 1.

expressly says :

He who knows Brahman as non-existing, becomes himself non-existi ng. He who

knows the Brahman as existing, him we know himself as existing.

Morco.'e', the Mukta being not the subject-matter under discussion in

the immediate proximity of tho Taittiriya verso, he cannot be said to acquiro

this power of world-creation by an - means. If it were otherwise, then tho

author of the Sutra would not have defined Brahman as ho does in I., 1. 2.

as the Creator of the universe for all definitions presuppose some special

individual attributes.

Moreover, if evory Mukta became a Ood, with the god-like power of

creation, then there would bo many gods in this universe, and instead of

this being a cosmos, it would be a chaos. Therefore, the Mukta is not

equal to (rod, and has not the power of world-creation.

Says an objector : But Taittiriya Upanisad and Chhandogya Upanisad both

declare that a released soul becomes the object of adoration to the Devas even,

and since they teach that he possesses such lordliness, it is natural to suppose

that he has the power of world-creation. Thus Taittiriya Upanisad 1., 5. 3,

says : "Sarvo asmui deva balini avnhanti," "all Dovas bring oileriugs to him."

So also tho Ohlnlndogya Upanisad, 7., 2a 2, says : "Sa svarad bhabati tasya

sarvesu lokesu kamacharo bhavati," "Ho becomes a self-ruler, ho moves in

all the. worlds according to his wishes."

This objection is raised in tho first half of tho next Sutra, and answered

therein in the next half.

SUTRA IV., 4. 18.

Pratyaksa, direct. ?f^Tl3(. Upadesat, on account of (direct) teaching.

Na, not. Iti, so. Cliot, if. ^ Na, not. *nf* wfai AdhikSrika, those

entrusted with the special function, a world-ruler, office-bearer, like BrahmS,

etc. vrsjie*! Mandalasya, spheres (».&, of those abiding in the spheres, of those

entrusted with tho special functions), Ukteh, on account of the statements.

18. If it be objected that this is not so, because there is direct

Womes a wor\u-creaW),
we reply, it is not so : because those texts declare (that the Mukta,
enjojs pleasures) iu the spheres of world-rulers.—555
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COMMENTARY

If an objector say, "tho Sruti itself directly teaches that the Mukta

can create a world; and so it is not proper to deny to him tho power of

world-creation," we reply to him thus, "The texts are wrongly interpreted

by you. They refer to the power of every Mukta, to go to the spheres of

cosmic rulors like Brahma* and tho rest: and there enjoy all the pleasures

of those spheres, through the kind permission of the Supreme Ruler."

Thus the Muktas, like the Kum&ras, NSrada and tho rest, have unobstructed

power of movement in every sphere, and this is what is meant by the

word "K&machSra," "freedom of movement." The rulors of those spheres,

moreover, honour such august visitors with all reverential offerings; and

this is what is meant by the phrase "sarve dev& balim asmai avahanti"—

all Devas bring offerings to him. Those two texts am not an authority

for holding that a Mukta can be a world-creator. They merely show that

a Mukta participates, through tho most merciful kindness of tho Lord,

In all enjoyments to bo found in those phenomenal spheres which declare

His glory.

Says an objector : If a Mukta enjoys all tho pleasures to be found

in the various worlds of phenomena, then he is no higher than an

ordinary world-current-driven soul (Samsari Jiva), for all phenomenal

pleasures have an end. The next Sutra answers the objection.

Sf'TBA iv., 4. 19.

ft"f.K Vikara, in tho worldly life; the changing. Avarti, not exist-

ing: Vik&ra avarti—Brahman, that in which change does not exist. Cha,

and. 5W Tathfi, of that kind, fk ITi, because. ft«r%T Sthitim, abiding, position.

9JTf Aha, says.

19. (The Mukta ever abides in) That who is changeless, because

the Sruti also has declared such abiding.— 550.

COMMENTARY

"The changing" is this world of phenomena ; for it is the six-fold

modification, which every being in this world undergoes. That which does

not exist in the changing is called Vikara-avavtl. It Is the changeless

Brahman and the abode of Brahman, which also possesses all the attributes

of Brahman. Tho Mukta dwells in all spheres, fully knowing all tho laws

that govern those spheres, and all the attributes and nature of the Lord,

who has created those spheres. Through the might of his Vidyft, he
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knows both the nature and the attributes of the Lord, freo from the two-

fold covering. Thus the dwelling of the Mukta in these spheres, differs

from the dwelling of the Samsftti Jivas in thorn. "The Sruti also has

declared such abiding." Thus the Katha TJpauisad, V. 1., declares:

3*^EWK*P»e>msR^rcr: " f3*w i *fafer fo$m ftg^qs an: n l n

There is a town with eleven gates belonging to the unborn Brahman, whose thoughts

are never crooked. He who meditates on Him (in the lotus of the heart) grieves no

more, and being liberated (from Avidya. which covers the essential nature of Brahman)

becomes free (from the Maya which veils the attributes 0/ the Lord). This is that.

The above verse shows that the sage becomes freo from the two-fold

veils and being then free, ho comes face to face with the Lord, and ever

remains enjoying the highest end of man.

This covering or veil is really no covering ou the face of the

Lord : it is like the clouds covering the sun. As a matter of fact, the

clouds do not cover the sun, but it is from the point of view of the

observer on earth that the clouds appear to cover the sun. Similarly,

these two coverings of the Lord (the Svarupa Avarika and the Guna

Avarikft) are not real coverings, existing in Brahman, but veils existing

between tho Jiva and Brahman, and existing in the vision of the Jiva

alone and not in Brahman.

This we find clearly stated in the BhSgavata Pur&na :

The men of perverse intellect deluded by this M£y& of the Lord, which stands

shamelessly within the scope of their vision (putting a veil on it) mistakenly assert this

is "mine," this is "I."

For as tho cloud cannot really cover the sun, so this shameless

Mfiya cannot cover the Lord, but only throws a glamour on the vision of

the befooled man.

Says an objector : Since tho highest end of man is to realise tho

essential nature of the soul, as intelligence and bliss, and as possessing

the attributes of true resolve (Satya-Sankalpa) and tho rest, where is t !io

necessity of making further efforts to know God? To know the SeK is

enough.

This objection is answered in tho next Sutra.

SUTRA IV., 4. 20.

#tfv^i qrqfTiqft II « I » I ^ * II

^fh«« Darsayatah, they both show. ^ Cha, and. <w»r, Evam, thus,

nsr^r Pratyaksa, direct knowledge : sVuti. igm^ AnumSne, and inference

:

Smvti.
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20. The Revelation and Tradition also show it thus.—557.

COMMENTARY

Though the Mukta Jiva is as describod above (namely, is intelligence,

bliss, will power, etc.), yet in its own nature it is not endowed with

infinite bliss (or infiuito knowledge, etc.) : because it is atomic in size.

(It is by its falliug into tlio infinite ocean) of Brahman, that it acquires

measureless bliss. This is shown both by the Revelation as well as by

Tradition. Thus the Taittirfya Upanisad 11., 7, "Rasam hy ova ayam lubdhva

anandt bhavati" : "indeed by 'getting this Flavour, lie becomes blessed."

So also in the Gita, XIV., 27:

For 1 am the abode of the Ei'ERNAr,, and of the indestructible nectar of immortality,

of immemorial righteousness, and of unending bliss.

The word 'Cha' in tho Sutra indicates that wo may also apply tho

analogical reasoning here. As a poor man becomes rich when ho takes

refuge with a rich person and becomes his favourite, so tho Jiva essentially

atomic, becomes infinite through tho infinity of tho Lord.

But, says an objector: Does not the following text show that the

Released gets tho highest similarity with (rod? And if the Released is

similar to God, it is by virtue of Ii is own self that ho becomes god-like,

what is tho necessity of a God then? Tho followiug verse of tho Xlumlaka

Upani§ad, III., 1. 3, shows this similarity :

wi ^ipqgqfcr ii 3 U

When the seer sees the brilliant maker and Lord of the world as the Person in

whom Brahma1

has his source, then he becomes wise, and shaking off good and evil, he

reaches the highest similarity, free from passions.

Objection: No doubt, the soul is spokon of as atomic, but that is

merely a figure of speech, in order to facilitate the understanding of it

The Buddlu is atomic and its attributo is wrongly ascribed to the Jiva

who is really Vibhu or all-pervading.

This objection is answered in the noxt Sutra.

shjtka rv., 4. 21.

«frt Bhoga, enjoyment. Matra, only, fll^ S&mya, equality, fasra

Lingat, on account of indication, ^ Cha, only. ^ Na, not This word is to

bo read into the aphorism by drawing it from IV., 4. 18.

97
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21. The similarity of the Jiva with Brahman is in the matter of

enjoyment only : because of the indication of the Sruti.—558.

COMMENTARY

The word Cha "and" has the force of only here. The word 'not'

is to be read into tho Sutra, from Sutra IV., 4. 18 : and though its Anuvrtti

was not current in the two Sutras immediately following it, it is current iu it

by the maxim of "frog-jump." The Taittiriya Upanisad, II., 1. 1. "He reaches

all objects of desires togother with (Saha) the all-knowing Brahman," indicates

that the Mukta is equal to God in matters of enjoyment only : because

from tho indicatory hint given there, the sense of the passage is not that

the Mukta is essentially and absolutely equal to the Lord.

In a previous Sutra (II, 3. 19, p. 355) it has been proved that the

soul is really and not metaphorically atomic, and so this objection that

the soul is all-pervading has already beon answered.

In that Sutra, tho essential form of" tho soul is determined, in the present

Sutra, the author of the treatise shows that the Jiva and Brahman have

equality only in the matter of enjoyment, but they are diflerent in their

essential nature—tho one is atomic, tho other is all-pervading, etc. This

inequality, moreover, is real and not fictitious.

Adhikarana XL—The Mukta is eternally free and

never returns.

Now the author commences the topic that the Mukta is everywhere

in the proximity of Brahman.

Visaya: All tho texts describing tho attainment of the world of the

Lord by the free, are Vi§aya texts here.

Doubt : There arises this doubt : Is this Mukti, which consists in

roaching the Lord, permanent or temporal?

Ptirvapaksa: Since this release consists in .reaching a particular world

or Loka, and there is no distinction between Lokas, so far as their

phenomenal nature is concerned, whether it be Svarga-Loka or Vaikuntha-Loka ;

and from every Loka there is a possibility of fall ; so the Mnkti is not

eternal.

Siddhdnta : This view is refuted in the next Sutra.

SUTRA IV., 4. 22.

*RJ3fa: ^milfa: II 8 I » I ^ II

*r*T5f%: Anftvrttih, no return, Sabdftt, on account of the Scriptural

statement. *RT«f%: Anftvrttih, no return. ?r«n^ fSabdat, on account' of

the Scriptural statement.
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22. There is. no return (to Samsara for the Mukta) because

of the word of God
;
yea, there is no return, because of the word

of God—559.

COMMENTARY

He who has reached the world of the Lord, by devotion to Him,

accompanied by a knowledge of His qualities, never comes back from it

to Samsara. Why ? Because of the World. Becauso there is this scriptural

statement in the Chhandogya Upanisad (IV. 15. 6) :

He leads them to Brahman. This is the path of the Devas, the path that leads

to Brahman. Those who proceed on that path do not return to the life of man, yea, they

do not return.

To the same effect is the following verso of the Chhandogya Upanisad

(VIII., 15. 1) :

He verily thus passing his life, attains on death, the world of Brahman, and never

returns therefrom
; yea, never returns therefrom.

To the samo point is the following Smrti text

:

sn^far mi?nm: sfaft <rort tot: ii in n

Having come to Mc, these Mahiitmas come not again to birth, the place of pain,

non-eternal
; they have gone to the highest bliss.

*ngfc*r 3 Zfifci i fa«iir ii u ii

The worlds, beginning with the world of Brahmfi, they come and go, O Arjuna,

but he who cometh unto me, O Kaunteya, he knoweth birth no more. (Git.fi, XVIII,

15, 16).

Nor indeed can it be feared that the Supreme Lord, tho blessed Hari,

will ever wish to throw down from His world, His servant, the Mukta,

or that the Mukta would ever wish to leave his Beloved. For has not

the Lord said in the Gita" (VII., 17) : "I am supremely dear to the wise

and he is dear to me."? Or does not the Bhfigavata Purfina also say,

"S&dhavo hrdayam mahyam sadhunfim hrdayam tu aham." "I am the

heart of the Sfidhus, and the SSdhus are verily my heart" Thus there is

excess of reciprocal love between the two, leaving no room for any
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such doubts, unworthy both of the Lord and His Dovoteo. Also in the

Bhagavata Purftna, we have the following :

Those who leaving aside wives, sons, houses, lives and riches sought shelter in me,
how can I allow myself to desert them ?

A clean-souled man never leaves the feet of Srt Krsna, just as a traveller who has
reached his home after undergoing all sorts of trouble, does not leave it.

Thus, on the ono hand, the Lord has the strong determination not to

leave his devotees and, on the other hand, his devotees havo an equally

strong love for Him, which does not allow them to leavo Him.
To sum up, the Lord never abandons His owu extremely beloved

children, who aro a fragment of his own essence, after having brought
them to His homo, and after having washed away their ignorance, which
had caused them to turn their face from the Lord. More so, when it is

remembered that the promises of the Lord are over true, that His resolutions

aro never frustrated, that He is an ocean of protecting kindness for all

those who take shelter under Him, and that He is the Lord of all. Such
a being will never renounce his devotees, who havo abandoned everything.

Tho Jiva also, on the other baud, whose quest was ever happiness,

and who had constantly boon deluded by a show of it in the shape of

wives, children, otc, and who had passed innumerable lives in the pursuit
of these false pleasures, will not leave that infinity of truo joy and wisdom,
the best friend and master, tho most merciful, when ho lias found Him
through the graco of the good teacher and through the arising of his

good fortune. The soul, when it has onco found its origin, nevor has any
desire left for things other than tho Lord and follows Him alone and
never wishes to bo away from Him. This is not a question for logical

arguments, it is a matter learnt through the Scriptures alone and must bo
so believed, whose solo authorities are the Scriptures.

Tho repetition of tho Sutra indicates that tho book has come to an
end.

1 %s*88l%* Q^sg:
II

The End.
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THE ORIGIN OF BHAKTI DOCTRINE

The doctrine of Bhakti has given rise to many theories with regard

to its origin. Sovoral European authors are of opinion that this doctrino

is borrowed by the Indians from Christianity. There is nothing improbable

intrinsically in this theory. Christian colonists were in India long before

the rise of Madhvacharya and Ri\manivja. The following quotation from

Mr. Kennedy's notes in the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society for April

1907, shows how Christianity could havo affected Hinduism:

"On the North-West Frontier we find an entirely different state of things. Bactria

was the home of all persecuted sects To it fled the Manicheans, the Mazdakites, the

Christians, whenever the whim of the monarch or the pressure of the Magi or the relation's

with home prompted Sassanian kings to persecute their subjects. Christianity ' was

planted at a very early period in Bactria and flourished there greatly. Bardaisan, the

great Syrian Gnostic, who died in 223 A. 1)., expressly mentions the Christian communities

of Bactria and Persia. 'John, the Persian, Bishop of the Church of Persian and Grettt

India,' attended the Nicene Council in 325 A. D. The Bishop of Herat was present at a

Council held by the Katholikos in 424 A. D. Christianity spread among the White Huns in

the fifth century, and they had a Bishop of their own by the middle of the sixth. Some 60

years later Chosroes II transported a vast number of Christian captives taken in the

Roman wars to Seistan. In the seventh century Merv became the seat of Metropolitan

Archbishop, and not only Nestorians but Jacobites had their own bishops throughout all

those regions. India was surrounded on the North-West Frontier by a ring of Christian

communities, many of them allied in blood to the barbarous tribes from Central Asia

which were then invading India, and ready to adopt the first tolerable religion presented

to them."

Mathura, the home of Krishna's worship, was peopled by the

Gurjars in the fifth century, and it is said that these Gurjars brought the

Ruchi Bhakti doctrine of Christianity into India, from Bactria. The whole

of this is very ably summarised by Mr. Kennedy in his paper on the "Child

Krishna, Christianity, and the Gurjars" in the October No. of the J. R A. S.

for 1907. The following quotation from it will show his point of view

:

" We are now in a position to make certain inference. (1) The earliest settlements

of the Gurjars were in the extreme north-west of the Panjab, their physique, their

traditions and the present distribution of the clan point to this conclusion, and to,, is no

less certain that the Southern Gurjars came from the North, probably by way of Rajputana.

(2) The Gurjars suddenly appear in the middle of the sixth century as a great and.powejc-

ful clan, dispersed over a wide area, and founding important states. The Greek historians,

the Mahabharata, and other sources have made us well acquainted with the tribes ,.of

the North-Western Panjab. The sudden appearance among them of a people so great and

powerful as the Gurjars can only be explained on the hypothesis of a foreign migration.

These Gurjars, who worshipped neither Siva nor Buddha, cannot have been of - India
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origin, and their sun-worship, their waggons, and to some extent their polyandry, all

point to Central Asia. (3) As the two most important Gurjar states date from the first

half of the sixth century, the Gurjars must have entered India somewhat earlier ; in

other words, they muse have come with the Hunas. In common with the Hunas they

worshipped the sun, the kings who watred, against the Hunas were the enemies of the

Gurjars ; and the princes of Gurjardesa were feudatories of the Shahi kings of Gandhara,

who were of Turki, if not of Hunic, origin. There is a close connection between the

Gurjars and the Hunas.

"If then, the Scythian nomads of Braj were Gurjaras, as the evidence would

suggest, it is easy to see how they might have acquired some tincture of Christianity,

either from their neighbours in Central Asia or from their connection with Christians

among the Hunas. The Christian stories of the Nativity passed readily into the

medireval Buddhism of Central Asia, they are popular among Hindus of the present

day, who know nothing else of Christianity and reminiscences of the Christmas

festival still linger among some of the Berber tribes of North Africa. It is no idle

fancy, therefore, to suppose that the Northern nomads who roamed through the

woods of Braj, brought with them a child-god, a Christian legend, and Christmas

festival ; and in a city of lax Buddhists and eager Hindus this germ sufficed for the

birth of a new if hybrid divinity. The priests who accompanied the nomads would

readily invent or lend themselves to the invention, of a cult which promised them

speedy advancement to the full-blown rank of Brahman. For although the mass of the

Gurjars, as of the White Huns, was barbarian, yet there is plenty of evidence to show

tint among the upper classes there was a knowledge of letters and considerable civili-

sation. The new god was a god of divine childhood and of love. In Buddhism the idea of

love has ranged from universal benevolence towards men and animals down through every

' stage of the scale to the grossest licentiousness ; and Mathura was not free from such

exhibitions, as its sculptures testify. Probably the nomads who brought the new god to

Mathura knew little of Christianity except the stories of the infancy. They brought

them to a Buddhist city where they would find a ready acceptance. But by the beginning

of the sixth century the Buddhism of Mathura was on the wane, and Hinduism was in the

ascendant. The name of the new god sounded in the ears of Hindus like that of the elder

Krishna, whom the popular epic had exalted to the highest rank : the new god, like the

elder Krishna, was an incarnation of the Most High ; and so the youthful Krishna was

born who was destined, in the course of centuries, to surpass all his older rivals in the

ardour of his devotees and the multitude of his worshippers."

This view of Mr. Kennedy is controverted by Mr. Keith m 'Js B; A. 8.

for January 1908. He there shows that Krsna is already a divinity and

worshipped as such in the days of Mah&bhasya, which was composed some

two centuries B. C. That book refers to the killing of Kamsa by Krsna

and thus the story of the childhood of Krsna is older than Christian

Nativity. I make the following quotation from that article ;

"As evidence for the early date of the identification of Krishna and Visnu, it is useless

to quote the Epic as long as doubts of a serious character exist as to its data But we
hare the evidence of Patanjali, which though not conclusive, deserves fuller, consideration

then It has received from Mr. Kennedy. In discussing Panini, iv. 2. 98, Pataffj&ll distinctly

'gays that Vasudeva is a Samjna of the Bhagvant, and Weber himself* admits that,
' 6» die

'analogy of Sivabhagavata, while the passage does not prove that Sfrfehna 1s identical - with

•Vfara, it does show that he was already far more than a Ksatriya anfrSvas 'si ftigier divine

*WB*iure. But, later on, Weber with his usual candour, makes admission, fat !dtsous8iBg



the evidence afforded by the Mahabhasya for the early existence of the drama he notices

the fact that the two legends mentioned as the subjects of representation are the

Balibandha and the Kamsavadha, and he points out that, as the first of these subjects is

undoubtedly taken from the legend of Visnu, it is probably necessary to assume that

already Visnu and Krisna stood in a close relationship. There seems indeed, no ground

whatever to deny that they were already identified and that this was the case is indicated

by the fact that the Mahabhasya tells us that in the Kamsavadha the Granthikas divided

themselves into two parties, the ono followers of Kansa, the other followers of Krisna,

and that the former were Kalamukhah and the latter Raktamukhah. Weber was naturally

puzzled to find that Krisna's friends were red in colour, but the whole thing explains

itself when we regard the contest as one of the many old nature rituals where two parties

join in mimic strife, the ono striving to rescue, the other to capture the sun. Such- a

ritual, in all probability, was the source of the drama in Greece, and traces of it are to

be found in England. The supporters of Krisna, as identified with the sun, Visnu,

naturally wear the red colour of the luminary as an act of sympathetic magic."

While the controversy about the origin of the Bhakti religion is in

this state, it is not possible to come to any definito conclusion, one way or

the other. But there are some facts which emcrgo out of this controversy,

which appear to bo beyond the scope of legitimate doubt, and which may
be taken as well proved. Ono of them is that there were several persons

bearing tho name of Krsna in Indian tradition, and their histories have

become coalesced into ono by a process well known to students of history.

This Krsna of the Mahabharata war, the statesman and philosopher,

seems to be a different person from the child of YasodS, the Darling of

Ookula. It is not only the European scholars who have come to this

conclusion, but Sri Madhv&ch&rya, the founder of the Dvaita School of

Ved&nta, has come to a somewhat similar conclusion. Iu his commentary

on the ChhSndogya Upanisad, he states that there were two Krsnas, both

curiously having a mother called Devaki. I quote the following from his

commentary (See Sacred Books of the Hindus, ChbSndogya Upanisad,

page 242).

"There was an Avatara of the Lord called Mahidasa, just as an Avatara was called

Krsna. Now curiously enough, both these names occur in this Upanisad. Mahidasa in

this chapter, and Krsna Devakt-putra in the next chapter. These, however, do not refer

to the Avataras, but to different persons."

"The MahidSsa of this chapter is a different person and so also is the Krsna of the

next chapter. The MahidSsa here is an Aitareya, and Krsna Devakiputra is not the

Avatara Sri Krsna. Similarly, the Kapila mentioned in this Upanisad is different from the

Avatara of that name."

"Says an objector: But this is rather arbitrary. Had there been merely similarity

of names, you might have said they were different persons, from the Avatira of those

names. But the similarity extends further than this, MahidSsa, the Avatara, was the son

Itara, and so the Mahidasa here js also called the son of Itara, for Aitareya means he whosej

mother is Itara. Similarly, .the Avatfira Krsaa was the son of Devaki, and the Krisna of

the' Upanisad here is also called the son of Devaki. Similarly, Kapila, the Avatara had at

disciple called Asuri, and the Kapila of the Upanisad has also a disciple called Aenri

These coincidences are, to say the least, very curious." To this, the commentator replilsu
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"These three persons had performed high and strict penance in ancient times, and

had obtained a boon from Brahma", the Paramesthin, to this effect, that two of them should

get the names of the Avataras, in their next lives, and the names of their mothers should

also be the eame as the names of the mothers of Visnu. While Kapila asked the boon that

his disciples and disciples of his disciples should have the same names as the disciples,

etc., of the Avatara Kapila. They further asked that their names should be immortalised

by being recorded in the Vcdae. Brahma, the Grand Sire of all creatures, granted this

boon to them. Therefore, it is that these three well-known Risis bear not only the names

of divine incarnations, but the names of their mothers and disciples, etc., are also

similar." In the Kalika Purana also we find the same account of this curious

coincidence:

"Mahidasa; the son of Itara, mentioned in the Bhavricha Upanisad, is the Lord Visnu

Himself directly : while there was another Mahidasa, son of Itara, who was a sage. Simi-

larly, Krisna called Vasudeva is the Supreme Spirit Himself ; while there was another

person called Krisna Devaki-putra mentioned in the Upanisad. Kapila called Vasudeva is

the Lord Narayan Himself, while Kapila is the name of a sage also, and whose pupils were

also called Asuri, etc. The sage Mahidasa lived for 116 years by learning the secret

doctrine taught in the Upanisad ; the sage Krisna Devaki-putra was the disciple of Ghora

Angiras, the sage Kapila was the founder of the perverse doctrine (atheistic Sankhya).

These three obtained boon from BrahmS the Paramesthin, and thus came to possess names

similar to those of the Avataras, and became famous by realising their desires and enjoyed

happiness." Thus in the Kalika.

It is clear, therefore, that the worship of the child Krsna is a new

phase, grafted on the ancient Kr§na cult and brought from outside: either

from the Christians of tho North-Westorn Provinces (Bactria) or from the

Nestorian monks who had settled in the Western coast of India, and near

whose monastery of St. Thome, Ram&nuj was born, and received his

education.

The worship of the infant Krsna is considered pre-eminently the

worship of the Supremo Lord. All other Avatfiras are considered as partial,

while tho child Krsna, sucking at the breast of mother Yasodft is consi-

dered to bo the perfect Avat&ra. Thus Baladeva at page 387 says:

"It is only in the Lord Krsjaa, the infant sucking at the breast of mother Yasoda,

that we find the perfect manifestation of all the six attributes which constitute the

Godhead, such for example, supremo love for all humanity or an object of supreme love for

all humanity, the maker of the supremely sweet heavenly music which turns the head of

even the wisest Gods like Brahma and the rest, the possessor of the most ravishing and

beautiful form which enchants all who behold it, and immeasureable compassion and
the rest."

But the traces of Christian influence are not so marked in the system

of R&m&nuja as in that of Madhva. Madhva boldly arrogates to himself

the character of being the incarnation of PrSna (the Christ principle of

Christianity). PrSna is the first begotten of God (Prathamah Prfina), he

is the son of God (Hareh sutah), he is the great Mediator and Saviour of

all Jivas. No one has seen the father, but through the son no one sees

Hari but through Prfina.
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All these cannot be explained by the theory of chance and coincidences.

To all fair-minded persons the conclusion would be clear, that the teachings

of Christ had some influence, though very faint, at least, on the development

of Madhva system ; and its branch the Chaitanyaism which latter was certainly

acted upon by Islam.

Nor need this conclusion jar upon the religious susceptibilities of

our countrymen. For truth is no respecter of persons, and if the search

for truth leads one to unsought for conclusions, it should be welcomed

rather than hated. In the realm of truth, there should be no patriotic

bias or easto prejudice. Nations of the world have borrowed many truths

from India, and India need not be ashamed, if she in her turn has borrowed

some truths from other nations. There is no discredit in borrowing ;—the

vital questions is what has India done with such borrowing ? A spiritual

nation alone can borrow spiritual truths : nations in a state of barbaric

ignorance are incapable of borrowing or assimilating such truths. It is,

therefore, tho glory of India that she has so assimilated the Christian

truths that they have entered into the very fabric of her constitution, and

moulded the character of her saints. The Christ said, "If thine eye

offends thee, pluck it out," and the Indian saint Vilvamangala carries

this teaching into practice, by voluntarily making himself blind, because he

had looked with amorous gaze on a woman. The Christ said, 'If thou

art smitten on thy right cheek, turn thy left cheek." And a Hindu

saint actually does so. The teachings of the Christ, therefore, have

produced their best fruits in India ; and the Indians are, therefore, often

better Christians, than many a so-called Christian of the West The following

five points quoted by Dr. Grierson brings out this fact most clearly:

(i) A saint teaches that initiation means "born again." The person who is taught

misunderstands him and takes the words literally.

(it) Another saint, when smitten on one cheek, turns the other.

(Hi) Another looks after a woman to lust after her, considers that his eye offends him.

and blinds himself.

(to) Another considers that his right hand offends him, so he cuts it off and casta it

from him.

(t>) The incarnate God is referred to as having on one occasion washed the feet of

His servants. This is specially interesting, for the Mahabharat legend is that He washed •

the feet of Brahmanas. The author distorts the old legend by changing Brahmanas to

saints or disciples.

I hare set forth above the views of Dr. Grierson and Mr. Kennedy

in some detail, but the arguments adduced by these learned persons

have been dealt with by the translator of the Bhaktiratnftvali in this

series, and I need not repeat his arguments here, in order to show that

the Bhakti doctrine was not borrowed from Christianity* but was as old

as the worship of the Vfisudeva in India. Bhakti, no doubt, is an indigenous
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growth of Iddia, and has been placed above all doubts by the discovery

of tbe inscription on the flagstaff of Garuda dedicated to VfiSudova,

whioh bears the date of the second century before Christ. But it

may fairly be urged, on behalf of the opposite view, that the worship of

the Child God is something new in Hinduism, and requires to' be

explained. It is this Infant, that is considered as the fullest Avatara

:

and unless passages are produced from the ancient Indian literature to

show the worship of the child Kr?na, the position of Mr. Kennedy appears

for the present unanswered. No doubt, Mr. Keith in the Journal of the

Royal Asiatic Society for January, 1U08, page 169, has tried to meet the

argument of Mr. Kennedy but the rejoinder of Mr Kennedy in the April issue

of the Journal is worth perusing.

The child worship or the worship of God as Gopala is not universal

throughout India, and is confined to certain parts of it only, and there is

nothing impossible in the view advocated by Mr. Kennedy, that this form

of Bhakti called Ruchi Bhakti is not the ancient Indian Bhakti taught in

the Gitfi and Upanisads, but is a later accretion.
*'

Nor is this without analogy in modern Hinduism. No one can

doubt for a moment that the word N&rayana is a very ancient term

for God in Sanskrit literature and the worship of Nfirayana is certainly

anterior to the coming of Islam in India, But I doubt whether there is any
intelligent Hindu scholar who would deny that the worship of Satya

Nftrayana and the KathS or legend related regarding Him are not influenced

by Mahomedanism : and that the whole of the Satya Nfirayana's worship

is not taken or adapted from Islam. Similarly, the word "Brahman" is very

old in Hindu literature, but no one doubts for a moment that the modern

form of the worship of Brahman, as seen in the sect of Keshab Chandra

Sen, is taken from the Christian liturgy with appropriate modifications. No
wonder, therefore, that the ancient Aryan worship of Vfisudeva was modified

into the modern Goplla worship by contact with the early Christians.

Let me not be, however, misunderstood on this point I do not hold

that it has been established conclusively that Gopala worship has been

borrowed from Christianity, but I maintain that the reasons in favour

•of such borrowing are stronger than those against it This conclusion does

not touch the larger issue as to the origin of Bhakti—for Bhakti or loving

devotion is not a thing that can be borrowed by one nation from another.

Bhakti is as much natural to man as Jnftna or Karma; They are God-given
qualities. But though Bhakti is natural to man, its particular aspect as

Gopftla worship may well have been taken from some outside source. In
fact, the statues of Yasodi holding Kfsga in her lap resemble so very

much with the Madonna hoWjng the Infant Jesus that one is struck with

tin strange coincidence. It is the glory of Hinduism "that it has assimilated
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the religions of various people and made them its ownjj and it need not

be a matter for wonder if Hinduism has been influenced by the Avatftra

of Bethlehem.

8. C. B.
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The teachings given by &ri Chaitanya have been summarised in the

small pamphlet called Prameya-Ratnavali by Baladeva Vidyftbhu§ana.

This school admits five principles or Tattavas, namely, (i) Uvara or God
(it) Jiva or Soul, (Hi) Prakrti or Matter, (iv) Kala or Time, and (v) Karma
or Action.

It teaches also nine Prameyas or propositions established by proper,

proofs. They are

:

(*) Ood is the highest substance.

(ii) He is known through all the Revelations.

(Hi) The world is real.

(iv) Tho differences are real.

(v) The souls are real.

(vi) There are various grades of souls.

(?>ii) Release is the attainment of Ood.

(mi) Its cause is the worship of Ood.

(ix) Proofs are three,—perception, inforcnco and authority.

We give a translation of this short treatise here, hoping that it will

give a better idea of the doctrines of this school than any summary.

PRAMEYA-RATNAVA.Lt By BALADEVA VIDYABHft§ANA

INTRODUCTORY

Sri Baladeva Vidyilbhilsana, after composing his commentary on Brahma Sutras,

under the direct inspiration of the lord Govinda, styled it Govinda Bhfisya. Thereupon

he composed this short treatise, and in order to its successful termination, he recites the

following verse of auspiciousness :

I'AKA. I.

. Let 8rl Govinda, the Lord of Gopls, the Protector of the universe, the Giver of

joy to His devotees, be ever victorious. Through his grace I shall
_
describe briefly the

various categories or Prameyas.—1.

Note : This verse has a double meaning, Govinda, GopinStha, and Madanagopala are

three deities whose temples are famous in BrndaVana. The next verse also is a prayer

to the same effect.
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PARA II.

swimi^Hifl eM i W«t% fo^f^nft suffer n

2. Let our hearts be ever inclined towards that (Triune) Lord, whose essential form

is intelligence (Chaitanya), eternal bliss (Nityiinanda), and peerlessness (Advaita). He is

satisfied with the Jivas, if they show the slightest semblance of love towards Him. He
is the Lord and Establisher of Justice, and the mere utterance of His name saves all

souls in this universe.—2.

Note : This verse also has a double meaning. It recites the three great Avatiiras of

the Kali Age, who were contemporaries, namely, Chaitanya, the AvataVa of Krsna,

Nityananda, the incarnation of Sankarsaija, and Advaita, the Avatfira of Siva. In

the next verse the author salutes the original founder of this sect, namely, Anandattrtha,

better known as Madhvacharya.

PARA HI.

««H.|0J<W<ft! ifa? SWT: ^Jff^f f-TT: II \ II

'X Ijet that ascetic bo ever victorious, whose name ia Anandatirtha, who is the abode

of joy, who is the ship to cross the ocean of transmigratory existence, and whom the wise

ever praise in this world.—.3.

Note : In the next verse the author shows the necessity of remembering the success-

sion of teachers, through whom the particular doctrine comes into the world.

PARA IV.

H*lfJ<lr=i 'Wt^jft^ fffcfa: II v II

4. The free-from-all-faults should constantly meditate on the faultless succession of

teachers, because by such meditation is obtained the one-pointedness of devotion, and

there arises the grace of the Lord Hari on the man.— 4.

Note : About this are the following verses of Padma PurAna.

PARA V.

As is said in the Padma Purana :

5. The Mantras which are without any Sampradaya (which do not

belong to any schools), are considered fruitless. Hence in the Kali Age

there will arise four founders of schools, uamely, Srt, Brahma, Rudra
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and Sanaka. All these are Vaisnavas, sanctifying the earth, and will

arise from the Supreme Person in TJtkala, in the Kali Age.—5.

Note : These were the four founders of the four schools of Vaisnavism. The Visnu

Mantras, found in the works of any of these four, have the power of conferring salvation ;

but not so, if found anywhere else. The ancient law is that every pupil must have

Guru, who belongs in direct apostolic succession, to any of these four. Therefore, a Visnu

Mantra, not belonging to any Sampradaya cannot produce any effect, though recited for a

long time. The next verse names tho four human representatives, through whom the

above-mentioned four divinities established their sects.

l'ARA VI.

2ftf^p3Tf*R ^1 fa*3Tf^q SR: II *\ II

0. §ri inspired (made her own) R&manuja, the four-

faced Brahma inspired Madhvacharya, Rudra inspired Visnu

Swamt, and the four Kumaras, Sanaka and the rest, inspired

Nimhaditya.—6.

PARA VII.

The author next mentions the lino of his own Gurus in tho following v ses :

^f^ftf^^^wnfa, ^m^m, ii

7. The first Guru is Lord Sri Kpjna, whose disciple

was Brahma, whose disciple was the divine sage Narada,

and whose disciple waf BAdarayana, whose disciple was
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Madhva, whose disciple was Padinan&bha, whose disciple was

Nrhari, whose disciple was Madhava, whose disciple was

Aksobhya, whose disciple was Jayattrtha, whose disciple was

JMnasindhu, whose disciple was Dayanidhi, whose disciple

was Vidy&nidhi, whose disciple was R&jendra, whose disciple

was Jayadharma, whose disciple Avas Purusottama, whose

disciple was Brahmagya, whose disciple was Vytlsatrrtha.

We pray to these all ' in succession. The disciple of

VySsatirtha was Laksmipati, whose disciple was Madha-

vendra, who had three disciples
;

namely, IsvarachSrya,

Advait5ch5rya and Nityananda, all these are world-teachers.

We bow to all these. "Wo bow also, with adoration, to

Lord Chaitanya, the refulgent, who was the disciple of

IsvarfichSrya, and who saved the world, by showering on it

the love of Lord Krsna.—7.
• • *

Note : Though there is great gap of thousands of years between Bddarfiyana and

Madhva, yet the latter is said to be the disciple of the former. The tradition says that

once Madhvacharya and Hartkaracharya were disputing as to the truth of the various

doctrines, surrounded by thousands of learned men, at the Manikarnika Ghat, Benares.

So absorbed were they in their disputations that they went on arguing, for days and

nights together, without taking food and rest. Then all saw in heaven VySsa himself

as blue as the sky, proclaiming that Madhva's exposition was in accordance with his

doctrine and not that of Sankara.

Chaitanya is thus the disciple of Isvarficharya who was the disciple of Mfldhavendra.

This leaves no doubt that the Chaitanya Sampradaya of Bengal is a lineal descendant of

the famous school of Madhva.

8. Now are described the categories. Sri Madhva

has said that Lord Visqu is the highest substance, and is to

be known through all the revelations, that the universe is

I'AHA VI II.

sreNlfow^i^ l ict ^ft: fw^rFTOg: II ^ II
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real and so also are real the differences that exist therein ; that the

.Ttvas are all servants of the Lord and are real, aud so also are real

the differences that exist between them. That salvation (Moksa)

consists in obtaining the feet of Vi$nu ; that the cause of getting

this release is worshipping Him with purity of heart, without desiring

fruit, and that the proofs are three—perception, inference and sacred

testimony. Thus teaches Hari, Lord Krsna Chaitanya.— 8.

Notes : The above verse recites the well-known nine categories or truths of this sect,

They may be thus shown :

(*) God is the highest substance.

(ii) He is known through the Bevelations.

(it*) The world is real.

(iv) The differences are real.

(») Tho souls are real.

(»/) There are various grades of souls.

(eii) Eelease is the attainment of God.

(viii) Its cause is the worship of God.

0>) Proofs arc three,—perception, inference and authority.

First Prameya

vara IX.

The Supremacy of Visnu.

Thus in the Gopala Furva Tapani Upanisad we have the following as to the

supremacy of Visnu :

Therefore, Krsna is indeed the highest God ; let one meditate

upon Him, let one recite His name constantly, let one serve Him con-

stantly and adore Him always.

Similarly, in the SvetlSvatara Upani§ad (f , 11) wo have the following :
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When that God is known, all fetters fall off, sufferings are destroyed

and births and deaths cease. From meditating on Him there arises,

on the dissolution of the (Lihga) body, the third state, that of universal

lordship and isolation from (all trace of matter) and he becomes fully

satisfied.

Note : The third state arises when the Moon-world and the BrahmS-world are

transcended, and the man becomes free from his subtle body and reaches the world of

Visnu.

In the next verse of the same Upanisad it is said :

This which rests eternally within the self should be known and

beyond this not anything has to be known.

So also in the Oit& (VII., 7) we have the following :

fl^fo? sift ^ tfwiT ^r) 5& II

There is naught whatsoever higher than J, 0 Dhanaujaya. All this

is threaded on Me, as rows of pearls on a string.—9.

P.UiA x.

ftcHQ-i^rfWu^ ^ ^wi: *Kf: II 9* II

10. Since He is the primordial cause, since He is the abode of

all attributes like all-pervadingness, intelligence, bliss, and the rest

;

and since He possesses eternally energies like Laksmt and the rest,

therefore, Krsna is considered the Highest God.—10.

Para xi.
A
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On this subject of His being the Universal cause, the Svetasvataras (V., 4-5) say :

^ B ^TORsMt ^t^^FlH^feg^: II « II ^ OTFf

iJJTT^ T%M^#3: ) II * II

As the car of the sun shines, lighting up all quarters above, below,

and across, thus does that God, who is one (Highest of all) and

hence adorable, rule over all that lias the nature of being the cause

(of the world, such as Pradhana, Mahat and the rest).

He being one, rules over all and everything so that the universal

germ (Prakrti) ripens its nature (becomes modified into Mahat, etc.),

diversifies all natures that can be ripened, and determines all

qualities.

As regards His all-pervadingness, intelligence and bliss, in the Katha Upanisad (II., 21)

wc have the following :

JTfFci ftgrn^H *K3T sfft 5=1 *iNcl II ffa II

(The wise who knows the Self, as bodiless within the bodies,

as unchanging among changing things), as great and omnipbesent,

does never grieve.

Note : The above verse, however, mentions the omnipresence of God, it does not

mention His intelligence and blissful nature. The word Jtman, however, is used in the

above verse, and etymologically it means the goal of the wise. Since the wise reach

the intelligent and blissful God, hence those attributes also are included in this verse.

This is shown in the next verse.

P^M^^MHWI^H 3^ I

3^T ^rMim^ ^MRfa rfe: II

By the word Atman is understood the intelligence and blissfulness

of God, because the wise say that Atman is derived from Ata, 'to
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obtain' ; and it means He who is obtained by the Muktas (and it is

well-known that the Muktas reach bliss and intelligence).

Note : There is an express text also declaring God to be intelligence and bliss.

In the Brhadaranyka Upanisad (III. 9. 28) the Vijasaneyins read the following :

Brahman, who is knowledge and bliss, He is the principal, both

to him who gives gifts, and also to him who stands firm, and knows.

So also in the Gop&la Pflrva Tfipani Upanisad we find God described as intelligence and

bliss in express terms :

That one Govinda whose form is existence, knowledge and

bliss.

Note : But how can then a being, who is pure intelligence and bliss, have a form ?

This question is answered in the next verse.

para xrr.

12. The Lord, though intelligence and bliss, must be supposed

to have a form also
;
just as music has a form perceptible only to

the trained ears of a musician. Moreover, the word 'Ghana,' as

VijflRnaghana, Anandaghana, is applied to the Lord, which also shows

that He has a body. But there is this difference between Him and

other embodied beings, that in His case, His very body is spirit, and

there is no distinction of the body and the embodied with regard to

Him.
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Note : In the case of the Lord, intelligence is not only the attribute of the Lord but

it constitutes His very body and hence He is called Vijnanaghana, intelligence solidified,

intelligence incarnate, 3.nandaghana, bliss solidified. But how can an entity which
has a body be all-pervading ? This is answered in the next paragraph. In the printed

Bengali edition of the Prameya Ratnfivali, the quotation is said to be from the Mundaka
Upanisad. It is, however, a mistake ; the passage occurs in the Svetdsvatara Upanisad.

para xir.

In the Svetasvatara (HI. 9) we have the following statement showing that the

all-pervadingness is an attribute of the form of God.

That one exists in heaven and stands there upright as a tree
;

by that Person all this is pervaded.

Note : That one Lord Hari exists in heaven, bowed to by all but bending to none,

like a straight tree that knows no bowing. Here the word "person" coupled in with the

expression ''dwelling in heaven" Bhows that the Lord has a form. The next sentence

"by this all is pervaded" shows that the Lord, though having a form, is still all-

pervading.

Though dwelling in heaven, the expression "Ho pervades all"

shows that the Lord is both all-pervading, as well as having a form,

simultaneously. Because of this it is possible for Him to appear

simultaneously to all, who meditate on Him, in whatever region of

the universe they may be, and who all see Him in one and the same

form.

Note : The next quotation from the Bhfigavata Purfina also indicates that the very

embodied form of Srt Krsna is all-pervading, though it appeared like an ordinary

human form to His mother and others.

PARA xrv.

In the tenth Skandha of the Bh£gavata Purana we have the following :

*ilM<^ %m «PF«r sni^i m n 11
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He who has neither inside nor outside, neither front nor back,

but who is simultaneously both inside and outside of the world, in its

front and in its back, yea, who is the world itself ; Him considering

as her son, as a mortal child, Him the unchangeable and Immutable,

the cowherdess (YaSoda) bound by a cord, as if He was an ordinary

infant.

«ft 'ftaifj ^ ll

In the Oltfi also (TX, verses 4 & 5) we have the following

:

By Me all this world is pervaded in My unmanifested aspect, all

beings have root in Me, I am not rooted in them.

Nor have beings their root in Me, behold, My sovereign Yoga.

The support of beings, yet not rooted in beings, My Self their efficient

cause.

The word Yoga in the above verse means the energy (feakti) of the T/ord, as is

explained in the following :

There is an infinite energy (SaktO in the Lord, to which the

term Yoga is applied and in the opinion of the knowors of truth, "Yoga"

means here this power of the Lord which reconciles all contradictions,

and makes impossibles possible.

Sote : With My subjective form dwelling in tho inmost recesses of all, I pervade

this universe ; all beings havo root in Me, because I support them all. I am not

rooted in them, because they do not support me. Nor do I support these beings, as

the water is supported in a jar ; but they are supported by Me, as the moon in the sky,

by the mere force of My will. And hence I say nor have these beings root in Me.

This is possible through my sovereign Yoga, through My limitless energy or Sakti.

The word Yoga here is derived from 'Yujyato durghatesu Karyesu anena,' That

by which one ean perform the most impossible feats.
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PARA XV.

Note : In para 10 it was said that Sri Krsna is the highest, because Ho possesses

ntelligeuce, bliss and the rest. The author now explains what is meant by the phrase

"and the rest" (idi) in Xnandatv&di. It includes Omniscience, Blissfulness, Masterfulness,

Friendliness, Teachership, Saviourhood, and Beauty.

anf^iT M^sWH I *m 5^5 II

By the phrase "and the rest" is meant omniscience, as we find in the Muudaka
Upanisad (I., 1. 9)

:

He who is all-knowing and all-acquiring.

The phrase "and the rest" also means the blissfulness as we find in the Taittiriya

Upanisad (II., 4. 1).

It also includes blissfulness, as in the Taittiriya Upanisad:

3!T?N feR * ft^ft f<l*R II %fa U

Knowing the bliss of Brahman, he is never afraid.

It also includes inasterhood, friendliness, teachership and saviourhood, as we find

in the Bvetaavatara texts (III., 17, IV., 18 and VI., 16).

si^ir %wi ii ^ ii

The Master of all, the Kuler of all, the refuge (of all), and the

friend (of all).-;Svet., III., 17).

(Thus worshipped by the Jivas) there flows forth from Him the

ancient primordial wisdom (which is the essential attribute of Jivas,

but which is beclouded so long as the Jivas do not turn their face

towards the Lord.)—(Svet., IV., 18).

SflT^f^^^J: II ^ II

He is the cause of the bondage; the existence and the liberation of

the world.

This phrase "and the rest" includes also sweetness and beaulifulness, as we find

in the Gopala Upanisad

:
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("Meditate on) the Lord as having eyes like full-blown white lotus,

a body of the (btue) colour of clouds, garments of lightning, with two

arras, and adorned with the symbol of silence, and having a garland

round his neck, which is made up of all the spheres of the heavenly

orbs."

—(Gopala Pftrra Tapani, p. 185 of the Anand&srama series).

J'ABA XVJ.

Note : In the preceding sections it has been said that the Lord has the attributes of

all-pervadingness, intelligence, bliss, omniscience, blissfulness, masterfulness, friendliness,

teachership, saviourhood and beautifulness. Now arises the question : Are these attributes

of the Lord Hari separate from him or not? They cannot be separate from him for the

Sruti says (Katha Dp., IV., 14) "He who sees the quality of the Lord as separate from the

Lord runs down quickly to darkness." Nor can they be non-separate from the Lord,

because the Lord is said to be Nirguna or without attribute. This point is raised and

answered in the following verse:

* ftvU srfWt to? fMforf: II

The attributes are not separate from the substance possessing these

attributes. Though there is no difference between the quality and the

thing qualified, yet owing to a peculiar condition (Visesa) there is an

appearance of difference. Just as Time, though one, is spoken of as

having many parts, and even tho wise use phrases like ''the Time

always exists."

Note: The discussion on this point in the Vedanta Sfttra (III., 2. 31) makes this

clear.

The two (the Lord and His attributes) are spoken of separately—though they are

essentially one—just as the water and its waves are spoken of separately as two, though

it is all one water. The difference arises from this Visesa. Therefore, the Lord who is

ever joy and bliss, is said to be joyful and blissful and to have a body of all delight. All

these qualities of the Lord are eternal, and consequently that body of the Lord is also

eternal. Though there is no distinction (Vifiesa strictly so called) here between the

quality and the qualified, yet for conventional purposes such a (Visesa) distinction is

recognised and spoken of as such. If this conventional (Visesa) distinction be not

admitted, then the sentences like the following would also become absurd (for they are

really tautologies when logically analysed): "The being exists," "the time always

exists," "the space is everywhere." All these sentences are logical tautologies, but

they are of constant use and good as conventions. Nor can it be said that such a usage

is erroneous and is based upon delusion. For the phrase "the Be-ness exists" conveys

as true an information as the sentence "the jar exists." For there is no subsequent

experience which sublates this knowledge. Nor is the sentence "the Be-nees exists,"
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i s a superimposition or a figurative speech like "Devadatta is a lion." For we can never

say of Be-neBB that it does not exist, as we can say of "DevadatUt" that he h not a lion.

Nor can it be said that such a usage is a natural one, though there ia no concrete

content of any substance in these sentences like "ihe Be-ness exists." The very fact

that such usage is natural shows that in these sentences also there is a Visesa. The
existence of such Visesa is suggested by the illustration of the water following down

a hill. The man who makes a distinction between the Lord and His attributes

goes down to darkness, like the water that falls on a mountain top. In that verse there

is a prohibition of all difference between the Lord and His attributes which are described

there. In the absence of such conventional difference, there cannot be the possibility

of the relationship of quality and qualified, merely because there are many qualities.

The category called Visesa (the specific attribute) therefore exists, even here, though

it is not here separate from the substance, but still has a particular function of its own.

Nor is it open to the objection of regresaus in infinitum that a Visesa must have a Vilesa

of its own, and so on. For we have said above, that the Visesa here though not separable

from the substance (ix., the Lord) has a function of its own with regard to that substance.

Therefore, the existence of Visesa is proved here also, as it is an invariable concomitant

of the substance to which it appertains.

The Lord is an entity having perfect and faultless qualities.

He is the Atman, the Self and free from all the attributes of the

body consisting of insentient matter. He too has a body, hands,

face, stomach, etc., but all of pure bliss (not of matter). The

Atman is everywhere and always devoid of internal differences

also.

I'AttA XVU.

Thus it is said in the Nfirada PancharAtra :

PAHA XVUl.
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Now is shown the eterual union of the Lord with Laksmi (See verse 10). In Visnu

Purina (L, 8. 15) it is thus said :

That mother of the Avorld, Sri, is the eternal energy of Visnu and

is indissolubly united with the Lord. As Visnu is all-pervading, so is

she also, 0 ! best of the twice-born.

There are three energies (Sakti) of Visnu, among them that which

is praised as the highest is verily Sri, and she is not different from

the Lord. Thus taught the Great Teacher Mahaprabhu (Chaitanya) to

his disciples.

Mote: According to one view Laksmi is a Nitya Mukta J Iva or a soul belonging "to

the class of the eternally free. In that view, she cannot be said to be identical with

Visnu. Hut according to the teaching of Lord Uauranga, Hri is identical with Visnu and

never separate from Him. And as an authority, reference is made to the above verse of

the Visnu Purana. As regards the statement that Laksmi is separate from Visnu, that

applies to the case of certain eternally free Jivas, overshadowed by the spirit of Laksmi,
' and thus those Jivas are called also Laksmi. But it is a secondary use of the word

Laksmi. Primarily she is the highest aspect of the Lord Visnu himself, the great mother

of the world, and not any Jiva.

But what is the authority that Visnu has three energies ? The next verse answers

that :

As regards Visnu possessing three Saktis or energies we have the following statement

in the Svetasvatara Upanisad (VI., 8) :

His high poAver is revealed as manifold and innate, the power of

intelligence (JnSna-Sakti), the power of strength (Bala-Sakti) and the

power of action (KriyS-Sakti).

Note : JSana-Sakti is called also Samvit or consciousness. The Bahv&akti is called

also Saudhini, that which brings about union of atoms. The Kriyd-&akti is called also

HtadinI or the delight-giving power. All these powers are SvSbhaviki or innate in the

Lord, as the power of burning is innate in fire.

swm^snmI5h541jm: I ^ ^ I

He is the Lord of matter (PradhSna) and of spirits, (Ksetrajna) and

He is the ruler of all Grunas.

Note : In the Visnu Purina it is mentioned that the highest energy of the Lord
called Pari-Sakti is not subordinate to time but 'transcends it. And' the Lord though not
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separate from the highest energy, is yet said to be the Lord of Laksmf, in a metaphorical

snnse only, as will be shown in the subsequent verses.

In the Visnu Purina it is thus mentioned :

The Visnu-Sakti is called ParS, the Apara" Sakti is called

KsetrajnS, and the third Sakti is that which is called AvidyS and

Karma, the energy found in matter.

Note : In other words, the divine enerjry of the Lord is called ParS-Rakti, the anergy

found in the Jivas or soul energy is Apard-Sakti, and the energy found in matter is called

Avidyd-Sakti.

In the same Visnu Purdna (1., 9. 44) U to be found the authority that Hri is the

Parn-Hakti not separate from Visnu :

TO VtfeA %gem Sflfteg ^ ^ fft: II

Whose highest energy called the Para-Sakti is not within the

scope of minutes and hours or any other division of time, may that

pure Hari be propitious to us.

3 *ft fagim 3: *M^HR II %frl II

lie who is called Paramesa (the Lord of the highest Laksmi,

Para, highest, Ma, meaning Laksmt, and Isa, the Lord), who though

pure and non-separate from this Parama or highest enery, but is

yet called figuratively the Lord of Parma, may that Visnu, who is the

Self of all embodied beings, be propitious to us.

Note : This Paramd or ParA-Sakti is threefold, as is to be found in that very Visnu

Puriina (1.. 12. 69) :

pf^ft sfcpft ^rf^t 3r*N>t fls^ter^ I

&KdN*{) ft^T ?ft *im$& II ffel II

In Thee, refuge of all, exists this one power which is

threefold, namely, Hladint (bliss-giving), Sandhint (existence-

giving), or all-prevading and all-combining ; and Samvit (or
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consciousness). In Thee, devoid of all Gunas, the energies of matter

do not exist such as the energy called Sattva causing pleasure, the

energy of Rajas causing pain, or the combined threefold Gunas

called May5.

Visnu is one indeed ; and indeed one is also Laksmt, his

eternal consort
;
they become many because they assume various forms

through their essential power.

The Lord Visnu though a unity in reality, also becomes mainfold, as we find in the

Gop&la Upanisad ;

q# 1^ f^T qs&sfa *H 1|«IT f^PRTfrf I

There is one ruler, all-pervading, Lord Krsna, the adored of all

and though one, shines forth as many, the Aviso" who worship Him

as seated in the throne of the heart, enjoy eternal happiness, but not

so the others.

Note : The various forms of Visnu are the Avatdras like the fish, the tortoise, etc.

As Visnu though one has many forms, similarly, Laksnrf though one has many forms, as

we find in the following verse of the SvetTisvatara Upanisad, VI., 8 :

*T«T tf^WJIW^ ITT I

His ParS-Sakti is described as manifold.

Note : Laksmif, the Pard-Kakti of Visnu, appears as .Tanaki, RukminT, etc.

Note : Thoughjevery Avatdra, whether that of Visnu or Laksrai, is ever full and

has the whole of Visnu or Laksmt in it, yet some Avatdra is called complete and others

partial, owing to the manifestation through it of alt the attributes or only some attributes.

Though every AvatSra is full without any distinction

of difference, yet the distinction between one AvatSra and
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the other, is made on account of partial or full manifestation of the

powers.

As regards the fullness of all the Avatfiras of Visnu, we have the following text of

the Brhadaranyaka Upanisad :

foreftrs^ II ffci ll

That (the root of all Avatsiras) is full, this (the visible

Avatara) is also full, from that full this full emanates.

Taking away this full from that full, the full still remains

behind.

In the MahaVardha Aurdna also it is said :

^ to: ^rei*?W I

fi5itoT3Frcf|3T siif^n: wfoi 11

^ ^jj§r: guri: ^44InR|^^T: II ffrf II

The bodies of the Supreme Self assumed as Avataras are all

everlasting and beginningless. They are free from increase and

decrease, and do not consist of Prakytic matter. They are all forms

of supreme bliss and intelligence, and full of perfect attributes and free

from all defects.

Note : For a fuller description, see page 387 of the Veddnta Sutras. As every Avatara

of Visnu is PArjja, so also every Avatdra of Laksmi.

PAHA xxn

Now as regards Sri. She (also takes Avatdras corresponding to those of Visnu), as in

the Visnu Parana (I., 9. 140—145).

8
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3^% f^Wrf^rr sfrtM u ^ 11

fW^g^ri % ift&m^&i ii « n sfa ii

As this Lord of the world, the God of all gods, the puuisher

of all sinners, takes an Avat&ra, so also does Sri, His help-mate,

take an Avatara corresponding to His. Thus when Hari assumed

the Sditja form, she came out of the lotus as Kamala ; Avhen

He assumed the Bhflrgava Avatara (ParsurSma), she took the

form of Dharant ; when he became Raghava (RSmachandra),

she became Sita : when He appeared as Krsna, she appeared

as iRukmint Similarly in other Avataras also, she is

always the help-mate of Visnu. "When he assumes a Deva

form, she takes the form of a Devi ; when he appears as a man,

she appears as a woman
;

verily she changes her

body corresponding to the change assumed by the body of Visnu.

Thus, in the opinion of the wise, all Avataras are essentially

non-different and every one of them is perfect and

full.

PARA XXIII

Still there is a distinction between these Avatfiras when viewed from outside.

As regards this apparent difference in the Avatfiras of Visnu, we have in the

Bhfigavata Parana :

qrt -4hl«M: $3: "TOR *m II ffa 11

These Avataras are the partial manifestations of the

Supreme person, but the Lord Sri Krsna is the Bhagavgn
Himself.

WW® tilKrih i&fa 1$: foST II ^ ^ H

Haa-i himself became the eighth child of Devakt.
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"»itf5iT^r *ngwre%" ^pbr, "I qRif

As regards the Avatara of Laksmt, we have it stated in the Atharva Upanisad that

there is difference in her Avat;tras also. Beginning with "in the region of MathurS

called Gokala," etc., the text goes on to say "the two sides of Visnu are Chandravali

and Radhikd" and then it mentions the lower Avatdras, by saying "Laksmt, Durga and

the rest are her partial Avataras."

similarly, in the Gautamiya Tantra we .have :

Radhika is said to be the highest deity, the Goddess full of

Krsna ; all Laksmls are her Avat&ras, she is their source, she is

full of all prosperity and every beauty ; and is the enchanter

of all.
,

PARA XXV
The abode of Visiiu is also eternal.

The word "Adi" in the phrase Nitya-Laksmi-adi-matvat shows that' the abode of Visnu

is also eternal. Thus in the Chbandogya Upanisad (VII., 24. 1) :

WW: ^f^H srftfsrl: I ^ II ?fcl II

In whom does He abide ? In His own glory.

ft8^ ^ ifa jMiMkHT nfciRjci: II ffcf II

So also in the Mundaka Upanisad (IL, 2.17) it is stated :

In the divine city, in the great void, abides this

Self.
•'

"
'

!

"

So also in the Rg Veda (I., 154.6) we have the following :

'fft, then* ; Vftm, for the sake of yon &rv, namely, Rftdhikft and- Kreija,

Vftstuni, houses ; Gamadhyai, to reach the goal ; for the going of yaa.»tvH»;<,
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Usmasi, we desire ; Tatra, where ; tt&vah, cows ; Bhuri-sringah, long-horned
;

Aya«ah, exist or go about, or exist giving prosperity. Atra, there. Aha,

verity ; Tat, that ; Urugayasya, widely praised. Vrsnab, of the bull, of Visnu,

the showrer of every desire ; Paramam, sublimest ; Padam, abode ; Avabhati,

shines ; Bhuri, much.

Fain would we go unto Your dwelling-places where there are many-horned and

nimble oxen. For mightily, there, shineth down upon us the widely-striding Visou's

sublimest mansion.

We desire to go to those Abodes of you two, where there are

many long-horned cows and oxen, and where brightly shines

the Supreme Abode of that widely praised Showerer (of all

prosperity).

PARA XXVI

So. also in the Gopala Upanisad, it is thus written :

Among these seven cities, Mathura, the City of Gopala, is verily

Brahman, as if made visible.

So also in the Jitanta Stotra it is written :

SPTrfcTC ff^fc^dl^W^ II ffcl II

The region called Vaikuntha, adorned with the divine six

attributes, but devoid of the three attributes of matter, is not to

be reached by the ungodly. It is full of those persons, who
are devoted to the five duties (Abhigamana, TJpad&ua, Ijya,

Adhyayana and Samadhi) : who are eternally perfect and

devoted to the Lord: There ture many courtyards and pakees in that

divine city, and many an auspicious forest, garden, well* tank, tree and
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Devas constantly worship this non-Pr&kritic city (which is Brahman

itself), and which is refulgent with the light of myriads of suns.

So also in the Brahma Sainhita.

The great abode of Lord, called Gokula, is a thousand-petalled

lotus ;
in the middle of these petals is the abode of the Lord, ?nd

which is manifested by His aspect called Atlanta (Sankarsana).

I'ABA XXVII.

Note : How is it that the abode of Hari, which is beyond the sphere of Prakrti,

is identified here with Mathura, an earthly city ? How can this Mathura' be the

undecaying city of the Lord ? This doubt is answered in the next two verses.

3?|feq^ cf^^T^ SITlcKn foST II ^vs
II

The Supreme Lord brings down on this earth His divine city,

which is His own Self, and then He manifests Himself in that city
;

aud this is the meaning of the phrase "Mathura is Brahman

itself."

A s the ignorant imagine the Lord Govinda, who is pure existence,

intelligence and bliss, to be a man and to have assumed really the

form of a human child : similarly, Mathura, the abode of the Lord,

is considered by the ignorant to be an earthly city, while it is really

the abode of the Lord.

I'AKA XXV1H

Now the eternal sportiveness of the Lord is being described. In the Brhadaranyaka

Upanijad it is said :

.
vrgm *m n 3% 11
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He who is the past, the present and the future (and whose work

or Ltla is eternal).

The one God, immersed in eternal sport, pervading all His

Bhaktas, remains in their hearts as their very self.

^ gvT&n trtr! *n*rfcl #S#T II £. II

Ho also in the Smrtis (GiW, IV., ») :

He who thus knoweth My divine birth and action, in its

essence, having abandoned the body, cometh not to birth again, but

cometh unto Me, 0 Arjuna.

I'ARA XXIX

Note : Admitted that the sport of the Lord is eternal, as proved by the texts quoted

above, but how do you support this theory by reason ? Every work or action presupposes

a point of time when it springs ; the duration through which it lasts ; and the point of

time when it comes to an end. How can any action then be called eternal '/ Anything

which has a beginning and an end is temporary. Tho answer to this objection is given

in the next verse.

Since the forms of the Lord are infinite, since the companions

of the Lord are also infinite, and since His abodes are also infinite,

it follows necessarily that every act of the Lord must be eternal,

because it is not different from these. This is the opinion of those who

know the truth.

Note : Since the Lord has infinity of forms, any act done by one form, is repeated in

succession by other forms, and thus the action becomes eternal. Because in the infinite

succession of forms, the action is being repeated in some place or other by some of these

forms. Since all the Avataras of the Lord are identical and non-different, the drama

enacted by one Avattfra is repeated by all the other, and in the infinite succession of

Avataras the act must be also infinite. Some vague conception of the eternal activity

of the Lord, and the existence through eternity of every act of the Lord, done in any

incarnation, such as playing with the cowherds of Mathura", or preaching to the fishermen

of Galilee, can be understood from the behaviour of light rays. Any picture in light

is theoretically eternal. The rays of light carry • the picture for ever and ever, to the
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infinite depths of space. Thus the picture of Delhi Coronation Durbar exists even to-day

in the rays of light, which arc carrying that picture in space. A little mathematical

calculation will tell one at what particular point of space, that picture will be found

to-day.

Here ends the first proposition, namely, that the Lord is the most high and supreme.



PROPOSITION SECOND

Now as to the Lord's being the subject-matter taught in Scripture, we have the

following in the Gopdla Upanisad :

qteflfr ^t1^ II f% II

He who is sung in all the Vedas is verily Lord Krsna.

Bo also in the Katha Upanisad (II., 15)

:

3% ^5#<JT 5I#qtf^^) ||

Whose form and essential nature all the Vedas declare, and in

order to attain Whom they prescribe austerities, (desiring to know

Whom the great ones perform Brahmacharya), that Symbol I will

briefly tell thee, it is Om.

PMl.V II

So also in Hari Vartsa :

^ *rarcit% gait *rrcS i

3?I^N^ ^^ ^ !>ft: *fta^ II ffel II

In the Vedas, in the Ramayana and so also in the Puranas and

MahabhSrata as well, is sung verily everywhere Lord Hari, in the

beginning, in the middle and in the end.

5ftRir: 3W> fcq: M<*M<^| ||

Directly or indirectly, all the Vedas sing the praise of the Lord
Mftdhava ; the Upanisad portions of the Vedas sing His praise directly,

the other portions of the Vedas sing it indirectly.
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PARA 111

Note But, says an objector : How can God be known through words? Does not the
Taittiriya Upanisad (II., 4. 1) say "Yato vdchonivartante apripya manasa saha," from
whom all speech, with the mind, turns away unable to reach llim. How can then God
be known through words ? This doubt is answered in the next verse.

Those passages of the Vedas, Avhere we find that God is sometime

described as inexpressible by words, are to be explained as inexpressible

in His entirety. God cannot be fully expressed by words. Such must

be the meaning of those passages
;

otherwise, the very teaching of the

Vedas would become useless, when they try to describe Brahman. This

is my opinion. Why should men try to study Vedas, if God were

totally inexpressible by words?

PARA IV

3<sift&^^ ^ui$qto. ii

The wise say Brahman is inexpressible, because it has not the

attributes of species (quality, action, and name) and consequently it does

not come within the scope of objects which words can express.

PARA V

But if Brahman is totally inexpressible by words (as you say in

the above verse), since He is inexpressible by all words, and since

there is no word that can express Him, it follows that Brahman cannot

be suggested by any word by Laksana" : (for Laksana or suggestive

implication can apply to those objects which are expressible by words).

4
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Therefore, in ray opinion Brahman, as conceived by you, 0 Advaitin,

namely, an object without any attribute, can never be the Laksya or the

implied suggested object of the Vedas.

Note : The Advaitin's view is that Brahman is totally inexpressible by words, and

that the words of the Vedas only point to Brahman by way of suggestion or LaksanA. In

this view Brahman becomes the Laksya, the object suggested by the Vedas. But the

Bhakti view is that Brahman is not the Laksya of the Vedas, but is directly described by

the VedaB.

Here ends the Second Proposition of Prameya Katnavali.



PROPOSITION THIRD

PAHA I

Now as to the reality of the universe.

The all-knowing Visiju has created with His sakti this world, as a

reality (and not as an illusion). Therefore, the world is verily real. The

statement, that the world is an illusion, means that one should not rely

too much on the world, but should treat it with VairHgya or dispassion.

Thus it is written in the Svetaswatara Upanisad (IV., 1) :

f¥lfcl^ fowft *T S 3t fS8^ II

He, the Sun, without any colour, who with set purpose by

means of His power (Sakti) produces endless colours, in

whom all this comes together in the beginning, and comes

asunder in the end
;
may He, the God, endow us with good

thoughts.

So also in the Visnu PurHna. :

As of fire, though placed in one locality, the rays spread out in, all

directions ; so of the Supreme Brahman, the energy (Sakti) spreads out

throughout the whole world.

So also in the fiavasya Upanisad Verse 8 :
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Bt Sal), ho, the Adhik&rin who meditates on the Self thus. l^-Hfl Parya-

gSt, attained. g^T. iJukram, free from sorrow, sffirai AkSyarn ( finwrc'tafSerac

)

incorporeal, without the subtle body. Tfnftti Asnfiviram, etornal and full.

tW. Avranam, sinews-less, without muscles, without the dense body.

£31. Suddham, the purifier. ^ronfrCT; Ap&paviddham, untouched by evil,

untouched by Karma-effocts, good or bad. ^fa: Kavih, the seer, the knower or

seer of all, tho wise, the omniscient. R»fW Mantgf, the ruler of mind, or the

controller of Manas and Intelligences like Bruhmft, etc. Paribhuh, omni-

present, all-existent, all-controller, over-essence, conqueror of all passions, the

bost of all, m«p Swayambhuh, self-existent, self-reliant, qwr^qet: Y&tha-

tathyatah, in its full and proper sense, really and truly, and not as an illusion.

T<H Arth&n, things. s^TT. Vyadadhat, disposed, ordained. *n^«?: SSsvati-

bhyah, through eternal or recurring. H«rr«jt Samftbhyal), years, ages.

He attains the Lord, Who is free from grief, free from subtle

body, free from smallness, free from dense body, the purifier, not tainted

by sin. He creates the objects (like Mahat, etc.) really and truly,

from eternity. He is wise and omniscient, the Euler of all intelligences,

the Best of all and Self-dependent.

PARA II

So also in the Visnu Purana :

O best of the sages, the whole universe (consisting of

Isvara, Jivas and Prakrti) is imperishable and eternal.

(The portions of Isvara) incarnate on earth and then disappear,

while Jivas and Prakrti also get modifications of birth and

death.

PARA III

So also in tho Mah£bhgrata :

m flc*t m %r 1

Brahman is a reality, austerity is a reality, PrajSLpati

is a reality, all creatures have come out of the real, hence

the world is full of reality and truth (the world is not

unreal).
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PARA IV

The text of the Sruti
—"Atman alone verily was in the beginning"

—

Ait. I. I. (does not mean that nothing else than Atman existed then,

but the souls and Prakrti also existed merged in Atman in Pralaya),

just as the birds exist in a forest, when the dark night is over it (and

we say there is nothing in this forest but the forest alone). Therefore,

this world must be understood to be a reality and not a falsehood. For

this is the opinion of those who know the Vedas.

Here ends the third proposition in the Prameya Katnfiyali.



PROPOSITION FOURTH

Now is being treated that the Jivas are separate from Visnu.

As it is read in the Svetaswatara Upanisad (IV., 6)

:

gtR? ^3(T mm ^RFT f^f MR^<rlT^ I

£i Dva (dvau), two. Simf SuparnS (S>uparnau\ of handsome plumage or

strong-winged birds, namely, the Jiva and the fsvara. Sayujfi (Sayujau),

Clivals), always united, inseparable (friends). *rar??T Sakhaya (Sakhayau),

of equal name, friends. By Vedic license the dual affix an is replaced by a,

in all these four words. *WR SamSnam, the same, the one. Vrksam, the

(Asvattha) tree, (the body). lf<TWn?r ParisasvajSte, dwell upon, embrace, cling

to, nestle. s*fh Tayoh, of two (birds). *r?3?« Anyah, one (the Jiva). ftoSJ^

Pippalam, the fruit of the AsVattha tree, i.e., the effects of Karmas generated by

the body. SvSdu, sweet : as if it was sweet. Atti, eats. The fruit

is really bitter, but it eats it always as if it was sweet. TWFFJ, Anasnan, not

eating the non-essential portion of the fruits of good works and no portion oi

the fruits of evil deeds. T«r: Anyalj, [the other. fft^jftfa Abhi-ch&kaSiti,

looks on, illumines all around.

Two birds of handsome plumage, inseparable friends, nestle on

the same tree. The one of them eats the fruit, as if it was sweet, the

other, without eating, illumines all around.

W ^ q^P?^WEl *rf|*THfafcl ^rRTT^: II * ||

Though seated on one and the same tree, the Jiva bewildered by

the Divine Power sees not the Lord and so grieves. But when he sees*

the eternally worshipped Lord and His glory, as separate from himself,

then he becomes free from grief (and fit for Mukti).

Note : In interpreting a text there are certain maxims to be observed. One of those

is laid down in the following verse

:
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PARA It.

Tlie beginning (Upakrama), the conclusion (TTpasamhara), the

repetition (AbhySsa), peculiarity (Apnrvata), the object (Phalam), the

explanation of purpose (ArthavStda) and suitableness (Upapatti) are the

six indications, by means of which the purport of a doubtful text may be

arrived at.

These are the six tests mentioned by the wise, by the application of

which the true purport of a text can be known. When applied to the

Vedic text, they prove difference, hence difference is the object which the

Sastras purport to establish.

Note : Now in these above two verses the Upakrama or the opening words are two

birds (showing there is duality and not monism) ; the conclusion or Upasanihara is Auyam

Isam, "the other who is the Lord" (which shows that the Lord is Anyam or different

from Jiva), the repetition is "the Other looks on without eating ;" and "when he sees the

other lord," the AparvatA or peculiarity consists in this that the difference between man

and God could not have been known, but through the Sastras, and this passage teaches

such difference, a fact which could not have been known but through revelation. The

object (Phalam) is "his grief passes away." Arthavada is "lie who knows his glory"

while Suitableness is "one remains without eating."

para ill

So also in the Mundaka Upanisad (III., 1. 3.) we have the following :

q^T TO: TO^ Wflfi ^ *ftM4lPfflJ

aj^T Yada, when. W Pasyah, seer, the Jiva. wft Pasyate, sees, m
Rukma, golden. Another reading is "Rugma" formed from the root "Ruj."

Varnam, coloured. The golden-coloured Creator is the Lord. This is the

colour of His Aura, srafwr. Kartaram, the Creator (of the world), fottfam, the

Lord, gwt Purusam, the Purusa, the person. W Brahma, the Brahma or

Hiranyagarbha. 'ftfa* Yonim, the cause, the source of Brahma, m Tadft,
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then, fall VidvSn, the wise, the Aparokga JMnin. iVf Punya, virtue, good,

ift PUpe, vice, evil. The good and evil. All Punya is not destroyed by Jnfina,

but only that Punya which has not begun to manifest its fruit. The non-Prft-

rabdha. The Punya is of two sorts : Kamya and non-K&raya. The KSmya-

punya (good deeds done with a particular desire) is of two sorts—that which

has begun to manifest its fruit (Prfirabdha) and non-Prarabdha. The latter only

is destroyed. fi'Jjr Vidhuya. shaking off, destroyed, fiwsRt Niranjanah, without

Avldya. wm Paramam, the highest, rite^ Saniyam, similarity. The similarity

consisting io being free from grief, and possessing full joy. 3«lRf Upaiti, reaches,

attains.

"When the Jiva sees the golden-coloured Creator and Lord, as the

Person from whom Brahma comes out, then the wise, shaking off virtue

and vice, and becoming free from AvidyS, attains the highest similarity.

So also in the Katha Upanisad (II., 4. 15.) :

^ ^sw%tb prefer i

Jpfera w& iforc ii

J?*T 3?^ YathS Udakam, as water. 5% Suddhe, in the pure, gsi: Sud-

dham, pure. *trRw> Asiktam, poured (into) air* "W T&drk eva, like that (but

not identically that ; because we see that the bulk of the water is increased).

*TTfit Bhavati, becomes. <W Evam, &o. g^f: Muneh, of the sage, the thinker,

forraa: Vij&natah, the knowing : the liberated. wiem Atma, the Self, (the Master,

Vftyu, four-faced like Visnu, but does not become identical with him.) *wftr

Bhavati, becomes, •ifcw Gautama, 0 Gautama ! i.e., 0 Nachiketas

!

As pure water poured into pure water becomes like that, 0 Gautama,

so the Atma of the Muni, who knows, becomes like that (with Brahman).

So also in the Gtta (XIV, 2.)

:

Having taken refuge in this Wisdom and being assimilated to My
own nature, they are not re-born even in the emanation of a universe,

nor are disquieted in the dissolution.

*it%sft *T#&: qrc*nfte n
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These texts declare difference between Jtva and God even when

the Jiva has obtained Mukti. Hence it follows that the difference

between man and God is an absolute reality, and not conventional

only.

The opinions of the Advaitins, who hold "I am Brahman,"

"I am the only JJva that exists, there are no other Jtvas or Isvara,

they exist merely through my nescience or Avidya —" all such

opinions, therefore, become refuted. If it were otherwise then the

words like Nitya, etc., applied to the Jivas would become meaningless.

As we find in the following verse of the Katha Upanisad. (II., 5.

13.):

ftes: Nityafc, eternal, ^frai^f Anity&nftm, among the eternals. [faSf:

ftapti'*. Nityah Nity&n&m, the Eternal among the Eternals : The Highest

Eternal. Or who gives to the other eternals, their eternityj. %eri: Chetanah,

%erars>i ChetananSm, the thinker among all thinkers, or the highest conscious

ness among all consciousnesses (like BrahmS, etc.) who gives consciousness-

to all consciousnesses, va Ekab, the one. *£*t Bahfinam, of many (con-

sciousnesses), n: Yab, who. fiwnfif «WR Vidadh&ti Kfimftn, fulfils the desire,

(i *r?nw % f^JifFer *fkf: Tam fitmastham ye anupasyanti dhfrah, the wise who

perceive him within their self, frrt Tesftm, of them, CTlfor: SWih, peace, happi-

ness. Release, Moksa. wwft SasVati, eternal : that in which there is no

return to re-birth, t *etaf Na itaresfim, not of others.

The Eternal among the eternals, the Consciousness among all

consciousnesses, the One who bestows the fruits of Karmas to many

Jivas, the tranquil-minded ones who see him seated in their Atma,

get eternal happiness, but not the others.

5
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PARA V

From one eternal (Nitya) conscious Lord the many Jivas who

are also eternal are shown to be separate in the above verse. Therefore,

difference between Jiva and Isvara is eternal.— 5.

PAHA VI

cTOT S^Pftaf^lA Wflt^A II

As speech and other organs are also called PrSna, because

their functions are dependent upon that of the PrSna alone, so the

world is called Brahman sometimes, because all its functions are

dependent upon Brahman.

Thus it is read in the Chhandogya Upanisad (V., 1. 15.) :

The wise do not call them the Speeches, the Sights, the

Hearings, the Minds ; but they call them PrBnas. The PrSna verily

is all these.—6.

PAHA VII

Some hold the opinion that inasmuch as the world is pervaded

by Brahman, therefore, the world is Brahman.

And in support of their opinion they quote the following verse of the Visnu

Purfina

:

wn.^ m W[ II ffcl H vs ||

O Lord ! This host of Devas that has come in Thy Presence

is indeed Thou, because Thou, 0 Creator ! pervadest alL— 7.
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Note : The pure Advaitins hold the view that Brahman alone exists and that Jtvas are
nothing but Brahman, conditioned by some Upfidhi or limited by adjunct. They hold
that Brahman is like the sun, and the Jtva is like its reflection in water. If the Upidhi
(water) be clear, then the reflection is clear, if it is turbid, the reflection is also turbid.

This is called Pratibimba theory. The other theory is that Brahman is like the all-

pervading space, while the Jiva is the same space limited by the adjunct of being enclosed

in a jar. Therefore, the Ghat&kasa (jar-space) is not separate from the space outside. It

is the same. This is called Parichchheda or limitation theory. Both these theories are

refuted in the next verse.

The two theories, namely, those of reflection and of limitation,

which are held by our opponents, are refuted by the fact that Brahman

is all-pervading and not a material object.

Note : Brahman being all-pervading, and consequently without any form it cannot

cast any reflection. To cast a reflection it is necessary that the object reflected must

be a limited one. The Pratibimba theory, therefore, is refuted by the Vibhutva or

all-pervadingness of the Lord. Moreover, the limitation theory is also invalid, because

limitation can apply only to a material object. But Brahman, not being a material

object, cannot be limited : therefore, the Parichchheda theory cannot also hold good. If

Brahman were a material object, then, of course, it would be possible to cut him into parts

like stones cut into different fragments.

If the identity of Brahman with Jtva, which is called Advaita

by you, 0 Advaitin ! be true, then this Advaita must either be

separate or non-separate from Brahman. If this Advaita is separate

from Brahman (namely, if the theory of Advaita is something

different), then there is duality, and you are open to the objection

of being a Dvaitin. If it is non-separate from Brahman, then you

are trying to establish something which is already established by

Srutis and what is the use of again establishing it ?

Note : But, says an objector : How do you explain the text 'Bfikgt chet£h kevalo

nirgunascha,' he is witness, intelligence and attributeless. This text shows that Brahman

is Nirguna, and your theory, that he is Saguna, falls to the ground. This objection is

answered in the next verse.

PARA VIII

PARA IX
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PAHA X

The knowers of truth say that the wise should not believe that

Brahman is Nirguna. This is a wrong statement, and has not any

authority in its favour.

Note : If Brahman is Nirguna then he can have no form, etc., and cannot be the

subject of direct perception. So Pratyaksa Prama'na cannot apply to him. If he is Nirguna

then he cannot be the subject inference also, for there is no middle term with which Brahman
can be compared. So Anumfina also fails. Similarly, revelation also which is the third

Pram&na cannot explain Brahman ; for revelation is couched in words, and words can

describe objects that belong to any species, possess certain attributes, are acted and

re-acted by certain agents and have certain names. But Brahman being Nirguna cannot

be described by words. And hence revelation also is of no use.

Here ends the Fourth Proposition of Prameya Ratnavali on the reality of Difference.



PROPOSITION FIFTH

Now is being described that all Jivas are servants of God.

The Svetasvataras in their Upanisad (VT. ; 7.) read thus :

qfa vfoti to qOT^ f^?ro ^ H ?fa h

Let us know that highest great Lord of Lords, the Highest Deity of

deities, the Master of masters, the Highest above, as God, the Lord of the

world, the adorable.—1.

PARA II

wftt II

So also in the Smrti

:

BrahmS, Sambhu as well as the Sun, the Moon and Indra have

their energy borrowed from that of Visnu and so also all other Devas.

All Devas along with BrahmS, Eudra, Indra, and great seers adore

that God, "Who is the best of all gods, called NarSyana Hari.

So also in the Padma Parana describing the Mnkta Jtva, it is said

:

qrcn-jA #3 H ffa II * n

They are slaves of Hari alone and verily of no one else.

Here ends the Fifth Proposition of Prameya RatnaValii called the dependence of all

Jtvas on the Lord.



PROPOSITION SIXTH

arc #rrcf dKd«R i

Now as to the difference between Jivas infer sc.

PAEA I

ST*> *T??ft Jtoni dlW^i ^ WFWl II 3 II

Though all Jivas are similar, and have no distinction among them-

selves, so far as they are all atomic and intelligent in their form, and

cognising agents or knowers, yet there is difference between them,

owing to their SadhanSs or Karmas that they have performed.

Note : Some Jivas, owing to their Karmas, get good births ; others get bad births,

owing to their bad Karmas. Similarly, according to their different modes of Bhakti, there

arise differences of enjoyment in the next world.

PARA II

In the Svetagvatara Upanisad the atomic nature of the Jtva is thus mentioned (V., 9)

:

Wil % f%fc ST ^FF^ II 8- II

That living soul is to be known as part of the hundredth part of

the point of a hair, divided a hundred times, and yet it is to be infinite.

The Prasna Upanisad (IV., 9.) shows that the Jiva is a conscious entity and is the

cogniser, enjoyer and the agent.

^ 3ST $IST SJFfl wftcIT *RT ^rl?

fafTCTWT 3^: I [ H mfa *rfcl8^ ] II 8. II

Verily he is the beholder, the toucher, the hearer, the smeller, the

taster, the thinker, the determiner, the doer, the VijnanStmS, the Purusa.

[He (who knows this Puru§a) becomes established in the Highest Self |.
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PAHA III

The word Sdi (in the Jnfinitva'di above) indicates that the soul, though atomic, pervades

the whole body by the rays of its quality of intelligence. As we find mentioned in the

Git* (XIII., 34)

:

#^ %?ft ?m srorafa w \% 11

As the one sun illumines the whole earth, so the Lord of the

Field illumineth the whole Field, 0 Bharata.— (34).

The Lord Badarayana, the author of the Vedanta Sfltra, says the same in (II.. S. 24)

:

Or the soul may pervade the whole body, by its quality of

intelligence, as the flame pervades the whole room by its rays.

In the Brhadarariyka Upanisad (IV., 5. 14) is mentioned that the essential attributes o

the soul are eternal.

Then Maitreyi said : Here, Sir, thou hast landed me in utter

bewilderment. Indeed, I do not understand him.

But he replied : 0 Maitreyi, I say nothing that is bewildering.

Verily, beloved, that Self is imperishable, and of an indestructible

nature.

PARA IV

snf: 31 vfa^fci y+lft<*: II

Thus though all souls are similar, yet their dissimilarity in this

world is on account of the differences of their Karmas. The wise say
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that their dissimilarity in the heaven is on account of their dissimilarity

of Bhakti.

f^fe II 1 II

As is his faith in this life, so will be his condition in the next

after death. So let him generate full faith (in the Lord).

So also is the following Smrti

:

As is one's thought (devotional attitude) so is his success in the

next life.

The five sentiments beginning with Santa and ending with Eati

are the causes which produce differences in the enjoyment of the Muktas

in the heaven world. With what particular emotion the Lord is

worshipped with that sort of food is he meted out in the next.

Note : The school of Chaitanya divides Bhakti into fire degrees, each a little higher

than the last : (1) fefinta or tranquil meditation upon God, (2) D&sya, a condition of active

service for God, (3) Sakhya, a feeling of personal friendship for God, (4) Vatsalya, or love

for God as between a child and parent ; and (5) M£dhurya, ardent devotion to God, the

highest stage of emotional development.

As read the Kauthumas (Chhandogya Upanisad, III., 14. 1)

:

Here ends the Sixth Proposition on the Difference among Souls.



PROPOSITION SEVENTH

Now is mentioned that the condition of liberation consists in the attainment of the
Lord Krsna.

Thus in the Svetasvatara Upanisad (I., 11) we have the following :

When that God is known, all fetters fall off (sufferings are destroyed,

and birth and death cease).

Ho also in the tropilla TVipant Upanisad wc havo the following :

vg$t lpa*T: f^Tt It ^flfe ^ II

Tlie one controller, ail-pervading Krsna must alone be worshipped.

And similar other texts.

The Master Krsna himself shines, in manifold forms and

figures, everywhere
;
by worshipping Ilim, the freed souls dwell happily

in His eternal abode.

Hero ends the seventh proposition on the subject that liberation consists in the

attainment of Bri Krsna.

6



PROPOSITION EIGHTH

Now is mentioned that tho one-pointed devotion is the cause of Mnkti.

rAii.v r

As in the Gopala Tapani ITpanisad we have the following :

Devotion to this Sri Krsna is Bliajana or worsliip ; it consists

in fixing one's mind in Him, without tho desire of getting any fruit,

in this world or in the next. Such a devotion is called jSTaiskarmyam

or unselfish devotion.

Nolr : Huch devotion must he dNtinguUhrd from the passive state of the Vairagyam

of the Advaitins. Their Vairagya i-i al*o defined ai non-desiring of the fruits in this world

or in the next. But Bhakti differs from Vairagya hy its more active qualities. It wants

nothing hut Krsna, and all objects of heaven or of earth cannot turn its heart

from Jlini.

So also in tho Nitrada I'.iiichuatra we have the following :

ffl%^[5R II f% II 3 ||

Being free from nil Upadhis, ;ind worshipping the Lord of the senses,

with every sense, with the utmost purity is called Bhakti.

I'lUA it

This Bhakti is nine-fold, as is m otioned in the Hhjigavatr, J'urana (VII., 5. 2,'), 2<1) :

zftM fk^iu wtf qrs&w i

3?^T ^Rq 3*TcRft^R ll

^ITfim ?TO^1T I

-fliT^^T cFR^S^tRI II II

Tho following are tho nine varieties in the path of

devotion : (t) Tho hearing of the praise of the All-pervading
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Being, Visnu
;
(ii) the chanting of His praise

;
(in) the remembering

Him in meditation
;

(iv) His personal sorviee, i. c, to His symbolic

image
;
(v) His worship performed by the offerings of water, flowers,

fruits, etc.
;

(vi) His salutation
;

(vii) placing oneself at His disposal
;

(mi) His friendship, %. c, placing full trust in Him, as in a friend
;

(tx) consecration of self to Him. If one applies himself with this nine-

fold devotion to Visnu, having learnt it from bis teacher, I consider it

as the best lesson ho has received from his master.

^ w-«frt4^ nswi ii =* ii

When the service of the good and holy men, and that of one's own

Guru, is done with love and reverence, thinking upon them, as if they

were God personified, then, and then onl3r
, is obtained this Bhakti for the

Lord, and not otherwise.

I'ABA nr

That good and holy men should be served with the samo reverence as one pays to

flod is shown in the Taittkiya IFpanisnxl (L, 11. 2) :

3?%ft^t m n ifa ii

Let thy guest be to thee like unto a Gotl.

Xotc : The word "guct>t" here means that holy man who is a houseless wanderer.

So also in the Bhdgavatn Purdria (VIL, 5. 32) it is shown that by such service, Bhakti

is obtained.

Till they do not purify themselves by ablution in the

dust of the feet of great saints, who have taken the vow of
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poverty, their understanding will not comprehend the greatness of the

feet of the Lord of Mighty Strides. And it is by this means that the

evils of life are to be removed.

Note : "The Lord of Mighty Strides" is Visiiu, who in His Vamana Avatfira (Dwarf

incarnation) encompassed the space between the Earth, Heaven, and Patflla by "His three

steps."

PARA IV

The service of the teacher must be done with full reverence, as one would serve his

God, as is shown in the Taittiriya Upanisad (I., 11. 2) :

Let thy teacher be to thee like unto a God.

stoTtsRrlPiqf^ =5 II

To the same effect is the following verso of the Bvotasvatara Upanisad (VI.. 23) :

If these truths have been told to a high-minded man, who feels the

highest devotion for God, and for his Guru as for God, then they will

shine forth, then they will shine forth indeed.

m d£[rf)4*n ?ftoR3% ii

So also in the Bhitgavata Parana it is mentioned that by such devotion to Guru one

gets Bhakti for the Lord.

^n5^ «ft ^ f^ira ^^sn^ra; ii

3WI<WlrJt^t! II ffrT II « II

Therefore, let the seeker for Brahman (the highest good) approach a

Guru who is a Master of all the Vodas (Sabda-Brahman) and who cons-

tantly dwells in the Supreme Brahmau, in order to get Mukti. Therefore,

let him take shelter of such a Guru, who has obtained calmness. There
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let him learn the BhSgavata Dharmas, treating his Guru as his God,
and serving Him without crookedness, for by such service, the Lord

Hari is pleased, who has given Tits body and soul to His Bhaktas.

PAHA V

He, who is purified with the five sacraments and has got the two

sorts of Bhaktis, realises Hari and rejoices for ever in His abode.

PARA VI

The five sacraments are thus mentioned in a Srarti (Padma Purdna) :

cIN: 3*Tf tffl •TR q^ff: |

*m m^KV. TO^lfct^: II fft II

The five sacraments arc : (i) heating or branding the body with

symbols of Hari
;

(ii) putting the caste-mark or Tilak
;
(Hi) giving the

name of Hari to one's children, and naming himself also as a servant

of Hari
;
(iv) prayer ; and (v) sacrifice.

These five Samskaras are verily conducive to one-pointed devotion.

The word 'Tapa' or 'heating,' means here putting on the body the

marks of discus, etc, with heated metals. Besides branding, it includes

also the writing of the name of Hari on one's body (with sandal paste

and proper seals).

As is mentioned in the following Smrti :

^Rhwi^i^^^^hi^t I
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Let him mark his body with sandalwood paste, with the syllables

of the name of Ilari. Such a person purities the world (while alive,

and after death) obtains the world of llari.

p#^ ^mm vim i

The caste-mark must be a straight perpendicular line on the forehead

and called Urdha-Pundram. The scriptures describe their various kinds.

It may represent the temple of Hun and (is a reminder to one that bis

body is the temple of the God). According lo others it should be like

the foot of Hari (showing that one is servant of God). The Tilak is a

most auspicious mark.

The "giving of the name," means that one must bear such a name,

which should express "the servant of God" (such as Hari Das, etc.).

The Mantra must be the Vaisnava Mantra, consisting of eighteen

syllables and the rest. It is considered to be the body of one's Ista-deva.

The word 'worship' or "Yoga" means the Fnja of Saligrama and the

rest. Holy men should find out from Purauas the detailed account and

authorities for these five sacraments.

r\RA VII
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The nine-fold Bhakti is of two sorts, nannly, Vidhi Bliakti" and

Euchi Bliakti. Through any 0110 of those Lord Srf Kysga being ploased

ffives to His devotees all that they desire

i'\R.v via

Through Vidhi Bliakti the (rod is wor,hipped as having a form

with four (eight or (en arms). With Mucin Bliakti, Ho is worshipped

as a man. (with two arms), such as tho son of Vasoda (or Kausalyil).

Xolr : The distinction Iii-uk u ltncUi llhakli and Yilbi Hhikli is oloarly brought out.

by thin verse.

In Vidhi IShnkti, Gnd i* w or- hipped a-t mmi thin<; supremely jjjrcat ivul above, humanity.

The vrry form, as having four, cLdi! or lui aim-*, enfi Ilim oT from tho category of man.

Such a being may be nn object of -ul >rulinn uilh ««•> and fexr. Mo can hardly bo an

object of that intense love, which man feels for nun. Thaefore, in Ituchi Jihakti, God is

worshipped as man. and 1 1 1 it. ;;l ;o as an inf.i *; child stickling at the bread of Yajodft or

of Kau&uhif.

This Unchi Hhakti is t ho subject of much controversy among the antiquarians. Some

say that this child-worship is not the, original I >h iVct i of India, but has boon introduced

hero from Christianity.

I'VKV IX

Ho should worship the Tulasf, tho Asvattha, and the Dhsltri trees,

and should try to dwell, as far as possible, in cities like Mathura and tho

rest, lie should fast on the Lord's day called the eleventh day of tho

Moon. If this eleventh day of the Moon does not commence with the

break of dawn (Aruna-udaya) then he should reject it. Similarly, he

should observe the birth-day festivity, which falls on the eighth day of

the Moon. But if this Astami Tithi does not commence with the sunrise,

but afterwards, then it should be rejected ; and the Nativity should be

observed on the next day.
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Note : This observance of Ekiidasi and Janraa Astamt is a peculiar feature of the

Vaismavas. Tf the Tithi does not commence with the dawn, but after that moment, then it

is not observed on that day. Thus if at the time of two Muhurtaa before the sunrise

there is Dasami for one hour, and then Ek&dast, then the Vaisnavas will not observe that

day as Ekfidasi, but the next day. Similarly, if the Janma Astamt has Baptamt at the

time of sunrise, it should be rejected. The force is on the words Aruna (dawn) and

Sttrya (Sun) : the rising of the dawn is generally one hour and a half before that of the

sun. In the case of Ek&dasi it must be seen whether at the time of the break of dawn

there is that Tithi or not. If at that time the Tithi is not Ekfidasi, but Dasami, then that

day should be rejected : but in the case of other sacred days, such as Janma Astami and

the rest, dawn is not to be looked into, but the actual sunrise. If at the time of sunrise,

there is not the proper Tithi, then that day should not be observed as sacred, but the

next day.

I'AIfA X

Desirous of maintaining the social order, the wise devotee should

observe regularly the obligatory and the optional duties, but always

giving pre-eminence to Bhakti.

Note : The Hhaktas arc of three kinds : Svanistha, Parinisthita and Nirapcksa.

Among these the first must perform all the duties (excepting those which entail loss of

life, such as animal sacrifices) of his Asramas, without desiring the fruit of those actions.

Ho must observe nil rituals. The last (Nirapcksa) observes no ritual, his worship is

mental, and he is always mentally devoted to the Lord. He being in no Asrama is bound

by no rules of convention. The third Parinisthita being midway between these two, does

not stand in need of performing ritualistic Karma*, but being a respectable member of

society, he observes all the conventions of tho society in order to maintain social order.

VAR\ XI

^q^T^ qte&K 11 9 9 11

Let him avoid with care the ten sorts of blasphemy called •Nama-

aparndha or sins against tho Name.

Note : These ten sins are the following : (i) Satfim nind;t, speaking ill of holy men,

(«») Meditating on Siva and others as independent deities, while worshipping Visnu. That

is to say, uttering the names of Siva and other deities with tho idea of their independence

in the presence of Visnu, (iii) Showing contempt to one's Guru or person whom one ought

to revere, («'») Speaking ill of the Sruti (llevelation) and of other scriptures which are in

accordance with such Srutis, (v) Thinking that the name of the Lord has not efficacy to

remove all sins. In other words, disbelief in the efficacy of the sacred name and thinking

that statements regarding such efficacy are merely eulogistic and not to be taken in their

literal sense, (»/) Trying to explain such statements regarding the efficacy of the name by
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other methods, (vii) Believing in the efficacy of the name, but committing sins on the

strength of such efficacy, thinking "Let me commit sins I shall utter the name of

the Lord and all sins will be washed away." This wilful commission of sins is bad,

(viii) Thinking that any other good works, such as charities, Pujas, etc., can be

equal to the utterance of the holy name. In other words, denying the pre-eminence

of the name, (ix) Teaching the name to a person who has no faith in it or who is

actively" opposed to it, (,e)'Not loving the name even after hearing its glory.

These are the ten sins against the name which the Bhaktas must avoid.

PARA XII

^rc%T*?<£ff m "est to: st^t^ n

Bhakti whose fruit is the attainment of Krsaa is called here

Ek&nta Bhakti. "When it is preceded by knowledge and dispassion, it

at once produces its fruit.

Note : The Ekanta Bhakti by herself is sufficient to lead to Mukti. But when it

is accompanied by Jnana and Vairagya its action is quickened and Mukti is more

quickly attained.

Hero ends the Eighth Proposition of the Prameya Ratnavalt, in which it is shown

that pure Bhakti is the giver of Mukti.



PROPOSITION NINTH

an? srersnfflPw^Hf ^ wiuc^f^ it

Now it is being shown that means of right knowledge are perception, inference, and

word only.

PARA I

It is thus said in the BhSgavata :

The means of right knowledge are four-fold, namely, revelation,

perception, rumour and inference.

Note : The Bhigavata Parana thus mentions four means of right knowledge.

How do yon then say that they are three only ? This question is answered in the next

paragraph.

PAEA II

SRW sip^l^ II

Since Eumour is included in perception, therefore, the teacher has

said that the means of right knowledge are three, among these Sruti is

the highest

Note : Rumour is a form of perception and is included in perception. Thus "there

dwells a ghost in this fig tree." Thia is a rumour. It must have originated with the

person who saw the ghost, and gave currency to the statement. It may be that his per-

ception was a hallucination , but all the same, every such statement is included in

perception. The word "teacher" in the above paragraph means Madhvucharya. Manu
also (XII., 105) has mentioned three Pramanas only.

"The three (kinds of evidence), Perception, Inference, and the (sacred) Institutes,

which comprise the tradition (of) many (schools), must be fully understood by him who
desires perfect correctness with respect to the sacred law."

PARA HI

SRWi 3*3^3 illWh sfeSRU
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Perception and inference (are subsidiary to tbe "Word), because they

are corrected by means of the Word. Perception is liable to become

deceptive, as when one sees a magic head, etc. Similarly, inference is

also liable to mistake, as when a fire is extinguished on a hill, through

rain, and the smoke rises from such extinguished fire ; but the inference

that there is still fire on that hill will be erroneous, merely because there

was smoke. Therefore, perception and inference are not independent

means of right knowledge.

Note : The highest means of right knowledge is the Word or the Valid Testimony

or the opinion of experts. It is only statements made by them, whether such

statements are embodied in a Revelation called the Word of God, or in books of science

and art. The word of God-like men alone is the primary means of right knowledge. Every

man's own perception and inference constitute only a very small and secondary means of

right knowledge ; and the knowledge so acquired forms only an infinitesimally small part

of the whole store of his knowledge. One's own perception tells that the earth is flat, but

the Sruti of science declares that the earth is round, and so perception gives way to the

word of the expert. Similarly, it is a wrong inference, when one says that the sun moves

from east to west. The right inference is, what the Sruti of science declares, that it is

the motion of the earth on its axis, that causes the appearance of the motion of the sun in

heaven. Hence Sabda or the Word is superior to sensuous perception and inference both.

PAHA IV

srgfsft vm4: qR^H u e 11

The reasoning which supports tho Sruti is the right argumentation,

but the reasoning that tries to go against it, is a mere dry controversy

and should be avoided.

Note : The authority for this is to be found in the next paragraph.

PAHA v

Thus the Vajasaneyins (Br. Ar. II., 4. 5) say i

Wtt 5JT sft £gs*?: sjtcissft H*tM\ faftuJlRfcHJ Uff^fiU

Verily the Self (Hari) is to be seen (directly perceived, the method

for which is that He is) to be heard (from,r the. , ieachjuga, given by a

Vedic Guru). He is to be cogitated upon (by reasonings in accordance

with the Yedas). He is to Ufa meditated upon.
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«T3W: II
1

To the same effect is the text of the Kdfhakas (Ka{ha Up., It, 9) :
•

This belief which thou hast got,
1

cannot be brought about, nor should

it be destroyed by, argument (not based upon Vedas). "When taught by
the True Teacher, the Self becomes easily realised. (0 dearest ! strong

is thy resolution. Inquirers like thee, 0 Nachiketas ! are not many)..

PARA VI

II

So also there is the following Smrti

:

wwq^ $4: II II ^ II

Tarka or right argument is the reasoning that tries to find out tho

proper interpretation of a text, so that it may not conflict with what

precedes it and what follows it. Any other argument is dry and vain

argument, and should be avoided.

Sinco the non-kuower of the Vedas cannot know Brahman and in

them the Brahmic intuition does not originate, and since Brahman is

said to be "Aupanisadam" or known through the Upanisads, hence the

6ruti or Eevelation is considered to be the principal means of right

knowledge.

a*nft *J%: II

As an authority for the same are the following Srutis :

H&S&i <i II $1 II
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The 'rort-kribwer of Vedas cannot conceive that Great

One.

• I ask thee about, the Aupanisadam Purusam, the person, revealed

by the Upanisads. (By. Up., III., 9. 26.)

sRmrftc^ won. •

Here ends the Ninth Proposition, dealing with the three-fold means of right knowledge

in Prameya Ratn&Vali.

Kl'ILOIiUK

Note : The author now shows that the nine propositions proved by him in the

preceding portion, arc not invented by him, but were taught by the founder of thiB sect,

namely, by MadhvHebarya himself.

q^jpR 5n=srr i

Thus it has been said by the ancients

:

#[gqT f^TCT ^jNWFi WW' II

According to the doctrine of Madhva, Hari is the Supreme.

The world is. real, separateness is true, . the individual souls are

infinitely graded as superior and inferior, and are dependent on

God, liberation is self-realisation consisting in the enjoyment of such

bliss as remained latent in the soul. Pure Bhakti (devotion) is the

means to this end. Perception, inference and testimony are the

sources of knowledge (measures of proof) (mundane and heavenly).

Hari is . knowable - in the .entirety of the Vedas and by Vedas

alone.

Note : This verse which has traditionally come down from the time of Sri Madhva

sums up the nine Prameyas or propositions thus :

(i) Harih paratarah, Hari is supreme.

(ii) Satyam jagat, the world is real.

(Hi) Tattvatah bhedah, separateness is true.

<m>) Jiva-gana Harer anucharfih, the individual souls are servants of God, and depen-

dent on Him.
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(p) Nlchoancha bhavam gatah., and are graded as superior and inferior according

to their Karma a

(ro) Muktir naija-sukha-anubhutih, liberation is the experiencing of the bliss belonging

to the essential form of the soul.

(pit) Amala-bhaktiicha tat sadhanam ;
pure Bhakti (devotion) is the means to this

end.

(iwi) AksBdl trltayam pramanam, perception, inference and testimony are the three

means of right knowledge.

(ix) Akhila-amnaya-eka Vedyoh Harih, Hari is to be known from the entirety of the

Vedas, and all the Scriptures establish His existence and qualities.

This PRAMEYA RATNAVALt should be kept in their hearts with

reverence by the wise, as it contains the nine gems (Ratna) of

propositions well proven (Prameya), as they were composed by

Ananda-tirtha (Srt MadhvScharya).

$m f$%w i

Let Mukaht whose Self (Atman) is intelligence (Ohaitanya)

over dwell in our heart : through whose grace the Lord of elephants

(Oajapah) became free from faults and full of happiness.

Here ends Prameya Katnavali.

Note : The last verse has double meaning : it refers to Gajapati which is the name of

the poet called Gopala Das, as well as the king of Orissa called Prat&pa Budra. Gajapati

also refers to the elephant attacked by the alligator and saved by Hari. There is play

also on the word Chaitanya.
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• • • ii 3 19 355

iii 3 3 512

iv 4 16 763

• • i 1 9 26

... iii 4 44 664

... ii 4 (> 397

• • iii 3 27 545

i 3 25 132

• •• i 1 8 62
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ST iv. 3. 15, p. 739

»• 4 n
> p- m-

i. 3. 10, p. 119.

ursK-ftqf 3. 31, p. r.r,s.

iii. 3. 57, p. 600.

»V. 2. 17, p. 719.

swain iii. 4 27, p. GK).

STTHjlfe iii. 1. 4, p. 428.

*fffcf iii. 4. 25, p. (ITS.

ifft^ ii. 2. 8, p. 285.

*fafl?l—*nf* iv. 1. 10, p. 098.

^ iv. 1. 6, p. 685.

sfJtj iii. 3. 63, p. 609.

TOWn?!. iii- 2. 19, p. 477.

*m\i iv. 1. 13, p. 693.

vmft iv. 1. 9, p. 687.

JpftWT iii. 4. 18, p. 630.

*T«W: ii. 4 7, p. 399.

ii, 3. 20, p. 357 ; ii. 4 13, p. 407.

i. 1. 1, p. 6 ; i. 3. 28, p. 136 ; ii. 2. 12,

p. 291 ; ii. 3. 9. p. 339 ; ii. 3, 13, p. 344

;

ii. 4 6, p. 397 ; iii. 2. 8, p. 463 ; iii. 2. 27.

p. 488 ; iii. 2. 32, p. 494 ; iii. 2. 39,

p. 503 ; iii. 3. 24, p. 540 ; iii. 3. 42, p. 572 ;

iii. 4 1, p. 614; iii. 4 31, p. 644;

iii. 4 39, p. 6F6; iv. 1. 17, p. 700;

iv. 2. 2, p. 704 ; iv. 2. 10, p. 711

;

iv. 2. 20, p. 723 ; iv. 3. 10, p. 736 ; iv. 4
9, p. 756 ; iv. 4 12, p. 758.

ii. 2. 17, p. 295.

JKRtii. 3. 20, p. 357.

*ra^iii, 2. 12, p. 468.

SffR-Sq iii. 4. 40, p. 659.

iffi<t^ i. 2. 19, p. 85.

^1^I«Tt1> 3. 3, p. 104

iii. 4. 40, p. 659.

sm* i. 1. 23, p. 51 ; i. 2. 28, p. 98

;

i. :$. 29, p. 138; ii. 3. 17, p. 352; iii

41, p. 50 1.

*n: "3 iii. 2. 18, p. 170 ; iii. 1. 25, p. 038

y&ft iii. 1. 8, p. 135; iii. t. 28, p.

iv. 3. 10, p. 730.

i- 2. 9, p. 70.

wfof%l iii. 1. 24, p. 448.

wfifcim. iii. 3. 47, p. 584.

*f5K*T=T '• 4 11, p. 176.

m i. 1. 1. p. 0 ; iii. 1. 27, p. .151 ;
iv. 1

P. 702.

iii. 2. 17, p. 473.

„,;nw,t i. 3. 7, p. 105.

Him i. 2. 21, p..
88.

TO ii. 3, 49, p. 390.

2. 26, p. 305.

toto i- 34 P- H8.

3. 8, p. 115; iv.3. 3, p. 731.

* iv. 2. 4, p. 706.

TO** »V. 3
-
10

> P' 736 -

vsqqa i. 3. 38, p. 152.

neifttmmni "'• 4 12, p. 623.

„fo* iii. 4 8, p. 620.

Ufa* ii. 1. 22, p. 251.

*ftifirc ii. 3. 11, p. 341.

*rfasnra "• 3. 20, p. 357, Hi. 3. 3, p. 513

srfosrcwui- 3- 25, p. 132.

vfowfrR iv. 4 18, p. 766.

*ftarft*wrra.iii. 3. 33, p. 555.

*{vfc* iv. .1. 13, p. 69$.
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*rfl&nft5 >• 2. 18. P- 85.

sr4 iii. 2. 10, p. 465.

*Tf5rar^ ii. *2. 39, p. 325.

*rftft5t iii. 1. 25, p. 449.

*Tfa5|?*K![Ii. 4. 3, p. 1GG.

vftqb i. 2. 20, p. 86 ; i. 2. 27, p. 97 ; i. 4. 9,

p. 172 ; ii. 3, 41, p. 381.

*g iv. 2. 2, p. 704.

*rg#: i. 3. 22, p. 130.

irgiWRU. 1. 28, p. 62.

TgtRt*ifl^ >". 1. 5, p. 227.

Hgqf: iii. 4. 38, p. 655.

vggtfff: iv. 2. 17, p. 719.

*tgsr ii. 3. 46, p. 388.

i. 1. 21, p 47 ; i. 3. 12, p. 120 ; ii. 1.

1, p. 215 ; iii. 1. 25, p. 449 ; iii. 2. 37,

p. 499 ; iv. 1. 17, p. 700.

mA iii. 3. 28, p. 547.

iii. 4. 2, p. 614.

*TriH ii. 2. 5, p. 282; ii. 4. 17, p. 410;

iii. 3. 11, p. 525 ; iii. 3. 21, p. 539.

*r?a iii. 3. 1, p. 511.

*TWRTC ii. 3. 30, p. 367 ; iv. 4. 16, p. 763.

sr^jpn ii. 1. 11, p. 235 ; ii. 2. 9, p. 286 ; ii. 2.

21, p. 300 ; ii. 3. 30
; p. 367 ; ii. 3. 41,

p. 38t ; iii. 3. 30, p, 549 ; iii. 3. 37, p. 564.

^WWTW iii. 3. 7, p. 517.

*HfoM< i. 3. 31, p. 142.

iii. 2. 27, p. 488.

»ra«lH*S.ii. I- 14- P- 240.

m iii. 4. 28, p. 641.

Wsrmi ii. 2. 17, p. 295 ; iii. 4. 25, p. 638.

2. 4, p. 281.

**fts!HRWl?WUii. 2. 3, p. 456.

*res=i|l*rftnfa: iv. 4. 9, p. 756.

iTKUffS i. 4. 19, p. 194 ; iii. 3. 18, p. .534 ;

iii. 4. 50, p. 673.

i. 3. 20, p. 129.

trsqiH >. 4 18, -p, 188. .
..

*RH|foft i. 2. 18, p. 85. .

^•rfalS •'• 3- 51, p. 391 ; iii. 2. 20. p. 478.

I

sjrflK i. 2. 13, p. 81 ; i. 2. 27, p. 97; iii. 1.

1, p. 420 ; iii. 3. 52, p. 592 ; iii. 1. 47,

p. 067.

i

ii. 3. 14, p. 315 ; iii. 3. HO, p. 503
;

;

iii. 4. 30, p. 053.

W?5P^ ii. 2. 41, p. 320.

^WiTtf 1- 1, p. 215.

x&lfcifr: i. 2. 17, p. 83 ; ii. 2. i, p. 281.

1. 20. p. 46.

SRTflftcSira. i'i- I- 7, P- 432.

'OTTTKr-liW 'V. 1. If), p. 696.

TiqiEflKt iii. 3. 25, p. 541.

ursnw i. 3. 34, p. 148.

^T^n."- !- 35
. P- 268-

*RT?ft: iv. 4. 22, p. 770.

*RTfa«fHiii. 4. 50, p. 673.

^j^f^T ii. 2. 36, p. 320.

srfaqjT: ii. 3. 35, p. 373 ; iii. 3. 32, p. 553;

iii. 3. 43, p. 574 ; iii. 4. 52, p. 678.

^rfajrnr^ii. 3. 49, p. 390.

^JtftpiWt. iii. 4. 35, p. 650.

ii. 1. 11, p. 235.

ifa&rfc sRiftint 1- 13» p- 440-

*rgq<Tft: i. 1. 16, p. 41 ; i. 2. 3, p. 72 ; ii. 1.

23, p. 254; ii. 2. 1, p. 278 ; ii. 2. 8,

p. 285 ; ii. 2. 32, p. 314 ; ii. 2. 38, p. 324

;

ii. 2. 39, p. 325; ii. 3. 8, p. 337 ; iii. 3. 37,

p. 564.

.

WgTHW ii. 2. 8, p. 2R5.

*3<rc>TO i. 4. 23, p. 204.

v^wk ii. 1. 2, p. 219.

V^mfa ii. 3. 30, p. 367.

*g<raKi: ii. 2. 30, p. 311.

tT3*f« iii. 3. 54. p. 595.

Vtf&if: iii. 3. 51, p. 589.

*T3<ft*!f iv. 2. 7, p. 709.

*rg»l?| iii. 1. 14, p. 441.

iquft: iii. 4 14, p. 626; iii. 4 28, p. 641.

i. 2. 26, p. 96.

*rgJTR i. 1. 18, p. 43.
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Tgmsim i". 4 41, p. 660.

WgHI5«*qi i. 3. 28, p. 137 ; iii. 2. 24, p. 486

iii. 3. 32, p. 553.

«J3»TT5t iv. 4. 20, p. 768.

*jgfira* ii. 2. 9, p. 286.

*rg*fera.ii. 1. 11, p. 235.

iii. 1. 8, p. 435.

sfgsfcj* iii. 4. 19, p, 632.

srasfciysiTq: iii. 4. 27, p. 640.

V&ntt iv. 2. 18, p. 721.

Tg^sft iii. 2. 9. p. 464.

f3^: i. 2. 31, p. 100 ; ii. 2. 25, p. 304.

fg?sfrr-«ft»n^ iv. 2. 17, p. 719.

*rH: i. 3. 27, p. 136.

i. 4. 13, p. 177.

iii. 2. 38, p. 501.

sf^iii. 1. 9, p. 436.

ajq^ft iii. 3. 13, p. 529.

*T<lfowra.ii. 2. 17, p. 295.

spiftHfr: ii. 1. 12, p. 237.

ii. 2. 44, p. 328.

*tWf?T iii. 4. 18, p. 63'\

*TH?P iii- 4. 51, p. 675.

Sfsnft: ii. 2. 22, p. 300 ; iii. 3. 13, p. 529.

WHfittfRTa ii. 1- U, P- 235.

mftw. iii. 3. 43, p. 574.

srnfit#?9! ii. 2. 2>, p. 300.

i. I. 27, p. 56 ; i. ?. 20, p. 86

i. 2. 27, p. 97 ; i. 2. 29, p. 99

i. 3. 23. p. 130 ; i. 3. 26, p. 134

i. 3. 30, p. 139 ; i. 4. 1, p. 163

i. 4 11, p. 176 ; i. 4. 18, p. 188

ii. 1. 11. p. 235 ; ii. 1. 12, p. 237

ii. 1. 25, p. 255 ; ii. 2. 3, p. 280

ii. 2. 18, p. 296 ; ii. 2. 27, p. 306

ii. 2. 35, p. 319 ; ii. 3. 41, p. 381

ii. 3. 43, p. 384 ; ii. 3. 50, p. 391

iii. 1. 13, p. 440 ; iii. 1. 16, p. 442

iii. 1. 17, p. 442 ; iii. 1. 20, p. 444

iii. 2. 6, p. 459 ; iii. 2. 11, p. 467

iii. 2. 13, p. 169 ; iii. 2. 17, p. 473

iii. 2. 24, p. 180 ; iii. 3. 2, p. 512

iii. 3. 9, p. 520 ; iii. 3. 21, p. 539

iii. 3. 24, p. 540 ; iii. 3. 25, p. 541

iii. 3. 45, p. 576 ; iii. 3. 53, p. 593

iii. 4. 30, p. 643 ; iii. 4. 32, p. 645

iii. 4. 34, p. 649 ; iii. 4. 36, p. 653

iii. 4. 37, p. 654 ; iii. 4. 40, p. 659

iii. 4. 41, p. 660 ; iii. 4. 42, p. 661

iii. 4. 49, p. 670 ; iv. 1. 12, p. 691

iv. 1. 14, p. 694 ; iv. 2. 20, p. 723

iv. 4. 7, p. 753.

sffaft ii. 1. 8, p. 232.

*r$H iii. 3. 19, p. 536.

3T$f?ra. iii. 4. 21, p. 633.

sftltt i. 1. 18, p. 43 ; iii. 4. 26, p. 639.

sfoa: ii. 3. 40, p. 379.

sftf*Tf i. 3. 25, p. 132.

iv. 4. 16, p. 763.

sftsq iv. 1. 9, p. 687.

^firaC Hi. 1. 11, p. 438.

WW i. 3. 36, p. 151 ; i. 3. 37, p. 151.

«n*TO ii. 2. 28, p. 308.

*PTiiTrc. ''• 2. 5, p. 282 ; ii. 2. 6, p. 282 ;

iii. 3. 15, p. 531 ; iii. 3. 28, p. 547 ;•

iii. 3. 62, p. 606.

srmft iv. 4 10, p. 757 ; iv. 4. 13,

iii. 4. 40, p. 659.

ivm 3. 15, p. 348.

Vgwn^ii. 2. 13, p. 292 ; ii. 3. 23,

p. 360.

srwjrai^i. 1. 12, p. 30 ; iii. 2. 26, p. 487.

*T*gq>iirsfo ii. 2. 6, p. 282.

*f*WFnei.i. 1. 24, p. 53 ; i. 1. 25, p. 54
;

i. 2. 15, p. 82 ; i. 2. 16, p,

p. 761.

*tfa*!!T I. * 24, p. 2UD.

^rwnsn^ii. 3. 12, p. 343 ; iii. 2. 5, p. 458.

*rf3WTfaii. 1. 5, p. .226.

Tf*rennraJ. 2. 19, p. 85 ; i. 3. 36, p. 150
;

iii. 1. 25, p. 449.

iv. 3. 10, p. 736.

4. 24, p. 205.

83;
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i. 2. 30, p. 99.

*rfa«lRp?r*n?( ii. 3. 29, p. 365.

Wfiwf*: iv. 3. 14, p. 739.

srfaawjnfts »• 3- BO, P- 391.

«rJftHj Hi. 3. 11, p. 525 ; iii. 3. 20, p. 538.

mwmt i. 3. 10, p. 119.

»• 2- 3. P 280.

*rsm* iv. 2. 7, p. 709.

*r*f»qr iii. 2. 19, p. 477.

1& iv. 2. 20, p. 723.

*rft*rrfa»r iv. 3. l, p. 727.

i. 3. 38, p. 152 ; ii. 2. 6, p. 282
;

iii. 3. 14, p. 530 ; iii. 3. 26, p. 543
;

iii. 3. 31, p. 551.

wfaff i. 4 3, p. 166.

*4«HH iii. 3. 30, p. 549.

vnm: iii. 4. 2, p. 614.

*wf??KWTfc i. 3. 41, p! 157.

*wft*t$ iii- 3. 6, p. 516.

Ufa i. 1. 25, p. 54

i. 2. 7, p. 73.

iii. 2. 14, p. 471.

i. 3. 21, p. 129.

*T?fta: iii. 3. 41, p. 571.

i. 3. 35, p. 149.

*«R5H$ i. 4 4, p. 167.

WW1$ i. 1. 8, p. 26.

*Mtf iv. 4 19, p. 767.

VWKJW$ iii. 3. 18, p. 534.

smt^iii. 4. 29, p. 643.

*sr>: iv. 1. 15, p. 696.

W^ffl iii. 4 52, p. 678.

TO!: iii. 3. 57, p. 600.

«qfil iv. 14. 19, p. 767.

iW«J ii. 1. 16, p. 244.

«W>i: iii. 1. 22, p. 446 ; iii. 3. 34, p. 558.

UHlffiv. 3. 2, p. 729.

»i. 2. 23, p. 484.

W&«: ii- 3. 47, p. 389.

TO iii. 4. 27. p. 640.

*raftlfcT ii. 3. 23, p. 360.

*5qfiR»ig ii. 3. 5, p. 333.

ifHftl^ 2. 22, p. 300.

Kfamt ii. 1. 13, p. 238 ; iv. 2. 16,

p. 717.

^ftmil^ ii. 1. 35, p. 268.

sjIwSta iv. 4. 4, p. 749.

i. 3. 30, p. 139 ; i. 4 10, p. 173

;

ii. 2. 35, p. 319 ; ii. 3. 22, p. 359

;

iii. 1. 17, p. 442 ; iii. 3. 58, p. 601.

*fa|?l*PU. 2. 29, p. 99 ; iv. 4. 7, p. 753.

*ftd<«<I.i. 1. 27, p. 56 ; iii. 3. 29, p. 548

;

iii. 3. 32, p. 553.

*tf#<*13j. 4 8, p. 170 ; ii. 2. 24, p. 302 ;

ii. 2. 36, p. 320 ; ii. 3. 14, p. 345 ;

iii. 3. 1, p. 511 ; iii. 3. 7, p. 517.;

iii. 3. 22, p. 540 ; iii. 4. 13, p. 626 ;

iv. 1. 11, p. G89.

gfftfog iii. 3. 61, p. 605.

sfft$|<T iv. 3. 2, p. 729.

sr<R*!T iii. 4. 52, p. 678.

^ftmffr: iii. 3. 33, p. 555.

i. 4 22, p. 199.

«r-%i}«q^vq: ii. 3. 40, p. 379.

sfosq^iii. 2. 15, p. 472,

^w^iii. 2. 25, p. 487.

ST^W^iii. 4. 42, p. 661.

Hjis^i. 1. 5, p. 23.

*5*H;iii. 1. 26, p. 449.

ii. 2. 7, p. 284.

*VnfaW.ii. 23
> P- 254«

ii. 3. 41, p. 381.

sWWjii. 4. 26, p. 639.

*f*Win^iii. B» P- 430

V&t i'. 3. 1, p. 331 ; iii. 3. 67, p. 611.

f«WKljii. 1. 6, p. 431.

iv. 1. 13, p. 693 ; iv. 1. 14 p. 694

«m?5,iv. 1. 1, p. 680.
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WWHL 2. 17, p. 83 ; i. 2. 27, p. 97 ;

i. 3. 18, p. 127 ; i. 3. 31, p. 142 ; ii. 2.

33, p. 317 ; ii. 2. 42, p. 327 ; ii. 3. 3,

p. 332 ; ii. 4. 2, p. 394.

ii. 3. 8, p. 337.

VS^srcmii. 1. 8, p. 232 ; ii. 2. 10, p. 287.

*rs£j- ii. 1. 7, p. 231 ; ii. 1. 17, p. 245
;

ii. 2. 26, p. 305.

KQr$( ii. 3. 47, p. 389.

i. 4 13, p. 177 ; ii. 2. 21, p. 300.

3Tefitfw?iTl^iv. 4 17, p. 765.

2. 41, p. 326.

STCIWsren^ii. 2. 37, p. 321.

TSWfelft iii. 4 10, p. 622.

i. 1. 2, p. 12 ; i. 1. 19, p. 43 ; i. 3.

16. p. 126 ; i. 3. 34, p. 148 ; ii. 1. 4,

p. 224 ; ii, 3. 29, p. 365 ; iii. 2. 5, p. 458
;

iv. 3. 7, p. 735.

STWlflJii. 2. 8, p. 463.

srffcr i. 3. 33, p. 143 ; ii. 3. 2, p. 331
;

iii. 3. 9, p. 520.

sifeusj i. 1. 19, p. 43 ; i. 2. 33, p. 101 ;

i. 3. 16, p. 126.

vffaftj. 4 2, p. 165.

W^iv. 4 12, p. 758.

iffTft: ii. 3. 5, p. 333.

srfa iii. 2. 28, p. 490.

«n

HIT iii, 3. 27, p. 545.

«7iS!?*fHii. 2. 34, p. 318.

srr*T*r: i. 1. 22, p. 48 ; i. 3. 41, p. 157.

Trann^S i- 4 14, p. 180.

srraSr ii. 2. 24, p. 302.

srreatTin^iii. 3. 19, p. 536.

TT«Kfl«n*ii. 3. 18, p. 354.

^IFS^r^ iii. 3. 27, p. 545.

*l=«?^Rt iii. 2. 4, p. 457.

ti'irrcsfrtrat.iii. 4. 3, p. 617.

FT^rcra.!". 4 43, p. 662.

*rj3|jf: iii. 4 44 p. 664.

*rrfJT i. 1. 29, p. 62 ; ii. 2. 34 p. 318 ; ii. 3.

2a p. 365 ; iii. 3. 17, p. 533.

WI?W«ira.iv. 4 6, p, 752.

*\Wfh i. 4 26, p. 207.

*n?*W: iii. 3. 55, p. 598.

STTW^I^i. 1. 6, p. 24; iii. 3. 16, p. 533.

srirJTT ii. 3. 16, p. 350 ; iv. 1. 3, p. 682 ;

iv. 4 3, p. 748.

sriruft ii- 1- 28, p. 260 ; iii. 2. 7, p. 461.

Wfljft i. 2. 11, p. 77.

*lffalff*T: iv. 3. 4, p. 732.

^j^lf^iii. 3. 41, p. 571.

i. 1. 2, p. 12 ; i. 2. 21, p. 87 ;
i. 3. 1,

p. 103 ; i. 3. 43, p. 160 ; ii. 2. 44 P- 328 ;

iii. 3. 40, p. 570 ; iii. 4. 27, p. 640.

nifta *nfc iv. l. 6, p. 685.

ii. 3. 41, p. 381.

<nf*3 i- 3. 31. p. 142.

STTlftSH ii- 4 14, p. 408.

snPwrifi ii'- 4. *1. p. 660.

wift*lfartt"i- 3
-
33

> P- r>!35-

^IBjimiq iii. 3. 15, p. 531.

stRfSTCq: iii. 3. 12, p. 528.

mwsnqi i. 1. 12, p. 30.

arrafo^r iii. l. H> p- 438.

sug^i. 3. 3, p. 104 ; ii. 2. 1. p. 278.

srigmft?.* i. 4. *> p- 163-

*TT1: ii. 3. 10, p. 340.

snqfo: iii. 1. 23, p. 447.

*riq%: ii. 1, 13, p. 238.

wmWZ iv. I- 12, p. 691.

WT^z iv. 2. 8, p. 710.

WT3: ii- 3. 48, p. 389.

sWHfcr i. 2. 33, p. 101.

«fWSRI^ii. 4. U, p. 408 ; iii. 3. 35, p. 561

iv. 4. 11, p. 758.

?THitRRI.i. 4 25, p. 206.

srraewu. 3 - P- 103-

^TT^Ilfc^: iii. 3. 40, p. 569.

*rrq5n iii. 2. 38, p. 501.

*nf&r*r ii>. 4 45, p. 665.

11i?m ii. 1. 14, p. 240.
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irfaradtf iit 1. 14, p. 441.

TRftwgr ii. 3. 24, p. 360.

TRW*!? iv. 3. 15, p. 739.

<Wft*tfa: i. 3. 19, p. 128 ; iv. 4. 1, p. 745.

WTfcwm. iv. 4. 16, p. 763.

iv. 4. 15, p, 762.

"Tffa: iv. 1. 1, p. 680.

*Tltf)1 >'• 3. 30, p. 139.

VIWH: i- 2. 30, p. 99 ; i. 4. 20, p. 195.

WTW »i. 4. 32, p. 645.

STTWHij iii. 2. 29, p. 491.

*nftra?m?r i. l. 31, p. 66.

srRfa: iv. 1. 7, p. 686.

*rreft iv- 2. 7, p. 709.

*nr ii. 3. 9, p. 339 ; iii. 2. 1, p. 454 ; iii. 2.

16, p. 472 ; iii. 2. 23, p. 484 ; iv. 2. 15,

p. 716 ; iv. 4. 10, p. 757 ; iv. 4. 11,

p. 758 ; iv. 4. 19, p. 767.

I

i. 1. 6, p. 24.

iii. 1. 9, p. 436.

m i. 1. 16, p. 41 ; 1. 2. 17, p. 83 ; i. 3.

18, p. 127 ; ii.
-

1. 21, p. 250.

»i. 4. 39, p. 656.

iii. 3. 17, p. 533 ; iii. 3. 38, p. 565.

mft. ii. 4. 21, p. 418.

>v- 1- 14, P- 694.

fm i>- 3. 20, p. 357.

«K iii. 3. 14, p. 530 ; iv. 1. 19, p. 702.

Wfctt ii. 2. 19, p. 298.

ii. 1. 2, p. 219 ; iii. 1. 14, p. 441
;

iii. 3. 25, p. 541 ; iii. 4. 49, p. 670.

«l3 i. 2. 22, p. 88.
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fiinfffa^ ii. 2. 10, p. 287 ; ii. 2. 45, p. 329.

f«t -it": ii. 3. 6, p. 335.

ftsr^WS '•• 1-4, p. 224.

1. 3, fsrft^*^ iii. 4. 23, p. 636.

f*r 5l?m iii. 4. 32, p. 645.

iteswVTWjrc i. 2. 22. p. 88.

witW iii. 1. 7, p. 432.

fl'Tfif-f'g iii. 1. 4, p. 428.

WH: i. 3. 12, p. 120; ii. 2. 30, p. 311 ;

iii. 3. 56, p. 599 ; iii. 3. 63, p. 609

;

iii. 4. 22, p. 635.

xtm i. 3. 33, p. 143 ; iii. 4. 42, p. 661.

«H <j i. 3. 32, p. 143 ; i. 4. 11, p. 176 ; i. 4.

21, p. 196; ii. 1. 9, p. 233; ii. 2. 14,

p. 294 ; iii. 3. 55, p. 598 ; iii. 4. 48, p. 669
;

iv. 4. 7, p. 753.

flTf=rff ^ ii. 3. 15, p. 318 ; ii. 3. 28. p. 365 ;

iii. 3. 56, p. 599 ; iv. 2. 19, p. 721.

aft ii. 1. 15, p. 2ii ; ii. 2. 44, p. 328

;

iv. 4. 14, p. 761.

.^i. 3. 1, p. 103.

>£T iii. 3. 36, p. 563.

i. 2. 28, p. 98.

»£Uft i. 1. 26, p. 55.

^3 iv. 2. 5, p. 707.

»£«?: iii. 3. 59, p. 603.

»jfp i. 3. 8, p. 114.

tgt iii. 2. 22, p. 482.

•J^fffJCiii. 1. 2, p. 427 ; iii. 3. 45, p. 576 ;

I iii. 3. 54, p. 595.

1. 1. 17, p. 42 ; i. 1. 21, p. 47 ; i. 3. 5,

I p. 104 ; ii. 1. 22, p. 251 ; iii. 3. 37,

p. 564.

ifc'&J. 1. 27, p. 56 ; 'iii. 2. 12, p. 469, iii. 3.

2, p. 512; iii. 3. 8, p. 519; iii. 3. 26,

p. 543 ; iii. 3. 60, p. 604.
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Sft iii. 3. 13, p. 529.

jfa i. 2. 20, p. 86 ; i. 3. 42, p. 159.

JftjRt: ii. 4. 18, p. 411.

$m ii. 1. 13, p. 238.

*fa iv. 4. 21, p. 769.

tfnif^j: ii. 2. 40, p. 325.

tfifa iv. 1. 19, p. 702.

*ifaq;n. 4 21, p. 418.

wm^H iv. 4. 18. p. 766.

JT5BT: iv. 1. 6, p. 685.

3. 31, p. 142.

H«fTfara.i. 4 10, p. 173.

JR iv. 2. 3, p. 705.

iv. 2. 1, p. 703.

JWtf ii. 3. 14 p. 345.

T^Olfa »• 3. 42, p. 383.

^-^snfssai"- 3 -
5H

» p- 601 -

Jigwri. 3. 25, p. 132.

Jpfa^ii. *2, P- ^05.

H?cj.ii. 2. It, p. 290.

i. 4. 7, p. 169.

Jlfca: i. 3. 16, p. 126.

mftW ii. 3. 7, p. 336.

HT« i. 1. 15, p. 40.

HT« iv. 4 21, p. 769.

fll1fJIl(I.i'- 1- 7, P- 231,

JTIflWg,iii. 3. 46, p. 580.

1WW5m iii- 2. 3, p. 456.

Utalfe ii. 4 21, 418.

ggj i. 3. 2, p. 103 ; iv. 4. 2, p. 746.

gfrfi iii. 4 52, p. 678.

gigjj^iv. 3. 12, p. 737.

g^mi i- I- 31, p. 66 ; i. 4. 17, p. 187.

g»S iii. 2. 10, p. 465.

jjfi ii. 4 20. p. 414

ajylf^ii. 1. 27, p. 257.

ffi^4fl iii 3. 53, p. 593.

jfa i. 1. 7, p. 25.

jfa^iii. 4 49, p. 670.

mfe. ii'- 4. 26, p. 639.

mi i. 1. 2, p. 12

q<a iv. 1. 11, p. 689.

q*ir i. 4 14, p. 180 ; ii. 1. 20, p. 248 ;

ii. 3. 38, p. 374; iii. 1. 9, p. 136
;

iii. 4. 2, p. 614.

WHMK ™- 3 - 62, p. 606.

JJ*1T*K ii. 4. 21, p. 418.

iii. 3. 63, p. 609.

fl^T iv. 1. 18, p. 702.

jtiskt ii. 3. 28, p. 365 ; iv. 2. 19, p. 721.

31^ sifofiUT. i'i. 3. 33, p. 555.

Wafwui- ;'. C. p. 335.

gwTii. 1. 18, p. 217.

zft'r i. 1. 19, P- 43.

tfir: ii. 1. 3, p. 221 ; iii. 1. 27, p. 151.

eftfiff: iv. 2. 21, p. 724.

ftfo: i. 4. 27, p. 209.

jflfarJfig; i. 1. 3, p. 16.

jfft: iii. 1. 28, p. 451.

qlwu'i. 2. 21, p. 300.

Wlii. 2. 1, p. 278.

Kftu iv. 2. 18, p. 721.

<;5fa iii. 1. 1, p. 426.

i. 2. 23, p. 89 ; ii. 3. 11, p. 341.

«TO i. 4 1, p. 163.

^Higr i. 3. 30, p. 139.

CTfWWt."- 2. 15, p. 294

fcltftgiii. 1. 27, p. 451

iii. 3. 31, p. 550.

«ftW$ ii. 1. 33, p. 266 ; ii. 1. 13, p. 238

;

ii. 3. 6, p. 335 ; iii. 3. 31, p. 551.

5fk-«riqfw iii. 3. 53, p. 593.
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aft ii. 1. 25, p. 255 ; iii. 1. 20, p. 444

sfon ii. 1. 33, p. 266.

ftura.i. 1. 22, p. 48 ; i. 1. 31, p. 66.

L 3. 35, p. 149 ; i. 4 17, p. 187.

ii. 3. 12, p. 343 ; iii. 4 39, p. 656

;

iv. 1. 2, p. 681 ; iv. 3. 4 p. 732

;

iv. 4 21, p. 769.

fin i". 3. 45, p. 576.

i. 3. 15, p. 125 ; i. 4 20, p. 195

;

iii. 2. 27, p, 488.

W§ i. 1. 29, p. 62.

^smp"- 2. 12, p. 468 ; iv. 2. 16, p. 717.

1. 24, p. 254; ii. 2. 3, p. 280;

ii. 2. 7, p. 284 ; ii. 2. 11, p. 290.

«fa i. 4 5, p. 168.

qffai i. 1. 15, p. 40.

ij^iv. 4 17, p. 765.

MW iv. 3. 3, p. 731.

V ii. 1. 26, p. 256; ii. 2. 11, p. 290;

ii. 2. 41, p. 326 ; ii. 2. 44, p. 328

;

ii. 3. 24 p. 360 ; ii. 3. 30, p. 367 ;

iii. 1. 7, p. 432 ; iii. 2. 6, p. 459

;

iii. 2. 29, p. 491 ; iii. 2. 30, p. 491

;

iii. 3. 8, p. 519 ; iii. 3. 58, p. 601

;

iii. 3. 62, p. 606 ; iii. 3. 67, p. 611 ;

iii. 4 14 p. 626 ; iii. 4 15, p. 627 ;

iii. 4 20, p. 633 ; iii. 4 34, p. 649.

iv. 2. 1, p. 703.

flfJT i. 4 12, p. 177 ; i. 4 19, p. 194

q Srrra. ii. 1. 17, p. 245.

fTO ii. 4 4 P- 395.

TffaPIT^i. 4 16, p. 185.

mtim: iii. 2. 42, p. 504.

»IT»fa^i. 1. 30, p. 64

*T3fiR* ii. 4 9, p. 401.

flj iv. 3. 2, p. 729.

ftWT: iii. 3. 46, p. 580 ; iii. 3. 61,

p. 605 ; iv. 4 11, p. 758.

faWTO". 1- 31, p. 263.

faf< i. 1. 13, p. 38 ; iv. 4 19, p. 767

faTOftwr: ii. 2. 35, p. 319.

ftfoSTt ii- 1. 28, p. 260.

fapi ii. 2. 44, p. 328 ; ii. 3. 14, p. 345.

fa*IT iv. 1. 18, p. 702.

far iii. 1. 18, p. 443 ; iii. 3. 48- p. 586.

far iv. 2. 17, p. 719.

m iii. 3. 6, p. 516 ; iii. 4. 47, p. .667.

frftsnf^iii. 4 47, p. 667.

fifaqi iii. 2. 9, p. 464

fa?«l» i. 4 1, p. 163.

fauft iv. 1. 13, p. 693.

fafcj: ii. 2. 15, p. 294 ; ii. 3. 34, p. 371.

ftwqia.''- 3- 36
> P- 373-

flq^q ii. 3. 13, p. 344.

fa»TTi: iii. 4. 11, p. 622.

fa3,ii. 3. 1, p. 331.

fatal?!, ii. 2. 9, p. 286.

flrcta: i. 3. 27, p. 136 ; iii. 3. 30, p. 5-19.

fafan i. 2. 2, p. 71.

ftfog i. 2. 15, p. 82.

ftftqfca iii. 3. 38, p. 565.

fat* ii. 1. 5, p. 226 ; iii. 4. 38, p. 655.

frSw*. «v. 3. 16, p. 742.

mm i. 2. 22, p. 88.

falUiai- 2. 12, p. 78.

ftfrrrct i. 2. 5, p. 72 ; i. 2. 25, p. 96

;

ii'. 1. 24 p. 448.

ftfr?T«lt iv. 3. 2, p. 730.

faSrfifUS ii. 4 5, p. 397 ; iv. 3. 8, p. 735.

faTC i«. 3. 32, p. 370.

ftffcj: ii. 3. 40, p. 379.

q% iii. 4 43, p. 662.

gmfo Hi. 2. 34, p. 496.

^ iii. 3. 1, p. 511.

Hi. 3. 26, p. 543.

iv. 3. 6, p. 734
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Iferaifg; ii. 2. 29, p. 310.

^sraTis «i. 4. 19, p. 411.

i. 2. 8, p. 75 ; ii. 3. 23, p. 360

;

ii. 4 22, p. 419.

i. 2. 25, p. 96.

^TCJTii. 1- 34, p. 267.

ii. 2. 4, p. 281 ; ii. 3. 25,

p. 361 ; iii. 3. 56, p. 599.

*?rf?rm: iii. 3. 38, p. 565.

5qif3K^ ii. 4. 12, p. 405.

s?l<t^ i. 4. 14, p. 180.

sTI^i: i. 1. 26, p. 55 ; ii. 1. 5, p. 226

;

ii. 3. 15, p. 348 ; ii. 3. 27, p. 364

;

iv. 3. 9, p. 736.

*?WfclT<U. !• u. P- 39 ; i. 1. 17, p. 42

;

i. 1. 21, p. 47 ; i. 2. 4, p. 72 ; i. 2.

7, p. 73 ; i. 2. 14, p. 82 ; i. 2. 18,

p. 85 ; i. 3. 2, p. 103 ; i. 3.

15, p. 104 ; i. 3. 41, p. 157 ;

i. 3. 13, p. 122 ; ii. 1. 17, p. 245

;

ii. 1. 21, p. 250 ; ii. 3. 34, p. 371

;

ii. 3. 41, p. 381 ; ii. 4. 17, p. 410
;

iii. 2. 28, p. 490 ; iii. 2. 42, p. 504

;

iv. 1. 13, p. 693 ; iv. 2. 8, p. 710.

Wfl^rsif: iii. 2. 32, p. 494

sqiWJ: «i. 3. 15, p. 348.

s^W: iv. 4. 17, p. 765.

sqr^W: ii. 1. 26, p. 256.

s*T<?!JW: ii. 1. 12, p. 237 ; ii. 3. 7, p. 336.

sjNpWt: i. 4 28, p. 211.

sjJHeJfRP*. i. 4. 17, p. 187.

sgWRWlwrf i- 4 18, p. 188.

sqift iii. 3. 24, p. 540.

sjjth iii. 3. 10, p. 523.

sjjm^I5.iii. 1. 17, p. 442.

ssmfara: 3. 5, p. 733.

5JHf%: i. 3. 12, p. 120.

«fta^ i. 2. 7, p. 73.

V

ii. 2. 9, p. 286 ; ii. 3. 36, p. 37&

jsmn iii. 4 11, p. 622.

jraifa WT iv. 2. 17, p. 719.

?K ii. 1. 26, p. 256 ; ii. 1. 27, p. 257 ;

iii. 1. 22, p. 446

;

i. 2. 5, p. 72 ; i. 2. 25. p. 96

;

i. 3. 28, p. 136 ; iii. 2. 9, p. 464

;

iii. 3. 27, p. 545 ; iii. 3. 32, p. 553 ;

iii. 3. 60, p. 604 ; iii. 4 31, p. 644.

flsj^jf iii. 3. 54, p. 595.

^tVM i. 1. 13, p. 38 ; i. 3. 24, p. 131

;

ii. 1. 4 p. 224 ; ii. 3. 3, p. 332

;

ii. 4. 15, p. 408 ; iii. 1. 26, p. 449 ;

iii. 3. 7, p. 517 ; iii. 4 1, p. 614

;

iii. 4. 22, p. 635 ; iv. 2. 1, p. 703

;

iv. 4 1, p. 745 ; iv. 4. 22, p. 770.

tKlfyai: i- 2. 27, p. 97 ; ii. 1. U,

p. 240 ; iii. 2. 38, p. 501.

Jisy^i. 3. 1, p. 103.

JKlnftwi: ii. 3. 11, p. 341.

jKiwrf i. 3. 15, p. 125.

iii. 4. 17, p. 629.

j^/j: i. 3. 43, p. 160 ; ii. 3. 5, p. 333.

m iii. 4. 27, p. 640.

yQt i. 4. 1, p. 163.

iii. 1. 28, p. 451.

jltf> iii. 3. 55, p. 598.

?IT<sl[§ iii. 3. 57, p. 600.

OTfo i. 2. 3, p. 72 ; i. 2. 20, p. 86.

Wfara iv. 2. 12, p. 712.

jnsr i. l. 3, p. 16.

mffci i. 1. 19, p. 43.

ireufa?^ ii- 3. 31, p. 369.

AlSTfWt '• !• 3'1
, P 64

ftrar: ii- 1. 12, p. 237.

ftiCTTftw?: ii. 4 10, p. 403.

Qfti iii. 3. 64, p. 609.

i. 3. 34 p. 148.

iv. 2. 17, p. 719.

Sw?na iii. 3. 27, p. 545 ; iii. 4. 2,

p. 614

iii. 3. 6, p. 516.

Srrmi. 4 12, p. 177.
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xs i. 2. 16, p. 83.

iii. 1. 13, p. 440.

f^fm^i. 1. 11, p. 28 ; iii. 2. 40, p. 503.

fft: iii. 4. 26, p. 639.

£ft srrft iii. 3. 50, p. 587.

i. 3. 21, p. 129 ; ii. 1. 27, p. 257
;

ii. 3. 20, p. 357 ; ii. 4. 3, p. 395

;

iii. 1. 4, p. 428; iii. 2. 4, p. 457;

iii. 2. 7, p. 461 ; ii. 3. 16, p. 350

;

iii. 3. 66, p. 611 ; iii. 4. 4, p. 618;

iii. 4. 19, p. 632 ; iii. 4 44, p. 664

;

iv. 2. 5, p. 707 ; iv. 3. 6, p. 734

;

iv. 4. 8, p. 754.

«mm i. 3. 38, p. 152.

WUffia. '• 3- 34, p. 148.

?W: ii. 4. 8, p. 400.

^Blc^ii. 4. 17, p. 410.

S: i. 3. 13, p. 122 ; i. 3. 18, p. 127

;

ii. 3. 12, p. 343 ; iii. 2. 6, p. 459 ;

iv. 2. 4, p. 706.

B: <& iii. 2. 9, p. 464.

flT.«HTTC iv. 4. 8, p. 754.

#gjjT i. 4. 11, p. 176.

*ir ii. 4. 20, p. 414.

*WRT: iii. 3. 9, p. 520.

S3: ii. 3. 8, p. 337 ; ii. 3. 29, p. 365.

*R![-*rTW iii. 3. 39, p. 566.

flx^gji. 1. 16, p. 244.

gssSt iii. 2. 1, p. 454.

Qrsq^iv. 4. 13, p. 761.

m ii. 4. 5, p. 397 ; iii. 1. 16, p. 442.

g^-Trg STKSirnrra iii. 4. 5, p. 618.

Swift: iii. 2. 10, p. 465.

SPfijr: i. 2. 32, p. 100.

iv. 4. 16, p. 763.

SPTO iv. 4. 1, p. 745.

iv. 1. 19, p. 702.

fll^wra i. 3. 8, p. 114.

ii. 2. 38, p. 324 ; iii. 2. 32,

p. 494.

^sRH^iii. 3. 21, p. 539 ; iv. 3. 3,

p. 731.

gistwreq iv. 2. 19, p. 721.

*T«WTH.i. 3. 26, p. 134; iv. 1. 7, p. 686.

SHli: i. 2. 8, p. 74

toft iii. 3. 24 p. 540.

fl?T*tWJJ iii. 1. 22, p. 446.

ftm iv. 2. 8, p. 710.

STOS^rcpt iii. 3. 10, p. 523.

SH^qTa. i- !• i P- 20-

TOR ii. 2. 13, p. 292.

SUTOffai. 4 15, p. 181.

Wt^T> iii. 3. 3, p. 512.

awTO ii. 3. 37, p. 374

gflH i. 3. 30, p. 139 ; iii. 3. 20, p 538.

iv. 2. 7, p. 709.

giTPl' iii, 3. 6, p. 516.

9inim. ii". 3. 65, p. 610.

Sg*ft*Kl iii. 3. 62, p. 606.

gg?T3l ii. 2. 18, p. 296.

gqjTTf iii. 1. 14, p. 441.

%k ii. I- 30, p. 262 ; ii. 1. 37, p. 272 ;

iii. 3. 1, p. 511 ; iii. 4. 26, p. 639

;

iii. 4 28, p. 641.

iii. 2. 38, p. 501.

sMj i. 2. 1, p. 70 ; iii. 2. 11, p. 467.

e^Tl ii. 2. 32, p. 314 ; iii. 4. 34, p. 649.

iii. 3. 11, p. 525.

<SH?fol iv. 2. 2, p. 704

# i. 4. 28, p, 211.

iii- 3. 32, p. 553.

.fln*ft iii. 2. 24, p. 486.

mi$, iii. 3. 4, p. 513.

*tefiK i. 3. 36, p. 151.

iv. 3. 10, p. 736.

e**Tft?^T iii. 4 33, p. 646.

SfijiTfl iii. 4. 47, p. 667.

gpn* iii. 3. 67, p. 611.

ST i. 3. 11, p. 120.

iii. 3. 39, p. 566.
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flt^i- 2. 29, p. 99; i. 1 25, p. 206.

^m i. 2. 25, p. 96.

ST<m*ra 3 - 66
> P- 61t -

stawmi*- L 34
> p- 267 -

gT»r * iii. 1. 23, p. 447.

sr** iv. 4. 21, p. 769.

Sir* iii. 4. 19, p. 632.

STWflTSl iii. 3. 28, p. 547.

gra^eJ?Pt; iii. 2. 20, p. 478.

ams* iii. 3. 34, p. 558.

2. 13, p. 292.

qWr?HT<Ij'. 1. 10. P- 27; iii. 2. 33, p. 495;

iii. 3. 14, p. 530; iii. 3. 53, p. 593.

HWte-TTcUv. 3- 9, p. 736.

mtrVI ii. 3. 27, p. 364.

faft: ii. 2. 27, p. 306.

%*: i. 4. 20, p. 195; iv. 3. 5, p. 733.

gta iii. 1. 12, p. 439.

m i. 2. 15, p. 82.

g5fa i. 3. 42, p. 159.

^i.4.2, p. 165.

q3=tT iv. 2. 9, p. 711.

55$: iii- 2. 4, p. 457.

tj?j* i. 3. 34, p. 148.

qjpjT^iii. 2. 18, p. 476.

iii. 2. 32, p. 494.

gffc: iii. 2. 1, p. 454.

egift iii. 4. 14, p. 626.

tgj* iii. 3. 27, p. 545.

cgRpnwcUL 4 21, p. 633.

^smziii. 2. 11, p. 467.

WwflftTOtfiL 2. 35, p. 497.

fimfk i. 2. 14, p. 82.

fNfci. 3.7, p. 105.

frrfHiv. 4 19, p. 767.

fed: ii. 4 6, p. 397.

?qg» iv. 2. 13, p. 713.

23, p. 130; ii. 3. 43, p. 384;

iii. 1. 20, p. 444; »i- 2. 17, P. 473;

iii. 4 30, p. 643; iii. L 37, p. 654;

iv. 2, 14, p, 715} iv. 3. 21, p. 724

Wfoii. 3. 45, p. 380; iii. 1. 15,

p. 441; iv. 1. 10, p. 688.

W^rra^ i. 2. 26, p. 96.

mh i. 2. 19, p. 85.

fHlS iv. 2. 21, p. 724.

Fjft ii. 1. 1, p. 215.

*# : i. 2. 6, p. 73; i. 3. 30, p. 139;

i. 3. 38, p. 152; iii. 4 43, p. 062,

iv. 3. 11, p. 737.

2. 26, p. 96; ii. 1. 13, p. 238;

ii. 3. 4, p. 333; ii. 3. 15, p. 348;

iii. 3. 18, p. 534; iii. 3. 40, p. 580;

iii. 1. 27, p. 610.

i. 3. 1, p. 103.

^q%ii. 1. 10, p. 234; ii. 1. 29, p. 261.

^aifaraji. 2. 29, p. 310.

i. 3. 19, p. 128.

PHTO ii. 3. 21, p. 359.

^rcW: i'. 3. 19, p. 355; iii. 3. 36,

p. 563.

enwirow >»'• 3 - 3> P- 512.

e*ncjR iv. 4. 16, p. 763.

iwmi I- 9. P- 20.

S^fa*: iii. 4. 41, p. 664.

iv. 4. 1, p. 745.

5f<tK3?: ii- 4 6, p. 397.

ttft iii. 3. 27, p. 545.

n«iv. 2. 17, p. 719.

ft i 1 25. p. 54; i. 2. 11, p. 77

;

'

i. 2. 20, p. 86; i. 2. 32, p. 100;

i. 3. 33, p. 143; i. 3. 34, p. 148

;

i 4 5, p. 168; i. 4. 9, p. 172;

il 4 27, p. 209; ii. 1. 28, p. 260;

ii. 1. 34, p. 267; ii. 3. 9, p. 339;

ii. 3. 23, p. 360; ii. 3. 25, p. 361;

ii. 4 11, P- 404; iii. 1. 5, P- 430;

iii. 1. 7, p. 432; iii. 2. 1, P- 454;

iii. 2. 4 p. 457; Hi. 2. 5, p. 458;

iii. 2. 11, P. 467 ; iii. 2. 14, p. 471

5
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iu.

iii.

iii.

iii.

iii.

iii.

iii.

iv.

iv.

iv.

2. 22, p. 482; iii.

2. 27, p. 488 ; iii.

3. 13, p. 529; iii.

3. 30, p. 549; iii.

3. 39, p. 566 ; iii

3. 53, p. 593 ; iii.

4. 17, p. 629 ; iii.

1. 4, p. 683; iv.

1. 17, p. 700; iv.

?,. 6, p. 708; iv.

2. 23, p. 484

3. 3, p. 512

3. 28, p. 547

3. 38, p. 565

, 3. 43, p. 574

3. 57, p. 600

4. 18, p. 630

1. 12, p. 691

1. 18, p. 702

2. 13, p. 713

iv. 2. 15, p. 716; iv. 4 10, p. 757;

iv. 4 11, p. 758; iv. 4 15, p. 762;

iv. 4 16, p. 763; iv. 4 19, p. 767.

ffcr iii. 1. 21, p. 250.
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Additions & Corrections
a have been counted taking the pa«e heading as the first line.

rage Line For Bp/id

5 2 subject subject
01 OO

>i Nil

u 23 definite finite

7 1 80. I SO. 1

»» 3 means the means

»» 10 §<?

8 19 urn HIS

10 7-1 A7
t7

is 01 sction action

19 43 they it

21 18 indeed, the indeed am thr

34 That Also

27 7 above the fthnvo

19 Obection Objection

30 18 Promoda Pramoda

32 18 the former, his

33 28

37 26 the Self thy Self

42 9 7. 1 II. 7. 1.

45 26 She the

47 30 some sAuie

49 10 come comes

52 6 T 1 VI 1 1 VI

'ft .10 energy

60 13 nhsfirdpfl

27 thpTft nrtinn til oil* ar>tlAn

01 tke the

fid ur. rra.

74 21 on to

(v 10la occause because

27 objection objection

80 33 buauty beauty

84 6 diety deity

94 10 the gets he gets

95 19 the Lord when the

Akasa is

satisfied,

the Lord

98 3 alter altar

107 31 Have have

110 37 meditates mediates

120 24 of to or to

Page Line For Head

122 23 Ptlrvopaksin Pflrvapaksin

124 13

128 30 qualities qualities

130 7 but hat

>»
VIu Tasya TO*T Tasya

142 32 Jyiminih Jaiminih

143 35 Tug 3 Tu

148 35 He ho

152 14 s is

154 21 wo d word

155 15 described describes

„ 3 illumine illumines

158 7 away sway

»
\ ne* float- Traillt^lilU ^toDL ILdUIIpJ ftVin loot tpriiHr^

inn '-11 x rujjb T^TnnnnX iUDUS

at it afinwfllb DUUWO

169 13 Prasanah Pragnali

173 38 is in

174 26 its their

175 5 Brahma Brahman

Jl 24 "™if^ nil

Jl t VI
ao fiomii n nVnQnlXlUiltt&ll

180 5 lees nil

II 10

XOJ
11

can have have

187 29 pasage passage

189 14 Ajdtasatra AjStasatru

191 29
<
nto into

192 42 ove love

193 7^1WTO5!ffsw?W>^l!l^ nil

194 7 arms anus

198 31 devinuc divine

201 11 daulity duality

205 16-17 !f r"*ii nil

6VAJ 19

2 silver peral

213 26 opposed not opposed

214 16 teach men teach

216 21 Brahman Brahma
1

222 17 men man ..

226 28 Br. Up. Br. Up., VI. 1,;7.

229 16 Revealation Revelation

230 4 emergies energies

234 20 of or



( ii )

Page Line for

235 24 unassilable unassailable

238 22 emergies energies

239 20 difference shape different shape

29 maeifestation manifestation

240 33 cannot cannot

243 26 orgination origination

v> well I'taolfuseii

'1
39 meant means

947CrX% 10 other the other

24 reduce reduce it

258 14-15

»»
if?

21 eoncealed concealed

CM* 91 Mastere Masters

9R7 o effect effect

277 31

290 7 v& *n va

302 21 Moksha Moksa

If
23 Direct direct

307 20 external external

312 21 Ksanikattvit Ksanikatvtft

316 41 abondoned abandoned

318 32 mory theory

320 30 state

322 26 fifteenth the fifteenth, the

323 17
ftp K

it
34

i

i
35 fft?r

324 15 Seen to foe Seen, to be

330 26 shoved shown

333 25

29 Rrahmoft mmmm
343 15 BAju Rajasa

i<
S3 \S

at

344 3 romove remove

346 6 is are

n 33 it are

347 5,7 Sittvik Slttika

848 7

351 31 natnre nature

35S 22 Upnnisad Upanisad

» 28 mpoaWon imposition

»• 36 iatdfiftenw intelligence

301 41 declares declares.—24a
368 20 possession

363 40

Page Line J? Or Wend

364 4 w>
365 24 illuminations, illumination

i,
34 «R1

366 18 fastraiffT fasna1*11 l\l n^ll*!

369 9 1 31

23 agent the agent

371 7 agent the agent

28 hold hold of

382 3 its His

385 14 himself itself

32 TOW
393 13 on of

14 conflicts conflict

394 17 3. 1, 1. 3,

91CO explained explained in

<\A&X acciarc ueciaru tuav

1111

405 14 likft the like

406 <io

401 11

414 21 four-face four-faced

415 2 ahown shown

tJ 13 mothod method

>t J4 isranma Brahma
Aid410 99 Data pom

»
tnlnniAimuuie miauio

418 5 WT
12

419 5 <3

8 censes scences

424 9 oblation hat oblation

425

430 1 4 430

425 35 AM*
432 6 TRiTBT

433 14 «PTT

433 15

433 16

434 32

437 8 Somraja Somargja

ft 36 word words

440 25 world word

ft 26 qualifications qualification

441 1 15

442 33 cantradiction contradiction



( iii )

Page Line For Read

443 13 karma of karma, of

447 34 abstanco substance

451 21 enters enters

453 12 objet object

454 4

ii 5

*i
8 aft

456 words worlds

458 7 borehodgb forebodes

AM401 OKJo

Alio on29 is as

464 18 some same

467
ii Gofilo fiopala

469 9 hrough through

470 26 so that so

474 40 Revolution Revelation

482 12 than, that than that

483 30 TrakStic Prdkritic

489 18 manifest nnmanifest

490 14 as is

491 36 Through Though

492 12

498 14 in is

25 worshipers worshippers

512 21

503 33 principle principal

515 38 words worlds

521 28 in the in

31 Sajn* SarhjniJ

532 17 in is

534 7 donbt doubt

11 38 passage, passages,

540 13,26 in spite inspite

ii Jo atlibutes attributes

542 29 enanlted enalted

545 36 employed employed

546 3 act meditating act of meditating

552 38

552 12

•i 19 •ft

554 33

558 3 maditation meditation

501 29 All-agents All-agent

Page Line For Read

565 31 known know

31 Loknm Loka

570 3 applies and applies

572 32

573 5 similarly similarity

11
21 virute virtue

575 33 L. I.

579 7 being beings

IT 41 Uttar Uttara

11 m
580 4 Brahma Brahman

»» 37 Naiskarmaya Naiskarraya

582 21 ^sj mi.
586 11 about about that

588 15 text texts

1* 37 Jamini .laimini

589 25 in is

53 One Ones

590 8

594 37

600 17 text next

603 25 thus just

pi r. 1U HIS his

VOL v> S^nrnW oral

631 8 "A says. says, "A

CO 93

635 21 if m
639 31

645 5 for far

654 6 porform perform

661 8 comes come

11
9 His his

.(0 praying pniying iu

CG6 21

ii
22

668 19 means mean

669 26

11
uv Grhastha Grihasthas

671 40

672 26 His his

674 9 nor nor to one who is

677 6 this his

682 31 Grahoyanti Grahayanti

tt 11
make, make

685 14 outside outside,

687 2 tl It

688 16 Smaronti Smaranti



( to )

Line For

689 20 Whenever Wherever

694 22 being done or being done

697 34 Karmas Karma

701 29 bring
]

brings

702 23 all of all

704 25 opinion union

it 29 Atah, Atah, hence
rjl 1711 noDO connections connection

715 on
.JO he the

710 17

724 10 worlds world's

727 38 fa far
733 10 Dcva Devas

734 16

735 1 7-8 8

736 4 messengers messenger

Page Lino For Read

737 1 11-12 12

778 25

739 1 14 15

740 27 and of and

746 4 Vcvanta Vedanta

»
*iA is

s*
it

748 26 is this is

750 39 without with

755 23 explanins explains

761 1 13-14 14

765 28 Varun Varuna

f} 33 Jagatvypara Jagadvy^para

768 14 covering covering

771 8 World Word
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